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GREAT IMPROVKMETS MADR IN CHARI.OTTK
COU>'TY, BY SUBSTITUTING CAAAI.S FOU
PO.\DS, TO SUPPLY WATJill POWER TO
MILLS.

To the Kilitor of the [armors" Register.

Perliaps the most efficient aid ever renderec] by
the Vir>xiiiiii lei!;i.slatLire to tlie cause of aijriculture,

was the |)as.-!aire of tl^^act whicli affords facilitie.'^

to millers lor di.-5|)eiisiair with mill ponds and suli-

etitutiiii^ canals in tiieir sleaii. JMany millers in

this county have availed themselves of the privi-

K'ire conilMTed by this act: and ! consider it more
than probable, that in the sjjace of twenty years,

Avhen the present ex|)erimen;s, now in operation,

have fully developed the advanta<::es of the canal

over the dam system, there will not be a pond in

the county of Charlotte.

The obvious advantajres of canals over ponds
arc—on the score ofheah h—the draining of land

—

the increase of water fall—and the less apparent
ailvaiuaiie of increasing the quantity ol water in a

•riven time.

No facts or artjuments are necessary to afford

addilional confirmation to the well-established and
very prevalent ojiinion, that mill ponds engender
sickness. But when these ponds are thoroughly

dramed and put under cultivation, as they are in

many parts of this county, the vicinity of the canal

becomes as healthy as any oilier situation on a run-

ning stream, as the exj)erinients in tliis county
most am])ly show.
As regards the fill, it is generally increased by

giving such a length to the canal as, with a small

stay, to throw the back water above the extreme
poiot of eddy water from the pond.

Airreeably to ray promise, Mr. Editor, I proceed

to give an account of the practical operation of

these mills that 1 have visited in this county, that

are supplied with water by canals that were for-

merly supplied by ponds.

The first I will notice is Major William Gaines',

on Little Warrislbrk Creek. The stream affords

at his mill seat a sufficiency of water for a good
common country grist mill. For many years, a

large pond supplied this mill with water. The re-

peated coiDplaiiits of the neighborhood of its nn-
^ healthiness, and the large quantity of valuable

land submerged by the pond, induced the present

proprietor to take down his dam and substitute a

canal. The canal was cut about two thousand
yards long, and made to take in at its mouth nearly

(or quite) the whole stream. Its cost I un-

derstand was about fitieen hundred dollars. The
cost was greatly increased by an unusual quantity

of solid rock encountered by the ditchers. The
land reclaimed, is about forty acres, which, if well

drained, would command in this county, with its

peculiar advanti'ges of location, the high price of

three or four thousand dollars. The pond vvas

drained in the early part of the last year, it was
too late, however, for the natural grass crop that

grew on it, to come to lull maturity
;
yet with this

disadvantage, and the additional one of very im-
Vol. V—

1

perfect draina£re, the pond produced a crop of wild
grass ecpial in luxuriance to the thickest set artifi-

cial meadow I ever saw. Although many parts
of the pond were covered with water, yet it vvas
estimated that more than a hundred stacks ol'good
hay might have been saved fi-om it, if the whole
had been cur. The value of this (juantily of hay
might be estimated at a thousand dollars, which
sum is a moderate calculation for the annual nett
profit of th(! Ibrty acres, if they were well drained
and set in grass. This canal has been so recently
cut, tliat the effect of draining ihe pond, on the
health of the neighborhood, has not been fully as-
certained. The proprietor, however, thiidis'that
he hi'.s a be;ier mill than tbrmerly. His mill, by
the way, is built with a reaction wheel, and until

the summer droughts set in, its merits cannot be
fiillv compared with the old mill.

One of the greatest advantages, in my view, of a
long canal over a pond, is the gain in tlie quantity
of water. It is readily conceded, that a pond, by
accumulating water when the mill is idle, will lor

a time supply a better head of water than the ca-
nal; but when such accumulated water is spent,
the supply of water is much less from the pond
than would be from a canal: the reason of which
is, that :i very large portion of the water in all large
ponds, is lost by evaporation. An old miller once
told me, that in windy weather, the wind would
drive the water back, and would not permit it to
leed his mill as freely as in a calm day. I have no
doubt tiu-re was a smaller supply of waler in windy
weather, but the true reason was the great increase
of eviiporation in windy weather. When a fresh
is anticipated in our large rivers, high winds are
always considered a favorable prognostic. This
loss from evaporation is alwaj's greater in the dry
hot weather of summer, when the millers are most
in want of water, and it is at such times that I have
observed a great superiority of the water-power of
canals.

It will therefore be seen, that with a pond of a
given extent, the smaller the stream, the greater
will be the [)roportional loss from evaporation.
So that mill seats upon small streams would be
more benefited by a change Irom a pond to a ca-
nal, than those on large ones. But perhaps the
very greatest advantage of a canal, is that it may-
be made of any length, and thus increase the fall

of water, and the length of the diameter of the
water-wheel, to any desired extent. And this in-
crease is made at little expense, compared with
the expense and loss of land caused by raising a
dam to a very unusual height.

The next chtuige from a pond to a canal, that I

will notice, is the canal that supplies the mill of
Dr. Isaac Read. This mill is situated, also, on
VVarddlbrk, very near its junction with Little Ro-
anoke. The pond formerly attached to this mill,

was drawn off many years ago, bya former owner,
Mr. Allen. And it is supposed that a most deci-
ded benefit has been produced on the health of the
neighborhood. Settlements in its vicinity that were
formerly considered sickly, are now remarkable for

health. A bare view of the premieea would in fact
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convince any one that no source oi' disease existed

in or about the canal or stream.

The canal is constantly supplied with fresh run-

ninir water; as well as the old channel of the

creek, and but little stagnant water is any where
to be Ibund in the flat, ahhough it is not well

ditched.

The canal to this mill, is upwards of two thou-

sand yards long, and the original cost nearly

81,500. For the want of sullicieiit width, and

sutTicient slope to the canal banks, the expense of

cleaning out, and recently o!' widening, has been

considerable. I would urge it upon all those who
contemplate cutting long mill races, to give suffi-

cient width to the canal, and good slope to the ca-

nal baid<s. When the stay, that turns the water

in the canal, is of a given height, the wider the

canal the more water will be drawn into it. The
depth of water will not be diminished in the head
of the canal, as long as the stream runs over the

stay: so that an increase of width, increases the

section of water that runs into the canal, and does

not retard its velocity, or diminish its depth. This

remark, of course, is not intended to apply to mill

races that take in the whole stream.

Notwithstanding the tact that the former pro-

prietor cut the race of this mill too narrow, and

always suflered a large portion of the stream to

waste over the stay, yet, when it was first cut, he

considered his mill much improved. And when
the present proprietor has com|i!eted his improve-

ments now in operation, of widening his canal and

making permanent banks and putting in a perma-

nent check dam, he may calculate with great confi-

dence on a better mill than ever could be expected

from the best constructed pond dam.
I have no correct idea of the land that was cov-

ered by the old pond. It might be estimated at

seventy or eighty acres. A part of it is owned by
Mr. John Marshall of this county, well diked and
drained, and under neat cultivation. Where there

has been a free use made of the spade, it is dry

enough for any crop. I saw a wheat crop that

looks well for the season (comparatively) growing
below the canal on Mr. Marshall's land.

Capt. Henry A. Watkins of this county has re-

claimed a beautiful piece of flat land and improved
the water-power of his mill, by draining his pond.

His mill is situated on Wanlsfork, higher up the

stream than Maj. Gaines'. I was informed that

the land covered by the old pond, ehlier total!}- or

partially, was about one hundreil acres. A por-

tion of this flat is owned by A! r. John F. Edmunds,
and the whole extent of it, exhibits a fine specimen

of judicious draining. It might, however, be im-

proved, if some of the large cross ditches were cut

deeper. A pertectly essential part of cfiectual drain-

ing is, that a ditch be cut at the base of the canal

bank, co-extensive with it, and nearly parallel,

through its whole lenirih, to intercept the water
that leaks from the canal. A ditch of this sort ex-

ists both on Mr. E's' and Mr. W's' flat. I suppose

the land that has been reclaimed by draining this

pond, could not be purchased at less than ten thou-

sand dollars. Mr. Watkins has been offered more
than one hundred dollars per acre for a part of his

pond, and actually made one hundred dollars each,

from fiCtei^n acres, one year in tobacco, and the

lufrs (inil'rinr tobacco,) was not comprised in the

estimate, ^ir. Edmunds' diked il;(t, n^iirred to

©n several ocKasions in the Registoi', is u model

of efTectual draining and secure diking, and is em-
braced in the estimate of the hundred acres. *

The causes oi' disease are so various and in-

scrutable, that it is impossible to say with cer-

tainty, what amount of benefit has been produced
on the health of the neighborhood, by taking down
Mr. Watkins' dam. Before it was drained, he had
been frequently importuned to tjike down his dam
under the general impression that the pond injured

the health of the neighborhood. The village at

Charlotte court-house, was considered very un-
healthy, before this improvement of Mr. Wat-
kins' ; owing principally to the prevalence of bil-

ious 1(3 vers. The court-house is about two or three

miles from the site of the old pond. The writer of

these lines does not profess to be acquainted with
the subject of malaria, but if it be such an agent
in the destruction ofhuman life as it is represented
by the most eminent physicians, half of the mor-
tality of Virginia, might be reasonably ascribed to

mill ponds. The opinion too, seems to be gaining
ground with the medical facultj^, that the mischiefs

of this pestilential effluvium have not hitherto been
sufficiently appreciated. Incapable of apprehen-
sion by the senses, it often seizes its victim when
its influence is least suspected, and its cause un-
known. To form some idea of its eflecta even in

this climate and latitude, let a comparison be made
of the prevalence of intermittent fevers, when thia

part of the country was first settled, and at the pre-

sent time. Within a few years back, agues and
fevers regularly visited nearly every family in

middle Virginia, south of James river, in the

months of August and September. (At present^

it is a rare visitant in any f-amily.) Draining and
ditching have doubtless produced this change.
But the remnant of disease amongst us—particu-

larly the bilious levers of our summers and fall,

are in a great measure to be ascribed to marsh
miasmata, or the effluvium that arises from stag-

nant water. And what better nursery for its pro-

duction could possibly be imairined than a large mill

pond on a small stream? In the hot months oiJuly,

August and September, when the malaria is most
destructive, such a pond is constantly recedin,g

from its ordinary height, and leaving all the rank

aquatic plants on its edges to rot. It is no uncom-
mon occurrence for hundreds ofsquare yards of pu-
trid loam to become exposed by severe droughts in

summer, and for the whole pond to become nearly

or entirely stagnant.

Motives of humanity, if not interest, should in-

duce the proprietors of large mill ponds to draw off

these " bogs of death," and substitute canals with
running water in their stead. It is much to be re-

gretted that our laws sufler such nuisances to ex-

ist, or that individuals, for fear of riskiuij the los^

of a iew toll dishes of corn, should spread disease

and death through a whole neighborhood.

Upon the score of expense, I am not able to

give an accurate opinion. From my present im-
pressions, I would say, that the cost of making and
keeping a dam in repair, is about the same with

that of cutting and keeping in repair a canal. But

* A more particular description of the subject of this

valuable improvement, (the publication of which has

been delayed some months, waiting for an engraving

which has just been received,) will be found in the next

succeeding pages of this number.— Ed.
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ifthe contingv'-ncy ol'the dam's brcalung and mill's

washing away, be taken into ar-coiiiit, the balance

ot'ex|ien.«e will be loiuid on tlie side ot'tlic dam.
When a mill dam brealvs in a ti'esht^l, every dam

below it on (ho siuni? stream, s^hare.s the same litle,

and very freqiieally ihe, mill liouse is wa.-Iied awiiy.

J)arinij:ihe last year, in a nein;hl»()rinii:eounty, three

mills were washed away on the same stream irom

the broakinu of the hii^hest pond dani.

There is one disadvantage necessarily altendani

upon a canal, (nnless (he whole stream is taken ni,)

tJiat is, however, ol" small consequence, compared
with the snnilar bad erfects of a lariije darn. The
stay, which is ordinarily two or three, feet high, has

the cdect ol' slightly '-Robbing''- (or soaking with

moisture) the land above, as tiir us eddy water ex-

tends: but nolarther. Some sup])0se that the ex-

treme point ot' back water ti-om a stay is greater in

high water than at conunou tide; but this opinion

is certainly erroneous. A given obsiacle, say a

slay of twenty leet s([uare, can neversto])a lari^er

section of the stream than one with that unitbrm

base (twenty feet square) whose height is the ex-

treme point of back water. W hen 1 he wuter rises

above common tide, the surplus flows over liie

dam.
I will here make a remark, which though perhaps

out of place, yet { think cannot be too much insisted

upon. All mill ponds should bs effectually drain-

ed. No reasonable expense should be spared to

eH'ect this object. It is idle to expect profitable

crops on reclaimed pond land without it. And no
land produces as well as this kind, wlien a thorough
draining is effected. The soil of some reclaimed

ponds is man}' feet deep, of the mostli^rtile kind of

vegetable mould. And, doubtless, in many in-

stances, the value of the land, if thoroughly re-

claimed, would exceed the value of the mill.

You will perceive, Mr. Editor, in the promiscu-
ous remarks I have thrown tof>-ether, tlvat I have
confined myself to a few mill seats on Wurdsfbrk,
not because they illustrate the superiority of the

canal plan, over the pond, better than others in the

county, but sim[)ly because they were convenient to

inspection. There are others, that upon one point

particularly, show the superiority of the canal more
fully than any of those already mentioned. 1 al-

lude to the increase of fkll and consequent en-
largement of the diameter of the waier wheel.
Every person with whom 1 have conversed who
has made the exchange from a pond to a canal,

considers his mill as improved. If the above re-

marks have no other efiect than cansing an inquiry
into some of the facts aud conclusions above stated,

I shall flatter myself that some little good is ef-

fected; for an investigation of this subject, I am
well convinced, will lead mill owners to the game
conclusions as are here expressed.

E.

PLAN OP A DRAINED MILL POND, ON WARDS-
FORK CREEK.—HILL SIDE DITCHES.—MA-
KING MANURE.

To the Editor of tlie Farmers' Register.

In accordance with j^our request, made some-
time since, I now proceed to give you a plain des-
cription of an enibankment, or dike, surroundiui!; a
portion of low grounds, consisting of about thirty
acres.

The land in question, is situated extremely low,

and, in its naiural state, about one-iburth of it was
covered with water, and nearly all the remainder,
badly " water-sobbed" or saturated, and unfit for

cultivaiion. Ft is now l(M-tile, and has borne re-

peated and heavy crops of tobacco and corn with-
out assistance. It has been in cultivation five or

six years, and the toltacco crops averaged from
three to lour plants to the pound, the first corn
crop, about twelve barrels to the acre, and the
last, not so nmch, on account of the extreme wet-
ness of the season. It is now laid down in wheat,
and intended to be sown in herds grass. It is en-
tirely surrounded by an embankment, the base of
whiidi is twenty feet wide, gradually slo[)ed from
bottom, to two and a half feet at io[). The annex-
ed drawing represents the form ol"the land, and tho
dike and ditches by which it is reclaimed.

The dotted lines, passing between a and j, and
by to k, represent the former bed of the stream
oi" Wardslbrk creek, li-om which the water is novr
diverted by the dam, or stop, l.j, into the canal,

/, m, 71, which was made to supply Watkins' mill,

instead of the pond which formerly covered all this

low land.

North.

^

South.

The broadest surrounding line, passing through
the letters, a. b, c, d, represents the dike, and gives
the form of the land reclaimed. It is graduated by
a level, and is about eight feet high.

The straight line from e is a reclaiming ditch,
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two and a half feet wide, passinf]^ mrougli the

centre of the ground, (from north to south,) and

empties into the receiver o crossino; at ritrht an-xles.

Anotlierreclaiminir ditcli, in the same course (horn

e,) marked g, commences below the bank made
by the receiver o, and empties into another recluim-

injr ditch at c, the southern extremity.

The cross lines, h, o, and m g, represent receiving

ditches, to which the rows ol' corn or tobacco run,

at riirht anizles, and into which tiieir water fijrrows

empty. These receiving ditches empty into the

reclain)ing ditcli, e, g, and also into another run-

ning along the inside oi' the base of the dike, (as a

line runs,) the whole distance, and which is emp-
tied through the dike, by a water gate, at i.

The largest receiving ditch, o, running east and

west across the centre of the dike, is six teet wide,

the earth dug out of it, thrown on tlie lower side,

and is connected with the dike at both ends.

—

There is a water gate in tliis ditch, at the base of

the dike at the eastern end (o,) the object of which

is to cut off all communication, between the upper

and lower halt; so that in excessive rams each half

will retain the water only that falls on it. Other-

wise, the water would all settle down at the lower

end, and drown the crop before it could be dis-

charged. When the water has fallen in the creek,

both gates are hoisted, that at o, in the six foot re-

ceiver, and that at i, through which the water fi-

nally passes off into the stream below.

The lines in the piece p, runninflr north and

south, from the bank of the large receiver, n, and

emptying into the smaller one, g, represent corn

or tobacco rows. Each row has a water iurrow,

which IS never suflered to be filled with dirt in the

process of cultivation, but is kept well opened, so

that it will drain off into the receiver, and that into

a reclaiming ditch, and all is finally discharged

ihrouirh the bank, by a water gate at i.

The reader will perceive, that the corn or to-

bacco rows are all emptied into receivers or cress

ditches, and these again communicate with the

reclaiming ditch, passing through the centre and

that located at the base of the interior oi' the em-
bankment, and finally, the whole is discharged

through the bank, by the water gat^, at the lou-er

end, at i. In great freshets, this gate is closed,

and prevents all communication between the wa-
ter outside, and the inside of the dike. It is raised

as soon as the creek falls, and the water collected

jn the dike, is discharged into the stream below.

Before closing this communication, I will add a

few remarks on the subject of hill side ditches, or

conductors. My first observation is that they are

generally, in this section of the country, made too

Email. They are not suflicient to hold the water in

excessive rains, and consequently the water spills

over the banks and, in many cases, tliey do more
harm than good. I have had some of this Icind of

experience myself, but have not on that account lost

my fiiith in hill side ditches. Another fault in the

construction is that they are fretiuently made too

long before they are emptied, and in consequence

of that fault, in proportion as the ditch increases in

length, the collection of water is increased, until it

is iiot sufficient to hold it, and it breaks over before

it has arrived at the appointed emptying jilace.

They are likewise frequency broken by collec-

tions of water in the intermediate spaces between
the conductors. In these intermediate spaces the

water collects and forms sluices and runs into the

ditches and fills then) with sand, the water com-
ing down the ditch from above, meets wiili the

obstruction formed by the sand, and breaks over.

This may be remedied by running a furrow m a
gently sloping direction across the sluice, froni just

below the ijank of the upper, to the lower conduc-
tor, so as to prevent the collection which forces the

sand into the ditch and causes it to break. The
true principle to avoid washing, is to [irevent the

collection, and pass off the water \n smfdl bodies.

It is the small drops of rain which fail and col-

lects into little rills, and these again into larger

bodies, that fills the ditches with sand, and causes
them to break over and ultimately wash tfie land
into gullies. The true principle then is to stop ihe

little rills with gently sloping fiirrows and prevent

the tbrniation of those larger bodies, which fill the

conductors with sand, and cause them to be bro-

ken.

In conclusion, I will add a remark on the subject

of raising manure, because it is in vain tocalcuiaie

on success in farmin<r, without special attention to

this subject. "Take care of the pence and the

shillings and pounds will take care of themselves."

This principle applies as forcibly to the raising of

manure, as it does to making money. Many far-

mers in this section, do not collect half enough
vegetable matter for their winter establishmenis,

and scarcely any attention is bestowed m Ihe con-

struction of ihe larm yard. Instead of having them
constructed so as to siidt griidualiy to the centre,

on the contrary, the centre is frequently the most
elevated part of the yard, and ihe snjall quantity

of litter collected, is so washed by the rains that it

does not possess half the strength that it should

have, if it was sheltered, or the yards properly con-

structed, so as lo prevent the essence of the ma-
nure from draininii'off. The manure which might
be raised from hogs, is nearly all lost. The hog
pen shordd be as well liit^'red as any other estab-

lishment on the iiuni. The pi-opriety of this will

be readily perceived, when we take mto conside-

ration the sul)stantial food consun;ed by the hogs.

In the process of liitiening alone, they consume
from one, to one and a half barrels of corn to the

head, ihe ofi'al of which, is sufficient to saturate a

large bulk of vegetable matter. There is more
real manure left in the fiiltening hog pen, than

there is in an average of farms in the winter cow
pen. The covvs are fed with liaht straw or shucks,

the hogs with solid corn. The fattening hog pen

IS generally made on some declivity near a sti'eam,

on account of the water, and no matter put into it

to absorb the manure, and the first rain washes it

off in the stream below; and it is thus lost for the

want of a little attention and management. The
sheep should also be penned, every night, espe-

cially in winter. They are (jreal eaters, and should

pav'all thev are ca[)able oi; for their board and at-

tention. There are many other sources of im-

I

jirovement, left unimproved, or carelessly wasted

j

by most iarmers in this region. There ai'e none,

1 or but few ash houses. The ashes are generally

I

throv»?n out, and suflered to be slacked and nearly

all washed away by the rains—the tobacco stalks

thrown out before the barn door, and nearly all the

substance soaked out by the rains—the corn cobs

burnt—and no haidmg of rich nnid from unculti-

vated fiats. These, and many other prolific sour-

ces of increasing the manure heap, and the fertility

of ihs farm, ai-e lost, or left unimproved, for want
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ofa little attention. Let us remember the old ad-

ncre, " lake careoftiie ponce, and the shillin<ri5 and
pound? will take care of themselves:." While I am
nn ihif sniiject, i will hazard a remark on the sub-

ject of haulinjT corn stalks. I think the custom of

iiaulin>r up the stalks, a bad one. Tthe stalks are

wortli sompihinir to remain in the field, tliey arc

valuable, it" ploui^Hied in with the wheat crop in

the fall, and worth somelhirig it' cut down and not

I'lounhed in, consecjuently, there is some loss ol

labor, especially when we take into the account,

that leaves, or other ve<2:etable matter is cenerally

more convenient to our farm pens. We have so

little labor to bestow to raisinj^ manure, we surely

oiifrht to lose none, every lick onsrht to count. By
haulnifj corn stalks, we are more or less, robbintr

Peter to pay Paul. We can ijeneraliy ffet leaves

from land which we do not desiirn for cultivation.

J. F. Edmunds.
fVardsfork, Charlotte.

For the Fanners' Register.

TiiR u^'FIT?f^:ss and unsuxtablenkss of
THE CUI/rt'RIO OF COTTON ON OUR FARMS,
WHKN THKIR IMPllOVEMENT IS DESIRED.
THE ABUNDANCE AND VALUE OF MARL
AND GREEN SAND IN SURRY COUNTV.

Surry County, February, 1S37.

As the season is now fast approachin<jr for our

Hirmers to be prepariuG; their land tor their hoe
cro|)s, I will offer a liiw remarks, which it is hoped
may be of some use to the farmers on [)oor land,

who, I am sorry to say, constitute a majority in this,

as well as the adjoinin<r counties.

I am well satisfied that one (jreat cause (but by
no means the sole one) of the slow improvemeiu
of the farms in this vicinity is the cultivation oJ"the

cotton crop. The most of us will persist in culti-

valini^ it, althouifh we have been warned by two
or three successive and almost entire failures that

our climate is by no means favorable to its <rrowth,

even if our lands were rich enouijh. Our fields are

very lar dlflereni from some of the far-famed Tex-
an, where (I have heard) it is only necessary to

sow the seed, to obtain what we would call a fine

crop. I would recommend the total abandonment
of the cotton crop, forthwith, to all the llirmers in

this section, or at least, only to make just enough
lor the use of the plantation. All of the manure
that we make on our farms, instead of being
spread on the poorest parts, where it is most need-
ed, is put on the cotton lots; where it is ploughed,
harrowed, and hoed up, from May until Septem-
ber, by which time it is nearly exhausted by con-
stant exposure to the deleterious influence of the

hot sun. The land is but little benefited, and very
often, althouirh you may have a very promising
crop, before half of the pods are formed and ready
to open, they are bitten by an untin)ely frost, which
nearly destroys the cro[). I do not think the cotton

farms in this county, taken collectively, average
more than six or seven hundred weight to the

acre, though I believe, there are many on the

river, that make near double that quantity. The
generality of our corn ground is poor, yielding not

more than three and a half, or perhaps lour bar-

rels o( corn per acre. * If we think the, cotton crop

is the most profitable, and are determined to per-

severe in its culture, let us first get our liirms in a
better state of improvement, by marling, and ap-

plying all the manure to the poorest parts of the

fields, instead of on the standiiii!: lots. The funis
would then improve rapidly, iiut so long as siaiid-

inir lots iif<' kept, and cultivated in cotton every
year, we may not expect our larnis to improve
much, if any.

A very perious objection to the cultivation of"

cotton with us, at present, is the unprecedented

high price of labor ; for, of all crops ever cultivat-

ed by us, I think cotton certainly requires the most
manual labor. I think Indian corn and oats wouUl
be by far the most profitable cro[is we could raise

in this section, not only in a pecuniary point of

view, but what should be yet more recommenda-
tory in their favor, we would have it so much more
in our power to marl and improve our firms, than

we can possibly do now. Wheat, no d<5uht would
be more gainful than oats, if our lands were ailapt-

ed to its growth, but our soils (with a li^w excep-
tions) are generally too liijht and acid. We would
then be enabled to make more than double the

quantity of manure that is now made, whilst cul-

tivating cotton; provender would be more plenti-

ful, and our stock of every description would have
far better support. By the cultivation of cotton, our

corn ground is not only deprived of the little ma-
nure that is made, but what is still more to be la-

mented in many cases, the whole farm is debarred
ir-om the invaluable benefit of marl—for there are

many of us under our present system, who do not

cart out a sinirle bushel. If we were not compel-
led to pick out our cotion during the fall, we would
marl over many acres fi'om the time corn is laid by
until harv^est. The most of us think that the last of
the summer, and first of the fall, are the only limes

that we can, with any possible convenience, spare,

the force of the fiirm to haul marl, as the winter is

spent in mauling rails, repairing fiances, &c. &c.
As many liirms as there are in this county that

have marl in abundance, there are not more than
one or two farmers who allot a separate force lor

marling, and only one farm within my know-
ledge, (Chipoax,) that has been entirely marled
over. It seems very strange, that notwithstand-
ing, on every iarm where it has been used, it has
had a most happy effect, and generally without
the aid of either clover or gypsum (but often with
the injurious accompaniment of grazing) that far-

mers should be so dilatory in availing themselves
of its great fertilizin£r properties. Our marl, too, is

generally of excellent quality, averaging from fifty

to eighty per cent, of carbonate of lime ; and very
often green sand is found in considerable quantities;

in many banks there is as mucli as from thirty to

forty per cent, of it. I think the marl in Surry is

commonly more accessible and more abundant
than any I have ever seen. Very many of the

banks are not only almost entirely hare, having
not more than four or five inches of earth over the

marl, but what is another great advantao;e, there

is often little or no hill to rise, in liauiing it to

the fields. I discover that the marl which has the

*We should have estimated these several rates of

product, both in cotton and corn, much lower than our

correspondent has done.

—

Ed.
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nffeatest quantity of «rreen sand intermixed witii it,

IS always the most efficacious ibr rlie first and se-

cond years, but alter lliat time, I cannot perceive

much ditference m its eHects. Lime in any iorm

applied to our lands, fertilizes the soil in a reniark-

jibie degree, especially when aided by clover, but

untbrtuiiately fur us, clover, and gypsimi pariicu-

iarly, are almost eiuirely strangers in this land.

'The price of land with us, is very low indeed,

and I hope most fervently, that it is at its lowest

ebb. A farm, a part of wiiich is well timbered,

sold but a. very lew days since, lor one dollar ])er

acre.
A. A.

RAIL ROAD IROX.

The iron that will be required for rails, chains,

and carriages, and other works lorthe roads lor

which bills were obtained, during the last session

of Parliament, will amount to at least 220,000 tons,

and lor bills previously obtained, 70,000 tons,

making a total of290,000 tons, which will probably

be in requisition ti)r the next lour years. Wiih
respect to the United States rail roads, we find by

ihe j/merican Rail Road Journal, tliat the extent

either actually under comract, or in progress of

being surveyed, amount to more than 3000 miles.

To lay a double line this distance will take 750,000

tons ofirou.

—

Lon. Mln. Jour.

From the Genesee Farmer.

RECEIPT AKD PATEKT VENDING.

There is a pretty extensive class of men among
us, men too lazy to work, and having the fear of

tlae state prison too vividly beibre their eyes to steal

or counterleit, yet who adopt measures to gain

a living, in our opinion, less honorable, and infinitely

more nuschievous. One ofthese ways ofobtaining

money, and which among the Yankees is called

getting a living by hook or by crook, is by procuring

a patent for something new, or which may be

deemed so—a churn, a gimlet, or a gristmill per-

haps—and then travelling in all directions to vend
rights, privilege of use, &c. Another secures an
antiquated receipt ostensibly producing the most
valuable and astonishing results, and forthwith

commences a magnificent system of plunder upon
the pockets ofthe gullible many. The truth is, we
must feel a pleasure in being cheated— not in the

remembrance of it—or we should not suffer these

wandering vagabonds to touch our cash so olten.

A smooth-spoken rosy-gilled man enters your
house, and unfbiiiing his ample pocket-book, lays

before you a plan ofsome machine or iniplement

calculated to lacilitate labor, and add materially to

the profits of the farmer or mechanic—a churn that

will make butter out of skimmed milk—a plough
or harrow to go without a team—a pump to draw
water li"ora a dry well, with a multitude of other

things, represented by a variety of black scrawls
on paper, are tendered for your mspection. Should
he discover that your way lies not among such ar-

ticles—and it is a thousand chances to one if our
man does not make you believe some one of them
is exactly adapted to your fiirm and circumstances
—he turns over a leaf and presents you with re-

ceipts to preserve apples the year round, (perhaps
by impregnating them witli some of the oxides of

lead,) ^- for boiling potatoes without allowing
their skins to crack; or should yoti be afflicted in

body or in mind, fbr a trifle he will invest you with
the power of creating a salve tiiat will cure the
rheumatism or the gout in a twinkling—waters
that will give instantaneous sight to the blind

—

and tmctures that will make your ^conscience or

your character white as a sheep's liver, ere you
can say ".Jack Robinson!"

'J\) be serious, our farmers and our citizens gen-
erally, are too much the prey of such designings
speculating men. The utility or inutility ofimple-
ments, machines, or medicines, should be made
[manili^st ?J at the expense ofthe inventor, and
not at tJie expense ofthe public. If an implement^
or machine, on proper trial, proves really valuable,

there can be no difficulty in obtaining the written

testimonials ofthe (itci, from men well known to
the public—men who could not be easily deceived,

and who would not lend their names to deception,

or ceriily to fiicts which they had not seen fully

sustained. Tens, if not hundreds of thousands of
dollars are in this way annually taken from the

hard-workinjj and industrious for patents, and
things in themselves utterly worthless, and of
which fact the venders themselves must have been
pertecily satisfied. On this point we say plainly

to our fiumingfi'iends, beware how, what, and of
whom you purchase patents or receipts: ascertain

if the principle of the invention oti'cred be practica-

ble in execution, and if so. whether it is one adapt-

ed to your circumstances and your wants. Re-
member, that because a thing is good, it is not

absolutely necessary you should possess it; and if

you do not actually need it, by procuring it you
are suflering an unqualified loss. VVe have one
other ren)ark to make on the subject of patents,

and that is, such is the operation of the system,

that where an implement or machine is decidedly

beneficial, there is in ordinary circumstances no
safety for the fiuTner in their purchase or use.

Take fbr instance the revolving or patent liorse-

rakc, one of the most valuable implements for

facilitating labor that science or art lias put info

the hands ofthe agriculturist. They are made in-

various districts, counties, or towns, in which the-

right ofmakingand using them has been properly

secured. Perhaps the supply manufactured is

greater than the demand in the privileged district,

and then they are distributed in the neighboring
towns fbr sale. Farmers unacquainted with the

technicalities ofthe patent law, purchase, pay the

full value ofthe rake, and are satisfied with its

operation. By and by, along comes the patentee,

or the owner ofthe right fbr the district or town,
and demands ofthe agriculturist, a sum in general

equal to the first cost of the implement, or

threatens him with a prosecution. On inquiry the

f;\rmer finds that no right has been taken out for

the town or county in which he resides; he finds

too that the law ijives the patentee or the owner
ofthe right, the privilege of proceeding against

either the maker, the vender, or the user of the

rake, and as the latter person is generally the-

most responsible ofthe three, he finds he must
again pay fbr the rake, or, which is worse, experi-

ence the vexation and expense of a protracted

lawsuit, the greatest evil that can befal the fiirmer.

We are convinced that the discoverer of a usefiil

invention should be amply protected in the enjoy-

ment ofthe fruits of his genius and study; and u»
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porhiips the law ol'patcnis cannot he so amcn(](\1

as to meet every snpposable case, hard as ils ope-

rations on the liirmer may sometimes be, he must

cheerlully pubniil. Ilenee we say to tlie ajrricnl-

tnrist, buy no patent horse ralces, excellent as they

unquestionably are, unless you first ascertain that

you can use I hem without beinj; com(>elled at

some I'uturc day to pay double their value. For
ordmary Carmers, the sinirle horse raUe will answer
everv purpose; it is more simple in its construction,

less liable to be broken or cleranijed, and may be

used wiihoiit ioar ul' patents, prosecutions, orcoii-

tliclinir claims.

For the Fanners' Register.

OX THE AGUICULTURK OP NEI.,SON AND AM-
IltlRST.

No. II.*

The coimlry east oftlie Blue Iliilixe, for twenty
miles or more iu width, is very hilly, and in some
pliices moiuitaiiioiis, bein/j bilersected with sjiurs

from the main rid^^e runuin<^ oH" at riijht angles,

and small chains running parallel to the great

mountaui, it. i.s watered in every direction, either

hv clear and copious streams, heading iu the

nioimtains, and pursuing their course with a rapid

fall to James river, or smaller streams flowing from
springs which issue from the base of almost every
liill. No country f have ever seen, is so abundant-
ly and delightfully watered. It is difficult to find

an hundred acres any where, that has not a stream
ofclear water passing through it. The climate is

eminently healihy, human hie being protracted

to as great length as in any quarter of the globe.

The midday of the summer season is sultry, the

thermometer of Fahrenheit someliuies rising to

tiinetv three or four degrees, and very generally

to eiifhtv. Cut the niirhts, particularly near the

Blue Ridge, are exceedingly pleasant, and gene-

rally refreshed with a breeze, which sets in about

sunset, oralitde alter, fi'om the mountain, and
continues for some hours after night, dispelling

the languor occasioned by the heat of the day,

and rendering sleep sound and deliirhtful.

The soil IS generally a red clay, varying some-

what in shade, and often of very great depth. In

m:inv instances, excavations of more than twenty

feet (leen, exhibit no change. The grey lands I

think, are rrenerally less productive, of which,

however, there is not alarjie proportion; and those

approaching to white, sometimes found in consid-

erable, tracts, are by no means fertile.

From the red lands, of which the writer has the

most experience, when in good condition, an aver-

asTo of six hundred weiirht of tobacco, twenty bush-

els of wheat, and from six to eight barrels of corn,

may be obtained from the acre, by good cultivation.

The (Tenera! product of the country, is much less.

If the farm requires imnrovement, in order to at-

tain these residts, the fields to be cultivated in corn

and wheat, should not be less than four—the ro-

tation to consist of corn, wheat, and clover for two

* Though this article is the second of a series, it has

no dependence on the preceding number, which con-

sisted of more general remarks, applicable to our agri-

eultura in general.

—

Ed. Far. Reg.

years. Thus, one lielil will be in corn, one in wheat,

and two in clover every year. If'the land is alrea-

dy in a state of' fertility, it vvill not maintain it, if

corn is taken from it oftener than once in lour

years. Nor does it seem expedieiu to let the land

lie longer without a cleaning crop ; as locusts, sas-

safras, briers, and weeds of various kinds, occupy it

so rapidly, as to retpiire ii'reat labor again, to put it

in proper condition lor proiiiabh! |)roducti()n.

The ground intended l<)r tobacco, if highland, I

would also divide into four smaller fieliis or lots.

The rotation to be, tobacco, wheat, and clover for

two years. As a preparation lor corn or tobacco,

the laud should be broken deep with a good plough

drawn by three strong horses, and as much of the

ploughiuij as possible done in the fall and winter,

because the winter's frosts assist materially in pul-

verizing the land, and destroying insects injurious

to the cro|)s, which are generally, or their eggs,

deposited a few inches beneath the sod. In the,

spriuiT, the land should be well harrowed, and
rendered as smooth as possible. Then, (if not

previously done) water furrows should be laid off

with a rafter level, from forty to sixty fi^et apart,

in proportion to the steepness of the land, having

a fall of one inch, to every ten feet, and emptying
into the nearest ravine. These furrows should be

as deep and wide as they can be made with the

plough, assisted by hoes or shovels to throw out

the dirt. The system of ditching, as practised in

the country bordering on the Roanoke, would [)er-

haps be more eti'ectual against washing, but the

ditches are very inconvenient to cross with the

teams, in getting olf the crops. The larsre fur-

rows made by the |)loughs, if kept carefully opea
through the season, will, under ordinary circum-

stances, prevent any serious loss of soil. Betweent

these water furrows, and parallel with them, smal-

ler furrows should be opened by single-horse

ploughs, for receiving the planted corn. It is im-

portant that the smaller furrows should be parallel

to the larger, that in the cultivation of the corn, the

ilirrows of the cultivating plouifhs, should assist in

bearing ofi' the surplus water, from heavy rains, to

the ravines. Injury from washing requires to be
sedulously guarded against, by all who wish, in this

region, to improve, or retain the fertility of their

lands.

Tlie corn, previously to planting, should be rolled

in tar, in the pro|)orlion of a quart of the latter to a
bushel of the ibrmer, and as much ground gypsum
sprinkled over the mass as can be made to adhere.

It is a grest advantage to the crop, when the corn
is about a foot high, and directly after thinning, to

re-plaster, by putting a small quantity on each hill.

The cultivation of the crop consists in keepmi!; it

free from weeds and grass, by as many plough-
ings and as much hoe work as may be necessary

for the purpose, remembering it is incurring con-

siderable risk to plough afler harvest, during a dry

season.

It is usual with us, to gather the blades and
tops, to rernove and slack them, as the first pro-

cess. The corn is then cut up, and stacked on
the ground, and the ground, if clean enough, sown
with wheat, at the rate of a bushel and a half' to

the acre, and put in with small ploughs. If the

ground is loul with ijrass or weeds, it is broken by
ploughs and smoothed by ban-owing; the wheat
then sown and covered by liarrows. In the spring,

near the last of FebruEiry, or during the first ten
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^or twelve days of March, clover seed, in the qiian-

4i};y«ar a gallon to the acre, should be sown on the

wheat, during the morning when the ground is

frozen. The ihaw of the Bucceeding day, per-

mits it to eater the soil and be covered vvilh great

Tewularity. The writer hag found advantage in

;r6lliTig his clover seed in tar and ground gypsum,
before sowinii. A gallon of hot water to a quart

of Har, dilutes it, without destroying its adhesive

properties. Clover seed, immer.sed in this mixture,

:and then made to re(;eive as much gypsum as will

adhere, is materially assisted in its subsequent

Igeriiiination and growth, by the process. The
•ensuing sjiring, after the clover is sown and in

•an early stage of vegelation, the clover should

be pJastered, with not less than a bushel of gyp-
•Sum to tlie acre. This will ensure a good crop,

'in almost every instance, where there are plants

••enough en the ground to form an adequate cover.

The galls and gullies, where they exist, (and they

are the too frequent product of oiir bad agriculture)

•must be strengthened by the i.pplicalion of fiirrn

pen or stable manure, before they can produce and
support grasses.

I'he best land is chosen for tobacco, and none

but the best will afford any profit in t lie culture.

The [ireparation does not diller troni that lor corn,

except that no furrows are to be run for planting

tobacco, but places marked with the hoe at the

usual distance of hills apart, and the plants de-

posited there. The surfiice between the water

liirrows, should be kept as smooth as possible dur-

ing the cultivation of the crop, and the water fur-

rows carefidly kept open. Wheat in the fall, and

clover seed in the sprinir, follow the tobacco crop.

And under this system, the land, if not loo severely

scourged by grazing or mowing, will be Ibund im-

proved in fertility at every rotation. In truth, this

ursorne other analagous mode nuist be resorted to,

il'the culture of tobacco is continued in this region;

as the forest is cut down to so great an exicni. that
|

in many instances, woodland enough is not left lor

the support of the respective farms.

Havino- hastily sketched the system of culture,

let us compute the probat)le income lo be obtained

li-om a farm containing lour fields applied to the

culture of corn and wheat, and lour smaller to the

culture of tobacco. Suppose the larger fields to

contain one hundred acres each, and the smaller

thirty. If the land is brought to as high a state of

fertility, as a few rotations such as I have describ-

ed, or rather alluded to, may be expected to brinfr

it, the land in corn will produce, according to the

season, from six to eight barrels. The corn land

sown with wheat, may be computed at ten bush-

els, the tobacco land at twenty bushels per acre.

Six hundred weight of tobacco "to the acre is a mod-

erate crop.

The wheat and tobacco crops are always for

market, the corn only so far as there is a surplus

beyond the wants of the farm.

Suppose the farm to consist of one thousand

acres, six hundred cleared, four hundred in wood,

at ten dollars an acre, (the flill selling price for

high land in this part of the country.) The stock

to work it—ten horses, each at 8 GO 00

Twenty laborers per annum, each hired at 60 00

Farming utensils, waggons, &c. 500 00

The capital invested, would be S 11,100 00

The product, one thousand six hundred

bushels of wheat, per bushel, $ 1 00 1,600 00
Tobac-.co, eighteeii thousand pounds, at

$ 8 per cwt. 1,440 00

83,040 00

Deduct S 1,200 for the hire of labor, and $ 400
for the other expenses of the liirm, a sum that will

be found ample, and -S 1,440 will remain, being
about 13 per cent, profit on the capital invested.
Or if the laborers, with their families, are the pro-
perty of the land holder, supposing the whole
number to amount to forty, and estimating them
at an average of -^ 400 each, the capital then in-

vested, would be ;J 27, 100; from the gross pro-
duct, 3,040, deduct :$ 800 necessary annual expen-
diture, and add 3 per cent, for annual increase ir«

value of slaves, and the profit on the capital em-
ployed will be about 10 jier cent. The price of la-

bor would not be higher with us, than the amount
charged in the ])recedifig estimate, l)ut for the com-
petition of the public works, which is a temporary
matter. And when the commercial embarass-
ments of the south-west, are considered, witli theif

efiect on the p'rice of slaves, particularly recent fai-

lures, the value of that species of [iroperty, will be
deemed as estimated sufficiently high.

The stock of horses and other working animais^
may readily be sustained by those bred on the
place, and the wear and tear of farming tools,

wagons, &c. is supposed to be ftir more liian com-'

pensated by the beet" and other small articles that

may be annually sold. Sheep on such a liirm may
be kept in suihcient numbers tofurnisli wool for the

winter clothing of the laborers, and their fiimilies;

and more than hoirs enough reared to supply them-

with pork in the greatest abundance. In this esti-

mate, no allowrmce is made lor corn sold, because
it is deemed better matiagement to consume all on
the firm, in siqiporting working animals <md rear-

ing necessary live stock, the surplus of which, par-

ticularly hogs, will always command a ready sale.

The profits of the farm described, are stated hy-
pothetically, but the writer does nut believe them
overstated. The farm on which he lives under
much more unfavorable circumstances than those

supposed, (a larger part of it being unfit lor cultiva-

tion, and suhi(^ct to long absences on the part of" its

owner,) yielded last year, a clear income oi' eight

per cent, on the capital employed, (without refer-

ence to increased value in any thing,) after

charging the land and slaves at the belijre men-
tioned prices, and deducting every expense. Nor
has it lor some years |)ast done less. In addition

to this, the family have been abundantly supplied

with all such articles as the farm could aflbrd, and
carriage and ridino; horses maintained, who have
done no profitable labor.

A large portion of the country between the head

of tide water and the Blue Ridge, is capable, by tol-

erable management, of at least yielding equal re-

sults. If a fair statement could be obtained of the

profits arising from cultivation in our south-wes-

tern country, al"ter a projier allowance is made tor

the lives destroyed by the climate, we shoidd be

enabled to make a comparison which miL''ht arrest

the attention of the great ruling passion ofour coun-

try, ihe love of irain. Every other consideration is

held as little, compared with tlie prospect of making
money. To live among the squatter population.
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the horee thieves and counterfeiters of the west,

und other persons of that description, isidisrci^ard-

ed.* The neighborhood of the Indians, with tlic

risk of the scalping Icnitio and tomahawk, ibr the

women and chiKh'en, is overlooked. Pestileiiiiai

marshes, stagnant water, yellow fever and other

liital bilious diseases, widows andjjorphans lefi in

a helpless condition, where human pity aiid sym-
pathy are scarcely known by name, are circum-

stances hardly allowed to form items in the gene-

ral calculation of profit and loss. Far less is the

iibandonment of (riends and country regarded, the

prospect of wliich extorted from Burns the pa-

thetic lines

—

With melting heart and briinfidl eye,

I'll mind you still, though far away.

A young man of this county, whose friends and

family reside here, told a friend of tlie writer, a iew

days since, he was going to Texas. " You will

be too far off to return often," he was told. " I care

not about ever returning," was the characteristic

reply, "so I do well." Meaning, by doing well,

making money!

ACCOUNT OP THE GREENSVILLE AND HOAN-
OKE RAILWAY.

To the Editor of the Fannera' Register.

December 1st, 1836.

As the Greensville and Roanoke Rail Road is

about to go into operation, a concise account of its

origin, location, construction, and probable reve-

nue, may not be uninteresting to at least a portion

of your readers.

To secure the trade, and bring to its own mar-
ket the produce of the great and lertile valley of
the Roanoke, has always been considered a mat-
ter of the greatest importance by the town of e-

rersburg. For this purpose, (among the fust in

this country, though still a new work,) was the

Petersburg and Roanoke railway constructed

—

an improvement which has lar surpassed the ex-
pectations of its warmest advocates. Blakely, on
the Roanoke, and nearly four miles below the fiiljs,

was selected as the point of termination of this

road. This work, however, had scarcely ffone

into operation, when the Portsmouth and Roan-
oke Rail Road Vv'as projected, to connect the towns
of Portsmouth and Weldon, (the latter place on
the Roanoke, four miles above Blakely) the object

of which was to divert this same trade to Ports-

mouth and Norfolk. The Petersburg interest, thus

in danger oi" being cut oif from the trade of the
upper Roanoke, saw at once the necessity of a
branch from their road, to some point on that river

still higher up than Weldon; and for this purpose,

a joint charter was obtained from the legislatures

of Virginia and North Carolina, tor a rail road
from some point in the vicinity of Hickslbrd, in

Greensville county, to Wilkins' ferry, (now Gas-
ton,) fifteen miles above Weldon.
During the summer of the past year, the sur-

* A friend in whose statement I can confide, assured
me, that some years since, travellino: through one of the

new states, in the coarse of one day's ride along a pub-
lic road, the residences of five notorious horse thieves,

were pointed out to him by a person acquainted with
the cotmtry.

Vol. 'V—
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veys were commenced, vigorously prosecuted, the
location finally deternn'ned, and the work let for

construction in the latter part of September.
The line of the Greensville and Roanoke Rail

Road leaves the most western point of the Pe-
tersburg road, about three miles south of Belfield,

and alter crossing Fontaine's creek, about two
miles from its conmienccment, keeps on the ridge
between that and Beaver creek, till it reaches the
summit between the waters of the Meherrin and
those of the Roanoke. The valley of a ravine, emp-
tying into the latter, is there made use of, in the de-
scent to the Roanoke. This location, the best that
could possibly be obtained, is, on the whole, favora-
ble; but \-et, not as much so as the public rnight be
led to supfjose, from the term ridge location, in con-
sequence of the sinuosities of this ridge at certain
points.

This road is |)eculiarly adapted to the use of lo-

comotive power, the curves being ail short, and
very gentle, and the grades easy, no where ex-
ceeding a rise of sixteen feet to the mile in the di-

rection of the heavy trade, or of thirty two feet to
the mile in the opposite direction, e.\cept in, the
short descent to the Roanoke, of which more here-
after.

The following table will give the reader some
idea of the curves, and the tangents, or straio-ht

lines, connecting them.
No. 1, is the" junction of the Petersburg and

Greensville roads—No. 17, is on the bank of the
Roanoke ; the other nunsbers are merely used to
designate points of curve, and the terras right and
left, are used on the supposition that the traveller
is leaving Petersburtj.

From No. 1—curve to right—radius

2865 feet,

No. 2—straight,

" 3—curve to leA—radius

5730 leet,

" 4—straight,
'* 6—curve to right—radius

5730 feet,

" 6—straight,

" 7—curve to lelt—radius

5730 feet,

" 8—straight,

" 9—curve to left—radius

5730 feet,

" 10—straight,

" 11—curve to right—radius

5730 feet,

" 12—straight,

" 13—curve to right—radius

2865 feet,

" 14—straight,
" 15—curve to left—radius

1910 feet,

" 16—straight,

No. 17.

From this table, we perceive that 79800 feet of
this line are perfectly straight, and only 13700
curved, the whole length being 93500 leet, very
nearly 18 mdes. Again—of the curved portion,
6500 feet have a radius of 5730 feet—more than
a mile; five thousand one hundred, a radius of
28S5 feet—more than half a mile; and only two
thousand one hundred leet with a radius as small
as 1910 feet. This last is the only objectionable

3,000 feet to

7,800 feet
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curve on the line, and was neressarily adopted to

avoid very heavy cuiliiif!;. With the exception ot

these 2100 feet, a locomotive can pass as last, and
draw very nearly as heavy trains ihrouirh the whole
line, as thou^-h the road were perlectly straiirht.

As the nuinbers of the last table afiiird conve-

nient marks of reference, lei me here introduce a

few remarks relative to the constructi(jn of the

work', and the nature of the counirj' throuixh

which it passes. Between points Nos. 1 and 2,

nothing remarkable occurs—the whole consisis o!

cuttinix from three to >;ix lee'

—

the soil priucipnlly

r

clity. R'tween 2 and 3, is encountered a swHmp,
or hijrhland slash, which was Ibund very trouble-

some, bfin<2; completely covered with water during
the winter and sprinji, and in suiiuiier, baked so

hard, that a pick could scarcely penetrate the soil.

The cleaririir through tiiis swump was very heavy.
In this distance, also, is crossed Fontaine's creek.

O /er this stream is erected one of the handsomest
stone structiues in this country—a drawin<r of

which I send you, * by one of the eujiiueers,

now on the Raleigh and Gaston road. This via-

duct is built of most beautilul granite, wliich was

^xr'M^^ ii^:

Cruk Wadud.

found in abundance at a distance of about three

miles. At the roadway level, the britlge is one
hundred and eighty feet long, and only six feet

wide—the plate of the rail, being about Ibrty two
feet above the eurfu-e of ihe water. The span, or

archway, is sixty feet, and each abutment has a

length of sixiy leet. The abutments fur the twen-
ty feet next to the arch, are Ibuuded on solid rock,

and have such a base, that with a batter, or slope,

on each side, of one inch to the loot, they dwindle
to a width of six feet, by tlie time they reach the

level of the roadwa}'. Over the whole is put a

coping, beautifuil}' cut, one foot in thickness,

which projects on either side, six inches, which
gives the briilixe the appearance of being seven
feet wide. Tiiis bridire is remarkable l()r its light

and graceful appearance, being only seven leet

deep from the top of the coping to the crown ol

the arch, or the stone work being only seven feet

thick just above the crown or highest point of thp

arch, so that it looks as if it were actually suspen-
ded in the air. And yet there can be no manner
of doubt as regards its strength or safety. The
ring stones are two and a half li-et deej), and mea-
sure two feet on the inner, and two U'.ei two inches

on the outer circle—the beds or joints of these ring-

stones are cut perli^ctly smooth, as well as their fa-

ces, and they lie so nearly in contact, that it is almost
impossible to run the blade of a kiiiie between them.
Such an arcli, siip[)orted by abutments sixty leet

louij-. and Ibiinded on rock, will resist any pressure
insufficient to crush the granite to dust. There

* We will take the liberty of saying that we are in-

debted for the original drawing of the viaduct to the

ppncil ol M. Tiiomey, esq.—and we feei regret and

iijortification that the engraving, (for which this publi-

cation lidS so long waited,) is much inferior in beauty

to the drawing from which it was tak°n. Yet it was

ohtain^d of a first rate engraver, (Horton of Balti-

more,) and ordsred in his best st}'!^—no limit fixed for

the price, and paj^ment made for this and sundry

others even before seeing the work. The contrast of

quality in the earliest and the latest work received from

this artist, for the Farm^^rs' Register, is a striking exem-

plification of the usual manner in which distant cus-

tomers are served, after their confidence has been se-

cured. It is cheaper in the "long run" to buy at and

near home, though the prices asked may be nominally

20 per cent, higher. Ed.
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are ubout one thousaiul oiulit huiulred perches of

stone in tliis siructure, and tlie whole cost was
about >? 10,500—which, wiien we conir^uler that

the stone liad to be conveyed tiiree uiik-s, is very

nioierate. Tlie euibauiinient at either end ol'this

briiiife is very heavy—about thirty six li'et hi^ili,

auil in all, contains two thousand eigiit hundred

cubic yards ol' earth.

From No. 4 to 5, tliere is a beautiful straiiiht

stretch of n(!ar!y Ibar miles. The cuttinjj; in sev-

eral places on this i)ortion, is as much as twelve

feet. Where the line crosses the head of Lynch's

swamp, the riiige bemir nmch to the ri^dit, there

is a very heavy embankment, thirty tJiur leet high

in its deepest part, and containing nearly five thou-

sand eight hundred cid)ic yards. Under tiiis bank
there is an arched culvert, (six feet span, ninety

feet long, and containinir tlu-ee hundred to three

hundred and filiy perches,") whidi is a most beau-

tillil specimen of masonry. The cuts on this por-

tion, were principally ol'clay. In them were some-
times encountered large isolated blocks of granite,

measuring Trom five to ten leet in diameter, which
had the ajipearance of having been, at one time,

much subjected to iJie li-iction of water At one,

place, also, the earth is impregnated with a good

deaiol'iron ore, which rendered it exceedingly hard.

Prom No. 6 to 7, the first half is heavy cutting,

the remainder a he;ivy bank. Here, alter snikiiig

the cuts eiirht or ten leet, throuirh clay, there was
reached a stratuni of sand, which scarcely needed

the plough or pick. On this portion is situated the

first de[)ot, seven and a ludf miles Irom the junc-

tion of the two roads, and midway between Eel-

field and Gaston.
The sliorl cut ve li'om No. 7 to 8, is on a heavy

bank.

From No. S to lo, which includes all that por-

tion of the rail road from near Puckett's cross

roads, to the summit, near the Roanoke, a dis-

tance of seven miles, the location is most favora-

ble—the country at one time, undulatiiiir so gen-
tly and regularly, that the hills just serve to fill up
the small valleys, and at another, so regular and
level, that the road- way scrai'es alonirthe surlace,

sometimes a foot or two above, at others, a toot or

two below. The texture of the soil, very sandy
and light.

Between No. 12 and 13, these is a second depot.

Another temporary depot is constructing at 15.

The curve from No. 13 lo 14, brings you to the

proper direction lor sinking the head of the ravine,

by which the descent is made to the Roanoke, and
the curve from 15 to 16, brings you into the direc-

tion of that ravine. Tins ravine is then lidlowed to

the flats of the river, and the same straight line

pursued across these flats, which are here three-

fourths of a mile wide, to the river.

From 15 lo a point one thousand four hundred
feet south of 16, there is a heavy cut, as much as

thirty-one fi?et deep in one [ilace, and containing
nearly seventy thousand cubic yards. The top is

of a sUff clay—the middle third, stiff' clay mixed
with large gravel—and the lower third, a mixture
of clay and sand—the sand however prevailing.

Next to this cut, the work consists principally of
heavy embankment, till you reach the flats, across

which there is a bank averaging about eight feet

high.

After passing through the last curve, or on
reaching point No. 16, a spectacle no less re-

markable than beautillil strikes the eye. The
straight si retell of road does not slop at the river,

but continues on in the same straight line, nearly

to the summit on the other side—a thing unparal-

leled in the annals of rail roads: not only that a per-

lectly straight line could be obtained in the de-

scent on this side—but that a valley should be so

disposed on the opposite side, that this straight

line, conlinueil, should allbrd the very best location

lor the ascent to the next summit—and this too

across a valley, the flats of which are two hun-
dred liiet below the summit on either side. 'J'his

straight line, when completed, will be tliree and a
half miles long, and the Roanoke bridge, when
completed, which is now in the course of construc-

tion, will greatly add lo the beauty of the view.

About the last seven hundred leet of the straight

line between No. 16 and 17, is a [lartof the Raleigh
and Gaston Rail Road. Just belbre reaching the

Roanoke, the Greensville road curves down the

rner and runs into a noble warehouse, which is

now const ructing, three hundred leet by sixty.

—

This depot is immediately on the water's edge,

and the Vthart, only filieen leet wide, will reach
water sufficiently deep to float the largest bateaux.

Cranes wul be fixed on the wharf iIjp raising produce
Irom tlie boals to the level of the floor ol the ware-
house, which is made as higli as the beds of the

i
cars, so tliat the produce can be loaded on them,

I

with but iitle additional trouble or ex|)ense.

I

At the point where the continuation of thia

straight line strikes the Roanoke, the river ig

aooul one thousand ieet wide at the water level.

1 A Itriilge is now constructing across it, which will

j

be completed in the course of the coming year

—

built on the plan of Townes' lattice bridiz'e, with
double lattice, to consist of six spans—the piers
' and abutments of the finest granite, which is Ibund

here in the greatest abundance. These piera

and abutments will be Ibunded on the solid rock

I which Ibrnis the bed ol" the river. Along the

{

whole of this line, stone is Ibund in great abun-
', dance and of the best (|uality. This was a most
iortunaie circumstance, lor on the latter half of the

;

road, the number of drains is almost unjirecedent-

jed. Wherever the line varies the least from the

I

summii of the ridge, the head ofsome small ravine

1 is crossed, which calls tor at least a dry stone drain.

The iiem of hauling, even now, is very considera-

ble, but had stone been scarce, or only found at a
distance, the expense of all the masonry, would
have been very much increased. This stone most

I

frequently occurs in the shape of large isolated

blocks, chiefly of g-ranite, varying much in de-

j

grees of hardness.

Located as this road is, between two creeks, an
abundant supply of white oak sills was easily ob-
tained. Rails had to be obtained at a greater dis-

tance; but the Felersbuig Rail Road and the Ro-
anoke river furnished ready means for their deliv-

i

ery at either end of the line. Tlience they had

I

to be wagoned to the |;oints at which they were
wanting.

Grades.—The following table shows the beauty
of the grades on this road. The first column con-

tains mere points of reference, not corresponding to

the similar numbers in the last table, but as thoso

denoted points of curvCy or changes ofdirection, so

these the chanires of grade. The second column,
the elevation above tide vvaler at Petersburg, of
the point on the same line. The third, the length
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of grade from the point opposite, to the point in the

next line. The fourth, the rate per mile. The fifth,

the total a.'^cent or descent in that distance. And
the sixth, whether the grade rises, tails, or is level.

o .

O b,
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manner in which it has been successfully prose-

cuted, is indeed a subject for congratulation wilh

its Iricnds. At the tune it was let, a <^reat num-
ber of public works were just about beino; com-
menced, and labor was very scarce. The de-

mand lor mechanics at the north, was so <freat,

that it was next to imiiospible to procure a frood

mason. Labor, during its whole conslruction, has

continued very scarce, and consequently very high:

provisions too, have reached a price almost unpre

cedenled. If we add to all this, the unheard ol

winter and spring with which the road had to

contend, we may well wonder at its steady pro-

gress towards completion. R. J.

From the Genesee Farmer.

NEW MODE OF HIVING SWARMS OF BEES.

Mr. Tucker:—I am in this number to show
how five swarms out of six may be drawn, when
they are in the act ofswarniini^, directly into the

liive made ready for their reception. To eilect

this, everything must be prepared beforehand; the

hive well cleansed if it happens to be an old

one—the better way is to burn it out with
straw. The time that bees swarm is for the most
part, ;n this section of the country, in the latter

part ofMay and the fore partof June, though I

have known and saw myself on the fourth day

of July of the last year, two swarms come out and
declare themselves independent of the mother
hives, and formed themselves into new kingdoms,
and although it was late in the season, yet they
did well, and collected a sufficient quantity ofhoney
to keep themselves through the winter. As I have
mentioned heretofore, the hive must be turned up
and brsuhed out every day, especially the forepart

of the season, but as the time for swarming draws
nigh, this cannot be done on account of the in-

crease and the crowding numbers of young bees,

which fill the hive to overflowing. Indeed, when
tlie hive is thus full the bees cleanse the hive
themselves, and drive the worms out. It becomes
uecessary, in this stage of their existence, to wach
their movements, as they become very restive just

before swarming, and are often seen issuing forth

from the hive in great numbers, and running up
and down on the outside of the hive, and seem to

be impatient for the time to arrive, when the
young Qneen shall give the signal lor their exodus
from the mother kmgdom. When this signal is

given, the whole of the young swarm rush forth

with great impetuosity, many ofthem falling to the
ground, some ofwhich never rise again, owmg to

their being too young, or some defect in the wings,
which have not before been tried and proved.
And here again it is necessary to watch the
swarm which is coming out, lest their young
queen should be among those that fall to the
ground, and not be able to rise again. When this

is the case she will be seen running on the ground,
and generally with a number of bees directly in

her trail, following hard after. She must in that

case be taken up in the hand carefully, and carried

to the hive prepared for rhe reception of the new
swarm, and placed where she may run into the
hive. It will be seen that the whole swarm will

soon gather to the hive, and enter in afler their

queen with apparent demonstrations ofgreat joy.

As this seldom happens, we will not dwell any
longer upon it, put pass to fulfil the case promised.

The hive being well cleansed, let it pe placed

lour or six rods in fi"ont of the bee-house, on an old

table or a Ibrm, or a boartl laid njion blocks, so as

to elevate it a little from the earth, leaving one
side of the hive raised an inch fiom the stand,

in the morning, when you are confident the beea

will swarm in the course of the day, take a small

bunch of bee-balm and dip it in a bowl of salt and
water, and rub your hive thoroughly, inside and
out, until your balm is quite worn to pieces, and
leave the hive on the stand; let it be the business

of your lixmily to have an eye to the bees as often

as they can, and the moment they are seen begin-

ning to swarm, let some person go quickly with

another small buuch of balm, and rub it to bits on
the outsipe of the hive, and leave it for the beea

as soon as possible, lor they will be gathering

around the hive before you finish rubbing it,—they

will light upon the hive and take possession there-

of. But should it so happen, (as it does some-
times,) that they 0ianifset an unwillingness to

enter the hive, then they may be gently scraped

down on to the stand with a stick, and this may
be repeated until they will enter the hive.

It will at once be seen that this mode of having
bees saves much trouble, and oflen much diffi-

culty, and sometimes not a httle fear, as it is

known to every one that this small insect carries

a deadly weapon. The last season I kept through
the winter two hives of bees only; they sent forth

three swarais each, every one of which were
drawn directly into the new hive in the manner
above described.

J. H.

For the Farmer'3 Register.

VALUE OF TOMATOES AS FOOD, AND FOR THE
BENEFIT OF HEALTH.

Public attention was directed to an article that

appeared in one of the back numbers of the Far-
mers' Register, recommending the tomato as pos-

sessing great medicinal virtue. The recommda-
tion came (I think,) from a physician in Ohio—

a

profijssor in a medical college. It was recom-
mended, principally, as beneficial for liver and bil-

ious diseases. It has been tried by several indi-

viduals, known to the writer of these lines, with
decided good effect. The persons alluded to were
afflicted with chronic cough, the primary cause of
which, in one case, was supposed to be diseased

liver—in another, diseased lungs, it has a fine

effect in mitigating, and sometimes immediately
checking a fit ofcoughing. It was used in a dried

state, and when dried, a little sugar was mixed
with it, to render it more agreeable to the taste.

The common method of drying is perhaps gene-
rally well known : but I v/ill add a simple receipt,

for the benefit of those imacquainted with the pro-

cess. " Full ripe tomatoes are scalded in hot wa-
ter, to facilitate the operation oftakingoff the skin;

when skinned, they are well boiled with a little su-

gar, and then spread in cakes, about an eighth of
an inch thick in the sun. They will be dry enough
in three or four days, to pack away in paper bags,

which should hang in a dry room." They make a
fine winter vegetable thus prepared, when cooked.

I am strongly impressed with tlie belief, that if

the tomato v/as extensively cultivated, and given
daily to slaves as an article of diet, through the
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months ol' July, Auorist and September, that it

would prove an antidote to bilious Itiver, in a a'reat

measure. Our soil and climate produce this vege-

table in great perfection. A square in a garden,

ot about tour hundred s(]uare yards, (or twenty
yards square) would yield a peck, or half bushel

daily, through the tomato season. If tiie soil is

made extremely rich, and the plants are set four

ieet apart in the row, and the rows are four and a

haifleet distant, the produce will be fully a bushel

a day, provided a variety of irood size is cultivated.

The best mode of getting the plants, that I have
tried, is to sow the seed in a rich bed, in drills,

about tlie usual time for sowing colewort seed.

G.

Extract from tlic British Farmers' Magazine, July 18^0.

AGRICUr^TURAL SCflOOLS.

That the wellare of England is bound up with

her agriculture, must be maniliv-^t, on a moment's
reflection, to all who have not h:id their brains ad-

dled by the economistes. It is, therelbre imj)era-

tive by the duty ol those who have power, to en-

deavor to make ouragricidture as perltjct as possi-

ble. With such view, i have projjosed agricultural

schools.

In 1790 a proposition for a system of national

education, which embraced a<;riculiural schools,

was submitted to the National Assembly ol'

Franoe. But the author of the projet does not

appear to have seen his wa}^ very clearly as to

the education required, and I believe the scheme
fell llirough as much from the imperlection of
plan as anything else. " Dans chaqiie canton,'"

lie says, "il faut im instituteui rural, et peut-etre

deux, oil trois quatre. Dans chaque muiiicipaliie,

il faut un lieu vaste, convert et lerme; la I'institu-

teur, (loiinera ses leeotis. Lire, ecrire. a|tprenilre

a niesurer et a culliver Iss champs; Iravailler sur

ses metiers, liiire des bas, des toiles ou des eioffes
;

apprendre la morale de Feuangile, la morale de
notre sainte religion, la declaration des droits de
I'homme et la constitution ; manier les amies, fiiire

<les evolutions militaires. Tels seront les exercises

des jeunes gens des campagnes, jusqu 'a l'a<iedes

15 ans."

In Switzerland there are agricultural schools in

activity, and others springing up in every direc-

tion. The schools at Hoi'wyl, near Berne, and at

Carra, in the neighborhood of Geneva, are, or

were, the most c(;mplele. To JVlonsieur de Fel-

lenberg, the Swiss will ever have to be grateful :

such men, when we think of them, almost cause
us to tbrget we are on earth. There is much of
whimsicality, however, in the mantigement of the

schools ; and much is, or seems to be, neglected,

that should not have been. " The establishments

at Hoi'wyl are of a very extensive description.

About four hundred and fifty individuals are there

collected together, and although divided into five

distinct classes, with distinct objects in view, they
Ibrm but one whole, of which each class forms a
necessary part. 1. The institute for about one
hundred lads of the higher ranks of lile, from the

different European nations. 2. The school of
llie middling classes. 3. The poor school lor

for boys. 4. The poor school tor Lnrls. Add to

these, the work shops, where agricultural ma-
chines, uud everything tor the use of the dificrent

eetablishiueatSj are manuliictured ; and a farm

conducted upon the most approved principles of

husbandry. The object of the ibunder. in thus

bringing togetlier the youth of every class of soci-

ety, not, indeed, under one roof, but in one little

colony, is tw(jt()ld :— 1st, To give the wealthier

such a knowledge and interest in the poorer clas-

ses, that they may lei-rn that not only the wellare,

but the very existence of the slate, depends upon
this necessarily largest portion of the community.
'I'hat this is the base of the social fabric, and if it

be not solid, the superstructure, however s[)lendid,

must soon be precipitated in ruins:—anti 2ndlyy

That the poorer, Irom dail}' seeking research and
scientific investigation, such as they cannot spare

time to make, produce results of the greatest utili-

ty to all ; and i'lom the daily enjoyment of kindly

intercourse with persons of refined manners, bene-
volently disposed towards themselves, may learn

to look up toihe richer with aflection and respect,

instead of distrust at d jealousy ; while they leel a
moral qertitude of being able, by the means of

well-directed labor, themselves of attaining a
higher s[;here in society. Jii ilie iiisliivle, study

is the labor, and bcdHy occupaiun the. i ernuiiera-

tinn J but in the paor school, bodily occiipciion is

(he labor, study the recreation. As bodil}' labor is

to tbrm the ;!rin('i[)al occcupation of the poorer

boys throughout lile, Irom childhood should ihey
be hidiituated to it. Accordingly, to irive them a
habit of perseverance and skill, bodily labor is one,

indeed the grand, mean of education. For ten

hours a day do the boys labor in the fields or

work shops, each performing work suitable to his

age, strength, and ability. I liave seen them at

all hours, and never did I behold workmen more
intent upon their duty. The master, the indeliiti-

gable Verghli, labors with them, instructing them
in their duly, and at the some time seizing every

opportunity to o|)en their e)es to nature; any ex-

traordinary production they may meet with is put

on one side liir examination when the day is done.

As all they learn has a relation to the objec's by
which they are surrounded, the mind is continual-

ly interested wliile at labor in the practi( a! a| pli-

cation of what they have learned. But giving

the habit of labor is not suflicient. A man who
labors tor another, without himsell' having an in-

terest in doiiiir so, is a slave. It is, therelore, ne-

cessary that they should have some opportunity

of directly and palpably perceivinir the profits of

what they do ; and conseciuently etich lad has a lit-

tle garden to himsellj which he cultivates lor hi.s

own advantage, and disposes of the produce to

the establishment, which either pays him the mo-
ney, or pernuts him to [)lace it at interest in a lit-

tle bank, which has been established tor the fiur-

pose. Several have sums of considerable amount
collected there. The connexion between labor

and property beinff thus early instilled, not so

much by precept as by practice, and the habit of
patient labor so thoroughly acc|uired there would
be little danger of persons thus brought up being-

seduced li'om pursuing their own interesis by any
of the allurements ol the world. But as the man
who labors without knowledge will expend much
lime to little purpose; and the man who labors

wiihout having had ihe moral and religious senti-

ments cultivated, would do so merely for the sake

of animal gratification or self-[)reservatiim ; to im-

prove the means, there must be knowledge ; to

ennoble the end must be morality and religion.
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M. lie Fclleiilier'T, cnnsct^iieiitly, does not ptop

pliort, but haviiiiv ot)taiiu'il \hc siili'^fiiard, the bal-

last ofllie vei^f^el, viz. the habit of labor and a

priT.pption ol' iis value, he (iroce.ods to the culiiva-

tioii of the inirliect and moral sentiinonls—loyivc

a capability of Itoalthv ac'ioii to every lacuilyol'

the human n)ind. 1. To <ii\e .sueii a knowiedii-f" ol

surronuilinir objects as will enai>le tlie indiviihiid

to form an accurate estimate of ilie relaiion ol' his

own powers to them. 2. 'I'o increase the power
oC the individual, and cousccpiently extend his do-

minion over nature: and 3. 'I'o cnltiv^ate whate-
ver liicuitics have a tendency to exalt the reli^'ious

and moral PoniimiMits. appear to l)e ihe princijial

objects ol' intellectual education. As the sphere is

riarri)w or extended accorilinu; to the lank in soci-

ety, the objects to be known must be diH'erent, or

rather the pouits of view in which they are <o be

reerarded are so. The skill ol' the instructor con-

sists in dnrctinii; the attention ol' his pupils to such
things, and in suc-h a manner, as will be tijund to

be of the iireatesl uiiliiy lo them in aller liltj. The
earth in his own immediate neighborhood, its

products, and the Ibrces, forms, and properties

ofnature, are the objects ol" the crreatest interest

to the peasant ; as machinery, mathematics, prac-

tical freomelry, some of the more valuable re-

sults of chemical experiment, and the skilful use ol

his hands are to to the artizan and mechanic. A
larije room, confainino; all the natural productions

of the surroundiiior country collected by the pupils

themselves on a Sunilav, or when at work in the

week-days, is a novel feature in a poor school.

But It is the adaptation of the classification to the

instruction of those to be taught that is so particu-

larly iiiterestiiiir. Airain, that every plant may be

known by its jnirts, each plant was arranged, with
lis root, stem, leaves, flowers, and seeds , and thai

that the children may know whese each plant

may be Ibund, they were arranged likewise ac-

cording to the height they jjtow in the atmosphere,
which, in a country like Switzerland, is a matter
of considerable importance. Specimens of the

different descriptions of woods were also collected;

and a museum of the animals, birds, and reptiles

of the neighborhood was commencing. It is the

habit of accurately observing the actual nature of

objects, as perceivable by the senses, and dislinct-

ly marking their diilerences, which in after lile

renders a man intelligent and judicious. There
are tew whose natural lacuhies are so dull as be
unable to perceive a distinction when pointed out
to (hem, or their notice is directed towards il—tor

instance, that one thing is long, another short;

that one is round, another flat ; one green, another
black. But how i'ew are there who, when mi-
nutely questioned, can gave a clear or circumstan-
tial description of any object they have been con-
versant with or in what particular that object dif-

fers Irjm another. And why is this? Because
they have not the habit of accurate observation of
things

; and they have not thai habit, because in
modern education, a ch!ld''s observation, at the mo-
ment when all is new, and observation most active, is

wilfully drawn awayfrom thint^s to the signs of
things; and the bny who might easily hive been

made to distingush the nature and properties of the

different objects around him, has only learned to

distinguish one letter from another. To give this

habit of accurate observation—this habit of paus-
ing to survey different objects—is one of the points

most parlicularly aimed at in the cultivation of the
intellect by the ibunder in llofwyl."
The school at ('arra is conducted on nearly sim-

ilar principles. "])uring the day, the employ-
ment of the children is divided into manual labor

and lessons, according to the common acceptation
of the term. As is reasonable, the cultivation of
the earih forms their principal oi;ctipalion. They
labor either all together, their master at their head,
or divided into two or three bands accordin<r to the
nature of the work : in this case, the child in each
band who has obtained the greatest confidence
from the master is charo-ed with the direction of
of his companions, and renders an account of
what is done. The children labor, in the first

[)lace, upon the land firmed out lo the school,

which was, in the first instance, nine poses, and
will be fifteen next year. The product of this

land is consumed entirely by the school. The rest

of the time the children labor upon the land of M.
V'criiet Pictet, either by the piece or lor half the
product, or by the day ; in the latter case, the day
IS calculated by the number of hours of efi'eclive

labor, beina' reckoned at nine hours the year
round. Tliis manner of reckoning leaves to the
master the power of regulating the work of the
children, according as he jutlges suitable, and to

proportion it to their force and the state of their

iieallh. Besides this, they manage two cows»
two pigs, and some sheep ; and thus familiarize

themselves with that part of agricultural industry

which relates to the manao'ement of cattle. As
they grow up, they will be employed in the work
lliey are c.aj)able of perlorming. When employ-
ment in the fields is wanting, or the season does
not allow them to attend to il, it is customary to

occupy the children in a wheelwright's shop, (be-
longing to the school.) in separating wlieat, bas-
ket-making, plaiting mats and straw-hats, knit-

ting, spinning, assisting the tailor, the shoemaker,
and the maker of wooden shoes, who are employ-
ed in the establishment lo repair the children's

clolhes. The lessons, according to the usual ac-
ceptation of the term, comprehend reading, wri-
iing spelling, arithmetic, sacred singing, a little

drawing, and some lectures for the purpose of pre-
paring the children tor the deeper religious instruc-

tion which they receive from the clergyman of the
parish. Tliey are taught, also, to know the
names, the characters, and properties of the most
common plants, which ihey collect and dry them-
selves. The committee and the master acknow-
led^e, that one of the greatest difliculties they
have to overcome, is to render the education a
child receives in the establishment where he sees
all his wants reofularly considered and satisfied,

and where finds himself protected li'om a number
of the dangers which he will be sure to meet with
some time or other, as powerful, and experimental
as that which he would receive in a poor flimily,

where instructed and formed each day by necessi-

ty which is loithout d(mbt the best of masters, he
would be called upon to make, at any early pe-
riod, an acquaintance with lite such as it is. all

filled with snares, seductions, and dangers. The
directors of the school do not flatter themselves
that they have reached on this important head, in

their system of education, the height of their

wishes. They avow even, that they despair of
obtaining, in this respect, complete success. No
instruction of man can supply the education which
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providence gives us in the midst of the difficult

circumslances of life. But their very apprehen-
Bion has not been without advantage ; they search
and put into practice everything which can, if not
prevent entirely, at any rate diminish the evil

which they (ear. The food is euch as is found
upon the tables of the laborers, who are frugal,

orderly, and economical. The labor in the field,

although proportioned to the age of the children,

requires the exercise of strength and perseverance.
The master forbids communication with persons
unconnected with the school, only when there is

danger without any prospect oi" advantage. It is

his endeavor, on the contrary, rather to make tliem

acquainted with the society around, in which they
nre shortly to live, than to eeclade them from it.

He frequently charges the elder boys with selling,

purchasing, and going upon commissions of every
description; which, in bringing them to con-
tact with a great number of persons of different

characters and conditions, nmst necessarily make
them acquire some experience of things, and of
men. In fine, the conviction of the importance,
and the difficulty of the ])roblem, causes the direc-

tors to often make the thing the object of serious

examination, and to neglect nothing which will

give the most satisfactory solution po-ssible. When
there is a candidate for admission, the committee
examine whether he has the physical requisites for

his presumed profession. The daily labor is that of
ai^riculture ; the size of the farm has been gradu-
ally augmented : it is composed at this moment of

39| poses, of which 34| are arable, 2^ pasture,
parden, and orchard, and 2| vineyard. The chil-

dren are made acquainted with all the details of
management which can excite their interest, and
make of them one day enlightened agriculturists.

The product of each of the pieces of ground of
which the farm is composed, being valued sepa-
rately, it is to the boys themselves that the care of

j

keeping the accounts ie confided, and to make for

each article the balance of expenses and receipts.

The result, indicated in numbers, is a lesson tipon

the advantages that such and euch a description

of cultivation presents under such and such cir-

cumstances, of v/hich an experienced master fails

not to make them appreciate the influence."*
These suggest the schools proper for the educa-

ting of the children of the laborers, the first point
to be considered. The plan of the Carra estab-
lishment might be adopted, with a few triflng

amendments, which it will be time enough to talk

about vv'hen it is likely the plan will be acted on.
Without a well educated body of laborers, under
the circumstances 1 contemplate, it would be like

working with a team of poor horses : the work
would be done, but how? There are, or have
been, both here and in Ireland, schools for educa-
ting laborers ; but from what I can learn, in the
absence of authentic accounts, they are, or
were, not the most efficient. If they are in exis-

tence they should be revised by their philanthro-
phic founders, for nothing can be more noble than
euch institutions. A " bold peasantry" are, truly,

their " country's pride," but how much more the
pride of their country should be a bold and well
educated " peasantry," if that must be the epi-
thet.

As schools for the bringing up of scientific

• Duppa.

farmers, the Swiss ofTer us nothing of moment
that we can follow. We must strike out a plan
for ourselves. I propose to form, in each country,
one or more farms, to be placed under the man-
agement of proper persons ; and they should be
sufficiently large to admit of operations on a toler-

ably extensive scale. I would by no means have
mere garden practice. Each farm should admit a
determinate humber of sons of fiirmers, but none
under twelve or fourteen years of age, as students
of agriculture; and the students should be boarded
and lodged on the farm. The labors of tfie farm
to be performed, of course, by the students, when
their .strength was adequate to the task, and it would
seldom be otherwise, for I contemplate having
them of ages li'om fourteen to twenty. Of the ar-

rangements for the necessary accommodation of
the students, servants, and professors, I say no-
thing : they would suggest themselves; and I

am not troubling myself with minidicB.
The course of education on these farms, or ag-

ricultural colleges, should run through

—

1. The art of performing ihe manual operations

of agriculture. Too much care could not be be-
stowed on this head. On the dexterous and per-
fect performance of ploughing, digging, manuring,
trenching, sowing, planting, hedging, thinning
out, and the thousand and one operations the
farmer has to perform, more depends than at first

thought appears.

2. Simple mechanics. A knowledge of the car-

penter's art IS of the most essential service to a
farmer. Taking the country through, thousands of
pounds are annually lost from want of such know-
ledge. The carpenter is seldom at hand when
he is wanted, and when he is ten or a dozen miles
off, as is often the case the odds are that he is

never sent for. If it were deemed necessary to

go a little into the philosophy of mechanics, Kater
and Lardner^s Mechanics, would be amply suffi-

cient for a text book.

3. Land surveying and the art of valuing rents

and tillages. These a farmer should be well ac-

quainted with ; but very few are. They shoutd
be taught by actual practice. There is much dif-

ference between theoretical and practical know-
ledge. For the first, Crocker''s Land Surveying
would be as good a text book as any, and lor the
latter, Bayldon on Valuing Rents and Tillages.

As preliminary text books, I should recommend,
SmitKs Lessons in jJrithmetic. and his Evoluiion
and Involution of Numbers : there are no works
in the language like them. The intermediate

treatises are so numerous, and of such equal merit,

that there is a little choice.

4. Botany. Systematical and physiological

;

the latter to be studied with the utmost attention,

l^ext books, Lindley's Introduction toPhysiologi-
cal Botany, and Be Candolle Physiologic Vege-
tate, translated.

5. Geology.^—So fiir as relates to the nature and
[)osition of rocks and strata, and of the formation
of soils. A thorough knowledge of that part of
geological science, would frequently be of great
service to the scientific farmer. Theoretical geol-

gy I should pass over ; not that it is of no impor-
tance, but that it is a species of knowledge that

bears no relation to agriculture. My object would
not be, to make geologists in the sense the term is

usually understood. For a text book I should re-

commend a translation of the Manuale Geologico
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di Gttiscppe 3fcloi>;rani, with pome i'ew fitlditions

and sulisiraclions to nrakc it perlect for tlie pur-

pose. I am not aware that there is any Enixlish

work like it.

6. Mechanical Drawing.— ft frequently hapfiens

that fanners, when they wish an inijilenient aiier-

eil, or ni;ule to a sliape ol llieir own conceiving,

have dillicuUy in gtMtinir it done, from the me-
chanic misunderstandiiii!;, or bein;ir unable to com-
prehend, written or verbal directions. A sliolu

acquaintance witii mechanical ilrawinur would ob-

viate such dilTicullies, and ofien save much expense.

7. y/nunal Palhulogy, Physitdogt/, and retcri-

nartj Medicine.— 1 would nolattenmt to supersede

the v-ererinarian ; bui it is essential inat the iiu-mer

should oe acquainted with the causes and symp-
toms of the diseases catile are subject to, and of

the remedies to be apjilied, in order to be able to

treat them properly in cases o!" einertfencv. Phv-
sioiotfy sliould be carefully culiivaied. Ereeeders

are eternally falling into serious errors, from igno-

rance of it.

8. J'JntomidDgij.—Only in n^laiion to the mode
of propagation, and the habiis of the insects

which are injurious to the farmer.

9. Oic.mistnj.—Without a perlect knowled;j;e of

so much of chemistry as relates to ao;ricullure,

(which would embrace a pretty (general knovv-

ledije of it,) every other kind of knowledire would
be comparatively useless. I need not offer a word
in proof'of this. Tarncr^s, nr Brand's, Elements of
Chemistry, and Davy^s jlgricuUural Chemistry,

would be suiiable te.Kt books: the latter would be

indispensable.*

10. English Grammer and Composition.—
These should be a ir;ain consideration. laiprove-

ment is generally the result of experience ; and
the n)ore men communicate to each other the re-

sults of their individual exf)erience, the more rap-

idly will improvement advance ; as in the majori-

ty of circumstances, communication can be made
by writing only, it is obvious the cultivation of

that art is of paramount importance.

I know not that I can with property place Gal-
vanic Electricity amouLr the subjects to be studied

by the airnculiurist. My opinion is that it should
be studied, for it appears to me, that the effects of
galvanic actio;;, in the elaborating in the soil of
the food of niants, slionid be taken into considera-

tion. Bui I leave tho.se to determine, who are bet-

ter able to judire.

The works I have named as text-books, sufli-

cienily point out the extent to which I would have
the school education of a liirmergo.

To the schools there should be attached good
libraries of books, on the subjects I have named,
as of History, Voyages, Travels, Geosrraphy,
Statistics, and such like ; but not a volume ol"

what is Termed polite literatin-e, for the moment a

lad gets a taste for that sort of rubbish, it is good
bye to everythinix else.

Such a system of education as this, I airi aware,
can be made general only by its being made a na-
tional object ; and ihat it never will be, as lonu as

we are ridden by the " monev- monster." Why
do not the landlords sliake it off? If they tolerate

it much longer, they will have to find quarters in

* The private student should posses himself oi^ Far-
aday, on Chemical Manipulation : it would save hiai a
world of labor and disappouitinent.

Vol. V—

3

the ugly lookinjT workhouses they are now so busy
buildinjr to put the laborers and broken fiu-mers in,

to starve them off. Every day, in the same breath
that proclaims " national fLiith," they are told

ihey must reduce their rents; and are held u|) in

prose and verse, as they most detestable wretches
unhanged. Yet, the simpletons, they hesitate to

retort in the manner they should. Jjoileau, some-
where or other, observes, le plus sot animal, a
man avis, c'csi fhomme ; if instead oi'l'lnmime he
had written le proprictaire Anglois, he would
liave been nearer the mark.
But much may be accomplished by private

means; though not by the instrumentality of
your bursting patriots, either whig or toiy ; for

by theni I have always found— as the deviffound
by the pig ' he sheared—more noise than wool. I

need say nothing of the means: they are obvious;
and any attempt at persuasion, to induce those
most iulimaiely concerned, to attempt to carry
some such plan as I have indicated, into general
orpariiai execution, would derofjate from the im-
portance of the object to be attained.

B. DoNBAVAl?^D.

I''rom tlie Genesee Farmer.

KNOWLEDGE OF PLANTS APPLIED TO FARM-
ING AND GARDENING.

The chief advantage of a scientific knowledge
of plants is, that it teaches the general laws of ve-
ixetable economy, and we are enabled to apply
this knowledge !o a great variety of cases which
occur in practice. Instead ol being under the ne-
cessity of ascertainini!; by experiment, a great
number of iiicts, determine a general principle by
experiment, and this general principle serves as a
foundation liom which we may at once judfje of
the truth orerrorof any thing which may bedirect-

ly re.itirred to it. We hope it may be interestino-

to the younger class of our readers at least to take
a very brief view of the science of botany and the
manner in which botanical knowledge is applied
in practice.

Botany is that part of natural histoiy which
treats of plants. The term joZa/t^, in its most pro-
per sense, applies to every thing in the vege-
table kingdom, tiom the smallest herb which we
tread upon, to the largest forest tree. It includes
every thing fiom the minutest moss upon the rocks
to the gigantic pines upon our western coast, of
sixteen feet diameter and two hundred and thirty

feet in height.

The number of different plants which botanists
have already named and described, amounts to

nearly sixly thousand; hence, without scientific

arranfrement, such a vast nmltitude would be but
an inextricable mass of confusion. Plants are ac-
cordinoly divided into classes, classes into orders,
orders mto iienera, and genera into species; those
he'inir placed in the same divisions or groups which
have some common, fixed and leading characters
or resemblances. Without this arrangement, if

an unknown plant should occur to us of which we
should wish to determine the name, it would be as
impossible to delermme such name by description,

as it would Ite to find a word in a dictionary without
arrangement. V^e would have to turn over many
thousand before we might chance to find the rio-ht

one. But by meansof arrangement, we turn di-
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rectly to the depcriplion, in the same way Ihat we
turn directly to the (iefinilion ofa word in adii'tion-

ary by means of Uie alphahetical order of arrange-
ment. In determining tlie name of a plant, we
first find the class to which it helotios, Ilien tiie or-

der ol' this class, then the genus of this order,

and lastly the species of this genns. All plants

belonging to the same species are considered to have
originally s|)rung from the same seed. Co!ise-

quently^ if there are ditierent varieties belonging
to a fjpecies, they must have been produced by
changes in successive generations of that species.

But the seed ot one species can never so change
as to produce plants belonging to a difl'ernt species.

For instance, the pear and the apple belong to the

same genus, hut to ditlerent species; consequently
seed of the pear can never so chanire into varieties

as to produce apple-trees; nor can seeds of the

apple ever produce pear-trees. There are many
diti'erent sorts of apples, which are all varieties

produced by a change in the original seed of the

species; but no change of this kind in any species

can ever produce a difi'erent species. Hence, if

a tarmer should hear the opinion advanced, that

one plant may deteriorate, or in any way be trans-

muted info another plant, he should ascertain

whether the two named plants belonir to the same
species or not; if they do not, he may be confident

that such transmutation can never fake place, if

they are found to belong to difierent genera, the

certainy of no such change, becomes, if possible,

still greater.

The botanical or scientific name ofa plant, is the

name of the genus and the name of the species to

which it belong, joined together; thus the name of

the genus to which the apple belongs, is pyrvs and
the name of the species is 7nalus; consequently the

botanic name of the apple is pyrus mains. The
pear also belongs to the genus/)j/n/.s, and the name
of the species is cfmmiun/s; thereidre the botanic

name of the pear is pyrus convnunis. The terms
apph and pear, are tlie English or common names.
There is a great advantage in being able to ascer-

tain the botanic names of plants, as well as in mak-
inguseofthem instead ol'Englisii names,) except in

the most common of all plants, as the apple, pear,

currant, &c.) Many plants which are very useful

either for n)pdicine, fijod, or other purposes, are

known in difi'ereut parts of the country by very
ditlerent Fnglish names; and often the same name
is applied to very difl'erent plants; thus a name
which in one place might be applied to a valuable

and useful plant, might in another p.lace be applied

to one which possesses no useful properties, or

even to one extremely poisonous. Hence the use

of English names only, is sometimes attended

with damxerous consequences. But in all countries

botanists make use of the same botanic names, and
such difficulties are thus prevented.

Plants are supplied with nourishment in two
ways. The first is what they absorb at the roots

through the spongioles, which contain a great num-
ber ofexceedingly small pores. The nourishment

which the plant receives in this way isWater, with:

the difierent substances which are dissolved in it,

such as the soluble parts of manures. As soon as

it is absorbed, it passes to the trunk or stem, and
ascends in it through the sap vessels, which are

very fine tubes running lengthwise through it, as

well as throuo'h all the branches, the stems and
email veins of the leaves. TliObC vessels or pores

may be seen easily with a good microscope, by
shaving ort' a thin cross slice from the stem ot

a plant, or li'om apiece ofwood. While this liquid

is thus ascendiuii', it is called the sap. It passes
into the branches, and thence into the leaves,

which being flat and thin, expose it to the light

and air, and it then undergoes a coir.-plete change;
the greatest part of the water of the sap passes off

into the air in the form of vapor, through very
small pores in the surface of the leaf; at the same
time, a part of the air is taken into the leatj and
unites with the remaining sap, so as greatly to

change its nature and quality, and it is now no
longer sap, but is called \he proper juice; and this

is the second way in which nourishment is supplied.

It now begins to flow down the branches and stem
of the plant through another set of tubes or vessels,

and is gradually converted into the solid parts ofthe

plant. Thus we see that a part of the nourishment
is taken in at the roots, and a part at the leavs; but
all the nourishment which every plant receives,

must pass through the leaves, before it can be
changed into wood. Hence we see that the leaves

of plants are quite as inq)ortaRt to them as their

roots. The knowledge of this principle has a vast

number ol a[)plicationB in practice, some of which
are of great inqiorlance. It teaches us that mutil-

ating plants by stripjjing them of their leaves while
in a growinij state, is always an injury to them;
hence the stripping of the leaves of corn for fodder,

which is in some places practised, should never be
resorted to, nor should the practice oftojiping corn

be pursued for the same reason; hence also the

practice of cutting off' the leaves ofmangel wurtzel

ibr feeding cattle, before the roots have attained or

nearly attained their full size, should not be
adopted. But in some cases the leaves are the
chiefcrop, as in the mulberry for silk; in such case

it is necessary to avoid stripping them too closely

or frequently, in order that the growth may not be
too often nor too suddenly checked. The knowledge
of this principle also teaches us an easy way to

destroy hardy and pernicious weeds. It has been
commonly supposed that in order to destroy them
the roots must be destroyed; but this is not at all

necessary; if we only destroy theleavesby burying
them or cuttngof] the stems, it is plain their growth
is stopped, and if this is continued the roots die.

JNlany years ago, when it was found that the roots

of the Canada thistle sometimes penetrate several

feet into the earth, many despaired of ever being
able to extirpate them; but if they had been
acquainted with this principle, they would have
known that the roots might have been easily killed

bycutlingofi'thesupply ofnourishment fiom above.
which has since been very successfully done in

a multitude of instances.

It is the proper juice (above referred to) which
generally gives to plants all their useful properties

in medicine, djeinir, &c. hence it is necessary in

extracting these substances to know in what part

of the plant the proper juice is to be found.

The course of the small tubes or pores throuffh

which the sap and juices flow, may be seen in some
plants by cutting off their branclies with a very
sharp knifi^- and plunging the cut ends into colored

water. Thus, if a branch cut from the poke be
placed in a dye made from the Bra?,il wood, and put

in a warm place, in a few hours the dye will be
found to have run up the stem into the leaves,

flowers, and even the fruit. The part of the stem
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whii-h will bo. thus colored will show the place of

the sap vessels. Il'tiow the upper eiul ol'ii hnnich

be cur, jind plunirod into the colored water, we
shall be able in the same way to trace the counse

of the pores throuu-h which the proper juice de-

scends. Some oflhese pores, however, cannot be

discovered in this way, as they will nut take in

any colored liquor.

All the nurishment which a plant receives, is

cither by means olthe water which is absorbed at

tiie roots, or li'om the air which is absorbed into the

leaves; all the wood in the lariiest and heaviest

trees is formed in this way. The manner in which

water and air is liuis changed into solid wood, is

indeed curious, but is readily comprehended by

those who are familiar v.'ilh the extraordinary

chanijes shown by chemistry. The liict was very

strikingly proved by a phiiosoj)her in Ilollaiui,

who planted a willow weiirhino; /f/"/!/ pounds in

a quantity ol' earth which he also weiirhed and

covered with sheet lead. lie watered it for five

3'ears with pure distilled water: at ihe end of which
lime the tree weighed one hundred andfilxty nme
ponnds and three ounces, and the earth had lost only

three ounces.

The quantity of water which passes off into

vapor from plants through the leaves, is often very

great. Dr. Hales ibund. by very accurate experi-

ments, that a sun-flower which weighed only three

pounds, threw off in twenty-lour hours, twenty-

two ounces of water, or nearly half its own weight.

In the same space of time, the Cornelian cherry

(Cornusmascnla) is saitl to throv.^ off twice its

own weight of water. On a warm summer's day,

at a time when there had been no rain for several

weeks, Dr. Watson placed a bunch ol grass under

a bell glass, and in two minutes the inside of the

glass was covered with drops of water like dew
which ran down its sides. By weighinfrthe water,

he ascertained the exact amount; and from this

experiment he was led to conclude that in one day

an acre of grass throws off nearly two thousand

gallons of water. Some plants when cut wither

much sooner than others, owing to the property

they have of throwins offthe water from the

leaves with greater rapidity. Hence by tryinor

this simple experiment, we may find at once how
much watering different cultivated plants retiuire.

Hence too, the reason why plants may he removed
and trans[)lanted with greater success in damp
weather when the leaves give ofi' but little water,

(ban in dry weather when they throw it off' rapid-

ly. Hence, too, the reason why, in iransplantiufi

trees, if the roots are mutilated, and diminished,

it is also necessary to reduce iti proportion the

branches, in order to prevent the leaves throwing
olf moisture faster than the roots can sujjply.

Hence, also,the reason why mown grass is changed
into hay in a few hours in dry weather, v/hile in

damp weather no efforts of the fiirmer will enable

him to succeed. The great quantity of water

given off by plants, will teach us to avoid the

blunder whicli some people make, of leaving

weeds to grow around plants for the purpose oi

shading them and prevent the ground (lryinu",when

in fact they carry off a nnich greater quantity ol

water than would dry ofi' the bare earth, besides

diminishing the ft'Tiility of the soil. Some plants,

however, give off but little water, as some kinds of

moss, and may thereflirein some cases be properly'

employed in shading the ground.

Thus, by the study of this science, liirmers and
Hardeners may find the re;ison for the difliM-ent

openitions they perform; and may very often know,

or be grwitly assisteil in determining what is

necessary, and what is not necessary, ibr their

success. At the saitie time they will be enabled

to guard against mistakes, by vv||ich great injury

is oJien done when least intended.

From tlu: Genuessec Farmer.

TIIE MORVS MITLTICAULTS ATiD MR. WHIT-
MAllSM^S aiULBEUItY SEEL).

Baltimore, Jan. 21, 1S37.

Mr. Tucker—Please excuse my interference

in the controversy in relation to CHiinese mulberry

seed. From the commencement ol'the excitement

on the calture ofsilkin the United States, I have

lelt a deep interest in every thing that I'elales to it.

For some years I was almost alone in urging it

upon public attention, and have never ceased in

my efforts to inculcate its highly important l)ear-

ing upon the interests of my country. Thus much
as an excuse for the following remarks. When
"Chinese mulberry seed" has occasionally been

offered ibr sale, [ have uniformly denounced the act

as improper, because all of the white mulberry

species are natives of China, and as moras mul-

ticaulis was familiarly called "new Chinese" mul-

berry, the natural inference would be that the

seed offered was morus multicaulis—and /to .seed

of ihe latter, to any amount, can be offered for

sale. Occasionally I have seen morus multicaulis

seed advertised, and I have had hundreds of aftpli-

cations for it; but I have always cautioned appli-

cants a.:5ainst purchasing it, because I knew tliU

well that there was no such thing as morus mul-

ticaulis seed to be had any tvhere. I have now in

my garden the second oldest morus multicaulis

tree in America—AJessrs. Prince ofFlushing have
the oldest. My tree is about eight years old

Prince's is about 10 years. These trees bear fruit,

and hfive yearly produced a little seed, but not

enough to pay lor saving it. The reason is obvi-

ous. The demand for trees is so great, that he
would be a madman that would allow his trees to

bear seed when he can make a young tree, five

feet high, from every bud his tree produces. Thus
every spring, every limb containing a bud is sure

to be cut off and planted as a cutting, and hence
no seed is produced either in Europe or America.
All nurserymen know the tardiness with which
mulberry seeds vegetate, and the difficulty with
which weeds can be kept down until the plants are

up sufficiently high to enable them to keep them
(the weeds) down by ordinary cultivation. With
us the time required for the seed to vegetate has
generally been li-om lour lo six weeks. Usually

many ot the germinating seeds have been destroy-

ed in my efforts to eradicate the weeds. And
when the seeds have at length begun to grow, so

as to enable the nurserymen to keep the weeds
down, the season has so advanced that the plants

have scarcely time lo mature their wood before the

severe cold of the fall .sets in, when all wood not

thoroughly ripened is destroyed. These reasons,

even if morus multicaulis seed were abundant,
would operate against raising them from seed.

And here it may be proper to remark on another
improper influence that has been brought to bear
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on the quesiion. It, has been said that by raiding

trees from seed we shall be likely to obtain a more
hardy variety, as they will be better adapted to our
climate, which is entirely erroneous, I raised the

very first morus multicaulis seed ever produced in

America or in Europe, in 1832, and li-om that seed

I raised the fir|| seedling morus muiticaulis ever

raised in Europe or America; and 1 have raised

them every year since. The result ofthe ex|)eri-

ment is that ill were now about to raise ten tiiou-

sand trees, and could ^et the seed at ten dollars a
pound, I would not use it. JVIy reasons are these;

besides the ditliculty above described, which with

even one pound ot seed will be enormous, I should

have to protect all ihe trees liom the sold ol'the

first winter; as my seedlinos have uniformly been
killed to the ground every winter, while I never yet

lost even a bud li'om trees raised tVom cuttings.

But the cuttings must be started in a hot bed, sin-

gle buds planted, and then, as cabbage plants,

transplanted into the nursery, as soon as the weath-
et is sufficiently warm to permit it. These will

have so early a start that they will ripen their

wood perfectly before cold weather— in lact, with
me they often cast their leaves before any frost has
occurred, showing the perfection of the wood.
Now I can take from either of my old trees 2000
buds, and will engage to produce from them at

least 1500 trees. Would it not be madness in me to

save these trees to bear seed, when 1 know that

they will not produce /ifl//" a/)- ounce.? Of all the

tribe, the morus multicaulis bears the least seed, not

more than one berry in twenty will have any at

all, at some seasons: and in the best season 1 am
eure a bushel ofthe fr-uit would not yield a pound;
and furthermore I do not believe an acre of groun(l
could be made to produce a bushel of Iruit. And
yet from one tree I can make 1500 trees worth
^450, witii half the laborthat would be required in

raising that number from seed. These remarks
are founded ujion facts, elicited by my own care-
ful experiments, repeated over and over for eight

years; and all who enter upon the business will

sooner or later arrive at the same conclusions.

As to the hardinei=s of the morus nuilticaulis,

much error pervades the public mind. It is a per-

lectly hardy tree—the oak is not more so; but it is

a dry land tree, and requires a high, dry, sandy
situation. Those who plant them in rich bottom

land, must expect to lose them. The reason is

obvious—they grow too succulent, and are kept

growing late in the fall, and are caught by frost

before the sap returns to the earth. Who has
not seen young suckers of the oak, that put out

late in summer, killed by the winter ?

Mr. Whitmarsh seems to tliink that his new va-

nety ofthe mulberry, that which has been mista-

ken for morus multicaulis, is better than morus
multicaulis, being he says hardier, and having
equally large leaves. He is mistaken, greatly

mistaken, as will all be who adopt the opinion.

I have seen the trees raised from the seed he sold

as Chinese mulberry seed, and they are nothing

more than a variety I received tiom Messrs.

Prince of Flushing, in a parcel of 8 other varieties,

eight years aso called the " broad-leaved,"

and which I discarded with all the others on
discovering the valuable qualities of the morus
multicaulis. As a friend to my country I would
earnestly urge upon all who contemplate makiuii-

silk to turn their attention exclusively upon the

,

morus multicaulis. Do not waste time and means
in attempts to raise thein from seed, or in getting

better varieties, (tlie first is ver}' ditRcult, the

latter impos.^^ible,) but if they have only the means
to purchase one little tree, take it, cut it up, plant

the cuttings, with a bud on each, in a hot bed, as

above directed; the next spring, cut up all the

produce in the same way; and so on the next, and
if necessary the year following, and th;'y will have
as many trees as they can use. Let us see. Out
of one tree they can make ten the fiisl year; and
ofthe ten they can make 150 the second year; and
oftiie 150 they can make 2250 ihe third year: out
of these they can make 33750 the 4th year, besi-

des having all the old roots to form standard trees,

and in the mean time be acquuing practical

information in the management ot silkworms.
Let them select some high dry ground lor their

mulberry orchard; if sandy, all the better. Such
is my advice to all who cuhivale silk: I have given
the same on all occasions, when applied to lor

information, and I assure all who may read this,

that the above remarks are the result of practical

information, which has been derived from my
own practice, and with my own hands. I have had
no servants to do the work for me and report to

me the results; but I have done it with my own
hands, and observed the results with my own eyes.

I can now readily detect the mere gentleman theo-

rist, (who has depended upon his nui'seryman or

his gardener, or upon his books, for information,)

while reading his writings. Tliese gentlemen do
miich good to the cause, but they also do a great

deal of harm by propagating error, not being able

from practical experience to detect atid reject the

erroneous and useless, with which all theories are

largely encumbered. Yours,

Gii:)EON B. SaiiTH.

From t!ie Loiuioii Mechanic's Magazine.

PROGRESS OF STKABt CARRIAGE OX COMMOX
KOAIJS, IX KAGLAND. HAACOCk's STEAM
CARRIAGE.

One or two of this gentleman's steam carriages

have been travelling without intermission since

the 11th of May last. That steam locomotion on
common roads is both practicable and safe to the

passengers and the public, he has proved ; it now
remains lor him to show (which it will be seen by
the following letter, containing a statement of his

late perli>rmance.s, he promises shortly to do,) that

his travelling has been economical, so as to return

a fiiir profit to any capitalist who may embark his

money in a speculation of the kind.

Mr. Hancock is now the only engineer with a
steam carriaire on any road. Sir Charles Dance,
Colonel Maceroni, Dr. Church, Messrs. Ogle,

Summers, Squire, Russel, Redmond, Hea'on,
Maudsley, Frazer, and a host of others—where
are they ? Echo answers—"Where!" Strange

to say, however, we see «team carriage compa-
nies advertised, whose engineers have either never

}-et built acarriaixe, or whose carriages when built

have never stirred out of the factory j'ard !

Sir.—Tuesday evening, the 20fh inst., comple-

ted twenty weeks continued running on the Strat-

ford, IsliuiTton, and Paddington roads, during this

year, and I beg to hand you as faithful an account

as I can of the performances of my carriages.
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Siiico th(> last notice in j-our Miio;azinP, a now
carriuire, the "Aiitomutnn," has hoon brouiTtit

updii the. road; Uie only din'erenco between which
a!i(l those [HTcediii!:' it is, that the enirines are of

irrealer power (i\avinu cyiinch^rs ot twelve inches

diameter, wiiiisi (liose of the others are of nine

inches,) ami tlie carriaire ailogether of iaro-cr ili-

niensjoiis liian tiie others, it iiavin<r seats tor twen-

ty -two, wlhlst they are only calcnhiied lort()urteen

jiassenijers. It is an open carriaije like the "In-

tan!;" and althouijh only calcnhited lor the accnm-

modation of tweniy-two passeij<r('rs, it has carried

thirty at one time,"and would then have surplus

power to draw liie omnibus or oilier carriage con-

tainiiiix eiiihteen more passengers, without any
material diaiinution oC speed ; its general rate of

travelling is from twelve to tilieeri miles per hour.

On one occasion it perlbrmed (when put upon to

the top of its speed, and loaded with twenty full

grown persons) a mile on the Bow-road, at the

rate of twenty-one miles per hour.

The first lime the " Automaton" was brought

uiion the road, (the latter end of July) it convey-

ed a party to Romlbrd, and back, at the rate of

ten to twelves miles per hour, without the least in-

terruption or deviation in its working, although it

was the first, or as 1 may call it. the day of prov-

inir, nor has it required any repairs whatever to

this time.

Alter this discression in describing the "Au-
tomation," I will return to the actual work done
on the public roads and streets of the metropolis

during the last twenty weeks, or five months, in

as concise a manner as I can :

The miles run, about
Passengers carried.

Trips—City to Isliuo-ton and back,

Do. do Paddington do.

Do. do Stratford do.

4.200

12,761

525
143

44
Supposing the carriage had always been

full, the passengers carried would have
been 20,420

Average time a carriage has run each day
—5 hours 17^ minutes.

An exact account of the number of times that

the carriages have gone through the city in their

journeys has not been kept, but I shoiild suppose
that it must be iriore than 200. For the last five

weeks a carriage has been at the Bank twice a
day, viz. between the hours of 2 and 3, and 5 and
6 in the afternoon.

It was on one of the morning trips from Strat-

ford to the Bank, through the city, that the steam-
er became entangled with a wagon at Aldgate

;

and which I am happy to say, is the only accident

worth recording. The shafts of the wagon
were swung by the contact, against the projecting

front of a shop; the damage done was Iriflng,

and occasioned by the wheels of the steam car-

riage having got into the iron gutter and out of
which it is not an easy thing to gain the fair sur-

face of the street with any ordinary carriage in so

confined a situation as that part of Aldgate in

which the accident happened ; and it should be
observed, that this occurred in making way for

another carriage passing at the time.

I will now give you an account of all other ac-

cidents (which have all happened to the damage
of the steamers themselves,) viz. the chain piil-

ley of the '' Enterprise " once broke on the axle-

tree ; the same occurred once to the " InHint,"

which we permanently and immediately replaced
by castings from the same pattern, with a greater

thickness of metal, and which have since stood well.

The severe test afibrdeil by the state of the

City Road and onward to Paddintrion, caused
these liiilures, lor the pulley had stood well on the
other roads for many miles.

Another accident was a hand-wheel of the

"Erin" coming olf in the New Street, near the

Bank, on which occtision the carriage sunk only
about eight or nine inches, in consequence of the
Irame-work of the machinery taking the ground

;

and so little was the coach thrown out of the level,

that the inside pass.'ngers weresurp/riscd when in-

formed tiitit the wheel was ofi'. The concluding
accident was by the steerage chain of the " In-

lant" being loo slight, and breaking at Islington,

when the carnage turning short round, with one
of the fore wheels against the cuib, the wheel
was broKen. This wheel was an old one, of
much slighter construction than I now make them.

In the early part of the five months' running,
the close-bodied carnages, " Erin " and "Enter-
prize" were about equally em[)loyed—in the latter

part, and to the present time, in consequence of
the fine weather, the open carriages " Inlant" and
"Automaton" have been running.

I have occasionally examined the boilers and
entrines of all >he carriages, and found that the
enirines have in most parts actually improved,
whilst the boilers and fire places have suii'ered a
deterioration, less than could have been expected,
from the use they have undergone.

It may be remarked, that both boilers and ma-
chinery are suspended on well-acting springs, and
which accounts for the state of till the parts hnincr

so well preserved. Some of the boilers have
been in use for two or three years.

There have been consumed in the before men-
tioned traffic, 55 chaldrons of coke, which is equal
to 76 miles per chaldron, or about 2^d. per mile
for fuel ; but this is on long journeys would be
much reduced by the apjilication of" the moveable
fire-place, patented by me about three years ago,
as our greatest exueiiditure of coke in these short
journeys is iu lowering and again raising the fire.

I cannot conclude without noticing with o-rati-

tude, the general civilit}' and attention which I

have met with, and my pleasure in discovering'

that the antipathies which existed in the earlier

part of my career are gradually subsiding, and
that, in fact, I never now meet with incivility, ex-
ce[)ting with a iew carters or draymen, who con-
sider the introduction of steam-carriages as an in-

liingement upon the old established use of horse
flesh.

Years of practice have now put all doubts of
the economy, safety, and superiority of steam
travelling on common roads at rest, when com-
pared with horse travelling ; and I have now in

preparation calculations founded upon actual prac-
tice, which when published will prove that steam-
locomotion on common roads is not unworthy of
the attention of the capitalist, thouyh the reverse
has/ been disseminaied rather widely of late by
parties who do not desire that this branch of im-
provement should prosper against the interests of
themselves.

WALTER HANCOCK.
Slratford, Sept. 22, 1836-
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From the Southern Recorder.

Tim ROT IN COTTON.

Last year I planted two crops ofcotton, one near

Watkinsville, and the other on the Oconee near

Athens, the two places beinsi; five or si>: miles

apart: the crop at Watkinsville rotted so little that

it maj' he said to have had no rot, while the crop

on the Oconee rotted worse than any cotton I saw
iast year, or an j^ other year. Beinix a country doc-

tor, it was during the year an every-day occurrence

to have at niy iiouse planters, who catne to obtain

medical advice; I made it my business to select

the most experienced and successful of them,

many owners and overseers of plantations, and
carry them to see my crop, relate the ditf'erence,

and request their opinion of the cause: great many
reasons were niven, a iew only will be noticed,

which appear the most probable, after which I will

add my reasons for believin<r all of them wrono;.

One experienced planter, who began poor and

made a fortune by his skill in raising cotton, and
whose opinion was entitled to great confidence, as-

sured me, the cause, to him was very plain :
" free

post oak land," said he, " is the land for cotton,

while strong red river land will rot." He advised

me to plant all my cotton on the post oak land, and
raise my provisions on the river—this had long

been his opinion, and now he was certain of it.

Another planter ap|)eared pleased with this posi-

tive proof of the opinion he had entertained

;

"here," said he, ''your land is all first and second

year ground, while on the river it is old land ; new
land, if it escapes the rust, will be certain to make
a good crop, as it will not rot." He was still more
certain fi'om the fact, in the second year ground he

found a little rot, but in the new ground he could

find none ; next year he was determined to plant

all his new ground in cotton.

Another planter conceived he coidd give me the

undoubted reason of this great ditierence : he had

long since known that shallow ploughing was best

for cotton, the river plantation was all listed deep

with two-horse ploughs, while here it was only

scratched. This was, in his opinion, sulBcient

cause to explain the difference.

A real practical planter advised me, with this

proof certain of the ill consequences of horizontal

ploughing, to lay it aside ;
" see," said he, " on the

river plantation all the ground is ploughed horizon-

tal, which, by retaining: moisture, has rotted all the

cotton, while the other crop, by being ploughed

straight, lets ofl' the rain, and the cotton does not

rot."

Another planter inquired when the two crops

were planted; when told, on the river I began 1st

of April, at home 15th of April, he felt flilly satis-

fied this was the whole cause. He insisted it

Avould be best if no cotton was planted until"May;

he had lost several crops, until he found out that

late cotton was least subject to rot.

Another opinion was, that on the river, cotton

had been planted, more or less, for years, while

here, as no cotton had been j)lanted, the insect

which produced the rot had not, and the crop

therefore escaped.

An excellent planter took great interest, and
examined both crops; he was more satisfied than

everof his opinion: cotton should always be plant-

ed in wide rows ; on the river the cotton was three

feet apart, in Watkinsville four feet : wide cotton,

he thought, the air and sun acted upon, and pre"

vented rot.

I know not how many different theories were
advanced by planters whose experience and suc-

cess eniilled their opinions to value ; the above are

some of the theories advanced by persons entitled

to the most confiilence, and each one of them ad-

vocated by the most numerous supporters. Now,
in searching into the cause or causes of an evil of

a doubtful character, some light may be thrown
upon it by ascertaining vvhat.was not the cause or

causes. Each and every one of the above theories

are the suggestions of experienced and successful

planters—every one appeared fully satisfied lie

had iJtiven the true cause of rot, while a more
carelijl and general collection of fiicts would prove

every theory advanced to be contradicted with

facts, and entirely wrong; and although I will at-

tempt to shew tile fallacy of these theories by
only a few facts, yet, in every instance, many
more facts of a similar kind could be brought for-

ward.

The opinion of the thin post oak land here be-

ing more suited to cotton than the strong red land

on the river is incorrect, for Mrs. Nunnally's plan-

tation, of the same quality, and not two miles from

me, rotted very bad indeed, wliile mine rotted

none. Mr. Davis made the best cotton 1 saw last

year; he had no rot. His plantation is on the river,

his land is stronger and redder than mine, which
rotted so bad. It cannot be altogether, therelbre,

the quality of the land which causes the rot.

The opinion of the new land not rotting, must
be an error, for on both of my places I had some
new and some oki land in cotton—on the river the

newest land was decidedly the most rotted.

Of the effect of deep ploughing I was somewhat
uncertain ; it appeared to be supported by so many
facts by the experience of the person vvho gave the

opinion, I therefore took some trouble to examine
many crops; many fticts, however, prove it incor-

rect. On my own place, one fact proved it to be
wholly incorrect. In some of my fields the rows

were listed every six feet with large two- horse

ploughs, the intermediate rows ploughed shallow,

no difierence was observed in the rows—again, the

field I ploughed deepest was least rotted.

I could have placed some confidence in the opin-

ion, that horizontal ploughing caused rot, as my cot-

ton was the only cotton I knew that was ploughed

horizontal, and it rotted worse than any cotton I

saw; but the field I ploughed deepest and took the

most pains to have exactly horizontal, was rotted

least, and in places, none at all.

Two facts fully contradicted the opinion, that

the early and late planlinir caused the greater or

less quantity of rot: Mrs. Nunnally's crop, which
rotted so bad, was planted later than mine, which

rotted so little, while Mrs. Davis' beautiful cotton,

that rotted none, was planted in March, from one

to two weeks earlier than mine which rotted so

bad.

Of the effects which frequent planting would
have in breeding insects to cause rot, more will be

said, but the fact is contradicted by the experience

of every practical planter.

Whether planting thicker thin really has any
effect in causing the rot, much observa'ion has left

in doubt on my mind. All other years that I have

noticed, I believe the thinnest cotton rotted least,

while tliis year was an exception ; the rankest and
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thickest cotton 1 had, rottod leust. I examined
j

many crops and constantly Ibund very rank, thick

CDiton least rotted. Last year appears to have

h;^en dilferent Irom former years ; bnt altltough I

nai confident cotton does not rot li'om beino- too

thiclc, si ill it may be an exciting cause and lielp to

increase lite evil.

These, [ sav, and many more, were the theories

of (he most noted coiton planters. Facts contra-

dicted them all, and showed conclnsively that ev-

ery one waswroniT; sliii the observation of age
and exj)erience should receive attention. Allhouo-h

not one suggested the constant and specific cause

of rot, yet, no doubt, most or all of them were cor-

rect to a certain extent: experience had proven

that when the prechsposition to rot existed, all

these miijht be exciting causes to increase it, while

they miijht prove harndess when the predisposition

was less ; and so, indeed, it would appear that they

were all mtended, lor when the inquiry would be

made, why this or that cause increased or dimin-

ished the rot, it would always prove that they had
m view the etl'ect that they would have in increas-

iuij or diminishing the msecfs which almost all

planters appear to believe the great and constant

cause of this (jreat evil. The constant and popu-

lar opinion of the day appears then to be, that an
unknown insect injures the coiton bole, and causes

rot; but the numbers of these insects may be in-

creased or diminished by circumstances. "When
the predisposing cause is entirely unl<nown, and
no idea can be formed of the extent to which it

may prevail, experience goes very slow in finding

out exciting causes ; for where, in one instance, we
have noticed an exciting cause that has done great

injury because the predisposiiion was strong, ui the

next instance, tliat same exciting cause is harm-
less, because the predisposition is weak. Thus it

is with coiton ; the predisposing cause of rot ie un-

known, or conjecture; experience has discovered

man}'' exciting causes, but little or no profitable

use has been made of them. In consequence of

the unknown extent to which the predisposition

may prevail, the rot has for many years done great

injury to the coiton planters, and we know now lit-

tle more how to diminish it than when it befjan.

The opinion that rot is caused by insects, is, I be-

lieve, wholly an error, and it is the most unlbrtu-

nate opinion that could have been formed. To be-

lieve that insects produces rot, at once makes the

evil remediless, and we must quietly consent to an
evil so (Treat, because there is no prospect of get-

tmij clear of it. Had this unhappy conjecture

never have been formed, and had the rot \vdve

been thought to be a disease, and the facts tliat

experience could collect have been arranged, we
would loii!? since have got rid, il"not altogether, in

part, of this evil. The opinion that insects cause
rot, appears to be so general, that I will relate some
facts and experimenis to contradict it.

I remained a long time perfectly still in my cot-

ton field ; I could see very small files liijht and re-

main on the cotton boles; the smallest motion, and
they were gone. I could not see what they were
doinn-, nor could I catch one of them. I took a

number of boles and examined them with a very
powerliil microscope. I could see on the bole a

great many small white egnrs, so small tliat I could

not see them with my naked eye, or common ma<j-

nifyinii; glass. I held them to my mouth, and let

the vvcirm breath come upon them— I could see

notiiing of them ; but upon examining with the

microscope, I could sec many lillle vviiite worma
with yellow heads; they ()uicUly passed into the

bole, and apparently wiih so much ease, that tiiey

must have passed in the pores of the bole. Thia
a[)peared to confirm the opinion, that insects

caused rot. It would appear probable that the

fly pertbrated the bole, and caused the bruised

lookinir spot, lodged its eggs, these hatclied into

little worms, and they went into the substance of

the bole and continued to injure it. INlany of these

boles were marked; some rotted, and some did not.

I saw the eggs on sound as well as rotted boles
; I

could not see that they did any injury, nor could I

discover, by the most careful examination, what
became of the little worms after they went into the

bole. I also fbund as nmny of these worms and
etriTs on the crop of cotton that rotted none, as the

crop that nearly all rotted.

To know certainly whether insects did produce -

the rot, I have tried a great number of experiments,

which, to me, were convincing. The smell ofcam-
phor is deadly to most insects ; a butterfly, for in-

stance, passed over a lump of camp-hor, dies im-

mediately. I have from time to time put lumps of

camphor around cotton stallcs; I have dipped the

cotton boles in a stronir tincture of camphor, as well

as a strong infusion of it in hot water, but no effect

in preventing rot was produced. I have painted

the boles over with several coats of paint, dipped

them in oil, and then given them a covering of co-

pal varnish, but they rotted as before. 1 have dip-

ped them in every thincj 1 could think of that in-

sects would probably abhor, such as arsenic, cor-

rosive sublimate, &c. ; I have put on them mer-
curial ointment; I have spread adhesive plaster

on cloth so that no insect could pass through it,

then made liitle bags and tied them round the

boles, all of which, had no efiect in preventing rot.

In some instances, where boles did not rot that

were experimented on, other boles treated in the

same way, would all rot. From a great variety of
experiments tried and repeated on holes of differ-

ent sizes, and under every different circumstance,

I am confident I neither caused or prevented ihe rot.

Repeated experiments prove that the rot cannot be
caused by insects; reason proves it also. We may
walk into a cotton field and find one stalk ol"cotton

with nearly every bole rotted, while the stalk next.

to it shall not have a rotted bole, although the boles

of these two stalks shall be interlocked; or perhaps
one row of coiton rotted very much, while the ad-
joining row shall be rotted none. I saw JMr. Con-
nerly pull up twelve adjoinin<f stalks, and on the
twelve there was not a sound bole. I then noticed

three stalks, every bole of which was sound, the

next stalks were rotted very bad. Who can be-

lieve insects would be thus choice which boles to

destroy, and which to let alone ? and this is a con-
stant occurrence in the worst rotted fields. We
may every now and then find stalks with not a
rotted bole, and where there is very little rot, we
may find stalks with not a sound bole. Some
places in a field or plantation, is ofien rotted very
much, while others have very little, or none.

These facts, and many more that might be named,
must prove that we must look for some other cause
for roi than insects. But to make certainty more
certain, it next remained to fry if the rot could be
produced by injuries done to the boles. To deter-

mine this, i have taken a, number of stalks as they
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came, and passed needles, pins, &c., into them and
throuiili them. A great many of these trials have
not cleared up some douhtlid points. Some slalks

ol'cotton we find more disposed to rot tlimi others;

on siirh stalks, I am disposed to tl\ink violence done
to the boles will make them rot, liir on such stalks

I found so many ofihe holes that I had |)erlbrated,

or oiherv/ise injured, rotted, that a doubt was left

whether these injuries had not caused ihem to rot

;

but as many other boles on these stalks wliirh were
not injured were also rolled, ami a i'ew which were
injured not rotted, ihis fioiut remains doubtful. But
on stalks that are healihy, on which there are no
rotted boles, I am positive no injuries of this kind
will produce rot. I have passed needles through
them and left threads passing clear throufi'b them,
perforated them with needles and pins, and bruised
them in various ways ; numerous trials convinces
me, that external injuries have no efiijct in pro-

ducing rot, if the stalk is sound and healthy. Mr.
Davis, who had no rot in his co;!on last yenr, tried

these experiments with similar results. Whoever
will try e.\periments will, I ihiiik, satisly himself
that insects do not cause cotton to rot. The best

ho[)e of (jetting rid of so great an evil, is to search
out the true cause or causes, and bv avoi(lin<r them,
prevent or diminish its violence. It is, I believe, as

much a disease of the plant, as the yellow fever is

of the liuman tiimily ; ii has its proximate, its pre-

disposing, and ils exciting causes. We must as-

certain all the causes we can, and if we cannot pre-

vent them all, and cure the disease by preventing
some of them, we may diminish the effect of oth-

ers, and in part, cure it.

The i)roximate cause of the rot, is not very ma-
terial ; it is altogether the ell'ect of other causes : by
preventing them, we will prevent the proximate
cause also. But it mast depend upon a want of
proportion between action and power—Hunter
would say from an increase of action, and dimi-
nution of' power. It is a gangrene or mornfic.ation

of the bole. During the long wet spells, when the

plant is in a rapid growth, or in dry weather after a
shower, when the plant takes a (juick growth, we
have most rot, for then the action is too great for

the power. Let us notice the sinularity between a
mortification and the rot, and we will find the re-

semblance so great, that ii Hunter's system of mor-
tification, all of which I believe, is correct, this is

the real or proximate cause of rot. When a limb
mortifies, if it is amputated, the mortification will

attack the stump ; so if a cotton bole is rottintr, if

we cut out all the rotted part, the bole will rot in

another place. But when the mortification stops,

then the limb may be amputated wnth safety ; so

it is with the rot. We freriuently find the bole rot

to some extent, and sto|) rotting; then cut out all

the rotted part, and it will still open and make
some cotton. No matter how rapid mortification

may be proirressing, so soon as the lirnb is ampu-
tated, mortification ceases in the amputated |)art:

so with the rot—cut a rotting bole so as to take off

all that IS rottinij, and it ceases to rot so soon as it

is removed from the rest of the bole. A mortifica-

tion ceases so soon as the person dies. No matter

how rapid or how many boles may be rottin<i, pluck

off one bole, and the rot ceases in that bole
; or pull

up or cut off the stalk, and the rot ceases in all the

boles on it . The rot is a complete gangrene or mor-
tification of the cotton boles.

When a cotton bole begins to rot, it shows a

spot which looks bruised or watery; sometimes it

progresses with a dry rot ; at other times much
foaai and water runs from the part. We would
be induced to suppose, from a slight examination,
that the injury was external ; but cut into many
boles and examine carefully, and we will always
find the disease begins in the bole, and passes out;

cut open many apparently sound boles, and we
will olien find the disease passintr out, alihough it

has not shown itself on the outside. The cure of
the rot is certain—cut off the bole, cut off" or pull

up the stalk, and the rot ceases immediately ; but
as the remedy is little Oetier than the disease, we
must look for the predisposinrr and exciiing causes,

and by preventing them, put a sto|) to the operation

of the proximate cause.

Ofthe predisposing cause. The proximate cause,

observe, only exists with the disease, or is the dis-

eiise itself; it occurs when there is a predis[iosi!ion

acted upon by exciiing causes; all exciting causes
would be harmless, were there not an already

formed predisposition; there must be a preilispos-

ing cause, acted upon by one or more exciting

causes, to produce the proximate cause, or the

disease: the [iredisposiufj cause is, therelbre, the

root of the whole. Well! what is it that has con-

tinued so loii<r to do so much injury to cotton plan-

ters, and as vet eludes rosearcli, and defies all re-

medies?—We must find it out b'^lJire any good can
be done. It is, I believe, a diseasc'd or mnrbid con-

dition of the seed, jiroduced from the cotton as well

as the seed being thrown togiMher in large quanti-

ties, the bulk being so large that the seed becomes
heated or diseased, not so much as to prevent ve-

getation but to produce an unhealthy plant. Every
experienced cotton planter who will reflect on this

subject, can bring up many facts to prove tiiis to

be the correct theory, nevertheless some facts will

be given that have come under my own observa-

tion. A number of years a<j:o, a gen'leman ;;assed

by Mrs. Nunnally's plantation, and stopped ibr a
drink of water ; he said in some disiani couniiy

(I do not know where) that he had seen a field of
such beautiful cotton lliat he got down and picked

a lock of it; he save it io them ;
it hud six secils in

it ; ihey were carefully saved and [)lanted tiom year

to year, and it was wholly wilhout rot; it was beau-

tiful cotton, and so much resembled the Peiit Gulf
cotton that I must think it was the same cotton. I

got a load of it and planted it; the first year it rolled

none ; next year much worse than my other cotlori.

For this reason, the first year as it did not ro', [

made a large quantity ; it was thrown in a heap Liy

itself, irinned up, and the seed thrown in a larire

bulk by themselv(>s ; they heated, and when plant-

ed, the seed produced rot, worse than any cotton I

had. Mrs. Nunnally coniinued Io |ilantfhem with-

out any rot. She had a larire scafibid, and careful-

ly sunned the cotton as well as the seed ; but year
belbre last, they planted the whole crop of I hem :

the bulk of col ton and seed was so large, that

usual care could not be tuken of" them, and they

produced ihe worst rolled cniiun in the neighbor-

Iiood.

Some years ago I went to Mr. John Puryear's

plantalion ; his cotton was rotting very bad. all but

about an acre of Mexican coiton—this had no rot.

This was the first Mexican cotton planted in this

country ; I crol some of ihe seed and planted them;
this cotton had no rot; we planted this cotton, an(i

it still had no rot ; 1 thuuirht 1 had got clear of the
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po.Pt of rot; but when we beiran to plant it largely,

and thi-DW the seed in large bulks, it rotted as bad

as? other cotton, and was abandoned. I believe

that it is possible with high culture and manure to

produce, if we had no rot, five tliousaiul pounds of

seed cotton to the acre. An acre, in hills three leet

.square, would have near live thousand hills, one

stalk to the hill ; a stalk o\' cotton, on land as rich

as it can be made, will make one hundred boles, or

one poiuid, which would be nearly five thousand

pounds to the acre. To try this, I had one stalk

of cotton highly manured and thinned to this dis-

tance ; it grew very large ; 1 directed a careful wo-
man every Saturday to nick all the open cotton on

it, and keep it in a batr; but before it was half done

opening, it accidentally got destroyed, and was for-

gotten. Next year while planting, tlie woman re-

minded me that what cotton she had saved was
still in a bag in the house; it was sent lc>r, and as

1 could not gin it, cotton, seed and all, was planted.

Very lew seed came up, but the tew stallcs it made
had no rot, while the whole field roited very much.
I can conceive of no other cause but its beinij- in

small quantity. A gentleman of my acquaintance

o:i his way ti'om Auixusta, as he passed a field of

cotton, picked a bole or so, picked out the seed,

and <rave them to his fi'iend by th.e way of a quiz,

saying it was a very valuable kind of S'>ed he had
obtained in Augusta ; he carelully saved them, and
for some years prized them very high, as they had
no rot; but when he began to save these seed in

quantity, they rotted as his other cotton. With
these facts in view, let us now see if a statement

of circumstances, as they occurred, will not fully

explain why one of my crops rotted so very bad,

the other little or none. A friend of mine who
plants very largely, a few years ago, ginned out

his cotton, and threw the seed together in so large

a bulk, that at plantinij, his seed were found all

black from overheating, and unfit lor planting. He
got from me seed I'O plant his crop. Last year he
moved his hands to another place, and therefore

ginned out his cotton as soon as he could. Hear-
ing I was in want of seed, he told me I could have
from his [)lace as many as I wanted. I got my
seed, therefore, from the large bulk that perhaps
seventy bales of cotton produced: the}^ were put

in a room, and then planted. They came up well,

but no sooner was it up, than it began to die, and
I thought none would be left ; for seed that has
been heated will come u|), but it is no sooner up
than it dies. This is the cotton that 1 say rotted

more than [ have ever seen cotton rot, and I be-
lieve the cause to have been the heated state of
the seed. To confirm this, two other facts may
be stated. On the same place [ planted some
Petit Gulf seed ; they rotted very little. Aaain

—

the vear before, I planted one small field in cot-

ton ; it rotted so much that little attention was
given to it. I never had it picked till after frost,

when all the cotton was open ; this was ginned,
and the seed thrown in the back part of the room,
the other seed being on it. The last field of cot-

ton was therefore mostly |)Ianfed f>om this seeil,

and it turned out as mi^rht be expected, in [ilaces

it was rotted as bad as any, while in other places
it had little or no rot, as the seed happened to be
mixed. Of my other crop, which rotted none, I

procured these seed from my brother ; he is al-

ways very particular to sun his cotton well. The
seed were brought home directly after ginning

;

Vol. V—
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they were put in a carriage house, the doors of
which, when open, liiid open the whole end of the

house, the house being so situated, that the sun
came fully into it when the doors were open. Aa
this house was a great place lor my children to

play in, the seed were exposed to the sun every
day, and frequently moved about by them. This
cotton had no rot: how else shall we explain it

hut by the fact that they were never in a large

bulk, and had the sun on them every day?
Many singular fiicts in the growth of cotton, if

these opinions be correct, may be satisfiictorily

explained. Why are large cotton planters more
subject to loss by rot than those who plant in the
small way ?—Because small planters do not have
the seed heated by large bulks. Why in all

fields do we find some stalks very mucfi rotted^

while others are rotted little or none?—Because
those seed which were in the interior of the heap
were heatetl, while those over the surface were
not; some cotton was picked wet, some dry, &c.
Why is any kind of new and scarce cotton for a
while clear of rot?—Because the seed are not
heated by being in large bulks. The Petit Gulf
cotton fi'om this cause is less subject as yet to rot,

but will, alter a while, rot as bad as other cotton.

Of the exciting causes we have many. Every
planter can fiirnish exciting cause of rot. I shall

only meniron two—wet weather, and workimr
cotton when the ground is wet. Now, although
we cannot control the seasons, yet by preventing
the predisposition, the exciting cause would do lit-

tle injury, or be harmless.

We have made considerable progress towards
the removal of an evil, when we have come to a
knowledge of its true cause or causes. If these
suggestions as to the causes of the rot in cotton
be correct, they will lead on to such plans as may
diminish or prevent it.

Of the proximate cause, or the disease after it

has occurred. We have a remedy, as far as it

goes, certain in its eflect : cutting oli' the stalks, or
pulling them up, puts an immediate stop to the rot.

1 have more than once, when the rot was very bad,
had the rankest spots pulled up and laid in heaps
along the rows; the rot would then stop, and when
all the boles were open, a saving crop might still

be picked out. But there is an intermediate stage,

when all the exciting and predisposing causes have
already had their full effect, and when nothing can
be elfected by way of prevention, and the rot is al-

ready raging with violence; when there is not a
sufficient number of boles arrived to maturity to

make pulling up the stalks profitable, if it were
practicable ; while at the same time the boles are
observed to rot as soon as they approach maturi-
ty. In this staire we are not altogether without
remedy. In 1821, I had a small field of fresh land,

with which I had taken great pains ; it was beau-
tiltil cotton; the rot made a start in it, and pro-

irressed with great violence , it did look like it

would all rot; it was the wet rot, and the foam
ran li'om the lioles in quantity. Now it was certain

that pulling up the stalks would stop the rot, yet
as the boles were mostly not grown, it would also

ruin my cotton. I wanted a remedy which would
check the action, without destroying the vitality of
the stalk—a remedy which would approximate to-

wards killing, without absolutely killing the stalk.

A corn stalk sends out a circle of crown or hori-

zontal roots, for every ear or ehoot it bears ; cut off
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these crown roots as thev appear, and although
the stalk will continue to (jrow, yet it will produce
little or no corn— ti-oni which it would appear that

the more perpendicular roo!s sujjplied liie stalk,

while the more horii^ontal roots supplied iheear
with nourishment. Why miirht not cotton be the

same ?—The deep top root mainly nourislies the

stalk, while the irreat number ol' more horizontal

roots, which come out as the stalk begins to bole,

are mainly useful to support the boles. It' this

reasoninff were correct, whatever would destroy or

break off these roots, would ditniiiish the action,

and might check the advances of rot. Hogs, are

very fond of rooting about the stalks ol' cotton and
eating these roots; with this view, a large stock ol

hogs was turned into my field. 1 hardly think one
stalk escaped them; they rooted round and des-

troyed all these hnrizontal roots ; the stalk only, as

it were, being kept up by the main tap root. The
effect was astonishing; the rot soon stopped, and
I made on this small field, the best crop 1 have
ever made belbre or since. I could mention a

number ol' facts in proof of this. I state it as a
fact, that hogs in sufficient numbers will stop or

check the rot. I have heard it suirffp'^ied, and 1

am disposed to believe, if a small plough was run

deep, very close to the cotron, both v,-a\s, so as to

break the roots all around, it would check the

rot.

It would require a total absence of all exciting

causes of rot, to be safe, while a predisposition ex-
isted ; a hone ol' success v/ill thereliire mainly de-

pend upon diminishing or removinir the predispos-

ing cause, ftlany persons believe that the rot very

much depends upon the condition of the seed, and
many attemjjts have been made to prevent it, by
giving their attention to the seed. Most of these
attempts, accordmg to my viev/s, have Iwen ex-
actly such as I would have tried if I wished to in-

crease the quantity of rot. Wiien wheat has been
cut and remained a considerable time in the field,

then perhaps hauled home, slacked, and remained
a considerable time in stacks belbre it is thrashed
out, tlieii cleaned and well dried in the sun, with
all this precaution, if it is then put together in a

stout bulk, it will heat or go through a sweat, and
spoil. If Indian corn be gathered too early, al-

though to all appearance it may be dry and cured,
yet put it in a large bulk, and it will heat and spoil.

What should we expect of cotton 1 A prevailing

opinion is, that the early open, first picking, will

make best seed ; this cotton is picked while wet
with dew, ofien in damp weather, and thrown to-

gether in quantity early in the season, when the
weather is warm. Nothing would appear more
certain than that these seed wnidd heat and be
injured. To prevent this, scafiijlds arc made, and
the cotton sunned perhaps a day or less. This is

doing less than nothing— it is this much useless
trouble. The seed of cotton, surrounded first bv a
hard covering, then by the fine lint attached to the
seed, then by the cotton, if scattered thin and
sunned every day fur a month, they would not be
cured sufBciently not to heat when thrown in a
large bulk in warm weather. iBut we are gene-
rally in so much hurry to get our cotton tu market,
that the cotton is ginned up, and this early seed
thrown in heaps and saved lor seed ; in this state
they are much more liable to heat, than if left

without ginning. A bulk of five hundred or a
thousand bushels of cotton seed, makes so close a

heap, that it is air, water and sun proofl It must
and will go through a sweat and heat. We could
not take a better plan to cause the seed to heat
than to take our first picking, sun it a day or so,

and then gin it, putting the seed in bulk while the

weather is yet warm. iSeed thus managed will

often heat so much, that they will not vegetate at

all ; but if not so far heated as to be killed, they
will produce diseased plants, disposed to rot ; so

that 1 say the attempt to improve the seed by sav-
ing the most early seed, is exactly calculated to

produce rot—not only so, but the cotton that opens
iater, when care is taken to pick it only in dry
weather, and have it sunned ibr several days,
when put in large heaps wdl still go through a.

sweat and heat to the injury ol' the seed. Any
person who will think for himself on this matter,

and take the trouble to examine the tciuperature

of large heaps of cotton, as well as seed, with his

senses to judge of its heat and moisture, also with
a thermometer, will become satisfied that it is im-
possible, in the large way, to save early picked
cotton seed, without their being injuria by lieat-

ing. [I' the heating of cotton seed is the predis-

posing cause of rot, and they are so liai/ic to heat,

how are we to manage to get clear of lot ? 1 sug-
gest this plan, which I believe is the ] Ian which
will succeed. Select a part oi' the crop purposely
tor seed; let this cotton remain without picking
until a killing frost; then when the weather is cool,

j;ick the cotton in dry weather, expose it to the sun
and air every day until it is ginned, then sun and
air these seed several days uniil they are dry; now
keep them thinly sp-iead in a large room, opening
the doors and windows when the weaiher is lair,

frequently stirring them and sunning them until

planting time. Seed thus managed, I believe, will

j)roduce cotton that will not rot. it may be thought
a troublesome and losing plan, but it should be
noticed that as we at present plant cotton, it re-

quires a great quantity of seed; a considerable part

of them are so heated they never vegetate, a slill

greater part vegetates, but so soon as they are out
of the ground sicken and die; and although great
quantities of seed are put in the ground, it is diffi-

cult to save a stand of catton. VVith seed which
are periectly good, a bushel per acre would be an
ample sufficiency ; to save this much seed care-

fully, would not be very troublesome. I am not

more positive that I live, than I am that this is the
true predisposing cause of rot, and that I suggest a
plan that will succeed in preventing it. This opin-

ion has been formed iiom carelLil observation, and
many experiments.

1 will attempt to give this opinion further proof
by analogy. Corn, like cotton, is liable to rot

—

'

Ibrtunately the causes of rot in corn, are well
known, and we can, with certainty, pievent it;

but were the cause unknown, we would probably
be as much troubled by rot in corn, as we are by
rot in cotton. Three things, it is well known, will

cause corn to rot; when corn is gathered early, and
put in quantity, it will heat and have its color in-

jured : this heated corn will vegetate, but the corn

it produces will rot very much. Also, corn plough-
ed when the ground is very wet rots. Again, corn
planted several years on the same ground without
changing the crop, will rot. Suppose we were to

gather our corn as soon as it was hard, put it in a
close crib that it might heat, plant this corn on
ground that had been planted several years in
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corn, and plough it when the grotind was wet, we
wniild escape well, it" one half did not rot.

Wherever cotton is larireiy cultivaled, if is fo

ho feared, with every precaution, tiie seed will he

p!iij!illy healed, and a sliijiit predisposition to rot

produced: it would reipiire, therefore, a tola! ah-

seuce ol" exciiiug causes to tola!!}' prevent rot. Ii

may, t!iere((.)re, be expected, that we will always
iiave a little rot, many of the exciiing causes beiiio;

beyond our control ; but as it would require s!ron<r

exciting causes to produce much rot when there is

little predisposition, and when there were weak
exciting causes, the predisposition being weak, v/e

woidd nearly, if not entirely escape. Taking all

possible precaution, would render what exciting

cause we could not control, comparatively harm-
less. The strongest exciting cause is the contin-

uance ot' wet weather. Last year the rains were
uncommonly partial; maiiy plantations and neitrh-

borhoods were delufred with repeated rains, while

other places almost in sight were suilering for want
of rain. Not less partial was the rain than the rot;

wherever the plantation or neighborhood was very

wou the rot was very bad, and where there was
a drought, the cotton very much escaped the rot.

This going together of rain and rot, was so com-
mon, that all who noticed, must have observed it.

The predisposition to rot being nearly alike, the

effect of this great exciting cause was very ob-

vious; but when there was less predisposition in

the seed, although the exciting cause was the

same, yet its etiect was obvious. I could give a

great many flu-ts in proof of this, a few only v/ill

be named. My crop on the river, I observed, was
planted from seed with strong predisposition to rot;

it rained more there tlian any where in I he neigh-

borhood, and my cotton rotted more than any I saw.

JNIr. Davis, below me, is a careful planter, and his

seed were in a better condition. I was frequently

there during the crop season ; I often regretted his

fate, his plantation was so dry that it looked like he

would make nothing; he howevrr, had late rains,

arid he made the best crop of cotton I saw ; he had
no rot. But one of my fields where the rot was so

very bad, was planted mostlv with seed picked af-

ter frost, and which was never in a bulk—this part

of the field had no rot. i\ly crop -here was planted

with seed that were picked late, ne\'er in a bulk.

and constanti}' exposed to sun and air: in this cot-

ton I had no rot, it was also very dry, while A'Irs.

Nunnelly, two miles from me, saved their seed in

n close house and large bulk; they often had show-
ers which did not reach me, and the cotton there

rotted very bad. I say, not only does repeated

rains greatly excite rot, but working the ffround

while it is wet adds jrreatly to the evil. On my
place, where it was raining every day, I often found
fault with my overseer for slopping the ploughs, and
several times had them started; but as ihe irround

was laid off horizontal and held the water, I had to

Btop them until the ijround could dry; these rows
that were ploughed when the water would run

after the ploughs, could be distino;uished by the

rot being worse in them. I went to Mr. Ligon's

plantation, and he had very little rot— his overseer

showed me a spot of perhaps a half acre, which
was rotted very much: this ground was rather

hard, and he had it ploutrhed when very wet. I

noticed many factsJ in further proof of this. Larire

cotton planters in wet seasons are forced to work
some of tlieir crop wlien tlie ground is wet, and

fis plourrhino' over again, as soon as the ground ia

dry, considerably counteracts its bad etiects, an
excelleul mode of culiivaling cotton is to run only

one ILirrowoii each side of tlH> cotton rows, and, per-

haps a week alter, runninij a deep large fiirrovv in

ihe middles ; this makes one fidl plouiihing liave

nearly as good an eli'ect as two |ilougliiugs, and
whenever the first ploughing was done in wet
we;uher, being careful to run the middle furrow

in drv vveather, fills up the furrows, and covers the

caked ground vviih dr\' earth, and thereby counter-

acts its bad effects.

If these views are correct, we would have large

quantities of cotton seed to spare. Perhaps an in-

quiry as to the best use to make of them may not

be misplaced. As food, they iiave an injurious ef-

fect; an opinion prevails that the fine lint on the

seed produces the bad effect, and throwing them
in mud, &c., have been tried to prevent it ; this is

incorrect. We see a hog does not eat any of it

:

I bey chew up the seed, and swallow only the nour-

ishing part; but they will die from eating them.

The fiict is they are of a rich oily nature, and have
an injurious etiect on the sionuich ot all animala

that eat them—as food, they do more harm than
oood. The plan of making oil of them will never

answer in a cotton making country ; any person

|)ractically acquainted with making oil, will know
that it must be a losing business. They are more
valuable as a manure as they are now used, than
to be made into oil ; but according to the present

plan of using them as a manure, fully one half of
their value is lost by tlieir being rotted before they

are put in the ground. If'they aie put in the ground
unrotted, they sprout and lose still more of their

value. Whoever will take the trouble to crush a
pint of seed, will find they will manure a corn hill

more than a quart of rotted seed ; also, rotted seed

manures only one year, and crushed, will act as a
manure for several years. If cotton seed were
passed through rollers and crushed, so that they

would not vegetate, it would be the most valuable

mode of using them ; but as this would require

machinery, the next best mode of using them (and
of this I speak practically) is this: a plantation

wluch makes fifty bales of cottcn, would have one
thousand bushels of seed to spare : furrows should

be run, and the seed deeply buried, at the rate of

one hundred bushels per acre ; for of all plans of

manuring I think best of thinly scattering manure.
This land would the first year produce five barrels

more to the acre than it would without manure :

next year, one-third less, and next year, one-third

less, after which, not much ett'ect would be pro-

duced. This increase of produce is without ad-

ditional labor or expense, arid is clear profit. Rot-
ted seed, as a manure, should be valued at thirty

cents a bushel ; this is more than they are worth
lor oil, food, or any other use that can be made of
them. If this seems an over calculation, I will re-

late an experiment. I manured one acre of this land

with one hundred bushels of seed, and drilled with

wheat, and it produced forty-five bushels clean

wheat—next year, it made eight barrels of corn
5

the acre at the side of it, b}- rough measurement,

made four bushels of wdieat, and less than three

bushels of corn, so that the seed in two years

made about sixty cents per bushel.

Robert R. Harden,
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From Proceedings of British Association

.

RESISTANCE TO MOTION IN CANALS, IN KE-
LATION TO VELOCITY.

Mr. Russell, of Eilinburgh, was called upon to

lay before the section the result of ceriain experi-

ments made by him on the traction of boats in ca-

nals at different velocities. On the general princi-

ple of the resistance of fluids to bodies moving in

them, was grounded the conclusion that it would
be an impracticable thing to move the cumbrous
boats upon canals at any but very low velocities,

except by an expenditure ol" j)ovver so great that

the ordinary methods of conveyance by roads

would be cheaper. It was believed, that the re-

sistance would increase with the velocity, by a

law so rapid in its variation, that lor two miles an
hour speed, there would be ibur times the resis-

tance of one rrjile ; I'or three miles, nine times that

of one mile ; for four, sixteen times ; and so on,

as the squares of the velocities. Here, there was
an obstacle to rapid communication by canals,

which appeared insuperable. Mr. Russell has
shown that there is practically a circumstance

which so completely modifies the application of

this principle, that when over a ceriain point of

speed is attained, the resistance, instead of in-

creasing when the speed is yet I'urlher increased,

in point of iact diminishes. In one of his experi-

ments, he found, for instance, that the resistance

to the traction of a canal boat, estimated by a dy-

namometer, increased with the velocity of its mo-
lion nearly according to the law of the squares, up
to 7^ miles per hour, being then 330 lbs. ; the

speed being then increased to 8^ miles per hour,

instead of further increasing, the resistance fell to

210 lbs. The speed was yet further increased,

and it increased again the resistance to 236 lbs.
;

yet, less, be it observed, than at 7^ miles ; 12 miles

an hour brought it to 352 lbs., scarcely more than
the resistance of 7^ miles speed. These results.

confirmed by a number of others, had maniii^^stlv

a practical application, and they have been applied

to the working of fast canal boats in Scotland.

Mr. Russell has devoted himself to the explana-
tion of them. He states, that where the water of

a canal is disturbed by any cause, as tor instance,

the admission of a rush of water momentarily into

one extremity of it, or the impeding of a body
moving in it, there is generated a certain wave,
whose motion along the canal is altogether inde-

pendent of the nature or velocity of the impulse
given to it, and dependent only upon the depth of

the canal; its velocity being precisely that which
a stone would acquire in falling down one-half the

depth of the canal. With this velocity, the wave
moves uniformly and steadily to the very end of
this motion, moving slower (if the depth of the

eanal remain unchanged,) bnt only diminishes its

dimensions, until it disappears, and this not lor a

very considerable space. He stated, that he had
himself followed waves a mile and a half; and
that they had been traced unbroken for three

miles from the spot where they originated.

The velocity of the wave depending on the

depth of the canal, it is manifi^st, that each canal,

differing in depth fiom another, will have a differ-

ent velocity of wave, and that each part of the ca-

nal diffiering from another, will alter the velocity ol

its wave, and thus the waves near the shore will

move slower than near the centre of the canal, if

the side be shallower than the middle. How,
then, have these IJicts their application to the phe-
nomena observed ? Thus, in the experiment de-

scribed above, the velocity of the wave ascertain-

ed by numerous experiments, was eight miles an
hour. As long then, as the boat moved at three,

four, five, six, or seven miles an hour, it remained
in the rear of the wave; the wave had no effect

on it, as the law of the velocities was the theoreti-

cal law. At eight miles an hour the boat was, in

point of fact, on the wave, and it might, indeed,

be seen about the centre of the boat lifting it out

of the water and diminishing the traction upon it.

NOVEL EXPERIMENTS IN RAILWAYS.

Since the opening of the Durham and Sunder-
land Railway, a novel experiment has been fried

upon the line, which proves the practicability of
rail road vehicles being propelled by wind. A
temporary mast and sail were erected on a vehi-

cle, which was set going at an easy rale. On the

sail being trimmed to the wind, the speed increased

to the rate of ten miles an hour. A train of five

coal wagons was afterwards attached, but no ad-

ditional sail hoisted. The train was set going as

easy as possible to give it motion, when the speed
increased to the rate above mentioned. The ex-
periment was repealed ll^r several days between
Sunderland and Hendbn, each way, with the

same success, and was witnessed by numbers of
spectators, who were much delLuhted with the no-

velty of the scene.—[£';)§•.] Mining Jour.

EXTRACTS FROM THE PROCEEDINGS OF THE
AGRICl'LTI RAL C0NVK\T10N OF N. Y'OKK,
HELD IN ALEANV, FEliRUARY 2, 1837.

[In a late No. of tlie Farmers' Register, we were

enabled, by the kindness of Dr. J. P. Beekman, a dis-

tinguished member of the Agricultural Convention, to

offer to our readers an interesting sketch, from bis own
pen, of the proceedings of that body, in advance of

the formal report and publication, which has since

reached us in the Albany Argus, and of which the fol-

lowing extracts form parts.

It is proper here to correct a mistake which we fell

into, in our remarks in the communication of Dr.

Beekman. "The woik of Mr. Taylor, on agricul-

ture," which he mentioned, was not the "Arator" of

John Taylor of Virginia, as we then understood.]

j^id of Government to ^'Agricultural Improvement.

Mr. Buel, from the committee appointed to

report resolutions lor the consideration of the Con-
vention, reported in part, the following:

Resolved, That in the opinion ofthis Convention,
agriculture is the great business of the state; that
upon its resources and improvements, the mer-
chant, mechanic, manufacturer, and all other
members of society, must depend mainly, for sub-
sistence and lor wealth; and that upon the intel-

ligence and virtue of those who manage its labors
—comprising, as they do, the mass of our popu-
lation—must materially depend our moral and
intellectual character as a people;

—
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That hence it is ol" primary importance to all,

that thi.< irrcat branch ol'Jahor should he specially

enconi-aiiccl ami honored, and that the agriculturist

should hiniseir receive all those menial aids, and
that stinuilus to industry, which are calcidated to

make him more prosperous in Ids busmess, and

more usiMid to society;

—

That we are now particularly adonionished, by

the scarcity and veryhitrh price of all the products

orairriculture, to put liirlh our ellorts to enlighten

its labors and increase its productions;

—

That, to the leirislature of the state, as the

constituted <riianlians of the public weal, par-

ticularly appertains the duty offostering and im-

proviiijx iliis primary source of our wealth and

liapi iuess;

—

That from the experience of the past, at home
and abroad, this convention are confident, that the

,
line

ment, for the making and keeping in repair our

common roads.

The resolutions were unanimously adopted,

and a copy thereof ordered to beiiresented to each

house of the legislature.

Importance of Ganlogkal Inveftiigatinns to Jgri-

cuUurc, and to National Prosperity.

Mr. Mather, of the slate geological corps, read

the following report

:

The Agricultural Convention having requested

a statemeTit of some of the advantages which may
probably result to the agricultural and other inter-

ests, from the geological survey of the state now
hi progress, I will proceed lo sketch a slight out-

patronage of the government may be advan
tageously extended, and without detriment to the

financial operations of its treasury, to this great

object;

—

1. By so raising the standard of instruction to the

children of agriculture, as to enable them to un-

derstand, and to apply to productive labor, the

best practices and improvements of the age; and,

2. By imitating the successful examples furnish-

ed b}' other irovernments, of calling forth the skill,

industry and competition of our citizens, by pecu-
ninary rewards and honorary distinctions;—

'JMiat itiiluenced by these views, the Convention
res[)ectfully recommend to the legislature, to

appropriate a permanent fund, the interest of

which shall amount to at least thirty thnusaand
dollars a year, to encourage the establishment
and to sustain in usefulness, a central, and county

When we look around upon the surface of our

country, we are apt to conclude that the materials

forming it, are arranged without any regularity or

order; but it is not so. The laborious investiga-

tions of the geologist and mineralogist have de-

monstrated, that tliere is a regular order in lohich

these aggregate masses of strata, calledforviations,

are super-imposed u])on each other, and this order

is never inverted.

Another fiict of equal importance is, that certain

mineral substances arc most constantly associated

with each other, and also, that they are found in

particular kinds of rocks.

The geologist, guided by these facts, in traver-

sing any district of country, knows what mineral

substances and rocks will probably be found. He
is thus guided in his searcli for coal, valuable ores,

salt, cypsum, lituestone, lor marbles, for lime and
agricultural sorieties, and to promote, generally.

|

hydraulic cement, and all the various minerals and
the imerests of husbandry, under such regulations

|
rocks which can be applied to usefijl purposes,

and restrictions as to them shall seem meet; and
j

Geology thus serves to point out the geographi-

that provision be made by law, for introducing
|

cal positions in which particular minerals may be

into ourcommon schools, such books of elementary expected, and geological investigations serve to

science, as may be best calculated to accelerate trace out the particular localities, so that the public

our improvements in the arts of productive la- i may reap the benefit.

The geological survey now in progress, has

made such developemcuts of our rich and varied

mineral resources, as will serve to introduce vari-

ous new branches of industry, afibrd new fields

for profitable employment and investment ofcapital,

and add a new impulse to the rapidly growing

prosperity of the state.

Another important object of the survey will be

to undeceive the public mind in relation to the nu-

merous fruitless researches for coal, silver, gold,

tin, lead, &c. which are so often sought in the

bowels of the earth where there is not even apro-

hahility that they will be found. Hundreds of our

fellow-citizens have been duped by the interested

motives of a class of ignorant men, who pretend

by mineral rods, and other means, to have the

power of discovering valuable metals. In these

persons, some of our citizens have placed such im-

plicit confiilence, that their whole estates have

been expended ere they have repented of their

credulity. The mining mania along the Hudson
is for finding coal, and it has very frequently been

announced,"that valuable beds had been discover-

ed. In some instances comjianies have been

formed, and explorations made, but every instance

which has come under my observation was fruit-

less, and any well informed or practical geologist

would have'said at once, on seeing the place, that

bo

Resolved, That there are many new implements
of husbandry, calculated greatly to abridge agri-

cultural labor, and to increase its products and its

profits; that there are many also offered for sale,

that are unworthy of public patronage; that from
the difficulty, in the farmer, of determining, on
superficial inspection, the relative merits of' such
implements, many impositions are sustained, and
an injurious want ofconfidence necessarily exists

in those which are eminently useful; that to remedy
tiiese evils, and to facilitate the more general
introduction of labor-saving implements, it be
recommended to the State Agricultural Society,

to appoint a board of inspectors to examine, tho-

roughly to test, and to determine and certify, the

relative merits of all new fiarm implements and
machinery which may be presented to them for

inspection; that said board comprise men of me-
chanical science, practical machinists, and exper-

ienced fiirmers; that they hold semi-annual meet-

ings for this purpose, and that it be respectfully

recommended to the legislature, to provide a rea-

sonable compensation to the members of said

board, while necessarily engaged in the duties of

their appointment.

Resolved, That this convention recommend tlie

substitution of a money, instead of a labor assess-
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there was no indications sufficient to justify the

expenditure of even a sinfjie dollar.

it is believed that in the valley of the Hudson
alone, enonjih had been expended in fruitless

mining enterprises to defray the whole ex[)ense of
the rrcoiocpical survey.

The landholder and farmer are perhaps more
interested in the invesliirations of creoloirv than
any other classes of the community, and it is a

matter of jrreat iniporlance to them to estimate
correctly, not only the ngrhultural value, but the

mineral ivcalih of their lands.

The farmer, perhaps, may suppose, that frp^'o-

flical inveslioation and science have little to do
with airriculture : if so, he is in error. The exam-
ination of soils, (which except they v/ash from
hills, fivers, &.c. result fron) the decomposition of

the subjacent materials,') is one of the most impor-
Tant of all the economical applications of •jeolonry.

The applications of ffcolofrical science have not un-
frequetuly converted barren wastes and sfatrnant

marshes into fruitful fields. Examples have been
into so numerous that it is deemed unnecessary to

mention any in this brief sketch.

In reirard to the economical application of (jeoi-

ogy to the agricidtural iMterests* of the first jreoio-

gical district; I must beo; leave to refer to the "Ge-
oloi'icai Ref)ort," which will be published tmderlhe
authority of the lefjislature, as it would be improper
lor me to mention ihem before its appearance. In

that report, this and other subjects coimected
with agriculture, are discussed more extensively

than is practicable while preparino; this hasty arti-

cle : numerous suggestions have been made in re-

gard to improved methods of cuhivation, and new
manures, and varied application of those now in

use have been recommended.
Although our soils now yield millions to our

Hirmers, yet, they are capable of much higher
cultivation; and our deposites of ores, salt, gvp-
sum, limestones, marbles, irranites, peat, marl, &c.
productive as fliey already are, have scarcely he-

gun to yielil their rich and productive harvests.

Comparatively few of their localities have yet

been brought to the view of the public eye.

A knowledge of some of the applications of ge-

ology are of the highest importance to the enizi-

neer in the construction and location of public

works, such as roads, bridges, aqueducts, canals,

rail roads, public edifices, fiirlifications, breakwa-
ters, &c.

The applications of geology are of so great eco-

nomical importance to every class of our citizens,

that it is not only hoped that such a knowledge of
this subject as will be practically useful nuiy be

generally diffused through the community, by
means of our schools, academies, and collerres

;

but that a department will be created in the pro-

posed agricultural college or school, in which the
applications of chemistry, mineralosy, geology,

&c. to agricidture, miniufr, metallurgy, and the

arts, shall be thoroughly and systematically

taught.

I have mentioned metalhu-gy, mining and the

arts in connection with the applications of the

science, because, it is mainly owing to improve-

ments made in them, that asriculture, civilization,

and the arts have progressed to their present im-
proved slates.

New York has made a more liberal appropria-

tion for the objects of the geological survey than

any other state, aud if the results he worth any
thing to tlie community, they will be of infinitely

more value than the amount expended, and it is

probable that the revenues arising from the addi-

tional transport on our rail roads and canals, will,

in a sincle year, more than compensate for the

whole appropriation.

In preparing this article, I have had time onlyto

glance, without much order, at a lew of the

many important advantatres which will result from
the geological survej'; but it is confidently be-

lieved, that if be carried on with that minuteness
of detail, which is necessary to the developement
of our rich and varied resources, as great an im-
pulse will be given to the ireneral uiterests of the
state, as has been by the Erie canal; and New
York, in this project, as will as in that, will have
the credit of having been guided by the most lib-

eral and enlarged views of state policy, and of

having set an example vyorthy of" imitation by
others.

Resolved, That the thnnlcs of tlii= convention
be tendered to Messrs. Mather, and Hall, lor their

report, and that a copy be requested for publica-

tion.

LONG CONTIXCKn VITALITY OF SEEDS.

It was mentioned in lS.j4 that in a body found
on opening the ancient British tumidus, near
Maiden Castle, there was a mass of seeds discove-

red in the viscera; they have been set by Professor

Lindley, who has reared several filants of common
raspberry, now bearing fine fruit. This proves
that this plant was known at a very early period

ill England.

—

Dorset Chron.

For tlio Farmers' Register.

REMARKS ON MR. VENAELe's FARBI.

There is no more beautiful or more fertile part

of Virginia, than the valleys of the two rivers, Dan
and Staitnton. As [\x\- as my inliirmation and ob-
servation extend, the flat land of Stmuiton is su-

perior to the flat land ol Dan ; but the tributaries

of Dan, particularly those that discharge them-
selves in the upper jiart of Halifax county, and the

circumjacent high lands, are more fertile than the

high lands of Staunton. 1 hope to be able at a
future day, to give the readers of the Register some
account of several planting districts on these fine

rivers; but will now content myself with giving a
brief account of the management of a single farm,

lying in the county of Charlotte, on Staunton
river.

Mr. Richard N. Venable's plantation is adjoin-

ing, and in full view of the road that leads to Coles'

ferry. It is in the midst of a very fertile country,

and surrounded by some of the plantations be-

longing to Mr. James Bruce, Sen'r., of Halifax.

The low grounds of Staunton are here so level

and extensive, that the traveller has under view
several |)lantations on either side of the road, em-
bracing an extent of at least four or five thousand
acres of flat land. Most of these lands, notwith-
standing their original fertility, (being capable in

their virgin state of producing twenty barrels ol

corn to the acre,) afewj'ears back, were so exhaust-
ed, as to produce generally Irom six to ten. But a
spirit of improvement begins to show itself among
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the owners of these lands; and they have, within

a lew year!?, clovered, resteil, and partially resusci-

tated iheni. It. is a mere beginning, however, of

iuiproveniont.

Altliouirh Mr. \'enable resides in the county of

Prince Edward, at a di.-lance ol' nearly lurty miles

li'oni his |)lantatiun, yet, he has adopted sirictly

ll>e improving system. lie iulbrmed me when lie

first purciiased this estaie, the cleared high land

was too pour to |)roduce good, or even ordinary

corn. The flat land was badly drained, very much
exhausted by hard eidlivatiou, and injured by be-

ing repeatedly |)louglied wet. He has, by perse-

vering in a system of manuring, and cultivating

the grasses, made nearl}- the whole ol' his cleared

high land rich; capable ol" jtroducing larce to-

bacco ; more than doubled the [iroducts of some
of his low grounds, and reaped durinu the lime,

tine annual profits. His plantation strikingly illus-

trates the hict, that judicious improvement, so far

Irom beini; incoinpatible with yearly profits, con-

duces to theirincrease. He told me, when he took

his estate in Iiand, he Ibund the high land too

j'oor for tobacco, and he considered the fiat land,

(the little of it capable of producing tobacc",) too

))recarious, on account of its liability to overflow,

tor its culture. He set about manuring a lot lor

tobacco. He conunenced with a space suflicient

to receive the whole of the year's manure, and in-

creased this lot every year, scattering the land,

after it was once thoroughly manured, with a very

thin dressing. He contmued to enlarge and culti-

vate this lot tor sixteen years in succession ; during
which lime, it never rested from tobacco cultiva-

tion. And thus, lor at least tor one good reason,

Mr. V. is an unbeliever in the doctrine that the

excrement of a plant renders land nu'apable of

producing in perfection the same plant many suc-

cessive years. The tobacco that has been raised

on his lot, has generally been of fine size and of

superior quality. His lot continued to increase

until he could spare a part ol' it to put down in

grass. He thinks he has now ground lor more
than two hundred and fifty thousand tobacco hills,

[4000 to the acre] of lot land, in fine tobacco
heart. He now alternates his lot with wheat,
grass, and tobacco, preserving, however, no regu-

lar rotation, either on his lots, or any part of his

farm.

It may be considered surprisino; that Mr. V.
could have raised so nujch manure as to keep such
large lots in progressive improvement. In an-
swer to the question, how he effected this, he said,

that he used litter from the woods, weeds from the

low grounds, and made every exertion to increase

the quantity of manure from the ordinary resour-

ces of a liirni. But the principal source of ma-
nure, imUrectly, was his meadow. His meadow,
by the way, is a fine scene. I would suppose that

it covered about fifteen acres. It is very level and
extremely productive. He is of opinion that land in

grass intended to be mown or pastured, if it is in

tolerably good condition, should rather be im-
proved by care tnid manure, than ploughed up
and resown. His meadow has been standing
twenty years, and is as productive as ever it was.
It has been occasionally infested with broom straw,

but that was grubbed up from the root before it be-

came too thick, and the meadow, ai present, seems
to be almost entirely free from it. He thinks there

is no limit to the time a meadow, on good land,

will last; he instanced one near Farmville that

has been mown, reijularly, forty years. When
meadows become int(-sled with broom straw, Mr.
V. thinks it an indication that they have been
grazed too close, and he recommends a top dress-

ing with manure, as effectual to eradicate it.

There seems to hitve been a great deal ofjudg-
ment and forecast displayed in Mr. V.'s arrange-
ment of his houses, and management of his plan-

tation. His barns are all situated in and around
his lots, which are consolidated, excefit that a road
divides them. And but a small p,ortion of his to-

bacco is raised elsewhere, 'i'lie labor saved by
this arrangement in hauling his tobacco to his

barns, in curing time, is immense. The mostla-
borious part of tobacco cultivation, is housing U:
and I think it has been partly owing to the arrange-
ment of his barns, that Mr. V. has been able to

take care of such large crops, for his Ibrce.

Nearly all the land I saw, that vvas not under
preparation for a crop for the present year, is set

m grass. Mr. V. bestows irreat attention to

grasses, generally, and particularly to herds grass.

He makes it a profitable crop on a thin iiuin,

I

where he resides, and which he has very niiudi

I

improved by its use. He cultivates orchard, Pcru-
viLin,and herds grass, but prefers the latter. At

1
his piantaiion, now under review, he never sui-

ters land to be grazed that has not been lying

j

an year, at least, in grass. This is his system
;

j

but, doubtless there have been occasional depar-

j

lures from it, under circumstances of emergency.
I He thinks but little improvement can be effected,

i

vvhere arable lands are grazed, and where even

I

well set lands are grazed early in the spring. He
!

considers it essential that his grass should get a

I

start before it is trodden by the hoof. Tliis system
compels him to feed his stock later than is usual
in the spring, and renders it somewhat difficult to

keep them up in good condition. The rest of the
year, the stock are in fine condition, and are am-
ply compensated, belbre the summer is out, for

this privation in spring.

Mr. Venable's plantation is one of the lew
where tobacco culture has been profitably carried
on, and inqirovement has progressed at "the same
time. But he has never made tobacco an all-ab-

sorbing crop. He cultivated small crops at first,

and increased the crop as he inc-eased the fenilily

ol his land. The arrangement of his lots has been
a singular departure from the custom of this sec-
lion of the country. They lie unusually level, and
have not washed perceptibly. Many tobacco cul-
tivators, who have devoted their time and labor to

opening l^ind, for the last ten or twenty years, and
have paid no attention to manuring and the
grasses, have, perhaps, made less tobacco than
Mr. Venable, in the aggregate, while his planta-
tion has become rich, and their's are nearly ex-
hausted.

When Mr. V. was asked what was the best
moile of getting grass to stand on poor land, his
reply was, to lake up the land and cultivate it,

one, two, or three years in succession, and give
it manure and properly mix and pulverize the soil.

He insisted on the importance of briny:ing o-rass

land to a degree of fijrtility sufTicient to produce
irrass by the above process, before grass seed is

wasted on it. His mode of gathering grass seed,

(herds,) is to go in the best parts of his meadow
when the seed have matured, and cut the grass
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with a cradle, tie in small bundles, and stack.

When the seed is wanted, the bundles are thrash-

ed out—and thus, the hay sustains no injury ; and

he says, the seed require no cieaninfr, having no

chatf of consequence with them. Mr. V. has

used only the resources of his own farm for ma-
nure.

E.

For the Farmers' Register.

MANAGEMnXT OF SLAVES, &C.

CiMrlolte County.

It mi<jht be inferred, from the manner in which
many masters (who have been raised too, in I he
midstof a slave population,) tre:i.t their slaves, that

they were as ignorant of the char:icter, feelings, and
sympathies of the negro, as they are of those of a
Hottentot or Laplander. The most common error

is underrating the capacity of the slave. I have
spent much time with this population, in the ca-

pacity ol a master, and managed them without

the interveniion of overseers; and must conlt^ss

that my opinion of their sagacity is greatly raised

by this inlen'ourse. I have found them apt to

learn, very tractable, and remarkable lor patience

and evenness of temper. They are very crateful

for good treatment, if proper discipline and au-
thority is kept up over them. They soon ascer-

tain the character of those in authority over them,
their peculiarities of temperament and disposition,

and frequently, under the cloak of great stupidity,

make dupes of the master and overseer. The
most general deflect in the character of the neirro,

is hypocrisy; and this hypocrisy frequently makes
him pretend to more ignorance than he possesses;

and if his master treats him as a Ibol, he will be
sure to act the Ibofs parr. Titis is a very conveni-
ent trait, as it fi-equently serves as an apology
for awkwardness and neglect of duty. The most
important part of management of slaves, is al-

ways to keep ihem under proper subjection. They
must obey at all times, and underall circumstan-
ces, cheerfully and with alacrity. It greatly im-
pairs the happiness of a negro, to he allowed to

cultivate an insubordinate temper. Unconditional
submission is the only footing upon which slavery

should be placed. It is precisely similar to the

attitude of a minor to his parent, or a soldier to

his general. But, it is not intended by this re-

mark to justify harsh and reproachful language on
all occasions, from the master. His authority

should be exercised in a firm, but mild manner.
He should even to a necjro unite in his de|)oriment

the "s Ifa u ffer ('«.mo(/o," with the "/or/Z/e/ t/i re."

I never saw any degree of courtesy shown to a
negro, (that was kept under good subjection,) but
was returned with usury. Cutfee is hard to outdo
in politeness.

The most important subject to attend to in the

management of negroes, is to give them a suffi-

ciency of food. I have heard many comparisons
made between negro slavery and the operative

classes of old countries, to prove that too much
meat was given them. But it is no argument to

a humane master, to starve and half clothe his

slaves, because the poor Irish are naked, and get
meat only once a week. I am clearly of opinion

that a half starved hireling in Russia, Germany
or Great Britain, exhibits to his employer the

most degrading attitude that one portion of the

species ever stood towards the other, and I do not

believe that any lesson can be learned from them,
either beneficial to the Virtjinia slave or his master.

But I think it probable that the poverty ofthe diet

of the German and Irish labourer, is much alle-

viated by a great variety of succulent vegetables:

such as the potatoe, beet, turnip, &c., and mostly

by the common use of milk and butter. But corn

meal bread, with little or no meat, and no vegeta-

ble diet, is extremely hard liire. I believe th;it

there are extremely few masters who starve their

slaves to actual suflen'ng; in tlict, I am unacquaint-

ed with any such. But, I have no doubt that the

slow motion, and thin exfjressiwn ofcountenance, of

many slaves, are owinir to a v/ant of a sufticieiicy

of nourishing f(>od. The great susceptibility of
many familie?: of nejrror.s to scroliila, is to be at-

tributed to hard and scanty living. There is,

however, a great change tlir the better, in the arti-

cle of diet to negroes, within the last ten or fifteen

years.

The climate and soil of Vir<rinia are well adapted

to the cultivation of a irreat variety i>i' vegetables,

and with a little attention, [risli potatoes, field peas,

beans, pumpkins, and turnips, may be raised in suf-

ficient quantities lor winter use Ibr every slave on
a plantation. As for summer vegetables, the va-

riety is almost inexhaustible; and the master
must be considered a poor proviiler, who does not,

throuirh the months of June, July, Aujxust and
September, furnish a daily allowance of vegetable

diet. A negro slave is so constituted that he is de-

pendent in a great measure for happiness on his

food. And nothinjj has a greater tendency to in-

spire cheerfulness and industry, than to look for-

ward to the prospect of a good meal. It must,

too, be a source of pleasiuir reHeciion to the mas-
ter, to a{!"ord the, additional happiness which such
luxuries never fail to yield. 1 am very certain,

from an attentive observation to this subject, that

a negro de|trived of nseat diet, is not able to en-

dure the labor that those can peribrm who are

liberally supplied with it; and that the master

who gives his field hands half a pound of meat per

day, and two quarts of meal, (or something short

of this when an allowance of vegetables is made,)
is better compensated by slave labor, than those

who trive the ordinary quantity. Their t()o(l

should be cooked tor them twice a day, and carried

out to the field. It is a genered custom in this

part of the state, to have their food cooked but

once a day, and to re(]uire each negro to cook fnr

himself at night, and carry vvith him his food for

the morninsi's meal in the field ; bat his love of in-

dulgence, or fatigue, fi-equently induces him to fid!

to sleep as soon as he reaches his cabin, and if

he is unfortunate enough not to wake at midnight

and cook his morning's meal, (which indeed is a
frequent habit with them,) he is compelled to fiist

until his dinner hour the next day.

The next most important matter to be attended

to, is the slaves' lodiring. I know of no better

kind of cabins than those recommended by Taylor
in his jiratnr. When it is not convenient to build

such, hewed log cabins vvith while oak sills, 16

feet by 18, make very comlbriable houses. The
roof should be framed. The old fiishioned cabins,

with log roofs, and slabs not nailed, but merely
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confined by lofrp, almost mvariably leak, and keep

the cabin floor always wet; wiiicli, I have no

donbt, is one oritrin of tim catarriial alloclions

which lorniin;ite in what iscallcii "iieirroconpnni|)-

tion." Bat the^e c;d)insare <rninir liif^t ont of use.

It is hiijhly important lliat dirl-lloor.^ siionid be

raised a loot hiirher than t lie surroandinij pui face

of the earth, and well rammed, to keep them (by.

The hewed lo": cabins witli hewed sills, will out

last three sets ofca'in rooled houses.

REMARKS ON RAKKS AXD HOES—NARROW
BEDS.

Jlpril 5th, 1837.

To the Editor of llie Farmers' Rc^stor.

In the conchidint^ number of the last volume of

the Rcirisler, is an oriijrnal communication over

Ihe inilials, \l. I). K., in which lie expresses the

hope, that those farmers using "hoes, in the weed-
injijof corn, will at once renounce them—convert

them into rakes—and have three or four rows
weeded, in the time employed in weeding one."

The idea of convertmjj lioes into rakes, is to me
orijxinal, and will doubtless be so to many of your

nunierous readers, nor does R. D. K. inform us,

whether he has adopted the change he so strongly

recommends to all, or with what success* As an
agriculturist, I have had considerrtble practical ac-

quaintance with the hoe, and of its importance as

an agricultural implement, in its proper place; and
do not like the idea of so unceremoniously casting

aside an implement, which ought justly to be con-

sidered as essential on every ftirm. I am not,

however, so strongl}' wedded to old practices, fif?

to reject new ones oflerinrj decided advantages
over the old; but, notwiihslandiiig R. D. K's.

statements, I very much doubt whether rakes

would, in a majority ol' cases, be of much u.^e in

the weeding of corn. I at least know 61 few farms

where they would be so ; the rake is a useful im-
plement in the smoothing off, and collecting

weeds, after their being cut to the surface, but is

useless for rooting them up ; however ornamental
it may be to have a flower border well and nicely

raked and smoothed ; in rntiny cases there would
be reason to tear serious 'njury, in very i'ew to

expect any benefit. The hoe does not only serve

the important purpose of eradicating weeds which
the plough cannot reach, but is essential to the

properly loosening and opening of the soil, a mat-
ter of much importance to the growing com, and
an advantage which could be gained only in a
very partial degree from the use of the rake, par-

ticularly such rakes as a bo}' of girl of "12 or 13

years of age" could wHeid at least so as to do the

work of 3 or 4 men with hoes. Il'childrcn of that
age can do so much with the rake, I should like to

know how much of such work an expert adidt

raker could perform ? I can easily allow that it is

possible to use the rake, (but I much doubt whether
with the rail road velocity indicated bv K. D. K,)
so as to bring the earth loosened by tlie plough.*,

in the balks, so as to cover partially the grass and
weeds in the corn rows; by this process the corn
loses all the benefit which it derives by having the

earth well loosened around its roots by the hce.

and notwithstanding its fine smooth antl pleasai t

to the eve surface, the work aiust be very imper-
Vol. V-5

fectly performed with rakes, unless indeed it

might be that the soil is ver^ light and free, and
certainly itiuch freer from weeds than most corn-

fields.

As to the next operation afier the rake, ns de-

described by R. D. K's. correspondent, that of
thinning and hand weeding the corn, we are

not eiilightenefl as to the time which it occu-

[lies. I shall, however, be inclined to think that,

even in ordinary circumstances, if all grass and
every brier and weed is carefully pulled up, that

it must be a tedious operation, unless his CufTeea

are more careful than such laborers irenerally are,

and their overlookers more than usually Argus-
eved ; and also much suspect more of the tops are

broken off', and the roots left to vegetate afresh,

than IS generally done with careful hoeing.

Ff this raking practice is really and truly the

time and labor-saving mode of cleaning corn,

(though to a much less extent than three-fourths

that of the usual mode of hoeing,) as described by
Mr. Gay ; Ij for one, vvould like to be informed as

to the nature of the soil, its condition with regard

to the general growth of weeds, and the prepara-

tory cultivation to which he subjects his land on
which he has for so many years used the rakes;

and If the rakes used are actually converted hoes;

that I, and probably others, mightjudgeby acom-
parifson of our different corn fields with his,

whether his experiment might warrant a fair trial

with a probability of sharing the benefits, which
he says lie has derived from it ; the amount of
corn per acre under this practice, would also be
desirable information ; and whether he has ob-

served auv material difference in the results of the

crop in wet or dry seasons, and in light and stiff

lands. These are pinching times for many far-

mers, and any new mode that could be adopted to

save labor and consequent expenses, would be
desirable.

Fronj the high character given Mr. Gay by Ri
D. K., as an agriculturist, and supposing him
to be withal a patriarchal tiirmer, (if, as stated, he
is the inventor of narrow beds,) bis experience

must be very considerable, and an experiment
made by him should doubtless be entitled to at-

tention. Lislinir lands for corn appears to be one
part of his practice, and one of his actual experi-

ments, and frona which "Mr. Gay is taught to

believe, that the listing of land for corn is a sure

remedy against the ravages of the cut worm." I

must confess I cannot see into the rationale of

this.* So many supposed preventives havebeenin-
efiectually tried to get rid of this pest, that an ef-

fective one would be of great importance, and in-

formation on this would also be desirable. What-
ever'eff.'ct listing of land for corn might have for

destrbying the cut worm, 1 have considered it a
slovenly mode of farming, and far from being a
proper preparation for that crop. With the gen-
erality of good farmers, listing may sometimes be
adopted fi-om necessity, seldom from choice.

Mr. Gay'p invention ofnarrowbeds,just "dawn-
ing" in Goochland, seems very much like that re-

corrimended, if I mistake not, by Arator, and whichf

* The rationale is this—the grass growingm the un^

broken balks furnishes enough food for the cut- worms,

so that they are not compelled to feed altogether ori

the young corn.—Eb.
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is in many situations, an excellent mode ;
but, in

as many more situations, particuhirly on roiliiiy:

lands, is also liiifhiy injurious. I'his mode has

not only loiifT since dawned in many purls of Vir-

ginia, but in miiny places h;is actually setj not

fiovvevi r, until many Ihrmers who were con-

fidenil}' relyinj; on tiie beneli's of i's noonday

S|)lendor, uuexpeciedly found tlvir land not only

de[;rived ol' much of it's "cream," hut also in some

instances of not ulitlle of its skimmed nfilk ; conse-

quently, numerous fi'ullies were made, and years

were ai^ain necessary to brinij it hack to its lormer

state. "Dilference of situation, and diliijrcnce of

soils, under judicious larmin^. reqifae also a cor-

responding- dilference in the mode of manage-

ment; hence, the error of many agricultural wri-

ters in advocating and disseminatmii: a particular

system, (by a particular system of agriculture, I

do not mean to be understood as implying that

there are, or can possibly be many systems of ag-

riculture; for, like every other science, there can

be but one true, legitimate and fundamental sys-

tem of agriculture, branching oti' into numerous

ramifications, or ihe system so modifying itself as

to suit every soil, climate, &c.; and it is the duty of

the scientific and practical agriculturist, to deduce

from the general system, tiiat particular modhca-

tion best adopted to his particular circumstances,)

which they indiscriminately reconunei'd as suita-

ble tor the adoption of every firmer, without re-

gard to diversify ofsoils and situations ; and not-

withstanding the plausibility of such theories,

many farmers' corn attest to many of their ruinous

efTects in practice. Every thing is irood in its sea-

son, and every thing is right when in iis proper

place, and applied to its pro|)er use; so with every

modification of the system of agriculture, good in

their proper place—ruinous out of it.

N. L.

VAtUAELE INFLUENCE OF AGRICULTURAL
JOURNALS. AGRICULTURE OF CAMPBELL
COUNTY.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

I observe (hat you frequently complain of the

Bcanty support which your valuable journal re-

ceives from the farmers of Virginia, in the way of

original contributions. This backwardness on the

part of our distinguished agriculturists to present

the results of their experience to the public is

much to be regretted ; for the experiments in til-

lage and in the management of stock, which have
proved successful in our soil and climate, are evi-

dently more deserving of the imitation of young
farmers, than those that have been tried in other

countries, differing, probably, in these respects

f-om Virginia. Titere are, dispersed through our

state, many distiniiaished for the advances they

have made in all the difi'erent branches of agri-

cultural improvement, and, could they be prevail-

ed on to coninninicate the methods which have
conduced to their success, those, who are still blind

to the advantages of an improved system, might lie

awakened to a sense of its importance, and those

who, impressed with its necessity, are still blun-

dering on the threshold of agricultural know-
ledge, might be conducted, by the lights thus fur-

nished, to more economical and profitable plans ol

cultivation and management. In my judgment,

the Farmers' Register has contributed more to pro-

duce a spirit of agricultural improvement among
us, and to direct that spirit into useful channels,

than any thing which has been said, or done, or

written, since the first sei dement of our state.

The exami;le of jmlicious liirmers operates wiihin

a narrow com[;ass. Treatises on agricul ure, how-
ever practical, have but a tem; orary influence, and
soon sink into oblivion. Witness Taylor's AnUor,

a work recommended not more by its i;it:iasic

merits, than by the successful practice of its au-

thor. But your journal has already made a deep

impression on the |)uhlic mmd, and, heinL' sustain-

ed by ihe communications oi" practical tiirmers, is

calculated to keep that impression fresh and un-

impaired. I have seen it remarked, that the pros-

|)erity of a country may be measured by the num-
ber and circulation of its agricultural pulilications.

If this be true, it must be on the principle, that the

encouragement of such publications argues a de-

sire of knowledge and a zeal for improvement in

the cultivators of (he soil, which must give an im-

pulse to the prosperity ol' agriculture, and (hereby

inflise a spirit of enterprise into every department
of national industry. For I am satisfied, (hat

where agriculture languishes, commerce and the

arts can never liourish. The application of science

to that interesting and important branch of industry

has, in other countries to which nature has been
less bountiful than to ours, imparted fertility to the

most uufiromising soils, and diHused plenty and
gladness over regions which had been surrender-

ed for ages to (he dominion of penury and want.

Ignorance and prejudice, and an obstinate adher-

ence (o old practices, the distinguishing character-

istics of farmers, have been subdued by the diffu-

sion of information, and (he evidence of successful

experiments. Why may we not hope lor the .same

resulis in this state, tor which nature has done so

much, and man so little. Nothing seems to me
better calculated (o produce (his efi'ect, than the

continued circulafion of your journal. The peru-

sal of it has unilbrmly affonled me both pleasure

and profit; and, in one respect, it has peculiar re-

commendations. Disgusted with the bitter per-

sonalities, (he total want of candor, to give it the

mildest name, (I should call it lying were it not

unlawful "to mention hell to ears polite") and (he

infuriate spirit of party, which disgrace our public

journals, I turn with pleasure to pages devoted to

a subject interesting to us all, in the illustration of

which the honest and patriolic of all parties may
cordially unite, and where the rancorous passions

of men, envy, malice, and all uncharitableness,

can have no place. On one or two occasions, I

have remarked, with disgust, an effort in some of

the ephemeral party writers, who infest the press

with their lucubrations, to connect you with one

of our political parties, and to charge you with
giving j'our journal a political character. That
the charge is utterly unfounded, is evident by the

\[ic.[, that I have been unable, afier a constant pe-

rusal of the Register, to ascertain to what politi-

cal party, as a private citizen, you have attached

yourself".

In the practice of agriculture, I am, as yet, a
tyro, and have not the presumption to suppose,

that I can contribute any new or usefiil informa-

tion ; but, I presume, i( will be interesting (o your

readers to learn the progress of improvement in

the different districts of the state, the dispositions

which exert, and the efforts which are making to
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renovale our exhausted soils. Jn this county, til-

\iiiie is jTeneraliy in an extremely rude suite.

Tlie ixreai bulk oC our liirniers and planters, hy

the course ol' euhi\alion and pasiurage wliicli

they pursue, would seem lo he sirivinii- how ra-

pidfy I hey can reduce iheir lands lo n caput mor-

tiium. 'i'heir hest lands, having been o|)ened at

the first settlement ol' the country, are long since

exhausted, and they are now rapidly removing the

forest from lands of an inlerior quality', which, un-

der their severe routine ol" tillage and pasturage.

are speedily rendered ulierly unproduciive. Tlie

culture of tobacco is exleusively pursued, and there

are many, who manage thai deparlment of agri-

culture with skill and success. i3ut to (his favor-

ite staple they devoie all iheir energies, all their

best lands, alf the manure they can make, all and

more than all the surplus labor ol' their li.unis. In-

dian corn, wheat and oals are greatly neglected; in

consequence of which, their stock of horses, cattle,

and hogs are inannserable condition. Few have
commenced the use of clover to any extent, and
still lewer the application of plaster. Their liirms

are generally divided into three or lour shifts, but

without the least benefit lo the land; lor, when not

in crop, it is subjected to the hoof and Ihe toolh,

from the first dawning of vegetation in the spring,

until the succeeding winter. Lands, capable of

producins good crops of Indian corn and wheat,

instead of being clothed with luxuriant herbage in

mid-summer, exhibit, under this process, tlie ap-

pearance of barren heaths, where the very sources

of vegetation are dried up and exhnusted. It is

obvious, that until this system of excessive graz-

ing is abandoned, the depreciation ot the soil must
be constant and rapid. Standing pastures are in-

dispensable, and our cultivated lands should be

either totally exempt from the hoof and the tooth,

or only pastured sparing!}' in the latter part of the

season. The crop of tobacco should be reduced,

and our manure applied exclusively to the im-

provement of our corn and wheat lands. Culti-

vated to a moderate extent, tobacco, I am satis-

fied, is not incompatible with a system of improve-
ment. It would be judicious to let tobacco be the

first crop in fresh land, because it succeeds l)est in

such land, and is an admirable preparation for oth-

er crops. But no system can be more ruinoas, in

my opinion, than the practice, so prevalent here, of

putting the whole offal of the farm on a small spot

for the production of tobacco. It is almost as bad
as ripping up the goose. Though the state of ag-
riculture here, is in general so gloomy, we are not

without some laint and occasional glimpses of the

approach of a better state of things. The larmers

and planters generally acknowledge the necessity

of a change, of doing something to prevent the fur-

ther impoverishment of iheir lands. That convic-

tion must, sooner or later, operate a revolution in our

agriculture. The family of the "Goodenoughs," te-

nacious as they are of old customs, must gradually

yield to the exannple of successful and profitable

improvement, exhibited before their eyes. Here
and there, may be found among us liirmers, who,
though they have nol done much, have laid the

foundation of improvement. Tlie fruits of this sys-

tem are beginning to he seen in the appearance of

their farms, in the increase of their crops, and the

improved condition of their stock. With the ma-
jority of men, facts placed under their own obser-

vation, prevail, more especially in agriculture, than

the testimony of a thousand witnesses. That clo-

ver and plaster can be beneficially applied upon
much of the soil of Ihis couniy, has been suffi-

ciently tested by experiment. 'J hat it is calcare-

ous in many parts, is highly probable, though I

have never heard, that any portion of it has been
subjected to analysis. A small vein of limestone

passes through the heart of l he county, from north-

east lo south-west, and I have observed in many
places, a dark gray slate rock, which I suspect,

has a portion of lime. The soil formed, doubtless,

by the disintegration of that rock, is ofa dark com-
plexion, and I believe, is uniformly of good qual-

!
iiy. Tiiere is, however, great variety in the color

and appearance of our soil. On my farm, the dark
soil abovementioned, is intermixed with deep red,

presenting almost every intermediate gradation of

color. Last year, 1 had clover in lands of' all these

various descriptions. The efiect of the plaster was
so conspicuous in all, as to satisfy the most skepti-

cal of my neighbors. I have divided my fiirm into

five shifts, being satisfied that our exhausted soils

can never be restored under a more frequent culti-

vation. The three or four shift system, may per-

haps be introduced hereafter, when our lands have
been invigorated by long rest, and Ihe use of gyp-

i sum and clover. I have also standing pastures,

I

by means of wdiich, i expect to sustain my stock,

j

without subjecting my cultivated laiuls to much
I

pasturage. I have no doubt, that when our lands

have been reclaimed, stock, under a judicious sys-

tem of management, may be profitably raised here

for market. All grasses thrive in our land, and
wherever it is in heart, it is peculiarly prone to the

formation ofa turf of greensward, a grass pre-

eminently adapted to pasturage. But tlie space I

have occupied, so much greater than I designed,

admonishes' me to conclude. I profi^ss to be only

a beginner in agriculture, and I am sure that my
name will add no weight to my opinions, or to my
practice. I must beg leave, therefore, to subscribe

myself
A Young Farmer.

Campbell Couniij, March 2Bth, 1837.

For tlie Farmers' Register.

SHEEP SHEARING.

As the month of May is the time for shearing
sheep in our climate, I will venture to give a little

advice to those who are unacquainted with the
best mode of shearing sheep. The proper way
is never to tie tiie sheep to be sheared. It only
makes them struggle the more, for the tying gives
them pain, and ol' course, they will struggle to get
rid of it. Instead oftyiuir the sheep, place him on
the bench, or table, (which should be as high as a
tall man's knees) right upon his butt, ;md raise his

Itjet a little, so as not to touch the table, or bench;
and as he will have nothing to kick against, he
will make no resistance, but lie perfiictly quiet.

Then let hirr; lean upon your breast, with his feet

from you, and a little elevated, so that his feet can
not touch any Ihinir, not even your clothes, for if

you give him hold of any thing with his feet, he
will kick and struggle. After leaning him against
your breast, (as mentioned before) put his head
under your left arm, and you have entire command
of him. Then begin to shear the neck, near the
head, and shear from the fore, or under part of the
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neck, round to the back bone of the neck, in half

circles, until you reach the fore legs ;
continue

round the fore legs, always shearing in half cir-

cles, from the Iront round to the back bone, also,

from the middle, or front of the belly in the same
way, in lialf circles, round to the back bone, until

you reach the tail, which will be exactly half the

eheep. Then shift the sheep around, still keeping

him on his butt, and his teet irom touching any
thing, which would cause him to kick and strug-

gle. With his head under your left arm, begin

figain to shear at the neck, near the head, as be-

fore, by shearinu from the back bone of the neck,

this time in half circles to the front of the neck,

where you begun at, so as to meet up, and make
entire circles around the neck, with the first half

circles already done; and so on, li-om the back

bone to the belly, making circles around the

whole body, legs and all, until you reach the tail,

when the operation is done. And the sheep will

be sheared in circles all around the body, and if

fat, will look very well, instead of looking very

ugly, as they generally do in the common mode
of shearing.

This mode of shearing, saves the time of tying,

avoids the pain caused by it ; and you are much
less apt to cut the sheep, and the sheep looks much
better after shearing than in the old way; besides

wliich, you get the wool otf cleaner and in better

order; for the fleece all falls off in an entire sheet

together, and not in detached pieces; and it enables

you to roll up each fleece in a snug bundle to it-

pelf,

1 think a man may shear one-third more sheep

per day, in this way, than in the old lashioned

way. My hands ti'equently shear fifteen or twen-

ty sheep per day, in this way, and formerly, in the

old way of tying, they never exceeded twelve sheep

per day, to the hand, VVilson, an Englishman,
who taught my men to shear, could shear thirty

sheep per day, and used to tell of their shearing

forty and fitiy, in England, to the hand, per day,

in this way ; and some very expert shearers, fiir

exceeding that.

From the difficulty of explaining this mode of

shearing, I have made use of a great deal of tau-

tology, but I could not well explain myself with-

out.

iliLi. Carter.

fo tUe Editor of the Farmers' Register

GYPSUM.

Shirley, July, 1835.

In looking over my journal, I discovered a fact,

which may be of some use to fiirmers, particularly

economical ones, and if you think it worlb publish-

ing in the Farmers' Register, you are at liberty to

do so.

In the year 1832, May the 7th, we began to plas-

ter our clover, and only having on hand iifty bush-

els, I intended only lo plaster the poorest part of a

field, containing one hundred and sixty acres, and

directed the man to sow a light handful, at a cast,

(on fifteen-feet beds,) and as near a bushel to the

acre as he could ; and as he had been in the habit

of sowing gypsum lor seventeen or eighteen years,

and had gotten the gauge of his hand so well, from

my frequently measuring the acres, and testing it

accurately, 1 did not think it worth while to test it

this time, by measuring the land, every now and
then, as is my usual habit, bul let him go on sow-
ing for two or three days, until he had gone over a

cut of land that I knew vvas fifty acres, t>y surv^ey.

I then inquired how the plaster held out, and to

my utter astonishment, he told me it held out very

well, lor there was a good deal left yet. On exam-
inino; the plaster, I found there was quite a smart
bulk of it, and had it measured, and found twenty

four bushels oi' the fifty yet on hand, which, of

course, made the sowing at the rate of only one

half bushel to the acre. I was very much vexed
with the seedsman, and told him be tuid lost the

gauge of his hand entirely, and that I should now
have to go over all the trouble of ineiisurinij, and
gauging, which I had been doing alf my lite be-

fore, and had hoped to avoid the trouble of in fu-

ture, as he had been so accurate, for several years

past : lie insisted, he liad not lost the gauge of his

"one bushel hand," but told me that i had told

him only to sow once on a bed this year, when, as

always heretofore, when he was ordered to sow a

light haudfiil, he had also been told to sow twice

on each bed, and said if I would let him sow twice

on a bed with the light handlijl, or once with a
heavy handful, it would be riii-ht. I immediately
recollected that that vvas the fact, -i-^d was at)ou1 to

have tbe fifty acres sown over again, at the same
rate; but there came on a spell of rain, and wind
alter the rain, which prevented our sowing for sev-

eral days, and in the mean time, I found another

part of the field, which I thought required the

gypsum, as much or more, than the one already

sown; and 1 deteriniued to sow the remaining

twenty four bushels of plaster elsewhere, and had
it sown twice on each bed, at the rate of a bushel

to the acre, leaving a bed here and there unsown,
as an experiment, in both instances, as is my con-

stant practice. I did not expect to see much effect

from the gypsum sown at the rale of half a bushel

to the acre; but to my surprise, the difference in fa-

vor of the plastered beds of clover, was as great in

the half-bushel instance, as the other, and was
very great in both

;
just as great a difl'erence, as I

ever saw before, on my land. I have fi-equently

had it so great, as to be considered by .all who saw
it, as one hundred per cent, better on the plastered

land, than the unplastered—the plastered beds

looking green and luxuriant, and the other yellow

and s|)indling. But the unplastered bed, between
the plastered beds, is always made worse, for be-

ing between the others; that is to say, the land for

twelve or fifteen feet, adjoining the plastered land,

is alvvays injured, or rather the clover on it, is al-

ways injured, and made yellow and spindling, by
the plastered clover drawing the fertility li'om the

unplastered. [suppose this to be the reason, though
I do not know that it is tbe correct way of account-

ing for it, hut merely mention a fact, which every
man who has used plaster lor any length of time,

must have discovered, provided he left out narrow
strifjs, or lands, as an exneriment. If lie has not

discovered this fiact, liis land is not good plaster

land; for one of the strongest proofs of fand being
adapted to plaster, is, that where you leave out

narrow strips between the plastered lands, these

strips will be worse than they otherwise would
have been, if the land had not been plastered at

all: as is proven by the clover some distance ofl',

on land ol' the same quality, being very good, as

compared with the unplastered strips, between the
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]i!astcriHl, hut inlorior to the [ilastorcd land.* I hc-

liove the iiilkiciice (ahove ?poli(Mi ol") of the plas-

ter, extends some fitieen or twenty leet, and lln--

ther in a dry season, than a wet. In liict, jilasler

acts nmcli l)elier in a dry season, at. least the dil-

li'rence is much more perceplihle in a dry tlian a
wet season.

This year, 1835, in sowing my plaster on the

clover, I iiad two beds plastered at the rate of two
bushels to the acre, the balance of the field beino;

at the rate ol" one bushel ; leaving now and then

a bed unplastered, as usual, lor experiment sake;

there was no pereeptiltle diderence between the

one and two bushels, but very great in liu'or of the

plastered over the unplaslered, in both instances.

I would not advise to use plaster so economi-
cally as a half bushel to the acre; lor every man
can well allbrd to use a bushel to the acre, it pays
so well iiir itself in the increase of crop. But a hall

bushel is better than no plaster, and in the instance

abovementioned, answered as well as a bushel; hut

it may have been owing to my land having been so

often plastered belbre, that it requires less to alfect

if, (haviug used plaster tor twenty years,) though
thiit is mere conjecture.

While on the subject of gypsum, let me advise

those who can get the French plaster, always to

use that, in preference to the Nova Scotia plaster,

as the French is much more apt to be ijenuine.

The Nova Scotia plaster is very generally mixed
with lime stone, but the French ne\'er. The
French is much softer, and more easily prepared
lor use, also, a very great advantage, when the

liirmer pounds or beats his own plaster, which is

decided economy; lor you may get plaster in the

lump for half what j^ou give lor the ground plas-

ter, and then you can judge whether it is genuine
or not. The pounding or beating, is not so labo-

rious, as one would imaoine. VV'ith a large trough
dug out of a pine, or other tree, and large dog-
wood pestles, or rammers, a farmer may beat his

plaster every winter, on rainy days, without leel-

ing it at all. In fact, those who do not make to-

bacco, have very little tor their hands to do in rainy
weather, and frequently expose their hands in bad
weather, because they have no in-door work lor

them. With old axes, or sledge hammers, you
crack the large lumps of plaster, to the size of one
and a half or two inches square, and put them into

the trough, to be pounded, or beat by the rammers,
or [)e£tles; and after beating some time, you sift the
plaster through a tolerably fine wire sifter, and
throw back the coarse pieces into the trough, to

be beat over again with more plaster, until j'ou

have it all fine enough. And it need not be very
fine; twenty two or twenty three bushels to the
ton, is sufficiently fine.

This experiment is hardly worth recording, ex-
cept that some over-economical liirmers might be
tempted to use plaster, if they could do it at the
small expense of half a bushel to the acre ; and I

am sure if ever they saw the effect of it on their

own land, they would never fail to use it alter-

wards, even at the expense of a bushel, or more,
to the acre.

Hill Cartkr.

*This remarkable effect does not rest for support

only upon Mr. Carter's observation—and none is more

to be relied on tlian his. But though it must be admit-

ted, it seems unaccountable.

—

Ed.

From Loudon's Gardener's Magazine.

ON THE CULTURK OF ASPARAGUS.

By ul. Forsyih.

There is, perhaps, no article in the culture of

which more unnecessary liirms ai'e gone through
than with this. We see the plant (a native "^of

Britain) covered with 6 in., or perhaps 1 ft., of
soil or litter, in winter, to keep the li-ost li-om it, or

to mulch it when it is in a dormant stale; thouiili

we may as well mulch a layer of seed potatoes at
Michaelmas, to benefit their buds lor the succeed-
ing summer.

But to come to the point, and that is, to culti-

vate asparagus to the highest state of perlection
at the lowest charges. "Let a heap of manure,
equal to a layer of9 in. deep all over the trround
intended for asparagus, be prepared ofthe follow-
ing materials :—One third good loamy turf, or turf
ofsandy peat; and two tlurds of the best dung
from the stables and cattle layers; with about two
bushels of drill bones to every |)ole of ground.
The turf ought to be pared off, and piled up, a
year previous to its being wanted ; and the dung
properly mixed and fermented at least sis weeks
before. The bone manure may be spread over
the rest before they are trenched into the quarter.
In the process of trenching, let the manure be
equally incorporated with every part. In plant-
ing, let one-year-old plants be inserted 1 in. below,
the level of the surface, in lines alternately 9 in.'

and 3 ft. apart, in the same way as peas are gene-
rally planted. If the plot be extensive, paths 3i
ft. wide, may be run across the rows, at the dis-

tance of 16 ft. apart, to prevent wheeling, and as
much as possible, walkinff. between the lines.

The plants may be i'rotn 4 in. to 6 in. apart in the
row, bedded and covered with leaf-soil, or dung
reduced to a soil

; and, as mulching with half-
rotten dung, and extensive waterings in dry
weather, are the principal leatures of culture, it is

indispensably necessary that the ground be effect-
ually drained, summer drought and winter satura-
tion being the grand evils to be guarded against.
From the latter end of May till Michaelmas'; is the
time that asparagus is generally lelt without any
culture, except routine weeding, &c. Now, this is

almost the only season that any culture can be of
much service to the plant ; lor it is evident, that, if

we encourage the plants whilst they are in a state
of active develcpement, that is, when they are
shooting up to seed, l)y forking, freriuent hoeing,
mulching, and wateriiig between the rows, as if

•lowers and seed were all we wanted, we shall
invigorate the plants, and enable them to form
fine plump crowns for next season ; but I cannot
see how banking the beds up with soil, or mulch-
ing them with strawy litter belbre winter (the roots
being then in a state of rest), can be of any great
service to the plants. A short time before tbelauds
appear in spring, a little fine soil may be drawn
over the crowns, in order to blanch the lower
halves of the buds.

In cutting, let the earth be first scraped away
from the bud, that the gatherer may see where
and what he is about to cut. Two or three years
must elapse, afler planting, before any buds can be
profitably gathered for use ; after which term, the

lines may be allowed to remain until they become
straggling and un[)roductive. In most gardens,
however, they are generally wanted for forcing
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after six or seven years' bearing ; in which cape

only a very slight, hot-bed is necessary (say 80^

bottom heal), with 2 in. or 3 in. of any soil under

and about the roots ; and 5 in. or 6 in. ot'old tan, or

any light soil, over them: atmosi'heric tempera-

ture about 55°.

Roots, placed between two layers of soil in pots

or bo.xes, may be introduced into any eaili'

forcing- house at work; or trenches may be cut

between the lines in the open ground, and hot

dung or leaves introduced mider hoops and
mats. Beds for torcinu asparan'us, with trenches

between, cased with brickwork, I consider as ex-

pensive and unprofilable.

Islewortli, Dec. 14, 1S36.

From tlie Britisli Quarterly Journal of Agriculture.

0]V A PARTICULAR MODE OF APPLYXXG FARM-
YARD MAWURli:.

By Mr. John Baker, Nassau Cottage, Leeds.

The present depressed state of agriculture

through the kinirdom, invites the serious attention

of all connected with that important branch of in-

dustry ; it being a lamentable liict that, whilst the

most splendid discoveries in science are daily ap-

plied to the improvement of our trade and com-
merce, aiiricultitre, as a science, remains almost

stationary, notwithstanding individual and nation-

al pros[)erity are so deeply interested in pi'omoting

its welliire. For more than twenty-five years I

farmed from 500 to 1000 acres in the county of

Norlblk, during which time my attention was care-

fully directed to the consideration ol' every method
or system of farming which was calculated to in-

crease the productiveness of the soil, and to im-

prove the condition of that numerous and indus-

trious class of persons who are dependent upon it.

Tlie proper use of manure is amongst the most

material improvements which I have discovered.

By theconmion, 1 may say ireneral, mode of mana-
ging it, only half the benefit which ought to be

conferred on the crops is given, whilst the system

which I have adopted doubles the value of all the

manure made, and at the same time it really les-

sens the expense ; and it is to this point that I will

confine myself in this paper. That "the muck-
cart is the best farmer," is a maxim as fully ac-

knowledged as it is oft-repeated, and believing

that upon the proper use and appHcation of it the

success of the farmer mainly depends, I have nev-

er failed to attend to this imporlant branch of hus-

bandry. Having experienced the practical advan-
tages of my system, as well upon land under my
own cultivation in Norfolk, as upon farms belong-

ing to my relations and friends in that county,

where it had been introduced at my suirffestion, I

am induced, at the earnest recommendation of

many gentlemen who have also witnessed its

beneficial efi'ects in Yorkshire, to invite the atten-

tion of agriculturists generally to the subject. Ma-
nure of almost every description is carried from

the place where it is made, and deposited on a

heap, lor four, six, or eight months, where it fi?r-

menls and becomes a soft, black, cohesive mass;

it is then put on the land and ploughed down, afier

which the crop is sown; this may not always be

done, but something resembling it is the prevailing

and general practice in every part of the country.

My method, the success of which has been proved
by numerous experiments, is to spread the dung on
the land as soon as convenient after it is made, ex-
cept in vvinier; the manure made at that period ot

the year remains at the fold-yard till the spring,

where it does not ferment. The whole is taken in

the sprinir, sunmier, and autunm, fresh to the land;

if in fallow, it is ploughed in with a thin furrow; the

land is harrowed tmd ploughed again in a fort-

night, and in a fortnight alter, harrowed and
ploughed a third time; after which the muck,
however long it may have been, is reduced, and
the soil will he in as fine and friable a stale as the
land is capable of From the time the dung is put
on to the last menlioned ploughing, notlimg can
be more unsightl}' than its appearance. If it is to

be applied to pasture, I spread it over the surface

of ihe ground from the beginning of spring to the

end of autumn. Three essential points are to be
observed : first, to a[)ply the manure to the soil

as soon as convenient after it is made (except in

the depth of winter;) secondly, to keep it as near
the surface as possible ; and, thirdl}', to mix it well

with the soil. These being observed, I confident-

ly assert, that advanlafires equal to double those

now derived from manure are communicated to

the land b}^ an increase in the fertility of the soil,

exhibited in healthier and more abundant crops;

so that a farm of 200 acres of arable land of me-
dium quality, producing 400 loads of dung or two
loads for every acre, worth five shillings per load,

will be benefited to the extent of ten shillings

per acre annually, and where more manure is

made, which on every well managed farm is done,
the advantages will be greater. This result has
been produced upon the farm now in my occupa-
tion, belonging to Lord Cowper, in the neighbor-
hood of Leeds, to which I entered at Candlemas
1831 ; it was then in the most deplorable condi-

tion ; so deplorable was it, indeed, as to lead many
of my friends and neighbors to predict the impos-
sibility of mj' procuring a tolerable crop upon one
of the fields for seven years to come; but this

field,from the application of manure according to

my method, has become exceedingly productiv^e.

1 fallowed it for turnips, and in May (1831,) I put
on about twelve and a half tons of good fresh-

made stable-dung per acre ; as much as possible

was taken from the stables and carried to the land

the da}' it was made. My proceedings greatly

amused my agricultural neighbors. The prece-

ding tenant observed, that however such a system
might have answered in other parts of the coun-
try, here it would be a useless expenditure both of
time and mone}-, and a great waste of manure.
To convince him of the benefit to be derived from
such manuring, I directed one piece in the middle
of the field to be left without covering. With
the exception of the land upon which no manure
had been laid, the field produced a very fine crop

of turnips, worth at least six pounds per acre,

whilst the crop raised upon the land not manured
was not worth six shillings per acre. After the

turnips, the field produced a very heavy crop of
barley, averagmnr not less than seven quarlers

per acre, and in 1833 I obtained a most abundant
crop of clover without any manure except on the

land omitted in the firsi year. I also covered a
field of paslure the same summer with the same
kind of manure, half of it in June and the rest in

August. Six weeks aller the first part was done
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I showed it to a very shrewd and scientific gen-

tleiimn, well acqiuiinted wiih roimtry afliiirs, who
ex|in'Sf!(>tl h^s ar^lonishinont at the improveiiieiit.

Ill OciuliiM-, the liirauT whose land adjoins my
own, said lie had never belore seen sm-h exiraor-

dinary iniprovenienl in any irnjnnd. Knowinii' thai

he. was one ol'liiose who l>ad ridienled my sys-

tem, I liinted to him liiat llie propriety of it had

been naich doulited. lie acknowledged he hiul

condenmed it, and said he now saw that which he

would not have believed had lie not witnessed it,

and that he thought the manure must have con-

tained a iai-ire portion of white clover and other

grass seeds, otherwise, in his opinion, such an

ert'ect could not have been produced. In the liot-

test part of last summer, I covered, in the same

manner, the only field on my firm which had not

been p.reviously dressed in a similar way, leaving

two ridges in the middle unmanured. I removed

all the cattle from this field tor six weeks, at the

end of which the two ridges had scarcely grass to

sustain a goose, whilst the rest of the field looked

like a field of loi!: or aftermath. Miuiy gentlemen

examined it. Some seemed satisfied that much
benefit was derived at very little cost; others ex-

pressed their conviction that it was the greatest

improvement they had ever seen, and it is my
firm belief that, from the time the duiiff was put

on, to ihe end of summer, 1 had at least three

times as much grass from the land manured as

from the oiher. I must mention another fact. The
man who spread the dung had liumed many
years IbrhimsehJ and might be considered a clever

man ; he said to me, " ' ou would not thus waste

manure, if you had not the means of getting plen-

ty more." I asked him to wait a month belore he

decided ; he then declared that he had never

been so much mistaken. I mention these things,

knovving that my plan has much to contend

against,' and hoping that noblemen and gentle-

men, who try my method, may not be laughed

out of it before they have applied to it the test of

due experience. It may be said that, in these ex-

periments, I did not comjiaredifi^erent sorts of ma-
nure. I have done so repeatedly, but, in truth, I

had then no rotten dung by me. I would propose,

to any one who doubts the propriety of my plan,

to put a given weight of tresh dung on a heap, to

remain (turning it over or not) for twelve months,

at which time spread it over the land, and at the

same time take a similar weight of tiesli dung of

the same kind, and spread it over double the space,

and I doubt not the result. Hitherto I hav'e con-

fined the recommendation of my plan to practical

experience alone, but I am not wiihout scientific

and chemical authorities to support me. Mr. Jo-

seph Hayward's 'Treatise on the Science of Agri-

culture,' is worth reading by the agriculturist who
searches after truth. Being aware of the great

ditficulties with which the farmer has to conicnd,

I should recommend any new system with great

diffidence, il' attended with additional expense;
but as the plan I am desirous to introduce is alike

recommended by its simplicity and economy, and
also eminently calculated to promote the fertility

of the soil, and to secure, by that means, a more
adequate remuneration to the fiirmer, I cannot

doubt of its being generally adopted, whenever its

practical advantages are more generally known
and appreciated. With a view to facilitate its in-

troduction, it will give me great pleasure to cor-

respond with, or, to wait upon, any iif)blemen or

irentlemen, and to explain more fully the details

ol' my method of applying manure, or to assist in

introducing the practice upon any farm in hand,_

either under my own superinteiuience, or that of

my son, who is at this time disengaged, and who
IS abundantly fjualified tor such purpose, he hav-

ing for severd years having had alm-'st the eniire

management of a liirm of 800 acres in the county

of NoTlolk, belonging to myself, upon which, as I

have before observed, the system was proved to

be highly beneficial. JMy subject has drawn me
on to^greater length than i expected ; I cannot,

however, conclude without sayiiiiz, that if, by the

system I recommend, 10s. or 15s. worth of ma-

nure can be added annually to every acre of land

of moderate quality, at no greater expense than

by the old method", I think the landlord, the ten-

ant, and the public, will be great gainers.

From the British Quarterly Journal of Agricuiture.

3IODE OF SUPPORTIlVa THE POOR IN BEL-
GIUM.

Viscount Vilain XIII, who has been long ap-

pointed Minister at Rome, has resiirned his ofllce

as Governor of East Flanders. Belore quitting

Ghent, Viscount Vilain addressed a circular to the

litierent functionaries under his government, in

which are some interesting details relating to the

operations of the cliaritable workshops, {ateliers de

charite,) established in difierent parts of Flanders.

He states that the number of these institutions

amounts to forty-three ; that the total prime cost

of material and salary paid to the poor amounts to

176,378 francs, and the same of manufactured ar-

ticles to 162,583 Iraiics, leaving a loss upon the

whole of only 13.804 francs. Thus, at the ex-

pense of 13,804 fiancs, provision and employ-

ment have been given to 2265 poor people du-

ring the whole of the winter and part of the

spring; and thus, at the trifling expense of six

francs per persons, forty three parishes have been

rescued from tlie evils of mendicity, and a large

body of poor creatures, who must otherwise have
begged' or starved, have been actively and useful-

ly employed, and have had the means of support-

ing their families without other parochial relief.

The letter adds, that the average loss of six

francs only arises from detective administration in

some of the parishes, since it results that, in twen-

ty five out of forty three, the loss has not exceed-

ed two francs, and indeed in some of these has

not been more than eighty centimes per person.

In seven parishes the receipts nearly balance the

expense, so that the poor have cost little or no-

thing; and in four parishes the returns have ex-

ceeded the expense, so as to leave a balance in the

hands of the directors, after supporting all the

poor. These are remarkable results, and are well

worthy the attention of the philanthropists in

England and Ireland ; for what can be more
praiseworth}^, more advantageous or honorable to

the community, than the establishment of institu-

tions by which pauperism, idleness, and immoral-

ity are neutralized, without expense, and by which
a number of persons, who would be otherwise

thrown upon the public workhouse, or become
burdens to the parish, are actively employed, and
encouraged in the habits of industry and econo-
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my? Viscount Vilain earnestly recommends the es-

tablishment of similar workshops throughout the

whole country. Were he able to effect Jiis be-

nevolent object, he would obtain one of the

most important and most beneficial results ever

effected in a civilized nation ; and Belgium would
present the phenomenon of a whole population

purged, as it were, of idleness and paurierism.

Whilst upon the subject, it may be observed, ac-

cording to official statistical documents, published

by order of the minister of the interior, that the

total irross amount of the revenue of hospitals,

charitable establishments, and of I he divers sums
expended upon the poor, amounted, in 1S33, to

to 11,647,000 francs, or about 285 irancs per indi-

vidual. The number of the poor in the provin-

cial workhouses has been reduced Iron) 3454 in

1827, to 2662 in 1S33, a remai^kable diminution,

seeing that the population has increased in an in-

verse ratio, havins: auijmenled from 3,800,000 in

1827, to 4,061,000 in 1833. The same document
states, that the total number of persons receiving

instruction at tlie various colleges, schools, and
places of education ot all denominatioijs, amount-
ed altogetlier to 353,342 in 1828, whereas in 1833

the number of children attending the 5229 prima-

ry schosis alone exceeded 370,000. If the pro-

gress of education had been great, the dimniution

of immortality is not less striking, lor one finds the

number of Ibundlinfrs (^eiifans trouves) to have
amounted to 11,023 hi 1823, whilst in 1833 they

did not exceed 7997. This is not a place to devel-

ope subjects of this kind, but the above examples
will suffice to show, that Belgium is making con-

siderable progress in those branches of administra-

tion and genera! morality which are the most essen-

tial to the well-being of a nation. It must not be

omitted to state, that the tables in question irive the

population to the 1st of January 1835 at 4,165,953

souls ; the superficies of the soil at 3.420,570 hec-

tares (each 2| acres,) of which 381,470 hectares, or

about one-tenth, are uncultivated, not including

more than 100,000 hectares, or l-34tli, of roads

and canals. In France, the cultivated land, out

of a superficies of 52,570,000 hectares, amounts to

9,000,000, or one-sixth ; and the roads, canals,

streets, &c. to 1,216,746, or one-fitth ; both of

which show a remarkable balance in favor ol" Bel-
gium.

THE PROGRESS OF SINKING ANB LOSS IN THE
EMBANKED MARSH OF SHIRLEY.

To the Editor of the Farnieis' Register.

Shirhy, April 6th, 1837.

1 have long intended to communicate the result

of the reclaimed swamp land at Shirley, an ac-

count of which [ have already given, up to the

end oft he year 1832; and although now rather out of

date, I leel somewhat bound to do so, to warn oth-

ers who miiiht wish to undertake a similar work;
particularly, as up to the end of the year 1832, the

time last reported, the experiment appeared a suc-

cessful one. I will now continue the history of

the reclaimed land, and by way of making it more
intelligible, I will recapitulate in a concise form, the

matter reported in the third number of vol. 1st

of the Farmers' Register, [page 129 to 131,J to

which I refer your readers.

In the year 1825, I had 85 acres of swamp land
reclaimed at Shirley, by throwinffup a dike anund.
it of one thousand seven hundred yards in length,

at the cost of one dollar and twenty-five cents per
running yard. Includino; truid<s lo let off, and ex-
clude the tide w^ater, the whole cost of diking was
82,200. The products were as Ibllows:

Years. JDbls. of Corn. Sales. Price per barrel.

1826
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could not have withstontl the tcinptation ol" rc-

chiiriiiivj^ so tiiw a piece of laiiil, apparently.

This; work has tauo'hl ine this much, which I

now coiumuniciitc for the benefit ol" others, that it

will not do to reclaim, by diliinp; alone, swamp
land wiiich has no liiundaiion, and so little rise

and (;i!l in the tide as we have on James River,

that heinir only three feet. (By no Ibundation, [

mean swamp land lormedol" perhaps nine-tenths

veiretahle matter, anil the remaider alluvial

matter, brought down by the river many years

back, which alluvial matter, is little else but the

lightest clay or earth, which takes some time to

deposite from the water.) The swamps above
me, which have been reclaimed, at Woodson's,
Verina, and other places above, have a much
better foundation than nn'ne, and may be perma-
nent; because, on a good fijundation, there is no

daiiirer of the land sinking, but those so f;ir from

the tiills of the river as mine, are formed of the

liehfer particles or portions of the alluvial deposife,

and can never have much foundation, or solidity.*

The heavier portions, such as sand, clay, and rich

matter from the mountains, are deposited first, and
by the time the ll'eshets reach us, it has little else

to de[)osite, but a light and cha:!'y clay or earth,

which produces vegetable matter in our swamps,
principally fibrous roots, and makes a soil black,

springy, and cha'iy, which when exposed to dry,

as it is when reclaimed, evaporates, or rots away,
to little or nothing ; and therefore, must sink in a
ibw years so low. as to prevent you from drawing
off the water, without the use of pumps^ which [

once thought of trying, but found it would be too

expensive. In addition to which, the dike, which
is necessarily made of the vegetable swamp mud,
rots and evaporates so much, that it sinks faster

than you can afford to raise, or repair it; for you
soon dig away all the ground near it, in keeping
up the dike.

Where th^? alluvial deposite is formed on a clay,

sand, or any solid foundation, it is not only worih
reclaiming, but nmst he very valuable land; and
that should be the first thing ascertained, in re-

claiming swamp lands, otherwise it will be like Dr.
Franklin's whistle.

I have now got ten acres clear, and a marsh,
instead of a swamp, whi(;h marsh afl^brds sorces

and wild ducks, instead of the wood the swamp
formerly yielded. But I am determined to have
the wood back again, and I have this spring set

out several hundred ash trees, and shall continue
to set out every sprm<x, until I cover the whole
marsh with trees, and be able to say " Richard is

himself again."!

HiLi^ Carter.

* It is not the solid " tbundation," or subsoil,

that makes permanent these marshes higher up the

river, and Mr. Carter's ten acres, so much as their

soil beincj intermixed with a much larger proportion of

real earth—sand, clay, and lime. As much vegetable

matter as the earthy ingredients can chemically com-

bine with, will be retained, under proper culture, and

no more.

—

Ed.

t We much doubt the success of this planting. The
surface of the soil is now much too low for the growt'^

of trees.—En.

Vol. V—

6

GENERAL REMARKS ON THE CAUSES OF, AND
MEANS OF PREVENTING THE FORMATION
OF MALARIA, AND THE AUTUMNAL DIS-

EASES WHICH ARE THE EFFECTS OF IT, IN

VIRGINIA.

From the commencement of the Farmers' Register,

and at various times throughout its course, we have

labored to impress on our readers the truth of several

novel opinions, which have an important bearing on

the healthiness as well as improvement of lower and

middle "Virginia, and thence, on the general prosperity

of the country, and all its inhabitants. These opin-

ions are

—

1. That calcareous manures applied to soils deficient

in that necessary ingredient, by combining with and

fixing the otherwise wasting vegetable matters, serve

to prevent 7?iaZ«n(Z, the product of their decomposition

and waste—and thereby either greatly lessen, or totally

prevent, the autumnal diseases, which are the effects

of malaria, and which are so general, and so distress-

ing, in many parts of lower and middle Virginia.

2. That our tide-water marshes and swamps, from

the very nature of their composition—the vegetable

and putrescent ingredients of the soil—when embank-

ed and laid dry, will rapidly rot away, until their level

is reduced so low, that wetness will stop decomposi-

tion, at the same time that it destroys all the agricul-

tural value of the land.

3. That mill-ponds on all but rapid rivers and other

large and constant streams, are enormous evils, through-

out the whole country east of the mountains, in pro-

ducing disease, still more than by covering much land

of great value for cultivation, if laid dry ; and that the

general substitution of canals for half stagnant ponds,

and the total destruction of all such ponds, would pro-

duce private and public benefits of incalculable value.

It is not now designed to repeat arguments in sup-

port of the truths of either of these propositions—but

merely to announce them, and to remark generally on
some deductions from them, which will not need

proof to any readers who admit the propositions from

which the deductions proceed.

Heretofore, apparently, we have had but little suc-

cess in making converts to these opinions ; and there-

fore it is so much the more gratifying to receive the

strong evidences of their truth presented on two of

these subjects, in the first article in this number, on the

new mill canals in Charlotte, and the report of Hill

Carter, Esq., of the fate of his embanked marsh.

This improvement was conducted throughout with so

much judgment, (save the grand error of attempting

such a work at all,) and with so much industry and

economy, that the result affords undeniable proof of the

destructible nature and transient value of all such soils.

We will quote our remarks and predictions in re-

gard to this work made years ago, while the land

yet bore heavy and profitable crops—and will add

that such predictions had been made verbally to Mr.

Carter, even before he had commenced his embank-

ment.

" The diked tide awamp of Shirley is so beautiful a
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piece of the most fertile land, and is kept in such per-

fect good order, that, whenever I have seen it, my first

feeling of admiration has almost compelled me for a

time to yield all my objections to such improvements;
and in enjoying the view of the beauty and fertility

thus created by enterprise and industry, to forget my
conviction of i(s transient value, and certain future

end. This piece, of eighty-five acres, was covered
by the thick growth of ash and gum which is common
on fresh water marshes of an elevation above ordinary

tides. It has now been diked and drained seven years.

If I may judge the soil by examinations of my own
lands of like appearance, and of the embanked salt

marsh of Hog Island, this contains fifty per cent, of its

weight (when perfectly dried for examination,) of ve-

getable matter, destructible by fire, and consequently
By putrefaction, when exposed to the air, and the al-

ternations of wet and dry weather. But this vegeta-

ble part of the soil (composed of rotten loots, &.c.)

which is found at all known depths, is so porous and
spongy, and so light when dried, that for it to form one
half of the weight, it must constitute nine-tenths of

the bulk of the soil. My knowing these facts of the

composition of our marsh soils, was enough to convince

me that, whenever drained and cultivated, they would
as certainly rot away, as would a large dunghill if

left standing for a number of years. The careful and
excellent management of the Shirley swamp, will

cause it to present the strongest confirmation of my
opinion. Most of the embanked marshes on James
River have, from neglect, been returned under the do-

minion of the tides so soon, that the cause I have
mentioned was not permitted to be seen operating

alone. In every such case, the final failure of the em-
bankment has been attributed to some extraordinary

high tide, or to the cutting through the banks by musk-
rats, or to the water penetrating under and " blowing
up" the flood-gates or trunks. Here, there has been
no neglect. Disasters have occurred indeed, and of such
magnitude and frequency, that there are not many per-

sons who would not have abandoned the improvement
in despair. But, whatever damage has been sustain-

ed, was speedily repaired—and the land has every
successive year yielded a crop of corn, the best of

which was more than fifty bushels the acre, and the

whole making a general average of thirty-five bushels
of sound corn for every year and through every dis-

aster and loss. The level of the land within the dike
appeared to my eye, (and confirmed by Mr. Carter's

opinion,) to be already eighteen inches lower than that

without, which was still subject to the tides. The
bank was originally six feet high. Every winter since

it was built, a foot of additional earth has been laid on
the bank, which was not enough to coimterbalance the

loss of the ensuing summer: for after all these addi-

tions (which are exclusive of the repairs of extensive
breaches made by high tides,) the bank is now lower
than at first. But what is most important in the mat-
ter, the clear profit from the crops has already greatly

overpaid the whole expense of making and preserving
the embankment: and therefore the usual loss attend-

ing such improvements will be avoided—unless the

proprietor should too long endeavor to defend his work
from its inevitable end, the water resuming possession
of the whole space. Though I am no advocate for the
embankment of our tide marshes (compared with other
improvements,) yet if such works are undertaken, it

is of the utmost nnportance that they should be well
executed : and all who are unable to resist this most
besetting temptation of tide-water proprietors, will do
well to practice the same liberal expense of labor, the
care and watchfulness, and the perseverance through
difficulties and disasters, that have occurred to secure
the success and profit of the embankment and culti-

vation of the Shirley swamp."

—

[Farmers^ Register,

vol. \,page 107.]

Our opinions on this subject did not rest merely on

the knowledge of the chemical ingredients of the soil

—

(though that alone would have been enough)—but also

on experience, dearly bought in a similar attempt on

thirty acres o tide marsh, which at an enormous expense

had been drained, had brought fine crops of corn, and

of which the dike had been kept up until the surface

of the land had sunk (or rather rotted away) more than

two feet below its original level, and of course, the

land had become worthless. During the years that this

experiment was going on, (though under management

very inferior to Mr. Carter's,) and while we were yet

sanguine of success, and blind to the evils produced,

the work not only wasted labor and money, but health

and life. For an embanked and dried marsh, while

rotting and sinking to its original degree of wetness, is

a source of disease and death inferior only to a mill-

pond on a very insufficient stream.

The marshes while left in their natural state, and

kept perpetually saturated with water, if not covered

every day by the tide, must be more or less productive

of malaria—but the evil is not to be compared in mag-
nitude, indeed is scarcely worth notice, compared to

the same marshes altered in their condition by the

(so-called) improvements of man. While always cov-

ered with water, there is little decomposition of the

vegetable matter—which proceeds rapidly, and evolves

the seeds of disease in proportion, so soon as the land

is laid dry. But it is not only by attempts to drain them

that marshes are rendered unhealthy by the labors of

man. We believe that mill-ponds are not more pesti-

ferous in the exhalations from their own stagnant wa-

ters and naked mud bottoms, than they are by dis-

charging their surplus floods of water over salt marsh-

es. It is the theory of an Italian author, presented in

the 4th volume of this Journal, that it is the flowing of

saltwater from the sea, at rare and uncertain times, over

the fresh-water Pontine marshes, that produces the

deadly malaria of thatregion. If thisopinion is correct,

we may by it account for the remarkable sickliness of

many neighborhoods on our salt waters. The effect is

not produced by the neighborhood of the salt marshes

—

for in other places their borders are quite healthy:

nor by the mill-ponds—which, bad as they are, produce

no such amount of disease in most inland situations

:

but it is the collected floods of fresh water, discharged

in heavy rains from the ponds, over salt marshes, and

the putridity caused by the meeting of fresh and salt

water upon vegetables accustomed only to one kind,

that cause the worst effects of malaria in some of the

lower parts of Virginia, and other southern states. We
venture to throw out this suggestion, in the hope that

it may induce attention to be paid to the subject by-

persons who have facilities for observation and for col-

lecting and comparing facts that will throw light on

this highly important subject—to which so little proper

attention has yet been given, either by physicians,

chemists, or the farmers whose families and fortunes

suffer under these heavy inflictions. If the simple facts

alone could be collected by the latter class, and sub-

mitted for comparison and consideration to the two for-

mer, there can be no question but the causes of this-

worst evil of our otherwise delightful climate might be
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eo well ascertained as to be removed effectually

—

and perhaps by means much short of what would be

our wide sweepina; prescriptions—which would be,

1st—to lime and marl all the acid land, whether ara-

ble or not, where those manures could be cheaply ap-

plied ; 2nd—to embank no marshes from the tide ; 3rd

—to prevent (by canals and dikes) fresh water streams

and rain torrents from flowing over the surface of salt

marshes; and 4th— to cut every mill-dam on small

streams, and drain and cultivate the beds of the ponds.

It is believed that in almost every case of mill-ponds

above the tide water region, it would be economical

and profitable to change the pond for a canal, even

without any consideration of the benefit to health—and

also in the majority cf cases in the lower country. But

if no such substitution could be made, we should still

advocate the total destruction and prohibition of mill-

ponds on all small and insuflicient streams. It would

be better to resort to animal power, or steam, to grind

all our meal, than to continue to submit to the loss of

wealth and of happiness, of health and of life, in so

many families and over so large a portion of our coun-

try, as is now caused by the ponds of mills so pitiful

as to yield scarcely any nett profit to the owneis.

Many neighborhoods that formerly suffered but little

by autumnal diseases, are now very sickly; and as

mill-ponds during all the time were in existence, the

change has not been suspected to be caused by them.

Yet it well may be so. The first mills were built on

the most abundant and constant streams, and these of

course did comparatively little harm to health by their

ponds. But as the demand for mills and their profits

increased, and the mania for building mills, (that has

operated extensively, when there was no profit to be

gained,) extended over our land, many mills were

built on small and insufficient streams, that had been

previously, (as they always ought to have been,) thought

worthless for that object. One such mill put up in a

neighborhood where three or four had long been stand-

ing, might add ten-fold to all the former production

of malaria, and yet not be suspected as the cause.

This is not all. The same ponds that were but little

injurious to health at one time, may gradually become

greatly so afterwards. If no change takes place in the

height of the dam, or the highest limit of the "head of

water," still the bottom of the pond is more and more

filled by an alluvial and highly putrescent deposite—the

water thereby becomes shallower, more speedily eva-

porated in warm and dry weather, more frequent and

larger exposures of the bottom occur, and both on that

account and its putrescent ingredients, decomposition

proceeds far more rapidly than formerly, when deeper

water covered a comparatively barren bottom. But

the surfaces of most old mill-ponds have been extended

by raising the limit of the legal head ; and consequent-

ly there has been for this reason also more evaporation,

exposure of a wider surface of bottom, and conse-

quently more decomposition of putrescent matter, and

destructive action of malaria.

We are rejoiced that the act authorizing the con-

demnation of lands for mill canals, and offering facili-

ties and inducements for substituting canals for ponds,

is getting gradually into use, and that some at least,

consider it as the most valuable boon granted to the ag-

ricultural interest by the legislature of Virginia. It

remained on the statute book for some years after its

passage, as if useless and dead, and its offered privile-

ges were known to very few persons ; and therefore it

is so much the more gratifying that its value is now
availed of, with the greater prospect of being extend-

ed because generally approved and acted on in the

intelligent and wealthy county of Charlotte. The ex-

istence of the present law was owing to the wishes of

some mill-owners in that county, and to the exertions

of her members of the House of Delegates, and (in its

enacted form,) to our own in the Senate, where acci-

dental circumstances aided our earnest efforts to pass

what we thought then, as now, a measure which, if made

proper use of, might produce benefits beyond all esti-

mation. We may be pardoned for boasting of this ser-

vice to agricultural mterests, when coupled with the

admission, that it was the only measure of any kind

that our individual support carried through during our

very useless participation in legislation.

The good effects already experienced from making

use of the privileges offered by this law, furnish ground

for hopes that they may be very extensively availed of.

The knowledge, experience, and profit of these chan-

ges, will gradually serve to enlighten the community,

now as blind as patient, in this respect, to the enor-

mous and uncompensated evils inflicted by the mill-

ponds which are on every stream in middle and

lower Virginia. We earnestly invite inquiry, and the

collection of facts as to tlie former and pi'esent effects

of mill-ponds on health, and the coiumunication of such

facts, and their deductions, through this journal. And
when the mass of facts shall be found to sustain the

general positions we have assumed and presented in

the course of these remarks, we shall hope that all who

are convinced of their evil eflects, will join in a gener-

al crusade, a war of extermination, against all mill-

ponds, present and future—as well as against the gen-

eral law which authorizes their creation; which law,

for various reasons, besides its authorizing the spread-

ing of disease and death, is one of the most unjust and

stupid of all in our miserable agricultural or proprieto-

ly code.

From tlie Maine Farmer.

BOUNTY UPON WHKAT RAISED IN MAINE.

The legislature of Maine have at length arous-

ed themselves to action upon this subject, and
passed an act paying a bouniy upon wheat, which
must satisfy the most grasping. Slartletl by the

fact that we, as a staie, were paying out more
than four millions of dollars lor bread-stuff, and
knowing that the soil of the state was sufficiently

fertile to produce bread enough lor its inhabitants,

they came to the determination ofcalling upon the

far.Tiers to wipe away the disgrace, and to call too,

in such a manner that they could not resist it.

If we mistake not the provisions of the bill, it

gives a bounty of two dollars to every one who
shall raise twenty bushels of well cleaned wheat

;

and for every bushel over and above thirty, six
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cents per bushel. "We may be mistaken in the

provisions, as we have not been able to see the

bill as amended. Now, brother liirniers, what
say you to this! You can' never complain that

the titate has done nolhino- ibr you. That cry,

however just it may liave been heretofore, is now
silenced ; and if you do not now exert every nerve

to lift the statp. from her dependence upon the

millers of New York, you ought to pine in penury
and want. There is no excuse. You have been

better dealt by than you ever dared to hope, and
if you have the least spark of state pride or grati-

tude, it behooves you to show it by responding

with an energy and action commensurate with the

boon proffered you. The legislature believed

that Maine can raise her own bread, and you
ought to say that she shall, and there can be no
doubt but that she will.

It is true that the bounty is much larger than

the committee asked for, and we are not sure that

it is not larger than would be necessary to accom-
plish the object. It is also true thai it will draw
no small sum from the treasury, but when we
consider that by tlie payment of six cents bounty

every extra bushel, raised by consequence of this

sum, will save the price of it within the state, or

in other words, by p.aying six cents, we prevent a

dollar or perhaps two dollars being sent out of our

borders for wheat or flour, who will not say thai

it is a great and an important gain? When we
look about us and see the abundance of our re-

sources—our lumber—our granite—our lime—our

hay—our beef and our wool, and when we look

upon the extent of our territory, and the variety

as well as fertility of our soil, when we consider

all these, and then reflect what we might become
did we support ourselves fro.m our own liirms, and
save the money which our exports produce, instead

of eating it up, we cannot refrain from saying that

almost any honest course is justifiable, which shall

tend to bring about a revolution in these things,

and render us independent. The more we think

of these things, the more do we grieve that Maine
has been so long blind to her own interesis and
not placed herself in that elevated rank, which the

Almighty, by blessing her with so many resources,

evidently designed that she should take.

[It is so rare that any legislative body in this country

attempts to aid the improvement, or to promote the in-

terests of agriculture, that we feel reluctance to con-

demn any such etfbrt. But, nevertheless, we must

dissent from the approbatory opinion of Judge Holmes,

the enlightened and zealous editor of the Maine Farmer,

as expressed in the foregoing editorial article in the

last number of that paper.

The bounty of six cents a bushel on wheat, and ten

cents the bushel for parcels of 20 bushels, though it

may prove to be a heavy expense to the treasury, will

operate but slightly as encounigement to increased

product. Without regarding such great and disastrous

fluctuations of price as have occurred in the price of

wheat since last harvest, (which have been as great as

$1 the bushel, between the highest and lowest prices,)

the ordinary fluctuations of price, between any two

consecutive years, and often within two weeks of the

same year, present much greater ditferences in price,

than the bounty of the legislature of Maine will make

between previous and future prices. Therefore it is

not to be supposed that the bounty will have much
operation in increasing the general crop oi wheat

throughout the state of Maine.

But we believe that there is an indirect, yet a far

more efficient as well as far cheaper mode of reaching

the end proposed. This would be by giving bounties

or rewards for experiments, (scientific and practical,)

calculated to discover whether there is net some radi-

cal defect in the soils of Maine, that unfits them lor

profitable wheat culture ; and thence to arrive at the

knowledge of the proper remedy wanting. We fully

believe that such a defect exists—that it could be as-

certained, beyond all question—and tlie remedy as

clearly pointed out.

The lands of the New England states in general,

(excepting only alluvial river bottoms and other good

soils, rarely met with, and but in smad quantities,) are

very unfavorable to the growth of wheat—and its pro-

duct appears, from the verj' general complaint niade,

to decrease as the country is longi^r and better tilled,

and as, in general, other products are thereby increased.

The soil, generally, on account of its geological for-

mation, is very slightly provided b}' nature with lime,

an ingredient necessary lor every vegetable product,

but particularly so, and in large proportion, for wheat.

We have never seen any of the lands of Maine—but

have no doubt as to the truth of this opinion as to their

natural constitution—and also, that to give lime to the

land is all that is wanting to make them bring good

wheat. It is to the shame of both Maine and Virginia,

that so much lime is annually brought Ifom the Ibrmer

to the latter. If Virginia made her own lime from her

own abundant materials, and Maine used much of her

lime to manure her lands, it would be better for both

countries.

FruLii tlie Southern Agriculturist.

ON THE CUr^TlVATION OF SEA-ISLAKD OR LOKG
STAPLE COTTON, IK SOUTH-CAROLINA.

Mr. Editor—A writer in your last number, un-

der the signature of O. P. Q., asks, how is it, that,

we of iheisland manage 1o make such large crops

of cotton, and what is our system of cidtivation.

Allhouah 'his question has been repeatedly an-

swered in the pages of your journal, I shall, at the

risk of being tedious, give my notions upon the sub-

ject of inquiry.

In cultivating the long staple cotton, the follow-

ino- items are lo be considered:

1. Soil.

H. Manures.
HI. Tillage.

I. The Soil for the long staple cotton, should

be judiciously selected. If may be laid down as a

general rule, that a damp soil will never produce

certain crops of this staple. A light, dry and loose

soil, should, if possible, be chosen; the sub-soil of

which should be of a sandy or gravelly nature.

Such a soil will seldom need drains; though, in

mj^ opinion, the highest and dryest soil cannot be

injured by draining.

"Many lands in our slate have a high, and appa-

rently a dry soil ; but then, the sub-soil is clay, or
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a kind of cold quick-sand. Cotton can be produced

on such lands; but extensive draininji' is absolutely

nocessarv lor tl\es(>. Alter llic soil lias been cmi-

sid(M-ed, i-eivard should be nexi had lo the manures

which are applied to it.

II. JMaki'iiks. Tiiose manures wliich fi-ed

the plant, I term nutritive manures; while those

which enable the plant to digest its ibod, I call

stiniulants.

I consider all putrescent animal and verretahle

matter nitiritives, while the mineral substances

are classed auion^ the stiviidants.

Bearinjr these' distinctions in mind, it must be

determined, whether, the soil lo be cultivated

needs the one manure or the other.

If it produces plants which irrow rank and vig-

orous, neither veo-etable nor animal matter will be

safe to apply. In such cases, stimulants might be

applied with great success.

Salt-mud, salt-marsh, and even common salt,

have been all applied by our sea-island planters,

as the best stimulants. I do not know that lime

JiHs ever been applied. Salt-mud answers best

where the land is sandy or light, but it answers

also well upon land which is not too low. It is

the practice with most planters to get out their mud
in hand-barrows, durino; the summer months, and

leaving it in heaps, to be carried out upon the land

when convenient. This is called ai)plying the mud
in its "dried state.'''' I object, however, to this mode;

because, I think that the mud, by being heaped up

to dr}^, loses most of its saline qualities, by the rains

falling upon it, &c. When the mud is taken im-

mediately Iroin the creek or pond, and placed upon

the soil, it is called applyino; it in its ''green state.''''

It is then soli, and can in this state be spread out

easily with a hoe, in the alleys. Aiier being thus

spread out, it should be left a day or two to dry.

The water will evaporate ti'om the mud, and leave

the salt, and ven:etable matter of the mud behind.

A cart-load of mud to each task-row, is the amount
usually applied; but double, or treble the amount
might be used, with great success. The mud
should be placed under the first listing.

Salt-marsh [grass.] This manure I decidedly

prefer lor damp land. It may also be gathered in

the summer, and put up in heaps, for use in the

following spring. Where the planter alternates

his fields, the marsh may be spread out in the al-

leys of the vacant fiehl, and immediately listed in.

This mode is decidedly preti^rable ; because, put-

ting in the marsh at so early a period, gives it

abundant time to rot, by the ensuing spring.

But where the same field is planted for any num-
ber of consecutive years, the marsh must be put

up in heaps to rot during the summer; for the field

is then occupied with the cotton. With a o-ood

scythe, it may be fairly estimated, that one fi^llow

will do six times as much at cutting marsh, as in

digging mud: and when it is considered that six

cart-loads of marsh will manure a task better than

twenty-one loads of mud, the balance is greatly in

favor of the marsh. Rushes do almost as well as

the marsh, where the land does not require salt.

But they may not be considered under the head of

stimulants ; while marsh acts both as a stivntlant

and a nutritive. Some planters object to marsh,

and say that it produces "blue"''' in cotton ; but no
one need apprehend this, if the marsh has been
put into the land so as to give it sufficient time to

rot, before the cotton-plant reaches it.

A word about preparing marsh. Most pliuiters

pile it up in small stacks, lor the purpose of tasking

their negroes while cutting it. This is attended

with the Iblluwing evils. It permits the sun to act

so povverliiUy upon it, as to dry it comf)letely ; the

rains then wash the salt away; and when the

marsh is taken out it is not at all rotted. To ob-

viate these evils, the marsh should, if possible, be

all heaped up in one pile. The pile should be

made square: and the more the marsh is trampled

down the sooner it will rot, and the less apt will il

be to throw away its saline properties. Experience

has taught me, that three cart-loads of marsh, trea-

ted in this manner, will go as far as six treated af-

ter the common mode.
Salt. As regards the profierties and application

of this stimulant, I refer O. P. Q. to the valuable

article from your pen, Mr. Editor, contained in the

January number of your journal.*

ISI. Tillage. Under this head I shall consi-

der, in order, listintj the land, bedding, planting,

hoeing, thinning, &c.

If possible, cotton-land should always be listed

in the fall. By doing so, at this season of the year,

the grass generally becomes killed by the severe

fi-osis of winter, and the soil becomes thereby im-

proved. 11^ however, the land is much infested

with grass, it is decidedly best to leave it for work-

ing as late in the season as possible, because then,

the grass has less time to overtake the cotton. In

all cases, I preiisr putting the manure under the list,

because the plants then receive nutriment, when
they most need it, viz: when they have aitained

some height.

From listing, I next proceed to bedding, which
requires more attention than planters are generally

in the habit of paying it. The size and iormation

of cotton beds are of great importance. In forming

a cotton-bed, the base of the bed should be made
so broad as to leave the alley as narrow as possi-

ble. The more narrow the alley, the better will

the water lead off after a rain. The beds on high

land need not be made high, but rather broad and
fiat; and I am not altoirellier convinced, but that

the same shape would suit best lor low lands also.

The reason gejierally assigned lor making flat beds

is, that they are not so apt to be \vashed away by
rains; and, in hoeing them, the beds are not cut

down too much.
Planting.—Hitherto, planters have been anx-

ious to have their seed in the ground by the 25th

of March, and fi'om thence to the middle of April.

For myself, I prefer early planting. Though after

the cotton has come up, it may be put back by cold,

it will be, nevertheless, more forward than cotton

which has come up later; and though it should be

entirely killed, it is better, in my opinion, to run the

risk of planting ov^er, and having early cotton, than,

by planting late, to have the pods destro3^ed by an
autunm frost.

The best plan is, to plant the entire cotton-crop

before the corn-crop is put into the ground. Next,

aller the cotton-crop has been put in, the corn should

be immediately planted, and alter the corn has been

planted, the first cotton should be hoed, whether
there is grass or not. This forms the first hoeing.

Mr. Tovvnsend, of Wadmalaw Island, has intro-

duced a skimmer-plough, for hoeing the bed at

this, and, subsequent stages of the growth of cot-

* See Far. Reg. p. 677, vol, 4.
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ton. I have never used the plough myself, but I

have seen it work to such advantage, as to be con-

vinced of its utility. It is a plough with a long

F^vo^d upon one side, which shaves the sides of

the bed, and can be had at Mr. Martin's black-

smith-siiop, Wentworth-street, Charleston. As I

have said, this plough shaves the sides of the bed,

and one ploughman and a hand, can with ease go
over ibur acres per day. The tops of the beds,

near the cofion, are left untouched. This the ne-

groes attend to with the hoe. One acre is given to

each, and their work now is, to hoe what the plough

has lell untouched, to pick the grass fi'oni the bed,

and to loosen with their fingers the earth around
the young plants. Those who use this plough,

plant more largelj^ to the hand than those who
use the hoe ; but I shall not do so, tlioiigh I shall

use it. This plough may be used in hoeing grass,

until the cotton grows so high as to render it unsale

to use it longer.

Where this plough is not used, the first hoeing
of cotton consists, in each hand hoeinir, as soon

after the cotton is up as possible, the sides of the

beds. A chop or two should be given, on each
side of the plants, with the hoe, but great care

must be taken that the plant is not bruised. After

this, all grass, if there be any, must be removed
from the plant, and the earth loosened about

it.

Second loorking.—After the first hoeing has been
completed, the second working should commence.
This consists in going .over the field, and hauling

up the earth around the plants, which has been
thrown from it at the first working. Between the

first and second working, some grass ma\' have
grown around the plants ; this should first be re-

moved by the band, and the cotton-plants in each
hill should be thinned down to Ibur, five, or six, ac-

cording to their strength of growth. This second

working gives the plants a start, which will enable

them to be left to themselves until the corn-crop

has been attended to. The corn-crop having been

attended to, the third working of the cotton should

now commence.
TTiird working.—This is done like the second,

and the plants should be thinned down to two or

three, as circumstances require.

Fourth working— is, with many planters, the

last. The plants are now thinned down, accord-

ing to the nature of the land. If it be very strong,

and the cotton grows high and thick, sixty stalks

should be left in each task (one hundred and five

feet) row. In a word, the best mode of thinning

is, to leave the stalks so wide apart, as to calcu-

late upon a free circulation of air around them. I

am decidedly opposed to thinning out the plants

after the field has been in blossom. The plants

are then so high, and their roots so large, that the

removal of any of them from the bed must disturb

those that remain. When removal is required, I

prefer cutting those to be removed, close to the

roots with a knife. This can be as easily done as

pulling them out, and it is much the best for the

remaining plants.

It will be perceived, that in making provision for

the treatment of my cotton and corn, I have said

nothing about potatoes. These I always cultivate

with two or three old hands, whose sole business

it is to attend to them. My cotton and corn are

thus not interfered with.

I have written this article in great haste, Mr.

Editor, but I send it to you as it stands, in order
that it may reach O. P. Q. in time.

St. Helena.

SALT, A SPECIFIC MANURE FOR COTTOIV, AND
THE CAUSE OF THE SUPERIORITY OF THE
SEA'ISLAND VARIETY.

It seems to us that salt must act as a specific manure

for cotton, and is essential to produce the fineness of fibre

that constitutes the value of the sea-island cotton. As
different as is the quality and appearance of this cotton

from the green-seed, or short staple upland cotton, they

are but varieties of the same kind, the most valued of

which, rapidly runs into the other, by mere change of

soil. The one kind is raised, in perfection, only on the

low sandy islands on the sea coast of Georgia and South

Carolina, and the adjacent shores of the main land. If

the seeds (which are naked and black,) are planted in

the interior, though but little remote from the sea, the

product is what is called the "long staple Santee," a

green seed cotton, but of longer fibre than the ordinary

upland cotton, into which however, continued planting

from the same, finally brings the crop.

It has been supposed that the very sandy nature of

the soil of the sea-islands was the cause of the peculiar

value of the cotton they bear. But if so, some spots, at

least, might be found equally sandy, in the interior of the

country, and the same kind of cotton there produced

successfully. But the account we have in the forego-

ing and other articles of the peculiar value of salt mud
and salt grass, as manures for cotton, indicate plainly

that salt itself is necessary for the perfection of cotton,

and that it is owing to the salt already in the soil of the

sea-islands, and the adjacent low coast, that to such

narrow limits the production of that valuable variety of

cotton has heretoibre been confined.

QUERIES.

To tlie Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Mathews C. H., Va., 3farchS0lh, 1837.

1st. If a fiirmer have a certain quantity of lime-

or marl, but insufficient to cover a given quantity

of land with a flill dressing, would it be better to

spread it over a large surface in small quantity, or
to put it on a small surface in full proportion? For
example, suppose a farmer has a field containing-

forty acres, and has one thousand bushels of lime;

would it be more advantageous to put his lime on
ten acres, at the rate of one hundred bushels per

acre, or on the whole forty, at the rate of twenty-

five bushels per acre?

2nd. By what means can so small a quantity of

lime, as ten bushels, be spread evenly on an acre

of land?

3rd. Will a bushel [one hundred bushels?] of
marl, containing fifty per cent, of calcareous mat-
ter, have as quick and efficacious action, as fifty

bushels of shell lime, when spread upon land ?

The editor is requested to answer these ques-

tions in his journal, as they may gratify others, as

well as

W. S.

Answer to 1st Qvcry. The greatest total effect (though

less per acre) will be produced by spreading the marl
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or lime over the largest surface. But as the applica-

tion of a certain quantity of either manure is made

more troublesome and expensive in proportion to the

extent of land over which it is regularly spread, it be-

comes a matter of calculation whether the increased

trouble is not greater than the increase of effect, from

making the coverings very light. For this reason, in

the case supposed, we should prefer putting fifty bush-

els of lime to the acre, rather than either one hundred

or twenty-five.

Jnswcr to 2nd Query. By making it an ingredient of

compost, as practiced in France, and described in the

Essay on Lime by M. Puvis, published in the 3rd vol. of

the Farmers' Register.

Jnswrr to Query 3rd. Though there is an omission or

mistake in the words of the query, the writer's meaning

is plain. Pure quick-lime will be much more efficacious

on the next succeeding crop, than shell-marl containing

the same quantity of lime, because of the more perfect

state of division of the parts of the former. This supe-

riority, however, is not material in subsequent crops

—

nor is it in the first crops so great as to direct one to use

lime in preference to marl, if both are equally accessi-

ble.

—

Editor.

From the Northampton Republican.

BOUNTY FOR BEET SUGAR, GRANTED BY THE
LEGISLATURE OF MASSACHUSETTS. RE-
MARKS ON THE NATURE AND OPERATION
OF THE PLAN.

One of our representatives, Mr. William Clark,

Jr., returned from the General Court, on Saturday

last, with the copies of the acts incorporating Ed-
ward Church and others, to manufacture from

beets in Northampton, and for the encouragement
of making beet sugar, by giving a bounty of three

cents a pound on all such manufactured withm the

commonwealth.
With regard to the act of incorporation, we un-

derstand that nothing is wanted now but the re-

turn of JVlr. Isnard from France, to commence the

building of the manufactory, and to furnish it with

the necessary machinery for carrying on the busi-

ness. In the mean time, the company is looking

for a site somewhere on the banks of the canal for

the establishment. It is estimated that a capital

-of $ 20,000 will be sufficient to commence the

manufacture of sugar, and that every thing will

be in readmess to receive the beets for the pur-

pose by the month of October. This capital is

already engaged by the petitioners who have ob-

tained the charter, so that in fact, this most glo-

rious enterprise has already commenced. With
regard to the other act, we understand that the

basis upon which the legislature fixed the three

cents bounty, was founded on an average duty of

three cents a pound on West India sugar, viz: two
and a half cents lor brown Havana, and three and
a half for the white ; thus it is, that a plantation ni

Louisiana can furnish us with sugar at a profit of

three cents a pound over our nearer neighbors in

the island of Cuba, who must pay first that amount
of duty on every pound imported into Boston. The
legislature therefore acted very wisely in giving to

our own citizens the same encouragement to man-

ufacture sugar from beets, that congress indirectly

gives to the people of Louisiana. But it is said

fhat the bounty will make a serious impression

upon the state treasury. Be it ao. The farmers

will now make their own sugar, and instead of
paying three cents a pound duty to Louisiana, will

receive three cents a pound bounty from the com-
m.onwealth. And when did the fiarmers of our

state ever before receive any encouragement in

their business '? They have often been called

upon to aid the manufi^icturing, the commercial,

and the shipping interests, and have done so with
alacrity; and they have now received from the le-

gislature a boon of inestimable value, which they

will duly appreciate. We have one word of ad-

vice which we give them with the utmost sincer-

ity and singleness of purpose:—secure your beet

seed—secure it immediately, for depend upon it

that the children of almost every family can raise

beets enough for a hogshead of sugar.

[The granting a bounty of three cents the pound for

all beet sugar made in Massachusetts, is sufficient evi-

dence of the people of that state being determined to

carry through the experiment. Whatever may be the

impelling cause, and faulty as may be the mode, at least

enough encouragement is thus offered for this produc-

tion to give the new business a fair trial, and to show

whether it is really a profitable direction for enterprise

and capital, in this country. This experiment is highly

important to all the states, and we rejoice that Massa-

chusetts has been so generous as to have the experi-

ment made at her own expense.

The principle impulse to offering this very liberal

bounty is the fanatical spirit of abolitionism, of the

great extent and influence of which abundant evi-

dence was furnished in the recent proceedings of the

senate of Massachusetts. The main object is to

limit the use ot sugar made by the labor of slaves.

The working of this motive we predicted when the

manufacture of beet sugar was first proposed in this

country ; and we said then, and repeat now, that it is

a matter for rejoicing, if a new and profitable culture

is introduced, though by the efforts of the abolition

party. In this way good may be produced by these

fanatics, who are agents of unmixed evil in every other

of their movements.

The political economy of this mode of encouraging

the new product is also very objectionable. But di-

rect bounties for production, such as Massachusetts of-

fers for beet sugar, are, in every point of view, less

objectionable than the indirect, given in protecting du-

ties, for cane sugar, by the general government. The

taxing operation of the former is palpable—and the sys-

tem would not long be borne, if as general and onerous

as was our national protective tariff', by the most patient

and stupid people on earth. If Massachusetts, by the

continual payment of a bounty of three cents a pound,

shall cause enough beet sugar to be produced for the

consumption of all her population, the commonwealth

will lose precisely the amount of the bounty paid, ex-

cept to such extent as the profit of the new culture may
exceed all others not sustained by bounties. If such ex-

cess of profit should exist, and to the extent (for exam-

ple) of the state's bounty, then there will be no general
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loss; but the effect will be merely taking the amount

from one portion of the people, to give to another. In

the mean time, other states will, without tax or bounty,

receive equally the benefits of the fruits of the new bu-

siness supported by the treasury of Massachusetts.]

CHINESE MULBERRY NOT PRODUCED FROM
ITS SEEDS ON THE ADDITIONAL EVIDENCE
OF MR. WHITMARSH.

Judging from several recent notices in di;Terent pub-

lications, it seems that the opinion is now fast gaining

ground that t!ie Chinese Mulberry, or moms multicaidis

will not be reproduced, without change, from its own
seeds. This opinion, which we r.athered from an ex-

periment reported in a French jc irnal, was first made

known here, and supported, in tl.is journal—but with

so little success, for some two ye. i-s, that we made but

few converts to the opinion, and did not prevent a sin-

gle person from trusting and buying Mr. Whitmarsh's

"Chinese mulberry seed"—by which so many seeds-

men and others were deceived. Knough has been said

in the previous volumeof this journal of this deception

(to use the mildest term) practis d by Mr. Whitmarsh

on the public, in selling seeds as tlioseof the "Chinese

mulberry," by which name every buyer (and even his

own agents,) understood the iiiorus muliicanlis to be

meant. But if his defence again ;t this charge, on the

supposition that the sead would produce its parent

kind, had been as satisfactory, as it was flimsy and fu-

tile, he no'.v yields every previon.5 ground of defence,

by his admission below, that the reverse is the truth.

In this statement, we have full confidence, although

it proceeds from Mr. Whitmarsh ; and as a necessary

deduction from it,Neven if his seed had been what they

were sold for, (and afterwards admitted not to be,) they

would not have produced the morus multicaulis, which

was what the purchasers wanted, and expected. Mr.

Whitmarsh knowing, as he now admits, that no confi-

dence could be placed in such expectations, ought not

to have sold such seed, whether under a true, or the

false character under which his appeared. A petfy

trader and retailer of seeds might have been held ex-

cused, though knowing the truth of their worthless-

ness, if he merely sold the true seeds of the tree by
which they were stated to be produced. Such a sales-

man might be permitted to say that he sold true and

sound seeds of the morus multicaidis, and it was for

the purchasers to know whether they would yield the

same, or run into other varieties. But this excuse

this throwing his defence on the general ignorance of

purchasers—will not avail a man of Mr. Whitmarsh's

knowledge, wealth, and position then occupied in so-

ciety, and one who, professed to have been actuated

by the patriotic desire of benefiting his country, by ex-

tending mulberry and silk culture, in the best mode.
If the apple had been but recently introduced and cul-

tivated in this country, and it was known to very few
persons (and not suspected by others,) that the seed
would not produce its parent fruit, it would be a most
dishonest act, in one of those better informed few, to

sell the seeds of the Newtown pippin at hi^h prices

to those who ignorantly expected to raise from them
i

the like delicious fruit. But, says this patriotic dis-

tributor of "Chinese mulberry" seed, the product

might be "superior" as well as "inferior" to the ori-

ginal, "much depending on where the seed was raised."

So seed of the finest known apple may, by possibility,

produce a still more delicious or valuable kind ; but

this rare chance would scarcely lessen the general

average of loss and disappointment of buyers, who
would in almost every other case get bad fruit—and

not at all weaken the charge of fraud on the part of

the seller. As to the last quoted supposition that the

place from whence the seeds were derived can make
the product better instead of worse, its truth is yet to

be proved; and' as yet, it has neither probability to

sustain it, nor does Mr. Whitmarsh's authority give

this or any other statement additional strength.

-The following paragraph is irora a letter of Mr. Whit-

marsh to the editor of the "Silk Culturist," published in

the last number of that paper.

"Your views respecting the seed of the morus multi-

caulis, as expressed in your last number so nearly co-
incide with mine, and as I also receive frequent inqui-

ries by letter, "if the seed of the multicaulis will pro-

duce plants like those from cuttings," I ara induced to

trouble you with a few lines, that the matter may be
decided at once. My answer has invariably been that

they luould not, and "that the plant would be diiferent,

perhaps a superior or an inferior one. much depending^
on where the seed were raised. Seed from my own
trees produced plants superior to the white, but much
inferior to the original seeds, which were imported
from Canton, three years since, by Dr. Stebbins, of
this place, and which he was assured were from the
multicaulis, produced plants, which arc in my opin-
ion, superior to the original—leaves, quite as large,

thick, fine smooth surface, and close jointed, and which
the worms will select, when mixed with others. It is

important for those who intend feeding silk worms, to

provide a change of food, and not depend on one sort

alone. When worms are falling off by disease, it will

be found of great service to change the food from a
watery, succulent leaf, to one of a drier nature ; lor

that purpose, buddings of some sort should be had.

Mulberry seed should be procured from every coun-
try ; from some apparently inferior, good sorts may be
obtained. 1 have selected plants v/ith leaves eight
inches over, from a hedge of common white mulberry,
which, by grafting and budding, may be increased to

any extent. There is probably no seed known so lia-

ble to sport, as the gardeners term it as the mtdberry,
I would therefore forewarn all who purchase multicau-
lis seed, that if they expect to produce plants like those

from cutiins;s, they will be disappointf^d* It is much
the cheapest and easiest way to j)ropagate this sort by
cuttings."

Yet notwithstanding all the evidence ofl^ered on this

subject, advertisements from different persons are now
seen in the northern agricultural papers, offering for

sale "genuine seed of the morus multicaulis"—and if

we mistake not, Mr. Whitmarsh himself has made a

second importation of seed, which has been offered for

sale as certainly now of the true kind. And as man-

kind prefer to pay a high price for being cheated and

misled, to being taught truth gratuitously, we doubt

not but tliat more persons will be induced to buy these

seeds, than will be prevented, and be correctly in-

formed, on this subject, by the repeated exposures

made.
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THE FLOUR RIOTERS OF NEW YORK.

The Journal of Commerce, of New York, in repub-

lishing our remarks (p. 740, vol. 4, Far. Reg.) on the

late mob, and the progress and expected consequences

of the mobbish spirit now working in that city, intro-

duces the extract by the loilowing words :

—

"The sagacious editor of the Farmers' Register, ap-

pends the annexed remarks to a notice of tlie late ilour

riot in this city. What will he say, when he learns tliat

tha as:grcgate punishment awarded to all the rioters, is

thirty dollars fine, and ten months imprisonment? Such
a mockery ofjustice was never before witnessed in this

country."

Our answer to t!ie question is, that this astonishing

degree of indulgence siiown to even the poor wretches

who liad been made the scape-goats of greater scoun-

drels, in addition to the entire impunity of their leadfrs,

proves that the cit)' of iVew York is ah'eady more ripe,

far more advanced in the awful course that we had an-

ticipated and predicted, than was supposed when those

remarks were written. A symptom as alarming as any

other is presented in the facts, that since the noted ex-

hibition of their iniluence and strength in the flour riot,

Jakes, Ming, and the otlier prominent leaders on that

occasion, so far from being punished by the laws, or

shrinking in silence to tiieir former ^obscurity to

avoid the sight and censure of honest men, evidently

triumph in their present notoriety. The same names

have since been continually thrust conspicuously be-

fore the public—and they have figured as insulting pe-

titioners to the legislature, proud of their charged con-

tempt of its authority—as orators and resolution oti'er-

ers at late public meetings—and finally, Jakes is the

candidate chosen in public meeting of the mob or

plunder party, for the office of maj^or of the great

city of New York. From their whole course sinr.e

the memorable day of the flour riot, it is manifest ihat

the leaders consider their position bstore the public as

one of high gratification, gain, and triumph.

EXTRACT FROM PROi^SJ ;OU DUCATCL S !>AST

REPORT OP THE GIi^OLOaiCA^ SURVij^V OF
MARYLAXD.

On the present coni'dion 'if jJgriculture la Cabcrt
county, and the rma:i3 of improving it.

It has already been stated that most ofihe soi!

of Calvert, which is a sandy loam, is kind and
easily improved. When properly tended, it pro-

duces tobacco oi" a fine qualify, heavy crops of
oats, to wliich it is pecuiiariy well adap.eda& well

as to corn and rye. Good wlieat crops have a'so

been raised on the stiflerand more clayey soils that

occur in some parts of the county, but more espe-
cially on the flat lands of the Patuxent. Hither-
to, the root crops, for other than domestic con-
sumption, have been totally neglected, and tobac-

co, though the most laborious and the most e.-c-

pensive to cultivate, is considered the most valua-

ble product, and is the s'ajjle commodity of the

county.

The only means of improving the soil that has
as vet been resorted lo, is in the use ofplasterand
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clover, which on the greater number of planta-

tions, has been a very elficient one, and has con-

tributed largely towards increasing their products.

It is fortunate that this system, however lardy in

its adoption, should hiU'C gained liuor with the

planters of Calvert, with whom if is now very

generally adopted; but serviceable as if has been,

it is confidently asserted that the county possesses

ill its marl beds, a mineral resource of infinitely

more value. Jt may be a matter of immense im-

portance therefore to its agricultuai mteresls to

prove this assertion.

There are several things to be consiilered in the

use ol' plaster, that diminishes its value, when
compared will) lime or marl; namely, its cost, iis

limited appiication to certain soils, its uncertainly

as dependent upon seasons, and tlie want ol per-

manency, not only in its efa-cts, but in its eiHcacy

aller a |;roionged ap[)lication.

From the best inlbrmation that could be obiain-

ed, It ar'pears Ihat the plaster system imposes

upon tiii^ planter an annual expenditure of no less

than tioo d-nuirs for every acre under cultivation.

True it is that this expense is more than repaid

by the increasi-d productiveness imparted by its

use to thes'.jil ; but there is no desire to depreciate

its value, considered abstractedly. On the contra-

ry, it lias already been admitted to have rendered

important services; and by no means is it intend-

ed to advise its abandonment altogether., nor even
to give it to be understood that one system is to

supersede entirely the other. It will be sufficient

to show, for the present, that marling under ex-

isting circumstances, is the less expensive, and the

more profitable operation. This will more satis-

flictoiiiy appear, by considering the other compa-
rative disadvantages of the plaster system.

Every planter knows that plaster cannot be ap-

plied to all soils, not even to those which, under or-

dinary circumstances, he -is far from considering

steril. I'hus it will not answer on very sandy
soil, nor on verv slilf clayey soils, nor on wet
lands.

Plaster u'ill not act beiieficially in very wet sea-

sons, nor during a prolonged drought.

The eftecis of plaster, in the quantity usually

employed, are experienced only by the crop to

which it has been applied; every renewal of the

crop rcfpiiiing a repetition of'the mineral.

Finally, it has been confid'mtly asserted by in-

telligent farmers in some portions of the state,

where the use of plaster and clover dates as fiir

back as fifiy years, that it is no longer found to be
so efiicacious upon the same lands that formerly

received from it the greatest benefits; hence the

pn^ference now given in those pans to lime.

Mar] on the other hand judiciously applied, is

not subject to any of these drawbacks. It will

improve every kind of soil, at least all those that

occur in our tide-water districts; it will benefit

them all under any circumstances of position or

seasons, (without, of course, meaninfj to imply
that it will protect them from all inclemencies of
the seasons:) it may be considered as permanent in

its effects; and the expense for applying it once
'or all is not .miore than every enter[)rising planter

in Culver* is already willing to incur annually for

for the use of plaster and clover seed.

Mr. Rutlin, whose experience in the use ol shell-

marl, has been so extensive and so valuable, to

those who possess this resource, has furnished us
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with Ihe cost of marIin<T one hundred and twenty
and a half acres, as lollows :

"Preparatory work, inciudinof uncov-
ering of marl, cuttinir and repairing
the nece.-^sary roads, and bringing
corn ibr the team— diirjzino:, carry-

ing out, and spreading six thousand
eight hundred and ninety-two loads

(lour and a half heaped bushels,)
of marl, ^250 38

At the average rate of fifty-seven and
a half loads, or two hunch'ed and
fifty-nine bushels per acre, ihe aver-
age expense was, to the acre 2 08."

In reference to this operation, he savs, ''In eigh-
teen hundred and twenty-eight, at Siiellbanks, a
very poor, worn and hilly firm, I commenced marl-
ing, and in about lour months, finished one hun-
dred and twenty and a half acres, at rates between
two hundred tuid thirty, and two himdred and
eighty bushels per acre. The time taken up in

this work, was five days in January, and all Feb-
ruary and March, with two carts at work—and
from the fifth of August to the tvrenty-seventh of
September, with a much stronger Ibrce. I kept a
very minute journal of all these operations, show-
ing the amount of labor employed, and of loads
carried out durinir durinji; the whole time." "At
Shellbanks, the difficulties of openinff pits were
generally less—the average distance shorter, and
the reduced state of the soil, and the str^nuth of
the marl, made heavy dressing dantrerous. These
circumstances all served to diminish the expense
to the acre. The difficulties, however, at some ot

the pits, were very great, owing to the quantity of
water continually runniuij in through the loose

fi'dgments of the shells—and almost every load was
carried up some high hill. Taking every thing
into consideration, I should suppose that the labor

and cost of this larger job of niarlinjj, will be
equal to, if not greater, than the average of all

that may be undertaken, and judiciouslyexecuted,

on a larm having plenty of this means jbr improve-
ment, at convenient distances." Now, on most
of the plantations of Calvert, inland, the marl beds
lie in quite accessible positions, makinu^ their ap-
pearance at the spring heads, of which in many
places there is one lor every field. Thus situated

the pits are easily opened, may be drained with
facility, and the marl extracted from them in a dry
Btate, which greatly diiTiinishes the labor of its

transportation. Under these circumstances the
expense (br raising and distributing three hundred
bushels, cannot exceed that which was incurred
by Mr. Ruffin, in his operation at Shellbanks, and
is only by a trifle more than the cost of plaster and
clover seed.

In other situations greater difficulties in obtain-

ing the njarl, will doubtless present themselves,
that will occasion a corresponding increase in the
labor and expense ot applying it; but wherever it

can be conveniently reached, it will be found am-
ply to repay the trouble and cost that may be in-

curred.

As the mode of using the marl, with reference

to the soil of Calvert county, and its actual agricul-

tural condition, as well as to the nature of the ma-
terial itself, which was tbund to contain from fitly

to sixty per cent, of carbonate of lime, it was

thought advisable to direct the application of only
three hundred bushels to the acre, recommending
it to be hauled out upon a clover ley, not too close-

ly grazed. It should bespread upon this ley ag

equally as possible, as in the case of stable ma-
nure, and then turned in with the plough. Pu-
trescible matters of any kind will enhance its good
effects ; hence, whenever these can be procured
they should be employed in conjunction with the

marl ; for it is a mistake to suppose that the marl
is a manure of itselfl I'his error which arises from
its effects having been treated under the general

appellation of "calcareous manures," has often

been the cause of great disappointments in its use,

many persons believing that its efficacy could not
be more satisfactorily tested than by applying it to

the most barren spots. The opinion entertained

of the mode of action of carbonate of lime, which
is an essential constituent of marl, is, that its pre-

sence is necessary in a soil for several reasons.

First, it iniproves the texture of the soil, stifiijning

a loose one, and actually lightening a stiff one;
whereby the soil becomes more appropriately re-

tentive of moisture, and cf the soluble compound
resulting from the decomposition of vegetable or

animal substance that serve as food, or true ma-
nures to plants. Secondly, it has a tendency to

check, indeed it efii^ctually prevents the growth of
acid plants, as the sorrei : and if it be conceived ta

do this, according to the suggestion of JMr. Ruffin,.

by the combination of the lime which it contains

with the oxalic acid in the soil, the presence of
which favors the growth of the sorrel, then it is

probable that the diseniragement of carbonic acid'

gas consequent upon this interchange of constitu-

ents, does in reality form a pabulum fbr the forth-

comiiiij crop, one of the elements of this acid,

namely carbon, entering largely into the composi-
tion of all plants. Tliirdl}', it is not at all impro-
bable that it acts as a septic, or decomposer, of the

vegetable tuatter contained in the soil, reducing it

into a soluble condition, in which state it may be
taken up as nourishment by the growing crop-

Finally, carbonate of lime is an essential constitu-

ent of a good soil.

From these considerations, it follows, that the
pliinters of Calvert county would find it much to

their advantage to turn their attention, for the time
being, exclusively to their marl beds. The opera-

tion of marling, where the material is so abundant,
of so good a quality, and so easily obtained, will

be found much cheaper than the continued use of
plaster and clover seed, and will impart a higher
degree of fertility to the soil, as a condition of
permanent improvement, which cannot be obtain-

ed by any other means. It must be borne in

mind too, that all kinds of soil may be improved
by marl ; and an additional inducement to use it,

fbr those who are partial to the plaster system,
should be found the fact, that soils upon which
plaster will not propuce its customary effects, are

rendered fit to receive it kindly, by tlie addition of
calcareous matter.

Reverting once more to the method of employ-
ing the marl, it is believed, that three hundred
bushels per acre, spread over a field upon which
there would be a sufficient growth of grass or
weeds, (and it is in such places that the efficacy of
the marl is to be tested,) would satisfiictorily de-
monstate the value of the operation. On a lot, for

example, in course of preparation fbr tobacco, were
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the. quantity just indicntoil of marl to be mixed
witli llic iisiiiil ;iiununl ofstablp niiil oiher inamiiTs,

without bfiuir pcepared to say what, would be its

eliects upon the tobacco crop, it may be confuleiit-

ly asserted that the next jrrain crop would be lit-

tle less than double, so as amply to repay all ex-
penditure ol labor, tune or money.

It has been asked, what ellect will marl have
upon tobacco? IMay it not. in uicrea.sing' itstjuau-

tity, cause a deterioration ot'ils quality? Can it be

expected to increase both the quality and the quan-
tity of the crop?

Alihou2:h not in possession of any facts that

would authorize positive answers to these ques-

tions, there is no cause whatever to suspect that

tile application ofcalcareous matter to the soil, can
be otherwise than beneficial to tobacco as well as

all other crops. One t'noi, indeed has been col-

lected, which, if it does not go to show that the

presence of lime improves the quality of the tobac-

co, at least proves that it does not interfere with it.

The planters of Calvert, as well as those of Printie

George and Ann Arundel, have remarked the oc-

currence of a salmon colored soil, in patches, as

it were, lying near the top of the hills, off of which
they very generally cut their hijrhest priced tobac-

co. Well ! this soil corresponds with the upper-
most fossilife.rous deposite relerred to under the

preceding head. Accordingly, it very ii-e(|uently

contams a quantity of broken scallop and other

marine shells ; it is very sandy, so that in some
places the fraijments of the embedded shells have
become silicified throughout, whilst in other spots

no shells at all are seen. The soil now alluded to

contains very little alluinine, or clay, its body being
apparently due to the oxide of iron, which exists

in it in an unusually large proportion, and to

which it likewise owes its colour. The analysis of

one hundred grains of this earth, taken from a
spot where there was no appearance of shells,

yielded three grains of lime, and as much as twen-
ty grains of the oxide of iron. In those places

where the shells themselves occur, sometimes even
in considerable quantity, a larger prop(»rtion of
lime would of course be found. But, as tobacco
planters have frequently expressed the opinion that

the plant cures of the same color as the soil pro-

ducino; it, and the quality in thismstance depend-
ing nu]ch upon its peculiar color which the soil

receives from the oxide of iron and not from the
lime, the tact of the presence of lime is adduced to

show only that it can have no injurious tendency.
Whatever may be the effects of lime upon to-

bacco, there is no longer any doubt that it greatly
increases the grain crops j and that it will convert
soils now totally unfit for wheat, into abundant
producers of this most valuable commodiiy, a re-

sult which would be in vain expected from the
plaster system. It is thought that the agricultu-

ral interests of Calvert county, would be benefited

in more ways than one, if the tobacco plantations

were transformed into productive grain farms.
Besides the direct application of marl to the soil,

an important use to which it may be put, is lor the

preser«a/i'o)x of stable manures. The opinion en-

tertained by some agriculturisis that animal ma-
nures should be first suffered to ferment, or rot, be-

fore they are committed to the soil, is believed to

be in direct contradiction at least with theory. In-

stead of permitting these manures to undergo fer-

mentation before they are applied to the soil, they

should on the contrary be buried as soon as possi"
ble; because the gaseous etDanations from them,
to which they owe their iL'rtilizing properties, and
that serve as nourishment to the jdants, by being
suffered to escape freely into the atmosphere,
would deprive them of all their value. The princi-

pal object of amending a soil by marl, is to enable
it to retain longer, and yield up gradually, as ve-
irntation proceeds, its nutritive gases. It is advisa-
ble, therelbre, that a liberal use of marl be made
in the fiirm-yard, in the cow-pens, hog-pens, and,
in fine, wherever animal or vegetable matter is

likely to accumulate, hereby becoming incorpora-
ted with the putrescent matter in those places, and
thus forming a compost, the soluble and gaseous
compounds produced in the process of putrefaction

may be protected, and retained for a longer period
than when exposed to the desiccating effects of
the atmosphere. On the bay side^ where the sea
oo-^e is by some planters much used, and where
the marl also occurs in abundance, there is not the
least doubt but that a mixture of both would be
highly beneficial. Wherever again facilities pre-

sent themselves, as in many places on the Patux-
ent side of the county, f(3r procuring the mud, or-

dinarily hiirhly charired wiih vegetable matter in

an incipient stage of deconqiosirion, that collects

at the head or on the margin of creeks, a mixture
of the two would be attended with the best results.

The experience of flirmers on the eastern shore of
Maryland invariably prove this.

A liberal, but the same time judicious employ-
ment of these resources would no doubt occasion
in a very short time a manifest improvement in the

airricultural condition of Calvert county. This
would first show itself in a greater increased pro-

ductiveness of the grain crops, and would in a mea-
sure remove the present almos: entire dependence
of the planter upon his tobacco crop. Corn, oats,

rye and wheat would be more extensively culti-

vated with a view lo profitable returns. The great
f^icilities that exist for sending almost every kind
of produce to a market, would also cause more at-

tention to be paid to the root crops generally; and
the inhabitants of Calvert, having nothing to envy
from their lf>llow-citizeus in other parts of the
state, would find themselves prospering under an
ameliorated slate of things, of which they have
not hitherto seemed to think their lands suscepti-
ble. No more opportune moment than the pre-
sent, perhaps, can have presented itself to intro-

duce some expedient refi^jrm in the rural economy
of the lower couniries, when the only efficient la-

bor that can be applied to the raising oftlieir sta-

ple commodity is bemg fast removed, and that it

is becoming imperiously necessary to substitute lor

it a less irksome system of cultivation. The sug-
gestion, however, is submilied to the discretion of

those more immediately interested.

Before quitting the subject of the application of
marl or lime, it may not be amiss to allude to an-
other inducement to its general use, suggested
from various quarters, and which must necessarily

have some weight with the residents in all the tide-

water counties of the stale. This allusion itus

reference te the putative effects of lime in prevent-
ing disease.

Mr. Ruflin, in the second edition to his "Essay
on Calcareous Manures,'' has lijrnished a number
of facts derived from the correspondents to his

valuable publication, the " Farmer's Register,"
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which lend great supjiort to the opinion that marl
has the property ofpurilying the air ami contribu-

ting to heathiulness. He shites Iiis own experi-
ence in Uie following terms: "Mv princiiial fiirni,

until within .some iijur or five year?, was subj>'ct

in a remarkable degree to the com luon mild au-
lumnul diseiises of our low country. Whether it

is owing to marling, or other unknown causes,
these bilious diseas(>s have since become com[)ara-
tively rare. Neither does mj' opinion in this re-

spect, nor the libels that have occurred on my farm
Ftand alone. But,' hr^adds, "in n)ost rases where
I have made inriuiries as to such results, nothinij-

decisive had been observed.' There is no doubt
but that marl orlimelieely used, wherever, around
the dwellini;, around the out-bouses, the barn and
the stables, in the larm-yard, pens, &c., a quantity
of putrescent matter is always fjatbered together,

would have the efiect oCdiminishing the noxious
exhalations from such places, and thereby contri-

bute to the greater health of the adj(jinnig residen-

ces. The subject deserves the especial attention

of planters and farmers in all the lower counties.

Inquiry has often been made, whether there are
not some superficial indication of the presence of
marl at a short distance below the soil ; such as the
appearance ofsome peculiar gi'owth. or of peculiar

plants: and the frequent occurrence of a really

anomalous vegetable formation, on the fbssililerous

deposites of both the eastern and western shore,

has led many [>ersons to regard it as a true index
of the vicinity of that valuable material, applyintr

to it the name of marl weed. The plant referred

to is however, well known, and its verv remarka-
able aspect would naturally attract the attention of
any one. It is a leafless weed, the stem of which
is single, erect, very rough and regularly articula-

ted, each articulation raising from atubular slieafh

6i)0ited witii black to its base and summit, ft is

the equisetum hijemah of botanists, which is im-
ported fi-oin Holland under the name of Dutch
rushes, and is nuich used by the whitesmiths and
cabinet-makers of Europe m polishino- metaisand
wood, and is there quite in demand lor scoin-inir

pewter and wooden utensils in the kitchen. As if

is found in many places where marl is not likely

to occur—atiecting deep loamy soils, especially

those that have been gained from rivers—it is of
course no evidence of the presence of n)arl; but

may serve lo indicate the goodness of the soil pro-

duced by a proper admixture of calcareous matter
with the sands and clays of the tertiary fbrma-
tiotis.

There is not, and there cannot be expected, to

be found any such superficial indications of the de-
posite of t()ssils cons;ituting the marl-beds of Cal-
vert county. It is sulTicient to know that these
beds occur almost every where, and that the low-
ermost tbssiiiterons deposite actually constitutes

the substratum ol'tlie whole county, making its ap-
pearance wherever denudating causes liave strip-

|)ed it of its covering of sand, gravel and soil. In
some places, where the surface of the marl has
been lor along time exposed to the action of a
stream of water, the (bssils which it contained have
been washed out, leaving only their in)pressions.

'^i'he principal characters of the marl are in such
cases ohliteratedj but by digginir a few feet into

the bed, the shells themselves will invariably be

found, and the deposite will then yield a material
inferior to none otlier.

I

It is sincerely hoped, that enough has now been
said to induce the people of Calvert to turn their

serious attention to the early fruition of these re-

sources; and it belongs to ihe n)ore wealihy plan-
ters ol" the county to commence such operations as
in iheir results will exhibit, in the most saiisfiicio-

ry manner, all the benefits that may be derived
from then). The value of lime to the soils of
Calvert county has already been demonstrared in

the good effi^cts obtained by the Hon. Judge JVIoi-

sell, with the use of the shells from an Indian
bank, upon his estate. His example has been fol-

lowed by Mr. James Morsell, at the head ofllun-
geribrd's creek. An Indian shell bank of great
extent occurs also, as previously stated, at Hoilow-
ino; point, the enterprising proprietor of which has
expressed a willingness to dispose of its contents
to his less fortunate neighbours. These shells

could very profitably be distributed along both
shores of the river either in their present condition,

or in the more valuable form of lime into which
they might be converted at little expense.
As yet the efficacy of the marl has not been tried

in the county; but tliere is every reason to be-
lieve that the many intellj(rent planters who have
now been made acquainted with iis exisience in

places whence it may be easily ex'racied, as well

as with its value, will not long sufTi^r it to remain
neglected. It is nmch to be regretted, tliat in the
only instance in which a trial of it was about to be
made with praiseworthy 7.en\, the gentleman en-
•rairefl in carrying on tiie operations, JMr. Geo. Wil-
kinson, should have found himself compelled to

desist by ill bea'ih. In avio'her year, however,
there wi'l no doubt be liirnished many examples
of the jjreat tienefits which the materia! is destined

to confer nron the soil of Calvert county, bringing
about a highly improved condition in agriculture

of this much favoured portion of the state.

From tlie Lomtoii Morning Ilciald of Marcli 3.

TOBACCO TRADE.

A deputation, consisiinir of JVIr. Maury and
Mr. Oxiey, reiireseniiny; the American Chamber
of Commerce and Tobacco Association at Liver-

pool, and of Mr. Russell and Mr. Wills, on behalf
of The manutiicturers of Bristol, is now in town
lor the p,urpose of obtaining a reduction in the
duty upon tobacco. For this reduction, they had
a powerful advocate in the late Mr. Huskisson;
and many of our renders will remember that it

was proposed by Lord Alfhorp, when chancellor of
the exchequer; he liiiled in carrying the reduc-
tion, from want of eiiicient aid boih in and out of
the House oi Commons; afiributable, as these
gentlemen allege, to a want of (he due understand-
ing of the subject.

Since then, it has been dormant untilihe present

lime, when the excess of smuggling has reduced
ihe honest manufacturer to the alternativ^e of
abandoning his trade, and losing the value of his

machinery, or of once more attempting to wrest
from government the fulfilment of the oft repeated
promises of several successive administrations,
'• to place the t.^ade upon such a footing that the

profit and traffic of the smuggling would be anni-

halated.''

For the purpose of enforcing their arguments
in favor of the reduction of the duly, they have
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siibmiltpil to us the following stiitement ol' Ihcts

illustmtive of the st;ite oi' llie tnule :

Facts relative to the tobacco trade.

cost of Amencnn toliacfo to iho

has uf^iiully avi-iaged 3d to id

"Tho pririK

nianulacturer,

pt-r lb.

"The duty is 3s. per lb.

"Tile exj)ense of sniugti-liiijT tobacco by iho car-

go, from the first cost to tiiat ol' latidliig, is 92(1

per lb.

'•The snu'.frgl-'r receives percariro at the rate of

2s 6d i)er lb ; or in other words, a |.rofit of Is. S^d.

per lb.

"Our remarks upon the above retiuire to he con-

fined only to the opinion o(" the committee oi' the

House of Commons on the growth of tobacco in

Ireland, in 1830.

"That it liirther appears from the evidence,

that smug'ilino' of foreign tobacco is at present

carried on to a great extent, and that all the mea-
sures now adopted, at great expense to the coun-

try, are, and will be, inefi'ectual to suppress it, so

long as the temptation of evading a duty equal to

twelve times the value of the article upon which
it is imposed remains.

i

"Observe how increased population, when ac-

1

companied by decreased duties, has operated upon !

certain articles compared with tob;icco. !

"We may also add citjars—the amount upon
j

which duty was paid in 1823, at the rate of 18s.

per lb. S,GOO lbs.— 1&30, ai 9s. per lb., 66.000 lbs.~
1835, at 9s. per lb., 144,600 lbs.

"Thus the revenue derived from the latter

source is nine times greater than when the dmy
was double the present rale. From the above
facts, we arrive at this conclusion, that were the

duty so reduced as effeciually to put down the

smuirgler, all the tobacco now consumed in the

United Kingdom would pay duty.

"The total consumption is estimated at 50,000-

000 pounds, of which 22,000,000 pounds only

pays duty. By reducinir this duty to Is. per lb.,

the illicit trade would be destroyed, and the con-

sumer would pay to the government Is. per lb.,

for the remaining 28,000,000 \bs^., with which he
is now suj)plied by the smugirler at 2s. 6d. per lb.

"The expensive eslab'ishinent r{' the coast

guard service would thus he rendered useless.

"We deem it unnec(-ssary to adduce fiirther

reasons for advocating a reduction of duty to Is.

per lb."

EXTRAORlJINAUY EXPERIMENT.

The public are aware that Mr. Andrew Crosse

has been recently pursuing a series ol' researches

into the process of crystallization by means of his

galvanic batteries, and that he has made discove-

ries which have thrown quite a new Iii.):ht upon
science. Some weeks atjo he prepared a sllicious

fluid for the purpose of crystallization. He heat-

ed a flint to a white heat, and then plunged it in

water to pulverize it. The silex, thus reduced,

was saturated to excess with muriatic acid. The
mixture was placed in ajar—a piece of flannel

was suspended in i^, one end of which extended
over the side, and thus, by capilliary attraction,

the liquor was slowl)' Gliered, lell into a funnel.

and thence dropped on a piece of iron stone from
Mount Vesuvious, upon which were laid the two
wires connected with either pole of" the battery.

We should state that the iron stone had been pre-

viously healed to a white heat, so that no jierms

of life could have existed upon it. J\ir. Crosse
made his daily observations of the wires to disco-

ver the beginningof the process of crysiallizaiion.

On the 4th day he saw some small white specks
upon the stone. Four days afterwards they had
elona'ated, and assumed an oval form. He con-
cluded that they were incipient crystals. Great was
his surprise on the 23d to find eight legs project-

ing from each of these wliite bodies; still he could
not believe that they weie living beings. But on
the 26th day his surjirise was complete; there
could be no doubt they moved, they led, they
were perfect insects. Eighteen or twenty of iliem

have since a|/peared. Many persons have seen
them, but there is no record of such an insect. It

is in form of something like a mite. It has eight

legs, four bristles at the tail, and the edges of the

body are very bristly. Its motions are visible to

the naked eye— its color is gray—its substance is

pulpy. It appears to feed upon the silicious par-

ticles in the fluid. The most extraordinary cir-

cumstances in the phenomenon is the nature of
the fluid in which this insect lives and thrives.

This acid destroys instantly, every other living

being. But a second trial has confirmed the fact

beyond a doubt. Another portion of silex was
prepared in the same manner and reduced to a
glutinous form, but without the acid. A coil of sil-

ver wire was suspended in itirom one of the poles

of the battery, and the other pole was immersed,
so as to send through the mass an incessant stream
of the electric fluid. About three weaks after-

wards Mr. Crosse examined the poles to search for

crystals, and in one of the coils of wire he found
one of these strange insects. This proves ihat it

is produced from the silex, and not from the acid.

Mr. Crosse, with his usual modesty, has content-

ed himself with stating the tiict, wiihout attemp-
ting to account for it. He is in correspondence
with Professor Buckland upon the subject, and
the learned professor has suggested an exj^lana-

tion, which it will be for future observeis, by re-

peated experiments, to confirm. We should state

that the insects were principally found at the neg-
ative pole of the battery. A German naturalist

has recently discovered that silicious and other

rocks are chiefly coni|;osed of the remains of in-

sects. May not the germs of some of them, re-

leased fVoni their prirson house, and placed in a
position favorable to the developement of vitality,

have sprun<i to life after a sleep of thousands of
years 7

—

[English Paper.
Flint Omipused of Living jinimalcuhs—[Con-

firmed.']—The dreams of Orpheus, who moved
the flinty rocks with the divine melody of his lute,

and the line of Sliakspeare that there are "speak-
ing sermons in stones," seem realized by the mar-
vellous experiments of Mv. Crosse, of Somer-
setshire, to which we have alluded. Chemistry
has thus discovered processes full as wonderful as
the miracles of scriptures. At a late meeting of
the Royal Institution London, the celebrated
chemist Dr. Faraday delivered a lecture, in which
he alluded to the recent discoveries of Mr. Crosse,
with respect to the formation or revivification of
insects in flint, which, although doubted by many,
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he knew to be true, as much as, by a continuous I the winds rushing over such an extent of congeal-
voltaic stream fronn silica of potass, he himself
produced living animalcute. He also exhibited

some insects oblamed fi'om hard polished stone,

and which were now, like those of JMr. Crosse,

enjo3'ing life alter a transition [from a sleep?] oi'

many thousand years.—[A\ Y. Star.

From the Genesee Farmer.

CLIMATE OF THE WEST.

We believe that the opinion is generally enter-

tained in this and the eastern states, that the cli-

mate, in proceeding from east to west on the same
parallel of laiitutle, grows more mild as we recede
ironi the Atlantic until we reach the PaciMc ; and
the instances are not unfrequent in which individ-

uals and families leave pleasant homes in the At-
lantic states, and emigrate to those of the west,

under the expectation of finding a country ii'ee

from the cutting blasts of the eastern winter wind.
This opinion of a mild and more equal tempera-
ture in the Mississippi valley than in the Atlantic
states is an error, which the experience ol' the
present winter will go far to dissipate.

Long continued observations made at the mili-

tary posts, and in other positions both of the east

and west, prove beyond a doubt, that on any given
parallel of latitude, the climate is both hotter and
colder in the course of the years m the western
-country, than it is on the Atlantic. In the sum-
mer, the country west of the Alleghanies is hotter

than it is east of these mountains, as it is shut out

irom the effect of the sea winds that have an ef-

lect on the eastern side far into the interior, and in

the winter the cold north winds from the Arctic
sea, or the west ones from the snowy ranges of
the Rocky Mountains, sweep over the immense
plains and (i"ozen earth without meetinij any cause
to raise iheir temperature, or diminish their vio-

lence. In the Atlantic states the influence of these
causes is rarely felt, or it they are, the intensity of
the cold is diminished by the open sea, and the

vast column of warm water flowing constantly

Jrora the tropics, in the gulf stream, along our
shorts. Experience and observation has also

shown that the thermometrical range is greater
on the Mississippi than on the sea coast, and it is

well known that vicissitudes of weather are al-

ways lelt in exact proportion to their suddenness
and extent.

From letters and from papers which describe

the suflerings of the citizens, principally the new
settlers, on the western prairies of Indiana, Illinois

and other places, it is evident the season there has
been one of unusual severity. The degree of cold

has tar exceeded any thini; felt in the coldest sec-

tions of western New York, unattended by the
causes which have here mitigated its violence or

limited its duration. Rochester and Chicago may
be selected as two points of observation, and it

will be found that the average temperature lor the

month of January, is at least fifteen or twenty
degrees lower at the latter than at the former place.

It is believed that more deaths from freezing, and
more cases of suffering from fi-ozen limbs, have
ocurred the present winter, from Wisconsin to

Arkansas, than has occurred in the whole east for

three years past. There has been less snow than
with UP, it is true, but the earth has been frozen to

the depth oi" two feet; and the piercing nature of

ed surface, unchecked by mountains and unbroken
bv forests, "must be felt in order to be a| pprecia-
ted."

The effect of this state of temperature at the
west will be easily understood, so far as it regards
the interests of the farmer, or its influence on the
valetudinarian. There can be no doubt that on
the same parallel the western region is better for

corn than the eastern one ; and the same rule will

hold good for all annual plants and vegetables
that require a high temperature in the summer
months to bring them to perliiction. Potatoes,

however, will not do so well in the west as the
east, and Maine or Nova Scotia will produce roots

of a finer quality, and in as great quantity, as the
lar richer prairies of the west. The moister air

and equalizing tein|)erature of the sea in the east,

and the liability to drought in the west, suthcient-

ly explain this. Wheat will grow in either sec-

tion ; it remains to be seen whether, as the soil is

more culiivated at the west, the liability to freeze

out will increase, as it evidently does in many
sections of the country east of the Alleghanies.
Perennial plants which require a high tempera-
ture through the year, will survive our winters in

the open air much further north on the sea coast,

than on the Mississippi. For instance the passion

flower, Spanish turnip flower, and some of the.

palms, will flourish at Noifolk in Virginia, in ll e
open air, several degrees further north than they
can be found west of the mountains.
We think, therefijre, that those who expect to

find perpetual sunmier in the great valley, will be
sorely tlisappointed ; that those who wish to raise

large quantities of corn with certainty and com-
parative ease will there be gratified ; that potatoes

and similar esculent roots are b( t er here than
there; and that wheat can at present be grown
there as wed, or in greater quantities than with
us ; though whether the liicility of production

will eventually compensate the distance from mar-
ket remains yet to be seen.

From tlie Genesee Farmer.

HEDGES—OSAGE ORANGE.

The publication of a late number of the Genesee
Farmer, making inquiry on the subject of hedges,
and signed by "A Young Farmer," seems to offer

a suitable occasion for auain bringing to notice a
plant which is but little known, though eminently
adapted to that purpose. I allude to the madura
or Osage orange. During the past year or two, I

have several times attempted to introduce it to the

consideration of those who contemplate the con-
struction of live fences; and from my own experi-

ence, I have recommended it as perfectly hardy.

In a late number of the Cultivator, however, I was
surprised to find a character given to it by the edi-

tor of that paper, which is entirely at variance

with all the knowledge I possess, or have been
able to collect, concerning it. In the climate of
Albany it is represented as being very tender,

''even more tender than the morus multicaulis, as

it had been there killed to the ground every win-
ter."

To account for such an effect, I felt certain there

must have existed some local cause; but my infor-

mation did not enable me to point it out. The
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only instancR 1 had ever heard of the machira be-

iniT itijurcil by froi=t, was communicated to me by

David Tliomas, of Cayuga county, who stated

that during ihesevere winter ol'lS3.5-'36, the i)or-

tioti above tlie snow had suflered in common with

many other plants acknowledgcul to be hardy.

Such a result may of course occur again; but I do

not consider the apprehension of" it should be

deemed sulHcient to deter any person from making
a trial of its merits. In addition to the flnvorable

testimony of the gentleman just mentioned, I find

hi the last nutnber of tlie "Magazine of Horticul

tore," published at Boston, a communication by

William Ivennck, in which he explains in a satis-

fiictory manner the causes of the destruction of the

maclura, and indeed many other hardy trees—such

as plums, apples and pears—in the valleys of the

Hudson and Connecticut. In the vicinity of Bos-

ton, he says the Osage orange has endured the

riijors of the last severe winters, without any pro-

tection. I would suggest the republication of" this

article in the columns of the Genesee Farmer.

An artfcle of a somewhat similar character by the

same writer is also contained in the Horticultural

Register; but it is more exclusively devoted' to the

plantation of forest trees in general, than to the

particular merits of the maclura.

The evidence just adduced cannot be strength-

ened by any which can be offered in favor of the

hardiness of the Osage orange in this latitude.

Our winters are perhaps too mild to afibrd a suffi-

cient comparison by which to judge of its capacity

to withstand the climate of New York or New
Enijland. It is not in all cases, however, that re-

gular and even intense cold is most destructive to

vegetable life—the vicissitudes of a southern win-
ter may be no less fatal. I have seen the mercury
down to twelve degrees below zero as often as

twice within the last ihw years; and this degree of

cold was certainly not sufficient to affisct even the

water spouts of the maclura. At the same time I

have had the morus multicaulis growing along
side for several years, and it has always been in-

jured by the fi-ost, and sometimes killed to the

ground. During the winter of 1835-'36, nearly

all the peach trees in my orchard suffered more or

less by the cold— large branches in many cases be-

ing destroyed. This would seem to prove that

the maclura maybe cultivated at least as far north

as the peach; though it is doubtful whether the

seeds will be perfected in all situations where the
tree may be found to flourish. The fruit is later at

coming to maturity in this climate than the heath
peach.

Although I entertain no doubt of the perfect

adaptation of the maclura to the construction of
a hedge, I am not yet prepared to certify to the

lact. But the writer of the article in the Horticul-
tural Magazine before mentioned, states that -'at

Philadelphia it is asserted that it makes the finest,
the strongest and most beautiful hedore in the
world, being set out in a single row at the distance
of twelve or fitieen inches asunder." Its growth
is vigorous and spreading; the branches are thick-

ly set, tough and elastic,"and every part is covered
with a multitude of spines. Nothing can exceed
the beauty and lustre of its foliage.

I take the liberty to repeat a suggestion I for-

merly made, namely: that some of our enterprising
seedsmen should supply themselves with a parcel

of the seed for the benefit of their customers.

They might be readily obtained from Arkansas at

a moderate expense. It would be better perhaps

to order the berries, and to have the .seecl picked

out alter they are received. This is a rather tedi-

ous, though b}^ no means a difficult operation.

The seeds vegetate without any preparation and,

with great certainty, in two or three weeks after

planting; and during the first season the young
plants will attain to the height of two feet or more
under good culture. Fifty berries, from the native

forests of the maclura, would yield more than a
pound of seed, and a pound contains nine or ten

thousand grains. This number of plants would
be sufficient to set a mile and a half or two miles

of hedge, at the distance of twelve or fifteen

inches apart.

T. S. Pleasants.
Beaverdmn, Virginia.

CULTURE OF SILK. THE BRUSSA MULBERRY.

[We are inaebted to Mr. Rhind, who (negociated the

treaty of the United States with Turkey, and was long

a resident of the latter country,) for the following ex-

tracts, which formed part of a correspondence between

Mr. Rhind and Judge Spencer of New York. Mr. Rhind

has taken so much interest in this subject and has had

such good opportunities to form correct opinions, tliat

his authority deserves to be held in great respect. Ilia

tavoiable opinion of the Brussa mulberry, therefore, of-

fers a sufficient inducement to rear that kind, and to

give it a fair trial of comparrison with others. But we
should at present distrust the seeds, for propagating the

same kind, unless it is avowed that they have been tried,

and found not to produce other varieties, as is the case

with the morus multicaulis.—Ed. Far. Reg.

Extract of a Letter from Mr. Rhind to Judge
Spencer.

"During the reign of the emperor .Justinian,

when the two monks were sent by him to Serps
to bring from thence the eggs of the silkworm, it

is natural to suppose that they would also adopt
the precaution to bring with them the seeds of
the tree which afforded the pabulum or nourish-
ment for the insects; and it is highly probable that
while the hollow cane of one monk carried the
eggs of the insect, that of the other carried the
seeds of the tree,* if such was the case, the first

mulberry plantations must have been in the vicin-
ity of Constantinople. The country called Seres,
by the ancients, is generally admitted by modern
writers, to be Little Bucharia, and that countrv
is situated in a latitude similar to Brussa, in Asia
Minor, not liir from Constantinople. This species
of the mulberry flourishes best in high and even
poor lands; and Brussa, being situated on the rise

of Mount Olympus, has a climate and soil, slosely
resembling that of Little Bucharia, and the su-
perior quality of the Brussa silk, over all others,
in the markets of Europe, would seem to evince a
congeniality of soil and climate. Mount Olympus
is perpetually covered with snow, and the basis of
the mountain (near which Brussa is situated,) be-

* Some authors affirm, that the monks first brought
the seed of the tree only, and that the emperor sent
them back to Seres, for the eggs of the insect.
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ingin my opinion, more similar to our climate than

any other in the same latitude, I was induced to se-

J«;ct the seed ol'the Brussa mulberry tree, in prefer-

ence to thoi^e of any other phwe, as one more likely

to endure the rigors or our severe winters, and not

be so subject to the effect of frost, as trees fjrought

from more southern latitudes, or warmer climes.

"The leaves of the 7n')rits ulba of Brussa are

said to contain a much greater quantity of saccha-

rine matter, than any other of the white species,

and moreover, the leaf is much larger than those

of Italy and Spain; it is also a hardy tree, suscep-

tible of being raised in climates, where the frosts

are severe. 1 therefore believe, that the morus alba

of Turkey, is decidedly the hest for our climate, and
next to it, those of Italy and S[)ain; although the

latter were, I presume, originall -obtained from the

east, as we find the culture proaressinii; fi-om Asia,

through Greece, Sicily, theBel'uric islands, Spain,

and Italy, and eventually to thi; south of France.

It is probable that the species has degenerated

more or less in those countrii'.s, since neither of

them produce an article of commerce, equal to

that of Bi'ussa, notvvithstandiiig the cultivation

and manipulation of silk, in Turkey, is flir inferior

to that of Italy or France ; I con.^-equently attribute

the superiority in the quality of the former, to the

greater quantity, or richer nature, of the nutritive

substance contained in the leai".

"The morus multicauh's, although poss-^ssing a

larger leaf than those of Brussa, does not, I appre-

hend, cotitain an equal quantity of nutritive matter.

Count Daadolo says, that the leaves of the broad-

leafed white mulberry, contain but little saccha-

rine matter; and I heme infer that ihs mnliicaulifs,

being of similar species, contains less saccliarine

matter thui the hardy alba of colder climates.

In southern latitudes, similar to those o!' Chma,
where it is said to be cultivated to most advan-

tage, and where frosts are unknown, the miiHi-

cauUs. may be most sVuable; but for our climate,

the morus alba is decidedly the best and safest. Fu-
ture experiments will iloubtless elicit tne compara-

tive excellence of the diri'erent species. Bui since

we know that the Brussa tree is of superior qual-

ity, and I have proved that it will endure the se-

verity of our winters, (for the last three were un-

usually severe, and althoujzh young as they were,

not a sins-ie tree was lost,) hence they may now
be considered as acclimated.

"That silk can be produced with infinitely less

trouble than is generally supposed, I am fijlly per-

suaded; and I have, in the course of my travels,

visited most of the silk-growing count ries, and

fvave considerable attention to the subject.

"The culture of silk is peculiarly deserving the

encourajjement of patriotic and benevolent men,
inasmucti as it will atibrd (in its difii?rent manipu-

lations,) a living to the most helpless of our race
;

aged and decrepit persons, and children., can all be

employed in some part of the process, and to a por-

tion of the female sex, who may have been reared

in luxury and indulgence, but bychanrre of fortune

have become reduced, yet are willing to labor,

rather than depend on the cold hand of charity, or

the benevolence of friends, this culture will afford

a certain and independent livin.T, without exposing

them to the scoffs and scorns of a selfish world.

" In the city oi' Brussa, containing about 100,000

inhabitants, their principal occupation is the pro-

duction of silk. When the crop-season commences,

the leaves are brought to the city by the cultiva-

tors, in baskets, and sold in the market in quanti-
ties to suit the purchasers, in the same manner as
fruits and vegetables. Almost every fimiily, when
the season begins, clear out the rooms of their dwel-
lings, (reserving one or two apartments to live in)

and fill the rest on the floors, with the worm. The
women and children chiefly attend to feeding them,
and when the worms form their cocoons (generally
in about six weeks) they (the women and children)

reel the silk, which is then ready for market, and
thus in little more than six weeks, thev gain suffi-

cient to support their families, (in their simple style

ofliving,) until the next season."

Extract of a Letter from Judge Spencer to Mr.
Rhind.

"The trees which I received from you [Brussa
mulberry, of three years old] indicate great hardi-

hood, and I should think, not only from their not
havintj suffered at the extreme points, and also,

from Mr. Bradish's account of the trees, that they
will endure our climate perfectly well, almost ev-
ery tree has put fijrth leaves, and fhey are consid-
erably larger and thicker th.an the white mulberry
leaf. The Brussa leaf is nearly, if not quite equal
to the moras multicaulis."

At the annual fiir of the xlmerican Institute,

at New York, in October last, specimens of the
leaves of the Brussa * tree, of diU'erent years-

growth, were exhibited, and excited universal

approbation, and (he institute awarded a silver

medal tor the introduction of this invaiunhle tree^

observing in the report of the committee, "that
these with every new and.ns;:(bl plant, calctilated

to withstand the rigors of our climate,, are- worthy
of attention, and those introdiicing them into our
country, deserve to be placed on the catalogue of
our country's benefactors.'''

From tlie New Yorlc Spirit of tlie Times.

THE HORSE-TAMER.

Llangollen, Ky., February 19, 1837.

Dear Sir— It was on the 26rh of May, lg-23 at

Orange Court House, in the Old Dominion, (G'xf

bless her!) where I then lived, thai I first saw the

late Jonathan Smith. It was court day, and he,

surrounded bv a crowd Oi geutlfmen, began thus:

"Every groom and trainer, gentlemen, has his own
wayof liridling, and breaking, and mana.cring hor-

ses. I am a teacher of the art. I can tame the-

most ungovernable horse on this green rn one
hour. And if any of you want to know how, I

will teach you the theory, and sliow you the prac-

tice, on this condition. li'l i;'.:!, you shall pay me
nothing: if I succeed, and sa'isiy you that you
can do it as well as I, you find each of you wha
are taught, shall pay me ten d )l!arf:. ! will make
the horse follow me without bridle, halter, or sad-

dle, through this crowd; stasid quietly while f crack

this whip repeatedly over his hack; making him
give me any foot ai comm.md; and lie down if you

* In the publication of the Institute . the word Russia

has been erroneously substituted tor Brvssa—vide the

publication of the Institute tor November and Decem-
ber, 1836.
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require it." '-Asrreed, agreed!" cried halfadvozen

voices!, ol'whicii mine was one. '• Bring up Mad-
ison's mare, and if he can do hall' what lie says

with her, lie must deal with the devil." "No,
gentlemen," said Smith, "there is no devilment in

it, hut plain common sense, as you will see. Take
ihe mare into that house out yonder," (it wasalog
house about twenty leet square;) "all horses may
he manaired in the same way." The mare was a

wild, skittish young thing, high tempered and vi-

cious withal, disposed to kick and bite, and would
not let a stranger touch her. "Come, gentlemen,"

said Snnth. "let us so to the stable." As he went
along, he examined careCully a whip which he car-

ried, tbrmed like a wasroner's, hut lighter in the

handle, and longer in the thong and lash. When
we got to the door. Smith said no man hut himsell"

must enter. "Look througii the cracks, and see

what I do, and how I do it. Shut the door afier

m'% and fasten it." In he went suddeiUij, and very

hnldly, and belore the mare could siirvey him, he
was iriving her the lash on her hind legs and
tliichs. with quick sharp fjtrokes. Around she

went, kicking, jumping, backing out, and seem-
ing a^ if she would break through the side of the

liouse, keeping at the greatest possible distance

from him. No rest, no breathing time was fxiven;

tht^ sweat began to flow, and the mare to be slovver

ia her movements, and occasionally to turn so as to

S'T:»en her hind legs from the lash. When she

turned her head towards him, and approaclied

nearest, he stopped the whip, stretched out his

1) ind towards her and said "come along." But
she was oti' aijain instantly, and again the lash

was applied. Presently she stopped, turned, look-

ed at him, and inclined slightly towards him. He
reached out his hand, stopped whipping, and
touched her neck, saying again, "come along."

Piiii there was no come along in her; there she

stood sullenly. Aicwi he leaped, and plied the

lash, and slill repeated "come along." She soon
turned, came towards him, and stopped. He was
watching her, and the moment she began to ad-

vance, he did also, so that now he was near her,

he patted her; stopped whipping, and as he moved
away said, "come along." She began to move
with him; but as if panic struck, a motnent after-

wards darted olT. The lash was poured into her.

She stopped, trembled and dunged. "You'll see

now," said Smith to us, "the,}'^ generally do this

when givinir up." She approached; he patted her
neck, stopped whip[)ino;, and said, "con>e along,"
moving slowly from her. She now obeyed, fol-

lowing him several times around the room. He
Katted her neck, and as she wa-^ following him,
e suddenly darted away, and began with the

whip, crying "come along." instantly she was
at his side, and the whip ceased to flash through
the air, and he was patting her neck as she fol-

lowed him around. Whenever she lagged, he
was away, and the whip applied. Never after

that would she remain two feet fi'om him. "You
see, gentlemen," said he, "the principle. The
whip never touches her to hurt when near me;
nothing near me, or that I bring to her, is to hurt

her so much as her fear of me. or any thing in con-
tact with me." He then took off his glove, thrust

his fist into his armpit and then rubbed it on and in

her nostrils. After a ^ew more times around the

room, the mare followed close to him, he said open
the door." The door was opened, and the mare

Vol. V—
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followed close to him ofl'to the crowd, and through

it, and back again into the stable. He came out,

closed the door, and said, "this, gentlemen, is al-

ways the first lesson, and nuver has to he repeated.

After a horse follows in the stable, it is but to nmke
him do it in a small lot, where he cannot escape

you. It has taken about thirty minutes. On liie

whole, it is humane, for it prevents all future con-

tention. On entering her stable hereafter, she

should be reminded by a single touch of the whip,

and "come along." She will now follow the small-

est boy, wlio will go in alone, give her the hint with

the whip, and say "come alontr," ibr a treaty has

been formed with her to this effect, that when near

yuu^ she is never to be struck; but if at a distance

and disobedient, she suffers, not after the fault, but

daring its amimission. By this treatment her whole
nature will be changed, and she may be taught, by
the rational application of the principle, to do any
thing that a horse can do. I will now show you
that she will let me handle her feet. &c.so soon aa

1 teach her wliat I want her to do." He went in,-

and closed the door. She came up to him; he
patted her shoulder, then her arm, and carried his

hand down the foreleg; she drew hack and trem-

bled. In an instant he was away fi-om her, and
the lash a|iplied, with "come alonir." Up she

came, and he began aoiain; she now stood fast,

vvhile he ran his hand over the lesr, patting and
soothing her. "She is now satisfied, you see, that

she is not to be hurt when [ touch her." He then

went fi-om leg to leg, till she stood pcrfectl)' quiet

while he handled them. He then slightly tapped
The inside of the foreleg, and sai<l, "loot, foot."

She raised it on the toe; he took hold of it gently,

but firinly, raised it from the ground, and patted

her, then stopped a few moments, and repeated it

till when he tapped it she raised the foot off the

ground fisr him. This he did repeatedly to every

foot. "She now understands," said he,, "that

when I sliiihtly tap her leg, and say 'foot,' I want
her to give it to me, and she will do it; for if she

does not, she well knows the consequence, I will

be off yonder, and the lash will take my place;

I'm the most agreeable of the two. Horses
tausrht this will never kick you; they are not only

afraid, hut from the association of ideas, take plea-

sure in 'your touch; it is ihe sign <f peace. I will

now put her confidence in me to the severest test."

He raised the whip, laid it on her back, rubbed her

with it; she trembled like aleaf till she stood nearer

to hwi, as if for protection. He patted her; shook
the whip over her, then increased its motion paral-

lel to her back till it whizzed in the air, without

ever touching her; louder and louder it sounded,

till he began to crack it over her; once only did

she retire, and was back again instantly; for the

moment she was off she felt the lash. After this

he suddenly reached, raised the whip, and said,

"come along." Up she came; then he cracked

it over her very often, and she never moved from

him.

"You see now, gentlemen, that the cracking

the whip is also a s!grt f)/';?eace. She will come
to it if you do not deceive her. My horse comes
to it if he sees me, although a quarter of a mile

off. Suppose your horse is afraid of an umbrella,

or any thing else: take it into the stable; make
him follow you with it on your arm; then touch

him, then hold it over his head, then on his back,

and then take hiin into a lot so small that he can-
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not escape you, and make him Ibllow there in like

manner. He will poon cease to iear any thing

which you thus prove to him that it will not hurt

him; or if lie is afraid, the great, fear ol" distance

and the lash will cast out ihe least fear of any
thing ill contact with you. Break your colts and
fillies in accordance with these principles, applied

by common sense, and they will play no tricks.

Give your colt a first lesson; at the next, make
him come up, lay the bridle on his head; when
used to put it on, make him Ibllow with the bridle

on without holding it; then lead him. Handle his

legs, and feel as you have seen done to-day.

Teach him also to bear the crack of the whip
near him, and over his back. These several

teachings should occupy fifteen or twenty minutes,

twice a day, for three or lour days; then you may
bring your blanket and circingle to him; go on as

with the umbrella. When he is used to them, girt

the blanket on; mak'e him Ibllow with it on; do this

several times; after that, bring in your saddle—use

him to it in the same mariner. Put it on, and make
him Ibllow; alter he is used to it, lay over it a long

narrow has;, with thirty poundf? in each end, and
let him Ibllow with these on in the stable and in

the lot, with the bridle drawn as tight as when in

the hands of a rider. Repeat this several times,

and you may put up your boy in the stable; still

let him follow you; then in the lot several times.

After a day or two, you may increase your dis-

tance from him, towards lhe centre of the circle in

which he walks. He will soon walk around the

lot, obey the bridle of the boy. You may now
bring in another gentle horse, wiih a bridle on, to

walk with him, but before him at first. After a

few walks thus in the lot, you may take them out,

and with ordinary care, your colt is broken and
gentle, without having injured himself or his ri-

der. To teach him to lie down is quite easy after

the foot lesson. Take a fore foot from the ground,

hold it firmly, tap the other fbre leg, and ask fbr

it. He will necessarily come to his knees. Per-

haps he will bounce up, alarmed at his new po-

sition. But you must have patience to teach a

horse what you want him to do. Begin again;

bring hira in the same manner as at first on his

knees, till he will remain quiet in that attitude,

permitting you to walk round him without at-

tempting to rise. Do this till he is used to it;

then, when he is on his knees, go to a hind foot,

and make him give that to you. When in that

poshion, ask fbr the other hind fbot; and down he
comes on his side. Perhaps (if he is a timid ani-

mal) he will be alarmed at his new position, and
rise up instantly; but take care to pat him as he
goes down, and while he is on the ground; but as

he rises, and is fairly on his feet, you must retire,

and give him a slight admonition with the lash,

that he is doing wrong to get up so soon. Go
again and again through the same routine, he will

Boon understand what you want him to do. And
a horse taught thus will do fbr you any thing that

he can do when he understands you; and, gen-
tlemen, he is not slow of understanding. The
horse is naturally a very observing, sagacious, and
sensible animal, docile and obedient when once
thoroughly convinced of the superior powers of

man. And his intellectual powers, if I may say
80 without offence, are like those of man, much
improved by proper exercise or education, with
this remarkable difference:

"A man convinced against his will,

Is of the same opinion still."

Not so with a horse. He never is of the same
opinion alter the argumentum ad equum has once
convinced him. The lesson of punishment at a
distance from you, and teaching that near you is

the place of safety and peace, with the conseciuent

fbllov.'ing you in ihe stable and out of it, is the first

step always, and the key of the whole system.

This first lesson must be made efl'eciual, by per-

severance and courage. 1 say courage, fbr some
horses fight bravely m the first lesson; never af-

terwards, if subdued. If they merely kick and
back towards you, (ha size of the room enablea

you, by keeping your eve constantly on litem, and
sideling round, to avoid their heels as you apply
the lash. The horse will soon be tired of present-

ing his hind Iciis to you. But if the horse be a
strong, high spirited stallion, of some age, who,
badly managed by a ti.mid groom, has had his own
way—when he turns his head towards you, then
comes the tug of war. In such cases, gentlemen,
I make myself a little ugly and outlandish in my
appearance before I enter his presence chamber;
and I enter in a very bolil, dashing style, (fbr hor-

ses are vpiy subject to panic from sudden unusual
appearances,) belbre he recovers his self-posses-

sion, and can wonder at my audacious impudence",

1 fall aboard of him like five and fbrty wild cats,

and before he is sufficiently self-possessrd to front

you, he is inspired with some considerable respect

fbr his new customer's courage and prowess. But
after a while he begins to think the joke is carry-

ing too fiir. He turns and gives you a look, which
plainly says, 'who the devil are you7' I am sorry

to make the noble horse swear on even vo provok-

ing an occasion; but I assure you he is not so much
addicted to it as jackasses, and some other inferior

animals, and he may at least plead the excuse ol^

—

'evil communication corrupts good manners,' for

this bad habit. Now he surveys you, notwith-
standing the sharp lash incessantly applied to the

hind legs, fixes his gaze on you, lays his ears

close to his head, draws back his lips, disclosing

his teeth, opens his mouth, raises his fbre feet,

and dashes right at you. Woe to the timid brag-

gart, who, with wandering eye or daunted breast,

is not ready with hand and heart, and heels, and
eyes fbr this crisis. Perhaps his lime is come!

"Poor Johnny Raw, what madness could impel
So raw a flat to face so prime a swell."

Let none such presume to exercise the art of mas-
tering even, much less the noble science of sub-

duing, the horse. But the fearless and practised

horse teacher is ready fbr the encounter. His eye
was fixed upon him, he foresaw the coming storm,

and as the open mouthed and high-raised hoof of
the indignant and enraged animal approach, he
seems to meet them:

"But when the shadow's o'er fiis brow he slips aside.

So nimbly slips, that the vain robber past
Through empty air, and he so hi2;h, so vast.

Who dealt the stroke came thundTing to the ground;
Nor rest, nor pause, nor breathing time is given.

But rapid as the rattling hail from heaven.
Beats on the house top, showers of "horseman's shot"

Around the "stallion's legs fly peppering hot."

From this to the finish is all "tweedle dee

—

You now have my secret, so hand me my fee."

We did hand Jonathan his fee, and 1 have had
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no reason to repent it, for I believe, tiiiil this method
has more tlianoiice saved my hie, aliiioui^'li I am no
Jaciv M yrtoii to tlirow myselt'imder a horse's lieels,

or ride liill tilt over a rabbit warren.

Late ofSpottsylvania Co., Va.

From the Southern Recorder.

ROT IIV COTTOK^.

jlftssrs. Edllors—I have read wiih much sntis-

ficlion, the very Jenirthy essay of Dr. Robert R.
Harden, upon the subject of rot in cotton in yours
of the 4th inst. His efforis to prevent this blast-

inu and \vitherin<i disease, by submittintj to the

public iiis views, together with tiie results of his

own experience, are very laudable and praise-

worthy. If agricuhure could be consivlered as it

really is, a science, and exertions proportioned to

its importance were used to extend its limits, great

benefits might be secured to the farming: interest.

Allhouf;h by lar the largest portion of the capital

and industry of the state have been employed lar

years in the growing of cotton, yet there are doubt-
less many errors in the mode and manner of iis cid-

ture, which ma_r, by close investigation, aided by
the test of experiment, be entirely exploded, if

we will look back upon the time when cotton was
carried to market, in the scad, and contrast that pe-

riod with the present, we may form some idea of

the vast improvement which a i^w years have
wrought in its culture—the mode of preparing it

for market and more especially of manufacturing
it afterwards. And who can say the susceptibility

of iis improvement has been used up? Who can
prescribe limits to human ingenuily? It is mightier
than the ocean! You cannot say to it, ''ihus lar

thou shalt go and no fiirther."

As pleased as I was with Dr. Hardets's commu-
nication, I cannot however agree with liim in some
of his conclusions. He Ibrms his ofnnions of the

disease called rot in the cotton in a physician-like

manner, givino; two causes, "predisposing" wnd
"exciting." That these two causes operate alike

in the animal and vegetable kingdoms, in produ-
cing distemper, I have not the least doubt. I can
very readily conceive of a person's system being
predisposed to bilious fever for instance, but there

being no exciting cause the man escapes disease

—

on the other hand, there being no predisposition

whatever to the disease, he may be exposed harm-
less to that state of the atmosj)here best calculated
to enorender it. Just so with cotton; it may be dis-

posed to rot, but escapes entirely if the season be
favorable. In the application of these general
principles, I agree perfectly with Dr. Harden, but
differ with him as to what constitutes the predis-

posing and exciting cause of rot in cotton. He
says that cotton from seed thrown in large heaps
before dried, and sufl'ered to remain until they heat,

contracts a predisposition to rot. This is impossi-
ble unless we suppose there never existed any
"exciting cause" until late years, for eld ibirmers

will testify fully to the fiict, that their manner of

preserving seed has been invariably the same for

the last thirty years, and that the "rot in cotton is

of recent origin.

Again: in this se'etion of country (Troup county)
we have plan'ed the Petit Gulf seed for four years,

saving them precisely as we did our oilier seed, yet

those of us who have tried this kind of cotton have
liad no rot, while wliole crops of the common kind

have been nearly destroyed! I purchased, in the

spring of 1835, two hundred bushels of Petit Gulf
seed, one hundred Irom a gentleman who had
planted the year before but twenty-five acres of
this kind of cotton, and the other hundred from ft

man who had planted two hundred acrefs of iu

My cotton had no rol, while my neighbors who
planted the common kind were very much injured.

Last year I planted my crop with these seed, and
had something like one thousand five hundred
busliels left, j invited my neighbors to come and
supply themselves v\lijle they lasted—a number did

come, but refused to plant the seed, because ihey

were injured by being kepi in too large heaps. My
cotton did heat because I had picked out nearly the

xyhole of my crop befiire I completed my gin-house:

of this I informed those of my neio'hbors who came
to examine the seed. Still last season I had no rot

when it was vile all around me. As to the "exci-

ting cause," Dr. Harden is equally at limit, for cot-

ton rots in very wet and ver}' drj' years, and mode-
rately wet and moderately dry years also; and if

Dr. Harden had himself the control of the seasons,

he would not, I will venture to assert, know what
kind to send to prevent rot, Szc.

"With the lighla now beliire me," I would say
that the disposing cause of rot is in the seed, and
will remain there forever, no matter hov/ particular

thefarnser may be in sunning and saving them, &c.
Cotton is nota native plantof this state—wliere tlie

seed came fi'om I do not know. It requires seven
months fi'om. the time it is planted to atlain its full

maturity, (to wit:) April, May, June. July, Au-
ijuet, September, and October. No\v, we always
have frost in April and October, and continues in

Maj'' and September. So it must, of necessity,

have frost or cold vveather upon it two months,
and sometimes four, while it is growing. I will

not pretend, however, that the frosts in September
and October, have any effect in producing rot. It

is enough lor my purpose that it has cold xoeather

and cold rains to contend with in the spring of the

year, when it is younn; and tender. If these things

be true, is it not probable, if not morall}' certain,

that our cotton cannot produce seed so healthy and
sound as it could, if our climate were more conge-
nial to its growth? There are many vegetables in

our gardens, whose seed we do not pretend to save.

And why? Because they are not so good as those
from other climates; and yet they grow finely the

first year or two.

If additional reasons are wanted to prove the
position I assume, and fortify it beyond the hope
of successful attack, a number can be rendered.

In the first place, so iav as my knowledge extends
we plant ihur difltM-ent kinds of cotton—the com-
mon green seed, the Mexican, the Petit Gulf, and
the Alvarado. I mention these in the order most
used. In all, there is a different appearance. The
green seeds are large, and covered with a fibrous

substance, resembling in color and appearance,
green velvet—hence their name. When first

planted by our farmers, they produced sound and
healtli}' plants, free of any disease vvhalever. Af-
ter some years, however, they began to change
their appearance, and a number of black, sleek

seed were found amongst them; then, and not
until then, did we hear of rot in cotton. The
Mexican are large white seed, and when first
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planted here were entirely tree of the black seed,

which made their a|)pearance precisely as they

did in the u'leen seed— and the rot was the conse-

quence, 'i'he Pel it Gull' are small and white, and
covered, lliicker than either ol' the two first men-
tioned, with a fibrous substance. These are tree

ol" blade sleek seed, when first planted, but I dis-

cover in mine that this black blast (tor I can call it

nothing else,) is making its appearance. Of the

Alvarado I know nothing. It appears, then, that

so far, all kit\ds of cotton seed, when first planted

are good and sound, and that alier a while, they

degenerate, which is always knov.'n by the pre-

sence of black seed. Is it not evident from ihese

facts that our climat-s is alone the cause of bad

seed? Wheat will not grow well here, and when
.our fiirmers net fresh seed they flatter themselves

that they have at last Ibund the riijht kind. But

their expecla'ions are soon blasted by the "6/fls/."

What is the remedy for this radical deftjct? We
must either procure new seed every three or four

years, or invent some plan to separate the black

seed from the good. The farmers in Mississippi

buy fresh seed every three years, and I should

advise those of Georsia to do the same. 1 have
tried only the Petit Gulf, and find them good.

They are not so good the first year as they are

the second; they get better the third year; but the

fourth, they have too many black seed in them.

As to Dr. Harden's idea, that a "rich oily" sub-

stance in cotton seed, injures hogs, it is contrary

to the experience of most liirmers. I feed my hogs

on cotton seed. If thev are boiled first or made wet

they do no injury. His plan of manuring is rather

ioo expensive

—

thirty dollars to the acre.

A Farmer.

AVILD GKESE DOMESTrCATFD.

^o the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Talbot County, Md., Jpril ]8, 1837.

Your correspondent IL, of Albemarle, Virginia,

Is hereby informed, that the wild, or Canada
goose, has been domesticated in this county more
than seventy years. When a small school boy,

about half a century ago, I used to pass a field

where upwards of thirty, quite tame, were ke[)t.

They were bred frotTi a pair winged by the pro-

prietor: and a lew of their descendants are still

here—some on my own iarm. They are as tame
as domestic geese, and highly prized lor their

beauty and musical notes. The mongrels do not

breed, but are excellent for the table.

H. S.

Communicated for tlie Farmers' Register.

HEPORT OF THE SURVEY FOR A RAIL ROAD
FROM PETERSBURG TO FARMVILLE.

To the Subscribers to the Survey :

Genti^emen:

I have the honor to submit to you the result of

an examination made under my direciions, for a

fine of rail road from Petersburgto Farmville. In

doing this, I shall confine my remarks to an exhibit

of the line traced, with an estimate of the proba-

ble cost of the same, derived from a careiul ex-

fttnioation of the country, and calculations, in de-

tail, of the quantity and quality of the work to be
done. From the absence of sufficient information

on my part, as lo the business the road will pro-

babl\' command, an esiimate of the probalile reve-

nue will not be attempted; and as the amount of
machinery and trant^porting power required, de-

pends upon the amount of work to lie done, an es-

timate lor that item is also necessarily omitted.

Description of the Jiovte.

The character of the country over which the

line is traced, naturally separates it into two divi-

sions. The first includes so much of the line as

pursues the ridge which divides the tribiuaries of

the A[)pomattox from those of the Nottoway.
The second covers the distance passed over in de-

scending li'om the ritlge to the valley of the Appo-
mattox, and pursuing the valley of that stream to

Farmville.

The first division commences at a point on the

Petersburg and Roanoke Rail Road, about three

miles from the Petersburg depot, and ttikes a
course nearly due west, till it intersects "Cox road,"

at Booth's branch, crossing the head waters of In-

dian town run in the vicinity of R. Boiling's; it

then pursues "Cox Road," with sliglit deviations,

to Mrs. Sutherland's tavern, where it deflects to

the riirht and assumes for one mile ailirection near-

ly coincident with the Namozene road ; it then
(leflects-to tlie left, and passino- to the riirht of jAIr.

Slauirhier's, again intersects "Cox road" at Capt.
Steward's.

It is believed that t'hc location could be improv-
ed between Mrs. Sutherland's and Capt. Stew-
ard's, so as to obtain a line nearlv straight, without
any material increase of cost. The point of com-
mencement could be alfo advantageously chang-
ed, so as to make tiie line tin independent one liotn

Petersburg, which could be efiected without addi-

tional expense, and with but little, if any increase

of distance.

From Capt. Steward's the route is nearly the

same as thtit of " Cox road" for a distance of
twenty-two miles, the principal deviations occur-

ring between Vaughtui's house and Spain's store,

in the 25th mile, and at Wilson's tavern, in the

27ih mile, the <j:reatestof which is twelve hundred
feet. Near Mr. Clarke's, in the thirty-filih mile,

and about three-fourths of a mile from Blacks and
Whites, the line diverges to the right, crossing the

head waters of Cellar creek, and ascending the

slope of its western bank; it attains near Mrs.
Eppes' the summit of a ridge which it traverses

to Nottoway Court Bouse, leaving it about lour

hundred yards to the south. Thence passing

through the lands of Dr. Campbell, it pursues the

crest of the ridge tor five miles, when it falls on to

its southern slope, and by a very direct route, cross-

ing several minor tributaries of the Lazaretto

creek, it regains the crest of the ridge in the vicini-

ty of Col. Tilman E. Jeter's; which it follows to

Burke's tavern, at the intersection of the Prince
Edward and Nottoway county line.

The distance traversed by the line from the point

of commencement to Burke's, is fifty-two miles,

the whole of which, with but one or two trifling

excef)tions, is upon the crest of a ridge, the general

elevation of which is from three to lour hundred
feet above the waters at its base. The formation

of this ridge is such, that any line of moderate eX'
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pense, must necessarily conform, almost rijriclly, to

the direction of its crest, which is extremely nar-

row, seldom more than one hiinili'ed aiul Ire-

(]uenily not more than ten yards inwidili: while

its base spreads out to the, Appomattox on one

side, and ih'^ Nottoway on the other. It is com-
posed of lii^ht sand and <j:ra\el intermixed with

reddish clay, easily allecled hy the action of water;

and the nund)erless s^mall streams which have

their source in the sumnnt ol'liie rid(}:e, at. the very

commencement of their course have furrowed out

ravines wliich widen and deepen as they leave the

crest, and spread into valleys as they approach the

rivers. Between these ravines and valleys the

suritice is lelt at nearly its original heig'hl, forming

ridi2:es transverse to the main one, which are con-

tinued to the rivers at its base, where they termin-

ate in hiiih blutls. Whenever any deviation is

made ti-om the crest of the ridire, these arms have

to be cut through and the hollows filled up ; and a

very slight departure will, in most instances, add

verV much to the cost of graduation and masonry.

Fortunately, the ixeneral direction of the ridge is

such as it is desirable for the route of the road to

pursue, and whenever that direction is changed, it

•vill not compel curves of a less' radius, in any
case, than nineteen hundred feet. The maximum
grade adopted in both directions, is six-tenths per

liundred feet, or a little less titan thirty-two fiiet

per mile ; and grades of this character are, in no

case, continued for a lono; distance, and generally

•alternate with a level or descending grade. The
undulations in the surface of the ridge are so in-

considerable as to admit of (heir being reduced to

this limit of grade without an amount of work ex-

ceeding an average variation from the natural sur-

iiice of 7^ feet. By introducing stronger grades,

the line might be made more direct, and the cur-

vatures of greater radii, without increasing the

cost of graduation. But, on the best constructed

roads, and wlien the most approved machinery is

used, the friction is one 280th of the load, and the

total resistance on a grade of thirty-two ftiet per

mile, would be 104th of the load, 165tli of which,

is due to the inclination of the plane. Assumiiii}:

the power of this engine equal to transporting one
hundred tons, including the tender, on a level, and
supposing the weight of the engine and tender to

be eleven tons, its effective power, or load carried,

exclusive of the engine and tender, would be, on

a level, ninery-six tons, while on agrade of thirty-

two feet per mile, it would be but twenty-seven
tons. A stronger grade, thereiijre, than thirty-

two feet per mile, against the preponderating
trade, or on a road of equal reciprocal trade, is de-

cidedly objectionable; and particularly so on all

roads constructed of wood, with iron plate rails ^
or 5-8ths inch thick, which is the character of

most of this class of roads yet constructed in this

country. On such roads, light engines only, and,

of course, engines of but little power, can be used
without serious and immediate injury to the super-

structure. There are a few cases, when, to avoid

expensive work, strong grades may be eflectively,

and frequently with economy, introduced. These
are, at either terminus of the road, when on the ar-

rival of one engine with its train, another is im-
mediately to go out ; in this case, the engine com-
ing in, can, at a trifling expense, assist the out-

ward tr lin ; or, on a line too long for a continuous

working trip with the same engine, when the en-

gine in wailiniT would be assisted by the one to be

detached. To construct a road for the use of, not

the higher, but the meilium order of engines, that

is, engines of eleven or twelve inch cylinders,

would increase their cost, in the item of iron alone,

at its present price, Sl^^^^^ per mile: while il" the

ijrade was much increased, the effective power ol"

the larger engine would be la'ought down to, or

reduced beloWj the smaller one, on a thirty-two

loot grade. And in this division, the grades can,

in every case, be so modified by the necessary

curve, that the resistance shall in no case ex-

ceed what is due to that grade in a straight

line.

The second division commences near Burke's

tavern, where the line leaves the ridge, and fiiiliiig

on to its norlliern slope, it pursues a very direct

course to Sandy river, passing to the right of, and
near to B. Boiling's and A. Dolphin's. The
whole distance, from the commeni;ement of this di-

vision to Sandy river, is two and a fourth miles,

two miles of'which descends at the rate of52 8-lOths

feet per mile, and theremainderat 31 6-10. Tlie

line, upon reacliing Sandy river, immediately

crosses it. and pursuing a northerly course, con-

tinues on its western bank about one mile, when it

re-crosses it, and traverses its eastern bank three

and a half miles, when, in the distance of eight

hundred feet, it crosses the river twice and re-

sumes lis course on the eastern bank, to which it

adheres till it reaches Busli river, which it crosses

a short distance above its confluence witfi the Ap-
pomattox. The Sandy is dignified with the name
of a river, but it is a very inconsiderable stream,

only six feet wide where tlie line first crosses it,

and twenty feet where last. Tlie first and second
crossings will be expensive; the siirlace of the wa-
ter being depressed below the grade of the road at

the first crossing fifiy-ibur li?et, and fifty-two ieet

at the second; the other crossings are fifteen and
sixteen feet respectively. Several small tributaries

of the Sandy are also crossed : the principal are

Aikin, Louse, and Marrowbone creeks. The line

has to be sustained on ground much broken, in-

volving deep cutting and heavy filling, which,

with the necessary bridging and masonry, makes
this part of the line very expensive. Bush river

is crossed at an elevation of twenty ieet above its

surface, and the line then follows up tlie south

bank of the Appomattox, pursuing a course near-

ly west to Farmville, terminating in the main
street near Phillips' tannery. Immediately above
Venable's mill, the river has a bend so abrupt as

to make it necessary either to cross it twice or in-

troduce a curve of 600 ibeA radius; by crossing it a
distance of 3000 feet is saved in 6200, as also ex-
pensive road formation along a rocky bluff. A
curve of 600 feet radius would not comport willi

the character of the rest of the line, and would
seriously diminish the capacity and security of the

road. The estimate is therefore made for the line

crossinfTihe river, and the location traced according-

ly. The curves on this division are the same as

those on llie first, and the road will have, in all

particulars, the same capacity, with the exception

of the two miles of 52 8-lOths feet inclination, iu

approaching the Sandy. To make this part of the

road equally efficient, it will be necessary to have
an engine of equal power with those in general

use on the road stationed at this place, to aid the

ascending train when retjuired. Tlie iengtli of thi^
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<liv'ision by the line run, is seventeen and a fourth

miles.

69:|: miles.

151

Comparison nf Distances.

The whole ofthslensih ofthe road as

surveyed is,

The distance by a straight line is,

Making a loss of

The lensrth ofthe first division is,

And the distance by a straight line,

Makinga loss in tl'.e first division of

And in the second of

On a final location ofthe work, the to-

tal distance from Petersburg to

Burke's, would probable not exceed 51 miles.

And that from Burke's to Farmville be

reduced to 16 '

52
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theory and reasoning, and probably had little if any ef-

fect in directing tlie course of any of our readers. But

enough practical proof has been furnished, and by those

who had not listened to our reasoning and advice, and

who even now attribute the elfects to any but the right

cause. It is stated, in the newspapers, that a remark-

able superiority appears in some crops of wheat pro-

duced from western seed, of the crop of 1335—and for

which the writers seem at a loss to account. It is not

because of the origin, or the age of this seed—but sim-

ply that it was of good and well made grain, while the

other crops were sown with the defective grain of the

crop of 1S3G. Farther confirmation of this is presented

in the facts that the best growing crops we have heard

of, are on large farms where much care was used to

obtain for seed tlie best wheat that the crops of these

farms, or their neighborhood, furnished, out of the

universally bad crop of last year. The collection and

comparison of numerous facts of this kind, (to which

the crop of every farm may add something) would

serve to settle this important question, and prevent a

future reliance on bad seed.

For the Farmers' Register.

PROSPECTS FOR WHEAT.—SPRING V/HEAT.

The wheat crop on James River, [in Gooch-
land,] as well as elsewhere, has sufiijred severely

from the winter's frosts, especially on light pufly

soils, not leaving enough, under the most favora-

ble future circumstances, I fear, to produce any
thing like an average yield; and this has, of late

years, become of such uniform recurrence, that it

increases our anxiety for the success of the spring
variety, of which I saw a most beautiful and pro-

mising lot in this ^'icinity, the other day, sown on
the 15th of February, and nearly or quite as for-

ward and luxuriant as any fall seeding within my
knowledge. It is 1o be hoped it may succeed, and
save iJs from this item in the numerous disasters

that crop is liable to in our climate.

FAILURE OF THE AGRICULTURAL CONVEN-
TIOIV, AND OF THE PETITION FOR A BOARD
OF AGRICULTURE.

The attempt to assemble an Agricultural Convention

in Richmond, this winter, was a complete failure. The
few persons who met, as delegates, very proper!}' de-

clined acting in an organized meeting, and thereby

exhibiting so humdiating a proof of the lethargy of the

entire agricultural body of Virginia. They, however,

as individuals, with the support of the hastily collected

signatures of a few other farmers who were then in

Richmond, prepared and presented to the legislature

the following concise petition—the objects of which

were designedly made so cheap in their money cost,

that it was hoped that such a pittance would not be

refused to agricultural interests—and that the most

thorough-paced grog-pen demagogue in the house,

would hardly oppose a measure which could not pos-

sibly cost the commonwealth half as much annual ex-

pense, as the time consumed by his own useless speeches

during the session. Nevertheless, we were mistaken in

both respects. Though reported on favorably by the

Committee of Agriculture, the bill could not obtain a

hearing in the House of Delegates until within the last

few days of the session, when they were (save in one

single vote,) doing business regularly icithovt a quo-

rum, for at least two days together—the house being

very thin, because many members were absent, and of

those that remained, some were sick, some asleep, and

some otherwise unable to be in their places. Dur-

ing this time, the bill to establish a Board of Agricul-

ture, as asked for in the petition, came up in the

House of DelegatRS—and had some 25 ayes, and about

35 noes. This vote, though not final according to the

rule of legislation, (there being no quorum,) was a suf-

ficient indication of the fate of the measure—and fur-

ther, is sufficient proof that nolhing is to be expected

from the legislature of Virginia, in aid of the interests

or improvement of agriculture. We annex the peti-

tion, to show how little was asked, and refused; and

vje now are compelled to concur in the opinion of one

of our most esteemed correspondents, that hereafter it

will be as degrading, as heretofore it has been useless,

to ask any thing of the legislature to aid the interests of

agriculture.

The petition of the undersigned, farmers and land-

I'.olders, respectfully sheweth :

That it is of the highest importance to the agriculfu-

lal interests of Virginia, and therefore to the whole
commonwealth, that agricultural information should be
rxtensively diffused, and improvements in all the vari-

ous branches of her husbandry be promoted, by legis-

lative encouragement; that although sundry and im-
portant measures have been, or may be recommended
for this great object, which, if carried properly into*

effect, would doubtless be of great and enduring public
benefit, we will ask nothing that is of doubtful opera-
tion, or that requires considerable expense, or which,
if adopted, would demand any farther, or more costly

legislative action, should the first measure prove to be
of no public utility.

That therefore, we now limit our prayer to the insti-

tution of a Board of Agriculture, on conditions and with'

duties somewhat of the following kind

:

The board to consist of eight members, two being
from each of the four great divisions of the state; all

to be practical and experienced farmers ; to be chosen
annually by the executive ; the board to meet annually
in Richmond ; to remain in session not more than four-

teen days ; and then to report and recommend for legis-

lative adoption, such measures and plans as may appear
to the board best calculated to extend the knowledge
of agriculture, and promote its improvement through-
out Virginia.

For tlie Farmers' Register.

COMMERCIAL REPORT.

It is painful to record the change, which, though
long foretold, the last iew weeks has realized.

Commerce is almost annihilated. Confidence is

destroyed. The ordinary facilities of exchange,
foreign and domestic, no longer exist. There is

no market for the produce of' the country. The
value of stocks and of real estate can scarcely be
ascertained. Turning our view either north or

south, we see works of internal improvement sus-

pended—manufactories closed—buildings which
were begun, left unfinished. There is, in a word,
an utter prostration of commerce, and cessation of
connneicial intercourse.
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Failures in New York and New Orleans, tlie

fjreal emporiums, are enumeraled by Imndrecls,

and the amount, not by millions, but by scores and
Imndreds of millioiis. Nor do other places escape;

the devastation is general. Even the banks scarce-

ly retain their credit. Specie is constanily trans-

mitted /"rom place to place, while bank notes lose

their value, when carried out of the state in wliich

they are issued.

Owing to the absence of competition of demand,
or of ability to purchase, and of tiie usual lacilities

for transacting business, there is scarcely a current

price lor any ariicle.

Cotton conmiands but 5J to 10 cents, when a
buyer can be tbnnd. and he can find current mo-
ney. Tobacco in New Orleans', >§ 1, 2, and 3 tor

the several grades of quality. I'l Virginia, $ 1 25,

to 6. Flour is quoted at § 7 to !•;. Foreign wheat,

^1 37 to 1 50. These quotali-ns arc ot various

markets norlh and south.

The price of stocks cannot be ascertained. The
buyer will oifer S 50, the seller ask 75, lor what a

lew weeks ago vva=5 worth $ 90 or 100.

The causes oi this change have been so fre-

quently alluded to, as to render any further re

marks imnecessary. The explosion was long an

licipated—it has at length burst forth.

Errata.

The reader is requested to correct the fullowina; nu-

meral errors in the Account of the Greensville and Roan-

oke Raihcaij.

Page 11, column 1, line 7, for " 2,800," read "28,-

000."

Page 11, column 1, lines 15 and 16, for "5,800,"

read "58,000."

Page 12, column 2, line 19, for "three-eighths" read

"five-eighths."

T^hle of€oiiteMts of Farmers^ Megister, J^o. ^ ?
^''°<»?' ^^•
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REPOUT TO THE ROUSE OF nEPRESEiVTATIVES
OF THE UNITED STATES 0-\ SILK.

JRcad, aiul laid upon the table, February 25, 1837.

Mr. Ailams, ofMassaclnifCtts, from the Commilfcc

oil 3riuuil;ictiire;=, to which the subject hud been

releneil, iiuule the Ibllowing repoii:

The Committee on AlanufhctureP, to whom, at the

last ^^ession orConiiress, was reierred a resolution

ol'the house, iiistruclinij: them to inquire into the

expediency of proniotinir the cuhure and manu-

lacture of silk in the United States, respectfully

report:

That, in fulfilment of the ins'ruction of the house,

JNIr. Andrew T. Judson, of Coiuiecticut, then a

tuemher of the house, and of I he committee, was

iiulhori'/ied and requested by the committee to con-

tiime and pursue the inquiries which, for some lime

before, lie had already commenced, to obtain from

various parts of the United States the inlbrmation

resnectiui? the actual condiiion and j-jrospecfs of

those important articles of cultivation which might

most eiiectively promote the purposes of the reso-

lution of the house; that those inquiries were ac-

corilingiy pursued with equal perseverance and

infelliinMice bv Mr. Judson, but without his beinn;

able to couipfete them belbre the close of that ses-

sion of Congress; that, previous to that time, his

services being required in another department, he

resi.<xned his seat as a member of the house.

But Mr. Judson did not, on that account, inter-

mit or relax the researches upon which he had de-

voted his time and attention in relation to the cul-

tivation and manufacture of silk. He obtained the

assistance and co-operation, in the prosecution of

his inquiries, of F. G. Comstock, secretary of the

Harttbrd County Silk Society, and editor of the Silk

Culturist, a periodic.ui journal published at Ilart-

fl )rd, and especially devoted to this interesting cul-

tivation. Twenty-two numbers of this valuable

work have been transmitted by Mr. Comstock to

the committee, together with a practical treatise

by him on the culture of silk, adapted to the soil

and climate of ihe United States.

A letter from Mr. Judson of the 21sf of January

last, to the chairman of the Committee on Manu-
factures, contains a concise summary of the infor-

mation collected by him pursuant to the charjie of

the committee, and in furtherance of the views in-

dicated by the resolution of the house. The chair-

man is instructed, by the committee, to present that

letter to the house, and to move that it be received

as a part of their report.

Jonx QuTNCv Adams.
House ofRepresentatives U. S., Feb. 25, 1837.

Canterbury, C)n., January 2\, 1837.

Sir—Having had the honor to be a member of

ihp Committee on Manufactures, at the last session

of Conirress, when that committee was instructed,

bv a resolution of the house, '-to inquire into the
'
Vol. V—

9

culture and manufiu-.ture of silk in the United
Slates," and having been directed by the commit-
tee to make the re|iort, I have devoted that atten-

tion to the subject which its nature, and my other
duties, would allow; and now have the honor of
conuiiunicating to you the result of my investiga-

tions, that it may be submitted to the members
now composing the committee on manufactures.

It was my intention to have prepared a report at

the last session, but the time intervening between
the assignment of the duty to me, and the close of
the session, rendered it utterly im[)racticable. The
gentlemen who had engaged, and were engagins,
in the business, were scattered throughout the
whole extent of the country, and it was impossi-
ble to ascertain what progress they had iimde, in

the short tinte allotted me. The want of this in-

formation, and the suggestion of a gentleman
whose time is exclusively devoted to the introduc-

tion of the business, atid who kindly prortijred me
the use of his extensive correspondence, and the
aid of his personal services, in collecting the facta

during the recess, induced n^e to defer it till the

present session. Under these circumstances, 1

have thought the subsequent resignation of my
seat in congress, would not exonerate me from
the discharge of the duty thus imposed, or furnish

an apology for neglecting it. In addition to this, f

was aware the brief jieriod prescribed by the con-
stitution for the present session would be inade-
quate to a thorough investigation, should the duty
of preparing a report be assigned to another mem-
ber of the committee, and the expectations of the
house and the public must, at least for a time, be
disappointed. This explanation will, I trust, ex-
empt me fiom what otherwise might appear to be
an officious interference with the business and du-
ties of the committee.

It is already kmown to the committee, that the
culture of silk has been attempted in this country
at different periods of time; the principal, how-
ever, of" which, fill within the last century. It

would be interestinrr, and probably useful, to trace

the history of this branch of rural economy from
the firsi attentpt to introduce it in Virginia, in 1623,
by James J. to the present time; but, as it iias been
compiled and embodied in a manual prepared un-
der the direction of the Secretary of the Treasury, in

pursuance of a resolution of the house passed on
the llih of May, 1836, I have deemed it advisa-

ble to confine my inquiries to the present state of
the culture and manuflicture of silk, and the more
immediate causes which have produced it.

The present slate of these branches of Ameri-
can industry, and the interest which is so exten-
sively felt in relation to them, owe their origin

principall}' to the efforts of a few patriotic gentle-

men of the county of Hartford, in Connecticut. In
the year 1834, they formed an associotion under
the name ofthe "IlartfbrdCounty Silk Society," for

the purpose of collecting and disseminating practi-

cal information relating to the best methods of cul-
tivating the various species and varieties of the
mulberry, and rearing the silkworm. To facilitate

their operations, and open a channel of cojnmu-
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nication with the pulilic, they immediately coni-

menced the puhlicatiou of a monthly periodica"!,

under the significant name of "Silk Cullurist and
Farmers' Manual," and placed it lUKier the edito-

rial charge ofthe secretary of the society. The ed-

itor immediately entered upon the discharge oi' his

duties, and has since devoted liis whole time and
attention to the subject. The officers and mem-
bers of the society, particularly the president and
secretary, being practical men, and ardently de-

voted to the cause as a great national object, have
been incessant" and unwearied in their exertions to

accomplish its general introduction, in their en-

deavors to draw the attention of the public, and
particularly agriculturisis, to the subject, and stim-

ulate them to engage in it as an important and lu-

crative branch of rural economy, they have cau-
tiously, and I ihink wisely, passed over the ingeni-

ous theories of Ibreign writers, and confined ihem-
eelves to the results ofexperiments Jairly and lairli-

lully made, and the simple statement of lacts. This
course will approve itself lo the understanding of

j

every individual of refiection, esp<^ciaily when the
{

variation of soil and climate of different countries,
[

and the dissimilarity in the habits and pursuits ol

their inhabitants, are taken into consideration.

The anticipation of a sudden transition from
poverty to competence, or fi'om competence to

wealth, is, of itself, a powerful incentive to em-
bark in any new project which presents itself to

the mind; but the disappomtment and mortifica-

tion consequent upon it, when illusory, are as
painful, as the success is gratifyino; when real,

j

The proneness of man to "air-castle building"
j

needs no encouragement, but requires restraint;

and the individual or individuals, who take the

responsibility of reconmiending to the farmer a
deviation from his ordinary routine of husbandry,
must be careful that the advantages [)roposed are

real rather than imaginary, or they will ullimatelv

awaken in their Ovvn bosoms painful instead of

pleasurable sensations. These principles seem to

be the cardinal points in the fiiiih ol the Hartford
County Silk Society, and by them the meml)8rs ap-

pear to have scrupulously governed themselves, in

promoting the great object of their association.

The publication ofthe Silk Caliurist, at a merely
nominal price, and on the personal responsibility of
the secretary, has exerted a powerful influence in

awakening a deep interest in these new branches
of American enterprise. The extent of this inter-

est may be judged of bj^ the fact, that most of the
political, commercial, and literary publications of
the day, contain parairraphs urging farmers and
others to engaae in them, and assuring them of
their practicability and profit. . Thes« show the
light in which the subject is viewed by intelligent

men, in different sections ofthe country, as a pub-
lic object. The extent, also, ofthe interest felt by
individuals in the success of the enterprise, as a
source of individual wealth, may be estimated by
the fact, that there are now in the office ofthe Silk

Culturist li-om three to five thousand letters of in-

quiry, &c., in relation to it. This interest is fur-

ther manifested by the fact, that several other pe-

riodicals devoted wholly and partially to the sub-
ject have been started, and are co-operating in the
great work.

But notwithstanding both the public and indi-

viduals may lie deeply interested in the culiure

and manufacture of" silk, itB introduction into this

country may be unattainable. Our soil and cli-

mate may not lie congenial to its growth, and the

number, habit? and pursuits of our population may
not be adapted to its manuiticture. These are in-

superable difficulties, it" they exist; and, conse-

quently, f iiave given ihem a prominent place

among the topics of invesiigafion. I'he result of
all my inquiries in relation to the adaptation of our
soil and climate are of the most encouraging cha-
racter. From all the information i have Been able

lo obtain, I am fully satisfied that there is not a state

in the union, atid periiaj:s I might say not a county,,

where the mulberry may not be cultivated, and the

silkworm reared. Ex[jeriments have been made
in all parts of the country, and their success has
established the fiicf, that the mulberry will grow,,

and the silkworm thrive, throughout the whole
length and breadth of the Unned States. The
rigor of northern winters has, ordinarily, no inju-

rious eflect upon the Italian mulberry; and the in-

sect which feeds upon its Ibliage, and produces the

silken fibre, being in a torpid state, and secluded

from the frost during tlie cold season, sustains no
injury, or even inconvenience, fi-om its severity..

It was formerly doubted whether the monis mulii-

caulis could be acclimated in the noitliern and
middle states; but late ex|)erimen(S ha\ e satisfac-

torily proved that, by cutting down the. shoots in

autumn, the roots will endure the coldest winters,

and send up a new growth of shoots in the spring,

and produce an abundant crop of foliage. Thid
appears to be the method successfully pursued by
the silk growers in India; and with the same treat-

ment in this country, there is no doubt of its accli-

mation.

The introduction of this valuable variety of the

mulberry, at a time when the attention of Ameii-
can silk growers was aroused to the subject, and
the facility with whicii it is cultivated and multi-

plied to an indefinite extent, affords, in my opin-

ion, a lull guaranty against those failures and in-

terruptions in the business to which it has hereto-

fore been subjected. It has been ascertained by
experiment, that the Ibliage which may be gath-

ered tiom annual shoots ajjon an acre of land will

fijriiish food enough to sustain a (iimily of worms
sufficiently numerous to make one hundred and
twenty eight pounds of silk, worth, at present pri-

ces, six hundred and forty dollixrs. Though there-

is novv but little doubt that, treated in this manner,
the morns multicauUs will, in the end, supplant the

Italian, yet it is adjudged advisable, by most silk

growers, to continue its cultivation. Its great valve

ibr liiel and timber, especially for ship building, will

ever make it worthy of cultivation; and should any
unforeseen circumstance render the successful cul-

tivation of the former uncertain, or impossible, the

silk grower will be able to make silk from its foliage,

of good quality, and in large quantities.

An imairinary difficulty in rearing the worm, and
enabling it to make its cocoon, has been urged as a
reason against attempting it; but I am happy to find

that the process has been so far simplified as to be
intelligible to the most unlearned in rural affairs.

So simple and easy is the care and management
ofthe worm, during its brief life of labor, that chil-

dren, with a little instruction and experience, can
supply all its wants, both in sickness and in health,

and render it all the assistance and attention neces-

sary to its comfort and the completion of its labors.

The process of reeling, also, wliich was formerly
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siipjiosed to be of dilli ailt peril)nn»nce, Iins be-

come sf) faniiliiirized, liuit iiiiiliiren |>erli)rm it with

skill and d.-xterily. in l''.)reii>-!i cuusilne.s, where

pilk is exleiisively grown and manufactured, the

b isiness of rcelinjr is kept, to a iireat extent, dis!-

tinct fron) the growing-; but I think it desirable ti)r

every grower in this country to acquaint, hinisell"

and "laniiiy with the art, as the value of the silk is

more easily and accurately ascertained, and is less

Hable to injury in transportation. Thus far, the

production and manuliicture of silk may be carried

oi\ in the f.unily of every fanner, and at a profit I'ar

beyond his expectations.

"From all the iiicts in my possession, I am satis-

fied that every (iirmcr may devote a portion ot his

tarm and attention to the growth of siik, and there-

bv mucii increase the value ot" its products. The
galherinir ol' tlie loliage, and the feeding of the

worms, niav be performed by the children, and

such other members of the family as are incapa-

ble of more arduous labor; and who, if not thus

employed, would spend their time m idleness, or,

what is worse, mischief. If productive labor is a

principal source of wealth, both to nations and in-

dividuals, it is desirous it should be increased lo its

greatest possible extent. This can only be done
by seekinix out obiects to which the labor of the

young, old, and infirm, is adapted; and, among
these, I know of none more ap[)ropria.te than the

culture of silk. The same remarks are substan-

tiallv true with respect to its manufacture.

It has also been erroneously supposed that the

manufacture of silk was artended with extraordi-

nary difiieuliies; that it required much complex
and expensive machinery, and a skill which Ame-
ricans were inca|)ab!e of acquiring; but it has been

found to be as simple as tiiat of cotton or wool, and

requiring a liir less expenditure in buiidinirs, ma-
chinery, and fixtures. The weavinijof silk fiibrics

on power-looms has been attempted, and the suc-

cess that has resulted fi-om the experiment is of the

leost flattering character. Fabrics for gentlemen's
wear, cravats, &c., have been woven on power-
looms, which, lor beauty of" texture, fall but little,

if any. b'Mow those of loreisn manufacture. In

this respect, we are already in advance ot" the silk

nianufiictnrers of" Europe and India; and it is be-

lieved that the advantage the American manufac-
turer will derive from the aid of" labor-saving ma-
chines, will more than counterbalance the advan-
tage the fbreiirn manuiacturer does or can derive

from the reduced price of labor in countries ol"a

more dense population. Hence it is believed that

this country can successfully compete with other

countries, both in the culture and manufacture of

eilk.

The importance of introducing this species of

manufacture maybe Estimated by the fact, that

the importations of manufactured silks, during the

year endinrr the 30th of September last, amounted
to .$ 17,497,900, beina nearly a million more than

the previous j-ear. Most of this enormous amount
is consumed in this country, and is an annual tax

upon the consumers. It is also to them and the

country a total loss; for it is believerl there are in

the country a sufficient mtmber of laborers to pro-

duce and manufacture the whole amount, who are

unproductively or unprofitably employed. If this

be so, it follows, as a necessary consequence, that

we sustain an annual loss of double that amount
in our unemj-.loyed and misapplied labor. This

amount will also be astonishingly increased, if we
aiid to it all the evils of" crime and pauperism,

which are the legit nnate and unavoi(iabi<> conse-

quences ol" idleness and unproductive labor. The
connection between idleness and poverty has not,

and never will be dissolved, so loni!; as the relation

between cause and eli'ect exists; and though crime

may not be a necessary concomitant, yet it is a
common attendant. The same is true, though in

a less degree, in regard lo misapplied labor. The
t"ruits ofunproductive labor are poverty and wretcli-

edness, and those are often the remote, if not the

immediate, causes of" crime. I'he importance,

therefore, of the culture and manufacture of silk,

both in a pecuniary and moral point ol" view, is

immense.
Our independence also urges ns to encjage in

the culture and manufacture of" silk. Fabrics, of

which silk is the whole, or a component part, are

indispensable. In the early ages of the world,

when the customs and fashion of society were
rude and unpolished, silk was considered a luxury

which none but princes could indulge; and even in

them it was supposed to be unpardonable extrava-

gance, for it was among the enumerated prodigali-

iies of Heliogabalus, that he had a garment made
wholly of silk. The Emperor Aurelian, also, two
hundred and seventy years afterwards, rel"used his

empress a silk robe, merely because he could not

incur the expense. In still later timi^s silk has been
considered luxurious, for it is said ofjames I, before

his accession to the English throne in 1603, that he

was compelled to borrow a pair oi" silk hose of" the

Earl of Mar, when he first appeared before the

ambassador. But the customs and habit of" soci-

ety have since underirone an astonishing change.

Silk is no longer considered a luxury, but an indis-

pensable article. So common has it become, that

it forms a considerable part of our wardrobes, and
enters more or less into almost every garment, both

of male and icmale dress. However unnecessary

and extravagant silk may have anciently been con-

sidered, it cannot now be dispensed with, neither

can its consumption be confined to the v/ealthy.

Time was, and now is in some countries, when
different orders in society, growing out of rank and
wealth, existed; but this state of tilings no longer

continues in this country. Wealth and descent

are no longer the thermometer of respectability,

but industry, frugalitj', and the practice oi" the

moral and social virtues. The poor as well as the

rich must be clothed in silk: and why should they

not? they are as meritorious, and often more so.

The question is, therefore, settled, that there can

be no diminution in the consumption of siik; and
unless measures are taken to encom'age its culture,

we must be forever dependent on foreign labor for

its production. Thongii foreign laborers may be

dependent on us for the consumption of their pro-

ducts, yet it detracts much from our independence

to be dependent on them for necessarj^ articles of

clothing. It is true, while our amicable relations

with foreign countries continue, we shall be sup-

plied; the advantage they derive fi-om tliis item of

our commercial dealing will ever afford us a guar-

anty awinst want in times of peace; yet our in-

tercourse may be interrupted b}" war, and we be

thrown upon our own resources ibr the production

of this staple article of' consumption. Cut if this

state of" things cannot be reasonably anticipated,

our love of independence, and, aliove all. n pru-
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dent national economy, should prompt us to pro-

Becute a branch of imlustry which promises such

important resuhs, and the practicability or leasibil-

ity of which is no longer a problem.

"The importance ol'this branch ofrural economy
is also much increased, by the laciliiies it atibrds

to all to attain competeuce and wealth. There is

probably no other business, in which the same
amount of capital will yield an equal amount of

income. It will not be expected that 1 shall go

into an accurate calculation of the product and

profit of a plantation and cocoonery; yet, perhaps,

I ou^ht to say, that, wilhin the range of my own
observation, "there can be no better investment of

capital. The small amount of capital necessary

to a commencement of the business is also a fa-

cility which no other branch of business, within

ray knowledge, holds out to the enterprising. A
few acres of land of ordinary fertility, and a few

dollars in money for the purchase of seed and

plants, will enable a silk grower to lay the foun-

dation for a plantation on a considerable scale.

Another iaciiity peculiar to the business is the

ease with which operations are extended, without

a corresponding extension of capital. The ratio

in which the morus muUicaulis may be multiplied,

by means of cuttings and layers, is truly astonish-

ing. Experiments have proved that, with a little

labor and attention, they may be more than quad-

rupled every year. This will enable the farmer in

moderate circumstances to compete with the capi-

talist, and prevent monopolizers from engrossing

the whole of the business and its profits. To the

individual of limited means, and a large family of

children dependent on him lor support and educa-

tion, the culture of silk holds out encouragement of

extraordinary promise; while, at the same tune, it

aflbrds ampfe opportunity lor the capitalist, or the

incorporated company, to make large investments

with the moral certainty of success.

The culture and manufacture of silk must also,

for a long time at least, be tree from the depres-

sions and embarrassments which, at times, are

thrown upon other species of manufiicture by en-

terprise and competition. Before the present pri-

ces can be materially reduced, an amount of do-

mestic silk equal to the large amount annually im-

ported must be produced; and this cannot be ex-

pected, while enterprise antl labor have so many
objects on which to expend themselves, as the va-

rious sections, climates, interests, and pursuits ol

this exiensive country present. The dispropor-

tion also which has existed for the last twenty or

thirty years, between the increase in the consump-
tion of silk, and the increase of population, and
which is becoming greater every year, will, it is

believed, prevent the American silk growers, with

all the aid and encouragement which may be ex-

tended to I hem by the national and state legisla-

tures, from produeinti; the raw material in sufficient

quantities to supply the demand, for at least another

century.

A good beginning, however, has been made,
and the business commenced under the most fa-

vorable auspices. In the month of Septe.mber, I

caused a circular to be prepared, propounding
twenty-six interrogatories to silk growers, manu-
facturers, and other gentlemen interested in the

Bubject. Several hundred were circulated; and
many have been returned with answers to the in-

quiries. It isj howQVQr, to be regretted they were

not forwarded at an earlier day, as a more punc-
tual and general return would have been the con-

sequence, and a greater amount of inibrmation col-

lected. The facts, however, as tar as they have
been collected, (and they are as numerous and
circumstantial as under the circumstances could
he expected,) are of the most flattering character.

From the answers to the interroo-atories, the com-
munications of gentlemen in different par;s of the

country, and such other means of inlormaiion as I

have been favored with, I am enabled to give the

Ibllowmg exhibit of the progress and .prospect of
both branches of the business. The staiem^nts

being made fiom correct data, may be relied on,

as approximating to accuracy, as far as they go:

but it is reasonable to suppose that the view is

imperfect, as the business has probably been com-
menced in many parts of the country, fi'om which
no information has been received. Thb^se,ofcoursey

are not embraced: and the business is, no doubt, fur-

ther advanced, and in a more prosperous condition,

than will be exhibited.

Kew England States.

The six New England States are, more or less,

engaged in the culture and nuinuliicture of silk
;

and lour of them are encouraging the business by
legislative bounties. In Maine, a bounty of five

cents on every pound of cocoons grown, and fifty

cents on every pound of silk reeled, is paid from
the state treasury. The growing of silk has also

been commenced in several towns in difierent parts

of the state, and the experiments which have
been made confirm the belief that the climate is

no obstacle in the way of the silk grower; espe-

cially fiorn the foliage of the Italian mulberry. In

Newport, Fryeburg, Saco, Hiram, and Liming-
ton, nurseries have been planted, and are said lo

be in a flourishing condition, esj.ecially in the first

mentioned town. This town is situated at about
equi-dislance between the Kennebec and Penob-
scot rivers, and within a few miles of the 45th de-

gree of latitude ; and yet the young plants with-

stood the severity of the last winter unin]ured. A
gentleman in Fryeburg has 10,000 or 12,000 Ital-

ian mulberries, four years old, and several thou-

sand more in his nursery. He fed the last season

5,000 worms, which produced about the usual

quantify ofsilk. His confidence is so strong in the

success and profit of the business, that he intends

to extend it asliisl as his means vvilladn)il. About
forty dollars worth ol" silk was made in Hiram the

last season, and manufactured into sewing silk
;

the quality of which is said lo be eipial to the best

Italian. A few pounds were also made in Lim-
ington of excellent quality.

In New Hampshire, the business has been be-

gun, and is prosecuted with considerable spirit,

though no |)ublic encouragement is given. At
Concord, there is an incorporated company, with

a capiial of i575,000, for ihe growth and manufiic-

lure of silk. 'J"he company have purchased a
fiirm of 250 acres, and are stocking it with both

kinds of the mulberry as fist as circumstances per-

mit. Individuals, also, in most parts of the state,

are planting the mulberry, preparatory to feeding

the worm. In the vicinitj' of Portsmouth many
ijentlemen are engaging in the business. Expe-
riments have also been made in South Weare,
Newport, DunbartoUj Warner, llopkinton, Keene,
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iuitl many 01 her towns; aiul i!ir nsulis have sat-

isiieii the experiiiuMitors tliat llie l)iiyiiu'ss is bolli

praciicahlc ami |nu(ilable.

Tho li>o;isla*iirt' of Vernmnt, by an aot passed

on the lOili of November, 1835, have aiuhoiizetl

anil iliroi'tod ihe slate treasuiTr to pay a bounty of

ten cents on e\"ery pouml ol" coeocjiip yrown with-

in the siaie. 'i'liis boniity, and a iroud degree of

niterest whieh previously was awakened, has piven

the business a good befj;innin<if. In most parts of

the state seed has been sown, trees planted, and
siTiail quantities of silk have been made. In Bur-

lin<rton, Bratlleboro', VV^ooilstock, Aliddleburir,

Uenninuton, South Hero, Montpelier, Orwell,

Slioreham, Guill()rd, Putney, and many other

places, the subject is receivinix attention, and pre-

parations are making lor operations on a large

scale.

The lesiislation of Massachusetts, for the en-

couragement of the growih of silk, is of the most
liberal character. The bounty on all silk grown,
reeled, and throvved in the commonwealth, is $2
a pound, which is considered by silk growers to be

sufficient to defray all expenses attending iis grow-
ing, reeling, and throwing. Before the passage
of this law, extensive nurseries and plantations

were commenced or projected; but the business

has sii!ce assumed a more general character. The
interest which is felt in this state is attributable,

in a great degree, to the elibrls of Jonathan 11.

Cobb, Esq., of Dedham. Tliis gentleman has
been several years engaged in the business, and
the success he has had has inspired others with

confidence in it. There are several incorporated

coiupanies formed, some of which have commen-
ced operations. Among them is the Nevv England
Silk Company, at Dedham, nuder the superinten-

dence of Mr. Cobh. This company has a capital

of A50,000, with liberty to extend it to ^100,000.
It has already about twenty acres planted with the

mulberry, and about thirty more in preparation.

In relation to the present .state of the manufactur-
ing department, Mr. Cobb says : "We have sixteen

sewing silk machines, some of which have been in

operation, and others are nearly completed for run-
ning. But a small quantity ol sewing silk has
been made as yet. We have found organzine and
tram, or warp and filling, to be in greater demand
than heretofore; but, in consequence of the 40 per
cent, protection on sewing silk held out by gov-
ernment, we have been buildinir a large millthis
season, and are now about ready to manufacture
200 lbs. per week of sewing silk, which, at present
prices, will fetch -^^.OOO; and should the tariff re-

main, and the price keep up as it now is, we shall

make a heavy business of it. About
)tf: 10,000

worth of silk goods, part with a mixture of cotton,

have been manufiictured here the year past; about
one-half from foreign, the rest from domestic silk.

We shall continue to furnish, as we have in years
past, the warp and filling for looms in diftcMent

parts of the country. Tlie Tuscan loom was first

started here, and we have supplied many hundreds
of them with warps, for two or three years past."
The Atlantic Silk Company, at Nantucket,' has a

capital of ••§40,000. The object of the company is

the growth and manufacture of silk. The factory
is already in operation, and the fabrics which have
been made are hiffhly creditable to the manufac-
turers. William H. Gardner, Esq., ol' Nantuck-
et, is president of the company.

The Northampton Silk Company has a capital

of .*100,000, with lil)erty to extend it to !p'150,()()0,

and is under the superintendence of Samuel VS'liit-

niarsh, Esq., who is also president. The object
of the company is both the culture and manidiic-
Hire of silk; and for this purpose, they have a
plantation of about three hundred acres, and suita-

ble buildings. The plantation is being slocked
with the monis vivlluaulis ; and another variety of
Chinese mulberry, which, on many accounts, they
think prele-rable. Their manufiiciiirc, at present,
is principally confined to sewing silk, the qualiiy
of which is said, by competent judges, to be eiiual

to the best Italian. The company have also im-
ported large quantities of mulberry trees, wiih
which they are stocking their own plantation, and
in part supplying the great demand lor that arti-

cle.

The Massachusetts Silk Company has a capital

of 8150,000, and a plantation of 160 acres at Fra-
mingham. They have now growini' 78,000 Ital-

ian, and 7,360 Chinese mulberry trees, besides a
seed-bed of two acres. There are a'so in this

state tlte Boston Silk Company, the Roxbury Silk

Company, ami the Newburyport Silk Company, all

with large ca[:itals. Besides these incorporated
companies, individuals are engaging in the busi-

ness, in most parts of the state, with very promis-
ing prospects.

In Rhode Island, where the manufacture of cot-

ton has been long and profitably prosecuted, the
manufacture of' silk is commencing. There is one
incorporated company by the name of the Valen-
tine or Rhode Island Silk Company. This compa-
ny has a capital of .$100,000. The fiictory is in

Providence, and ihe plantation in the neighbor-
hood. It has been in operation some time, and has
manufactured some very beautiful and durable ar
tides.

In Connecticut, silk has been grown inconsider-
able quantities for filiy or sixty years, particularly
in the counties of Windham and Tolland. As an
encouragement to the silk grower, the slate pays
a bounty of one dollar on every hundred Iialianor
Chinese mulbeny trees, set out at such distances
fi-om each other as will best favor their full crrowih

and the collection of their leaves, and cultivated
until they are five years old. The state also pays
a bounty of fifty cents on every pound ofsilk reeled
on an improved reel.

There are two incorporated companies in the
state—the Mansfield and the Connecticut silk ma-
nufacturing companies. The former is located at

Mansfield, and has a capital of ^20.000 ; the latter

at Hartford, with a capital of .«:30,000. Both these
companies have been beneficiaries of a bank. The
business of the latter has hitherto been principally

limited to the manufacture of Tuscan straw for la-

dies' bonnets ; but it has lately commenced the
manufiicture of sewing silk in large quantities and
of a good quality. There is also a small silk fac-

tory at Lisbon, which has been in operation for

several years, and is said to be doing a good busi-

ness.

Individuals, also, in all parts of the state, are en-
gaging in the culture ; several of whom are plant-

ing large tracts with the mulberry. The Messrs.
Cheney, at Manchester, have been engaged the
past season in cultivating the mnrtis multicai/lis,

and have been very successful. They intend stock-

ing a large plantation of this variety of the mulber-
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ry, and prosecutinu; the o-rowth of silk, find its mti-

Muliiclure into sewing silk and tabiics, oa an exten-

sive, scale. Messrs. Brown and Lee, of East
Graiibv, have also extensive grounds devoted to

the ciiiiivation of the tree. They sowed, the last

season, 123 pounds of Italian mulberry seed, ancji

liave several millions ot" seedlintrs. They are also

extensively eniraged in the cultivation ot'iheKiorws

multicanlis. Their ultimate object is to unite the

manuracture with the growth of silk. There are,

also, extensive nurseries at Hartliii'd, Sulfield,

Farrnington, Litchfi'Hd, New London, Stoniuirton,

Durham, New Haven, and many other towns.

J5t3-r. Ephraim Cheesbrough, of New London, has

invenled a sim[)le plan iijr making cocoons, which
promises to be an improvement on the old method.

Mr. Isaac G. Eotst()rd, of Boxbury, has invented

a machine for the manufacture of organzine, tram,

and sewing silk, which is said to be an important

improvement in silk machinery. The machine of

Mr. Adam Brooks, of South Scituate, which has

been some time in use, j)roves to be a valuable in-

veiuiou.

3fiddle States.

The subject of encouraging the culture of silk
j

has been under consideration in New York tori

some time, and it is expected it will be 2'iven at the
|

present session. Several silk companies have been
incorporated ; among which are, the Troy, Pough-
keepsie, the New York, and the Albany silk grow-
ers companies. These companies have large ca-

pitals ; bntoflheir present condition I am not. ad-

vised. Though the business is engaging the at-

tention of gentlemen in most of the counties, yet

my information is limited principal!}^ to tho,?e of
Steuben, Broome, Lewis, Orleans, Monroe, Onon-
daiTri, and Suffolk. From these counties, commu-
n.icat)ons have been received. In the county of

Steuben, there are about 20,090 Italian mulberry
trees ef five years growth and under, and 1,200
Chineee, one and two years old. About twenty
persons have commenced tlie business; one acre

is devoted, and ten more in preparation.

In Broome county, little has as yet been done;
but my correspondent says: "I have no doubt
that in three years there will be 100.;000 morus
multlcaulis trees in this county." In Lewis coun-
ty tliere are a i'v.w trees nfboth kind, and one gen-
rleinan has 8,000 or 9,000 cuttings of the Chinese,

ready for setting the coming spring. He says:
" people are beginning to awake to the business,

and believe it will flourish here." In Orleans coun-
ty, there are about 600 of the Chinese, and 50,000
of the Italian, now growing. Seven pounds of

eewing silk have been maile, and seven or eight

persons en<xa<xed in the business on a small scale.

It is supposed .'$200,000 will be invested in the bu-
siness in five years. In Monroe county, there are

large nurseries, at Rochester, Greece, and several

other places. In the town of Sweden, there are

4,125 Chinese mulberry trees of five yeafs old and
under, and about 100,030 Italian ; five acres of

land are already planted, and filteen more in a state

of preparation. In Onontlaga county, there are

many of the Italian. On SheJter island, there are

6,000 Chinese, and 100,000 Italian, and seven
acres of land are in preparation. In Southampton,
on Long Island, there 50.000 Italian and a few
Cliinese; two acres of land are stocked, and five

preparing. A beginning has also been made in

Montgomery county, and some beautiful sewing
silk made.
The foregoing is a very imperfect view of the

present state of the business in the great state of
New York. In all parts of the state, individualg

are eniraiiing with spirit, and there is no doubt
New York will become a great silk-growing dis-

trict.

In Nevv Jersey, several companies have been
incorporated; aniouix which are the New .Jersey

silk manulacturing company, with a capital not

exceeding :§30,000, and the Monmouth silk com-
pany. Several otlier companies are formed or

projected, and enterprising individuals in many
parts of the state are cultivatinii the mulberry, and,
in some towns, small quantities of silk have been
made. The soil and climate have been Iband well

adapted to the business.

A number of companies have been formed in

Pennsylvania, under a general law of the state for

the encouratrement of the culture of silk. The
Beaver Silk Company, at Beaver Falls, in western
Pennsylvania, is about commencing operations un-
der very favorable circumstances. 'I'liere is also

a company in Chester county, and another recent-

ly formed in Philadelphia. At Economy, the

Harmony Society have commenced the growth and
manufacture of silk They have about 10,000
Italian trees, and 45.3 Chinese, of various ages.

—

They have manufactured sevw'ing silk, vestings,

cravats, &c., which are beautiful. Hundreds of
farmers, mechanics, and professional men are also

engasfing in the business.

In Delaware and Maiyland the subject is at-

tracting much attraction. Several companies have
been formed, and individuals are commencing
plantations. A company has been incorporated in

Queen Anne county, with a capital of .*^50,000,

for the purpo.se of growing silk. The Talbot Coun-
ty Silk Company has also been incorporated.

Southern States.

In the southern, as well as in the northern and
middle states, much interest is fl^lt in the subject,

and much is doing to introduce it to the attention

of planters. In Virginia, they are proposing to

devote their worn-out tobacco land to the culture

of silk, in the hope of checking the tide of emi-
gration, which IS setting west and threatening to

depopulate the country. There are several silk

companies, and many patriotic individuals are

making experiments. The Virginia Silk Company
has been incorporated with a capital of .910,000—

•

a very liberal charter. The Potomac Silk and Ag-
ricultural Company, v.'ith a capital of ^5,000, and
liberty to extend it to ^50,000, has also been in-

corporated. The company have purchased 400
acres of land, and planted about 2,000 Chinese
mulberry trees. Mr. J. B. Gray, near Freder-

icksburo;, has also a large number of Chinese trees

in a very flourishing condition.

The accounts I have received from North Ca-
rolina are of the most cheering character; they

represent the soil and climate to be remarkably fa-

vorable to the growth of the tree and the rearing

of the worm, and the planters are disposed to give

the subject a fiiir trial. The same is substantially

true as respects South Carolina and Georgia. Ex-
periments have been made, the results of which
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luive satisfied many of the planters that the yoiin;^.

agod, aiul iiilii'm poriion ol" their slaves can be

lirofitably eaipkn ed in thecniture ol'silk ; and tlicre

IS little "dount ihat in a short time many ol' them
will make a silk as well as a cotton crop.

In Florida and Alabama the tree grows luxnri-

antly, and produdes an abundance oflbliaij;e. Ex-
periments in rearinLT the worm have, also, been

attended with lavorable results; and a portion of

the inhabitants ;u-e convinced that silk will be the

most proiiiable crop they can make. At Pensa-
cola and Mobile are laro-e nundiers of mulberry

trees ; and arrangements are making by several

gentlemen to connnence tite business. At the lat-

ter place, Chester Root, Esq., is preparing for a

iatge plantation. The black mulberry is indigen-

ous, and its tbliage has been Ibund to make as

good silk as that of the Italian or Chinese. It is

also supposed the steril lands of West P''lorida

will become valuable on account of their adapta-

tion to the production of silk.

JVesterii States.

The soil and climate of the western states has
also been tbuiid to be peculiarly adapted to the

silk culture; and many larmers and others are

turning their attention to it. In Ohio, there are a
number of companies incorporated, with large ca-

pitals, and tinder the direction of skiH'ul m-anagers.

The Ohio Silk Company, at Columbus, has a large

plantation on the rich bottoms of the Scioto, which
IS fast stocking with both kinds of the mulberry

:

30,000 Italian, four years old, and a large number
of the Chinese, have been set. The company
propose to extend their plantation of Italian to at

least one hundred acres, with one thousand trees

to the acre, and an equal number of acres with the

Chinese. It is also tlieir intention to add about fit-

ly acres in hedges of both kinds.

A company has also been formed at Mount
Pleasant, in Jeiferson county, with a capital of

.^50,000. The Massillon Man'ulacturing Company
have had their capital extended to .fGOOjOOO, and
are determined to engage largely in the culture of

silk. Several other companies have been formed,

and many more have petitions before the Legis-
hiture for acts of incorporation. In the vicinity of

Canton, in Starke county, seventy families are said

to be engaged in makinir silk; and in Knox,
Cuyahoga, Jefferson, Belmont, Washington,
Brown, Hamilton, Montgomery, Highland, and
several other counties, many individuals are be-

ginninff. Several petitions are now beibre the

Legislature praying for public encouragennent

;

and it is expected something hberal will be

done.

In Kentucky, a company has been incorporated
under the name of the ''Campbell County Silk Cul-
ture and 31anuficturing Comjiany," and has se-

lected a favorable location opposite Cincinnati.

The subject is new in this state, but it is attract-

ing attention, as is apparent ti'om the following
extract of a letter from a irentleman near Lexinij-
ton: "The first talk of silk-raising in this country
was about a year and a half since, when a friend

sent me the first co[)y of the Silk Culturist. So
great has been the increase of public sentiment,
that there appear but few of the rich farmers but

who are talking of it as a source of employment
for their weak force. There are a crreat manv

Italian mulberries of one year's growth. I have;

near 100,000 in a nursery of five acres ; and there

is the produce of four pounds and a half of seed

more, raised by five oi'my immediate neighbors;

all of which will be planted out in the spring m
hedge rows. I calculate there will be over one
hundred acres planted. The six that are now
making experiments are all rich, and can bring into

the field one hundred and fifty hands of their own,
and as much land as is necessary: and our whole
energy will be turned to it."

In Indiana, large quantities of seed have been
sown, and as|)iril of iiujuiry has been awakened,
particularly among the Quakers at Richmond. A
gentleman of that place says: "There has noth-

ing but the Italian been grown as yet, of vi/hich

there is, to my knowledge, only about 30,000 trees,

which are all seedlings. There will be some of

the real Chinese, and also of the maUicaidis, cul-

tivated, though to a limited extent. The busi-

ness cannot Hourish with us till our trees have
grown, though to a limited extent. The business

cannot flourish Aviih us till our trees have grown,
though our woods abound with the black mulber-

ry." There is a large nursery of both kinds at

Madison, and the state will gradually be furnished

with trees.

In Illinois, Michigan, Missouri, and Tennessee,,

smnll beginnings have been made, and llie cou-

genialiiy of the sod and climate cannot, uiii-

rnately, fiail of making them great silk-growing

.slates.

In looking at the vast amount of silk annually

imported and consumed in this country, and the fii-

cilities itfiirnishesfbr its production, the conviction

irresistibly forces itself upon the mind, that our
national interest, independence, and respectability,,

loudly call for such legislative aid and encourage-
ment as shall stimulate to activity and persever-

ance the efibrts which are making to introduce its

culture as a common branch of rural economy.
Hitherto, the work lias been carried forward by
individual exertions; and this is unquestionably

the true method, so far as individual interest is con-

cerned. Bat the nation has a irreat interest in-

volved in it; and it is its duty to foster it in such a
manner as will afford it protection and encourage-
ment. The public and individuals having a com-
mon interest in the object, may, by an eneiget-

ic co-operation in effort, secure its benefits to

both.

The efforts which have been made by individu-

als, and the success which has thus li^r attended

tliem, seem to point out the course which should
be adopted by Congress. Enough has been done
already to enlighten the public, so far as its p.rac-

ticability and profit are concerned ; and nothing
more Is wanting to induce thousands of the enter-

prising and industrious to engage in it, but a tho-

rough knowleilge of its details. Could a general

diffiision of practical knowledize on the subject of
cultivating the tree and rearing the worm, be ef-

fected, I have no doubt the United States would
finally become one of the greatest silk-crowing

countries in the world. It is for the committee to

recommend the measures which ought to be taken
by Congress to j)romote this great object; and in

their hands I leave it, with one suguestion: if a
small and cheap manual on the subject could be
extensively circulated at the public expense, I

have no doubt it would be well received, and at the
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pariie time, be (he best methud to accomplish the

great object in view.

I am, sir, very respeclRiIi}',

Your obedient servant,

Andrew T. Judson.
Hon. J. Q. Adams,

Clialrmaa Committee on Manufactures.

For the Farmers' Register.

BRIDGES A^D ABUTMENTS.

IVardsfork, Charlotte.

Dear Sir : I send you a few remarks, not on

the subject of farmiuir, but they may be useful to

the firmer. As they are short, I hope you will

indulge me in their publication.

Tlie wasliing away of bridges and abutments is

not an unfrequent occurrence. It is owing often,

to the shorines.s of the bridge. In most instances

it is barely made long enoujxh to straddle the

stream, 'fhe rest, is abutment. This is done for

cheapness. But let me see the result of this coun-
ty-court economy. The rains descend, the floods

beat upon that bridge, and it is swept away. The

1834, my wiiiier wheat was very badly frozen out.

I went on and harrowed in spring wheat as soun
as the fiosl had left the ground. Twelve acres of
this wheat produced two hundied and seventy-six
bushels, or iweiity-ihree bushels per acre. An-
other piece of five acres produced one hundred and
forty nine and a half bushels, or thirty bushels to

the acre. Another piece sown on wheat stubble,

produced twenty-two bushels to the acre.

Last spring I sowed ten acres of wheat stubhie,

which was ploui^hed once in November, and the
seed was harrowed in as early in the spring as the
frost would permit; this will yield me twenty
bushels per acre. I also sowed four acres, from
which corn had been 1aken the year previous; and
which will give me thirty bushels to the acre. As
a continuation of my former ex|)ei'iments of sow-
ing spririfj wheat on winter killed wheat, I sowed
one bushel on some spots where winter wheat had
been killeil out by snow drifts, one-half of vvhicli

at least, was pii'ked up by the pigeons, yet the re-

mainder produced sixteen bushels; and had I have
sown all that was killeil out of tlie piece of nine
a(;res, it would have added to my crop tiliy bush-
els more.

I am so Well saiisfied with my experience on
this subject, that [ would in all cases where wheatwater was cramped into the too narrow space be

tween the abutments ; it rises and gathers greater
\

'*^ badly winter killed, whether in siiots, or general

force, until it carries off in triumph, the bridire or

abutments, or both. The poor overseer of the

road stands petrified with astonishment, while look-

ing over the scene of disaster, to see that the lar-

gest logs that he could gather from the Ibrest, piled

u|) as he thought strong and firm, (and with great

labor,) roiled away in a niirht; and with a long
face and stupid look, goes about asking if any one
had seen a stray bridge, declaring that the water
was higher than in the ereat May fresh, when
cocks went crowing, on their roosts, floating down
the river—when perhaps it was not as high by
two or three feet; so ignorant of the real cause.

Now a fresh expense is incurred, a new bridge

to make, and all the hands are to be summoned to

make new abutments, perhaps at the busiest time;

and all this simply because the bridge was made
too short at first, not giving nature fair play; for

what is unjustly taken from nature, will have to

be payed to art. These inconveniences are easi-

ly remedied by givins: the bridge a sufficient span,
so as to admit the water fi-eely in a Ir-esh, and let

it pass on. Both the bridge and abutments, then,

will not be strained, but remain firm in place; and
less expense is created, and less trouble to over-

peers of roads, and hands.

J. R.

From tlie Genesee Farmer.

CULTIVATION OF SPRING W^HEAT.

£xtract of a letter from the Hon. James Mc Call,

of Rashford, jillegany county, Pa.

Tn answer to your inquiries with reirard to my
experiments and experience in the culture of spring
wheat, I have the pleasure of saying they have
both been very satisfactory. Previous to 1833, I

had not for fifteen years sown any of that kind of
wheat ; when I was induced to sow two acres

With three bushels of seed. The product of these

ly, recommend to sow the ground in spring u'hear,

and harrow it as early as you are satisfied the old

roots are defid. Harrowino; lightly over wheal
that is alive will not injure the roots at all, and the

scattering winter wheat that grows up will pro-

duce no injurious efl'ect. Between tlie two you
are sure of a good crop; and besides, you keep
out the land grass, weeds, and other foul stufl, such
as cockle, chess, &c.. which every farmer knows
w;ll spread on the unoccupied soil to a thousand
fold.

Some of my best neighboring fiirmers have been,

for a number of years, in the piaciice of preparing
their ground intended for wheat, in the previous

fall, and sowing their spring wheat, as staled

above, as early as possible, and have unilbrmly
succeeded in getting good crops.

Spring wheat is more apt to smut than winter

wheat; but I have nor had any smutty wheat of

this kind, neiilier do I have any in my winter
wheat. Being satisfied that smut is contagious, I

have for twenty years washed all my seed wheat
in strong brine, (or pickle,) and skimmed off all

that floats on the top. When the wheat has drain-

ed in a basket a few minutes, 1 mix dry lime with
it, letting it lie twelve hours, and if longer it will

sustain no injury.

There are two kinds of sprin<r wheat raised by
farmers in the country, the bearded and the bald,

which is the best to yield, I am not able to say,

having raised none but the bearded, but it is evi-

dent the bald would be the most pleasant to work
amongst.

Yours, &c.

James McCall.
Rushford, Nov. 12, 1S36.

From the Sillsworm.

FOOD FOR SILKWORMS.

As the season of the year has now arrived for

adventurers in the silk business, if they have not
two acres was seventy bushels of wheat. In

|
done it before, to make preparations fiar grovvnsg
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tli« fbixl for the worms they intend to keep, it is

hii^hly important tliat tliose who necil inlijrinalion

oil ihe suitjeci sliould receive aaeh as will not lead

theai astr;iy; and it is hi^-hly to he reirretled liiat

tiiere siiouKl he any diversity of opinion amonij
those wiio ar6 lool<ed to lor advice. The bnsinet;s

of feedin<j; anil manai^-inij silkworms, has been so

loni; in practice within tliescopeof our knowiedLre,

and is in ilself so simple, that there is but liitle

ilan<rer of adventurers beiaif led far astray in it

;

erpecialiy, as they will cjenerally commence with

a small stock of worms; and if they err the first

season, they will miprove by it the next without

liiuch loss. Bur this is not the case with respect

to the trees which are to liu'nish the food. If a

proper selection be not made at first, or the trees

are improperly manau^cd, a serious loss of lime and
expense will be the inevitable consequence. The
first point in this selection is established beyond all

doubt, that the leaves of the mulberry tree are the

only article known, or which are likely or necessa-

iy to be known, to be depended upon as food lor

silkworms. Cut the mulberry is a uenus compris-

inir many species; and ihe different species also

t^xhibit distinct varieties, produced bv artificial and
aitcidental means. Amoni>' the different species

are the white, the black, tlie red, and the morus
mnlticaalis.

The silk business first found its way into Italy

by obtaining the cixi^s secrelly from China, and
with them the seed ot" the while mult^erry. This
circumstance, no doubt, established the character

of the white mulberry in that country as the only

species proper for makinij silk; and a firm belief

in this point, v/Hether prejudice or hot, came with
tlie first attemjjis to introduce the business into

th.is country, and has maintained its ground until

very lately, flat reci^nt experiments made in dil-

ierent pans of the United States, sufticiently exteu-
tiive, and sufficiently authenticated to establish the

fiict, have shown that several other species of tlie

mulberry are as congenial to the taste, growth and
health of ilie silkworms as the white, and that the

worms fed on them produce as much silk, and fijr

all that a common eye can discover, as beautiful

and as useful.

The species called the morus muliicaulis has
lately found its was li-om China, by way of the

Philiippine Islands, to the United "States. This
kind, it appears, was selected by the Chinese emi-
grants to those islands fijr their own use. It has
no doubt been in use, for the purpose of feeding
silkworms in China, fiom time iumieniorial, and
there are pretty stroni>- reasons to believe that it is

a favorite in that country. The spirit of enterprise

which the subject has nt)\v awakened, has also in-

troduced several other species or varieties, all of

which are, no doubi, good, and among the rest the
JBrussa mulberry, brought from Brussa, a city oi

Turkey, by Mr. Charles i{hinii,lale United Slates
Consul at Odessa, and a gentleman well deserv-
ing the respect and gratitude of his country. Mr.
Rhind was aware that the silk produced in the

neighborhood of Brussa is of the first (lualily, and
very naturally sup()osed it derived ils excellence
from the kind of mulberry it fed on; and in the true

spirit of patriotism, seized upon the opportunity to

introduce that kind to hi.-? own country.
There rtiay Unquesfio'uably be some characteris-

tic difierence in the silks proiliiced by the different

branches of the mulberry family, which mav enfi-

Vol. V— 10

tie them respectively to preference for particular

purposes. But they are all valuable, and perluips

equally so, each for its respective purpose ; anil it

would be a sid)ject of regret, should a partiality for

or against any of the difi'erent kimls raise party

warfiire, which should in any deeree interrupt or

retard the progress of prej)aration lor silk grow-
ing.

The 7norus 7niillicaulif^, on i!s first intrnchiction,

was hailed wiih unbounded applause, and supjiosed

to be of inestimable value. Some It-ars, however,

were soon excited as to its ability to witlisiand our

winter. But these fears are now dispelled froiil

all who have given it a fiiir trial : and it can now
be proved, in spite of any thing to the contrary, to

be as hardy as the white mulbeiry, and sutricient-

ly so to endure common winters, without protec-

tion, ill part of the United States.

But it would seem that the advocates for the

Brussa mulberry are determinijd, as far as their in-

fluence will go, to drive it out of the country- The
Brussa must ofcourse be a very valuable mulberry,

fJir there can be no silks inrtre va'ua!)le than it pro-

duces in i's native counlry, even under the most
awkward management; and should it be Ibunu

ever so inferior to the viulticaulh. it would detract

nothint!; from the merit of Air. Rhind in introduc-

ing it: for there is no probahiliiy that IMr. R. had
any knowledge of the moras viidiicaulis, when he

left Brussa. I would £ro any reasona.ble lenu'th to

acknowledge the gratitude which the country owes
to Mr; Rhind for his pains to introiluce the Brussa
mulberry; but the same patriotic feelini)^ which
actuated him to do it, actuates me to endeavor to

(jive the subject a fair trial, and to give the besl

kind the preference.

The public have now, in the derision of Judge
Snencer, the utter condeninaiion of the morus mal-
iicaulis, and the unqualified superiority^ of the

Brussa mulberry overall others. And certainly

Judge Spencer "is an honorable tiian ;" at any
rate, I hold him in high estimation as such ; but I

cannot sacrifice to that estimation my right to judge
from the evidence of" my own senses, or to com-
pare the weight of other testimony according to

my own vimv of the subject. It is beyond the

reach ofcontroversy, that, owing to the ra|)id growth
of the Chinese mulberry, the business may be pro-

fitably commenced from ils leaves in half the time

required by any other kind. It is equally certain

that a given weight of leaves will afibrd more
i()od (probably one quarter) than those ot others,

as the worms leave little or no refuse ; and it is no
less certain that the leaves can be gathered with

one-third of the expense required to gather those

of ttny other kind known in this country. Anoth-
er fact rests on the concurrent testimony of numer-
ous persons of hiyh respectability, who have giveii

the experiment a fair trial, that the worms' gener-

ally eat the leaves in prefiirencc to any other; For
the evidence of its hardiness, at (east twenty names
of high and known respectability can be ijiven,

who have cullivateil it extensively since its first

introduction, and of numerous piherS who have
witnessed it—not that it bids defiance to the frosta

of winter, but that with proper Uiunagement there

is no more danger of its being killed by fi-ost, than
of the while mulberry; that where they have
srrown toirether, they have in some instances sur-

vived, in safety, frosts whiidi have killed the wliite

mulberrv bv the side of them ; and that some of
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these casess have occurred in tlie most northerly
parts ol'the Uniteil Slates. Arf lesp >x1h its litness,

on account ot the ta.ste and health oi' the worms,
we can have the evidence ol'evcry o.ie, I believe,

who has tried it since iis first intj'*)dai;tiun. i

have never heard of a dissen'ini!; opuiion from any
^Wi who had led wiih it. Ii ^voald be needless

; tointiojuce a c.iiaioirue oi'nanies, as ( have
jady ijiveti niiiay in ilie previnas niinihers ot'

e 'Sdkw )rui ;' l»ai eniia^'h can !)e g vea in sup
lor; ot' a I lii.; aa )ve latls lo esiaUlish aav laci ca-

p lit e orb,'ia_rs,itii)oried l»y ha mm i it's iin ) ly.

With r.'sp.'ci M ili.i (|ii iliiv oiihe silk, tlie onlv
cvi lence ! can oaia n lioai any (av',ail)ie so, nee, is

that it is Ii n'.r an.l siron^'-r in projjorlion lo ihc
t-liti ol the fil):-!'. I h ive l);3i'n aljle lo olitain no
evidence Wiiicii cnaid he relied on. ii[)o!M'i:li!'rside

ot" ihe qaesiion, Irani experinsents in Ann'rica; hal

lr"j II I^arope, thou^'li many can he tpioied, I will

ffive hat one—in a re[)ori on the snliject, hy Al.

!Matihevv lian iliinx, the disrijile of Caant 'l)an-

d.)!o, and now director of the royal irardens ai

Turin, and r)rol)alily the hiijlicst aullioriiy on any
qaesiion lespeciina' l!ie irrowih of silk, oiaiiv man
II >w livinir. He l['..\ a nuinlim- of worms on the
leaves ol" the white nialherry, and an ecMiai riuni-

[li^r on those of the m')/-us ?7i,7/ixa.ii;'s. Bath fin-

ished in llie same time. Oi'lhe cocoons
|
roliiced

liythe white mnlherry, it reipiired 410 lothelli., ol

tho.>ie ol \\rn-' 771 iras muUicauiis, 3S4. I^aidi j oinul
gave two ounces of piik of ecjiial lieani\-; Imt in

win iiiiiT, natathreadofthoseledon thi'inulticaiilis

WiiS lirok m, which was not the case widi ilie olher.

These are hut a brief selection of ilie evidences in

fivor oi" the Chinese malherry; and wi.ai are
thiMii ajrain-:! it l A letter li-i.m a o-enileman in

Paris, wiio could have no (known) madve to mis-
represent, and concurrent opiniou of a iransien;

man (a refugee or exile) ti-om lialy.

And what are the evidences inliivor of the for-

tunate rival of the morus muiticaidis ? Of its hiir-

diness, we have no pariicular evidence, to (rive it

the advantai^e over the other. It is a native of

Brussa, which is in latitude 40, and sixty miles
eouth Irom Constantinople, and in the neiirhbor-
hood of Mount Olyirjpus, vviiich, beinii TOGO feet

hiirh, has snow on its toj'. Uut tlie Andes, Vvdiiclr

are nearly three times as high, do not make win-
ter at their base. Mr. Rup-gies has ten or twelve
thousand trees growincr, which have not been in-

jured by the winter. There are several ixentlemen
who have many times that number ol" the iniilti-

caulis growing, as clear from injury. There were
eet last spring on the judge's f"arm, 100 of the Brussa
and 50 ol'the miilticaulis. The former were taken
fresh irom the ground, the latter came by the pack-
et from Boston, and of cour.se were exposed some
weeks. Both, lor aught I could see, were in equal-
ly good condition. Of the Brussa but one died, of
the other I believe none. The 7nuUlcaulis were
cut down in the fall within six inches of the around;
the Brussa left standing. Both appeiir to be still

equally alive, though the ground has frozen to an
unparalleled depth : 1000 cuttings of the imilti-

caiilis were set, and about 300 of the Brussa. The
tnulticaulis cuttini.fs had lain all winter, and the
Brussa were cut irom the branches. The weather
was extremely unfiivorable. Only about 300 of
the muiticaidis lived,and 3 of the Brussa. 1 have
yet discovered no diaracteristic marks between the
Bruesa and the white mulberry, except such as

may have been made by location and by peculiar
treatment.

Wiih all possible deference therefore to the
judge's superior talents, (^tliough I believe he has
not ha. I any more experience in the <2rowing of
silk than i have) I must beg leave to appeal from
Ins decision in this case to the future exfierience of
the [aililic ; ami I ctmfidenlly trust tliat his gener-
ous spirit will not It-el any displeasure at my p,er-

Ibnning what the sitiiaiion 1 am in imiicraii\ely

dmri III, Is of" me as a duty. I am confident that

01 is: ol the d lli-rcni -pecies ot miiiiierrv will pro-
duce L''oo I sill< ; aa<l I was convinced, i revioiisiy

lo the in!i)riiiaiion received from Qfu. Tallmadue,
ibat the conmion black inulberry would produce a,

silk of a coarse sironir fibre, pndiably sii| eri.tr to

any other lor sewinp' siik. But sevviiiij silk fe hut
the smallest iiein in ilie immense business of silk

growing, and vviieilier ijoo.l or bad, our market will

soon be o'liitted with ii. We shall produce silk lor

all ilie various f;iirposes, and that ol" the finest fibre

will generally ci)trnnaiid ihe liiirhest price. I be-
lieve al-o that nearly every species of mnlberrv
W'll be limn. I indio'enous in ihis country; and if f
am iioi enabled lo show, in a sliort lime, that the

m')nis viuiticiulis is a na'ive of our tlms's, i shull

be much disappointed.— Ed. Silkwok.m.

From tlie Auierican Farmer.

E^'TOMOLOGY.

To Ihe President oT thu AgriiMiltural Suciety al Annnpnlis.

Cambridge, Md. March, 20, 1S19.

Dear Sir.— I have long been imprrssed wiih
ihe o| inioii, that no liraiKdi ol' science, perhaps,

more deeply interesis the practical lainier, ihaii

E.it'))W>l'igy, and none is generally less leirarded,

Vhe. numerous class of insects diat blast the niiist

fiatteriiiLi' pros|)ects, aie sufiered yearly to repeat

their ravages, wiihout a serious efi'ort to obviaie

the evil, and the vast varieiies, so uselul, are

suffered to perish, li-om the want of knowledge
lo preserve them. To learn the natural history

;

to enquire into the habitudes of lilij; the charac-

ters, changes, and metamorphoses, of beings so

important, are objects not so frivolous as they
may appear to the ostentatious, but superficial ob-

server; it is the only mode raiional or practicable,

whereby the propagation of the one, and the
destruction of the other, may be accomplished.

With these views, I have made repeated ex-

periments in EaUmwlosy ; and one of the first ob-

jects that attracted my attention, was the worm
that inhabiis the corn, usually called the grub-
worm. I had seen a paper on this subject, by
Richard Peters, Esq. in which he represents its

parent slate to be the '' scarabaus uo/ue/is." This
liicl I doubted, as Mr. Peters hiid not himself wit-

nessed the experiment reported by him, though he
believed the i'act, and proposed a remedy tbunded
upon it: I doubted it, because I had seen the scar-

abceus volveiis, in so small a state, as to be almost

invisible to the naked eye ; upon which the rea-

soning occurred, that the product of a crysalis so

large, as must necessarily be that of a grub-worm,
could not, by analogical inference, be as diminu-

tive as the scarabavs volvens is frequently seen

and known to be, and consequently, that Judge
Peters was deceived. To come at the fact, I car-
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rieil into the fii^lil ;i liirsxe transparent bottle, which

I liall tilled with earili ; npon tliif; earth I lieposi-

led about a dozen of lite worms, which were then

devouring the corn, and ijave then) corn blades to

leed upon. In a lew weeks, or lefs, perhaps, iliev

disappeared ; I searched the earth, and tifund theni

chrysaiids, enveloped in balls ofearih. A considvM--

nble time aCier, I a^ain examined ihem, and Ibund

prveral of them matured, and exiricated Iron) their

envelo|ie ; others, a soft and while pupa, with

limbs more or less distinctly lormed, in various

states of proirression, and exhibiting unefiuivocal

j)roor of their oriL'in, and of the impossibility of

mistake or deception. These destructive anintals

belong to their order '' coleoptera'" of Liniiu'us

havmir criifitaceaas elytra, or winir cases, wliich

shut toirether, and Ibrni a longitudinal suture

down the back ; they are about one quarter of an

inch in length, of a shining jet black color, very

quick and active in their movements, and are seen

in vast numbers under wheat stacks and in wheat
yards.

The brief history of this insect is, that its larva,

or caterpillar, having led upon the young corn, de-

scends mio the eardi about the depth ol' ibur

inches, where it assumes its state of chrysalis, in

which it continues until the first of July, when it

becomes metamorphosed into the imago, or parent,

which in autumn, deposites its ova in the fields, to

undergo a similar series of transitions, which is

eti'ected by the heat of the ensuing season.

The obvious preventive is i'all or winter plough-

ing, at such a depth as will turn up and expose to

the frost the ova, whereby they nuist perish.

To prove the efficacy of this niethod, in Decem-
ber 1S36, a field which I designed for corn, was
ploughed Ibur or five inches deep ; the Ibllovvitig

season, my neiglibors" corn fields, ,as well as ihuse

of the county generally, were assailed and nciuly

ruined by this destructive worm, when mine was
almost wiiolly exempt from tlu'ir annoyance.

Another insect, the "cu.-cw//ri," of which iliere

are ne^uly one huruired species, belonixing also to

the cde ipterous order, commands, from its univer-

Bil ravair 'f, upon both the larmer and ihe f.uite-

rer, the atic.iiion of every member ol the com-
numity, who has it in his |)ower to contribute, in

the smallest measure, to llie destniclion of this

ru bless Ibe to the wealth and luxury of man
;

which frustrates, by its concealed and wily move-
meats, the; most rational and well ibimded plans,

executed by the most ardent and efficient ener-

gies of the human mind and body. Are we not

inclined to exclaim, wiih the moral and pbili-

eophical Seneca, '^Nutura quum te coliimis inventi

qiioquey How repiiunant to the proud lieefnirs

of man, to stoop to combat with this insignificant

animalcule? How resistlesss are the ordinances
of nature, which compel us, by acts so humilia-
ting, to admire and adore that complex creation,

whereby the great architect has been fit to enlorce
them !

I have made experiments on the larvx of seve-
ral species of curciilinnes, and have Ibund the par-

ents so nearly similar in /tai/7c<, metainorphoses,
and most other circumstances, that one description

will suffice for their whole history ; at least of

those which I have examined ; and the only mark
of idiocrasy in the tribes which 1 have observed,
consist in their choice of a nidus : selectintr, from
their peculiarities in this respect alone, the clicrry,

the plum or the grain of corn, as their instinclivo

or innate profiensities might incline them.

In a transparent bottle containing some earthy

I deposited several cherries, in which were tho

/(7rf<E of the ci/»"cy//'o, that inlest that fruit; in a

lew weeks, or rather as soon as the pulp of the

fruit was consumed, which was at liilierent pe-

riods, they retreated iiiln the earth, where npou
exandnaiion some time alter, I (bund they had as-

sumed the state of chry-alis, which sbf)rlly result-

ed in that of the irnngn or parent ; the wings of

the insects were not sidlicient to accomplish a

fliixht, hut merely to assist its ascent of the body

of a tree ; from wdiich circumstances, I w-as led to

the following reflections and experiments to test

their correctness

:

That the remedy must be such as would act,

physically, to wit— to interrupt the metamorpho^
ses, by preventing the descent of the larvce into

the earth; to expose to the weather, ihe pripa,

after its descent; or to intercept in its ascent of

the body of the tree, the parent insect ; or, chemi-

cally—by substances, known to be generally dele-

terious to that class of animals.

The fruit being the vidus of the ovum, and the

earth the habitat, in which it is brought to matu-

rity and makes its abode, and the larva, from its

soft and delicate structure, incapable of travelling,

or sustaininrr exposure ; when the fruit containing

the larva has fallen and is rotted and consumed by

the insect, Ihe larva vtvsi descend, by the most di-

rect route from its original depository, the fruit,

into the earth, its permanent abode, there to un-

dergo the metamorphoses, which will bring it to

maturity, and fit it fur a new series of depreda-

tions, v/hich is so secretly peribrmrd, that though

myriads are employed, they are never executed in

deteciin<r their work of des'ructiMon, the deposiie

of ilieir (va. Hence I concluded, that one of the

most ell'ectual iievenlives, would lie paving wuli

brick, s'one, shells, or some o her hard subslarice^

impervious to the soft larva, a circular sj ace round

the fruit iree, as exts-tisive as the lall of the lii:it;

by which it would be interrupted in its descent

in the earth, and consequently perish ; oril'ai it

might be accomplished, by turning up the earth

under the ir<'e to the same extent, and thereby ex-

posing ti ibe inclemency of the weather, the

tender pupa, of which two methods, the Ibrmer is

lobe fvtelened; because thendiyyou arrest the

passage of the larva to maturity, and necessarily

destroy it. The latter method, if not perlbrmed

in time, may allow tfie feriection of the in-.agn,

and in this state it is unquestionaiily more hardy

and capable of providiusji: another habitation, a-a

secure and comfortable as that of its fiist election.

And by the experiments which I have made, ita

descent and maturity are at uncertain and iir;e(iual

periods, v.'hich would make an insuperabie diffi-

culty, in point of time, for perlbrming ihe opera-

tion ; if before the descent, it v.'ould necesFnrily liQ

useless ; if after the maturity, etjually so, lor rea-

sons give.n.

This view of" the sidiject, has? led me. repea'ed-

ly, to both expeiimeniR, which I have liiirly and
impartially made without the infiuence of any
prejudice,' which it mifht be presumed, my rea-

soning had connected with, or in liivor of tlie f()r-

mer; the result was, the liuit with which I maile

the experiment that bad Iteefi destroyed by cvrcv-

liunes, for many years, were in uil cases, when I
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paved or shelled, entirely exempt ; in two cases

only, when the earth under tiie tree was turned

up, at diffi'rent seasons, the fruit escaped injury,

but Irorn llie nuniher that failed, I was inclined to

ascribe these two to causes accidental and extrin-

sic.

The third method proj)osed, viz : to intercept

the parent in its af^ccnt oi' the body of the tree,

by various obstacles whicli the mind will readily

suo-o-est, and thereby prevent its deposit ol" ova,

thounrli I have made no experiments upon if, I

conceive to be rational, and easily accomplished
and with tiiose species of curculiones, of which
there are many, whose winijs do not admit of

fliiXht, but assist them only in climbing, it would
undoubtedly be ed'ected.

The fourth remedy which I propose, of a chem-
ical nature, I have made hut partial experiments
to establish, such as are not yet salistiictory or

cpnclugive; when finished, it will give me filea-

(;nre to report tht-m, if the result be successllil, by

a fair and caodit! detail of facts.

I fear, I have already trespassed on your pa-

tience, and will venture merely to notice the parent

of a singular larva, which some years ago, very

generally, throughout the state, as you no douhl

remember, threatened to exterminate the whole
vegetable creation, as far as it travelled ; in whole
districts, not i\ solitary blade of wjieat, oats, or

rye, nor a rerrinant escaped its voracious appetite,

and the grass was swept, in this march, as if by
a scorching fire. So fornjidable were the destruc-

tive multitudes, that fosses, abbatis. and parapets

were constructed, to repel their advances, and the

ditches were fiil'ul v/iih their dead bodies. I de-

posited in boiiles, with e;-.rth. several of these

larva; they shortly went into <://?'i/sa/?s, and came
out a fly of the lepidopternus order, precisely Idee

the candle-fly, in all respects. This result, I re-

port, because numerous as they were, and as

much alarm as they occasioned, I have never seen

a notice ol" a similar experinient; and it may, in

case of a return of these hosts of' enemies, alibrd

a clew to their destruction. We at least are not

avciee to know something of an enemy, which
has. and may again assail us with more disastrous

ravages.

If, sir, the (irepent communication shall have
the efiect of inciiinn: to inquiry, on these interest-

ing subjects, the enterprising and intelligent f:ir-

nier— ii" the plan of research which I have ventur-

fd to sugaest, shall aflbrd him any assistance— if

I have added one ray of light, whereby more may
be obtained—my purpose is answered, and my
most sanguine expectations lialfillcd.

I have tUe honor to he, sir, your obedient ser-

yant,

Jos. E. Muse.

From the Philadelpliia tj. P. Gazette.

A PRAIRIE OK FIRK.

Leaving the scene of my extreme rambles in

the far west, 1 proceeded over a beautiliil roll-

ing country desiL'^nated on tjie tnaps as "Coteau
Des Prairie," a ridge about iOOO jeet above I he
River St. Peters, and reached this place, the Ame-
rican Fur Companies old trading jiost.

We have met with several adventures, and
amongst the rest came near beinj; roasted alive in

a prairie fire. I have a mind to describe it to you-
Pliny did not more gloriously m the crater of \'^i-

suvious, than your hunible servant mi^ht have
done in a prairie fire! It is worth travelling ten,

thousand miles to be an actor in a scene so sub-
lime.

About an hour before sunset we spied a cloud
of vapor in the direction we were travelling, rising

gradually from the earth, and spreatling itself to

the right and left as far as the eye could reach.

It resembled at first a fog I have seen rise from;

that great waste the Pontine marshes, and pass
off over the Meditterranean in light colunuis of a
feathery form, until it was lost in a hiiiher altitude

of liirht. After a half hour'*s progress it ac(]uired.

a greater density, and like a London smoke ex-,

tended itself over the whole heaver;s. Suddenly
the sun which had fiartially illuminated the sky,,

sank below the horizon over the rolling jrairie

country, in which we were travelling, and all the-

light became instaiitaneonsly Iranslirred to the

east, in these clouds which became brighter and
were driving before the wind towards us.

Until then I had regarded it as a phenomenon
of the atmosphere, hut the glare of light increased

fiist, the air became heated and sidlocating, as the

wind bore it directly iifion us. The Indians, who,
were far in advance, fell back and announced the

prairie on fire, and that it was fast approaching us.

At first there was a general consternation among
the whole party. I was alarmed, and demanded
through a half breed, who spoke a few words of
Canadian French, what was to be done.

Our pioneer, the old chief" Whirlinir Thunder,"
gave instant orders lor the whole party to form a
line, which eveiy one obeyed, gallnpping away to

the right and left, and dismounting some ten or fif-

teen rods apart. In five minutes every one had
struck a fire, and applied a torch to the tall dry

grass of the prairie, which was soon borne before

the wind with terrific fury, in the direction we had
come from, snapjiins and flyiuir into the air like

small rockets. The dare and heat of the fire ad-

vancing in the other direction increased every mo-
ment; our horses became restive, snorting and
exhibiting the greatest terror, as it came cracking

and streaaiitig in the air before the wind, which
had iricrea.=;ed to a perfect hurricane.

At this moment the fire we had kindled advan-
ced slowly against the wind, and from which we
were retreating to avoid the flames and heat.

—

The prairie over which it had pas.=ed, being but a
sheet of flames, n-mdiially dirninishing, however,

in brightness. Here we were between two fire.«?,

and both ad\ancing towards us, though that

against the wind was slower and less intei;se, but

both extended to the riirht and left to an immense
distance. The one before the wind we since as-

certained to have been about 42 miles wide, and to

have run a distance of 170 miles, crossing the

streams by the force of the wind. This scene, in

connection with tlie perilous situation in which we
were placed, was grand beyond the power of de-

scription. Thousands of bufi'alo, deer, and wild

fowl were bounding and flyinjr in every direction

around us, which, added to the noise of the ele-

ment, sounded like the clashinjj encounter of bos-

tile armies. I have stood within the convulsed

crater of Vesuvius during a night eruption, and
seen a thousand travellers and visiters flying with

lighted torches gleamins: in the distance, before
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the fipiy waves of a torrent of lava. I have seen

the deep flood of the Nii><rara leap from its rocky

lu'iillit iiiio ihe Ibaniiiiij ai)y.-=s helow : and ihe

rii^hinir avalanche Hiiiihle Ironi the ixlaciers of the

i\l|)s, carryiiiiX desolauon and disin;iy to the iiiha-

biiaiitsol" the \a!leys lielow— hut to u-itiiess a vapt

prairie in the liir, llir west on fire, is a scene more
grand and thrilliiiii:.

"Tis vain to dravv a picture of this niiiht on the

prairie, wiien earth and air were one complete
hiaze of liirht—a periect whirlwind of fire and
flames, and the wild beasts were driven en masse
Iroin tiieir hidinij places.

The heat hecominir intense, the old chief (jave

the si<rnal tor retreat, l\v a wild whoop which was
echoed hy the whole of the Indians, thousrh half-

lost aiuitl the noise of the elements. It was in-

stantly obeyed by all, liircinn; with much difficult}-

our horses through the coiiflaii-rition we had kin-

dled, and continniniiio ride tor about three miles at

full spaed, until we reached a hi<^h ridofe where the

grass had been hfrht, and was soon consumed. In
other places it was often from lour to ten feet in

heiirht.

Here we encamped for the nUjht amidst clouds

of smoke, nearly sutf'ocatinir, and which rose so

thick as to shut out the glorious scene we had be-
fore witnessed, and how nmch more romantic to

be between two fires, than east among the embers
ol nne.

The following mominii when the party were all

mounted, on our signal fiorses, with smoky faces,

dresses and blankets, there being but a shade of'

difference in the complexion between the white
and red man, I could but lauiih heartily at the ex-
hibition as we galloped off in Indian file.

Never was a party better dressed tor a carnival

masquerade. There was something wild ; a pic-

turesque beauty, such imacres as we were under
this smoky disguise, fbrthe two first days, particu-

Jarly while travelliufr over this wide desolation.

—

There was a peculiar adaption of looks to tiie

brown burnt sod on our trail. This fire had svA-e|)t

through forest and fifld, consuming the j'oung
trees, and the few autumn flowers, which now
stud ths prairies ; and I felt satisfied that we
owed our lives to the reso'ution and coolness of
the old chief, for I should have been burned to a
modern mummv, had I not have been rescued by
the foresight of "Old Whirlino- Thunder."

Yours,
°

J. H. R.

THE j>rT3A?rS OF MAKIIVG LAROK QUANTITIES
OF MAAM'RE. AND THE PROPER MANNER
OF APPLYING IT.

To tiie Editor of tlie Farmers' Register.

Philadelphia Co., Pa., y/pril 24th, 1837.

Dear Sir— Being confined to the house by an
awkward accident, carelessly treated, 1 know not

that I can better employ my time and ihoiiirhts,

than in endeavoring to contribute my mite for the
Farmers' Reirisrer.

I am led to believe, fi-om the tenor o'^many arti-

cles in late numbers of the Reijister, that an ear-

nest desire for agricultural improvement is spread-
innr amongst some of the farmers ol' the present day;
and I hope sugijesiions made with a view to aidino;

that improvement, will be received in a kind spirit,

(even should they occasionally iiear hard upon
some of the habits chosen or ado[)led, without a
thouirht, by almost all,) alihouirh they may not in

themselves be worth much, proceeding as they do
(lorn one who has seen much and practiced but

little.

To ascertain the means of improvement, it is

sometimes well to in(]uire into the ciuise of the

great want of it, which is so generally acknow-
ledged, beinix manilt'st in the impoverished coii-

dition of the land and many of its culiiv aiors.

That this condition is not generally and liiirly at-

tributable to the naturally steril character of our

lands is, I think, obvious. That it caiuiot be at-

tributed to our climate, I \h\uk equally obvious.

For I can imagine that but lew f-ersons acquaint-

ed with agriculture and its |)roducts, would be wil-

ling to denounce our soil and climate. Then the

cause must be sought elsewhere. May if not be

found in ourselves? Is our farming Ibunded on
correct principles, and sj'stemalically pursued? I

think not. Do we husband and judiciously apply

all the means and sources of preserving and in-

cnvasing the fl^rtility of the soil? Obviously not.

Do we practice strict economy, cotnbined with a
generous expenditure, in the management of our

crops and lands'? Do v/e not rob and impoverish

the soil continually—carrying off all that we cm
in any way use, (and thinking our merits and pros-

perity great in proportion to the amount of coitoii,

tobacco, corn, grain, &c. carried off.) and neglect-

ing, abusing and destroying, even by fire, all that

we cannot, or imacrine we cannot, use profitably?

If the fault is not inherent in the soil and climate,

it must rest with the cultivator. Let him study

agriculture as it deserves to be studied, jjet him
appreciate its relation to the well being of society.

Let liim try to read nature aright—to understand

the value and relation of things, and crops, and of
their different parts to each other, and I thiid< he
will become a very different farmer and political

economist, to the farmers and political economists

of the da}'.

You have, amonirst vour correspondents, one at

least, who is able to explain the principles on which
improved agriculture must necessarily be based,

and whose practice exhibits the irenerai correct-

ness of his views. Hoping that he may soon be
enabled to renew his communications, and con-
scious of my own inability to explain principles

fully, I shall content myself with endeavoring to

explain some of ifie improved practices which
have come under my observation.

All fi^rmers are ready to acknowledge the effi-

cacy and value of excrementitious matters com-
bined with vegetable substances, commordy called

manure, as one means of improvement. To make
manure in large quantities, seems to the iniiialed

to be the easiest thing imagiuiible; and yet how
(ew fiirmers make more than a fourth part' of what
they ought to make, and how many not even that!

I have seen from thirty to forty per cent, of a liirm

manured from the barn yards anniiallv'—although
large quantities of hay, straw and trrain, are sold;

this is accomplished too, with comparatively little

stock. The secret, and it is one well worth know-
inff, lies in carelully collecting all the rellise vege-
table matter that is grown on the (arm, and sup-

plying the yards, in which the stock is kept, with
it from lime to time as it is wanted, not as collected,

hut as it is required—and in supplying the stock
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with plenty of good food and water, in the yards,

in prelerence to turning them out day and night,

to seek food, and squander manure.
To show the care that is taken to collect mate-

rials lor making manure, I will mention, that in a

Jew weeks alter the grain har\ est, the stubbles are

all carefully mown, and the -sluhhle stuH is as care-

fully raked together and hauled to the vicmitj'of the

yards, as is the hay or grain at their proper seasons.

To facilitate the mowing, much pains is always
taken in ploughing, harrowinfr, and rellitiij the

land, to keep it even, and all stones or other ob-

structions are gathered and carried oil'. Again

—

the whole produce of the corn field is carried off;

tile stalks are cut even wuii the ground—not from

eiiJ:ht to eighteen inches above it—and after husk-

ing, the stalks with their leaves and husks are tied

in bundles and hauled under cover, where they

are carefully preserved, and furnish, with turnips,

capital winter food for cows—the leaves, Iiusks,

and small ends of the stalks being eaten, the rest

making litter sufficient to keep the yards dry, and
the cattle clean, except in very wet weather, when
it is sometimes necessary to add a little straw, or

stubble stuff. After shelling corn, the cobs are all

conveyed to the yard to be incorporated in the ma-
nure. All manner of refuse vegetable matter ii'om

the garden, even to the trimmings of bushes, is also

conveyed to the yards. In short, the greatest jiains

are taken to keep the yards at all times well littered,

and to keep the horses, cows and pigs in the yard,

ns much as possible, withaplentilid supply of Jbod.

The result is, as above stated, Irom thirty to tbrty

per cent, of the farm manured annually from the

yards.

Now it has been, and I dare say will be again
eaid, by way of objection, that corn stalks do not

make good manure; that there is no substance in

them; that it does not pay tot;d\e so much pains to

collect the means of enri<hing land. Indeed! and
how is all this known? Has it been tried? and if

yes— I may ask, in the words ol another—''What
have you tried? How did you try it?"

I recollect well an instance of the perversity of

farmers and others, in opposing, even by ridicule,

a deviation from the general habits of a neiohbor-

hood—which I will relate lor the purpose of show-
ing how strong are the prejudices against corn

Btalks and cobs as a means of making manure.
An intelligent farmer, wishing to make use of his

knowledge of the resources of his farm fur its

own improvement, deviated from the custom of

the neighborhood so far as to preler makintj ma-
nure on his farm, to hauling it from a neighljoring

city—which was suppoped to be the only available

Rource of great improvement. His neighbors gen-
erally condemned his plan in advance. They said,

"it will never do—corn Ktalk manure is j^ood lor

nothing— he will never tret his farm up in that

way." When the quantity of manure made was
urircd on their attention, the reply was still "it will

never do— its good for nothing." Indeed so mucli

was said about Mr. 's folly, that his work-
men became dissatisfied with their employment.
In the course of a short time, the general improve-
ment of the farm was so obvious, that the few be-

lievers began to call the -attention ol the croakers

to the fact—and what thi.nk you was the repiv?

"Umph, look at the quantiiy of manure he puts

on—any body could improve a farm if th^y would
manure as much as he does"—Ibrgelting their

previous judgment as to the quality of the manure,
and their predictions that it would never do.

Another instance is worthy of record. A young
man, who had learnt the value of corn stalks, and
thesysteinof managing them economically, moved
info a disirict chieliy inhabited by quakers. One of
his neiohhors iiappened to pa?s his corn field in the

liill, when he was busy collecting the produce, and
seeing him very parlicular in cutting off the stalks,

he called out, '-Friend M , what is thee go-
ing to burn thy sialks at this time of the year lor?"

Mr. .replied, "lam not going to burn
thein at all, but lo put them in the barn yard."

—

"Thee might as well save thyseli'the trouble; they
will never make manure, and if thee puts them in

thy yard, tliee will never be able to get them out

again. Thee might as well put so many faggots

in thy barn yard ; thee had better burn them, and
manure thy land with the ashes." Such was the

opinion and the advice of an old man, to a young
one just setting out in life. Mr. , who, by
the way, has earned for himself the reputation of
a very good farmei, of course, paid no attention to

his neighbor's advice, but put the stalks in the

yards, as wanted, and in the spring hauled out

valuable manure in larjre quantities. The same
neighbor happened to pass by when he was haul-

ing out the manure, and when Mr. , called

his attention to the fiict, that corn stalk manure
could be hauled out of a yard, he was met with

the assertions that it could never be spread, and
that it was good lor nothing.

You ma}' think these anecdotes trifling and ri-

diculous, and so should I, did I not know how wide-

spread and inveterate are the prejudices against

any innovation on established customs— and did I

not wish to meet ar the threshoW, similar objec-

tions, which may present themselves to the minds
of many readers.

But I find that I have only explained in part the

means of makinii barn yard manure, without suf-

ficiently explaining the way of doing it. It is ac-

complished by keeping the stock of the tiirm as

much as possilile in ihe yards. At all seasons,

winter and summer, I lie horses are kept in their

yard, wfiich is littered wiih straw, stubble stulf,

chaff, corn cobs, &c. In win'er, they are lifd with

hay, grain, turnips, and some times carrots. In

pumaier. a supply of green food is always given;

the grasses, luzerne, rje, corn, millet, &c., furnish

if, Being loose in the yard, their droppings are

mixed with, and absorbed by the vegetable sub-

stances with which they come in contact; and by
their trampintr, the mass is prevented from fer-

menting too much, and at the same time reduced

nearly to the condition of short muck. A constant

supply of vvater is provided in the yaid-. The hor-

ses, when they come in warm, are confined to the

stable for a time, to (ret cool, belbre being allowed

free access to it. The-y are also led with grain in

the stable— and sometimes, in very stormy wet
weather in winter, they are kept up— at all other

times, they generally are, and always ought to be,

loose in the yard. The cows are allowed to graze

a lew hours daily for a lew months in the j^ear

—

they are yarded every afternoon, and kept in their

vard all night, having a supply of gieen food, as

above for the horses, given to them night and
morning. The rest of the year they are confined

to the >ard, with turnips and corn, fodder, and oc-

casionally potatoes, nubbins, a little corn meal,
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&c., by way ol' variety—tlie corn stalks, as before

mentioned, Curnishiiitr lilter. Tlie cows are drain-

ed (o bins ill the yard, when beiii<f ti'd or milked;

at all oilier times they are loose in the yard, never

being put into a stable unless it be for a week or

60 at ibe time ol" c-.ilviiiir, and iben more for llie

sake of (jniet, and to keep the calf out of barm's

way, than any tbiiiif else. It may be well to men-
tion, incidenially, that the yards are provided willi

plenty of good slied room, tbiit they are well shel-

tered lioiii the prevailuiix winds, and have a liivo-

rable exj)Osure. The piijs, of which only a lew

are kiipt, have the ranirt* ot boih the yards, and

are \'t:'.,\ wi;ii swill from ih-^ house and duiry^ and in

Avinter, wi;h a lew turnips. In sumiiu'r, they come
up to the ravk ahoul as reifularly as tiie horses and

cows, lor their poriioii ol";L^reen tbod. I neirlected

eiatini^ in the proper place, ihat the horse sialtle is

aUvass kept well liiteivd. ami the manure maile in

it. is put into the yard, from time to time, where it

is spread uliout.

Now, I believe that, if any firmer will pursue

tliis p'an s'eadily, and make <rood provision li)r it,

lie m ly make m mure enough to improve a liirm

to the hij:hest pitch, as far as manure alone is con-

cerufii; and not only do so, but find the amouii of

(lispo.<ahle produce, irreater, under such a system,

tiiati under that which usiially pre\'ai!s.

il ivinir sal 1 so micli abi)ut makin>f manure, it

m ly nnt he auuss to u 11 a linv worils about apply-

ing It. Conveiiieni-e. experience and reason, point

to to|»-dressinir on younir trrass as the brst mode

—

above all, where find is alrea.ly in ijood condition.

Il is convenieni so to ajiply it, because it need iioi

iiiterltire with limel}" sowiuir and t)lantirr<jr, whii-h

it generally doi-s, when a[)plied to wheat, corn,

turnips, &c. It may be hauleil out and spread in

tiie lull and spring, when sowintj and planiinir is

interrupted, or finisheti. My own observation

teaches me, that wondertui crops of crrass and hay
are produced by this applicaiiou of manure. And
one of the most iutelliii'eut farmers in Enirland told

me, that his exjierience showed that manure ap-

plieilto wheat, on land in y;ooil condition, was more
apt to injure than benetit the crop, particularly in

its quality. This farmer, for a period of about ibrly

years, has usually taken wheat of the very best

quality lo market—and, what may surprize some
farmers, he told me, that for about thirty years he
had not chaniretl his seed. When I saw his crops,

they were estimated at from thirty-five to forty

bushels per acre, although the season was not a
favorable one. His soil is not considered a good
wheat soil. If the manner in which nature ap-
plies all animal, and a large portion of vegetable
matter to the soil, be observed, it will not, I hope,
be thouixht unreasonable in man, so to apply it.

A friend of mine, calls top-dressing "the tea-sys-
tem"—su|)posing the virtues of manure to be con-
veyed to the plant in infusion, or solution.

Some farmers maytliink that cows kept as above
described, will not give much milk and butter. I

can assure them that they do, and of excellent qual-
ity, with good dairy management; and that they
keep in good condition too.

Some time since, I saw on the farm of one of ray
friends, what I thought to be an improvsd practice.

He usually pays about twenty-five cents an acre

more than any ol his neighbors, for mowing grass

for hay. He is very particular, in laying down his

lands lo grass, to have them evenly ploughed, h.tr-

rowed and rolled—and every spring, he rolls his

mowing ground wilh heavy iron rollers of large

diameter—and stones, or other obstructions to ihe

scythe, are removed. In mowing, he insists on
narrow swaths being taken, and tlie scythe being
kepi close to the ijround, and well pointed in and
out. You will ihink this not the waylbr the mow-
ers to make liist work. Hence the necessity lor the

extra iwenty-five cents. My friend thinks tliat tor

every cent extra, that he pays liar mowing, he re-

ceives about ten cents of value, in the increased

weiirht of iiay. He (contends that the lowest inch

ol grass in his fields, yields as great a weight of

hay as five or six inches at the top—and he has

the satisiiiction of having his work well done. I

have seen on his liirin, a field of tiirty acres, so

neatly mowed, thai it was exceedingly dililcult to

{\ni\ vvhiidi way the mowers had worked. Now,
this, I think an improvement on the practice, so

almost uriiversal, of mowing in such a manner, as

to leave each swath and each stroke of the scythe

visible— I had almust said, lo a pa-senger on a
rial load cur, going al the rule of lifieen miles an
hour.

P. fl.

IMPORTANT EXl'ERIMEPJT.S WITH CANAL
BOATS AT MiaM VELOCITIES.

We extract from the Ed'inbur^^h /fdveriiser, llie

annexed account ot i-ome experiments, which
prove that biirh velociiies are attained by properly

consTucted vessels, upon canals, or iiarniw wateii^

wiihout raising a great wave, and conseijueniiy

iiijunnir the banks:

—

"We rci/ard ihe experiments described below
as extremely im[)ortaiit. If ihe result is correctly

stated, and if no counteracting disadvantage has
escaped notice, we think these experiments may
be said to have added a million of sterling to the

value of canal property in Great Britain, since

they mast, at no distant period, add fifty or a bun-
ilreil thousand pounds to the annual dividends.

—

Nolhing can be more paradoxical or startling in'

appearance than this result ; and yei our knowl-
edge of the many unexpected truths in mechani-
cal science which experiment ha« brought to light

will not permit us to reject it as incredible. It is

this:

—

that ihe surge generated in a canal by the

motion of a boat, and which is so destructive to the

banks, in moderately rapid motion (such as lour or

j

five miles an hour,) ceases altogether when a high

velocity is employed. It is true the vessels were of
a particular construction, but this is immaterial.

—

A boat six feet long and five feet wide, is capable
of being extremely serviceable, both ibr the con-
veyance of goods and passengers; and if a boat

can be safely and conveniently drafrged at tlie'

rate of nine or ten miles an hour upon our canals,

passengers by this species of conveyance will

then be upon a level, as to speed, wilh those who
travel per mail. The great recommendations of

canal carriaire at present are, its cheapness, and
the liberty of locomotion which passengers enjoy.-

Ils leading disadvantages is its slowness ; and
this is now felt more and more, when our staire

coaches are touchiiiLT a speed of len miles an hour,

which will soon l>e doubled on our railways. We
have not technical skill enough to know what a
gig-boat is ; but we hiler iiom the other particu-
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lars stated, that it must be flat-bottomed in the

cross section, pretty well curved upwards at stem
and stern, and very \\gh\. With tliis tbrm, the

quicker it is moved, the less water it will draw.
At a very high velocity, it will merely skim the

water as it were; the displacement of the fluid

will reach only a few inches down ; and this cir-

cumsiance, with the quick motion of the l)ont,

causing a re-adjustment of the equilibrium of the

water equally rapid, the necessary time will be

vvaiuing lor the motion to propu<)-ate itself beyond
tiie narrow zone ol" water which immediately en-
cun)passes the boat. Such is our hypothesis, sup-
posing the liict to be stated. We liave a strona'

impression, however, that the result depends
chiefly on the l()rm of the boat, and that a much
greater de|)th than five feet vviil be no material

disadvantage, except where the canal is extreniel}'

narrow.

"Some months ago, by the suirfrpstion of Mr.
William Houston, of Johnstone, the committee of

iTiiUiairement of the Ardrossan and Paisley canal
were induced to make certain experimenis li')r as-

certaining th(! rate ol' the velocit)-, at which a light

giiT-boat miizht i)e propelled along that canal.

The ex[)erimeri!s were made with a o'ig rowinif
boat of about iliirty il»et in lengl'i, constructed bv
Hunter, boat-builder, Brown streiit, Glasgow ; and
this boat, with ten men on biiard, was drawn
along the Ardrossan and Pai.-iy canal, in the
space of less than ten minutes, without raisin": any
s.irge or commotion on thewatjr—the force em-
ployed being one horse, rode by a canal driver.

No account of this trial has ever been given to
j

tlie public, but it was so satisfactory as to induce'
the committee of the Ardrossan cunal to contract
with' Mr. Wood, of Port-Glasgow, (or a nlg-
shaped passage-boat, sixty liiet in length, and five

in breadth, fiited to carry from thirty -six to forty

passengers. In the month of April last, a num-
ber of experiments were made in the Forth and
Clyde canal with two gig-boats fixed together,
constructed by Mr. Hunter, and thus forming
what is called a twin-boat. The object of these
trials was to ascertain the rate of speed at wiiich
vessels might be propelled along that canal, and
the eti'ecl of a liirht double, or twin-boat, in liv-
ing that deirree of steadiness which it was appre-
hended would be so much wanting in a light sin-
gle boat. A statement of these "expermients on
the Forth ami Clyde canal has already appeared
in the newspapers, and the oidy fact therein men-
tioned, which it seems necessary to repeat here, is

the remarkable circumstance, that the quicker the
boats were propelled through the water, the less

appearance there was of surge or waves on the
sides of the canal. The result of the experiments
was so satisfactory, that a twin-boat of a gig-
shape, sixty leet in length, and nine feet broad,
Avas buiit by Mr. Hunter, Brown street, Glasijow,
and launched in the Forth and Clyde canal in the
course of the Rillowing month.
"The single gig-shaped passage-boat contract-

ed lor by the Ardrossan canal committee, was
launched at Port-Glasgow, on Wednesdnv, the
2d of June, and she was towed up to the Bromi-
law, and thence carried to Port-Eirlington the day

I

following; and on Friday, the 4th of June, a
trial, of which the Ibllowinrr is an account, took I

place. The boat is sixty fi^et long, lour feet six I

inches breadth of beam, and drew on an avera"-e,
1

including a deep keel, ten inches when light :

—

"From the great hurry in which this trial was
made, it was done under many disadvantages.
The boat started from Port-Eglington for Paisley
a fiiw minutes after one o'clock, wiih twenty per-
sons on board, and the distance iiom Port-Eirbng-
loii to Puisly being seven miles, was accomplished
in one hour and seven minutes. The rider was
ordered to start and proceed the first mile or so at

a very moderate pace, but even at this moderate
pace the wave raised in li-ont of the boat was very
considerable. A high wave was seen on the ca-
nal preceiling the boat, about eighty or nineiy fijet

in fi'ont, and in some cases further, and causing an
overflow at the bridges and in the narrow parts of
the canal. The surge or the cutting wave t)ehind

the boat was, however, con)[;aratively sliirht, and,
except the curves, would not have caused much
injury to the canal banks. The horse vvus very
much exhausted when he got to Paisly, though by
no means so exhausted us he was about the mid-
dle of llie journey, havirig sensibly recovered af-

ter the first four or five miles.

"Two post horses were hired there ; and lighter

towing lines being attached to the boat, it started

again, on its return to Glasgow, with iwenty-lbur
persons on board, lour of whom were boys, and
arrived at Glasgow, a distance of seven miles, in

forty- five minutes. The greatest speed attained

during the journey, was two miles in eleven
minutes. During this vo\'iige the surge behind
was entirely got quit of, even at the curves, where
it was reduceii to nothing ; and ihere was no fiont

wave except at the bridges. It appeared only at

the bridges, and just as the boat was about to

enter under the bridge, and disaipeured as the

stern of the boat cleared the bridge. T'le quicker

the boat went, the /itorc entire was the diiappeaaiice

of all leave and surge, except where the water
escajied in the centre of" the canal j and met in two
very noisy and rapid currents from each side of
the boat at rudder. This noi.se and rush of waier
was so great behind as to induce persons on iioard

to look around expeciing lo see a great wave or

surge on the banks of the canal, but on the hanks
there was hardly a ripple. The two rapid noisy

currents seemed to be completely spent niul ex-

hausted by the shock of their concourse behind
the boat. Here, therefore, there was no room lo

doubt the correctness of the reports of the Forili"

and Clyde canal experiments. It was not merely
to be said, that the greater the speed the less

sur<re or wave, but is demonstrated, tiiat, at a high

rate of speed surge and wave were done away with

altogether. Unluckily, there was no dynamome-
ter attached to the rope, so as lo.iscertam wheihei'

contrary to all theory, the strain or pull was not,

equally with the wave, and the tuiiging labor of

the two horses, lessened instead of increased, by
the accelerated rate at which they drew the boat.

There can be no doubt, however, that witli one
trained horse, properly attached, the distance

could be done in a period un<ler Ibrty minutes.

Contrary to expectation, Mr. Wood's boat was
quite steady in the water, and by no means crank.

It may be proper to mention that the Ardrossan
canal is throughout very narrow; at the lirigde,

and many other places it is only nine feet broad.

It has a o'reat number of turns, and rnnny of them
very sudden."

—

(Brit-) Mining Jtmrnal.
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From the Loiulnii Masaziue for 17-16.

OBSERVATIOXS IX SEVEUAT^ VOYAGKS AM)
TRAVELS ly A.'VtEUlOA.

Some account of a voyage fnvn Xew York to Sene-

pitxoii ill Maryland.

Not. beinn; able then, on account oftlic

excessive severiiy of the season, anti the depth o

tlie snow, whicli was near lour leet, to pursue our

robte by land, thvouiih the province of /'c/msf/Zua-

nla, we took passau'e on board a sloop * of about
seventy tons, bound to Senc-puxon, in Maryland,
which is (generally a runorthree or lour days, with
the land close aboard, and a fine level shore.

Tlie vessel was our greatest grievance we soon
found, beinix prodigiously Ibul, rotten, and lealcy;

anil a pack of stupid planters, the crew, who never
had been ten leagues tr-om land since they were
born, increased that misfortune. Unknowing all

this, we went on board as gaily as we would have
done into a packet-boat, and found the niasier in

bed, which inconvenience we readily put up with,

as the voyage was so short and safe, and, as he in-

formed us, his mate was a very able mariner. Our
Complement then was. six hands belonging to the

Bloop, three passengers, and seven negro slaves;

and afcer taking some necessary refreshments from
town, we weighed and lell down \\ni\&v Nartm isl-

and, and might have taken the advantage of an
immediate north-wester, to have put out to sea;

but here there happened a great dispute between
the captain and liis strange associates, and in short

!hey refused to run beyond Sandy-hook that night.

It seems they had engaged to come this trip, and
to be paid in the fi-eight of such goods as they
bought at New York lor their plantation uses, and
so were not absolutely under command; and were
resolved to lie under the windward shore, to con-
sume half an anchor of New England rum belbre

they left the sight of New York. Rewards and
menaces were of no service, so we even made a
virtue of necessity, and wrapping ourselves in our
bedding, slept quietly till next morning; but found
when we arose, that two of our negroes had lost

the use of their hands and feet by the frost (which
was excessively severe) notwithsiatiding they were
warmly clad, and had the free use of that necessary
liquor (on these occasions) rum, in what quantity
they pleased. * # * *

* * On the opposite shore of Long-
island, all bleached with snow, appears the sad

*The ports of America are filled with various kinds
of vessels, not over common in very long voyages in

Europe, where three mast vessels are generally used,
as much on account of their batter accommodations for

living, as on account of the more tempestuous seas they
trade in; for most commonly the coasts of America and
the West-Indies are a very safe and pleasant navigation,
and long voyages have been made in very small craft.

Sloops and schooners are the general built they run
upon, and they are very adroit in the contrivance of
them, particularly at Bermudas, where they build pro-

digious numbers for sale. They have also galleys, set-

tees, perriaguas, launches, &:c., too many to mention.
I cannot imagine the experienced sailor would ever
choose to trust himself in any thing preferably to a
three mast vessel; for as to sloops, for instance, it is

plain you have but one dependence, and may be swal-
lowed up before you can remedy your loss.

Vol. V— 11

reverse of spring—the tunefid warblers but just,

weakly, hop over ihe unfertile stubble, and raise

themselves lo complain, in moundul chirpirigs, of
their Ibrlorn condition; nor pour out lluise Hoods of

harmony that erst awakened, wiih enlivening me-
lody, the early swain. The whole prospect is as

uf a large desert, save that here aiui there the

crawling fences * of the plantaiiuns, and the aspi-

ring vapors of the humble cottages, shew ihe coun-
try to be iidiabited; and some remains of the rich

gilis of Ceres, unthoughtfully neglected by the hus-

bandman, still betray the liiotsteps of vernal indus-

try, and somewhat alleviate my wintry chagrin^

At five in the evenintr, we were abreast oi' Barne-
gaf, on the coast oi' New Jersey, and the next davj

at noon, we opened Delaware river, Cape Henlopen
bearing south-west about twelve miles, and had art

expectancy of a prosperous voyage; when a con-

trary wind springing up, we found our sloop made
nothing of playing to windward, nor answered her

helm, and that she was so leaky that the common
spelling at the pump would not keep her abov6
water, so that two hands were constantly em-
ployed at that work, immedialely, and without thei

least distinction of persons. It seems, that hoping
to meet a speedy passage, they had neglected tel-

ling us of their making so much water; but novf

were fun to conliiss their folly, and implore our
assistancei It was in vain to argue in such a case,

and self-preservation excited us to use our best en-

deavors. All the next day we lost way prodigious-

ly, and the cold bleak weather almost perished us:

upon com paring our reckonings, we found ourselves

above filty leagues from the nearest land, which
we judged to be the most southerly part of New
Jersey. This last twenty-ll)ur hours we were
drowned in an inundation of rain, which, how-
ever, nothing abated the wind, which blew with
redoubled fury, and the irritated waves tossed us

aloft and alow in a most frightful manner, consid-

ering the bad condilion of our habitation, which
had not a sound plank in her, and the water pour-

ed in upon us on all sides. The next morning
opened, all wild and tempestuous as the last, and
our distractions were increased, by three more of
our people being taken violently ill of feverish dis-

orders, occasioned by the perpetual watching, the

incessant labor and the wet and cold ihey were
constantly subject to; and si ill more so, by our hen-
coop \vith our fowls, and two or three hogs, which
were our only remaining flesh provisions, being

washed overboard, and our lee gunnel almost all

torn away. We were obliged to shift our loading

and ballast on the other side, and from this time

could keep no reckoning; but lay to, under out'

double-reefed main sail, expecting the worst that

could beflul us. In shifting the ballast we IbuncI

one considerable leak, whiidi t stopped as well as
I could with an old salvage well payed with talJow,

and over it nailed an old tin plate, which gave
some little respite to ihe pump. We now began
to think seriously of the danger we were involved

in, and the death that seemed inevitable. We
had no carpenter, nor one person that understood

sea affairs by profession, of the whole crew left,

and in short every thing was fallen into our handsj

we were but two, and the negroes were all unable!

to move, the frost having so affected their littibs^

as to call lor present amputation; two of them be^

Worm fences.
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ing mortified to the knees and shoulders: and here,

I must observe, that in general, they are the most
awkward, ungain wretches, in cold weather, that

can be met with, and ii'not stirred up, will sit whole
days shivering in a corner without moving liand or

foot: they seem to be ibrmed only tor the sultry cli-

mate they were born in, and those they are prin-

cipally applied to the use of; though when inured

to a cold one long, they bear it tolerably well.

The deluges of rain wixed whh the waves that

continually broke over us, the howling bhists that

rent our ears—the total darkness, were nothing to

our internal misery. Delirious ravings on one
side—expiring groans on another-—and the calls

ofhelp, which we were unable to give, on another,

quite distracted us. Bread, water, and rum, were
all we had left; these were our provisions ibr the

sick, these our only sustenance: and these decreas-

ing so fast as to promise the addition of the great-

est of all evils to those we already endured. In-

deed, had our fowls been preserved, we could not

have dressed them, we could keep no fire, and
could find no cooks, and therefore we contented

ourselves with bread dipped in rum lor our patients,

and a draught of water after it, and bread and wa-
ter for ourselves. We forbore to see after the ne-

groes, but nailed down the hatches, and left them
to the mercy of Providence. We weakened apace,

and had no retreat from the deck, but lashed our-

selves to some part of the quarter-deck, and slept

and watched by turns. Thus we weathered three

more dismal days and nights, in the two last of

which the wind shitled to the eastward, though
without abating of its wonted fury. However,
we made what way we could, in our present trim,

every minute expecting to meet with destruction.

We made, as far as we could guess, near eight

knots an hour, not daiing all these last twenty-
four hours to direct our eyes to our distempered
messmates in the cabin, some of whom we were
pretty sure deceased in the morning. We shaped
our course as near as possible, to run in with the

next land, and the next morning made shift, one
of us, weak as we were, to gel up to the mast
head. None can conceive, with what rapture we
descryed it all abroad; but we could not tell where
we had fallen in with it, as not having had an ob-
pervation ibr a long time. The unexpected sight
almost deprived us of our senses with very joy.

and instantaneously, as it were, the wind died
away, and a gentle breeze succeeded, that carried

us smoothly to our mark. We opened a large
inlet, which we stood in ibr, and salijly came to

anchor, in twelve fathom water, the boi{om a fine

sand mixed with small shells.

Thus then we found ourselves, to our excessive
satisfaction, free from those dire apprehensions
that had so long disturbed our minds, and those
fatigues that had jaded our bodies, in this little,

uncommonly difficult voyage. As soon as we had
dropped anchor, we saw several flats * full of men,
whom we perceived to be our countrymen; but how
was our joy raised into admiration, when we were
infbitned, that the place we were in, and had so
miraculously lighted on, was j^scatcaque inlet to

* These are large flat- bottomed boats, capable of car-
rying: some tons of goods, and used in the tobacco coun-
tries to unrade vessels with. They have also a kind of
sloops,ciumsily built,which may be called tobacco dru"--

gers, of seventy to eighty tons burden.

Sene-puxon! We adored the goodness of provi-

dence, and returned unliiigned thanks Ibr our de-

liverance; and now we had time to contemplate
the beauties of the scene, and to indulge this new
satisfaction. The hay we were in, was open to th«
sea on the eastward, and on every side else, land-

locked. We could plairdy now discover the cries

of the industrious hind, tending his improving
Hock; and on every side, the lowing of kine, the

bleating of the fleecy charge, and the neighing of
the generous steed struck our ears; and we ex-

changed Ibr this new music, the jargon of bel-

lowing winds, the bursting rains, and the roaring

thunder. The beach all glittering with conchous
riches, and white as the ilriven snow, attracted

our eyes on every side; the green marshes and
savannahs, even of this time, appeared in fresh

verdure; and the woods, from the great quantities

of evergreens, seemed to wear a summer hue.

Up the country, the creeks, whose meanders we
could discern, formed to the fancy regular canals,

rushing torrents, headlong cascades, and shining

mirrors; but to moderate our satisfaction, and to

take off fi'om our too great and presumptuous ex-
ultation, on the larboard shore lay the melancholy
wreck of a large Bristol man, which had stranded

in this place some years before. It is impossible

to describe the tortures this sight gave us, which,

indeed forced tears fi'om our eves, by comparison
with what we had been like to suffer ourselves.

We now examined our cabin associates, and
found only the inanimate remainsof three of them.
The others had some signs of Mi'e, and were con-

veyed on shore by the planters who visited us, and
were their neighbors. A thousand times thej' lift-

ed their eyes up Avith astonishment at our forlorn

condition. Our negroes were our next concern,

and here only two were found alive, and such a
stench of putrefaction in the hold, as made it ne-

cessary to have recourse to the usual preserva-

tives from infectious smells. Ourselves now were
to be considered, and as soon as the relations of

our owner came down to the sloop to take charge
of her, we embarked in a flat for Golden Quarter.

And now, as if our ability held out only so long

as our necessity subsisted, we soon felt the bitter

effects of our late troubles: frost-bitten from head
to foot, and severely distracted from so long a pri-

vation of downy repose, we now were almost un-
able to move an}^ thing but our deploring eyes

—

yet, mislbrtune on misfortune!—our barcre ran

aground about a mile from the sloop, at low wa-
ter, eleven o'clock at night, and we were forced to

lie open and exposed tiil the ensuing morninor, she
was loaden so deep; and then, with some difficult}',

we hove heroffthe shelve: and this, in an extreme
piercing ilost, finished our disasters, and served al-

most to rob us entirely of the little lile remaining.

Eastern Shore of Maryland.

Relieved from this distress, we pursued our little

voyage of about fourteen miles, throuijh the seve-

ral creeks that convey you to Golden Quarter; and
we were near twenty-ibur hours before we arrived

there, occasioned by our frequent interruptions, or

running upon the marshes, or oyster-banks, Avith

which these streams are prodigiously replete. On
every side, you micrht discern the settlements of the

planters, with their industrious clearings, surround-

ed by the native woods of the country; whilst the

distant curlings of the aspiring snioke, wantoning
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in the breeze, direct your eyes to the happy places

of liieir resilience, whore they, generally blessed

with innocence and chearllilnosf), a compliant con-

sort, and a iiunieroui? race at their boards, enjoy a

lile much to be envied by courts and cities. VVe
gathereil a Irnit, in our route, called ix parsimnn, of

a very delicious taste, not unlike a medlar, thouijch

somewhat lar<rer: 1 take it to be a very cooling

ii-nit, and the settlers make use of prodigious quan-
tities to sweeten a beer, which they brew ol"c-«s.sc;ia

and divers herbs, which is vastly wholesome. The
cassena is a shrub, that has a small leal", somewhat
sharpish,, and is so admired, wlwn hot water is

poured on it, that I iinasi'ine the importing of it to

I^nglaiul is prohibited lor tear of injuring the tea

t-rade. At oia- arrival at our hosts, we were put

to bed, and for several days attended with a ten-

derness and humanity that soon restored our

healths, and our limbs to their proper function
;

wlien, bemg furnished with horses, we addressed

ourselves to our first stage, which was about
twenty miles distant from Golden Qitarttir, called

Snow-Hill. 'Golden Quarter is a kind of straggling

country village, but the inhabitants of that place

and Sena-puxnn^ though poorer than some of their

neighbors oi' Maryland, occasioned by the poverty

of their soil, are a perlectly hospitable, sociable,

and honest set of people, and abound in every ne-

cessary of life, and most of the conveniences. In

short, they seem to repine only on three accounts,

as all this side of the colony does: the one is the

scarcity of strong liquors; another the extravagant
dues to their clergy, whom they pay a pretty large

quantity of tobacco yearly to, by way of tithe, ibr

every head in their tiunilies: and the third, is their

paying a larger quit-rent, which I think they do in

sterling money, than any of their neighbors under
the king's governors. These things the poorer

sort feel pretty smartly. To be sure, the clergy

ought to be supported in every country, indepen-
dently and decently; and certainly they are an or-

der of men that are entirely necessary, whilst they
behave soberly and uprightly, to the well being of
society, and seem no where more so than in these
countries; but as I take it, there is little justice in

a poor land-holder's being obliged to give him as
great an ofi'ering as his opulent neighbor. Eut
here, as in every other part of the world, the com-
plaints are very much regulated by the pastor's be-
havior: you seldom hear any grumbling, when he
is a kind, beneficent, humane, and regular man,
that feels for, and endeavors to supply, both the
mental distresses and wants, as well as the bodily
ones, of the charge entrusted to him; who never,
fi'om a vanity of temper, or sour enthusiasm, or a
vain ostentation of learninof, puzzles and distracts

his hearers, by leadinir them astray from the plain

paths or meanings of Christianity, into the eternal
labyrinths and intricate mazes of speculation and
mystery; nor sets himself up for an infallible judge
of every dispute, and the authoritative decider of
every question; nor, to sum up the whole, daubs
and dresses religion (as the poet says) rohich is

\

divinely pure, and simple from all arts, like a com-
j

mon mistress, the object of his fancy. The rum 1

they generally have ii-om their stores, is the New-
\

England sort, which has so confoun^led a gout, and
\

has so much of the molasses twang, that h is really

nauseous; and this held up to a very large price.

Sometimes, indeed, an European vessel lands, to

the gentlemen in the neighborhood, a cargo of

another sort; which, however, never diffuses itself

much to those beneath them. In other bettersettled

parts of 3faryland, indeed, as about j/nnaptdis, and
elsewhere, you hear of no complaints of this sort,

as every thing is in the greatest j)lenty imaginable:

So that what I am speaking of, relates principally"

to /Forces^er county and the parts adjacent, where
the number of merchants or store-keepers is but

small. You now and then meet with a cup of

good cj'der, in the season, here, though of a thin

ii-etting kinil. The beer they brew is excellent,

which they make in great quantities, ol'parsimons,

&c, or molasses; tor lew of them are come to malt-

ing their corn, of any kind, at which I was much
sur|)rised; as even the Indian grain, as I have
found experimentally, will produce an wholesome
and generous liquor. The meaner sort you find

little else but water amongst, when their cyder is

spent. Mush *' and milk, or molasses, homine, \

wild fowl, and fish, are their principal diet, whilst

the water presented to you, by one of the bare-

footed liiraily, in a copious calabash, \ with an in-

nocent strain of good-breeding and heartiness, the

cake baking upon the hearth, and the prodigious

cleanliness of every thing around jou, must needs

put you in mind of the golden age, the times of an-

cient fi-ugality and purity. All over the colony, an
universal hospitality reigns; full tables and open
doors, the kind salute, the generous detention speak
somewhat like the old roast-beef ages of our fore-

fathers, and would almost persuade one to think

their shades were wafted into these regions, to en-

joy, with greater extent, the reward of their vir-

tues. § Prodigious numbers of planters are im-
mensely rich, and I think one of them, at this

time, numbers upon his lands near one thousand
wretches, that tremble with submissive awe at his

nod, besides while servants: their pastures blessed

with increasing flocks, whilst their yards and closes

boast hundreds of tame poultry, of every kind, and
their husbandly is rewarded with crops equal to all

their ambition or desires.

The planters in Maryland have been so used by
the merchants, and so great a properly has been
made of them in their tobacco contracts, that a
new face seems to be overspread in<x the country';

and, like their more northern neighbors, they in

great numbers have turned themselves to the rais-

ing of grain and live stock, of which they now be-

gin to send great quantities to the West-Indies.
And it is the blessing of this country and Virginia,

and fits It extremely for the trade it carries on, that

the planters can deliver their commodities at their

*Made of Indian corn, or rice, pounded.

t Indian meal, pounded or ground with the husks, and
frycd. Great homine has meat or fowl in it.

J The shell of a fruit so called. Some of them hold
two quarts.

§What is said here is most strictly true, for their

manner of living is quite gejierous and open: strangers

are sought alter with greediness, as they pass the coun-
try, to be invited. Their breakfast tables have gene-
rally the cold remains of the former day, hashed or fric-

asseed; coffee, tea, chocolate, venison-jwsty, punch,
and beer, or cyder, upon one board: their dinner, good
beef, veal, mutton, venison, turkeys and geese, wild and
tame, fowls boiled and roasted; and pei-haps somewhat
more, as pies, puddings, &c. (or dessert: suppers the
same, with some sinalf addition, and a good hearty cup
to precede a bed of down: and this is the constant life

they lead, and to this fare every comer is welcome.
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own back-doors, as the whole colony is inter-flow-

ed by the most noble iiav'io'iible rivers in the world.

However, this good properly is attended with this

ill consequence, that beintr so well seated at home,

they have no nmbiiion to (ill a metropolis, and as-

sociate torrether: they require no bourses, or meet-

ings about trade; a letter will bargain lor them, and

the general run of the market determines the price

of the cotiuiiodity. For this reason, the capitals,

and other towns in these two co!f)nies, arc very

plightlv peopled, and very badly situated, and re-

markable for little else than the residence of the

governors, and the meeting of the three estates,

governor, council, and assembly. The principal

pieetings ol' the country are at their court-houses",

ae they call them; which are their courts of justice,

pnd where as much idle wrannling is on toot, ol-

ten, as in an}'' court in Westminster-Hall. The
lowyera have an excellent time here, and if a man
ja a clever fellow, that way, it is a sure step to an

estate, It is necessity that has driven the practi-

tioners of the law hither, from Europe, and other

partsof America, and I remember lew that had not

made it very well worth their while. Thus inno-

cence and truth, white-robed innocence and hea-

venly truth, can seldom find a retreat to dwell in.

Distracted with their adversaries barefaced at-

tempts, it is in vain they seek the most distant

ekies: pale-visaged guilt, and wily fraud, still pur-

sue their flowery steps, determined to spare no
means to work their unhappiness.

Wherever you travel in Maryland (as also in

Virginia and Carolina) your ears are constantly

astonished at the number of colonels, majors, and
captains, that you hear mentioned: in short, the

whole country seems at first to you a retreat of

heroes; but alas! to behold tlie musters of their

niilitia, would induce a man to nauseate a sash,

and hold a sword, lor ever, in derision. Diversity

o( weapons and dresses, unsizeableness of the men,
and want of the least grain of discipline in their of-

ficers or them, make the whole scene litde better

than Dryden has expressed it:

And raw in fields the rude militia swarms;
Mouths without hands, maintain'd at vast expense,
In peace a charge, in war a weak defence:
Stout, once a year, they march a blust'rlng band,
And ever, hut in times of need, at hand;
Of seemins; arms, they make a short essay.

Then hasten to get drunk, the bus'ness of the day.

Indeed, now, 1 fancy the Carthagening reaiment,
by returning some of its veterans, will give a better

face to these matters.

Holding land by the tenure ofdefending it, seems
to be as ancient as time itself; and certainly nothino-

ean endanger a country m.ore, than an army of mer^
eenaries, who perhaps are quite unconcerned in the
public property, and have nothing to fight tor but
their pay. How necessary then is it, that the mili-
tia in ihese colonies should be well disciplined! since
they have no regular troops allowed them, and can-
not well maintain a considerable body long t hem-
eel ves. Even at this time they are alarmed with
an Indian excursion, and numbers are marched to-

wards the back ot the province to defend the out-
eettlements. Their government is much respected
by them, and one may, on tlie whole, say, they are
fin happy people. The negroes live as easily as in

?iny other part of America, and at set times have a

pretty deal of liberty in their quarters, * as they are

called. The argument of the reasonableness and
legality, according to nature, of the slave-trade, has
been so well handled on the negative side of the

question, that there remains little (or an author to

say on that head; and that captives taken in war,
are the property of the captor, as to lile and person,

as vvas the custom amongst the Sp.arlims, who,
like the Americans, perpetuated a race of slaves,

by marrying them to one another, 1 think, has
been fully disproved: but allowing some justice

in, or, at least, a great deal of necessity lor, mak-
ing slaves of this sable part of the species, surely,

I think, Christianity, gratitude, or, at least, good
policy, is concerned in using them well, and in

abridging them, instead of giving them encour-

agement, of several brutal and scandalous cus-

toms, that are too much practiced: such is the giv-

ing them a number of wives, or, in short, setting

them up for stallions to a whole neighborhood;
when it has been proved, 1 think, unexcepiiona-
bly, that polygamy rather destroys than multiplies

the species; of which we have also living prools

under the eastern tyrants, and amongst the natives

of America; so that it can in no manner answer
the end, and were these masters to calculate, they
would find a regular procreaiion would make them
greater gainers. A sad consequence ot this prac-

tice is, that their children's morals are debauched
by the frequency of such sights, as only fit them
to become the masters of slaves. This is one bad
custom amongst many others; but as to their gen-
eral usage of them, it is monstrous and shocking.

To be sure, a new negro, | if he must be broke,

either from obstinacy, or, which I am more apt to

suppose, fi-om the greatness of soul, will require

more hard discipline than a young spaniel: you
would really be surprised at their perverseness;

let an hundred men shew him how to hoe, or

drive a wheelbarrow, he will still take the one by
the bottom, and the other by the wheel; and they
often die before they can be conquered. They
are, no doubt, very great thieves, but this may
flow from their unhappy, indigent circumstances,

and not fi'om a natural bent; and when they have
robbed, you may lash them hours before they will

confess the fact. However, were they not to look
upon every white man as their tormentor; were a
slight fault to be pardoned now and then; were
their masters, and those adamantine-hearted over-

seers, to exercise a little more persuasion, compla-
cenc)', tenderness and humanity towards them, it

might, perhaps, improve their tempers to a greater

degree of traclability. Such masters, and such
overseers, Maryland may with justice boast; and
Mr. Bull, the late lieutenant governor of Carolina,

* A negro quarter, is a number of huts or hovels, built

at some distance from the mansion-house; where the
negroes reside with their wives and families, and cul-

tivate, at vacant times, the little spots allowed them.
They are, indeed, true pictures of slavery, which be-
gets indolence and nastiness.

t A negro just purchased from the Guinea-man. It

is really shocking to be present at a mart of this sort;

where the buyers handle tliem as the butchers do beasts

in Smithfield, to see if they are proof in cod, flank, and
shoulders. And the women, who have plantations, I

have seen mighty busy in examining the limbs, size,

and abilities of their intended purchases. I do not
speak this of Maryland; for I never saw a lady at mar-
ket there, but have elsewhere in America.
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is an instance, amongst nnany, ofthe same, in that

province. But, on the coiitran'. I remember an in-

Klance ofa late sea officer, then resklent in a n(>ii;h-

boriM<T colony, that li)r a mere peccadillo, ordered

Ills slave to be tied up, and ibr a whole hour di-

verted himself witii the wretches iiroaus; struck

at the mournlul sound, with a (iiend, I hastened to

the noise, where ihe brute was be<riiminir a new
scene of barbarity, and belabored the creature so

Jon<i with a larize cane, his overseer beiu<i tired

with the covvskm, * tiiat he remained without

pense and motion. Happily he recovered, but,

alas! remained a spectacle of horror to liis death;

his master deceased soon after, and, perhaps, may
meet him, ichere the wicked cease from troubling,

and the weary be at rest: where, as our inmiorlal

Pope sillies,

No fiends torment, no christians thirst for gold.

# % # 7p Tt^ -^

The convicts that are transported here some-
times prove very worthy creatures, and entirely

tbrsake their lurmer follies; but the trade has for

some time run in another channel; and so many
volunteer servants come over, especially Irish,

that the other is a commodity pretty much blown
upon. Several of the best planters, or their an-

cestors, have in the two colonies, been originally

ofthe convict-class, and therefore, are much to be

praised and esteemed for forsaking their old cour-

ses: and heaven itself, we are told, rejoices more
over one sinner thai repenteth, than over 'ninety

and nine that never went astray. They tell many
stories of some of these people in these colonies,

one of which 1 commit to writing, as I had it iiom
the very person himself, wlio is the chief in the

story.

About sixty years ago, Capt. , master of

walking through Lincoln's-lnn-Felds,

beheld a verj' pretty child, about six years of age,

bewailing himself ibr the loss of lus lather, whom
he had some liow or other strayed from: he sooth-

ed the child, persuaded him to dry his tears, and
told liim he had orders from his tiither, wlio was
just set out lor the country, to bring him to him.
The innocent victim, without thoijght of harm,
followed his deliverer, as he thought him, who
carried him in the stage coach to Bristol, and there

immediately put him on board his vessel, which
sailed a Ibrtnight after for this part oi' the world.

Still fed up with hopes of seeing his hither, and
that he was going but a small trip by water, where
he was, and indulged by the captain, in all he de-
sired, the time slipt away, till the brute made ap-
pear, by the vilest actions, liis accursed design:

The |jid aufi'ered much, but his innocer.ce render-
ed him incapable to judge of the propriety of such
actions, and he was acquiescent. When he arriv-

ed at the end of his voyage, being very ill, he sold

* A cowskin is so called, from being; a large thong
from the hide of that animal, twisted into the shape of
a Swish horse-whip, and as hard as a bull's . The
common method is to tie them up by the hands to the
branch of a tree, so that their toes can hardly touch the
ground; but in the West-Indies, they are so habituated
to ill-usage, and their spirits so sunk, that the overseer
need only bid them cast up their arms over their heads,
which the poor creatures readily do, and then the tor-

turer taking a run to him, lashes him; and this disci-

pline is repeated sometimes forty times: hardly a negro
but bears the marks of punishment in large scars on his

back and sides.

him to a planter for fourteen years, for twelve guin-

eas. The j)lanler, a man of great humanity, tak-

ing a fancy to the child, heard his siiu|)le tale, and
perceived the villany, but not till the vessel had
sailed. JJe inquired his name, and just so much
he could tell him, and sent over to advertise him
in the public pa[)ers; but before this design could
be completed, near two years ela|;sed, from his

first being kidnapped, when, probahly, his lather

and mother were both dead, and, perhaps, the
cause of iheir death, this accident. Jn short, his

master liked the youth more and more, who was
sober and dilligent, and married him to an oidy
daughter, leaving him at his decease his whole
substance. Thirty years elapsed, and though un-
der great pain for his ignorance of his parents, yet

happy in his family and affairs, he lived with great

content; W'hen a ship with convicts coming in, he
went to purchase some servants, and the idea of
his barbarous captain was so impressed in his

mind, that he knew him at first sight, and bought
him eagerly; it appearing, afterwards, a notorious

crime had brought him into those circumstances,

and entirely ruined iiim. As soon as he brought
him home, he carried him into a private room, and
locked himself in with him; but what words could

express the wretches confusion and astonishment,

when he understood whose hands he had fallen

into! for he had no notion belbre of the gentle-

man's being the same, that, when a lad, he had
used so vilely. Struck with remorse, and the fear

of punishment, he fell on his knees and begged
forgiveness. It was in vain, he was interrogated

about his master's parents; he knew as little of
them as himself; the master enraged, ordered him
to be locked into an upper room, resolving to keep
him to the hard service he deserved the remainder
of his Wt'e; but the next morning he was found
stabbed to the heart, with a knife that had been
incautiously left in the room; and so despairingly

finished a wretched life. The gentleman is now
near seventy, and very hearty and well.

[7b be continued.^

INTRODUCTION OF TURNIP HUSBANDRY IN
ENGLAND.

A correspondent of the Boston Courier, speak-
ing of the introduction of the sugar beet into this

country, makes some forcible remarks on the pro-

digious impulse which the prosperity of a nation
may receive by the introduction of a single new
plant, which he illustrates by the following' histori-

cal fact:

—

In an early part ofthe reign of George the First,

the cultuie ofthe turnip was limited, in England to

a few gardens, as that of the beet now is with us,

and used almost exclusively for culinary purposes.
That monarch, in one of his visits to his electorate

of Hanover, was attended by his secretary of state,

LordTownsend; whilst residing there, (his noble-

man was struck by the appearance of extensive
fields devoted to the culture of turnips, as food for

cattle and sheep; impressed with the belief that
this method might be introduced with advantage
into his own country, he, belbre leaving Germany,
took care to provide himself with seed, and, on his

return, earnestly recommended to his tenants a
practice, Avhich, in Hanover had been found to

produce the most favorable results. His w'ishes
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were attended to, and the experiment surpassed,

in success, his most sanguine expectations. The
field cuhure ot" the turnip spread rapidly through

the county of Norlblk, which, ti-om that epoch,

dales its hio'h reputation as an aixricuitural district.

Lands, which rented lor one or two sJiiliings an

acre, soon brought fifteen or twenty, and steril

warrens, on which were only to be seen a lew

half-starved rabbits, were reclaimed, and are now
covered vvith rich harvests of grain. Colquhoun,

in his statistical researches, computes that the an-

nual value of a crop of turnips in Norfolk alone,

amounts to not less than fifteen millions sterling!

When it is considered that this root has been the

means of bringing under culture, lands, which,

without it, must have remained valueless; that it

leaves the soil in a condition to ensure a good crop

of ijrain or grass, and that the latter is a good pre-

paration lor wheat, we may safely consider the be-

nefits resulting to England liom the turnip culture

as incalculable. If it was now asked, sa3-s Col-

quhoun, who was the man, in modern times, who
}iad rendered England the most signal service, no

one should hesitate to say, that it was the noble-

man whom shallow courtiers nicknamed, in deri-

sion, "Turnip Townsend." In half a century the

turnips spread over the three kingdoms, and their

yearly value, at this day, says the same author, is

not interior in amount to the interest of the national

debt!!!

For tlie Farmer's Register.

HEDGES—OSAGE ORANGE.

Hitherto, attempts to construct live fences in

this country have mostly liiiled, in consequence of

the want of adaptation in the material to the cir-

cumstances of soil and climate. The thdrn flour-

ishes well in the humid climate of England, but in

our hot and dry seasons its growth becomes feeble

and stunted. The cedar and some other plants,

though very ornamental, constitute weak barriers

against the inroads of stock.

So many unsuccessful attempts to grow hedges,

especially in the states north of us, have induced a
general prejudice against that species of enclosure.

Every person, however, is disposed to admit, that

if a suitable plant for the purpose could be intro-

duced, it would be an important acquisition. At
present, each fiarm is obliged to have Irom a fifth

to a third of its contents in timber, in order to main-
tain its enclosures. If efficient hedges could be
substituted, the advantages would be obvious. A
lar<je portion of irood land, now unproductive,

might be brought into cultivation; and a great

amount of labor might be saved, wdiich we are

now compelled to bestow on the present system of
fencing— to say nothing of the improvement in the

rural appearance of the country, which would be
eflfected by doing away our unsightly jog fences,

and rearing hedges in their places.

it is gratifying, therefore, to be assured, that in

one of our native plants; name!}', the machira or

Osage orange, we are likely to realize this desir-

able object. The maclura is a deciduous tree,

growing indigenously in Arkansas and Louisiana
— is perfectly hardy in this latitude, and even as

far north as Boston. For a number ofyears it has
been cultivated in the grounds of a \ew private

gentlemen, and in some of the large nurseries.

It is only recently, however, that its value has
been appreciated, or any pains taken to propagate
it extensively. In its native habitat, it attains to

the size of" a tree of the second or third class; but

in this latitude, its altitude is very moderate, sel-

dom rising to the height of fifteen feet. Its great

merit consists in the spreading manner of its

growth, the denseness of its branches, and the ar-

mature with which they are furnished. Planted
in hedge-rows, the maclura would never become
unmanageable on account of its size—at the same
time, its growth is suliiciently vigorous to make a
lence in three, tour, or utmost, five years, from the

seed. It may be asserted with safety, that on
land of tolerable fertilif}-, the labor and expense of

perfecting a system of hedges, would not be great-

er tlian to keep our ordinary enclosures in good or-

der, for the time required lo construct them. When
completed, this heavy item in every farmer's ac-

count would thenceforth be expunged.
The maclura is readily raised from the seed.

Unlike those of the thorn, they require no pre-

paration—on the contrary, they vegetate with cer-

tainty in two or three weeks after planting. Un-
der tolerable care, the seedlings will grow two feet

or more in height the first season; after which,
they are fit to be removed from the nursery rows
to the place designed for the hedge. I raised a
number of plants the past year Irom seeds, the

produce of a tree growing in my garden, now
eight or nine years old.

For an individual to engaije in the business in

earnest, it would be best for him to obtain the seed
fi'om the south-west, rather than to purchase the
plants from a nurseryman. A few dollars would
procure enough of the former, and pay all the ex-
penses oftransportation, to set a long line of Itedge.

The preferable mode would be to have them
brought in the berries, from which they might al-

terwards be picked without much trouble. Fifty

berries would yield at least a pound of seed, and a
pound contains from eight to ten thousand grains,

his the practice to place the sets from twelve to

fifteen inches apart, in a single row. These facts

will enable any person to form a correct judg-
ment of the number necessary to plant any given
length of hedge.

But it is not to be expected, whatever rr;ay be
the adaptation of any plant to the purpose of hedg-
ing, that it will, under a long time, be brought into

general use. The most palpable improvements
are slow in being adopted. A considerable por-

tion of our country is moreover too much impov-
erished to admit of the successfiil rearing of hedges.

They belong eminently to a state of cultivation

where taste and industry are measurably combined.
But if we have worn-out fields, we liave also

fine districts of country, where their pleasing

efl'ects, as well as utility, would be most manifest.

What an air of neatness and imqirovement they
would impart to the finely cultivated farms on
James river, both abpve and below Richmond, to

those also on the Rappahannock, the Roanoke,
and in many other sections of the state that mifrht

be designated with equal propriety. In most of

these places, the lands are so valuable that there

is now a great deficiency of timber; and, from ne-

cessity, they are therefore almost exclusively de-

voted to grain. Along the lines of canals also,

where permanent fences are obliged to be main-
tained, there would be a great advantage in plant-
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iiior hodifos at once. The idea tliat when fliirly es-

talilislioil, tliey vvUl never nooii removal, would in-

p|)ire a deixree of securiU^ whioli cannot be lelt, by

those persons who are in tiie liabit of patci\in<i; up

decayed tonces, and caiculatinir the value of a rail

in resisting the depredations ol" stock.

T. S. Pleasants.
Goochland COunl 11, I'd.

Fiom the (Brit.) Mining Journal.

A NEW COKSTEUCTION OF RAILWAYS.

iVIr. Perkins has just exhibited a new plan of

railways, which he has secured by patent, and

which troni the explanation given by him, would
appear calculated to supply the desideratum so

lonsr desired, and indeed appears to form an era in

the progress of those great national undertakings

towards perfection. The plan embraces two
modes of construction, founded on one common
principle, viz: the continuous support of the rails.

In the one case this is eiiected by blocks of vitrified

earth, as hard and durable as granite, and which
Jock into one another, being laid on a concrete

foundation; and in the other, by an additional

depth of concrete supplying the place of sleepers

altogether. Upon the former plan, wooden bear-

ers, four inches in the base, ibur thick, two Avide,

on the top, rest upon the vitrified blocks; and in

the latter, upon the concrete, to which they are

firmly secured. In both cases, iron bars, with the

means afforded for expansion and contraction, are

fixed on the wooden beams, and the foundation
being continuous and solid, in fact like one block

of granite the whole length of tiie road, no vibra-

tion is felt, as the numerous persons who rode in

the wagon unanimously testified; and this is an
important attainment in railway constructions.

The savins by the plan first described will, it is

.stated, be full £4000 per mile, in four rows ; and
by the letter, very much more—in fact, so enor-
mous will it be, as to give a new feature to rail-

ways, and astonishingly litcilitale their construc-
tion in all parts of the country. We should much
like to see it in practice, which is alone the test :

so fallacious are frequently found to the results

when based alone on novelty and experiments.

Vor tlie Farmers' Register.

TIIE BLACK WEEVIL.

It is your own adage, that short articles, for the
Register, are of most value; and adopting your
opinion lor the occasion, I send you one of that

character.

For several years, I sustained much mischief in

my wheat, by the black weevil; but until I read
Mr. Webb's communication to the Register, I was
ignorant that it had extended its ravages into Vir-
ginia, and North and South Carolina. I do not
doubt the efficacy of Mr. Webb's remedy. Mine
costs less money and trouble. When my grana-
ries are cleared of grain, I, once a year, burn in

them half a pound of pounded sulphur, closing
doors and windows. For safiity, I make a bed of
sand on the floor, in which I put the sulphur in a
stone, or earthen pan. Antecedent to this practice,

I had sustained serious mischief from the black
weevil; since, I have never seen one in my gra-
naries.

Some of 5'our correspondents insist, and I think

you concur in the ()|)iiiion, that proper names to ar-

ticles would give increttscd value to lh(; Register.

To this, I do not entirely agree. I supjiose you
have no correspondents who do not trust you with
(heir names; and tiiough no one would consider

you responsible for erroneous theories, I have
deemed you responsible lor the truth of liicts. If
proper names were required, it would cut off some
beneficial communications. There are a class of
men, who hav^e no inclination to see their names
in print. There are others, who, not having entice

confidence in the purity of their style, and the cor-

rectness of their orthography, would be unwilling

to subject themselves to the scourge of Doctor
Syntax, a gentleman, who iield, I believe, a resi-

dence in Virginia. The love of writin'r is a dan-
gerous thing. I have known some half witted,

half educated gentlemen, in Maryland, who would
have got on tolerably well, but for their unhappy
propensity to scribling over their proper names,
I\Iodesty is the crown of many virtues, in whicli

patriots, from the days of Ciccero, to the present,

l.ave been sadly deficient. Being a retired liir-

mer, and not a patriot of the current stamp, I have
no disposition to blazon my name as the conqueror
of the black weevil, but I do require that Virginians,

North and Soutii Carolinians, and all others, who,
with my arms, shall subdue tiiis pestilent enem\',

to make their acknowledgments in the Register,

that they owe the victory to a fiirmer of

The Eastern Shore of Maryland.
^pril I7ih, ]837.

From tlie Richmond Enquirer.

ENACTMENTS DURING THE LAST SESSION OP
THE LEGISLATURE OF VIRGINIA, AIDING.
CANALS. RAILWAYS, ROADS, &C.

The applications to the legislature for the incor-

poration of companies lor works of internal im-
provement, were during the late session uncom-
monly numerous, and embraced works of impor-
tance in every section of the state. The demands
on the conmionweallh ibr subscriptions to the stock

of companies ibrmerl}^ chartered, whose three-

fifths oj' individual stock liad been subscribed,

were also numerous ; and the evidences of a lib-

eral policy will be seen in the numerous appropri-

ations made for objects of this description, of
vvliich the following is a list

:

Commonwealth's subscription to the

stock of the Richmond and Petersburg
Rail Road Company, $200,000

To the stock of the Louisa Rail Road
Company, 120,000

To the new stock of the Upper Appo-
mattox Company, 27,700

To the stock of the Natural Bridge Turn-
pike Company, 3,200

To the augmented stock of the Ports-

mouth and Roanoke Rail Road Com-
pany 50,000

To the augmented stock of the Dismal
Swamj) Canal Company, 126,000

To the stock of the Falmouth and Alex-
andria Rail Road Company, 400^000

To the stock of the Lvnchburijand Ten-
nessee Rail Road Company, 200,000

To the stock of the City Point Rail Road
Company, 60,000
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To the stock of the New Shenandoah
Company, 46,666

A further suliscription to the stock of the

Rivanna Navigation Company, 10,000

To the stock of tlie Baltimore and Ohio
Rail Road Company (to construct the

portion of the road running through
Virginia,) 302,100

To the stock of ihe James River and Ka-
nawha Company, 1,990,800

To the stock of the Roanoke, Danville

and Junction Rail Road Company, the

state subscribes two-fiilhs of the whole
capital, (i3;800,000-,) the stale's sub-

scription to be paid in the ratio of indi-

vidual subscriptions which n.ay have
been made on the 1st of Apri', 1839.

To stock in the Little Stone G;ip Turn-
pike Company, 2,000

To stock in the Red and Blue Sulphur

Spriniis Turnpike Company, 5,000

To stock in the Lewisburg and Blue Sul-

phur Turnpike Company, 1,000

The following are direct appropriations

not founded upon the two-fifths Drinciple:

For the repair of the Cartersvillc Bridge, 1,700

For a road from Nicholas Court House
to Gauley Bridge, 1,500

For a road from Price's Turnpike to

Cumberland Gap, 60,000
For the repair of the road over M iddle and

Peters' Mountains, 1,050

For the construction and macadamizing
of a portion of the North Western
Turnpike, 65,000

For a road from Sistersville to the North
Western Turnpike, 6,000

For a road from Western (Lewis coun-

ty) to Charleston in Kanawha, 6,000
For a road from Ice's Ferry, on Cheat

River, to the Pennsylvania line, 2,800
For a road the from Pennsylvania line to

the Beverly and Clarksburg road, 18,000
For completing a road ii'om Staunton to

the mouih of the Little Kanawha, 1,600
[In the three last improvements, the

the counties are to raise a proportion of
the estimated cost of the works.]

For the repair of a road Ir'oni Logan
county to the Kanawha Salines, 1,050

For a road from the Pound Gap to the
Fincastle and Cumberland Gap road, 50,000

For improving the navigation of the

South Branch of the Potomac River, 2,000
The appropriations for the above mentioned im-

provements, and other contingent demands, will

probably swell the obligations incurred by the
state during the recent session of the legislature

to an amount considerably above four millions of
dollars. The income of the fund for internal im-
provement is absorbed by the interest on former
loans: But the state has entered ujion this en-
larged course of policy with boldness, and there

is no doubt that the good work will proceeil. An
act was passed with a view to this object at the

close of the session, which appropriates the inter-

est on the surplus revenue, on deposite in the

banks, for the payment of the interest on loans

contracted for public works, if sufficient, and if

otherwise, the residue to be paid out of the trea-

sury.

During the session, the following new compa-
nies for works of internal improvement were in-

corporated. Some of them are of great impor-
tance :

—

The Cartcrsville Rail Road Company.
The lleniniisville do do
The Tuckahoe and James River Rail Road

Corn|)any.

The Farmville and Danville Rail Road Com-
pany.

The Petersburg South Western Rail Road
Company.

The Pumpkinshire Turnpike Rail Road Com-
pany.

The Greensville and Alleghany Turnpike Rail
Roail Company.

The Giles, 1< ayette and Kanawha Rail Road
Company.

The Middle Island Creek Rail Road Company.
The Lexington and James River Rail Road
Company.

The Lynchburg and Buffalo Springs Turnpike
Company.

The Brandonville, Kingwood and Evansville
Turnpike Company.

The Valley and Slienandoah Turnpike Compa-
ny.

The Staunton and Iron Works Turnpike Com-
pany.

The Dry Branch Gap Turnpike Company.
The Staunton and Covmgton Turnpike Compa-

ny-
^

The Harrisonburg and Staunton Turnpike
Company.

Looking still further forward to future improve-
ments, the legislature directed the following sur-

veys, which will give ample employment during

the present season to the corps of engineers to be
engaged by the Board of Public Works:
A route for the rail road from Falmouth to Al-

exandria.

Route for a rail road from Richmand by Farm-
ville to Danville, and from Petersburg to Farm-
ville.

Route for a road from Clark&'burg by Middle-
town to a point near Pleasant Mills.

Routes tor roads from Bear Garden Mountain,
and from Romney in Hampshire to the national

road, at or near Cumberland.
Route for a rail road li'om Wellsville in the state

of Ohio (through Brooke county) to the Pennsyl-
vania line.

Route tor a road from some point on the free

road in Buffalo Gap to some point on the Harri-

sonburg and Warm Springs Turnpike.
Route for a road Irom Sperryville to the Swift

Run Gap turnpike, by way of the towns of Wood-
ville, Fairfax, and Stevensburg.

Survey of Cheat River, from the point of which
the North Western road touches it, to the Penn-
sylvania line.

Route for a turnpike from some point of the

North Western Turnpike on Bond's Creek in

Wood county to the Ohio River at the foot of Mid-
dle Island.

Route for a turnpike from the Kanawha salt

works, by the falls of Kanawha and Vandals in

the Loop, to Giles Court House.
Route for a turnpike from Lexington, crossing

the Blue Ridge at White's gap, down the valley

of Buffalo river, to D. Sandridge's in Amherst.
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thence to New Glasgow ami New MarUef, cross-

inir Kyo river:;al, the (Julf liini in Nelson r.ouiity.

Route lor a turnpike Ironi some point on the

Penn^;\ivarlia line in Presion county, l>y iiran-

dotisviiie and Kinuwooil, to some point of the

Nortii Western turnpik(\ at. or near Evansville.

Survey ol" the iMononiiaMela river anil the val-

Icv thereof, from the Pennsylvania line tothe jnne-

tiun of the West Fork and 'ry<i'arl''s Valley ri\ers

—of the West Fork lo William iJennett's in the

county of Lewis, :uid of the 'I'yyari's V^alley to

the town of Reverl(\\- in Raiidoljih county, wiih a

view to the improvement of the navi^'aiion ol saiil

Ktreani, or to the coiisirnciion of a rail road aloiiir

the valley of the iMoiionirahela river and one

of said branches, or ihroui^h iheintermediatc coun-

try.

Route for a road fi'om the Kentucky line up the

Louisa Ibrk of Sandy river to Tazewell cunt-
house.

Route for a road from Moorefieid to the Warm
S[)rmixs, or to Huntervillc.

Survey of Dan River from its confluence with

Siaunton river to the town of Danvilli;
; of the

Siaunton riverfrom the same poim lothetowncjf
IJrookneal ; and of the Roanoke rivt-r from Rock
lai.ding to the cotiflueme of Dan and Siaunton
rivers, to ascertain their suscepiibility li)r steam-

boat naviiration.

Route lor a road from Millborough to Coving-

ton.

Survey of Simmon's Gap in the Blue Ridije.

Route for a road from Elislia Sawyers' on the

Kanawha turnpike, below Coal bridge, to Har-
monf? lirry at the mouth of Little Guyandotte.

Route for a turnpike frotn Winchester to Harri-
sonliurg.

Route lor a rail road between Lynchburg and
Bu ford's Gap.

Route for a rail road fl'oni Cartersville to Fred-
ericksburg.

Survey of North River in Rockbridge, and of
Melierrln River above Ilicksford.

Examination into the propriety of a proposed
change of location of a poriion of the Caraberland
Gap and Price's turnpike road.

Hail Roads.

Early in the session a bill was reported from the
Commiitee of Roads, prescribing general rejTula-

tions for the incorporation of rail road companies,
which passed into a law; and in conlormitv to

which, the charters of the new companies have
been framed—asalso those of formerly incorporated
companies in cases where the slate subscribed to

their stocks. This general act embracesall the pro-
visions of the most perfect charters, with various
modifications of a beneficial character; but its

principal advantages consist in the unill^rmity
which it will give lo future legislation on similar
objects, and the time which will be saved to the
General Assembly by conliirming to a well-defined
and uniform body of rules, instead of beiriir at the
nece.ssity of settlinfr general [irinciples, and minuie
details, in their deliberations on each separate act
of incorporation.

Transportation nf the mails on rail roads.

The general act in renrard to rail roads to which
we have above referred, empowers the lec-JBlature

Vol. V_12

I hereaOer to provi<le for the fransporlalion of tho
i mails on those roads, and to ensure to them a(kv
quate compensation lor that service. On the in-'

sertion of this provision in the bill authorizing- the
slate's subscription to the stock of the Louisa Rail
Road Company, (which passed anterior to thd
passage of the bill preseribinir general re<rulaiione,)

there was considerable; d(>bate. ami much adversi-
ty of sentiment. 1'he Louisa Rail Road bill, af?

it went fi-oni the House, contained no provision in

relation to the transportation of the mails. It

was returned fi-om the Senate with an amendment
making it the duty of the company, on bemg ap-
plied to by the postmaster-general, to convey the.

United States' mmls, and in case of a disagreement
between him and tlie company as to compensii-
tion, &c., on his application, the governor was au-
thorized to appoint three cnmnussioners to fix the
terms of transportation; and if the jrovernor should
not approve the ref)ort of the commissioneis, he
v/as to appoint tliree olher conniiissioiiers for the
same purpose— the company to carry the malls, if*

required by the postmaster-general, durinir the
[)encloncy ofthe conlroversv, receivinir for tfiaf ser-

vice payment at the rates finally fixed upon. This
amendment was warndy opposed in tlie house,
where it was argued that it would, in effect, place
the company at the niei'cy of the postmaster-ge-
neral, and subject the rail roads in this state to a
control which was not alloweii over those of other
stales. Two amendmenis were oH'eled by Mr.
Stanard, and negatived—one exempiinir the com-
pany fi-om the operation of the provision until a
similar arrangement should have been agreed to

by the rail road companies in contiguous slates

—

the other withholding the power granted the post-
master-general by the Senate's amendment, until

the company should reflise to carry the mail for

the same compensation as might be ptud to rail

road companies in the contiguous states. An
amendment to the Senate's amendment was offer-

ed by Mr. May and adopted, snbstitutin<r lor the
latter a declaration that it should hereafter be com^
petent for the General Assembly, incase of a disa-

<ireement between the comjiany and the postmas^
ter-general, lo pass a law empowering the gover-
nor to appoint commissioners lo fix the rates of

compeiisaiion, &c. But on t!ie question of agree-
intr to the Senate's amendment as amended, Mr*
Witcher opposed if, and moved to amend by siri-^

kingoul the whole, and insertina: a simple declara-
tion, that it shall be compeierit to the General As-
sembly hereafier to provide by law for ihe trans-
portaiion of the mail for ade(|ua!e compensation^
and lo prescribe h mode by which the same shall
he ascertained. This nmtioii Was adopted by a
large majority; and a similar provision inserted in

the act prescribing the general terms of rail road
charters, renders it applicable to all compaiiiea
coming under the purview of" that act.

From tile (LonJnn) Farmers' lAIa^azirlej for March, 183?.

A NEW OM:AGlAOt'S PLANT.

The celebrated botanist Candnlle has called the
attention of European agriculturisis to a plant cul-
tivated in Abyssinia and India, from the seeds of'

which an oil is extracted, which is used not only
in the preparation of food, but various olher nece«"
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sary arul domestic purposes. It is an annual herh,

named Mam-tiUa in Bengal; and, as all the planis

of that tribe readily habituate themselves to our cli-

mate, it is capable ofbeiiiy made a valuable addi-

tion to our oleaninous seeds.

BONE MANURE.

The attention of the purchasers of crushed bones

is called to the fact, that at this present nioinent the

whole of the refuse from the glue yards of Scotland

and Newcastle is imported into Hull for the purpose

of grinding up with bones. It is a manure, I admit,

but. of very iiilerior value to bones, usually bouixht

at Is per bushel; the present price ol" bones, 2s 6c/

a

bushel, holds out great inducements to adulterate.

When you purchase crushed bones, let the mer-

chant be asked the question (on oath) vvhether

thev are mixed with saw-dust, scrapings of ware-

houses, refuse of glue yards, &c. The farmers of

Lincolnshire, convinced of the facts above slated,

are this year buying the bones uncrushed, and

hiring portable mills tor the breaking of theni. It

is intended to publish the names of the parties to^

whom vessels are consigned for the purpose of

cheating the farmer.

—

\_Ib.

BREAD FOR CATTLE AND HORSES.

Experience has proved in Sweden that one ton

of oats make lour hundred and eighty loaves, on

which a horse may be better kept (at the rate of

two loaves a day) for two hundred and forty days,

than if he had "had six tons or even more of raw
oats. The husk of the oat remains mixed with

the flour; the wei<xht of the water used in making
the dough is jiained, and a great deal of water is

necessary. With a given quantity of wheat flour.

without the husk, a quantity of bread is made for

the use of man, weighing more than the raw grain

liiith the husk. On the other hanti, a less weight

of bread than of oats should be ^iven to horses,

because the bread is more nourishing, especially

if rye be mixed with the oats. It has been calcu-

lated in Sweden, that after all expenses have been

taken into consideration, a great saving is eff'ected

by feeding the horses on bread made of oats and

rye. They never give them hay without mixing

It with two-thirds of chopped straw, and adding

bread broken up. The better to preserve this

bread, it should be made in the shape of cakes;

and if it be prepared like biscuit, it will keep very

long without losing its nutritive qualities.—[76.

USE OF HUMAN BONES.

Many tons of human bones are every year sent

from London to the north, where they are crushed

in mills, contrived lor the purpose, and used as ma-
rure. Yet, with all this clearance, the number of

the dead increases in such frightful disproportion to

the space which we allot for them, that the ques-

tion has been started, whether a sexton may not

refuse to admit iron coffins into a burial-place; be-

cause, by this means, the deceased take a lee sim-

ple in the ground, which was only granted for a
term of years. A curious expedient has been
found to anaivver at Shields and Sunderland. The

ships which return to these ports with ballast were
at a loss where to discharge it, and had ol'late years,

been compelled to f)ay lor the use of the ground on

which they threw it out. The burial g.>-ounds were
full: it was recollected that the ballast would be use-

lul there, and accordingly it has been laid upon one

layer ol' dead to such a depth that graves Ifir a se-

cond time arc now dug in the new soil.— [/6.

From the Bath and Chcltenliam Gazette.

WATER TANKS.

At the late meeting of the Cornwall Polytech-

nic Society, a description was given of nine tanks,

which had proved eminently useful during the late

three dry suiimiers on the Sussex properly of Da-
vies Gilbert, Eso., the President of the Society.

As these tanks are cheaply and easily constructed,

and not liable to decay like wooden vessels, and
as rain enough fills on every house in England
lor the use of the inhabitants, no family would be

deficient in good soft water, who made a tank 1o

retain it ; and such tanks being paved over, take

up no room.
The tanks of East Bourn vary in size: one of

less than seven If-et deep and wide his served

two laborers' lamilies ((>r three jears; whilst most
of the st)rinrrs in the neighborhood wen^ dry.

A tank 12 leet by 7 had sutiplied with water a
large finiiil}' anil six horses. This was smrounded
by only 4.^ inches brick-work resting solid against

the sides, in consequence of being smaller at the

bottom than hiLi'her up; and the dome is con-

structed on the Egyptian plan, by projecting hori-

zontally each row of materials one-thiid of their

length beyond those below, and filling up the

back with earth as it proceeded, to balance the

weight of this projecting masonry.
At the East Bourn workhouse for fourteen par-

ishes, a tank has been made 23 leet dee[) by 11

wide, of the roughest materials, being only flint

stones, and though they require more mortar than

if they had been regularly shaped, only 90 bushels

of lime were allowed, includinir two coats of plas-

ter, and the workmanship is executed like field

walls at 10s. per 100 square feet ; the only essen-

tial being that iio clay he used (which worms
bore throvgh,) and that the lime, or Parker's

cement be good.

A current of air is said to promote the purity of

water in tanks, and this is easily effected by the

earthenware or other pipe which conveys the rain

from the roof, being six or eight inches in diame-
ter and an opening left for the surplus water to

run away; and where prevailing winds do not

blow soot and leaves on the house, the water
remains good, even for drinking, without clearing

out the rubbish more than once a year; but in

some cases filtering by ascension may be found

useful, and be effected by the water being delivered

by the pipe at the bottom of a cask or other vessel

from which it cannot escape till it has risen through

the holes in a board covered with pebbles, sand, or

powdered charcoal.

Upwards of twenty laborers' gardens have
been watered by the rain which formerly injured

the public road, and was therefore turned into a
sink-well, which sink-well was enlarged and sur-

rounded by nine-inch masonry, and the water is

drawn up by a cast-iron curb. This water was
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used in plMiilin<;jH)l;iioes!, and occasioned grond

crops in is;vl, uIhmi scis not watered fiuled. And
should the prolitalile mode ot stall-feeding now
practised at ArniaL'h bo happily extended to Knir-

land, and lattinjjoxen be l\e()t /» pairs not tied up

under shelter, it will be Inund iliat prcservinir in

tanks (he water which falls on the barns and stalls

will amplv supply them, whilst it prevents the

rain wasliinir away the strengih ot the manure
when straw issprea.l in the oj)en yard.

l^onds have been made with equal success, dug
only 4.\ feet below the surliice, what is excavated

beiniT "added to the sides, and covered one foot

thick, like a road, with pebbles and good lime mor-

tar. Such ponds are becoming general on the dry

soil of the South Downs lor the use of large flocks

of sheep; and had such ponds been made in Rom-
ney Marsh, &c., during the late dry years, the

sheep vvould not have died in such numbers as

malerially raised the price of meat in London.

From tlie UrUisIi Fanners' Magazine.

MANUFACTURE OF BEKT-ROOT SUGAR.

[The following full account of the various processes

required for the manufacture of beet sugar, is taken

from the last number of the British Farmers' Maga-

zine. It was compiled and translated from the works

of M. Dubrunfaut, and others, the latest and best au-

thorities on this subject, by Samuel Taylor, Jr., for the

work from which we copy it. Much interest is now

felt in England, as in this country, in regard to this new
branch ot'industry; and it is to be presumed that as this

essay is the most recent, it embraces the newest and

most valuable improvements. Directions on this sub-

ject, from several authors, have already been published

in this and other agricultural journals in this country;

but they generally are too concise, and those which

are most full, and also proceeded from the highest au-

thority of their time, (Chaptal's,) were written before

the latest improvements in this manuficture were

known, and before its now ascertained great profits

were even suspected to be obtainable. Therefore, it

is supposed that the publication of this treatise is not

superfluous, and it i? hop 'd that in presenting it to our

readers, we sliall render some service to all who desire

to commence ttiis new business.

—

Ed. Far. Reg.]

Introduction.

We will now proceed to notice the methods by
which the greatest quantity, and the best quality,

of sugar can be obtained ii'om beet root.

Sugar is a component part of this root, and that

method of extracting it is to he preferred, which
destroys the least portion of it in the course of the

operation ; for, in the present state of the art, it is

undeniable that a certain quantity is destroyed.

Most of the beet sugar manufacturers refine

their own sugar ; a meihod not approved of by the

author. The art of refining is very complex, and
difficuli to manage, and reriuires a long and inti-

mate acquaintance with practical chenustry. The
Rirricultural manufacturer, therefore, should con-

fine his attention to the making of raw sugar only,

and that of as good a quality as possible, to sell to

the refiner. It is only when the making of brown

sugar is fiinshed that refining can begin. Consi-
denhen, the lime which must elapse before a man-
ufiicturer can realize any profit u[)on his busi-

ness.- f()r it wdl be remembered that the process

of refining lasts for six or seven months, or the

whole of the season of vegetation. From the mo-
ment, therelijre, that he sows his field, he is but

then finishing the manufacture of the preceding
cro|) into brown sugar. Then comes the refining,

which does not ternnnate till six nKUiths after; so

that he has to wait fourteen or fifteen months be-

t()re he can begin to sell his sugar, and probably
eighteen months before the whole is sold. Add
to this a credit of three or four months usually

given to the buyers, and it will form a total of

twenty-two months, or thereabouts, before he can
expect to make his returns; whereas, if he sells

the raw sugar, he will be able to begm to sell in

seven or eight months after the seed time, and
will have sold the whole in a year after the same
seed time.

Those manufacturers would be more at their

ease as to capital, who would first use a part of
their own crops in their manufactory, and would
afterwards treat with the little ffirmers for what
they could spare of their produce. Thus, those

who have not the means of forming an establish-

ment of their own, will yet participate in some of

the advantages of beet culture, the pulp of which
they can re-purchase of the manufacturers.

I shall next proceed to describe the several ope-

rations connected with the manuliicturing depart-

ment, according to the order in which tliey follow

each other.

Cleaning the Beet Ranis.

When the roots are to be washed, it is not ne-

cessary that so nmch pains should be taken in

scraping and cleaning them by hand ; but when it

is not intended to wash them, the cleaning ought
to be particularly attended to. This work is most-

ly performed by women and children. They are

furnished with a sharp knde, two or three inches

broad, and about ten inches long, with a suitable

handle ; and thus provided, they seat themselveg
near the heap of roois to be cleaned, and scrape

each root separately, taking especial care not to

leave any stones or dirt adhering to Us surface.

When a root is thought to be too large to enter

the rasp properly, it should be cut in two or lour

pieces by the cleaner, according to its size. Tliis

should be done lengthways of the root.

The cleaning should take place in some spot

convenient for the rasping mill ami presses, and
should be larjje enough to hold a quantity of roots

snfTicient to supply the manufactory for at least

tour or five da3's, and yet leave sufficient room l()r

the cleaners to work in with comfort. Atierclean-

ing, the roots are thrown into a small open basket

with ears, (like our turnip skeps.) They are then

carried by the women to the rasp, where they

leave the full baskets, and bnng back empty ones.

Two women well used to the work will clean, and
carry to the rasp, three or three and Jialf tons of
roots, in twelve hours.

The cleaning, of course, dinnnishee, in some
measure, the weiiiht: perhaps about six or seven
per cent, on the gross weight of the roots.
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CITAP. II.

fJ'ashing tlic Roots.

Washiiioris' not indi!?peni=ilile where proper pains

jv.ive been taken by ihe cleaners ; neiiher can il

be done in every .situation, the (luantity of water
required heinij i^o considerable. A stream of wa-
ter contiiTuoui? to a su^ar iTianufarlory would be

an ini|)oriant advantarre. In general, however,
the washing is attended witii many difficulties, par-

ticularly those arising Irom i'rosi, which not unli'e-

(inenlly puts a stop to it entirely; and some are

(iispoKed to thiidv that it may be (ii.«penHed wiih al-

togf'ther, i)y spending a liitlemore time and money
about the previous cleaning, and especially by us-

ing a largi"' rough lirusli, alter the scraping knife;

but this latter has not yet been tried.

It is imfiortant that the vulgar prejudice in fa-

vor of" washing, and even the idea that a large

quantity ol water ie r'^quired in the manufactory
of beet sugar, should be done away with. The
manufacturers may rest asRured that the want of
water need not be an obstacle to an establishment,

in any case: and that the quantity absolutely ne-

cessary to carry it on is very small indeed.

CHAP. Ill,

Rasping the Roots.

When M. Achard first attempted to mfike sugar
from the beet root, he began by drying the roots

by steam, then reducing ihem to paste by a me-
chanical process, and fiiiall}' extracting the juice

by pressure. It appears that the plan did not suc-

ceed, lor he abiuiduned it. In I'act, it is not that

the sugar undergoes alteration from this drying or

baking the roots, but that the pulp resulting iiom
the drying process is so finely divided and slippe-

ry, as to render it extremcdy difhcult to separaie

the juice from it. After many inefi(:>clual aitonipts,

M. Achard at last resorted to the method of rasp-

ing raw,

Tlie texture of the bc^t root is so firm and com-
pact, especially the better varieties, that mere
pressure will extract but a small proportion of its

jince.s, which appear to be enclosed in a number ol"

little cells, and it is necessary to Itreak these by
rasi)ing, in order to set the juices at libertv.

Other circumstances being equal, the best and
most minutelv divided roots will yield the greatest

quantity of juice with the least pre.'jsure ; and this

constitutes the perfection of rasping.

1, BaspiPg Machines.

There nre rasping mills of various kind?!, but

tliat invented by M. IMolard has been considered

one ol'the best in use. The principle is that of"a

cast-iron eyli'ider, setrourul with jairged, saw-like

blades, by means of which the roois are cut, torn,

and squeezed, till they part with as much of iheir

juice as is possible. It will rasp about three and
half tons of beet in an hour. Price charged by

M.JVlolard on deli very, 1000 francs (£41 13.s Ad)
The cylinder alone is worth halt'this sum, there-

fore an extra cylinder will add so luucU more to

U)ti cost of the wuchiue.

2. Operation of Rapping.

Two laborers are reqidred lo work JM. JVloIa"d'«

rasp, or pomelimes it is worked by one man and
two children.

Of ail the operations connected with sugar mak-
ing, the ras[)ing demands ihe greatest expediiicjn.

As liltle as possible should be rasped belbrehand,
because the pulp speedily ahers fiy exfosure to

(he air. In fict, this alteration shows iiself in n
quarter of an hour, or, at most, half an hour after

ras[)ing. This operation, therefore, should oidv
keep pace with that uf the press, and not be mucii
in advance ol it.

The rasp slioidd be washed at least once a day,
and kept as free from dirt as possible, all |)articlea

of juice, or pulp, being but the elements of fermen-
tation.

3. Poicer for Working a Rasp Mill.

The rasp ought not to l)e worked by hands, on
account of the expense. Horses or oxen are far

cheaper, and more powerfid agenl-s, but better

than these are wind or water powers. The last

decidedly the best, wherever a suflicienf fi^dl can
be obtained. Of" the two first mentioned, the au-
thor gives the prelijrcnce to oxen, as working
e(]ually well, and requiringfarlesscostly keep than
horses, the pulp from the mill being generally all

that is required to keep them—a description of
food which horses will not touch.

M. Dubrunlaut is inclined to prefer a wind pow-
er, as being a r.Tore practical and general agent
than either water or steam, the former being rare-

ly to be met with in level agricultural disiricis, and
the latter very expensive, except in the immediate
vicinity of coal. The society IJir the encourage-
ment ofnational industry, aware of the importance

of this po\ver, offered a premium of 4000 f"ranc9

(£160) l()r the best mill, which premium was
awarded to M. de Lamolere. It is intended to be

placed on some one ol" the farm buildings. Cost

only 2,400 francs ( £ 100 ;) horses or oxen niaj' be

attached to it in the absence of" wind ; this provi-

sion is absolutely necessary in a beet-root sugar
n)anuractor3\ A pair of stones may also be ad-

ded, by means of which the family may l)e supplied

with meal and flour. The only inconvenience at-

tending a wind power is its inequality. This has

sometimes been complained of by the raspers.

riiAP. IV.

§1. Extract ion of the Sugar.

The extraction of sugar from the pulp is only to

be performed by pressure; and the more power-
ful this is, the more the juice from a given quanti-

ty of pulp. However, it is impossible, do what
one will, to get it all out; for, even after the great-

est pressure, the pulp will still continue moist.

In this operation, as in many others of a like

nature, the last particles of matter become so diffi-

cult to obtain, as to render it more economical to

neglect them altogether. Thus in pressmg the

pulp of the beet root, the first juice runs out of it-

self" fi'om the bags, and it continues to flow abun-

dantly under the slightest efforts of the press,

which the first alwavs are; the quantify then de-

creatfcs, i;erhaps in the inverse ruiio of the square
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ol" the prcpsure. The remark may appear pue-

rile, but it is liiglily iinportaiit, as \vc hiluill soon

SOP.

Suppose, for example, thnt with a known pow-,

er, a' certain quaniiiy of juire is exprosped in a

given time from a ma.^s of pulp. Suppose, in onlcr

toffivetlie press the maxinnim of etiet-.t of wliicli

it is capable, that three men are employed lor one

hour, and that by ihis mean? 70 per cent, of pynip

from the juice is ohmined ; it is probable erinuixh,

that by applyiiiir double liic pressure after this, not

more than 10 per cent, in addi:ion will be obtain-

ed. It ijien becomes a question whether the quan-

tity so obtained be worth the cost of producinir it.

Mr. CaOer employs a hydraulic press of the

power of ten tons, on a surface of about 74 square

inches. This was chartred in the presence of the

author, and from the pulp about 70 per cent, of

juice was obtained at the first operation. The
power was then doubled, but not more than 8 per

cent, ofjuice was the result, which, as before ob-

served, hardly paid for the labor of producitiir it.

However, on this point, much depends on the na-

ture of the power used ; for it is obvious that wind,

water, steam, or even horses and oxen, are less

expensive than hand labour, now so commonly re-

sorted to.

It may be imagined that an increase of power
in this department would fully answer the requir-

ed end ; hut, as has been said belbre, it is to the

rasp that we must look for obtaining the greatest

results from the press.

All roots do not give out the same quantity of

juice from similar rasping and pressirifr. Those
which are richest in sugar ffive far less of it than
those of a more watery formation. The o[;era-

tions of extraction beinir the same, it is only the

different proportions of water which influence the

quantity ofjuice afforded by the roots; and as

the richness of the juice is ascertained in a manner
sufficiently exact by the areometer, we may, by
the help of this instrument, pretty nearly deter-

mine the quantity of roots which must be rasj)ed

to obtain a given body ofjuice.
Thus, with a good map and a powerful press,

the fbllowinrr quantities ofjuice may be obtained
proportionably to their areomelrical densities :

—

A 5° 80 percent.
A 6° 75 "

A 7° 70 "

A 8° 66 «'

A 9° 63 "
A 10° 60

Supposing that the experiment be tried on twenty-
five hectolitres (88 English cubic feet) ofjuice,
weighing 6° by the areometer, it would be neces-
cessary to rasp and press 3 J- tons of roots ; at 7°, Sj
tons; at 8°, 3f tons; and so on in proportion.

It is important that the operation of pressing
should be done quickly ; for as little delay as pos-

eil.le should take place between the rasping and
pressing; as also between these and the defeca-
tion.

§1. Of Presses.

A variety of presses have been mentioned as
applicable to the manuflicture of beet-root suirar,

as the screw, the Jever, the wedge, the cylinder,

and the hydraulic. Of these the las' is decidedly

the best, as exiractingat one ojieration all the juice

that the pulp is capable ol" allbrding.

2. The Acciwrpanimcnts of a Press.

These accompaniments arc the following:

1st. The baffs which contain the pulp.

2nd. Osier hiudles.

3ni. A flat reservoir for preparing the bags in.

4th. A cistern for the juice, with |)ii)es, pump, &c^

1. The Pulp Hags.

These bags should be made of strong materials :

Russia canvass, for instance. The texture should

not be too close, so as to injure the juice liom es-

capins:, or they will be in danger of bursting;

neither should tliey be too coarse, or the [)ulp wilf

squeeze throuixh "the meshes. This last inconve-

nience is, however, of less importance, and of" lesa

frequent occurrence tlian ihe other.

The size of the bags ought to be regulated by
the power of the press ; observing always, ifial the

surface pressed should never extend beyond the

edges of the press itself

As to the number of bags, that must, of course,

depend on the number of working presses, their

size, and the charge of pulp which each bajj is

made to hold. Thus, suppose a press of which
the height of the pressing space is tiiree feet three

inches, and that each bag shall be so filled, as,

with the hurdle, to take up a thickness of 1^ inch,

it will then require Uventy-five bags for each charge
pressed. Add to these, five others for extra occa-

sions, it will then form what is called a set (unjeu
de sacs). If the press is kept at work day and
night, three sets will lie reqiired ; but, if only in

the da}', two sets will be sufficient. They ought
to be changed every twelve hours. In some ma-
nufiictories they use but one set, even if" working
day and night; but tfiis is by no means desirable,

Reckonino- five months as the averaire length of
the working season, one may liiirly calculate on
wearing up a set of baiis in each season. The
bags oiifrht to be carel"ully washed in hot water
every twelve hours, in order to keep them as liee

from impurities as possible.

Hurdles,

The hurdles are made of osier, either peeled or
un peeled. They support the pile of bags under
the press, and ought to be very stronfr and well

put toffether, though not cumbrous. The dimen-
sions will depend on those of the f"ace of the press;

at all events, they ought not to be larger. It is

needless to describe the destruction of these wicker
hurdles further than to say that it resembles that

of common hampers in its texture. The number
of the hurdles must correspond with that of the

bags, plus one. It will be advisable to have sev-

eral sets of them, that they may be renewed every
twelve hours. The same care is necessary in

washing them frequently, as in the case of the

bags ; this is done in a flat cistern, of which men-
tion will be made by-and-by.and which also serves
to arrange the bags in. For this purpose the cis-

tern is half filled with cold water, into which a cer-

tain quantity of unslaked lime is thrown, Kach
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hurdle is then carefully passed thronfrh the Ii(:(uor,

afterwards well rubbed with a brush, and then

washed in clean water.

Cistern in lohich the Bags are Prepared.

The cistern should be larwe enou<!'h to contain the

juice which is separated dLiiintr the above opera-

tion ; it ou<iht to be a few inches wider than the

hurdles, ami a Jbot or so lontrer than double the

lenjTth of the same. Thus supposinii' the hurdles

are 2 feet wide, by 2^ teet lon^, the cisiern should

be of the IbllowiiifT dimensions:

—

Breadth
Lenifih

Dei)th .

. . 2^ feet.

. .
1' "

There should be a cock in one corner of the cis-

tern. 'I'his vessel ought 'o be of stout wood, lined

Avilh thin cop[(er. Its situation tii the building is

between the rasj) and the press ; and one of its ends

ought to be as near as possible to the cistern for

receiving the pulp from the rasp. For the conve-

nience of working, it ouffht to be raised a ihw

inches above the level of the floor. It should be

surrounded by lour stout moveable rails to hang
the bags on, when they are arranoed.

It is in this cisiern that the hurdles are recom-

mended to be washed with the cold lime water. It

is needless to say, that after such washing, the dir-

ty water should always be let oti', and clean admit-

ted. Cleanliness is indispensable in every stage.

Cisternfor the Juice, Pipes, Pumps, Sfc.

This cistern serves to receive the juice as it

comes iVom the press ; and from thence it is trans-

ferred immediately to the clarifying copper. It

should be provided with suit;ible pipes, leading

from the press into it, and with a pump to throw

up its contents into the claril'yinir copper. This
cistern, therefore, should be placed lower than the

press; and, like the Ibraier, should be of stout

wood, lined with copper. The bottom should be

sliijhtly inclined, to enable the juice to draw to one
side, at the lowest part of which is a hollow, in

which the end of the pump is inserted, that it may
be entirely emptied.

The dimensions depend on the mode of working.

If only one delineation take |)lace in twelve hours,

the cistern need not be above half the cubical

size of the dcfecatinn: copper. But if the plan be

to work on small charges, so as to make two or

three defecations in twelve hours, then the cistern

ought to be ofeciual capacity with the copper.

The form is of no importance whatever. The
;
pipes should be of copper, and the whole carefully

and frequently washed with lime water, and after-

wards well rinsed.

3. Operation of the Press.

'The cistern in which the bags are prepared, be-

ing placed as above described, one of its ends be-

in2r a foot or more from the pulp cistern, the four

.rails are fixed, to support the hurdles. On the top

,of these rails, as a fran)e, a hurdle is laid ; and on

the hurdle, a bag charged with pulp ; the bag and

its contents are then spread evenly on the hurdle

Jay two laborers, so as when finished to occupy a

comparatively small space in point of thickness.

This done, another hurdle is placed upon the bag,

then a bag, and so on, in alternate layers of bags
and hurdles, till the pile amounts to ten or twelve
bags ; it is moved to the other end of the cistern,

where it remains till a third laborer carries it to the

press; another pile is then formed of equal height

to the one removed, which, in its turn, is moved
on, and replaced by another. The average charge
of the press is thirty bags. It is unnecessary to

explain fiirlher the details of this operation; expe-
rience would very soon dictate the best system of

working; we shall, therefore, go on to say, that

when done, the press is discharged, and the three

laborers proceed to empty the bags in a place ap-

pointed to receive the pressed pulp. The bags and
hurdles are then separated, and got ready lor an-

other charge. Supposing that only one set of bags
and fiurdles are in use, it is easy to work off ten or

twelve charges of a hydraulic press in twelve

hours. Thus from charges amounting to 400 kilo-

grammes (883 lbs.) of pulp, one should press in a
day 4 tons to 4f tons of roots, which, at seventy

per cent, of juice, would yield li^om 644 to 764 gal-

lons of juice. This juice is received in the cisiern

before mentioned.
During the preparation of the bags, there collects

in the cistern, in vvhich this work is perlbrmed, a
certain quantity of juice, which would be hurtful

if suffered to remain there long. This, therefore,

ought to be removed at every charge, or, at most,

every two charges of the press, which is easily

done by the plug, or cock, at the bottom of the cis-

tern, and which communicates by pipes with the

juice cisiern.

CHAP. V.

Defecation of the Juice.

The jmce of the beet, as it first issues from the

press, contains all the soluble matter of the root, an

analysis of it giving (as will appear hereafter,) a
mixture of suuar, water, and divers foreign sub-

stances. If the juice contained nothing more than

sugar in solution with water, it wouFd be easy

enough to separate them by the simple process of

eva|>oiaiion, liie waiergoesoff in steam, and leaves

the sugar behmd. What then hinders the extrac-

tion of' sugar from beet-root juice by the same
simple means ? The answer is obvious. Because

of the foreign matter which the juice brings with

it, and which, combined or mixed with the sugar,

render the evaporation of the water difficult, and
its crystallization extremely troublesome, if not im-

possible. The atteniion of themanufiicturermust,

therelbre, be directed to the separation of these

particles, and this is accomplished by the process

known generally by the name of defecation. This

is entirely a chemical operation. It consists in

finding such agents as will precipitate, in a solid

form, all the substances foreign to the sugar,

whether in combination with it, or solidified with-

out such combination. It is necessary also that

these agents shall not be of a qualify to alter the

sugar when in contact with them, and that they

may be afterwards carried away with the residuum.

Whatever be the nature of the agent employed, it

ought to be simple, and open to the comprehension

of a common workman, and moreover, that it be

not of too costly a description.
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The only ajrents used in defecating are, sulphu-

ric acid and lime. Great care is requisite in using

tlipm.

It has been elsewhere stated, that the re-action

of detbcating agents ouixht to be assisted by heat

;

and it is on this account, that coppers, or boilers,

are resorted to. The l()llo\ving section describes

this method of defecation.

§. 1. Butlersfor Defecation.

These vessels ought to be circular, and should

be formed ofcopper. Their dimensions vary with

the mairnitude of" the works, fiom 22S irailons to

570 gallons; thouirh pome preli'r a number of a

smaller size, saj' 40 to 50 gallons. It is agreed on
all hands, that the interval between the raspage

and the tbrmaiion ot'syrup ought to be as short as

possible, in order to produce the most profitable

results. In fact, thefric'ion occasioned by rasping

is necessarily accompanied by a certain portion of

heat, which tends to increase the action of the

press. Now, it is well known, how detrimental

the action of heat is to all organic substances, dis-

solved or suspended in large watery masses. This
action is easily discernible between the root and
the pulp, and then atrain between this latter and
the expressed juice. The chance goes on increas-

ing in proportion to the interval between the rasp-

ing and the defecation. The decomposition has
often been such as entirely to prevent the forma-
tion and separation of the sugar. The copper then
should be filled in the shortest possible space of

time ; hut if large masses are acted upon, and,

consequenth', large coppers made use ofj it is es-

sential, in order to charge them rapidly, that a
number of rasps and presses should be employed,
proportioned to the required despatch of the opera-
tion. Thus, to charge a boiler of between 500 and
600 gallons in two hours, which would be a rea-

sonable time enough, it wouM he necessary to rasp
and press, during this interval, about four tons of
roots. Supposing that a rasp is used which in

twelve hours will finish eight tons of roots; sup-
posing also a hj'draulic press which is capable of
working of 8S0 lbs. of pulp in one hour, it will re-

quire, in order to obtain -570 jTallons of juice in two
hours, three rasping mills and five presses ; but if

only this quantity is required to be obtained in

twelve hours, and, consequently, that there is hut
one delineating boiler, the three rasps and five

presses will only work two hours a day, and remain
idle the rest of the time. This is bad. On the
other hand, when it is attempted to fill a boiler of
570 gallons by means of only one rasp and one
press, the inconvenience will occur of delavintj the
juice before the process of defecation can be begun.
Both these evils ought to be avoided.
A variety of reasons are given by JM. Dubrun-

faut, for preferring boilers of a medium size to

those of large dimensions. He consitlers those of
about 90 or 100 gallons as much more convenient
than the larger sizes belbre enumerated. Of course
two or more would be required, according to the
magnitude of the work. Two boilers of these di-

mensions would readily do the work of one of 570
gallons, and the first cost of them would not be
more. As soon as one is brought to the boiling
point, the fire can be removed to the "rate of the
other; in thort, whilst the luocess of deftjcaiiug is

going on in the one, the other may be left to pre-

cipitate its extraneous substances.

A defecating boiler, intended to act by precipita-

tion, ought to be equal m height to its diameter.

A fifth of the size absolutely required to contain
the juice slionld be allowed f()r boilinii; space : thus,

a boiler which would hold 100 gallons, ought to

be larire enoiiffh to boil one hundred and twenty
gallons in. The boiler oiiiiht to be mounted to such
a height as to allow of the li(|Uor running off clear,

by an easy slope into the evaporatinir boiler. The
femperatiu-e should never exceed 80^ of Reaumur
(212 "^ of Fahrenheit.) Thus, admittinir that the

boiler is 36 inches in height, and the same in di-

ameter, it should have a grate of about the follow-

ing j)roportions:

—

Length .

Breadth
28 inches.

15 '•

This grate is of cast iron and composed of 10 bars.

The bottom of the boiler is placed about 15 inches
idiove the grate, round which is a flue to enable
the flame to circulate to the height of the charge.
This flue, at its opening into the chimney may
Ibrm, in section, a parallelogram of 140 square in-

ches. A boiler on this construction presents to

ihe fire a surftice of 413 s(juare feet, and will bcal

its contents in about ihreequartersof an hour, with
the consumption of 24 lbs. of coal. If wood is

burned there must be double the quantity allowed.

§. 2. j^ppendages to a Defecating Boiler.

They are the following :

—

1. A thermotneter and an areometer.
2. Scales and weights to weigh the lime.

3. A bin for lime, and wooden pails or buckets.

4. A measure either of lead or copper, for sul-

phuric acid.

5. A wooden instrument to stir up the liquor in

the boiler.

6. A platedspoon, to observe the juice with, and
an exf)eriment saucer.

7. A skimmer.
8. A filter and funnel.

Areometer and TTiermometer.

Beaume's areometer is generally allowed to be'

the best ; il should be provided with a tin case,
havino; a wooden handle. The liquor about to be
weijrlied is drawn up in this tin case, which is

held by the handle. It is important that the juice
should be examined always at the same tempera-
ture. It should be taken as it comes ti'om the

press, and plunged, by means of the fin case, in

water from a well or pump, so as to reduce it to a
temperature of 10° of Reaumur (55 ° of Fahren-
heit.) Then insert the areometer ; and if all sub-
sequent trials are made with the same precaution,

the comparative results will not fail to be correct.

In this state tlie juice varies from 5° to 10° (areo-

metriques) of'Beaume. If weighed when boiling,

a difference will he found of 4^^ more or less, be-
cause then, the heat expanding the liquid, dimin-
ishes the specific gravity of it.

The areometer will also be found useful in the

evaporation of the juice, to e.stimate the precise

time fiivourable to clarification. Being of glass,

and consequently very liable to be broken in the'
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hands ol' common workmen, it will be necessary to

have a nuiuher oftliem at hand.

The thermometer is used in defecation to jud(T:e

of the state of rhe temperature, and tlience to as-

certain the proper lime lor adding the clarifying

agents. The most convenient place to hang it is

near the boiler, and it ought to be immersed in the

liquor during nearly all the time of the clarihca-

tion.

Scales and JVeighis to weigh the Lime.

These, it is unnecessary to say more ol^ than

that they should be capable of weighing from 5

lbs. to 50 lbs.

Bin to slake Lime in, and Backets for the Liquor.

The lime employed for the defecation of beet-

root juice is generally unsl.iked, weiglied in that

state, then slaked wilfi water, and afterwards, by

adding more water, reduced to the consistency of

cream. For this operation a bin, or cistern, of a

particular form is required: it is, ibr the most part,

circular, with a cover.

M. Dubruiitiuif, however, is of opinion that

iime should not be weighed til! after it is slaked,

as yielding more certain and iinilbrm results ; in

which case, a lal-ge quantity mijiht be slaked be-

forehand. It is sifted pretty fine, to se|)arate all

the coarse and unburnt lumps, which, in the usual

method of applying the lime, are reckoned as so

many active agents, whereas, they are of no use

at all in the clarifying process; and hence many
errors in the general results.

^ Lead or Cupper Vesselfor the Sulphuric jicid.

The sulphuric acid is usually diluted with five

of six parts of water before usiiiii. This is per-

formed in a wooden bucket, the hoops of which are

of copper, instead of iron.

Filter for Skimmings.

An enclosed or covered filter is recommended in

prelc'rence to the one in common use, it being im-
portant, in order to get as much liquor from the
skimnungs as possible, that they should not besul-
lered to cool too fast. The construction should be
the same as that hereafter described Ibr the juice,

only that the one may be made of coarse cloth, or
canvass, and the other of fine linen. The filter

should be provided with a receiver adequate to the
amount of juice from one charge.

§. Of the different methods of Defecation.

This is one of the most difficult operations con-
nected with the manufiicture of beet-root sugar.

The results are perpetually changing, as the na-
ture of the root changes during the progress of the
work. We proceed to describe the simplest and
most economical of the means employed, viz.,

lime alone, or sulj)huric acid and lime together.

The first vieihod of defecation—that ofthe Colonies.

After detailing the origin and progress of defe-

cation in France, the author proceeds to show
that lime alone, if not the best means, is at least

capable, in good hands, of producing very impor-
tant results; and instances the manulacture ofM<
Houdarl, near Douay, as one of the best and
most successful on this principle. Suppose 114
gallons of juice are to be clarified. The boiler

being charged, and the fire burning, the thermo-
meter is placed in it, and should be kept there

till it amounts to 60" or 65" (167'= or ITS'" of

Fahrenheit.) During this interval eighty-eight

pounds of lime slacked and sifted, are weighed
out; four or five other bags are then similarly

prepared, each bag containing 7 pounds of lime.

This done, the 88 liis. of lime are put into a wood-
en vessel, where they are mixed with clear water,

till they become like milk. This mixture is poured

Instrument for stirring the Liquor in the Copper.
^

into the boiler when tlie temperature is above 60°
lor 65*^ (Reaumur.) The whole is then briskly

This should be a round slick or pole, twice as stirred tor some minutes, in order to incorporate

long as the copper is deep. A' one end is a round the lime vvell with the liquor. Before the lime is

piece of wood, about a foot in diameter, pierced |
added, a thick scum will show itself on the surlitce.

with holes.

ji Plated Spoon t/i which to Examine the Juice,

and a Saucer.

The spoon should be kept bright, that the work-
man may judge more readily when the clarifica-

tion is complete.

The saucer should be very white. The use of
it is to receive the small drops of syrup of violets

and tournesol, to as(;ertain, by touching them with
the liquid under clarification, the excess of alkali

and acid.

Large Skimmer.

This ought to be at least eight inches in diame-
ter, and to be fixed to the end of a long handle. It

is not always considered necessary to remove the
scum from the boiling liquor, and especially when
the precipitating system is resorted to, as it forms
a sort of cover or guard to the liquor against too

sudden refrigeration by the action of the air.

Lime often destroys this scum, or, at any rate, it

IS suspended in the liquid by agitating it when the

lime is added. When thoroughly mixed, some
minutes should cla[)se before the full efi'ect will be
produced; then, with a bright sjioon, take a little

of the liquor, and examine it carefully: if the

quantity of lime be sufficient, the juice will exhibit

a number of clots, or particles, in suspension,

which will soon settle to the bottom of the spoon,

leaving the upper part of the liquid perfectly clear

and transparent, and more or less of an amber color.

If, instead of this, the lumps are very much divi-

ded, and only swim in the liquor wiihout settling

10 the bottom, even for several seconds, and if

the juice remains of a thick milky color, it is a
proof that more lime is wanted.
One of the lillle parcels of 7 lbs. is then mixed

with water, poured into the boiler, and well stirred

as before. The juice is then again examined
with the spoon, and if the symptoms are still not

so favorable as they niiglit be, another 7 lbs. are

added, and so on, 7 lbs. each time, till the defeca-

tion ol" the whole is complete.
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88 Ills, of lime to 114 njallons of juice m;iy al-

ways be used with satety. It is, in liicf, the niiii-

iinuiii (lose that ought to l)e ap|)lieil. TluMjiiaiiti-

ty varie.^ with thetjuality of the beetroot, ami the

perioli of the season when it is applied. Thus,

at the begiunini^ of the season, when the roots

arc rich and full of sugar, the greater will be the

proportion of lime necessary. The object of the

lime b-^iiig to |irecipitate certain substances which

impede the formation of sugar, it should, of course,

b-* added in riuantities adequate to the amount of

these substances; tor, experience seems to show,

that as the quantity of sugar increases, so will

also these extraneous matters. Thus, a firm, solitl

beet root requires more lime than a watery root,

and vice versa.

On the whole, the safest way is to begin with

Utile enougli of lime, lor it is very easy to add

more from time to time, as above directed. But

it is not to be inferred from hence, that, on the

tohole, a small quantity is preferable to a larger.

So far is this from being the case, that it is consi-

dered better to use too much than too little ; for

though an excess of this alkali is prejudicial to the

sugar, it is always less so than an insufficient

quantity. The observations of the worlcman can-

not be too frequently taken during the process of

detecaling. A clear liquor, and a perfect precipi-

tation, are the main objects to be accomplished.

If these are not obtained, or imperfectly so, the

results will be sure to sufTer.

It has been imagined by JVI. Barruel, that the

red beet requires more lime than the white ; but

M. Dubrunlimt considers this opinion as not al-

together correct, and is rather disposed to refer

the apparent difference to the season, which
might tiiat year produce a red beet of a firmer

and less watery description than the yellow.

The beet pjice, when it first comes from the press,

it is of a nnlkv hue, and yet dingy. When heated,

the scum and froih rise; but as soon as the lime is

added, the black, dirty color disappears by degrees,

and abumlance of flakes are seen in the liquor.

These flakes are usually of a yellowish grey co-

lor; when the proportion of lime is sufficient, they

separate from the liquid and rapidly sink to the

bottom. When arrived at this stage of the dele-

cation, the fire must be withdrawn, and the boiler

left to itself for an hour or two, that the whole
may settle properly. The cock placed just above
the bottom of the boiler should be opened, to

draw ofl' the liquor clear. The juice is then con-

veyed to the evaporating pans—of which more
hereafter. Care should be taken to watch the

liquor as it runs off", lest any part should become
thick and turbid, especially towards the end ; so

soon as this is perceived, the cock should be closed

and the lower one opened, that the residuum may
pass through the filter. When this is all drawn
off, the boiler is ready for a fresh charge.

The defecation by lime is denominated the sys-

tem of the colonies, because there the process was
made trial of, and long before beet-root sugar was
even thought of. But it ought to be explained,

that, in the present day, it is not used to so much
advantage in the colonies as in France. There,
in fact, the management is left to a slave, who,
not unfi-equently applies the lime at random: and,

of course, the results are, and must be^ very un-

equal.

It has been phown that it is better to use too

Vol. V—13

much than too little lime in defecation. Both arc
slated to be evils, and yet of two evils, the former
is the least. Aller having operated on the extra-
neous matter in the sugar, it then begins to act on
the suffar itself".

Delineation by lime alone, then, has this <rrand
inconvenience—that a part of the sugar is destroy-
ed to obtain the other. In this process, in fact,

when the syrup is run into moulds, it produces arr

abundant crystallization; and the molasses, which
coine f"rom it more rapidly than by any other
method, have a very disagreeable taste and smell;
they have but little sweetness, and if by any
known process a second crystallization be attempt-
ed, not an atom of sugar can be obtained from
them. Nay more, the sugar partakes of the bad
taste and smell of" the molasses, and is thereby
rendered unsaleable in the market. JSven after

refining, these objections are still more or less per-

ceptible. M. Dubrunfautstates that he has ex-
perienced this himself, as a refiner. The suirar

produced by the lime was always very fair to tfu;

eye, the grain large, strong, and open; but it had
a particular smell, and left a disagreeable flavor in

the mouth.
It is a pity that the defecation by lime presents

these inconveniences, for it is the mode of all

others the simplest, and best adapted to conmion
farm esiablis'iments. It is, indeed, on this ac-

count that many manufacturers who have adopted
it continue still to use it notwithstanding the iultn-

riority it presents, both as to quantity and quality

of its results, as compared vvitii those of other

and more complicated methods. It cannot be re-

commended, even m-aiiaired in the best knowrr
manner. Its simplicity does not overcome its im-
perfections, and the author above quoted greatly

prelers either of the following methods.
Notwithstanding the decided opiniod here ex-

pressed by M. Dubrunfaut against the the em-
ployment of lime alone as a defecating agent, it

has been ascertained, by subsequent experience,

that it is capable, under proper management, of
producing very favorable resuhs, both as to quali'

ty and quantity.

Seco^id Method—French Process—

So called, because it was first adopted in France,
and consists, in the first instance, of the use of
lime to excess, and then neutralizing, in part, the
alkalization of the juice, by sulphuric acid. M.
Dubrunfaut has detailed the particulars of the fol-

lowing experiments made by M. Cafler and him-
self at the manufactory of the former.

Experiment I.

At the time the narrator arrived, only two
charges had been worked ofi", the third was then

in progress, and great diflicullies were encounter-

ed in the course of the work. The filtration waa
either impossible, or very bad. The syrup in the

moulds, the produce of the two former defiications,

furnished only a blackish sugar. On trying the

sugar in the third boiler, it was found highly alka-

line, and contained not only a little lime, but am-
monia, and a good deal of potash, which entered

into combination with the albumen, and formed

with it a soluble compound. The charge under
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defecation was 2500 litres, (570 jrallons): 22 lbs.

of quick lime had been put into the boiler. The
precipitation had been tolerably good, but the

scum when put into the filter was smeary,* and
would not run. Sulpliuric acid diluted with water
was then added ia small quantities, until the li-

quor indicated but a weak proportion ol' alkali.

From that moment the blood operated, the

juice granulated well, and filtered with great ease

and clearness. The Havor was sensibly improved;
when put to boil it did not altogether present the

same taciiilies as the alkaline syrup, but the proof

was obtained without burning. 'Fhe sugar crys-

tallized well in the mould, was perl'ectly clear,

had no bad taste or smell, and, in short, was infi-

nitely superior to that obtained Irom lime alone.

The syrup which flowed fro.m this sugar was also

well tasted and free from any unpleasant smell,

and it was thought, by its strong saccharine fla-

vor, to be capable ofcrystallizaiioii when reboiled,

which ultimately proved to be correct, as succeeding
experiments will show.
To obtain the above results the enormous quan-

tity of two ordinary bottles of sulphuric acid at
66'^ was used in the clarification. The follow-

ing experiment was made on the same quantity

of juice.

Experiment 2.

Another boiler was defecated, as in the prece-

ding case, with 22 lbs. of quick lime; then precipi-

tated and evaporated till the clarification was con-

centrated. The only ditl'erence was, that after

putting in the lime, the animal charcoal arising

from two former charges was added. The juice

of this delecation indicated an excess ol" alkali

that was nearly neutralized by the diluted sulphu-
ric acid. This time, it was imao-iued, that half a
bottle of the acid (say 24 to 28 oz.) would be
sufficient to render the alkali nearly neuter, where-
as in the first experiment 106 or., were required to

produce the same eti'ect. This is an enormous
difference, and evidently dejiends on the animal
charcoal, which acts on the alkalis as an acid, in

the detticating process. This mode of applying
animal charcoal is important andcuriousjas show-
ing, that thougli it had alreeidy acted in a former
mstance, it still retained its neutralizing quality,

and that the use of it in delecation had reduced the
proportion of sulphuric acid to a quarter of that

required without the carbon. The suaar was
equally good with that of the preceding experi-
ment, and the molasses reboUed, capable of an
abundant crystallization.

This experiment was repeated several times,

and always with the same results.

Experiment 3.

Another boiler was defecated with 22 lbs. of

quick lime, as in the preceding cases, with the ad-
dition of the acid, only that the quantity this time
was not confined to just enough to produce neu-
tralization, but to a small portion beyond this.

The clarification, notwilhstandiniT, proceeded well.

The blood produced its proper effect, and the juice
filtered with ease; but in boiling, there was a
great head of iioth on the syrup, which it seemed

* Smeary—a technical term, equivalent to gras,fatty.

impossible to keep down. In spite of every pre-

caution to the contrary, the contents of the cop-
per were much burnt. The syrup was drawn
from the boiler, and then put into the moulds.
These, instead ofshowing, after cooling, a smooth,
solid surface, exhibited only a froth, which did

not dry, though the grain formed well enough; and
when the moulds were opened some days alter, a
pasty, but very fine sugar was discovered, and so

smeary, as very imperfectly to purge itself of the

molassess. These, mixed with tlie molasses of
the preceding experiments, did not alter their agree-

able flavor, but deprived them of their jiroperty of
reboiling.

Observe, that in this experiment the excess of
acid was very small, and hence may be shown the

injury which this agent is capable of producing,

when not used in proper quantities. The sugar
is most ali'ected by it when at a high temperature;
for when cold, it has little or no effect. Much of
of the loss and disappointment occurring in cer-

tain sugar m.aking establishments have arisen from
this source, the not knowmgthe proper proportions

of sulphuric acid.

Experiment 4.

22 lbs. of lime were applied to 750 gallons of
juice, the boiler being at the time at 65" of Reau-
mur, (178^ of Fahrenheit); at 70'' (1S<> F.) the

scum had coagulated well, and the juice showed
by its clearness and easy precipitation, that the

proportion of lime was sufiicient. Sulj)huric acid

diluted was then added, to neutralize, as much as

possible, the excess of the lime; and to effect this

completely, the enormous quantity of 4^ kilogram-

mes (159 ounces) was found necessary. The ad-

dition of the sulphuric acid increased the precipi-

tation, and when boiled, the liquor was nearly

without scum, and altogether, the defecation was
good. Two boilers were thus treated, and their

united contents boiled together; the result was per-

fecdy satisfactory. The molasses had no bad
smell or taste; on the contrary, they aflorded every
hope of succeeding, if reboiled, and this was con-

firmed by alter experience.

The results of this experiment being so advan-
tageous, it is hardly to be expected they will be
materially improved upon; and, accordingl}^, we
are told it is the method in conunon use in most of
the principal establishments in France. M. Du-
brunfiiut has described the various plans pursued

by M. M. Chaptal, Dombasle, the Duke of Ra-
gusa, and M. Bernard, concluding with his own: the

clarification, in this last case, taking place in boilers

of 114 gallons, (500 litres,) which is considered

by the author as the most convenient size. The
boiler being charged, it is heated, and then clarified

with lime; when enough of this has been used to

make the juice perfectly clear, the temperature

may be lOO"^ to 201° (Fahrenheit,^ the lime being
applied as recommended, at 178"^. The sulphuric

acid is then added, having been diluted with six

times its bulk of water. It is appiied in small

quantities, stirring briskly each time. Every time

that the acid is applied, it will be necessary to ex-
amine the juice, which is done in the following

manner. The operator should be provided with

a spoon and a very white porcelain saucer. On
the surface of this saucer, a few drops of syrup

of violets should be placed, by means of a small
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fskewer, dipped into a bottle of the pyrup. It will

be as wi'll, also, to iiave on this saucor a piiiall

(luantity of well prepared blue tiirnsol. This
done, he tlu'n may proceed to examine the juice.

The thick scum is first removed, which has

been produced by the lime and sulphuric acid, a

quantity ofthe puriiied juice is then taken in the

e])oon, to see ifthe clearness and precipitation <;o on

well, provinfj, in that case, that the siil[)huric ticid

has not been over-applied. The heller to assure

(vne's self oflhis.leta wooden peffbe dipped in the

juice contained in the spoon, which mix with one

of the drops of gyrup of violet in the saucer. If

the alkali is predominant in the juice, the syrup of

violets will chant',p. to a fine deep green color, in

proportion as the alkali becomes weaker, the ijreen

wdl take the more time to develop itselt'. and will

lose its deep hue. The addition of the acid must

cease when the syrup, touched by the juice, turns

but slowly to green. A certain number of drops

of syrup have been recommended to be placed in

the saucer, for the convenience of making seve-

ral dhlerent experiments. It will not be amiss,

alier ascertaining l>y the syrup ol' violets that

the proportion ot' acid is sutficient, to touch the

spots of turnsol with the juice, in order to be satis-

fied that It will not turn them red; for it is the pro-

perty of acids to change the blue color of the turn-

Bol to red. This latter experiment is of no other

use than to prove to an inexperieneed practitioner

that his eye has not deceived him in the tbrmer

experiment, [f too much acid, it must not only

be neutralized by the lime, but there must be also

a slight excess of this alkali. Care should be taken

in the above trials, that the quantities of juice and

syrup should be eciual, or nearly so. lor if either

predominate, the results will neither be satisfacto-

ry nor correct.

When it is ascertained that the boiler contains

but a slight excess of alkali, and after the contents

have been well stirred, the fire is withdrawn, and
ihey are left to settle.

In about half an hour the liquor will be clear

enough to draw off- One may reckon that 114

gallons of juic^, requiring 6 or 7 lbs. of lime, will

take nearly a kilogramme (35 oz. av.) of acid to

neutralize them sufficiently. Admitting that it

requires the amount of two charges of the press

to fill one boiler, from a quarter to a third of the

Aveight of lime required for a defecation may be

added to the juice, in tne vessel in which it comes
from the first pre ss. This measure will be parti-

cularly advisable when the temperature oi' the

place "be at from 61" to 73° of Fahrenheit.

Third Method—M. Adiard's Plan.

Achard. when he established his manufactory,

was indebted to no one, either for plans or machi-
nery, but struck out a path for himeellj in which
he has, to a certain extent, been eminently suc-

cessful. His method of defecation difi'ers from

those we have been describing, inasmuch as, in-

stead of using the lime first, and then the sulphu-

ric acid, he begins with the latter, and neutralizes

with the former. It differs also in other respects,

which will be hereafter alluded to.

The juice, on first issuiug irom the press, was
deposited in lame earthen vessels, wdiere it was
acidulated. This acidulation was obtained by l-;f

drachms (avoird.), 2.^ grammes of sulphuric acid

foi every litre (61 English cubic inches, nearly

two pinis) of juice, not more than six or sevpn
hours elapsing between the extraction of the juice

and its acidulation.

The l()llowing is ]\1. Achard's own account of
the process adopted by him. ''The boiler having
been well cleaned, the botsom is unilbrmly cover-

ed Avith chalk, finely powdered, in the proportion

of about three drachtus (i)r every litre (61 cubic

inches) of juice, acidilied the day before.* It is

then about tu'O-thirds filled, that there may be
room for the scum to li)rm on its surface. The
contents of the several earthen vessels are then

got together, and poured into the boiler. The up-

per part of the acidified sugar is clear, but the bot-

tom is thick, of a greyish color, from the flakes' of
albumen acd other impurities precipitated by the

acid. The sugar is well mixed with the chalk,

in order that the combination may be complete;

ibr the object of tliis operation is to saturate the

sulphuric acid which has been added to the su-

gar. It thus forms a sulphate of lime which is

deposited at the bottom of the boiler. This preci-

pitation is attributable to the insolubility of the

lime, which requires 2-50 or 3C0t times its weight
of water to hold it in solution. Such of it as re-

mains in the sugar is separated by an alter pro-

cess.

• '-It would at first appear, that any sort of calca-

reous earlh may be employed tor this purpose; but

experience proves the conirary. The true reason

of this is, perhaps, that these calcareous stones

are always mixed with extraneous substances, in-

somuch that their weifiht does not exactly indicate

that of the calcareous carbonate; to say notliing

of the obstacles which these substances interpose

in the way of the clarification. By the combina-
tion of the sulphuric acid with the lime, the car-

bonic acid with which it is saturated is set at liber-

Xy and remains in the juice, sometimes showing
itself in litlle bubbles. Experience has proved the

necessitv of disensrairing this acid beibre refining,

because the extraction of the suirar is thereby \'a-

ciiitated. The best means of eHecting this, is by
adding chalk converted into quicklime by the ac-

tion of fire. If burnt belbrehand, it should be

carefully preserved from the elFect of the atmos-

phere. The calcined chalk :;iay be added to the

juice in the boiler about a quarier of an hour after

the unburnt chalk, at the rate of two drachms
avoirdupois lor every gallon of juice; the boiler is

then covered, and the ihermometer placed in it.

When at 100° the cover is half taken ofl^, and
skimmed milk is added at the rate of 10 or 14 litres

(2 to 3 ffallons) per 1000 litres (227 gallons) of

juice. The whole is well stirred, and then covered

down. When the thermometer is at 79° (210°)

the fire is extinguished, and when the temperature

drops to 145° oi~ 165°, tlie boiler is uncovered. Be-

ibre the clarification, the albumen separaied frons

* Observe, the juice is never put into tiie boiler till

it has been in contact wiih the sulphuric acid about

twenty-four hours.

fM. Achard states 470 times its weiijht of water; but

we are assured by M. Uubrniifaiit, that in beet-root

juice it is much more soluble than in water, and that

even in this latter it only requires 250 or .300 times its

own weio-ht to dissolve it.
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the juice by the isulphunc acid, appeared in flakes

lou \\^j:\\1 10 be divided from the nius!--, but, in con-

seciuence of the. heat, this matter became consis-

tent, an object to which the niill< contributed not a

Jiitle.

"All the particles separated frnm the juice float-

ed on the surluce, ffirminir a dark crust, in one
piece, easily renioveil witii a copper skinuner.

Underneath, the juice is found perlectiy clear."

So fiir M. Aeiiard, whose system has neverthe-

less been adojjted but by one manufacturer, within

the knowIed<re of the author, viz., M. Crespel

d' Arras, who has, with somes!ii)ht modifications,

constantly pursued M. A chard's plan. The lol-

lowing is a brief sketch of

The Method of Defecation adopted by M. Crespel.

"The juice as it comes from the press passes,

by means of a leaden strainer, into two tubs lined

with lead. One of these is tilled in the morning,

the other at night. Each tub contains 1800 litres

(410 gallons). As soon as one tub is filled, the

first process is begun, namely, the acidification of

the juice; for this purpose 8i oz., or thereabouts,

of sulphuric acid, diluted with three parts of water
are used for every hectolitre (22 gallons) of liquid.

As the acid is applied, the juice is kept stirring,

after which it is leil till the following day, when it

is poured into the defecating boilers. Each of

these ought to hold 410gallons, that is, they should
be of the sa.*'e dimensions as the tubs where the

juice has been acidified. The boilers having been
well cleaned, the bottoms are lined with a coating

of pulverized chalk, in the proportion of 18 oz. to

22 gallons. The juice is then poured in, s^tirring it

well all the time, in order to prevent the acid from
afl'ecting the copper.* Into each boiler are then
put 5 or 6 ounces of lime, previously slaked by the

uir, mixed with water enough to^ form a milk,

wliichis mixed with the juice.

"When the fire is up, and tlie temperature in

the boiler is raised to 25° or 30" of Reaumur, (88°
to 100° of Fahrenheit,) bullocks' blood is added
in the proportion of 2j pints to every 20 gallons of
juice.

t

"The materials beinfj well mixed together, the

fire is forced briskly. In two hours the whole will

be in a state of ebullition, as shown by the ther-

mometer, which ri.ses to 80° of Reaumur, 212° of

Fahrenheit. The fire is shortly afterwards with-
drawn, the scum, &c. is taken ofl'the surfiice and
put on a linen strainer, under which is a shallow
tub or keeler, lined with lead, to receive the drop-
pinjrs, which are put back into one of the boilers.

When they will yield no more juice through the
etrainer, the residuum is taken to the bass with the
pulp, and pressed to get out what is left of the
juice. This operation is performed by a press for

the purpose, placed near the boilers.

"Shortly alter skimming, the substances which
did not float will be precipitated. The juice is

then of a yellow color, and perfectly transparent.

The cock is opened, and the juice contained in one
defecating boiler is divided equally amongst six

'This has been by some considered an erroneous
idea, consequently such a precaution is useless.

fM. Crespel substitutes blood lor the milk used by
M. Achard.

concentrating boilers." (Chaudieres de concen-
tration.)

Such is the plan which M. Crespel has pursued
for many years, and which, with the exception of
usin 11^ large instead of small vessels lor acidiiying

the juice, and blood instead of milk, is precisely

that of M. Achard.
M. Crespel has since substituted simple lime

f()r the carbonate of" lime, to neutralize the acid,

and has also discovered that the prolonged contact

of the sulphuric acid with the jjiice is useless.

The following is the method of defecation as at

present pursued by him.

When one of the defecating boilers (always
ISOO litres, or 410 gallons each.) is sufficiently full,

belbre the fire is lighted apply 3600 grammes (127
oz., say 81bs. avoirdupois) of diluted acid. After
being well stirred, put in 8 or 91hs. of lime, weighed
quick, then slaked, and mixed with water to the

consistence of milk. The fire is then lighted.

When the juice is at 170° or 190°, the animal
charcoal of a former clarification is mixed with it,

after which bullocks' blood is added, which is well

siirred, in order that it may be distributed equally

throughout the mass. The fire is then quenched,
and after a while the clear licjuor is drawn off", by
'he cock placed a litde above the bottom of the

boiler.

M. Dubrunfiiut then proceeds to give the re-

sults of various experiments made by M. Carter

and himself, which appear to have failed entirely

from an oversight in applying the sul|)huric acid to

the juice when hot., instead of" c»/fZ, as recommend-
ed both by M. Achard and M. Crespel. Still he
had a strong- desire to acquire farther information

on this subject; and in the course of his investiga-

tions, the following reflections suggested them-
selves to his mind:

He had observed that both M.JVl. Achard and
Crespel had recommended the defecation of the

juice immediately on coming f'tum the press. He
had also noticed that the juice of the beetroot,

however white in itself", became of a dark and yel-

low tint when exposed to the air, and imagined

this to proceed fi'om the same cause which changes
the color of i"ruits, as pears and apples, when cut

with a knife. He conceived an idea that the sul-

phuric acid applied to the juice had for its object

the prevention of this alteration, and to convince

himself ol' it, exposed the sections of fruit to the

action of the air, leaving some as they came from

the knife, and touching others with a slight coat

of sulphuric acid a good deal diluted. The for-

mer very soon turned yellow and blackish, whilst

the latter remained unchanged. The experiment

then was conclusive as to the object to be attained

by the application of the acid.

Yet Achard had only advised the addition of

sulphuric acid to the juice, and as the change man-
ifests itself as soon as the pulp is formed, and in

the pulp itself, he thought it would be an improve-

ment to add the sulphuric acid to the pulp instead

of the juice; with this view, the following experi-

ment was made by M. Cafler and himself.

Experiment

.

—935 lbs. of beet roots were weigh-

ed, as being the amount ol a single pressure.

They were then rasped, and as the pulp fell into

the troufrh beneath, it was taken and put into open
casks, where it was mixed with sulphuric acid di-

luted with five times its weight of" water. The
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quantity of acid so applied was 900 grammes (58
OUlU't'S.)

Tlio pulp lliu- prepared, seemed to undcrfjo no

alteration Trom the act ion of the air; whilst, in i^e-

neral, it becomes hhicU in a very short space of

time. It was then pat into buijs, ami (i'om it were

expressed 340 litres (77 irallons) of juice, wliich

was preserved to the Ibllowing day wiihont any

alteration; the temperature of tiie place being 12'-'

Reaumur, 59'' of Fahrenheit. The juice in this

state was less muddy and milky than usual. Next

day the juice was put into the boiler, and nuxed
with lime at a temperature of 20^ to 30° Reaunmr
(78° to 100" Faiirerdieit.) Defecation went on

well, the evaporation was easy, the clarification

was not more difficult; and the syrup, when boiled,

yielded a small mould of sugar, rather smeary.

The author does not attribute this clammy quality

in the sugar to any defect in the process, but sim-

ply to the smallness of the scale on which the e-\-

periment was tried. Nevertheless, he is persua-

ded that they would have done better had the acid

been neutralized when cold; and proceeds to give

the following

Modification of Achard's System.

In the first place, the quantity of beet roots ne-

cessary *br one pressure should be ascertained and

measured. Enough of the sulphuric acid should

then be diluted to serve for tlie whole of the pulp

from the above, in the proportion stated by M.
Achard of 2^- grammes per litre, equal to 5|
drachms av. for 7 pints, say 3 oz., or thereabouts,

for 7 gallons ofjuice. The cistern, lined with cop-

per, intended to receive the pulp from the rasping

mill, ought to be moveable, though of larger di-

mensions than usually made. Of these, there

ought to be two or three, as will be explained here-

after. This done, the rasping should go on till the

pulp cistern is full, which is replaced by an empty
one. The pulp is then acidified in the manner be-

fore described, put mto bags, and carried to the

press. In this manner, one should be certain al-

ways to employ the same quantity of acid for a
given weight of beet roots.

By such a mode of proceeding, the amount of

acid remaining in the pulp is very trifling, it being
nearly all expelled by the operation of pressing,

insomuch, that the pulp may, without any incon-

venience, be given to cattle.

It is important, in the progress of this work, to

avoid iron utensils; and, indeed, all contact be-

tween the juice and iron under any form, for with-

out this precaution, much unnecessary mischief

may be done. Thus, all pumps should be made
of copper; and where a hydraulic press is employed,
which commonly has a good deal of iron about if,

every part exposed to the action of the juice should
be varnished or painted. Perhaps a varnish of

caoutchouc would be the most effective. The
acidified juice being taken to the defecating boiler,

and whilst yet cold, aquantity ofquick lime is added
equal in weight to the acid used. Alter which,
the fire is lighted, and forced as soon as possible

to 65° or 70° Reaumur (178° to 189° Fahrenheit.)
The bullocks' blood is then added, at the rate of a

pint or so to 50 gallons of juice. After this it is

left to settle, the clear is drawn off as before slated,

and the process of concentration takes place.

(To be continued.)

From the Farmers' Magazine, for January, 1837.

TIIK GUEAT AGllICULTURAI. I)1M\EU AT MAR-
KETHILL.

[The earlier stagos of the ag;rictdliiral improvements

which are referred to in the following cxtiact, (made by

poor men occnpying very small farms,) were given in

detail in two interesting articles in the second vohnne

of the Farmers' Register, at pages 706 to 709, and 724.]

This dinner took place on the 17ih instant.

The Earl of Goslord being now in Canada, and
Lord Acheson being detained in England, the

chair was taken, about six o'clock, by William
Blacker, Esq., his Lordship's land agent. The
room was completely filled by the successful com-
petitors, as well as by the principal tenants on the

Gosfbrd and neighboring estates, all o( whom were
invited, besides many strangers, who, taking an
interest in the cause of agricultural improvement,
had come from a distance to attend the meeting.

In the course of the evening the chairman an-
nounced that he had received a letter from the

Marquis of Downshire, stating his J^ordship's

great desire to have been present, and that he had
only been prevented by being under the necessity

of attending the Down Hunt meeting. His Lord-
ship, however, sent his agriculturist, Mr. Holland,

and two of his principal tenants, iVJr. M'A leavy

and Mr. Wesley M'Garry, very intelligent men,
who added greatly to the pleasure and instruction

of the evening. Mr. Poole, agent to the Earl of

Ranfurley, came also from Dun<rannon, and Mr.
O'Neill, from Verner's bridge. The agriculturists

from the Richhill and Drumbanagher estates, and
many gentlemen of the town and neighborhood
connecled with the Gosfbrd estate, were present;

as were also Captain Barker, Mr. M'Kee, Mr.
M'Anally, Mr. Simpson, Mr. Martin, Mr. Scott,

fi-om the Charlemont estate, and many others.

Altogether the room was quite full.

The cloth being reaioved, the chairman remind-
ed the company of the established rules of the meet-
ing that no subjects of a political or controversial

nature should be introduced, nor any toasts given
except what had been sanctioned by the chair; and,
after having regretted the absence of his noble em-
ployers, he proceeded to give the usual standing
loyal toasts. Then (bllowed—"the lord of the

soil, his Excellency the Earl of Gosfbrd." It is

almost unnecessary to mention the enthusiasm
with which this toast was received. The chair-

man then addressed the company, as follows:

"Gentlemen—Having now gone through our
standard toasts, I proceed to commence the busi-

ness of the evening by reading out the list of pre-

miums. It is, however, necessary lor me to pre-

mise that the object of these premiums being to

introduce a system worth following for ds own
sake, his Lordship has desired, that where any
person has been already three times successful, he
shall merely obtain a certificate of merit, and that

the premium shall be given to the next in succes-

sion. I am happy to see that this change does not

deter those who have been heretofore principally

distinguished, from continuing in the course in

which they had commenced, f still see the names
of Messrs. Ingram and Bartley Kinney, and am
confident I shall again see Moses Greer, in the

list, when he gets his new farm into order. I am
happy to Bee, also, many new names introduced of
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persons who are coming forward as competitors,

tor the first time, and who will, I have no doubt,

become better known to us hereafter.

"The premiums now to be awarded are for the

best stocii, and are ad]ud<ied upon a comparison

of quality ot cattle, quantity of food, and size of

the larms; and the premiums consist of rollers,

ploughs, fans for cleaning corn, harrows, wheel-

barrows, &c., which it will not hereafter be neces-

sary to enumerate." Mr. B. then read the names
of the successful competitors, in the following or-

der:

James Jenkins, of Drumgaw, 1st prem.

Bartley Kinney had ceriificate for 2d do.

Robt. B. M'Cantrim received, however, 2d do.-

James M'Connell, of Cornicrew, 3d do.

James Collison, of Hamilton's-bawn, 4th do.

Samuel Parks, of Lurgyross, 5th do.

Joseph Thompson, GrayhiUa, 6th do.

Accordinii; to the usual practice, the health of

James Jenkins was given, as having obtained the

first premium; and he was afierwards called upon
to state what advantage he had derived from the

plan he was pursuing: this he did in a manner
very satisfactory to the company. He said

—

"1 am able to saj^, gentlemen, that since I have
followed the plan recommended hv JMr. Blacker, I

have been able to change my stock, witli conside-

rable profit to mysellj fi-om a very bad stock to a
very good one, as my gettinij the first premium
shows; and though I was then pinched to feed

them poorly, I have now plenty to teed thepi well;

and whereas I Imd only two cows, a heifijr, and a
pony formerly, I have now five cows, two heifers,

and one good horse on my sixteen acres, kept on
clover and vetches in summer, on cabbage at this

Reason of the year, and turnips in winter and spring,

I prefer early York and sugar loaf, and fiat Dutch
cabbage to the curled kail, for they give more food

at this season; and if the plants are put in about
three inches under the manure, the potatoes can
be dug out without injuring them, and as they
grow info the trench they do not overshadow or

injure the potatoes, as the curled kail does. I am
also happy to tell you, gentlemen, that I find the

produce of my liirm is increased, as well as mv
stock. Formerly I could manure but an acre and
a half of potatoes, and that but indifierenlly, hut

now I have this ye^r four acres of potatoes and
turnips manured in the very best fashion; and you
all know the more manured land you have in the

farm, the more grain you will get out of it. Tvlany

gentlemen, from distant parts, have come to see my
farm, and I am always glad to sec them, and have
always something pleasing to show them. Gen-
tlemen, I have nothing more to say, but that I am
well content, and determined to persevere in the
plan I have now been so much the better of."

Jenkins having sat down, Bartley Kinney, of
Ballyorgun, was called on. He said—"1 liave

upon former occasions mentioned, that by follow-

ing the practice of house-feeding and green crops,

I have benefited greati}-. I have added to my
farm, I have added to my stock, and I have added
to my crop; and althouirh I anj no longer allowed
to compete for the premium, my ceriificate shows
I am persevering in the same course, which I know
is for my advantage."
Samuel Parks, of Ltirgyross, being next cal|ed

on, said— "I hold 4a. 2r. 20p. of land, at a rent

of £4 9s 2d: upon this I feed two cows; and afle"^

providing my family, I have sold £7 worth of but-

ter and milk, being one-half more than my rent-

My covv's are house-fi?d, and in capital condition?

as my getting a premium shows."
After him, Joseph Thompson, of Grayhilla, was

called on. He said—"I have 11a. 3r. Op. of land,

and on this 1 have three cows, a heifer, and ahorse.

The half of my land was formerly in grazing, and
my stock fiir inferior in number and condition. I

consider the four-course rotation as an excellent

plan, and mean to persist in it; and I think I will

be able to increase my stock next .season from the

fine appearance my clover now has."

I should have mentioned that before calling on
any of the premium men to give any statement as

to their farms, the chairman cautioned them not to

say anything they could not prove, as, most prob-

ably, if the day admitted of it, some of the strangers

would visit their farms. The premiums for stock

having been gone over, the chairman remarked,
that as so much in the management of stock de-

pended on the females of the family, he had for-

merly been in the iiabit of giving as a toast, "far-

mers' wives and fiirmers' daughters," but he would
now make some litde alteration, which, he hoped,
would not be displeasing to the company, nor yet

to the parties more immediately referred to. He
would, therefore, call on them lo fill a bumper to

this, toast—"may those who are tvivcs be long so,

and those who are not be soon so." This the com-
pany insisted on drinking with all the lionors ofthree

times three.

The chairman then introduced the reading of the

premiums for the best cultivated farms, according

to the four-course rotation, by stating that the

smallness of tlte quantity of land kept in grazing

proved in a great degree, the profitable occupation

of the rest of the land, and mentioned that the cer-

tificate had been given to Mr. Thomas Ingram, of

Drumhoney, who I liave, in farmer accounts, had
often to mention.

The 1st premium was awarded toMichaelClarke,

Hamilton's-Bawn.
2d do., divided between Ruth M'Connell, Drum-

black, and Robert JM'Cammon, Drumminis.
3d, John lloire", Drumsaw.
4th, Edward' Wallace, do,

5th, James Ralston, Drumminis.
The list being read out, the chairman reminded

Mr. Ingram, who had got the certificate, how
doubtflil some of the company were formerly about

the produce of his dairy, and asked him had he now
the same thing as then to say about Jjaying his

rent thereby?

Mr. Ingram, being thus called on, said—"Gen-
tlemen, 1 cannot only say the same thing, but I can

say better; I hold twenty-three acres of land, and
nobody can say that I liold it too cheap, when 1 tell

them I pay £25 a-year rent. My stock is seven

cows, two heii(3rs, one calfj and two horses, and
they are all in good condition; the butter has al-

ready produced £26, which is a pound over the

rent, and I expect to make it £30 before the year

is otit, as the price is so high. And I will tell you
more, gentlemen, I had nine hundred stooks of ex-

cellent oats and an acreof tiax, and all nearly in and
well saved, so that I could make four times mj' rent

ofl'my fiirm."

This account seemed to give the greatest plea-

sure to all present, and Mr. Ingram's health was
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drank most cordially. The mention of tiie pro-

duce of INlr. Inijrani's dairy atfonled much sur-

prise, as he ivceps three, tiinii servants, and must,

iherelbre, have <jreat consumption at iiome. The
chairnian, however, said he uuilerstood tiiere was
another in the list that would surprise them still

more. He then passed a hi<;'h encomium on Mi-
chael Clarke's farm, in which, he said, there was
not the space of a siuijle ibot neglected; and also

noticed Ruth INl'Connel, wlio, by her own exer-

tions, had made a small piece of ground (which
liad merely fed a goat belore, and never yielded

more potatoes than hxsted until Christmas,) now
to keep a cow right well, and supply potatoes for

the whole year, and made 12 cwt. of oatmeal be-

sides, Irom a rood and six perches of land—add-

ing, that he was glad to hear her industry had got

her a husband. lie then called on John Hogg, of

Drumgaw, who bore the same testimony as all

others—viz: to the increase of his stock from one
cow and a heiti^r to two cows, a heifer, and a horse;

to the increase, likewise, of the manure, and the

increase of his crop, and his intention to persevere

in what he foimd so beneficial. Atier him, James
Rollston, of Drumminis. was called on, to whose
profit, by butter, the chairman had alluded. He
stated that "he had 8^ acres, and that he had
made, by selling milk and butter, £16. and by
exchange of cattle, £2; that he had also the pro-

duce of four bushels of flaxseed (near two acres,)

and one hundred and thirty stooks of oats: his stock

consisted, through the summer, of two excellent

cows and a pony; he had saved off his clover and
rye grass, four small cocks of hay, sufficient to

make one six fathom cock, and had at present
likewise two sheep." The chairman here drew
the attention of the strangers, and, indeed, all the
company, to this extraordinary produce from only
two cows—and Mr. Rollston was questioned very
closely as to how he could realize so much by his

milk and butter; when it was explained that he
lived within about 2^ miles of Armagh, and sold

his fresh butter there at lid the pound, and his

buttermilk at ^d per quart; and calculating at those

prices it appeared that the money might very read-

ily be made.
Mr. Herd, steward at Gosford, here observed,

that good keep the previous winter tends greatly

to increase the milk the following summer, which
all seemed to agree in.

Mr. William Martin, addressed the chairman,
said that "John M'Connell, close to Gos.'ord, had
made £6 from one cow, which was as much in

proportion, and that he had improved his farm as

much as any one on the estate."

The chairman said he was fully aware of what
had been mentioned—and, to prove the fact, he
read a portion of a letter he had received that day
irom the Earl of Gosford, from Canada, in whicii
his Lordship writes—"Do not forget to tell Jockey
M'Connell (the name he is known by among his

neighbors,) how glad it made me to hear of his

improvements in the management of his land."
''Now," observed the chairman, "this extract

shows you all, gendenien, how willing and atten-

tive I have been in reporting the improvement
Mr. Martin has alluded to; and it also shows
another thing, which I alluded to in proposing his

Lordship's health, namely—that although he
niight, in person, be far away, yet liis heart was
with us. in this statement! am, 1 think, fully

borne out, by the kind interest he has shown in

his humble tenant's improvements, at a time
when he hiinseli; as we ail know, must be vexed
and disheartened by the difiicullies and annoy-
ances which liiction and party spirit throw around
him."
Mr. Bruce here said, that he knew John M'Con-

nell hatl made more by his cow than Mr. Martin
thought; he having sold two firkins of butter, and.

they must come to more money than £0.
The chairman here alluded to the great produce

Mr. Ingram had derived from his farm, aiul added,

"I am fully aware that this is not to be obtained

by him, or by any other person, without very con-

siderable additional labor; lor, when the whole sur-

tiice is under a course of cropping, it must naturally

take more labor than when the half of it is in grass;

but is it not evident that this labor is well remune-
rated? and what has been the complaint in Ireland

tor centuries, but a want of employment, and a
want of remuneration for such employment as did

offer? Here, then, seems to be the means of re-

moving the complaint which has so long existed;

and I must say, that many landlords from different

countries in Ireland, seeing the thing, I suppose, in

the same light in which I have represented it, have
been anxious that I should send them persons Irom

this, to take farms u|)on their estates; but this plan

of introducing better examples of industry has hitli-

erto failed, from the apprehensions which people

here entertain lor their personal saliity, in going
among strangers, who they may chance to find

hostilely disposed towards them: but it just occurs

to me that the thing might be accomplished iii

another way, without any chance of failure, and
I mention it here, in order that the idea may gain

publicity. We all know that in Scotland, farmers

who have acquired a reputation for skill and good
management, are in the practice of receiving ap-

prentices, with very considerable fees, for being

taken into the family and allowed to labor on the

farm, and learn a proper system of cultivation; and
I really cannot help thinking that any landlord in

the southern countries, who wished to have some
of his tenants' sons properly instructed, should

have recourse to the Scotch plan, and send them
down as apprentices to such men as Mr. Ingram,
or to such agriculturists as Mr. Bruce, Mr. Ander-
son, or Mr. Milne, where they would be taken

round an estate of, perhaps, many thousand acres,

consisting ofevery kind of soil, and might thereby

receive much more general instruction than they

ever could do in any agricultural school or any
single farm whatever, and become qualified to act,

on their return home, as agriculturists." This idea

seemed quite new to the company, but they all ap-

peared sensible of its great utility if carried into ef-

fect. Capt. Barker here said, that he knew the in-

terest taken in the southern countries, as to the ag-

ricultural improvements carried on in this neighbor-

hood, was greater than could be vv^ell imagined; and
that a friend of his, from the county of Cork, would
have been very happy to have been able to attend

the present meeting.
Mr. W . M'Garry, from Lord Downshire's estate,

also observed, "that Mr. Ingram's name had gone
farther than ever he could go himself; for he took

many English and Irish farming publications, and
in all he had seen mention of Markethill, and ofhim
and others who were distinguished as premium-
men."
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Mr. M'Aleavy, from the same estate, here rose

and bejr<red to remark, that he had an objection

to the fbur-coiirfie rotation, which was jjettinir so

much into use here, and that he found the five-

course more desirable, as by letting the land He
under clover and grass a second year the land got
more rest.

The chairman defended the four-course-rotation,

by showing, thatif, as Mr. M'Aleavy said, the five-

course gave more rest, the four-course crave more
manure; thai the same slock could not be kej>t on
the five-course, nor the same number of cattle

would not yi^ld the same quantity of matmre, on
account of the loss bv beinir pastured in place of
being house-fi?d; likewise, that the grain crop, al-

ter clover which had been soiled, was always bet-

ter than vvhat was grazed. Mr. M'Aleavy did not

at first admit this; but the chairman showed that,

under the four-course system, the half of the land
was under grain, but in a five-course, one-fifth be-

ing always under pasture, and another fifth applied

tosoiliniT, there could only be tbrpe-fifths remaining
for grain and fallow crops, as potatoes, turnips, &c.,
in place of three-fourths, which would remain for

those crops under the four-course, Mr. M'Garry
having expressed his opinion as to the crop after

clover which had been mowed, being better than
after it had been pastured, Mr. M'Aleavy con-
ceded this point, but still seemed impressed in fa-

vor of the five-course rotation, in which several of
the company seemed to join, though Mr. Bruce,
Mr. Ingram, and Mr. Jenkins all agreed that their

land had greatly improved in quality since the four-

course system had been adopted.
Mr. Simpson, an experienced independent far-

mer, expressed his belief that the quality of some
lands might suit one course, and that of others a
different; and Mr. Blacker acknowledged that in

Berwickshire the five-course was in use; but, in

regard to Berwickshire, the farmers, by sowing
their turnips, which may be said to be their entire
fallow crop, on bone dust, keep their farm-yard
manure (or top-dressing their clover, which makes
the second year's srrowth more productive; and the
use of turnips in fatteninsr, by stall-feeding in win-
ter, with the quantity ol'bone dust, more than makes
up for what is lost in the nianuie byirrazing: so that
a Berwickshire firmer had said that he manured
half his entire farm every year.

Mr. Blacker, in his pamphlet, suggests that it

is not the turning of the land, but the scouriTing
crops put in whpre the land is turned, that does
the mischief: and he instances that land after be-
inor turned five, six, or seven times in fallowing,
will give a good crop, when without this turning
it would have yieltled nothing. I am inclined to
be of this way of thinking, for it is a common ex-
pression to say of a farm that it is "as fi-uittlil as a
garden," as describing the perfection of agricul-
ture; but a market gardener makes his land pro-
duce four or five crops in the year, and is turnino"

it perpetually, and this near all large towns ha's

been going on for centuries. I therefore am in-
clined to believe the turning of land is not so pre-
judicial as people think, and I believe in the coun-
ties of Norfolk and Suffolk, where the four-course
rotation has been many yeara practised, the soil is

improving.
Mr. M'Garry, without giving any decided opin-

ion on the subject in discussion, begged to call the
attention of thie company to the danger of sowing

clover too often under the four-course system, and
recommended, from his own experience, that only

part of the manured land should be sowed in clo-

ver, and the other half reserved for vetches, and
by altering these two crops, the summer feeding

might be kept up, and yet the clover would not

come round to the same land in less than seven or

eiirht years.

In this the chairman coincided, and said it en-
tirely agreed with the instructions given by Mr.
Bruce, but he was afraid it had not been enough
attended to, as clover was, in fact, but a new crop,

irenerally speaking, and the four-course system
had not been long enough in use to bring the thing

to the proof in this neighborhood. He therefore

strongly recommended this hint to the attention of
all present; and after thanking Mr. M'Garry for

the suggestion, he proposed as a toast "live and
learn." He then proceeded to read the list of suc-
cessful competitors for the best turnips: when it ap-
peared that Mr. Bruce had the certificate for the
best crop. The first premium, however, under
the new regulations went to Robert Mitchell,

Drumbucross; the second to Jonathan Cochran,
Cabra; the third to Thomas Singleton, Drum-
black; the fourth to Joseph Forster, of Ballyorgan.

The chairman, in giving the health of Mr. Bruce,
requested him to say how it happened that his

field of turnips was quite green, without a singlfe'

yellow leaf, and Mr. Singleton's at the opposite

side of the road, w^as quite yelFow with the num-
ber of leaves that were decayed.
Mr. Bruce—"Gentlemen, this is very easily ac-

counted lor. Mr. Singleton and almost all others

think, when the leaves begin to cover the ground,
that the horse-hoe or pony-plough is no longer
necessary, and that the horses travelling through
will injure the crop. Now, I think the reverse;

and I ran the pony-plough three times throusrh

mine after they had attained the irrowth that Mr.
Singleton and others stop at.. The consequence
is, that mine are still in the height of their growth,
and will grow on until Christmas, whilst their's are

stunted, and will not yield within one-third of the
weight they would otherwise have done."
The chairman here adverted to the advantage

of turnip feeding, and expressed his surprise that

so many peo[)le would be so blind to their owrt
interests as not to see the advantage of it. He
stated that a rod of well cultivated turnips would
yield from eight to ten tons, or even much more,,

supposing the crop to be part white, yellow, and
Swedish, This, therefore, would give from eighty
to one hundred pounds a day for a cow for seven
months, or two hundred and ten days. Now, even
a springer will give two quarts of milk more upon
turnips than upon either bay or straw. A stripper

might increase four, and a new calved cow would
give seven or eiirht quarts more; but taking it at

two quarts, which is the lowest, these two quarts

are worth 2d per quart all the winter and spring;

and id per day for two hundred and ten days is

exactly 70s gained in extra milk by one rood of

turnips, which is £14 to the acre. Thus the ex-
tra of quantity pays £14 per acre for the turnips,

and you have all the cow would have given with-

out them lor nothing, or next to nothing, and the
manure besides. This is as plain as that two and
two make four, and yet it would appear that people

could not see it.

Mr. Parks here rose and said, he had bought a
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sprinirer that did not s'we two pints, and upon giv-

ing hiT tiirnips shp ir;ive four quarts.

Roliprt Mitclioll \w\\\ir next calUnl, said his flirm

f()rini'.rly |)roikict'ci him no more than about £8 16.s,

which was ihe rent ho, then paid: he now had lo

]),\y more, but by tlie new system he had last

year m uie £4\ 5.s 4d out of it, leaving plenty of

ti)od li)r himself and nine of a liimily. He had
nl<o enc.reased his stocit li-om one cow to liu'ee

cows and a hotse; anil he saw clearly that by iro-

ingon as he was duinix, Iw coulii have three linie.s

as much potatoes, oats and Hax as ever he had ibr-

nierlv.

'•The Soiling System, cut and come again," was
then iriven.

The premium list lor rape was then read over, by
which it appeared

—

Mr. Atiilerson, of Drummard, got the 1st prem.
Edward ('oyne, of Drurngaw, tiie 2d do.

Tliomas Scott, of Dirlet, the 3tl do.

Mr. Anderson bore testimony to ih" advantages
he had derived in tlie increase of his stock audi
crops. He stated he had sowed his rape in Au-j
gust, after flax, and that he hail saved this year!

twenty-live bushels of winter v^etches seed from
less than an acre of land.

!

The chairman here pointed out the neccssit}'^ of!

early sowing both rape and winter vetches, and
that nor a moment should he lost in putting them
in even, ridse by ridge, as last as the ground could

be cleareil of the crop preceding—observing that

a week in Auijusi was worth the wliole month of

October. He also noticed that Mr. Anderson had
made near £ 12 an acre by hs veti-hes. and recom-
mended the more general sowing of that crop lur

seed.

Mr. IM'Kee, the vice-president, here took the

opportunity of the premium sheet being endeil, to

give the health of "Lord Acheson," which was
received by the company with the strongest nian-

ilestation of attachment. The chairman said the

dinner had been long postponed on account of his

Lordship's desire to be present; but after the day
had been fixed, he had been confined by a severe
cold which prevented him from travelling, and con-
fined him to his room.
"The unsuccessful canilidates, and better lurk

to them next year;" and "the judges of the dav,"
were given as toasts by the chairman, after which
succeeded—"Mr. Poole, and our other agricultural

friends who have lionored us with their company
in such dreadfid weather."

Mr. Poole returned thanks and expressed the

most anxious desire to unite in promoting the im-
provement of agriculture by every means in his

power.

The chairman here premised that he was afraid

he might be accused of renvssness in not giviuii

at an earlier period the health of the Marquis of
Dovvnshire. He certainly was entitled to every
compliment which the meetiiiir could pay him, not

only from his wish to have honored them with his

company, and having sent his tenants to join them,
from whom they had received such valuable sufj-

gestions, but also from his personal character as a
resident landlord, and his early endeavors to pro-

mote education and agriculture, when other land-
lords were in most cases indifferent to both.
The "health of the Marquis of Downshire" was

then drank with three times three, and was ably
responded to bv Mr. M'Aleavy, who bore most

Vol. V—14

satisfactory testimony to the many good qualities

of his landlord.

"Live and let live" was then given from the

chair; after which Mr. M'Kee gave the health of

"the chairman, William lilacker, Esq.," intro-

ducing the toast by many compliments to that

gentleman upon the success of his etl'urts in pro-

moting the agricultural improvements of the Gos-
Ibrd estate.

Mr. Blacker, in reply, said—"Gendemf^n, I have
upon many former occasions endeavored to ex-

press the grateful sense I have always entertained

of the kind reception which the toast last drank

has constantly met with from this meeting; and I

may salely say, that at no lormer period has thia

li'eling been exceeded, or my gratification higher,

than at ibis moment, however imperlectly I may
be able to give those li^elings utterance. I see, or

I think I see, in the kindness shown towards my-
self, as well as from \vhat has fallen from my friend

Mr. M'Kee, the interest which you take in the suc-

cess of that system which 1 have advocated, and
from the success of which have arisen those state-

ments of increasing comtbrt and prosperity which
must have afforded you ail so much sincere plea-

sure to hear. I trust therefore, as friends to the

cause, you will allow me to say a tew words in ita

defence, against those charges which are some-

limes brought aoaiust it, and which lead many to

doubt of its eligibility. The charges I allude to

are these; that by allowing these small farms, the

population will be increased, until the country shall

be overwhelmed vvith inhabitants; and secondly,

that the system, on this account, tends to such

minute subdivision of land, that the farms will be

at last reduced to mere pauper allotments. Many
sensible and well-meanini): men hold these opin-

ions; but 110 such consequences are, in my mind, to

be apprehended. In alluding to the first charge,

I must beg to have it recollected, that the popula-

tion any landlord has now to deal with is a popu-

lation already in existence, and, therefore, not

chargeable against the system we are alluding to,

the operation of which must reler solely to the fu-
ture. Now you have heard the declarations of

those who have been most successful in adopting

it, as to the increased comfort and prosperity they

have enjoyed thereby; and if you examine the re-

ports of the dili(3rent poor law commissioners, and
uiTicial documents, of every kind, you will find it

proved by all concurrent testimony, that the pop-

ulation increases in direct proportion as poverty

exist=i, and that the possession of comfi^rt in their

fiithors' cottaijes defers young people fi'om form-

ing imprudent and early matrimonial connexions,

by which those comfiirls will be forfeited. If you
look round in the society, you will find that, as the

scale ascends, the more cautious and considerate

are the parlies in forming matrimonial engage-
ments—so that, in exact pro|)oriion as you in-

crease the comforts of their parent's home, young
people arc the less disposed to fbrliiit them by
havini^ fiimilies of their own, without the means
of support! nir them. Therefore, yon see, my
friends, by iriving peo|)le a greater taste lor coin-

I
Ibrt, you check early marriages, and consequently

j

check that increase ol population, which is erro-

neously brought as a charge against us. Now,
let us see how the charge is met! as to the subdi-

vision of firms; and here I have no occasion to

enter into theories or coujectuiee, but merely refer
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you to facts which are perfectly well known to

almost every man present, strangers excepted.

What I allude to is this; that there is not a man
who has distincruished himself hy his advance in

the system who has not enlarged his firm l)y ihat

means, or if not, is only waiting; f )r an opportu-

nity to do so. You all know Moses Greer; you
know he began upon tour acres of land—he has

now in his possession above nineteen acres: the

greater part of it held by an old lease, at a low
rent, and when lie gets it into heart it will be

worth £200 to £250. He is, in fiict, re-uniiing

parts, I think, of the same lease that had heen

years affo divided. Within a short distance of

him is Bartley Kinney, who has added about ten

acres to his farm. Then there is Rollston of

Driimminis; he has re-unitetl the iarm he lives

upon, and has got double what he had, and is

now in treaty for more. John Ilogg, ol' Drum-
gaw, in like manner; Thomas Scoit, also, and

many others; but these men are here present, and

ready to answer any questions that may be asked

them. It is true the landlord has assisted their

exertions, but they have repaid him, and any
landlord is blind to his own interest that lets an

honest industrious tenant want any help he can

reasonably ask. I mention these because they

are in company, but there are scores who are

coming Ibrward, year by year, who are all upon
the look-out to add to their farms. The fact is,

capital will always find a place tor itself some-
where or other, and the man who has more mo-
ney than his place will employ, will soon buy
from his neighbor, or fit himself elsewhere.

—

Whoever removes, we may be sure it is to benefit

himself, and those who stay behind have the op-

portunity of increasing their holdings by the addi-

tion of what he leaves; this is the natural efiiect of

the prosperity of any tenantry—as they get capital,

they become quite as anxious as their landlord to

have their farms enlarged, and with the desire

they have also the means. The examples you
have before you show this to be the case, and I

would tbndly hope that landlords everywhere
would he convinced that the natural tendency of

every improvement in agriculture, L'oes to tlie ac-

complishment ol" their wishes tor the eidargement
ol their farms, and that they will turn tiieir minds
to efl'ect what they so much dpsire, by this means,
and wholly abandon the clearan('e system which
some may have adopted, however contrary to

their feelings, in despair of accomplishing their

object in any other way. These liicts and aruru-

ments will, I hope, tend to do away prejudice

where it may still exist; but I am happy to say,

from the number of applications I have for agri-

culturists, that all prejudice is fast declining, and
I expect, before lotig, to see the plan we are follow-

ing, or some modification of it, universally adopted.
From the interest I take in its success, I fear I have
detained you too long, bu! I trust you will pardon
me, and that we shall all live to another anniver-

Bary, and be able to congratulate ourselves on its

further extension. I think I know, myseli; of be-

tween sixty and seventy agriculturists having
come over from Scotland, and it is not too much
to suppose that I am not personally acquainted
with the one-third of those who may have been
engaged for the purpose of improving estates; and
as they are generally placed on large properties of
ten to fifteen thoupand acres, it is not perhaps co-

ing beyond the mark to say that there must be in

Ireland from a million and a half to two millions

of acres, upon which the system is more or less in

progress, and I have at this moment orders lor five

more agriculturists, whom I have not yet been able

to procure. The chairman here concUuied by giv-

ing as a toast "'the town and trade of jMarkeihill.''

The chairman then gave, as a toast— ''the im-

proving tenants on the Charlemont, Richhill, and
Drumbanagher estates"— which was replied to by
Mr. Anderson, who mentioned the encouragement
given to the Richhill estate, both by reduction ol

rents, premiums for crops, and assistance in repair-

ing housps. He also mentioned that since the re-

turn made last year, the house-feeders had increas-

ed upon the estate fully one-third.

THE PATENT JlETARDER, OR IMPROVED
DRAG.

The object that the projectors of this contri-

vance have in view is to obviate the danger ami
risk that passengers are exposed to, whether tra-

velling by stage coaches or other vehicles, when
descending hills, or in case of the horses of their

carriage liecoming unmanageable, restive, or run-

ning away. On Tuesday afiernoon a nuniber of
trials were made, with a view to test the efficacy

of this invention, by rurming a stage coach with

the retarder attached to it, (with and without hor-

ses,) up and down Highgaie hill, and the result

was most satisfactory. To a casual observer

there is no essential alteration in the appearance
of a coach to which the retarder is attached, and
certainly it adds no great weight to it: but by ita

construction either the coachman or the guard,

and indeed any person in the rear of the coach, by
the pressure of the foot on the spring arising from
this machine, and without alighting, can retard or

stop the progress of it at pleasure. The principle

of this machine, as we understand it, is, thai by
increasing the pressure on the boxes of each of
the hinder wheels the friction is increased to such
an extent as to stop the progress of the vehicle.

This is managed by means of a lever with springs

acting above and below the box of each of the hind
wheels, and, as we belore observed, can be applied

by any person on the top of the coach. As far as

we were enabled to judge of the merits of this in-

vention fi'om the trial of Tuesday, we were per-

fectly satisfied of its utility. Every person who
has travelled to any extent must be aware of the

inconvenience and danjier that results from the

pressure of a heavily laden coach on the horses

in descending a steep hill; but by means of the

retarder the coach can be slopped, or its progress

regulated at pleasure, almost imperceptibly to the

passengers, or the machine can be applied in a
manner to operate as an additional drtd't of seve-

ral tons. Again, on ascending a hill, a coach can
be stopped at pleasure by means of this invention,

so as to prevent its running hack. At the same
time the recurrence of those accidents can be pre-

vented which so often arise from the coachman,
on leaving his box, placing the reins in charge of

a passenger or horsekeeper. The proprietors of
this machine contend that the adoption of it by
coach proprietors would be attended with consid-

erable pecuniary advantage to the latter; of this,

however, we are unable to express an opinion,

but we have no hesilutiun in stating that the gen-
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oral application of it to ptage coaches would be at-

loiHlcd wilU coiisiderahic advantage to the |)ulilic,

both as regards the salety and convenience ol' tra-

vellers, and at the same time much time would he

f!a\cd ill a long journey which is now lost in stop-

piiiil the coach to apply the tlrag. The expei'i-

meuts are to be re])ealeil this day and to-mornnv,

al the hours of 11, 1, and 3 o'clock, at which times

the coach, with the relarder attached to it, will

leave the Archway Tavern, at Hollovvay, to as-

cend llighij-ate hill. The patentees of this most
useful machine are Messrs. Makepeace and Pear-

eon, of Mitcham, Surrey, and the merit of the in-

vention is due to the lurmer of these gentlemen.

[/6.

OLD KKGLISH FARE.

The foUowintr is a dinner of the reign of Charles

the First. A soupe of snayles, a powdered j.>-uose,

a joll of salmon, and a dish of green fish, buttered,

witli eirus; ttus was a first course. Then came a

Lombard pie, a cowe's udder roasted, a grand

boyled meat, a hedirc-hog pudding, a rabbit stufi-

ed with oysters, polonian sausages, a mallard witli

cabbaiie, and a pair of boiled cocks. To these suc-

ceeded as entremeis—a spinnage tart, a carbona-

ted hen, a pie of aloes, eg<2;s in moonshine, a chris-

tal jelly, jumballs, quiddaiiy, braggat and walnut

eiickets. Cockale, surtt^it-water, canary, sack, and

Gascony wines, served to moisten this heieroire-

nous repast. The li^llowing is taken from "Wreck-
er's Secrets ofNature," published in the next reign,

1660. /J live rnafited o^nnse. The details of the pro-

cess are too barbarous to repeat, but when the roast-

ing is accomplished the writer adds: "then take her

up, set her before your guests, and she will cry as

you cut off any part from her, and will almost be

eaten un before she is dead; it is mighty pleasant

to beholdy—Ib.

From ttie N. Y. Express.

EXTENSION OF BEET SUGAR CULTURE IN EU-
ROPE.

Extract of a Letter from Paris.

The Chamber of Deputies has not yet entered

ot; the discussion of the bill for reducing the im-
post duty on colonial sugar in order to enable that

article lo conapete in the French markets with the

beet root euirar. They appear determined on
amending it in a manner calculated to secure the

interests of the two parties. M. D***, a gentle-

man irom Albany is here very industriously en-
gaged collecting the necessary information on the

best mode of extracting sugar from the beet, with
a view to establish a manufacture of the kind in

the neighborhood of Albany. That precious in-

dustry has now extended over almmt the entire of
Europe, having even penetrated into Hiissia,

where it is daily acquirinj; an immense extension.

In Moscow, and the adjoining governments, the
richest, most populous, and most interesting in

the empire, the number of beet sugar manufiicto-
ries, established in the last five years, amounted
on an average to 49 per annum. The cultivation

of flax has been abandoned in manv parts, and
,

the proprietors give premiums to their peasants lo
,

induce them to substitute the beet root in its stead.
Only a iliw mamiliictoriets have yet been establish-
ed in southern Russia. [| was a Polish lord,

now a reliigee in Paris, who, ten years ago, wa.^
the first to introduce on his estates of Podolia tlie

culture of the l)eel, and to extract sugar ihere-
Irom. His undertakinir shared in ihe^liite of itR

founder; his property having been confiscateil. his
manullictory ceased to exist— but the country, alive
to its advantage, has benefited by the example.
The impulse has now been given throughout that
vast and fertile region stretching between the
Danube and the Don. Some <f the wealthiest land
owners have become planters and manufacturers of
beetroot. One ofthem, wlio commenced eii;li-

teen months ago, and only obtained 1000 pounds
of sugar in 18.36, expects this year to manufacture
100,000 pounds. In the course of 10 or 15 years,
New Russia will not only grow a sufficient quantity
for its own consumption, but also lor the suj)|)ly of
European Turkey. The price of labor, which
may prove in America a serious obstacle to the
success of this branch of industry, is a matter of
no consideration in Russia, where white slaves cost
perha|:s less to maintain tht-m, than the black of
the United States.

From tlie New York Observer.

GENERAL REMARKS ON THE IMPROVEMENTS
AND PROSPECTS OF BRITISH AGRICUL-
TURE.

Extractfrom Dr. Humphreys' Lettersfrom Eng-
land.

I have spoken already, in general terms, with a
little of that enthusiasm, perhaps, whicli first im-
pressions are apt to beget, of the moral beauties
and high cultivation of England, and parts of
Scotland. A glance, in July or August, from a
few of the thousand eminences which invite your
steps, is sufficient (o convince you, that the prodi-
gious agricultural resources of the country are de-
veloped with extraordinary industry, skill and suc-
cess. But these enchanting glimpses, are too rap-
id and indefinite, to aflord any satisfactory data,
from which to calculate the gross produce of the
island. You want to sit down in your closet, with
such statistics as maybe gleaned li-om tlie reports
of parliamentary committees and other authentic
documents, and by the help of these, to make out
a condensed abstract, embracing all the items
which go to swell the vast aggregate of British
agricultural production. For brcA'ity's sake, I
shall include what I have to say of the" agriculture
of Scotland under the present general "head, al-
though most of the estimates will have more spe-
cial reference to England and Wales.

It is the opinion of contfietent judijes, that the
advances made in the agriculture of Great Britain
during the last seventy or eighty years, are scarcely
exceeded by the improvement and extension of its

manufactures, within the same period; and that to
these advances, no other old settled country fur-
nishes any parallel. That they have been xery
rapid, indeed, the following fio-ures and compari-
sons abundantly show. Jn 1760 the total growth
of all kir,ds of frrain in Eno-Jaud and Wales, was
about 120,000,000 of bushels. To this should be
added, perhaps 30^000,000, ibr Scotland—making
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a srand total ol" 170.0()0.00(K). In 1S35, the quan-

tity in lintli kiriffdnnip, couid nnt have been les?

than 340,000,000 ol' bushels, [n 1755, the popu-

laiioii of the whole ishnid, did not much, il' anv,

exceed 7,500,000. !n 1831 i^ had risen to 16,525,-

180. beins; an increa,<e of 9,000,000 or 120 p-.-r cent!

Now the improvements in auriciilture, have more
than kept pace with this prodigious increase of de-

mand lor its various productions ; lor it is agreed

on all hands, that the 16,500,000, or rather the

17,500,000, (lijr more than a million have been

added since 1831,) are much fuller led, and on

provisions of a tar better quality, than the 7,500,-

000 were, in 1755. Nor is Great Britain indebted

at all, at present, to fbreiirn markets tor her sup-

plies. Since l'^32, she has imported ro grain,

worth mentioning, and till within the last six

months, prices have been so exceediniily depress-

ed, as to call Jbrth loud complaints ti'om the whole

agricultural interes'. of the country. England is,

at this moment, so far /i'orn wanting any of our

bread-stuffs, if we had them export, that she has

been supplying us all winter liberally from her

own granaries, and according to the latest advices,

she has still bread enousrh, and to spare. Again,

it is estimated by British writers, of hiijh authori-

ty, that the subsistence of 9,000,000 of people

costs, in raw produce, no less than £72,000,000,
or £8 lor each individual per annum. Accord-

ing to this estimate, the annual product of this

great branch of national industry is .9350,000.000

more at present, than it was in 1755 ; which is

more than twice the value of the whole cotton

manufacture of the country, in 1831. Now if ii

costs ifli 350,000,000 to teed the increased popula-

tion of 9,000,000, then to teed the present popula-

tion of 17,500,000, must cost near )9700,000,000

!

What an amazing atrricultural product, tor so

small a territory! And yet, it is the opinion ol

practical men of the highest respectibilify in Eng-
land, that the raw produce of the island miirht

be well nigh doubled, without any greater propor-

tional expense being incurred in its production.

That is to say, 35,000,000 of people might draw
their subsistence from that one little speck in the

ocean ! Now ive have a territory, more than fif-

teen times as large as the island of Great Biitaui;

and what should hinder it, when it comes to be

brought under no higher cultivation than some
parts of England and Scotland, from sustainintj a

population oi' Jive or six hundred millions of peo-

ple? This would give to Virginia something like

thirty millions—to Illinois and Missouri about the

same number, each—to New York near twenty-

five millions?, and so in proportion to the other

states. I am quite aware, that this estimate will

be regarded as extremely visionary and incredible,

by many of your readers ; but not more so than
it would have been thought in the middle of the

last century, that England, Scotland and Wales
could ever be made to sijstain thirty-five, or even
thirty millions.

Among the causes which have more than dou-
bled the agricultural produce of Great Britain,

within the period just alluded to, may be mention-
ed the enclosing of six or seven millions of acres

of commons and common fields, by which their

annual product has been increased, in many cases
more than tenfold—the cultivation of heaths and
other waste lands—the redeeming of extensive

and inexhaustibly rich fens, from the possession of

aquatic birds and aninuils—the great improvement
in agricultural implements— llie furrow draining of
clay and othercold and sliff soils—tlie better rota-

lion of crops—the extensive introduction of turnips

and clover— the immense increase of common
manure, and the introduction of one at least,

whose extraordinary nutritive qualiiies have but

recently been discovered. Next to wheat, the

turnip crop, which Ibrty years afjo was hardly
worth mentioning, is novv more valuable ilian any
other, boih to landlords and tenants. It is used
chiefly in feeding and tiittening caiile and sheep:
and while immense numbers of both are kept in

the most healthy and thriving condition upon this

vegetable, one species of which, the ruta baga,
has lately been introduced and is extensively pro-

ductive, the lands are greatly enriched and soon
prepared tor any other crop, which the farmer
may find most profitable in his system of rotation.

Clover, too, is doing much to enrich the soil of
England and Scotland, and to reward the labors

of those who moisten it with the sweat of their

brows. It is surprising to see, to what an extent
the light sandy lands of England have already
been redeemed from comparative sierility under
this cultivation, and are now sowed with the finest

wheat. The process is still going on, and bids

f .:r to proceed as long as there remain any such
lands to be reclaimed and enriched. Indeed, who
can tell how mu(-h the cultivation of the turnip

may ultiiriately add to the wealth, and help to sus-

tain the populatiiin of Britain. According to an
estimate which I have lately seen, it is now worth
laany millions sterling, per annum, to the single

county of Norfolk. Carrots, also, are found to be
a very profitable crop in some parts o( England,
and the fiirmers are turning their attention to the

cultivation of this very nutritious esculent, with
increasing interest and advantage.
Among the several kinds of manure which

have long been in high repute, lime and marl are

inexhaustible
;
particularly the former, which the

low price of coal brings at a cheap rate. On
some soils, and near the kilns, it is used in great
quantitities. I have seen fields covered with it,

just as ours are with barn manure ; and when it is

spread, the ground appears, at a little distance, as

if it were covered with snow.
But the richest and most [irofitable kind of

dressing which has yet been tried, and which is a
new source ol" agricultural wealth to Great Britain,

is bo7ie manure. It began first to be used, on a
large scale, in Yorkshire and Lincolnshire, where
its influence has been all but miraculous ! Exten-
sive tracts of country, which a few years ago
were mere wastes, occupied by rabbit warrens,

have been converted into some of the finest and
best managed farms in England. This signal im-
provement, thouixh it did not begin, has been car-

ried to iis present perfection, by the use of the

manure just mentioned. Since bone dust has
come into general use, the turnip crop has been in-

creased in many instances, tenfold, and in fevv less

than four or jive told, and the efiect has been
equally surprising upon the succeeding crops of

grain, on the same land. This is the testimony of
practical men, well acquainted Avith all the cir-

cumstances, and they have no doubt lliat the soil

will Sfo on progressi\ely improving, and requiring

a less quantity of bones, annually, fiom its in-

creased fertility and power. It ansW'Crs best on
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litrht soils. A siiiffle fliniier in Liiicoln.^liire, is

sail! to have <;eiiera!ly about GOO acres drt'ssed,

almost eniiroly wiili bone nia!iiirp, liiinishinir a

vast supply ol" Ibod lor c iltie, and oC corunion ma-
nure Kir other laud.-:, and is fittiiiir those on which
if is sown lor bearing the most luxuriant crops ol

wheat and barley.

In Scotland, the use of bone manure is still

more, recent, but scarcely loss productive. In the

Lothians, in Berwickshire, and in fact every-

where, it is worlvinjT wonders. JJeinti so light and
easily transported, compared with any other kind

ol' manure, many a ruL''i£ed and hilly tract is It^rti-

lized by it, which must otherwise have remained
in a state of nature. To pulverize the bones, mills

are constructed in the vicinity of all the large

towns, and besides what their own markets lijrn-

ish, large quantities ol" bone dust ure imported by
the Scotch farmers.

I am almost ashamed to offer your readers this

brief and meager sketch of the present state of

British agriculture; but neither time nor space,

will permit me to enlarge. There are limits, no
doubt, beyond which improvements in cultivating

the soil, cannot be carried. But there is no reason
to think, that these limits have yet been approach-
ed, even in the most productive districts of Eng-
land and Scotland—lor the science of agriculture

never advanced more rapidly than it has done
within the last few 3'ears ; or rather, I should say,

were I entitled to speak vvith any authority on the

subject, it seems to be almost in its infancy. Who
that looks at the astonishing improvements of the

last fifty years, both in the science and the art of

husbandry—who that recollects how lately the

potato, that most rich, nutritious and productive of

all our fiirinacious esculents has been brought
into general use, who that considers what inex-

haustible sources of nutrition and fertility and
wealth, the turnip and other green crops have so

recently become in Britain, will undertake to say,

that other vegetables, still more nutritious and ['re-

ductive, may not yet be introduced and brought
under general cultivation? Who can tell, what
new substances scientific and practical agricultu-

rists may yet find, possessing far higher fertilizing

vu-tues, than any now in u.'^e—or what combina-
tions and mixtures chemistry may fiirnish, so

cheap and so abundant, as to put a new aspect of

fertility upon lands already most productive?
Who, in looking an the best acre in all England,
would venture to say, that it can never, by any
possible improvements and discoveries, be made
more productive of human sustenance than it now
is? VVho knows, but that a hundred, or a thou-

sand years hence, it may yield four fold 7 Who,
in short, can even conjecture, what amazing unde-
veloped agricultural resources yet lie hidden in

lands, which have hitherto been regarded as

scarcely worth tilling at all? * * *

From the Farmers' Magazine.

MANAGEMENT, &C. OF THE HORSE.

Shoeing.

Nature never intended that the foot ofthe horse
ehovild be bound with a rim of iron ; but as this

beautiful quadruped has been taken from his na-
tive wilds, reduced to subjection by man, com-

pelled to receive education, and has become, in

liict, a semi-domestic; so, it niay be remarked,
that this change from the state of pristine nature
to an artificial system of existence, necessarily in-

troduced artificial accompaniments—iience, the
horse-shoe.

fn some countries, where tlie horse is rendered
as domestic as possible, (us in Arabia lor instance)

shoes are not used ; but if these horses were
brought 10 this country, our hard |)aved roads would
render the shoe indispensable. Theref()re, since

shoes are absolutely requisite where the roads are

hard, the object of consideration is, to ascertain,

if possible, that fcirm of shoes best calculated for

the purpose, and the most correct mode of apply-
ing it to thefc^iot:—no very easy task, certainly.

Various alterations have at limes, been made in

the form ofthe shoe, which have been called im-
provements by tlie inventors, tind which have ac-

(luired strenuous advocates; whose utmost exer-

! tions, however, were unable to support their

I evanescent pretensions ; they have been laid aside

I

for the most part, ilnot altogether forgotten. Yet,

;

it must be admitted, that if the form of the shoe
t has experienced no very great or striking alteration

i of late years, the mode of applying it to the foot is

I

much improved.

I

Without, therefore, entering into a detailed ac-

^

count of the various alterations of the horse-shoe,

!
I shall notice the general princiriles of shoeing,

j

leaving particular cases lo the reflection and good
j

sense of the groom and the shoeing smith.

i
I would lay it down as a general rule, in apply-

j

ing the shoe, to pare the foot as little as possible,

!
from which, however, deviations must occur;—as
for instance, where tlie loot is deep and the sole

j

hollow, the crust is generally thick and strong, and

j

will, of course, allow of more paring than a broad

I

thin foot. But no absolute rule can he laid down,
I
as to how far this paring is to be carried; each

I

foot should be treated according to its degree of
I
strpngth, weakness, brittleness, &c.
As in the action ofthe fiorse, the frog was in-

tended by nature to touch the ground, if it be dis-

abled by too much paring from doing this, if it

1
thus be deprived of its natural action, the tendon
becomes elongated, lameness perhaps produced,
and not iinfreqnenfly windgalls.

The bars should not be scooped out, as is too
commonly the practice among smiihs; because, in

conjunction vvith the fiog, they are intended to keep
open and delend the hinder part of the foot.

Diseases of the feet are frequently caused by
improper s^hoeing, as many of the modern smiths
treat all kinds of feet in the same manner, and
will frequently remove more from a weak-footed,
horse than nature can re-supply for some months,,
when lameness can scarcely fiiil to follow. If a
strong-footed horse, with a narrow and contracted
heel, be placed in the hands of one of these men,
under the pretence of giving the horse ease, the
bar is scooped out, the frog pared, and the sole

drawn as thin as possible:— a kind of treatment
calculated to produce lameness, or confirm it if'

previously contracted.

Generally speaking, the .shoe should stand
wider at the points of the heel than the foot itself;

or, as the foot grows, the heel ofthe shoe becomes-

j

imbedded in ihe foot of the horse, which will be
i likely to break the crust, produce lam.enes, or a
1
corn. The foot should be kept short at the toe j
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as if left too lonir. it becomes- thin and weal?, and

the heels low, whereby the flex or lendons ot the

leg are strained; whilst a short toe has a tendency

to strengthen the toot, and also to keep the heels

open and expansive.

In shoeing a ihin looted horse, when the toe is

cut short, it is advisable to leave it nearly square,

merely rounding otl the angles with the rasp. No
nails should be driven into the hoof more li:)rward

than these anjjjles, even in the strongest feet, nor

yet so iiiras m general; and by this method, the

nourishment that would proceed to the support of

the toe descends to the heels, and tends to keep

them open. This, however, applies more to the

hinder than the lore feet, because the horn is al-

ways thi<'l<er at the toe beliire than behind; while

thequarters are even thicker of horn behiml than

belbre, by reason of the wearing of the toe lieing

greater behind than belbre, The heel of the shoe,

on strouiT and narrow-heeled horses, should be

n)ade straight at the extreme points ; the Ibim of

the shoe thus assisting in the distension of the

heels of the horse.

Horses which turn out their toes are apt to cut;

and on examination this will be found to arise fiom

the inside heel beinii lower than the outside heel,

which may be remedied by [laring down the out-

side heel if the foot will allow; however, as the

heel will seldom allow this sufficiently, tlie shoe

may be made thicker on the inside of the foot, from

the heel to the toe, than it is on the oulside, taking

care that the inner heel of the shoes does not pro-

ject too nujch.

Hitherto the observations on shoeing have been

general. I now come to the exception:

—

horses

must be shod short for hunting. If the hunter's

fore shoes be not short, he will pull them oli' with

his hind teet in jumping, and perhaps lame him-

self also. His hind shoes should be rounded or

bevelled at the toe, to prevent any seriously ill

effect which would otherwise arise from an over-

reach.

Instructions for the choice and purchase of a horse.

When a horse is exhibited for sale, or placed

before a purchaser, the color of the animal first

meets the eye of the inquisitor; and although I afn

well aware of the truth of the old adage, that a

good horse cannot be of a bad color, yet I cannot

help entertaining the opinion that the color Ire-

quendy indicates the quality of the horse's consti-

tution and temperament. I readily admit tliat

there are good horses of all colors; and what 1 al-

lude to, as indicative of the quality of the horse, is

not the peculiar color, but the manner in which it

is defined:—thus, whatever the color may be, whe-
ther grey, brown or chesnut, il' ii be strong and

very distinctly marked, I think it indicates a good
constitution. If, on the contrary, it be faint, or

almost evanescent, (if such an expression may be

allowed) I have generally found the constitution

of the horse to correspond,—to be weak, feeble

and liable to disease. And, if we reason upon
this subject, the principle or hypothesis will be

found perfectly consistent with the acknowledged
laws of natural philosophy, and the rules of phy-
siological science: since the weakness of the co-

lor arises from the corresponding weakness ol the

constitution of the animal, and may beconsequent-

ly very justly regarded as an indication of the

quality of the horse.

The principal colors of the horse are, the bay
the black, the chesnut, the sorrel, the brown and
the grey.

The bays are found of a variety of shades, the

most beautiful of which, however, is the bright

bay, mane and tail black, and black legs. Dark
bays have generally iheir knees and pasterns

black; and (here are several sorts of bays that have
black legs Ironi the knees downwards. Bay I

consider as one of the best colors.

Black I regard as one of the worst colors. It

is is true, when you meet with a horse of a shm-
ing jet black, he looks beautiful; but in general,

black horses are coarse in their coats, a strong in-

dication of inferiority of blood. There are few
black Arabian horses. We do not often observe a
black race-horse; and those that occasionly make
their appearance seldom distinguish themselves.

T have had two black hunters, both Irish horses,

and both excellent jumpers; but evidently defi-

cient in blood, and, on that account, a capital run
distrepsed them very much: it is a fact, that when
you take a pinch too much out of" an inferior bred

horse, he does not come round again half as soon
as a thorouo-h bred. Nothing like blood—it will

beat every thing else. Some black horses have
brown muzzles, and are brown on their flanks

:

these are called black brawns : some are of a light-

er color near their muzzles, and are called mealy-
mouihed horses; and of this sort are the pigeon-

eyed horses, which have a white circle round
their eyelids. Those black horses that partake oj

the brown will be generally found the best.

The true chesnut is of one color, without any
shade or gradation, while the hair of others will

be found of three colors, the roots light, the mid-
dle dark, and the points of a pale brown. Many
chesnut horses have their manes and tails nearly

the color of their bodies. Chesnut horses are of

various shades or degrees; some are very beauti-

ful; but I have seldom seen a dark chesnut that

pleased me. Some chesnuts have white faces;

others have flaxen manes and tails, the latter are

anvthing rather than pleasing in my sight.

The sorrel approaches the chesnut; and differs

principrdly in this, that the colors of the hair are

not so distinctly marked as in the chesnut. The
hairs of the sorrel are of several colors, intermixed

in which the red, or fox color, is predominant.

Sorrels have generally much white about their

legs, with a large blaze on the face, perhaps some
bald all over the fi\ce.

Brown is a color b}' no means so beautiful as

either the bay or the chesnut. It also has its de-

grees or shades, some horses being dark, and others

liirht. Brown horses have generally black manes
and tails, and also black joints; but they become
gradually ligher towards their bellies and flanks,

and many are light about their muzzles. A dark

dappled brown is beautiful, but not often seen. I

once possessed a light dappled brown horse, his

color was fiiint ; and he, like all horses whose
coats are more strongly marked, which have fallen

under my notice, possessed a delicate constitution,

was a bad feeder, and incapable of enduring fa-

tigue.

The greys are very much diversified in color
;

The dappled greys are very handsome, and so in-

deed are the silver greys. The iron greys are

reckoned hardy. The light plain grey, and the

pigeon-colored grey soon become white; as indeed
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all (Treys do in process of time, the dappled o^rey

and the iron <j;rey keepiiiir their color lousier than

any ofthe resi. The nutmeg ijreys are haiulsotne,

antl the t^ea-hitien i^reysare not without their ad-

mirers. I have had at various periods several

very irood iireys. The best hunter I ever rode,

was a tlea-hiiten i^rey.

The roans are a mixture of various colors,
j

wherein the white pretlominates; they have a ire-

neral resemblance to each oilier, and yel are much
diversifietl. Those that have a mixture of" the

bay ornutmeiT color are the handsomest.
The strawberry resembles t-he roan; and, like the

sorrel, islrequenlly accompanied with white on the

face and le^rs.

The fallow, the dun and the cream color, have
a common resemblance. There are many other

colors of the horse produced out of the great di-

versitj' that are to be met with, which would re-

quire endless description, and alter all vvould

amount to nothing.

Black legs are preferred to white; aiid the latter

being supposed more sub|ect to disease. A cor-

respondence will generally be found between the

face and the legs in regard to while:—where
there liappens to be much white on the legs,

white will be found to predominate on the fiice

also.

'/Tie horse considered as to his form.

Although as far as regards the elegant quadru-
ped under consideration, the term beauty might be

abstractedly applied, yet a trifling investigation of

the subject will clearly show that its general prin-

ciples are not only applicable to, but striking ex-
emplified in, the form of the horse.

If we compare the horse and the cow, we in-

stantly perceive liow much more beautiful the for-

mer appears, more graceful and mure interesting

to the eye; and the mind, in consequence, is im-
pressed with more pleasing sensations. VV hence,
it may be asked, does this arise? From the su-

periority of the form of the one compared with

that of the other. Very true; but such an answer
is very unsatisfactory to an inquiring mind; and it

requires a more tangible, a more specific, an(i a

more conclusive reason before the subject is placed
in astateof satisfactory and unqualified conviction.

Regarding beauty or form, theiefore, on the

broad and general princi|)le, we shall find that an\

animated or inanimate form or thing presents a

pleasing appearance precisely in proportion to its

possession of what is understood among painters

by the appellation ofthe line of beauty ; it may be

more plainly described as a serpentine line, which
may be traced by the eye upon all beautiful ani-

mals, and which some of them present in great, if

not endless variety. It will easily be perceived
that the form of the horse exhibits the serpentine

or gently bending line in considerable variety ;

while in the cow, it can scarcely be traced; and
therefore the former is justly regarded as more
beautiful in form than the other. If two horses

are placed before the spectator, the one present-

ing an ewe neck, and the other with a well raised

crest, can any person hesitate for one moment to

pronounce which is the more beautiful? The ewe
neck may be said to form the reverse of the line

of beauty, and is therefore less pleasing to con-
template than tlie other, where the gently bend-

ing or serpentine line is obviously and boldly de-

fined. The most beautiful Imrses exhibit the line

in question very proniinenily, and in great variety;

while in the more ordinary forms it is much less

dislmguishable, and in some can scarcely be traced.

Hence, therefore, I should denominate this system
of reasoning u[)on forms, the philosojihy of beauty.

The figure of the cow, as well as the fitrure of
many oiher animals, instead of the true serpen-
tine line, presents ii ill-defined, as well as blunt or
obtuse angles; ap[iearances which may be regard-

ed in a similar \\'A\\ to discords in music: they af-

ford an opportunity of judging, of forming a deci-

ded and conclusive opinion; nor could we under-
stand half so well, nor appreciate half so highly,

the beauty of fine forms, but for the contrast.

Handsome horses will be found to diOer in form,

which merely amounts to this, that beauty is not

confined, but presents itself in great variety.

—

Horses will be tbund with great decline or slope

of the shoulder, powerful quarters, so fiirset in as

scarcely to leave room for the saddle behind them:
such horses will fl-ec^uenlly appear long up the leg.

Others will present a greater leni^th of carcass and
shorter legs. And, although horses exhibit one
general appearance, yet if we are to descend to

minute particulars, the ramifications of form would
become infinite. It must be admitted, however,
that there is a standard of form, which, though
presenting trifling variations, is nevertheless supe-
rior to every other; and if 1 were asked to poiniout
one of the finest figures of a horse (if not the very-

finest) that ever came before me, I should in-

stance Lottery. This horse was bred by JMr.

Watt, of Bishop Burton, Yorkshire, and was ori-

ginally called Tinker. His running never could
be depended on, owing to his vicious temper, and
hence liis name was changed to Lottery. His
powers as a racer, I am of the opinion, were su-
perior to those of any other horse that ever ap-
peared upon the turi; but his running was always
rendered doubt iLil, owinij to his temper.

Speed may be regarded as expressive of strength,

since all animals remarkable fijr swiftness of pro-

gressive motion, are equally so lor that tendonous
or sinewy development which constitutes the ba-
sis of extraordinary force. Nor can it be other-

wise; lor, if we reason by comparison, great speed
can alone be acquired from great strenuth. Of all

aniuials there is none which exhibits eo striking

an exemplification of what has been just stated as
the hare. This animal is remarkable f()r great
declination of shoulder, for depth of chest, for

breadth of loins, l()r widely-spread, strong quar-
ters, and length of hind legs; a conformation
which gives her greater speed than any other
quadruped in creation ! We must speak t)y com-
parison; and when the size of the hare is taken
into consideration, she far outstrips all competi-
tion. It is true, there may be found greyhounds
a trifle fleeter than the hare ; but, tlien, they are
three or lour times larger, or more. And if we
regard the greyhound, we shall find he possesses
the low-dropping chest, and a form similar to the
hare, but not in such great and even amazing per-
fection. The same observations are applicable to

the antelope, the deer, indeed to all swift quadru-
peds; and if we are anxious lor speed in the horse,
in selecting him let us not forget the form just de-
scribed; which, it is evident, produces the greatest
speed, and the greatest strength alsoj the hare
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bein<? the stronirest, as vrell as the swiftest of all

quach'uppcls.

A hor.se intemled for hiintiii!! should be strona:

and well bred, (it" ihoroiifjrh-hred so much ihe bet-

ter); his shoulders should be well sloped; his chest

low; his arms lonir and powerful, short Irom the

knee to the ground; his carcass or barrel round,

deep-ribbed, strong louis, and widely-spread, pow-
erful quarters; iowdroppinii' strong thighs; if his

sinews or tendons be large, strong, and well-de-

fined, he can scarcely fail to have sufficient bone.

Such a form, it may justly be said, cannot tail

for any purpose; hackneys or roadsters, however,

are prelerred which exhibit more ofthe cob figure,

inasmuch as they are supposed to be capable of

enduring more fatigue; but the i;otion is erroneous;

the form for streuffth and speed being completely

mechanical, it tbllows, as a matter of course, that

the nicest and most com;)lete adjustment of the

pans cannot fiil to pro(luce the glrono-est, the

fleetest, and the most perfect aciiori; which conse-

quently will coiiiiimeto operate lor the greatest

length of time.

In the purchase of a horse, an inspection be-

comes necessaiy; and if the purchaser does not

possess some knowledge of the busines, I would
strongly advise him to have rccource to the ad-

vice of a friend. Considerable practical experi-

ence is indispensably necessary before a good
judgment can be given of a horse. Horse deal-

ing, in the hands ofmany unpriacipled vagabonds,

in various parts of the country, is a regular organ-

ized sj'stem of swindling and robbery.

In preference tohavinirthe horse brought out

of the stable, in the fir.Jt instance, [ would exam-
ine him in the stable. Let the groom stand at his

head. Look at or into liis eyes. II' the pupil he

considerably distended, and on coming to the light

contracts and looks clear, so that you can see into

it, or your own shadow reflected, the sight is good.

There is a disease of the eyes called gtitta sercna,

whi(di causes bhndness, yet the eyes look clear.

In t\\c\, when the horse is aiTli(;ted with gitlia

serena, his eyes assume one clear glassy appear-

ance; the pupil being tnnch dilated, without the

power of contraction. This may deceive an m-
diff'erent judge, or an inexperienced jierson; but on

a close and judicious inspection, this clearness

will be found a vacant stare, in which the eye

seems immoveable; and it is probable that in some
of these cases the animal is not totally blind,

though quite incapable of distiniruishing objects.

Cases of trilling cataract are not easily perceived

unless by an old practitioner. Pass your hands

down his fore legs, by which you will ascertain if

there be any splents upon them, or puffiness, or

windgalls about the lower part of them; and that

the hack tendon is strong and wpII defined, allow-

ing you to feel your thumb and finger between it

andthe bone. Take up his loot to see that it is

well formed, the heels open, and the wall thick,

strong, and upright. Cast your eye down his

back, by which you will be enabled to observe his

loins; tlien let him be brought out. Slop him as

he is about to leave the stable, just as his head is

protruded, so that the lisiht ti^lls into the eyes; you

will observe if the pupil contracts, as also if" "the

eve is clear and transparent. When the horse is

completely out of the stable, let the groom hold

him quite still, that you may have a deliberate

view or survey of his form; that you may see if

his head be handsome, and well set on; that is,

not boring out, but dropping handsomely from
his neck. You will also observe the form of his

neck and withers; that the former is well formed
and comes handsomely Irom the body; the latter

properly raised. His carcass round, his chest
deep and broad, his arms powerful and long, leg

short from the knee, knees not broken, fetlock not

too much bent. Observe his quarters, wide-
spreading, thighs muscular and low, fillets broad,
his hocks free from capulct (capped hock, curbs or

blemish. Ids hind legs free from s|)avins, windgalls
or other diseases or blemishes; clear and tree fi-om

gumminess. Then seehim move orgo. Ifhis action

be quick, distinct and good, mount him, ride him
a mile or two, and if you become satisfied that the

horse will answer your purpose, purchase him if

the price hajipens to suit. Riding him a mile or two
will enable you to ascertain if he be affected with
piping, whistling, roaring, broken wind, &c.

I have yet said nothing respecting his age. I

preler purchasing a horse seven or eight years old

to one younger, unless I know in what manner he
has been treated fiom early life. If he has been
subjected to severe labor or harsh treatment, or

both, he is thus rendered much more susceptible

of disease, and although a horse may exhibit every
appearance of soundness at four or five years old,

if he has been used in the manner just meniioned
—if he has been unreasonably and unnaturally

strained by exertion at so early a period—the ill-

efl'ects of such treatment will be very likely to

show themselves, in splents, in curbs, in spavins,

Ibunder, roaring, broken wind, &c. And on this

account the greater part of the Irish horses are to

be reijarded with suspicion: lew of them are with-

ont blemish. If. on the contrary, a horse has
been well and kindly treated from early lite, he
may be purchased at the age of four or five with-

out any extraordinary risk. When, however, a
horse has reached eight years old, free from any
serious disease or blemish, he is less liable to

splents, curhs, spavins, roaring, &c.. than he was
before lie had attained maturity; he will a'so have
acquired a knowledge of his business. The age
of a horse may be ascertained by the appearance
of his teeth until he reaches his sixth or seventh
year, and those who practice it will be able to form

a satisi'dctory opinion lor some^ years alterwards.

As the horse becomes older, his teeth increase in

length; and various tricks are |)layed to alter their

appeafance, to suit the sinister views of designing

horse dealers, none of which, however, can de-

ceive a well experienced eye.

When a horse becomes very old, it may he as-

certained that he is so by his skin becoming less

elastic to the touch, however good his condilioa

may be. Also if you i'ee\ the joints of his tail, a
space between each will be plainly perceptible, if

the horse be very old; whereas in a young horse

the joints can scarcely be telt; and an opinion may
thus be formed ofthe atiimafs age, according to

the closeness or otherwise of these joints or sej)a-

rations.

The hollowness above the eye is no absolute

criterion of the age of the horse, as it is found ia

many horses at an early period of lite.

Horse dealers resort to various stratagems for

the purpose of flirthering their views. If a horse

be iame on one foot they will lame the other, in

order to prevent the lameness being observed; and
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by the alininist.nitioii o(' liii bai-.on, they can prc-

vtMit tht> noise emitted by tlie roarer lor some hjur.-^.

pjg^iiinp is a (lisgustiiii^ practice, and whenever
yon ob-erve a horse dealer make use of it and
keep the animal prancing or in motion by the ap-

plication ol'tUe whip, yon may reasonbly sus-

pect ilecepiion. Horse dealers of character never

resort to such practices; bat amon rst all the luiv-

er i;ra les of this suspii'ious proiession, notiun_r

ia more common.
Am OHi^si oiiier triclcs resorted to by su'ind'inip

horse dealers is that of hh'npiiij;^, an operation

p'Tloraied on the moutiis ol" horses, with a view
ol" m ikinur tiiem appear young, wlien the natural

m irks hav° become obliterated.

The front teeih in young horses meet exactly in

a line perpendicularly to eacli other. As the

horse g.'ows oKlar these teeth assume a more hori-

zontal direction, the upper teeth projecting very

considerably over the lower; at the same tinje the

U|)per corner tooth tbrms a curve over the lovver

corner toolh. He thereibre forms an artificial ca-

vity in the head of the corner teeth with an en-
•rraving tool, and by burning it with a hot iron

jgives it a black appearance, quite sullicient to de-
ceive an inexperienced person, but which is easilv

detected by those who understand the business;

tor, although the dealer may make these marks
in the corner teeth, he cannot alter their horizontal

direction, nor restore them, to that perpendicular
approximation so remarkable at an early period of
lite. Neither can he re-produce the ridges of the

roofof the mouth, nor furnish the teeth with their

original concavity. But as it suits the dealer at

times to make an old horse appear younu:, so, at

others, he is auxious to make a younir horse ap-
pearsomewhat older. It is very well known that

ahorse is more saleable at five years old than at

ibur, and therefore the dealer attempts to produce
the mark of an additional year, by drawing the

corner teeth before the natural period of" tlveir

droppinu; out. The l)ars of the mouth are tilso

cut, to let the tushes protrude prematurely. Bat
all this is insulTiijient to deceive the eye ol" experi-
ence, though the cheat niay succeed with others;
for, althouijh the corner teeth are removed, and
the appearance of the tushes accelerated, yet the
animal has not attained his fifth year till the cor-
ner teeih, both of" the upper anil lower jaw, are
complete, and the marks of" the nrddle leetli be-
gin to fill up. The tushes also should rise consi-
derably above the jaw.

It IS dilfi.;ult to ascertain the precise acre of
crib-biters, and horses whose teeth are extreiiiely

hard; the former lose the marks of their teeth lie-

fore the usual period, the latter retain them lonir

afterseven years. Inexaminintja horse's mouth,
it is advisable to observe both sides of it, as a consi-
derable difference frequently occurs from the misti-
cation of the food being peiibrnred on one side of the
mouth only; in which case, the teeth on that side of
will have made the greater proirress in alteration.

As a horse becomes old, grey hairs appear on
the foreheail, and the lower parts of the mouth;
the lips present a lean and shrivelled anpearanc(;,
the lower lip hanging considerably below the up-
per lip. The ears also drop laterally.

Bridles, Saddles, S,'c.

The princioal part of the bridle which demands
notice in this place is the bit. which varies in tbrm.

Vol. V— 15

but which onl}' tbrfus two complete divison«,

which are generally desig-natcd the snallle and the
curb. Bits have at various times undergone al-

teration, and hence have received the appellation

of the Pelham bit, the Pembroke bit, the Wey-
mouth bit, the hard and sharp, the Porlsmouth,
the Chilliey. the Cannon, &c.

Strictly speaking there are but two kinds of
bits: yet, su>;h is their construction, that n}iidiiesi<

or severity miy be produced in their operation.

i'he mildest is the colt's bit, which is made larnf«

and smooth in thai part which contpr^-sses the lip

against the bars; the larger the inouthpiece o)"the

bit the n»i!der its operation; and the colt's bit in

rendered still milder by thece.ntre of themouthuicctr
being united with a rinir, by which the pressure

becomes less severe. There is usually to a colt's

bit a flat triangular piece of iron fixed to the rinir,

and three or tour drops suspended from it, lor the
purpose of siimulatitiii; the tonirne to move, by
which means the mouth is keep cool ami refresh-

ed; ifthemoith is sull'ered to become dry and
liot, numbness and insensibility en^^ne. The
cheeks to this bit, and indeed to all snalH 's, should
be six inches lonix; at>ii flie eye (to wliich the

head-stall and reins are affixed) sutficienily large

to adaiitof strong reins working I'reely.

The common plain snaffle, the mouth piece of
which is generally about the thickness ol" one's

finger, is so v/ell known as scarcely to require a
description. Some variation in the power of this

bit may be produced by the length and thinness of
the mouth piece, which renders it sharper; when
thick and short, it is mild. A tvvisted snaffle is

more severe than a smoorh snafHe; anit the deeper
and thiimer the twist, the sharper the operation
becomes.
Thd briJoon is a snafHe without the cheek piece

and is only used with another bit, where cheek
pieces would be an incumbrance. The bit should
be placetl in the horse's mouth, so as not to wrin-
kle the corners, or otherwise cause pain to the an-
imal: it cannot be placed too low as long as the
hor^e cannot get it over his tushes.

What, strictly speakin'j:, is called the bit, may
be thus (hvided; the n)oufh piece, curb, crub-hook,
chiiin cheek, and branches. The mouth piece isf

the part which is placed in the mouth ot"tiie horse,

the length of which is usually about five inches,

and round, the ends of which should rest on the
bars of the mouth, and the middle form a cavity
in which the tonixue may tie easy. The cheeka
are the parts above the mouth piece on each side

the jaw; the the branches are the lower parts,

upon which the power of the bit mainly depends,
its power increaslnir according to the length of
them. The curb chain is constructed so as to lie

smooth and flat under the jaw.
The bridge of the mouth-piece, I would not re-

commend to be high, as, if so, the horse must bet

rendered uncomfortable. The Portsmouth bits

were invented far the purpose of fiircinijthe horse'sj

jaw^open, by which it was supposed a run-away
horse was more easily heli!.

The bit and bridoon are generally used toireth-

er, and form what may be called the double bri-

dle.

The Siddle.—This instrument may be consi-
sidered equally as convenient to the horse as it is

to his rider; it enables the Rjrmer to carry his bur-
den with ease and comfort to himself, while it ren-
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der the seat of tUe latter secure, easy, and plea-

1

Eaiit
I

The fitting of the saJtlle contributes greatly to

the ease of both the horse and his rider; and tor a

saddle to fit well, the bearing should be equal

where it is intended it should; and the closer it

comes down, so that neither the weight oi'lhe rider

nor the settling of the pannel, can bring it to in-

jure the withers or chine, the better.

Cruppers have, generally speakinsr, been laid

aside, and very properly so, except m breaking,

where they are necessary: breast-plates are ren-

dered necessary' in hunting, as well as on the

course. Deep chested horses, in high condition,

require breast-plates, particularly in clirni)uig hills.

The Stirrup.— I shall merely remark in this

place, that the spring or drop-siirrup renders it im-

possible I'ur the loot to be entangled in it m case

of a tall, is ecjually pleasant i'or general use, and
theretbre prelerable.

The Martingale is used Cor the purpose of pre-

venting the horse from carrying his head too high.

The head of the horse may be pulled down b}'

means of the martingale; but, take it off, and the

horse throws his head up immediately. To be of

any use in this respect, the horse must be con-

stantly ridden in it; and shouKi he trip or stumble

if the rider attempts to assist him, as in ordinary

cases, he can scarcely liul to throw him down,
since he thus deprives the animal of the power
of recovering himsell". In hunting, 1 consider tlie

use of the martinjrale as pregnant with danger.

If a horse he deprived of the free and natural use

of the head, he cannot <to throujrh heavy ground
without extraordinary distress, nor can he take his

jumps with ease and I'reedom.

A lady's saddle should be fitted to the horse

with the greatest exactness possible, as the man-
ner in which a lemale sits on horseback cannot

liiii to give the saddle an inclination to the near

side, and the horse must conseciuently suU'er if

there be not a correspouilence in the saddle. The
pommel should come down as close to the withers

as possible, so as not to touch when pressed by
the weight of the rider; and ladies' saddles, when
properly made and properly fitted to the horse,

will not require cruppers; but the girths should be
crossed from the hind part of the saddle to the

Iront, by which the saddle will be kejit more stea-

dy: or a strap from the hind |)art of the saddle to

the fore girth on the ofl'side, may prevent the sad-

dle from twisting to the near side.

General observations on horses.

I have repeatedly observed, that the horse is

the most elegant quadruped in nature; with equal
truth, it may be further remarked, that he is the

most useful also: and although infinitely inferior

to the dog in point of sagacity, yet like that ani-

mal, he possesses the extraordinary faculty of find-

ing his home through a thousand intricate turn-

ings and windings. Ride a horse a hundred miles

from home, on a road which he has never seen
before, and he will not fail to find his road home,
without a single mistake, if allowed to obey the

dictates of his own sagacity. Some years ago, I

rode from Bowes in Yorkshire to the villai;e of

Weardale, in Durham, the distance about thirty

miles, and a considerable part of the way across

moorlands where the road or path was very ill-

defined, to say nothing of the endless turnings

and twistings of the by-lanes along which we
passed, and which rendered almost continual in-

quiry indispensably necesssary, the road being
perfectly unknowi> to me as well as to the animal
which carried me. I was accompanied by a
J'riend, like mysell, entirely unacquainted with the

road, and both of us mounteil on ponies.

Utterly strangers to the road, we luid to inquire

of almost every person we met, and consequently

proceeded slowly: but we thus never mistook our

course.

After remaining lor several days at Weardale,
we set out on our return lor Bowes; and trusting

to the guidance of our ponies, continued our route

without the least interruption, till we had accom-
plished about half the distance, when we came to

a crossing where several roads were presented,

one of which was unhesitatingly taken by our
ponies, which we conceived must be wn>ng; and
we therelbre turned them about, and took another
direction. The ponies testified reluctance, and it

so happened that we had not gone three-quarters of
a mile before we had an opportunity ot making
the requisite inquiry—when to our regret we
found that we must retrace our steps, and take

the very road along which the ponies would liave

proceeded

!

Whence the horse derives the faculty of finding

his way home through ail intricacies, is not known,
though it, is evident it must result from a sort of
memoVy—a species of recognition which phreno-
logists would perhaps denominate ^'individuality)'^

and which in liict is common to quadrupeds; but

unknown to, or not possessed by, human nature

—

at least in a stale of civilization; although some-
thing of the kind seems to be demonstrated by
savages, and particularly by the Indians of North
America.

It will be generally found that horses with large

wide foreheads are good tempered; on the contrary,

where the forehead happens to be narrrow and
small, the animal will manifest a vicious disposi-

tion.

Some horses are alarmed at passing over wood-
en bridges, pasticularly those which swing across

canals; on which occasions they should be sooth-

ed and coaxed; and if they still refuse to jjo over,

the rider should dismount and lead the anitnal, as

the horse will probably follow him; if there be an-
other horse in company that will pass over, the

alarmed horse will selilom fail to follow. On oc-

casions like these, the whip and spur should not

be used: coaxing will allay the fears of the horse,

and by a little practice his alarm will subside alto-

gether.

In cases of fire, horses become so alarmed that

it is dilncult to get them out of the stable; and it

has sometimes happened that horses have been
burnt to death under such circumstances. The
best plan on such occasions, is to place a bandage
over their eyes and back them out, if they will

not lead. If the horse happens to be in a loose

box, or in such a situation as will allow of his be-

ing turned about, if, after the bandage be placed

over his eyes, he be turned several times round,

he will be easily led away. Where there is not

time or opportunity for bandaging the horse's eyes

let two men place eacla a hand over his eyes, and
back him out.

A horse would seem to possess a sort of super-
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stitioiis fear, which is stnkinirly Pxemplified in pas-

fsiiii? alonu narrow jjioomy lanes anndst the darK'-

nefis ef ni<j;lil; on which occapsions, they will i>tnn

at shadows:, snort, and testily s3-m[)toms oC a su-

pernatural dread, in a manner too evident, to be

mistaken.

Some horses are inclined to lie down, when rid-

den into water, lor the prevention of^which the iul-

luwinir methods are recommended by some of

tliose sapient iipntlemen who have written on the

subject, and amonixst the rest, by Berrinijer, who
very seriously tells ns, that the rider should be

provided with a flask of water, and ai the mo-
ment tiie horse is about to lie down, the flask

should be broken on his head, that the water may
run into his eyes! Or the rider may provide him-

self with two bullets, with a hole drilled throu<2"h

each to suspend them by a piece of twine, when
the horse atlempts to lie down, to drop the bullets

into his ears ! ! ! It is retdly astonisliinfrhow such

outrageous nonsense coukl enter the head of any
human beinfi; but, indeed, aller what has appear-

ed from the pen of that ine^;h;!ustib!e scriuliler,

Mr., John Lawrence, upon the subject of liorse-

manship and horses, we ought to be surprised at

no absurdity whatever. To remedy lor the jtro-

pensity in question, what can be so eflfectual and
so obvious as the Avhip or the spur or both?

—

Moreover, if I suspected a horse would play such

a trick, I would hold his head well up, and apply

the spur if necessary.

in riding down a hill, let it be recollected that

the horse should assume a corresponding decli-

vity, and lor that purpose he should be allowed

the use of his head to the necessary extent, or he
cannot accomplish the object. I am aware that,

in such a position, the horse's hefid will appear at

a great distance, acircumstance which miclit alarm

a timid rider, from an idea that the horse was
about to (all: he therefore pulls up the horse's

head as high as he can, and, in consequence, the

horse is rendered incapable of placinij his lore feet

firmly on the ground, and is therelbre very liable

to lall. The horse should have his head fi-eely in

going down hill (as well as upon level ground) by
which he will take a corresponding declivit}', the

rider's body being perpendicular; and, if any sus-

picion be entertained of the safety ot the horse's

goinii;. a waichiul or ready hand may be kept

upon him.

A friend, a few weeks atro, asked me what was
meant by the word condition, as applied to the

horse? And my replj' was, that the condition

must be understood according to circumstances,

since a horse may be sufFiciently in condition for

slow work, but yet not able to maintain the pace.

Leaving the condition of the racer out of the ques-

tion (many of which are overtrained,) a hunter, to

be in perfect condition, should have as much mus-
cle as possible placed on his hones by good keep,

which muscle should be quite divested of fat, and
rendered elastic, firm, and hard, by exercise and
fi-iction; or, in other words, b_y good grooming.
This being the state of the muscle, the tendon can-

not be wrong: on the muscle and tendon mainly
depend the speed and strength of the horse.

ft can scarcely have escaped the notice of those
familiar with the subject, that the thorough- bred

horse, after bavins; experienced several removes
from the original Arabian, loses that light, elastic,

deer-like action for which the latter is so remark-

able, and which indeed renders his mode of goino

so extremely beautiful. It will be very percepti-

ble in the immediate descendants oi" the Arabian;

but, in a ftiw removes, it becomes extinct, and in

its i^lace is substituted a tremendous length of

stride, vv'hich raises the Eniiiish thorougfi-bred

horse far superior to every competitor. If with

this lenmh of stride, the true Arabian action could

be preserved, the En<rlish courser might be regard-

ed as the very perfection of the horse. The Ara-
bian horses which havehitlterto made their appear-

ance in this country have been small, and tliere-

fbre in order to reiich the stride of the English ra-

cer, several removes have generally been found

necessary before the requisite sizes and length

could be obtained, and in this process, as 1 have

already observed, the true Arabian action has

been lost.

Let us hear what Eruce, the celebrated Abys-
sinian traveller, says upon the subject:

—

"At Halliiia (says he) begins that noble race of

horses justly celebrated all over the world. They
are the breed that was introduced here at the Sa-

racen conquest, and have been preserved unmixed
to this day. They seem to be a distinct animal

from the Arabian horse, such as I have seen in

the plains of Arabia Deserta, south of Palmryra

and Damascus, where I take the most excellent

of the Arabian breed to be, in the tribes of Mo-
walli and Armecy, which is about latitude So*^;

whilst Dongoia, and tiie dry country near it,

seem to be the centre of excellency lor this no-

bler animal.

"What figure the Nubian breed of horses

would make in point of fieetness, is very doubtful,

their make being so entirely riifl'erent from that of

the Arabian; but if beautilLil and symmetrical

parts, great size and strength, the most agile,

nervous, and elastic movements, great endurance

of fatigue, docility of temper, and seeming attach-

ment to man beyond any other flomeslic animal,

can promise anything for a stallion, the Nubian is,

above all comparison, the most eliL''ible in the

world. Few men have seen more horses, or more
of the difierent places where they are excellent,

than I have, and no one ever more delighted in

them, as far as the manly exercise went. What
these may produce for the titrf is what I cannot so

much as guess; as there is not, I believe in the

world, one more indifferent to, or ignorant of that

amusement than I am. The experiment would
be worth trj'ing in any point of view; the expense
would not be great.

"All noble horses in Nubia are said to be de-

scended from one of the five upon which iMa-

homet and his four immediate successors fled from

Mecca to Medina on the right of the HeLrii''!.

The horses of Ilalfiiiaand Gherriare rather smal-

ler than those of Dougola, tt-.w of which are less

than sixteen hands."'

All the Arabians which have fallen under my
observatiin have been little horsep, and that this

is general! V the case with those imported into this

cotmtry is beyond all question: and in consequence,

whenever the pure orirrtnal blood has been re-in-

troduced, it has requireil several removes before

that length ofstride could be produced for which our
racers are so very remarkable. Hence we clearly

perceive the reason why the immediate produce
of the little Arab and an English mare cannot

compete with his long-striding rivalj and on this
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nc-f.onni iherofore ihe Arab \\n^ sunk in tlie csti-

riiiinon (.1" hreeiiciv.

/Jowover, I have iinifbi-mly iinticpd in ihe im-

moiliiiic desreniliint ot tlie real A rub, lliat li<rlit,

houniliriir, deer-like action, which is cnnsjiicudiip,

antl indeed a leading characleriptic in the (aitjiiial

breed; and which evidently decrease? the liirlher

we tro I'rom the true source, til! at lenitjih ihe mod.e

cii' ooiiifjp becomes clumsy and Ivmbcring. Even
with some of the liorscs which appear as racers,

this may he noticed; but such horses are seldom

successful on the turl'; nor can they be, since they

eubsiitute strength and stretch (or that elastic mo-
tion so essential to true running.

Since, then, the Arab, or mountain horse, is oh-

jeciionalile to the breeder ot' lids country merely

I'rom his diminutive fi^iii'P, the Nubian, or liorse

ol' DotifTola, would liom an admirahle substitute;

if" we are to place confidence in the accounts of

those who proless lo have been eye witnesses,

wiiii every advan'ap-e of size, he possesses all

those essential requisites (in a superior deirree)

which eharaclerize what is called the thorough-

bred horse.

It is to the spirit of the emulation on the turf

that we are indebted lor our prime hvmters and
liacks; if thereliire, the horse of Nrdiia be intro-

duced, and our hreed of racers thus improved, we
may fully expect that our hunters and hacks will

experience improvement precisely in the same
ratio.

The inhabitants of these islands are evidently

Euperior to those of every other country in the

treatment of the horse; but tlie breeding depart-

nent is perhaps susceptible of improvement.-

—

The introduction of the horse above noticed

might effect this to a certain extent; and the judi-

cious selection of individuals would essentially as-

eisf in furtherance of the same object. In the

choice of either stallion or mate, form should be
the criterion, since it is of no conseouence what
blood either may possess, if the requisite form be

wantincr. From forin alone, as I have already

observed, results both strenotb and speed.

In the rearing of foals and young horses, atten-

tion is necessary, particularly in regard to the

ground or pasture. Hilly, dry countries are tn-

vorable to yountr horses: flat and marshy ground,
the contrary. Horses reared upon soft, moist and
flat grounds have large (trenerally flat and thin)

feet, since moisture promotes tlie growth of the

horny hoof; further, reared upon ground of this

description, their shoulders become upright from
the mode in which they are compelled to (eed

—

bringing tiie head as low as possible, and thus the

shoulder necessarily comes forward. A straight

shouldered horse must be unsafe to ride, and can-
not he fleet. Horses reared in dry hilly countries

have upright hoofs, handsome and trood feet, atid

in consequence of fcedin<r principally by the sides

of the lulls, their shoulders will assume the de-

clining position—so essential to superior action, to

safe <rf>ing, to speed, and indeed to every thing
valuable in the horse.

Kor tlie Farmers' Register.

DIKING IN CHARLOTTE COUNTY.

On account of the little attention that has been
paid to arrest the washing of high lands, the flats

have, on many streams in this county, doubled

their original depth of soil, and have become the
niQst valuable land on a plantation. To secure tlie

flat land from the etiects of inundation, should,

iheielore, be a great (hsideratvm with every culti-

vator of such lands. But as important as this sub-

ject is, it has received but little attention in this

county. Diking and straight ditching have in

many instances been attempted; but thcfreruire

lailure lo answer the end designed, proves that but

little exertion has been made by the underiakers
to get proper information on the sub]ect. I do not

mean by this remark to assert that there is no effi-

cient diking in the county; th.ere are a few excep-
tions of well planned and well executed dikes, that

answer a most valuable purpose.

The two great errors in execution of nine-tentiis

of the dikes that have fidlen under my observa-

tion are— 1st, that they are not made wide enough
at the base—and 2d, they are not made of sufli-

cienr height. It is a remarkable fiict, I hat many
ntelligent planters will build a dike fbrthe purpose
of protecting a flat from freshets^ and stop at a
height lower than the known limits of high water.
In consequence of Avhich, the first freshet that

comes sweeps over their work, and destioys at one
"pjoecp" the labor of months. Rut a still more
remarkable fiict is, that when the dike is destroy-

ed, it should be again rebuilt a liitle higher than

1,'efore, but not sufficiently high to save it from a.

Sire// of the same height, as at first destrojed it.

There are, however, a few dikes in the county,

that have hitherto defied the hichest freshets on
the streams upon which they are located. I in-

tend, for the present, however, to notice only one,

that has been recently completed by lV3r. Jamea
W. Bouldin. Mr. Bouldin's flat land lies at the

junction ol Wardsfbrk with Little Roanoke river.

Its dimensions are about one hundred and twenty
acres. Wardsfbrk and Roanoke meet nearly at

right angles, and JNIr. B.'s flat lies partly on both

of these streams. There is an old dike, of several

years' standing, on the bard< of Waidslork, tlirown

up oripinally only with a \iew of keeping within

proper bounds the waters of Wardsfbrk; the flat

land of which stream lies lower than the flat of
Little Roanoke. Mr. B. has, recently, thrown up
another dke. conmiencing near the lower extre-

ntity of the old dike (and connected with it by a
natural dike or ridge.) and extending along the

banks of Roanoke, until it strikes the line or boun-
dary of his flat. It then follows his line until it

reaches a head land, where the dike termitiates.

The new part of this dike is thrown up two or

three feet higher than the highest watermark that

has been made on Little Roanoke for many years,

and may be regarded as a ccniplete proleciion of
the flat liom the effiects of freshets. The dike is

twenty-four feet wide at the base where it com-
mences. Its height through the whole extent, is

made on the same level; but inasmuch as the

surfiice of the groimd, which is the foundation of
the dike, rises as it approaches the head land, the

actual height of the dike is not more than half as
prear where jt leiminates, as at the beginning.
The dike has four feet of base for everv foot of ele-

vation. The cost of the part recently executed,
was estimaUnl at five or six hundred dollars: or an
average of SO cen's to the yard. If the old dike

was raised to such a height as io render the Wards-
fbrk flat equally secure with the Pcanoke 'ow hrd
(protected by flie new dikes) the v\ho!e of the 120
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acres niijrht be reijardod as entirely sale; and I do
iidt siipposte the proprietor would Lnve one per cent,

on llieir valne, to have iheni ensured I'rom the el"-

li.>c.is ol liiLdi water, as loiio- ns the (lii<e,< preserve

ihe elevation eoiileniplated. JNIr. B. intends in a

short time to raise ihe dii<e on Wardsliirk to the

necessary lieiirlit. The eost of both dikes, when
completed, may he esiiniaied at twelve hundred
dollars; the value rj" the laml (the 120 acres) at

ei^'ht thousand liollars.

Mr. B.'s dike leaves the Roanoke low frronnd

near the mouth of a larae straitrht ditch thai was
cut hy the late lion. T. T. Bonldin, and wiiich

carries the v.-ater ol" Little Roanoke. This diich

is one ol' the greatest works ol the kind thai has

been untierialceu in this county. Ilsoj)eraiion and
f NMent may well luruish a subject lor a separate ar-

ticle.

RESULTS OF EMIGRATIOIV TO THE WEST.

To the Editor of the Fanners' Register.

Kemper Courtly, 3Iissifis!ppi, }

xipril 14, 1&37. ]

* * * * Though literally buried in

the woods of the south-west, where I assure you
little else than cotton is ever thouL"ht of. and where
readintj of any kind harasses but little, very few,

particularly that pertain to agriculture, \e\, I

must confess that your interesting journal afi'onls

nie as much pleasure now as before I emigrated to

this country. Not the least gratifyinij i*^ the fact

(hat the system of auriculture in old Viriiinia is

vastly ameliorating, and with it, necessarily lollows

an improved condition in the lands. You are do-

ins much to arrest the tide ol emigration, which
sweeps many a thoughtless lellow on to ruin.

Emigration, to use a hard phrase, is not the thing

it is cracked vp to be, in many, perhaps in a majo-
rity of mstances. it is true more money may be

made here; but you may rest assured it requires

hard knocking: and I am not prepared to say that

the advantages of emigration so lar outweiiih the

disadvantages of remaininir, as to justily (other

considerations being equal.) a separation troni re-

lations and friends, and scenes hallowed by the re-

collection of early associations. You no doubt are

apprised of the conlusion and distress in the pecu-

niary affairs of this country; perhaps they are

greater than you can well imagine. Man}', or

several causes have conspired, in my opinion, to

precipitate the country in its distressed situation,

viz: over-tradintr in every respect—real estate

speculations in Mobile— (f am credibly inlbrmed,
that while speculation was at its acme in that

town, lots sold higher than they ever sold in New
York;) and last, though not least, the opera-
tions on the part of government in deranging the

whole currency of the country. We are, how-
ever, looking Ibrward to better times. Negroes
have fallen very considerably: indeed, I have no
doubt but it was the system of sellins; them on a
credit that enhanced their value so enormously; lor

I assure you the profits of the planter, cotton at 15

to 17 cts., cannot juslify him in givinfr fifteen to

eiirhteen hundred ilollars lor neirroes. You doubt-
less, have heard many exasirerated reports of the

profits of the planter in this country. In some

instances almost incredible profits are realized, but

they are those, in the realizaiion of which the

common li^elings of humanity, and the r<"speci of
the world, are notoriously disregiuded. A hand, I

would say, can make li'om two to three hiuidred

dollars, cotton worth 15 to 16 and 17 cents, if the

necessary economy and skill are used, besides a
sufficiency lor sell-sufiporl; and thtit is as much as

can reasonably be expected. Indeed I do not be-

lieve that amount is made by an average number
of planters. On some leisure occasion, I will give

you an account of the mode of fiirming—cotton

planting— most cenerally in use by the most suc-

cessful planters in this section of the country.

B. H.

ROTATORY STEAM ENGINE.

A planter of South Carolina has requested of as in-

formation respecting the Rotatoiy Steam Engines used

in New York—especially as to their cost, safety, dura-

bility, and power, and whether they are suitable for

such plantation business as grinding corn, thrashing

and pounding rice, and sawing timber. As we know
nothing on this head more than what has already been

published in preceding numbers of the Farmers' Re-

gister, we will be obliged to any person who will fur-

nish the information desired by our correspondent.

A steam engine much cheaper than those generally

known would be useful on almost every southern plan-

tation. Indeed, for sawing timber, where fuel, ofcourse,

would cost nothing, we see no reason why steam

power, as heretofore put in action, would not be eco-

nomically used, wherever water power would be deri-

rable for the same piu-pose. The noble pine forests

on the level lands of North and South Carolina, will,

at some future time, bring into operation hundreds of

steam saw mills.

REMARKS ON THE SOU. AM) CULTIVATION OP
A I'ART OF THE COl NTY OF HALIFAX.

To the Editor of the Farmcis' Register.

The plantations lying on and near the public

roads leading from Hab'lax Court-house to Mil-
ton, (N. C.) and Danville, like most of the landa

of middle Virginia, are cleared of the greater part

of the Ibrest growth; and have been loner sub-

jected to the exhausting rotation of tobacco, lor

the first three or lour years alter the wood is re-

moved: then, to the unilorm rotation of one year
in corn, the next in oats, the third in pasture, then

corn again, &c. But, although this exhausting
system has been pursued, yet, the original fertility

of the soil of this poriion of Virginia was such,

that it is still productive; and where an improving
system has been pursued, it is rich. Tlie high

lands on the snmll streams, through this extent,

(which are tributaries to the river Dan,) are the

best that the writer of these lines has ever seen in

middle Virginia. Their color is generally a dark

grey (approaching a black loam,) and red—sub-

stratum, red clay, under the red colored soils, and
frequently, a greyish substratum, specked wilh

mica, under the grey lands. Some of the grey

I

soils, however, have a firm, dry, red clay, substra-
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turn; and these are generally of superior qunlity.

The moi^t prominent, trait in the cliaracterot'these

soils, is their peculiar suitableness (or the erowlh
of clover. I was informed by several of the plan-

ters of tliis part of Halifax, that the growth of clo-

ver is always luxuriant, even on their thin high-

lands. It is evident that the more sandy grey

lands of some of the adjoining counties, and in-

deed of other parts of this county. (Halifax,) that

would produce as good corn, would not produce

half such a crop of clover. The effects of gyp-
euin are much greater here than on any lands i

have seen. A very practical [)hinter, Mr. R
informed me, that although the effects of gypsum
are astonishingly great on cleared and littered

lands, yet, he tbund no benefit li-om it on a clean

soil, (a soil destitute of coarse vegetable matter).

It has been j)rincipally applied around the stalks

of tobacco and corn, by the \e\v who have used

it, at the ra,e of a litde less than a table spoonful,

around each stalk. As yet, no broad-cast dres-

sings of gypsum on clover have been tried, to

any extent, by those who conversed with me on

the subject.

There are many evidences that this soil con-

tains a considerable portion of calcareous earth:

not only from the beneficial etiects of gypsum but

from the growth of the uncleared land. I took up
a few pieces of clay marl, thrown out on the bar.k

of a mill race of Mr. E 's, that effervescetl

rapidly in weak vinegar. A dark colored mud
taken from a ditch bank, also, effervesced freely,

when thrown into vinegar. The growth of the

uncleared lands is pawpaw, red-bud, walnut,

pine, &c. The thistle is a common growth, on

the cleared lands. The tobacco from this section

of the state has generally conunanded high prices

for manufacturing: and it seems highly probable,

that the marl ingredient gives it its rich, yellow

color, and delicate texture. I will hazard the

opinion, that if the planters o( this part of Haliliix

would curtail their tobacco crops, and cultivate

wheat on a clover lay, made luxuriant by the ap-
plication of gypsum, that it would be found a pro-

fitable crop. The wheat grown here is of unu-

sually fine quality. I have heard it remarked,
that the wheat that ijrows in the counties of

Granville, N. C. and Mecklenburc, Va.. as well

as m this county, (Halifiix,) is of fine quality

—

and makes whiter bread than that, grown on
James River, and in more northern climates. If

this be true, and is the eH'ect of a southern climate,

wheat cultivators, in this latitude, maybe partiall}^

compensated for the diminished quantity, in the

better quality of the article. It would be an in-

teresting experiment Icjr some of the planters in

this fine wheat section, to try the cultivation of the

spring wheat. Mr. Richard S. Gaines, of Char-
lotte, has a lot of spring wdieat, that looks, at this

time, decidedly better than any winter wheat of
several varieties which he is cultivating. The
early commencement of the spring, in this lati-

tude, would seem to furnish a prima facie argu-

ment that the sprins wheat would flourish better

here than in New York, where it has been suc-

cessfully cultivated. There is a species of wheat
cultivated here, hardier, whiter, and more produc-

tive than the Lawler, but very difiicnlt to thrash.

In passing the (arm of Mr. James Bruce, Jr., I

observed a lot of wheat, very decidedly better than

3ny I have seen this season, which was sown at

least a month earlier than the usual time for seed-

ing wheat. Such a marked diversity, will doubt-

less, induce Mr. Bruce to repeat this experiment.

This lot was sown, I am informed, on a naked ffil-

low. Mr. Bruce has abandoned the cultivation of
tobacco, on the farm upon which he resides; and,

already, strong marks of a system of improvement
are exhibited. Mr. Bruce was absent when I pas-

sed his farm; but a large portion of it lies in full view
of the road. His land is generally in clover, that is

immediately under cullivalion; well protected fi-om

washing, by hill-side trenches, and very well en-

closed. Mr. Bruce has introduced the straicfht

ftMice, or at least, a species offence much straight-

er than tb.e ordinary icorm fence, staked and top-

lagged. This lence, although much in use in the

lower part of Virginia, is scarcely ever seen in this

part of the state. It can be made with but little

more than two-Un'rds of the quantity of timber

required to run the crooked staked fiance; and there

is but little difference in the amount of labor bes-

towed upon each. Mr. Bruce on one occasion,

gave me an account of his mode of making it—
which I adopted, successfully, with but little vari-

ation. The worm of the fence is first laid, of the

desired straishtness. The rails, 1 flunk, should

cross each other at an inclination of two feet from

a strait line. This part of the operation is regu-

lated by two rows of stakes, equi-distant fron)

each other, which are two feet apart.- As soon

as the worm is laid, two hands follow—the one
with a large maul, and the other with a large

stake about two or three feet long, sharpened at

one extremity; with a cross piece, two li^et long,

of an inch and a half diameter, let through, near

the other extremity. This stake is driven down
with the maul, where the rails lap, on either side,,

and drawn out by the cross piece or handle, which
operates as a lever. The stakes are then put in,

and very slightly rammei], if ihe holes are made
sufficiently deep by the short moveable stake.

The tops of the stakes are sharpened, before they

are put up, to the size of a large augur hole

—

then when put up, they are coupled at top, by a
slip of timber, eighteen inches long, with holes

bored in it, to fit the ends of the stakes. The
rails are then put up, and the fence completed.

The rails should be nearly of the same length.

The stakes should be of heart oak or pine; and

the pieces that couple the stakes are rived from

eighteen inch blocks.

The profits from the tobacco crop have been

very considerable for the last thirty or forty years,

in this section of the county of Halili\x; but the

little wood land that remains, and the exhausted

condition of the soil, begin to furnish a striking

admonition of the propriety of looking out for a

partial substitute for its cultivation. The Dan
River is open to bateau navigation, through this

part of its course, and the expense of the carriage

of wheat to market, considerably diminished.

Mr. James Bruce, Sen., has a plaster mill that

supplies the demand for this article in this neigh-

borhood, at as cheap rates as it is tiirnished ground

in Norfolk or Petersburg. Mr. H. Edmunds is

also erecting a plaster mill, near Dan River, in a

district of country admirably suited to the applica-

tion of gypsum. The unground article will be

brought up the river, (Dan,) from Petersburg or

Norfolk.

Mr. EtUnunds has been, for many years, a sue-
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cesslul cultivator of corn and tobacco: and a short

account of lus nianagenient, may not be uninter-

estinij;. Tlie plantation on whicli he resides, is

situafed on Bircli Creek, a tributary of tlie Oiiu;

and constitutes a portion of the lands above desiir-

naied, as coniaininij marl. The [)lantation is di-

vided into lour fields lor corn, and lour lor tobacco.

His rotation on his corn shilis, is, 1st corn—2 id

oats—3rd clover—1th clover. His rotation on his

tobacco iields, is 1st tobacco—2ntl wheat—3d clo-

ver—ttli clover. Although he has pursued this

system tor many years on his corn shifts, yet he

has improved his corn land very little: owing to

excessive hard grazing of his clover in the third

and fourth years of his rotation. He has never

grazed his tobacco lots, and they have improved

perceptibly. In fact, some of his tobacco lots

seem to produce larger crops than they did when
they were first cleared; and he has put no manure
on them worth estimating. He admits that it is

very injurious to graze ott'his clover from his corn

land, and is preparing to dispense with this part of

his management, by providing a standing pasture

for his stock.

Mr. Edmunds generally beds his corn land in

the fall, upon two coulter furrows. The dagon and
coulter are drawn by two strong horses. He is a

great advocate for deep ploughing. He rolls his

seed corn in plaster, and plasters his corn when
the stalks reach two or three inches in height.

A large portion of the labor of his iarm has, lor

many years, been directed to reclaiming and
clearing a large body of flat land, on Birch creek,

which IS now exceedingly productive. He found

the course of this creek very circuitous, as it me-
andered through his plantation—'the banks very

low, and the flat land covered over with a number
of ponds. His first elibrc at draining was, to cut

a canal for the bed of the creek. This he cut

twenty feet wide, with an average depth of two
feet eleven inches. Its length is two miles. The
ordinary cost of such a work, he estimates at filty

cents a yard; although particular circumstances

enabled him to have this work executed for a less

sum. This ditch was cut as straight as the na-

ture of the flat would allow, in order to promote
abrasion at the sides and bottom of it. Mr. E
considers it very important in straightening streams

to have as few angles as possible; to avoid all sud-

den turns; and to throw those turns that cannot be

avoided, (if possible,) against hill sitles, that jut

against the stream. The object of this last pre-

caution, is to prevent excessive washinir, which
would be caused in a freshet, by the whole cur-

rent of the stream being thrown against a weak
bank of the ditch. Soon after the completion of

this ditch, Mr. E perceived that it had com-
menced washing at the lower extremity; which,

gradually went up, about a foot at a time, until it

has reached, now, a depth of seven feet from the

surlace of the earth to the surface of the water.

He found the washing at bottom greatly facilitat-

ed by removinir obstructions of trees, that fell in

the ditch by being undermined as it widened, and
logs, that are constantly commg to view, at a dis-

tance of three, tour, five, and seven feet from tiie

surf^ice of the earth. I observed ten or fifteen of

the latter, within a distance of one hundred yards,

that have been buried, perhaps, lor centuries, and
protected from decav by their seclusion from the

atmosphere. Mr. E occasionally used the

spade, in removing small beds of blue pipe clay,

which he Ibund too tenacious to wash. He thinks

that if such obstacles had been timely removed, as

they occurred, that the stream would have washed
to its present depth in one year. The beneficial

effects of this ditch have exceeded his highest

expectations. The sites of many ponds, that for-

merly abounded in fish, are now cultivated in to-

bacco and grass; the stream is sunk to such a
depth, that sulfijient fall for all the draining ditch-

es has been obtained; and the soil of the flat is soft

and dry. Formerly, no crop was sale from fresh-

ets, on this flat; now, a cro|) is very rarely injured

by them. Mr. E thinks that a corn crop is

entirely safe, from the elfects of fl-eshets, on this

land. He anticipates extending this ditch lower

down the stream; and expects to gain by it a toot

or two, additional, of deptli; which, when obtained,

will put his flat etuirely out of the reach of high

water, from freshets.

Mr. E thinks that the drainingof this land

has produced a great eiFect on the health of his

f imily. Nearly the whole of this flat was for-

merly covered by a mill pond, which was so near-

ly situated to Mr. Edmunds' residence, that bilious

and intermittent levers, lor many years, with much
fatality, visited his family. But since the pond has

been drained, the stream straitened, and the flat

also entirely drained, his residence is as healthy

as any other in the county.

Mr. E has recently erected a mill (suppliel

with water by a canal) near the site of the old mili.

The new mill is better than the old one; one hun-

dred acres of fine flat land has been reclaimed, and
the health of the neighborhood much improved,

A good expedient, to prevent the bad efliicts of the

check-dam, that throws the stream in this canal,

is adopted by Mr. E . To prevent the water

li-om being thrown out above the check-dam, in

freshets, he has thrown up a dike, about eight feet

high which commences at one extremity of the

dam, and terminates at the foot of a hili, that runs

up to the channel of the creek. If dikes of suffi-

cient height, were thrown up in all similar situa-

tions, and a small ditch cut on the lantl-side of the

dike, and parallel with it, as a draining ditch, the

flat land lying above the check-dams might be

made as valuable as any other flat land.

The drainage of creek and river flats, and draw-

iniroff pond water, have produced the most deci-

deii beneficial efl'ects on the health ol'the county ol

Halifax. Bounded on the north-east by Staunton

river, and intersected by the rivers Banister, Dan,
Hycootee, and their numerous tributaries, the

county of Haliliix was, perhaps, as much inlesied

by malaria, as any county in middle Virginia. The
quantity of flat land, covered with stagnant water,

bore an unusually large proportion to the dry land;

in consequence of which, Halifax county, was, lor

many years, visited with autumnal fevers to a great

extent. A very intelligent physician, who has

been long acquainted with the topography and
diseases of the county, inlbrmed me that tiie tall

fevers have diminished in the ratio of the quantity

of land left undrained, and uncovered by stagnant

water. It was formerly the case, that a man's
residence might be almost accurately guessed at,

by lookiuir over a physician's accounts; so much
more numerous were the visits made to settlers on
the rivers and creeks, than to the settlers on the

ridges. Dr. A informed me that the only
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reiruhir applicants lor quinine, are one or two t'am-

ilie.s in the fork of IJanister and Ddn, where there

still exist extensive imdrained Hats. But although

the ajTue and iever projiei', is of rare occurrence in

the county, yet it is by no means intended to be as-

serted that there is an end of diseases caused by
marsh uiiasrnala. A sullicient number of mill

ponds yet exist, to poison the atmosphere, to a
considerable extent, with their noxious exhala-
tion. Our bilious and continued fevers are as re-

gular visitants as the seasons themselves. More
than a moity of tiiese are, doubiles>', caused by
mill ponds and undrained flats. Dr. A re-

lated a fact in relation to Mr. A 's planta-

tation, that might shock the fancied security of
those who believe that they are out of the influ-

ence of malaria, merely because ihey are out of

the vicinity of a mill pond. The flat land of this

plantation contains five hundred acres, the whole
of which was ke[)t wet by a smail stream that ran

tlirouijh the body of it, with so liille fall as to enter

the Banister at an oblique angle, in the direction

up-i<tream. The large hotly of flat land has been
eflectually drained, and the river Banister well

diked. Dr. A informed me, that before

this improvement, this plantation was a fruitful

hot-bed of disease—so sickly, that he would not

have risked the health of his family upon it, one
year, for the value of the estate. Since it has
been drained and diked, he regards it as healthy
as any situation in Halifax coiinty. This dike,

I am informed, is well executed, and perhaps the

Jartrest work of the kind in the county of Haliftx.

Although I have seen it once, (several years since)

such a minute and accurate oliservation of" it was
not made, as to justify an effort at a detailed ac-

count of its operation.

Bef"ore closing these promiscuous remarks, it

may not be improper to notice a vein of lanre,

round, black rock, that runs through Halifax,

Charlotte, Prince Edward. &,c., which has been
before noticed, by Dr. Morton of Prince Edward,
in the farmers' Register. Some of the most fer-

tile plantations, in the counties just mentioned,
lie adjoining, or near this vein. Mr. J. Edmunds'
plantation, (of Charlotte,) is intersected by it. The
land near if, seems to have derived its fertility from
the disintegration of a ferruginous rock, which con-
tains, occasionally, sulphuretnf iron, and also lime.

I have seen several tracts of latid, very obviously

improved, by the disintegration of bog iron ore, in

the part of Halifax above referred to; for, fre-

quently, in the same plantation, the grade of fer-

tility varied with the presence of more or less of
this rock, disintegratetl into a rountl, rusty look-

ing gravel. A survey of the soil of the counties

lying at the foot of llie last parallel hills of the
Blue Ridge, would furnish an interesting subject,

to a well informed mineraloffist— particularly with
a view to ascertain their mineral ingredients. The
presence or absence of a rich mineral ingredient,

seems to constitute the great difference between
the soils in this section of the state.

E.

From tlie Genesee Farmer.

IMPREGNATIOIV OF PLANTS.

[The January number of Professor Silliman's

Journal—a work which deserves the support of

all interested in the hiijher departments of the
natural sciences—in addition to a great variety

of other valuable papers, contains one by Dt.
Gray, of' New York, being in part a translation of
the celebrated Corda's researches on the imjjreg-

nation of plants. As the subject is one of interest,

we have thought that a condensation of the pa-
per, adapted to the general reader, miirht prove
acceptable to at least some of tfie readers of the

Farmer.]

'•Omnc ex ovo, everything from an egsr," was
the exclamation of an old philosopher, in reirard

to the animal creation; and later investinations

show that it is scarcely less applicable to the ve-

getable one. The fertilizing properties of the fa-

rina or pollen of plants has long been known, but

the n)anner in which this effect was performed, as
was to be expected where the operation was con-
ducted in the silence and mystery of nature, led

to a great variety of speculations. Every farmer
knew that the yellow dust, which fell in such
quantities from the corn blossoms upon the silken

tassels of the ear, was necessary to the fbrmatiotk

of the kernel, but few are able to explain the cause
of this necessity, or the mode in which the plant

was rendered fruitlid. Every housewife has, du-
ring the sunmier months, seen her reservoirs or

cisterns of ram water covered with a yellow pow-
der, which by most is considered sulphur, as it ap-
pears most pleniiliiHy during thunder sjusts ac-

companied by high winds. The peculiar odor
which belongs to this substance when burning,

may have assisted in originating the error with
regard to the origin of this dust, which is the pol-

len of the forest trees, as any one may be con-
vinced by walking in the woods when tliis lecun-

dating dust is falling. This dust may be easily

seen and collected for observation on the blossoms
of the difl(?rent varieties of tlie melon, pumpkin,
and cucumber.

Pollen, when examined by a moderate mncrni-

fying povv'er, is seen to consist of a multitude of
grains of some regular form, which is uniform in

ihesame st;ecies, but often widely diflerent in dif-

ferent kiiids of plants. These grains are compo-
sed of two coals, of which the exterior is thick

and nearly elastic, while the inner is exceedingly
delicate and hishly extensible. The cavity is

filled with a fluid which, under a powerful lens^

appears slightly turbid, on account of a vast num-
ber of minute granules which float in it. A mag-
nifying power of three hundred reveals the ex-

istence of two kinds of granules in the fluid of the

pollen grains. The first is larije and ihw in num-
ber, and from the 4000ih to the 5000th of an inch

in diameter. The smaller particles, or ntolecitles,

as they as they are termed b\ Brown, who here
seems to have led the wav in the discovery, are

from the 15,000th to the 30,000ih of an inch in

diameter. The microscope shows a motion of
these particles in the fluid, movements not confi-

ned to a mere chauire of place, but a change of
form in the particle itself; and Brown asserts that

he was "convinced fi-om repeated observations, that

they are produced neither by evaporation nor cur-

rents in the fluid, but they pertain to the particles

themselves."

But whatever may be the nature of this fluid, or

the granules it contains, it is evident that to the

pollen, the power of impregnation belongs, and
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fhrpo Iivjioihesos have been advanced to account

for its airency iu tlie jirodactioti of tlie ve<rctablc

embryo. Accorilinj to one view, a germ furnish-

ed by tlie pollen is supposed to bede|)osited in, and

nourished by \hc. ovule; accordinif to another, the

germ is thoiiijht to be orii^inaily Ibrnied in the

ovule iiscif, and is merely exciteil to action bj' an

iniluenre derived from tlie pollen; while accord-

ing to the tiiinl, the endiryo is conceived to result

from the union of atrerm furnished by the pollen

with another produced by the ovule. Recent dis-

coveries have relidered it probable that the first

sup[iosition, though attended with some dilliculties,

will be Ibund nearest the truth.

It was discovered by Needhani that grains of

pollen, moistened or thrown ujjon water, burst

with violence, and dischar<>'e the slighlly viscous

«nd turbid Huid contained in them. This effect

was also sometimes produced wlien the pollen fell

on the moist surfice of the stiii'uia, and thence to

this fluitl the immediate agency in impregnation

was attributed by Linn;cus and contemporary
botanists, they in general supposing that the fluid

was directly conveyed down the style to the ovule

where the fecundating power was exerted.

—

Whatever speculations hiight have been on the

eubject, the actual knowledge of naturalisis was
confined to the simple iact, that the application of

the pollen to the stigma was essential to the ti^rti-

lization of the ovule; all ^the information gained

respecting the action ol" the pollen after it has
reached the stigma.beingof recent date.

The very great improvements made in the mi-

croscope within the last twenty or thirty years had
prepared the wa}' for iurther advances in science,

and the career of discovery in the impregnation

of plants was opened in 1S23 by Prof Amici of

Italy. In examining some grains of pollen on
the stigma of the Purtnlacca oleracea, or common
purslain, he observed that the grams had project-

ed li'om some part of their surface an exremely
slender tube, which was Ibund to consist of the

inner lining of the pollen-grain protruded through

the external coat. Amici published the result of

his discoveries, w^iich immediatly attracted the

notice of Brougniartand Hrown, the first ofwhom
published a memoir in 1837, to which we are in-

debted tor tlie earliest and most complete account
of the manner in which these tubes originate

and act upon the stigma. When grains of pollen

fall on the sligma, they are retained either by the

liairs with which this organ is often provided, or

by its^slightly humid and viscous surface. This
moisture they slowly absorb, and after an interval

varying from an hour to a day or more, the oul-er

coat opens by one or more coats or slits, through
which the higlily extensible inner membrane pro-

trudes like a hernial sac, and is slowly prolongeti

into a delicate tube. These tubes are so ex-

tremely attenuated, that a powerful microscope is

required for their examination.

The grains of pollen produced by some plants,

(particularl}' the family of the CucarbiiacoE.) nve

known to protrude several tubes from difierent

points, and Amici detected as many as twenty or

thirty from a single grain. One of the most sing'dar

facts shown by the investigations ol' Brow n was,
that the stigma of one plant would excite the same
tictioninthe pollen of dillercnt species, and even
of plants beloniring to different ILuiiilies. Thus
Dr. Brown applied the pollen of a species of Ascle-

Vol. V-16

pias to the sligma of an Orchideous plant, and
itjund these tubes produced as readily as vvhen

in contact with thestigma of the plant li'om which
the pollen was taken. Here was a clue to the

manner in which hybirds were llirmed; and a
plausible reason shown why the seeds of sucli

plants, when grown, did not resemble the fruit;

fi-om which they were taken, but showed a dispo-

silion to revert more or less to their original type,

accordinirlo ilindamenlal law of nature.

The tubes thus produced li-om the pollen when
placed in contact with the stigma, penetrated its

substance, not however by means of any particu-

lar channel, but by insinuating themselves be-

tween the cellules, ami along the intercellular

passages which abound in the tissue of the stig-

ma and style. JM. Broiigniart was able to follow

them foV only a moderate distance into the tissue

of tJie style, where he imagined the tubes termi-

nated, and opening at the extremeity , discharged

the fluid and floating particles of the pollen grain.

Dr. Brown u-as more successful in tracing their

course. He fi)llowed the course of tlie pollen tubes

in several plants of Orchidea and xlsdcpiaded

from the stigma to the placenta, and in a single

instance, in an Orchideous plant, traced some ves-

sels or tubes of an equivocal nature quite into the

aperture of the oVule. Dr. Biown published an
account of these discoveries in 18.31, and remarks

that Mr. Elliott, in his Eo!an3'of South Cnrolina

and Georgia, had observed these cords or fibres m
the Ascelpias, but it is probable their origin or of-

fice was not suspected.

Such was the state of knowlegde respecting

tho impregnation of plants, when M. Corda, a
member of the Imperial Academy, commenced
his observations. Dr. Brown had traced the pol-

len tubes to the niouth of the ovules, and M.
Corda devoted himself to determine the interest-

ing inquiry as to their farther progress and termi-

nation. As subjects of examination, he selected

the Chnijerm or fir tribe, in which th.e ovules are

naked,, and impregnated by immediate contact

with the pollen, consequently offering great faci^

lities for the investiiration. Aided by powerful

instruments, and conducting the processes with

great skill and perseverance, M. Corda was able

at last to trace the pollen tubes into the ovule

ilself, where, the fluid of the pollen gave tne first

impluse to the formation and developement of the

embryo. The lollowing is the summary of the

discoveries made by iVl. Corda, translated from

his memoir by Dr. Gray, and v.'hich in the Coid-

/trffi establish these positions:

—

"1. The pollen tube penetrates into the micro-

pvle; (exostome,) and in Pinus the |)ol!en grains

fall directly into it, whence the impregnation is

immediate.

2. The pollen tube passes through the exos-

tome into the endostome, passes through the ca-

vity of the secundine, and arrives at

3. The nucule or ovule ; extends through ilie

endostome into its cavitj^, and
4. By the injection of the fluid contained in the

pollen grains in the bottom of the nucule gives

the first kcim (germ) to the formation of tlie

embryo.
5. The formation and development of the em-

bryo changes the contents of the cellular tissue of
I he nucule, which becomes fluid, and appear to fur-

nish materials (or tlie growth of the embryo.
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6. The pollen tubes remain fixed (to the em-
bryo eac) sometimes after impregnation and the
commencement of the development of the embryo
in the latter. ,^

The translation of the memoir in the Journal,
is accompanied by a series 6i' engravitio-s repre-

senting the process of impregnation, from the
formation of the pollen lubes, to their entrance
into the ovnle and the discharge of their contents,

embracing the first rudiments of the embryo.

To the Editor of tlie Farmers' Register.

ABUNDANCE OF THE RESOURSES FOR MA-
NURE, AND FOR THIS IIVIPU-O VEJIENT OF
THE SOIL.

Mecklenburg, Fa., May 10th, 1737.

Enclosed, I send five dollars, for the fifih volume
of the Register, which 1 pay, the more cheerfully,

that I am assured 1 shall (as heretolbre) get the
worth of the money, in the instruction and enter-

tainment to be derived from reading its pages. , I

also avail myself of this opportunity to oiler an
humble mile lor publication—not that 1 have the
vanity to think I can throw much light on any
subject connected with agriculture; but, upon the
presumption that there are hone so learned but

that they may learn yet more, and none so igno-
rant, but that they may itnpart some useful hint;

and I shall offer the ibllowing, which you can re-

ject or publish, as may seem to you' best.

We meet with many plans and schemes in our
agricultural journals ibr the improvement of our
impoverished soil, such as sowing clover and grass
seeds, cutting hill-side ditches, dividing farms into

three, four and five shifts, &c. &c. "But it is not
possible, in my humble judgment, to bring about
any thing like a striking or even perceptible im-
provement of worn out or poor land, by any or all

these combined, without the aid of a yet more ef-

ficient agent. As a general rule, no system can
be laid down, for the improvement of land, in

which manure is not the principal aijent. You
may improve the beauty of your fields by hill-side

trenches, you may in some measure hide the galls

and gtillies, by sutf'ering the broom straw, weeds,
and briers to grow up on them, and you may per-

haps keep the land at something like its present
productiveness, by not grazing, and restino", and
securing it fi'om washing, &c. But in vain shall

that man look for improvement, whose cattle are

fed on the commons, without fiirm-pen or bafn,

whose horses are suffered to stand and lie without
litter or bed, and who, in short, has no well devi-
sed and industriously practised plan of saving ma-
nure. It is surprising to see what apathy exists

in my neighborhood on this subject. Even now,
(the 10th of JMay,) you will scarcely find a sum-
mer cowpen, ready to receive the cattle at night,

and to receive the manure : "where they fare best,

there they stay longest," and where night over-
takes them, there they lie down, and there tliey

drop the manure; as apt as not on some public

liighway.
There are very few men who seem aware of the

facilities they possess for raising or rather accumu-
lating manure. An eminent improver was asked
where he had obtained manure enough to enrich
his land as he had done? Where could such a
«^uantity come fiom? He replied, "that it would

be hard to find the place that it could not be pro-

cured." Here was the remark of a wise and prac-

tical man. The words are fe-vV, but they weigh
most heavily. They most forcibly, because most
truly, address themselves to every planter! "Who
hath ears to hear, let him hear." Nature has
been most bountiful in her supplies; every provis-

ion has been made; nothing remains but for art

and industry to make the application. 1 was not.

long since informed that a gentleman, late a resi-

dent south of Dan river, not succeeding in ma-
nuring his tobacco lot wilh stable and fiirm yard
manure, completed the deficiency wiih leaves

newly hauled from the forest, and plorghed in;

and that no difference appeared in the crop grown
on the lot. I once tried a similar experiment on a
small piece of branch flat; the first crop of tobacco

failed, on account of the too great abundance of
leaves, and the dry summer; but every f'iuccessive

crop of tobacco, wheat or clover, lor ten or twelve
years, was most luxuriant. Previous to this ap-
plication of leaves, (which was made in the month
of April,) the land, though naturally rich, had been
exhausted and was barely in tobacco heart.. 1 have
been informed that Mr. James Brooks, fbrmerlj' of
Charlotte, an eminent planter, succeeded conrplete-

ly by using leaves, and it is well known that few
men made such good crops as he did. I state

these facts, not to advocate or recommend the use
of leaves unmixed, (lor using them to catch and
absorb the juices of the stable and covrpen, &c.,

is doubtless better,) but to shdvv that cue means
of manuring, at least, is in reach of aln;ost every
planter. I was last year in the county of Bruns-
wick, and observed some planters collecting the

pine lags, for littering their stables and cow pens,

and was informed that they preferred them to the

leaves of other trees, and that it had a fine efl'ect

when gathered with hoes, hauled on the land un-
trodden, and ploughed in. One of my friends, who
ranks high as an improver, has long been in the

habit of mowing over his low-ground meadow the

first autumn alter seeding, tor the double purpose
of cleaning the meadow and collecting litter for his

stock, (from which, by the way, they collect some
sweei morsels). The banks of his ditches, and
every other foul spot, were trimmed for the same
purpose. I think he was particularly partial to this

sort of litter. He once hauled out, on a hill-side

convenient, the earth thrown out of a ditch, and
used it as a covering for the corn. The conse-

quence was, a crop of nine barrels and two bush-

els of corn to the acre, and a premium fi-om the

Agricultural Society, for "the best two contiguous

acres of up-land corn." Some gentleman humor-
ously argued, that he could not claim the premium,
as "it was not exactly up-land corn." We should

all be very glad to raise such loiv-ground corn on
our up-lands. . I once applied several loads of un-
rotted or new saw dust to a piece of poor thin pipe

clay flat, and the tobacco was fully equal to that

which grew on the same sort of land adjoining,

manured with good stable manure. The garden
which I formerly cultivated, was a stiff' red soil,

and it occurred to me that a kind of soft rock, dug
from the bottom of the ice house, (of a yellowish

color, mixed with a white chalky substance, which
after being exposed to the frost, assumed the ap-
pearance of fine sand) would render the stiff soil

light. I accordingly covered one square with it.

It produced the desired effect, and the square be-
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came the mopt productive one in the ffarden. My
garJen would not produce the cucumlior, except in

verv wet seasons. I re«nrt;ul to ihe IbllowiniJ: plan,

wliich gave ine great plenty. I dui: square holes,

a loot wide, and" ei<ihteen inches deep, and filled

them with light alluvial earth li-om the branch,

hilled on them and planted the seed and cultivated

as usual. Having liiiled to complete the manuring

of a lot with stable and larm-yard litter, I went

into a piece of rich wood-land, which I never ex-

pect to dear, and scraped up the leaves and li<rht

vegetable mould at the surface, and have thus,

with the aid of various other subjects, finished

the lot, and intend to watch closely into the eliects

of the ditferent kinds of manure, and shall send

the result for publication in the Register. I flatter

myself the woods scrapings will do nearly, or quite

as" well as the stable manure.

I came to live at my present residence last fall.

and had but litlle chance to raise manure; but I

ploughed up my lot, and determined to manure it

"by liook or by crook." My predecessors had re-

lied more on clearin<y for tobacco, than manuring,

and thus many rich deposites had, for years, re-

mained unmoved. Around the ley hopper and

out-houses, we found beds of ashes and other of-

liil, in considerable quantities. The wood pile af-

forded a considerable quantity, (and by the by, one

of my friends uses this kind of ri>anure successfully

on plant beds). The offal of the garden too, which

had accumulated tor years, in a bank around the

garden, was another fine source. The fence cor-

ners near the residence, alTorded a considerable

quantity, as will be the case about all old settle-

ments where they are not occasionally cleaned out.

Thus [ succeeded in manuring my lot as heavily

as I wished, and have the satisfaction to find that

there yet remain many resources untouched—and

I am ready to exclaim with the wise one before

quoted, "where is the place in which manure can-

not be found?" It is not the want of materials to

improve our soil that keeps it declinino;: it is sheer

neglect. Manj' planters persuade themseK^es the

thing cannot be done, or look upon it as a thing to

be thought about and not acted on. They sow
clover seed and dream of verdant fields, leemuiij

udders, fat beef and mutton, and rich land; hut the

clover (iiils, the udder dri(\s up. the kiiie are lean,

and the land poor, and all ibr want of manure, or,

more truly, for want of its application. Others

dream of the fiit and teeming soils of the west;

they have found visions of gain without labor,

flesh without feeding. They look over to that

land of promise, all is rich and alluring in their

heated uiiaginations; they turn again and look on

the poverty stricken old field, they sigh away the

last hope, and rather than make the best of the pre-

sent ill, "they fly to others that they know not of,"

and they prepare for themselves lonjr years of re-

gret and sorrow. They sever ties of friendship and
kindred, and all for nought. They sigh too late

jeet of improvement as visionary, and scout at what

they call "book farmers."

I'have thus stated a few facts, and made some
reflections which I hope may awaken tlie atten-

tion of others to this subject, and shall be amply
repaid for the labor of writing this coinnumication,

if it serve to 'increase the use of manure to the

amount of one dozen loads. 1 will in conclusion

hazard an opinion, which, among physicians,

would probably entitle me to the charge of quack-

ery, if applied to diseases of men—that the all-

wise Creator has provided a remedy for eveiy ill.

That he has provided and placed in our reach,

materials to manure every variety of soil— in some

places marl, others lime, and in others gypsum,

and that no place intended for cultivation is left

without the reach of something to increase and

perpetuate its f^ertility, and that it only remains for

the art of man to discover, and his industry to ap-

ply it. And tiiese fiicts and this o|iinion are stated

to attract the attention of planteps, and to elicit in-

quiry and experiment in regard to the endless va-

rietjr of material and resources for manuring.
A. C. Morton.

WORTHY
CIALLY

From tlie Cultivator.

OF COKSIDERATION—ESPE-
FOR I.KGiSLATORS.

Five millions of agriculturists in Great Britain

furnish subsistence fi;ir her population of sixteen

to eighteen millions of people. Great Britain im-

ports but a small amount of provisions.

Twelve millions of agriculturists in the United

States do not furnish subsiptence ibr a population

of sixteen millions. We import bread siutti?, now,

from almost every country of Europe.

Whence this mighty difference? It is not owing

to the natural inferiority of our soil, nor to the infe-

riority of our laborers in physical strengih and in-

dustry. In both these we claim to have the ad-

vantage of the old continent; but it is owing to the

neglect of our legislators and statesmen, to patron-

ize and aid this great piimary branch of labor— it

is lor want of that aid whicli goverimient and sci-

ence give there, and which they do not give here.

There we see established schools of agribulture,

boards of agriculture. IJcre we see neither.

There agricultural science constitutes a branch

of instruction in the primary schools, and prac-

tical instruction is [not] dispensed in those

of higher jjrades. Here our schools do not af-

ford instruction in either the science or practice.

There large sums are disbursed from the public

treasury, to make agricultural surveys, to publish

standard work^ on husbandry, and to call forth

o:enius and skill, by liberal rewards and distinc-

tions. Here government expends nothing for

these objects. There agricultural improvement is

promoted from slate policy. Here it is neglecled,

because it has no quid pro quo—not hi no- to ofler

for their ''faiher-land:'' Alas our beloved OW
i

to gratify the short-sighted cupidity of party. Our

Dominion! How long will your sons forget their

filial love and duty and turn your glory info shame
by desertion in your utmost need? Had half the

labor and expense that have been spent in emigrat-

ing to, and reducing the forest of the west, been

devoted to enriching and beautifying your soil, not

England's self ivould have, at this day, displayed

such beauty and luxuriance. Away Mr. Editor,

with that class of ai^riculturists who treat the sub-

statesmen are so greedy for the sixpence that is

close to their eye, that they do not see the dollar

which beckons them from the distance. The
landed proprietors of Europe frenerally possess

intelligence' and influence, which they eflTectually

exertj'in combined eflbrt, to increase the products

of their estates. Here the proprietors are too of-

ten uninformed and spiritless, having no concert,

and tamely submitting to the miserable pittance
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vvliich I heir public servants may find leisure or in-

cliiiaiion lo dole out to them.

Thirty years n<ro, what was the state of our
nianulactures and nicc-hanic arts ron:ipared to

wiiat I hey are at the present dnv? What art has
remained stationary? iManupilation has cr'wen

way to machiner}'—science has slu^l her eflulgent

liirht upon [)rocesses which were before obscure, te-

dious and uncertain—and inventive fjenius, roused
from its torpor by the spirit of improvement, has
been actively at work, in perfecting the mechanic,
arts. Where is the man who, in any of these

arts, f illows, in his business, the practice of his

litlher, that is successfiji in his calling? All is

changed—all is improved. And how fares it

with agriculture? This primitive art, too, has felt

the impulse of improvement, though yet in a par-

tial degree. Some portions ol' her labors have
been blessed with an abundant increase, while
other portions, practising on the model of "our
fathers," remain at a fi^arJul distance behind the

age. In most parts of northern Europe improve-
ment has progressed, and is progressing. J'^ng-

lish husbandry has been greatly improved, and
Scotch husbandry still more so. France is in the

progress of rapid improvement in her agriculture;

and the agricultural schools of Fellenburg and
Von Thaer are fiist diffusing a knowledge of the
science and of the best practices of husbandry over
the wide-spread German empire. With us, while
some districts, and many individuals, have made
creditable advances in agricultural improvement,
the mass of our farmers, we regret to say, are just

where they were thiriy years ago, apparently un-
conscious, that while they have remained station-

ary, the world about them has been continually ad-
vancing in intelligence and improvement. Much
has been done, and more remains to be done, to

improve our farming; the spirit of inquiry and in-

vestigation is abroad; much useful information is

being difi'used in our agricultural journals, which
are increasing in interest, in numbers and in circu-

lation; and it is hoped that our legislators will ere
long find leisure to turn their attention to this great
interest, and assist to elevate it to the rank to which
it belongs, as well in a political as in a pecuniary
point of view. For agriculture, in .'eality, consti-
tutes the foundation upon which the fdiric of our
social, tnoral and political institutions are based, and
upon which they must ever depend for support and
prosperity.

IMPROVEMENTS IN LOG HOUSES, AND IN THE
FORM OP POSTS FOR PLANK FENCES.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Kegistor.

Powhatan County.

Since writing the above, I have concluded sim-

ply to give you a |)lan upon which we build log

houses in this neiuhborhood; not generally though,

for some ol" the old fashioned folks will not give

up the good old way of doing every thing as their

f ithers did before them. Instead of notching the

h)gs, we have them flatted on two sides, and put

up, one on the other, as you would make a com-
mon pen of fiance rails. This is for tobacco houses,

or any that we do not care much about the looks

of. To make a house look well, square the ends

of the logs, and by being particular to have each
log sawed ofl' the exact length, a log house may
be put up with as true corners as a li^amed one,

and it is the opinion of all that have tried them,
that they will stand much better than those notch-
ed, especially if they are boxed (a plank nailed on
at the corner, fi'oin the plate to the ground).
While 1 am writing, I will give you my plan for

making plaid< ti?nces, (^though it may not be new
to many of your readers, it may be to some). The
principal advantage I see in it, is the form of the

posts, which I tliink will make them last much
longer, though I may be mistaken. I have my
[)ost timber hewed twelve inches square. I then
liave it split through the centre, with a saw, which
makes two pieces, six by twelve; they are then
split again the other way: bejiinning three inches
from one edge of the timi)er, and crossing to three

inches on the other side of the opposite end. I had
my posts six feet long; six by three inches at top,

and six by nine at bottom; the top was sloped, and
a plank five inches wide, nailed on the top of the

posts, and on the edge of the top railing, which
preserves the posts from the weather and strength-

ens the upper railing. Some may think that I must
think other peo[)le have very little sense to publish

this, with the idea that it will benefit anyone. One
of my neighbors thinks it is an improvement, and
has adopted it, allhovgh he is one of the old fash-
ioned.

A FniEND TO LUPROVEMENT.

Finiu tlic Camljiidgc Clirniiiclc.

laiPROVEMENT OF AGRICULTURE IN BIARY-
LAND.

Extract from the Report of the Committee on Pre-
miums rf the Dorchester J/gricuUurul Society.

Your committee respectfully report that they
have deliheratel}^ viewed the subjects submitted
to their consideration, b}' the Dorchester Agricul-

tural Society, and they oflljr the subjoined '"arti-

cles of association" and "scheme of premiums,"
with some vefiecuons explanatory of their views of
the great purposes of this institution, and of the

extension of the scheme to objects not usually

embraced by similar societies.

The agricultural interest of Dorchester county,

and indeed, of the state of Maryland, is, by com-
mon consent, acknowledged to be in a state of the

lowest depression, and most deplorable condition,

embarrassing to all who are concerned in it, di-

rectly, or imiirectly.

The great staple crop, wheat, has failed, for very
many years, to compensate the costs and the labor

of its culture.

The climate has, manifestly, become adversary
to the growth of this plant, "once the boast and
the wealth of our country."

To supply this loss by the introduction of other

plants, whose physiological character and habits

may be better adapted to the present climate, is a
problem, which merits the first consideration of
this society; and whose solution requires much
experiment, cost and labor; and is well worthy to

have received, lonij ago, the aid ol"legislative wis-

dom, which in many other states has been liberally

contributed.

Your committee will not wiihhold this clear

truth, "that without speedy relief, the agriculture
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of the stale will be annihilated, by the emigration,

or Ihn haiikniptcy ofitt; discarded votnriep.

Iiuliviihials cannot, in justice to ihoms^olvep. in-

cur ilio expeniliturcs, inseparable Irom such exre-

rinuMits. Tlu" state, ([irough her honorable [le^vis-

lalive] bofly, has been often invoked tor relielj and

as oHen, she has reliised her losferini:? hand.

Under tlie pressure of these circumstances; of

this paradoxical policy and marvellous apalhy ol'

tliat honorable, we will not on the present occa-

sion, [iresume to say, "sagacious body, which
overflowing in their charities and kindness, have

seen fit to praclise liberality, and copious benefi-

cence, in their bounties to all branches of huniaii

industry, within the sphere of their action, '' ex-

cepting only, that which is the object of our pre-

sent solicitude, on which too, all others mus*
chiefly depend—under these considerations and

these appalling facts, -'it becomes the moral duty

of this discarded class to look to themselves, and
cherish the profession, on which they hope to sub-

sist," by the small resources, which a lew "a<^sn-

ciated individuals^' may afford, who. widely differ-

ing (roni their honorable representatives, hold the

heretical doctrine, "that agriculture," the denounc-

ed subject of legislative contempt, is one of the most
prominent interests of the community.
Your committee from a view of the above most

true, yet, lamentable premises, involving, "they

are constrained to acknowledge the political honor,

and intelligence, as well as the destinies of our na-

tive and beloved stale, and the happiness of its ci-

tizens, conclude," that the most etFicient application

of the small funds of the society will be chiefly, llir

the introduction and encouragement of the tirovvth

and manuliictureof/iew s/jec/es ofcrops, which may
have been elsewhere profitable.

To this view, they recommend a particular at-

tention to the propagation of tlie mulberry, and the

production of cocoons lor silk.

The introduction of the sugar beet, and the man
vfaclure of sugar.

Tlie culture of »S/3an;'s/t tobacco, and its manufac-
ture into cigars.

The culture of hemp, and others in general thai

may offer a prospect of fair remuneration lor cost

and labor.

or of damage to the salt liay in curing, from the

tide or rains, it may sometimes be profilably ap-

plied as manure. The fact of its successful appli-

cation in this way is 'oX least worlh recurdin<j.

II. C.

SPECIMEN OF THE ORDINARY rUFF-EOITO-
KIAK, AND THE MANNER IN WillClI SUCH
ARE GENERALLY SUPPLIED,

, 29^/i j7pril, 1S37,

Edmund Ruffin, Esq.,
Petersburg, Virginia.

Sir—I have received a letter from

now in England, requesting me to have
inserted in your valuable journal, as an editorial

article, the annexed statement, and when the sale

is determined upon, you shall r-eceiva an adver-

tisement thereoi; fJjr insertion. Any charge you
make, will be paid on demand. Please send me
a number containing the annexed note.

Very respectfully,

Your obedient servant,

From the Now York Farmer.

SALT MARSH HAY FOR MANURE.

Mr, E. B., ofLynn, Mass., is ofopinion that salt

hay is worth five dollars per ton, for manure, to be

spread on mowing land, fie says he once spread

a(|uantity of salt hay in the springof the yearon
some low grassland, and the yield of grass was as

great as ever had been under any circumstances.

It is very valuable as litter under cattle, and forms
a most valuable ingredient in compost. The
above authority is that of a caretiil and honest
farmer; and deserves entire confidence. Salt hay
is generally estimated of two-thirds the value of

English. There are several kinds of it, some of it

too coarse for any purpose but that of litter. We
speak of the finest quality; when well cured it is

eaten with great avidity by the cattle, and is sub-

stantial and nutritions. It will not answer for

milch cows, as it very soon diminishes the secre-

tion of milk. Of course it cannot be cfien afford-

ed to use it for manure. In cases ofextraordinary
abundance, however, or low price of English hay.

Short Horn Cattle. ;

We learn with much satisfaction that a distin-

guished American agriculturist now in Europe, has
prevailed upon Mr. J. Whitaker, of Yorkshire, to

send a part of his superior herd of ''Din-ham short
horns,'"' to this country, for sale hy aqction, and
that the/ may be expected to arrive early this

summer; w-* also understand the sale will take
place in the neighborhood of Philadelphia.

It may not be improper to observe, that Mr,
Whitaker is the most celebrated and successful

breeder of Durham short horns, in En<rland, and
it is principally from his stock, that Col. Powel
and the Ohio Importing Compan)^, have made
their best selections for some years past, and they
are universally acknowledged to be the finest cat-

tle ever brought to this country; a rare chance will

iherelbre, now be oflered tor obtaining choice and
pure animals, without the risk or exj;ense of a sea
voyage,

Vfe have complied with the above requests, though

in a manner somewhat different from that desired by
the writers. jWe wish it to be understood, and hope

that it will be hereafter unders.tood distinctly, that,

however much the practice of puffing by means of

supposititious editorial articles may be sanctioned by
general usage, it never has obtained, and never shall,

in the Farmers' Register. Further—not a line has

ever appeared "as edilorial" in this journal (whether

designated by the type, or otherwise) that was not

truly the editor's—and we have never made a pecu-

niary charge for inserting editorial or other articles in

the Farmers' Register—nor in any other manner than

for advertisements on the covers, at regular and stated

prices. Therefore, the above publication is of course

made free of "any charge" to the writers, save the

infliction of these comments. We are pleased to give

information of every new eUort for the improvement of

agriculture—and still more so when the praiseworthy

improvers are themselves benefited by the annuiicia-
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tion, as well as tbe public whom they have served by

their labors and talents. But we do not hire out either

our pages, or an editorial mask, for the purpose of puf-

finj; the commodities of any salesman, whether of high

or low degree.

We are sensible that this dishonorable practice is so

general, and so perfectly understood b}' tiie initiated,

that those who propose to obtain and pay for such a

deceptious mode of reaching the public ear and con-

fidence, consider it as requiring nothing unusual, and

certainly not as an insult to the editor, and a designed

fraud on the public. But for this supposed mode of

thinking, the foregoing "editorial" and requests would

not have been sent us by persons with whom we have

no personal acquaintance, and have had no previous

transactions whatever. We have also seen the same

article, given "as editorial" in at least one late paper;

and the publication in nearly the same words thus ask-

ed of several editors, wouldof itself serve to betray the

common origin of all. If correspondents (whether for

their own or the public good,) see fit to write pieces to

appear as "editorial" they at least ought, in common

decency, not to make several diiferent "cat's-paw"

editors present their several apparent productions in

nearly the same form and words.

—

Ed. Far. Reg.

MOKTIILY COMBIERCIAL RKPORT.

The disasters which have been accumulating

for some time past, have now produced distress,

and absolute ruin, to an extent that it is painful to

describe. The newspapers teem with accounts of

the wide spread desolation which has overwhelmed
the country. The agricultural and conmiercial

interests are prostrated, and have involved in their

ruin the banks and the public finances of the coun-

try. It is needless to do more than refer to the

daily journals for the particulars, and to record the

general result.

The removal of restraint on the state banks

—

the increase of their temporary means for grant-

ing loans, by the deposite of more than forty mil-

lions belonging to the federal government in

their vaults, which were made its treasury, on
which they were allowed, and in express terms
authorized, to extend facilities—the consequent in-

crease of loans and issues of paper, thus creating

high prices and wild speculation—the heavy drain

of specie from Europe, which rendered counter-

action there necessary; all these causes have pro-

duced a prostration of credit abroad and at home
almost unparalleled. The contraction, which
must necessarily have taken place, sooner or later,

has caused mercantile failures in number and
amount exceeding all Ibrmer precedent; these have
been followed by the suspension of specie pay-
ments by the banks, and, as a necessary conse-
quence, by the inability of the government to pay
its debts in the only currency which the law re-

cognizes, and which it requires from its debtors,

without a possibility of compliance on their part.

An utter derangement of the currency exists, and
there is now no legal circulatinfr medium.
The country never before exhibiied such a scene

of distress, from which none, whether rich or poor,

are exempt. There is now no medium of ex-
change between different places, whether near or

remote. Private bills of exchange are discreditedj

and the banks cannot furnish dralts on each other.

Those drawn by one bank on another have been
protested, and even those drawn by the government
on its selected depositories are in some instances

before they can be resumed: the laborers who
were employed on them deprived of the means of

subsistence. Many manufactories are closed,

while the raw materials they used are reduced in

price to a lower rate than was ever before known,
disiiraced. Remittances cannot be made; the tra-

veller can obtain no currency which will pay his

expenses from one state to another. Even post-

ages and pett}' expenses cannot be paid in the

silver which is required, unless by purchasing it at

a hiL";!! premium.
Already corporations and individuals, in those

states wliere the prohibitory laws are not very se-

vere, issue bills lor sums of five cents to a dollar,

to be circulated as change, and some of them pro-

bably never to be redeemed. The state of things,

in this respect, which existed about ihe year 1S14,

has returned, but in an aggravated form, for pri-

vate credit does not exist. How long it is to con-

tinue cannot now be foreseen—mercantile indus-

try and enterprise are prostrated—conmierce is at

a stand, and the evils which originated in this

country are extending to those with which we
had the greatest intercourse.

The national and state legislatures are called to

convene for the purpose of devising remedies or

palliatives for these evils; evils which have long

been amicipafed, and efi'ort^ made in vain to avert

them. In the great markets, the prices of produce

are scarcely quoted—means cannot be found to

purchase it. In New Orleans a few sales of Ala-

bama and Tennessee cotton of average quality are

made at 6 to 7 cents—of Louisiana and Mississippi

at S to 9; flour at |!5| a 6. Consignees ol tobacco

in that city, have, in some instances, been unable

or unwilling to advance money for the freight, and
the municipal authorities have taken charge of it.

In our own market, the only sales of cotton are

to the mills—the highest price 10 cents, and rang-

ing down to 6 cents. Tobacco, which the plant-

ers brins slowly to market, sells at -SH to $5;^-.

At present there is no price for wheat, and should

an averaije crop be made, of which the prospect

is unfiivorable, it is not seen how, in the present

state of things, the millers will be able to obtain

funds to purchase it, fLister than they can sell and
realize cash for the flour.

So completely is commerce between neighbor-

insr cities mterrupted, that wheat is quoted on the

same day, and of the same quality, in Philadelphia,

at-'a2, and in N. York, at .^il 50.

The price of flour in Richmond is $6^ a ^7—
mere retail sales. In New York, ^8^ a ^9;^.

The cash sales at auction, of some articles, are

greatly below the cost in the country whence they

are inqwrted. Coffee, for example, has been sold

in New York, at 8 to 9 cents— VVest India sugar

at 6 to 7 cents—while the same articles cannot be

purchased on credit at prices at all proportionate.

Stocks of almost every description have been

sold, in the large cities, lower than at any former

period: some at one half or one third of their par

value. The suspension of specie payments has

fended to advance the prices of stocks and of ar-

ticles generally; but specie has at the same time

advanced in the same ratio, being now at a premi-
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urn of 8, 10 or 12 per cent. ExchKn^e on Enir-

Jand, when undoubted bills can be found, is ut 15

to IS per cent, proniiuin.

JNl any works of public utility, which had been

coMiaioncod, art- puspondcd, and may i^o lo decay

and those who depended on them lor employment
are lett destitute.

The importations of i^rain from !*]urope continue

to be verylarire. In the course of two days, about

200.000 "bushels of wheat and rye arrived at N.
York from various parts.

Comparative statement of banks in the U. States.

Jan. 1, 1830. Jan. 1, 1837.

320 677

$ 145, 192,268 $ 324,240.392

61,323,598 185,762,506

Number of banks,

Capital,

Circulation,

Deposites, public

anci private,

Discounts,

55.559,928

200,541,2 14

154,541,894

590,892,661

Quotations in New York at an interval of six

months.

Dec
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enhanced in price,) our lands alone may be expected

to rise, after sustaining, slightly and transiently, a de-

cline of price at the present time, when the fall in

other things is great, and will be permanent. But

while all other things, as our slaves, crops, stocks, Stc,

were enhanced by the spirit of speculation, that same

spirit was directed so strongly to western lands, that it

actually depressed our lands far below their true value.

Thus, where no improvements had been made, land

was lower than at any previous time—and where im-

provements had actually advanced the prices of lands

(as certainly has been done in the marled parts of

lower Virginia,) still the increase was not a fourth of

what would have appeared if there had not ope-

rated a general decline of price in all lands. Thus,

the land that has been doubled in its gross products,

and ought thereby to have been more than quadrupled

in value, has perhaps not gained 20 per cent, in mar-

ket price. The extraneous and luinous influence of

western speculation being now n:'arly removed, must

serve gradually to cause lanc4s to l^e estimated by their

own value, and not by comparison with a fancied El

Dorado, to be found in Mississippi or in Texas.

From the CBiitisli) Mining Jounal.

STEAM CARUIAGKa O'S COMMON ROADS.

Mr. Walter Hancock, accompanied by a party
of gentleman interested in meclianicnl inveniions,

started on Friday the 21st., in 'Hhe Automaton/'

from the City-road to Epping. This line ol road
was selected by Mr. Hancock on account of ils

being, lor the distance, the moet hilly and uneven
out of the metropolis. On arrivi.ug at Woodford,
Mr. Hancock stopped the carriage, where he pro-

cured a fresh supply of water. After remain-
ing for nearly a quarter of an hour; he again start-

ed at a rapid pace, and having ascended Buck-
hurst-hill at the rate of seven and a half miles an
hour, entered Epping amidst the loud cheers ot

thousands who were collected in the town, it be-

ing market-day. The party returned to town
;

and the whole journey, notwithstanding the dis-

advantages before mentioned, was performed on
the average of eleven and a half miles an hour.

SEASON AND STATE CF CROPS.

To this time, the spring has been generally and un-

usually cool—and therefore unfavorable to the germi-

nation and first growth of corn. Drought has also pre-

vailed, and very injuriously to oats and clover especial-

ly, until within the last ten days, in which time rains

have been both abundant and general. The wheat

crops were rapidly improving, and promised much bet-

ter than at our last report; but since then, the injuries

from the Hessian fly, whose visitation we had hoped

to escape this year, have become, in many places, ma-

nifest to an alarming extent—and it is now said, tha-t

on some farms, the crops of wheat, from this cause,

added to those previously operating, will fail almost as

completely as was the case generally last year.
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NOTICE OF TIIR KLKCTRO-:\rAG]VETIC MA-
CIUNK OF 311?. THO.llAS UAVKiNPORT, OF
BRANIJOX, N13AU RUTLAND, VERSIOKT.

Many years have passed since motion was first

prodiired by galvanic power. The dry cohiiniis

of !)e Lie and Zainboni caused the vibration ol'

delicate pendulums and the riuLiinu; of small bells,

lor long periods of time, even several years, with-

out intermission.

In lSlO-20, Prof. Oersted, of Copenhairen,
discovereil, that magnetism wasenvolved between
the poles of a galvanic battery. Prof. Sweigijer,

of Halle, Gemany, by his galvanic multiplier,

succeeded in rendering the power manliest, when
tiie ijalvanic battery was nothing more than two
small wires, one of co|)per and the other of zinc,

immersed in as much acidulated water as was
contained in a wine glass. The power thus
evolved was made to pass through many convolu-

tions o(" insulated wire, and was thus augmented
so as to deflect the magnetic needle sometimes
even 90"'. Prof. Muii, of Utretcht, by winding
insulated wire around soft iron, imparted to it pro-

digious magnetic power, so that a horse-shoe bar,

thus provided, and connected with a galvanic

battery, would litl over one hundred pounds.
About the same time, Mr. Joseph Henry, of Al-

bans', now Prof! Henry, of Princeton Colleire, by
a new method of winding the wire, obtained an
almost incredible magnetic force, lifting six or

seven hundred pounds, with a pint or two of liquid

and a battery oi" corresponding size; nor did he
desist, until, a short time after, he lifted thousands
of pounds, bv a battery of larger size, but still

very small, (1830.)
This gentleman was not slow to apply his skill

to the generation of motion, and a successful at-

tempt of his is recorded in this Journal, Vol. xx. p.

340. A power was thus appli(!d to the movement
of a machine, by a beam sus|)endcd in the centre,

which performed reirular vibrations in the manner
of a beam of a steam engine. This is the origi-

nal application from which have sprung, or at

least to which have succeeded, several similar at-

tempts, both in this country and in Europe. A
galvanic machine was reported to the Britisli As-
sociation in 1835, by Mr. McGauly, of Ireland,

and he has renewed his statements of successfljl

experiments at the late meeting at Bristol. Mr.
Sturgeon, of Woolwich, England, also reports a

galvanic machine as being in use on his prf^mises

lor pumping water, and for other n)eclianical pur-
poses.*

But, I believe that Mr. Davenport, named at

the head of this notice, has been more successllil

than any other person in the discovervf of a gal-

vanic machine of great simplicity and efRciency.

* Sturgeon's Annals of Electricity, Magnetism, &,c.

No. 1, Vol. 1. October, 1836.

t Mr. Davenport appears to have been strictly the
inventor of a luetfiod of applynig jjalvaiiism to pro-
duce rotary inotioa.

Vol. V—17

During the last two or three years, much has been
said of this discovery in the newspapers, and it i?

probable, that in a future number of' this journal,
drawings and an accurate description of the ma-
chn)e may be given. Having been recently invi-

ted to examine a working model, in two varieties

of form, and to report the result, I shall now at-

tempt nothing more tlian a general descri|itioii,

such as avay render intelligible the account I am
to give.

1. The Rotary Machine, composed of revolv-

ing electro-magnds, with fixed permanent mag-
}iets.

Tills machine was brought to New Haven
March 16, 1837, by Mr. L<rael Slade, of Troy,
New York, and by him set in motion for my ex-
amination. The moving part is composed of" two
iron bars placed horizontally, and crossing each
other at riijht angles. They are both five and a
half inches long, and they are terminated at each
end by a segment of a circle ma<le of soft iron

;

these segments are each three inches long in the
chord line, and their position as they are suspen-
ded upon the ends of the iron bars, is horizontal.

This iron cross is sustained by a vertical axis,

standing with its pivot in a socket, and admitting
of easy rotation. The iron cross bars are wound
with copper wire, covered by cotton, and they are
made to form, at pleasure, a proper connexion
with a small circular battery, made of concentric
cylinders ol" copper and zinc, which can be im-
mersed in a quart of acidulated water. Two sem-
icircles of stronijly magnetized steel form an en-
tire circle, interrupted only at the two opposite
poles, and within this circle, which lies horizontal-
ly, the CTulvanized iron cross moves in such a man-
ner that its iron segments revolve parallel and very
near to the magnetic circle, and in the same plane.
Its axis, at its nppei end, is fitted by a horizontal
co<^-ivheel to another and larger vertical wheel, to

whose horizontal axis, weiirht is attached and
raised by the windini; of a rope. As soon as the
small battery, destined to generate the power, is

properly connected with the machine, and duly
excited by diluted acid, the motion beoins, by the
horizontal movement of the iron cross, with its

circular segments or flanges. By the ijalvanic
connection, these crosses and their connected se<r-

ments are masnetized, acquiring north and south
polaritjr at their opposite ends, and being thus sub-
jected to the attracting and repellini^ force of the
circular fixed mao;nets, a rapid horizontal move-
ment is produced, at the rate of two hundred to

three hundred revolutions in a minute, vvhen the
small battery was used, and over six hundred with
a calorimotor of large size. The rope was wound
up with a weiirht of fourteen pounds attached, and
twenty eight pounds were lilted from the floor.

The movement is instantly stopped by breaking
the connexion with the battery, and then reversed
by simply interchanging the connexion of the
wires of the battery with those the machine,
when it becomes equally rapid in the opposite di-

rection.

The machine, as a philoeophical instrument,
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operates with beautiful and surprising eflect, and
no reason can be discovered why the motion may
not be indefinitely continued. It is easy to cause

a very gradual flow of the impaired or exhausted
acid liquor from, and of fresh acidulated water
into, the receptacle of the battery, and whenever
the metal of the latter is too much corroded to be.

any longer efficient, another battery may be in-

stantly substituted, and that even before the con-

nexion of the old battery is broken. As to the

energy of the power, it becomes at once a most
interesting inquiry, whether it admits of indefinite

increase ? To this inquiry it may be replied, that

provided the magnetism of bolh the revolving

cross and of the fixed circle can be indefinitely in-

creased, then no reason appears why the ener-

gy of the power cannot also be indefinitely in-

creased. Now, as magnets ol" the common kind,

usually called permanent magnets, find their limits

within, at most, the power of lifting a iew hundred
pounds, it is obvious that the revolving galvanic

magnet must, in its efficiency, be limited by its

relation to the fixed magnet. But it is an impor-

tant fact, discovered by experience, that the latter

is soon impaired in its power by the influence of

the revolving galvanic magnet, which is easily

made to surpass it in energy, and thus, as it were,

to overpower it. It is obvious, therefore, that the

fixed magnet, as well as the revolving, ought to

be magnetized by galvanism, and then there is

every reason to believe that the relative equality of

the two, and of course their relative energy, ma}' be

])ermanently supported, and even carried to an ex-

tent much greater than has been hitherto attained.

2. Rotating 3Iachme, composed entirely of elcc-

tro-rnagnets, both in its fixed and revolving members.

A machine of this construction has been, this

day, March 29, 1837, exhibited to me by Mr.
Thomas Davenport himsellj who came from New
York to New Haven for that purpose.

It is the same machine that has been already

described, except that the interior fixed circle is

now composed entirely of electro-magnets.

The entire apparatus is theretbre constructed of

soft unrnagnetic iron, which being properly wound
with insulated copper wire, is magnetized in an
instant, by the power of a very small battery.

The machine is indeed the identical one used
before, except that the interior circle of permanent
magnets is removed and in its place is arranged a

circle of soft iron, divided into two portions to form

the poles. These semicircles are made of hoop iron,

one inch in width, and one eighth of an inch in

thickness. They are wound with copper wire insu-

lated by cotton—covering about ten inches in length

on each semicircle and returning upon itselfj by a
double winding, so as to form two layers of wire,

making on both semicircles about one thousand
and five hundred inches.

The iron was not wound over the entire length

of one of the steel semicircles; but both ends were
left projecting, and being turned inward, were
made to conform to the bend of the other part;

[the turned ends being parallel and near to the in-

side of the bend ;] each end that is turned inward
and not wound, is about one thn-d of the length of

the semicircle. These semicircles being thus fit-

ted up, so as to become, at pleasure, fjalvanic mag-
nets, were placed in the same machine that has
been already described, and occupied Ihe same
place that the permanent steel magnets did before.

The conducting wires were so arranged, that the

same current that charged the magnets of the

motive wheel, charged the stationary ones placed

around it, only one battery being used. It should

be observed, that the stationary galvanic magnets
thus substituted for the permanent steel ones, were
only about half the weight of the steel magnets.

This modification of the galvanic magnet, is not

of course the best form for efnciency ; this was
used merely to try the principle, and this construc-

tion may be superseded by a dillierent and more
efficient one. But with this arrangement, and
notwithstanding the imperft;ction of the mechan-
ism of the machine—when the battery, requiring

about one quart of diluted acid to immerse it, was
attached, it lifted 16 lbs. very rapidly, and when
the weight was removed, it performed more than

600 revolutions per minute.
So sensible was the machine to the magnetic

power, that the immersion of the battery one inch

into the acidulated water, was sufilcient to give it

rapid motion, which attained its maximum when
the battery was entirely immersed. It appeared
to me that the machine had more energy with the

electro-magnets, than with those that were per-

manent, for with the smallest battery, whose di-

ameter was three inches and a halfj its height

five inches and a half, and the number of con-

centric cylinders three of copper and three of

zinc, the instrument manifested as great power
as It had done with the largest batteries, and even
with a large calorimotor, when it was used with a
permanent instead of a galvanic magnet. With
the small battery and with none but electro or gal-

vanic magnets, it revolved with so much energy
as to produce a brisk breeze, and powerfully to

shake a large table on which the apparatus stood.

Although the magnetization of both the station-

ary and revolving magnets was imparted by one
and the same battery, the magnetic power was not

immediately destroyed by breaking the connexion
between the battery and the stationary magnet

;

for, when this was done, the machine still per-

formed its revolutions with great although dimin-

ished energy ; in practice this might be important,

as it would give time to make changes in the appa-

ratus, without stopping the movement of the ma-
chine.

It has been stated by Dr. Ritchie, in a late

number* of the London and Edinb. Phil. Maga-
zine, that electro-magnets do not attract at so

great a distance as permanent ones, and therefore

are not well adapted for producing motion. On
this point Mr. Davenport made the following ex-
periment, of which I was not a witness, but to

which I gave full credit, as it was reported to me
by Mr. Slade, in a letter dated New York, March
2i, 1837.

Mr. Davenport suspended a piece of soft iron

with a long piece of twine, and brought one pole

of a highly charged steel magnet within the at-

tracting distance, that is, the distance at which
the iron was attracted to the magnet ; by measure-
ment, it was found that the steel magnet attracted

the iron one inch and one fourth. A galvanic mag-
net was next used of the same lifting power, and
consequently of much less weight ; the attracting

distance of this magnet was found to be one inch

and three fijurths, showing a material gain in fii-

January, 1837.
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vorof Ihe <ralvanic majrnet. Mr. SIade inquires,

'• lias Mr. Ivilc.hie's lu.iiriict been so coiislructcd

as Id irive a llivoralile trial to this principle ?"'*

Mr. Davenport ini!.)rn\s me tliat eacli increase in

(lie number ol" wires lias been aiteuJed with un
increase of power.

Conclusions.

1. It appears then, from the. facts stated above,

that electro-magnetism is quite adecjuate to the

generation of rotary motion.

2. That it is not necessary to employ perma-
nent magnets in any part of the construction, and
that electro-magnets are far preferable, not only

lor the moving, but for the stationary parts of the

machine.
3. That the power generated by electro-mag-

netism may be indefinitely prolonged, since, for

exhausted acids, and corroded metals, fresh acids

and battciies, kept always in readiness, may be
substituted, even without stopping the movement.

4. That the power may be increased beyond
any limit hitherto attained, and probably beyond
any which can be with certainty assigned—since,

by increasing all the members of the apparatus,

due referaiice being had to the relative proportion-

ate weight, size, and form ol the fixed and move-
able parts—to the length of the insulated wires

and the manner of winding them—and to the pro-

per size and construction of the battery, as well as

to the nature and strength of the acid or other

exciting aiienf, and the manner of connecting the

battery Vv'ith the machine, it would appear certain,

that the power must be increased in some ratio

which experience must ascertain.

5. As electro-magnetism has been experimen-
tally proved to be sufficient to raise and sustain

several thousands of pounds, no reason can be dis-

covered why, when the acting surliices are, b}^

skilful mechanism, brought as near as possible,

without contact, the continued exertion of the

power should not uenerate a continued rotary

movement, of a degree of energy inli^rior indeed

to that exerted in actual contact, but etill nearly

approximating to it.

6. As the power can be generated cheaply and
certainly—as it can be continued indefinitely—as

it has been very greatly increased by very simple
means—as we have no knowledge of its limit, and
may thereibre presume on an indefinite augmenia-
tion of its energy, it is much to be desired that

the investigation should be prosecuted with zeal,

aided by correct scientific knowledge, by mechanical
skill and by ample funds. It may thereibre be
reasonably hoped, that science and art, the hand-
maids of discover}', will both receive from this in-

teresting research, a liberal reward.

Science has thus most unexpectedly, placed in

our hands a new power of great but unknown en-

ergy.

It does not evoke the winds from their caverns
;

nor give wings to water by the urgency of heat

;

nor drive to exhaustion the muscular power of

animals ; nor operate by complicated mechaniam;
nor accumulate hydraulic force by damming the

vexed torrents ; nor summon any other form of
gravitating force ; but, by the sim|)lest means

—

the mere contact of metallic surfaces ol' small ex-
tent, will) feeble chemical agents—a power every
where dillused through nature, but generally con-
cealed from our senses, is mysteriously evolved,

and by circulation in insulated wires, it is still

more mysteriously augmented, a thousand and a
thousand Ibid, until it breaks forth with incredible

energy ; there is no appreciable interval between
its first evolution and its lull maturity, and the in-

fant starts up a giant.

Nothing since the discovery of gravitation and
of the structure of the celestial systems, is so won-
derful as the power evolved by galvanism

;

whether we contemplate it in the muscular con-

vulsions of animals, the chemical decompositions,

the solar brightness of the galvanic light, the dis-

sipating consuming heat, and, more than all, in

the magnetic energy, which leaves far behind all

previous artificial accumulations of this power,

and reveals, as there is full reason to believe, the

•rrand secret of terrestrial magnetism itself.

B. S.

New Haven, March 31, 1837.

* Tfiis question I am not able to answer, as I have
not seen any account of the apparatus or of the exper-
iment, but only of the result.

From the New England Farmer.

REMARKS OX SILK CULTURE AKD MANUFAC-
TURKS.

I send you some few notes relative to silk and
its culture, and the sugar-beet. The progress

making in both these branches in France and
other countries at the present day, offers new en-
couragement. By continued perseverance, which
is one of the most distinguishing traits of the

American character, we have the assurance of
success, and in the end it is expected that these

two branches will constitute to the northern and
m.iddle states of the Union, a mine of inexhaust-

ible wealth.

The production of food and of clothing, are the

two most important sources of wealth to a nation.

Silk and sugar-beet are the two all-engrossing topics

which have engaged the attention of the French
nation of the present day, as 1 am assured by a
letter of a very late date, fi-om the most authen-
tic source in that country. The stock of the Chi-
nese mulberry is exhausted in the vicinity of Paris,

and its priae has risen to more than double what
it was last year. Such has been the increased

demand and reputation of this plant of late ; and
even the seed of the white mulberry commands
at Paris, a price of 60 li"ancs a pound. Of these

liicls I am very lately assured by the Chevalier
Soulanfre Bodin, whom I consider the best autho-
I'ily in France.

Italy is advancing, though now in the rear, if

we may believe all accounts. Aided as they are

by the exertions of M. Bonafoux, they must ad-

vance in time. The silk culture, by the aid of

the present enlightened Pacha, is also, from all

accounts, making considerable advances inEgypt.

I shall endeavor to prove that the com|'arative

high price of labor in America, oflers no discour-

agement. The zeal and enterprise of our people

will enable them to overcome all obstacles; the

difference in the price of labor must be measured
according to the amount of labor performed, and
the talent and ingenuity which are brought into

action.
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The iu) prove i] power looms for weaving silk ot'l

the most pt'ilect construction, are of American in- 1

vention. I'lie experiment iiiis since tjeen tried in I

Eiitjland but vvitii only partial success. I have
|

Been Gray's power looms at ]Nantucl<et, for weav-

ing plain silks, which can weave pongees at the I

rate of 2^ inches in a minute, and of the most

perfect maiiufiicture. Ordinarily however, they

seldom come up to this speed. A woman can

lend two looms. The President of that com-
J

pany (ihe Ailariiic Silk Company,) to whom the

public are greatly indebted titr his unwearied per-

Fcverance, has lately' assured me that ilieir suc-

cess in the manuliicture exceeds his most san-

guine expectations.

Last summer. S. Y. S. Wilder, Esq., called on

me—a gentleman of great inieliigence and the

strictest veracity—who owns a very large farm in

a neighboring town, though principally he resides

ne a merchant in the city of New York. He ap-

peared anxions that the people should begin

aright. On his farm he is setting out the mul-
berr}' on the hills, and Imm his extensive obser-

vations and knowledge of the silk business, in

which he was constantly engaged during a resi-

dence of twenty-two years in France, he is confi-

dent that the hill< and uplands are best suited to

the mulberry. This confirms my previous state-

ments. He observes, to his certain knowledge,

that in low grounds and near ponds and meadows,
the leaves are liable to become spotted and mil-

dewed, and if iriven to the insects, are the sure

Eouices of disease.

These low irrounds are moreover exposed to

the destructive frosts of winter, and [heat?] of

summer, and are better adapted to the growth of

the sugar beet.

He relates an account of the growth, progress,

and profiis ol' an orchard of mulberry trees, set

out by a crape manufacturer, and a friend of his,

of Lyons, at Fontaine, about fifteen miles fi-om

Lyons, about the year 1807. He was invited by
his friend to visit this plantation at its formation at

that time. Here were 60 French acres, (about 75
iinglish acres) just set out with mulberry trees at

the rate of 200 trees to the French acre. Six

years atler, lie was invited by his friend to visit

this plantation again, and was then informed that

he had just sold the leaves on the whole planta-

tion for one franc for each tree, or about i5;2,000

for the whole, to the gatherers. These are ano-
ther class, who come, sometimes even from remote
BBCtions, with their whole families in wagons, and
well provided with the essential means of purchas-

ing the leaves on the trees, and with every ncedllil

requisite for making silk; shantees or sheds howe-
ver are usually provided by the owner, and spe-

cial provision is made in the contract, that the

leaves of the tip ends of the twigs shall always
be preserved to retain the sap and preserve the

vigor of the tree. About four years afterwards,

by invition, Mr. Wilder made another visit at this

plantation from Lyons to Fontaine. The crop

had at that precise time, just been sold on part of

the plantation at three francs per tree. About
seven years after, Mr. Wilder being again invited

by his friend to visist the same plantation at the

epoch of gathering the leaves, he found that the

whole crop, from 10,000 trees had been sold to the

gatherers, on the trees, for five francs per tree, or

about $10,000 for the whole. And this planta-

tion bids iair to produce an equal or superior

amr u:it of loiiage lor a long series of years.

It must be remarked liouever, that ihe [jnce of

leaves varies somewhat in ditli'rent years, and is

sovernod in some measure by ihe demand lor silk.

This amount of produce may be regarded as a
great estate to the li)rtuiiate possessor, in a coun-
try like France, where a man may live indepen-

dent and comliirtable on one hall' the income
which would he required in America or in Eng-
land. It is slated that many of the English go
to France, and especially to Paris, there to reside

on account of the cheapness and economy of

living.

Mr. Wilder states it also as a lad, which long

experience bus proved in France, that more pas-

ture is produced beneath the shade of the mul-

berry trees, than in the open ground. All the rea-

son fbrtliis, which I can assign, is, that the roots

ofthe mulberry tree sirike downwards; otherplants

may therelbre, with reason, grow well beneath
its shade, especially those whose roots do not de-

scend deep; besides the tree serves during sum-
mer to protect the surliice Irom the scorching sun.

This mode of raising the mulberry tree is ex-

ceedingly simple, but evidently it is not that which
is most approved at this diiy, either in France, in

Turkey, in China, or in India. The system of

raisinu them in hedge-rows, seems now the most
of all approved. And even in Italy, at this day,

Bonalbux, the director of the Boyal Gardens at

Turin, and the celebrated writer on silk, whose
translated works are so well known with us, has

recommended hedge-rows, and has made exten-

sive experiments, and his authority I deem equally

high as that of the celebrated Dandolo, whose
disciple he was, and especially as his writings are

of a more recent and of a later date.

John P. Cushing, Es(|. a gentleman who has

resided many years in China, has stated that the

most approved mode ofcultivating the mulberry, as

practiced in many parts of that ancient and exten-

sive empire, consists in keepingthem low by annual

prunings, like plantations of raspberries. This
system has, at a late date, attracted the attention

of M. Eonafoux, and has been adopted in prac-

tice and highlv recommended by him. In an ar-

ticle which I find recorded in the Annales de I'ln-

stitut Royal Horticolede Fromonf, vol. iii. pp. 341

to 348 inclusive, this celebrated writer and mas-
ter of the art recommends the practice o! raising

mulberries in low plantations, and in close and
compact order, as in China, or as he terms it, in

prairies. The Chinese mulberry, morvs miilti-

caulis, or as he terms it, 3/. cvculata, had early

attracted his attention after its first introduction to

France, from the peculiar luxuriance of its growth
and produce, the extraordinary size of the leaves,

and the facility with which they are renewed, the

tiicilit}^ also, by which it is increased Irom layers

and tiom cuttings. He adds, "we can say with

assurance, that the mulberry ofthe Phillippines,

[of China] is not more sensible to the cold of our

countries, than the white mulberry." He then

proceeds to slate, that in the memorable winter

of 1830, which was one of unexamplt-d severity,

the branches were indeed destroyed at their sum-
mit, as were also those of the common species;

hut they failed not to re-establish their growth in a

t
short space of lime.

I
J\L Bonalbux speaking further of the merits of
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tilt* new plant, proceeds lo pay: '"The ndvanla-

<i('>! b(Mii<; alrea(l\ staled, it remained onl}' to ex-

aiuiiii' how tar tiie leaves possessed the quahlies

nM]uisiie lor the nourisluneiit of silkworms. I

iiKiiie therefore, two comparative experiments in

the eiliicaiioii of the silkworms, mim!)ers and nil

ciivumstances in the two cases beinjz equal. The
worms lini constantly with tlie moms ciicitlala

[w////yca)///s] consumed rather less in quantity than
was consumed hy the worms which were tt*d al-

tooetfier with the luuricr blanc, [white nmlberry.]

and 1 obtained from each, several thousands of

cocoons, which oti'ered no percep.tible difference in

regard to streuirih of lil)re, fineness, or vveiiiht."

M. Bonaiijux found that a journal of hmd of
Piedmont, set out in close order, or in prairie,

with 5000 cuttino; of morus muUicaiiUs. produced
flbout 50 quintals of leaves in the the second year;

while it would have required, at least 100,000
plants of the white mull)erry, o(" one or two years

growth ti'om seed, to produce the same (luantity

of food on the same irround. In the third year,

the same plants, on that same ground, produced
him about 100 qnintals of leaves, and he supposes
that in a verj' short period after, the quantity pro-

duced on the same journal of land would be in-

creased to 200 quintals, and that this miirht be
the maximum. 'I'he journal of Piedmont is 100
tables, or about a third of a French hectare, or

about 8-10 of an English acre. Thus, accord-

ing to this calculation, an English acre would
soon produce 25,000 lbs. of leaves, enough with
the best management and the strictest economy
in feeding and reeling, to produce 312 lbs. of silk.

Again, the plan he proposes is to raise the plants

from cuttings, the first year in close order. And
in autumn, or early ni the following sprinir he re-

commends to set the plants in rows two or three

feet asunder, and a foot and a half distant in the

row. And he moreover, particularly directs to

set the plants eight or ten inches deep at least, as

thus they will throw out new and more abundant
and numerous roots on every side.

These plants are shortened down to near the

surface of the ground early in sprintif, to make
them throw up new and numerous shoots of the

most luxuriant growth, five to seven liiet. The
ground during summer to be kept cultivated, and
the plants in the spring to be annually pruned
down. M. Bonafoux reconiaiends cuttings of
five or six inches, each furinshed with three or

lour eyes. In this he is right, as cuttings of
this length are sure to live. Usually, with us, but
two eyes are left to each cutting, from motives of
economy; but when an early and severe drouirht

occurs, and before the cuttings have time to take
root, the danger of a total loss by reason of the

short cuttings becomes great, except only in moist
grounds.

After being cultivated in this mode for fifteen or

twenty years, he has recommended to take up the

plantation, to clear the ground of all roots, and to

cultivate with vegetables for one or more years,

new plantations being formed in the meantime.
Among the advantages enumerated by him,

which this mode promises to cultivators, and espe-
cially when they emp'oy the new mulberry, morns
mwZ^('ca»//s, in preference to the white mulberry,
are the following: 1. The winds have less power
or action on the trees. 2. A less depth of soil is

requisite than for standard trees. 3. Women and

children may collect the leaves without danger,
and with much greater fiicility and [iromptitude

than fi'om large trees. 4. The vegetation of the
mulberries will be earlier in the prairies, and by
reason ot this the worm may complete their labors

helcjre the greatest heats of summer. 5. 'I"he ab-
sence or scarcity of ft-nit will liuiliiale the naiher-

intr of the leaves ; which will not be soiled. To the
injury of the insects when consi;med, or by caus-
ing lermentalinn in the litter. 6. This early vege-
tation of the mulberries, and the prom[;titude with
which their foliage is renewed, may render it |)os-

sible to make two successive crops in a year,

without sensibly injuring the vigor of the plant,

which will again recover a new crop of leaves be-

fore winter.

In fine, this culture offers at the same time an
increase of production ; diminution of expence

;

economy of land ; and to all these and other ad-
vantages which JNl. Bonafoux has enumerated, I

also will add, that the economy in time is another
very important consideration, as the [ilantations in

this mode are sooner rendered productive, than
from trees at an extended distance. Thus the pro-

longed and expensive outlay is saved, and the te-

dious cultivation of many long years.

With regard to the white mulberry, I will sucr-

gest the opinion that only one crop of leaves can
probably be gathered in our climate in a season;
its growth being slow, a second crop would too

much exhaust the tree, but in warmer climates as
in Tuscan}', two crops may be obtained even
from that tree in the same season. As to the
Osage orange, I have urged last summer, on some,
at Philadelphia, that trials should be made of the
leaves, by fi?edinfr the silkworms exclusively on
them alone, throughout their various mutations.
But though I understand that the worms eat them
with avidity, they were not fi^d with them exclu-
sively^ and I cannot yet learn that the decisive

experiment has been liiirly tried. The tree seems
perfectlj^ hardy on my hill, where it has stood un-
injured and unprotected during eight years. Yet
though I believe it to be full as hardy as the mul-
berry, I am informed on the best authority, that

in the valley of the North River and at Albany,
and in the same latitude as with us, that the ma-
clura or Osage orange is almost invariably des-
troyed down every winter, as are also some other
hardy trees; a proof that that climate during win-
ter, is very difliirent from ours. That climate,

however, must be equally as well suited as ours to

the cultivation of our sugar-beet.

The progress of Italy, as I before stated, is

slow in every advancement. Their country is

old and their people still wedded to old customs,
and badly governed by a combination of tempo-
ral and spiritual rulers; their people, harassed and
oppressed and discouraged, need only a new and
more thorough regeneration. Though the daily

wages of labor are far less in Italy than they are

in our own country, still it must be admitted that

the spirit by which, alone, man is inspired to the

most heroic labors, is wanting there. Thus in

Piedmont, according to Dr. Lardner, and where
the oriixinal throwing machines for silk were first

invented in former eenturies, they are still content

if the spindles lo their machines do but revolve

from 300 to 400 times in a minute. It was the

same of late in France. But now those of the

British in their throwing machines revolve 1800
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times a minute; and will revolve, working well, at

3000 in the same space of time. And lately. Riison
lias made t!i(Mii revolve 4000 limes. Now, let us
look at !hc still grealer improveirients of America.
Our spindles for spiiuiing cotton, which work on
the same principle as the spindles of the throwing
niachiiies of Piedmont, are made to revolve,

working well, at the rate of about 5000 times in

a minute. And the following important evidence
has been kindly furnished me by Jl)r. Hobbs, the

agent of the Waltham manufacturing compan}'.
Twenty years ago, the Waltham iactory put out
all their cotton yum to weave in private families;

and the price they then paid for weaving No. 14
cotton y:uTi, into cloth 37^ inches wide, was from
eight or ten cents a yard, which is I'ully equal to

the average price which the same goods have
sold lor the last five years. Now by improve-
ments in the pwoer looms, the cloth of the same
kind and quality is wove lor | of a cent a yard;

and a girl will tend two looms, and occasionally

three, and each loom will weave, of this same
quality of cloth, from forty to forty-five j'ards in a
day of twelve hours. The improvements in spin-

ning at these factories are even as great at this

day, and liir bclbre all other times and countries.

A girl now tends 246 spindles, which will spin

1,300,000 yards of No. 14 yarn in a day of twelve
hours, (ef|ual to about 733 miles) which is equal
to 1548 hanks, or 110 lbs. To do this twenty
years ago, in a day of twelve hours on hand rrxa-

chines, would have required 500 girls. Now,
not only in manufactures of cotton, but in many
other articles of manulacture we are able, quality

considered, to undersell not only Britain, but any
other nations, even in their own markets.

It has been remarked by the Baron Charles
Dupin, who is deemed high authority for his sa-

gacity and distinguished researches into all sub-
jects connected with questions of commercial and
political interest, that in all the most important
branches of manufacture, a superiority the most
decided has been attained by those people with
whom labor bears a higher price than with their

rivals. He instances, In proof, the cotton manu-
factures of England, which are afforded both
cheaper and of better quality than by any other

people of Europe, although the price of la-

bor is dearer in Great Britain than in any other
country of the eastern world. Also, he instances

the manufacture of linens, in which the Dutch and
the Belgians surpass and undersell the Bretons,
although the price of labor is higher in Holland
and Belgium than in Brittany. Furthermore, he
has also shewn, that in the production of fine

woollens, France surpasses and undersells Spain,
although the price of labor is higher in France
than in the latter kingdom.
The striking superiority in these instances;

is ascribed by him to higher aHainments in me-
chanical ingenuity and skill, and a more emi-
nent degree of commercial knowledge and enter-

prise.

On a careful investigation, it will usually be
found that the apparent diflerence in the price of
labor between different countries is rather nomi-
nal than real; and in those countries where la-

bor is higher in regard to price, there the greatest
encouragement is always offered for the exercise
of the ingenuity of man, in curtailing and dimin-
ishing its amount in every possible mode. Sutli-

cient and ample evidence of this imporanl fact is

taking place daily, and before our own eyes, and
in our own country.

William Kekrick.

Nonanium Hill, (il/ass.) March 17, 1837.

From tlie Farmer's Series of the Library of Useful Knowledge.

BURNT CLAY.

Thk burning of clay, for manure, is an inven-
tion which has been attributed to the Earl of Hal-
ifiix, and is supposed not to have been adopted in

England until about the year 1780; but it was
knov/n in this country at a far more distant peri-

od, and has been mentioned in some very old tracts

on agriculture, in one of which, published more
than a century ago, under the title of 'The Prac-
tical Farmer, or the Hertfordshire Flusbandman,'
the method of preparing and applying it to the

land is described in a manner which differs but little

from the present practice. In 'The Country Gen-
tleman's Companion,' printed in Jjondon in the

year 1732, there are also two engravings of kilns

for burning clay, with several letters from various
persons, stating that the plan had succeeded in

many places in both England and Scotland ; and
that, in experiments made in the latter country, it

had been found preferable to either lime or dung,
but too expensive. In the north of Ireland it has
also been carried on time out of mind, and in the

vicinity of the bogs, where fuel is accessible, the

the manure which it aflbrds is cheap and inex-

haustible, and the power of cropping is thus ex-
tended beyond what could otherwise be practica-

ble*. An essay has been written by Mr. Bur-
roughs, describing its good effects in very warm
terms: many other treatises have likewise been
published upon the subject; and the gold medal of

the Society of Arts was, not many years since,

awarded to Dr. Cartwright for his experiments.

The practice, however, fell into considerable

disuse, until it was revived, in the year 1815, by
some letters in the 'Farmer's JMagazine,' and,

still more recently, by the account given by Gene-
ral Beatson of the process, and its consequences, on
his fiirm in Sussex, in which he describes the effi-

cacy of calcined clay, when compared with either

lime, dung, wood-ashes, or peat and dung, as

equal, and in some instances superior, to any of
those manures f. This has been followed by two
other publications,—one at Y^ork, and the otlier at

Ipswich
f,
—each nearly supporting the same prin-

ciple by arguments drawn from practical proofs: and
it seems to have been, in many cases, sanctioned

by the experience of extensive farmers, of which
we shall here state some instances.

Experiments.

A turnip-field was manured by Mr. Craig, of

Cally, in Gallowayshire, partly with rotten stable-

* Curwen's Observations on tlie State of Ireland,

vol. i. p. 57.

t See 'A New System of Cultivation, without lime,

dung, or summer fallows, as practised at Knowie Farm,
in the County of Sussex ;' by Major General Alexan-
der Beatson. Second Edition, p. 21.

f 'Cheap manure, produced by the newly-discovered
Methods of Eurnin;;- Clay;' Anon. York. Second
Edition, 1822; and 'Practical Hints on Burning Clay,'

&.C.: by Charles Poppy. Ipswich, 1830.
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(limif, and the ronKiiiiilo.r with tho aslios of burnt

riay. Tho peed, whic.li wa« of the yellow liciJ

Borf, was sown on the same day, but that on the

ashes spraui; up the earliest, was the most vijj;o-

rous duriu!^ the season, and the sprini^ crop was
lar su|H'rior to that produced by the dunij:, or any
thing oCihe kind in the neiirlihorhood. A lollowing

crop of Swedes was calculated to weiiijh fifty-two

tons,—equal to ixhoat forty tons per English acre,

—includinu: tops and tails; but, as they grew in

the centre of a preserve, the greater part of the

tops were strip|)cd oti' l)y the pheasants, and some
of" the roots were eaten by hares.

A friend of this gentleman, an extensive farmer,

though it was late in the season when he sowed
his turnips, yet obtained a premium from the Ag-
ricultural Society of the Stewartry, and the first

prize of the Highland Society, for twenty acres

manured with clay ashes, at the rate of Ibrty-fivc

carl-loads per acre; which he however afterwards

reduced to thirty loads, and declared hims(!lf so

satisfied with the result, tiiat, although his firm
was only a mile and a half distance from Kirk-

cudbright, yet he would not be at the trouble of cart-

ing dung from thence, even if he could get it for

nothing *
!

Burnt clay, also, when applied to turnips, on a
farm consisting of stiff clay, in Annandale, at the

rate of sixty cart-loads per acre, produced a better

crop than dung upon the same land ; and, when
succeeded by barley, no difference was observable

in the produce. The cost, in 1818, never exceed-

ed sixpence per single cart-load for the labor and
expense of burning, exclusive of that of cartage,

Sioedish turnips.

Burnt Clay 25 tons 2 cwts.

Wood-ashes ....23 12

Soot 16 121-

No top-dressing. 10 4

It thus appears that in each of these the burned
clay displayed a superiority; the disparity between
the turnips which were top-dressed, and those which
had not that advantage, is partly attributed to the

protection thus afforded to the young plants from
the fly ; but it is difficult to account lor the extra-

ordinary deficiency in the produce of the kohlrabi,

spread with wood-ashes, when compared with the

part left without manure. The Doctor says, 'that

he had no convenient way of judging the experi-j

ments on grass-land, but by the eye, yet that, so

far as that enabled him to judge, the burned clay-

was without question superior; and the soot, as in

;

all the other trials, except the last, was evidently

more powful than the wood-ashes.' The quanti-

ty, indeed, of clay-ashes was greater; but the ex-

pense he only calculates at 15s., while that of the

wood-ashes and soot cost in each instance 50s.

:

though on this it should be remarked that the

ciiarge of spreading, and probably of cartage, must
have been greater in the former case than in the

two latter, t

Mr. Burroughs, after detailing the diflferencc in

the chemical qualities of burned earth, in the essay
to which we have already alluded, and to which
we shall hereafter refer, says that 'lime being es-

* Farmor's IMagaziiie, vol. xvi. pp. 1.38, 1.39.

t Sec the Transactions of tlie Society of Arts, vol.

xxxvi.

and in some seasons did not amount to more than
threepence or four[)ence. *

Mr. (!urwcn also states, about the same time,

that he had made 2,000 sitigle cart-loads of ashea
fi-om burnt cl-ay on hisfiirmm Westmoreland, and
had raised from them fifty acres of Swedish tur-

ifips fully equal to those largely manured with
good dung, t

Major-(Jeneral Vavasour, of Melhourne Hall,

near Pocklington, in Yorkshire, having a large

liirm of a strong clay soil thrown upon his hand^s

in a very impoverished state, commenced the prac-

tice of burnmg clay, and manured one half of a field

with ashes at the rate of twenty solid yards, or

about twenty-five tons per acre; the other half

with fifteen tons of dung; and the former was
decidedly the best crop. The same result has
been experienced in corn crops upon the same
farm, and land which had been laid down with
seeds, and top-dressed with clay ashes, became
uncommonly luxuriant J. On the Wolds, in tho
East Riding, twenty to thirty cubic yards are also

said to have been found e(iual to from eight to

twelve tons of good fold-yard manure, when used
for wheat and lor every kind of" green crop. §
These experiments, it will be observed, were

made solely in comparison with unequal quantities

of clay ashes and yard dung; but those of" Dr.
Cartwright were carried on comparatively with
the ashes of clay at the rate of 400 bushels per
acre, 100 of those of wood, and 50 of soot, laid

upon an equal portion of cold, wet, tenacious land,

without any top-dressing, and applied to different

crops, of which the Ibllovving was the produce:

—

lbs.

tablished as a valuable application to many soils,

it would be no easy matter to persuade those who
have not tried the former as a substitute, that it

possesses more fertilizing properties ; but, then,

experience, by which all must be governed, has
convinced me that burned earth is by tar more val-

uable, on many soils, than lime. [ have tried it on
stron<r clays, on light soils, and on moory soils, on
all of which it produced good crops of' potatoes

and turnips, and al"terwards corn; and in one in-

stance in particular, where lime had been ineffec-

tually applied, a dressing of burned clay made the

land yield most abundantly. Lime only stimu-
lates and pulverizes the soil, whereas burned
earth not only possesses those properties, but con-
tains within itself enriching and vegetative quali-

ties.' In proof of which he gives the following

facts ;

—

1. A wheat stubble, on a light sandy loam, gra-
velled as a prejjaration for that crop, was sowi>
with barley in the following spring; the land being

Kohlrabi.
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winter fiillovved, and in good tilth: part of the field
|

account, he conlinued wilh complete success for

was dressed with burned clay, and part with lim'3 upwards of eix years, during which time the en-
tire of his arable land was manured wilh (he
ashes of burnt clay, his (arin dung being solely

applied to his hop-grounds, and u lew acres ul'

Analysis.

and clay compost. The crop was sown and treat-

ed on both parts alike, but that portion of the

ground to which the burned earth was applied pro-

duced by far the best quality of grain, and also a
|

potatoes.*

larger quanlity to the acre.

2. On a moory field, prepared for a potatoe crop,

a heavy dressing of stronir clay and lime compost

was laid on, as the land was not considered sufTi- I The term 'burned earth,'' may be understood as
ciently stroiio; to take pure lime with advantaw; t implying any species of soil "^capable of being
part of the field remained undressed till the mid-

i dried' up by excessive heat. Moory and liglu

die of May, when it was manured with burned
j

sandy soils, being deticietit in tenacity, caniK)t,

earth, which was dug from the headland, ami the
: however, be so a|)plied wilh advantage; but clay,

crop was better than where the compost had been
: of all sorts, and strong loams, are vvell adapted

applied. to the purj)ose. It has, however, been observed
He then adds, that 'burned earth may be de-

|
by iiurrouii'hs, 'that this mode of preparing earth,

pended upon as manure fit to preduce abundant
j

as a manure, is upon a principle very diiferent

turnip crops, of every description, on a variety of
i fi-om that of reducing it to ashes; and though the

soils; even the Swedes, so difficult to ^vow on
| effect produced on the land to which it is a[)piie(l

light land, will prove a more luxuriant crop with
j

may be apparently the same, vet the torrefied,'

this manure than with farm-yard dung, and are i (dried by fire, or scorched) 'substance is by fiir

less liable to be cut off by the fiy. It may be sup-
! more permanent. The chemical ditlerence in

posed by some that any crop sown on this manure
j

their preparation is this:—In reducing the soil to

would be precarious in dry seasons, not containing,
j

ashes, much of its fertilizing properties are dissi-

as they may conceive, any enrichincj quality or
i pated, and ils vegetable n'latfer destroyed; but

properties to preserve moisture: but this is by no
j

when only torrefied, those properties are preserved,
means the case, for it will be Ibund that an appli-

, and its vegetable matter only reduced to a stale

cation of burned earth makes the land on which ! more valuable as the food of plants.'

it is applied more capable of absorbin-r moisture I

(^i^g^g ^^^ ^^^.^ ^^,^,g ^j- turned earth,-lst, that
from the atmosphere; and, by minutely dividmg

^^^[^(^ j^ obtained from the surface, of which we
the soil, the roots oiplantscan search more lreelylh.^yg

^^1^^.^^,^ ^,^,,^^,x. and, 2ndly, that which is

dug ti-om the subsoil.' 'Subsoil, calculated tor thislor nourishment. I have often observed that farm-

yard dung, unless very well prepared, does not, in

excessive dry seasons, supply sufficient moisture

to the roots of plants; and that, duritig Such sea-

sons, crops, sown on ashes, or burned earth, have
;.initi.)rmly thriven, while those in dunged land

have gradually deidined. *

General B.Mtson's liirm—which consists of 300
acres, 120 ot which are arable—was managed f^r

purpose, may be said to be of two kinds, viz: ad-

hesive clay, and calcareous earth: the former sel-

dom possessing any fertilizing properties in its

natural state; but the latter is even in that state,

generally a valuable substance. As alternatives

to the soil, they may be good applications, if appro-

priately applied, and may produce fertility accord-

ingly; but by putting them through a process of
some years previous to his death under an entirely

j j^-g,:^^.jiQ -l^g^yg^^- naturally deficient in fi^rt

novel system ot culture, fespectnig the details of
|
j^i,^^ ^rties, they can be converted into valua-

which we purpose giving some account in a future
^^^ manures, t

portion of this work; ibr although it has been only

slightly followed in a few instances, there is yet

much of his practice which merits consideration.

Mr. Naismith also saj's, 'that when cohesive

earth has undergone this operation, and is after-

and every new plan, which is not decidedly proved I

^^ards reduced to powder, at its tendency to co-

to have failed, may be fairly deemed entitled to 1

herence is lost and its particles he compact, with-

candid investicration. The plan on which it had °^^ ^^'i'""S- It seems to have the perfect consist

been previously conducted was so unprofitable,

that he had determined on abandoning the farm

altogether, when his attention was attracted to a

small enclosure, where he had four burnt clay ex-

periments, around which was a space unmanured,
and beyond it all the rest of the field manureil

with rotten dung at the rate of forty loads per acre,

the whole carefully scarified, harrowed, and drill-

ed, exactly in the same manner. Those clay ex-

periments not only maintained a very striking su-

periority during the growth of three sucessive

crops—the first being a mixture of tares and oats,

and the second and third wheat; but were also

perfectly clean, whilst the dunced part was abso-

lutely choked with weeds; they had each respec-

tively at the rate of ten, twenty, thirty and forty

cart-loads of the ashes per acre. This gave rise

to his subsequent practice, which, according to his

ence of a li^rtile soil; for corn springs quickly, and
tillers abundantly on it; and if a little dung-juice be

given from time to time, it will grow luxuriantly

to maturity. It has also a strong tendency to pro-

mote fertility when applied to other soils; and
even a very slight torrefiiction of the soil has a
great efi'ect. J

*He says that his wheat yielded a return of twelve

for one of the seed; or 33 per cent better than the

usual return in his vicinity, which, upon an average, is

only 20 bushels per acre from 2i bushels, if drilled,

and 3 if sown broad-cast. New System, &c. second

edition, pp. 82 and 108.

\ Essay, No. 11, on Manures, p. 62,

\ Essay in vol. ii. of the Appendix to the Gen. Rep.

of Scotland, p. 95. In his Elements of Agriculture,

he also says, 'the powder of burned clay lies always in

. . —
j
thathappy medium between cohesion and repulsion of

* 'Essays, on Practical Husbandry,^ by Edward ' the particles, which is best adapted to give aduiissioD

Burroughs, Esq., No. 11, p. 75. j to the roots of vegetables,'—p. 340.
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Effects of burnt day.

From tliis we should be Icil to conclude that a

very inaterial cliHeronce would be Ibuiid to exi^t

in earth thus im-rely ih'ied ; lor there can be no

doubt thai its properties must depend upon the

quantity of vefjetaiiv-e matter which itcoalains.

But it is diliii-ull to draw the line between this pro-

cess ol" torreliiction, and that which consists in

buruintr theeartii to asties; lor ifthe clay be merely

dried, 'he next rains will reduce it back to its former

state, by which the soil cannot be benefited; and

if the fire be advanced to a decree much stronger,

it will probably have the effect of consuiDing the

earth to ashes, in the qualities of which no percep-

tible dirt'erence will be Ibund. In the latter stale,

indeed, we are strongly of opinion that its efi'ects

are purely mechatiical—acting upon heavy soils

nRM'plv bv correcting their tenacity, and rendering

them less stul)i)orn; but tliis will doubtless conlri-

'bute greatly to their lertility, though it cannot be

considered as a nutritive manure.

The stress which has been laid upon the sup-

posed value of some kinds of burned clay, incon-

I
sequence of the calcareous matter contained in the

subsoil, is probably over-rated; ibr it is seldom

found, in soils of that description, in such abun-

dance as to be of much service as a manure to

I other lands. We learn, indeed, from an experi-

ment ofGeneral Beatson, that when even the sur-

face-soil has been burned, no difference was Ibund

between the ertects of that, although containing

vegetative matter in the sward, and the ashes of

common clay; though the quantity applied was
perhaps too small to warrant any positive conclu-

sition *. We, theref)re, think that the ideas

which have been entertained of the effects of this

manure, are rather too sanguine; and we are deci-

dedly of opinion that the exj)eciatinns of those of

its advocates who imacine that 'burnt clay will

surpersede the dung-cart' will be disappointed.

It appears, indeed, from a more recent essay by

Mr. Burroughs, on the cultivation of white crops,

that he has not been so well satisfied of its good
effect as to persist in its use instead of farm-yard

manure; for although we there find him recom-
mending the use of the latter, he yet makes no
allusion to burned clay. In Scotland, also, where
the burning of clay was a ['^^vf years ago very ex-

tensively practiced, we learn that it has since fal-

len into considerable disuse. There can however
te no doubt that clay ashes may be beneficially

used ; but it does not appear from past experience

that they can preclude ttie use of lime on soils not

formerly dressed with it.

We make no apolofjy for the length of these

extracts, for the subject is of great importance,

and although we entertain doubts of the accuracy
of the inferences drawn trom the experiments by
some writers, yet that should not prevent any far-

mer who possesses the means of satisfying him-
self by similar trials, from ascertaining their effect

by actual practice. It is true, that the nature of

some soils does not admit of it; in others, the land

* Part of a field of eia;ht acres was manured with the
ashes of stiff soil burnt in a kiln, and another part with
ashes obtained by paring and burning, at the rate of
20 cartloads per acre. The whole field was drilled

with wheat, and the crop was excellent; but no ditfer-

ence was perceptible at the time of growth, nor at tliat

of reaping. New System, &c., second edition, p. 159.

Vol. V—18

is in many cases so valuble, that almost every
inch of it is in profitable use; and as it requires

about 150 s(pjare yards of surface, six inches deep,
l()r a single acre, or a pit of pro[)ortionate size, if

dug fi-om the suiisoil, many persons will naturally

grudge the sacrifice; though banks and headlands
—something, in short, in the shape of waste—

•

may be fbund on every liiruj. Every one who
has the opportLiiiiiy should give it a fiir trial ; and
if the result should prove its efficacy, it may then
indeed, be considered 'as opening a new field to

the prosperity of agriculture.' The ii)llowing are

the most ap|iroved methods of preparation, when
pits are dug from the subsoil; but if the earth be

taken fi-om the surface, then those directions will

be applicable which have been already given in

the previous chapter; under the head of 'Paring
and Burning.'

Clay-kilns.

There are two modes of burning clay commonly
employed, one by kilns parlly constructed of ma-
sonry, and the other of sods; in both of which the

earth is piled upon them, instead of being placed
untler cover, as in a lime-kiln.

The kiln of the former kind, described by Mr.
Burroughs, should be built in a pit excavated out

of the ground which is to be burned, and consists

of an arch about lour or five feet long, three wide
and two high, made with brick; the front close

like an oven, and the inside fitted to receive a
strong fire of coals. On the top of the arch six or

eight holes are left, the size of a small brick, to ad-

mit the heat pa^^singout, which is to communicate
to the earth laid on. When the fire is sufficiently

strong, the door of the kiln is to be well stopped
and the earth thrown on in some degree pulver-

ized, about six or eight inches thick, so as to cover
the top of the kiln, and every direction round it to

which the heat miuht communicate. In this man-
ner it is to be dressed alternately with culm and
earth, which are to be laid on according to the heat
of the fire, which is on no account to be allowed to

burn too strong.

After the kiln is once lighted, it will burn seve-

ral hundred bushels of earth without any addi-

tional fire inside; and the same kiln will answer
for a length of" time to renew the process when
necessary.

The kiln used by General Beatson, which
burns 250 cart-loads of 16 bushels each, was sub-
sequently erected upon a more scientific principle;

but as the fjrm and construction cannot be fijily

comprehended without an engraving, we here in

sert the plan, elevation, and section. [See next
page.]

The iron floor, formed in the manner of a grid-

iron, by transverse flues which convey the heated
air immediately under the clay, has been fbund
necessary in kilns of largedimensions, but in those

of a smaller size thay may be dispensed with; and
an arch, or main flue, passing from the furnace to

the back of the kiln and having a chimney at the

flirtherend, will answer the purpose.

The site of the kiln, which is dug out of the
ground, should be as near as possible to the ma-
terials that are to be calcined. Steep, sloping

banks, in which the furnace can be placed low, are

evidently the best situations, because the lower the

furnace the deeper may the excation of the body
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2» /

of the kiln be sunk, and the more capacious it

maybe made. When the site is determined upon,

the surface ground should be levelled, and the

upper dimensions of the kiln accurately traced.

The body is then excavated, the sides and ends
gradually sloping in the manner represented in the

dotted lines in this transverse section ol' the eleva-

tion of the breast of the kiln.

When the excavation has been completed to a
depth sutficient for the furnace and flue, the trench

for the latter, thus made Irom the breast to the

back of the kiln, has a gradual declination from
the back part, or chimney, for the purpose of let-

ting of!' water ; the inside is lined with bricks

placed lengthwise. These two walls, four inches

and a half thick, form the pier or support of the

open arch, which is made with arch bricks, laid

broad, also lengthwise; so that each arch is nine

inches, leaving open intervals of four inches and a
half. The open arch should have three ties, or a
continuation ofbricks, one along the key, or centre,

and the other two along the sides, at half the dis-

tance between the key and the spring of the arch.

These ties render the whole of the open arch firm,

and not liable to be deranged by the heavy load of

clay which is to be laid upon it.

A kiln of the dimensions here described is stated

by General Beatson to require about 3000- bricks

Ibv its construction: mud mortar is used; and the

expense of building the furnace, flues, &c., is only

calculated at about 10/. or 12/. The size may be

either increased or diminished, according to the

measurement in the scale.

The clay is at first laid on carefully in large pieces,

leaving wide interstices for the admission of heat-

ed air all along the arch of the main flue, and iron

flues in the sides, vrhen the kiln is large enough to

require them. When the clay has covered these

to the height of two or three feet, it may then be

heaped upon the kiln, but the large.st pieces should

be always put in first, and the smaller reserved

for the upper covering, in order to allow a free

passage to the heat through the interstices of the

latter. The clay should be rather in a moist state,

because, if laid on when too dry, it is apt to be
hardened by the heat; but if damp, or moist, the

whole becomes, in a manner, steamed, and cal-

cines into a light, porous substance, which easily

pulverizes upon being exposed to the air.

—

A cart-load, or sixteen bushels, of moist clay,

weighs about 1500 lbs., but when burnt, the
weight is reduced to 1200 lbs. The kind of fuel

must depend upon circumstances; but, in the mid-
land counties, generally consists of wood, which
may commonly be procured at about 4s. the cord

for large roots in a rough state, or at the same
price per 100 for faggots. Upon an accurate ex-

periment, made in a small kiln, twenty-one feet by
nine, having a furnace and an open arch flue, the

result was, that with 275 faggots and half a cord
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of roots, SO cart-loails ofclay were completely cal-

ciiiei] at an expense ol" 13s. for the fuel, or less

than 2d. per cart-load; and the whole cost, iuclud-

iiig labor, was only lOld. per cart-load.

A more economical mode than the above has,

however, been discovered, in the kiln used by Dr.

Cartwright, and described as ibllows*:

—

A trench was made—having a sufficient fall for

taking olF the water—about twenty leet long by

three teet deep. Al the upper end, and resting

on its sides, a brick arch was turned, about nine

or ten leet long, having openings for letting the

fire through the clay, which were made by leaving

out half a brick at proper intervals. In the ti'ont of

the arch is a strong wall, two inches thick, which
hasitslbundationin the bottom of the trench, and is

two feet wider on each side than the arch, above

which it rises about a foot; a mouth being left

through it to the arch about two feet wide. The
whole erection does not require more than 500 or

600 bricks; no lime, except for the front wall, is

necessar_v, as the arch can be laid in loam or marl,

mixed up to the consistency of stiffpaste, and, ii'pro-

perly made, will last for many years. If, however,

the saving of this expense be an object, the arch

mav be made of sods or spits of clay; but perfect-

ly dry, or they will not support the weight. The
j

centre may be formed by laying lour or five strong
|

stakes across the trench, and upon these faggots, I

in a circular form, to build the arch upon; when I

the work is finished, set fire to the centre of the

faggots.

In setting the kiln, care should be taken, espe-

cially at the commencement, to lay the sods hol-

Jow, that the fire may draw through them ft-eely.

When the pile is about two feet thick upon the

arch, the fire should be lighted, and a sod-wall

made round the kiln, which may extend about

two feet wider than the arch, and will be support-

ed in fi'ont by the brick wall, but must not be

more than three or four feet high. As the fire pro-

ceeds fresh clay must be added,— still letting it be

as hollow as conveniently may be,—and when the

heap is between four and five fiiet high, and burned

through, the fire may be suffered to die out. But,

if necessary, clay may be still added for a day

longer at least.

Dr. Cartwright states that two men and a boy
burned thirty-five good cart-loads, oftwenty bush-

els each, in two days and a half, and the fuel con-

sumed was 175 furze faggots, the expense of which
he estimates thus:

—

Labor - . . .

Furze faggots - - -

A donkey and cart ftwo days)

s.
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begins to be filled up with clay, then the wall

must be laised as high as n)ay allow the earth to

be thrown on without much ailditioual labor; and
care should be taken, during the burning, to keep
the wall fifteen or eighteen niches higher than the

top of the clay, in order to prevent the wind Ironi

acting on the surface of the fire. As soon as the

fire is strongly kindled, the mouths ol"all the flues,

except the one to windward, should be stopped,

and even that will only be of use at the com-
mencement of the process; lor, if the fire burns
with tolerable keenness, the sods of which the

flues are composed will soon be reduced to ashes.

Some people, therefore, dispense with the use of

flues altogether; but the trouble of making them
is very slight, and the want of them often occa-

eions difficulty in the management of the fire.

The kiln may be increased to any size, by rais-

ing a new wall round the former when that one
has been burned through; and in this manner
kilns havebeqn made so large as to contain more
than 100 loads of ashes; but, as these walls can-
not be equally pulverized, they should be broken
down, and blended with the contents of the kiln,

as that is burning out. No precise period can be
fixed for the time which the operation will occupy,
as much will necessarily depend upon the quan-
tity of matter, the nature of the fuel, its manage-
ment, and the state of the weather; most accounts,

therefore, affirm, that it can be well accomplished
—this is to say, both sufficiently burned, and af-

terwards cooled, in a few days; some, in a fort-

night; others, in a month; but Mr. Burroughs
Bays, that it requires about six weeks, and that it

will not then be in good onler lor the land until

after two months longer, for it will take considera-

ble time to reduce it to powder. When the kilns

are burnt out, the ashes are still paler than the
original clay, and are generally in a powdery state,

or are easily rendered so by a slight stroke of the
shovel, either when filling the cart, or when they
are spreading upon the ground : this, indeed,
ehould never be neglected if there be any appear-
ance of lumps, for if the earth be not completely
pulverized, it will have little other eflect upon the

land than may be expected from bits ofbrick. The
expense of burning clay in the kiln here described
is stated to be, in Ireland, from 3c?. to 4d. an
Irish load, or about 40s. or 50s. the Irish acre,

—

equal to about 32s. imperial measure; but, with
the usual inaccuracy observable in all accounts of
manure per load, we are left to guess at its con-
tent3.

The chief art in burning is, to keep out the air,

and keep in the smoke; which can only be accom-
plished by having the walls made quite close, and
taking care to have the tops always lightly covered
with claj'. If the smoke should appear coming
out in spots here and there, cover those places
with sods immediately; for by thus half burning
or charring the earth, it is supposed that any ve-
getable matter which it contains will be preserved,
and that the staple of the land will not suffer. \n
short, the kilns must be carefully attended to, both
day and night, until the operation is completed.

—

No rule can be laid down for the size of the clods,

but those firstlaid on will burn more readily if dug
up and dried a day or two before: if they be pro-

perly managed, that, however, is not absolutely

necessary, and if once the kiln is fairly set a-go-
ing, no further fuel of any kind is required; for the

clay, though wet. will continue to burn, unless ex-
tinguished by carelessness, as even the changes
of the weather, except in very bad seasons, have
verv little efiect upon it. It may, however, be pro-

per to caution those who are not acquainted with

the process, from opening any part of the kiln in

order to ascertain its progress, for although, from
its outward appearance, they may imagine the fire

to be extinguished, it yet may be burning fiercely

in the interior; and if the air be admitted, the main
force of the fire will draw to that hole, where
it will blaze out, and thus the work will certainly

be retarded, if not entirely stopped. Although
the process is very simple, when well understood,

yet, like every thing else, it requires some experi-

ence, and mistakes are continually made by work-
men who, not being already acquainted with the

practice, are apt to burn the clay into lumps. It is,

indeed, difficult to describe the operation with suf-

ficient accuracy to enable those who have never
seen it done to burn properly. Men who under-
stand it can, however, be easily procured from dis-

tricts in which it is common, and, with the instruc-

tion of one of these, any of the laborers on the

farm can soon be rendered sufficiently exjiert; liut,

without such assistance, it would be inexpedient

to attempt it.

Burning in heaps.

Another common mode of burning earth, is to

dig up the surface of banks and headlands, or old

borders, and, when dry, to cart it to a heap. The
practice then is, to lay a foundation of earth, some
inches thick, then haulm, straw, dry weeds, and a
few bushes, whins, or anything of the kind, upon
which the pile is raised in the liirm of a cone, and
enclosed with a wall of turf in the manner alrea-

dy described. When fuel is scarce, an experi-

enced burner will light a small heap and increase

it to almost any extent, by pulling down part of
the wall, drawing out a portion of the fire, and
adding li-esh earth. They are not uncommonly
carried to twelve yards in diameter, and in that

case generally contain about 100 loads of ashes,

at 36 bushels to the load*. The digging and
burning is stated to be done, in Suffolk, by con-
tract, at from 6d. to Is. per chaldron; but the cart-

ing, filling, and spreading will cost, on an average,

Is. per load; or, according to the following esti-

mate, on 100 loads, as follows f
:

—

£. s. d.

Labor in digging and burning - 3 15

Filling, Is. 6d. per score, 7s. 6d.; and
carting, with two carts and three

horses, 16s. - - - - 13 6
Filling: and spreading, after burning,

at 3f/. per acre - - - - 15

Carting, and laying out over two acres 16

Total per 100 loads £6 9 6

A nearly similar method is also much practised

in Suffolk, where the earth is burnt in mounds,
and it is called clod- burning. The clods are raked

* Essay on Cfieap Manure, Anon., second edition,

p. 47.

t Poppy, on Burning Clay, p. 6.
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together in small heaps ol'lrom four to eitrhl bush-

els, at a rod distance, and burnt by placing tliiMii

u|)on a small quantiiy vf haulm, or straw; hut lliis

should be done very expediliously, on the fire be-

inu properly kindled; as otherwise it would be ex-

hausletl before a sutlicient quanlitj^ was heated;

for which reason it is proper to liirht them early in

the day, that they may be well covered belbre

sun set. This, however, difl(?rs from parinj; and
burninir, as it is not requisite that any weeds, or

roots of weeds should exist in the soil, for ihe real

earth alone burns or chars sulbciently; and as the

smaller the heap, the less is the earth calcined, it

is thought by some that the better is the manure.
The idea is, however, probably erroneous; for

these small heaps are so quickly burned, that

what is on fire at noon may be completed belbre

night; if despatch be an object, that may be at-

tained by employing a greater number of hands,

whereas large piles cannot be efiectually prepared

without more constant attention and delay; but,

like the process of kiln-burning, this operation also

requires some experience to carry on the work ex-

peditiously, and to burn close. It is done by con-

tract, and is slated, bj' JMr. Poppy, to cost, on ten-

der soils, from 12s. to 14s. per acre, and to require

half a load of haulm or straw. The expense, and
the quantity of ashes produced by the clods, differ

however, with the nature of the land. The more
rough or ienacious the soil, the larirer will be the

clods: those from one to three inches over will

produce from 25 to 35 chaldrons per acre; if larger,

and abundant, perhaps double that quantity* ;and

and land broken up after tares or seeds, will fre-

quently produce 100 chaldrons, or even more if"

required, but from forty to fifty is generally consi-

dered ample. It should, however, be remarked,
that a greater quantity may be collected, burnt,

and spread, at a lesg average cost than a smaller.

Although the method of burning in heaps has

the merit of simplicity, yet the plan is olijectionable,

because this method of managing the fire subjects

it, in many instances, to be either extinguished, or

to burn with such increased force as to convert any
portion of the earth which consist's of clay into

mere brick; besides occupying increased time and
labor, and occasioning an additional charge for

cartage. It does not produce such good ashes as

when the earth is calcined in a close kiln: neither

has the same quantity of fuel equal power; tor, by
the erection of walls, the heat is effectually retained,

and will continue for a long period after the fire

has been extinguished; whereas, in these round
heaps, the air having lull power over every part

of the surface, the internal heat is sooner checked,
and the smothering process—which is considered
essential to the value of the manure—cannot be
so perfectly accomplished. Besides, as the walls

are ultimately converted into ashes, their cost only

amounts to the trifling additional charge of the

labor of their erection.

Burning with lime

Is also a plan which has been adopted with

* Four-prongpd forks are used to throw in large
clods; the smaller ones are raked together. The rakes
have handles eight fe^t long, the heads twenty-two
inches, and twelve teeth four inches long, heavy and
strong, having an iron collar at each end of the head,
to keep it from splitting; the shovels should be broad,
hollow, and light.

much apparent advantage by Mr. Curwen, both
when a|)[)lied to the surface soil, and to cliiy taken
from the under stratum. The method is as fol-

lows :

—

'Mounds of seven yards in length by 3^ in

breadth, are kindled with seventy-two bushels of
lime; first, a layer of dry sods, or parings, on
which a quantity of lime is spread, mixing sods

with it—for he doubts whether clay can be pro-

perly converted into ashes without a mixture of

surface soil, as it is in that case either calcined, or

or not sulficiently burned. Then a covering of

eight inches thick of sods, on which the other

half of the lime is spread, and covered a foot

thick; the height of the mound being about a
yard.'

'In twenty-four hours it will take fire. The
lime should he taken immediately fi'om the kiln;

but it IS better to allow it to ignite itself, than to

effect it by the operation of slaking by water.

—

When the fire is fairly kindled, fresh sods should

be applied; and it is recommended to obtain a sufli-

cient body of ashes fi'om the sods belbre any clay

is put upon the mounds. The fire naturally rises

to the top; it takes less time, and does more work
to draw down the ashes from the top, and not to

suffer it to rise above six feet.'

Mr. Curwen also says, 'that the former j'ractice

of burning in kilns was more expensive, did much
less work, and in many instances calcined the

ashes, and rendered them of no value*.' On
which it mav be observed, that, with regard tO'

the expense, the difference in labor in fiivor of the

practice of burning with lime cannot be very ma-
terial, for it only consists in the charge of" raising

the walls, with a little more attention to the fire,

and wdl not amount to so much as the cost of the

lime. As to the amount of work performed, he
furnishes no data upon which an estimate can be

founded; but, with respect to the management,
there can be no little doubt that the operation with

lime is the most simple. It may therefbie be attend-

ed with considerable advantage in those districts

where lime can be procured at a moderate price,

as it must be supposed that the lime adds its full

worth to the value of the ashes.'

Application.

The chief" part to be observed in the application

of these ashes is—that they be thoroughly pulver-

ized, or at least brought into a state as nearly re-

sembling powder as may be found practicable; and
this cannot be effected unless the heat be so con-

fined as to prevent it from spreading to a flame,

for in that case the clay will be assuredly burned
to bricks, and to this mistake many failures in ex-

periments have been attributed. The term 'asAes'

may, indeed, in this sense, be deemed somewhat
misapplied; but we know not any other that will

more clearly convey our meaning, though our

readers will doubtless comprehend that the process

is to stop short of that state of hardness which
is produced by the brick-kiln. In effiecting this,

care should be taken not to burn clay that has

been much sun-dried, for if put on the kiln in that

state, it will produce lumps which will not be easily

broken; even by a mallet.

The best time Jar beginning the operation is

Farmer's Magazine, vol. xvi. p. 411.
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when the weather sets in fair, in spring; but the

land should also be well cleaned, and brought into

fine tilth, in order to allow of the soil being inti-

mately blended with the ashes. When laid upon
arable land, they should therefore be brought, as

nearly as possible, into a state of powder, if in-

tended tor corn; but when applied to green crops,

they may be used somewhat coarser.

Megardii^g the species of earth to be burned—
strong clay is the besr lor the pupose, for its adhe-
sive properties being destroyed by the process, it

will become good manure for land of the same
sort, and will be found advantageous to ground of

almost any description; but when light soils are

burned, (a practice, however, which we have
shown to be in general disadvantageous,) the

ashes are not calculated to apply to similar land,

but should be laid upon strong clays or tenacious

loam.

The quantity of ashes to be applied to the land

may be varied according to its quality. Viewing
its effect as chiefly mechanical, the more adhesive

the soil, the greater will be the amount required :

for as strong clays are apt to run together after

heavy rains, and to retain the water upon the sur-

face, instead of allowing it to penetrate to the pan
below, the larger the quantity of matter which
may have the effect of rendering them porous,

the better; and its application to such ground
hardly admits of any limit. In no case will it be
found prejudicial, and, from what may be gathered
from the foregoing experiments, as well as from
the information of other practical men, we think

that it should never be laid on any land in a less

quantity than 800 bushels per acre.

For the Farmers' Register.

SALT BIARSHES AND MALARIA. THE WHEAT
CROP.

T reside on a salt water river, from which sev-

eral coves make into my lands. At their heads
are salt marshes, which are met by fresh water
branches. I have for some time entertained the

•opinion, derived perhaps from the speculations in

relation to the malaria li'om the Pontine marshes,
that those grounds, in their present state, were the
sources of our autumnal fevers. I have been greatly

desirous to separate the salt from the fi'esh waters,

so that they should only meet at the sluice.

Last year, I succeeded in shutting the tide out
from one of my marshes, and kept it flooded dur-
ing the winter with fresh water, to correct the salt

^with which it had been saturated. After treating;

it in the same way, next winter, I intend to sow it

in herds grass on the sod, without resortintj to the
plough or harrow. Herds grass was strongly re-

commended as suitable for the wet marshy ravines

•of lower Virginia, by one of your correspondents in

the first volume of the Farmers' Register, page 486.

I have understood, that on some of the Delaware
marshes, which had been found too wet and springy
for other grasses, herds grass had not only taken
well, but had given firmness and consistency to the
soil. Tn a former volume of the Register, I had
noted with much interest, the experiment of Mr.
H. Carter, and greatly regret to see by a commu-
nication from him, in the number for May, that
he has been obliged to abandon the experiment,
which, in its early stages, promised permanent

profit. It appears to me that the cultivation of
Mr. Carter's reclaimed grounds in corn, for seven
successive years, by exposing the soil to the sun
and air, was calculated to produce the catastrophe
he has experienced. I had thought if the low
marshy grounds, of which I have spoken, were
set in grass with strong tenacious roots, that

though they might settle lor a time, it would at

length find its point of depression, and become
firm and solid, and I must suppose that being set

in grass, there would be no rotting and escape of
the soil, as you, in your remarks, suggest. It is

a matter of great interest to our country, that the

low fenny grounds, now covered with flags and
bent grass, the nurseries of musquitoes and mala-
ria, should be reclaimed. My project is on a small

scale and I should abandon it with regret, and on
this matter I should be pleased to have the benefit

of your experience and advice.

The present appearance, affords but small hopes
of good crops of wheat. Mostof our fiirmers sowed
their wheat late, to avoid the liill fly; the autumn
was cold, the winter unusually severe, and vege-
tation of any kmd made no progress until April.

With the exception of a light shower, we have
sustained a drought of nearly a month. A most
grateful and salutary rain is falling to-day, which
promises to be abundant; and as I hear no com-
plaints of the Hessian fly, if the weather be favor-

able until harvest I shall hope tor half a crop in this

county. Disheartening as our prospects are, they
are not so appalling as the condition of the planters

of the south-west. The demon of speculation did

not cross the Chesapeake; though some few of our

people, deluded by the romancers of the cotton

country, removed their slaves to those golden re-

gions, which I apprehend they will have good
cause to rue.

Queen Jinn's Co. E. S. Md. May I5th, 1837.

REMARKS Oy MARSH EFFLUVIA.

To tlie Editor of the Farmers' Register.

You desired in your editorial remarks on the

subject of the deleterious effiicts of '"malaria,"

sowe light on the subject of its modus operandi

on the health of the neighborhoods in which mill-

ponds are situated. 1 may not expect to enlighten

your or the public mind on the subject; but con-

ceiving it a matter of much importance, and hav-

ing had occasion to |)ay a good deal of attention to

the remote causes of fever, for the last ten years, I

will essay a Cew remarks to you on the subject.

The effluvium arising from marshes, is a subtle,

highly attenuated and undefined substance, the

nature of which is unknown, and by no principles

ofanalysis or synthesis have the medical part ofthe

community been able to arrive at any satisfactory

conclusion in relation to the thing itself. We know
that certain causes produce certain eflfects under

particular states of the atmosphere, and that the

cause producing fever, is most generally owing to

a principle known by the name of marsh effluvium,

or miasma. Theory succeeding theory has been

exploded, without arriving at any thing like cer-

tainty about the substance of miasm itself

Dr. Good, one of the ablest modern writers on

the subject, in reference to miasma, after com-
paring the theories of the best authorities on this
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point, says, "the decomposition of de;iil matter,

under the influence of certain agents, produces a

miasma, that proves a common cause of lever."

In speaUinir further o( the remote causes of fevor,

he continues, "the whole ol' these agents have not

yet been ex|)lored; but so far as we are acquainted

with them, they seem to be tlie common auxilia-

ries ol putreliiction, as warmth, moisture, air, rest,

or stagnation." Dr. Good is of opinion that the

character of fever may. and is probably owing to

the quantity and particular combination of marsh
effluvia, with some principle in the atmospiiere,

and the peculiar state of the individual's health.

Dr. Cullen contends that marsh elHuvium, will

produce no other grade of fever, except intermit-

ents, and that all other fevers are the result of con-

tagion. Dr. Caldwell's opinion on this subject is,

"vve have long thought it probable, that the mias-

maita which produce yellow fever, differ Irom those

that give rise to iniermittents, somewhat as the ni-

tric does from the nitrous, and the sulphuric from

the sulphurous acids. We know not on what other

ground to attempt an explanation of the difference

of their effects."

My own experience has led me irresistibly to the

beliet, that all varieties of fever may be produced

from the same cause (marsh effluvia,) and that

the particular grade is owing to the peculiar state

of the health, the temperature of the atmosphere,

and the quantity of miasm afloat in the air.

But to recur particularly to the case under con-

sideration. I have been a practitioner of medicine

in this neighborhood for the last eight or ten years,

and live near a small creek, on which, when I first

settled, there was no mill; but four years subse-

quently, a mill was erected, with a large pond.

Previously to the erection of this mill, there had
not been a case of fever occuring on the creek.

The fafl following there were three fiimilies sick;

nearly all the members of each family had fever.

The disease assumed both the character of inter-

mittent and continued fever. Two of the families

have removed, chiefly on account of their health.

What is remarkable, the miller with a large family

have all escaped, nor has there been any febrile

disease below, or immediately opposite the pond;
all the diseases occuring about or above the head
of the pond. One of the families alluded to lives

two or three miles above, and another near the

creek, and some distance above. There have
been many other cases of fever in the neighbor-
hood alluded to, but I have only cited those par-

ticularly, which I think afford a striking example,
in illustration of your position in relation to large

ponds on small streams.

1 account for the effect, solely on the grounds of

the "sobbing," from the mill-pond, of the ccntigu-
ous day, and the decomposition of organized veg-
etable matter. I have seen many other cases in

similar situations, which have generally been
above the pond.

I remarked above, that miasm might arise fi-om

the effects of stagnant water on clay, under certain

circumstances; and believe the position as suscep-
tible of proof as any proposition in Euclid. I saw
a family suffer severely from fe^er a iew years past,

when no other cause could have appeared to pro-

duce it, except that an unfinished cellar under the
house had been about half filled with water, which
had been allowed to remain for some time. Nearly
every member of the family was made sick by if,

and these constituting the only cases in the neigh-

borhood. The accumulation of water had been the

result ot'rain, the habitation having had no under-

pinning. The water had nothing to act on, in this

case, except clay. Another instance in which a
lamily took fever, I attributed to a |)uddlc of water

in the yard, occasioned by the soil being removed
for mortar. In both of the above instances, lia-

bility to fever was removed by filling up the sinks

with earth. Much more might be said in sustain-

ing my position in rettjrence to the exhalation of

miasm, from clay lands under certain circumstan-

ces of heat and moisture, but I hope the above will

suffice.

R. B. J****.

Halifax Co. Va. May 23rd, 1837.

For the Farmer's Register.

TRENCHING ON HILL-SIDES.

In looking over ray last number of your Regis-

ter, I find a piece written by Mr. Edmunds of

Charlotte, entitled "Plan of a drained mill-pond

on Wardsfork creek—Hill-side ditches, &c."

In regard to Mr. Edmunds' latter subject,

trenching on hill-sides, much has been done and
said in relation to it, and a great contrariety of

opinion exists, in regard to the utility of trenching

at all. I have, for the last eight or ten j'ears, fol-

lowed up the most approved plan of trenching, and
am constrained to confess, that I believe more in-

jury has resulted to my farm, than good, from the-

use of them, as heretofore constructed.

Finding the usual method would not do, I de-

termined to use the trenches as rarely as possible,

to give them as much fall as I might, and shorten

them in length, whenever practicable, and make
an embankment of clay, instead of soil. To ob-

viate the deleterious effects of the water in short-

ening my trenches, I sovv herds grass in the ra-

vines, along which the water passes, to prevent

rubbing from the water ejected from the furrows

or trenches. We gain an additional advantage

in a setting of grass, as proposed in a crop of hay,
which is generally very good.

A very great objection to the establishment of

the water trench has been, with me, the want of

permanency in the embankment, attributable to

the cutting through of moles. Whenever an em-
bankment is perforated by a mole, (which is no
uncommon thing,) it is immediately broken, and
a gully is the necessary consequence. To pre-

vent which, and to bring into requisition the soil

which has always formed the banks ofour trenches,

I throw the soil below, plough the clay, and by
hoeing out in the usual way, have the embank-
ment of clay instead of soil, which embankment
proves entirely impervious to the mole, and in fijct

to all such impressions from similar causes. The
trouble of removing the soil is greater in theory

than practice, for, alter ploughing efficiently, it

may be thrown below the trench with spades, or

dragged with hoes, with much less labor than we
would previously anticipate.

Mr. Edmunds goes on to say, in speaking of
the trenches, "they are likewise frequently broken
by collections of water in the intermediate spaces

between the conductors. In these intermediate

spaces, the water collects, and forms sluices, and
runs into the ditches and fills them with sand, and
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breaks over." I would obviate this difRcultj- in the

construction of the trench. I make the above re-

marks, hoping the suggestions contained in them,

may possibly lead sume to practical improvement
in the art of hill-side trenching.

R. B. J.

Halifax Co. Va. 3Iay 23rd, 1837.

AN ACT PRESCRIBING GENERAL REGULA-
TIONS FOR THE INCORPORATION OF MAN-
UFACTURING AND MINING COMPANIES.

[Passed February ISth, 1837.]

1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of Vir-

ginia, That whensoever hereafier any joint stock

company shall be incorporated for the purposes of

manufacturing, or for the purposes of exploring

and mining lor gold, coal, copper, iron or other

mineral substances, such company shall be estab-

lished with the rights and privileges, and under
the rules, regulations, and restrictions hereinafter

provided.

2. Said company shall have power, under the

name and style set forth in the act of incorpora-

tion, to sue and be sued, contract and be con-

tracted with, to have and use a common seal, and
change the same at pleasure; and may hold real

estate, the number of acres, and the county or

counties, corporation or corporations, in which said

real estate is situate, to be specified in the said act

of incorporation; and personal property lor the pur-

pose of conducting the business of manufacturinfr,

exploring or mining, for which said company shall

be incorporated; and shall have power to make
such by-laws, rules and regulations, not contrary
to the laws of the United Slates, or of" this com-
monwealth, as may be deemed expedient and
proper for the government of said corporation; but
they shall not be authorized m any manner to di-

vert the capital of said company from the specific

purposes lor which they are incorporated: Pro-
vided, nothing herein contained shall be so con-
strued as to prevent any corporation from tilling

any lands held by them, or from selling any tim-

ber, wood or other materials upon their lands.

3. The amount of the capital stock of such com-
pany shall be specified in said act of incorporation,

fixinga minimum and maximum sum, to be raised

by subscription, in shares to be specified; for which
purpose, books of subscription may be opened by
the corporators or commissioners named in said

act, as the case may be, at such times and places
as the said corporators or commissioners may de-

signate, who, as soon as the minimum sum speci-

fied as the capital stock of said company shall have
been subscribed for, shall call a meeting of the sub-
scribers by advertisement, for two weeks, in some
newspaper published in the neighborhood, or by
some other convenient mode of notification.

4. And whensoever the mining or manufactur-
ing operations of the company to be incorporated,
are proposed to be located and carried on upon the
lands or property of any person or persons who
may be willing to sell the said lands or property,
with the privileges and appurtenances necessary
for said operations, to said company, or to convert
the same into stock of the said company, and con-
vey to them the said lands or property at a fair val-

uation, the said owner or owners shall, in the books
®f subecription, to be opened eis aforesaid, fairly set

forth and specify the quantity of land, with a pre-

cise description of the metes and bounds thereof,

and a fliU statement of the other property, rights,

privileges and appurtenances, which he or they
propose to cede, sell or convey to, or to convert
into stock of the said company, and the price af-

fixed to and demanded by said owner or owners
tor said lands and oiher property; or if said owner
or owners pro|)ose to sell a part to said company,
and to subscribe the residue of said lands and pro-

perty, he or they shall enter on the said books a
full description of the part which he or they pro-

pose to sell, and the part which he or they propose
to subscribe as stock of the said company, with the

prices and terms of payment required iheiefor; and
the said lands, properly, &c., so subscribed by said

owner or owners, shall be taken in full payment of"

his or their said subscriptions, and shall thereafter

be, and constitute a part of the capital stock of said

company, subject to l)e disposed of in like manner
with the residue of their stock and property; and
the lands, property, &c., which said owner or

owners shall propose to sell to the said company,
and which shall have been entered on the books
of subscription, with the price and terms of pay-
ment affixed thereto, shall, if subscriptions be
made in said books, and if the company shall

thereupon proceed to organize itself, by calling a
general meetinjj of the subsciibers and electing a
lioard of directors, as hereinafter to be provided,

be considered and held as the property of said

company, and the price of said lands, properly,

rights, privileges and appurtenances so entered in

the books of subscription, shall be a lawful debt ot

the said company, and it shall be lawflil for the

said owner or owners to sue for and recover the

same in any court having comfietent jurisdiction.

And unless the said owner or owners of the said

lands, property, privileges and appurtenances
shall at the first meeting and organization of said

company, or so soon thereafter as may be required

of him or them, convey and assure to the said com-
pany a valid and perfect title in fee simple to the

said lands, property, &c,, according to the specifi-

cation and description thereof^ entered on the books

as aforesaid, and also deliver possession of the same
when demanded, the said company may. on such
failure, either enforce a specific [lerfbrmance of" the

contract on the part, of the said owner or owners,

or at the election of the said company, may regard

the subscription or sale of the said lands and pro-

perty as forfeited and void.

5. For managing the affairs of such mining or

manufacturing company, there shall be chosen at

the first meeting of the stockholders, to be called

as aforesaid, and on the first Monday of the month
of May ofevery year thereafter, a convenient num-
ber of directors, not less than five, nor more than

ten, who shall be stockholders of the said company;
in which elections, and in all other meetings, the

stockholders shall be entitled to one vote for every

share owned by them respectively, up to the num-
ber of fifteen inclusive, and to one additional vote

for every five shares from fifteen to one hundred,

and to one additional vote for every twenty shares

over and above one hundred, and may vote in per-

son or by proxy, in such manner as may from time

to time be prescribed in general meeting. The said

directors, or a majority of them may choose from

their own body a president, and in his absence, a
president pro tempore. They shall have power to
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call gonoral inootiiisrs of the stockholilers; to siij)-

plv vacancies in llieirown body— to appoint such

otHc.prs, agents ami cleri<3 as the stockholders in

general meetini; shall authorize—to take bonds

with snilicient surety lor the gooil conduct, fiilelity

and attention of such otlicers, aijreiits and clerks

—

and to do all other acts and tlunu's touchin<]^ the

ad'airs ot' the company, not otherwise specially

providf'd tor.

6. The presence of stockholders entitled to a

majority of the whole number of votes, in person

or by proxy, shalL-be necessary to the transaction

oi' business at any jjeneral meetiniij of the stock-

holders; and such meetings shail be organized by

the a|)|)ointment of a chairman and secretary; but

a smaller number may adjourn Jrom time to time.

And if there should be no election of tlirectors at

any annual meetimr, as herein belbre directed, the

directors then in olrice shall continue until the next

annual election by the stockholders in general

meeting, in which tlie major part of the. stock

shall be represented.

7. If the whole amount of capital stock author-

ized to be raised by any act of incorporation shall

not have been subscribed fl)r belbre the company
incorporated by said act shall have commenced its

operations, it shall in such case be.lavvful ibr the

president and directors of said company, whenso-
ever they may deem it expedient, to cause books

of subscription to be opened from time to time, un-

til the whole amount of the capital stock author-

ized to be raised by said act shall have been sub-

scribed for; and also, if so to ihem it shall seem
proper, to fix the price of the additional stock at

such a premium as they may from time to time

direct—which premium shall be the common pro-

perty of all the stockholders of said company, in

proportion to the capital stock owned by them re-

spectively.

8. So nmch of the price of each share subscrib-

ed, whether before or after the company shall have
been oriranized, as shall remain unpaid at the time

when the subscriber shall become a member of the

company, shall be afterwards paid by the subscri-

ber, his executors, administrators or assigns, in such

instalments and at such times as the president and
directors shall ti-om tmie to time require; and if any
subscriber, his executors, administrators or assigns,

shall fail to make payment of any sum so required

of him, after thirty days' notice of such requisition

shall have been given in some newspaper publish-

ed in the neishborhood, or by some other conve-

nient mode of notification, it shall be lawful for the

company to recover the same, or such part thereof

as shall not have been paid, with lawfljl interest

from the time when due, and costs, on ten days
previous notice, in any county or corporation court,

or in any superior court for any county or corpora-

tion within whose jurisdiction the defendant may
be found; or, if he be not found within the com-
monwealth, then, upon motion in any superior

court for any county or corporation in this com-
monwealth within which the cause of action may
have originated, on three weeks previous notice in

some newspaper published witiiin said county or

corporation, or contiguous thereto. And the com-
pany shall moreover have full power, in such man-
ner as their by-laws may prescribe, to sell at pub-
lic auction the stock of such delinquent to satisfy

any judgment recovered against hmi, or to satisfy

the amount, with interest, due from him and in ar-

Voi. V—19

rear as aforesaid, though no judgment may havp
been recovered, and to transfer upon their books to

the purchaser, hi,s executors, administrators or as-

signs, the stock so sold; and if the nctt proceeds of
such sale, after deli'aying the costs and charges
thereof', sliall be more than snilicient to satisfy

what is due fiom the delinquent, they shall pay
over the balance to him or his order.

9. If any stockholder shall sell and transfer the

stock held by him, before the payment of the full

amount subscribed lor, he shall be liable for the

])ayment of the residuum of the amount due there-

after upon his subscription of stock, in case the per-

son to whom said stockholder shall have sold and
transferred his stock, shall fail to pay the same.

10. The stock, and all other property of such
company as may be incorporated as aforesaid,

shall be deemed persona! estate, and as such shall

pass to the executors, administrators or assigns of
the stockholders. It shall be transferable only

upon the books of the company, in such manner
as the by-laws shall prescribe; and, until so trans-

ferred, the company shall be under no obligation

to recognize the right of any assignee, and in the

mean time may lawfully pay over the dividends

to him who shall appear upon their books to be
the stockholder, his executors or administrators,

without being in any manner held liable to any
other claimant. But real estate purchased by the

company shall be conveyed to them, and, when
sold by them, shall be conveyed to the purchaser
by deed, as real estate, and as such shall be held
liable to the payment of the debts of the company,
and to sale under execution o\' fieri facias, in like

manner as the lands of public debtors are sold.

11. Certificates of stock, signed by the president

and countersigned by the secretary of the board of
directors, and authenticated under the seal of the

company, shall be delivered by the president and
directors to each stockholder, in such manner and
form as the stockholders in general meeting may
direct;

12. The president and directors shall keep a re-

gular journal of their proceedings, recorded in well

bound books, and the proceedings of each day shall

be verified by the signature of the president. The
vote of each member, on every question decided
by them when a division shall have been called

for, shall be entered on the journal, if such entry
shall be demanded by any member of the said

board, which shall be laid before the stockholders

at their seneral meetings.

13. The president and directors shall cause re-

gular books of account to be kept, and balanced at

least once in every year. And they shall cause
dividends of the nett profits of the company, or so

much thereof as they may deem it prudent to di-

vide, to be declared and paid to the stockholders,

at sucli time and in such manner as the by-laws
may prescribe. And should any portion of the
capital stock of the company be included in any
dividend so declared and paid, the directors, by
whom such dividend is declared, shall be liable,

respectivel}^, to all persons holding claims or de-

mands against said company at the period of de-
claring such dividend; and moreover, each stock-

holder, who shall participate in the dividend of
such capital stock, shall be liable to such creditors

to the extent of the capital stock so received by
him under such dividend. But such dividends of
the capital stock may be made, when there rfjall
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exist no claims or demands ajjainst said company,
and sucli dividend shall have been ordered by the

Etocliholders in general meeiing, and alter three

months' previous notice in some newspaper in the

neighborhood, or by some otlier convenient mode
of notification.

14. Whenever four-fifths of the capital stock of

Buch compan}^ shall become concentrated by pur-

chase or otherwise in the hands of le?.s than five

persons, or more than one half of the same shall

be and remain in the hands of one person for more
than six months, all the corporate powers and pri-

vileges granted by the act incorporating such com-
pany shall cease and determine.

1-5. If the company should not be organized by
the appointment of a president and directors within

two years li'om the passage of the act of incorpora-

tion, then all its provisions shall be null and void.

And if at any time the company shall suspend
their operations for the space of two years, then

their rights and privileges shall cease, and their

charter shall be forfc^ited. But whensoever the

said corporation shall be dissolved, whether by
lapse of time or any other cause, their corporate

name, with their right to sue and be sued, shall

continue for the purpose of collecting the debts

due to the company, prosecuting the rights which
shall have accrued under their previous contracts,

paying the debts due by them, and satisfying all

liabilities which they may have incurred, and for

the distribution of the property of the corporation

among tliose entitled to the same.
16. That all acts for the incorporation of manu-

facturing or mining companies passed after the pas-

sage of this act shall continue in force for the period

of thirty years and no longer, and shall at all times

after the lapse of fifteen years from the organiza-

tion of the company be liable to be amended or re-

pealed at the pleasure of the legislature, in the

earae manner as if an express provision to that

effect were therein contained, unless there shall

have been inserted in such act of incorporation an
express provision to the contrary.

17. Be it farther enacted, That the president

and directors of said company shall exhibit its

books and property, condition, &c., to the inspec-

tion of such agent or agents as the General Assem-
bly may from time to time for that purpose ap-
point.

18. Be it further enacted, That no company
claiming the benefit of this act, shall by deed of
trust, mortgage or otherwise, incumber their pro-

perty for the purpose of giving the preference to

one creditor over another; and that whenever any
Buch deed or mortgage shall be given to any one
or more creditors, it shall enure to the benefit of all

the creditors of such company existing at the time

of such conveyance, and all such creditors shall be

entitled to rateable satisfaction out of the property

embraced by such conveyance.

19. This act shall commence and be in force

from and after the passage thereof.

the soil, &c. During the two first years the engi-

neer was able, in the course of 40 English miles,

to cut no less than 696,465 cubic yards, and to con-
struct 907,844 cubic yards of embankment, be-

sides laying the way with malleable rails. He
erected during these two years 73 bridges from
three to eighteen yards each, with 133 culverts;

and he also made 233 waffons. And all this at

an expense of about £ 75,200.

GERMAN RAILROADS.

It is a remarkable fact, that in the formation of
the railway between Prague and Pilsen, the indi-

viduals employed were chiefl}^ females, each of
wbose wages amounted to Qd. a day. There
were upwards of 2000 regularly engaged as la-

borers, in forming the embankmer^ts, excavating

From the London IMagazinc for 1746.

OESERVATIOTS IX SEVERAL VOYAGES ANI>
TRAVELS IN AMERICA.

[Continued from page 327.]

Manjland and Virginia.

And now let me address me to my journey^

which lay in a very pleasant road, through the
woods, that every now and then presented you
with an opening plantation. "We met an Indian

man and woman upon this road, who came from
a town of wigwams, near Snow-Hill, where they
inhabit, in great peace, with their neighbors. We
passed several branches * and savannahs, and the

road all the way is pretty much upon the level, and
marshy; the soil of the upper grounds a loose red-

dish sand or earth. At our arrival at Snow-Hill, I

took up quarters at an ordinaiy, f and found them
very good. The parson of the parish, who haa
the only brick house in town, was a good conver-
sible man, as was also the presbyterian minister,

a Scotchman, of which nation great numbers are

settled hereabouts. The church and all the hou-
ses are built of wood, but some of them have brick

stacks of chimne3s: some have their foundations

in the ground, others are built on puncheons or
logs, a foot or two from the earth, which is more
airy, and a defence against the vermin. The
women here are very pretty, and the men, for the

generality obliging enough. The town is very ir-

regular, and has much the aspect of a country fair,,

the generality of the houses differing very litde

from booths. We staid here only one day, and
the next set forward with hired horses, not being
able to buy any in the town. The hire was a
shilling sterling per day for each horse, and a shil-

ling per day for a guide. They are good service-

able little creatures, J and travel at a great rate.

The next night we got to the line that divides

Maryland fi"om Virginia, being about thirty miles,

through a road whose delightliil scenes constantly

refreshed the senses with new and beauteous ob-

jects. And here I cannot helj) quoting JMr. Levvis,

when speaking of another road in this colony, he
says;

But now the enclosed plantation I forsake,

And onwards through the woods my journey take;

The level road the longsomevvay beguiles,

A blooming wilderness around me smiles;

Here hardy oak, there fragrant hickory grows.

* A branch is a stream running across the road, from
some neighboring creek or river.

\ Or tavern, eating house, or inn.

X And live most "prodigiously fiard. At night, you
need only tether them out, and they pick subsistence

enough in their station. I have known them go six

days journey without a feed of corn; having nothing

but the stallis of Indian wheat, and such other litter as

they could pick up.
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Here stately pines unite their whispering heads.

And witli a solemn gloom embrown the shades.

See there a green savannali opens wide,

Thro' vvliich smooUi streams in wanton mazes glide;

Thick branching shrubs overhang the silver streams,

Which scarcely deign to admit the solar beams.

And, indeed, I cannot help, every now and then,

takinsT him out ol' my pocket in tliis country; lor

his descripiive part is just and fine, ami such a

warmili ol" sentiment, such a delicate vein ol" po-

etry, such an unaliected piety runs !.In--ough the

whole, that I esteem it one of the best pieces ex-

tant. This, wiih my other dearer treasure, and

my Euclid, generally relieve me from a too greht

sameness ol" prospect, or Irequency of the same
objects.

Here, haviiirr brounht several bottles of wine
for the purpose, we dranic success to Britain, hia

majesty's heahh, and that of the right honorable

profirietor, whose great and good qualities have
endeared him much to the people o( this colony.

There certainlv cannot be a greater grievance to

a traveller from one colony to another, tiian the dif-

ferent values which their paper money bears; for if

he is not studious to get rid of the money of one
place before he arrives at another, he is sure to be

a considerable loser. The New England money,
for instance, which is excessively bad, and where,
to pay a six-pence or three-pence, they tear a shil-

ling bill to pieces, is much beneath the New York
money in value, and will hardly be got off there

without some person is going into the first named
province. New York and Pennsylvania often dif-

ier about the dignity of their bills, and they fall and
rise in the ditierent circulations they take. The
Maryland money is generally pretty good, but of

a low value, and this, again, is not taken on the

western shore of the Chesapeake, where only gold

and silver is current. North Carolina is still lower

than Maryland, and South Carolina worst of all;

for their money there is so low as seven ior one
sterling, so that it makes a prodigious sound; and
not only so, but even' private traders there coin

money, if I may use the expression, and give out

small printed or written circulating notes, from
six-pence to a pound, and upwards; in which they

are, no doubt, considerable gainers, not only by the

currency of so much ready money, without much
expense in making it, but also by loss, wearing
out, or other accidents. In Georgia, again, this

money never passes, for ail their bills are of sterl-

ing value, and will pass all over America as well

as bank notes. There are, i find, some conside-

rable gains and stockjobbing in America, by the

issuing out, and calling in, their new and old bills,

which I shall not think proper to touch upon.
There are very considerable numbers of Roman

catholics in Maryland, particularly about the bor-

ders of Pennsylvania; but the bulk af the colony is

of the episcopal persuasion, with a grand mixture

of divers other sects. The women are very hand-
some in general, and most notable housewives;
every thing wears the marks of cleanliness and
industry in their houses; and their behavior to

their husbands and families is very edifying. You
cannot help observincr, however, an air of reserve,

and somewhat that looks at first, to a stranger, like

unsociableness, which is barely the efii^ct of living

at a great distance from frequent society, and their

thorough attention to the duties of their stations.

Tlaeir amusements are quite innocent, and within

the circle of a plantation or too, they exercise all

the virtues that can raise one's opinion of the too

light sex. 1 would premise here, that I am not

writing any thing yet of the more refined part of

the colony, but what I say now is confined to a
tract of about two hundred miles; lor in some
other parts you will find many coquettes and prudes,

as well as in other places; nor, perhaps, may the

lap-dog or monkey be forgotten. Hail delightlui

sex! would you divest yourselves of but some few

(bibles; would you attend somewhat more to the

knowledge of yourselves, and turn your eyes in-

wards; had not the rolling chariot, the shining

ring, the Indian exotics, tlie Frenchified afi'ecta-

lion, the gay coxcomb, more charms ihan know-
ledge, decency, prudence, discretion and merit,

how happy would you be! Eut to roll on in a

continued round of senseless impertinence, will

never, never, raise you to the character or situa-

tion of these American wives. My God! what a

dilierent view has the representation! the one a

piece where every figure on the canvass glows

with native ease, grace and proportion; no artful

heightnings. no absurd conceit, has debased the

great designer, nature. On the contrary, turn your

eyes this way; what figures are these? From what
distant clime were they imported ? From the region

of sickly whim, and the designer sure, like Rabe-
lais, was resolved to paint some beings that vvere^

too odd to exist any where else. What a load of

ornaments, and a glare of colors, that quite hurt

the eye in lookingon the piece! nor is there one

truly smiling stroke, one grace, nor one beauty in

the whole delineation.

What's female beauty, but an air divine.

Through which the soul's unfading lustres shine?

She, like a sun, irradiates all between;
Tlie body charms, because the mind is seen.

Incekt. AUCT.

I .should busy myself more in the descriptive

part of my journal whilst in this colony, did I not

reserve myself, till myarriv-al in Virginia; for there

is such a connection between the trade and nature

of the soil, and the commodities they raise and ex-
port, that one general account will serve for both.

Nor do the two countries appear much of a differ-

ent form; for in the uplands of Maryland, they are

as mountainous, and abound in valleys as much
as they do in Virginia. For this reason, I waive
those matters till I arrive there, and insist so much
on the manners and tempers of the inhabitants and
the genius of this country.

They have some considerable seminaries of
learning in the two colonies; but Williamsburg
College in Virginia is the resort of all the children,

whose parents can afibrd it; and there they live in

an academical manner; and, really, the masters
were men of great knowledge and discretion at

this time; though it cannot vie with those excel-

lent universities, for I tnust call them so, of the
Massachusetts; for the youth of these more indul-

gent settlements, partake pretty much of the petit

maitre kind, and are pampered much more in soft-

ness and ease than their neighbors more north-

ward. Those that cannot afford to send thefr

children to the better schools, send them to the
country school-masters, who are generallj'' ser-

vants, who, after serving their terms out, set up
for themselves, and pick up a livelihood by that,

and writing letters, and keeping books for their
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illiterate neighbors. Ofien n clever servant, or

convict, that can write and reail tolerably, and is

of no handicraft business, is indenled to some
planter, who has a nuniber of children, as a school-
TOuster, and iheii, to be sure, he is a tip-top man in

his parts, and the servant is used more iiuiulgently

thaii the generality of them.
As ! said before, the young fellows are not mucli

burdened with study, nor are their manners vastly
polite. But the old gentlemen are generally a most
agreeable set of companions, and possess a pretty

deal of improving knowledge; nay, I knov\^ some of
the better sort, whose share oi' learning and read-
ing, would really surprise you, consi.lering their

educations; but tins, to be sure, must be an after

improvement. One thing they are very faulty in,

with regard to their children, which is, that when
young, theysud'er them too much to prowl amongst
the young negroes, which iitsensib'Iy causes them
to imbibe their manners and broken speecli. The
girls, under such good mothers, generally have
twice the sense and discretion of the boys; their

dress is neat and clean, and not much bordering
upon the ridiculous humor of their njother coun-
try, where the daughters seem dressed up for a
market.

It is an odd sight, that except some of the very
elevated sort, few persons wear perukes, * so that
you would imagine they were all sick, or going to

bed. Common people wear woollen and yarn caps;
but the belter ones wear white Holland, or cotton.
Thus they travel fifty miles from home. It may be
cooler, ibr ought I know; but, methinks, it is very
ridiculous.

They are all great horsemen, and have so much
value for the saddle, that rather than walk to church
five miles, they will go eight to catch their horses,
and ride there; so that you would think their church-
es looked like the out-skirts of a country horse fair;

but then, as some excuse, it mav be said, that their
churches are otlen very distant "from their habita-
tions.

An universal mirth and glee reigns in Maryland,
amongst all ranks of people, and ax set times, noth-
ing but jollity and feasting goes forward. J\lusic
and dancing are the everlasting delights of the lads
and lasses, aud some very odd customs they have
at these merry-rnakings. You would think all care
was then thrown aside, and that every misfortune
was buried in oblivion. In short, my spirits have
been sometimes raised so much, that'l have almost
forgotten I was of another clime, and have wished
myselfforever amongst them. Adieu! happy peo-
ple! For the favors I have reaped at your hands,
gratitude shall ever fill my breast. I leave you but
to return again; f once more fo partake of your
halcyon feasts, and hearty jovial mirth.

For now, with gladdened eyes, we view the bounds
Of that famed colony, from whence the weed,
The salutiferous plant, that fends the breast
From noxious vapors of the inclement morn.
Provocative to solid, studious thought,
Derives its birth and use; the land that erst
Employed the labors of our virgin queen.
And still is sacred to Eliza's fame.

• Wigs—then generally worn in England.—Ed. Far.
Reg.

t The author was again in JVTarylaiid for some time,
and many of the detached observations were made
then, though he chose to interweave them with this
Bhort tour.

In leaving these lowlands of Maryland, and
passing into Virginia, you find the scene greatly

altered; and hills and dales, with more frequent
plantations, seem, entirely, to take off the rude-
ness of the country's aspect. The roads, also,

throuirh the two counties of Acomoco and North-
ampton, save here and there, are equal to most in

England; though not near so conmiodious, as in

the counties on the other side of the bay. You
pass over several considerable rivers, and branch-
es, and find many lofiy and conmiodious bridges;

whilst the same hospitality, simplicity and honesty
reign amonirst the inhabitants, as in the part of
Maryland I have just traced. Indeed, you find

greater, and more considerable marks of opulency;
and we begin to regale with excellent wines, good
brandies and rum, and, here and there, with Eng-
lish porter, which is imported generally in bottles.

Trade, also, seems to flow in a brisker channel, and
the stores of the merchants to be better provided;

nor are the gentlemen a little vain, ol' their being
a part of the king's government, and look down
with an air of contempt, upon the neighboring
patentee colonics.

The inhabitants on the Western Shore, are sup-
plied with prodigious quantities of beet, fiork, and
grain from this Eastern Shore, as they call tliem,

bj^Way of distinction; to whom they give, also, iron-

ically, the epithet of Buckskins, alluding to their

leather breeches, and the jackets of some of' the

common people; which is, all over Virginia, as
great a reproach, as in England, to call a man oat)

or clown, or lubberkin. This Eastern .Shore, is a
neck of land, resendiling a peninsula, having its

junction, in about 40*^ north, with the main land,

somewhat above Annapolis, near Baltimore and
Elsingburg, upon the frontiers of Pennsylvania,
where the Delaware bay and river, form to the
eftst, and the heads of Chesapeake bay, to the

westward, a kind of istfimus; and thence, trend-

ing away south-easterly, terminates at Cape
Charles, nearly in latitude 37°, and is one of the

arms, that confines the noblest bay in the uni-

verse; though, with all winds it is not so conve-
nient to ride in, as having a dangerous plenty of
sands, shoals, and reefs, that have proved very of-

ten full of distress. In this bay, the whole navies

of Great Britain, Holland and France, might ride

at anchor; it being, from Magidi bay, to the en-
trance of YorH river, more than twenty miles over;

and into which, a ntimberof the noblest navigable
rivers disembogue themselves, which you may, as

far as eyes can reach, see overspread with waving
forests ofEuropean vessels, and a lesser tribe, who
trade from shore to shore, and exchange their own
products for those of their neighbors. The com-
mon harbor for the men of war, in this station, is

Sarah's creek, on the Glocester side of York river;

which a late commander, the thrice renowned Sir

Yel, peace be to his ashes—rendered as shame-
fully famous, as ever Turtle bay was rendered by
P or E s; or Hobcaw, by some others.

But to return; we made two stages, .^rom Acomoco
Court-house; lying at Pongoteag the first night,

and at the ferry house at Magidi bay (where a
chaloupe attends to transport passengers and their

horses to York, Norfolk, Gloucester, James-Town,
or other parts, at a pislole a horse and man) the

seeond day, being two days and an half fiom the

line, the distance being more than one hundred
miles from Snow-Hiil in Maryland. There are
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no considerable towns on tliis sliore, only a few

Bcaiterod hamlets, particularly, at the court-hou-

ses of the two couniios, which renders llu^m liir

less polite, than the iniiabitants on the otlicr side

ofthe bay, where lariie towns abound, and, which

are the rendezvous ol the several tobacco Heets that

sail li'oni Europe: but to make amends, it may, with

rejiard to their h.onesty, and kindness lo one ano-

ther, and to strangei-s, be jnslh" called, the Elysian

Fields of Virijinia. I shall have, again, occasion

to mention this part of the colony, I find, when
I begin to enter into the nature of the tobacco

trade.

No sooner the morning dawned, than we reused

from our beds, and addressed ourselves to our voy-

age, in one of those delicious mornings, in which
nature seems to take pride, in displaying her whole
profusion of charms; and when a wretch must be

quile inanimate, not to rejoice with the whole cre-

ation, at the infinite kindness and benevolence of

Providence. All hail! eternal sovereign of the

universel Low, on this sandv beach, surrounded

with these venerable shades, and whilst the waves
are laving at my feet, let me adore the great, the

awful dispositions of thy creating wisdom! Alas!

how my importance droops, and how inconsidera-

ble i appear; when, but now, I imagined myself

one of the lords of this globe, and rashly suggested

to myself, tJiat all these mighty stores of blessings

were intended to solace and delight mankind alone!

But if so, why are the most remote regions so be-

spangled with thy goodness; regions but lately

known, and yet, scarce one ten thousandth part

peopled? My mind opens ; surely, thy wise

intention was to excite the benevolence of thy

more happy creatures, and to make thy saving

health known to all nations, by spreading the

knowledge of true religion and virtue, even
amongst the sable inhabitants of these lovely

deserts.

Alter being victualled for our voyage, Avhich

generally employs three or four hours, and we
had gotten our baggage and part of our atten-

dants on board, we ourselves stepped into a small

punt, * and put off to the shallop; which, by rea-

son of the shallowness of the water, lay at anchor
near a mile from shore, and be3'0nd a very ugly
reef, on which the waves broke v.ith great fury;

attended by scores of porpoises, who were wan-
toning about us. We had- very nearly gained the

vessel, when two of these stupid hogs came souse

against one side of the punt, and overturned us,

just upon the back of the shoal.

W W ^ W % ^

In two or three days we embarked, being per-

fectly recovered, and addressed ourselves once
more to the passage; and here, how can I help

sketching out the various beauties and adorn-
ments of nature, that elucidated our pleasing voy-
age? Suppose us now near ten miles from either

shore, about the meridian ofone ofthe most trans-

porting days, that could have occurred for us, whilst

every storm,

Is hushed within its cavern, and a breeze

* A very small and dangerous sort of canop, liable to

be overturned by the least motion of the sitters in it.

The negroes manage them very dexteroufly, with a

paddle.

Soft-br^athinp:, lightly with its wings, along
The slackened coidage glides; the sailois ear

Perceives no soiuid, throughout Ihe vast expanse,
None but the murmurs of the sliding prow,
Whicli gently parts the smooth and azure main.

Gl.OVER.

The golden rays of the sun darting through the

gloom of the surrounding woods, and refiecled

upon the translucent (ace oi'ilip watery plain, gave
so lively a perspective draught ofthe circumjacent

country, that we were at a loss whether to fix our

admifing view upon the reality, or the representa-

tion. These woods, every where diversified with

interspersed plantations, by their reverend gloom,

seemed the retreat of some ancient druids; nor

could I lorbear a kind of reverence lor so awful a

scene, really much calculated tor a seat of super-

stitious rites and ceremonies; where not a sigh of

the soltest zephyr, but in a mournful, melancholy

whisper, is heard through the whole forest, and
seems even to ibrm articulate sounds. Whilst
now and then the long pausing scream of the

turkey, or the quick, smart cry of the paroquet,

interrupts the responsive lays of the turtle, and
the rest of the musical choir, and passes in thril-

linsr chorus from grove to grove, from brake to

break; whilst imitative echo fondly retains the

sound. Who can, here, help recalling to his

mind, the fauns and satyrs of the ancients; their

tables of Diana and her virgin train, and their

whole beautiful decoration of the sylvan scene.?

When these fables were first sung, even the now
despoiled and desert regions of Achaia, and the

territories of Italy, Gaul and Eritain, bore just

such an aspect; so buried in the depth of almost

impassable woods, and the inhabitants of some of

them little more civilized than the Indian natives

of these regions. And no doubt, but in proportion

lo the increase of our colonies, the manners ofthe

ancient possessors may be polished, and their bru-

tal fierceness tamed; seeing so many potent na-
tions are exhausted, already, by their intestine

wars, or broils with the Europeans, that they are

in the whole America not of half so much im-
portance as they were one hundred years ago.

Nay, manj^ 'nations live amongst the English,

there being several settlements of (hem in New
England, Maryland, Georgia, &c. and in the first

named place, whole tribes who have embraced the

Christian religion, and have teachers of their own
set apart to the ministiy. Like our preoccupiers, the

ancient Britons, the Indians peribrm all religious

ceremonies and mysteries in the deepest retreat of
the woods; and inured from their infancy to heroic

idleness, and hunting for subsistence, they esteem
the open savannah or the corn-field, no farther

than lor profit, whilst their choice hours of plea-

sure are generally sought in the shade. I remem-
ber to have asked the famous Toanahowi, so ca-

ressed in England some years ago, by the royal

family, how he liked that country? He told me,
they were good people, but that it was a poor

country, and he could not live in it, because they

had no woods nor deer, but what were kept in

some gardens; for so he styled the parks of Eng-
land. * But to return: the infinity of sloops and

* This Indian was killed at the head of his people,

valiently fi:;hting, as an auxiliary party to the English,

by the Yamasees, in the year 1743, and was interred

with military honors at Fort WiUiam. He was a son
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barks that appeared every where around, the fine

vigtas, up York and James rivers, and other nav-
igable streams, liie prodigious fligiits of wild fowl,

that darkened the air, all in their native strains

hymning the great creator, the alhicores, dolphins

and porpoises wantoning on every side, and a long.

long view of the wide ocean, with a whole fleet of
vessels in the offing, tumbling in tiie calm, and
reeling their lofty, unsteady heads; the lowing of

the goodly kine, the bleating of the sheep, the

neighing of the useful steed, and the cries of the

laborious husbandman, plunged us into an admi-
ring ecstacy. Nor could we forbear to excJaim,

*'Ho\v manifold are thy works, O Lord! In wisdom
hast thou made them all! The earth is fidi of thy
riches. So is this irreat and wide sea, wherein are

things creeping innumerable, both small and great

beasts. There go the ships," &c. A delicious moon-
light night succeeded this brilliant day, and exliib-

ited still new and n)ore delectable scenes of won-
der, and millions of unknown regions, the work of
an eternal, unbounded creation. Lost in the con-
templation of these blessings—struck with such a
field of magnificence—exclamation and rapture is

succeeded by the lowest adoration, and the most
.unfeigned praises!

Where'er we stir, where'er we look or move,
All, all is him, and every where is Jove.

LucAN.

At eight the succeeding morning, we discovered
the red clif ts of York-Town, and the opposite town
of Gloucester; and sure, nothing could ibrm a more
romantic sight. The place being somewhat situ-

ated like Dover, and the town standing on a de-
scent, you can only perceive three or four houses
at first view, and scarce any thing presents itself

but these steep, sandy banks, dug into an infinite

number of holes and caverns, and the battery of
guns before the town upon the pitch of the bluff.

York-Town, capital of the county of that name.
;.is situated on a rising ground, gently descending

, every way into a valley, and though but strag-

glingly built, yet makes no inconsiderable figure.

You perceive a great air of" opulence amongst the
inhabitants, who have some of them builttheni-
selves houses equal in magnificence toinany of

our superb ones at St. James'; as those of Mr.
Lightibot, Nelson, &c. Almost every considera-

ble man keeps an equipage, though they have no
concern about the difierent colors of their coach
horses, driving fi-equently black, white, and ches-
nut, in the same harness. The taverns are many
here, and much frequented, and an unbounded li-

centiousness seems to taint the moralsof the young
gentlemen of this place. The Court-house is the
only considerable public building, and is no un-
handsome structure. The amiable hospitality I

have just passed an eulogium upon, on the other
side the bay, seems on this shore to have found
no great footing. Schemes of gain, or parties of

gaming and pleasure, muddy too much their souls,

and banish fi^om amongst them the glorious pro-
pensity to doing good. The most considerable
houses are of brick; some handsome ones of wood,
all built in the modern taste; and the lesser sort, of'

plaster. There are some very pretty garden spots

in the town; and the avenues leading to Williams-
burg, Norfolk, &c. are prodigiously agreeable. The
roads are, as 1 said before, some of the best I ever
saw, and infinitely superior to most in England.
The country surrounding is thickly overspread
with plantations, and the planters live in a man-
ner equal to men of the best fcirtune; some of them
being possessed of 500 or £1000 a year, sterling.

Gloucester, Jrlampton, and Norfolk, are towns of
near the same structure, fhere being little difier-

ence, save llicit at the last riientioned place, aspirit

oftrade reigns, far surpassing that of any other part

of Virginia. A great^number of vessels are filted

out from thence, to trade to the northward and the

West Indies; and the inhabitants are, licm their

great intercourse with strangers, abundantly more
refined. But before I leave York entirely, I should
just mention the battery, that is the dtlence of the

town, vviiich at this time was under the direction

of an awkward engineer, by trade a barber, and
is as despicably contrived for the safi^ty of the

place,' as it, no doubt, would be conducted in a
time of danger. ' Indeed, Virginia is quite an open
country to the incursions of an enemy, having lit-

tle to resist an attack by sea, but the men of war
stationed there, which are generally two or three.

In a land expedition from the natives, or French
and Spaniards, indeed, their numbers, it is hoped,
will always protect them, seeing that they could as-

semble at the shortest warning, a militia of eighteen
or twenty thousand men. They have also some
forts towards the Apalaches, which bridle the In-

dians, and secure the trade With them.
Williamsburg is a most wretched contrived af-

fair for the capital ol a country, being near three

mil'es from the sea, in a bad situation. There is

[

nothing considerable in it, but the college, the gov-
ernor's house, and one or two more, which are no
bad piles; and the prodigious number of coaches
that crov.'d the deep, sandy streets of this little

city. Il is very surprising to me, that this should
be preferred to James-Town, Hampton, or some
other situations I could mention. Here the courts

of justice are held, and with a dignity and deco-
rum, that would become them even in Europe.
The present Lieutenant Governor Gooch is much
beloved by every one,- and by his mild and agree-
able disposiiion, difl'uses content every where
around. The posts that arc most stickled for

here, are the office of secretary, wJiich is said to

be worth £900 per annum; and the being naval
officers to the several counties, which are the pla-

ces'ofgood profit.

From the Alton [Illinois] Observer.

REMARKS ON THE MANUFACTURE OF BEET
SUGAR IN FRANCE, AND THE INTRODUC-
TION INTO THE UNITED STATES.

to the great Mico Tomo Chachi. arid always bore an
extreme regard to the English. He had, however, this

satisfaction, to see most of the Yamasees cut off before
Jie expired.

The following very interesting letter on this

subject has been handed us for publication, by the

gentleman to whom it was addressed. Mr. Child
went to Europe under the auspices of a company
consisting of Messrs. B. Godfrey, W. S. Gilman,
Dr. C F. Edwardsj George Kimball, and other

citizens of this state. The object of the company,
as we understand, is to introduce, if practicable,

the culture of the sugar beet, and its manufacture,
into Illinois. Mr. C. is himself connected with
the company, and has gone to France lor the
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purpose of acquiririi^ such inlormation as will be

necessary aiiil useful lor tlieir future oporations.

His letter will doubtless attract the attention ol'

all our readers.

P. S.—Since the above was written, we have

been iutormed that the company above referretl to

has been incorporated, lljrthe purpose of inaiiu-

flicturiui^ sMiTar from the beet, oil from ihe popp\-,

anti the culture of silk'. Tiie capital of the com-
pany is .3200,000, with the privilege of the holiiiiiir

rer.l estate to a ceriain extent. We trust they

will, in western phraso, "go ahead."

^Irraa, Jan. 9, 1837.

Dear Friends : 1 have now been que month an

observer or laborer in a sugar manuliictory, and
have made short visits to several others.

—

The beet sugar business, taken in all its branches
and bearings, is interesting beyond my exoacta-

tions : but to the mere manula(;lurer, I doubt
whether it is as profitable as Pedder's report

would lead one to suppose.

In the first place, the beets do not yield, on an
average, more ihan^ue percent, of sugar. They
may yield more when first dug and before they

have be<run to sprout, but I am satisfied that six

per cent, is the utmost that can be calculated upon,

under the most favorable circumstances. The
beets, after being gathered togeiher in heaps, and
covered with earth to preverve theni ii-om frost,

soon begin to sprout. By the middle of Decem-
ber this season, which had been warmer than

usual, they had put Ibrth considerable. Various

expedients have been employed to prevent this

heat, which is generated in the heaps, and gives

rise to this, but none of them have as yet com-
pletely succeeded. This shows the impnriance

of an early sowing, and an early commencement
of working up the crop. Here the seed is sown
in the first days ofMay. In Illinois I should sup-

pose it might be sown as early. The working up

of the crop ought to commence before it has at-

tained its utmost growth, say in the last days of

August or the first of September at fiirthest.

—

There will then be seven months lor the manu-
facture, and in most of those months laborers

have little employment, and maybe hired for com-
paratively small wages.
The quality of the sugar earliest' made is the

best, as well as the yield the greatest, In fact, a

small quantity of the first product of the season

is all the beet sugar I have met with that appear-

ed to be fit to use loilhnut refining. In France
very little except refined sugar is used, or had been
for a long time before beet sugar was introduced.

The meanest cantines (liquor shopsj and the

poorest families use, conslauliy and exclusively, re-

fined sugar. To this circumstance I attribute the

fact, that a certain bitter taste, generally belonging
to the brown sugar of beets, has not been much
mentioned here, .and not known at all in the Uni-
ted States. It would probably be thought of great

importance there. People are not agreed about
it here. Some maintain that the brown sugar
may be made at all times of such quality as to ad-
mit of universal use, and that in point of fact it is

used to a considerable extent already. Others have
told me that neither the brown nor refined sugar
of the beet is equal to that of the cane. I feel

able myself to contradict the latter assertion. I

have used the beet sugar constantly since I arri-

ved in France, and I can perceive no difference in

flavor, orquantiiy of saccharine, between it and ihe
sugar of cane. If there be any difli;rence, it con-
sisis in a certain brilliant whiteness, which beet
sugar seems to me tn possess in a degree superior
to luosi of the colonial sugar. I have good autho-
rity for saying ti)at the French custom-house,
ihouirh many tesis have been ajjpiicd, find it im-
possible to distingush satisfiictorily between the
I wo. The reason why they seek to do so is, that

a drawback is paj'able on the exportalion of refi-

ned suijar of ihe colonies. The refiners offer beet

sugar lor the drawback, and obtain it, notwilh-

stan-ding great vigilance is exercised upon the
subject.

You see, therefore, that the sugar in a refined

slate presents no such diiiiculty as it does when
raw. I have mentioned that difficulty, not be-

cause it weighs much in the mind, but because I

ihink it probable that in the United States, where
the consumption of brown sugar is great, consid-

erable disappointment will be (tilt wiien the true

character of that of the beet comes to be known.
That character will undoubtedly be improved, es-

pecially in a country where the habits of the peo--

pie demand a great deal of raw sugar. The beets

will be better preserved, the machinery perfected,

and the the selection of seeds and soils made with
more intelligence and care. I have before me a
sjjecimen of the brown susrar of the beet, as full

of saccharine, and as free from any bad taste, as

any cane sugar I ever saw, and far more beautiful

in its appearance. It is like a rich yellowish New
Orleans brown, that I have occasionally seen in the
American markets, only a shade whiier. I have
also a speciment of clayed beet sugar, of a pure
whiteness, and i\ee from all ill-flavor. While,
therefore, I state the general objection to the
brown sugar of beets, I also say that, in a ivell-

provided und well-conducted manufactory, from
beets just dug, or very well preserved, brown sugar
can be made as good, in every respect, as any.

from the cane, and far more beautiful and attrac-

tive in appearance.
The refining of sugar is not in any instance

known to me connected with the manufacturing oF
it. > see no reason why they should be thought
incompatible, especially as I am told that the
same steam-engine would serve for both; and also

lor a third object, which I had not heard of until

I come here, viz: the distillation of the refuse mo-
lasses into alcohol. This is not yet used lor

drinking, though I think it probable it will be con-
vented to that use, but for making varnish, and
other applications to the arts. This method of
utilizing [he molasses, afier two or three depos-
ites of sugar, is begin ninir to attract great atten-

tion among the sugar maulacturers.

The value of sieaip in the various operations of
heating and evaporating, whether in the manu-
factory or refining of sugar, cannot be overrated.

The superior economy of it although the first out-

lay is greater, cannot be questioned. It requires

less fuel and fewer hands, and, in point of neat-

ness, coiiveniance, and despatch, admits of no
comparison with any other agent. A method of
distilling by steam has been discovered and pa-
tented in Belgium, which is said to possess the

same character of superiority over the common
process by furnaces, as the use of steam ia sugar
manufacturing and refining.
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I have paid some attention to refinintr, and, I

thinl{ when 1 return to America I sliail bring all

the secrets about which L******* and his friend
******* made so much ado, and of which tiie

former claimed to be the discoverer. I ^ness

there was nothing but what Pedder got in Eng-
land and France. The feet is, that the introduc-

tion and rapid unprovement of the beet sugar man-
ufacture in France have given such an impulse to

invention and to chei::ical research, that it is moral-

ly impossible tor one single year to pass without

bringing forth something new and valuable in the

arts of making and refining sugar. I am inform-

ed since mv arrival here, that a great discovery

has recently been made by a Frenchman m firazil,

who has lately returned to France and patented

it. It consists in making and refining sugar by one

operation. There are as many systems of sugar

making here, as there are sects of Christianig in

America. A new one is lately introduced, which

is supposed to be superior to all others. It is my
intention to examine all, before I give a prefer-

ence to any.

The most interesting aspect of the beet sugar

business is its bearing upon agriculture and rural

economy. It em-iches the land, both as an excel-

lent substitute for fallowing, and <as producuig an
immense quantity of capital maimre. It has the lat-

ter effect in various ways, but principally by feeding

a large number of cattle and sheep. The former

are fattened in three to three and a half months,

in a manner really superb. So fine specimens of

beef creatures are seldom seen in the United States,

after six months of the best pasturing and slall-

leeding. The sheep are fattened in six weeks.-^
At the manufactory where I have been, they pay,

on an average, about six louis for cattle, and sell

them for eleven. A louis is about .^4 37. I sup-

pose that this branch of the business would be quite

as lucrative in the United States, where stock ani-

mals may be bought somewhat cheaper. This,

you see, is doublmg capital three times a year
with the help, however, of the pulp, or pomace of
the beet. This can be kej)!, good any desirable

length of time. It is sold here at ten cents the cvvt.

The profit of raising the beets is very greaf, ac-

cording to estimates which I have fi'om the most
intelligent sources. I do not find it so high as

Mr. Pedder did. My data make ihe nett gain in

France, after pa3nng rent, ploughing, weeding,
hoeing, di<j<zing, and preservint;, 404 francs per
hectare. This measure is a trifle over two Eng-
lish acres. Consequently, the profit of cuhivatinir

beets on an acre will be 202 francs—about. Can
you wonder that land has risen from 50 to 150 per

cent, in the districts of the sugar manufactories?
The wages of labor for cultivating and manufac-
turing the produce of a hectare amount to ^56 81.

This would give for 100 acres .$2,840, nearly; and
for 400, which would be the quantity required
lor the largest establishments, .$11,830, to say
nothing of the profits of the proprietor or lease-

holder, when he and the laborer are one and the

same. In this case, besides getting pay for his la-

bor, and the rent or interest of his land, he would
receive .$38 profit per acre. Wages will be higher
in America, and the profits of the laborer and pro-

prietor still more encouraging. In one man-
ufactory which I visited, two-thirds of the hands
were women, who are paid much less than
men; but there is no reason why it should be so,

for they do just as much work and just as well as

men. They do the principal part of the weeding
and dressing of the crop every where.

The company ought to send out their orders

and funds tor purchasing seeds pretty soon after

the receipt of this letter. The price here is stated

at thirteen cents per pound, but the general price

for the season is not yet fixed. It is usually as re-

irular as that of wheat, and I presume will settle

down at something less than the above. The
transportation, to Dunkirk, a convenient place for

embarkation, would be three or four dollars for

one' thousand pounds. This would be enouch to

sow one hundred and sixty-six acres. A drill for

the sowing would cost $110, but I have heard of

a new instrument, which is said by some to be

better, and will not cost above $20. The most
material point in sowing is the manner of plough-
ing. The land must be ploughed eight inches

deep at least, and this ought to be done in the

month of August. Still fine crops of beets have
been obtained by breaking up grass ground in the

sprinij immediately before the seeding. The land

should be turned up handsomely, and all the grass

and other vegetable matter fairly deposited un-
derneath. Then it must be harrowed deep and
fine,' but the same way with the furrows. If the

Ihrrows be disturbed, it spoils or greatly injures

the crop. The seed is to be sown in rows, twenty,

inches apart, on the top of the furrows, and the

same way with them. No plough must enter af-

ter the sowing, but the land must be dressed two
to four times, according to its tendency to weedi-

ness, with the hand and hoe. The vegetable

matters decay, and give their whole nourishment
to the beets. I suppose these remarks may be of

less consequence to the propietors of rich prairies

of the west, than to those of the lands in France,

and in the northern and middle states of America.
There can be no doubt, however, that the decom-
position of fresh vegetable matter will afford a
more active stimulus to vegetable life than old

mould, however rich. The land for beets nmst
be good, but it may be too good. In this case it

will produce beets of an enormous size, but hol-

low and decayed, and affording less saccharine

than much smaller ones. Very poor land, made
rich by manuring, is said to yield large beets, con-

taining a great deal of potash and sal ammoniac,
but very little sugar. At the first weeding, when
the beets are about orie or one and a hall" inches

high, they must be thinned so as to leave one
plant to ev'ery twelve or thirteen inches of row. If

there be spaces where the seed has not come up,

some of the plants pulled up should be trans-

planted into those spaces. There are some other

considerations which it is material to suggest to

you at this time. The first is the necessity of
providing seasonably a store of good bones. In
the proper making, washinir, and otherwise cleans-

ing and reburning of animal coal, consists the

soul of a beet sugar manufactory. The best bones

are those from kitchens, meat shops, dead horses

and other dead animals thrown away. A French-
man would make his fortune out of the dead hogs
and dead dogs, which float every day in the East
River. Fresh bones are the thing. Those which
have been bleaching a good while in fields and
highways are very nearly worthless. Those who
intend to make beet sugar in the United States must
look belbrehand to the collection of bonee. If they
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sliodlil have more, tliaii they want, which is scarcely

possible, they will have siilHciciil demaiul ior the

surplus. The profils of the luaiuilacture ol' ani-

mal coal, thou!j;h constantly ileclareil to be little

or iiolhinir, are, nevertheless, careililly concealed.

B'ines are bought liere al from halt' to one cent

per pound.
A great deal of lime is used in the operaiions

of the sugar manufactory, say from a peck to a

bushel jier day. It is well for manuficturers to

make their own. It must be ol finer (|ualhy than

that used in masonry. The linie maniili'ctured

from t!ie chips and waste pieces of marble is con-

sidered the purest of any made oh a large scale.

The convenience and economy of having your
work situated upon navigable water will not have
escaped the attention of yourself and associates.

An abundance of pure water is required by a beet

sugarv, (sucreric, the word commonly used by
t'lie Fretich.) This may be tak^n ti'om a river or

canal if it be clean. Here it is generally taken

from wells with forcing pumps worked by sieam.

Tlie reason is, that the vvaters of the rivers and
canals of this country are very dirty. In the

mannllictory where I have hitherto been, the quan-
tity used is about 15,000 gallons per day.

Seasonable provision must be made of bricks

or wood Jbr a building 150 feet long, 50 wide, and
20 high. Besides this, there will be a low part

for a steam engine, for a fiimace to re-burn the

coal, and a kitchen where part of the utensils

must be washed every day. This will be of the

above length, and 15 feet in breadth. I am not

yet satisfied what is the best plan for a building.

£ give the above dimensions as embracing suffi-

cient materials for any form. I may Iiereafier

think that it would be better to increase the heitrht,

and diminish the length. The walls should be
thick and substantial, but clay mortar and second
quality of brick are used.

The steam engine can be made as well in the

United States as any where. It will be sufficient

if the boiler be of 40-hoise power, and the ma-
chine 12. Perhaps in the course of three or four

years we should want greater powers; but, in that

case, an exchange or sale could be easily made,
and greater substituted, when operations are sus-

pendecl as they will be of course, during the

spring and summer. Such an engine would be
eufScient for working up 10,000,000 lbs. of beets

per annum, producing not less than 500,000 lbs.

of sugar. The engine ought to be delivered and
the buildings commenced by the first of next July,
if you intend to go on this year. I shall send
drawings of an enijine when I address you again.
Several months later than July would be better

than to let the year go by without beginning. If

working were commenced this year, although lit-

tle were done, every thing would be in readiness
to go at it better next year, and you would pro-
ceed with confidence and satisfaction to make a
large crop of beets. If no more were accom-
plished this year than merely to get together the
utensils, set up the machinery, and make a fair

trial of them for one week, it would be well worth
the interest of the capital for one year, in the in-

creased confidence, facility, and punctuality which
it would impart to all the operations of tlie ensu-
ing year. There are seven months from the last

days of August, (at which I should prefer to be-
gin.) in the very last week of which you might

Vol. V-20

make the experiment of which I speak, and ena-

ble yourself to detect any liiultsor delicieiicies, and
remedy them against the coming year.

There are portions of the machinery which it

would perhaps be advisable, if not necessary, to

procure in this country, in order that they might
be good, and serve as models to mechanics who
have no experieni'e in the matter; thus American
mechanics would be able to execute additional

ones as they should be wanted. I will name the

principal articles wliich would be indispensable to

a beginning on the smallest scale, suppose you to

procure the steam enixine in the United States.

They are those which could not, I think, he well

made in the United States, nor made in any man-
ner ihere without great delay, troulile, and, in all

probability, greater cx[)ense than would he incur-

red in '(-ettinix them here: 1 rasp, ^200; 2 presses,

.^^1,200; 1 taiile, .^75; 1 desiccating keiile, #250;
1 evaporating trough, -S'^OO; 1 boiler, ^150; 1 cool-

er, 8100. Total, "S2,175.
I would also suirgf^st to the company that I be

authorized to eiiijaire one or two good workmen.
They could be had for less than a common laborer

in the United States, and they are willing to make
considerable sacrifices for the sake of getting to

our country.

And now, my dear friend, I believe I have said

as much as is needliil at this litne. I shall ad-

dress you aiiain at no distant day. I propose to

continue in this place about three months, and
return to the United Slates in all of JVlay and
June. It is my wish, not only to perft'ct myself in

all the operations of the beet sufjary, but also to

observe the several systems which exist, and com-
pare them with one another. I, shall return to the

United States by way of England, chiefly for the

purpose of conferring with an eminent chemist,

who has kindly proposed to instruct me in a new
method of refining, which he has discovered and
patented.

I am atiisctionately, your friend,

D. L. Child.
Geo. Kimball, Esq.

From tlic Genesee Fanner.

AMERICAN FLORA.

It is a well known fact that America possesses

many of Flora's richest gems; and it is to be re-

gretted that while they are such universal favor-

ites in every other country, our own gardens pre-

sent such a barren exhibition of native plants,

while we find them frequenily compactly filled

with the productions of other climes, their inferi-

ors in every respect.

To sliow the passion that exists Cor our splendid

native plants, we may here remark, that a lew days
ago we received a visit from IV] r. Alexander Gor-
don, formerly a contributor to I he pages of" this pa-

per, and who now dedicates his time solely to col-

lecting our indigenous plan's lor European eslab-

lishments, and has at this time orders for above
fifty thousand plants, from various nurserymen in

Britain, France, &c.
Mr. G. informed us that every section of this

country abounds with a great variety of plants

which are in universal demand in Europe, in

every botanical establishment, and sought after

with avidity. He is now on a most extensive

lour, and purposes exploring the Atlantic states^
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the Floridas, and thence 1o go to the island of Cu-
ba, which island he has already visited, and found
peculiarly rich in choice plants, many hitherto

unknown to botanists.

Therefore, when our own woods, mountains and
valleys are so peculiarly rich in nature's beauties,

why not ornament our gardens from this source,

which affords to other countries, their very richest

ornaments—even to such an extent that in exten-
sive gardens it is no uncommon circumstance to

find acres dedicated solely to the native plants of
this country and distinguished by the appellation

of the American garden. We hope ihese remarks
will receive the attention of our readers in general,

particularly such as delight in the most pleasing

pursuit of ornanienting their gardens with the

beauties of nature.

For tlie Farmers' Register.

DESULTORY OBSERVATIONS ON THE POLICE
OF HEALTH, IN VIRGINIA—AS IT IS, AND AS
IT OUGHT TO BE.

By the Editor.

Introductory remarks.

The greater and more important part of the first

of the following papers (marked No. I of the se-

sies,) has been already twice laid before the pub-
lic. The first publication consisted principally of

theoretical views, then but little sustained by
known facts, and not at all by any known author-

ity, and was presented in the first volume of the

Farmers' Register (page 76) as a "Supplementa-
ry Chapter to the Essay on Calcareous Manures.''''

The second publication was embodied in the se-

cond edition of the Essay, much extended, espe-

cially in the testimony of facts—and which will

here be given unchanged, except by the addition

of some new passages, of argument and illustra-

tion. It may require apolorry for thus embracing
matter that is already in the possession of many
of the most inquiring and intelligent readers. But
on the other hand, very many persons have not

Been, and cannot readily have access to either

publication—and moreover, as presenting general

principles, this portion is most suitable to precede

and introduce the practical applications that will

follow. General reasoning and propositions, or

instructions in a didactic form, are always less

impressive, and less likely to be useful, than when
applied to actual and well known facts and circum-

stances. It is to supply the latter deficiency, and
to endeavor to attract the attention of those most
interested in this subject, the residents of towns,
that the succeeding portion is now offered. 01'

this numerous class, few have given any attention

to either of the previous publications, merely be-

cause they were agricultural, and therelbre erro-

neously supposed to be of no value to mere towns-
men. But though the matters treated are of hiwh
importance to agriculture, as offering rich sources

of Itirtilily to the country, they also are of not less

importance to towns directly, by preserving cleanli-

ness and guarding health, as well as indirectly, in

fertilizing all the lands of their vicinity. If the

views maintained should ever be acted on exten-

sively, and to much public benefit, it must be by
townsmen, and especially by town magistracies

and councils leading the way in the work. It is

therefore, that I most earnestly ask the attention

especially of the residents of towns; and if atten-

tion is given, I hope to prove that they can greatly

aid their own individual comforts, and pecuniary
interests, by adopting a general system of eco-

nomical police that will also improve agriculture,

and enrich a large portion of the neighboring coun-
try.

Under the general head of the "Police of health

in Virginia," I propose to treat, 1st of the gen-
eral action and efi'ects of calcareous matter in pre-

venting the wasteful and injurious decomposition
of animal and vegetable matters; 2ndly, of appli-

cations of these principles to the police of towns
especially; and 3rdly, of the causes of autumnal dis-

eases in the country generally, and the means for

removing them. The last proposed part may be
delayed for the gathering of more numerous facts;

and the whole subject will be treated in the desul-

tory and irregular manner admissible in presenting^

the early views of a new subject, that will require

much more investigation and discussion, before

it can be given a methodical and well digested/

form.

No. I.

TTie action and effects of calcareous earth in pre^-

serving putrescent matters and thereby promoting:
cleanliness and health.

This first number, as stated above, being merely
a portion (chap, xix,) somewhat enlarged, of the-

second edition of the jEssaj/o?! Calcareous Manures,
the language is in some passages better suited to>

its former than its present position. The general
theory of the action of calcareous earth, in produc-
ing fertilization of soil, is considered as established

by the earlier and larger portion of the Essay, and
therefore will be taken as established grounds
throughout these observations, and not as a sub-
ject yet to be proved, or even discussed. It will

merely be here slated generally, that the most
important positions maintained in that work are-

these: that calcareous earth (carbonate of lime)"

has the property of combining with the products^

of all putrefying animal and vegetable matters,

and thus preserving them from waste, and secu-
ring them for enriching the soil and feeding vege-
tation; and that other earths (sand, clay, &c.) have-

no such chemical action on putrescent matte^, and
cannot retain them, or profit fully by their value, for

enriching soil, except by the addition and aid ofcal-
careous earth.

The operation of calcareous earth in enriching
barren soils, has been traced, in a former part of
this essay, to the chemical power possessed by that

earth of combining with putrescent matters, or
with the products of their fermentation—and in

that manner, preserving them from waste, for the
use of the soil, and for the food of growing plants.

That power was exemplified by the details of an
experiment, (page 31,) in which the carcass of an
animal was so acted on, and its enriching proper-

ties secured. That trial of the putrefaction of ani-
mal matter in contact with calcareous earth, was
commenced with a view to results very different

from those which were obtained. Darwin says
that nitrous acid is produced in the process of fer-

mentation, and he supposes the nitrate of lime to

be very servicable to vegetation.* As the ni-

* Darwin's Phytologia, pp. 210 and 224. Dublin;

dition.
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trous aciil is a eras, it must pass ofl" into the air,

uiKlerori.iinan,'ciiTiiriis1unoos, as llist as it»is t'orm-

eii, and bo cii'tirely lost. JJut as it is strongly at-

tractod l)y linio, it was supposed that a cover of

calcareous earlii would arrest it, and form a new
comliinafion, whirh, il'not precisely nitrate oflime,

woulil at least be coin[)osed of the same elements,

thouirh in diti'erent proportions. To ascertain

whether any such combination had taken place,

when the manure was used, a handful of the marl

was taken, which iiad been in inmiediate contact

with the carcass, and thrown into a glass ol' hot

water. Alter remaining lialf an hour, the fluid

was poured otf, tillered, and evoporated, and left a

considerable proportion of a white soluble salt

(supposed eight or ten grains). 1 could not ascer-

tain its kind—but it Avas not deliquescent, and

therefore could not have been the nitrate of lime.

The spot on which the carcass lay, was so strong-

ly impregnated by this salt, that it remained bare

of vegetation for several years, and until the field

was ploughed up forculiivation.

But whatever were the products of fermenta-

tion saved by this e.'cperiment, the absence of all

offensive effluvia throughout the process sufficient-

ly proved that little or nothing was lost—as every

atom must be, when flesh putrefies in the open

air: and I presume that a cover of equal thick-

ness of clay, or sand, or any mixture of both,

without calcareous earth, would have had very

httle effect in arresting and retaining the aeri-

form products of putrefaction. All the circum-

stances of this experiment, and particularly the

good effect exhibited by the manure when put to

use, prove the propriety of extending a similar

practice. In the neighborhood of towns, or where-

ever else the carcasses of animals, or any other

animal substances subject to rapid and wasteful

fermentation, can be obtained in great quantity,

all their enriching powers might be secured, by

depositing then between layers of marl, or calca-

reous earth in any other form. On the borders of

the Chowan, immense quantities of herrings are

of^ten used as manure, when purchasers cannot

take off the myriads supplied by the seines. A
herring is buried under each corn-hill, and fine

crops are thus made, as far as this singular mode
of manuring is extended. But whatever benefits

may liave been thus derived, the sense of smelling,

as well as the known chemical products of the

process of animal putrcfiction, make it certain

that nine-tenths of all this rich manure, when so

applied, must be wasted in the air. If those who
fortunately possess this supply of animal manure,
would cause the fermentation to take place, and be

completed, mixed with and enclosed by marl, in

pits of suitable size, they would increase prodi-

giously both the amount and permanency of their

acting animal manure, besides obtaining the

benefit of the calcareous earth mixed with it.

But without regarding such uncommon, or

abundant sources for supplying animal matter,

every farmer may considerably increase his stock

of putrescent manure, by using the preservative

power of marl; and all the substances that might
be so saved, are not only now lost to the land, but

eerve to contaminate the air while putretying, and
perhaps to engender diseases. The last consider-

ation is of most importance to towns, though
worthy of attention every where. Whoever will

make the trial, will be surprised to find how much

putrescent matter may be collected from the dwel-

ling house, kitchen, and laundry of a I'amily ; and
which if accumulated (without mixture with cal-

careous earth,) will soon become so otiensive as to

prove the necessity of putting an end to the prac-

tice. Yet it must be admitted that when all such

matters are scattered about, (as is usual both in

town and country,) over an extended surface, the

same putrdaction must ensue, and the same nox-

ious effluvia be evolved, thouijh not enough con-

centrated to be very ofl'ensive, or even always per-

ceptible. The same amount is inhaled—but in a
very diluted state, and in small, though incesantly

repeated doses. But if mild calcareous earth in

any form (and fossil shells or marl present much
the cheapest,) is used to cover and mix with the

putrescent matters so collected, they will be pre-

vented Iroiri discharging offensive effluvia, and
preserved to enrich "the soil. A malignant ami
ever acting enemy will be converted to a friend

and benefactor.

The usual dispersion and waste of such putres-

cent and excrementitous matters about a farm-

house, though a considerable loss to agriculture,

may take place without being very offensive to

the senses, or certainly injurious to health. But
the case is widely different in towns. There, un-

less great care is continually used to remove or

destroy filth of every kind, it soon becomes offen-

sive, if not pestilential. During the last summer
(1832) when that most horrible scourge of the

human race, the Asiatic cholera, was desolating

some of the towns of the United States, and all

expected to be visited by its fatal ravages, great

and unusual exertions were every where used to

remove and prevent the accumulation of filth,

which if allowed to remain, it was supposed would

invite the approach, and aid the effects of the pesti-

lence. The efforts made for that purpose served

to show what a vast amount of putrescent matter

existed in every town, and which was so rapidly

reproduced, that its complete riddance was impos-

sible. Immense quantities of the richest ma-
nures, or materials for them, were washed away
into the rivers—caustic lime was used to destroy

them—and the chloride of lime to decompose the

offensive products of their fermentation, when
that process had already occurred. All this

amount of labor and expense was directed to the

complete destruction of what might have given

fertility to many adjacent fields—and yet it served

to cleanse the towns but imperfectly, and for a

very short time. Yet the object in view might

have been better attained by the previous adop-

tion of the proper means tor preserving these pu-

trescent matters, than by destroying them.

—

These means would be to mix or cover all accu-

mulations of such matters with rich marl, (which

would be the better for the purpose if its shells

were in small particles,) and in such quantity as

the effect would show to be sufficient. But much
the greater part of the filth of a town is not, and

cannot be accumulated; and from being dispersed,

is the most difficult to remove, and is probably the

most noxious in its usual course of lermentation.

This would be guarded against by covering thick-

ly with marl the floor of every cellar and stable,

back yard, and stable lot. Every other vacant

spaceshould be lightly covered. The same course

pursued on the ' gardens and other cultivated'

grounds, would be sufficiently compensated by the
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increased products lliat would be obUiined: but in-

dependent of ilmt considerrtlion, the manures
there applied would he prevented from ei=<',apin<i:

into the air—and heiny wholly retained by the ?oil,

ranch smaller applications would serve. The
level streets ou<fht also to he sjirinkled with marl,

and as oi'ien as circumstances miixlit require. The
various putrescent matters usiually left in the

streets of a town, alone serve to make the mud
scraped Ironi them a valuable manure; lor the

principal part of the bulk oi' street nsud is compo-
sed merely of the barren clay brou<:;ht in ufjon

the wheels of wagons irom the country. Such a

cover of calcareous earth would be the most efiec-

lual absorbent and preserver of putrescent matter,

as well as the cheapest mode of kcepinir a town
always clean. There would be less noxious or

offensive effluvia, than is generated in spite of all

the ordinary means of prevention ; and by scra-

ping up and removing the mail after it had combi-

ned with and secured enough oi' putrescent mat-

ter, a compost would be obtained Ibrlheuseof
the surrounding country, so rich and so abundant,

that its use would repay a large part, if not the

whole of the expense incurred in its production.

Probably one covering of marl for each year

would serve for most yards, &c. but if required

oftener, it would only prove the necessity ftr the

operation, and show the greater value in the re-

sults. 'I'he compost that miyht be obtained from

spaces equal to five hundred acres in a populous

town, would durably enrich thrice as many acres

of the adjacent cousitry: and alter twenty years of

such a course, the surroundin<i farms mitrht be ca-

pable of returning to the town a ten-lbld increas-

ed surplus product. Alter the qualities aud value

of" the manure so formed were t>roperly estimated,

it would be used lor farms that would be out of

reach of all other calcareous manures. Carts

bringing country produce to market, might, with

profit, carry back loads of this compost eight or

ten miles. The annual supply that the country

might be furnished with, would produce very dif-

ferent effects li-om the putrescent and fleeting ma-
nure now obtained fi'om the town stables. Of the

little durable benefit ]ieretoli)re derived from such

means, the appearance of the country ofiiers suffi-

cient testimony. At three miles distance fi'om

some of the principal towns in Virginia, more than

half the cultivated land is too poor to yield any
iarming profit. The surplus grain sent to market
js very inconsiderable—and the coarse hay fi'om

the wet meadows can only be sold to those who
feed horses belonging to other persons—and to

whom that kind of hay is the most desirable, that is

least likely to be eaten.

But even if the waste and destruction of ma-
nure in towns were counted as nothing, and the

preservation of health, by keeping the air pure, were
the only object sought, still calcareous earth, as

presented by rich marl, would serve the purpose
far better than quicklime. It is true, that the

latter substance acts powerfully in decomposing
putrescent animal matter, and destroys its texture

and qualities so completely, that the operation is

commonly and expressively called -'burning" the

substance acted on. But to use a sufficient quan-
tity of quicklime to meet and decompose all pu-

trescent animal matter in a town, would be iniol-

erably expensive, and still mere objectionable in

iOther rejects. If' a cover of dry quicklime in

powder was spread over all the surfaces requiring

it (or this purpose, the town would lie unfit to live

in; and the nuisance would be scarcely less, when
rain had changed the suffocating dust to an adhe-
sive mortar. Woollen clothing, carpets, and even
living flesh would be continually sustaining injury

from the contact. No such objections would at-

tend the use of mild calcareous earth; and this

could be obtained j)robably for less than one-fitih

of the cost of quicklime, supposing an equal quan-
tity of pure calcareous matter to be obtained in

each case. At this time the richest marl on James
River may be obtained at merely *he cost of dig-

ging, and its carriage by water, which if underta-

ken on a large scale, could not exceed, and pro-

bably would not equal three cents the bushel.

The putrescent animal matters that would be
preserved and rendered innoxious by the general

marling of the site of a town, would be mostly

such as are so dispersed and imperceptible that

thev would otherwise be entirely lost. But all

such as are usually saved in jiart, would be dou-
filed in quantity and value, and deprived of their

offiMisive and noxious qualities, by being kept mix-
ed with calcareous earth. The importance of this

plan being adopted with the products of privies,

&c. is still greater in town than country. The
various matters so collected and combined should

never be ai'plied to the soil alone, as the salt de-

rived liom the kiictien, and the potash and soap
from the laundry, miirht be injurious in so con-

centrated a liirm. When the pit for receiving

this compound is emptied, the contents should be
spread over other and weaker manure, before

being applied to the field.

Towns might furnish many other kinds of rich

manure, which are now lost entirely. Some of
these particularly require the aid of calcareous

earth to be secured from destruction by putrefiic-

faction, and others, though not putrescent, are

equally wasted. The blood of slaughtered ani-

mals, and the waste and rejected articles of wool,
hair, feathers, skin, horn and bones, all are manures
of great richness. We not only give the flesh of
dead animals to infect the air, instead of using it

to fertilize the land, but their bones, which might
be so easily saved, are completely thrown away.
Bones are composed of phosphate of lime and
gelatinous animal matter, and when crushed, form
one of the richest and most convenient manures
in the world. They are shipped in quantities

from the continent of Europe, to be sold for ma-
nure in England. The fields of battle have been
gleaned, and their shallow graves emptied, for this

purpose: and the bones of the ten thousand Brit-

ish heroes who fell on the field of Waterloo, are

now performing the iess glorious, but more useful

purpose of producing, as manure, bread for their

brothers at home.
There prevails a vulgar but useful superstition,

that there is "bad luck" in throwing into the fire

any thing, however small may be its amount or

value, that can serve lor the food of any living an-
imal. It is a pity that the same belief does not
extend to every thing tliat, as manure, can serve to

feed growing plants—and that even the parings of

nails and clippings of beards are not used (as in

China) in aid of this object. However small

each particular source might be, the amount of all

the manures that might be saved, and which are

now wasted, would add incalculably to the usual
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means lor lortilization. Human excrt'mont, Avliicli

is scarcely used lit all in this country, is staled to be

even richer than that ol" birds; and 11" all liic eii-

richinix luatters were jireserved that are derived

not only li'oni the food, but Ironi all the habits of

man, there can be no question but that a town ol'

ten thousand iidiabitanis, liom those sources alone,

mijxht enrich more land than could be done i'rom

as many cattle.

The opinions here presented are principally

Ibunded on the theory of the operation of calca-

reous maraires, as maintained in the (oregoing

part of this essay: but they are also sustained to

consideral)le extent by fiicts and experience. The
most undeniable practical proof of one of my po-

sitions, is the power of a cover of marl to pre-

vent the escape of all oHensive eflluvia from the

most putrescent animal matters. Of this power
J have made continued use for about ei<rhleen

months, and know it to be, more effectual than

quicklime, even if the destructive action of the

latter was not objectionable. Quicklime forms

new combinations with putrescentsubstances, and
in thus combinintT, throws ofl' effluvia, which
though different from the products of putrescent

matter alone, are still disagreeable and ofiisnsive.

Mild lime, on the contrary, absorbs and preserves

every thing—or at least prevents the escape of

any offiensive odor being perceived. Whether
putrescent •/egetable matter is acted on in like

manner by calcareous earth, cannot be as well

tested by our senses, and therefore the proof is less

satisfactory, liut if it is true that calcareous earth

acts by combining putrescent matters with the

soil, and thus preventin<r their loss, (as I have en-

deavored to prove in chapter viii.) it must follow,

that to the extc^.t of such combination, the forma-

tion and escape of all volatile products of putre-

faction will also be prevented.

But it will be considered that the most impor-

tant inquiry remains to be answered. Has the ap-

plication of calcareous manures been found, in

practice, decidedly beneficial to the health of the

residents on the land? I answer, that long exjje-

rience, and the collection and comparison of nu-
merous facts, derived from various sources, will be

required to remove all doubts from this question;

and it would be presumtuous in any individual to

ofler, as sufficient proof, the experience of only ten

or twelve years on any one farm. Eut while ad-

mitting the insufficiency of such testimony, I as-

sert that, so far, my experience decidedly supports

my position. My principal farm, until within some
lour or five years, was subject in a remarkable de-

gree to the common mild autumnal diseases of our
low country. Whether it is owing to marling or

other unknown causes, these bilious diseases have
smce become comparatively very rare. Neither
does my opinion in this respect, nor the facts that

have occurred on my farm, stand alone. Some
other persons are equally convinced of this change
on other land as well as on mine. But in most
cases where 1 have made inquiries as to such re-

sults, nothing decisive had been observed. The
hope that other persons may be induced to ob-
serve and report facts bearing on this important
point, has in part caused the appearance of these
crude and perhaps premature views. [1833]
Even if my opinions and reasoning should ap-

pear sound, I am aware that the practical appli-

cation is not to be looked for soon; and that the

scheme of using marl in towns is more likely to

be met by ridicule, than to receive a serious and
attentive examination. Notwithstanding this an-

ticipation, and however hopeless of making con-

verts either of individuals or of corporate bodies, I

will ofliiM' a lew concluding remarks on the most
obvious objections to, and benefits of the plan.

The objections will all be resolved into one

—

namely, the expeu.-je to be encountered. The ex-

pense certainly would be considerable; but it would
be amply compensated by the gains and benefits.

In the first place the general use of marl as pro-

posed lor towns, would serve to insure cleanliness,

and purity of the air, more than all the labor of

their Boards of Health and their scavenrrers,

even when acting under the dread of approach-

ing pestilence. Secondly, the putrescent manures
produced in towns, by being merely preserved

i'rom waste, would be increased ten-lbid in quan-
tity and value. Thirdly, all existing nuisances

and abominations of filth would be at end, and
the beautiful city of Kichmond (lor exam|)le)

would not give offence to our nostrils, almost as

often as it offers gratification to our eyes. Lastly,

the marl alter being used until saturated with pu-

trescent matter, would retain all its first value as

calcareous earth, and he well worth purchasing

and removing to the adjacent farms, independent

of the enriching manure with which it would be

loaded. If these advantages can indeed be ob-

tained, they would be cheaply bought at any
price necessary to be encountered for the purpose.

Most of the foregoing part of this chapter

was first published in the Farmers' Register, (for

July 1833,) and as supplementary to this Essay.

That publication drew some attention liom others

to the subject, and served to elicit many impor-

tant facts, of which I had been beibre altogether

ignorant, in support of the operation of calcare-

ous earth in arrestinsr the efliscts of malaria, and
the usual autumnal diseases of the southern states,

and other similar regions. These fads, together

with the results of my own personal experience,

extended through two more autumns (or sickly

seasons as commonly called here and farther

south,) since the first publication of these views,

will now be submitted. Most of the facts deri-

ved li"om other persons relate to one region—the

"rotten limestone lands" of southern Alabama:
but that region is extensive, of remarkable and
well known character and pecullirities, and the

evidence comes fi-om various sources, and is full,

and consistent in purport. The lacts will be here

embodied, and the more important statements

from which they are drawn, will be presented

more fully in the Appendix. [See N.]
The first fact brought out, was, that in the town

ofMobile, near the Gulf of Mexico, the streets ac-

tually had been paved with shells—thus present-

ing precisely such a case as I recommended;
though it had not been done with any view to

promoting cleanliness or health. The shells had
been used merely as a substitute for stones, which
not be so cheaply obtained. Nor had the greatly

improved heahhliness of Mobile since the streets

were so covered, (of which there is the most am-
ple and undoubted testimony,) been attributed to

that cause, until the publication of the foregoing

opinions served to connect them, as cause and
effect. This can scarcely be doubted by those

who will admit the theory of the action of calca-
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3'eous earth; and the remarkable charifre from un-

healthines-'s in Mobile, to comparative healthiness,

is a very strong exemplification of the truth of

the theory. But it is not strange, that when so

many other causes might (and probably did) ope-

rate to arrest diseases, that none should have con-

sidered the chemical operation of the shelly pave-

ment as o;ie of them, and slill less as the one by

far the most important. The paving: of streets,

(with any material,) draininji and lilling up wet

places, substilutino- jbr rotting Avooden building's

new ones of brick and stone—and especially the

operation of destructive and extensive fires—all

operate wc know, (and particularly tlie last,) to

improve the healthiness of ton'ns; and all these

•operated at Moliile, as well as shelliiif}; the streets.

Neither was the shellinsi; so ordered as to pro-

duce its best etlect for health. The streets, alleys,

arnl many yards and small vacant lots were cover-

ed, and so lar the Ibrmation and evolving of pes-

tilential efnuvia were lessened. l>ut as ihis was
not the object in view, and indeed the chemical

action of shells was not thought ojj the process

was incomplete, and must necessarily be less ef-

fectual than it might have been made. The
shelling ought to have been extended to every

open spot where fillh could accumulate—to every

back yard, to every cellar, and made the material

of the floor of every stable, and of all other build-

ings of which the floor would otherwise be of com-
mon earth. In addition, afler a sufficient lapse

of time to saturate with putrescent matters the

upper part of the calcareous layer, and thus to

make it a very rich compound, there should be a

partial or total removal of the mass, and a new
coaung of shells laid down. The value of the

old material, as manure, would probably go lar

towards paying lor this renewal: and if it is not

so renewed, the calcareous matter cannot com-
bine with more than a certain amount of putres-

cent matters—and after being so saturated, can

have no farther effect in saving such matters tor

use, or preventing them from having their usual

evil course.

The burning of towns is well known to be a

cause of the healthiness of the places being great-

ly improved, and that that effect continues after as

many buildings, or more, have replaced those des-

troyed by fire. Indeed this improvement is con-

sidered so permanent, as well as considerable,

that the most sweeping and destructive conflaixra-

tions of some of our southern towns, have been
aiierwards acknowledged to have proved a gain,

and a blessing. The principal and immediate
mode of operation of this universally aclcnow-

ledged cause, is usually supposed to be the total

destruction, by the fire, of all filth and putrescent

matters—and in a less degree, and more gradually,

by afterwards substituting brick and stone for

wooden buildings, which are always in a more or

les.s decaying state. But though these reasons

have served heretofore to satisfy all, as to the be-

neficial consequences of fires, surely they are alto-

gether inadequate as causes for such great and
durable effects. Tlie mere destruction ot' all pu-

trescent matters in a town, at any one time, would
certainly leave a clear atmosphere, and give

strong assurance of health being improved for a

short time afterwards: but these matters would be
replaced, probably in the course of few months,
by the residence of as many inhabitants, and the

continuance of the same general habits—and most
certainly this cause would lose all its operation by
the time the town was rebuilt. But there is one
operation produced by the burning of a town,
which is far more powerful—which in fact is indi-

rectly the very practice which has been advocated
—and the effect of which, if given its due weight,
furnishes proof of the theory set forth, by the ex-
perience of every unhealthy town which has suf-

iiired much from fire. If any estimate is made of
the immense quantity of mild calcareous earth

which is contained in the plastering and brick-

work of even the wooden dwelling houses of a
town, (and still more of those built of masonry)
it must be admitted that all that material being

separated, broken down, and (soon or late,) s[)read

by the burning of the houses and pulling down of
their ruins, is enough to give a very heavy cover

of calcareous earth to the whole space of land

burnt over. It is to this operation, in a far greater

degree than to all others, that I attribute the bene-

ficial e0(3cls to health of the burning of towns.

I proceed to the facts derived from the extensive

body of prairie lands in Alabama which rest on
a substratum of soft limestone, or rich indurated

clay marl. It was fi'om these remarkable soils

that the specimens were obtained which were de-

scribed at page 22. Some of these, indeed all

that have been examined by chemical tests of the

high and dry prairie lands, contain calcareous

earth in larger proportions than any soils of con-
siderable extent in the United Slates that I have
seen, or tested. The specimens not containing'

free calcareous earth are of the class of" neutral

soils; and the calcareous earth, which doubtless

they Ibrmerly contained, and from which they de-

rived their peculiar and valuable (^jalities, may be
supposed only to be concealed by the accumula-
tion of vegetable matter, according to the general

views submitted in chapter vii. The more full

descriptions of the soils of this remarkable and ex-
tensive region which will be placed in the Appen-
dix [at N] render it unnecessary to enlarge much
here. It will be sufficient to sum up concisely the

facts there exhibited—and which agree with va-
rious other private accounts which liave been re-

ceived from undoubted sources of information.

The deductions from these facts, and their accord-

ance with the theory of the operation of calcare-

ous matter, are matters of reasoning, and as such,

are submitted to the consideration and judgment
of readers.

The soil of these prairie lands is very rich, ex-

cept the spots where the soft limestone rises to

the surface, and makes the calcareous ingredient

excessive: in the specimen formerly mentioned,

the pure calcareous matter formed 59 parts in the

hundred of this "bald prairie" land. The soil

generally has so little of sand, that nothing but

the calcareous matter, which enters so largely into

its composition, prevents it being so stiff' and in-

tractable, that its tillage would be almost impracti-

cable; j^et it is friable and light when dry, and
easy to till. But the superfluous rain water can-

not sink and pass off, as in sandy or other pervious

lands, but is held in this close and highly absor-

bent soil, which throughout winter is thereby
made a deep mire, unfit to prepare for tillage, and
scarcely practicable to travel over. This water-

holding quality of the soil, and the nearness to the

surface of the hard marly substratum, deprive the
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country of natural springs and runniiin; streams:

and belore the important, discovery was made
that pure water mii^ht be obtained by boring (i-om

300 to 700 feet throiiiih the solid caicareous rock,

the inhabilaiits used the staijnant water collected

in pits, which was very far Iroin pure, or palata-

ble. Under all these circumstances, added to the

rank herbaire of millions of acres annually dyinir

and decomposiiiir under a southern sun, it might
have been counteil on, as almost certain, that i^ucli

a country would have proved very unhealthy ; yet

the reverse is the tact, and in a remarkable degree.

The healthiness ot' this region is so connected

with, and limited by, the calcareous substratum

and soil, that it could not escape observation : and
they have been considered as cause and effect by
those who had no theory to support, and who did

not spend a thought upon the mode in which was
produced the important result which they so rea-

dily admitted. Their testimony therefore is in

this respect the more valuable, because it cannot

be suspected. The intelligent author of the ex-

tract from the Southern j/griculturist, which will

be given in the Appendix [N] is altogether un-
known to me—and it is presumed that he had
never heard of this Essay, nor of these views of

the action of calcareous earth.

After adducing the foregoing mass of evidence,

for which I am indebted to others, it will appear
very unimportant to add what will Ibllow i'rom my
personal observatioi;—especially, as the opinion

has been expressed above, that the experience of

any one individual, on any one farm, or in any
one location, though continued for ten or twelve

years, must be very insutf.cient as proof of a per-

manent change of" healthiness, and of the actual

causes of such changes. But, as in the absence
of more striking fiicts, and of practica?! proofs, my
own limited experience was formerly brought for-

ward— it is pro|)er here to add, that the two au-

tumns that have since passed, have brought no
circumstances to weaken the opinions advanced,

and many that have served, on the contrary, to

strengthen them. [1835]

On my principal farm, Coggin's Point, the po-

sition of the homesiead was always most inconve-

niently situated, and became the more so as the

clearing and improvement of the poorer and more
remote parts of the land were extended. For this

reason, in addition to others, the farm buildings,

and negroes' dwellings had been gradually re-

moved, as the expense could be best encountered,

until the old homestead was entirely abandoned in

1831, for a more eligible location. This would
prevent the different degree of healthiness found
here, before and since marling, from presenting" a

fair statement of proof! But still, there is no
doubt of the general results showing a great and
decided improvement in respect to health—and
this was evident, before as well as since the re-

moval of the dwelling place of the slaves. The
greater number of these had been moved to an
intermediate location, (with a view to health) be-

fore these benefits of marling were either ft;lt, or

anticipated—where a portion of them remained
until within the last few years: and the circum-
etences attending this location, fiarnish ground for

the opinion maintained, which is not liable to the
objection referred to.

The poorer farm (Shellbanks) which was made
a summer residence for my family in 1828 and the

two succeeding years, and a permanent dwelling
place since 1831, was marled to the extent of 120
acres, including all the land around the houses, in

1828; and in a few succeeding years, the space
marled amounted to more than 300 acres. During
this time, the yard was covered heavily with marl
—and in 1832, when the approach of Asiatic cho-
lera caused such alarm, the floor of the cellar of
the house, (which is very damp,) the stable Hoor,

and stable yard, were also covered, and every
other vacant spot. In addition, the plan of col-

lecting, for manure, all putrescent animal matters

in a pit, and covering or mixing them li^equently

with marl, has been pursued lor several years,

though not with as much care and economy as

ought to be used. In this pit, for experiment as

much as for profit, the carcasses of animals have
been several times placed, and preserved (as be-

fore) from giving out any offensive odor, merely
by the covering of marl, until their very slow
decomposition was at an end The health of

the family, during the first two or three autumns,
was about as good as on what are considered

healthy places in the tide-water region of Virginia

—all of which are more or less subject to bilious

disorders in autumn, though deserving well (as in-

deed does the whole country) to be considered

more than usually exempt from all other diseases.

We had among the members of a large family,

some intermittents, and som.e more severe bilious

fevers during that time. But there has been a
still greater and unlooked for improvement since

—

and fbr the last two years, I believe that all re-

siding permanently at this place, have enjoyed as

good health, as could be hoped for in any situa-

tion in the United States. Among the domestic
servants and their 3'oung children, last autumn,
there were a few slight agues, (which were attri-

buted to some of those acts of im prudence to which
negroes are so notoriously addicted, even if not

necessarily exposed,) and which "were scarcely

worth notice, but as exceptions to the general

healthiness. The land not being then tilled, there

were no field laborers. Among my own large

li;iraily, and other white persons^who were perma-
nent residents, there was not a single ague, or the
slightest disease to be counted as one of climate,

or proceeding from malaria. But I repeat, that

many such fiicts are necessary, and much time,

and the testimony of many difi'erent persons from
various places to be brought toirether, before the
causes can be fully admitted of such mysterious
effects, as disease and Us removal. It is to be
hoped that the facts and deductions here presented,

however defective, may at least, serve to attract

the attention of many other, and more competent
investigators, to this highly important subject.

To the time when this last publication is made,
(June, 1837,) there has been no reason to doubt
the actual facts of autumnal diseases (the efiijcts-

of ma/ar/a.) being lessened by even the partial

use of marling— nor the inference that they would
almost cease to occur (where no mill-ponds and
undrained lands existed,) if all the surface of a
considerable extent of country were made calca-

reous, and all rapidly putrescent and otherwise-

offensive matter were preserved and kept harm-
less by being combined with marl, applied from
time to time, as required. But it should be re-

membered, that, as yet, there has been no instance

of the greater part of any whole neighborhood, of
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so much as a few miles in extent, being marled;

nor even of all the surface of any one farm; and

that, therelbre, we have no means of judging by

experience of the full measure of benetit to be de-

rived Irom such a general change ol' the character

of the soil. The most that has yet been done, any

where, is the marling of all the cultivated and ara-

ble land—leaving unmarled, and as much as ever

the abundant sources of vegetable decomposition

and of disease, all the woodland, hill-sides, and

the wet bottoms. Now, as the remaining wood-

lands are generally among the poorest of our soils,

that is, (according to the theory maintained,) soils

incapable of combining with and retaining the pro-

ducts of decomposition—and as they are covered

annually with leaves, which in time all rot and

finally pass off into the air—it follows, that the

lands so left are among the most fruitful of ma-
laria. It is ahvious that the remedy is but par-

tially and inefficiently in operation, while from one

third to one half of every farm is left unmarled,

and free as ever to evolve the cause of disease.

So sure does this opinion seem to me, that I have

commenced acting on it, by marling the wood-

land that is not designed to be cleared for cultiva-

tion—and shall continue, as more necessary labors

permit, to do so, until not an aero of the farm is left

without being changed in character by calcareous

earth.

It is proper to add, as an opinion founded on but

limited experience, as yet, that though the cases of

sickness on Coggins^ Point Farm, have certainly

diminished very greatly—there not being one case

recently, where there formerly were ten, or per-

haps twenty—still that the diseases seemed to

have changed in kind, and to have increased in

severity and danger. Formerly, there was almost

no sickness except from ague and fever (or very

rarely, a case of mild bilious fi^ver,) which, though

few persons escaped from through the autumn, and

some suffered several relapses, the attacks, were

never dangerous, and required little skill, and but

a few days, to cure, for that time. Bad as was this

state of things, it seemed that the ague and fever

acted as a salety-valve to the sj'stem, and while it

seldom permitted the enjoyment of long continued

robust health, it prevented the occurrence of more
dangerous or fatal diseases, such as are the most
common among the fewer diseases of what are

deemed healthy regions. The diseases of my ne-

groes for the last six or eight years have been of a

more inflammatory kind, and are not confined to

autumn: and there have been certainly more se-

vere and fatal diseases, and more that have had
medical aid, than formerly, when there was so

much more of sickness of one kind, and at one
season. In short, it seems that the diseases are

no longer (or but in few cases,) those of the low
country and of a bilious climate, but are like those

of the upper country, which, though occurrinij but

rarely, are generally of a serious nature. The fiacts

on which this particular opinion has been formed,

are yet too lew, and of too short continuance, to

attach to them much importance; and even if they

were less doubtful, I have not the medical know-
ledge to trace these new effects back to their cau-

ses. Still, it is deemed due to candor, and to the

desire for a fair and full investigationof the subject,

even if making against my own views, that these

opinions should be stated. There is no other sub-

jfect, than this, taken in general, which more de-

serves and requires investigation—and in the pre-

sent inchoate state of the discussion, the expression

of even erroneous opinions will not be useless, if it

should serve to elicit more fiill or correct ones from

other sources.

Since November, 1835, I have ceased to reside

on Sholibanks farm, and therefore have no later

personal experience of the continued efi'ect of marl-

ing m preventing the formation of the seeds of au-

tumnal diseases. But it is undeisiood from a

physician, Dr. John S. Enes, who has since

rented and resided on the hirm, tliat it has mail -

tained its reputation for a remarkable exemption

from those diseases. The last summer and autumn

(1836,) were unusually sickly throughout most of

the surrounding neighborhood, and the residents of

Shellbanks did not escape the visitation; but near-

ly all of their cases were entirely diflercnt from the

diseases which were general in autumn, befbre

marling the land. Nor can entire and continued

exemption, even from the diseases caused by
malaria, be reasonably counted on any where,

(according to the views submitted above,) while

the greater part of the surrounding and adja-

cent lands remain unmarled, and in their ori-

ginal slate of unfruitfulness in every thing, save

the poisonous products of vegetable decomposition.

VVhen my opinions of the beneficial operation

of calcareous earth, in soil, or mixed with putres-

cent matter, in destroying or disarming the sour-

ces of disease, were first published, and uniil after

the last publication of the same in \he Essay on
Calcareous Manures, I had no knowledge that sim-

ilar grounds had been taken by any other person.

But since, in the recent publications of a French
writer. M. Puvis, I have found the same general

opinion expressed, and many important facts given

in confirmation. These views are presented at

length in the several articles translated from Puvis

in the 3rd and 4(h volumes of the Farmers' Regis-

ter— to which it is enough here to relf>r, and to re-

quest the recurrence or attention of those readers

who desire more extended statements and proofs of

this highly important efi'ect of calcareous earth as

an inu;redient of soil. *

No. II.

The police nf filth in towns, and its bearing on

comfort, decencij and health.

The delightful season of opening summer has
arrived, and the face of the earth, as formed by
nature, and not deformed by man, is seen in its

fairest aspect and brishtest colors. Every thing

shows li!e, in youth and beauty, and nothing yet

exhibits indications of decay. Every feature of

the natural landscape, in every region, however
varied, is beautiful to the eye. The most barren and
worthless of our lands, though the most wretch-

ed in appearance after cultivation, befbre being

touched by man, are covered with magnificent

Ibrests. Nature has not made a scene that is dis-

pleasing to the eye; and even this granite region,

barren and unsightly as much of it now is, was
once one wide scene of universal beauty. It is

man that wastes the beauties and blessings of na-

* See Puvis "On. Lime as manure," translated, in

Farmers' Ref^ister, vol. iii, pp. 359 to 366, and 385 to

392—and "0« Marl," pp. 690 to 696, and 705 to 700,

vol. iii—and pp. to , vol. iv.
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turp, and ilelbrms and defiles whatever he touches.

The ojx'iiiii^- ol" suniiuer in our towns, presents

a very dillerent aspect, and is accompanied witii

very diti'erent associations. It is true, that some
beautiful jrardens are seen, in which the hand of

man (or more <>;oneraliy oi' woman) has improved

on nature, by brin!j,'in<f togetlier, in numbers, na-

ture's choicest ornaments. Bui these are excep-

tions to the ireneral appearance. The broad slof)py

flats, receptacles of collected niin water and oozes

li-om hill-sides, which durmg winter and s|)rin.|:

merely barred tiie way of walkers, or, at worst,

gave I Item wet leet, and cohls and pleurisies, now
are dryiuiX up, without the Corporation beinir put to

the cost of the small ahiount of (htching that would

have kept the ground dry at all times. _ A "green

mantle"' overspreads .the standing poo!s-r-and all

will soon become a naked, ugly, and Ibul-fecenfed

mud. The thickly settled attd commei'cial parts

of towns may, perhaps,, have nothinir visible worse

than men, and merchandize, brick houses, and
paved streets: but all the out-skirts and vacant

places are (ull of" abominations to cleanliness and
health, and of otfence to the nostrils as well as to

the eyes. The commencement of warm weather
gives activity to decomposition, and the soft

air is redolent of its products:- and in sundry
different spots of ever}^ town, the efffluvia aris-

ing from filthify kept yards, of stables and hog-

styes, of privies, and sometimes the breezes

tainted by a dead cat, ot, if without the sub-

urbs, by carrion of lartrer kind, are offered to our

«ense of smelling, in doses of various degrees ol'

intensity, and in every variety ofcombination. We
become accustomed by the habit of endurance to

these, as to all other evils, and in time, ixre scarcely

conscious of the magnitude of the nuisance. But
its offensiveness is estimated at the .true value, by
visiters Ire-sh from the pure air of the country.

Now approaches the time when the Police, and
the Board of Health will begin to bestir Uierasel-ves

to abate nuisances of this kind, but in such a way
as to effect no manner of benefit. Their operations

merely consist in moving decomposing matter, or

its sources, from one spot to another, there to pro-

ceed as before—:ind by thus moving and dispers-

ing filth, to hasten its decomposition still more,
though rendering its products less evident, by their

being more widely diiTufed. But the total amount
of the production of such eiRavia is not the less in

quantity, nor the less hurtful, because, by being

more wide-spread, and diluted, and by contami-

nating more of the atmosphere, the scent is less

concentrated and offeiisive. xVll the- operations of

the most industrious and zealous Board of Health
do not lessen the amount of decomposition^ within
the limits of a town, unless the putrescent matter

is actually throwh into and floatetViiway by^i rapid

river, or otherwise conveyed away to poison the air

some where else, where {Irere may be fewer people

to breathe of it. Every removal; and exposure of

new surliices, serves only to quicken the progress of

decomposition.

It is not a little remarkable that this general

state of filthiness is caused and maintained, in a

great degree, by the fastidious or squeamish nicety

of our people. It is almost universally considered
that it is quite too dirty a business, too offensive to

the imagination, as well as the senses, to use car-

rion and human excrement for manure. If this

silly prejudice did not operate, and if proper eco-

Vol. V^—21

nomy were used to collect, preserve, and apply

^hcse rich and most decomposable substances, the

profit which they would bring as manure, would
iiir more than pay l"or the expense of the proper

procedure to preserve th« matters, and at the same
time to maintain cleanliness. But it is not only that

the contents of |>riv)es are suffered to accumulate,

because of their being no profitable demand for

them, .(as exis!s in countries wliere the worth of

manure is better understood,) but there is that

wapt of accommodation. in the number and situ-

^xtion of privies, which operates to the injury of

comfort, of decency, and in many cases, directly aa

well as indirectly, to the injury of health. We are

so exceedingly nice, ' or pro^id, that we desire to

conceal the existence of such humiliating neces-

sities of our nauirc; aiid no conveniences for the

purpose are'[)rovi(ied, and kept in proper order for

public use: and tlie privation is a matter of ex-

treme inconvenience to all decent visiters to a

town, who have not acquired a knowledge of, and

a right to use, some such places. The same mor-

bid feeling of shame that prevents on the one side

the accommodiitions being afforded, also prevents

on the other any complaint of the want of them.

But the ground for complaint does not the less

exist-.—as every countryman can testify, and even

every townsman, when visiting another town than

his rjwn. So nice and squeamish are our people on

such subjects, that to treat of it by word or writings

would be considered by very many as both ridicu-

lous and offensive; and when one ventures still fiir-

ther,' as I shall do, to rcconmiend modes of remov-

ing the nuisance, and converting it to profit, there

is much ground to expect that nothing will be ex-

cited, except a sense qf the ridiculous in some, and
a feeling of disijust in others. But I have never

been deterred from urging what was deemed
highly expedieilt, by the dread of being laughed
atj and as to exciting disgust, it is just what is

desired, provided it can be directed airaiinst the

habits which are held up to condemnation.

\n large cities, necessity has compelled the

adoption of mearis to get rid of excreraentitious

and Other filth, by a general system of sewers, or

subterranean passages, into which all such matters

are thrown, and by the flowing of water through^

in abundance, they are washed into the adjacent

river. The sewers of some great cities have been
constructed on a plan so vast, and at so much ex-

pense, and were so excellent in their operation,

that they have been considered as not less worthy
of admiration than the magnificent temples and
palaces. If the only object was to cleanse a town,

an"d there W'as sufficient command of water, and of
money, there could be nothing to object to this

pian. Certainly the expense of constructing the

se\Yers would be an objection not worth notice,

when compared to the value of their intended ef-

fect.
'' But if the system were not perf"ect, and the

supply of water always abundant, the evil would
be made so much the greater by being concealed

from observation. There is another objection to

this plan,, in its contaminating and corrupting the

waters of the rivers into which the sewers empty;

and it may well be doubled whether water so de-

filed, does not itself throw off deleterious effluviaj

and is not rendered more liable to cause decompo-
sition in whatever decomposable matter it may
reach; and thus that the waters are not only made
to stink, but also to poison those who have destroy-
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ed their purity. But the greatest objection to this

plan, is the utter destruction ol" so enormous an
amount of rich manure, v/hich it^ properly pre-
served and applied, would soon mak-e rich and
fruitiul the poorest surrounding country. And to

properly accumulate and preserve ail this manure,
arid prevent its being offensive to the senses, or
injurious to health, might in most bases, (and cer-
tainly on all the eastern coast of the southern
states,) be effected not onlj^ at lees cost than by
a proper system of sewers, but at less than the
present wasteful and expensive system of eniploy-
ing laborers, under direction of the town police, and
boards of health, so to stir up and move about the
excrement, as to produce its most speedy'deoompo-
sition, and total passing off into the air, and thereby
to give the full benefit of its evolving effluvia to the
nostrils of the towns-people.
The remedy is that which has been proposed in.

general terms in the preceding part of these obser-
vatiotis; to provide calcareous ear/A (either marl, or
whatever other form may be cheapest,) enough to

cover every spot in the "town, in which decompo-
sable filth can accumulate; and this to be renewed
from time to time, as needed.^ The calcareous
matter would form a chemical compound with
the putrescent, so as to preserve the latter li-om

all waste, and li-om giving out any offensive odor;
and once a year, (when in situations not conve-
nient at all times,) and in cold weather, the accu-
mulations might be removed to the country to be
used as manure; and the richest as well as the
most permanent manure in the world, this com-
pound of animal and calcareous matter would be.
The object would be to acaumulate, as nmch as

possible, instead oCdispersing, the most putrescent
matters. And lor this purpose, as well as to, afford
the general accommodations now so much required
for comfort and lor decency, and also tor health,
there should be large and well constructed privies

erected in suitable situations, and at convenient
distances apart, throughout the town, free i'6r the
use of all males without exception. The pits

should be large and sufficiently deep, but accessi-
ble to carts, to bring marl, and to remove the con-
tents. At the expense of the town (as the whole
system ought to be,) there should always be kept
a heap of rich marl near to each pit, and a sprink-
ling, once or twice a day over the excrement, would
effectually secure it from Avastinfr, or beino- offen-

sive. By such places of accommodation being iur-

xiished, and kept in the neatest condition by reiju-

lar attendants, there might be, and would be aba-
ted many of the small private receptacles, which ne-
cessarily (as now managed) are more or less filthy

nuisances. And the buckets which now are at niijht

emptied on all vacant and forbidden spots, (and'
requiring the unceasing activity of the Police and
Board of Health to attempt to prevent.) would be
then emptied into these pits, with certainty, simply
because they would offer the nearest and most con-
venient places of deposite. There would then be
no inducement remaining for the defilinor of every
spot of vacant ground; and such places,"instead of
being abominations to the senses and the minds of
all decent observers—and absolutely forbidden fo

the footsteps, and even to the distant view of mod-
est women—would be clean and lovely fjrass plots,

serving to refresh and relieve the eyes tired of see-
ing brick wails and stone pavemei'^ts. I will touch
but gently on the moral nuisance that exists in so

many cases in every town, where these vacant
spots, the only public places "of ease," are over-

looked by the back windows of the houses oj" re-

spectable families, the members of which, though
at considerable distances, are nevertheless una-
voidably subjected to witness indecent exposures,
still" more offensive to the mind than to the eye.

In addition to the public and general accommo-
dations proposed, there should be a certain and suf-

ficient quantity of marl -carried at certain intervals

of time, to every private lot, (unless the occupant
took measures to provide himself with it.) to be
used as wanted, ibr similar purposes. This would
prevent, what is almcs't impossible now to avoid,

there being offensive accumulations, or still more
offensive removals .and dispersions, of foscal mat-
ter OH private lots.

It would be imj^ossible to approach the truth in

estimating what would be the expense of such a
system in ain^ particular town, until it shall have
been tried. But there can be no doubt but that

the benefits would far overbalance the cost.

Many expenses and evils, piuch worse to bear,

and now continually encountered, would be, by
these means, avoided. Such of these as bear on
private individuals, I pass over without ilotice.

For one item, the public would save all that part

of the labors of their police, Xvhich is now most
unprofitably devoted to this object.

'

But even if it is admitted that the means pro-

posed would be as elfectual as I imagine^ in pre-

serving cleanliiiess, and cutting off sources of dis-

ease—and that the compoilnd formed is of all

the supposed value, as. manure, still it irjay be ob-

je'cted that it would be long before prejudice and
incredulity will be so removed as to make this

manure an article of sale—and consequently, that

all expectations (if returns fi-om sales. must be vi-

sionary. Even if there should be no sales for two
or three years, and if the riianure should be merely
taken for the trouble of carrying it away, the ex-

pense would be well afforded as a mere matter of
police. But two years' use would make manifest

the value of this compound manure, and the de-

mand and the price would afterwards gradually

increase, until it would nearly or quite defray the

whole expense of the plan.

But the town of Petersburg has at once the best

possible customer for all that the plan would sup-

ply for some years, in the farm of the Poor-House,
belonginir to. and. cultivated at the expense of the

town. To this land, now, much putrescent ma-
nure is carried, removed by the Police from the

town. But except in winter, or at the rare and
short other periods when manure can be (or is) at

once advantageously laid on the field, these sup-

plies,are heaped up for future use, and of course,

rot away as rapidly as possible, and give ten times

as much 6f their products to the air as to the soil.

'Besides—even if there was not necessarily this

great waste fi-om the decomposition of manure al-

together putrescent, when moved and heaped in

warm weather, there would be very little profit

from its application. The lands lying over the

belt of granite which passes through Viririnia,

and which forms the falls of the rivers flowing to

the Atlantic, are. naturally, among the most des-

titute of lime, and consequently are among the

poorest and the least capable of retaining putres-

cent manures when applied to them. Such are

the lands surroundinij and within a few miles of
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Richmond aiul Petersl)ur<r, and probably all the

other towns at the falfs oi' our rivers. Particular

individuals, by lavish use- cf the cheap and rich

manure ortlie public stables, have hiji-hly, thoua;h

but (or a short time, improved some of these lands,

and reaped heavy crojis, and, possibly, made great

prolits. 15ut still the demand ibr such manure by

the hungry, yet wasteiul soil, is continual, and if it

is not freqiicnily repealed, the original povertysoon

returns. But lew persons have used these means,

to much extent, and nwst bpighboririi!: residents

are satisfied that the town numure iB too costly to

be carted to their (;u-ms.. Yet though the riciiest

stable manure, (richest because it is principally of

animal matter,) may be bought ii'om the tavern

and livery s!ables at 12^ cents for the largest sin-

gle horse loads' (20' to 25 bushels,) it mostly ro(s

away in bulks in the stable yards, for want of

regular purchasers even at that low price. 'So it

is however—li'om the Utile town manure carried

to neiii'hhoring farms, the little permanency of ei-

lect of vvhat is used, and the general impression

that it is not worth using—it fesulis that most of

the lands, lying eveti wiihin the short distance of a

mile li'om the towns, are wretchedly poor, and
yield but little for the support of the town, either

in grain, grass, or garden vegetables for market.

Indeed it may well be doubted, whether a large?

proportion of the population oi' the vicinity do

not buy (or obtain otherwise) li'om the town, as

much provision as they sell t,o it. This state of

things has continued, with ,but little actual im-

provement, as long as these towns have stood;

and it may safely be predicted, that unless calca-

reous manure? are used to fix the otherwise fleet-

ing value of the putrescent matters, that the gen-

eral condition of things will never be much better.

It is not then s'range, that with the neighboring

farms so poverty-stricken, the town markets should

be badly supplied, and at high prices, with all the

small articles of daily purchase and consumption,

which, though small, make up the greater part of

the comfort, and (at usual prices) capse the greater

part of the expense of living. Just let the reader

imagine vvhat would be the difference in these re-

spects, if the lands surrounding each, town, for as

much as six miles distance, were as rich as they

well could be, and produced in abundance, clover

and other grasses, a lull supply of garden vegeta-

bles and other small articles for the daily markets,

besides their large crops of grain and other staple

products. The comforts of all the persons living

in town, so far as they depend on food, would be

greatly increased, while the expenses of living

would be made less than at present—and yet the

suppliers of the market would be better rewarded
than by the present miserable system, because
rich land and good farming can always undersell

the poor and unproductive; and a market gene-
rally well supplied is a more sure, and therefore a

better place of sale, than where demand is irregular

and, of course, prices irregular, though often very
high. It will be under such a state of improvement
that market gardens and market farms will be profit-

ably kept—and the towns will be abundantly sup-
plied, and from their neighborhood, with milk,

cream, butter, eggs, fowls, and fi'esh meals of ltd

young animals, as well as with vegetables. The
surplus product of hay, grain, and other field crops,

of such highly enriched districts, would make no
small addition to the sales and the export trade o^

the towns, and would serve to increase their popu-
lation, and thus iurnish a still increased demand for

the products of the neighboring lands. It is also

probable, that i/the fish, of the rivers which fiow

by towns, were not driven away by the fillhiness of

the water, that their nundters would be the greater

on account of the neighborhood of a town, (and the

abundance of food thrown into the water,) instead

of being reduced 'ahnost to nothing, as is notori-

ously the case. Even the shad, and other fish of
passage^ whose instinct strongly impels them to

seek tlije higher waters of rivers, to dpposite their

spawn, are mostly deterred from passing through

the flood of* filthy water that a tdwn supplies; and
the people on the upper waters suffer thereby a
privation, as do the townsmen by the driving to

a distance the more fixed residents ofour fresh water

rivers.

It may however be reasonably objected, by those

who have not studied'the qualities of soils and ma-
nures, that too much value is countedon li'om the

use of this proposed compound matter. It would
be unnecessary here to ri^peat at length all the

grounds on which that estimate is ((Dunded. For
the amopnt of early asd annual increase to be ex-

pected liora marl on naturally poor soils, and for

the permanency of its efliects, I relt-rtothe reason-

ing and the facts presented in the Esmy on Calca-

reous Manures, and also to the opinions of the'

hundreds' of farmers in lower Virginia who are

now thus improvins'their lands. For the chemi-

cal power of calcareous ea,rth in combining with,

and preserving from waste, putrescent matters, 1

refer to the general reasoning on this head in the

Essay, and the statements made in the first of

these coinmunications. As to the enriching value

of human excrements, it is knov/n, in Europe and
in China,- that they are the richest of all. In

England, it is stated in agricultural books, that two
wagon loads is a sufiicient dressing for an acre

—

probably because more at once would be hurtful to

the crop. In France, there are in operation regu-

lar establishments set up by private adventurers,,

for desiccating, and thus|)reparing for use, the pro-

ducts of the privies and public sewers of large ci-

ties; and sufiicient profits are made to support these

establishments, by selling the dried manure (pov-

drette) to th^ farmers. Its great richness, in small

weight and bulk, makes it v/ell suiteil for distant

transportation, and extensive sale. From the ac-

counts that I have read of these establishments, it

may be inferred that much previous decomposi-

tion, waste of value, and extrication of ofi'erisive'

effluvia, must take place in the material, bclbre it

is brought to the desiccating establishment—and
that 'both the previous and subsequent manual
operations must be highly disagreeable and disgust-

ing. Besides, the desiccation seems to be sought

more by mechanical than by chemical means—and

any dry pulverized earthy matter is used to absorb

the fluid and to make the mixture dry. There does

not seem to be ,much choice in the earthy sub-

stances. Thus they propose gypsum, and hurnt^

earth, and quicklimie, as well as chalk, rubbish of

demolished buildings, and coal and wood ashes.

The first two of these substances, according to

my views, would be but of little effect, acting as

they do only mechanically; thequickli.ne, (which

it seems is preferred,) would be decidedly injuri-

ous; and the mild calcareous character of the lat-

ter substances would render them, only, proper for
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the desired results. The profit of this business in
X' ranee, alone, would be sulficient proof of the
greater value of the lar more simple, economical
and effectual and cleanl_v plan which I recommend,
and vvhich is also perlei;tly in accordiince willi the
chemical properties and action of the substances
used in the compound. I annex the only known
description of the French process, below, in the ap-
plication for a patent by tiie invenldV, Donat, and
which was communicated, with the introductory
comments, by the Board of Health of Philadel-
phia, to the Agricultural Society ot' Pennsylvania.

French method of preparijig poudrciie and urate for
- man are.

^ To the Pennsylvania JgrlcuUural Society.

'The attention of the Philadelphia Board of Health
has been earnestly directed towaids discovering some
mode of disposing of the contents of privies, which
would remove from the precincts of our city, where
thedepositesare made, a nuisance at present of" a very
formidable character, and which roust necessarily in-
crease. In pursuance of this object, the ' board has
concluded, that an eilcctual remedy for the evil is only
to be sought in the convefsion of'the otiensive sub-
stance into inodorous mamires, alter the methods now
successfully practised in many parts of Europe, and
especially in the cities of Paris and London.

'The principle by vvhich. this object is effected,, is

simple, and consists in the drying, or desiccation of
the urinary and fcEcal matters, either apart or together,
by the addition of certain absorbent substances, such
as plaister, lime, chalk, ashes. &c. It is probable that
the ashes of the Lehigh and Schuylkill coal may be
thus usefully disposed of. Ttie manure pr'epaied from
the foecal or more solid contents of privies, has long
been known and highly esteemed by the gardeners and
agriculturalists of "j-Vance, under "tlie liame of pou-
dretie. That prepared from the urinous portion is com-
paratively of modern invention, and is called urate.

'Aware that such a plan is not to be. carried into ef-

fect under the special direction of either your society
or their own body, the board lays the subject before
you, in the hope that its advantages will be properly
investigated and made known, so as to lead to useful
results; for, surely, nothing can be more worthy oi
general and special encouragement, than a plan not
only calculated to promote the health and comfort of
our large community, but to render essential assistance
to the most important of the useful arts, insuring at
the same time liberal profits to those actually engaged
in its execution.

'That your society may be placed in possession of
more particular information relative to the subject un-
der consideration, the board would refer 'you to
numerous highly favorable reports and interestino-

proceedings_ of the most respectable associations
established in Europe for the encouragement of agri-
cultural and useful arts, among which we would espe-
cially call your attention to those of the French "Roy-,
al and Central Agricultural Society," and the "Society
for the Encouragement of National Industry," during
the years 1818-19-20,

'The following translation of a French document, fur-
nishes an accurate detail of the process by which the
urate is manufactured, and throws much important
light upon the subject generally :

"Certificate granted upon the application for a bre-
vet [patent] of invention, to M. Donat, (Joseph Eti-
enne- Victor-Gabriel,) residing at Paris, department of
the Seine.

"The iVIinisterial Secretary of the state, for the de-
partment of the interior, considering the JMemoir of
M. Donat, proprietory, residing in Paris, Rue des
Bons-Enfans, No. 28, in which he states his desire to

j?njoy the proper rights secured by the law of the 7th

of January, 1791, to the authors of inventions and dis-

coveries in all kinds of industry, and to obtain in con-
sequence, a brevet of invention for fifteen years, for
the sudden drying of the urinary portion, and manipu-
lation of the contents of privits, within the twenty
tour hours succeeding their removal; ail by particular
means and processes, of which he declares himself the
author, as it appears fiom the vcibai process addressed
at the time, to the depot of doculmcnts attached to the
secretaryship Of the department ol the Seine, the 19th
of Januar.y, 1819.

"Coiisitiering the designs of the apparatus, and the
descriptive memoir of wiiich the following is a copy,

"I have contrived a plan which affords me the means
of extracting from urinary andlcecal matters, a manure
very superior to those hitherto known. Desirous of
securing to myself the exclusive enjoyment of my in-

vention, I have made application to the prefecture, de-
partment of the Seine, conlormably 'to the laws of the
7th of January and 25th of May, 1791, for a brevet of
15 years, for the -complete and imn^ediate desiccation
of Icocal and urinary matters -together, or separately,
by means of absorbents which 1 add, such as lime,
plaister, chalk, marl, ashes either natural or ndneral,
such as are taken iiom the dilierent ash mines. Sub-
stances having calcareous bases may be calcined for
the absorption of a greater quantity of liquid, at least

when- the high price of the combustible, or the low
price of the absorbent, do not otier greater advantages
in using it directly fiom the quarry.

"This variety of absorbent -substances, assures to
?very country, the means of manufacturing a very
abundant and active manure with human dejections.
The product of my operations is inodorous, for two
xeasons : The first is, that when urine is employed, it

gives out no odor after the absorption of its moisture :

The second is, when the fcecal matters are sufficiently

mixed with the absorbent, I bury them at least 18
inches deep, to prevent ff.e disengagement of the odor
daring the fermentation necessary to the good quality
of the manure. '

"1 give to the manure made with pure urine and one
of the aforesaid substances, the name of urate I be-

lieve that this composition, mixed or combined with
that resulting from the combination of fcecal matters
with a certain .quantity of one of the aforesaid absor-

bent matters, produces a manure of great activity.

The only difficult point is, to ascertain the proper pro-

portions for the admi:xture.

"For the manufacture of the urate on a large scale,

it is necessary to construct at least six basins, in form
of a watch glass, inverted. They should hold about
12 hectolitres, (about 300 gallons,) of which there will

be six of urine and six of the absorbent matter of one
of the kinds formerly designated, freshly calcined.

-"The cask or vessel holding the urine, is to be so

placed that it will empty itself through its bung into

the basin. During this operation, one workman is em-
ployed in pouring in the plaister, another in mixing it

ill the basin with a rake or scraper.

"When the mixture is finished, the operators pass to

another, and so on to the sixth. Then the first is emp-
tied for the purpose of commencing operations anew.
The mixture is finished by further drying in the air.

"At the end of the day, the quantity of urate which
has been made since morning, is to be broken down by
moans of a cast iron cylinder rolled over it; after which
it is sifted, (passfe a. la double claie,) and then immedi-
ately stored or packed up, to prevent the absorption of
moisture.

"By this combination, the urine being dried by its

union with the absorbent matter, which is itself a
manure, unites all the vegetative powers of its two
component parts, and will constitute the most produc-

tive of all our manures, in consequence of the very

small quantity that is necessary to employ to procure

fhe best results.
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"I have designated six substances as being proper to

absorb the superabundant water of urine, and 1 have

onlynientibned them without pointing out any particu-

larone, as 1 thought Ihat no co;inlry is without sc ine

one of them. Biit in case 1 am niistaiven in this opin-

ion, very great ail\antages may still' he derived Irom

urines, "by mixing them with burnt earth, (that oi

h(5ath soil is to he preferred,) or with natural ashes,

(coidres nahtrelles.) I only estinjate the value of this

mixture as a means of obtaining all the salts of urine

in a solid state, which will facilitate its transportation

and employment in agriculture.

"The ancients considered urine as the most powerful

of manures. This is not therefore the end ol my in-

vention, which consists alone in its sudden desiccation

and solidification, and the draining or drying up of

those infectious depositories of this substance to be

met with in the environs of large' cities, where they

furnish inexhaustible souices of unhealthy exhalations.

"1 leave it to the learrjed societies to express their

judgment upon the qualities,of the urate, and restrict

myself to the application ibr a brevet of invention, for

a method of preparing it immediately, so as to destroy

at the same time the odor of -the urine.

(Signed) DoNAT.
"Paris, Jtinuaiy I9ih, 1819."

'[Here follows the certificate granting the brevet or

patent to M. Doiiat, for 15 years, signed by the Ministe-

rial Secretary of the interior department, Count Deca-

zes.]

'Signed for and on behalf of the board of health.

Samuel J. Eobhins.
Attest, President.'

Thos. H. Ritchie, Sec.
Philadelphia, January 16/A, 1826.'

However beneficial may be this plan, both for

cleansiiifr a city and lor forming rich manure, it is

evident that the. process? is not conducted upon uni-

form, and rarely upon correct pririciples^vvhich I

consider are only conlbrmed to when the absorb-

ing matter used is some form of ?)i/W calcareous

earth. By calcining this material; as the inventor

recommends, a destructive, instead of^ preserving

ingredient is formed—and one which never sh.ould

be used lo mix with Icecal or other animal maitqr,

if the value of the product, as manure, is of any

account. Far better than this French method. is

that which has been in use time out of mind among
the Chinese—a people, who however unenlight-

ened in science, are in advance of most other na-

tions in the means for preserving and, increasing

the fertility of the earth. Travellers have inliiirm-

ed us, that in that countrj', human excrements are

mixed with clay marl (doubtless rich in calcareous

earth). The mixture is made up in the (i^irm ot

cakes, which after being dried, are free from all

offensive odor, and indeed give to the senses no

indication of their composition; and they are ex-

posed in quantity in the. streets for sale, as manure
for the neighboring lands.

There is an obvious objection to, or ground to

doubt, the effects imputed to decomposing filth as

causing disease, in this well known fact, that in

spite of this and all other sources of disease, our

towns are more free from autumnal sickness, (the

effects of malaria,) than much of the neighboring

and surrounding country; and thatthe towns have
all become more healthy, as they have increased

in age and population. These general facts are

admitted to be correct, but the inlt'rence from them
is denied, on the following grounds.

In the first place— bad as may be the efl^ects of

the gaseous or aeriform products of animal putre»-

faction, it is well known that they are much less

productive of malaria than are those of vegetable
putretaction. This 1 believe is a well establiished

and universally received medical liici. And as our
police (f health in the country is a^ least as hud as

in the towns, (ihoiioli ihe nuisances are of a dif-

ferent char;'uMer.) it n;!iy well ha| pen, ibai the ; ast

(quantity' ol de.c(.h!pcsii'g vcgetatile rnaitcr in the

woods and in l!ie fields, where' there is no calcare-

ous inoredieivt in the soil to condiine wiili the pro-

ducts of tfecorapo.=?iiion, and to fix them there—to-

geilier with the pestilential effluvia from the nu-
meroils mill ptnids, which miare or less afiiecl inju-

riously jialf the places of residence in lower and
middle Virfiinia—may produce more, malaria and
di?e«se^ than the decomposition of aninial filth in

the towns. Besides, there are coiiiiteraciing agen-

cies always operating to lessen the ill efiecis of de-

cpmposiiion-cf filth in towns, thoijgh such opera-

tion is neither intended, nor undersiood, by those

who profit by it. From various sources, the calca-

reous earih in towns is always accumulating.

The ashes of all ihe tv'ood consumed as fuel, flir-

nish a large and rich supply—and though these

are sometimes conveyed away Ibr manure, still the

fiir greater part is scattered about the toAvn. Coal
ashes, in a niuc<i less degree as to strengih, also

add' to the stock. The waste of lime, and the old

cernent of buildings repaired or demolished, all fur-

nish calcareous matter, and all, thouyh without its

liei'ngjesigned, are in lime spread every where.
But the burning of a town, or a large portion of it,

as stated in the first part ol'these papers, furnishes

the great supply of calcareous matter—enough in-

deed to give a very heavy dresssing to the whole
space burnt over, and much more—and to serve to

combine w\ith alltlie animal matlerfbra number of

years, and to give permanently to the soil of the

town, that valuable quijity which is entirely want-
inb- in that of the surrounding poor country.

There is one still mor6 foul abomination in our

present system, which has grown out of the want
of proper public acccmrnodations, and the extreme
difficu'lly (not to say indecency) of daily removals
of uncombined and unchanged excrements fj-om

|)rivate houses. The practice alluded to belongs

to the most crowded parts ot cities, and has pro-

ceeded from them, and from .Europe, to this coun-
try, where as yet it is but little used. Where
space is ver}''costly, deep pits are dug beneath pri-

vies; from which the contents are not removed for

years together, and more probably never. They
do'not become full (or at least very slowly,) and
thereby compel their being emptied—because afier

a certain bulk of the highly putrescent matter has
been accumulated, the waste by decomposition
goes on nearly or quite as fast as the increase from
the daily additions of material. If quicklime is

added, this dccompositiop is hastened, and a dif-

li^rent, thou<'h but little less offensive odor is sub-
stituted. But whether these depositories are

cleaned out at long intervals, or not, there can be
no question but that nineteen-lwentielhs of the

whole mass goes off by decomposition, and is

mixed with the atmosphere; and however diluted,

or however altered bj> mixture, helps (o form the

air breathed by the inhabitants of towns—who are

too delicate, and too fastidious, to have all such
nuisances prevented by proper, general, and public

regulatioris. We have not yet been enough
crowded in our towns for the last mentioned prac-
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lice to have gone to much extent. But as ills the

resuh ol" (supposed) necessity, it will increase with

the (jrowth of the towns; and as such receptacles

Avill be of course concealed as much as possible,

from ohservation, their existence will not be known,
nor the exteiji of the evil esliniaied, and scarcely

even suspected.

In France, in past times, when there was neither

the refinement of manners, nor the knowledge of

the evils produced, that now would (brbid the in-

troduc'.ion of such a cisage, large and deep cover-'

ed pits, or Vaults, to privies, we're common in the

smaller towns, and which v/ere by no means kept

ii)r private use. In such public places (fosses

d'aisance) the rapid accumulatioii nmde it abso-

lutely necessary to removtj the msjtter sonnMiraes,.

thouo'h vevy rarely; and a description of the state

of thinirs at such times, and the effects prod'uced,.,

on health, and even lite,.andthe necessity of guard-

inir atramst them, will serve to show to-our citizens,

who have never thought of any evils except that

of offensiveuess to the senses and to decency, that

effluvia, always hurtful and sometimes deadly in

effect, are actually evolved. And. it shoujd be

borne in mind, that the same effluvia must be ex-

tricated from smaller accumulations also, though
the effects are diminished according to the shialler

amount and more-iiradual extrication, of more di-

luted state of the doses inhaled by the surrounding

population.

There is another and still more disgssting, and
still more evident effect of .accumulations of pu-^

Irescent animal matters in ^owns, presented in the

infiltration of the fluid parts through pervious strata

of earth, and the consequent ajlraixture with the

water supplying springs and wells. This part of

the subject maybe resumed, and treated more.at

length iti a future number of these observations, so

^s not now to interrupt the consideration of the

effects of gaseous or aeriform products of accurau-

iations of putrefying animal matters.

No. III.

The police of filth, in towns, continued. Facts
.and opinions on the subject from French authori-

ties.

The f^-)Ilowing article, which I have translated

from Rozier's '^ Coins Complet d'' jjgricalture,^'' etc.

(Paris edition, of 1S15,) will serve to present in a
stronger point of view the dangers to health caused
by accumulations ol foecal matters in towns. The
reader may be instructed by its facts and' reason-

ing, as to the importance of the subject to health

—

and he will also he amused by the display of, tech-

nical terms, and form of scientific arrangement and
classification, applied to such a subject. But this

manner of the French author, nevertheless, fur-

nishes additional evidence that the subject bds
been long studied in his country, and therefore,

that the results obtained, and the opinions derived,

are the more entitled to respect.

It is proper to premise, that in France, and else-

where in Europe, the poorer cultivators and inhab-
itants of the country do not generally have sepa-
rate and isolated dwellings, as in the United States,

but are collected in villages, or hamlets, which are

surrounded by the fields which the inhabitants cul-

tivate, and the pastures on which their cattle graze.

This state of things, which was originally required

for mutuaf securitj'^, and which old habits still re-

tain in use, has no existence in the United States,

except aniono; some cultivators of French descent,

on the Mississippi, and the laborers in cotton or

other large factories. It is to villages, and per-

haps crowded villages, that the author relisrs, in

the following piece, when speaking of the "coun-
try;'''' and the "fossts d^aisance'" oi which he treats

weVe common to the use of many persons. The
injurious effects described, like the 'circumstances

which produced them, are also (as yet) without

.parallel in tliis country. ' But we have no right

thence tosup[)ose that our diflijrent habits lead to

no |ianger, or to much less evil than the deep and
large vaulted ^fosses c?'«i'sflnce."'' In tlie latter, as

described' in the French account, the accumula-
tion' of foecal matter, and the concentration of the

energy of its poisonous products, serve to exhibit

its worst virulence bearing upon a Small space, and
upon the very liiw persons most exposed by near-

ness, or actual contact. But if the matter was dif-

fused, as by the. practices and haliits of our popula-
tion, the same kind of fermentation would proceed,

the same products be exhaled, and as much deadly
aerilbrm [)oison be evolved and breathed, but ren-

dered scarcely sensible in effect, by being widely
diffused over much spaces, greatly diluted, and
thus divided among a much greater number of
persons.

[Translaiion.1

Fo^se d'' /Usance. This subject relates directly

to agriculture, as furnishing one of the most excel-

lentmanures, at the same time that it interests the

health, and even the life of tlie cultivator; lor, how
many casualties occur in the country [villages] by
the,emptying of these pits, ibr want of knowing the

means of preventing them!
We shall nor speak of their construction, which

makes an essential part of the art of building; but
we are goinff to enter upon some details in regard

to the various substances which compose the mat-
ter, or contents, of the pits. AVe have not to fear

exciting the dise;ust of the cultivator; accustomed
as he is to excfementitious matters, he will consent

that we shall instruct liim concerning tliat of which
he is less inlbrmed.

These substances are distinguished by the names
of the crust, (croute) htcate, vanne, and scrapings

(gratin). The crust has often sufficient thickness

and firmness to sustain the weight of the laborers

walking on its suritice! The hecate is the pyra-
midal heaps. The vanne, is the liquid part, usu-

ally of a grfeen color, and is corrupted (iifacte).

The scrapings are the parts adhering to the walls,

and to the bottom of the pit.

The crust is sometirhes pushed up (from the
mass below) by a sufficiently voluminous layer of
mephitic gas, so as to induce the belief that the

pit is full. In this case, the emptying of the pit

may be put off to a future time, by merely open-
ing into, and facilitating the escape of the inter-

mediary layer of gas, and thereby lowering the

crust.

We proceed now to the accidents occasioned by
the emptj'ing, and often even by the mere opening
of a (covered) pit. Frequent as such accidents are

in the cities, tlieyare much more so in the country
[villages,] in consequence of the litde experience of
this operation. The two only means of preventing
tliem are quicklime and fire.
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This article, in Rozier, occupios much exieni, *

and coiilaiiis a Menwirc sur les Posses iVAisance,

which I hail prejiaretl \vh(An [ was cn<j;ago-d in iii-

vestiiratinijj the subject, in concert with Lahorie

and M. Parnientier. ' The cniploymftnt of quick-

lime consists in slaKinf; it to put it in a stale 61'

powder, or to make a lluid by mixinn; it with very

little water, and to introiluce it into the contents ol"

the pit, by stirrini:^ it wilh a pole: then the aiephitic

exhalations are destroyed or confined. The |iro-

portion ot" lime required, depends on the mass of
matters, and the cessation of the existence of

mephitic gas, of \Vhich we may be assu/'ed by let-

ting down a lighted candle to the surface. If the

flame is extinguished, or even burns dimly, there is

still mephitic air undecomposed, and more quicks

lime is to be added.

As to fire, there are many modes of applyioiff it.

Either a chafing-dish of burning coals is placed in

the pit, and left there to burn out completely, or

dr}' straw is lighted on it. It is useful to niake-

(in the walls) air holes; they may serve for the

escape of the lightest gases; but how little do
they draw, when the atmosphere weighs on their

orifices! For it is of the fosse cVaisance as of the

barometer—or rather it is one of the most faithful

of barometers. The weather wilT continue clear,

as long as, from the holes over the pit, there arises.

amynonia, that purgent odor so sensible to the ej'es,

and to the smell.

The crust is sometimes firm enough, ! have said,

for the workman, without inconvenience, to walk
upon its surface. This surface is commonly cov-

ered with sulphur, as is also" often the vault (or

arched covering) of the pit to which the sulphur
sublimes, and fixes on. Sulphur is a very abun-
dant product of the tij'rmentatiort of animal sub-

stances; under these circumstances it is formed in

the humid mode. When charged with the exca-
vation of the half-moon of the gate of Saint-Anto-
ine, which, from a very remote period, had been
made a common receptacle of filth, (voirie,) I was
struck with the enormous quantity of sulphur with
which the earth was impregnated. It is to this

sulphur, or rather to the sulphuretted hj^drogen
gas, which is formed in the pits, vanu is the most
mephitic of known gases, that are principally

owing the accidents produced by the operation of
emptying these receptacles. M. Dupuytrein has
thrown much light upon the different gases held
by the matter of the fosses (Vaisance. At the time
when I was occupied in this investigation, Lavois-
ier, the Abbe Fontanes, whom I had invited to

repeat or examine the experiments, could not pro-

nounce upon tlie diversi'y of emanating gases; of
which one kind, the mitfe, [as vulgarly termed,]
which limits its effects to causing to the workman
a momentary blindness, seeming to affegt merely
the system of optic nerves—whilst the other oc-

casions the painter's colic, and conducts its victim
to the state of paralysis, to asphyxia, and finally

to death. The experiments of M. Dupuytrein,
though interestmg in their relation to science, have
changed nothing in the preservative means which
we have stated, to wit, quicklime and fire, as the
destructive or ventilating agents. It is to the neg-

* It is the writer of this article, Cadet de Vaux, who
speaks, and probably in reference to the previous edi-
tion of Rozier's Cours Complet.—Ed. Far. Reg.

ligence of these means, I repeal, to which is to be
attributed the accidents that, occur from time to time.
Lime is the most energetic disinfecting ajient.

Throw it into the putrid fluid (vanne) ol^a fosse,
and if becomes instantly inodorous; it fixes, (en-
chaine,) it decomposes all the mephitic gases, [t

is thus, that when thrown into a fosse, it suspends
the extrication bf infectious emanations, at the
same time thai it arrests the tumescejice and fer-

mentation of the matter, which is lowered, and the
space of time before the emptying becomes abso-
lutely necessary, is thereby prolonged. It is recom-
mended by many to throw snow into the pits, on
the pretence of its econoniizing the emptying, be-
cause).,as it is said, the snow consumes the excre-
raentitious matter. If the soil in which a pit is

sunk is so pervious as to permit the infiltration of
the liquid portion of its contents, then the adding
of snow (that is, water,) by giving more fluidity,

will facilitate the imbibing by the soil. But if the
pit is well and solidly constructed, and loses noth-
ing by filtration, the addition ofsnow does but aug-
ment the mass, and hasten the time of emptying.
It is thus that people assert every thing, because
they believe every thing—and ignorance loves
best that which is the most improbable.
There is a phenomenon which it is suitable to

mention in this article, as sometimes causing acci-

dents. It often happens that children throw light-

ed papers dovvn through the orifices of the seats
over the fosses. When our barometer-fosse, in

plade of ammonia, exhales sulphuretted hydroden,
this gas, the most combustible of all, takes fire, witli

explosion; and if a sufficient quantity of sulphur is

formed upon the crust, or upon the arched roof, the
bursting of the roof of the pit may be tlie result.

This gas oi' fosses is also met vvith in mines, and
takes fire there fi-om the lamps of the workmen-
But in the mines, the explosion is seldom attended
with injut'y, because there is communication by
galleries, or by the ceiling, with the atmosphere:
the workman throws himself flat on the floor, and
it is as nauch if his hair is singed by the meteor-
like fire, which burns but little, and very rapidly,.

But why should fosses be peraiitted to exist,

when their contents occasion so many accidents?
Their cleaning, out is the profession the most
abject and most disgusting; and it is difficult to

conceive how men can devote themselves to it

voluntarily. Certainly, humanity would not per-

mit that a legislator should inscribe such a pun-
ishment on the penal code. The workman em-
ployed in this wretched business,' raises the stone
that serves to close the entrance to the vault, and
often there immediately exhales a mofeite, or

gas, dangerous or mortal. Another m(feite is

found under the crust into which he cuts, which
escapes at the first stroke of the hoe. He puts
down his ladder, and descends into this gulf; he
makes the reign of the cross, asking the protec-

tion of Heaven. He draws out the putrid fluid
;

at the end of some minutes, it is the mitfe* which
reaches him; he is struck with blindness; he is

drawn dut, if not blind, at least deprived of sight

for more or less time. Or perhaps it is the plomb;*
his knees fail, he staggers, and has a universal

*These are provincial names given tothe different ex-
halations, for mofelfes,) as distinguished by their dif.

ferent poisonous effects on these exposed to their great-

est power.

—

Ed.
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trembling; cold siezes him, he breathes with difH-

culty, and he is conducted io'lhe hospital to await

the coming of convulsions, violent colic, and other

pains, anil paralysis which oilen becomes pi-rma-

nent. Another workmen' succeeds the first; he

has a rope Ikstened aronnd his breast and beneath

, his arms, wliile the otiier end is held by one of his

comrades above, who /bllovvs him with his eye,

and is ready to draw him upi, il" he plunges into

the vanne, or liills extended upon -the more solid

mass, struck by asphyJcia, (liiiutiiig) il' not by

death. It was doubiiess, the exisience of fj'^ses

d^aisance among the Greeks, which has furiiislied

grounds for the fable of the mouths of Styx and

of Cocytus. 'I'he noted Grotto del Cane (of Italy,,)

does nothing but produce asphyxia—that is to de-

prive ofthe signs of lili», which are restored i<nm,edi-

ately by the subject being plunged in the water of

the neighboring lake, Agnano. But It, is not the

same with the asphyxia occasioned by the empty-

ing of/asses d^aisance. The sulpha retted hydrogen
gas is quite another thing to the carbonic acid gas.

The numerous acciden's occasioned by the enip-

ty'mgol fusses d^aisance^vere among the first objects

which exercised my zeal in the career of jiublic

utility to which I have consecrated my labors.

Inconsequence, I enlisted the solicitude of gov-
ernment, and proposed to it to unite myself with

Laborie and M. Parmentier, for continuing the

researches which were alike inlerestinffto human-
ity, to science, and to agriculture. Chemistry had
analyzed the excremenlitions matters; it hlul com-
menced to analyze the gases; but it had not pen-

etrated into the interior of the fosses d'aisante,

the only laboratory ii; which to examine the phe-

nomena which the most putrescent substance pre-

sents. From these researches, it has respited, that

no workman who will take the precaulionvvhich

we have proposed in the use of quicklime, and of

fire, ought to perish, in cleaning owl fosses or

wells; or in the excavation of mephitic soiU, to

which! have applied, with no less, efficacy, these

cautionary means- against death and asphyxia.

Soft stone (pierre tendre) should be used for

the construction oC fosses d'aisance; hard stone has

not sufficient resistance. The ijases the most

active, the most solvent, exhaling from the excre-

mentions matters which are- undergoing an nn-

interupted process of fermentation, lend to soften

the stone, which they pene.trate to' a great 'thick-

ness. I have seen walls of extreme solidity, of

which the surlace miirht be crumbled by the fin-

gers—not only the wall of the fosses, but those of

the body of the [upper] building formins the pri-

vies; whilst the soft stone permits the penetration

of the viscous fluid, which thus forms a coating

that prevents infiltration.

The circular form is so much the more necssa-

ry, as I have seen [square] fosses of wliich the

cleaning caused no accidents to the moment when,
the centre being emptied, the corners were com-
menced upon. Nothing is more dangerous than

to meet with bunches of straw or haj^, which
have been thrown into the pit; it is rare that they

do not conceal a m<fet1e, or me|)hitic gas. In ge-

neral, all foreign substances add ni'.ch to the dan-
gers of emptying; it is thus that soap waters
[which have been used for washinn:,] may cause

a fosse to be fatal to the workmen engaged in

em|)tying it.

I will observe that pits for fiirm-yard dung,
ought to be considered as true fosses d'aisance, in

regard to tlieif putrid fluid part, the mephitic gas
which they evolve, and consequentlvj ol the acci-

dents, which are of similar character, which at-

tend theempiyintr offossds of farm-yard dung; so

th^t the means iiuUcated as saleguurds in tlie

one case, suit,also for the other.

No. iv;

The '.waste and dcstrnclUm nf toifin-made stable

manure, and of other rich materials.

The almost universal misraanarf:ement of the

manure made in 'tavern and livery stables, where
^rnany hordes are usuajly kept, and the gross ignor-

cUice or total disregard of the principles, shown in

every particular, are still more strange, and less

excusa'lile, than any of the errors and neglects in

the matl©f tr.eated in the last two numbers. In re-

gard to that, it must be'confi^ssed that there is much
to excite [)re)udice and disgust—and therefore,

ther.e ate strong objections to economizing the value

^md applying it to proper use. But in regard to

the manure furnished by domestic animals, no
such objections exi^t; and no owtier of a stable, or

cultivator of a fiirm, lias' any doubt, (even when
there ought to be doubt,) of the manure obtained

from hoi'ses. (more especially,) being rich, and be-

neficial in use. , Yet, notwilhstandiiiir this opinion,

the nearly pure animal manure of stablps, in Rich-
mond, (wliere all manures are more in demand for

reason oftheir being more market farms) sells, for

25 cents the cart- load (of 20 heaped bushels)

—

and in Petersburg, at half" that price the sale has
been always slow, until very recently. Even at

th,ese low prices, the buyer sometimes complains
of paying too much—and with truth, inasmuch
as. the half of the bulk, arid nine-tenths ofthe
strength of the manure,, are destroyed- before the

small remainder.of value is applied to his field.

The dung and urjne of corn-fed horses make a
manure so rich, and therefore so inclined to run
into violent and destructive fermentation, that it is

very difficult to avoid great loss of value from that

result, even in cool weather, and when there is

mixed with the animal matter ten times its quan-
.tity of vegetable matter, used for littering the stalls.

Few farmer.s, of even the careful and judicious,

who put stable rrtanure in heaps, escape some loss

from destructive, co??S!/?m»g fermentation, which
produces the "^re fans:ingC'' whose presence is so

plainl}^ marked by xohite moiddlaess. When the

fermentation is very violent, from too little mois-

ture, and this fire-fang is dry, and found through-

out the whole mass^ fhen nearly all the rich parts

of the bulk have been already decomposed and
driven off in jjases—and "the mouldy and scorched

bulk left, though still deemed rich, because it is

stable manure, is perhaps dear at the usual misera-

ble price of about half a cent the bushel.

Straw, the usual nwterial for litter, or any other

kind of litter for stables, is a costly article of pur-

chase in towns; and under the present bad system,

this dearness must continue, as even the carriage,

fi-om the places of supply in the country, must
make the '-article costly. The owners of public

stables cannot afford to pay the prices for Utter

which the present scanty demand would make no-
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cessary to be asked by the seller, so long as there

is no hotter price otlcrcd ibr the manure that is

made. Slill less, under the existing circumstances

and present opinions, can the owners of private

stables, or persons who keep only one or two

horses, or cows, in the town, aflord to pay for a

eulKciency of litter—as their Ironble and cost would

be greater, and their sales of manure less pro-

fitable, than ol the large stable owner—becauHC

every small business is less profitable than large

operations. Thcrelbre it is in vain to expect a

change from the owners of town stables, unless it

is made their interest, by the owners of neighbor-

ing iiirms i)resenting a sufficient demand lor the

manure, in its recent and most valuable condition.

Thcrelbre, while so little country demand exists

for the manure—and while travellers and otiier

horse owners vAll submit to the present abuse of

the animals in stables—there will be no beneficial

change in the management. I shall hereafter pro-

pose advantageous aieans for supplying the defi-

ciency of litter; but at present, shall contmue the

consideration of matters as they now are.

According then to the present system of stable

management—if it were not for the bad quality of

the hay, which causes much ol" it to be pulled out

of the racks without being eaten, and thus to be

trodden under—the horses in most public stables

would have nothing beneath their f^et when
standing, or their bodies, when excessive fatigue ab-

solutely compels them to lie down, except the earth,

wet and saturated, if not actually made miry, by
their urine.

The rack is kept filled with hay, and the horse

perhaps receives a very fall allowance of grain.

But a drj' and clean bed to stand and to lie on,

with half as much corn, and a fourth as much of

good hay, v/ould probably keep the animal in more
comlbrt, and as good health -and fiesh—while the

materials for manure, or the product in the stable,

would be increased ten-fold.

The urine of animals, considering the very

large proportion it makes of their excretions, is lit-

inlerior in value, as manure, to the more solid

part; and this is lost, on an earthen floor, not

well covered by absorbing litter. It merely serves

to make the fioor filthy, and very uncomtbrtable, if

not absolutely injurious to the health of the horses.

When a plank fioor is used, the horse is at least

kept out of the mire—but the urine leaking through
the planks, settles n:ito the earth belovv", and is

there continually decomposing, and throwing up
ammonia, and other gases. A belter plan than

either of these is seen in one of the li^-ery stables

in Richmond. It has a plank fioor, and Shockoe
creek passes under the house—and by a lew auger
holes in every stall, all the fluid, semi-fluid, and
much of the solid matter, are gotten rid of with

less trouble than by the usual modes, though not

more eflectually—and the horses at least are free

from the inconvenience of standing in filth.

But as every stable owner has not the conveni-

ence of a creek to receive the richest parts of his

manure, let us proceed to consider the more usual

modes. The stable is cleaned out every morning,
by sweeping up the dung, and the httle wet hay
(or other litter if any,) mixed with it, and carrying

it in wheelbarrows to be thrown on a heap in ^he

yard. The mud forrned by the urine with the

earthen floor, is swept over very lightly, lest any
of it should be removed. Of course, so far as the

Vol. V—22

end aimed at is attained, the urine is all lost to the

manure; but acts, in decomposing, to do all the

harm it is capable of in exhaling gases. What
may be thai amount of harm, under these circimi-

stances, or whether there is any produced, I do
not pretend to say. It is enougli that, as manure,
the urine is totally lost. The richness of the ma-
terials of the heap, and its want of continued and
sufficient moisture, induce speedy, rapid and vio-

lent liirmentation, which is soon destructive of all

the richest and most soluble ])arts of the vegetable

as well as the animal ingredients; and this lermen-

tation continues as long as there is enough re-

maining moisture to support it. The slow and
gradual additions to the manure heap, made every

day, just serve to maintain a continual and fierce

heat. These daily supplies of new materials are

like fuel added to fire. The residuum, after this

scorching operation, is the stable manure that is

usually applied to the soil. It may be true that

the destructive process is not olten so effectually

performed, nor carried to its final end—and there-

fore that all the possible damage described above
is not produced. But there is scarcely a doubt,

but that, on a general average, three-fourths of the

value of the nevi' manure, actually produced daily

in the stables, is totally dissipated, and lost in the

air. Let it be remembered, that the richer the

mass, and the larger the heap, the more violent

and destructive will be the fermentation, and the

greater the loss.

In addition to the theoretical views presented, and
the stateinents of general results, v/hichgotoshovv
the little value of manure that has passed through
this burning process, I will mention a particular

fact just stilled to me b}' a highly respectable gen-
tleman and practical farmer, near Petersburg,

Vfhen he took possession of the llirm on which
he resides, he found on it a considerable heap of
stable manure which had been brought from the

town stables, and put in a heap, for preservation,

as it is usually considered, to remain until it was
time to apply it to the next j'ear's crop. The suc-

ceeding occupant, (my informant,) made the ap-

plication—and obtained from it scarcely any bene-
fit. The manure was much fire-fanged: it pro-

bably had been thrown into a new and violent fer-

mentation by its removal, and second heaping, in

addition to all that is usually suffered in the stable

yard.

U] instead of saving the manure according to

anj^of the usual modes, the cleanings of everyday
were regularly thrown into the river, (as done in

part, at the Richmond livery stable named above,)

or into the fire, it would be not much loss of value,

in the end, compared to the results now obtained

— and there would be great benefits gained in

other respects. Besides all other possible evils of
keeping up a constantly hot fermenting mass in

ever}^ stable yard, it serves, in town or country, as a
breeding place for myriads of stable andhouseflies.

These insects are prompted by instinct to depo-
site their eggs in the hot mass; and I liave seen in

the bulk Avhen opened, the maggots which the

eggs had produced in such prodigious numbers,
that it alone satisfied me of the impropriety of thus

providing hot beds and the best possible breeding

establishments for these pests. It probably re-

quires a certain combination of heat and moisture

to efl'ect the hatching so uniforn)Iy and in such
great numbers. But whether hatched gradually,
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or nearly at the eame time, very slight observation

of a Uvery stable in summer, will show that the

horses, though standing in the stalls, are lar from

idle; Ibr it requires incessant movements of their

heads, feet, and tails, to partially relieve iheni-

selves Ironi the continued attacks of legions of

sharp-biting flies.

Equally ignorant and destructive management
is found in regard to many other smallersources of

rich manures in towns—which are either given

up entirely to corrupt the air and the Vi/aters, or

but a small part of their value is used to nourish ve-

getables and improve the soii. I should extend

these remarks beyond the reader's patience, or sul-

ference, if every department of this copious sub-

ject was examined. I shall therctbre pass by all

these miscellaneous matters, and confine my re-

maining observations on town manures, to the

means of avoiding the worst of the present losses

caused by stable nmnagement.
In proposing other modes of economizing the

value of stable manure, fand v/hich are applica-

ble also to street droppings, and to sundry other

rich materials, not specially named,) I shall keep in

view the existing obstacles to every such improve-
ment; and therelbre, even if all the changes re-

commended, were adopted, they would not consti-

tute the 6esi system that the most enlightened

economy would fix upon. My directions and sug-

gestions, moreover, will be made as concise as pos-

sible—and perhaps, may be altogether superfluous

to those readers who will keep in mind the general

principles that have been advanced and enforced,

and who will simply aim, in practice, to avoid

the manifest and great evils and losses of the pre-

sent system of management.
First—supposing the supply of litter to continue,

as now, very inadequate for making manure in

proper quantities, and ibr sufficiently modera-
ting the fermentation ofthe parts. In this case, the

manure should never be heaped, bat be kept thinly

spread until removed to the land, or to be com-
posted in the country with enough of other and
poorer materials; and the leraovals ought to take

place every day, or at not much longer intervals.

Until so removed, the manure should be protected

as much as possible from sun, wind, and especially

from rain, or other water so abundant as wash away,
or to carry into the earth, the juices of the manure.
But all these circumstances, injurious as thej' may
be, are not eo wasteful and destructive as the usual

hot and violent fermentation. A cellar, or basement
floor, under the plank floor of a public stable, if

easily accessible to carts, offers the easiest and best

means for cleaning out, and disposing of the ma-
nure as made; but heaping there, also, should be
avoided, if to remain even 24 hours; and thorough
and equal soaking of the urine through the solid

parts of the manure, should be secured. The
earthen floor of this cellar, or of the stable itsellj

if there is no cellar beneath, should be covered
once or twice a year with a layer of rich marl,
several inches thick. This would save (by com-
bining with and fixing) much of the rich fluid

which otherwise would sink in the earth for want
of absorbing litter, and ultimately be decomposed,
and lost. When necessary to remove this tempo-
rary calcareous floor, it would furnish of itself one
of the most powerful of manures, and be an ex-

cellent ingredient to mix with the putrescent mat-
ter.

It is an important object at present for town
stable owners to procure such kinds of" litter as are

the least disposed to rot, because it will last so

much the longer, and a less quantity will serve the

purpose of keeping the horses comfortable; at the

same time, the least putrescent of vegetable mat-
ters, and which on tha.t account are now scarcely

thought of as materials for manure, would be ef-

fectually decompopsd, and brought to the proper

stale to feed grov>?ing vegetables, by the contact and
chemical action of so lafge a quantity of rich ani-

mal matter. Thus it well deserve,? consideration

whether very great benefits might not be gained
by using as litter such new materials, as spent tan-

ners' bark, saw-dust, the empty hulls of cotton-

seed, (where hulled previous to expressing the

oil,) and the waste of cotton factories. Very large

quantities of one or more of these materials are

furnished in most of our towns—and which now
are thrown away into the rivers, or elsewhere, as
altogether worthless. If these, and all other ve-

getable litter still were deficient, and rich and diy

marl were cheap enough, that might substitute

litter in part; and the daily removal of the wet
portion, and the replacing it withirom halfabush-
el to a bushel of the clean and dry marl, would keep
the horses comfortable, and secure the hquid ma-
nure that would otherwise be lost.

Some of these suggestions might be rendered

worthless, and others would be carried into use far

more beneficially if the main deficiency of materi-

als were supplied, in a ten-fold greater amount of
straw, leaves, or other vegetable litter from the

country. This would be best commenced il' some
individual, who is the owner of a town stable

and also of a neighboring farm, would profit by
these hints, and furnish both the demand and the

supply. He would have both parts of the trade,

and would make all the profit that it ottered, and
have no one to bargain with, or consult, but him-
self. But he would gain nothing more than would
any two persons, the one a stable owner, and the

other a farmer, who knew the values to be saved,

and would so agree to act that nothing should go
to waste. If the countryman would supply the

stable with good litter of any kind, (leaves, or

cornstalks, as well as straw,) and for remuneration

carry back a load of rich manure for every load of

litter, he would be making a most profitable ex-

change; and on the other hand, the stable owner
after paying away this manure, would have left

for sale m^orc in quantitj', and there would be more
of value saved in it, than in his entire stock as now
managed.
The cultivators of farms within short distances

of our towns, have very great profits ofiered to

their acceptance, by their using properly the quan-
tity of manure to be obtained I'rom the town sta-

bles, (independent of all other, and untried sour-

ces)—but, they have availed but litde of their ad-

vantageous position, and cannot do much better,

without adopting some steps which are now al-

most totally overlooked and neglected. It is not

my present purpose to give directions for. applying
manures, or lor ffirm management—but consider-

ing the general deficiences, in these respects, it

would not be proper to omit stating that I consider

it essential to the profiting in the best manner by
town manures, that the following requisitions

should be fulfilled : 1st That the land is to be either

first made calcareous, or the putrescent matter
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previously mixed or composted with enough marl
to combine with, and secure it; 2ndly, that the rich

town manure, be not sullercd to pass through vio-

lent and destructive Icrmentation; and 3dly, as tiir

as may be eflected, that such manures bo a|)piied

to crops as iiist as brought to the I'arms, and, in pre-

lerence to jirain crops, to be given as top dress-

ings to young clover, or other grasses.

[To be continued.]

THE I3IPOUTAIVCE OF GRASS CROPS UNSUC-
CESSFUL EXPERIMENTS.

To the EJitor of the Farmers' Register.

Port Royal, May IWi, 1S37.

My annual contribution has too long awaited its

convoy, which I now (eel was perhaps incautious-

ly promised, and without due reflection that the

lapse of twelve months would find the ice as thick,

and my nervous horror of the pen as great as ever.

In truth, too, my want of alacrity is not a little in-

creased by a natural reluctance to record, in lieu o!'

successes rather triumphantly set forth, some re-

traxits, creating a discount even upon so small an
amount. The latter, though less gratelul, is a du-

ty even more obligatory than the former, as its ne-

glect would be a confirmation of error instead of

truth, and tend to the increase of that distrust, (the

result of hasty or prejudiced enunciations of only

apparent lacts) which, as I fjrmerly remarked, is

justly a Ibrmidable obstruction to the general re-

ception of established truth.

The experiments stated in my former commu-
nication,* (to which I have not now the means of

direct reference,) and which the experience oi the

last year has contradicted, were 1st, in regard to

clover, orchard grass, and highland meadow oat

grass seeds sown with rye, in the latter part of

iJuly, 1S35, upon about 10 acres of very steep, and
a portion poor land, and which the succeeding year

exhibited a growth very superior to any I ever had

on such land. I was thereby encouraged to sow
the greater portion of my field the 1st of last Au-
gust, and some a little later, (with the exception of

about 20 acres on which no rye was sown,) in

rye, which was put in with cultivators, and the

clover sown thereupon. Although my foreman
declares he never saw seed come up better, I was
grieved to find, on my return home in October,

that there was scarcely a spire to be seen; and the

spring confirms the failure. This, it is true, was
owing to a pretty severe drought soon after, and
the omission of the harrow, as to which my in-

struction was lost sight of; but nevertheless, my
confidence has been rudely shaken, if not destroyed

in the success of a practice, from which, especial-

ly on light lands such as ours, I had hoped the

most beneficial results. The experiment will,

however, be repeated on a smaller scale by me,
and I hope by others.

2dly. I spoke, though not very flatteringly, yet

with some confidence, of the effects of green
crops turned in as manure; and enumerated those

from buckwheat, rj^e, cow- peas, and Indian corn

sown broadcast. A more attentive observation

has convinced me that the degree of improvement
from all of them, is in the inverse ratio of the

lightness of the land; and when the latter was
greatest, the former is now, from the indication af-

* Inserted at p. Gl,vol. iv. Fanners' Register.

—

Ed.

forded by the growth upon it, scarcely at all per-

ceptible.

Another result too, and that the reverse of my
previous conviction, has been established to my
satisfaction, at least upon light land, and that is,

that they retain less of fertility imparted by green,

than dry crops. There is a marked difference in

favor of a strip sown in cow-peas and turned in

after they were gathered, and of course, dry, over

an adjoining one, v/hich received two crops of buck-

wheat when in bloom. INly inference liom these

facts is, that however much etifler soils may bor-

row, and permanently appropriate, of the fertili-

zing gases which compose these substances in their

green state, yet that the rapidity and violence of

the fermentation excited in a hot and too perme-

able soil, so ed'ect'ially prevents their retention, aa

to render them quite an unprofitable loan. Indeed,

before I became bold enough to hazard any theory

on the subject, my practice fi-om observation alone

had been conformed to it. My manures, of what-

ever description, for I know not how many yeara

past, have generally been applied on the surface

of my light land, even in corn. I think the waste

but little before that receives its first (and with me
except siding, only) ploughing, and that the fer-

mentation is, thereby, retarded until the wants of

vegetation require its products, whilst for even a
longer period its similar application upon young
clover and grass lands has claimed my decided

preference over every other mode. In combina-
tion with marl, its effects have been thus most
striking.

I touched briefly in my first contribution upon
the benefits which I have derived, and am still fur-

ther anticipating, from the extension of permanent
pasture to lands whose steepness or infestment with

sassafras, locust, &c., render them unprofitable

subjects for the plough, but whose fertility eminent-

ly qualifies them lor the richest pasture. Of such,

my farm presents a considerable portion; as indeed

what farm of any considerable extent does not?
And what is the condition which it usually pre-

sents? When the grubbing hoe, imbelle telum,

cam multo ictu et gemitu, has performed its ever

recurring biennial task of scotching the hydra sas-

safras, persimmon, locust, &c., the scratcher re-

peats its toilsome up and down office until its pro-

duct threatens its terminals with starvation; and
the soil has all found its way to the bottom, and
the gullies to the top. What a contrast does not

such hideous deformity afford to the rich and smi-

ling aspect of the undulating bosoms of verdant

slopes studded with picturesque clumps of beauti-

ful trees (for there are few more so than the locust

and sassafras,) afibrding shade to the fat kine lux-

uriating beneath? How often, years back, in my
northern peregrinations, have such contrasts made
me long for the sight, on my return, of such oases

in our deserts, and which, until within a few years

back, I had almost thought attainment hopelessly

denied us by our sod and climate. A little perse-

verance has convinced me, as happily it will others,

of the contrary. An orchard of a few acres ad-

joining my dwelling afforded the first encourage-

ment. Afier having remained somewhat accident-

ally unbroken for five or six years, it took on a rich

cover of greensward and white clover, whose in-

creasing value soon determined me to let itremain;

and so it has remained now for twenty years, un-

violated by the plough. Another lot of about ten
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acres on the opposite side of my house was not
long after laid down in orchEird grass and highland
meadow oat; which the severe grazing to v/hich
that, as well as the other has been subjected, has
supplanted chiefly with the former growths, of all

others the most untiring, and best tor permanent
hard grazing. The only aid which they have had
during the whole period, has been an annual plas-

tering of a bushel per acre, and a slight top-dress-
ing of ashes and coarse larm-yard manure.
Eut why need we look beyond our yards, even

in the sandiest and least propitious situations, ]br

illustrations of the ii\ct, that a little time, and ma-
nure, aided by the shade and fertilizing properties

of that invaluable tree, the locust, sutiice for these
effects'? My first experiment, upon such land as
the hills above referred to, commenced about five

years ago, when I wished to enclose eight or ten
acres of such land for a lew pet deer. This was
effected by availing myself of two gullies running
considerably more than a moity of'the circuraler-

ence, upon the exterior edge of which a very mo-
derate fence sufficed (or would have sufficed, for

they have not yet occupied it,) for those nimble
animals, whilst the remainder of course claimed a
higher fence. The sassafras and locust grubs,
which infested it to a greater degree than any land
I ever saw, were thinned out to the most promising,
which were suffered to remain—the land well pre-
pared with a hoe crop and sov^n in the fall with
orchard and highland meadow oat seeds. Tlie
whole of it has since been top-dressed, and a small
portion limed. The sassafras and locust sprouts
to which the stock Avere at first invited by a slight
sprinkling, after rain, with salt, have entirely yield-

ed to the hoof and the tooth, whose continual per-
secution seem only to be hastening the above-men-
tioned process of substitution. En passant, and
particularly until the land is completely set, they
should be excluded for a year or two, until many
of the seeds are ripe. This sprinij has witnessed a
similar conquest of about equal extent of the hill-

side upon which the successfijl experiment of the
early sowing of the clover with rye was made, and
the labor of enclosing which, very substantially,
was reduced to a trifle by the same means. It 'is

true, Mr. Edhor, these results are not to be attain-
ed without some time and some labor. Let no
one expect good grass on poor land, and that in a
single year, or two. If he will onlv look at the la-
bor bestowed on this subject, in England, in the
process of turfinir land for pasture, whilst he will
renounce such folly, he will be still more convinced
of the importance of the object. Truly I consi-
der it to agriculture, of all others, the most so; and
my conviction was much strengthened by an agri-
cultural visit, which amongst others, I made hist
summer to the justly celebrated Earl Stimson of
New York, in whose praise it may suffice to say
that I found him all that a farmer and a gentleman
should be. His entire system, his rotations, his
provision, preparation and application of manures,
and the admirable arrangements of his fiirmstead
have all been minutely'and accurately described
by an abler observer, in the first volume of your
Register, and need not be repeated by me. 'His
most briliant results, however, even the one almost
incredible to us, of 160 bushels corn to the acre,
seemed to be resoluble chiefly into grass, and the
abundant supplies of rich manure which every
crop receives therefrom, rather than any superiority

of cultivation. Yet, with a blind fatuity, we rea-

son and act as ifthe earth was made only for corn,

wheat, and tobacco, and would continue to pro-

duce these, in interminable succession, by scourg-

ing alone, instead of from alimentary manures
which can be produced of the requisite quantity

and quality by grass alone.- But, Mr. Editor, can
any man, having within him the bowels of com-
passion, at this moment, when v/e have not had a
drop of rain kv more than three weeks, ride along

our roads and see our starved herds, in whose rag-

ged carcasses and unfed sides the cornstalks have
barely kept a little lifethrov.gh the winter, contend-

ing like "fire-eyed disputants" for here and there

a scattered blade of grass, without having them
wrung with pity? Old mother earth, too, claims

her share, for she seems to cry out, "spare! oh,

spare me!'' and receives only for reply, " a la

niorty "This way no hope is," and who pur-

sues it, pursues inevitable sierility and poverty.

But where is the refugel We must have milk

and butter and meat lor our fiimilies, I say, \n

grass. To its attainment, devote even your best

lands and all your manure, and fear not but that it

will soon repaA'you with compound interest in the

increased fertility of all your land, and abundance
of all your crops. Man)' a swamp and many a
ravine, too narrow, and too detatched, or too much
shaded, for corn, and therefore deemed useless,

will give you tons of the richest hay, and manure
annually, a surface equal to its own. It is the

first step alone which cosis—the rest are compara-
tively easy; and as they are followed up, I venture

to predict, from my own experience, that crops of

grain will increase pretty much in the ratio, {sub

modo, of course,) in which portions of the land are

are abstracted li'om culiivation for grass. Wliilst

nature, then, if not through all, through so many
at least of her works, seems to cry aloud, "grass,

grass!" shall we continue obdurately deaf to her
invocation.

As my sheet is growing short, Mr. Editor, I can-

not, perhaps, better fill up the remaining space,

than with a brief descripiion of an innovation

adopted by me for the last six months in the pri-

mum mobile, the principle of labor, upon which all

our operalions must depend. Resolved, for the

balance of a somewhat restless and migratory life,

to keep, as fiir as circumstances will permit, at

home, it occurred to me, that the amount hereto

fore appropriated to the wages of an overseer, dis-

tributed in premiums according to service and
merit amongst my negroes—in other words, that

avarice, combined with pride and vanity, strong

principles even in the breast of a negro, if judici-

ously directed, might form slimidi noi less efficient

than those to which they had been previously sub-

jected; that is to say, that compulsor}' might thus

be beneficially substituted by voluntary labor.

With this view, their unanimous assent having
been previously accoided to the authority of the

foreman and the justice of his awards, my force,

consisting of about twenty efi'ectives of all sorts,

were divided into three classes, according to effi-

ciency, age and sex, and made subject to degrada-
tion to a lower, or advancement to ahighergrade,
according to delinquency or desert. The com-
pensation is allotted to the classes in full shares

to the first; half shares to the second; quarter

shares to the third; any amount of forfeiture in-

curred in a class to be divided amongst its mem-
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bers. The periods of decision are, Easter, when
the operation of plantiniz; corn is fairly over; the

Sunthiy after harve?r, after soodiiiii- wheat; and at

Christmas. A hiank is icept by uie lor tiie purpose

of notiniX opposite the rospeclivc names any de-

liaqiioncies, which, in presence oi" the hands the

forein;in is sometimes called on, witiiout lear, fiivor,

or ati'oction, to report, if anj'. This moriiirig, tlic

first report, was made, without delinquency. Tlie

division of $50 was soon made, and nothing re-

mained but lo insert opposite each class the amount
to which its n)embcrs were entitled. The ticket

was then handed to the ibreman, with a request to

my merchant in the village to credit them lor that

amount of merchandize, (other than whiskey) at

the store; any unexpended balance rcmaininci: to

their credit till the next dividend. It would have
done j'our heart good, sir, to have seen them
niarchiniz: oft' to-day, with faces rachant as tlie

moon, to buy each a holiday suit, or some article

of comlbrt, and which will constantly remind them
of their duty and its reward. I can say for this

experiment, that never certainly in my lile, fiave I

had so much work, so well done, nor with equal

cheerfulness and satislaction, not having had occa-

sion to utter an angr}^ word, except to a little cattle

minder, the irksomeness ofwhose employment will

ever produce delinquencies, and all this with very

little attention on my part. Some ofmy neighbors,

however, predict, that I shall enter a retraxit on

this point, belbre the end of the year; may be so

—

nous verrons. Also, that it will tend, to foster dis-

content, and that spirit of insubordination which
had its origin in abolitionism. On these points,

neither, will I pretend positively to decide; but I

cannot doubt but that the relationship between

my slaves and mj-self has been greatly strength-

ened by the system, and that they could scarcely

be pursuaded to change it by Arthur Tappan and

his minions. By the by, I wish Tom, that is to

say (thouo:h to honest, well-meaning (oik Tom is

a perlcct Toby,) Old Nick had 'em. I am very

sure he wouki turn the tables upon them, and com-
mend to their lips something too hot even for their

hellish sup, and if he did not give them a little

turn of Oliver le Diable, at any rate hold 'em very

"oneasy." You have now Mr. Editor, my holi-

day issue, which I fear me you will find like too

much other paper of the day, and in somewhat of

a harlequin dress too, which mayhap, you will

think befits "Old Tyro."
Very respectfully,

Your iriend and well-wisher,

J. H. Bernard.

From tlie New England Farmer.

NEW ZEALAND FLAX—(PHORBIIUM TENAX.)

3fr. Editor :—I have lately introduced a few of

these very rare plants from France, in the confi-

dent expectation that in many parts of our country,

we shall most assuredly find a congenial climate

and soil, and that the plant may prove a most in-

valuable acquisition to our fiivored land.

The phormium tenax is a native of New Zea-
land, an island, or rather a frroup of islands, ly-

ing between the parallels of 35° and 45'' ofsouth-

ern latitude. I send you a leaf o( the plant, a

stout, strong flag, from three to four feet long, and
near 2^ inches broad— but even in England and
in Ireland, the plant produces leaves from five to

eight feet long, and of a breadth in proportion.

—

Iir many parts of our country, they mny attain to

liir greater dimensions. The. plant is a variety of
(lag of an ornamental appearance. The blos-

soms which are produced on a tall spike, are eta-

ted to be smaller, but more numerous than those of
the flay.

In England as well as in Ireland, in latitude

52° and 53°, it has been long tried in several gar-

dens, and there found to be a perfectly hardy
plant. Possibly, however, it may not be able to

sustain, without protection, the extreme rigors ofthe

winters of the more northern states. As the leaves

of the plant are gathered in autumn, it may per-

haps require that slight protection of a very thin

covering of moss, which we are accustomed ta

bestow on many herbaceous plants, not, however,
sufficient to smother and destroy, but merely suf-

ficient to break the Ibrce of cold winds, and as

a screen from the pernicious rays of the sun du-

ring winter. I am unable, as yet, to say whether
such slight protection may or may not, be required

lor the phormhim tenax, in some of the states ol'

the north. So inconsiderable, however, is the

expense of labor or of time, that I am persuaded

an active man would be capable of securing with

a slight covering of moss, an acre of plants in a
single day.

The phormhim tenax is a perennial herba-

ceous plant, the leaves resembling those of the

flag. With very little preparation, they form

clothing, canvass and cordage. The two last of

which are stated to be incomparably stronger than

any thing of the kind, made ofhemp. The leaves

of the plant grow in Ireland from five to eight leet

high; these are cut in the iidi, and the next year

will produce a new crop. The plants may be
raised from seeds or from oflsets, which are very

numerous; these however, should not be separa-

ted until the fourth year. The leaves which are cut

in autumn, are succeeded the next summer by a
nev/ and luxuriant crop. Mr. Salisbury has found

that a plant three years old, will produce thirty-

six leaves, and six leaves have produced one ounce
of dry, available fibres; and at this rate, he has

calculated that a single acre set out, the plants at

three leet assunder, will yield more than sixteen

hundred pounds of the prepared flax to the acre,

which is a great produce compared either to that

of flax or of hemp, and the fibres are separated

with much less labor than either of these require.

The leaves are cut in autumn Avhen full grown,

and after being steeped for a few hours in stag-

nant water, they are passed between two rollers,

the upper one of which is properly loaded, which
causes the fibres to separate, and these being

washed in a running stream, become instantly

while. The natives of New Zealand make their

most choice clothing of the long, slender fibres,

beautifully white, and lustrous as silk, and of the

leaves split in strips and tied together, they make
fishing nets of extraordinary size.

The government of Great Britain fully aware

of the supei'iority and importance of this plant,

have taken great pains by acts of their legislature,

to encourage its cultivation, both in Britain and in

Australasia—but most all the seeds brought by

voyagers, lost their power of vegetation.

Singular, however, as it seemed, the identical

plant was at last Ibund flourishing luxuriantly in the

south of Ireland, in several gardens in Waterfbrd,
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Cork, Limerick, Louth, Dublin and Wicklow
counties, latitude 52*^ and 53°. In one garden it

had flourished for tiiirty years, or li'om its first in-

troduction in 1788, and had been found perfectly

hardy, during which time it had been only twice

but slightly affected by frost in the tops of its

leaves.

If hardy in Ireland, it may be hardy here.

Yet though our winters may be more severe, our

summers would be productive of a growth far

more luxuriant than theirs, as the peach and the

maize both flourisli here, but will not grow well

there.

A factory to employ from 200 to 300 workmen,
and on a most extensive scale, was begun in 1831,

at Grimsby in Yorkshire, England, for the pur-

pose of manufacturing cordage and canvass fi'om

the New Zealand fiax exclusively. For this ma-
terial, they relied on New Zealand and Austra-
lasia, where its cultivation has already commenced.

Respectfully your friend, '

WlLT-IAM KrNRICK.
Nonantum Hill, Newton, 3Iay 25, 1837.

From the Maine Farmer.

"CAURYING COALS TO NKV/CASTLE."

The adage which we have used above as a cap-
tion, arose fiom the fact, that as Newcastle in

England was the grand source of coal, many of
the plans and proceedings of mankind, might be
considered about as preposterous, as it would be
to ship coals to that place. Y'et we see, every
day, instances which remind us of this adage.
Many of these instances arise, either from the ig-

norance or supineness of those who are the re-

cipients of those things which others bring them,
when by using half of the exertion and enterprise
which their providers do, they might have the
very articles at their own doors at a less price.

We have been led to this subject, by persuing the
conclusion of certain remarks of Mr. Ruffin, Ed-
itor of the Farmers' Register, in Virginia, respect-

ing the bounty on wheat in Maine. After stating,

as it was so rare that any legislative body in this

country attempted to aid the improvements or to

promote the interests of agriculture, he felt a re-

luctance to dissent from the measure, he observes
that "we believe that there is an indirect, though
far more efficient, as well as a far cheaper mode of
reaching the end proposed.

"This would be by giving bounties or rewards
for experiments ^scientific and practical) calcula-
ted to discover whether there is not some radical
defect in the soils of Maine, that unfits them for

profitable wheat culture, and thence to arrive at
the knowledge of the proper remedy wanting.
We liilly believe that such a defect exists, thatit
would be ascertained beyond all question—and the
remedy^ as clearly pointed out. The lands of the
New England states in general (excepting only
alluvial river bottoms and olhergood soils, rarely to
be met with, and in small quantities,) are very unfa-
vorable to the growth of wheat, and its product ap-
pears from the general complaint made, to decrease
as the country is longer and better tilled, and, as
m general, other products are thereby increased.
The soil generally, on account of its geological
formation, is very slightly provided by nature with
lime, an ingredient necessary for every vegetable
product, but particularly so, and in large propor-

tion, for wheat. We have never seen any of the
lands of Maine—but have no doubt as to the truth

of this opiiuon as lo iheir natural constitution

—

and also, that to give lime to the lands is all

that is wanting to make them yield good wheat.
It is a shame to both Maine and Virginia that so

much lime is annvally brought from theformer to

the latter. If Virginia made her ovjn lime from
her own abundant materials, and 3Iaine used much
of her lime to manure her lands, it would be better

for both countries.''''

To this latter clause we say amen. What are
the farmers of Maine and Virginia dreaming
abouf? The latter, with inexhaustible sources for

lime, buy the article of us, and we with a soil

either already rendered capable of growing wheat,
or that may easily be made so, go to Virffinia after

it. Verily "this is like carrying coals to Newcastle.
Now we would not have the Virginians use a par-
ticle less of lime, but they ought to make it at

home. Nor would we have our lime burners sell

a particle less, but it should be sold to our farmers
at home. Commerce would not sutler a farthing,

should this take place. There are articles enough
grown and manufi^ctured in each that could not be
jiroduced in the other, the exchange of which
would give full employment to our merchants and
seamen. We hold it to be an imperious duty
for every people to make the most of their own
natural resources, this will give strength at home,
and at the same time put them in a situation to

extend their commmerce with distant friends to

better mutual advantage. In regard to his re-

marks on the soil of Maine, he is in part correct.

We have much land that is not naturally good
for wheat, but we have much more that is. We
have- an abundance of limestone—some of" which
is magncsian, which is very good manure. Sir

Humphrey Davy to the contrary, nowithstanding
—some of it secondary, and much more of it of a
kind that may be called argillaceous, having a
large quantity of argillaceous matter with it. The
trouble in Maine is not so much in her^ soil, as
the lack of cultivating wheat.
The bounty spoken o\', is operating as a grand

stiinulus. More wheat has been sown this year
than for many years past, and as the lumbering
and moonshine speculation is on the wane, we
hope that industry and common sense will have
more sway. If we can get our farmers generall}''

interested in fhe wheat culture, their own good
will prompt them to study out what is wanted in

the soil, to give them the greatest crop. This
puts us in mind of a subject nearly connected with
this, viz: Muffin's £ssay on Calcareous Manures.
We have in a former volume noticed this work,
and given extracts from it. It is decidedly the best

work on the subject that has ever appeared; and
we wish it could be more read by the agriculturists

of the United States. There is much in it, of
course, local in its nature, or more applicable to the

author's section of the country than to many
other parts of the union; but there is also much
adapted to the case of almost every section of" the

nation. We think it would be a good plan for

agricultural societies to purchase quantities of

them to distribute as premiums, and thus, while

stimulating some to action by the hope of the re-

ward of approbation, they would redeem their

pledge, by bestowing valuable knoVk'Iedge, lo the

successful competitor.
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From ihe Transactions of tlie Institution of Civil Engineers.

ON PROCUKIIVG SUPPMnS OF WATER FOR
CITIICS AXO TOWNS, BY BOUIMG.

COMML'.NICATKD BY AIr. JoIIN SEAWAUn, M. IkST. C. E.

A French ffentleman of our acquaintance hav-

ing recently addressed us upon a project ot'supi)!}'

ing the dillerent towns of France with water, by
means of boring in the earth, according to the

method which has come lately a good deal into

Jiishion in dill'erent parts of England, and thus hav-
ing brought the subject under our mature delibera-

tion, we otfer the Ibllowing remarks, which we
were led to give in rei)ly, with the hope that they
may be found not altogether uninteresting to the

Institution.

In the first place, as respectsjjthe projpct"of fur-

nishing water to the different towns of France by
means of simply boring in the "earth; if by this is

intended that the variousUowns are to be supplied

with water economically, for all domestic and
manufacturing purposes, in the same abundant
manner that is furnished to the inhabitants of
London!and other towns of England, we nmst at

once declare without cany hesitation that, as a ge-
neral principle, the scheme will be abortive, and
if atteaipted, will infallibly end in loss and disap-

pointment.

In stating thus explicitly our opinion, we do not

wish to be understood as being anywise unfavora-

ble to boring in general: on the contrary, as an
art when employed under suitable circumstances,

we know that it can be made, on various occasions,

highly subservient to the wants of man; but we also

know that with many persons, a very erroneous

opinion prevails as to the economy, and other me-
rits and advantages of the art.

The method of "simple boring," as it is called,

is not adapted for all situations and places; it re-

quires a combination of circumstances not gene-
rally met with. London and the surrounding dis-

trict, wherein this art has been most successfully

practiced, is highly favored in this particular; the

stratum of soil is a bed of clay, varying from 100
to 200 tiiet thick, and is theretbre very easily bored

through. It is remarkable that the springs under
the bed of clay produce tlie finest and most salu-

brious water, while those above the bed of clay

produce water so impure as to be unfit even lor

the most ordinary purposes. It is therefore easy
to conceive, that this method would here meet
with the most favorable encouragement; but in

districts where the same circumstances do not

exist, there would not be the same inducement to

follow it.

" Simple boring," is suitable only when the

quantity of water required is comparatively small;

thus ifthe object be to furnish a very superior wa-
ter for a nobleman's mansion, for a small village or

neighborhood, or even lor a single manufactory,
then this method is admirable, provided the cir-

cumstances are in any proportion as favorable as

in the district which surrounds London; but if the
question be to provide an abundant supply of wa-
ter for a large town or populous city, then certain-

ly in every case, the method of boring should, on
the score of economy, be the last that ought to be
resorted to for the purpose.

That the bowels of the earth contain springs
of water in abundance, there can be no doubt;

miners and colliers are aware of this fiict, to their

cost and sorrow: but wc know full well that those
same springs, if they have sullicient natural lorce,

must find their way to the surlhce of l he earth
somewhere, without any borinix, and then liirm

rivers and flowing brooks. Why then delve a
great depth at an infiniie expense, to procure that

which we can generally obtain so readily and eco-
nomically on the surface of the earth?

Tliere is scarcely a city or town of any magni-
tude but what has some fine river or copious

brooks in its immediate neighborhood; these are

the natural sources whence we should obtain our
supply of water. But if the streams in the vicinity

are so impregnated with deleterious matter, as to

render the water unfit tor domestic or manufiictur-

ing purposes, and if no ready method can be
adopted for cleansing it, resource should then be
had to the water that tails from the heavejis; tanks

and reservoirs, (similar to those employed in feed-

ing navigable canals,) should he formed in con-
venient situations, to receive the rain-water which
falls on the adjacent hills: either of these means
would furnish an adundant supply of this necessa-
ry element, constantly and economically.

It is perfectly true, that a populous town may
be so situated as to be at an inconvenient distance

from any salubrious I'iver or brook, whence to ob-

tain water; and local circumstances may be such as

to render it impossible or inexpedient to form in

the vicinity tanks or reservoirs to collect the rain-

water from the hills; in this case, there appears to

be no alternative but that of obtaining a supply
from the bowels of the earth; in such a case, it

will be necessary to sink very capacious wells or

shafts to a great depth, with suitable pumps and
steam-engines, to bring the water to the surface;

and even then the supply may be so scanty as to

render it necessry to drive (in various directions)

horizontal level or galleries li:om the bottom of the

wells or shafts, in order to break in upon the

springs whichmay exist at a distance; similar to

the method practiced in the salt-works of Eng-
land, to obtain a copious supply of the brine; but

in such a case, to expect that by simply boring

down into the earth, a plentiful supply of water
can be obtained for the domestic and manufiictur-

ing purposes of a populous town, is to expect
what rarely or never can be accomplished.
The modern plan of boring to obtain water has

been, without any rational grounds cried up as a
new and wonderful discover}-; but the truth is,

that boring is an operation of great antiquity; the

miner and collier make use of it in a variety of
ways, and it has, from time immemorial, been a
usefiil auxiliary to the well-digger; he employs
this process to discover where springs of water
exist. By this means he can, at a comparatively
small expense, determine whether the situation is

favorable or not for forming a well; at the same
time he can ascertain the quality of the water
when obtained, and the probable ultimate expense
which must be incurred in order to secure a regu-

lar supply.

In some instances it has happened that in boring,

fi-ora the cause just stated, tfie water has of its

own naturEil force risen up through the hole, and
flowed over"the surface in considerable quantity,

and thus, without much tijrther trouble or expense
a tolerably copious supply has been obtained.

—

This circumstance it is that has brought into favor
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the idea of depending on simple boring alone as

a regular syslemetic method ol' obtaining a supply

of water; and il is but right to say, that the meth-
od, in many instances, has been remarkably suc-

cecesslbl; but it should be borne mind, that the

supply, copious as it is called, has scarcely in any
one instance exceeded what would be retjuired lor

a moderately extensive manuliictory, or lor the

domestic use of a vpry small village; morever al-

though considerable success has attended many
of the experiments made to obtain water in this

way, yet it is most certain that, as regards the ob-

taining of an abundant supply by the simple pro-

cess of boring alone, in a majority of cases, the

method lias completely failed; and, after a very

jieavy and useless expense and loss of time have
been incurred in these failures, resource has at

length been had, either partially or wholly, to

sini<ing a well.

The most rational plan for obtaining a good
supply of water from under ground is in the first

place to sink a well to about half the depth at

which it is supposed the spring of water exists: thus,

if the spring is judged to be 100 yards below the

he required for his engine and manufactory, be-
sides losing a considerable portion of the power of
his engine, which is expended in drawing the wa-
ter to the suface.

Wiihm a quarter of a mile of the above-de-
scribed well was situated a brewery lurnished with
a similarly-constructed well, li'om which a consid-

erable supply of water had been obtained; it is,

however worthy of remark, that no sooner did our
engine commence drawing water from the riew-

Ibrmed well, than the brewers immediately lost a
great part of the supply they had previously been
accustomed to derive iiom theirs; the consequence
was, they were under the necessity of sinking it

deeper, and of putting up more powerful pumps,
in order to obtain their former supply.

We mention the above lact to show that, al-

though there is no question but it is possible to

find a spring of water in almost any situation,

yet the springs do not furnish that inexhaustible

supply oi" water which some persons imagine; in-

deed a bare consideration ol what is accomplished
in mines and collieries must convince us of the

truth of this fact; were the springs of that inex-

surliice, then the well may made 50 yards deep; i haustible nature some pretend, not a single mine
this being properly built up and secured, the en- or colliery in the universe could be worked to any
gine erected, and suitable pumps fixed, the re- moderate extent whatever.
inainder of the depth to the spring may be pierced The second instance of failure in boring, which
through by the process of boring, and in this way has happened in our own practice, we shall now
a copious supply of water is Irequently obtained,

|

proceed to relate. About twenty years ago a canal
and, as may be readily judged, the quantity ot

water obtained will vary according to the greater

or less depth to which the well is Ibrmed; but at

the same time it should be observed, that the

deeper the well, the greater will be the expense of
raising the water to the surface.

If necessary, we could here enumerate a long

list of losses, failures, and consequent disappoint-

ments, which have attended the process of boring

within our own observation ; for the present how-
ever, we shall confine ourselves to two instances.

About four years ago we erected, almost in the

heart of the metropolis, a 14-horse condensing en-

gine for a manufacturing purpose. As a good
supply of water was wanted for that and other

objects, the proprietor of the establishment thought
he could obtain this necessary element on his own
premises, and make himself independent of the

water-companies. We recommended him to sink

a well at once; but contrary to our advice, he de-

termined to try the process of simple boring, the

situation of his premises being judged very favor-

able lor that purpose. A hole was consequently

bored to about 100 yards deep, and after some la-

bor and expense, water was obtained, but the sup-

ply was so scanty as not to be halfsufficient for the

14-horse engine, several attempts were made to

remedy this, but without efiect; the hole was at

length abandoned, and a well was then formed,

though not so deep as it should have been; boring

was then resumed to the depth of what was con-

sidered the main spring; pumps were put down
the well, and water was again obtained; but even
after all, the supply was barely sufficient for the

engine. The result of this business was, that the

proprietor, after having his premises in confusiori

for nearly two years, in the end expended double

as much money as would have formed a jiood

was cut in the neighborhood of London which pass-

es over a very hilly tract of land, and in the sum-
mer months there is great difficulty in obtaining a
sufTicient supply of water for the upper level. It

is true the canal passes very near some copious
brooks and streams, which with little expense or

trouble miijhthave been made available to supply
every deficiency twenty times over; but from some
circumstances the proprietors of the canal were not

permitted to take advantage of these facilities, and
as the rain-water they were enabled to collect from
the hills was inadequate, they were under the ne-
cessity of resorting to the bowels of the earth to

supply tlie deficiency. Eor this purpose, a large

hole was bored down at the side of the canal, to a
depth of two or three hundred feel, to what was
understood to be the main spring; the water speed-

ily rose and flowed over the surface; however, it

was soon discovered, that the quantity obtained by
this means was so very small as to be of no prac-

tical utility: a well of large dimensions was then
sunk down about SO feet, the boring still continu-

ing to the original depth; pumps were fixed, and
machinery worked by horses; the supply of Avater

by this means was increased tenfold, but still was
inadequate for the purpose required. We were
then employed to erect a steam engine with suita-

ble pumps. &c., and the well was sunk to double
the original depth; a much more copious supply
was now obtained, and the navigation thereby
gieatly assisted; but after all, the expenses at-

tending these works, and the pumping up the

water from such a depth; and that too still inade-

quate in quantity, are evils of such a serious mag-
nitude, that these joined to other circumstances

attending this property, will probably belbre long
cause the whole of the concern to be abandoned.
We could add many other instances of the total

productive well, and the interest of the money ex- failure of what is called the simple boring system;

pended is considerably m.ore than he would have of works begun and never finished to any useful

had to pay to any water company for all the water
|

purpose; of others pertinaciously carried on for
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four or five years, until the patience and the limils

of the parties were a!ii<e exhiuisted, but we tliink

enduirh has been staled above to prove to your

salisliicliun, liow very uncertain has been liiis

method of obtaining water. We think it right,

however, toiruard against theinipression that bor-

ing for water is ^i bad system; on the contrary, al-

low us to repeat that, we thitd< most, inghly of ii;

but then only under proper management, and as a

useful auxiliary to the sinking of capacious wells.

With respect to the project generally, of fbrm-

inii; a regular establishment tor the pur|)ose of sup-

plying water to the various towns of France, we
have to remark, that there can exist no i)hysical

impediment to the accomplishment of the plan;

there is no question but every town in France

miglit be made to enjoy the same inestimable ad-

vantages possessed by the inhabitants of London
and other towns of England; that is say, a con-

stant, abundant, and an economical supply of

good water, for all purposes of domestic and man-
ufacturing use; but of the three modes by which
this can be accomplished, the one by boring or

well-smking is decidedly the most expensive, and
the most uncertain in the final results.

From the same.

SOME ACCOUIVT OP SEVERAL SECTIONS
THROUGH THE PLASTIC CLAY FORMA-
TION IN THE VICINITY OF LONDON.

By William Gravatt, F. R. S., M. Inst. C. E.

Tring Hill Herts..

A boring for water for the Grand Junction Ca-

nal commenced at 25 feet below the summit level

of the hill near Marshcroft Bridge.

Chalk 20 feet.

Hard blue

clay 30
Blue stone 4. At 54 feet the water rose

to the top and ran over 1360

cubic feet in 24 hours.

Hard blue

clay 47

101 feet—no more water than at 54

feet.

The boring discontinued in November, 1837.

A second boring in the same hill commenced
20 feet from the summit level.

Chalk 30 feet.

Hard blue

clay 34
Blue stone 4. Water rose up. The stone

required punching before using

the auger.

Blue clay 82 fStrataof indurated clay at about

J
every four feet, so hard as to

I
require punching from (wo to

Black grit 10 (^ ten inches.

Blue clay 108 very hard.

268 feet. Boring discontinued—no more
water than at first. These two
borings cost £145 and were
three months in hand.

Norwood, near Standwell.

A well four feet in diameter, sunk and bricked

280 feet through the blue clay, into the sand; the

Vol. V-23

instant the sand was reached, the water nislied up
to the top so liist as to endanger the workmen; it

now stands wiihin 8 li'ct of thesurliice of the canal,

which is 86 feet above Trinity high water-mark.

Boring at Brentford, six miles from London.

Brick earth 8 feet.

Sandy gravel 7
Ijoam 5 varies from one to nine feet.

Sand and gra-

vel 4 varies from two to eiffht.

Contams water.

Blue clay 200

224 feet. Boring discontinued—still

in clay.

Woolwich Sandpits.

Alluvium of various depths.

Rolled flints with sand 12 feet.

Clay, striped brown and
red, a few shells 6 water merely drops.

Blue and brown clay, ma-
ny shells 9

Iron shot sand, with ochre-
ous lumps 9

Greenish sand, clean 8
Greenish sand with flint

pebbles 1

Light ash-colored sand,

perfectly clean 35
Green sand, with green

chalk 1

Chalk unknown,

Plumstead Common.

Shafts for Chalk.

No. I. Alluvial gravel, and pure ash-

colored sand 120 feet.

Chalk penetrated to 24

No water at 144

No II. Alluvial gravel 36
Stopped by the water.

No. III. At a small distance from this, stopped
again by the water at the same depth.

N. B.—These three shafts were in the same
field.

Boston Heath, near IVoolwich.

A well sunk for water.

Gravel 65 feet.

Sandy beds 65
Chalk 70

200
The water stands only five feet deep in this

well; a trifling supply of water was found in the

gravel.

Lewisham loam pit kill.

Alluvium various.

Striped sand, yellow, fine, and iron shot 10 feet.
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Striped loam, and plastic clay, with thin

seams of coaly matter 10

Yellow sand 3
Ijead-colored clay, with casts of leaves 2
Brownish clay with cytherea 6

Three thin beds of clay, the upper and
lower with cytherea, and ihe middle

with oysters ' " 3
Loam and sand 4
Iron shot sand, with flint pebbles 12

Coarse green sand 5

Clean ash-colored sand 35

Green sand 1

Chalk with nodules of flint, unknown.

Redrrff drift shaft.

81
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"^ But, as I said before, the operation should com-
mence by the time the corn has three or lour

blades, and with a new-^rrouiKl coulter running so

near as to loosen the laud lioni stroke to stroke oi'

the coulter, thereby doing away the necessity of

ihoppinir arounii the corn wiih the hoc ; which to

say the least of it, is a most tedious operation. ;tiid

i
1 think, a useless one. As to the time taken in

thinning the corn, it takes me no longer than an}^

other person, according to the quantify oi' corn in

each hill. But, if the plough and rake were to

leave one half, or two thirds of the grass and
weeds behind, as N. Jj. seems to think they do,

then indeed I could not tell how long it would take

to thin and hand-weed it. I do not suppose I

should ever get rid of it. But, if the operation of

the plough and rake is. commenced in time, it

will destroy ninnty-nine hundredths of every thing

in the row except the corn, thereby leaving but

little else to pull up. In rich low gri)unds the nar-

row dock frequently puts up so thick as to make it

necessary to grub it up witli grubbing hoes, and,

•in some spots, the wild pea vine has to be scraped
away before the plough; but, I have never thought
of putting hoes in the hands of my negroes to

make a regular business of weeding corn, since

I commenced the use of the rakes. Indeed I

made but little use of them for that purpose lontj

before I thoujiht of the rakes. I once cultivated

one hundred and hliy acres of land in corn with

twelve hands. I had a good team of horses, and
substituted horse power for manual labor, and it

was all old high land, unimproved, with the ex-

ception of about 18 or 20 acres of low grounds
of the most indifferent on the estate. And, I am
sure, there were not more than thirty acres of it

weeded with hoes, or any other implement; and
it was admitted by some of my old neighbors,

(who told me they "had known it fillty years before,

when in its fresh state, )that they had never seen

such a crop on the land belbre. It produced 815

barrels by actual measurement. I, therefore, think

that the koe cannot be of such vital importance as

N. L. seems to think it. He thinks that the rakes

cannot be used to any advantage except on soft

light land. On such land as that, I frequently

dispense with the use of them altogether; but, I

think them of the greatest importance on stjftj

rough land, as they not only take away all the

clods from about the corn, but make the land,

Avhich is loosened by the plough, perfectly fine
;

which cannot be done by the hoe, and which 1

consider of much more importance than chopping
around the corn with the hoe. Whilst I admit that

the hoe is an indispensable implement on all plan-

tations, I do not consider it of much use in weed-
ing corn.

I will now inform him, as well as I can, on the

manner ol' preparing my land. On all land which
is fallowed after the winter, for corn, wheat, or

tobacco. I use the log drag, already described in

one of the former numbers of the Farmers Re-
gister,* and so highly recommended by Mr. .1.

M. Garnett. I consider it an indispensable im-
plement to a good preparation. But as N. L. will

not perhaps go to the trouble of fixing a log, he
can make an experiment by reversinij his two-
horfse rake. Turn it upside down,and put on suit-

able weight, according to the stiffness of the land,

See page 616. vol iii.

and it will answer the purpose fully as well, if not
better than the log, and I will ensure that it will
pulverize .nioro land at one operation, than it

would with the teeth down at three, and the land
will not bake after a rain half as hard as that op-
erated on by the rakies. All laud which has been
tiillovved so long as to have settled, and become
close, I work up with a five-hoe cultivator, drawn
by two horses, and HAUnv that with a log, which
puts it in fine order for the reception, of any crop.
As to listing land for corn, I admit it is "a slo-

venly practice," and one 1 never approved of; but,

from 'necessity, I have been compelled to resort to
it, and it has confirmed me in the opinion that it

would prevent the worm from cutting the corn,

which I had heard long belbre I experienced it.

I shall hereafter resort To it on all land which I

cannot fallow before Christmas, or directly after,

as, I also think early fallowing a preventive to the
worm. As to the quantity of corn produced per
acre, I once made, on a piece of branch flat, four-

teen barrels; and on a piece of fresh highland, ten,

without the use of the hoe; and, I am sure, if all

the hoes in the country had been used in its culti-

vfjtion, it could not have produced a better crop.

It may be proper to mention, that, when I list

land for corn, I run four furrows to the list, instead
of two, which has been the common practice

;

thereby putting it in my power to prepare the
land well for the reception of the corn, and leave
a sufficient quantity of" land each side of the corn-
row for its cultivation, till I can find time to break
the balks.

As to ray being the author of narrow beds for

corn, I disclaim all pretention to having introduced
them; I never approved of them ; and know that
R .D. K. did not intend that any such construc-
tion should be put on his communication. All
that he wished understood was, that I had im-
proved the method of horizontal ploughing, by
giving to each bed a gradual descent from the top
of the hill to the bottom, so as to prevent the wa-
ter fi'om breaking across and washing the furrow.
I am induced to believe I did introduce that meth-
od, inasmuch as I commenced it in 1819, and had
never heard of its being done by any other person.
I mentioned it to several old experinced farmers,
who had never before heard of it. One of whom
was Mr. Randolph Harrison, sen., of Cumberland,
who commenced the practice directly after I told

him of my experiment. And f have understood
lately, from some of his acquaintances, that he
still continues it, and approves of it very highly.

I would be glad to know who N. L. is. andbe-
come better acquainted with him; and, if he will

come to see me, i can show him that I have not
only preserved the cream of my land, what little

it had, but will defy him or any one else to find a
gully six inches deep which has been produced by
my cultivation. Before I conclude, I must beg N.
L. to give my experiments a fair trial before he
condemns them. As 1 have recommended to him
to turn his implements upside down, he may think
my head is turned inside out. As he has request-
ed of me my method of preparino: my land, and
the quantity of corn produced per acre, I would
like to be informed of his mode, and the quantity
of corn per acre; and, if I am convinced it is better

than mine, I will with pleasure adopt it.
-

Thos. B. Gay.
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For the Farmers' Register.

HORIZONTAL PLOUGHING

—

HILL-SIDE TRENCHES—HAND BAKES—USE OF
GYPSUM.

Kivg 8f Q}teen, 1st June. '37.

In the April number of the Regi-sfer, we were

favored with an interesting notice of a few itemf;

on Mr. Gay's farming. In relerence to some of

his topics, I have de.^ignetl lor some time, to call

the attention of the readers of tiie Register; and
in the first place, to the manilc'slly bad efi'ecis of

what is commonly called ''horizontal ploughing.'"

Though this kind of ploughi^L^ when executed

by a skilful hand, under tlie use of the raltcr, or

water level, may now and then present a level fur-

row or bed, I will venture to say it. that there is

not, in eastern Virginia, a field of horizontal

ploughing, nor would the commutiity be benefited

by greater perlection in the plan. Upon moderate

elopes the plan is benefic^ial in proportion to its

perfection; but, upon long and wide abrupt decli-

vities, all attempts at horizontal ploughing are

more or less injurious, and frequently, vastly more
po than the old "up and down hill" plan. This
will doubtless appear to many to be a strange no-
tion; but let it not be repudiated until examined.
It occasionally manilests strikinir benefits—ha?;

great plausibility about it, and many advocates,

who are so, because they have fallen out with the

old plan, and for several years been using this un-
der both the infliience oi' prejudice on the one
hand, and favoritism on the other. But I must
ptill ask leave to say, that '^horizontal ploughing''''

in its usual modifications, is just the opposite ex-

treme of "up and down'''' ploughing. Upon the
moderate slopes, whereon the first exerts the
greatest benefit, the last is but a little, behind if,

though certainly inferior. Where then lies the

truth? As in most other matters, just between
these extremes. While we should by no means
be induced to plough on rollinsr lands up and down
hills, we would equally deprecate the attempt to

pave the soil by the opposite course. We had far

better let the water go its way down each water-
furrow, which is commonly open after seeding
wheat, down to the clay, or beneath the soil, than
to permit it to embody, and make its destructive

passage, not ow, but through the whole body of the
soil, by a thousand deep-cut trenches down the
pide of the hill. Many of our most noble hills,

which should not only stand as monuments of the
unspeakable wisdom and power of their great
architect, from amidst which, and without which,
he could not have given us the flowing stream or
verdant meadow, instead of presenting the aspect
of youth in all its vigor, beauty, excellence and
power, stand like poor old women (pardon the
figure,) who have borne children, kindly nurtured
them, reared them to manhood, witnessed their
inijratitude, seen them die or wander from home,
who can now only pour the unavailing and unpro-
fitable waters of sorrow down the many deep
channels of exhausted nature! It is unfeigned,
when I declare my deep sympathy over these poor
old women—the hills of our nativity, and reproach
thf" wretched conduct, called management.
But 1 eaid that the truth was to be found be-

tween the extremes. The ploughing then, must
be neither horizontal nor up and down, but so
graduated, as to be always inclined downwards

towards the connected valley, and contrary to the

natural fall of the hill. In other words, the water
should never be allowed to fall towards the point

or loot of the hill, but, crossing the side of the hill

ohiiquelv, empty itsellj or embody in the valley.

If it gathers on the side or down on the jioint, a
frully will be very sure to result. If agully should

show itself in the valley, just throw in a little brush

from time to time, so as arrest it. Tin? graduated

plan, will answer well on many kinds of soil. It

is known to farmers, especially those of a hilly

country, that sotne lands wash much worse than

others. Much of this difl'erence I conceive to be

owing to actual poverty—a want of vegetable mat-
ter in the soil. We hardly ever meet with many
gullies on new grounds, or fertile old land, unless

they are badly managed. The tendency to gully

is rather owing to art than nature, in all new or fer-

tile lands. But the graduated ploughing itself,

will not answer on extensive lands, unless aided

by the hill-side trench system. This, added. to the

graduated ploughing, I humbly conceive, em-
braces and offers the most complete plan that can
be applied to our hills. Farmers appear to be

slow in taking up the trench system. They seem
unwilling lo lose a row now and then, not consi-

derintr how many they lose instead upon the pre-

sent plan. My experience is very limited with the

trench, but so far as it has gone, it is highly satis-

factory. I think Mr. Gay, however, gives too

much fall. I give but two or three inches in thirty

or forty yards. Lay off a trench every thirty

yards on a large hill, beginning so near the brow
as to receive with certainty all the water that may
be thrown off from what we commonly call the

level above, which level, (almost always very

uneven, or having a general slope,) should be

ploughed strictly horizontal, so as to keep as much
water as possible for its own use, and at the same
time prevent its operation on the hill-side. All

the ploughing below is to correspond with this

trench, say for fifteen rows, emptying as above
described, contrary to the natural arrangement,

then cut another trench, and so on. Few hills

among us, would require more than three trenches;

one answers in a great number. The trench plan,

without proper graduation, is of no benefit—it can-

not be made to hold the volume of wafer, which
often gathers from a great rain. Trenches ought
not to be very long. They are quickly made. All

ditching required, on old high land, could be done
in the way by which they are made, with a great

saving of labor and expense. If the reader will

deliberately and justly compare the horizontal

with the up and down plan of" ploughing, keeping

in mind the period they have been respectively

used, I feel confident, novel as may be the conclu-

sion, that he will admit, if no more, that horizon-

tal ploughing, as in general 2ise, is but little if at

all superior to the other. While the up and down
plan has been in use time immemorial, with truly

bad efif-cts, the other, as every man may observe,

who will take even a little pains to do so, has
caused incalculable and utterly incurable evils in

thousands of instances. In riding through the

country, ask the date of the enormous gullies

which every where intrude upon your notice, and
compare it with the date of horizontal ploughing,

and you will be satisfied as to the source of the

evil. It is the unavoidable operation of horizontal

ploughing, unless aided by some auxiliary, to
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sweep awav our hill-side soil, as well as to cut

ffullies. Durin<r the course of the cultivation of

tlie corn crop, the land is laid ahunst eiilirely Irvol

by many iaraiors; coiiseiiuenlly, tlirre are no tiir-

rows left to hold water, if they could do it at first.

But, the fact is, no water furrow can he made deep

enough al any time, to retain ilie water of a <ireat

rain. We must then provide a substantial and
permanent conductor for superfluous water, at such

spaces as sliall be adequate to control the <rather-

inj^. While the plan vviiich I have recomiuended

will entible us to cultivate the corn crop in the most

successful manner, it also otlers the most perlect

sateguard to our soil, during the early stage of the

subsequent sau\II ffrain crop. We usually seed in

single beds in this quarter, so as to restore the old

corn bed to something like the height which it had
in the begmning of the corn crop, giving, between
each two, a pretty good water jurrow; now, it is

during the period which is required for the wheat
roots to take iiold in the soil, that the most serious

washing and gullying is done, which may be pre-

vented by the graduated trench 3.nd furrow.

Having said so much on the subject of plough-

ing and trenching, I will endeavor to be more con-

cise on the less important matters left. Being
much pleased with the idea oWhe hand-rake, used

by Mr. Gay, and so warmly recommended by a
writer over the signature of K. D. K., I proceeded

at once to provide a few. They have six teeth,

and weigh about four pounds. They are proba-

bly a little too heavy. Only one of the hands,

however, has complained of the weight. This
instrument does very nice work, in light land, clean

and well broken. I have not tried them in any
other kind. I think that R. D. K. was a little,

hyperbolical when he said that a girl or boy could

do as much as several men in a day. But, I think

that such a girl or boy, with the rake, can do as

much as a man with the hoe; and that is doing

very well. So far as I have tried it, I feel pleased

with the rake. Practical men are the persons

who should be most hishly regarded among farm-

ers. I have been intbrmed that Mr. Gay is a

skilful, practical farmer. Will he not give the read-

ers of the Register a summary or short account of

his method of doing things ?

A few words on the use ofgypsum. Much has

been said as to the use and operation of this arti-

cle in flirming, particularly as to its application to

the clover crop. I have but little experience upon
the subject. Some say it is good for nothinir

—

some, that it often fails—others again, that it is of

great value. Now, why should this be so? It can
hardly be owing to a diversityof qualities in the ar-

ticle. Sulphate of lime is very hard to decompose,
and what any section of country uses in a term of

years, would hardly present much difference in

qualities—not enough at any rate to account for

being greatly good, and actually good for nothing.

There is then, in all probability, some other way of

explaining these discrepancies. And I will pro

pose, as a mite upon the subject, the opinion of

one of our most skilful practical farmers, who, I

will take the liberty of introducing to you as Mr.
P. B. Pendleton. I take the liberty of introduc-

ing both his name and opinion, (sustained as it is

by his practice,) because I think it probable that he
would not do so himself The opinion entertain-

ed by Mr. P. is, that if plaster is applied during a
space in which no rain shall fall for a few days,

(none having fallen fora few,) that it will generally
succeed in firoducing the best eilects on clover.

In other words, lie recouuueuds the apfilicalioii

during, what the judg:uent of the farmer would
call a dry spell. I do not know the quantity he
uses to the acre, nor whether he prelers afiplying

it in the morning or evening. If Mr. P.'s [ilan

and opinion be correct, it will go Itir to explain

many experiments, embracing all the difierent

classes. In relt^rence to the result of the practice,

I feel confident that he is rijxht, and hope that

those who use plaster or clover without regard to

weather, will think of it this and the next season.

I plastered a part of a lot oi' clover this spring, dur-

ing the long spell of dry weather which has con-

tinued, even to the present time, with an increase

of two-fold I think, il" not more. I usually apply,

in the small way in which I have hitherto used

plaster, half a bushel only to the acre. And now,

if I may be allowed to add the testimony of theory

to practice, I will say that plaster operates on the

clover by being actually absorbed by the clover.

If this be so, it is unnecessary to urge the impor-

tance of avoiding not only drenching rains soon

after the application, but likewise high windy
weather, as far as practicable. And now, that the

theory is correct, I will leave to the test of observa-

tion. Dress a section of clover with plaster, and
leave another (so remote that it cannot possibly be

affected) undressed. Should the plaster take well,

that is, neither be blown or washed off, it will be

found that the plastered clover will have a great

number of white specks, not on, but really within

the substance of the leaf. These that remain vi-

sible to the eye, some large, some small, are con-

stituted, I apprehend, of the coarser parts of the

plaster, while the finer particles have descended

by absorption down into the plant, stimulating and
invifjorating it. You niay now examine most
minutely the section unplastered, and not a white

speck can be found. So I have found on observa-

tion. It may be of service to others to study again

this old subject.

Should the editor of the Register think the re-

marks above offered, worth inserting, they are at

his, and the service of the readers of the Register.

J. Du Val.

For the Fanners' Reifister.

IMPORTANT FACTS IN REGARD TO KEEPING
APPLES SOUND FOR A LONG TIME.

Queen Anns^ Co., E. S., Md.
\

June 2d, 1837. 5

I had this day on my table the first strawberries

from my garden, and, at the same time, a dish of
fine sound Newtown pippins from my orchard.

They were not kept for the occasion; they have
been used in prolusion, in my family, since the

first of January, and presents made of them to

some esteemed friends. The apples were pre-

served by drying them in the sun for two or three

days when first gathered, and put away in dry

sand, so as not to touch each other. To have
fruit throughout the year is desirable— it is a cheap
luxury, and I think conducive to health. I have
heretofore paid some attention to storing my apples,

but have not before succeeded in preserving |)ip-

pins till the ripening of the summer fruits. The
sand ought to be perfectly dry, and clear of clay,

which would give them an earthy taste.
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I do not claim as an original discovery the means
of pr'es;ervinsf apples.. Packinii^ them in aand if!

common in ihis part of the couiilry. The drying
them I took from the New York CuJtivator. I

am satisfied that the combination is preferable to

either of the means separately used. This is a
small matter, but beinij within the scope of agri-

cultural economy, I have supposed you wtould give
it a place in the Register.

,

Wai. Carmichael.

[No. 3

From tlie (Loiulon) Faniiei's' Masazine for May, 1S37.

SHORT NOTICE OF A KEW MANURE [mADE
OF HTIMAN EXCUESIENt] MUCH USED TX
FRANCE, AND A PROPOSAL FOR ITS, INTRO-
DUCTION INTO ENGLAND.

[The following article was found in our latest re-

ceived. British periodical, after the last of the forego-

ing numbers on "The Police of Health" was in type.

This furnishes both newer and more particular evi-

dence of the value of the kind of town manure under

consideration.

—

Ed. Far. Reg.]

Messrs. Payen and Buran, of Paris, having dis-

covered a composition which disinfects human ex-
crement, and all animal substances, and renders
ihem the most fertifizing manure, perfectly fi-ee

from any obnoxious odor, and in a pulverized
state, now manufacture it on a large scale in

France, where it is generally used. Some indi-

viduals, who have purchased the right and taken
out a patent for the invention in the British Em-
pire, purpose manufacturing it in this country; to

effect which object they are desirous that a few
capitalists, more particularly those who are inier-

ested in agriculture, should join them in raising

the small sum which will be required for that pur-
pose.

Allowing amply for all contingences, it is esti-

mated by competent persons that £6,000 will be
reijuired tor establishing a manufactory fijr the
above manure; £4,000 of which has been already
subscribed, and on which it can be shewn, by a
moderate calculation, that fifty per cent, annual
pBofit can safely be anticipated.

The ibilowing tables show the comparative ex-
pense and advantages of the old and new systems
of manure, as tried upon two separate arpents (1
acre 2 roods 30 6-13ths perches); of the same soil

in the neighborhood of Paris, by an experienced
pracTical agriculturist, one being manured accord-
ing to the usual custom of the country, and the
other with the improved manure.

2nd year, five sellers oats 21 bush.
1-8 pk. at 18/: (14s 3 3-7d 90f. 3 11 51

3rd year, green crops 90/. 3 115*-

320/. 12 13 lUf

NEW SYSTEM.

Expense. of3lanure.

1st year, eight hectolitres (15 cwt.
2qrs.l6lb. at 5/ (3s 11^ 3-1)

2nd year, do.

3rd do., no manure

Produce of Crops,

1st vear, seven setiers ot corn (30
,

bush.) at 20/ (15s lOhl)
2nd year, seven setiers (30 bush.)

of do.

3rd vear, five setiers (21 bush. 1-8

pk.) of oats at 15/ (14s 3 3-7d)

40f.
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Messrs. Payen and Buran; on the fourth, the

Laine manure; on the filih, the Boulofrne soil.

'*In order to ascertaui tlie duration ot^ the dilliT-

ent manures, I soweci some lucerne amongst the

barlev, and the lollowinj}; crops served to show
those wiiicii act tlie longest on the soil; three lar-

niei-s were chosen as jud<res, one a member ol'tiiis

society, who were iirnorant of the manure which
had been employed, and the tbilowing is their de-

cision. All the manures produced some eflect,

compared with that part which had no manure,
the most efficacious was the disinfected soil; tlie

second, the animalized biaclt; the tliird, the blood

manure; the fourth, the soil ol" Boulogne; the filth,

the Laine manure."
Extract from a report of Mr. C. Brianne, direc-

tor of the model Ikrm ofGrignon, 20th September,
1834:—

,

"In a course of experiments, I manured about
one hundred acres of rye and wheat with animal-
ized black in the departmentde FAube, at Ibrty

leagues from Grignon; although the season was
not favorable, one can inquire of the people of the

country, i( they have ever seen a finer crop in the

world."'

Extract from a report made to the Horticultural

Society of Paris, by the Viscount Debonnaire de
Gii:

"The result ofmy examination.of theeffect pro-

duced by this new manure in horticultural proceed-
ings is this: that this pulverized compound appears
to hasten the development of vegetables, and con-

sequently accelerates their fructification; that it

does not possess the bad quality of containing the

seeds of weeds; that it improves by degrees the

soil, and produces more abundant crops; and it

can, consequently, be applied to garden plants,

which exhaust the soil; nor does it impart any
disagreeable flavor to fruits or vegetables. It

likewise adds considerably to the growth and
beauty of the dahlia and other bulbous roots. The
facility of its conveyance is also a great recommen-
dation."

Several attestations of persons, who have wit-

nessed the disinfectiniT process both in France and
England, are in possession of the individuals who
propose to introduce this manure in Enaland, and
may be seen at T. G. Maro-ary's, Esq., solicitor to

the patentees. Quality-court, Chancery-lane, from
whom any further information can be obtained.

N. B. JNlany preparations of nifrht-soil have
been used for some years, both in England and
France, but none of them are allowed to possess

the superior qualities of the one which it is now
proposed to offer to the British public.

bone; dust.

Upwards of ten thousand bushels of bone dust

were sold at Maduff, Invernesshire, on Monday
se'nnight, many people having come upwards of
thirty miles (or it. It is supposed that there could

not have been fewer than three hundred carts in

town; and a greater bustle was never witnessed
by the oldest iahabitant.-r-/6.

From Hillyard's Practical Fanning.

SWEDISH TURNIPS.

There are three most essential requisites to ob-
tain a good crop. First, the land must be conge-

nial to their growth—clean, full of mould, and not
very clotty. Secondly, a f)roper (jnantify of good
manure, well covered in the land, and not exf)osed

to the atniosphere so as to lose its nutritious (piali-

ties. Thirdly, seed raised from a sort f)roved to be
ijood, drilled at the proper depth and distance and
at the proper season. With these indispensable re-

quisites, with favorable weather, and, if the plants

are not injured by the fiy, and well hoed (twice or

thrice if necessary,) a iiood crop of Swedish turnips

(which is of greater value than is generally sup-

posed,) is almost sure of being obtained; but, if

there is a deficiency of any of these requisites, it

will be advisable to sow common turnips, ami if

there should be a deficiency of most of them, not

to sow any; for half a crop of turnips, with a full

crop of weeds, puts the land into a bad slate, and
by expenses takes money out of the farmer's pocket

for as wasteful a purpose as if he ploughed his cash

into the land. It is unnecessary, and in my opin-

ion injudicious, to consume on the land by sheep

the whole of a crop of Swedish turnips: it is mak-
ing most land too rich for a good crop of barley;

very heavy crops always produce corn of inferior

quality; and, general!}^ speaking, in all descriptions

of grain, when the quality is inferior, the quantity

seldom turns out so much as expected. The con-

sequences arising fl'om a layered crop of barley is

generally a half, or perhaps a quarter of a crop of

clover; and nothing can be worse, for the land will

be covered; if crops do not come, weeds will, and
thus injury is sustained in future crops. If half of

a good crop of Swedes is consumed on the land, it

is quite as much as it requires; the remaining half

maybe carted off to improve the quality of the raa-

,nure. in the yards, or to be consumed by sheep on
other parts of the farm that may want enriching.

Swedes wanted lor stall liiedini; before Christmas
should be sown the latter end of May; but, (or that

purpose only, the tops being likel}^ to mildew in

September, and the bottoms to rot in the spring.

For sheep feed they may be sown as late as mid-
summer: common turnips from midsummer to the

middle of Julv. The greatest Aveight of Swedes
is to be got drilled on ridges, twenty-seven inches

asunder, and the plants lefl twelve or fourteen

inches apart. But drilled on a flat surface, in

rows fourteen inches asunder, (care being taken

that the manure is well covered) answers as well

for spring sheep keep as on ridges, the turnips not

beinff so liable to be injured as Swedes on ridixes

sometimes are, during a winter with a repetition

of frosts and thaws. It is best to form the ridges,

and sow the seed, w-lien the land is moist, the

plants then coming up earlier and stronger, and of

course sooner gettino; out of the power of the fly.

It is much better to have moist mould thrown on
the dung than dry. I do not like, however, to have
the ridires formed when the land is very wet, (or

then they are apt to become so hard and crusty at

tlie top, "that the seed plant (particularly mangel
wurzel,) cannot work hs way out of the gi'ound.

Most Swedish turnips run too much to top, and

produce many worthless fangs at the root. By
getting, a few years ago, seed from Sweden, I

have got a kind that produces a small top, with a
tap root only; and having widely circulated my
seed, the Thorpeland Swedes are well known in

many distant counties. Each year I sow a small

quantity of any sort well spoken of. but have not

yet met with any I like so well as my own; the
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tops of which coming up weaker, they do not seem
at fiff^t to promise so well Ibr a crop as the coarser

kiiiH. and besides which the Hy has more power on

thein. The Hy is not one-tenth [)art so troublesome

in some pans of Enirland as it is in others. I ain

informed that in the north they are not so much
troubled with it; and, from personal observation, I

know they are not on tlie coast of Norf()lk and

Snttoik; the cold blasts from the great Northern

Ocean do not suit them. 1 am inclined to believe

that the sea fogs, so common on those coasts, are

a benefit to the turnips grown there. There are

few persons take the trouble of being so particular,

as I am in raising Swedish turnip seed. I super-

intend the selection, and see that not one turnip is

planted that has run out of shape. And, to prevent

any inoculation by bees when they are in flower, I

will not suffer any thing of the turnip or cabbage

tribe to run to seed in my kitchen garden, although

it is five hundred yards from where my seed is

growing. When it is raised near a villatje, there

is no security against inoculation. My ridged crop

of Swedish turnips is this year unusually small; but

I think I may, without presumption, say, I believe,

that there is not to be seen at this time (Auirust

31,) a finer or cleaner crop. To show the differ-

ence between the crops, I had some drilled on a

flat surface, and, as I well knew, the ridges will

certainly produce much the greatest weight per

acre. By having nearly twice as many turnips

on the flat as on the ridges, it might be supposed

that a greater weight might be produced. I have
tried the two ways, both sown at the same time,

and found the ridged turnips so much larger, that

they produced the greatest weight per acre. A
Swedish turnip is doubled in weight by a small in-

crease of its girth. * I have often been somewhat
incredulous as to some of the reported weights per

acre of Swedish turnips; for. having been f()r some
years past in a sweepstakes with Lord Spencer, 1

consider, from the weights we have produced, five

and twenty tons per acre, a good crop for regular

tillage land that has, the previous year, borne a

crop of white grain. Around Manchester, where
they can obtain such immense quantities of good
manure, and have, during the summer, three times

the quantity of rain that we have in this county,

they can produce a greater weight per acre of

Swedish turnips than we can; for turnips cannot
have too much rain. I recommend that land in-

tended for turnips (but think it not so necessary for

corn) should be ploughed up at the beginning of

winter; and if it is tree from couch, and intended

for Swedes, a small quantity of dung ploughed in,

(not too deeply,) wdl produce good eflects, by
causing the infant plant to grow stronger and
quicker, and therefore sooner free from the attacks

of the fiy.

* With Northumberland ridges a certain degree of
fallowing is carried on during the growth of the tur-

nips. As to a broad-cast crop of Swedes, I think that

quite out of the question with a good system of farm-
ing. Three pounds of seed per acre is my usual quan-
tity. Swede turnips will keep stacked in the field very
w.dl, in not too large heaps; and I think it a good plan
to have a reserve of unfrozen turnips there for sheep,

in a hard frost. They will keep through a long frost

by being placed in rows close to each other, with the

roots cut off, the tops thus forming a pretty secure
•covering.

Afler numberless trials to prevent the ravages
of the tiirni[) fly, the only way which I found at all

successful is, to collect all the weeds I can on the

farm, and lay them in heaps all around the field

sown with turnips; on the plants coming up, and
showini; the least appearance of being attacked

by the fly, the heaps to windward are set on fire,

brimstone is put in the fire, and thus the strong

smoke which is very oflijnsive to the insect, is

wafted over the crop. If this is continued till the

turnips get into rough leaf, they will be safe; but

if beibre this, the process is stopped Ibr five or six

hours together, in a fly-working day. the crop,

most likelv will be lost: therefore I have not scru-

pled on a Sunday to have the fires lighted beibre

the morning, and also before the afternoon service.

When, some years ago, I mentioned my smoking-
fly preventive scheme after dinner at our society's

annual meeting, I got a little smoked myself; but

having had, last year, a full crop of Swedes, which
was a very rare sight, I have had the satisfaction

this year (1836,) to see my plan adopted on the

farm of the noble patron of our society, and on
many other farms in the county. I think my
smoking plan might be serviceable to protect hops
from the insects which attack them.. The fly

commences, and ceases to commit its depreda-

tions, at such different times, in different seasons,

that no one can with any degree of certainty fix

the time for sowing, when the crop shall be least

likely to be injured. The fly likes only the smooth
seed leaf of the turnip, if that is eaten, the plant

dies. When they cannot meet with seed leaves

they will eat holes in the rough leaf, but they can-

not thus destroy the plant. When corn crops are

mowed, they will then prey on the young clover

plants. No one has yet been able to prove where
the fly is produced. Some assert that it comes
from the earth; others that it is bred in the seed.

I made an experiment two years ago, which satis-

fied me and all those I showed it to, that it comes
out of neither. When my turnips were sown, I

covered a piece of land with a large square of thin

gauze, which I so fastened down that no insect

could creep under it. Under the gauze, the tur-

nips were not touched by the fly; all round it they

were eaten and destroyed by it. Where the in-

sect is generated, is not known, it flies in the air

like other insects, and although it may appear
strange to us, it has the power to discover that

there is food for it as soon as the turnip leaf ap-

pears above ground. I have dwelt long on the

cultivation of mangel wurzel and turnips; but I

trust that the generality of my readers will so

agree with me as to the great value of these crops

as not to think me tedious.

For the Farmer's Register.

MEMORANDA OF HASTY VISITS TO THE COUN-
TRY.

By the Editor.

Crops and farming at Shirley.

June I6th, 1837.

The crop of wheat on the Shirley farm is very

fine for this bad season. That which succeeded

corn, stands thin, and is much hurt by the Hessian

fly. But the field on clover fallow seems not to

have been materially reduced in product by that
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scoiirjxe, nor by the killing freeze in November,
and all later inllictions by cold weather and drought.

Much ol" the crop on the riciiest parts 13 now
lodged, in consecjuence ol" the recent heav}'' rains

and winds, and cainiot again rise. The prepara-

tion l()r this crop of the rotation, that is the plough-

ing in the whole growth of clover, as well as

all the year's large supply of farmyard and stable

manure, seems to enable the wheat to withstand
all attacks, and sources of great damage, usual to

the crop elsewhere, except the evils produced by
luxuriance ol' growth. Thus the loss, in labor, if

not in grain, from lodiring, will be considerable

this year, and is suliered, more or less, every year:

and rust, coming on just belbre the ripening of

crops of the highest promise, has repeatedly

caused great losses here, when the.poorer lands

elsewhere generally were but little hurt. It seems
to me that it would be much better to give as

much as possible of the manure to the other field,

on which wheat is to follow corn, whicli always is

so inferior in product—or still better, to give it in

the spring in top-dressing to the clover, which
would cause an increased growth of that grass,

andgive thatgrowth asa morefixed, though slower
acting manure, to the soil. Accordintr to Flem-
ish practice, and to the sound theoreiical princi-

ples of agriculture, it is best always to <rive our
farmyard and stable manures to crops of which
we wish to increase the general bulk, and not to

grain crops, or such as are valuable solely or prin-

cipally for their seeds. The modern discovery of
the economy oftop-dressingyoung clover, or other

grasses, is most important, to enable us to attend to

this rule. Mr. Carter is satisfied that the better

application of his manure would be in the spring,

on young clover, instead of in August and Septem-
ber, on the same, to be covered by the ploughing
for wheat. But he is still compelled to pursue the

latter practice, because his rotation and general
«ystem require so much labor in the spring, that

he has none to spare lor carrying out his manure
at the time he would prefer. This then is certain-

ly 07ie serious objection to his systeaa, however ad-

mirable it may be in other respects. I doubt much
whether his manure does not serve to increase the

•product of straw in a far greater proportion than
-of grain—and while it increases the risk of rust

and of lodging, and the labors of harvest, and of
thrashing, this increase of straw is of no value,

except as increasing the materials for manure.
This is certainly an important use; but an increase

of the previous clover crop would be more manage-
able and profitable, and v/ould still more be an
increase of manure to the soil.

Mr. Carter still pursues, and with unabated con-
fidence, his four-shift rotation, with three grain
crops in the four years, and the general system of
management described in his communication at

page 132, vol. i. of Farmers' Register, and in the
notes of "A Gleaner" at page 105, vol. i. The
rotation then was 1, wheat, on clover fallow—2,
oats—3, wheat—and 4, clover, to be ploughed un-
der in August and September for wheat again.
The only general and important change is, that
corn now is mostly substituted for the oat crop

—

and this change was rendered necessary, not only
by the loss of the diked marsh, which before yield-
ed the whole crop of corn, but also by the want of
a hoed crop in the rotation, to clean the land, which
was getting foul with blue grass and other weeds.

Vol. V—24

Enough of oats for a large home consumption is

yiit made—and this crop at first occupied a part of
the shift which i)reviously had been all given to

oats— but latterly it has been found better to give
to oats part of the shift which was formerly in

wheat after oats, and now after corn.

Much has been said, by dillerent contributors to

the Farmers' Register, and much more might be
said, both for and against this very productive and
very scourging Ibur-shilt rotation. Continued suc-
cess, shown in increasing amnjal products, and
also increased fertility of the soil, both of which
Mr. Carter is confident he has attained, are cer-

tainly strong evidences of the value of the system,
or general plan. But 1 think, that the success is

still more u proof that the plan, whether good or
otherwise, is carried through in the best manner,
in regard to good execution, and economy of labor,

and other means. Three grain crops, in succes-
sion, constitute a feature contrary to all received
opinions on proper rotations of crops; and be-

sides, three grain or exhausting crops, with only
one grass or meliorating crop, make necessarily a
severely scourging course. Admit that—by every
tillage process being well executed, and in proper
time, by nearly all the clover being given to the
land, and by all offld of the other crops being con-
verted to manure—the profits and fertility are still

kept on the increase—and still it may be true that
a milder rotation, and more grass, or other succu-
lent and meliorating crops in the rotation, would
much more increase fertility and profits, and lessen
the present heavy demands for labor. The de-
mands of this system for labor, at particular times,

are so heavy, as to leave no choice but to omit
other labors confessedly of great importance to

improvement—and the great toil of the clover
fiillow may be doubled by the uncertain, but not
rare occurrence of drought, and consequent hard-
ness of the soil. And as perfect as the tillage

seems under this rotation, when tue/Z executed,
and as clean and heavy as may be the crops, it will

not bear neglect, or defective work of any kind,

{mperfectly executed, the rotation would be a
wretched one, both lor annual profits and for im-
provement of^ the land. Neither can I believe
that any but a very fine soil, having depth and
good constitution, and not merely recently acquired
richness, can bear up under the severe draughts
made on it by this rotation. Mr. Carter, however,
thinks otherwise—and that any land after being
once brought to the point of producing good clo-

ver, to be turned under for the wheat, and with
equal attention to manure and tillage, will improve
under the rotation he fbllows.

Until within a week, the land here, as generally
inthispartof the country was sufiijring under severe
and long-continued drought. In consequence, the
oats areinierior, and cannot be made afair crop, tho'

they will be greatly improved by the late heavy
rains. The clover is very poor—scarcely more
than a foot high even on the best spots. But nei-

ther crop shows as badly as the corn at Shirley,

which, in general, is worse, compared to the pro-
ducing power of the land, than any well tilled

field I ever saw at this time of the year. It has
been subjected to two difl'erent and destructive vi-

sitations of insects—and the first, if not the last, is

certainly owing to the part of the system but just

abandoned—that is of there being no hoed or

cleaning crop in the course. The field in corn has
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not been in that or any other hoed crop for 12 years

—and to this circumstance Mr. Carter ailribufes

what the present crop has suflered. The firsi

youngcorn,over nearly tiie whole field (160 acres,)

was attacked by the bud-worm—which devours

the bud oi" the plant, or the inner leaves bel()re

they are visible—and thus destroys the growinir
principle, and all promise of alter increase, while

the outer leaves are left untouched. So much
was thus destroyed, or (^reatly injured, that Ibrty-

five acres, in one compact body, were ploughed
up, and again planted—and ot a large portion of

the balance of the field, the greater part was re-

planted; and of many acres of this, Mr. Carter

thinks that it would have been better also to have
ploughed up all the first planting; and of a part,

he is still doubting whether it should not be done,

late as it now is fur another planting. But this is

for the second, more ihan the first attack of insects.

This is a new kind—or at least not belure observed

as a destructive enemy to corn. It is a very small

beetle, about the eighth of an inch in length, ot' a

brown color, except a white stripe running length-

wise on each of the wing cases. Its hinder legs

are formed like those of a grass-hopper, and it

leaps like a flea—the wing? being rarely used, un-

less perhaps to assist its leaps. These bugs ap-

peared in myriads, and led upon, or sucked the

juices of every part of the plants. The piece of

45 acres suffered so much under their visitation,

that it was again necessary to plough it up, and

to plant it tlirouu:hout a third time—and this young
third crop is now about three or ibur inches high,

while some of the best corn in the field is breast

high. It is to be hoped that these devastations

are now over, as very i'ew of the bugs (or "corn

fleas") are now to be found. The injury to, and

inevitable diminution of the crop, must be very

great. This field, once yielded an average of

twenty-seven bushels of wheat to the acre, of

which the part on clover fallow was so much supe-

rior to that after corn, that it was supposed that

the former made nearly if not quite thirty-five

bushels; and Mr. C. supposes that its fertility now
would (without any disaster occurring) suffice for

an average product of 8 to 10 barrels of corn. The
loss that will be certainly sulfered in this crop, will

be a heavy offset against the advantages of the

rotation, as it stood before the introduction of a corn

crop.

But parts of the field of corn are as striking for

its miiform luxuriance of growth, and great prom-

ise of product, as otlier parts are lor the reverse.

The soil is a brown loam, of all shades from sandy lo

clayey loam. The lightest parts of the field suffered

comparatively but little from the attacks of the in-

sects. The season, so far, has been very unfavora-

ble to the growth of corn—Irom long-continued

drought untd very lately, and from unusual and

continued cold since the rains fijll, as well as often

before. On this account, but little corn through

the country, even on the best parts of fields will

now average knee high—while the best of the

Shirley field will average waist hiiih, and many
stalks are more than breast high. The best of all

is on the ground covered with marl a few years

ago, (brought by water from Coggin's Point,)

twelve miles distant, at only 200 bushels the acre.

This is the land refi^rred to by Mr. Carter, in the

private letter from which an extract will be given in

another page oi this No., and to see which,

was the main object of this hasty visit of mine.
Having requested, and been promised by Mr. Car-
ter, a particular statement of Itis experiment, and
the apparent profits, I shall say no more of it here
—except, that, though the application was made
under such disadvantageous circutnstances as to

cost him the very high price ol'^ 10 per acre in pay-
ment for digfring, water carriage, and landinir, and
perhaps i^2 more (.'§12 in all,) in labor, that the

nett profits of two crops probaljly, and certainly of
a single course of the rotation, will fully repay the

expenditure, leaving the land higltly and perma-
nently improved. This cost of marling is about as

much as every emigrant from Virginia to the west
pays in labor, per acre, for the mere clearing the
Ibrest growth ti-um his new land—though he may
have bought the land as low as ^1 2-5. But that

expense is either scarcely counted as any thing, or

is entirely overlooked, in the highly wrought anti-

cipations of future profits. But the same persons
would never have consented to pay as much, or

half as much, for marling their {latrimonial acres,

even though they had every reasonable assurance
of at least equal profits upon the outlay.

Mr. Carter never heaps the manure of the farm-
yard, or stables. The very thick coat of the for-

mer, remains undisturbed, as it is left at the remov-
al of the cattle in the sprinfic, until when dug up
and carted upon the clover fallow, to be spread
ahead of the ploughs, in August and September.
It is very slightly heated by its slow fermentation,

though it is considerably rotted by the time it is

moved away. The stable is, of course, kept well

supplied with litter, and the manure, that is the

wet and foul litter, is cleared out of the stalls every
day, and thrown thinly over a small stable yard,

where it is enough trampled to be compact, and is

kept moist throughout, but never flooded or soaked
by water, and neveris permitted to get thick enough
to heat much, while it remains there, even though
a month or two may pass before it is convenient

to be carried out to the field. Any such clearing

out of the yard, fi'om spring to midsummer, is

spread as top-dressing on the clover field; and
though the clover can scarcely be much helped

by a dressing so late as June or July, Mr. C. has
no fear of there being a material loss of the enrich-

ing parts of the manure, or of its not giving its pro-

per value to future crops. This mode of manage-
ment is far from being perfect—but it is conforma-

ble to the general views which I have before pre-

sented on this subject, in another article at page
170 of this number. If the main points of the

true doctrine on this subject are kept steadily in

view, there is not nmch danger from variations,

and even from considerable imperfections in the

practices pursued.

The Shirley tide swamp, now again under the

complete dominion of the water, is a melancholy
sight, compared to that which it presented when in

its higheststate of productiveness under cultivation.

Its former state was described at length in the first

volume of this journal, (pp. 106 a'nd 129,) and its

present state, and the causes, in the current volume,

(pp. 40, and 41, 42.)

It would be as ibreign to the object of these and
similar memoranda of" fisrming matters, as beyond
my capacit}^, to notice and describe the mere beau-

ties of natural scenery, or of artificial ornament.

But there is one thing at Shirley which was so

striking to my eye, that I will makeitan exception
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to this ire lie ral and proper limitation. It is a growth
ol" Eiiirli.sii ivy, wliicli was phuited, in a few small

/slipt?, 13 years airo, at one end ol'a tall and aiicieiif

brick buildiniT, whicli stands near the mansion.

It has now overspread nearly the whole of the

gable end ol' the house, has covered and over-

topped the chinmey, and is spreadinij over the ad-

jacent parttt ot' the sides and roof of" the house. I

liad otien belltreseen the ivy, when ofsmall i^rowth,

and had thouixhf iinliivorabl)- of it, as the green of

its leaves was dark and dull, and with an appear-

ance of while, as if mouldy—and being an ever-

green, I hati supposed its luits must be always less

vivid than those of deciduous creepers. Such is

now the color of the lower leaves of the ivy at

Shirley. But alter running some five or six feet

from the ground, the leaves become of a beautiful

glossy, and vivid green; and even their shape
is so changed, that no'one would suppose them to

belono; to the same vine. The largest of the stems
are two inches in diameter, and as closely fixed to

the brick wall, by their natural cluspers, as if they
formed a part of the buildin<T. The branches are

but slightly pcntlent, asarethose of other vines, but

have enough size and strength to shoot our. nearly

horizontally, to as much as live Itiet from the wall;

and over the whole space which the vines have
covered, these branches (brm a dense and iieavy

mass of tbiiage, yet sufficienliy varied and irregu-

lar in form, so as to be the most beautitlil vegeta-

ble ornament that I have ever observed. And yet

this is the Iruil of but little time and care, and can
be had wherever there is a wall for the vine \o

cling to, and overspread. There are two other pe-

riods when this vine must be very striking, in an-

other way—when covered with the small and deli-

cate flowers, which give a new tinge to the whole
mass—and in the depth of winter, when the still

green leaves present so marked a contrast to the

naked deciduous plants. There is no modern and
gay lookino; building which would not be increased

in beauty by such light and graceful drapery as

this vine would iurnish—and yet, to the most mas-
sive structure, and venerable rums, it would be
still more appropriate, and add doubly to the

gloomy yet highly pleasing sensations which such
objects inspire.

^ neio marsh dike in progress.

In passing up the Appomattox, I noticed a new
dike that was in the course of construction, de-

signed to embank and reclaim a piece of marsh.
It was a subject to me of disappointment and mor-
tification, to find, (as on so many other occasions,)

to how little purpose I had been lor years striving

to give plain instruction on this and some other

points in ajjriculture. But upon inquirino; who was
the proprietor of this marsh, and designed improve-
ment, I found that he was not a subscriber to the

Farmers' Register. This at least relieved me of
the reproach ofmy advice having been so little re-

garded by any one who had read it. Yet it is not

assuming too much to say, that the dike of this

gentleman, when finished, and the other works con-
nected with it, will cost him more than would a

subscription to the Farmers' Register lor fifty

years—and that an hour's reading of its contents
on this particular subject, might have saved all

the money that this scheme of embankment will

<-OKt.

SOME OF THK COMMON AND GKNICRAL ERRORS
WHICH SliRVK TO DEPRESS A(;«lCUI/rU KE.

To tlic Editor of tlic Faimcis' Rcgistrr.

Meckhnburg, June 12//;, 1837.

I have for a long time intended to contribute

something towards piiying od' the larire debt due
to your valuable journal, but seeing the names of
so many older and more able gentlemen among
the list of your subscribers, being mysell" a liirmer

of but few years experience, I have felt a diffidence

in ofiering my little mite. I have at length con-

cluded to send you a lew crude ideas relative to

some of the causes of the present depressed state

of agriculture in Viririnia, hoping that with your
aid, as well as the assistance of some of your more
able corres|)ondents, we ma}' succeed in directing

more of the energy and talents f)f our young men
to the improvement of the agriculture of our na-

tive stale.

That by proper legislation on the subject of agri-

culture, some benefit miyht be derived, I will not

deny; (but from our legislature as at present com-
posed, it is useless to expect any aid whatever,)
yet 1 cannot believe that our agriculture will be
generally improved, so long as all honor attaches to

ihe learned and political proli^ssions. No parent,

in the present age, thinks of employing his son in

aijricultural pursuits, unless he can make him a
rich gentlcmcm. If he cannot give him a fortune

in lands and negroes, he must be made a lawyer
or a doctor. How i'ew poor young men of high
standing and good education do we find engaged
in farming? Any occupation is preferred to this,

{f they cannot be doctors or lawyers, they will

seek employment as merchants, clerks, deputy
sherifi's, collectors, agents, or any thing whatever,
rather than as farmers. We find most of our
small farmers men of no education, no talents,

and of the most contracted views—upon whom all

agricultural improvements are entirely lost—who
farm it as their fathers taught them. The learned

prolessions, as they are called, are crowded to such
an excess, that no youn"; man can make the in-

terest on the capital, (which consisted, perhaps, of
the whole of his little patrimony.) spent in prepar-

inghim for its pursuit. Could ouryoung men, who
are captivated by the high sounding titles and
honors of the prolessions, witness the severe men-
tal labor—the painful anxiety of those preparing
themselves for the practice of them, they would
turn at once and seek the occu[)ation of the more
humble, but, at the same time, the more indepen-
dent and contented farmer, to which lot, many of
our professional men have at last to come, after

having spent their estates, and the prime of their

lives, in vainly seeking that fame which captivated

their youthful fancy.

The employment of overseers, by most of our
farmers, I consider another great obstacle to agri-

cultural improvement. They generally n:e ignor-

ant, selfish, and obstinate—care but I'ttle flir the

interest of their employer, and are satisfied if they
make large crops, no matter what permanent in-

jury is done to the plantations on which they re-

side. Let any young farmer try it, and he will

find, that, by jittending personally to the manage-
ment of his negroes and plantation, he will at least

save the wages of his overseer—his negroes will

fare better, be better satisfied, and, in fact, every
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thing will go on more smoothly on his farm.

Negroes will not. do as well for an overseer as they
will for their master. The cmploym'ent ot'an over-

seer implies doubt of the honesty and integrity of

your negroes, and they i'eel mortified at it, and it

consequently destroys all interest they might take

in what is going on, on the farm. A negro works
for an overseer through fear alone; lin- his master,

(when properly managed,) from affection and, a
regard to his interest, as well as fear. I have had
the exclusive management of my negroes, about
50 in number, for three years^ and I have had to

fight but once in the time, except for little dill'er-

ences amongst themselves, which causes me more
trouble than any thing else besides. x\ farmer in

the county of Ijunenburg, who commenced lile

with eight or ten negroes, and a very small piece

of poor land, who is now the owner of from sixty

to seventy slaves and a very fine tract of land, in-

formed me that he had never in his life whipped
one of his negroes—and a more humble, obedient

and industrious parcel of negroes I never saw.
Another cause of bad management on ourfiirms,

is the custom which most of our farmers practice,

of going in debt for the purchase of more land or

negroes. It is almost universally the case, that

when a farmer gets a little beforehand, instead of

spending his money in the improvement of the

land which he then owns, he will purchase more
land, go in debt, cut down and wear out, until he
gets straight again; and then the same course is to

be followed. Inquire of any farmer you see, why
he does not make such and such improvements on
his farm, and he will almost invariably tell you,

"I will soon; I have long intended to do so, but I

am in debt now, and I must scuffle through that

difficulty first." Well! he gets out of debt, and
there is a little piece of land adjoining him to be

Bold, which he is obliged to have, or a favorite ne-
gro; and the next time you see him, the same an-
swer is made to your interrogatory.

I will conclude this by giving a small piece of

advice to the young men of the state. To every
young man possessed of a small piece of land and
afewnegroes, no matter what his expectations may
be, I would say—"Go home, settle yourself, and
go to work, and you will see more real satisfiiction,

make more money, be more esteemed than any
young doctor or lawyer in your neighbourhood."

For the Farmers' Register.

A PREVEKTIVE OF THE BLIGHT IN PEAR
TREES.

, Prince Edward, May 27, 1S37.

The preventive is the simplest imaginable—it is

not to prune the tree, or break up the ground un-
derneath them; but, on the contrary, to let the
ground be trampled. The facts, fi'om which 1

ccmie to the above conclusion, are the following:

1st. There were in my grandfather's yard two
pear trees, which have been bearing trees from
my earliest recollection, say forty years. I am
now the occupant of his houses and yard. These
two trees are now as healthy as they ever have
been. The yard has always been Iramjiled by
calves and horses.

2nd. There was a row of four trees in a lot ad-
joining the yard, which was occasionally culti-

vated. These trees have blighted, more or less^

whenever the lot has been cuUivaied. Two of
them have died whh the blight; the other two
have been several times very much injured by it,

but since I have ceased to cultivate the lot, they
have been flourishing trees.

3rd. I grafied in the year 1521, about twenty
pear trees. They remained in the nursery until

1824; they were then planted in a lot adjoining

my yard, which lot was cultivated three years in

succession in tobacco. Most of the trees during
those three years, blighted more or less—some
blighted within a foot of ihe ground. I then

levelled the ground en which they were planted,

and moved my fence so as to enclose them in the

yard. Such as had been nearly destroyed by
blight, I enclosed by a pen of rails, in order to

keep of}' the calves which graze the 3'ard, until

the trees had grown sufficiently high not to be in-

jured by them. These twenty trees are now all

healthy, and there has been no appearance of
blight, since I cultivated the lot, except in one
tree that was enclosed by one of my servants in

a garden, in which he cultivated vegetables.

That tree was blighted, and died.

I would recommend that pear trees be planted

in a rich soil (I would prefer the siie of an old

dwelling)—that they be ploughed and worked a
i'ew years, even at the risk of blighting; and after

that, that they be neither pruned nor ploughed.

If'they require manure, let it be applied to the sur-

fiice. Ashes I think an excellent manure. Let
the pear orchard be grazed by small cattle, until

the trees are of sufficient size to admit of being
grazed by larger, without injury. I think it would
be proper to keep down coarse weeds, briers,

sprouts, &c. I am well convinced that there are

some hardy native pear trees, that may be pruned
and ploughed without being subject to blisht; but

I feel confident that most of the finest kinds of
pears, would thrive best under the treatment I

have described. I know, too, that there is a dif-

ference in soils, and that the same mode of treat-

ment may not suit all situations. But, those who
have not succeeded in raising pear trees, might
try my method. My opinion is, that the blight is

produced by the excessive flow of sap, and that

pruning and fallowing produce that effect. If^

however, I had pear trees growing on hard poor
land, I would fallow and manure; preferring rather

to risk the blight, than let the tree die of poverty.

But, when I had sufficiently manured, I would then
cease fallowing.

Henry N. Watkins.

SAPLING (or large) RED CLOVER.

To tlie Editor of the Farmers" Register.

* * * * I hardly know what
to say upon the subject of sapling clover, having
heard such contradictory accounts of its value.
Col. B informed me a \hw days since,

that he had gathered fl'om a poor old field at a sin-

gle cutting, four thousand three hundred pounds
per acre; and for that kind of land, he considered
it of great value. But on rich land it would lodge,

lose most of its foliage, and in some instances rot.

This is the opinion of' almost all with whom I have
conversed upon the subject—there are, however, a
few who object to it in toto, believing it inferior to

the other, however favorable the soil.
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When it is desired to sow timothy with if, I

plioukl think it niuch prefijrnhle to the other, when
the land suits, as the_v ripen top;elher. 1 have never
heard anv objection to it on account of its coarse-

ness, exce[)t from those who have never cnhivaled

it. I am informed liiat cattle eat it wilii sulBcient

avidity. I sliould thinly it a better improver than
tlie other icind, wlien a crop ol" hay is no object.

Much more miu^ht be said npon the subject, but I

am no essayist, and have my information second-

handed. I was in hopes your experience in tlie

cultivation of it, would have rendered information

upon the subject unnecessary.

EXTRACTS FROM PRIVATE CORRESPONDEIVCE.
DIFFEREiVCES OF 0PIXI03V, AND PROCE-
DURE, AND COaiJIENTS THEREON.

Fairfax, June \2th, 1837.

I cannot close this without grateful acknovvledtr-

ments to you for the inlormalion I received in the

value and use of calcareous matter upon our land.

I am using 12 to 15 thousand bushels of oyster

shells per annum with marvellous success; but, as

I cannot write over my pioper name, I feel that I

am not at liberty, in self respect, to give you any
account for publication. Let it suffice, that I give

,S50 per thousand bushels for the shells, and take

them on board the craft; and I tlien have to cart

them from six to eight miles.

We have often urged on our correspondents the im-

portance to the public, and to the proper appreciation

of the value of their communications, that they should

sign their real names to statements of matters of fact,

as the respect paid to them, of course, must rest on the

name of the writer, except so far as the character of

the journal for which be writes may serve as a voucher

for respectability. But, though greatly preferring the

form of avoiced to anonymous communications, (of

matters of fact, and not of reasoning,) we never de-

signed to discourage the latter—and, in this case, we as-

sure our much respected correspondent, that his com-

munications, though anonymous, have always been

welcome—and that if he will hereafter furnish a re-

port of the expense and profit of his liming, executed

under such unusual disadvantages, (though he may
still adhere to his incognito,) it will be highly accepta-

ble to us, and doubtless of value to many readers.

Charles City, June lOth, 1837.

The effects of the marl which Mr. deli-

vered me some iijw years ago, from your marl
banks at Coggin's Point, are so great (in fact they
surpass every thing in the shape of manure I ever
saw, or could conceive), that I should be very
glad to procure more of it, and would be very
much obliged to you to assist me in gettinij some
good honest person to deliver me from five thousand
lo ten thousand bushels per annum, for five or six

years, until 1 shall have marled my whole planta-
tion. I would give five cents per bushel for marl
like that before brought, to be delivered on my
land, at the most convenient landing lor the light-

er; and I would build aconvenient slage,(orwharf;)
on which to throw it from the lighters, at my own
expense, if necessary. If you could contract with

a Buitable person for me, I would be very much
indebted to you to do so immediately; or, if you
could even recommend some one to"me, I should
be very much obliged to you.

Did you ever know such a drought in the sprino-

before I Every thing here, on thai account, is in a
desperate state, except where the land is marled.

We shall endeavor by future and suitable arrange-

ments to have our friend accommodated; and at a less

cost than he is now willing tc pay. For though he
has the best possible proof that he can afford to give

the price named, for water-borne marl of the best qua-

lity, we are equally sure that it may, by proper ar-

rangements, be dug and transported for much less; and

under this impression, we had before advised other

applicants, who were willing to pay more, to wait for

better arrangements, and a consequent lower price for

delivering this manure.

, June 9th, 1837.

I soon discovered, with much regret, after the
commencement of the Register, that I differed

widely with you as to the most beneficial mode of
conducting it; and more recently, on the principles

on which you expect to improve the agriculture of
Virginia. But you are, 1 conceive, like myself in

one respect at least. You do not sacrifice your
opinions to politeness, nor would I give a fig tor

any man who did. Yet, in my opinion, the pub-
lisher who, at this period of the world, is most like-

ly to increase the knowledge of mankind on any
subject, is he who selects, condenses or compiles,

and not he who gives you a bushel of chaff, in

which you may find three grains of wheat. In
this respect, the Penny Magazine is above all

praise. 1 could never satisfactorily discover why
you were opposed to inserting in the Register ex-
tracts from standard books, or even the whole of
them. If Sir Humphrey Davy's Agricultural
Chemistry, exclusive of the Appendix, or Cobbett's
Gardening, &c., &e., were inserted in a volume
of the Register, I should think it well worth bind-
ing after it had been read.

I am under serious apprehensions that the marl
banks in lower Virginia, will be as injurious to its

agricultural, as the paper banks to its commercial
prosperity. After having used, (on a most insig-
nifipant scale, to be sure,) shell lime,(not marl,) lor

about fifteen years, I am induced to suspend, be-
lieving that I had begun to discover that similar
effects to those in England, where "many thou-
sands of acres, in every part of the kingdom, have
(by the use of it) been reduced to a state of al-

most perfect infertility," were likely to be pro-
duced.******
The last extract is from an old and esteeme(^ friend,

who has been a subscriber to this journal from its

commencement—and we have received these and
some previous strictures from his pen, in perfect kind-

ness of feeling, and we take the liberty of publishing

them here the more willingly, because we can truly

declare that he is the only one of our subscribers, who
during our whole editorial course, has expressed to us

censure, of any kind, to any extent worth considera-

tion. No doubt there has been enough ground for cen-

sure, both real and supposed—but it has not been ex-
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pressed to us—and therefore we the more value this

frank reproof, and regard it as the act of a friend. But,

in the same spirit of frankness, we mean to defend our

course, where we deem our correspondent's censure

misapplied.

It may not be so plain to other readers, as to us, from

priorknowledgeof our friend's views, that one opinion

-of ours which he refers to, and dissents from, is the pro-

jyriety and necessity of the knowledge and improvement of

agriculture being promoted by legislative enactments and

bounty. Our views on this subject have been so often

urged on the public, that it is unnecessary to say any

thing of them here; but, in future, believing that all ex-

pectations of such aid from the legislature of Virginia are

altogether desperate, our jsrac/ZcaZ course will hereafter

agree very nearly with our friend's; that is, we shall

certainly never again as/c of the legislature any thing of

this kind, which he would continue strenuously to op-

pose.

Next, as to the manner of filling our pages. If we

were to please our correspondent by republishing many

entire, though valuable books, we should certainly dis-

please the greater number of all other readers. The

most intelligent and curious, and zealous agriculturists,

would probably possess most of these works already

—

and most others would not care to read them. For our

own part, such a plan would relieve us of much labor

and care; and it would also be deemed of value to the

public, if confined to valuable works, either out of

print, or very rare in this country. Such a case is

presented in one of the works above named (Davy's

Agricultural Chemistry,) for a republication of which,

with the additions and alterations required by the pro-

gress of chemical and agricultural discovery, arrange-

ments have already been made.

But as this kind of matter would lessen our labor, so

the other course recommended would incalculably in-

crease it. We now are oppressed with the multipli-

city of duties, made necessary by the want of that

proper division of labor, and combination of effort, of

different individuals, so requisite for the whole busi-

ness of a publication like this; and we are ready to

acknowledge that confinement to mechanical and of-

fice drudgery, leaves far too little time for the proper

performance of the more important editorial duties.

And how much greater would be the deficiencies, if

the mass of matter usually presented, was attempted to

be refined, condensed, and reduced to its best and most

valuable parts, and presented in new language? The

Penny Magazine probably has its editorial and me-

chanical and business departments sustained by the

combined abilities of fifty individuals, each carefully

selected for his particular duties—and the expense of

this labor is supported by the money of more than

100,000 purchasers of the work. We need not con-

trast with this, the comparatively small support, pecu-

niary and literary, afforded to the Farmers' Register.

But this is not all. Many readers might object to

have thrown aside what our correspondent considers

as mere "chaff," and might often value it more than the

few "grains of wheat" which either he or we might save

from the winnowing process. Opinions, instructions,

and even statements of facts, which one reader might

highly value, might by another be held in supreme
contempt. How then, could any individual, if an huu'

dred-fold more highly gifted than we can dare pretend

to be, decide on what would be most pleasing, or most

useful to readers? It is necessary, in an agricultural jour-

nal, to admit all opinions from respectable sources, and

leave readers to judge of their comparative worth.

In our correspondent's opinion of the ill effects pro-

duced by "paper banks" in this country, we can hear-

tily concur—and fear that the damage yet to come is

even greater than that which the country has alreari)^

endured. But, our concurrence never can extend to the.

effects of "marl banks"—and we are curious to learn,

and should be glad to have for publication, the grounds

on v/hich he builds his opinions. We know that he

resides in a county where some of the greatest benefits

of marling have been realized—at least, such is the be-

lief of our correspondent's intelligent neighbors, who
have had enough faith in its value to try the use of

marl. If it is possible that we are all wrong who believe

that we have greatly improved our lands, increased our

annual profits, and the permanent value of our estates,

by marling—and especially for some of us who have been'

nearly twenty years under this delusion—it is very im-

portant that the correction should be afforded by our

friend, aTid we earnestly hope that he will not withhold,

from the public his views on this subject—which we
are very sure that he will never change.

Philadelphia, June 24, 1837.

For the last two or three weeks, we have had con-
stantly showery weather, occasionally hot, but ge-

nerally cool. Unless a favorable change takes

place soon, there is reason to fear much hay will'

be damaged. All that is cut, will of course, be-

more or less so; and that which remains uncut will

soon begin to receive injury, I tear. 01' course I

allude to clover—timothy not being as yet fit la

cut. The weather is very favorable ibr the oat crop;

but I entertain fears that it may prove injurious to

the wheat.
Potatoes, generally, look very well, and the corn

is of a good color. If not too late Ibr your next

number, urge in it the attention of your readers to

the growth of ruta-baga. July is witli us the

proper season for sowing them. The culture of

turnips is gradually extending over several dis-

tricts in our state and New Jersey. Where a
knowledge of the real value of the crop is princi-

pally obtained, there is little or no danger of its

culture being abandoned or neglected. On a part

of Mr. W 's crop last year, there was a mani-

fest advantaffe resulting from the application of a
small quantity of lime, say about ten or twelve

bushels per acre. It was spread on the ground
after the seed was sown, ^being in a well slaked

state, fine powder, it was spread evenly from the

tail of a cart with a shovel.

My impression was that on the part where used,

the weight of turnips was 50 to 75 per cent, great-

er than where none was applied.

I thought an increased quantity, say 18 to 20
bushels would have produced a greater effect—but

this is mere matter of opinion.
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MONTHLY COJI^l KUCIAr, Rr.I'OUT.

The present mnnth Ir.is brou<i-lit no alk^viatiou

of the distress wliicU pooincd to liave reaclied its

crisis when the pus|)ciisioii of specie payments
took place, six weeks ago.

In Virginia, tiiere is almost an utter annihilation

of commerce. The few hogsheads of tobacco

which are sold at the inspections, comprise nearly

all the trade thai is visible. If an embargo exist-

ed, our exports could scarcely be less than they

have been during the present year. A lew foreign

vessels have been loaded lor foreign a<'counr, and
it may be worthy of remark, that Ibreign shipping

lias superseded our own to a very great extent.

Of 100 vessels at New York, put up for ibreign

ports, only 34, (including nine regular packets,)

are American. The purchase, as well as the

transportation of our produce, appears to be get-

ting into foreiirn hands. Our commercial resour-

ces are, for the present, destroyed, and American
enterprise must strike its flag to those countries

which abide by experience in preference to experi-

tnent. The extraordinary state of commerce and
exchanges which now exists, will scarcely be be-

lieved some years hence. As for example, take

these extracts:

Washington City.—"The citizens have applied

to the banks, requesting them to pay specie for

$5 notes, for the purpose of procuring change for

marketing, &c." "Specie is 10 per cent, above
district notes, and these are 15 to 2.5 per cent,

above the notes of the southern and western banks;

consequently, the latter are 25 to 35 per cent, be-

low specie."

Mobile.—"The suspension of specie payments
leaves us no medium of foreign or domestic ex-

change, except; cotton and other produce; and
fl'om this cause, and the depreciation of paper,

compared with specie, all articles of produce have
risen. Notes of New Orleans banks, or checks

on them, are saleable in Mobile at 10 per cent, pre-

mium, and cotton is now shipped fi-om Mobile to

N. Orleans as the only medium for the purchase of

provisions, which are enormously high at Mo-
bile."

In Louisville, Kentucky, the notes of the Mis-
sippi banks are at 20 to 25 per cent, discount,

while in New York the notes of the Kentucky
banks are at 10 to 15 per cent, discount—those of

Georgia and South Carolina at 10 to 15—of North
Carolina, at 10, and of Virginia, at 5, in exchange
for N. York notes, which are at 12 per cent, dis-

Hjount for specie. Excliange on London, 20 to 22
per cent, premium, for New York notes. Thus, the

various exchanges on .^100 fi-om Mississippi to

Kentucky, thence to New York, and there con-

verted into dollars would leave not quite .§60 in

specie. Such a state of things must cut off nearly

all intercourse between different parts of the coun-
trj^—indeed, it is now impracticable to obtain small

change in Virginia for ordinary expenses. The
payment of taxes will be attended with great in-

convenience, and the payment of duties is render-
ed impracticable.

In some places two prices are now paid on ar-

ticles sold—the one for specie, the other for notes,

or small bills, which are generally introduced in

the northern states, though prohibited by law in

some of them.
That the present distress and prostration is not

confined to the Atlantic portion of the country,

but [lervados the li-uitful west, the Ibllowing extracts

will show:
"The number o( steamboats out of active em-

ployment on the Ohio river, between Louisville

and Pittsburg, is 125." "On the Pennsylvania c;i-

nal, one transportation line has withdrawn its

boats and teams for want of employment, and the

state treasury of Ohio has to sup|)ly a large de-

ficit to pay the expenses of her canals."

The destruction of confidence on both sides of

the Atlantic, has compelled the holders of cotton

in N. Orleans to place it under the control of bard<s

for exportation, to be accounted for when sold by
their agents in England. Importations of foreign

•Train continue, and the price has advanced, partly

owing to the depreciation of our currency. The
following report of sales in New York will show
the relative estimation in which different sorts arc

held:—9G00 bushels of Russian, small grain, at

.^112.',; 5000 bushels good red German, at .91 15;

10,000 bushels good Trieste, at -^1 35; 5000 bush-

els white Dimtzic, at.*; 150; 4000 bushels very

prime Rostock, at $175. Foreign rye 85 to 90
cents. Delaware yellow corn, ^1 03. Southern
oats, 51 cents.

There are no transactions in our own markets

to furnish quotations of wheat. The crop now
about to be harvested, will, should the weather be

favorable, prove fine in quality; but the quantity

sown was unusually small, and the growth in

most parts is thin. Corn on the rivers 80 to 85

cents.

No sales of cotton have been made in Peters-

burg, except for the use of mills in Virginia—price,

7 to 10 cents.

The legislature, at its late extra session, has re-

leased the banks from the disabilities they incurred

by the suspension of specie payments, but has re-

fused to permit them to issue notes of less denomi-
nation than five dollars.

In our own stocks there are no operations by
which to furnish quotations. In New York and
Philadelphia, rail road stocks seem to be more in

favor than those of any other description.

X.

THE VIRGINIA LEGISLATURE—THE STAY-LAW
—AID TO AGRICULTURE.

The legislature of Virginia, at their late extra ses-

sion, without much opposition, or the time usually

spent in debate on very trivial matters, have passed a

law which virtually compels all creditors to receive

the notes of non-specie-paying banks, for debts already

due in gold and silver. As the irredeemable paper

currency was then 10 percent, below the value of spe-

cie, this legal measure is neither more nor less than an

actual confiscation, or sponging, of one-tenth of the

amount of all the debts due in Virginia. This is not

the place to discuss the constitutionality, or the moral-

ity, or policy, of this measure—and however enormous

may be its evils, we are not prepared to say that some

such relief to debtors, though by a sacrifice of the

strict rights of creditors, was not made absolutely ne-

cessary by the present general and calamitous condi-

tion of the currency and trade of the country. But

we desire our readers to contrast the ready zeal and

perfect coolness with which this measure of wide-

spread confiscation has been enacted by the legislature,

with the morbid sensitiveness of the same body, in all
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supposed cases of rights being touched by attempts to

aid or improve agriculture by law. This very body,

last winter, refused, (on principle, forsooth,) to vote

even the pittance required to establish a Board of Ag-

riculture—upoii the ground of "let us alone"—a true

and valuable doctrine indeed, but which is often quoted

but to be grossly misapplied. And it'it had been pro-

posed to this body to enact a legal and efficient per-

mission to the owners, to drain, and malce heathful and

fruitful, the extensive swamps of Virginia, or to compel

the laying dry of pestiferous and useless mill ponds

—

though with every reasonable expectation of benefit to

each of the individual owners, as well as to the com-

munity in g-eneral—the legislature would have evinced

their usual holy horror at such attempts to "invade the

rights of property," and probably neither measure

could have commanded the support of thirty votes.

SEASOM AXD CROPS.

Since our last month's report, we have heard but

little of the wheat crop, and nothing favorable of it,

from correspondents. But judging from our own

limited observation, and from verbal reports of the

neighboring country, the considerable improvement of

appearance and prospect which was then stated, has

continued to advance to a remarkable extent. "Where

the Hessian fly has not been very destructive, the

other previous disasters may not prevent such crops

approaching an average product. But all dangers have

not yet been passed. 'J he harvest is late in commenc-

ing, and generally, hereabout, is yet to begin; and since

the earliest commencement, (say June I2th,) there have

been frequent and heavy rains. The weather has been

remarkably cool for the time of year, generally, and

particularly so for some weeks just passed, until the

25th—and now, on the 26th, the air is so hot, as well

as damp, that all wheat not matured is yet in danger of

rust—which would ifave been experienced already,

and generally, if the weather had been ordinarily

warm, during all the late rains. The early crops

of wheat of course are safe from rust, and have been

already mostly reaped. They also, however, must

have suffered Irom the rains greatly affecting harvest

labors, and endangering the security of the npe grain.

The quality of the grain, so far, is excellent.

The present weather, which is so unfavorable to

wheat, is very fine for the Corn—and almost the first

very good weather which it has had during its growth.

Oats also, though almost in a hopeless condition until

after the beginning of June, have been, so greatly fa-

vored since, as now to promise good returns.

27th.—Last night, another heavy rain—and the air

still very sultry.

A letter from Fairfax, dated June 25th, just received,

gives this confirmation of the general late commence-

ment of the present harvest. "I have generally com-

menced the harvest of eSrly wheat from the 12th to the

14th of this month; this harvest will not be ready be-

fore July."—The harvest at Coggin's Point farm, of

mountain purple straw wheat, on marled land, was
commenced as early as the 16th; though ofmany crops in

the same county the reaping has not yet been begun.

A letter from Goochland, just received, states that

the wheat on good lands, has so much improved lately,

that "the product will not fall much short of an aver-

age." A gentleman from Halifax county, makes a

similar, or even more favorable report, of the wheat on

good lands in that county.
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misckm.a:^eous hjanures—clay—sawu—
rOAD, lilVKK, AND SKA MUD.

Clay.

Such frequenf. allusion ha.'' bpen already made lo

the, expeilieric.y of mixiiiu; togiMlier dilicMviU soils

of a ririi-l<e>l (•,!mr.ii!ier, as a means oT aniehora-

tin»riheirdi.s;iiiL'l qualities, that it is unnecossary

to repeat that ri'i-oaimeiidation, whenever ii can

be carried in'o elfect wiiii maderale expense.—

This advanuige is in no ease rii'ire fully eviiii;ed

than by layinir clay upon sand lands, wheiher

they be of the red, rich, or more valuaaledesciip-

tioMS, or those, ol'an inferior quality, which usually

conniin a |)ortion of moor and white sand. On
the farmer, about 50 Ions per acre will efiect a

vast improvement ; but, the latter are seldom

bmuirht into a fertile state with less than Irehle

that quamify. Tlie most eliuible period to a[)ply

it, is in the autumn, or early |)art of the winter,

when the land is in ijrass, and intended to be bro-

ken up for a crop of corn; or orhertvise at the

same period, when intended for fallow. The f.ost,

rain, and dryiui;; winds will then cause ihe lumps of

clav, however larije, lo open, and by repeated

elicrht harrowinof, to divide anil iniim.ttely cover

the surliice bei()re the land is piouuhed—a circum-

Ptance ol' little trouble if atiended to at the profjer

season, ihougli, if not so reduced beii)re the land is

y)lou:ihed, large pieces of clay will be lound to

have lieen |)reserved fronr the atmospheri<'. influ-

ence, and consequently unbroken and miprofltable

many years allerwards. It is more profinible lo re-

peat the operation after an interval of a i'^w years,

ratherthan to lay on an immense tpjantity at once,

ns bj' this means the clay irets more thoroughly
incorporated with the sand; and it will be obvious

that the first plouirhinir ought not to be to the full

depth, lest the clay be lost. It is, however, scarce-

ly practicable to lay clay, in its natural state, upon
Band, both because of the great labor of digging,

and alierwards preparing it with the requisite de-

gree of care ['ov mixture. If not rendered so fine

as to be perfectly incorporated with the sand, its

tendency to sink throuizh light land trraduallv

brings it to the bottom, and renders it afterwards
useless, if not injurious, by forming a retentive

subsoil.

Sand

Is, however, not exposed to the game objections,

for it is dug with less labor, and does not require

any further trouiile in its preparation. Its applica-

tion, as an alterative for stiff" clay land, is of the

greatest ad viuitace ; for its intermixture with the

Boil—which is effected by the various means—has
a tendency to lighten the land, and to brins it lo

that loamy state which is the most liivorable to the

purposes of vegetation. In this respect, its action

is the counterpart to that of marl, as applied to

light sandy ground; for, in both cases, if is the

interepf of the farmer to brin^r his land into that

Vol. V—25

state which is the most liUely to be productive.

—

Mar!, by stiffening it,- produces this effect in tlie

one instance; and sand, by loosening it, in the

other.

Until abouthalfaccntnryago, this plan was very

little known as an improvement to tl\e soil, when
a spitited agrit-ulturist in Cheshire began to use

considera!)le quantities; sonieiimes mixing it with

duntr, and sometimes laying it raw on his grass-

lands. The success which invariably at leaded

lhe.-5e experiments, at lenirlh induced several far-

mers in his neighborhood to follow his example,

and the practice has since been very generally

adopted in many of the principal dairy-farnts in

the middle of Hie country; deep beds of sand'

being there frequently met with under the clay,

which predominates as the superficial at>-atum of

ihesoil. The ntode of em|;Ioymg it is thus de-

scribed by a land owner who has employed it ex-

tensively with the greatest advantage:

—

'When there is a piece of strong day land in

tiilaue, and the fiirmer has an opportunity of co-

verinir it over vviih sand, about twice as thick as in

a common set of manure, the soil will be pulver-

ized and opened by this means— will cive better

crops when in lillaire, and when laid down will

produce a hner herbaiie, less liable lo be parched

in drv, or trod down in wet seasons. It is excel-

lent mana.'fement in the liirmer, beliire he ties up

his cattle fi)r ihe winter, to lay a coat of sand, at

least a loot in thickness, where he intends to throw

his dung out of ihe cow-honses. The dung

should Im?. repeatedly levelled on the sand, and a

second coat of the latter laid on towards the end

of February; upon which should be put the re-

mainder of the dung procured before the caiile go
to grass. As soon after this time as possible, the

compost should be either turned and well mixed

where it lies, or filled into the dung-carts, and fa-

ken away to some situation near the land oh

which it is intendeii to use it. Hers it should be

laid in a iteap of at least two yards in thickness^

and after remaining two or three months in this

stale, it is in excellent condition for putting on the

land.'*

This, however, only alludes toils employment
as a compost; but, if laid in its natural state, either

as a top-dressing upon a meadow of a stiff nature,-

or slightly ploughed in upon heavy arable land,

it will be" found to effect a perrnanent improve-

ment in the soil. It nnjst, in the laifer case, how-
ever, be laid on in very large quantilies; jierhaps

not less than two to three hundred cart-loads, or

cubic yards.f This, of course, carmot be accom-

plished with prudence, unless the sand lies either

*HoiIand's Survey of Cheshire, p. 231.

t It has been laid on a larjre extent of drained moss,

in Dumfriesshire, at the rate of a sinjile-liorse cart-

load, to every square yard of snrCace, thon°;h the land

was in such a soft state that the sand could only be

carted by hors.^s with wooden doss or pattens on their

hind feet. The expense must, therefore, have been

enormous; yet the improvement in the land seems to

have reimbursed the proprietor. See Dr. Singer'*

Survey, p. 309.
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under the clay, or in the immediate vicinit}' of the

farm; and even in that case, the expen:=e ol'cart-

ao;e, if calculated at its cost in money, ^You!d ap-

pear too serious to admit of much chance of pro-

fitable remuneration. JV'Jany circumstances, are,

however, continually occurinir on every firm to

prevent the constant occufiation of the teams: on

those days they inav be invariably emoloyed in

the cariaire of llie sand, wiihout any charire ex-

ce|)tihat of day laborers todi^r; and, if it cannot be

immediately spread upon the land, it may be hud

upon the headlands of the field to which it is in-

tended to be applied.

Mud.

The mud from ponds, when they are cleaned

out, has always been an object of attention to tiir-

mers, so iitr as reii irds its collection; but it must
be presumed that its different properties, and con-

eequenlly the must judicious mode of its applica-

tion to the land, are either but little understood, or

neglected; for some cart if directly upon the

ground, and plough it in either lor turnips or for

corn-crops; others spread it upon old leys; and
many lay it out in thin heaps to dry, after which
they mix it with lime, (dialk, or dung. Upon this

it has been remar!<ed by an eminent agriculturist,

'that in reasoning with the tiirmers upon the cause

or principle by which the/ are guided in those dif-

ferent proceedings, the reply is generally, "that it

has been their practice to do so—that it has an-

swered very well—tmd ihiit the\" know of no bet-

ter mode of treating it." From which we are ne-

cessarily led to conclude, that upon the same, or

nearly the same sort of soil, these different prac-

tices cannot be right. It, therefji'c, becomes neces-

sary to consider what is the usual composition of

the sediment in ponds,—then to point out as cor-

correctly as we are able, the best way vf prepar-

ing it for use—the soils to which it should l>e ap-

plied—and the crops which ought to succed such
apfilication.' *

Upon this it may be ohserved, that ponds, be-

ing usually placed at the lower part of the fields,

receive alter every hard rain a parr ot" the soil, as

well as of the substances with which they have
been manured. If the ponds be large and deep,

they may also acquire much decayed vegetable

matter, arising from the aquatic plants with which
such pools usually abound; and if near to the
yards at which cattle are commonly watered,

they must likewise receive a portion of their dung:
such mud is, therefore, particularly applicable to

light soils, both as containing nutritive matter, and
adding lO the staple and consistency of the land.

If, on the contrary, the ponds contain sprinirs,

the sediment taken from them will be found unfit

lor vesjetation, lor it contains more sand than ve-

getable matter, and it hardens upon exposure to the
Bun; it may, however, be useful in killing! he rushes
and coarse weeds upon low sour meadows, but
prejudicial if applied to uplands. It is, therefore,

evident that the mud must partake of the nature
of the various ingredients of which it is composed;
and, therefore, every farmer should take these cir-

cumstances into consideration before he applies it

to his ground.
The most common time of mudding ponds is

during the summer months, when it is usual to let

* Malcolm's Cornp. of Mod. Husb.. vol. ii. p. 116.

the slime lie near the edge of the pond until the

water is drained from it. A spot is then marked,
either upon a head-land of the field upon wliich it

is to be laid, or as near to it as possilde. of a size

to raise a compost with alternate layers of either

lime or dunir. !f dung can be had, the best mode
ot preparuig this mainire is to lay a linnidaiion of
nuid, of about a foot or a foot and a half in dep-ih,

of an oblong ihvfi), and not more tluin eight It'et in

width, upon which the freshest yard dmiir is laid

to aliout double tliat depth; then a thin layer of
mud; after v.'hich, al'ernate layers of nnid and
dung, until the heap be raised to about five or six

feet in height—keeping the sides and ends square,

and coating the whole with nuid. It should then
be left to lertnent; alter which, it must be again
turned, at least twice, at ditierent [ieriods.

If quick-lime be used, and there renuiins any
moisture in the pond scourings, it will bo sufficient-

ly fallen for turning in a lew days; but, if the com-
|!0S' be made wiih farm-vard dung, it may require

to remain lor six or eight weeks to ferment and
decompose, before it is in a [iroper state lor turn-

ing. To derive the greatest advantage Iron) com-
posts, it is necessary to mix them thoroughly,

which can only he effected by repeated and care-

ful turnings. To Ibrm them, in the first instance,

with both quick lime and manure is injudicio\is

;

the former ought never lo be brought into contact

with the latter—though manures may be advan-
tageously incorporated wiih an old compost, in

which a littk lime has been used.

These conqjosts may be applied at the rate of
16 to 20 cubical yards ll>r siroug loams, and upon
light loams in a rather smaller |;roporiion. Pond
mud is, however, not unirequently used, in an un-
prepared state, upon grass-lands; but the accounts

iTiven ol' its efiinits ai-e so ditierenfj and the expe-
riments are so inaccurately stated, that we might
mislead our readers were we to detail them. \^ ere

attention paid to the properties of the nnid, and
to the quality of the soil on which it is to be laid

—in the manner already alluded to— there can,

however, be little doubt that errors in its ap-
plf'ation might be avoided. If appears the better

mode to apply it in the latter end of autunm, or

the early part of the winter, and to bush-hatrow
it well after it has been hanlened by the li-ost."

River Mud in creeks, or banks, from which it

can be collected, answers the same description,

and IS also extensively enq:»loyed in some districts

in the operation of warping, winch will be noticed

hereafter.

Sea mud, or sleech, has also been used in some
places in veiy large (juantities, and has been found

of so very enriching a nature, lliat it was thought
worth while to carry it in baro-es up the river Mer-
sey, to the estates of the late Duke of Bridirewater,

at Worsley, in Lancashire.! It abounds at the

mouths of many of the friths and rivers which
run into the sea: and one gentleman, who hag

used it for upwards of half a century in Cheshire,

asserts that no other manure is equal to it, either

for corn or grass. Itis there, however, alwayslaid

upon grass and ploughed in, without any addition,

in the following spring. If the ensuing March be
dry, and there has been much frost in the winter,

a heavy pair of harrows will prepare it for the

*Farey's Survey of Derbyshire, vol. iii. p. 187.

fSincIair's Code of Agriculture, third edition, p. 242.
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plough; otherwise, it must be chopped with

spiules. The land is tlien uciieraily sown with

Oiiis, Tollowod by liarlt'y or potatoes, and the, third

year hy wiuvit. The lt)iinli year the hind is laiii

down either witli oats or harley. clover anil uras-

ses, and I lie crops are said to hi; very j^reat. It is

also fiiiind that its eU'ecls remain ion<£er on the

land than marl; and alllioiifih tliat wiiich is over-

niaried is spoiled liir grass, yel tliat never happens
to sea tiiud.* In many parts ot' Scotland it lias

also been l!)nnd to answer very well f()r the im-

provement of moss; upon whitdi, after il has been

well (h-ained, the sleech is laid, lo the amount ol'

lOJ single-horse cart-Icads per acre.t To this,

however, we nnst add, that thai the repetition of

it in larixe rpiantities fiii of its ibriner ellecis. In

Sassex it has been used to the extent of 1200 lo

1300 Iiushels per acre; but. on those firms where
it has been too fref|uently used, and which are

thus said to iiave been '-over-dosed," it is no lon-

ger found lo be of any service.

J

From tile same.

REMARKS ON MAXURES IX GENERAL—PU-
TRESCENT, BIIXERAL, AND 31ISCELLANE-
OUS.

We hfive devoted a larsre portion of this publi-

cation to the subject of manures, both because, in

tite present state ol' agriculture, arable land can-

not be made to pay the expenses of cultivation

without the most skilful and economical, though
iinsparinir, use of the various kinds, and because

it is notorious that a great number of liirmers are

either iirnorant of the most judicious mode of their

application, or negliijent of the means of their in-

crease and preservation. The latter remark ap-

plies more especially to fitrm-yard manure, which
no one can ride over any part of the country with-

out seeing wasted—dung carted out of the yards

and thrown up by the side of some lane without

any Ibundation or further care, until, perhaps after

having becotne mouldy and firefanijcd, it is at

lenirth turned over, while the best part of its

juices have been allowed to run into the ditches, or

to stagnate around the heaps—thus, neiiher assist-

ing the proper lermentation of the dupfj, nor mix-

imr tlie heap at such recrular periods as to ensure

its being all of one quality. §

Holland's Survey of Cheshire, App., No. III.

fSin2;er's Survey ol Dumfriesshire, p. 311—Gen.
Rep. of Scotland, vol. ii. p. 353.

JYoung's Surrey of Sussex, p. 218.

§ On this, however, the foliowins; remark has been
inserted in the report of the committee of the Don-
caster Asjricultural Association upon bone manure

—

•The general motle of managing fold manure is erro-

neous, both as to the expense incurred and loss from

evaporation. To prevent both, upon carrying it out

to th8 field, it should be forked up to a considerable

height, and the wdiole covered with the soil nearest to

the heap; a long heap, like a potatoa heap, is therefore

best; as it accumulates, taking care always to cover the

whole of the day's loadinir, excepting the end to which
the next day's work is to be added. The confinement
of the steam, which is always observed upon a fresh-

mads heap of manure, etfectually secures the decom-
position of the whole; which will cut out like a jelly,

without the usual process of turning over and over.'—
p. 31.

We have already slated our opinion so clearly

on the subject of lermentation, in our view of pu-
tres>-ent manures, lh.it it may be thoiiirht hardly
necessary to add any thin;'; to the discussion of the
point in dispute; yet, as many liirmers have been
influenced by the reasoniiiixoi' chemists, who pos-

sess no practicid knowledge of agriculture, in fa-

vor of the invariable appplication of long dung

—

thourrh opposed by experience—and as it is ex-
tremely important that the (piestion should be set

at rest, we rerpiest serious attention to the follow-

ing extracts from an able article which has ap-
peared in the Quarterly Journal of agriculture

since the publication of what we had written.*

It was prnmuliiated as the opinion of Sir

Humphrey Davy, in 1809, and it has, till lately,

obtained the confidence of most chemists, that

'as snnn as dung begins to decompose, it ihrnxos

off" its volatile parts, which are the most valuable

and most efficient. Dung which ha3 fermented,

so as to become a mere soft cohesive mass, has gene-

rally lost from one third to one-half of its most

useful constituent elements; and that it may exert

its full action upon the plant, and lose none of its

nutritive powers, it should evidently be applied

much sooner, and long before decomposition has ar-

rived at its ultimate result.'' Experience has, ne-

vertheless, acted in direct opposition to this opin-

ion. Manure has been continually applied in 'a

soft cohesive mass,' and it has continued to raise

lame crops; whereas, had it been applied 'long

before decomposition had arrived at its ultimate

result,' that result would probably have been a
loss of crop, manure, and labor.

If is certainly an erroneous assumption to say
the first stasre ol fermentation in dung must neces-

sarily throw oH' its most valuable parts. Every
dunghill of fresh dung throws off a' uaseous ex-

halation a verv short time after it is put together;

;ind the quantity thus thrown of!' is regulated by
the state of the atrnosphere. But, this exhalation

does not consist of the valuable gases; it is a

mere evaporation of the water contained in the

dunir. The same hot haze may be seen f^icker-

iner over a fallow field in a sunny day in summer.
Nobodv could with truth assert, that this haze
arises from the disenjiagement of the cases in the

dung which had previously been inserted into the

soil, when it is clearly nothing more than the eva-

poratnn of the moisture in the soil. To say,

therefore, the first stage of decomposition in a
dunghill throws off "the most valuable and the

most efficient" parts of the dung, is just to say

the vapor of water is the most valuable part

of dung.
'It is true, were the fermentation continued after

all the water in the dung was evaporated, a con-

sidertible increase of temperature, would ensue;

and when the texture of the fibrous portions of the

manure began to decompose, there would be an

evolution of valuable gases. Direct experimenta

*N^o. xxiii. pp. 617 to 624. The discoveries alluded

to. relate to a substance which chemists call Hvmin,
which is said to exist in all soils, and to be formed of

carbon and hydrogen. The iJuwiC aorf is composed
of huinin and oxygen, and its properties enable it to

combine with liine. potass, ammonia, and many sub-

stances found in soils and mannrfs, and render them
easy to be dissolved in water, which could not be done
in their separate state.
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has proved the escape of gases (rom a heap of

duiiij which has been lonir tertTieiiting. But,

what harm accrues to the dung as a manure from

the escape oC these gases? None vvhalevcr. We
are told these gases constitute the lood of plants,

and if they are permitted to be (hssipated hy de-

comp,osition, the quantity of nourishment in tiie

heap of manure will oi" course be so much dimln-

ished; that, if the bulk ol'the dunir-iieap lie dimin-

ished one-iialf or one-third bv excessive lt;rmenta-

tion, the quantiiy of nourishment to the crops

will be diminished in a greaier ratio. Tli'^se

cautions have long been whispered in the ears

of practical men, but they have listened to tiie ad-

vice with a provoking indili'crence. Like duck-
lings when they first take the water, they have
continued to disregard ever}' remonstrance of then'

iostcr brethren against injurious practices, raising

and devouring their Ibod, and enjoyinir themselves
with the greatest complacency in their vocation.

It is true, and we must admit it, tliat some of

the gases constitute the (bod of plants, but it does
not Ibllow that plants would receive them as food

directly, as they are disengaged Imm a fermenlinii

and heated mass; nay, it is probable they would
rather reject the food that would injure "them.

—

JJut, as plants are not endowe<l with locomotive
powers, they cannot avoid the food which is di-

rectly presented to them; they will, therefore, be

xDbliged to partake of it even in an injurious state,

and in thus taking it they die. Accordingly, we
invariably find that plants sulTer from the cmtact
of lermenting dun^; and it is this well-known
^acf, n)ore than Irom any o'lier circumstance,
wnich deters liirmers fl'om applyinii dunij in an
unnrepared state. It is sometimes applied to the

soil, it is true, in an unprepared stale, but long
before the crop is brouirht into contact wiih it,

and alter it has underiijoiie lermenlalion in the soil.

Though this application of dung is recommended
by men of science, it is performed from the very
opposite principle which they recommen.-l. They
recommend it because the gases arisinir, while
the dung is fermenting, are absorbed by the soil,

and are thence given out fur the use of plants; on
the other hand, liirmers (lerfbrm it, because the
fermentation will have ceased lielbre the crop is

inserted into the ground. Which of these is the
more rational reiison? The practical one, undoubt-
edly; Ibrit is surely impossible that the slight co-
vering of earth upon the dung can prevent the
«.scape of the elastic gases, however it may re-

tard fermentation.

'Moreover, practice finds that fresh Auncr is in-

jurious to vegetation, and recent discoveries now
inform us that this arises ir-om the acridity of the
ammonia, which is always present in unfennenled
dung. Fermentation drives off the acrid ammo-
nia. Fresh duntj is found to injure plants by
burning them, which is a very appropriate term to

describe the action of ammonia, in like manner,
stale liquid manure is not so good a top-dressinir

to grass as fresh, or when it is largely mixed with
water; because science now inlbrms us, that am-
monia becomes concentrated in stale liquitl ma-
nure, and is, therefore, in an injurious state for

plants; and that it is necessary to mix liquid ma-
nures largely with water, in order to dilute the
ammonia, and allow the proper action of the hu-
mic acid, which exists in a large quantity in them.
Again, it is not an uncommon practice to cover a

dunghill with earth in hot weather; and this is

now ex[)lained, not as it hitherto has been—"that

tae earth absorbs and firevents the escape of the

carbonic acid gas''—but that a violent U'rmenta-
tion in the dung is checked by the earth, partly

excludiiijT the atmospheric air and rain water, the

oxygen in either of which is indisiiensable lo con-

tinue the process, it being this oxygen which
forms ilie csirbonic acid gas by uniting with the

carbon of the dung. Tiie necessity of checking a
v'uiknt Itrmentaiion in a dunghill, which contains

a large [lortion of horse -dung, is lo prevent it be-

ing what is technically called ^'fyrefaiigit^^—a state

in which duniris nearly useless.

'We thus see that science now agrees with that

practice which has been pursued for years with

unexampled success. It is consolatory to practi-

tioners to think that I heir experience, though un-
knowingly to them, has guided them to success on
really scientific principles. This agreement of
experience and science should teach every one
tluit science and experience, and not science alone,

ought to be made the tests to try the accuracy ot'

o|)inions; but, unfortunately for the cretht of sci-

ences, the test of accuracy hitherto, in (lie ap-
plication of putrescent manures, has not been sub-

mitted lo practice.'

We now not only be<x to impress upon every
fiirmer the absolute necessitj' of guarding against

the waste of" any portion of the fiirm dung but

also to take care that nothing in the shape of
refuse animal or vegetalile substance be sutl'ered

to be thrown away by his ser\ ants. Let a bed of
sand, or any earth except clay, be laid in some
spot adjacent to the offices, and u[)on it let every
particle of" ofhil collected from the premises l)e re-

iiularly thrown; to which atkl the sweepings
of the roads and lanes about the house, izrass,

turf or rubbish, dui;: out of drains and ditches;

every thing, in short, which, by decinipo-

siiion, can be converted into manure, and all

of which may be got tojfether with very little

trouble. Let the whole of this be every now and
then covered with ihe earth, lieiween two layer*

of which a small quantity of quick-lime maybe
placed, or sprinkled upon any vegetable substance,

such as leaves, toiigli, haulm fern, or any ihing

which cannot be easily dissolved, and thus funn-

ed into a compost. Care, however, must be taken

I hat tlie ve'jet alive powers of the roots and plants

be completely destroyed before '.he compost is

spread upon the land; fiir, if unskilliilly prepared,

thev will shoot up in the course oi' the ensuing

season, tmd overrun the land with weeds. Com-
posts thus formed, whatever may be the ingre-

dients which they contain, will ever be found

a most valuable species of manure. The whole
substance becomes one uniform mass of nutriiive

matter, which may be either mixed with tiie soil,

or applied as atop-dressing, and, with proper at-

tention, may be got ready for application at any
period ol'the year. There are numberless receipts

scattered throughout the vvriiings of various theo-

rists, in which the quantity and the quality oi'each

ingredient in these various mixtures are as accu-

rately stated as if they were the medical prescrip-

tions of physicians; but these are mere quackeries

which do not merit the attention of practical men.
Weeds, also, by the sides of fences, should ne-

v^,r be permitted to perfect their seeds, but should

be invariably cut while in a state of succulence,
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and adilpci tn the henp; anil, if those tunieil up hv

the process of horse-ri,>eiiifT were also raked nR",

instead ol" heiti>i: suH'ered to witlier on the land, or

to spriiiif lip ajiin wiih ilie next shower of rain,

it IS inconceivable what a lanre fiuainiiy ol" valua-

ble m mure mi'/ht tins be raised bv the occasion il

employment of children, and ol" laborers, w!io

ni ly otherwise be idlmir away iheirliine. It wonid
alsa contribiiie in a irreat deirree to that neatness

tvliich forms a di^Jtin'faislieil lealare in carelid cul-

tivation, and woald insure a habit of attention on

the part of servants, an! a consequent por'ion of

prosperity which can rarely be enjoyed by a slo-

venlv firmer.

Were the practice of soiling more cenera'ly at-

tended to, it would also very m ueriallv aid the in-

crease of the danix-heap, vviihout which no [)rofi'

can he gained from arable land. But, a very small

portioi\ ol"the soil under the plough is, in this

country, cipable of bearinjj crops, unless it be re-

cruited by putrescent manure about once in liiur

years, or that it be either suti'ered to lie tiir a more
than usual lenirth of time under the cultivated

prasses and fed off wiih cattle, or supported by the

fold. To obtain the requisite quan*ity of farm-

yard manure has, however, baflleii the best exer-

tions of many iridusrrr)us liirmers, except in the
;

immediate vicinity of larire towns. There, in- I

deed, the object is often obtained throutrh the
j

means of pun-.hised dunir, the expense of which '

has been generally amply repiiid by the irrowlh of
j

proportionably increased crops; but any one who
is dependent upon the produce of his own farm,

without the substance ol" extr uieous manure, ll)r

the support of the fiiriility of the soil, should en-

deavor to culiivate those crops which are best

calcuted to afford a largf return of fijod lor the

maintenance of cattle. When the land is ol' such
a nature as not to admit the growth of green cro[)s,

hay and oil-cake should be resorted to lor that

purpose.

In other cases, lime, chalk, marl, and various

other mineral substances, have been resorted to as

auxiliaries; but, iheeli'ect of some of these tending
more to siimulate vegetation than to enrich the

wasted powers of the soil, it has frequently hap-
pened that ground which at one time had been
greatly benefited by their application, has after-

wards been injured when repeated under the er-

roneous notion that its powers might be restored

by the same operation. Land, thus forced, has in

many cases b?en so much impoverished as (o ren-

der it incapable of producing any thing but a poor
pasture, and to require a great length of time to

pass away before it can be restored to its original

condition. It should, indeed, be observed, that

the application of tbssif manures requires more
judgment and consideration than any other; tor

vegetable and animal manures contain the ferti-

Hzinij property within iheinselves. and, however
injudiciously applied, cannot fiul to impart ultimate
benefit to the land, if not the immediate crop ;

l)ut

the power of fossils consi3t^3 in their action upon
the constitution ol"thesoii, and if"this be improper-
ly directed, the greatest mischief may ensue.
None of these has, perhaps, pro luced more inju-

ry in some cases, or greater benefit in others, than
lim^—of which very striking instances may be
found in those parts of the country where it is

either very abundant or scarce.- In the former, it

has been not uncomaionly laid upon the land with-

out the aid of putrescent manure, until ihe soil has
become worthless; while in the latter, as its scar-

city renders it expensive, ii has only been mode-
rately useil by f irmers of jndirnient and cafiital, and
the ell'ects, after a number of years, are s'ill appa-
rent in the improvement of the s,)il. While wri-

ting this, we have nn ler oureye a firm of400 acres

of s'ronir clay, which has not been limed within

ihi- memory ol' man. The tenant, who is conscious

of the alvaniaixes which miLrhi be derived from
the use of lime— as demonsirated in the condition

of adjoiniuir land of the same quality— is yet pre-

vented by circumstances from its employtneni; and
thus, not only ;u-e his own profiis, but the value of
the soil to the landlord also, equally reduced.

On the subject of" burnt clay, we have recently

had an opportunity of makinir some inquiries in

the neighborhood of" the late General Beatson'a

firm, in Sussex; and we have learned, that al-

thou<!;h several practical fariuers in that part of
the country adopted his plan, yet very few of them
have found it to answer their expectations. One
of them, who has followe I it extensively, confirms

us in the opinion whicJi we have already stated,

that much depends upon the mode in which the

operation of burninii is performed; for if the clay

tie calcined to the consistence of brick, it yields

notliiiitr in the shape of that soft ash which is pro-

per ftr manure; and, if not sufficiently burned, it

will return to its oriixinal condition. In the Ibriner

state It may. however, act in some degree as an
alterative of the soil; an 1, in the latter, it will at

least afi'ori some nutriment to the crop to which
it is actually applied. It, theref)re, does not ap-

pear, l"r im past experienc.e, that it can ever be
made to supersede the use of lime on land which
has not been lorm<'rly dressed with the latter; but,

in such cases, or in parts ol the country where
lime cannot be procured, if may yet be employed
to a certain extent with advantaire.

As to paring and burning, there can be no
doubt that the eanh, if combined with fibrous

roots and other veijelable matter, will answer the

purpose of manure when burned: yet shallow

soils are thus frequently more injiu'ed by the ab-

straction of too large a portion of the siirlivce, than
improved by the temporaryaddition of the manure.
We have lately seen down-land, which was bro-

ken up during the war, and has been now during

several years returned to f)asture, yet still bears

nothing like the sward ofa fine sheep-walk on the

poorest chalks, and probably will require half a
century to brinij it back to its former co'^dition.

We, therefi)re, cannot butagain caution all farmers

and owners of land against bringing such soils

under the plonuh.*
With regard to gypsum and salt we have nolh-

inij to add, except to repeat our recommendation
of experiments on their effects.! Though quite

* A treatise has been just published by Professor

Ronnie, on paring? and burning, in which he attributes

whatever value il: may have to the etfects of the fire,

coiisidprinGj it 'in the li2;ht of an instantaneous fallow.*

Were this principle to be relied upon, it woiilil follow

that paring and burninj;; mis^ht, within a few years af-

ferwar.U. ba ailvantan;r'Oiisly rppeated; whereas, expe-

rience proves that, with whatever benefit the operation

may be attend-d with in the first instance, a repetition

of it is always found to impoverish the soil.—See Quar-
terly Journal of Aiiriculture. No. XXV.

t See Chapters xiv and xviii.
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aware of the common sentiment—'tliat gentlemen

may use their superfluous cash ibr tliis purjioge,

but liirmers have uses enoutrh Ibr tlieir money in

the regular routine of their business, and lew are

BO o'/erhunleneil with capiial as to affor.l the risk

of its dimiiiutioa by um-ertain speculation'—}et

we entreat them to reflect, that experiments may
be tried with those two articles upoa a single acre;

that the expense, iT unsuccessful, can only occa-

sion the loss of a few shillings; but, if they sjcceed,

mavbe productive of incalculable advantage.

Neither respecting the various misczUaaeous

substances which we have enumerated, have we
any further observation to make upon their res-

pective properties. The fluid or disolved parts of

animal matter require some preparatory process to

fit them for manure, the great object being to

blend them with the soil in a proper staie of

minute division; Ibr when they have been applied

in a rank or unreduced stale, bad efl:'ects have
followed. Traill oil, bkib'jer, and similar re-

fuse, should therefore, be made into composts
with a large body of earth.* Rape and malt dust,

requiring no mixture, are very commonly laid

upon the land as top-dressings—the difl^erence

between which and manure ploughed into the

ground, is, that the former are applied chiefly with

a view to the sole benefit of the immediate crop,

without regard to the further improvement of the

Boil; though there can be no doubt that if the crop

be increased, the soil will also feel their good
effects. In this manner si)ot is also almost invari-

aby used; but its fertilizing properties are solely

relerable to the ammonia contained in it, which is

anaciive stimulant of vegetation. The practice

of laying it upon land which has been limed, or

of mixing it, as sometimes done, in composts with
lime, is therefore injudicious.

f

It has long been a disputed question, whether
.-all plants extract the same nutritive juices from

'the soil, and convert them into the kind of sap
.adapted to their peculiar qualities, or whether each
;is nourished by a ditt'erent substance. It would
.at first appear improbable that plants diflering

from each other in Ibrm, smell, taste, and proper-

ties as food, should be produced by the same mat-
ter; yet, when we reflect that different plants de-

prive each other of nourishment, by extendiuir

their roots into the same soil in which various

kinds are planted, we cannot but conclude that

their first nutriment must be of the same nature,

though the sap probably acquires different pro-

perties in its progress towards perfection. This,
however, .is one of the secrets of vegetation with
which we are unacquainted; but as we also see

that some soils are lieiter adapted than others for

(he growth of particular kimis of ijrain and vege-
tables, and that those crops to which they appear
the most favorable yet become deteriorated if re-

pealed, even though regularly dressed with one
species of manure, it seems evident that there
must be some advantage in the change of ma-
.nures, as well as in the system of cropping tillage

* 'Tallow and oils received in a crude state by the
roots, may elo:^ the pores of the plant, repel the aqueous
fluid, and obstruct the free communication of the
leaves with the atmosphere.'—Sir H. Davy's Lect. on
^gric. Ch€m.4to p. 112.

t Horaby on Lime, p. 26.

land.* This will be gained by every farmer who
has at his command manures of an unusual kind,

and who understands their use, for he aiay then
adopt many plans of cropping which are out of the

power of hers not sinnlarly situated, and vary
his rotations according to circiimstaifces of the

moment, or to his own convenience.

We have already touched upon ihe properties

of alkaline manures, so fin* as they have been
tested by experience; the solution of the effects of
acids upon tiie soil niiisi be sdll left to future exfie-

riments, for those already made by chemists, in

many instances, present different results. What-
ever may be the Ibod of plants—whether gases,

oils, salts, or acids— the farmer, however, need not

puzzle liimself about their chemical qualiiies, Ibr

he may either satisfy himself from the experience
of others, or by small trials of his own, whether
the ert'ects of any particular species produce lertil-

ty or not. Farm-yard manure has been justly-

called 'the farmer''s niaiiic wand;' and the oftener

that wand is waved, the more will it contribute to

his prosperity. He sees that wherever it has been
judiciously used, it causes abundant crops, and
that wherever it has been withheld, sterility seizes

upon the soil; his chiefefforts should, therefore, be
directed to its increase.

Although the time and manner of applying
every description of manures depend so much
upon the nature of the soil and season, as well as

of the crops to be sown, that no precise rules can
be laid down Ibr their employment, yet the follow-

ing general hints may be found useful.

Summary,

When manures of any kind are to be used as

top-dressings for grass, the best season Ibr that

purpose is as early as practicable in the month of
February, as the vernal showers will then wash
them into the soil IfH)r arable land, at the same
time as the sowing of the seed, or immediately
after; but if for wheat, when vegetation is about
to acquire force, in the spring.

If dung be applied to a wheat crop, it should be
ploughed in during the course of a summer tiillow;

if compost, at the last ploughing before the seed

furrow; but composts of lime and earth only, may
be laid upon the land during any period of the

year.

The land should be laid dry; and the manure
should be equally and speedily spread over every
part of it, in proportion to the nature of the soil;

but if ploughed in, though it should be well mix-
ed with the ground, it rhould not be too deeply
buried.

The stroncrer and the colder soils are, the

more manure they require ; and, as such land is

fjenerally applied to the production of crops which
do not speeilily attain their flili growth, the appli-

cation of duiiir which has not been completely

decomnoeed by the putrelactive process may be

there admitted, for alihouo'h the progress of vege-

tation may not be so rapidly forwarded, yet the

manure will at length decay, and afford a more
gradual degree of nutriment to the present, and
greater support to the land for the production of

* Sir H. Davy, Atrric. Cnem 4to. p. 273. Doncas-
ter Repoit on Bone Manure, p. 27. See also the recent

'Theory of Rotation of Crops.' byM.De Candolle.
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future crops. On adhesive land, lorifj manure
from the liirm-yard also acting mechanically, l)y

keopinii the poll open, is not so hmding as shon
dung: but on ihy, sandy, hot soils, ihc dung should,

on the ronirary, be pcrltictly decomposed, or rot-

ten; and matun-e of any description should, on

euch land, be oidy laid on in moderate quantities

at one time. One sjeneral obsi'rvation may be

ma le regardinir all dissertations on manure, which
is—that as there will be diU'erent iiradiiiions both

of soils and tlie subsiance ot" which manures are

composed, we can never speak but in general

terms of iheir application.

The li)llowing table will explain how many
heaps of manure—each containing an equal quan-
tity of any given amount—are requn-ed to dress

any field, per acre, at certain regular distances: so

that, by calculatiniT the solid contents of the ma-
nure in cubical yards, each containing 27 bushels,

and dividing it by the number of hea|)s, the exact

quantity to be laid on in each heap may be cor-

rectly ascertanicd:

—

No. of heaps, at 5 yds. distance.

it 71 a

193
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But the den-eneracy oC the race horse is an evil

not alone a(f'eciin<r ilseif— it is permitted irreaiiy

lo influence tiie charai-ier of our saddle horspcJ.

Farmers cannot. l)rt'ed twaddle horses vviihout (iie

aid of the racer, and yet over the (jnality ol' ihis

animal they have no control. As may he expect-

ed, the ot^ls()ring di.-;[)lays many ol'tlie bad charac-

teristics of the parents. Hence, (iirnuTs will not

larirely enter into the breedinix of saddle horse?:;

they consider it subordinate to every oilier busi-

ness of the farm, iiectmse they have no reliance

on the excellence of the racers' ofi'rjprinir, and they

pay litt e atieniion to a mailer which
|
loduccs a

precari(jus reltirn. Besides, ihey least undersiaiul

a branch of their protession which requires the

grea'cst science in its nianaijeinent. Need we,

therelbre, wonder that such hunters as Spanka-
way and Mr. Micklesluvaite's are not lo be ob-

tained for love or money at the present day!

The author's eulogiums on the fiirure and cha-
racter of the old racers are (Idly supported by ihf

well-executed fiirures which he has <juen from the

portraitsof ihose celel)raled animal paintersol'their

day—Seymour, Siubbs and Marshall. They are

all apparently iTooil ilrawiiijfs from the oriijinals,

and l)eautifuily lithoo;i-aphed. Not to apfiear hy-
percritical, we should say the porirail of Protector

is out of drawing. When so much of the counter
and face are seen at a side view, it is impossible,

in perspective, ihiit the limd lens could be so near
thelower edtreof the plate as is represented. This,

ofcourse, is not the error of old Stubbs, whose acute
eye coiild irace so minulely ihe lineaments of the

face of the horse. Futerestino; as is the considera-

tion of ihe past and present condition of the race-

horse, we have not space to devuie to the investi-

gation of the rationale of ihe subject as treated !>v

our author. We must content ourselves m ijivinu

an extract from the author's recajalulation of his

own arixuuiPiiis.

'"The reader has seen ihat a change of f)rm in

our racers was quickly followed by a correspond-
ing chan<re in the nature of the running; that,

when the Ibrms of the animnls had ceased to be
compact, the distances were shorlened, and the
weights lightened. It has been shown by what
expedients the breeders for the turf have main-
tained a good quality of muscle in the modern
race-horse; the accompanying plates prove, how-
ever, that the older horses had more muscle on a
specific surfiice of bone than the modern ones; this

fact ifi tarther corroborated by the inability of the
modern racer to carry the old weights. It is obvi-
ous that the interest taken in the turf by those who
breed lor it, in no degree depends upon the nature
of the tasks perlbrmed, or on the merit of the hor-
ses as a race. The sole object of every individual,
breeding for the turtj is lo win races, be the nature
of them what it may; each of these breeders, there-
fore, looks to the present rather than the future.
There can be little doubt that the tasks performed
by the old race-horses were adjusted to their
strength, and that the change in the running was
the consequence of diminished power in the breed.
It has been said that the modern racers are equal
to running the old distances; but the intense dis-

tress they exhibit when occasionally made lo run
a single heat of four miles, with a light weight on
their backs, leaves no doubt that their stoutness is

diminished. Their inability to carry weight is yet
more sensible; it is not only shown by the change

in the runriinir, but by the want of muscular power
in the greater portion of our saddle horses, which
have enough of racing blood lo secure good ac-

lion. While it is aiimiiled that the form of Ihe

saddle-horse should be compact and
|
owerilil, this

class has become so rare as to obtain in ihe mar-
ket an extravairant price. Ii is impossible to sup-

[;ose, whilst the racer exerc'ses its present infiuence

over the character of our saddle-horses, that these

can be powerful and compact, while the Ibinicr is

the reverse.

"if ihe reader ao-ree with ns in concluding, that

it is the natural qualities of ihe racer, su< h as his

form iuid vigor, wliic h lane become delt'ctive,and

not any acquired [)roperty, like that of speed, he
has now to delermme wheiher the remedy we pro-

pose be ihe propter one. It resis on litis Ibunda-

lion

—

ihiit, asthe properties which have become
defective are natural ones, we must recur to the

source where those properties are found fii perfec-

tion. The intelligent reader must perceive that

the irrpat size, so much admired by the public, ii>

brocd mares has been ac(]uired. If these large

mares produce the animals we want, ihey suit our
purpose; if the}' fiiil lo do this, they must labor un-

der some delect which is noi altoiieiher of a mate-
rial character; some higher property has become
deflective, which can only be reptiired by recurring-

to more natural animals. These we can tiiways-

render larue, by means of richer food ;han nature

aff()rds; but naiural properties can only be reno-

vated by recurring to their source. * * * *

We find the symmeiry of the skeleton in the en:-

lar<red horse best adapted liir tiseliil purposes, when
it (liverires least from that wliiili is natural, fi-oin

that form which we call compact. Hor>es v/hic h

are able to traverse a irreat distance rapidly tind

l're(]cen ly. with a considerable weight on their

bucks, display this fiirin. 'J'his, like sioulnens, is

an efleci, and one which nature only can pro<l.uce.

Larire horses can only be reared on very uniwlu>-

ral liiod; ihey are less siout ihan small ones under,

exertion, take more time to recover from this, and
do not carry weight so well; in other words stout-

ness, and liie power of carrying much wei<iht fori

a long distance at a rapid rate, are not dependent
on the comparative weight or surfiice of ilie mus-
cles; but on a sufficiency of muscles, nmied with,

that distribution of the skeleton, which, while it

denotes vigor, is mechanically ad;ipted for fine

action, and lor carrying weight. The reader has

seen how dependent are our saddle horses upoa
our race-horses, and why no private individual

breeding for the 'turf lias recourse to fresh bloods

This, to be of permanent service, must be in great

amount; in oiher words, the number of the animals
must be great to admit of sufilcient choice, and to

avoid too close alliances of blood. No individual

can long maintain a breed of horses in any thing

like perft^ction, if, after taking some years to fbrnv

a new race, he is to be sufiicienlly reniunerated by
letting out or selling stallions at a high price; ihe

breed becomes ruined by its numbers being too

small. A fine race of horses may be formed, but

it cannot be long maintained, unless its number
be great, and fresh blood oHen had recourse lo.

# # » * » -pijg English racer, we cannot

doubt, acquired his enlarged structure by rich food,

and his unnatural speed under the operation of con-

tinued selection for that property. If our ancestors

were able to exercise this power over nature, and if

i
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we have the same power, is it nol worili our while,

now tli;»t our horses have become so much deteri-

or.ued lljr Lisiilui piirpo.-^e?, to try if we cannot lar-

(her carrv out ihe swteni of those, wlio orisrinafeii

the 'turf,' bv in ikini^ the princip.le of coniinued

selection aj)i>iicahle to a union of properties, rather

than to one nropertj? If the standard be discreetly

chosen for testing a race o!" horses, biMULj such as

thev can so ihrouirh without distress, should this

stan.liird be afierwards lowered because the [)ower

of the racer becomes alierwards diminished? If

not. an.! if experience proves »hat private individ-

uals do lower tha stanilard by which their horses

are tested, rather than put themselves to trouble

an<l expense, incompatible with individual interest,

ouilht we not to endeavor, in this siiecial case, to

effect, bv means of a national eslahlis'iment, that

which exnerience shows is not likely to be effected

by individuals? NolJiinij.it. is clear, can Ions; main-

tain a liiir union of properties in these animals, but

a test discreetly chosen and steaiiily maintained.

That selected hv our ancestors, and coniinued

down to the middle of the last century, was suf-

ficiently searching— it only reouired to be fixed.

The lonij time the earlier horses remained on the

turf, proves the rjreatness of their viijor, and the

fine condition o(" their limbs. It is notorious hovv

quicklv the limbs of the modern racers ijive way:
a sinijie race, nav a preparation for one, olien

makes them break down. Had the old standard

been steadily maintained by which our early ra-

cers were tested, the modern ones would not have
been permiited to deteriorate in respect to quali-

ties which, beintj natural, could be renovated by a

recurrence to nature. The motiern racer has not

lost speed; he is swifter than the earlier horses, but

he has no longer that lorm and those qualities

which denote sutRcient vigor. If we once ascer-

tain the full e.xlent of vigor belonging to horses of

the best race, in an almosi natural condition, if in

engrailing gradually on such a race the acquired

properties we want, we observe narrowly the mi-

nutest loss of viiror which may, fi'om time to time,

be developed, we shall soon ascertain bv a mass
of facts, carefully recorded, how much of this ani-

mal's natural vigor can be united with the neces-

sary amount of artificial speed or artificial struc-

ture. The moment a new race of horses, formed
afier this manner, has acquired sufficient speed
and structure, while maintaining sufficient vigor,

our standard f)r testing this union of natural and
acquired properties should be at once erected, and
ever afierwards steadily maintained. This, at

least, should be the course pursued with the hor-

ses bred within the precincts of a national estab-

lishment. Here, the animals which did not come
up to the standard once fixed upon for testing the

race, should be drafied, and if the evil pervaded
the whole of the enlarged stock, this should be
renovated by a cross with the smaller animals
kept in reserve for the purpose. We have been
led to suggest a plan for the management of some
of our native ponies, by the small number of the
animals left now to choose from. If ti-equent re-

currence to horses nearly in a state of nature be
beneficial, the quality of them should not be al-

lowed to deteriorate. In keeping a considerable
number of well-selected native ponies in a pure
stale, as respects race, while submitting them to

the influence of continued selection, we should
place them in the situation of our moor sheep and

Vol. V—26

hardy Scotch cattle, which, though nearly in a
state of nature, and living on the poorest paslur-

aire, are vpt subjected lo a system of con'inued se-

lection. To these small, but admirable animals, we
are compelled to recur, when our more Hicliiious

sheep and cattle have become too delicate. Un-
der the plan now proposed, none of our native po-
nies would be enlarged, or withdrawn from their

miserable pasturage, unless their form and action

were good—ihe only chanire then ellecied would
be a pasturage a little belter. Any further en-

largement would be made to depend upon the

manner in which ihey had been found to hear the

preceding one. This plan, though simple and
cheap, would, affer a lijw years, be followed by
consequences hiirhly beneficial; we should derive

from it practical information which cannot be pro-

cured by any system less comprehensive; and, if

nature be the source to recur to, when the natural

propensities of lactiiious horses are deieriorated,

those who breed our saddle horses would find that

done tor them, which we have reason to conclude

they will never do for themselves. The reader is

called on practically to deiermine whether our

race-horses are deteriorated in respect to useful

and national ofijects; and. if so, whether the pro-

perties, which have become defeclive, are natural

or artificial ones. If he conclude that their natu-

ral properties are deteriorated, he will probably

admit tliat nature is the only source to recur to for

a remedy."
Our author instances the practice of the breeders

of Herelbrds and Devons, who have continued so

long to produce large oxen from small cows with

little loss of either hardness or activity; and con-

demns the theory of Mr. (Mine, who maintained
the necessity of breeding from large cows. Mr.
Cline's theory is not founded on {'fid; for ordinary-

sized cows of every breed, meaning ordinary to be
relative to the nat'.ral size of the breed, |;roduce

the finest slock; and large bulls are not requisite

lor producing fine stock, provided they are of fine

quality. But. it should be borne in mind that Mr.
Cline lived at a period when it was generally be-

lieved by breeders ihat the lemale had the greatest

share in imprinting properties on tlie offspring, and
of cour.se he naturally wished to support the pre-

vailing opinion l)y theory; whereas, it is now uni-

versally admitted that the male exercises the great-

est influence on the offspring. It should also be re-

membered that castration has a consideiable influ-

ence in enlarging the structure of animals, so that

whatever may be the size of the parents, the emas-
culated progeny will always belartreron the same
kind of food. In his remarks on breeding cattle,

our author inscribes two paragraphs which we
cannot reconcile. At page 19, he says, ^Hhe rich-

est pasturage in England, on which cattle are rear-

ed, lies on our north-eastern coast. Here the old

short-horns, so many of which came annually to

supply London with milk, were bred. They were
(large, long, and coarse in the limbs, delicate and
ill-shapen, requiring at all times expensive food,

and fiutening slowly; they gave a large quantiiy

of milk, but this yielded iittle'of either curd or but-

ter. This race has been renovated within a few

years by a cross with a hardier breed—with one

in a more natural condition, and the produce is

known by the name of the 'new short-horns.^

This race is a great improvement upon the old

one, and has spread itself through nearly all our
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dairy counties;''^ whilst, at page 16, hesnys, ^'wiih

one exception, every hreed ol' ifra/.m*! cattle in the

three kiugdoms is reared on either bad or indiffer-

eiil pasjiLirage. The Durhanis are the only gra-

zers we ^-ossess which are reared on rich pasture.

This is a new variety interior to the Herelbrds,

though more costly to rear. It is handsome, and,

when supplied with rich food, the animals become
very fat. This race ts cmijitied to a small portion

of the kim^dom, and there is no prospect of its ex-

tending farther.''^ We have italicised the words
in the two sentences just quoied, which to us ap-

pear contradictory. What are ihe Durhanis but

new short-horns.^ Did not Mr. Charles Codings
originate the new short-horns, and did he not ori-

ginate them in the county of Durham?
Our author devotes three chapters to the mount-

ing and arming of our cavalry, and military pun-
ishments. These are subjects foreign to us, yet,

having been a cavalry officer, as he himself in-

forms us, our author's opinions on them are enti-

tled to consideration. Indeetl, this is (he portion

of the work which he has evidently written con
amore. It is entirely free from that qnaintness
vvhich obscures, and senteniiousness which dis

joins, the sentiments of the lormer part of the

treatise on the horse. His sentiments on mili-

tary punishments are expressions of the most
rationally humane feelings.

We cannot resist copying extracts from a highly

interesting private letter of that accomplished tra-

veller, Burckhardf, to Mr. Sewell, of the Veteri-

nary College, London, which is given in an ap-
pendix by uur author. It will correct manv pop-
ular notions respecting the numbers and character

of the Arabian horse. Here it is, and with it here
an end of the article:

"It is a mistaken belief that Arabia is very rich

in horses. The breed of horses in that country is

limited to the extent of its fertile pasturing dis-

tricts, and it is in these parts only that breed pros-

pers, while the Bedouins, who are in possession of
poor ground, seldom do j)ossess any horses. We,
therefore, see that the trities richest in horses are
those who dwell com|)aratively in the fertile plain

of Mesopotamia, on the borders of the Euphrates,
and in the Syrian deserts. It is there that tlie tior-

Bes can feed lor several spring months upon the

green grass and herbs of the valleys and plains,

produced by the rains, which seem to be an abso-
lute requisite for its reacliing to its full vigor and
growth. Horses are much less numerous in Red-
jed, than in the albrementioned parts, and become
Bcarce the more we proceed to the south. In the

Kedjat, in the mountain of that country, and Irom
thence towards Yemen, tew horses are seen, and
those few are imported from the nortii. The
Atenne tribes of the frontiers of Syria have from
eight to ten thousand horses; and half that num-
ber belongs to other small tribes roving about in

the same province. The single tribe of Arabs,
Monteiek, in the desert watered by the Euphra-
tes, between Bagdat and liassora, has, at a mod-
erate calculation, eight thousand hor^:es; the tribes

of Dhefye and Bent Thamer, in those quarters,

are rich in horses in proportion; while the aggre-
gate number of horses ol'Redjed, Diebel, Ilamac,
and Rasyne, viz: from near the Persian Guli; as

far as Medina, is at most ten thousand. The large

tribes on the lied Sea, between Akaba andMekka,
and south and south-east of Mckka as fiar us Ye-

1

men, liave very few horses, especially those of the

mountains. In the eastern plains, beyond Beeche
and Redjan, more horses are met with. The tribe

of Rantaii, who live in that quarter, is celebrated

tor its studs, and so are the Dovvasen. The in-

habitants of Redjan and Yemen themselves are

seldom in the habit of keeping any; and I believe,

not Irom truth to err, in atlmitting five or six thou-

sand, are the liirthest number in ihe country, from
Akaba, on the norih point of the Red Sea, south-

wards to the shores of the ocean at Nadiamcnt,
comprising the great chain of mountains and the

level giound on the west of it towards the sea.

The hot climes of Omar are likewise said to be
little favorable to the race, and horses are still

there scarcer than they are in Yemen. In affirm-

ing, therelore, that tlie aggregate nuinberof horses

in Arabia, as bounded by the Eu[)lira!es and Syria,

amounts to almost fifty thousand, a number much
iiiliirior to that found in Eurojje or any other parts

of Asia upon an equal extent of ixround, I am con-
fident I have not underrated them.
"The richest country in this part of the east ap-

|)ears to be Mesopotamia: the tribes of Curds and
Bedouins, in that (luarter, very likely possess more
horses than all the Arabian Beilonins together, for

the richness ot" their pastures easily [iropagates

their studs. The best pasturing places of Arabia
not only produce the greatest quantity of horses,

but likewise the best and most chosen breeds.

Thp finest Koheyls of the Khomh are met with
in Medjid, on tlie Euphrates, and in the Syrian
deserts; while in the southern parts of Arabia, and
especially Yemen, no good breed of horses exist

but those imported from the north. The Bedouins
up the Redjan have very lew horses, their strength

consistiiiij in camel riders and toot soldiers armed
with matchlocks only. In i he tract between Mekka
and Medina, between the mountains and the sea,

a distance of at least two hundred and sixty miles,

I do not believe that two iiundred horses can be
Ibund, and the same proportion of numbers is to

be remarked all along the Red Sea from Yemba
up to Akaba. The united army of all the south-

ern Wahabee chiels, whu attacked Mahomed Ali
in 1815, at Byssel, consisting of twenty-five thou-
sand men, had only five hundred horsemen with
them, mostly belonging to Redjed and the tuUovv-

ers of Faisal, one of' Sauvris' sons, who was pre-

sent in the army. The climate and pasture of
Yemen is said to be prejudicial to the health of
horses, many of them die there of disease; their

breed never thrives, and it degenerates in the first

generation. The Imam of Suura3, and all the gov-
ernors of Yemen, raise a yearly supply of horses

from Nedjid, and those of the sea-coast receive

considerable supplies by Sovvakin from the Nile
countries.

"During the Wahabee government, horsea

yearly became scarcer among the Arabs. They
are sold by their masters to foreign purchasers,

who cany them to Yemen, Syria, and Bassora,

vvhich latter place supplies India with Arabian
horses, because they are afraid to have them
seized by Saono or his successors, it being be-

come the custom, upon every slight pretext of
disobedience and unlawful conduct, to declare a
Bedouin mare forfeited to the public treasury.

The possession of her fjesides, obliges her master
to attend continually his chief in war. Many
Arabs thus preler keeping no horse at all, la
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the district of Djibel Shiimar many encampmonis
were, seen ot" lute witlioiit a siiiirle horse, and it

was known that the Arabs JNIofpyr, between
Meiinich and Kasyin, hail reduc(Hl tho^r liorsrs

within a lew years Irom two thousand to one
thousand two hnndrod. The late siierilf nl'

JNIekUa kept an excellent stud of horses. Tiie

best stallions ol' INledjed were carried to Mekka
for sale, and iL was become a lasldon among Be-
douin women, <roinir a pilgrimaire to INIekka, to

bring the sherilt' the siallions of their husbands as

a present, liir which they took in return presents ol'

silk, ear-rings, &c.
"As far as my knowledge goes, Syria is the

best place to purchase true Arabian blood horses,

and no dis'rict is more convenient tl)r that purpose
than the Nauran, where the horse may be pur-

chased ti-om the first hand, and be chosen in the

encampments themselves of the Arabs who fill

these plains in spriiiir time. The horses bought
up at Bassora lijrthe Indian market are purchased
second-handed Iron Bedouin dealers, and an Arab
wiil seldom undertake to send a irood horse far off

to the market with the uncertainty of selling it.

True blood horses of the Ivhomziia, as I am credi-

bly infornied, seldom find therelbre their way to

Bassora, and most of the horses purchased there

for the [ndian market are belonging to the Mon-
telek Arabs, who are not careful in maintaining a
pure breed. It might perhaps be worth while for

the great European powers to keep persons, on
purpose, constantly employed in Syria in purchas-
ing horses tor them, as the best means to cross

and improve their own stud. Damascus would
be the best position for such persons to reside in.

I fancy that very few true Arabians of the best

breeds, and still Jess any first-rare horses of them,
have ever been imported info England, alfhouirh

many Syiian, Barbary, and Egyptian horses, have
gon<^ hy that name.*
"The Bedouins say that the Egyptian mare, if

coupled yvith a blood Arabian, produced a good
breed, much better than the indigenate Syrian
mares, whose breed is not worth any thin<i even
if crossed with the Koheyl. The Bedouins of
Nedjau are in the habit of purchasinix mares from
the Eiryptian pilirrim caravans, which they cover
by gooii stallions, and which they sell alterwanls
the fillies to the xA.rabs of Yemen. In Egypt it-

* "I have never met with any g;p]clin5;s in the inte-

rior of the desert. It would be erroneous to suppose
that the horses of the Rhouse, or nobl.^ breed, are all of
very perfect and distino;uished quality and bpaiity.

Amongst the descendants of Eclipse may be tbund
mere hacks, and thus 1 have seen many Kohevs that

have little more than this name to recommend them.
althou>?|i the strenijth of bearin? fatigue seems to be
common to all the desprt race. The fin^ horses, how-
ever, of the Rliouse are in far Ejrpater numbpr fjan the
common horsps belon<j;in^ to the same breed; but
amongst these fine horses few only are found that may
be called firsf-rate horses, in either bone, beauty, or
action; amona: a whole tribe, five or six only, arid in

the Syrian desert, there are perhaps not more than two
hundred of that description, each of which mav be
worth in the desert itself from £150 to £200; of these
latter very fpw, if any, have evpr found their -way to
Europe, aIthou2:h it is throu2;h them alone that suc-
cessful attempts could be made to ennoble the Etiropean
race, while the usually imported horses are all of a se-
cond or third quality."

self, on the borders of the Nile, no particular breed
of horses is distinguished; (he best horsf>s in this

country are produced in those parts where the best
clover grows, which is in Upper Egypt about
Tahsa, Arniimia, and Tarrivoust, and in Lower
Eirypt, in the district of Meuzahdi. E.xtremely
\'e\w blood horsei! come to Eirypt, which is less to

be wondered at, as this eminent quality of bear-
ing fiiiiirue is little wanted in the fertile Nile bor-

ders, 'i'he Etryplian horse is ugly, of coarse shape,
and looking more like a coach horse than a racer;

thin legs and knees, short and thick neck, are their

greatest delr-cts. The head is sometimes fine, but
I never saw fine legs in an Egy[)tian horse. They
are not able to bear anj- great liuigue, but when fed

their action is nujch more brilliant than that of the
Arabian; their impetuosity renders them peculiarly

desirable for heavy cavalrj', ami it is upon this qual-
ity of the horse which the celebrity of Egyptian
cavalry has ever been founded. In their first onset
it is much superior to the Arabian, but where long
marches become necessary, and the duties of light

horses are required, the Egyptian yields infinitely

to the Koheyl. The Lybian Bedouins draw their

supply of horses fiom their own breeds aa Avell as
from Egypt. In the interior of the desert and to-

wards Barbary they are said to have conserved the
ancient races of Arabian horses, but this is not the
case in the vicinity of Egypt, where they distin-

guish as litiie any peculiar races as the Egyptians
do. * # * # * * # #'5

"The Arabs of Naazy and Noteyn, Upper
Egypt, in the desert between the Nile and the
Red Sea, have continued the breed of the Rhouse
among them. As in Arabia, horses are possessed
by them in partnership; they divide each horse into

twenty-four shares or kerats (according to the di-

vision of landed property in Eijypt. which is al-

ways divided into kerats,) and such a one buys
three or four or eight kerets of the mare, and
shares in proportion in the benefits arisinir fiom
the sale of the.young breed. So little is known in

Egypt, among the soldiers, of the true breed, that
when in 1812, Ibrahim Pasha's troops took ten
Koheyl horses belonging to Noteyn, the soldiers

sold Uiem, among themselves^ like common Egyp-
tian horses, while their fijrmer owners valued them
at least three times that price. For one hundred
Spanish dollars a good cavalry horse can, at all

limes, be got in Egypt; the highest prices paid for

an Egyptian horse is three hundred dollars, a Be-
douin would never give filty dollars for the same.
The Mamelukes formerly esteemed the Koheyl of
the desert, and went to considerable expense in

|)ropagating their breed in Egypt, The present
ir.-asters of this country have not the same passion
lor fine horses as their predecessors, who had, in

many respects, adopted Arab notions, and had
made it a fashion anaong them to acquire a com-

* "Aboe.t the pedi£:ree of Arabian horses, I must
here add, that in the interior of the desert the Bedou-
ins never made use of any, as among themselves they
as well know the {jenealogy of their horses as they do
that of tneir masti-rs; but, if they carry their horses to

market to any town, as Bassora, Bagdat, Aleppo, Da-
ma=cus, Medina, Mekka, they then take care to have
a pedigree written out, in order to present it to the
buyer, and only in that case will a Bedouin be found
possessed of his horse's pedigree; while on the other

hand, in the interior itself, he would laugh at being
asked for his mare's pedigree."
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plete knowledge of horses, and to keep their sta-

ble upon a most extravajrant establishment. *

# * # # *''

"The Bedoums use the hor?es of ihe Rhoupe
exclusively as stallions. The finest horse burn of

a nmre belonging to a race whici) is not compris-

ed within the Rlionse, would, notwiihstandinir its

beauty and perhaps superior qualities, never be

aliuitted as a lireeder. Savud, the VVahabee's
chiel lavoriie mare, f which he constant]}' rode on
his expeditions, and whose name, Reraye, was be-

come lanious all over Arabii, brought a horse of

very superior beauty and excellence; the mother,

however, being not of the Rliouse, Savud would
never permit his people to use that horse as a stal-

lion, and not knowing what to do with it, as Be-
douins, hke the Lybians, never ride horses, he sent

it as a present to the sheriff. J
''The Bedouins generally do not permit their

mares to be covered until the c.om[)Ietion of the

fifth year; poor people who look anxiously for-

ward to the profits to be derived from foaling, of-

ten have them covered after tiie completion of the

fourth year. The price paid for the use of a stal-

lion, covering a mare, is one Spanish dollar. The
master of the horse has a right to waive the pay-

ment of the dollar, and may take his chance to

wail until the mare foals; if she throws a filly, he

is entitled to a young female lamb of one year of

age; if she brings a foal, he takes a similar male
camel in payment of the use of his horse. When
a horse is born, the Bedouins never let it drop

down to the ground, but receive it upon their

arms out of the womb ol" the n)othei", and keep-

ing it for several hours upon their arms, occupied

in waf^hing it, in stretching and strenglheninir its

limbs, and hugging it like a baby. After which
they put it down and watch its feeble steps wilii

particular attention, prognosticating fi-om that

movement the virtues or defects of their future

companions. The people of" Medjid feed their

horses regularly on dates. At Deyrach, in the

country ol" the Flassfe, dates are mixed with the

dried clover (birseem,) and given them in food.

Barley, however, is the most usual food in all

parts of Arabia.

"The wealthy people of Medjid frequently give

flesh to their horses, raw as well as boiled, to-

gether with all the offals of their table. I knew
a man at Hamah, in Syria, who assured me that

* "In Rerljed, the Nadaba and Dahma are mnch es-

teemed. The breed of the Messena of the Koheyl races
serves in Redjed never as a stallion."

t "Savud boii'^Mit her from a Bedouin of the Arabs
Kahtan for $1,5(>0."

X "A troop of Druves on horseback attacked in the

summer of 1815, a party of Bc-douins in the Hamrau,
and pursued them to their encampment, wiien they
were in their turn assisted by a superior Ibrce, and all

kdled, exceptinij one, who flod. He was pursued by
one ol the best mounted Bedouins, but his mare, al-

though fatigued, kept up the run for several hours, but
could not be overtaken. Bifore his pursuer o:ave up
the chase, he cried out tohim. promising him safe con-
duct, to beo; to be permitted to kiss his excellent mare
upon her front. Upon his refusing, he at last left the

close pursuit, and in blessinn; the generous beast, cried

out to the fugitive, 'go and wash the feet of your mare
and drink of the water.' This last expression is much
used by the Bedouins to show the great love they bear
to their mares, and the obligation under which they are
to them."

he had frequently given his horses washed meat
before a fatiguing journey, to make then) endure
the journey with greater liu'ility. The same per-

son related to me, that, heinii: apprehensive of the

irovernor of the town lakinii' a hking to h s favor-

ite horse, he fed it lor a li>riniuht, e.xc'usively on
roasted [lork, which increased is mettle to such
a heiiihr, that it became absolutely uoL'^overnable,

and coidd be no longer an object of desne to the

ijovernor. I have seen vicious horses in Eirvpt,

which were apt to bite, cured of Ihis vice in pre-

senting to them, while in the act ol" diiintT so, a
leg of mutton just inkon off ihe fire, the pnins the

horse liih in bitini? through the hot meat, made it

give u|) that trick alter a lew repealed lessons,

Eirypiian horses are much less soft in their tem-
pers than Arabian; * they are ofien vicious, while

the latter almost never are, and require to be con-
stantly tied, while the Arabians fieely walk about
the encampment iilce camels.

"Egyptian grooms are (amous all over the east

(or the treatment of horses; so much so that the
Pashas and grandees all over Asiatic Turkey
make it a rule to have always a couple of ihem
in their service. They curry a horse three or four

times a day, and make themselves so busy about
it, that it is against law in Eiiypt to have as many
grooms as horses in the stable, everv one of the

li)rmer having the care ofone horse. The Waha-
bee chiel", who has no doubt the finest stud of hor-

ses in the whole east, never allows his mares to be
mounted until they have completed their fourth

year, t The common Bedouins frequently ride

their own befi)re they have coinpleie(i the third.

The Wahabee chief has prohibited his Aralis

the selling of one-third oC a mare, as is li-equeritly

practised amoni; the northern Araf)s, allejring that

the custom leads often to uidawlid and cheating
tricks. He permits the selling of one-half of the

mare."

For the Farmers' Register.

ON MANURING.

The subject of manures is of the utmost im-
portance to the ascriculturist; l()r, if no reparation is

made to the land, lor the draft made bv the gath-

ered crops, the soil must be impoverished, and a
continuation of the system will end in absolute

sterility. Some return must be made for what we
take; yet, it is obvious, the mode of nKinuring

niusi be acconnnodated to the means of Ihe cul-

tivator. A complicated and exfiensive system,

although applicable to a country where labor

is abundant and cheap, and the products of airri-

culture liiuh priced, would not be suitable to

one where labor is dear, and ihe produce of the

soil the I'e verse. Jn various parts of Europe, la-

bor can be commanded of the most efficient char-

acter and at a very reduced rate. In the United
States, Ibr ihe most part, it is widely difii^rent;

and, if the cultivator of the soil, here, were to em-

* "The Arabs have the prophet's saying continually

in their mouths, 'good fortune rests upon our noble

horses.'
"

t "The tail is never left to grow at full length until

the horse or mare has completed the back teeth. The
back teeth are counted with the mare up to the fifteenth

year."
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plo}' (tie processes of fertilizing resorted to, lor ex-

ample, ill Flanders ami Eiiirlaml, lie niitxht fiiul

his perrrct liiriiiin>j ieadiiii!,- Iiiai speedily to iiiin.

If, in Eniriand, twenty tlollais wonh ol'luhor is a[)-

plied loiin acre of land, and the produee in wheal
nmouiit to liirty Imsliels, the ordinary price of wheal
there l)ein>r two dollars a hushei, there will he

sixty dollars left liir the fanner, alier the expense

of cultivmion is deli-ayed. But, in this couriiiy.

aduiitiiiiiT the same amount of lahor will produce

ihe same result, the price is at least donhle thai

of Eiiirlaiui, and the price of wheat not more
than half It would require fljrty dollars worih ol

lahor to produce ibrty hushels ol' wheat, which, at

a dollar a bushel, (a lull averatje price with us)

would just pay the expense of production, and
noihiniT would be left to compensate lor time,

trouble, risk, and use of capital. It is incumlieni

then on its to employ, as much as poosihle, in our

amelioraiincj processes, agents that are cheaper
than human hands. Some we must employ, or

absolute sterility will deprive our country of the

power of sustaining ns.

It may be profitable to examine, in this inquirj^,

by what means nature works in producirifr her va-

rious crops from the soil. No spontaneous cover,

as flir as we know, leaves the soil poorer than
when it began to grow; on the contrary, the earth

seems consianlly to become richer under its pro-

ductions. A Ibrest of oaks, chesnufs, &c., would
appear the most exhausting of all crops— for a
clump of such trees standing in a cleared field,

produces almost entire sterility for some distance

arounil it. livery body knows, too, that neiiher

grass or grain flourish well near the margin of a

field contiguous to the forest. This is not the ef-

fect of shade entirely; lor, if a ditch is cut between
the crops and the ibrests, deep enough to pene-

trate below the roots of the latter, the sieriliiy

in a great measure ceases. Yet, the land bearing

the Ibrest trees, maintains its liirtilily, and indeed,

is constantly improving in that respect— for there is

much reason to believe that the far greater part of

mould, which covers the surface of virgin land, is

derived from the decay of vegetab'e matter which
grows on it. We know the fruiilulsoil, which covers

many of the recently formed islands of the Pacific

ocean, is derived from their vegetable production.

And there seems to be a class of plants expressly

formed to take root on the rising coral islands,

when their siirfiice offers nothing hut barren sand,

and thus to (brni the initiative of the soil-makinir

process. "Tfiis family of plants (ihe Pandanea)
says Dr. Buckland, seems destined like the cocoa-
nut palm, to he among the first vegetable colo-

nists of new lands just emer<ring from the ocean;
they are found toirether, almost universally by
navigators, on the rising coral islands of Irojiical

seas.

The seed thus stranded upon new formed
land, produces a plant which has peculiar provi-

sions lor iis support on a surface desiiiiire of soil,

by lonij and large aerial roots proiroded above
the ground, tirouiid the lower part of iis trunk.

—

These roots, on reaching the ground, are calcula-

ted to prop up the plant, as buttresses surround-
ing the basis of the siem, so that it can maintain
its erect position, and flourish in barren sand on
newly elevated reefs, where little soil has yet ac-

accumiilated." Geology and Mineralogy, p. 378
and 379.

We see a soil not only maintained, but actually
ill a great degree fbinied by the forest which
grows on its surface, and exacting, annually,
much more for its support than any crop pro-
duced by liiiiiian art. The exlaiusiion, occa-
sioned by oaks or chrsiiuls, already metilioned,
compared vviili that of corn, wheat, or tobacco, is

conclusive. The most incitdidous nuist yield to

suih testimony. How comes it then, that the
lertility of ihe forest is maintained, while our
arable fields become barren? 'ihe answer is ob-
vious. In the one case, a return is made to the
soil, in the annual lall of leaves, and in ihe decay-
ing bodies and roots of deiii] trees. In the other,

every thing is taken— nothing returned. Nature
pays her debt punctually wiih interest. Man
pays nothing. His doom, liowever, is the same
in the natural, that it would be in the moral world,

lor such conduct. His resources are ultimately

cut ofl' Ibr his laziness and li:»lly.

We should observe, however, that, whilst na-
ture pays punctually, she pays with the utmost
economy of means proportioned to the end. All
her processes are of that masterly kind. Nothing
is wasted—her return to the earth chiefly takes
place at the surface; and we will find Ihe largest

return we are capable of making in proportion to

our labor, at the surlace.

The most pov.'erlul agents, known to us, for this

purpose, are the grasses— the most efficient of
which is red clover, particularly when stimulated
by gypsum. With no other aids in many cases,

two crops may be taken in every four years, and
the fertility of the soil nevertheless iiicreased, as
the following facts show:

Eiirhteen years since, part of a sloping hill was
cleared on the writer's litrm, the remainder, of ap-
parently equal quality, left in wood.
This spring, the surliice was opened with a

spade through the loam to the clay, in the field

and in the wood, and the depths carefully mea-
sured.

High on the hill side, on the cleaied

land, through the loam to the clay,

measured - - - -
" 17 inches.

Twenty yards wiihin the wood, at the

same elevation, the loam measured 10| "
Nearer the base of the hill, wiihin the

cleared ground, the loam meusured 24 "
Twenty yards within the wood, at the

same elevation, the loam measured 10 "
The average difilt'rence, beiween tlie cultivated

land and ihe llircst, being one huridredper cent,
ail hough originally of ihe same quality.

On another hill, and a much sleeper
one, cleared some years later, and
subjected to Ihe same culture, the
depth of loam, near the summit
wiihin the cleared ground, was 13 inches.

Within the wood, at the same eleva-
tion - .... 10 «

The difference, between the two hills in depth
of loam, I attribute in part, to the steepness of
the latter, which subjected if to more injury from
washing rains, when the culture was less protec-

tive in that respect, than it is at present. And
the difference between seventeen inches and two
feet, the respective depths of the loam on the
first hill, at different elevations, was doubtless

influenced in some degree by the same cause.

—

In other instances, the writer has had land cleared.
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so poor in its vira;in state as to be incapable of

yieldinij crnpr! at all a'1er|uate to the labor of cul-

tivatinL' tliRm, which, in a li^w years, by the aid of

clover and plaster, has produced profitable returns.

The fiillovvino; exam|)le will show the elfecis ol

this system upon land of various qualities. In

consulting my mf'moranda, I find, in 1820, a field, ol

about one hundred acres, was cultivated in corn.

A portion consisted of worn hia;!iianil—some was
hiirhland of i2::)od quality, and about a sixth part

was creek low (jrounds, naturally very ri(di, but

pomewhar titiisupd by culture. The crop was
four hundred and forty bushels of measured corn.

In 183u, the same field was put in corn, (with the

exception of about three-fourths of ihe low
grounds, which had been separated for a tobacco
lot, and substituted by about fifipen acres ol

frround, cleared ti'om the woods, Hiirh, steep, and
by no means naturally fertile.) Both years were
fiivorable to the production of corn— but the first

more than the last—the corn crop of this country,

having sustained some damao-e in 1836 from ex-
cessive rains. The crop of corn measured last

year from the field, was six hundred and seventy
barrels, besides what was used for fiisteninii; fifty-

one hogs, which was not measured, but could
scarcely iiave amounted to less than a barrel

to each hog.

Land, capable of bringinff good crops of clover,

may then be sustained and improved by that

prass, with plaster, without any other aid, under
the lour field system; for no other means have been
resorted to, in the instances mentioned, except on
a very i'ew spots in the corn field, where the land
was reduced below the point of producing clover.

But, we have other sources for manuring from
the ofi'al of our crops, farm-pens, stables, &c., and
have unfortunately a great deal of land in the
country, worn below the clover point, which can
be resuscitated only by strong manures, in the pro-

duction of which, they have little or no agency.
The question |)respnts itself, how can we produce
the greatest result fi-om our means, limited as they
are in many cases, in proportion to the object m
view? It must be remembered, that our countrj^ has
an exceedintrly uneven surface, (i. e. the country
east of, and near the Blue Rulo-e,) consisting- of

hills, many of them high and steep, and subject

to orreat injury from heavy rains, where ffalls and
gullies are easily formed. Our stable and farm-
pen manure requires to be carried out too, in the

spring, when we are busily employed in preparini;

for our crops. If the teams can he snared, the

ascent of the hills is exceedingly difficult with
manure, loaded not only with its own piices, but

with a vast amount of water it has received and
retained from the atmosphere. IMuch cannot be
carried at a load. If the frronnd has already
been plouirhed, the ascent is still more difficult,

and it is by no means prudent to leave much of

the surface, intended for cultivation, unploughed
late in the spring. Under these obstacles the ma-
nuring, in most cases, would be suspended, or the
manure thrown on some ground more conve-
nient, but less in need of it. The alternative seems
to be to adopt a different system as a substi-

tute tor manuring in the spring, when we are

pressed with the preparation of our corn and to-

bacco land. I would propose manuring in the
winter. The coarse food on which our horned
cattle are generally wintered m;iy be collected in

the field or fields to be manured; a temporary
shelter b\iilt there for those animals, and the

straw, shucks, rorn-slalks, and other thmgs spread
for them on the weak spots, most needing assist-

ance, except in very inclem nt weather, when
they should be fed at their shelter. What is left

liy them of the food strewed over the weak parts

of the ground, with their dung, may remain on
the surliice to decompose: but, what is accumula-
ted about the shelter woidd, generally, lie in too

thick a stratum to be treated in the same manner.
That might be hauled to the nearest ground re-

quiring it, and either used as a top-dressing, or

f)loughed in, as might be deemed most expedient.

The labor for tliis purpose could almost, in every
instance, be readily aiibrded. I would not hesi-

tate to winter my cattle in a field intended to re-

main in grass, as well as one intended for the

plough. If the cattle are removed as soon as the

grass begins to grow in Marcli, no injury is done
to it.

The manure accumulated about the stables,

does not freeze very hard below the surface in

winter. That too, should be carried out at all con-
venient periods of" that season of most leisure,

to the ground for which it is intended, scattered

and ploughed in at the first opportunity. Sound
economy would dictate that so powerful a stimulant

should be spread far thinner than is customary,
and made to go over a much larger surface. By
this management, little would be left lor removal
in the busy time of the spring.

It may be asked whether these processes, as re-

commended, would not expose the agriculturi.^t

to great loss from evaporation? Agricultural

chemistry is too imperfect to afford a satisfactory

reply to this question. But, the gases fiirmcd by
the putreliictive process, would unite themselves
to the atmosjihere, whether they are evolved from
the sur.'ace, or from manures ploughed in, unless,

in the latter case, they should form a chemical
combination with substances in the earth and
become fixed bodies. It is not known that this

happens; and it is pretty certam, that a layer of
loose earih, thrown on the manure by the plough,
would not be adequate to retain any evolved gas
there in a state of confinement. In their passage
to the atmosphere only, it is probable ihey are of
no service to the growing crops.

Sir Humphrey Davy filled a retort with hot
dung, and introduced its beak in the soil, amongst
the roofs of some grass in the border of a garden.

"In less than a week (he observes) a very distinct

efi'ect was produced on the grass upon the spot

exposed to the influence of the matter disengaged
in fermentation; it trrew with much more luxuri-

ance than the grass in any other part of the gar-

den." (Agricultural Chemistry, p. 207). This
experiment serves to prove the advantage of bu-
rying hot dung in preference to using it in any
other way, although tfie passage of its gaseous
matter is a fugitive process. But it cannot, with
us, be carried into efi'ect over a considerable sur-

face at any one time. And, although the grow-
ing crops may be benefited by the gases given

off, it is not shewn that the permanent benefit to

the land is greater from hot dung than from that

which has fully undergone the putrefactive pro-

cess. I have had many spots cow-penned.

—

Some have been ploughed as soon as the cattle

have been removed; the surface of others has
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been lo(t exposed to the atmospliere, atul I Iiave

by no mean.-: been satisfied thai, in abidinii,' Icriil-

ity, the pluuiflieil »|)ots bad any advanta<feoveiM.lii'

unplou^'iieii. Permanent leililiiy should be our

great ottjei;t, and not ilie lai'i^esl amount of crops

lor any one st'ar. Lalior, (allliouirh c.hieHy slave

labor wiih ns,) is very dear; the hirp'st resulis

wiili ihe least, expenditure ol liiat, should be liu'

great object ol' agneullural attainment. This is

to he etiected by a condiion olperaianent iiirtility.

Tliere are two rules whicli should not, I appre-

heuii, be lost siixht ot' any where. They are oi

the last iniporiaace to us ol' this niounlainous

country. The iirst, is to increase and not diminish

the leriility ol" our soil. The second, is to make
enough to support our r^'spective estaOlishments.

Between these two boundaries we may ailvance

with saleiy, and with more or less sjjeed; bu;, if

we pass either, we are lost. Without capital, in-

dependent ol" our liirms, it is clear they cannot

be long supported, unless their own produce yields

the means. And, it" the {"ertility of the soil is di-

minished, the means cannot long be supplied by
the produce.

Veg 'table matter, green or dry, being by far

the most abundant of our resources, and produc-

tive of the greatest results within our power, in

the aiigregate, sliould constitute the first object

of our attention, and be regarded as our chief

means of advancing lertilily, as the ordinary food

of a healthy soil, (if I may be permitted to use

such a phrase.) The more slimuiating manures,
which have a larger portion ot animal matter

mixed with them, should be reirarded as meili-

cines (at least in a lacerated and worn country)

to be applied to diseased spots—such as cannot
cover themstilves with vegetation, or do it very

I'eebly, by their own eti'ects.

[To be continued.]

ON THE GENRBAL WANT OF ECONOMY IN

OUR FARx\IIx\G, AND KSPECIALLY IN FEED-
ING.

To tlie Editor of tlie Fanners' Register.

Charlotte County, Va.

I am pleased to see your efforts for the improve-
ment ot" poor ohl Virginia so well sustained by the

patrons of the Register; and whilst it is doubted
by some whether publications of such a character
are indeed beneficial, it may not be amiss, in one
who has exjjerienced some of iis advantages, to

record his testimony in favor of your paper. Is it

not to you, sir, a matter of astonishment, if any
thing can excite that feeling in limes like this, that

a fair and candid exhibition of facts, or even the

ehow of sound theory, should produce on the mind
of any reflecting man a tendency to err? Is this

the natural eti'ect of" reason or philosophy? or, does
the principle extend itself to all other matters of in-

terest? If so, what advantage has the rational,

over the irrational part ofcreation? Blind chance
would be a safe and certain guide, (at least as

much so,) to any uset"ul discovery or invention as

the most accurate calculations. To my mind there

are many pieces in your columns richlv worth the

subscription money lor the volume. The impor-
tance of a due attention to the subject of manure,
its management, &c., as contained in several com-
muiucaiious on that subject, can hardly be proper-

ly estimated. He who reiuissuch pieces, without
receiving great Itentiit, must be blind, not only to

good reason and coininon sense, but also to hid
own mterest and prosperity. 'I'hecoiiimunications
on canalling, drainiiiir, &.c., are well vvorih an at-

teniive perusal. Those persons who are owners of
huge mill [)onds, or extensive swamps, miifht, by
an ap|)licaiion ol the p-rinciples there laid down,
aiid, not only to the sum of luinian happiness by
removing perhaps 'he greatest cause of disease in

their immediate neighborhood, but, at the same
time, increase the wealth and happiness of those
they may leave behind, to the latest generation.

Several communications on the effect ol' plaster of
[uirison tobacco, are of a highly valuable character;

and many otlier valuable communications might
be named, ifcircumstances re(]uired it. A genile-

maii of" my acf|uaiiitance remarked (o me, not
long since, that the comtmiiiiration signed ''l^aw-

rence," had been of more value to him than three
times his subscription. But, sir, you had as well
talk of a Jack without ears, as to persuade some
men of some thinirs; and 1 now beo; your iridul-

irence whilst your attention is directed to the tbl-

lovving hints, facts, opinions, or whatever you may
please to call them.

I do verily believe that many of our good peo-
ple, by negligence and inattention, waste as much
Ibod as is actually necessary to supply the real

wants of life. This notion, may perhaps, be con-
sidered by some as wild and extravajrant; but, cer-

tain it is, an immense deal is wasted on our best

regulated farms. Go, lor instance, to the best

manaired stable in your neiu'hborhood, ten to one
if the truth of the remark does not prove itselt" on
first sight. Go to the farm of one who is called a
"riirht snug fijllow," and how is the manure pre-

served? Is it on a level surface, or, as some would
say, a centre siiik? No, sir, three times out of five

you will see the better part, the very essence itself,

going in a sluice down the hill, to where it can be of
no use whatever. Look what a scene of waste
and negligence is presented throughout the yard

—

gates without latches—fences down—stable door^j

swinging by one hinge, or propped up with a fence
rail—hay, oats and fodder, scattered every where
—horses, cows, hogs, perhaps sheep and all,

jumbled up together—soiTie with one eye—some
with none—some hobbling about on three leijs—

•

others scarcely tdile to get alonii on four. Now,
how can you expect men to get along under such
a system as this? Look at the tlirm pens; why
all this waste of tops, straw, shucks, &c.?—the
whole pen nearly knee deep in mud and mire, in-

stead of a goocl, soil, clean bed of leaves. Per-
haps, in some more private part of the field, you
may see carcasses of old cows dragired out for the

purpose of testing the value of 6o».e manure. Ask
what is the matter, or cause of this, and you are

told at once—" fVhy, sir, she lost her cud; or, died

with hollow horn.'''' Shall I invite attention to the

hog pen? In truth, sir, very little is to be seen
there; here and there yon will find a iew scatter-

ing cobs rolled and rooted about in mud until they

are as sleek and hard as the feeder's basket handle.

May be, by standinir a while, you will see a long,

ihin, lean-sided something, reelinji from right to

left, and making his way, with stupid eye and
cautious step, to the pen, or, rather, to the next

saplinir, already rubbed as smooth and sleek as a
ramrod; Ask," what is the matter, and you will
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find the answer ready naade

—

'^Why, sir, the lice

have nearly deslniyed my stock of hogs /'' Now,
dill you evei' linovv a I'm cow lo "l.ise her cud," ordie

Willi hollow horn, or a thrifty corn-led hog to reel

from lice .' Go into the cnrn-fickl. What waste!

the best spots covered with briers and bushes, or

lost in water—many places have no corn at all; but

hog tracks without number. Examine, if you
please, the stacks of wheat, oats or hay—some
wet—some rotten—much wasted on the grountl.

Ask, what is the matter, and I will venture thi»

answer is
— "I told the head-man so and so:"

when, if lads could be known, the poor man, after

telling "'so and so," never went to see; and, in all

probal)ility, his neifihhors cows and horses de-

stroyed the >tacks—thus "one man soweth. and an-

other reaj)eth."

Horses, beyond all doubt, may be kept in good
working order, throuirhout the year, on the usual

allowance of oats and hay, with onlv one halfthe
usual quantity of corn, (ten ears being the num-
ber generally given at each leed.) I have only
given from ibur to five ears of corn, at each feed,

with the usual quantity of rough (i)od, lor years
successively; and, indeed, lor several months in

the year, we give no corn at all. But, no man can
keep his horses in good onler, for any len<rih of

time, without bestowinix personal attention to the

subject, whether he leeils on a full allowance of

corn or not. The practice of filling the racks witli

more hay, or food of any kind, than the horse will

consume at one thed, is not only injurious, but

wasteliji. We are too apt to think, il" the rack is

full, the horse caimot suffer; and, in this way, we
ofic-.n find a poor horse standing by a full rack.

In regard to colts, calves, &c., much food is also

wasted. They may be sufficienily well kept on
low grounds or meadow land, without the aid of
extra feeding—that is, when the trround is not co-

vered with ice or snow. The winter of '36, was, as

you know, a very hard one. I then wintered six

or seven colts and several calves on a piece of
meadow land containin<x fifteen or twenty acres,

and thai not very well set with t>rass. My colls,

however, became poor—very poor; and I could say
with Pharaoh—"Behold, seven other kine came
up, poor and very ill-favored, and lean fleshed

—

Ruch as I never saw m all the land of Egvpt for

badness." But this, no doubt, was the conse-
quence of my own neirligence in not having a
suitable shelter to protect them from bad weather.
So, sir, you see I am as ready with an excuse lor

my poor colts, as some are lor their poor cows and
hogs. My colls and calves, managed in the same
way last winter, but sheltered, looked tolerably

weil—sufficiently so, at least, ibr {he scrub breed;

and I am well acquainted with a trentleman of
much observation, who has pursued this plan suc-
cessfully (or years.

The above remarks are made chiefly lo corrobo-
rate a statement in regard lo the management of
work horses, published in the Farmers' Register
some time ago, and signed

W*

try's papers lor quite a number of years—we do
not know how many— but it is quite an old ac-

quaintance. Now, iftheeditors who give it circu-

lation, would try to pro|)<igaie apple trees in this

new way, they would .soon be able to prove to

their readers all al)out the new method. For
ourselves, we ieel pertectly satisfied, and liiel

willing that our readers should know as much
about it as we do ourselves. The method allu-

ded to is to ''take shoots li'om the choicest trees,

insert them into a poiatoe, and plunge both into

the ground, leaving about an inch or two of the

shoot above the surfiice." We have tried this

imw method, and known it to be tried by others,

and the result has been invariably that only one of
the combined material grow, viz.— the potatoe.

Yankee Farmer.

NEW METHOD OF PROPAGATING APPLE
TREES.

A paragraph under the above interesting cap-
tion, has taken its annual trot through our coun-

* See excellent article referred to, at page 590 of
vol. iii.

—

Ed.

STATEMENT OF THE PRODUCTS OF SUCKERS
LEFT TO GROW ON CORN.

To tlifi Editor of tlie Fanners' Register.

Charlotte, Jane 20th, 1837.

Whilst my pen is in hand, and paper before me,
I will give you a correct statement about the corn-

suckers alluded to in a publication of yours some
time last summer in the Register. I counted 106

hills ol corn which threw out 1.39 suckers—92 of
them bore ijood and measurable ears—47 produced
no ear, that is, no measurable ear. Some of the

hills produced three suckers, and each sucker a
good ear—others [)roduced two. Sometimes each
would be a good ear—then again there would be
no ear at all. I could not discover any injury sus-

tained from the suckers whatever. It occasionally

happened, that the main stalk, throwing off two or

three suckers, produced oi' itself two good ears;

at the same time the suckers doing their part.

Yours, respectfully,

T. E. SVATKINS.

[The foregoing is in answer to ourinquiiy addressed

to some of the very few farmers in this region who
omit the very troublesome job of keeping their corn

suckered—of which the cost is so certain, and the ex-

pediency at least very doubtful. Mr. Watkins has

practised this plan for several years, and entertains no

question but that he profits by letting the suckers alone

—and it is very unlikely that he, or other judicious far-

mers of his county, can be far mistaken in this general

opinion. His expernnent is ver\'' satisfactory so far as

it goes. But it would have been much more so, if he

had suckered a portion of the field, as usual, and

measured and compared its product with adjoining and

equal land.]

A MARE S TWINS OF DIFFERENT RACES.
MARSH LANDS ON THE CHESAPEAKE.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Poplar Grove, 22d June, 1837.

Dear Sir:

I send you a certified statement of a very curi-

ous fact which has hap[)ened, this spring, in the

neighborhood of Salem, in New Jersey. In
the course of my reading in natural history,

I do not recollect to have met with a similar one,

at least in the quadruped kingdom. I have seen
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a case soinewliero recorded of a white woman
who had twins, one peiiectly white, and the other

a nmlaito; hut in that, as well as the case report-

ed of (he trial of Alexander Whislelo, in New
York, some years airo, it became a matter of doubt

vvheiher the color ol'l he child was in the due course

ol" ihiniTs, or whether it was a Ireak ol'nature, pro-

duced Ih' llie Ibrce of imaii'ination. If you have
read the trial of Whislelo. you were at least

amused by the brilliant wit ot'counsellor Sampson,
if yon were not profirabl\' instructed by the learn-

injjof Dr. Mitchill. The truth and accuracy ofthe

statement i inclose you, of a mare having brought
twin colts—the one a mule, and the othd" a horse

—

I am certain, from the appearance, manner, and
character of iMr. Hilderbacic, as well as the testi-

mony ot his neighbors, does not admit of a doubt.

Beinir on the eve of departure to make a short

visit to England, I avail myself of this opportuni-

ty of saying to you, that F hope to pick up, whilst

there, some Ihiirments whirh may be useibi con-

tributions to your valuable agricultural work; and,

intending to visit the ti^ns of Lincolnshire, and the

Romney and other marshes, I will endeavor to

bring you drawings of the wind mills employed
in draining them. It has long been my opinion,

that power of this sort is the only mode by which
tile valuable marshes on some ofthe watercourses
of thi> Chesapeake bay, could be effectually and
profitably drained. There are some of the finest

alluvial marshes in the world, on one or two of our

rivers in the lower part oi' the peninsula of the

Eastern Shore, it' they could be laid dry; but, the

very small mean diiii^.rence between the high and
the low tides of our bay forbid this, in any other
vvay than by artificial power— all other means hav-
ing already been unsuccesstlilly tried. There are
also, in the north of England, some cheaply made
rail roads, chiefly lor the purposes of the firmer,

which it will be a part of my business to see and
examine.

I took tlie liberty, some time ago, of reqnestinfT

you to suspend the publication of a series of essays,
on the subject of a rail road through this peninsu-
la, the first number of which you had taken from
one of our papers, because of the hasty and inac-

curate manner in which they had been prinfed

here, and promised to send you corrected copies,

which I never have (bund time yet to do. Our
engineer, Colonel Kearney, has made a re-

port upon this subject, after a survey, vvhicli was
published by ourleirislature without maps, and the
same report is about to be republished by order
of Congress with maps; and, as soon as it is out,

I will endeavor to have a copy sent to you, which
I will beg you to have republished in your work
instead of the essays, as it will now answer a bet-

ter purpose, and be more acceptable to your read-
ers.

I am, dear sir, very respectfully,

Yours,

Tho. Emory.

Near Sahm, N.%T., Jane 6th, 183;,

I hereby certify that I have a mare, which,
this spring, produced twin colts—one of which
was a mule, and the other a horse colt, both hav-
ing attained, before parturition, the ordinarv^ size.

The nmle is still living, and the colt died vvithout

gettingr up, having been strangled by the cawi, or

Vol. V-27

sack, (i-om which the colt was not able to extricate

itself. The mule is brown, of the ordinary ap-
pearance. The colt was a fine sorrel, with blaze
iiice and white Ittet. This circumstance is regard-
ed in this neighborhood as one of a very singular
character in natuial history, and was seen after

the death of the colt by several person.s, to wit:

my son .Joseph, and Charles Slade.

The mai'e ran in my stable yard, to foal, by her-
self; and it was next to impossible that the colt

could have been brought into the yard by any
other means than by the mare which fi)aled the
mule. It was known last spring, that soon after

the mare was served by the jack, that a two-year-
old colt of my son's got to and served the same
mare; and, as a further proof thai, this colt was the

fruit of this act of coition, the colt was of the same
color, and marked with while in the same man-
ner as the supposed sire.

Jonathan Bildeuback.
Teste:

Tiio. Emory,
Uob't. C. Johnson.

Salem, June lOfh, 1837.

I hereby certify that Jonathan Bilderback is a
respectable farmer in my neighborhood, and, that

I believe him to be fully entitled to credit as a man
of veracity.

RoBT. G. Johnson.

From the Mining Journal.

DEEPEST MINE IN GREAT BRITAIN,

Our readers may perhaps recollect that, some
time ago, a coal pit said to be the deepest in

Great Biitain, was sunk at Monkwearmouth, to

the depth of 234 fathoms, or 1,584 feet below the
surliice ;* and that, in November, 1834, Professor
Phillips of York, along with a number of other
scientific persons, descended the pit, and mad-e a
series of very interesting observations on the vari-

ations of the barometer and thermometer in the
course of their descent and ascent. The tempera-
ture, by these observations, increased in proportion
to the depth, and a thermometer sunk into a hole,

drilled to the depth of two and a half fiiet into the
floor of the workings, from which hole the airwas
carefully excluded, after remaining in that position

forty -eight hours, stood at 71.2. Since the date of
Professor Phillips's visit, the enterprising owners
have sunk it still deeper, and the average tempe-
rature has increased to seventy degrees, a degree
of heat which makes it difficult lor the men to

work beyond six hours at a time.f In addition to

this inconvenience, a species of fiy, about an inch
long,, has appeared, by the bite of which both men
and horses are much annoyed.

From tlie same.

EXTRAORDINARY SPEED,

On Thursday, the 15th instant, a large and pow-
erful locomotive engine, built by Mr, Timothy
Hackworth, of New Shildon, fbr the Emperor ot

* There are more shafts tfian one at the consoiidated

mines in Cornwall, which are nearly 300 fathoms in

depth, or 1800 feet.

t At the bottom of Wolf's shaft, at the consolidated

mines, the temperature is said to have been as high a»
96.°
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Russia, was shipped on board the Barbara ^ at

Middlesbro'. This engine is constructed on an

improved principle, and finished in the best man-
ner. She has been tried on the premises, and pro-

pelled at the rate of seventy-two miles per hour!

It is said that this machine, and the similar one

built at Newcastle, will, on their arrival at St. Pe-
tersburoh, have cost the Emperor upwards of

£2,000 each. Who, a kw years ago, would
have dreamed of the exportation of machinery
from the river Tees I This engine is for travel-

ing on the rail road from St. Petersburgh to Paw-
lowski, where stands one of the country places of

his Imperial Majesty.

For tlie Farmers' Register.

ITEMS OF ECC:iOMY, &C.

Long rows.

As all cTood agriculturists are remarkable for

their attention to small things, and as all good
general management may be resolved into suc-

cessiul attention to minutife, I have determined to

give you a chapter of items on economy in small

matters, believing that the Virginians, generally,

are remiss in their attentions to little inatters.

On most of the large rivers in the state, there is

a declivity from the bank of the river to tbe first

draining ditch—the river banks being almost uni-

formly higher than the adjoining flat land. This
circumstance has induced many ii^rmers to run

their corn or tobacco rows up and down, Irnm the

ditch to the bank, and then back to the ditch, for

the purpose of effectual drainage. Where the

distance is short, from the bank to the draining

ditch, this practice is productive of much loss oi'

labor, and other inconveniences. When I came
in poss;>ssion of the plantation on which I now
reside, the flat land had been for many years
ploughed in the manner above described—Iron)

the river bank to the ditch—and I continued to

plough it in the same direciion the first year.

The rows were from seventy-five to one hundred
yards long, and about half of the upper part of
them were sandy, and the lower part stiff pipe-

clay. I found that the ploughmen uniformly
consumed more time, by a third, (at least,) in

ploughing this field, than any otlier field of the
same extent on the plantation. I ascertained too,

that when the samly part of the flat was in frood

order to plough, that the lower and stiff part was
not. The growth of the corn, cultivated upon it,

was so irregular, that when the corn on the sandy
part was sufficiently larire to lay by, (or receive its

last ploughing,) ihat on the stiff' clay loam was too
small. These observations induced me to plough
parallel with the river bank, and run the rows a
distance of four hundred yards. When the chancre
in the direction of plouirhintr was first made, the
flat was flushed up in beds of twenty feet width,
with a three-horse ploush. Very deep wafer-fur-
rows were thrown out between them, and cross
furrows, or grips, were run at the distance of fifty

yards from each other, which conveved all the
superfluous water of the flat in the draining ditch.

I think the field is better drained than it was be-
fore the change in the direction of the ploughing.
A great saving in ploughing; has been effected, and
the stiff parts of the field are in better preparation

for the growth of vegetation, than I have ever seen

them before.

I have fi)und, from observation, that a horse will

walk twenty orthirty yards during the time another

is turninrr; and that the operation of turning is fre-

quently lengthened out, more than is necessary, by

a lazy pliiuirhman. In ploughing an acre, then, of

the bre.idih of eii^hty yards, thirty yards in every

eighty would be lost in turninir, or more than one-

third of the time required in plouijhing the acre;

while in ploughing rows of lour hundred yards

in lenirth, only thirty yards, or one-third as much
time is losL

Crossing in the step.

There is a considerable gain, in di'itance, by
(what is usually tern)ed,) crossing in the step, in

hilling for tobacco, or in planting corn. Ft is a

desideratum with the planter, that each tobacco

plant should have sm'Iicient room for its own
frrowth, without crowdinn; against its neighbors;

which object is much promoted, by making each

hill opposite to the interval between the two near-

est hills in the adjoiniuir row, instead of making
them immediately opposite to the hills in the ad-

joining rows. Or, in other words, by making the

hills in oblique angled parallelograms, instead of

squares.

Let A, B, C, D, represent a section of a tobacco

A L

DC 3

field, where the rows A B, e f, &c., are straight

and parallel^ and each hill, e, o, is opposite in

right lin'->s to A, L. If the hills are made a fool

apart, any hill, (o,) would be equidistant from the

lour nearest hills, e, L, R, s. But when the hills

are m:ide in oblique parallelograms, as in the

figure, 1, 2, 3, any hill, (4) would be one toot from
the hills 5 and 6, and more than a foot each, from
the hills 8 and 9; which may be seen from a bare

view of the figure. There are the same number
of hills in each of the figures A, B, C, D, and I, 2,

3, which are paraIlelogran)s of" e(|ual bases, and
between the same parallel lines; and consequently

contain equal areas. Any field, however irreirular

its form, may be hilled in oblique angled parallel-

ograms, as conveniently as in squares, and a real

advantage, as regards distance, gained.

The manure prong.

Decidedly one of the greatest labor-saving ma-
chines I have ever seen on a farm, is a manure
prong, lately introduced into this county, from a
northern manufactory. It is formed precisely like

a spade, except that in the place of the blade ot"

the spade, there are four prongs, considerably

curved upwards, so that the most projecting part

of the curve, serves as a fulcrum to loosen the

manure, when the instrument is stuck into a ma-
nure heap. This instrument is decidedly prefera-
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ble to the pronged hoe, which is so iiijjjliiy recoiii-

nietuleii in Tuyior's Arator. It is ahnost impossi-

ble lor the fiiriner, wiio has not, used the manure
proiiif, to form a correct estimate of lis value lor

loadiiiir carls and scattering manure. The excel-

lency of this little instrument consists greiUly in

the maimerof its execution. And 1 im.ii;ine, that

but a poor substitute could be made lor it in the

country shops. Their cost, at the retail country

stores, is a dollar each, and he that knows their

value and reluses, from economical motives, to

purchase them, is a larmer who will "starve hi?

trade." Afrecjuent resort [o temporary expcdicnh,

(usually termed inake-shifls,) is the essence of had

economy. Wliaiever the planter undertakes to do,

should be done in the very best miumer—with a

view, principally, to utility and permanence, rather

than cost and appearance. The implements of his

trade should be of the best kind, and should be kept

alwavs in the best ordf^r. Attention to such things,

constitute the great ddFerence between farmers.

—

An economical larmer will plough his land deep,

because deep ploughing will bury the seed of grass

and weeds, too deep to vegetate, and he will be but

Jit lie troubled with izrass. He will bush his oats

—

wved out his corn early— will take time to drain his

land— will always n)end a breach in his lences. or

houses, as soon as they are discovered, because at-

tention to such matters, saves labor "in the end."

E.

For the Farmers' Register.

NOTICE OF THE FARM OF .T. F. EDBf UIVDS, OF
CHARLOTTE.

In fulfilling my engagement to visit the best

managed larms, imd report to the readers of the

Register such points o!' management as seem to

be most deserving of uiiitation, i find it a dilbcult

task to determine what models to select. There
are many plantations in Charlotte, Prince Edward,
Halitiix, &c., on which the best management ex-

ists, on the old plan of cultivation: that is to say,

their management denotes economy, industry,

good arrangement, and neat cultivation. Such
plantalions have been very profitable, in times

past, to their owners; but this profit has been de-

rived fi'om the cultivation of tobacco. And it must

not be disguised, that most of the estates that

have produced large tobacco crops, have greatly

deteriorated in value on account of the paramount
attention required by this crop, to the neglect ol" all

permanent improvement. I, by no means, intend

to assert, that tobacco culture is incompatible wiih

improvemeni. There are matiy successful tobacco

cultivators who have improved their estates; but

the great majority of the thorough-going tobacco

cultivators, have adopted the three-shift system

—

have no standing pastures—raise no hay—sow but

little clover—and bestow but little attention on the

subject of manures. The planters, who are de-

riving the most profit from their plantations, are

practical men, who have been successful cultiva-

tors of tobacco, and who have devoted a part of

the labor and resources of their farms to raising

manure and the grasses. The sight of such a

plantation, a few years ago, in the tobacco region

of Virginia, was like an oasis in the desert—as

rare as it was refreshing—but their number is an-

nually increasing; and there are now considerable

districts of countiy, in Charlotte and Prince Ed-
ward counties, that present a view of irood mea-
dows, well manured lots, and larire fields well set

in clover. i?ut, without indulging further in gen-
eral remarks, I will proceed to give a short account
of the successful management of the planters re-

siding on VVardslbrk creek, in the county of Char-
lotte. The planters in this part of the county at

first acquired their celebrity by making high priced
tobacco. A few years back, when the tobacco
that suited the French market commanded hitjher

prices than any other description of tobacco, almost
every planter, wilhout a single exceplion, known to

the writer of these lines, that raised a tobacco crop

on Wardsf^irk, obtained a good price for it. The
general character of this tobacco, was not only yel-

lower, but it possessed a finer texture, and contain-

ed more oil, than the tobacco grown in other parts

of the county. Such general success could scarcely

be attributed alone to superior management; and
it is now a prevailing opinion, that the Wardsfbrk
lands possess some ingredient very favorable to

the growth of tobacco; and as these lands have
been supposed by many to contain lime, in some
of its combinations, I have but litlle doubt, that it

IS the marl ingredient in the VVardslbrk soils, that

renders them so peculiarly adapted to the growth
of both tobacco and clover. There is a recupera-

tive energy in the soil on this little stream, that is

rarely met with in other soils. The sub-soil, after

a few years exposure to the sun and frosts, when
aided by a little manure, is almost as productive

as the original surface soil.

As a specimen of the Wardsfork management,
f will solicit the readers attention to a hasty out-

line of the farming operations of John F. Ed-
munds, esq. In riding up to Mr. E's house, the

greater part of his cleared land appears in full

view from the road; and nearly the whole of his

uncultivated land is seen set in clover or herd's

grass. Mr. E. cultivates both corn and tobacco

on clover lej's; and considers clover to be well

adapted to precede a tobacco crop, provided plaster

is used on the tobacco as soon as it is weeded out.

He thinks that tobacco is a very precarious crop to

follow clover, unless plaster is used. There are

some features in his management different ii'om

his neighbors; and, in f.ict, diti'erent from the man-
agement of any planter with whoiri 1 am acquaint-

ed, in the tobacco section of the state. The oat

crop, is almost universally cultivated in this part

of the state, and is (generally considered one of the

Cew crops peculiarly adapted to our latitude and
soil; but Mr. E. does not sow an oat grain on his

plantation. He considers oats a very exhausting

crop—they require seeding at a very busy time

to the tobacco planter, and are taken from the

field, at a time of the year, when the land is most

exposed to injury from the sun. He uses herds

grass hay as a substitute for oats; and always

makes enough hay for his teams, and frequently

sells a part of the produce of his meadows. Mr.

E. sows down the whole of his corn land and to-

bacco land in wheat. He thinks tliat the tobacco

crop is the verj- best crop to precede wheat, and

contends that" it is bettf-r than a heavy clover

ley. His profits fi-om his wheat crop are much
greater than he ever realized fi'om the oat crop.

In addition to the flat land already set in herds

grass, Mr. E. has lately sown thirty acres of the

best of his flat land on Wardsfbrk. And as his
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meadows now yield a sufficiency of hay to supply
his plantation, he expects to sell annually the pro-

duce of the thirty acres. He thinks our climate is

well adapted to the growth of timothy and herds
grass; and he has raised cropsof hay as large, per

acre, as the highest reported account of the pro-

duce, per acre, of any no, them farm. The plan-

ters on Wardsibrk, generally, have paid great at-

tention to meadows. They have been very suc-
cessful in reclaiming flat lands, that lie too low for

constant cultivation, and putting them down in

grass to mow. And there is a peculiarity about
their mode of preparation of a scene tor meadow,
that is worthy of notice. Their meadow lands are
all thrown up in beds, of the width of about twenty
feet. I observeo this management, particularly, on
the plantation of Capt. Henry A. SVaikins, who is

a very successful culiivator ofhcrds ixrass.

Mr. E's teams for [)loughing, consist altogether
of mules. He is an enthusiastic admirer of these
animals, and uses them in his wagons, as well as
to the plough. He adds his testimony to the opin-
ions of all of those who have tried mules, for plan-
tation purposes—that they are stronger, (when of
large size,) hardier, longer lived, ami less expen-
sive to keep, than horses. Mr. E. has lately de-
voted much attention to the subject of hog rais-

ing. His hogs are confined, throughout the win-
ter nionths, in pens convenient to water, and fed
principally on corn. He gives them unusually larije

quantities of salt and ashes mixed, which, he says,
they devour as greedily as corn. This prepara-
tion is deemed necessary to keep penned hoi^s in

good health. Mr. E. showed me some very fine

porkers, that he had permed through the winter,
which he thought would weigh upwards of two
hundred pounds a head, at eighteen months old.

The pens are kept constantly well littered; and he
estimates the value of the manure made in his hoo;
pens, through the year, as fldly equal to the value
of the meat. Mr. E. admits that the subject of ma-
nure making is his hobby; but, I think that Taylor,
in his jjraior, makes nearly the same assertion
with regard to the value of the manure raised
from his hog pens. The pens are principally lit-

tered with leaves.

The plantation under review, has been greatly
improved by the application of putrescent ma-
nures. It is the subject to which the eneriries of
the farmer are princlptilly directed. The proprie-
tor has entered upon this subject with ureat zeal
and enthusiasm. If all the manure, raised on his
farm, were applied to the tobacco crop, he thinks
it would manure two hundred thousand tobacco
hills, or the whole of the land cultivated in to-
bacco. The leaves of the f(>resr, swamp mud, al-

luvial deposite on the creek flats, the manure of

the hog pen, of the stables, the farm yard, are all

brought into requisition, to furnish their aid to-
wards the permanent improvement of the soil.

During my last visit to Mr. E's plantation, I found
him engaged in a new and interesting branch of

his subject. He had selected a large section of

the thinnest part of an enclosed field"^ for the pur-
pose of applyincr upon it loam from liis creek flat.

The spot selected, on the creek, was an almost
inexhaustible heap of rich loam, many feet deep.
There were two wagons, one team of mules, and
two hands, engaged in haulinij out this mud.
While the driver was carrying off' one load, the
other hand filled the other "wagon, which had no

team attached to it, and as soon as the driver re-

turned, he geared his mules to the wagon loaded
in his absence, and left his own to be again loaded.

By this process, an incredible quantity of mud
could be carried out in a short time. The loaded
wasron was drawn by fine strong mules. The
loads were deposited in heaps, of a load each, tour

or five yards apart. Mr. E. informed me that he
had ordered an ox cart lo be made, for the purpose
of aiding in hauling out mud and other manures.
He said, he had determined to set apart two hands,
whose sole employment, ihrough life, should be to

make, collect, haul out and spread manure, except
when their services were much needed in harvest,

and on such days as they were prevented, by in-

clement weather, from attending to their vocation.

T asked him, if i.e meant that the labor of these

hands should Substitute the labor of his field

hands, in making and hauling out manure. He
said not: and that he meant to double his exer-
tions with his field hands on this subject. If Mr.
E's success in future, be equal to his success in

raising manure for the last two or three years, it

requires but a simple calculation to prove, that

every acre of land on his farm may be made rich

in a lew years. The manure obtained from his

ho2 }ard, and the mud from his flat land, are re-

sources but seldom availed of in this section of
country, and seem to be deservint; of attention

by other fiirmers. Mr. E. is not alone in his ex-
ertions to raise large quantities of manure. The
subject begins to command that attention, gene-
rally, which it so justly merits. The information

obtained on this subject, by the circulation oi' the

Farmers' Register, is convincing many of its great
importance. Many farmers are a>king the ques-
tions—''Why is it, that the farmers in the northern

stales, are reaping three or four thousand dollars

nett profit, Ir-om farms of two hundreil acres ex-
tent? Why is it, that many fiirms in France, of
ten or fifieen hundred acres extent, support a
thousand sheep and a proportionate number of
neat cattle? Why is it, that the product of a
Flemish acre exceeds the product of five of our
best cultivated acres? Why is it, that land in the

inferior of the state of New Yoi'k, as far distant

fi'om the large markets as our interior, commands
a price of from sixt}' to one hundred dollars, that

was orLirinally poorer than the tobacco districts of
Virofinia?" The answers to these questions, are,

that they understand and practice the art of raising

putrescent manures, and the artificial grasses. It

is true, that such great improvements have been
partially effected by the application of mineral

manures; but mineral manures are in the reach
of more than half of the farmers of this state,

and the resources for making putrescent manures,
are fully sufficient to employ the leisure time and
energies of those who are deprived of the aid of
mineral manures.
Mr. E. defends, with great tenacity, his practice

of suflering his corn stalks to remain on his fields,

to be plouo'hed under with the wheat, instead of
hauling them to his farm pen. His reasons, for

this practice, are, that the stalks prevent his land

from washino;; that they benefit the land to some
extent, scattered as they are, throuiih the field;

that it is unnecessary labor, to haul them up, be-

cause his supply of leaves is almost inexhaustiiile,

and he can haul a load of the latter, in as short a

time as he can haul a load of stalks; and he con-
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siders the leaves fully as valuable. But, notvvith-

stan(lin<T the. plausibility of ihis reasonintr, I will

hnzaril the opiuion, that it is an error in nuuiaire-

inent, not to haul corn stalks toihe liirni pen. The

I

planter is almost comiiensated lor his labor in haul-

I inix them, by teedini!; them early to his stocU. The
1 loss irom evaporation, when they are sufl'ered to

staiul, or, when badly covered by the ploua^h, (as

I

they irenerally are,) is considerable; and, as an

I

absorbent of the fufjitive portion of the larm-pen
manure, they answer a nuich better purpose than
leaves.

Such a minute account of Mr. E's mode of man-
;
a^in^ his tobacco crop, has been <iiven by himself

in the Farmers' Reirisier, [No. 1, vol. 4,] as renders

any additional remarks unnecessary.

E.

From tlie Farmer and Gardener.

METHOD OF DESTROYING
CROM'S.

WOLVES AND

An extensive farmer of Kentucky has very po-
litely furnished us with the following method of de-

stroying wolves and crows

:

"If 3^ou think the following information would
be of any service to any of your subscribers, it is

at their service. I have a mountain farm that

would afiiird excellent pasture for sheep, but was
so inlested with wolves that it would have been
very hazardous to have risked them there. In or-

der to destroy them, we took an old horse and bled

him in such a way as to make a trail of blood for

about five miles; we then killed him, and having
stuck a great many holes in him, put about a grain
of stricknine into each hole. I also remove(l the

skin olf one hip and thigh, where most of the poi-

son was put. The skin was dragged four or five

miles, coming back again to the horse. All the

wolves in the neighborhood would in tliis way be
brought b}- the trails to the horse.

"Several dead ones were found near the horse,

and they are very scarce in that neighborhood
since. I shall repeat the experiment shortly.

"I have also killed all the crows on mv I'arm in

the same way. I took a quarter of veal and hav-
ing cut up a portion of it into small pieces and
mixed stricknine with them, I stuck many holes in

the meat, and put one of those small pieces in

each place. I also sprinkled stricknine over the
meat, and then put the veal in a place where dogs
could not iret to it, and where the crows resorted,

and in a few days there was not a crow to be seen
on my firm, except dead ones, which could be
picked up all over the place.

" For four or five years, I have killed viy crnrofi

in the month of April, shortly after they had built

their nests and become stationary, and am not
troubled with them any more, until they begin to

gather in flocks in the fall of the year.

"If a dog should by accident (jet poisoned with
stricknine or nux vomica, an emetic of tarter will

cure him. It will require a tea-spooniul or more to

operate."

From the Boston Courier.

ON THE QUALITY AND GROWTH OF WHEAT.
From a late London paper, we learn that Col.

Le Couteur an officer in the Jersey miliiia, has
fecenlly published a small work, "on the varieties,

properties and classification of wheat." The de-
tails are the results of the writer's own experi-

ments on his own properly. Circumstances led

him to make a collection of wheat ; and in the
course of five years' close attention and research,

it increased to upwards of 150 sorts. To show
the importance of attendinjr to the varieties and
properties of wheat, Col. Le Couteur mentions,

that, among these varieties, there are some that

will thrive better than others in the particular

soils and situations adapted to each, all over the

kiniidom ; that one ear of a superior variety,

sowed grain by ijrain, and sutf'cred to tiller apart,

produced 4 Ihs. 4 oz. of wheat; whereas, another

ear, of an inferior sort, treated in the same man-
ner, produced only 1 lb. 10 oz.—a proof of para-

mount importance of selecting the most produc-

tive and farinacious sorts of seed, the profit of
sowincj one sort, and the loss resultinjx from the

other beitig mani(f>st. The writer remarks that

his attention was directed to this important sub-

ject, by professor La Gasca, Curator of the Royal
Gardens at Madrid ; that five years since, he ac-

cidentally saw about eifrhty sorts of wheat grow-
in(j in a nursery garden in Jersey, some seven
feet hiffh, some only four, the ears of some being
three, others six inches long; and that the profes-

sor explained their nature to him. He requested

the professor to visit h's crops, considerinc them to

be as pure and unmixed as those of his neighbors.

To the writer's dismay the professor drew from
three fields. 23 sorts—some while wheat, some
red, some liver-colored, some spring wheat, some
dead ripe, the corn shaking out, some ripe, some
half so, some in a milky state, some green. He
hereupon became convinced that "no crop, in that

state, could either produce the greatest weight of
corn, give the largest quantity of flour, or make
the best or liirhtest bread, such as would be pro-

duced from a field in an equal and perfect state of

ripeness." He then selected the best and most
productive sorts of wheat, and seemed 14 sorts,

which he afterwards culiivaled with great care

and success, showinfj the jireal profit resulling

from this care and selection, and arguing on the

immense consequences to the country, if attention

to this subject could be made a national object.

The modes by which Col. Le Couteur proceeded
and succeeded, occupy large portions of the vol-

ume ; but the paper from which we have drawn
the preceding account, gives no further informa-
tion.

From tlie Farmer and Gardener.

NEW METHOD OF PROPAGATING APPLE
TREES.

A new plan for increasinir plantations of apple
trees, has lately been carried into extensive prac-

tice by the horticulturists of Bohemia. Neither
seeds nor grafting are required. The process is

to take shoots fl'om the choicest sorts, insert them
in a potaioe, and plunge both into the irround, leav-

ing but an inch or two of the shoot above the sur-

fice. The potatoe nourishes the shoot, while it

pushes out roots, and the shoot gradually grows
up and becomes a beautiful tree, bearing the best

li-iiit. without requiring to be grafted.

Whatever mav be the success of the underta-

king, its novelty is at least an inducement to give

it a lair trial.
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ON ARTIFICIAL, GRASSES,

By John Taylor of Caroline.

From the Papers of the Agricultural Society of Vir-

ginia, in 1818.

It is universally aijreed, that a constant impo-

verishtneiit of huid musr ensue from tilla;L!;e, with-

out I he renovaiion pruJuced hy manure tuid stable

inatler.

Hence the cheapest and most ample su[)plies of

these renovations is a primary object ; as neither

the improvement nor preservation of tlie soil can

be eti'ected without usin;^; the means. It was seen,

as early as in the time of Coliimelia, that the el-

Ibrts of nature to furnish us with these means,
without the aid of culture and art, were incompe-
tent to the end ; and nearly equivalent in value,

to the spontaneous supply ol' Ibod by the wilder-

ness, compared with tlie supply from industry and
cultivation. Writers reason from this discovery

as an axiom, and prove that the li^rtilily of old

countries bears a strict relation to the use made of

it. Egypt itself owes its lertility to its annual

alluvion manurini;. Thus the culture of artificial

grasses attracted great attention,' wherever a sj's-

tem of aifricullure existed, worthy of any degree

of cotmiiendaiion; it being seen that the prosper-

ity of nations, as well as of farmers, was evident-

ly graduated by the degrees of skdl and industry

with which this axiom was practised upon; and
that they were the chief means lor its practical

eH'ect. Whilst a country is fresh and the s.'nl sat-

urated with vegetable manure, it constitutes a

temporary case ; and a vast extent of uncleared

lanils will long keep out ol view the means of

preserving the good, and improving the exhaust-

ed. But when it has passed the vigor of youth,

and exhibits the marks of old age, the alternative of

reducing it to barrenness, or of ailopting the only

mode in existence tor restoring its lertility, lies be-

fore the eyes of its inhabitants. Excepting a lew
strips ol alluvion land, there is no cultivated coun-

try, in which a dependance upon the natural

grasses is more hopeless than in Virginia. A thin

soil, exposed to hot and dry summers, not only

prevents our lands from clothing and nourishing

themselves, but has at length rendered them even
unable to raise working animals for their own
cultivation, and a sufficient sup[ily of meat, milk,

and butter, for their own cultivators. A remedy
for this state of thin<j:s is necessary to stop the

emigration from Virginia and to prevent its ulti-

mate depopulation. If the culture of artificial

grasses is the chief remedy, it can onlv be over-

looked, because it is not embellished by the glitter-

ing ornaments of novelty, and only assumes the

plain garb of reason and experience.

Before the effects produced by a skilful culture

of the artificial grasses, are enumerated, let us

take a glance at them, collectively, in other coun-
tries. In Holland, where the cultivation of grass

is generally preterred to that of bread, land sells

higher as land, without having its price enhanced
by adventitious circumstances, than in any other

country. The industrious and profit-loving Dutch,
choose rather to import than to raise their own
bread-stuff at the expense of diminislunii- the cul-

ture of artificial grasses. They are as little likely

as any people in the world, to make an election

by which they would lose money. In England,

the cultivation of grass is so much more profita-

ble, than that of bread-stuH', as to have obtained a

prelcrence, at the expense of considerable impor-

tations of the latter. The bearings of this fact

are weighty. Hay and butcher's meat in Eng-
land are nearly of the same prices as in this coun-

try—whereas, wheat there, is ollen tliree times

dearer than wheat here, and seldom less than dou-

ble in price. Yet the English farmers preler rais- :

ing artificial grasses, to raising wheat. Again,

the rent as well as price of land, is constantly

highest in those countries, where the cilture of

artificial grasses is pushed larthest. In England,
the rent of fine artificial meadows sometimes ex-

tends to twenty dollars an acre, rarely diminishes

to ten, and is never as low as the rent of adjoining

arable land, however good. As the rate of rent '

is settled by the rate of profit, it follows that even

there, where the prices of meat and hay approach
nuich nearer to our prices, than the price ot

wheat, it is most profitable to raise the articles of

inferior price. JMucli light may also be extracted

from a comparison between the general rate of

rent here and in England. It must be our best

land which would rent at one dollar an acre lor a
term of twenty-one years; and even at ihis low

rent, both the land and the tennant are generally

ruined. In England, much of the arable land

rents at about ten dollars an acre, and its averaire

rent is about six. But there, the culture of artifi-

cial grasses, is invariably mingled with the culture

of grain. Now, when we see the best grazing
land there renting higher than the best arable

Kuid, and their farms renting ten times higher
than ours, does it not plainly follow, that both a
great profit and vast improvement of the soil,

must arise from the culture of artificial grassses
;

and that the ditferience in rent between their liu'nis

and ours, is in a great measure produced by the lat-

ter circumstances ? Tins conclusion is warranted
by the fact, that the longer the term of a lease is,

the higher is the rent there, and the lower here;

because the tennant in one case calculates upon a
mode of tillage, which will improve the land, and
in the other, upon its becoming poorer. What,
but the use of artificial grasses, and their exclu-

sion, has made both these calculations correct ?

Let us now resort to indiijenous (ijcts. Lands
sell and rent higher in the United Stales, in pro-

portion to the extent and skill with which artificial

grasses are cultivated. There is no doubt but,

that here, as abroad, profit is the only permanent
basis of prire and rent; and, as the highest price

and rent attends the culture of artificial grasses,

the greatest profits must also attend it. Both at

home and abroad, the land nursed by artificial

grasses, is known to be so much richer, and more
productive, both of irrain and meat, than lands

not so nursed, as to pay labor lar better, without
taking into the account a long list of other benefits

arisinir li-om this system ol' culture. The most
productive bread-stuff larms, are those whereon
grain is raised on grass leys. Of this fact, the

sliiihtest observation, experience, or reflection,

would convince the most incredulous.

The general conclusion is, that grazing of
lands, when applied to natural grasses invaria-

bly enriches it, when combined with a skil-

ful management of artificial grasses, as in the

cases of Holland, England, and some parts

of the United States; suffices to excite those who
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love thoir country or themselves, to inqnire after

the |iraclii-;il modes of a system, wliii-h experi-

nuMi(allv eiiriclies us l)oth,au(l solicits an attention

to the (iistuK-i items of proliis, hy \viiit-li these de-

siralile eiuis nre prod need.

1. The phrase "artificial <rrasses" implies a se-

lection from the irramineous liinuly, and a culture

by himian art, of tlie kinds best adapted to the

soil and climate of a country, in prelerence to a

reliance upon the orrasses produced naturally.

The (jreat value of this selection, is illuslrated hy

the contrast between the crab of the wilderness.

and the cultivated [lippin of the orchard : or hy a

comparison, between the esculents of a garden,

and those of spontaneous production.

2. An improvement of the soil, by the culture

of arlilicial trrasses, arise from the veiretable mat-
ter of both root and top, when unijrazed ; from

the t()rmer when crazed; from proteciinf; the

ground asrainst heat in summer and cold in win-

ter; I'rom producinif food to raise animal manure ;

from rendering the ground fit to bear deeper

plouixhin;;, by reason of the mass of vegetable

matter mingled with it, than it can bear in a na-

ked state ; by which its soil is deepened ; and
from saving four-fifths of the hirm from the lioof

and the tooth, by aiakins: one-filth far more ade-

quate to su|)ply the demand for grass, than the

whole without such culture. The profit, arising

from this improvement of land by the use of

artificial grasses, is exhausiless and incomputa-
ble.

3. Artificial grasses enable the farmer to raise

meats of all kinds, tor his own use or lor market,

of the best quality, in the cheapest modes ; and to

increase the size oi" all animals destined to slaugh-

ter or labor. The latter, by being raised in the

climate where they are to work, are har-

dier, healthier, and better adapted for their em-
ployments. And, whilst the farmer saves the ex-

pense of purchasing sorr}' meat and teams, he
gets good without expense, because by a skilful

management of artificial grasses, the manure they

cause domestic animals to produce, will more than
repay in the improvement of soil and increase of

crops, the expense of their maintenance. This
item of profit is too important to be hastily passeti

over. Men chiefly subsist upon grain antl meat

;

brutes, upon grass green or dry. The difference

between the expense of cultivatinij an acre of

grain and one of grass is considerable, and yet the

latter will raise far more meat, bulter, tallow,

leather and avooI. Let any farmer calculate the

expense of supplyng himself with these articles,

in the present mode, even excluding its heaviest

litem, (that of in)iiry to the land,) and he would
probable disvover that most or all of them he
raises, cost him three times their market value.

The loss however upon what he sells is triflng,

compared with the loss upon what he uses; be-
I cause he consumes much and sills little. When
the temporary supplies from the western country
diminish orfiil, the evils attending upon our pres-
ent mode of raisinir stocks, will acquire no proof.

The arts of agriculture are as necessary to im-
prove and increase the sustenance of beasts as
that of men. Grass beincr the basis of food in

the case of stocks, as t)r(. ad-stuff is in the case of

of man, that mode Oi oh'aining it which produce,
the most and best, with the least injury to the lands

and firom the smallest space, is entitled to a pre-

ference. Without, the cidlivation of the artificia

•ii-asses, our domestic stocks occupy the precise
ground occupied by rnandkiiul, when excluded
from the artificial moiles of raising bread-stuff,

and experience the fiue of a stale of agriculture,
as to them uncivilized.

4. The artificial irrasses produced a considera-
ble profit by saving labor. If the labor applied to
an acre enriched by artificial grass, was equal to

that exf)ended upon an impoverished acre, a vast
saving would still result li-(jin the difference of the
crop; i!s the expense oflabor mnsi be com|)nted in

relation to its |)roduce. J?ut (he fiict is, that the
poor land requires the most labor, whilst it produ-
ces the worst crop, because being filled with seeds
of worthless or pernicious annual-grasses or

weeds, and being incapable of liearing a (iluugh-

ing sufficiently dee[> to deposit these seeds bej ond
the reach of vegetation, it re(|uires double the
work to destroy them as they sprout and grow
after every rain, which would suffice if they were
extirpated. This cannot be effected on poor land
without killing it. On such, the wheat which
follows corn, though the corn required and re-

ceived six or seven workings, is always more in-

fested with annual grasses" and weeds, than that
sown upon only a smgle furrow turning under
good perennial grasses, because they smother all

annuals, and any seeds of the latter remaining,
are buried bj' one deej) ploughiiiff, which the earth
is able to bear, below the reach of vegetation.
Hence in the culture of corn upon a perennial
grass lay, as in a fiillow for wheat, half the labor
required by poor land may be saved, because as
but few of the annuals appear after one deep
ploughing, and as the perennials hardly appear at
all in the summer, very little culture is required

;

and the the crop is not only increased by the artifi-

cial grasses turned in, but by beinu' fiee from the.

fVecjuent laceration of its surface caused by the li-e-

quent ploughings designed to keep under i he quick
growing annuals infesting thin land. The wheat
also following corn planted on a perennial grass
ley is cleaner; lor although the perennial grass
seeds will often sprout in the sjjring, and althouiih
they ought universally to be sown with or upon
the wheat, yet a providential aptitude for the bene-
fits they bestow, is discernible Ln their slow growth
uniil the wheat crop is perfected

; whereas the an-
nuals often grow as rapidly as the wheat itself.

There are many weighty items of profit belong-
ing to the labor-saving article, by the culture of
perennial grasses. By diminishing arable space,
whilst the crop is increased, the diminished space
consumes less labor. From the division of the
objects of labor, a succession of eniployments en-
sues, enabling a farmer to prevent either from suf-

fering by the want of cultivation in due season.
For instance—a fiill crop of corn and wheat, or a
crop equal to the whole labor on a farm, is the
consequence of comparing labor wilh space ; and
a great demand of both crops for labor at the same
period, especially if aggravated by unpropitious
weather, generally produces some neglect, and
often a considerable loss. By diminishing space,
not only without diminishini?, but actually increas-

ing produce, these crops will be more manageable
by the labor, and receive a better cultivation. And
the time saved by this diminution of space is

moreover profitably employed early in the spring,

in applying manure and sowing grass seeds
; pre-
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viously to the wheat harvest, in makint;^ hay ; in

autumn in ditching, draining, fencing and stub-

bing ; and at al! times in a variety of less impor-

tant,- but improving occupations. Thus the losses

accruing both trom the .surplus of labor at one

season, and Irom its deficiency at another, are

avoided. Some labor is saved by the effect of the

roots and tops of perennial grasses, to keep the

ground loose and liiable ; and much aficr it is

thrown inio the highridcpes of five and a half leel

width, because when the ridges are reversed, very

deep ploughing is more easily practicable, by

turning the eanh back into the furrows without

working at all on the space those furrows occupy.

By the li-iabiliiy of the ground, resulting from a

great quantity of vegetable fibres, we are also se-

cured aiiainslits baking, and save the labor neces-

sary in thatevent. (or crumbling or reducing it again

into a proper state for vegetation. Naked ground

possesses neither of these advantages. It is un-

able to bear the deep ploughing necessary for

forminij proper ridges, and it is liable both to wash
and break from heavy rains, so as to require much
severe labor again to level and pulverize it highly

prejudicial to the crop.

5. But the greatest benefit fi'om the cultiva-

tion of artificial grasses, arises from their exclusive

capacity to make highland meadows. Some
grasses are so well adapted for high, dry and hilly

land, if the soil is miprovable, that it may very

often be made more valuable and more productive

than low land meadows. The expence of clear-

ing and draming the lat*er, will generally exceed

that of manuring the former
;
yet drainintr is con-

sidered every where as highly profitable and
useful. The comparative expence between that

and making high land grass, is not materially uf-

fected by the probable comparative profit. A
good spring crop of high land grass is more com-
mon in our climate, than of low land. It is not

exposed to inundation. A pound of high land

grass, green or dry, generally contains as much
nutriment as two of low land. It is more easily

made into good hay. And high land grasses

possess the great exclusive value of enrichmg the

high and dry lands on which they are sown.

These conditions disclose items of profit, resulting

from the culture of artificial grasses, which, when
united, warrant the conclusion, that it is capable

of rendering a great proportion of our high, dry,

and hilly lands as valuable as reclaimed meadow
land.

It is next to be considered what grasses are best

adapted to the soil and climate of Virginia, and
consequently most worthy of selection. The
merit of red clover as an improving high land

grass, is too well established to require proof. Its

defects are, that it is speedily destroyed by grazing;

bearing, however, that of hogs the longest—that

in ourwarm and dry summers, it soon perishes

without being grazed, especially on sandy soils

—

that it is difficult to be made into hay—and that its

hay can only be preserved by particular exer-

tions. It stands, however, hitherto unriv;dled in its

capacity to enrich the ground, if left uncut to be

turned in by the plough. Timothy, in the lower

parts of the state, especially if grazed, is also

liable to an early death; to be eaten out by broom-

straw ; to have its leaves burnt and dried by the

sun before it is fit to cut; and to ripen so late as to

incommode the wheat harvest, without possessing

the quality of vvaiiing long for the scythe. I/i

the section of Virginia below the mountains, ''

must also be assigned to the class of low lan<i

srasses. The red lop, or herd's grass, as it is in-

discriminately called, ia superior to timothy in

many ie.-?pects. It lasts longer ; it bears grazing
belter; its leaves are not so liable lo be sun burnt;

it resists invaders naich more jiowerfullv—sown,
mixed with timothy, it eais out thelaiter in two or

three years. And although, it ripens about the
same time, it waits longer lor the scythe, without
sustaininir any considerable injury. This grass,

like tiuMjihy, is better adapted to reclaimed low
lands thLui to iiigh ; though it succeeds on the lat-

ter better than timothy. The best grass which I

have tried, in many respects, is one commonly
called " the high land meadow oat." I have had
no means of ascertaining whether it is a species of
rye grass, or of the avena pratenris, or neither,

nor whence it derived rhe appellation " Peru-
vian," by which I have heard it disiiniruished.

With its qualities I am better acquainted, having
carefully observed them lor many years. It ripens

as early as the red clover, and is easily made into

fine hay, if cut in proper time. Its earliness is of
vast importance in our climate. Thence it hap-
pens, that it produces heavy spring crops, like red

clover, as it commonly perfects its growth before

a drouijht occurs. It is the hardiest grass I ever

savv, and bears drought and frost, heat, and cold,

much better than any I have tried. It keeps pos-

session of the land in spile of severe grazing. It

flourishes best on soils suitable for red clover, but

it will live on and improve lands whereon red clo-

ver will perish. It furnishes better grazing early

in tlie spring; late in the fiill, in droughts and in

winter, than any grass known tome. Ripening
with the red clover, it is peculiarly fitted for being
sown with it. because it greatly fiiciiitates its con-

version in hay, and retains possession of the

ground for years after clover has disappeared.

Alone, cut before the seeds ripens, its hay is as

nutritive and pleasant to stocks of^ all kinds as

any I ever used ; and it will yield both seed and
tolerably good hay at one cutting, as it ripens

soonest at top. JVlixed with favorite grasses of

grazing animals, it is partially rejected, but eaten

as they fail. Alone, it is greedily fed upon. After

being cut or grazed, if left to grow, it rises anew,
almost with the rapidity of lucerne, with a vigor

but little diminished. Fifteen years' experience

has not enabled me to decide as to its capacity for

improving the soil, because the small quantity of

seed first obtained, by confining experiments to

small patches, long concealed its qualities; and

the large lots first sown have remained too flour-

ishing to require manure, and too valuable to bei

ploughed up. It produces (after it has come to i

perfection, in doing which it is one year slower

than red clover.) ungraized and uncut, a warmer
and more lasting cover than the clover, which has

recently induced me to mix and sow it with wheat

on a large scale, tor the end of improving the soil;

in which the anticipation I have yet discerned no

cause (or apprehension. For this purpose it pos-

sesses one recommendation beyond clover. It

does not grow and spread so rapidly in the (all or

spring as to injure the crop of wheat with which

It is sown, as is sometimes the case with clover.

Upon the whole, whatever doubt remains as to its

fertilizing power, the conclusions that it eminently
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possesses the qualities for laslinsr, grazing, utul I reserved lor grazing, out of which last number
making high land hay, may, 1 think, be confijed sr-honld be annually taken the lot to be manured

;

in. But it does not, so far as luy trials have ex- so iliat none vviil sustain above five years' irra/.ing

tended, succeed in lands onguially wet, liuwever
!
before it is recniiieil. Tlu; five lots devoU'd to

well they are drained

As the end designed to be produced by the pre-

vious observations, comprises their value, u plan

for the nianagenient ol' a bread-stuff iarui, com-
bined with high land meadows and artiiicial

grasses, is the remaining subject suggested U)r

consiileration. Let us suppose a far.iu to consist

of one thousand acres of arable land ; that the

greatest produce of bread grain, not in one year

only, but in a course of years, is Ihe chief object;

and that the labor on it is adequate to its cultiva-

tion in the threeshifl mode, that is, to having
two-tnirds of it annually in corn and wheat. To
discover whether the profi! to be expected from

this style of' cultivation will be e(iuai to that ari-

sing li'om the svstem presently to be projiused, we
must first glance at its defecls. It impoverishes

the soil—grass seeds cannot be beneficially sown
with or upon the wheat crop., because the land is

too poor to nourish them, and their destruction by
the plough returns too rapidly. Pasturage is

scarce, bad, and impoverishing to the land ; and
the farmer is thereby disabled ti'om raising within

the farm, teams, meat, milk and butter, for his

own consumption and coiuibrt, ami moreover ex-

posed to considerable annual expenses to supply
the deficiencies. The labor bemg computed by
space, and not by produce, and a great demand
for it being coui;en!rated in one |)ortioii of the

year, losses accrue fi^om its iusufliciency to meet
temporary pressures, an;l at other seasons tor want
of beneficial employment. The crop compuied
by the acre., is upon an average, surprisingly

small, whilst as much labor is necessary (or its cul-

tivation, as, differently managed, would, in a fiiw

years, increase it per acre, four-fold. Let us con-

trast this abridgement of the three-shift system,

with an abridgment of that proposed to be sub-
stituted for il.

Let eight hundred of the supposed thousand
acres be divided into four-shifts of two huntlred

acres each, one to be annually cultivated in corn

acid sown m wheat, so that two will yield a crop

every year. As much as possible of each shift

should be manured the year it is planted in corn.

This may be extended in a tew years to one hun-
dred and thirty acres, (exclusively of the twenty
presently mentioned,) by ordinary manai^ement.
Clover should be sown on ihe wheat in the spring,

or meadow oat with it in the fall, and these eight
hundred acres should remain ungrazed; of course,
four hundred lie untouched for two and a half
years, to allow time for a large produce of veg<\ta-

ble matter, devoted to the improvement of the soil.

Let the remaining two hundred acres be appropri-
ated chiefly to grass, and be divided inio ten equal
lots, one to be hiirhly manured annually, and cul-
tivated in pumjjkins, potatoes, peas, cotton, tur-

nips, or any cleaning crop, to be followed by wheat
and grass seed, if these crops are gotten off in

time to sow wheat, or by oats and grass seed, if

they are not. Thus two lots, or fbrly acres of this

portion of the farm, will produce each year heavy
and valuable crops, whilst a rotation will be es-

tablished, sufiicient to keep the grass lands clean
and in good heart. Three of the other eight lots

ought annually to be cut tor hay, and five to be
Vol. V-28

that service ought to be grazed in succesi^ion, both

to alleviate impoverishment it produci's and to in-

crease the [jruduce of grass. He who aims at

ai^ricultural [>erfertion or elegance, will divide

these ten lots by ditches and live hedges of holly

or cedar, (the former a conjej.iural, the latter a
tried plant,) or at ieat by the usual fences. Even
ditches alone would be of some use. But, in the

infincy of improvement, altendanis of old men,
women, or children, are a tolerable resource, pro-

ducing also the good efii'.ct of habituating the last

in earlv lif« to employment, and advancing their

health,"vvith the precaution of fijldiiig the cattle

in bad weather. This tem[)orary resource is, how-
ever, greatly inli^^rior to enclosures, particularly to

the livini; or imperishable. Under this system,

product, instead of labor, will soon be computed
in reference to space; and bad airriculture, being

detected by the miserable crops this mod? of com-
putation will disclose, will shrink gradually out of

sight, through shame. The means of raising

manure, and the most beneficial employment for

teams and manual labor, will soon present them-

selves in those seasons of the year now lost or

trifled away. I speak not from theo4-y when I say,

that the fitrm well manau;ed, according to this sys-

tem, will, in twenty years, at least return back to

its original fertility. I add, as an inference from

this fact, that supposing contiguous fiirms of one
thousand acres each, one in the usual state of im-

poverishment and the other in woods; Ihe former

to be thus inanaged, and the latter in the customa-

ry mode, with the same amount of labor; that the

proprielor ot the first would make far more profit,

and find his land at the end of his term of far

more value than the proprietor of the latter. If

these rival farms were in an equal state of impo-

verishment at the commenGemenl of the experi-

ment, I have ho doubt but the first would produce

three times as much bread-stuff in twenty years

as its rival, inilependentof its inferior productions,

and of its exclusive improvement.

A great annual increase of manure is the

soundest test by which a firmer can discover

whether he is successfully practising the proposed

system or not. On the area from which it was
taken, five acres were hardly manured eighteen

years ago, and now the resources of the farm

alone sometimes reach to one hundred and fifty.

It is a bread-stuff farm, and grass is used in strict

subserviency to that object, for the purpose of en-

hancing its profit. If gypsum, marl, a neighbor-

hood to towns, or any other adventitious mode of

enriching land, can be added to the supply of ma-
nure on such a farm, the process of inq)rovement,

and ihe gratifications of increasing profit, may be

accelerated.

The large area upon v^/hich the proposed sys-

tem is calculated, is no obstacle to its application

10 any other. Its proportions may be applied to a

iiu'in of any size. This scale was adopted lor the^

purpose of awakening the best informed order of

farmers to ihet-alls of patriotism and self-interest.

Intelligence effects great objects by reflection

;

ignorance from immitation ; and though a pros.-

perous state of agriculture depends much upon

small farmers, because they possess by tar the
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greatest portion of the national lands, perhaps also

of the national industry, its introduction depends
upon the successful example of the large ones,

who have time, capital, and talents, adequate to the

cultivation of a science abounding in difliculties,

and requirin<i no small degiee ol' reflection. The
merchants of Scotlantl who had retired from trade,

began about fifty j-ears ago to assail, bj' precept

and example, the then execrable system of agri-

culture habitually practised in that country, and
have supplanted it by another, which has dill'used

a rich surlace over a great space, previously occu-

pied by a cadaverous degree of sterility. As we
neither love our country less, nor confess an inleri-

ority of intellect, an equal share of effort and per-

severance by gentlemen, farmers will certainly be
crowned with as much success as the elJorts and
perseverance of these gentlemen merchants, since

our auxiliary advantages of soil and climate are

greater. They effected their patriotic design,

chiefly by the introduction of the artificial grass

culture ; and when we consider the ravorableness

of our climate lor great spring crops of grass, fre-

quently demonstrated by as heavy crops of clover

as we hear or read oi] and also its favorableness

for converting them into hay, no reason exists for

despairing of obtaining the vvondcrllil state of fer-

tility which a country, less flivored by nature, has
acquired by the same means.

I admit that a farmer may make a less crop than
usual, the first and second year after he adopts the

recommended system, unless he begins with a due
attention to manuring ; but I deny that his profit

will be less, because his dimminution of crop will

be more than compensated by the improvement of
his land. An average of the first four years will

probably produce a crop numerically equal, at

least, to his usual crops ; but then his profit will

be greater, because having raised it from less

space, he will have saved much labor lor iaiprove-

ment, and his land will be in belter heart. After-

wards his crops will numerically increase gradual-
ly to an extent I cannot foresee. Should a man
calculate by his hopes of lite and chance for self

gratification, without any regard for contempora-
ries or posterity, he ought to adhere to the preva-
lent system of agriculture, if he expects to live

two years only; if but four, his determination may
admit of some doubt; but if he expects to live

longer, it ought to admit of nbne Even princi-

ples so narrow, will dictate to him an abandon-
ment of the present land killing habits. A calcu-
lation which looks forward but two years, cannot
possibly procure success for any agricultural sys-

tem, except one lor exhausting the land as soon as
possible. All men who calculate on so short an
interest in the product of land, will strive to in-

crease It to the utmost extent, at the expense of
of the land itself! A proprietor, sure of dying in

one or two years, would improve but with Ihtle

spirit, though his land was to descend to his chil-

dren ; but, a possessor for one or two years, likely

to lose the land and live, must feel agreat lassi-

tude in improving for future profit, which he can-
not reap; united with great excitement, to reap as

much as possible ii-om land which he cannot keep,
for future enjoyment. No good system of agri-

culture can possibly take place, under the sugges-
tions of these impulses.

I admit also that disappointments will happen
from feeble and uni^kilful trials. Complete success

will too often be expected from partial attempts.

The imagination can magnify the disrupted toe of
a statue, into an entire image, and brood over a
fragment with self-complacency : and fimaticism

can expect wonders from relics transmited from
ignorance ; but it is to be hoped that such cases

will be rare in this age of intelligence and free en-

quiry ; that the prejudices imbibed from old

habits will be exploded, and that the industry and
good sense of the Virginians will rapidly improve
all suggestions, the tendency of which is to pre-

serve their country from decay, and themselves
from indigence.

An observation is reserved for the conclusion of

this essay, to fiice an opinion, not less erroneous

than common; and not less hostile to profit, than
to improvement. It is too often imagined, that a
rotation requiring the interposition of artificial

grasses between exhausting crops, is sluvv in its

return of profit, and demands an extraordinary

capital, to supply, lor a time, the necessities arising

from this delay. Eut, from long and attentive ob-

servation, I have confidently concluded, that no
crop requires less capital, than these grasses, or is

equally rapid in its returns of profit. The labor

which cultivates other crops, prepares the ground
to receive grass seeds, arjd they are mingled and
sown with grain. Seed is, therefore, nearly all the

extraordinar}' capital this system needs, when the

artificial grasses are grazed, or devoted to the en-

richment of the soil ; and the expence of convert-

ing a portion of them into hay, though not as tri-

vial, is yet inconsiderable. The returns of profit,

are infinitely more copious and lasting, as vvell as

more rapid, than those made by any other crop.

They suddenly yield milk, butter, cheese, meat,

wool and leather. Manure, an increase of grain

and other crops, and good working animals, soon

follow. At every rotation, when ploughed in un-
grazed, they present to the farmer an improved
soil, without causing additional expense, or re-

quiring additional labor. On the contrary, so far

as artificial grasses are thus used, they save him
more labor in the single article of ftjncing, than
they consume. And finally, the profit of the sys-

tem becomes so incorporated with the soil, whilst

it is also enjoyed by the reaper, as both to last

long, and annually to generate profit upon profit,

in a ratio out-stripping the fecundity of compound
interest.

ON THE BENEFIT AND PROFIT OF USING
OYSTER SHELL LIME,

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

As you express a desire to hear from me, though
I should not place my real and proper name to i

my communication,! take up my pen to say some-
thing of my late use of lime. Let me, however,
say to j^ou, that your opinions of communications
without proper names, are not sound, or wril

grounded. Why, sir, should Jeremiah, or X. Y.
Z. give out his proper name, like a tub to the

whale, to he spouted and blown about by idle thin

skinned farmers, or readers who know nothing
practically of the great and important subject of

agriculture? Is it not sufficient that your readers

have the practice, and the opinions derived from

practice, given to them gratuitously ? If Jeremi-

ah eeeks not glory, or fame, or high place, can he
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not be permittetl to contribute his mite of experi-

ence to llie ixeiieral gootl, without being bored j'or

his name ? If he be contented to live uj) to the

great eternal law to "'till tiie earth in sorrow, and

eat of itt? bread b_v the sweat oi" his brow," wliy

goad him lor his want of boldness ? Is the trutJi

greater with one name than another ?

But to the claims of lime. 1 will not give j'on

all I see and all I believe of its power and intki-

ence, for I could not ex[)ect that your readers

would believe, nor could I expect them to ride and
look and judge for themselves. Let it suffice, as that

the breakmg of the "sixth seal" is the resurrect-

ing power to all that is dead, so is the application

of lime to land. That which had died under the

barbarous hand of man, has awakened in anima-
tion and joy. Corn, wiieat, grass and weeds, wan-
ton in their health and strength; and methinks in

wending my way through them I can hear their

song of praise to the great First Cause. I have in-

vited my neighbors to look, and bear me witness of

this earthly resurrection, but they hear not—no,

sir, nor will they believe, though there are "green
purses and glittering gould" in the resurrection

which I preach, their "dull cold ears" heed me
not.

I apply about 50 bushels of shells to the acre, and
eometimes more, when I have if, and am. able, by
great efforts, to lime all the land I cultivate. I

have to haul the shells from 6 to 8 miles. They
cost me when brought from the ban!<s at the

mouth of the Potomac to the nearbst landing, 5

cents the bushel; then to land them, and cart them
home, 7 cents ; to burn and spread them, 8 cents;

which makes the whole expense S 10 per acre.

This is all in advance, and in trustto motherearth:

but her's is the best pay under heaven. In 12

months you have your money returned, and your

land worth three times its previous value. Nor is

this all
;
plaster, that once worked miracles, had

ceased to be of any avail. From 1800 I have
used it extravagantly—say from two to ten bushels

per acre—and for the last 12 years it had done lit-

tle more than made the vegetation green. Since

liming my land, the plaster has regained its power;

i

and is, if possible, more to be desired than ever.
' Lime, however, like plaster, may not be used upon
! wet land. Let your young larmers look to this

;

]
tor it is my belief that on account of failing Irom

j this cause in the use of lime, 25 and 18 years ago,

i I have not lost, in profits and improvements, less

; than 5^2000 per annum. I may now impute more
to lime than I should ; but, speaking fi"ora experi-

ment, I cannot be (iir li'om the reality. It was your
valuable book upon Calcareous Manures that in-

duced me again to try it; and though, like Moses,
I have lived upon hard work, and hope, for near

40 years, I think I shall 3'et realize more than a

bunch of grapes. With many thanks to you sir,

and to your valuable correspondents, I subscribe

myself, as of old,

Jeremiah,
Or, as I am a resurrecting man,

Lime.
Fairfax Co., June 25, 1837.

that the rats were very troublesome. The other

said he had got rid of his ruts without much trou-

ble. Says he, " I buy a hundred small fish hooka
lor a shilling, and take a small pine stick and
slightly f isten six or eight hooks to it—the [)ointa

all one way—and put the slicks in the rats'' hole,

so that when they run into the hole they will rub
against the hooks will catch into the skin and with
a little exertion they clear the hooks from the stick,

and go oil', squealing, with the hooks tiist in the

skin, and a few rats so hooked will give warning
to others, and they will soon all disappear. Try
it and you will not be disappointed."

Rawson Harmon, Jr.

Wheatland, May Ylih, 1837.

From tlie Geneseo Farmer.

iURE AND CHEAP WAY TO DESTROY RATS.

Mr. Tucker— I vvas present a short time since

vhen one neighbor was complaining to another

,

ON BUCKWHEAT AMONG CORN.

To tlie Editor of the Fanners' Register.

Carysbrooke, 21sf June, 1837.

The season for sowing buckwheat being at

hand, I would recommend it as an improver. For
somej'ears past, I have used it on such portions

I

of my corn-field, as' required a meliorating ley,

with decided benefit—both as a fertilizer and

I

opener of the soil—sowing from the first to the

last of July, (according to circumstances,) from a

I

peck and a half to two pecks to the acre, covering

the seed (at the time of laymg-by the corn crop,)

with cultivators between the rows, and with hoes

between the hills of corn. Sown at this season, I

have found that the buckwheat will rise two feet

on ordinary lands, .flowering a:nd maturing abun-

dantly. Its effects, on wet and stiff lands, are to

absorb all surplus moisture, and to mellow the soil,

insomuch as, that I have seen lands of this de-

scription broken in fine order for wheat, whilst,

that adjoining, of a much more kind character,

(not sown in buckwheat on that account,) would
exhibit a cold and clammy condition—the result

of the succeeding wheat and clover crops confirm-

ing the promise of the buckwheat preparation.

—

Its advantage on blue grass lands is very evi-

dent—smothering it during vegetation, and facili-

tating the rotting process "alter the sod is turned

unden These, (by the way,) I have found the

most powerful agents in the destruction of this

most formidable "of all pests, (having never seen

the Canada thistle.) as, delighting in sun and air,

it abhors shade and the exclusion of air. I have
destroyed the most inveterate blue-grass turf, by a

thin covering of long litter, or wheat straw, with

a bushel of plaster, to the acre, turned under in

April, by four-horse ploughs, followed by rollers.

But, to return from tltis digression to buckwheat:

its great excellence is in the cheapness of this im-

prover, and in there being no substitute for it as a

dressing among corn. The first cost, in the

mountains, is fi-om 62^^- to 75 cents per bushel.

—

The expense of sowing and putting in, is greatly

more than compensated by the benefit of the culti-

vation given to the corn. iPeas, nor any other sub-

stitute with which I am acquinfed, would be suffi-

ciently matured, sown at this advanced season,

to constitute a valuable manure. Ir has been ob-

jected to buckwheat, that its volunteer plants

infest the wheat crop. I have never found this

complaint worthy of consideration.

A. M Harrison.
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For the Farmers' Register.

THE TRUE PRIlVClPV,r.l5 OF AGRICl'LTURAL
AND NATIONAL I li;,'SPERITY CONCISELY
STATED.

[We are rejoiced acjain to hear, though as yet but

indirectly, from our former corresponflent, George

Henry Walker, Esq., of Phila«Ieiphia county, who has

but lately returned from a visit to England. For the

following notes we are indebted to one who was an

agricultural pupil of Mr. Walker's, and who, besides,

has well studied agriculture, by reading, and extensive

travel and observation, as well as by correct, though

not long practice, at home. The simple propositions

here presented, concise as they are, will serve to throw

light on the letters of Mr. W. in vol. iii., (at pp. 536,

539, 600, and 601,) and prevent their continuing to be

to many readers no less enigmatical than amusing.

The several parts of this general statement may also

serve as texts for future particular and extended pieces

of discussion or practical instruction, which we indulge

h faint hope of having in Mr. Walker's own vigorous

and impressive though excentric and discursive lan-

guage—and a more confident hope of similar commu-
nications from his friend and pupil. From the private

letter of the latter, we will take the liberty of quoting

the following explanatory introduction.

Philadelphia, June 24, 1837.

"Inclosed you have a copy of 'some extracts from the
manuscript notes of a farmer.' They were furnished to

ilie by Mr. Walker, in consequence of our having had
much conversation together on the subjects to which
they refer, and without any restriction as to the use I

should make of them. I have copied them for publi-
cation in the Farmers' Register, from a belief that they
may serve 'to pave the way' to a right understanding
of a further exposition of the principles on which his
farming is based, and to a due appreciation of his
practice, should he furnish you with an account of
them."

We may here state that it was Mr. Walker's practice

in regard to making manure which was referred to,

and in part described, at page 78 of this volume of the

Farmers' Register.

The great and all important truth which is sustained

by the reasoning of Mr. Walker, and which is entirely

conformed to by his practice, is, that unless the general

system of agriculture of any nation gives more to the

land than it takes away, not only the prosperity of ag-

riculture, but the prosperity of the nation, and the

comfort and happiness of the individuals composing
the nation, must decline: and this truth, though it

would not be denied by any one, is neglected and op-
posed by the general practice of all the cultivators of
the western, and nearly all of the southern states. In-

dividuals may yet for a long time continue theirformer
and present course of wearing out and destroying the

fertility of one piece of land, and then flying for re-

fuge from the evils which they have produced, to other
new lands, to renew their acts of plunder and destruc-

tion; and not only single farms, but even extensive re-

gions, may be thus wasted and then deserted—as has
been going on to an awful extent, in lower and middle
Virginia. But there must be a limit to this course,

when our country will no longer offer new spaces and

subjects for these plunderers and destroyers—and an

impoverished land must make an impoverished and a

miserable people. To this most calamitous termina-

tion, tile general system of agriculture in the far greater

part of the United States, is manifestly and strongly

tending; and the only possible means of avoiding that

end, is to enforce and command regard to the truth,

that every individual cultivator, as well as the whole

nation, will be most profited by feeding and enriching

the land, instead of taking from it as much, and return-

ing to it as little, as possible.

—

Ep. Far. Reg.]

The real esseniial, efficient causes, and means
of national prosperity, advancement, stability and
permanence, are the people being duly fed, accord-

intr to the orijanization of man, and the ditlerent

occupations being duly proportioned lo each other,

according to the nainral tastes and capacities of

each lo fulfil the natural wants of each and of all.

These two great and primary laws of man's ex-

istence and oiganization, are best and most duly

and fully observed in England and the United

Slates.

For nations lo be duly and legtiimately fed, they

must be legitimately and duly proporiionately oc-

cupied and employed, Caccording lo the natural

tastes and capacities of each individual,) in acri-

culture, manuliictures, con)merce, the arts, &c.;

and to be duly, and legitimately occupied und em-
ployed, all must be duly and legiiimafely I't'd.

A^ they are duly and legitimately fed and cccu-

pied. so is the increase of population llie cause

and the means of the improvement of the fertility

of the soil, and the consequent increase oj food.

Hence the rise, advancement, prosperity and sta-

biliiy of England and the ifniied Slates, so far

above all other nations, ancient and modern—these

laws being best observed there.

As they are vn-duly and. non-lcgitimalely fed and
occupied, so is the increase of population the cause
and the means of the deterioration and exhaustion

of the soil, and the consequent decrease of lood.

And hence the real cause of the "decline and Ikll"

of all ancient empires.

If the modes of living and occupation, produce
deterioration and exhaustion of the soil, a nation

must inevitably "decline and fall," after jt reaches

a certain amount of population. Increase of pop-
ulation then (being un-duly and non-Iegilimately

fed and occupied) produces decline with accelerat-

ing velocity.

The prosperity of agriculture, and consequentfy

the prosperity of nations, depends upon the mode
in which the population is fed—in other words,
upon the rate of wages. With low wages, a
nation can never be either permanent or prospe-
rous.

The rate of wages depends upon the extent of
knowledge and fi-eedom, and the extent of the

developement of manufactures and commerce.
Without these, agriculture must be in the lowest
possible condition, and, consequently, wages must
be at the lowest rate, and popuhition must be in

excess—being unemployed and ill fi^d—the soil,

consequently and inevitably, deteriorating in fer-

tility.

Pauperism is the result of ignorance, want of
employment, too low wages, improvidence and
drunkenness—disease and accidents, &c. But
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mainly, it results from too low wages, proclucinrr

undue modes of subsislence—this |)roducinn: de-

terioration ol' the soil—and I'rom the uiuiue pro-

portions of oecupaiion, this pmdiicinsx want of

rmplovment

—

all these prodncinj^ and increasinir

each other, lleiife, as we bn>al( the Itnvs of na-

ture, we suffer iu'cordiniil)-. The faw« of our or-

(Taniziition must be observed

—

;\nd wiih which the

laws iioverainij the production ol'Iboil, are in strict

and exact accordance.

Man, is orijanized to subsist upon animal and

vegetable lood, in all their varieties, in certain pro-

portions. The production of tiiod is in accordance

with that orirnnization; its full and perfect produc-

tion, being in tlie order of its legitimate consump-
tion.

Those crops which return the most vegetable

matter, and animal manure, to the soil, are requir-

ed to be jrrown in by far the largest proportions;

those which return the least, in the smallest. All

existinjj and previous practice have been more or

less the reverse.

Grass crops are required to be grown the most,

according to the oriranization of man, and the cor-

resfiondinix true and legitimate laws of vegetation,

and the production of food. Their varieties are

the most numerous; their period of ripening", is the

We cannot cultivate this crop, and reject others,

as we" please, with impunity and success. We
must cultivate them all according to soil, climate,

and situations, and as ilie wants of man require

liiem in accordance with his or<fanization. Tlie

laws of vesjetation are in strict accordance with the

laws of man's mode of subsistence. The iood of

man, beinir duly cultivated in this order, each crop

a li'ords/ certain proportionate means of increasing

the productiveness of the succeeding ones, anci

with the greatest possible economy of labor and

time. The chain of these laws nmst be preserved

entirf and unbroken. The more "they are devclop-

e.(l, the more beautiful, simple, and pericct they will

be found to be. All crops are lor the use of mail,

directly, or indirectly, and they must all be culti-

vated.' As'they are cast aside, so will the system

of agriculture be delective .and deranged. In all

we (]o, we must begin with ftist principles; as we
tail to dQvelope these, we lall into error.

All crops are required to be trrown in the exact

proportions as they possess the power of increas-

ino; the fertility ol" the soil. Grass, and cattle crops

possess this power in the highest degree—nianu-

liicturing crops, the least.

Grass crops, duly cultivated, supersede the ne-

cessity for the growth of weeds. Weeds are for

loncrest; they endure the 'lonsest in the soil; their 1
the purpose of restoring to a certain extent, the

cultivation is the cheapest, and most economical; Mnst lertility of the soil, when unduly cultivated,

and, above all, they return by flir the most vege- j They increase, as that cultivation is deiective m
table matter, and animal manure, together, to

j

principle. The difierent kinds, likewise, indicate

the soil. And. more especially, compared with the state and condition of the soil, and what im

other crops, if the produce is removed from the

soil, they still return, infinitely the most vegetable

food, to the soil, of all other crops. In this, con-

sists their great essential, indispensable, and most

important value, and superiority. Most other crops,

with the exception of root crops, consumed on the

land, return only a little straw to the soil.

Those crops which return nnthing to the soil, as

flax, hemp, tobacco, &c., are required to he grown
in the smallest proportions. Cotton, sutrar, &c.,

in larger proportions. Wheaf, barley, &c., in still

larger. Grass, roots, and fjreen straw (or cattle)

cro[)s combined, are required to be grown the

most—they beinjr the main essential means and
principles of ferUlity. Grass is required to be

grown the most of all, being the most ferfilizintr

and the most economical of all crops, under all

circumstances, and is the most required for cattle,

sheep, and horses, to supply and maintain the legit-

imate wantsofman, and the due fertility ofthe soil.

The more the legitimate wants of man require

provement it requires. They are of material as-

sistance to the bad and ignorant farmer, and sure

and essential guides to the intelligent and improv-

ing one.

The laws of pnpiilnlinn, subsistence, production

ol"food, and occupation, are all in exact, just, beau-

tiful and harmonious proportion and accordance

with each other.

The Maithusian theory implies that the Crea-

tor has let! a part of his laws defi^ctive and erro-

neous; and that man has the power to remedy and

correct them—but only by outraging other laws.

This cannot be. It is impossible that the irloomy,

appalling, and disheartening theory of Malthus.

can be inherently true. But it is Obviously true,

as long as the laws of subsistence, occupation, and

production of food, are outraged, neglected, and

broken.

Malthus only saw the law of population in force;

he did not see "that the laws of subsistence, of the

production of food, and of occupation, were broken,

a crop to be removed immediately, directly,' and I
nr unduly observed. Hence, all h\s fiicts are de

remotely Irom the soil, the less bulky it is, and the ' duced from the existence of actual decreasing pro

less vegetable matter and animal manure it returns

to the soil; and, therefore, in the same less propor-

tion is it required to be grown; and, hence, grass

and cattle crops, are required to be grown the

most, and they are organized to be so. Grass
crops are the most economical of all crops in their

cultivation. If consumed on the land, their cost

of cultivation is comparatively nothing, and they

duction of food, with increase of population— iience

the real truth of his theory, under these conditions

of society. If all these la\vs are duly observed, the

increase of population becomes the means ol in-

crease of food. As they are unduly observed, de-

creased production of food attends increase of pop-

ulation.

That the law of the production and increase of

food, should be, and is, in exact, just, and harmo-
are the most fertilizing—therefore, they are re , , , ... .

quired to be the most grown. One-fifth ofan acre nious accordance with the law of the prodijction

will supply an individual with bread; four, five, or and increase of population— itj/zen, the laws oj sub-

six acres are required to supply the same Individ- sistence and occupation are duly and legitimately

ual with animal food. In something like these observed—is obviously a principle m most beaute-

proportions, are the different crops required to be i

ous harmony with all the other laws ol the Lre-

grown, according to their fertilizing and non-ferti- ator. Being the noblest and most important, a

lizing properties. I
part of the universal system and principle, that
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the means are invariably adequate to meet the

required ends and wants.

The causes why orrass and cattle crops should

exceed grain and manutacturing crops, are these.

Man is organized to subsist, as that they should

do so.

The laws of vegetation require that they should

do so.

To supply each individual with his legitimale

food, requires much more land in cattle than in

grain crops.

Vegetable matter, and animal manures, are the

essential principles ol' fertilit}'.

Grass crops greatly exceed the grain crops in

variety, and the period of ripening lor harvest-

ing.

Thev are much more economical in their culti-

vation.

They endure much longer in the soil.

Georgk Heahy Walker.

AVERY S ROTARY STEAM ENGIIVE.

To tlie Editor of tlie Farmers' Register.

In your last number;- I notice a request for in-

formation concerning the rotarysteara engine. I

presume you allude to "Avery's Rotary Engine,"
which is in extensive use in the north and west,

ibr driving saw and grisf rrtills. In compliance,

therefore, with your wishes, I send a nuiiiberol'

the "American Rail Road Journal,"' for February
last, containing a description of the engine, with

•certificates of its power and performances. 1 had
another number which gave a more particular

account of it, but I am unable to lay my. hands on

it. From extensive inquiry, i am induced to be-

lieve that, lor the purposes above mentioned,

Avery's engine is superior to any Other in use. It

has, likewise, received the very iiivorable notice of

the editor of the "Journal of the American Insti-

tute."

Yours, P.'

would be wholly incompetent to work a piston

engine, first excited our attention; and upon a

careiul examination of the machine, elicited our

united applause. It is unnecessary for us to give

an elaborate description of the engine, which is

estimated at 20 horse power.
The power is applied to the saw in the most sim-

ple manner by bands; the motion bemg reduced

by increasing the size of the drum, so as to give

the saw anv required velocity. The saw that we
examined made 220 strokes in a m.inute, sawing
three boards fiom a log twelve feet long, and two
feet in diameter, in nine minutes, or cutting at the

riite of over 1,150 feet per day, if it could be kept

in constant motion—but allowing one half the

time to be lost in running the carriage back and
adjusting the logs, it would cut from five to six

thousand feet of lumber per day. The mill was
arranged for two saws, which the workmen as-

sured ,us they usually kept constantly at work; but

the bqnd to one of the rag-wheels having been
sent to the shop to be repaired, we witnessed the

peritjrmance of but one saw. The workmen told

us that the power was sufficient for both saws.

The plan for confining the saw without a saw-
gate, was, as we were informed, invented by Mr.
Mooley, and appeared to answer the purpose
well.

It is- with pleasure that we assure you, sir, that

we were highly gratified with the whole perform-

ance, and with the utmost confidence, recom-
mend Jivery''s Rotary Eni^ine as a moving power
Ibr saw-mills.

Respecfully, your most obedient, &c.

George McCormick,
J. J. Speed, Jr.,

Henry Ackley,
Hexry Ingersoll,

From tlie Rail Road Jonrnal.

The constant applications from all parts of the

country, for information in relation to this wonder-
ful machine, induces us to give such fiicfs in re-

lation to it as come within our knowledire.
The following letter signed by four gentlemen

of the highest respectability and intelligence, re-

siding at Ithaca, Tompkins county, N. Y., gives
the facts and impressions of a short visit to a saw-
mill, erected by Abraham Bell, Esq., of Jersey
-city, and Seth Geer, Esq., of this city, in the
midst of a pine forest, in Tomkins county, eleven
miles from Ithaca*

Ithaca, N. Y. Dec. 13, 1836. '

To D. K. Minor,
Sir—In compliance with your request, we

cheerfully give you our views and opinions of the
performance of Seth Geer and Abraham Bell's

saw-mill, driven by "v-Z^ery's Rotary Engine,'''

situated in the town of Enfield, Tompkins coun-
ty. New York.
The simplicity of the Engine, and consequently

the ease and facility with which it can be man-
aged by persons of ordinary intelligence, and who

[*The description of a drawinaj of the engine,
which would be useless without the figure, is omitted.—Ed. Far. Reg.

An engine of this description, without boilers

and machinery, to drive tii:o savvgates can be fiir-

nished for six hundred dollars—and the boilers,

pumps, furnace-irons, and fire bars, governor,

and all the necessary machinery, up to, and in-

cZuc/mg the walking-beam, or drums, [ot fifteen

to seventeen hundred dollars; or 2,100 to 2,300
dollars for the wliole machinery up to the saw;
and the same for one saw-gate will be fifteen to

sixteen hundred dollars, delivered at the shop of
E. Lynds & Son, Syracuse, Onondaga County,
or at the ^^Novelty Works,'''' in this city, by appli-

cation to Mr. Joseph Curtis, 132, Nassau-street.

The power of this engine will be ample to drive

one saw in one gate, and three or four in the

other—or to drive two saws in the single mill, or

mill with one gate.

Since writing the above, we have been furnish-

ed with the following statements, from gentlemen
who fully understand the subject.

The first is from Henry Seymour, Esq., late

—

and fiom commencement of the Erie Canal—one
of the acting canal commissioners. Mr. Seymour
is himself the owner of a saw-mill of the ordinary
kind, and he flilly undertands what a saw-mill
should do.

The other is from the owners and millers of

the new grist mill erected in Cayuga county. New
York, in relation to which we recently published

a letter from Mr. Avery.
These certificates are from gentlemen who un-

derstand the subject, and they may be relied upon.
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Syracuse, Jan. 31, 1837.

To El.vim Lyxds, Esq.

Dear Sir— I saw to diiy the saw-mill in Ci-

co.ro, which is propelled by one of Avery'a Rotary

Eiinjines. While I was present, the saw cnt a

hemlock loijof about two feet diameter with ease

and rapidity, and appeared to have power sulR-

cient to accomplish much more. The work was
well done, and I AVas well pleased with the power
and pertbrmance of the eniiine in all respects.

Yours, very respectlully,

Hkxiiy Skymour,

Caio, Cayuga Ok, ]V. Y.

January 25, 1837,

We, the subscribers, owners of the steam rrrist-

niill at this place, do certity that the rotary en<rine,

That drives our mill, is one of Avery's Engines,

and manufactured by Messrs. Elani Lynds and
Son, and is in our opinion, the best steam pow-
er (or a grist mill that can be had. It gives us

perfect satisfaction, and we cheertiilly give this.

certificate.

The grinding we do is, for customers, in grists

of from one to ten bushels, and of all kinds of

grain, so that we are unable to say how much we
could grind in a "iven time; but this we can say,

that the engine'will drive the stones to grind all the

grain that any mill can grind with three run of

stones, which is the number we have. We have
never been able to ascertain the amount of fuel

we should require if we were grinding for flouring,

or indeed for our present use; but of this we are con-

fident, that, with good wood, we could grind more
than 100 bushels with a cord' of wood. We do

not use the full power of the engine, and it is be-

lieved by us and others, that the engine would drive

two run more if we had them, and do good busi-

ness with the five running at once, witlix)ut any
addition to the engine or boiler.

B. OONGER.
HeIVRY FURMAIV,

We, the subscribers, millers, tending the above
mill, fully agree with the above certificate.

P. D. Livingston,
David Corp.

From the New York Farmer.

POUDRETTE, FRENCH MODE OF PREPARA-
TIOxN—ITS VALUE IN FRANCE, &C., &C.

We are enabled by the politeness of an intelli-

gent French gentleman, to give useful infbrnia-

tioa in relation to the mode of preparation, in Pa-
ris, of this valuable manure.
The material, the contents of privies, is taken

beyond the limits of the city into a large enclo-
sure, with reservoirs into which the solid part is

put, to the depth of 18 to 20 inches, when fr^om

one-tenth to one-eighth in quantity of dry earth is

mixed with it—and then the mass is left to the in-

fluence of solar evaporation. The length of time
required to carry it throush the process of prepara-
tion varies from one to tion, and sometimes even to

three years—which renders it both tedious and ex-
pensive; yet so highly is the article valued by the
agricultural community, that the privilege of the
inon')poly, is sold by the city, to the highest bid-

der, ibr periods of nine years each; and compa-
nies are formed, consisting of intelligent and
localihy men, which compete far the privilege of
monopoly. The present company pays to the

city of Paris one hundred and thirty thmn^und dol-

lars, for the exclusive privilege of removin<r and
using the contents of the privies—the company,
of cour.se, have the right to charge the proprietors

a certain price for the removal.

The estimated value of the article may be rea-

dily understood by the prices paid in Paris, and
the dislance to which it is carried. The price va-

ries from six to flight francs the hectolitre, which
is equal to about three and a half cubic feet, or to

two and eight-tenths Winchester bushels; which
will give about an average of 47 to 50 cents per

bushel—and then it is transported fi-om 60 to 100

miles from Paris, and even exported to the West
India Islands.

Chaptal entertained a higlv opinion of the value

of this manure, and speaks of it as follows:

—

"This pulverulent product is sought for by our

agriculturists, who acknowledge its good eflects;

let us hope, that becoming more enlightened, they

will employ the fecal matter itself, as being more
rich in nutritive principles, and abounding equally

with salts ; they can easily sovern and moderate

the too powerful action of this, by fermentation,

or what is better, by mixing with it plaster, earth,-

and other absorbents, \o correct the odor." The
suggestions of Chaptal induced a distinguished

chemist of Paris, in connexion with a friend of his,

to undertake a series of experiments, to ascertain

whether poudrette could not be inade, of equal

quality, without the necessary delay of solar eva-

poration, as in France, or by artificial heat, as In

London,—which experiments were, we are satis-

fied, altogether successful—and the coadjutor and
friend of that chemist is now in this city, and wilt

undertake the superintendance and management
of the sciejitific and mechanical department of a
company in this city, for its manufacture, as soon

as five thousand dollars more are subscribed to

provide the necessary outfit and buildings.

The general business of the company will be

under the superintendance and management of

an active business man, who will give informa-

tion and receive subscriptions at this office.

It has been a.scertained that from one thousand

five hundred, to two thovsand bushels may be
made per day, in this city, from the materials

which are now thrown away—and that it would be

worth from tivelve and a half to twenty-five cents

per bushel. Taking the lowest quantity and price,

it would be worth over one hundred and eighty

dollars per day, for at least 250 days in the year,

the average working time.

Of the improved process of preparation, we will

say that it is simple when understood. It is com-
pleted in from twelve to forty-eight hours, by the

addition of a preparation, or compound of vegeta-

ble substances, which disinfects it of^, or allays the

odor, without deteriorating the quality of the

manure; aided by machinery which prepares it

fl^r use, by dividing it into particles while drying,

from the size of a mustard seed, to that of a hen's

egg—or it may be reduced to a powder and put

into barrels, or made into cakes of any size and
dried tor transportation, and then ground for use.

The entire cost of outfit, including teams, appa-

ratus, maehinerv, and buildings, for preparing fif-
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teen hundred bushels, per day, will be less thiin fif-

teen thousand dollars: and six ihouRiind dollars will

commence it, on the scale of 500 bushels per day.

The capital to be entilled to one-third of the pro-

fits, which will be over four percent a month—
and subscribers to the amount of fi,ve hundred
dollars to have the privilege of using manure ut

half the market price.

When in successful operation in this city, mea-
sures will be taken to aive other cities, and large

towns, the benefit of so valuable an improvement
in city and airriciiltural economy.
Any information in our possession will be cheer-

fully communicated, as our desire is to contribute

all in our power to the cause of agriculture and
health.

From the New York Farmer.

URATE, OR MAJfCRE FROM URINE.

We have been furnished with the following

translation of a report made in France, on the

subject of manure made from urine, or the liquid

parts of the contents of sinks.

By this report it will be seen that this kind of
ananure is exceedinnly valuable, and has been
used to great advi,inlage—yet it is not held in as

high esiimalion as poadrette, orthe manure made
by evaporation, from the more solid parts^ol the
contents of sinks or privies. The value of poud-
rette is well understood and appreciated in France,
Germany and England, where it is extensively

used, and even exported to the West India islands

with great advantage.
There cannot, we believe, be a question as to

its superiority over any other manure, if it is not

deteriorated by the process of pre|)aration; and so

far as we are able to judge from the information
in our possession, we have no doubt as to the fa-

cility with which it may be prepared without de-
preciation.

The following extract from the report above
referred to, gives many interesting facts in relation

to the mode of using, and quaiuity required, on
different soils, &c.,

"Eight to nine bushels (or about 600 lbs.,) are
generally sufficient per arpeat—or French acre,

which is equal to one acre, one quarter, and two
square perches, our measure,—upon artificial mea-
dows, or upon grain after winter has passed, and
in dry soils. In poor soils, it is necessary to in-

crease the quantity from 12^ to 17 bushels per
arpent, or from 10 to 13 bushels to the acre
our measure, when used on grain in the tiill. In
damp soils it has been used with success, at the
rate of from 17 to 21 bushels for winter grain. On
the fertile soils of La Beauce, it has been used
with more success than plaster upon artificial

meadows, and only at the rate of 13 bushels per
arpent. In the vallies of Labrie fi-om 17 to 21
hushels, and at Montereau and de Bray from 8 to

10 bushels per arpent are used. This manure
may be dissolved in water, as its action is greater
when it rains, soon after it has been spread." The
time for using it is indicated by the nature of the
soil and mode of culture. Upon such soils as do'
riot retain water, it is better to spread it at the
time of sowins:. The moisture of the earth, and
the rains of that season, hasten its solution, and
the grain is better prepared to resist the efTects of

the winter. Nevertheless, if the sowi-L^ takes

place a very short time previous to ''^^ .setting ia

of the hard frosts, it would be li r .o omit
spreading the manure until early i spring.

—

•

Grain treated in this way has given
,

Juce very

superior tothat treated in adifi'eren' •i!ner;also,
"

when the soil retains water durinir '' vinter, it is

better to delay spreading the niant"- 'intil spring,

as without this precaution it would tie too much
diluted, except upon early sowing, ''i a wet sea-

son, more manure is required to be used in au-
tumn, thaii in spring, upon the sace quality of
sjround. The use of this manure is very profita-

ble upon spring wheat, and other spring crops,

if care is taken to spread it in damp or rainy wea-
ther.

When spread immediately after a heavy rain,

its effects are almost instantaneous. Ditring two
years trial, its effects have been iiigl.ly satisfactory.

The following are the results:

The crops have been rendered stronger, and
heavier by its use, and come earlier to maturity,

while the grain has been larger and better filled.

Oats have yielded double, and the grain very
heavy.
The same results have been obtained with bar-

ley.

Buckwheat has produced two or three times its

ordinary crop.

Potatoes have yielded twice as 'Tiany tubers,

which are much larger than usual, very mealy,
and of exquisite flavor. The manure is applied

-hv beinfj mixed with pulverized soil and put in

the hilir

Turnips have been able, after its application, to

resist the attack of the liquet, (an insect) which
eats the first leaves of the turi-.ip during the
drought.

Beetroots obtained a circumference of 23 inches,

were of a superior quality, and the leaves oi" un-
usual size. Upon the vine the trials have like-

wise been very successful, the vegetation ha^; been
more active and the period of ripening advanced
a fortnight, while the wine was of better quality

than .that from the same sort of vine on the same
ground, but which had not been thus manured.
For the culture of the vine, three difi'eret modes

of manunnii; have been tried, viz: Spreading it asi

in a cornfield, placing it at the loot of the vine, orr

by dissolving it in water, in the proportion of one'

pound to a i-allon. This last mode has been
found most successful. It has also been preferred

to the other methods both lor vegetables and fi-uit'

trees.

A great advantage of this manure is, that it

does not, like most other manures, pro[)affate

weeds, as it is entirely free from seeds; and that

it acts for two years at least upon the same ground
without renewal. For grass and clover, it is su-
perior to plaster, as it has never been found inju-

rious to sheep and cattle."

From tlie New York Farmer.

EXTRACT FROM AN AGRICULTURAL TOUR IK
WESTERN NEW YORK.

Tonawanda is a small stream flowing into the
River Niagara about twelve miles above the '

Falls. It is dammed at its mouth, and is used for

several miles as part of the Erie Canal. A con-
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eideral)lft village is irrowinsr wp n\ the nioutli of the

river, iiearlv opposite to Wliiiehavoii on Grand
Island; ami ln:*. timber from Grand Island, des-

tined lor th^ New York and liosion shipyards is

here admi!'-*ci into the «Tiand canal. 'J'he rail-

roads bei'/.i \" BuHalo and Nia^rara Falls passes

through tii^; .illage; and in limne, passengers in

the canal i^avketg will probably disembark liere

and take the -^ars to Bufiido, by which means a

distance, which, by water, occupies about three

liours, will be putrsrd over in less than an hour,

three quarte'-s oi" an hour wdl ordinarily be deem-
ed sutticient, :. -reat and most valuable gain to

travellers. Th- river Niairara, at the entrance of

the Tonau-anda .'liO it, presents deep water and
a secure anciiuiiiije ibr larije vessels, which
may be empl ^u! m navigating the lakes-, but

the dilliculty oi • -aching the lake against a surong

current and S'.hm dilficult rapids, excepting under
peculiarly ('avorai.ic winds or very strong power
of" steam, ma_, be thought to present strong ob-

stacles to its use and in)provement as a port of

shipment; Tluse, however, will be easily over-

come by ptgt! ai power, and availintr ol' the ship

canal at Blade Rock. This and Whitehaven,
nmst, (rom tlie facility of |)rocuring the best of

timber in the immediate vicinity, ofier a most lii-

vorable situation for the building ol' vessels?.-.. The
village is destined to extraordinary prosperity

from its advantageous situation and the great im-
provements now in progress. The land in the

vicinity of Tonawanda is of aln excellent descrip-

tion. As ffir as the backwater of the creek ex-

tends, a distance of three or four miles, this cir-

cumstance is prejudicial; the cultivation ,in some
places beittg necessarily hindered, and the general

healthiness of the country has been supposed to

be att'ectedi The latter circumstance, however,
is becoming obviated by clearance and cultiva-

tion. But, when the land is not so affected, the

soil is eminently favorable to wheat, oats, pota-

toes and grass. Indian ctfrn is sometimes culti-

vated with success, but it cannot be considered a

safe crop; The soil is improved by cultivation.

The whole country is ot calcareous ibrmation:

loam resting upon limestone and intermixed with
limestone gravel, which, in the form of a carbon-
ate, is se^n intermixed abundantly with the soil in

small grains. These being brought to the air by (he
plough, become decomposed ; and the soil in this

way acquires constantly increased blackness and
fertility. Peas are a favorite and very productive
crop. On visiting one of the best farms in the

neighborhood of the creek, the farmer informed
me that his crop of wheat usually averaged from
twenty-five to thirty bushels per acre; of peas, thir-

ty bushels; of grass, one and a half to two tons per
acre. He uses no manure lor his land, exceptmg
that he has spread some on his crass land; and
he showed me a field which, with the exception
of three intermediate years, had been in wheat
thirteen years without a diminution of the crop.

—

I have perfect confidence in the honor of the
gentleman who made these statements, but possi-

bly there may be some litlle unintentional over-
statement; as it almost always happens, where
crops are not matter of exact measurement, but
of estimate or conjecture merely, there is a tenden-
cy to overstate. A crop of wheat certainly, with-
out very careful cultivation, averaging fi-om twen-
ty-five to thirty bushels is quite larce. The af-

Vol. V—29

termath in the fields was short; and by no means
a liiir test of what the land is capable of being
made to do. The farming in most jjarts of thia

country was inferior and slovenly; and the regu-
lar introduction of clover, with all the grain
crops and the ploughing it in, would produce a
most favorable and extraordinary change in their

condition. Speculation, however, is so rifii, other
means of procuring money seem to promise so
much quicker n^turns; and labor is indeed so dif-

ficult to be procured, withal so expensive and
troublesome, that mere cultivation, it is to l)e fear-

ed, will continue to be regarded as a secondary
interest. The |>afsage of the canal through this

country, and the multitude of canal boats which
seem to pass and repass in an almost uninterrupt-

ed succession, aflbrd a ready and cash mai*ket
for all th^ produce of their farms. Their wants,
even then,- are but imperfectly supplied. The
growth of the country here is- m many places
magnificent—oak, black-walnut, maple, white-
wood and elm, of the largest description. JMostof
the wood, which is cut here, is fenl to Buffalo, or
sold at the steam saw mill on Grand Island.

—

JMuch of that which is suitable ibr timber is saw-
ed at the same establishment for this purpose.
The ride fiom Black Rock to the Niagara Falls,

by the side of the Niagara river, is extremely
beautiful; the expanse of' water, the several fine

islands skirted with rich Ibliasre to the water's edge;
and the excitement of an approach to the falls,-

which it is not easy to suppress, though you may
have visited them repeatedly, render this jaunt
exceedingly interesting and delightliil. The ride

for some miles below the falls towards Lake On-
tario increases in picturesque effect; and presents
many points of view embracing the falls them-
selves, the wonderful passage of this torrent

through its walls of natural masonry, which it

would seem, must have occupied centuries, not to

erect, but to excavate and widen, the compression
of the torrent before it branches into the whirl-

pool, where owing to the narrowness of the pas-

sage, and the velocity with which it is forced on-
ward, the central ridge of waters like the roof of a
barn is elevated at least ten leet above the edge
of the wa'ers at the shore; the whirlpool itself,

and afterwards the whole course of the river until

it enters into Lake Ontario, which is seen dis-

tinctly from the high grounds, and lastly the mag-
nificent and glittering expanse of the lake itself,

present a succession of views unrivalled and en-
chanting.

The land on the shores of the Niagara river,

from Tonawanda to a distance of three miles be-
low the fails, as far as my ride extended, is simi-

lar to what I have already described, excepting
that in some places the clayey portions predomi-
nate much more here than in others. A good
deal of this land has been a long time cleared and
the stumps removed. It is much of it of a very
fine character fbr wheat. A highly intelligent

gentleman of the village, at the falls, who ae

companied me, showed me a field, which with
the exception of one year, had been fbr thirty

years in succession in wheat, without manure, and
without any apparent diminution of its fertility.

—

Twenty to twenty-five bushels of wheat are con-
sidered an average yield; thirty are ofien obtained.

The first ploughing is generally shallow; after-

wards deeper ploughing improves the soil. Plas-
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ter and clover have not yet been tried. Improve-
ments are in proirress, and a spirit of enterprise

awal<ened, united with intelligence, irom which
the best effects will result; and which nnisf soon

put a different aspect on the whole (iice of this

splendid country; lor which in respect to pictu-

resque scenery, nature has lavished her gifts in

prodigal and almost unrivalled profusion.

Opposite Tonawanda, and lying alonix in the

river ibr a distance of about nine miles, is Grand
Island, a magnificent tract of land of an averase
width of lour miles, and containing about eigh-

teen thousand acres. The northern extremity is

insight of the rapids of the great falls, though
steam vessels and others cross tar below it from
the American side to Chippewa on the Canada
shore. A small portion of the island is at j>resent

cleared; and the remainder is covered with a no-

ble growth of the most valuble white oak tinsber,

black walnut, and other wood. The surfice of

the island presents few inequalities, and the hiffh-

est point is but a few feet above the river, in the

middle of which it is situated, and which furnishes

deep and excellent ship channels on either side.

The soil is excellent, where it has been brought
into cultivation; some of it beinff alluvial, and the

rest a rich loam with an intermixture in greater or

less measure of clay; suitable for wheat, oats,

grass, and succulent veiietables; and if the beet
cultivation for sugar, should be pursued to any ex-
lent, eminently adapted to that product. It is,

likewise, extremely well suited fjr dairying and
grazing. The land hitherto being held in com-
mon, and the objects of the company being main-
ly the getting of ship timber to market, sniall at-

tention has been given to agricultural operations
and improvements. I was much graiiiied here in

looking at the barn above 100 feet in lengih erect-
ed by Lewis F. Allen, Esq., near the^village of
Whitehaven, for the keeping of the numerous
ox-teams employed in the saw mill at that estab-
lishment. The barn is entered lengthwise, and
the great floor extends through the whole. The
mows for hay are on each side of the floor; and
lean-tos or close sheds are projected from each
side of the barn for the whole lengih, which fur-

nish stables Ibr the cattle. The w hole is well con-
trived, considering the flat situation in which it

stands; and the teams, and every thing connected
with the establishment, in excellent and farmer-
like condition. I shall forbear a more particular
account of it, as I hope at a future time to receive
it from Mr. Allen's own pen.

H. C.

From tlie Cultivator.

It is a practice in Germany, worthy of our imi-
tation to keep open a communication between the
cellars and principal chimney of the house, to en-
able the noxious air, more or or less generated
there, to escape. It also promotes the draft of the
chimney. The air in cellars oflen becomes
highly deleterious to health, and the sickness of
families may frequently be traced to the stagnant
and noisome air in these underground apartments.
Where there are different apartments in a cellar,

ventilation should be provided for, by leaving a
passage open over the doors of communication.

HABITS OF THE SALMON.

A very singular and inexplicable instinct has
been ascribed to the salmon, but which has been
doubled and disputed by many, even of those who
have turned their attention to the subject. The
fact to which we allude is, the propensity of sal-

mon to return from the sea to tlie identical rivers

wherein tliey were spawned. This has now been
established beyond the possibility of doubt. In
the report of our townsman, Mr. Robert Buisf,

superiiiiendent of the river Tay, under the act for

the protection of the breed of salmon, given in to

the rjneeting of heritors in October last, he noticed'

a curious experiment made last breeding season in

certain small fishing rivers in Sutherlandshire,
These rivers disembogue themselves into Loch
Shin, and no salmon were ever known to have
existed in their waters before ; but as they seemed
to be well adapted for breeding this species offish,

the Duke of Sutherland, the proprietor of these
rivers, resolved to have them planted with salmon.
Accordingly several pair were carried from other
rivers to which they were indigenous, and placed
in these during the breeding season, and there

they deposited their spawn. The result was
awaited for with considerable interest as calculated

to set at rest the disputed question. It appears by
a letter, Mr. Buist has just received from his cor-

respondent there, that the experiment has been
successful. The subject is. no doubt, of great in-

terest to those concerned wiih the fisheries, and
those who are curious in this department of natu-
ral his'tory. The letter states :

" Our last year's

planting oC sn\mon has returned to the same rivers

this }'ear. In the commencement of close time
we carried salmon to one of the rivers where we
put them last year, and left two of these rivers

without putting any into them to ascertain whe-
ther these salmon did or did not return to the ri-

vers where they were spawned ; and, at the usual

time of spawning, we found a few pair in each of
these rivers, where never a salmon was seen be-
fiire the fish we put into them last year; so that

we can have no doubt of every river having its

own breed of salmon, and that they will return to

their own rivers unless interrupted on the passage,
or encouraged into other rivers by an unusual
quantity of water. I never believed in this doc-
trine until I had the experience of it from the dif-

ferent sizes we have of the many rivers in the
north. I have studied all this with great care, and
I may say now, I am a complete disciple to these
habits of the salmon."

—

Perth Constitutional.

From the Genesee Farmer.

THE WIRE WORM.

Of all the insects that prey on the labors of the
husbandman, there are i'ew that make more seri-

ous inroads on his prosperity, or contribute more
effectually to lessen his profits, than the one whose
name is placed at the head of this article. The
wire worm is the larvag of a species of the senus
elater, of linnanis; a class of' insects known by
the familiar name of snapping bugs, so called from
the power they possess of throwing themselves
into the air when placed on their backs, and thus

regaining their feet, which on a smooth surface

they would otherwise be unable to do.
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The bugs occur on flowers, on various plants,

and on tlie <xrasses ; and deposite their eggs near

the roots uf plants, wiiere they find their way rea-

dily into the ground, and there; remain in the larv;c

slate lor a longer or sliorter time according to the

S()ecies, preying on the roots of such plants as

constitute their Ibod. It is in this state that the)'

do the mischief which renders them such a pestio

the farmer. The clater a[)|)ears partial to grass

lands, and hence such are the most inli^sted hythe
larvcP. It is on newly turned pasture or meadow
land, that crops ot corn or grain are the most liable

to suffer.

According to Wilson, the name of wire worm.
bestowed on the iarv;B of several species of ela-

ters, is more specihcally applicable to that of the

calaphagus Uncatus of Stephens. lis habits have
been carefully examined by Mr. Bierkander of

Sweden, who calls it the root worm. " The body
is very narrow, of a yellow color, hard, smooth
and shining, and composed of twelve segments, on
the last of which are two indented dark colored

specks. Tlie head is brown, the extremity of the

jaws black. It is said to remain five j'ears in the

larvae state, from which it issues as an elater, the

£!. segctis of Bierkander, synonymous with the

£. lineatus of Linnesus, and the insect above
named of Stephens." The anterior segments
have six tijet, and with the aid of these and lis

scaly head, it burrows in the ground with great

rapidity.

Great damage is often occasioned by the wire
worm to the turnip crops in England, fiuniers be-

ing sometimes compelled to sow their land as ma-
ny as two or three times, the first plants being
entirely devoured. " In the year 1813, according

to Mr. Spence, this larvae destroyed the greater

proportion of the annuals sown in the botanic gar-

den of Hull. In such cases. Sir Joseph Banks
recommended that pieces of potatoes, stuck on
sharpened sticks, should be placed in the ground
near the seeds, and examined and cleared of the

wire worms that would adhere to and leed npon
them from time to time." The lavee of the £J.

striatas attacks the roots of wheat, and like those

of the other species where they abound, are in

some seasons productive of immense danger to

the farmer.

In this country, the only one known to produce
eerious injury, is the Iarva3 ot" the U. linetitns, and
the damage has hitherto been principally confined

to corn, a crop scarcely known in England, and of

course never taken into account when speaking of
the insect. As the culture of the roots extend, its

depredations in that way may attract attention,

but now it is hardly known, except in connexion
with grass or corn, and here it is frequently terri-

bly destructive. In dry seasons we have seen
large portions of pastures or meadow land, the

turf of which loosened by the roots, being cntirelv

cut off, might be rolled up like a carpet, in pieces

of any required size, and the numbers of the worm
collected m such places, was such as to defy cal-

culation. Corn it attacks as soon as it is put into

the ground, or begins to swell and sprout, and
rarely leaves a plant till it dies, when it shifts to a

new and fresh one. A friend of ours last year
turned over a piece of meadow land, rolled it

smooth, and planted it with corn. It was soon as-

sailed by the worm, and in a few days plats of se-

veral rods s(|uare were entirely destroyed ; while

tjie whole piece was more or less injured. In

some of the hills of corn, as man}' as twenty or

twenty-five worms could be Ibund at once, preying
on the roots, penetrating the stalk below the sur-

face of (he ground, and thus, in both ways, rapid-

ly exhausting the vital juices. As the ground
was very rich, and the small quantity that grew
the last year would have had no eflcctiii exhaust-

ini; the soil, after receiving a thorough ploughincr,

the land has been again planted, but present ap-
near:\nces indicate no better success than before.

Tlie hills are already flill of worms, and. in many
instances, examination shows that each root or

shoot as last as ihey appear, are totally demol-
ished.

Tlie wire worm is the most difficult to destroy of

any insect the farmer is called to encounter.

—

Deep in the earth among the roots on which he
preys, carelidly avoiding all approach to the sur-

face, or exposure to the light, possessing the pow-
er of moving with the necessary rapidity in the

loosened soil, he is rarely noticed, or his presence

delected, except by the ravages he commits. The
cut worm, with which the wire worm is by some
confounded, is sometimes very destructive, but his

operations are carried on above ground, and he is

easily detected and despatched. Clumsy in hi.=i

movements, and penetrating the earth with diffi-

culty, the cutworm is very unlike ihe smooth wire
Vv'orm, which, when brought to the surfiice, again
buries himself almost instantly. The cut worm
undergoes his transformation, it is believed, with-

in the year; the wire worm continues in his de-

structive state, for (bur or five years. Various ap-
plications have been recommended to destroy or

ilriveaway this voracious depredator; but little

reliance can be placed on any we have seen tried,

that would not destroy the plants also. For our-

selves, we should place the most dependence on
ploughing, late in the lidl, the land intended to be
cultivated the ensuing year. Afler the wire worm
has committed his summer's eating, as the cold

weather comes on, he becomes torpid, and remains
in this state tdl spring. If while in this state, he
is thrown out of the ground, where he is exposed
to the severe frosts and vicissitudes of the season,

he must perish ; and this exposure is more surely

effected by ploughing late in the fall than in any
other way.

UTILITY OF tilllE IN PRESERVING FENCE
POSTS.

Accident in some instances, has led to the dis-

covery that lime, applied to wood, preserves it

ll-om decay. The wliitewashmg ofltinces is prac-

lisi'd, more as a substitute for paint, anil tor ap-
pearance sake, than to prevent decay. Even this

superficial mode of applying lime, is of some use

in preserving wood. Having liill confidence in

the efficacy of lime, as a preservation of wood, to

make fence posts less subject to rot, I have this

season, for the first time, used it as follows: I

provided a number of narrow boards, about three

icet long of various breadths, and one inch thick,

with a hole in the end of each. When the hole

in the ground was ready for the reception of the

post, some lime was put into it; on this lime the

post was placed ; some of the narrow boards were
then selected and placed to and around the post in

the hole. The jiround was then rammed into the
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hole aller the usual manner; and, when filled, the

boards were drawn out. This is done with ffreat-

erlkcility, hy putting a stick into the hole in the

upper end ot" the board, hy which it may lie raised

by a lever or prise, if too last to draw out, other-

wise. The boards beiii<j^ all removed, fill the

space they occupied with quick lime: if but par-

tially, it is better than if totally slaked, because as

it slakes it will expand and make the posts stand

very firm. It' altogether slaked, it also swells and
makes the post quite secure. From three to five

posts with hewn or uniform butis will require one
bushel of lime. Boards to surround the post half

an inch thick (and perhaps this thickness of lime

may be sutlicient) would not take half that quan-
tity. The liiue is all the additional expense, ex-

cept the extra labor, (which is very trifling.) to be

incurred by setting a It-nce, with that part of the

posts in the ground enveloped in hme.
To prevent the ground Irom adhering to the

posts at the surliice, and occasioning iheir decay,

this part being the one which generally first be-

gins to rot, lime mortar is apjilied, plastering

round the posts with an elevation adjoining to the

wood. Into this mortar, gravel was pressed to

prevent the rains irom washing it away. This
mortar may be applied at any time most conveni-

ent after the (t;nce is made.

—

Memuirs of Phlla-

fielphia Society.

For tlie Farmers' Register.

^BIVIARKS SUGGESTED BY A VISIT TO WAR-
REX COUATY.

By THE Editor.

Warren iCounty, in North Carolina, is in tl"i.e

same geological range with the upper parts of

4>inwiddie and Henrico, in V^irginia, and other

lands lying over the belt of granite which Ibrms
the falls of all the rivers. The granite belt south

of the Roanoke, however, seems much broader

than in Virginia, and the surface of the earth to

furnish soils oi' very different and superior quality

to the more northern granite lands above referred

to, in Virginia. The liills of the Roanoke, extend
as far down as Weldon, fifteen miles below Gas-
ton, which of course fixes the southern visible

limit of the granite belt, and it is traced in the

cutting of the railway, and elsewhere along its

course, lor more than thirty-five miles above Gas-
ton. The railway, now constructing, passes along
the ridge which separates the Roanoke and the

Tar rivers, with no considerable deviation from
the summit of the ridge, except where the road
crosses these two rivers. Though, as usual in

our country, the ridge is very level, and therefore

furnishes an excellent railway route, the surface of

the county of Warren is generally broken, and the

land hilly, except on the summits of the ridges,

where it is invariably poor. The sloping and hilly

lands lying on the small streams, (very improperly,
throughout all the United States, called creeks,)

furnish all the good high lands of Warren; and
there is a very large proportion of good quality,

though none is very rich. The texture is of va-
rious degrees, from light loam to stiff clay—the
former, and that which approaches to it, beinsr

designated as the "gray" and the latter as "red

land." The red lands enjbriice sU the richest and

best soils, and nearly or quite all the poor and level

ridifes are gray.

If it were not that the fact is so general, and so

notorious, that it attracts no observation, it would
be a suipject of curiosity and wonder, that the soil

of level ridges should be poor, while the lands s'o-

ping from them, hilly and exposed to washing rains

as they may be, are superior in li*rlility, and some-
times even very rich, when the neighboring ridires

are very poor. M. Puvis, when treating of sim-

ilar soils in France, (in his article on "aro-ilo-

silicious" soils, given at length in vol. iv, of Far-
mers' Rpirister,) supposes that the last geologi-

cal chanire was the covering, by some great Hood,

of the whole siirfiice of the country, by a thick de-

posite of the earth which now forms the soil of the

ridges—which earth is what he designates as the

"argilo-silicious," and which is precisely what was
described in the Essay on Calcareous iManures as

the "add ridge lands'^ of lower Virginia. Accord-
ing to M. Puvis' theory, after the whole country
had been buried under this uniform and deep cov-

er of barren earth, other great floods, aiding the

slow operation of the streams which still flow, cut

down and washed away the earth, so as to expose
the present surfaces of the slopes, and reach the

more fertile earth below. But however plausible

this view may appear to speculative geoloffists, it

will not pass with tanners, or other practical inves-

tigators. If this poor surface earth had been thus

super-imposed, the different varieties, and richer

-strata which now present their edges to form the

hilly slopes, would still lie horizontally below the

ridges, and wouhl be reached and identified in

digging wells, and even exposed by the washing
away of the thinner portions, at the edges of the

barren cover. No such thing has ever been heard
of; and poor as the surface soil of a ridge is, no one
expects to find richer so/7 (though mineral manures
mav exist,) at any depth below.

My short visit to Warren was induced by pri-

vate and personal objects, which permitted no
other than incidental and chance-directed, as well

as very hasty views of the soils and of the agri-

culture of the county—and of course such obser-

vations are worth very little. Even if there had
been an intention of niaking any thing deserving

the name of aijricultural observations, and time

and leisure could have been afforded lor that pur-

pose, I should have been deterred from making the

attempt, by the general and unvarying statement

made, in answer to my questions, that there was
no improvement or even preservation of existing

fertility made, or even attempted by any cultivator;

and that the whole system of agriculture consisted

in clearing as much forest land, every winter, as

possible, getlino' out of it as many and as heavy
crops as possible, (and all exhausting crops,) and
when worn down to sterility, sooner or later, to

"turn it out" waste, until somewhat restored, after

many years, by the improving operations of na-

ture—the sole improver of land in this region.

This is the earliest mode of cultivation in almost

every country—and therefore it would be idle to

look for exceptions, here or elsewhere. But when
such wide-spread, obvious, and deplorable exam-
ples of the effects of this system are exhibited in

the similar and not remote lands in Virginia, it

might be supposed that the intellisent planters of

Warren woukl see the expediency and the profit

of securing and preserving the natural fertility of
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tlioir lamls, of which, they have, as yet, vvasleil

and destroyed but a small [)ro|)ortioii. It would
bt! both very easy, and very prolitable, to otleci

this object, il" conunenceil now; bin if the edort is

delayed as loni; as is expected, the lands of War-
ren will be reduceil to the same hopeless state ot

iuipoverishnient us has been produced by the like

course on much land north of the Roanoke and
other parts of the hke hilly re<);ion of Y'lrginia,

in the same ranife above the falls. Hopeless, be-

cause the naturally rich st)il, vvhicii, if lelt, could

have recovered, will be washed away, and no cal-

careous manures can be obtained to aid in reviving

these, or to teriilize the naturally poor soils. War-
ren county now has a lar<re [jroportion of produc-
tive soil, and nmch tliat is very valuable; but let

these be as much worn and washed as the contin-

uation of the present cultivaiion will certainly ef-

fect, and there will be no agricultural region more
worthless, or of which the profitable resuscitation

will be more desperate.

The present productiveness of the Warren lands,

and the great returns which have been derived

from even their heretofore wasteful and impover-
ishing cultivation, is sufficiently proved tiy the

amount of annual income, and of' accumulated
wealth, of all the cultivators who have pursued
well (that is with industry and economy,) their

very bad s^'slem; and of the whole number, the

proportion is very large of thriving and wealthy
men.

It was stated above, that the rocks of Warren
are of the same kind as are found in the narrow
strip of country in Virginia which lies over and
immediately above the fiills-^and that the flice ol'

the country, in form and unevenness, was like a
higher range of lands, as in Brunswick. Amelia,
&c. But I should infer, that in the texture and
character of the soil, the lands of Warren were
more like those of a siill higher ranije, such as are

presented in Charlotte county in Virginia. Tfie

appearance of the deep red clay sub-soil, and its

known improvable nature, where lying under the

best soils in Warren, seemed to indicate its gene-
ral resemblance to the fine soils of Wanlslbrk in

Charlotte, and on James river in Goochland, both of

which somewhat ap[)roach the peculiar character-

islicsof the noble soil ofthe South-west Mountains.
I have long been satisfied that the peculiar value
ofthe latter lands, and their fitness to be improved
by clover and gypsum, is caused by their having a
large (though still not sufficient) natural proportion

of lime. No one has thought of trying clover and
gypsum in Warren; but I incline to believe that

they would operate well on the best soils, (as the

slopes ofGreat and LitdeFishing creeks,) and ifso,

there would be found new and immense resources of

fertility and profit. But without resorting to these

aids, and by merely using putrescent manures, and
avoiding the most exhausting tillage, it would be

easy to preserve the present productive condition

ofthe Warren lands.

There are scarcely any pine trees in the natural

forests, and none at all on the good red soils. Oaks
of difierent kinds form the principal growth, and
next to oaks, hickory seemed most abundant on
the better soils. I saw but little of the latter kind
of land—and on that, no growth that elsewhere
indicates very great fertility, or calcareous, or oth-
erwise very fine soils—as pawpaw, walnut, locust,

hackberry, &c. Much ofthe surface is strewed with
1

small rocks, (notrouiulcd,) the kinds of which have
an evi(rent relation to the (|ualities ofthe soils; and
an observer who united a knowledge of mineralogy
and geology with that of the agricidlural (jualitieg-

ol'soiis, might, in this respect, make impoi;tant and
highly useful discoveries. 1 greatly regret that I

cannot bring any such knowledge to bear on ag-
ricultural investigations—though even to my igno-
rance, it is evident that great would be the public

gain if vve had any well informed, observing and
communicative liirmers, who understood how to

apply to agriculture the truths of chemistry, min-
eralog}^, and geology; or, if our chemists and geol-

ogists had any thing oli and did not slight in iheir

investigations, and treat with disdain, the proper

knowledge of agriculture.

The stones are rarely thick enough to require

being removed, or to be put into heaps, to be out of
the way of tillage; and their presence is considered

desirable on the hilly lands, as serving partially to

prevent the washing away ofthe soil. I infer that

it is not the existing stones which have this efl'ect,

mechanically, but that the soil, formed by the for-

mer disinteijration of such stones, resists washing.
The stone Ibund on the ridges is quartz, (or "flint

rock,")^v'^''6,ordullyellow, and incliningto brown,
according to its greater or less degree of purity—
and the whiJest and purest indicates the poorest

soil. On the richest soils of tlie slopes there are

other kinds of stone. The first is principally alu-

minous, of a dull yellowish brown color, when
newly broken, and the fi-acture as rough as that of

a half burned brick. The gravel, which is very

abundant over this land, is mostly formed by the

former disintegration of this comparatively soil

rock. On the best soils of the slopes, besides this

rock, there is another kind, or perhaps t\vo others,

the black and blue, both very hard, heavy, and
evidently containing much iron^ The li-acture is

smooth, the interior color is dilferent shades of
slate color, and sometimes purple. In some, it

has a blackish ground, filled as thickly as possible

with minute specks of white. The deeper cuts

made for the railway (along the ridge) exhibit

throughout what seems as the mouldering skele-

ton of an ancient rock formation. To the eye the

appearance is that of rock, as shown in the regular

structure of its layers and veins, and position of the

materials; to the touch, it is but earth, and crum-
bles into a mixture of clay, fine sand, and coarse

(Travel, all of which are seen separate, though
close adjacent, before the removal. The colors

are also as different, and distinctly separated, as

are the qualities which affect texture. Parts of

the rock form a perfectly white earth, some yel-

lowish or pale red, and some a deep red inclining

to purple. The present exposure would present

an interesting study lor a geologist—and yet I

doubt whether the liarmer could learn any thing

from the report of a geologist on the rocks of this

region, except perhaps that "here is granite

—

here grauwacke—and there lies micaceous slate;"

Irom which we are able to learn as little from tlie

men of science, as they will stoop to acquire of our

more humble practical knowledge. The world ha.s

as yet derived almost nothing of the immense, ines-

timable benefits, which are to be found, and might
be attained by proper instruction, in the combined
application of science and agriculture. All the

most important principles in agriculture rest on
the truths established by, or derivable from, chem-
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istry, mineraloory and geology—and yet no man
|

of science has discovered and announced a single

important itnprov^ement in agriculture, vvliilst by
false deductious tliey iiave countenanced many
great and dangerous errors. The importance of

such a connexion ami combination of knowledge
is ton little considered, even by the lew who have
thought of it at all. The important discovery

of vertical draining, chance-made by the igno-

rant farmer Elkingion, was easily deducible from

a knowledge of geology and of hydrostatics. All

the original and useful discoveries in regard to the

nature and management of soils and manures
oufht tq have been made still earlier by chem-
ists; yet for not one are we indebted to the learn-

ed. And as drainers ought to derive aid from ge-

olosy, and cultivators ti'om chemistry, so men of

science sometimes might profit by the aid of igno-

rant though practical men. Of this trutii, an illus-

tration is close at hand. On the Greensville and
Roanoke railway a deep cut struck a vein of' water

passing through quicksand—and the continual ca-

ving in of the earih deltirred the completion of the

work for months, and caused an increased expen-

diture of thousands of dollars. The source of

this water had been previously readied by a well

du^T by a conh actor at the highest point of eleva-

tion, and the hydrostatic pressure was even theire

so (Treat as to cause the water to rise almost to the

top of the well. If the inclination and direction of

the strata were such as to permit the operation, a

ditcher, possessed of Elkinglon's [jractica'l know-

ledge, would have known at once where to tap this

sprmg, at some other point, perhaps a mile li-om

the railway, and have drawn away the water by

a lower and prefi'.rable outlet, and at a very small

expense. As soon as the vent was opened by the

railway excavation, the water in the well sunk, and

the supply to the well was either nearly orquite lost.

The larger crops cultivated in Warren, are corn

and oats lor home consumption, a little wheat for

market, and on the best lands, tobacco generally

in the upper, and cotton in the lower half of the

county. The length of the land carriage to mar-

ket( Petersburg) has heretoliire kept down the pro-

duction of vvheat; but the Raleigh ami Gaston rail-

way will atiord sufficient tiicility and cheapness of

carriaije to make this, what its soil fils it to be, a

verv fine wheat country.

Tliere is nothing worth the name of a rotation of
crops—iniless such should be called the continued

succession ofsome of the above five crops, chosen

each year merely according to views of present

profit, and kept up as long as the land is thought

worth tilling—say from ten years on the poorer, to

fitly or more on the best lands. If, before the final

exhaustion and "turning out" there is at any time

a single year of rest afforded to a field, (and that

is no rest from grazing the scanty cover of grass

that may fjrow,) it is not by design, nor for the

purpose of improvement, but because the annual

clearings of the farmer have a little outstripped

his annual wearing-out of soil, and that therefore

he has more land worth the labor of tillage than

he has hands to work. However, such short rest-

ing times rarely occur, and scarcely affect the gen-

eral system. The little manure that is made is

criven entirely to the tobacco and cotton fields.

No grass crop is sown, and none reaped, except

on a very small proportion of natural wet meadow
around.

The exhausted lands, when turned out, though
bearing no pines among their former virgin growth,
produce them in preliirence to other large second
growth of trees. Still however pines spring very
slowly and thinly—and scarcely begin to cover

what had once been good lands, until aHer thirty

or flirty years. Briers and sumach bushes pre-

cede the pines; and all do not prevent, for many
years after the cessation of tillage, the growth of
sweet and nourishing grass, which though a very

scanty crop for the great extent of surface, fur-

nishes an abundant supply of early summer food

for the cattle. The cattle seen on the old fields

on Mr. B 's land on Great Fishing creek,

(where I made most of my observations,) were
remarkably fiit, (on the 7tli of July)—and I un-
derstood that the first month of grass was gene-
rally enough to make them fat. Yet the cattle

must be badly prepared by the severe suflerinas

of the previous winter for speedy liittening. Mr.
B. staled that the wintering of their cattle was
generally very badly effected, that all 'suffered

greatly before the spring, and that a large pro-

portion on most farms died—and that he himself

calculated on losing five or six, on an average, out

of his small number of stock every winter. 1 infer

that it would be a fiir more profitable course to sell

(or consume) as beef, in summer, when they are

very fat, at least as many as the average number
expected to die of poverty and lice during the next

winter. I cannot pretend to point out tlie precise

causes of these losses in cattle; but there can be

no question but that it is from management as bad
for the cat'tle as the system of cropping is for the

land. This must be a very excellent grazing coun-
try; and if proper sustenance and care are atlbrded

lor winter keeping, and proper markets are opened,

at home or abroad, cattle and sheep will be here a
more profitable object tor the farmer's care, than
any ol' the now staple crops.

Judging from the report of others, and from my
own slight personal observation of his property, I

inter that my friend Mr. B. is a successful and pro-

fitable cultivator, upon this very bad general sys-

tem of cultivation. But lie altogether disclaims

any pretension to the character of a farmer—and
for my part, I certainly cannot consider any one as

a good farmer, who does not increase his capital of
itiriility, by improving the soil, as well as obtain

sufficient annual returns from liis tillage. Accord-
ing to this definition, then, whilst there are very
many industrious and money-making cultivators

in Warren, there is not one good firmer.

The Raleigh and Gaston railway will be com-
pleted from the Roanoke as fir as Chalk Level,
about forty-five miles, by next July, thus afford-

ing to all Warren and [)art of Granville county,
railway transportation to Petersburg. This valu-

able public work will aild greatly to the nett profits

of agriculture, and of course to the value of lands,

and the wealth of" the proprietors in this region.

But notwithstanding, the importance of this pub-
lic improvement has not yet been duly appreciated
and adequately supported by the many wealthy
people of the neighboring country. It is viewed
by most persons simply as an interest-paying fund,

and valued merely according to the dividends, or

money profit, expected. It is true that this is all

that foreign or distant subscribers can look to; and
the very liberal subscriptions made, without the

borders of North Carolina, show the hiah estimate
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that lias been made of this part of tlie value.
|

But to all who will send their crops to market hy

the railway, or who possess lands that will he in-

creased in value and price by the new fiicility nl-

fJjrded, there are inducements ollered to sustain the

work, still more important. It is true that these

profits cannot be apportioned accordinfj 'o the re-

spective amount ol" subscrij)iions, but will be shar-

ed by all, whether contributintr to aid the work or

not. Rut that very condition should *jive fiprce to

the moral oblijialion on all who are to be mani-

festly benefited, to aflbrd aid—and that they should

not remain indebted to the contributions or alms oi"

others, for profit and wealth to themselves.

The Ibrest irrowth of Warren is fjenerally beau-

tiful—beintr principall_v of oaks, whi(di surpass all

other trees in beauty and mafrnificence. In many
pans there is very little nnder-fjrowth, and the

trees, and the whole rrround as left by nature, form

a scene as beautiful as any fjrove or pleasure

gtrounds planted or nursed by man, and far more
gratifyins; to my view than any such product of

art. The little villaiie of Warrenton owes its

great and peculiar beauty to havinnr been built in

an oak forest, and many of the trees having been
left, and of course as irrefrular in position as nature

would fix, and correct taste would desire them to

he. A lew acres of the fine oaks in some parts of

Warrenton, for beauty and rfrandeur, are worth all

the aspens, balm-of-ijileads, lombard3^-poplars and
other exotics planted in straifrht lines and at right

angles, in the Capitol Square in Richmond. I hear-

tily wish that the trees of our Capitol Square and
their tasteless superintendents, whoever they are,

were both rooted out effectually. The bad taste

exercised in the planting of that beautiful location,

was as great, as the total ignorance of the qualities

•of soils and manures displayed in the means used
to enrich the ground.
The village of Warrenton is three miles distant,

by a nearly level cross ridge route, from the Ra-
leigh and Gaston rail road. I was informed by
the engineer who has in charge that division of the
road that a lateral railway from "Warrenton might
be constructed and used so cheaply, that it is sur-

prising that it has not been undertaken bv those

interested in the trade and prosperity of Warren-
ton. The existing trade of that place is merely of

import—of commodities brought to be sold by re-

tail to the neighboring people. Ot' course all the

heavy transportation is towards Warrenton—and
to facilitate that alone, and to avoid any chanire of

loading between Petersburg and Warrenton, would
bean important object. But this is not half the bu-

siness that might be expected for this little railway.

It would make Warrenton, what it never has yet

been, or aspired to, a place of deposite and sale for

country produce, and of the export trade to larger

towns. This will follow of course, (if the present

trade is retained) when the transportation from
Warrenton is made almost as easy and as cheap
as if it was altogether on the main road. All the

people of the neighboring country buy their man-
ufactured goods and groceries in Warrenton, and
a vast amount of money is in that manner annu-
ally expended in that place. Now if the mer-
chants would buy, as well as sell, and could give
the Petersburg and Norfolk prices, with the mere
deduction of the cost of transportation to market,
(and surely they could afford this to all who bought
of them,) then the convenience and interest of the

farmers would concur in making that a place of
sale, as much as now a place li^r llieir jnirchases

—

and the one kind of tratic would oiler additional in-

ducements lor the other, so as greatly to increase

both, and the whole trade of all kinds.

The great improvement made by substituting

canals (or niill-tionds is extending in the counties

of Halifax and Warren. I was told of several re-

cent changes of the kind, which had worked ad-
mirably. By one, a pond of three hundred acres

has been changed to valuable arable land. In
another case, Mr. W. W. Thorne, of llalifiix

county, owned a mill, the pond of wliich was
deemed so injurious to the health of his neigh-

bors, that they offered him twelve Itundred dollars

to cut the dam. He made a canal which is onlj-

six feet wide, and which, as yet, takes in only the

smaller of two streams, which before supplied his

pond: and notwithstanding, besides the pecuniary

payment, and his share of land covered by the

larn-e pond, he has gained a considerable increase

of water power—while his neighbors have gainer?

the fiir greater benefit of relief from sickness.

It seems, that though the mill law of North
Carolina is much the same as that of Virginia,

that in practice its operation is not so enormously
unjust and injurious; because, for the erection of

every new mill, it is necessary for the proprietor

to establish clearly that a mill is there wanting for

the public convenience, before he can ])ut it up.

It is therefore that Warren is yet generally healthy,

instead of being like Brunswick, or as it would have
been, if situated in Virginia. The general practice

•under the law in Virginia, is for juries to assess

very small damages for the land actually over-

flowed, none lor any land otherwise damaged by
the accumulation or discharge of water—not a
cent for the chance of poisoning a neighborhood

by the production of malaria—and withal, to grant

this power of destruction, not because the public

interest strongly requires a new mill—nor even
because individual interest requires it— but often

because the whim, or the isnoiance, or even the

spirit of rivalry and malice in an individual,

prompts him to build up another mill in a neigh-

borhood, where there were, before, more than

enough for all useful purposes. The only efl^ec-

rual opposition has generally been found to be

that of the owner of an older mill, who dreaded

the opposition of a new one: and their neighbors,

who were to suffer disease or death from the new
poisoning establishment, have generally acted as

if they had no interest whatever in the question.

Yet it"" we could bring back the money (and mo-
ney's worth of time and labor,) paid and lost by
the sickness, and prostration of vigor, caused by
the effluvia of mill ponds—and the population des-

troyed, or driven abroad to the west, by the same
cause—Virginia would be made at once compara-
tively a rich and populous country.

From the Cultivator.

MULT.EIIV A SAFEGUARD AGAINST MICE.

The common Mullein, ( Verbascum,) Harkher-
mer informs us, after being properly cleared of the

adhearing earth and other impurities, is extensive-

ly used in German graneries, roots, stocks and
flowers, in order to prevent the depredations of
mice, and that it affords a complete protection

against these vermin. Bundles of it are placed in
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every corner, and on the grain itself. The mice will

suddenly disappear fi-om biirnes where it is j)laced.

From tlie Courier and Enquirer.

IMPORT OP FOREIGN WHEAT INTO THE CITY
OF NEW YORK.

From Enrrland.

Holland,

1S35.—October.

17.000 bush.

1,200

1836.— February.

From Enaland, 34,000

Holland, 2,000

From England,

From England,
Germany;
Austria,

From England,
France,
Holland,

From England,
Holland,

1836.—March.

1S36.—April.

33,000
3,000

3,000

1836.—May.

17.500

9,000

4,500

1836.-June.

8,800

7,800

1836.—July.

1836.—August.
From Holland,

From Holland,

1836.—September,

From England, 15,600

Germany, 1,600

1836.—October.

From England, 44,700

Germany, 24,700

36,000

42,800

39,000

31,000

16,600

8,200

3,60a

17,200
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lias, moreover, conducted liis experinieiils entirely

imlepcnileiit ol" any sii^ixeslions, and the wliole

construciion ol' his machine diliers entirely Irom
J)nven|iort"?.

Ti>e small machine which was shown to iis |ire-

scntod literally a stupendous operation ; apparent-

ly at perl'eci rest I'roni its inconceivable velocity, it

produced a hinn which was almost dealiiinij. fie

has hiiherto heen unable to [)rocure in models ot'

any size a rate of revolution cNcecdinir six hun-
dred per minute ; but he lately has made a very
imponant discovery, which, beinu applied to the

model we sjaw, has run its speed Irom six hundred
up to the astonishiniT rate of six thousand in a

tuuuite. ll" this be true, (which we cannot doubt
from Its almost api)allin«r velocit}',) the mairnetic

poles, chaniimtj twice in every revolution, must
chantje ai the enormous rate of twelve thousand
in a minute. This model (thoutfh extremely iin-

perlect, havinff been made Ity iiis own hands,) in

the opinion of an eminent machinist of this city,

will carry a common sized lathe. Want of pecu-
niary aiii has prevented Dr. P. from conductuiir

the experiment as he wishes, but we hope eome
liberal patron will soon be found to take an interest

with him, and we stronijly desire to see the full

value of the invention first realized in our own
city. Dr. Pajje assures us that he has entirely

surmounted the objection that a proportionate

maiinetic intensity cannot be given to machilies of
verv larije dimensions.

We tbrirot to mention that the maximum speed
•of the machine is attained in about 15 seconds.

From tlie Quarterly Journal of AgriouItUre^

ON SflfUT, canfciSr, axd rust ou mildew
IN CORN, WlTil THE ALLEGED AND ASCER-
TAINED CAUSESj AND MODES OP PUEVEN-
TIONi

[The foilowin* paragraph made part of our intro-

'ductory remarks to Mr. Bauer's account of the diseases

<of wheat, (p. 278, vol. ii. Far. Reg.) ; and it is here

repeated, as equally applicable to the present time, and

to the different nomenclature used in the following ar-

ticle :

" Notwithstanding all the labors of agriculturists and

of the men of science who have written on the diseases

of wheat, there are few subjects more enveloped in ob-

scurity, or offering more difficulty to the novice who
endeavor? to investigate the Causes of any of the many
diseases to which this plant is subject. It is not so

much on account of the erroi-s and mistakes of the

various writers, (considerable as they doubtless are,)

as to the facts they have asserted, that the difficulty has

arisen, as to the want of clearness and uniformity in

the use of names, and the uncertainty as to what dis-

ease is meant by any one particular name. The terms

blight, mildew, rust, blast, smut, scab, stud, stunt, have

been used either in England or this country, so loosely,

that it cannot be known what is meant by either, with-

out a very particular description of the symptoms of

the disease : and the symptoms are seldom described

plainly enough for this end. A great service might be

rendered by any person, who, from his acquaintance

with the actual diseases, and with what has been pub-

lished concerning them, could properly adjust terms

and descriptions, and merely srive a clear account of
Vol. V-30

I the opinions entertained in England and America, of
the causes and remedies of the diseases of wheat, and

j

how fill those of the one country are identical with

j

tliosc of the other. This would enable us at least to

profit by the knowledge already existing, but which is

sealed up from most persons liy the improper use of

names, either by the writer or read(M-— and doubts are

thus created, even as to the terms that are properly ap-

plied. But far greater benefits might be conferred on
agriculture in this respect, if scientific men would pur-

sue the invstigation, and not only define the diseases,

but search out their causes, and thence the remedies."

Whatever may be the value of the following opini-

ons, as to causes and remedies, the writer, like Mr.
Bauer, has the rare merit of so clearly describing the

diseases of wheat, tnat his readers may always know
which is referred to— although his names, in two out of

the three cases, are different, and in one of them, en-

tirely opposed to terms used by the best informed agri-

culturists, and in the best wheat districts of Virginia.

If we were to take as authorities the language of ill'

informed farmers, and of agricultural writers in gene'
ral, we should be involved in inextricable difficulties

by their different names for the same diseases of

wheat,, and the different applications of the same names.
But, even if we confine our comparison to the more
recent writers, and those of high authority, the same
difficulties and contradictions will be found most re-

markable. Thus the disease which, in Virginia, is

called smut is called " canker" by the well informed

writer of the following article, and "pepper brand or

smut balls" hy Mr. Bauer, and "smuf by Sir John
Sinclair in the elaborate article in his last (the 5th)

editio>n of the Code of Agriculture, republished in the

Farmers' Register, (p. 337, vol. iii.) At least, both

Sinclair and this writer give the same French name
" le carie," for the disease called by the one the smut
and by the other the canker. If the French are equal-

ly loose and incorrect in applying their terms "carie"
and "nielle, charbon," &,c. which is not unlikely, then

there is additional cause furnished for uncertainty and
error. Again, the disease of wheat and oats which, in

Virginia, is commonly called " black-head" and " blast,"

is certiinly the "smut" of this writer, and the "smut or

dust brand" cf Bauer. The " 7-ust" is applied by
this writer as is general in Virginia—but the same dis-

ease is generally, by other English authorities, called

"mildew" and sometimes "blight." Thus it is very
doubtful, in regard to any writer, who is not very full

and clear in describing the disease he treats of, whe-
ther his readers may not totally and yet differently mis-

conceive and misapply his instructions. A reformed

nomenclature is greatly wanting to agriculture gene-

rally—but in no department so much as in regard to

the diseases' of wheat!

—

Ed. Far. Reg.]

It has recently been said, that the numerous
conflictmjT opinions as to the cause of smut, render
it impossible to recommend any certain mode of
investiijation to dear up this perplexing subject,

and, after all that has been written upon it, the
cause of the disease in corn may be regarded as
one of those secrets of nature with which the hu-
man mind will probably never be intrusted. Not
one single opinion has been advanced on this sub-
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ject, it is farther said, that has not been related ; so

that it would appear, the more we inquire into the

mysteries of the wori<s of nature, the more tliey

are presented to the human mind m a perplexing

lorm.

Now, it is to be feared that remark? ofihis kind

are very apt to damp and deaden the spirit of in-

quiry, and to prevent the investioatiou of points

whieh have hitherto baffled research. This, how-
ever, ought not to be, so long as t!ie field of disco-

very is so amj)ly and daily rewarding those who
endeavor to exlend its boundaries. Ii is to be la-

mented, nor. only that the laborers are linv, but also

that the inquiries of scientific men are so rarely

directed towards subjects of the hia'hest interest to

practical cultivators. A striking instance was re-

cently given in this journal of the hop-fly {^Jpkis

Humuli,') never yet figured, nor its history minute-

ly written, while other insects of no particular in-

terest to farmers are carefully traced frum the mo-
ment they are hatched till they die. it sets the

apathy of scientific men to subjects bearing a prac-

tical tendency in a strong light, that some imagi-

native remarks, and a few loose and inaccur.ite ex-

periments, by an unknown anonymous periodical

writer who signs Rusticus, respecting the turnip-

fly, or rather beetle (^Haltica JVemorum,) should

Juwe been copied as important in almost every

journal, both in this country and the coiitinent, yet

when these were taken up by a man ol' science,

—

J. O. Westwood, esq., Secretary to the Entomo-
logical Society,—and shown not only to be errone-

ous, but impossible : the anonymous writer tardily

and reluctantly gives in. Similar fancies, iriven as

actual observations, from the same quarter, have

been extensively propagated in a similar way re-

specting the apple weevil and the burrowing

beetle.

In the same wav, the greatest errors have ob-

tained respecting the rust and the smut in corn,

—

the investigation having been chipfly conducted by

practical men not acquainted with science, or by

scientific men ignorant of practical matters. By
passini; in review the chief points connected with

the interesting subjects of smut and rust, it is not

to be expected that errors can be avoiiled, thoucrh

it is of high interest to knov^r that several recent

discoveries, bearing on the point, tend greatly to

lessen the chance of error, from opening new, un-
expected, and simple views of the economy of

nature in the production ofthese destructive airents.

It is to be hoped that these more correct views will

soon take their place in practical works, instead of

the prejudices, to call them by no other name,
propagated from one writer to another (or succes-

sive ages. It will be requisite, belore proceeding

larther, to determine the obvious external charac-

ters by which these afiections of corn may be dis-

tinguished, as there can be little doubt that some
contlision prevails both amonij botanists and agri-

culturists in this respect. There seems, then, to

be three affections of corn apparently very distinct

ia character, though often conlijunded (see 7?ees'

C'jdopcs,dia, Art. Smut—Plenck, infra,) namely
smut, canker, and rust or mildew.

1. Smut.

What is termed smut, smut-brand, burnt corn,

soot dustbrand, and black corn in Entrland ; and

la bosse, nielle, nielle volaate, or charboii, by the

French, meaning, by these terms, "crimpled,

blasted, or charred corn, occurs most commonly
among oais, but is also Ibund afi'ecting barley and
wheat. Mr. Kirby, (Zmn. Trans. w.Wi,'.) \)v.

Greville (^70^ Edin. 443.,) add rye ; but M. Til-

lei says, he never met with a smutty ear of rye

(^Dissert, p. 133. ;) and Plenck says, if it occur at

all, it is exceedingly rare in rye (^Patholog. Plan-
tar. 153.) i^l. Decandule says, that, besides oalSy

barley, and wheat, (he does not mention rye,) k
attacks millet, maize, and several sorts of grasses;

such as jfgroslis pumila, Triticurn repens, j^vena

pratensis, and Pa^pahmi dadylis, {Encycl. Meth.
Bot. viii. 227.) Kirby adds Fesiuca Jhiitans and
some other crrasses. M. Tesfier found, by repeat-

ed experiment, that bearded wheat was le?s sub-

ject to smut than smooth wheat,* a fact which, if

ascertained, would be highly. important to farmers,

in districts where smut is prevalent.

So early as March or April, M. Duhamel, uporj

carefiilly opening the envelopes, and examining the,

embryo seed, then not one sixth part of an >nch if!

length, ibund it already black, though, he is o!

opinion it may not always atlect the plants at ^(•

early a stage. The Rev. Henry Bryant ( C*a;/sf,-

of Brand, p. 42-4) gives a more mitmie accoum,
of the early stages of" the ufl'ection, thouffb some-
what vitiated by a mistaken tfieorw Vvlurn tli.;

corn is what the farmers term •' in the milk," if it

be squeezed, a sweetish liquor oozes out,—tlic

bases of the future farina, which, becotning diseas-

ed instead oi' hardening into ripe grain, grows oily

and rancid, ferments, turns sour, and curdhi.—
These changes commence soon alter the corn is iri

bloom, and may be recognised by the embryo grain

bulging out more than it ought to do, piishing oiii;

the chaffy envelope by its swelling, so as to cau.-e

the valves to stand more widely apart than thf\v'

ought to do. This difference in the figure of tin-

ear, will enable the observer to recognise ears af-

fected with smut at an early stage, before any
blackness is apparent.

As the ear continues to grow, or, as Mr. Br3'ant

says, "when this fermentation is over, but not

belore," the embryo grain assumes a darker colour,

which crows deeper and deeper every day, till it is

quite hiack—constituting the brand. " I opened,"
says Mr. Bryant, " some of these seed-buds when
they were most swelled, greenest, and consequent-

ly less forward in their proijressive advancement
to this sooty state, and found that the curdled milk

had not gained every where the same degree of
consistence in them. Those parts nearer the sur-

fiice were driest and blackest, those near the centre

clammy, dirty, tinged with yellow and green, and
which, by the microscope, a|)peared of no certain

and determinate fii;;ure. The particles stuck toge-

ther, were easily separable into others, and those

airain separable ad iiifinitum. To the palate, they
were not gritty, but soft like the finest flour, melt-

incp away without leaving any particular taste be-

hind them, except a little bitterness."

—

(Jnquiryy

p. 45.) When the distempered ear bursts through
the leafy sheath, it appears lank and meagre, and
the chafl' immediatelj' covering the grain is so

thin and translucent, that the black-smut within is

easily |)erceived. If one of the upper leaves on a
stem afipears streaked or clouded with yellow and

* We believe that bearded and woolly-eared wheat
are less liable to be attacked by the wheat-fly than the

smooth kinds

—

Editor.
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green, or dry and withered at the tip, it is highly

prohiihle th;it the ear will be smutty. M. Tessier

savs that this character never deceived him.

—

(.Ualades des Graim,p. 296.) When the chaH'

bursiis, as it speedily does, the spikes or heads look

as if they haci heen charrec] l)y tire—hence the

terms brand and charboi). When more advanced,

there remains of tiie chaff only the l()rni!ess Irajr-

nients of a whitish colour, iiitermin<x!ed Aviih the

black dust. Sometimes, thouirh rarely, the ears

are enveloped iti a mendirane siniilarto the sheath
(^spatlia) of lilies. The black dust insensibly be-

comes dry, and is scattered bytiie winds or wash-
ed away by the rain, nothinix beinjr left lor the far-

mer to house but the barren skeletons of the spikes.

(^Tessier, p. 293.)

The U|)per part of the stalk of corn infected with
emut is usually less strai^'ht than a healthy one,

the devititiou beffirming about half an mchbeneath
the spike ; but, as Mr. Bryant remarks, the in-

fected plants, taken as a whole, are more upright
than the healthy ones; for the milky juice which
should have been consolidated into heavy grain is

wanting, and the quantity of matter being much
1-ess in the smutty ears than in the healthy ones,

will keep them in the upright posture, while the
others are bending beneath their own weight.

—

(^Disease in loheat, p. 47.) When a stalk of this

description is squeezed there, it scarcely yields in

the least to pressure; and, if cut asunder at ahout
a sixth part or a quarter of an inch below the

spike, it will be found to be entirely filled with pith,

so that only a very small tube can be perceived in

the centre, instead of the large one always present

in healthy plants.

—

(Tillet, Cause qui cnrrnmps
les Grains, p. 73.) The stem- ol' smutty corn,"

when strongly pulled, separates at the first' upper
joint, and the lower end of this joint is distinctly

sweet to the taste, similar to what is observed in

healthy plants, a tact which M. Tessier thinks is

good proof that the sap is not altered on entering
the plant, nor till it has passed higher up than this

joint.

Sometimes only a part of the ear is infected

\vith smut. " I have seen," says Kirby, " more
than once, half an ear of corn affected, when the

other hall" was good and sound;" and Tessier
says, it is in such cases only those grains nearest

the spike-stalk which are smutty; while JMr. Bry-
ant has observed even the embryo or germen itself

in branded ears as green and well shaped as in

those not infected. Sometiaies the half of the
sheath, or hose, is affected with smut and convert-

ed into black dust, in which case the sound part

encloses blossoms that are developed and bear
grain capable of arriving at maturity, ihousth
smaller in size than healthy grain ; for, in such
cases, the stalk grows more or less after the ear
has appeared, while at this period veg-pfation is

quite finished in plants entirely stmilty.

—

(Tessier.)

The whole ear, according to Bauer, is often found
entirely destroyed, many weeks beli)re even the

individual florets are entirely developed, or the
sound ears emerge from the hose. Sometimes,
but rarely, the infection takes place after the
blooming, and its progress is then more easily

traced. The embryo or germen is generally the
first attacked and found partially or half filled with
smut ; then the pistils, the stigmas, and the anthers.
Oats are often later in beinir alfected than barley
or wheat, the whole head frequently issuing from

the eheath, or nose, to all appearance in n perfect-

ly sound- siate, or perhaps with only a tew black

spots on the spikelets at the base ; buitliese spread
rapidly, and, even after being se|)arated from the

stem, will continue to be destroyed by the smut so

long as any moisture remains. " I once," says
Mr. Bauer, "^collected and cut off several such
partially infected ears, which I intended to pre-

serve as specimens, and for that purpose I laid

them in brown paper to dry them ; they were ac-

cidentally mislaid and did not come into my hands
aL'ain till alter a period of six or seven months,

when on examination I found the whole speci-

mens were consumed."
The writer of this paper collected a considerable

number of smutty ears of oats near Coblentz, on
the Rhine, in 1832, and kept them in a wooden
box for the purpose of experiment, but the stems
now (1S37) are as fi'esh as when gathered. Pro-
bably these stems, when gathered, miirht be in a
drier «tate than Mr. Bauer's, and this may account
for the ditierence.

Mr. Kirl)y says he could never observe any dis-

eased appearance about tlie root, and that some-
times it aflipcts all the steins tillering from the same
root, while at other times some are healthy and
some diseased. The Abbe Tessier is disposed to

consider the latter statement, which had also been
made by Tiliet, as inaccurate ; fjr though, on
takinu up plums in the fields, he had occasionally

l()und healty and smutty phmts apparently spring-

ing from the same root, he tbund, on careful exam-
ination, that the roots were not the same, but in-

terlaced so as to'be separable. It is certain that

the plants afi'ected with smut carry fewer stems

—

not above two or three—than healthy ones. Be-
sides, the secondary stems which rise li-om the

roots of smutty plants, have rarely tjufficient vigor

to shoot up many inches.

. Mr. Lathbury examined, by means of a power-
ful magnifier, the black smut pou'der, and Ibund

that it consisted of a number oi" minute particles of

a uniform size and shape, smuch smaller and
blacker than those of the canker or pepper brand,

and less easily separable, while they seemed to be

contained in small cells of an irregular form. Mr.
Kirby says that a small shining black beetle (Der-
mcs/es ater, Marsham) feeds upon it.

The most recent investigations respecting smut
are those of Adolphe Brongniart, the results of
which we shall now detail. The mode which he
adopted was to ascertain what part of the plant is

first attacked, how it is first manifested, and to

compare the difierent states of the tissues when
afli'cfed or not afl'ecled.

In consequence of the smut not generally show-
ing itsell' till the cars are developed and escaped

tiom the hose or sheath, M. A. Brongniart long

souixht if in vain in very young plants, but at

length he was successful, [n the month of Au-
gust he observed a field of barley, in a very poor

soil, extensively affected by smut, so as to render

it easy to trace it-thronsh its difierent stages. On
examining, in this manner, the diseased spikelets,

instead of finding every part infected, as is usually

asserted by authors, he found that smut was quite

beneath the parts of"ii-uctifica'ion, which had been
pushed upwards by the growth of the smut, and
reduced to a ditninntive size, or what he terms a
rudimental state, their interior parts remaining un-

affected by the smut. The smut again occupied
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an egi^-sliaped fler^hy mas« below the parts of
ti-uctificutioii, vvhicli appeared to lie nuihiii£f but
the Iboi-sialk fiiippuriiiiif the grain, increased to

a monstrous size hy the disease. On the snniniit

of this fleshy egiJ--.shaped looisialk, were si'en the

three stamens, with exceed inu:ly short hlaaienis
and anthers, of the usual f()rm, hut destitute of
pollen. Tlie seed origan (^ovariuui), however, was
so much shrunk, as only to be traced in the form
ol" two scale-like sub:{tances, and a minute ovoid
tubercle deprived of stisi;niata.

From these apparently exact and very minute
observaiions, it tollows tiiat, instead of bein<>- de-
veloped, as usually supposed, in the seed organ
and the parts surroun(ling it, as is the case in

canker or pepjier brand, smut produces a sort of
atrophy, shrinking, or abortion, of all thi; flora! or-

gans, developmg itself in the lootstalk or peduncle,
which it swells out to an excessive magnitude,
and transforms it into a mass, first fleshy, and af-

terwards of a powdery consistence.

It will be evident, li-om these details, that M.
Adolphe Brongniart is altogether original in his

observations, whioh do not correspond in any part

with the researches of previous observers, and is

directly contradictory to tlie equally minute re-

searches of Mr. Bauer, who figures the smut as
infecting every part of the plant,—the joints, the
stem, the leaves, the foot-stalk, the chatt', and all

the parts of the flower and the fructification,

—

Greville also describes it as infecting "the fruit

and glumes of corn and various grasses, spread-
ing, and in a short time fiilinir the whole with a
profuse black dust." ( Flora Edlneiisis, p, 442-3.

)

Lamarck also says '-it springs up under the epiiler-

mis, destroying sometimes the whole of the pulp
(parenchyme) of a spikelet, sometiiTies of an entire

spike." {End. Method. But. viii. 228.) In de-
scribing the attacks of srimt upon maize, [Indian
corn,] M. Decandolle says, *' it pufls up the epi-

(Jerrnis of the grains so as to change their firm,
and cause them to attain the size of'a plum ; and
it destroys the mealy substance, imparting to the
epidermis filled with black dust no bad resem-
blance of a puff-ball (Lijcoperdnu ).'''' (Synnps.
Plant. Gall, No. 615, p. 47.) Willdenow like-

wise says it "occupies the whole ear, which,
therefore, cannot form itself properly, every part of

it becoming a black, soiling mass." ( Gr'iindriss.

Botanisch. 331.) "Its attacks," says Burnet,
fare not confined to the grain, but it equally af-

fects the husks, leaves, and culms," ( Outlines nf
Bottany, i. 186) ; and he makes this statement
with Brongniart's figures before him.

2. Canker,

What is termed canker, pepper brand, smut-
ball, and brand bladders, in England, and le carie,

cloque, chambauale, ^c. by the French, raeanincr
by these terms "cankered, mortified, or putrid

grain," occurs solely among wheat, and does not

seem to have been observed infecting other grain.

It is very distinct from snmt, as we shall show,
though often confounded therewith.

The Abbe Tessier says it is only the well ex-
perienced eye that can detect a cankered ear of
wheat before it issues from the sheath or hose,
when the stems and leaves are slender, and of a
duller green than those of healthy plants. On
opening a sheath containing a cankered ear, and

spreading the grains, there is seen a small body,

of' a green color, apparently the embryo grain

bulged out, and bearing on its summit the two
stigmata without any ftjalheriofr, and farther down
the three anthers, lax and wiihout pollen. If

this small body be pressed between the finirer

and thumb, it emits an unpleasant odor. (^Ma-

ladies dcs Grains, p. 119.)

In June, when the ears have issued from the

sheaths, the cankered ones are easily recognised,

by beiniX bluish, more narro^v, and the grains

more closely pressed to the stem (rachis.) At
this period the infected grain is covered with a
thick green membrane, enclosincr a whitish pulp,

and still bearing the stigmata on the summit,
while the anthers, small and yellow, seem glued
along the side of the ixi'ain, and do not exceed it

in height, The fa3tid smell is also now much
stronger. (Tessier.)

As the growth advances, the spike ceases to

have -the grains so close to the stem (rachis,) and
even becomes larger than in healthy plants. The
chaff opens as if unnaturally distended, the em-
bryo or germen becomes shorter and rounder, and
exhibits the appearance both of swelling and, as

Kirby expresses it, "inflammation." Instead of
the pale, pleasant green, which is the healthy
color of the grain, it assumes a deep dingy hue.

The pulpy substance passes successively from
whitish to ashy-grey and greyish-brown, and the

stigmata are now reduced to the form of slender

threads. The maturity of the cankered ears is

more early efl"ected than in healthy plants, in the

same way as diseased fruit ripens soon. This
maturity is indicated by the yellowness of the

stems, and the grayish-brown of the cankered
grains, which are filled with a black powder,, that

rarely, as is the case with smut, bursts throagh
the husk or bran envelope; but when it is bruised

or opened, emits a f<£tid smell worse than that of
putrid fish, and when walking to leeward of a field

much infested vvith canker, the smell is scarcely

s,i[)portable. (Tessier,) The wheat plants, as

Mr. Bauer says, which are infected with canker^

may readily be distinguished by their greatersize,

being several inches taller than the healthy ones.

In all instances of cankered wheat, he found a
greater number of stems produced from the same
root, the spikes containing more grains, and those

more perfect in form. The Abbe Tessier says,

he counted as many as sixty-eight grains in a
cankered spike, and rarely so many in healthy

ones. "One plant," says Mr. Bauer, produced
from seed which I had inoculated, had twenty-four

coiTiplete stems and ears, some of the stems with
the ears measuring above five feet, every part of
the plant proportionally large, and all the ears en-
tirely infijcted. Another specimen had eight

stems from the same root, five of them above six

feet high, and the ears entirely infected; the other

three stems considerably shorter, tiieir ears small-

er, and the frrains perfectly sound.

M. M. Tillet, Duhamel, and Aymer, assures us,

that they have found in the same grain of wheat
sound white farina in one part, and the powder of
canker in the other, but the Abbe Tessier never
met with this. He found, however, that some
spikes were inlected on one side only, while the

opposite side was healthy. In some instances, five

or six perfectly sound s'rains were found in an in-

fected spike, and in other cases a few thoroughly
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inltM'.teJ <rrairis were foiinil in a gpike othor\vit:e

licahliy; itml airain, llie diseased urains are seen
si-aiJenni in dilltTcat parts of the s|)ii<e, inlerniix-

eil with tile healiliy "ties. Ileiiee, it would ap-

pi-ar Mr. Bauer <>'eneralizes too liir, when he says
tiiat "the inlecied ji^raiiis are always in the last

spikelet of ihe ear." Mr. Bryant, indeed, niak'es

a remark quite the reverse of Mr. IJauer, l()r he
says, "in those ears wliirh are [lartially brairded,

tlie diseaset! parts are always seati-d bcncalh the

sMund and healthy." (Causes of Brandy p. A9.j

In a quantity of infected irrain whieii liiriiisjied

twelve ounces ami three drachms of canker, the

Abbe Tessier touiid only three ounces ol' sound
wheat.

JNI. Duhamel having more than once found

smut and canl<er on the same spike, was led to

believe that canker was only the earlier staire of

smut; but the conclusion, as will alierwards be
seen, is not supported by recent discoveries. (Til-,

let, Cause qui Corrompe, p. 75.J
Cankered urain is ot" a rather oblonjx form, une-

qually rounded, and upon the whole reseinblinir

sound wheat. At one of the extremities two pro-

jecting threads, the remains of tiie stigmata, and
at the other the fibres of the bran-envelope or

skin approach, while there is no germ, and the

usual iLirrow is not so deep as in sound wheat.

—

The color ol" the grain is greyish-brown, and with

a magnifving-glass it appears wrinkled like the

outside of a puti-ball (Lycoperdon.) The inte-

rior is filled with a fine black [lowder, trreasy to the

touch, and wuhout taste, and smellins; tis already

remarked of putrid fish. When it has been some
hours infused in water, and then examined by the

microscope, it appears as a mass of semitranspa-
rent globules, very distinct, and adhering to each
other as if pressed together. According 'o Tes-
sier, they vary in diameter from the 140th of a

line to the 2S0th, while those of wheat vary from
the 70th to the 560th of a line. Mr. Bauer re[)re-

sents the globules of canker as nearly equal in

size, and of the 1600th part of an inch in diamter,

—shewing that 2,560,000 would cover a square
inch. The grains of canker are very light; a
measure which contained ten ounces of wheat,
havinir been filled with lour ounces and a drachm
of cankered grain, of which six drachms were
chaff.

3. Mast or Mildew

This in England is termed red-rust; by the Ital-

ians, La ruggirie del graiin; and by the Fiench,
Larouille. It chiefly attacks wheat and barley,

but is also found on other grasses and reeds.

—

C Greville, Flor. Edin. 433.^
It has been longer understood than the preced-

ing diseases, having been first, we believe, eluci-

dated in 1767 by the researches of Fontana ( Os-
servazioni sopra laruggine,) who gives tolerably

good magnified figures of the rust; and subse-
quently by Duhamel, Tillet, Tessier, Kirby, and
more particularly by Sir Joseph Banks and Mr.
Bauer, who have given admirable figures of the
parts of plants afl^ected. It first makes its appear-

'

ance on the upper leaf, and then on the lower
leaves and the stem, in the form of small white
spots, scattered irregularly like spots made by
rain on new cloth. These spots gradually in-

crease in size and number, and assume a reddish
tinge, and at length form a sort of dust-lookmg

powder, of an ofhre or orange yellow, little cohe-
sive, and without smell or 'taste, and, thercl(.)re,

very dilierenl h'om canker or smut. It stains the
fiuiiers yellow, as well as the clothes ol those who
walk amongst the inlt-cled corn.

The dusi-like substance of the rust oriirinates

beneiith the outer btirk or epidermis of the plant,

which it raises up, renders thin, and at leiiijtli

cracks and bursts throuiih. When examined by
the niicroscojie, it presents a congeries ol cira-

oblong liodies, some of which have projections al-

most like tad-poles or pnwlicads, though they are
not animated, as M. Ginani seems to suppose
(Delk Malalie del Grano), for, when the Abbe
Tessier put them into warm water, it did not

cause them to move. (^Maladies des Grains,

p. 201).

Wheat is attacked with the red rust at different

periods of vegetation, but more [larticularly when
in the ear. When the rust seizes young plants,

they are said to suftiir less than when they are
more advanced, often recovering vigor before

blooming; whereas at a later period they sustain

irreparable damage, and crops which promise well

are often in a short time rendered comptiratively

worthless. In this case the texture ot tiie leaves

is disunited, and presents only longitudinal fibres

of a brown color, while the joints and the tubes of
the straw between are blackened as if" they had
been scorched by fire, the growth ceases, a por-

tion of" the ear becomes j'ellow, another [)ortion

remains green, and the grain shrivels up in the
husk without attaining maturity.

The evil, however, is rarely carried so far as
this, and the yellow spots of rust become choco-
late-brown or black, without disorganizing the
portions of the plants where they occur; and the
Abbe Tessier says he has seen, after heavy rains,

the clothes of" the reapers str,"ned with this black

substance of the rust as if they had been dipt ii>

ink. But, though the plants are not disorganized,

the flow of ihe sap is interrupted, the ripening of

the grain is prematurely hastened, and it is hence
light, containing a small proportion of f"urina,

while the straw is bad. Sometimes the rust only
leaves a yellow powder on the husks and the un-

perend of the grains, taken by Fontana and others

to be a dilferent species.

Sometimes rust prevails so extensively that lew
fields escape; but for the most part it is observed
in fields sheltered from north winds by wallsj.

hedges, or woods, or where ve<jetation is very
luxuriant on account of fresh soil or abundant
manuring. Sometimes one part of a field escapes
while the other is attacked; sometimes the chief"

plants, and at other times the side shoots tillering

fi'om them, are afi"ected; and sometimes rusty and
sound plants grow f"rom (he same root.

We are not by any means certain whether thia

is the same as the mildew described by Alr»

Kirby* (Linn. Trans, v. 123,) who makes it

very distinct, however, from the red gum and
blight. In the year 1797, he says, the wheat
sufiijred much by mildew, as ourf"armeis common-
ly call it, by far the worst enemy of that grain.—

•

The ears that were injured by it, were to be dis-

tinguished at a considerable distance by their

blackness; and when brought close to the eye

*ProbabIy Uredo linearis, Pers.

Sowerby.
U. longissima,
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they appeared as if soot, or some other smutty-

powder had been strewed over them. Under a

common lens, the cha(f appeared covered with

small blark dots. irre<jularly scattered over it. and
widely different fi-om the appearance of the rust.

Whenever this appearance seizes the ear, it inva-

ribly occasions the ijrain to shrink so mucli as to

he fit, he thinks, only for leedino; hogs, or poultry,

but certainly not fjood tor them. Mr. Kirby,

writing from recollection, thmks that this mildew
was confined to the ear; but liu'mers told him that

the straw also was always injured.

The red gum, a? described byMarsham and Kir-

by, differs in growing usually on the inside ol" the

husks, under the bark or epidermis, like a pustule

on the human skin, and through which it at length

bursts, emitiiny; a powder of a bright orange color.

It does not appear that this injures the grain, for

Mr. Kirby has seen ears quite full of it, and yet

plump with liirina.

Another similar affection, commonly cidled by

the vague name of bli2;kt* (which should be ex-

cluded from all such discussions,) is described as

growing upon the leaves, stem, and chaff, also un-

der the bark or epidermis, throuijh which it bursts

in longitudinal streaks of a black color, causing it

to appear split. Mr. Litunhexisavs (Linn. Trans:

iv. 193,) that, in 1797, it injured the wheat very

much, and several fields near Warminster were
eo infected with it that the farmers cut them down
long before they were ripe. Mr. Kirby, on the

other liand, says, that, "after repealed examina-
tion of ears, the straw of which was quite black

with it, in no one instance, was the grain injured

by it." {Idem, v. 122.) It is by no means cer-

tain, however, that these writers refer to the same
thing.

Alleged Causes of Smut, Canker and Rust.

In the preceeding details, considerable care has

been taken to exclude reterence lo causes real or

supposed, except in quoting Mr. Bryant res-

pecting smut. This was deemed the more ne-

cessary, that, notwithstanding scientific men have
been long agreed as to the chief flicts, tliis is by
no means the case among practical agricultural-

ists, who in many cases adhere to traditionary

popular opinion, and practical empirical remedies
founded on these opinions. Even scientific men
are ofien, as we shall presently see, biassed by po-

pular opinions, so as to adopt mistaken notions,

derived from imperfect or inacciu-ate observation.

It may, therelbre, be useful, even ai the present

day, to mention a few of the alleged causes be-

tbre coming to the real cause.

1. Insects.— Insects which feed on vegetable
substances, from being very numerous and of

many species, are always more or less apt to be
found on corn, whether sound or diseased. Seve-
ral of these insects, such as the wheat-fly (^Tlpula

Triiici,) do extensive damage; but it is of a very
different kind frotn those caused by snmt, canker,

and rust. It is probable that it was the irrubs of this

or some other i\y which the author of the "York-
shire Farmer" found in his smutty wheat, which
led him to ascribe it to this cause.

* Probably Puccinia graminis, Pers. ; Urcdo Pri-
muli, Sowerby.

M. Tillet gives a very minute account of the

observations vv'hich he made with the view of as-

certaining the efi'ects of insects in producinir can-
ker. At tiie beginning of June he unfolded an
ear of wheat fi-om its hose, and saw issuing out of
it a swarm of small black insects, rendered very
obvious by their color. Induced by this discovery
to examine other plants, he found the same in-

sects m great abimdance. The msects were long-

bodied like earwigs, of the sort termed siapfiyli-

nus. On the snnuted ears he found ft;w of these

insects, but on the cankered ones he found many
of the black insects, together with others much
smaller, of a red color, the latter more common
during the blooming period. In a word, he satis-

fied liimself that the red insects were the grubs of

the black ones, whose eggs and excrements he
also found both on healthy and on sound ears.

After many experiments and observations, he
could not find that these insects devoured any part

of the grain; but he adopted the opinion, with-

out, it would appear, very rigid proof, that they

fed upon the pollen, and hence the stigmata being
deprived of fecundating stimulus, the grain be-

came catdiered,—a cause, as we shall afterwards

see, inadequate to produce this efiect.

A very intelligent agricultural writer, the late

Mr. Sommerville, convinced himself that smut
was caused' by insects, and founded upon this

plan for preventing their destructive ravages.

—

(^Cummun. to the Board of Agriculture, vol. ii.)

By using, in the course of his researches, magni-
fying-glasses of high powers, and concentrating

the sun's light on ears afli'ected with smut, by
means of a concave mirror, he observed small in-

sects of the form of wood-lice, perhaps the same
as those described by M. Tillet, or more probably

the beetle (^Derntcsies ater,') mentioned by Mr.
Kirby, for a person not much conversant with in-

sects might suppose either of these to resemble
wood-lice. Be this as it may, the author gives it

as his opinion, that the smut is occasioned by the

small insect observed by him; for the smut-balls

being either broken by the fiail or otherwise
brought into contact with healthy grains, the in-

serts leave the smutted grains, and, adhering to

such as are healthy, are sown with them, and
wound the tender stem in such a manner as to

render it incapable of producing any thing but
smut. It may be remarked, however, that this is

only conjecture, as insects were not actually ob-

served to have been sown with the corn, much
less were they seen to wound the stems; and far-

ther, it was not proved that smutted ears had their

stems wounded in any way.
Sir John Call is another supporter of the doc-

trine of smut being caused by a similar cause.

—

He maintains that it is produced by certain ani-

malcula, deposited in the husks of the ear whert
the wheat is in blossom, and that these are fed

and nourished by the milky juice in the unripe

grain. Tlie reasoning, however, as well as the

experiments adduced by Sir John, are vague and
inconclusive, as well as in opposition to the best

established facts on the subject.

In reference to these views it is recorded (^Far-

mers'' Magazine, vol. iii.) that an Irishman em-
ployed at Alloa in Clackmannanshire, to stamp
linens, instructed a fiarmer in the Irish method of
preventing smut by kiln-drying the seed-corn so

as to kill the insects. It is said that after the
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wheat had betjun to be heated in the kiln, a great
]

number of verj- small worms, previously invisible,

make their a|)|)earatice oii the top of the irrain,

and are soon killed by the iieat. Now, there can

be little tioubt of this fact of the appearance of

the worms, lew parcels of corn being without

eoaje species of insect; but this does not in any
way prove that these worms are the cause of

smut. AliKoujfh, therelbre, tiie opinion in ques-

tion was adopted by Liun;eus and many others,

we may safely conclude in the words of a much
hiirher authority respechnii insects, the Rev. Mr.
Kirby, that the notion of brand (arid he miii'hr

have correctly added smut and rusi) being "pro-

duced by insects is not supported by one fact or

experuuent that 1 have ever heard of." (^Liii-

«(EtfH Transact inn fi, v. 120.)

2. Imperfect Fecundation:—Amongst the sup-
posed injuries already mentioned, as referred lo the

ai!:ency of insects, the devouring of the pollen

holds a prominent place; bat independently of in-

sects interfering in this way at the important pe-

riod of blooming, other causes have been allejred

by Dr. Darwin and others to operate injuriously.

(^Phiflologia, p. 323.) Heavy rains at this period,

by washitiij away the pollen, may, no doubt, do
great damas^e, as they are known to do to the

blossoms of fruit trees; but that this will cause
smut, as has been asserted ( Bath Sncietifs Mem.^,
is not supported by more than conjectural evi-

dence. Dr. Darwin's antiloiry drawn from the

non-lecundated eggs of fowls becoming addled on
hatchino;, is more ingenious than correct.

M. Duhamefs reliitation of all such opinions is

quite unanswerable. Smut, he remarks, aHects and
destroys the organs of both sexes, long before the

time of fecundation; and it cannot be imputed to

wet or other causes acting on the anthers, &c., for

the ears are fi'equently smutty long belbre they
issue from the hose-leaves, which, continue green
till the distemper has made great progress, (-^/g'-

ricnltiire by Millar.)

The opinion of Wolfius, that .smut originated

in a monstrosity in the embryo seed, is no less er-

roneous, as it does not agree with the facts ob-

served in the progress of the aflection already
minutely detailed.

The opinion of the Rev. H. Bryant alluded to

above, is partly analogous, as he supposes the dis-

order caused by the milky juice in the ear runrfmg
first into fermentation, and then into brand, by
being prevented from blooming in consequence
of the anthers, as Kirby understands him, or as

we rather think he means, the sheath-leaf or hose

hardening over the ear by the weather, and pre-

venting its evolution and proper bloomin<;, ( Cause

of Brand, p. 51.) But even were it well ascer-

tained, as it is not, that the anthers or the sheath-
leaves were so agglutinated as to prevent their

duly expanding, this would not account for the

disease taking place so early in the growth as it

has been often found.

3. Over-luxuriant growth.—Dr. F. Hone, in

'his celebrated prize-essay—the foundation of Bri-

tish Agricultural Chemistry—supposes that smut
is caused by an over-abundance of juices, or in

ot.her words, from too luxuriant growth; and in
' this he is partially followed in Chamber's Cyclo-
. paedia, where the cause is said to be the rankness
of the soil or the use of fresh dung. Mr. Don-

' aldson says, that on rich lands that yield much

straw, o'ver-luxuiiance, or stagnation and corrup-

tion of juices, gives a jirubable appearance to this

being a cause ot'snnu; and we ourselves have
frequently observed that stray jjlants of oats or

barley grown on duny-hills^ or compost heaps,

are very commonly ailected with smut. This,
however, is too vague an observation, to draw a
general conclusion fi'om ; and there can be no
(juestion, as Mr. Donaldson remarks, that smut is

equally prevalent on poor soil.<, not yielding above
fifteen bushels per acre.

It is a [)Oj)ular notion in France, as we learn from

M. Duhamei, thtit the dung of pigeons or of

sheep causes smut, probably fiom some sinfilar

observation to the one just mentioned respecting

dung-hills; but it did not agree with the experi-

ments of iJuhamel, who says, '-we have large

pigeon-houses, the dung of which is strewed upon
our wheat lands, and the same is done with the

dung of our sheep, and we even feed our flocks

upon those lands; yet we do not find that these

fields are more affected with smut than others."

(^ilgrlculture by Millar, vol ii.)

It appears to be from similar views that Tull,

and others, have been led to ascribe smut to too

much moisture either of the soil or of the seasons.

That wet seasons are more productive of smut
than dry ones, there can be little doubt, though
this by no means proves such seasons to be the

cause of smut, but only that its developement is

fiivored by moisture more than by thy weather.

With respect to soils, it does not appear that a
greater number of atrected ears are usually found

in the lowest and richest parts of a field, than in

the highest and dryest. fiicts which have been
proved by the observations "of" Duhamei, Tessier.

and other writers of authority. Tlie drill hus-
bandry, therefore, recommended by Tull as a pre-

ventive, can in this respect be of little advantage.

M. Tillet, in order to put this matter to experi-

mental proofj planted some wheat, which he kept

during its growth in a very moist state; but the re-

sult was, that it did not produce a single ear af-

fected with smut.

4. Debility in growth.—The fallaciousness of

the' preceding views respecting over-luxuriance, is

rendered obvious from the very opposite doctrine

having been maintained. M. Aimen, for exam-
ple, an intelligent French writer, is of opinion,

that whatever weakens the plant is apt to produce
smut. He proves this view. He thinks, that it is

a frequent practice with the farmers on the Conti-

nent to cut down their rye, as soon as it spmdies,

as food for their cattle; and that the rye which,

tillers up fi-om the cut plants, most commonly on
account of weakness, produces distempered ears.

M. Aimen also tried the experiment of woundinjj

seed-corn with a needle, and found it subject to

smut, similar to that which had been imperfectly

ripe, which also is very liable to smut when used
as seed.

Similar experiments with those of M. Aimen
did not, however, succeed with Dr. Hales, the ce-

lebrated author of the "Vegetable Statics," wha
conceiving that smut might be caused by the

seed-corn having been bruised by the flail in the

process of thrashing, look a number of grains

of different sizes, bruised them with a hammer,
and sowed them, but they grew well and were not

afl'ected with smut.
Lisle proceeding upon the mistaken notion that
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smut only affects irrain when the growth is in an

advanced slate, thinks it is caused by a total

want ol" sap at the root. ( Observations on Ilas-

bandry.) W. Ellis, aixain, the well known eco-

nomical farmer ol" Little Gaddcsden in Essex, is

led to conclude thai smut arises chiefly from want

of nourishment in the root.

Debility in growtli, besides, is quite inconsist-

ent with one of the conmiunest appearances of

inltjcted corn, that of standin<!; considerably hiuher

in the field ihan the level of the tops of the heal-

thy plants, a fact remarked by almost every writer

on the subject.

It will not be requisite to spend more time in re-

futinjT the mistaken opinions which have been pro-

mulirated; but we cannot pass over one which rc-

liirs chiefly to rusl.

5. Influence of the Barberry Bush.—In conse-

quence of the leaves of the common barberry ex-

hibiting a similar atiection to the rust in corn, far-

mers, both in England and on the Continent, have
concluded that the infection spreads from the bush
in the hedge to the corn in the field; and this notion

is sometimes strentrthened from the rust appearing

in patches and stripes among the corn, as if it had
been carried thither by the wind from the barberry

bushes.

Sir Joseph Banks, in mentioning this oninion,

says, that "the village of Rollesby in Norfolk,

where barberries abound and wheat seldom suc-

ceeds, is called by the opprobrious appellation of
Milldew Rollesby." Biit thoujjh he himself speaks

with doubt upon the subject, he does not absolutely

discountenance the idea. (On Blight in Corn, pp.

10, 11.) M. Decandolle, in referring to this pas-

sage, says, he "would not have agitated the ques-

tion, had it involved a plant less important than

wheat, or a philosopher less distinguished than Sir

Joseph Banks;" tor it is most obvious to tlie slisjht-

est observation, that corn is often not at all infected

even when the barberries in the vicinity are cover-

ed with their peculiar rust; and again, corn is fi-e-

quently covered with rust when the adjacent bar-

berries are quite free from it. (Eacyd. Method.
Bot. vi. 210. A periodical writer remarks, that

the rust in the ash, the elm, the barberry, the rose,

the bramble, the coltstbot, the nettle, the groundsel,

the dandelion, and numerous other plants, "is as

different in species as the plants themselves, and
therefore it would be no less rational to maintain
that a field of wheat would spring up if we should
sow barberries, than that the rust irrowinfjon these

should produce the corn-rust. Should it be said,

that it is the difference of the nutriment of the

fungus which causes the ditli^rence, I would ask,

whether a difference of soil would produce rye or

oats where wheat seed only had been sown."
(Paxton's H.)rt. Reg. ii. 467.)

j^scertained cause of Smut, Canker, and Rust.—
From the resemblance of smut to the powder con-

tained in the well known liingus termed the putf-

ball (Lycoperdon,) it was conjectured by some of
the early writers that it was identical therewith,

not adverting to the great distinction of the two
places of growth. Even the distinguished bota-

nist Jussieu is reported to have said that the smut
was caused by the globe puff-ball; and Sir H. Davy
was led to adopt a similar notion from the resem-
blance of the smut and the puff-ball when chemi-
cally analysed.

—

y/gricul. Chemistry.

Tiie Abbate Fontana, in 1767, however, was
certainly the first writer who had any clear no-

tions on the subject, and his magnified figures in

his excellent little work are as well calculated to

prove his accuracy and to uproot popular preju-

dice, as tlie researches of his disfinguislied coun-

tryman Redi were to destroy the iimcies about ihe

spontaneous generation of insects by puiridiiy,

blighting weather, and similar vague and imj os-

sible causes.

But thou<rh this idea was so well developed by

Fontana, and has sinc,e been elucidated by Bauer
and others, tfie mode in which funguses grow and
are propaijaled was very imperiectly understood,

and one leading error oti the subject is still very

miiversally maintained, namely, thai the growth
of the I'unguses in question, as well as the attacks

of msects on growing plants, must he taken only

as a consequence of previous disease in the plants

attacked. The truth is, that in the case of smut,

canker, and rust, as well as in the case of all plant-

lice and catterpillars, such as the hop-fly and wire-

worm, it is uniformly the healthiest plants which are

attacked. It is singular that such a mistake should

in this instance have become popular, when in other

cases, such as the attacks upon fruit made by wasps
and birds, it is universally believed the best and
finest are selected, though even this is not quite

correct, (or a wasp or a sparrow will more readily

nibble at a wounded grape or a damaged jargo-

nelle pear than at the best sound fruit on a tree.

DutrucheVs Discovery of the mode of growth in

Funguses.— In a damp cellar where wine was
kept, M. Dutrochet, one of the most original ob-

servers of the day, remarked, about two or three

years ago, a while looking net-work ot" fibres,

which previous botanists (Bulliard, Champignons
Era'}/;.) had described as a species of crow-silk

(Byssus). Being struck with its peculiar manner
of growth, he watched it with careful attention,

and got x\I. Turpin, probably the best botanical

draughtsman in Europe, to take drawings of it in

ever}' stage ot its growth. It would lead us too

far Irom the object of this paper, to detail all his

interesting observations. The general result was,

that the supposed crow-silk was not, as had been

supposed, of the genus Byssus at all, but the gen-
uine stems, hitherto known as such, of a mushroom
{Agaricus crispus, Turpin); the mushroom itself

being the Ouit only, and not as hitherto believed

the whole plant. According to this view, then, it

would be as correct to consider a bunch of grapes
with their truit-stalk a complete plant, as (he fruits

termed mushrooms, puff-balls, or puddock-stools;

all these being only the fruits of plants generally

growing under ground, in the Ibrm of small white
or grey fibres of net-work, and termed improperly

by gardeners spawn, indicating that it is the seed

of mushrooms, whereas it is ihe genuine plants.

M. INI. Dutrochet and Turpin further discovered,

that the seeds, or, as they are termed by bo'anist.?,

sporules, consisting of" minute globular bodies, are

contained in the cells of funcpus fruit in prodigious

numbers, and they succeeded in observing these

germinate and produce young plants like their pa-

rent. There cannot, therefore, remain a doubt, that

funguses are produced iiom seeds in the same way
as all other vegetables, though these seeds or spo-

rules are exceedingly smaller than those of green

plants—being as subtle, JVl. Fries remarks, some-

times as smoke.

—

Syst. Mycol. Intr.
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Contrary, then, to what ta'.ces place with regard

to the ei«'i;s o(' iiijsect?, which are too heavy to be

carried ab')iu \r wiiuls, aiui ii' ihey were lighier,

are <reiierally, when ,laid, ijlued to the substances

destined for the food-*)t' the youni; when hatched,

the ininnfe, li-rht, subtle seeds of funi^uses and
mosses are floated about in the air wilh the gen-
tlest breeze, and in this way dili'used over" im-

mense tracts of country, in numbers altogether

countless. Tlie discovery of M. Dutrochet is,

theretbre, of the greatest interest in making us ac-

quainted with ilie economy of Providence in the

pronagation ol7ijn<>;i, hitherto ailoirether mysterious.

What we term smut, canker,"and rust, are ac-

cordniij to this discovery of M. Dutrocliet, on!}'

the (i'uit of particular funguses, the plants of which
they are the Iruit being hitherto undescfibed and
unknown, but which must be sought for in the

i'ora\ of delicate fibres, probiibly transparent, and
consequently difficult to see in the textures of the

corn atiactcil wilh these des^trOctive {)ara6iites.

It lornis no objection to this view, that the fibres

of these limguses have not been seen except par-

tially by Bauer.- and .A.d. Brongniart in their ini-

crost;opical researches, for M. Dutrocliet tUrlher

foatiii, th it when the fruit of the plant oh.served

by him (^'-Igaricus crispus), sent up its fooi-stalks

(^stipis), it became partially detached li'oni the

main plant, and, independent of it /or its future

nourishment, the fibres of the main plant indeed
becoming e.xhausted of s.ubstance, and disappear-

ing as ma)' be seen in what were previously sup-
posed to be the roots at the base of the fruit-stalk

in the edible mushrwom, which supposed roots are

the fibres of the main plant, partly exhausted of

their substance from nourishing the fruit.

Experiments of M. Fee on Parasite Fungi.—
Before M. Datrochet's discovery, an excellent

cryptogamic botanist, M. Fee, tried some interest-

ing experim-Mits on the propagation of the parti-

cular sorts of tiingi which are under consideration.

JM. Fee collected a number of leaves oi'the Bui-net
rose (i?ysa fc/i^yiyZ/a) infected wiih the common
rose rust {^Uredo Roses), §o as to be almost cover-
ed with it. He then took three rose-trees of the
same species quite free from n-st, and having
planted them in separate boxes of mould, re-

moved them from the vicinity of the rusty plant,
taking care, however, to keep them' in a similar

JM. Fee infers frona these interesting expert-

n^.ents, that the seeds or s)jorules of the fungi are

sucked up with the moisture of" the soil by the tips

or sj)ongioles of the root-fibres, and that the rust-

seeds which in the first rose-tree in the box were
mixed with the earth, came in contact with the

spongioles before the opening cit tfie buds, when
the force of attraction being greater, tliey were
more readily absorbed and developed tlian after

the leaves and flowers have been formed, when
the circulation of the sap is less active. At the

period when fungi mature their fruit, the wind
Ciirries their seeds or sporules in clouds from place

to place, Vv'hile the rain precipitates tliem to the

ground, and washes them into the soil. The
viscid nature of these seeds or sporules when
u-etfed v.'ilh the rain, causes them to adhere to

the root-fibres of plants, whence they are sucked
up with the moisture of the soil, and carried witli

the circulating sap into every part' of tlie plant.

—

.Jnnales Botaniqacs.

Furnished with these, sure .scientific facts to

build upon, we may now consider eacli of the

ihree destructive species in their order^

1. ^'-hcertained cause of Smut.—The parasitic

fungus which causes or is denominated snmt, is^

one of the genus justly termed brand (^Lredo),

but differs most distinctly, as we have already-

seen, from the canker-brand, by being without
smell, and also in its mode of growth; for, while
the canker-brand continues during its whole
growth in the interior of the grain, the smut brand
(Uredo segetum) at maturity bursts through the

envelopes of the corn, where it had previously

lain concealed while it advanced in growth.
We have already seea that M. Adolphe Brong-

niart maintains, that the affection is chiefly, if not
altogether, confined to the foot-stalk or peduncle
of the ffrain; but he likewise deemed it necessaiy

to investigate whether the powder of the smut
should be considered as a modification of the tis-

sues composing the peduncle when in a healthy
state, or if it were formed in a manner diffi^reut

li'om its natural org'anization. .

The sjjike-stalk (nrcAis), .which supports the
grains ahd the floral organs, in corn and grass

plants, is fo;-med of an extended cellular tissue,

the cells being placed close to each other without
any obvious spaces between them, and also of a

aspect. He then mixed one part of the rusty congeries of vascular fibres, composed of cells

rose-leaves, towards the end of winter, wilh the
mould in the box of one of the rose-trees, reserv-
ing the remainder of the rusty leaves for anotiier
part of the experiment.
When the second rose-tree was in full vigor and.

near blossoming, some of the affected leaves were
frequently shaken over the soil, in order to scatter

very ranch elongated, of spiral vessels (trachecB),

and tlie intervals between them {jps&udo-lrachece).

R]. Ad. Brongniart found nothing resembling this

structure in the fleshy mass occupied by the smut
at any f)eiiod, though he traced the aftisction to

the earliest period when it could be distinguished.
Even at the earliest stage, then, the fleshy mass

the seeds or sporules, the remaining portion ofjin the foot-stalk, destined to form the smut, was
which continued attached to the leaves. The found to be entirely composed of a uniform fissue,

rusty rose-leaves were alierwards steeped in wa
ter, and the third rose-tree was watered vith the
nii-Kture during the spring.

Till the succeeding autumn, the time probably
at which this flingus (Credo Hosm) laturally
fruits, the three plants in the boxes exhibited
nothing particular. At this season the tree in
the box where the rusty leaves had been mixed
up with the earth became profusely coveied wilh
rust, while the o;her two trees remaineJ quite
free. These two were, however, ecjually iffected
with the first in the autumn of the second /ear.

Vol. Y—31

presenting cavities nearly four-sided, and compar-
atively of oonsiderabie size, separated by partitions

Ibrmed of one or two layers of very small cells.

—

These cavities, which resemble in structure the
cells in ,reeds and rushes, were in the smutty ears
filled by a compact homogeneous mass composed
of veiy fine and minute grains, perftjctly round,
and all of equal size. They were of a greenish
color in the ear when scarcely unfolded, and
slio'htly adhered to each other, though they were
only connected by shnple contact, being agfflom-
erated towards the centre of each mass. In the
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ears more advanced in growth, these minute
grains assumed a pale red color. At a still more
advanced period, the partitions of ihe lour-sided

cells disappear, the minute grains, instead of re-

maining in contact, become separated from each
other, and the whole mass is trauslormed into a

heap ol" dust, composed of very regularly formed
round black grains, perlijclly resenibling the semi-

nal germs of mushrooms.
It is evident, then, that there is no resemblance

between the fleshy mass in the infected loot-stalU,

or peduncle of the grain, and the healthy foot-stalk,

at whatever period it may be observed. Conse-
quently JNl. Ad. Brongniarr thinks hiniseli'perlectly

justified i'i concluding, that the affection does not

originate in any diseased modification of the natu-

ral tissues, but in the growth of a parasite fimgus,

whose progress he had thus traced more minutely

than had hitherto been done, providing that no
previously received opinion is correct.

M. Bauer appears to have performed experi-

ments with smut somewhat similar to those of M.
Fee with the rose-rust; but he has not given the

details, having only linblished the results. He
tells us he has ascertained, by repeated experi-

ments of inoculation (how performed he does not

Bay), that the seed ofsmut-fungus ( Lredo segetuin)

is absorbed by the roots of the germinating seed-

corn, and, being e.Ktremely minute, is mixed with
and propelled by the circulating sap, which depo-
eites it in almost every part of the cellular tissue

of the plant. He adds, that he has not the least

doubt that the seeds of the smut-fungus are

shaken out by the wind, and that even many in-

fected ears and plants are thrown on the soil of a
field where infected corn has been growing, and
that the smnt-fiangi continue growing and multi-

plying on the soil till they become a part of it and
cannot be distinguished.

These views we consider to be scientific and
correct, except in so far as the fungi are said to

grow on the soil, for this is not proved by obser-

vation, and it is probable, t>om analogy, that they

would not grow except within the tissues of vege-
tating corn or grass.

2. Ascertaiiud cause of Canker.—The canker or

pepper-brand of wheat is proved to be a fiingus of

the same genus ( Uredd) as the smut, but of a very
different species {Uredo fcetida), well distinguish-

ed, as remarked above, by its sniellmg like putrid

fish, and by its not bursting the grain, but remain-
ing within the outer envelope.

The most minute account of the progress of the

fungus is given by M. Bauer, whose investigations,

however, were unlbrtunately previous to the dis-

covery of M. Duttochet respecting the vegetation

of fungi. The earliest period, he tells us, at which
he discovered the fungus within the cavity of the

seed-germ (^ovalum) ol" a young plant oi' wheal
eown in November, was the 5th of June, sixteen

days before the ear issued from the leaf sheath,

and about twenty days befl)re the sound ears

springing from the same root were in blossom.

At this early stage, the inner cavity of the seed-
germ {ovulum) was very small; and, after fecun-

dation, vvas filled with farinacious substance des-
tined to form the flour of the wheat.

It was then that M. Bauer first observed what
he describes as the jelly-like root or spawn, rather

the main plants of the fungi themselves, adhering
to the lining membranes of the cavities, from which

they could easily be detached in the form of small
flakes. At this period, it is most important to no-
tice that JM. Bauer observed very short but distinct

fbot-stalks or pedicles seen issuing from the main
plant, or what he terms spawn, and supporting the

ii'uit. All tlie parts of the fungus are in the early

stage pure white, but when tiie ear issue? from the

leaf-sheath, the seed of the wiieat {ovum) is much
enlarijed, though still relainino; its original shape,

and the fungi (or rather we should say the fruit)

multiplying rapidly, separate from the mavn plant,

assume a darker color, and lie loose in the cavity

of the grain of wheat. The grains thus infected

continue iirowing, the fungus producing within

ihem a great number of fruit, till the period when
tiie healthy grains attain maturity, and become of
a light brown. Then the inflected grains likewise

change their dark green color to a dark brown-
When cut in two, the inlected grains are found
to be quite filled with the black grain-like fruit of
the fungus.

By inoculating (in what way he does not say)
the finest saujples of seed-v/heat, JM. Bauer fuily

ascertained that the seetisof, the canker-JunguSy
adhering to the wheat, is taken up by tlie germi-
nating roots, and carried by the sap to the younirer
ears, in the same manner as we have seen, takes

place with the smut-fiingus. "Like a troop of
sappers and miners," as Professor Burnet says,

"the canker-brands carry on all their operations

secretly, and often cotriplete their work before its

commencement has been suspected."

3. Ascertained cause of Hud or Mildew.—The
rust and various sorts of what are termed mildew,
are all caused by small fungi, such as the tuft-

brand (Puccinia graminis, Persoon, or Uredo
frumenti, Sowerby) and the linear brand {Uredo
linearis, Persoon, U. Iargissi7na, Sowerby), which
do not differ so much in the injuries which they
produce as m their mode of growth and appear-
ance, as has been already described.

The history of the red rust need not detain us,

as it has been long well known from the very good
account given of it by Sir Joseph Banks, with most
admirable drawings by M. Bauer. The opinion,

however, which Sir Joseph seems to adopt, is not

that the seeds of the rust-fungus get into the corn
plants by the tips of the roots, but by the pores, on
the leaves and stem being carried thither by the

winds, and caused to adhere by the moisture of
dew or rain. When once entered into the pores,

he says—"They germinate and push their minute
roots, no doubt (though these have not yet been
traced) into the cellular texture beyond the baik,

where they draw their nourishment by intercept-

ing the sap that was intended by nature for the

nutriment of the grain. The corn, of course,

becomes shrivelled in proportion as the fungi are

more or less numerous on the plant; and as the

kernel only is abstracted from the grain while the

cortical part remains undiminished, the proportion

of flour to bran in blighted corn is always reduced

to the same degree as the corn is made light. Some
corn of lasl. year's crop (1804) will not yield a stone

of flour fiom a sack of wheat; and it is not impossi-

ble that in some cases the corn has been so com-
pletely robbed of its flour by the liingus, that if the

proprietor would choose to incur the expense of

thrashing and grinding it, bran would be the pro-

duce, with scarce an atom of flour for each grain,"

— On blight m Corn.
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Preve/dwn of Smut, Canker, and Rusl.—A\-
thoiiorli the ascertf\inmont of the real causes of the
destmcluiii of corn, which we have been consid-
erinij, lines not ailvaiice our knowletij^e so far as
could be wished of the means of prevention, it

teaches its the almost equally important lesson,

that man}- thint^s vaunted as preventives must be
totally inefficacious. If M. Bauer's opinion indeed
be correct, as it appears to us to be, that the seeds
of the smiit-funn-us, each plant of which, according
to the hii^h authority of M. Fries (Si/st. MycoL),
produces upwardsof ten millions ol'seeds, are scat-
tered on the soil wbere the smutted corn <rrows,
lying in wait to attack the next crop the instant it

germinates, no preparation of the seed-corn before
sowing can be o( the slightest use. The only likely

means of clearing a field thus infected would be
paring and burning the soil; or, supposing all or
most of the smiit-seeds to enter the roots'of the
next crop, to sow a thick crop of corn and cut it

green for cattle, or plough it down as manure, be-
fore the funguses arrived at maturity to again scat-
ter their seeds. An abundant liininir ol"such a soil

mitrht also prove advantageous, from the lime,
while in a caustic state, burning and destroying
the seeds.

"^

It is upon the latter principle that iVl. Bauer re-

commends the steeping and washing of seed-corn
in lime-water, endeavoring to cleanse the corn so
eflectualiy that every particle ol' the fungi and their
seed be entirely removed Irom the grains; "but,"
he adds, '-as these extremely minute fungi, when
once mixed with the seed-wheat, insinuate them-
selves into the grooves at the backs and the b.^urds
at the tops of the wheat grains, I think it is almost
impossible to dislodge them by washing. I once re-

ceived some samples which had been so prepared
and washed in salt-water, and declared to be per-
fectly clean, but on my putting some of these puri-
fied grains into water in a watch-glass, and leaving
ihem to soak about twelve hours, on bringing them
under the microscope I found many of the fungi
floating on the water."
The lime-water ;icfs as we have seen by des-

troying the vegetative power of the seeds of the
smut, canker, or rust, and it will thus kill such
seeds as may be attached to corn by steeping it

for twelve hours in strong lime-water, and after-
wards drying it before it is sown. In large quan-
tities of corn, however, it is not likely that even by
this method all seeds of the fungi can be destroyed,
and it will not of course have any effect on those
seeds which are already scattered in the fields
about to be sown. M. Bauer found, by repeated
experiment, that such steeping in lime-water does
destroy the vitality of the seeds of both smut and
canker in seed-w"heat. In oats and barley, the
kernels of which are so tightly enclosed in the
husks, the lime-water cannot readily penetrate,
and consequently the sleeping of these is not
likely to be so efiectual.

It will not be necessary to mention other steeps,
many of which are as much calculated to injure
the corn as the fungi; but it may be necessary to
state, that among the numerous comparative ex-
periments with various steeps which we have pe-
rused, we do not recollect one of the least value to
found an inference upon. They are all vanue and
inaccurate, from the genuine causes not being well
understood. Experiments on this subject. ''to be
worth any thing, must have the seeds of the fun-

guses actually brought into contact with the roota

and other parts of corn-plants at different stages

of their growth. Above all, it is important that

these artificially infected plants be grown in soil

carefully fl-eed by fire fi-om the ciiance of contain-

ing fungus-seeds, as well as to have the corn-

plants so enclosed by glass, or otherwise, that the

seeds of the fungi might not be brought to them
by the winds. AH experiments of this kind per-

formed without such precautions, by sowing
patches in a field with sound, intected, or steeped

seed-corn, are worse than worthless, as the results

cannot be otherwise than fallacious.

For tlie Farmers' Register.

MR. KYAN's process FOR PREVENTIIVG DRY-
ROT. OR PRESERVING THE TIMBER OF RAIL-
WAYS, BY THE USE OF CORROSIVE SUBLI-
MATE.

[From the earliest annunciation of Mr. Kyan's di3-

covery, we were impressed with the belief of its im-

portant value, and especially for railways—and have

already published in this journal the fullest known ac-

couats of the process, (at pp. 320 to 322, vol. ii, and pp.

368, 369, of vol. iii). But the most plausible theoreti-

cal schemes often are found opposed by unforeseen and

insuperable practical obstructions; and these failures

are seldom announced as loudly as the earlier anticipa-

tions of success. Hence it arises, that, while new dis-

coveries, alleged to be of great importance, are contin-

ually announced to the public, and maybe heard of not

only in scientific andeconomicai journals, but in almost

every nswsi:aper, we rarely meet with statements suf-

ficiently clear or conspicuous, of the many failures of

these discoveries, when subsequently attempted to be

put to practical use, or of the fewer cases of practical

success, or proofs of value aUbrded by time and expe-

rience. For these reasons, we were both informed and

gratified by hearing recently, in conversation with Mr
I'otten, his opinion of the value of this process, and his

estimates of the cost of the application to railway con-

struction; and therefore we requested- of him a com-

munication on the subject for publication—which has

been since received, and is now given to our readers.

Mr. Totten's acquirements and practical experience as

a civil engineer, give much weight to his opinions on

this subject; and even if his estimate of the necessary

cost, is but one-fourth of the true amount, there would

still be a prodigious saving of the expense of railways,

found in the adoption of this plan for preserving timber,

and of being able to substitute other kinds of timber,

that otherwise are so perishable, as to be totally unfit

for use.

Will not the directory of the Raleigh and Gaston Rail

Road Company serve the public interests, so far as to

make an experiment of this plan, upon a few miles of

that railway.' Ed. Far. Reg.]

The discovery of an effectual preventive of dry-

rot is no longer a matter of doubt. In England
"Kyan's process" is now very generally adopted in

preparing the timbers lor all important buildings

—

for ships, and for the sills of rail roads. Of how
much more importance is this discovery to Ame-
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rica, where timber is po abundant, and f?o srene-
raliy u^ed! Applied to the prefservation of the
timber used in the copstmction of rail roacs= in this
country, the discovery would be of incalcu'ahle
ntiiity. To show its utiliiyin this pariicular is the
object of i.he present comnVaniciiion.

Tiie following account of the discovery is taken

_^

fi-om the "Arcana ofScience," Ibr 1835.
"A gentleman of the name of Kyan, consider-

ing the well known anti-destructive qualities of
corrosive sublimate, proposed to apply that active
body to timbers, in order to secure it, from the at-
tacks of the formidable disease to which it has
hitherto been liable, arising either from the action
of the seeds of cryptogamous ,:ianfs vegetafins in
the~wood. or fro.Ti the presence of the albununous
parts of the tree. He thought the evil might be
stopped; that the commencement even might he
prevented by the application of corrosive ^subli-
mate, in consequence of the chemical combination
which takes place between the corrosive sublimate
arid those albuminous panicles which Bcrzelius,
and others of the highest authority, consider to
exist in, and form the Essence of wood; which be-
ing the first parts to run to decay, cause others to
decay with them.
"Mr. Kyari was so confident of success, that he

submitted his proposition to the Lords of the Ad-
miralty, who, in the first instance, required trials
to be made, in order to prove the value of the ap-
plication. These trials were made; and, at the
end of two or three years, their lordships advised
Mr. Kyan to take oiit a patent, Avhich he did.

"Dr. Faraday," (in a lecture on the subject,)
"exhibited to his auditors sonno of the pieces sub-
mitted to trial by the Lords of the Admiralty, three
years before, in the fungus pit at Wbolvvicri. One
specimen was a piece of timber which came out,
at the end of three years, as sound as it went in,

while the unprepared part had decayed up to the
very point. No portion of it had bee'n left; it had
decayed and become rotten ihrouirhont; but the
other piece was left whole and sound, and fit for
the construction of vessels.

A large cube of wood, which had been there, in
the first instance, for three years—found sound at
the end of that period, and" returned to the pit for
two years more, making altogether five years

—

was taken out perfectly hard^and sound.
"

There
was no sign of decay "in that wood, which had
been submitted to the rottinor action for five years,
nor of that destruction whicTi seems to havecorae
on eo soon in the same pit with other pieces of
wood.

"Sir Robert Smirke had a couple of posts put
up under a dripping eave, and both were exposed
to the same action. After a certain time, one of
them decayed—the other still stands, having been
preserved by the power of this substance.
"Mr. Faraday proceeded to detail a number of

experiments which he had made, with a view
to discover whether the effects of the corrosive
sublimate might be injurious, and which had the
cflfect of satisfying him that it could not be so; and,
so far as these experiments went to strenffthen his
opinions as to its efficacy as a preventive of dry-rot,
he says, that he is of opinion that the process would
be effectual; and added. 'I think the improvement
so great, as fully to justify its extensive applica-
tion.'

"The experience of five years afTords ample se-

curity for the success of the discovery. The trials

have completely satisfied the minds of all who
have Hiterested themselves in the (juestion. At
present, the process has been adopted with the

timber used in buildin<r the addition to the Temple,
King's College, Clarkeswell Church, Westminster
House of Correction, and fishmongers Hail; the

National Gallery, the new works at the British

Museum, and tlie warehouses of the East India

Company. The London Dock Company have
also adopted it, and many engineers connected
with the Liverpool, Manchester, and Stanhope,
Tyne, and Wear railway's, in lieu of stone sleepers.

A writer in the New Bedford Mercury, says,

that "he is personally acquainted with the inge-

nious irfventor—has attended the lectures in Lon-
don on the subjectj and is satisfied of the efficacy

of his plan."

"The timber to be prepared must be placed in a
tank or vessel. A solution of coi^rosive sublimate
is then thrown upon it until covered. The propor-
tion according to the inventor, is 1 lb. of corrosive

sublimate, to 5 gallons of' water. Pine planks are

saturated in forty-eight hours. An oak slick, 40
feet long and 1 loot square, requires three weeks.
Pieces of the timber prepared with a solution of
the sublimate, and unprepared pieces—the latter

well seasoned—were placed in the 'rotten pit,' at

the King's Dock Yard, Woolwich, in 1828. In

1831, the writer of this was present when they
were withdrawn. The prepared timber was per-

fectly sound— I he.unprepared, although of the best

Eufrlish oak, was a mass of rot and decayed veg-

etable matter. The prejiared timber was left on
the ground in the open air six months, and then
again placed in the rotten pit, with other pieces of
well seasoned limber. At the end of two years

the prepared timlier was found quite sound—the

seasoned very rotten.

"The rotten pit, at Woolwich yard, is a cave
under ground, SO feet long by 20 feet, and built

by order of government for the purpose of testing

the efficacy of the various proposed nostrums for

preserving timber. The pit is lined, top, bottom,

and sides, with vegetable matter in the worst pos-

sible stages of corruption—very damp, and full of
carbonic acid gas. It is a perfect hot-bed—a can-
dle will not burn in it a minute, so foul is the airnf
this subterraneous chamber. In fact, no timber,

although thoroughly salted, docked, or seasoned,

will resist three months the powerful decomposing
qualities of the 'rotten pit.' The specimens were
placed on the bottom of the pit, and half buried in

the putrid veo-etable matter with which the cave
is kept supplied. This experiment seemed so con-
clusive, that government immediately paid the

inventor £10.000, and advised him to take out a
patent. He u-as ordered to construct tanks at all

the dock yards, and the irovernment timber was
imm.ediatciy prepared in the above manner. It is

found thatacutiic foot of oak, will absorb three
pints of the liquid."

The Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty, ap-
pointed as commissioners of inquiry into this im-
portant subject. Captain John Hayes, B. Rotch,
esq., Professor Daniell, Dr. Birkbeck, and Alex-
ander Copland Hutchinson, esq.

'

They report: ''All the persons examined, who-
have used the prepared wood, are of opinion that

the process renders the ordinary length of time for

seasoning timber unnecessary. Sir Robert Smirke,
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li:i'.vcvcr, thinlcs thiit while*, tiinljcrs of lartje Bcant-

iiriL' may be ii«eil the pooiipr li)!- it, siii! it would not

p;ipi'r^f>(|p. the u?un\ lenj^lli of time I'ur seasoninir

woivi for joiners' work.
"It. n-as staft'd by Mr. Kyan tliat the solution

lost^s none of ]!.« strenirtli, and bpcomes in no way
iili.M-ed by the immersion ol' tlie limber; and the

pn'aicr pari of the solution in the tank, at the tinrie

ol'rhe coamiissioners' visit to Mr. Ivyan's premises,

was stated to ha\"e been in use some years.

"Two bottles oft he sohition, used lor experiment,
were sent to Professor Faraday, one havinir been
filled belbre the immersion of the timber, and the

other afterwards: ami he has stated that they con-
tain the same proportions ofcorrosive subhmate in

solution.

"As to the salubrity of the process, the evidence
proves it to have produced no ill effect upon the
health of the workmen, who have used the pre-

pared timber lor ship-huildinfj or other purposes.
It, however, appeiirs that trrear caution is requi-

Bite in preparing the solution, and in the use of the
process."

The only doubt, thrown upon the efncacy of the
process is, with reo-ard to the "interior effect" it

may produce upon larue timber, on which point

the commissioners are "not agreed;" the extent to

which the mercury penetrates the timber belno^

"very limited." But, this "interior effect," it ap-
pears to me, is fully settled by experiment.

It IS now ten years since the orifrin of this dis-

covery, during which time experiments have been
made in every possible way—^in the rotten pit—

!

under dripping eaves—in the confined holds of
ships—and in the open air; and in every instance

the prepared timber has remained perfectly sound,
while the unprepared has "decayed and become
rotten throughout."
On the point of expense, 1 !b. of corrosive sub-

limate is the proportion lor 5 gallons of water,
(.some say 1 lb. to 10 gallons) and one cubic foot

of oak timber absorbs 3 pints of the liquid. The
price of corrosive sublimate beinir 86 cents per lb.

the material lor one cubic foot of timber will cost

6| cents.

The expense of preparing the limber for one
mile of rail road, on the plan of 'the Petersburg
and Roanoke road, would be as follows:

3. .500 cubic feet ofrailing, at 6| cents, .§227 50
6,000 do. sillsandkeys, attJicents, 390 GO

2 tanks per mile - - - - - 70 00
Labor do. - - - - - 75 00

Total S762 50

It should be borne in mind, however, that any
kind of timber may be preserved by this process.

Therefore, any timber found along the line, pos-
sessing the requisite degree of sirength and stiff-

ness, may be used for the road. On this account
a saving may be effected in general of about $'150
per mile.

The prepared timber may also be used to ad-
vantage in the construction of all the small drains
under the road, by which means a saving may be
frequently made of from three to five hundred dol-
lars per mile. So that, upon the whole, the actual
extra cost of the prepared timber may not exceed
8250 per mile.

Upon the Ralegh and Gaston, and the Greens-
ville and Roanoke Rail Roads, this would be a fair

estimate. With regard to the cost of repairs on
account of rot upon a rail road, experience has
laiight UP, that the second year after the timbers

have been laid down, the evil from this source will

have progressed to a decree which will render it

necessary to replace many of the rails with sound
ones; that in about three or four years the sills

also will beo'jn to decay; and that from that time

forward, ihe expense of repairs from this cause
will amount to about ^400 per mile. Itr addition

to thi.«, the accidents and delaj's occasioned by
the perishable nature of these materials, are seri-

ous evils both to the rail road company and to the

public, and every possible means should be taken

to prevent their occurrence.

It appears then, from the above, that the actual

cost of^|)reparing the timber for a rail road will not,

in general, exceed ^250 per mile, It appears also,

that the annual expense of refiairs to a road, occa-

sioned by rot. is about i§400 per mile.

Ilow valuable then is this discovery? For a sum
exceeding but a little one half the cost of the re-

pairs of a road (or one year, the limber used in its

construction may be preserved for many years—
and, for aught we know, be made as durable as
iron.

It may be proper to say something here, in re-

lation to the time which would be occupied in pre-

paring the timber for a rail road by this process.

With two tanks to a mile, 5 b}' 6 feet and 25 feet

long—upon whic'h supposi'ioii I have founded my
estimate—all the timber necessary lor a single

track could be effectually prepared in about fifteen

weeks. On this score, therefore, there would be
no impediment to the work.

It is hoped that rail road companies will no
longer hesitate to adopt this method of preserving

the timber for their roads. The experiment, at

least, should be tried by every one interested in

the subject. So far as my humble opinion is con-

cerned, I think, with Dr. Faraday, "the improve-

ment so great, as ILilly to jusiily its extensive ap--

plication."

G. M. TOTTEW.

Fioin tlie New England Farmer,

SUGAR FROM JKDIAIT CORN.

It is said that the Revolutionary heroes used to

sweeten their switchel with corn stalk molasses,

and perhaps their children may be benefitted by a
knowledge of the fiict that both sugar and molas-

ses can still be obtained from that plant. How
profitable the manuliicture of it may be, we can-

not say, as we believe no experiments have ever

been tried to test the fact, at least in Maine.
Some experiments were once tried in the south of
France, in order to ascertain the quantity which
could be obtauied, and the following were the re-

sults :

1. The stalk of the corn contains little or no su-

gar previous to flowering.

2. At the time of flowering a small quantity of

sugar may be detected.

3. When the ifrain is still sofT,the stalk contains

about one part in a hundred of chrystallizable su-

gar.

4. When the grain is completely ripe, the stalk

contains two parts in the hundred of sugar, and
four parts in the hundred of rich and good tasted

molasses."
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The pomace may b« given to cattle, or made
into wrappinfj paper.. Jt is not known how far the

above calculation will a'tjree with the plant in our
climate. We shall probably not need tliis article

to manunictiire sugar from, so long as it can be
obtained in large quantities from the maple, sugar
beet, &c. But tlie tact may be important in one
pomt of view. If the statements are correct, the

stalks are more nourishing for cattle, if cut when
they are ripe, than if cut earlier, and as they are

cut for this pin'pose, a little judgment exercised in

the business, founded on a knowledge of the pro-

perties, may make no small saving.

From Loudon's Gardener's Magazine of June, 1837.

THE 1TAI.I.\!V BIODE OF EXri.UDIKG THE COM-
MOA^ HOUSE Ff>Y (iVlUSCA DOMESTICA L.)

FROM apartme:vts.

This mode was pointed out to William Spence,
esq., in Italy, two or three years ago, and is pub-
lished in the first number of the Trans, of the En-
toinological Society ; and his son has subsequently
discovered that it was known in the time of He-
rodotus, and practised by the iishermen of Egypt.
It is simply to cover the openings of the windows
by a net o!" white or liijht-colored thread. Ic is

remarkable that the meshes of this net may be an
inch or more in diameter, so that there is actually

no physical obstacle presented to the entrance ol

the flies even with expanded wings. The flies

seem to be deterred from entering from some in-

explicable dread of venturing within the network.
It is even found that, 'if small nails be fixed all

round the window frame, at the distance of about

an inch from each other, and threads be then
stretched across both vertically, and horizontally,

the apparatus will be equally effectual in exclu-

ding the flies.' It is essential, however, that 'the

light should enter the room on one side of it only
;

for if there be a thorough light, either from an op-
posite or side window, the flies pass through the

net without scruple.' (Trans. Ent. Soc.^ i. 4.)
"The above facts are of interest both to the oc-

cupiers of houses and shops in temperate climates,

and the architects of houses lor warm countries.

They also supply useful hints to butchers, and, in-

deed, to all persons to whom flies and gnats are an
annoyance. The facts further show, that sciences
apparently the most remote from architecture, may
yet afford useful hints lor improving that art. To
gardeners these iiicts afford excellent hints ibr ex-
cluding flies from vineries and peach-houses, and
h-om ripe grapes and other fruit against walls.

—

Conductor."

but guarded by the threads. One of these drop-

ped down and reconnoitred ; and flew up again,

after parading nearly round the bed. Another or

two did the same; and one ventured upon the bed;

but it soon flexv away, and the whole Ibllowed. I

have other seed-beds guarded with the thread, and
find the plan answers. It is so simple, and so

useful, that Mr. Anderson is entitled to the thanks

of all gardeners. It only wants a lair trial. If

market-gardeners, who sow great breadths of the

Brassica tribe, as well as other seeds connected

with their business, were to employ this method, I

have no doubt one half the seed generally used

might be saved ; the expense of thread and time

in putting it up being comparatively noUiing. I

should advise the thread to be no more than two
feet apart in lines ; and when the beds are Ions, to

support the line every 3 or 4 yards with slender

forked sticks, firmly fixed in the ground.

From the same.

MR. Anderson's mod e of protecting seeds
FROM THE ATTACK OF BIRDS,

By suspending a black thread line over the bed
10 inches or 12 inches high. I was induced to try

the plan, being much annoyed by sparrows and
pied or chaff-finches ; and I fijel 'bound to state

that I have found it very efficacious, the birds sel-

dom going near the beds when threaded. I no-
ticed a congregation of finches, a few davs ao-o,

upon a cherry tree, near to an asparagus bed sown
with raddish and edged with mustard and cress,

From the same,

WHY ARE CHAFFINCHES DEJTEURED BY A
LINE OF BLACK THREAD, WHEN THEY DO
NOT DREAD A THREAD WITH BITS OF RAG
ATTACHED TO IT?

It has struck me that this curious fact, mention-

ed by Mr. Anderson (p. 172.), is quite analogous
to the circumstances stated by Mr. Spence in the

Transactionf> of the Entomological Society (de-

scribed in the jlrchiteetural Magazine, vol. ii. p.

188., and quoted below), that flies will not pass

through a net with the meshes one inch wide, by
which means rooms may be kept quite clear from
them by hanging a net of this kind in front of the

window. To what is the existence of dread in

both cases attributable '?—J. O. W. May 17,.

1837.

From the same.

THE INTRODUCTION OF AMERICAN PEA-BUG*
(Bruchus pisi) into europe.

Seeing, on the cover of your Magazine for

April, 1837, that you request gardeners, bailiffs,

and others, to forward any kind of insects to you
tor Mr. Westwoods's examination, I send these,,

of which I shall shortly give you the history. I

received two packets of early Dutch peas, which
were distributed among the members of the Hamp-
shire Horticultural Society, on March 10, 1837.

When I came to open the packets to sow the peas,

about the beginning of April, I found them full of

the insects sent, which were such as I had never

observed before. I then determined to forward one
of the packets to you, in the hope through that

means to know its name, and if it is common.

—

A Constant Reader. Winchester, May 15,

1837.

The insects sent with this communication are

the Briichus pisi of Linnajus, in a living state.

This species, according to that author, is indige-

nous to North America, but is now, unfortunately,

completely naturalised in the north of Europe, al-

though, seventy years ago, it was only known in

the more southerly parts of this continent. Of
this insect Kirby and Spence observe: "In a

late stage of growth, great havoc is often made in

peas by the grub of a small beetle (Bruchus
granarius X.), which will somet.mes lay an egg
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in every pea of a pod, and thus destroj' it. In this

country, however, the mischief caused by the Brii-

cluis is seldom very serious ; liut m North Ameri-

ca another species (i/. pisi /,.) is most alarming-

ly destructive ; its ravatjes bein<T at one time so

universal as to put an end, in some places, to the cul-

tivation of that favorite pulse. No wonder, then,

that Ivalm should have been thrown into such a

trepidation, upon discovering some of these pesti-

lent insects just disclosed in a parcel of pens he

had brought." from that country, lest he shnuld be

the instrument of introducing so ti^ital an evil into

his beloved Sweden." (Jtitrod. io Eiit., vol. i. p.

178.)

Here it is evident that the injury is caused to

unhoused peas. But Stephens, speaking, of this

insect, says, ''Found occasionally within the me-
tropolitan district; but, I suspect not a truly indi-

genous species: it sometimes abounds in deposi-

tories of peas to a very destructive extent." (7Z-

liistr., vol., iv. p. 213.) Its precise habits, with

indications of the periods occupied in its trans-

formations, and especially of the time when it ar-

rives at the perfect state, have not been ascertain-

ed, although very necessary, as the destruction of

the beetle, previous to laying its eggs, would great-

ly prevent the spreading of the mischief.—J. O.

W. May 17, 1837.

P. S. I observe that, in almost every instance,

it is the largest peas which arc attacked. The m-
88Cts are stili enclosed in some of them.

MARLING.—THE FOUR-SHIFT ROTATION.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Shirley, July lOlh, 1837.

land in the coni-field of 160 acres. In fact, it wag
selected, as the poorest in the field, and the most
infested with sorrel, (wliich is generally a sign of
lands being exhausted,) to be marled.

While writing, I cannot Jet your strictures on
my favorite four-sliiii system pass without some
notice, and I will, therclbre, call your attention to

some of them. In your "Memoranda of hasty
visits to the country," you object to the manure's
;ill being applied to the clover fallow for wheat,
and say you doubt much whether this manure
tloes not serve to ini:rease the product of straw in

a far greater proportion than grain, and that it in-

creases the risk of rust," &.c., &c. Now, the fact

is, that my manured land invariably matures the

wheat better than any other part of "the field, and
has less rust. In fact, I never saw the rust in

wheat on land lately manured iii my life. Ma-
nure is a sovereign remedy for all diseases of
wheat—and a good clover lay is equal, or nearly so,

to a heavy manuring; and the four-shift system is

one of the best^ if not the very best way of" getting

a good clover lay. In the lour-shift fallowing sys-

tem, on good land, (and I never advised poor land

to be put into the system, but rather advised Col.

Taylor's four-shift, corn system for Jand that would
not bear it,) you are certain of a good crop of

wheat after clover fallow. (For even last year, the

most disastrous of all years for wheat, I made a
fair crop on my fallow.) You are also certain of a
good crop of corn. (I have never yet failed in mak-
ing a good crop of corn, on good land, after clover-

fallowed wheat.) And the third grain crop, wheat
after corn, is never very good, to be sure; but we
do not expect much from corn-field wheat. It

helps out, though, and answers admirably as a pre-

paration for the clover crop, which is the main
stay of the sj'stem. The fallow wheat is the most
profitable crop; the corn is also a profitable crop,

and the cleansing crop; and the corn-field wheat,

though not very profitable, is the preparatory crop

for the clover, and helps out into the bargain. I say

we never expect much from the corn-field wheat.

Your account of the "Shirley farming and crops,"

in your "Memoranda of hasty visits to the coun-
try," though upon the whole rather flatterina:,

shows the effects of the eight weeks' drought we
j

And, let me ask you. did you, or anyone else, ever
suffered, from early in April until 12th of June;
and I wish you could now see the change in the

crops, wrought by the last three weeks repeated

rains, (which gave u^ great trouble in the wheat
harvest, but which were the salvation of the oat

and corn crops,) and I think you would be in a better

humor with our system. The oat crop, though
not a full crop, is now a very fair one, and the corn

promises to be a very heavy crop. Even the 45
acres which was twice destroyed by insects, and
ploughed up, and replanted so late, is now very pro-

mising; and. if we have a seasonable fall, will

make a fiill crop after all. The marled land still

maintains its superiority over the corn along side

of it; but that is improving very fast. The marled
land is not quite thick enough, or I believe it would
make as much corn to the acre as any land is ca-

pable oi; in this part of the world. I think, if it

were a third thicker, it would make fifteen or

eighteen barrels to the acre; and, as it is, I think it

will make twelve barrels to the acre. It is as

,

heavy a growth of corn, (except that it is not quite

thick enough,) as I ever saw. I had no idea the

imarl would have produced so great an effect, and,
therefore, I did not plant it thick enough, for it was
by no means very strong land before it was ma-
nured and marled—very inferior to most of the

see a heavy crop ofv.'heat after a heavy crop ofcorn,

in any system—three-field, five-field, or any other

system f For, if you did, I never did; that is to say
compared to fallow wheat. In our four-shift sys-

tem, it is not desirable that the corn-field wheat
should be a very heavy crop. For, if it was, it ivould

smother the young clover sown on it, which would
be the destruction of the system; for we rely prin-

cipally on the clover to restore the land after the

three grain crops. Clover would never succeed on
wheat, as heavy as our fallow wheat generally is.

It would all be smothered, nine times out of ten.

In your "Memoranda of hasty visits to the coun-

try," you also say the whole growth of clover, and
large supply of manure, "enable the wheat to

withstand all attacks, and sources of great damage
usual to the crop elsewhere," (which is saying a
great deal in favor of the system,) "except the

evils produced by luxuriance of growth. Thus
the loss in labor, if not in grain, from lodging, will

be considerable this year, and is suffered more or

less every year: and rust coming on just before-

the ripening of the crops of the highest promise,

has repeatedly caused great loss here, when the

poorer lands elsewhere generally were but little

hurt." You are entirely mistaken in supposing

that the poorer lands in my neighborhood were
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less injured by rust whenever I suffered. The 1 7th of April, until the 12th of June, upwards of
poorer lands in my nei^'hborhood, and the poorer eight weeks, and every thing wore the appearance
parts of my own plantatina, particuiarly the stiff of a long drought in August and Septemher

—

and clayey lands in my neighborhood, always sul- pastures burnt "up—trees dying, and dust flying;

tered most whenever v.'e had a rust season, and and the great wonder with "me was, how the oais

since 1 have improved my land, I have had much and clover lived at ail. And I think it speaks won-
less rust than before, as was to be expected, as it ders for the system, that we now have so good a
enabled me to sow much thicker, and thereby pre

vent the rust in a great- measure—thick.sowing

being one of the very best means of preventing

rust. I suffered very much fi'om rust three years

in succession—in 1820, 1821 and 1822, (aiidayain

somewhat in 1825)—but not more, either of the

years, if as much as ray neighbors; and since

1825, or since the chief improvement in the land

has occurred, I have suffered very little from rusi;

and with a good clover lay, extensive manur-
nuring, and thick sowing, ! do not dread rust at all,

except on a few cold clayey boUoms
You say in your msmorunda, that our system

"imperliic'tly executed, would be a wretched one,

both for annual profits and for improvement of the
I ray land, to make it succeed on our system in any

and." What system, badly executed, would not season.

crop as we have. The corn suffered more than
usual with me this spring, because the great

drought, and very cold weather, preverjted the

corn from growing off kindly, in the spring, ex-

cept on the sandy land, and marled land; and, as

it could nol grow, the insects were enabled to eat

it up. If" '.ve had had either, rain or warm weather,

to give the corn a start, it would have soon out-

grown the bugs; and the land which has now the

worst corn, would have been the best, as the land

is better where the corn is worst, though, owing to

the quantity of vegeiablo matter turned under,

there are more insects there. 1 • only want the

marl or lime in addition to the veaetable matter ia

be? But we contend that our system, well exe-

cuted, is both profitable and improving; and though
the improvement is slower than in a milder course,

yet it is more profitable, on good land, which will

yield good clover lays. You say, in your memo-
randa, ''that the oats are inferior, and cannot be

made a fair crop. The clover is very poor, but

neither crop shows as badly as the corn at Shirley,

which, in general, is v.orss, compared to the pro-

ducing power of the laud, than any well tilled field

I ever saw at this time of the _\-ear." You go on

to assign the reason, being owing to the unprece-

dented drought of eight weeks, and insects, &c.,

/and then wind up bv saying, that "the loss that

will be certainly suffered in this crop will b& a

heavy offset against the advantages of the rota-

tion, as it stpod beibre the introduction of a corn

crop;" but the corn crop is an important part of

the system, and one vrhich, by dear-bought expe-
rience, I have found to be necessaiy, as a cleans-

ing crop. I tried the oar crop as a cleanser, while

I only commenced this to make a few remarks,

and I have prolonged it until both you and your
readers will be heartily tired of it, I am aiiuid.

. Hill Cauti:r.

[We are gratified to receive the foregoing correc-

tions of our very hasty, and of course very iinperCect

observations in the preceding No. Corrections of er-

rors, or strictures, have frequently been invited, when-

ever we ventured to submit any such results of obser-

vations, made in hurried and chajice-directed excur-

sions; and if they were given, franklj'- and fully, when-

ever needed, we should be the more encouraged to pre-

sent such subjects for coiTection; as thereby we should

succeed in fiirnistiing matters of instruction and inter-

est to our readers, by arawing indirectly from other

sources, much better tiian can be dona directly from our

own.

It certainly was not designed to present any thing in

I had the reclaimed swamp land under cultivation,
j

a more "flattering"'^ or even more favorable point of

but found it would not answer, on account of the view thau the appearance of things then seemed to

weeds, blue grass, wire grass\ insects, &c. getting warrant. We claim for all such of our "memoranda,"
ahead, and stated the fi\ct in ome of my communi- the merit of entire freedom from the bestowing (know-
cations to you. But that does not make against

, jn^jy^) undeserved praise either on men or things—
the system, because I deviated from it, and there-

ji^^ h, of necessitv, they are hable to be often iiicor-
by suflered for ... But the lact is, that 5, have not

^^^^ -^ ^^^^^^^^ ^f^^^^ ^^^.^^ ^^ ^^^^^
sufiered so much as vou suppose, in crop—though
I have suffered in having additional labor and ^e admit the erroneous deduction made as to the

trouble li'om the want of a hoe crop; for I have i^ause of rust, the eiiects of which were known to

generally succeeded in making a good crop of corn, have been formerly and repeatedly so injurious at

although I have (bund great difficulty in getting Shirley; and the facts which furnisli tfie contradiction,

my corn to stand early in the year, owing to in- are both striking and important. It is certainly much
sects. I have succeeded at last, and generally in favor of Mr. Carter's practice of applying manure,
make good crops; and hereafter, when I shall (^^^atever maybe the theoretical objections,) that it
have gone through the rotation, (as now including

| ^j^^^U j^^^^g^ ^i^^ g,,^,.;^^ ^^. ^^^^ ^^.j^^^j ^^^^ ^^^-^^^
corn,) I expect no more difficulty with insects,

than farmers with other rotations; lor I am sure

that a hoe crop, once in four years, will be suffi-

cient to cleanse the land of both weeds and blue

grass—my greatest enemy in the wheat crop for

several years past—and insects of all kinds.

The oats and clover being inferior, (though they
have improved vastly since the rains, and now
promise to make a fair crop,) is not to be wonder-
ed at, for such a drought in thespringis, I believe,

unprecedented. We had little or no rain from the

rust, and other 'smaller disasters. Still, however, we
hold to the doctrine of giving manure tu grain only

through the medium of grass—and maintain that it

should be observed as far as circumstances permit;

though circumstances are continually occurring, on the

best managed farms, which direct and compel devia-

tions of particular practices from what sound theory

would require, if nothing else were in question, or at

risk.

—

Ed. Far. Reg.]
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O.V Tilt: I'SK OK REAL Sir.XATUUES TO AORI-
CUI/rUKAL COM.«U.\1 CATIONS;

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Your rc>rn\^|ioiuUMit, "The Eiistern Shore of

JNlarvlaiid."' in the June niimlHM- ol" the Fanners'

RfiTisier, id vt'ry severe, aiid ajipears to be (juite

Hillary w'ilh those who, ditl':;iiu:j; Irotii hint in opin-

ion, presume to allis their naiiies lo their liiets, in

the belief that it may ali'oril some security against

imposition, lie holds the praciice unnecesj^ary,

because he deems the "eJ(7or' responsible lor the

truth ol'^zi-'fs—and, he considers it very, immodest.

To me, thout!;!\ unconcerned io tlie matter, ex-

cept so lar as to seek the truth, it seems unreason-

able to hold the editor of a periodical devoted to

agriculture responsible lor tacts communicated by

his numerous corre3j)ondenls in all sections of the

United Stales—a larife majority of whom, he may
have no persoiiiil knowledge oC—and who mtty

have erred in their statemenis, or in their obser-

vaiions, innocently or wilfully, as the various pro-

pensities of liieir minds may have iiiBuenced them.

Tlie editor cerlaitdy cannot detertnine tiieir respec-

tive motive powers, antljiberefire, hecannot,J((s//?/,

dr rdasoiiabty, be deemed responsible tor the eliiicls

of them.

Fov libelloas, or dafamato'~y i\\ct-:^y it is true, the

gentieuian's position may be correct—the editor

may, for such, be responsible; bu!, for the simj)le

statement of unoffending, agricultural diets, I am
inclined to believe, it vviil be fjenerally admitted,

that the reason and the ground of responsibility

are absent. Your correspondent, in his "m^desfi/,"

which he savs, is the "crown of many virtues," re-

quires that Virginians, North and South Carolini-

ans, and all others, who, with his arms, shall sub-

due the pestilent enemy, "the weevil," shall

make their acknowledgments in the Reg;ister, &c.
&c. to him, as the author of the remedy of burn-

ing sulphur in the infected granary, lor the des-

truction of the weevil. Being a "retired farmer,"

he might have had time to read in two of the best

"periodicals" on agricultural subjects, which this

country has produced—"the American Farmer"
and the "Farmers' R°irisfer"—that this remeily

had been recomti'ended lor the destruction of the

weevil, in the former, lor about fii'teen years, and,

in the latter, about three years. Hid fe affixed his

name, he wouLl probably have been more carehil

in the perusal of these works, and would have dis-

covered that the remedy is not novel. Your cor-

respondent "has known some half vvitted" and
"half educated" gentlemen in Maryland, v/ho
would have "got on tolerably well," but for their

unhappy p'-opensity to scribbling over their pro-

per names;" arnl he advise^ them of the resi-

dence of ^^Dr. Syntax,^'' in Virixinia, for their be-

nefit. He might have been sensible of the fact,

that typographical errors are frequent at all pres-
ses; auii, ordinary liberality would ascribe to this

cause, the palpable errors, which olten occur in

the orthoirraphy, as well as in the structure of a
/>ri/i<ed sentence. And he should have remember-
ed, ttio, the old adaize, "that he v,?ho lives in a
glass house, sboiilJ not throw stones."

* * # # # #

In truth, and in candor, I write this remon-
strance, not that I am personally concerned in the
case, nor that I care about '^blazoning''' the name,

Vol. V-82

but in the earnest hope, that the "Eastern Shore-

Farmer of Maryland," and all others, will preserve

that mutual fraternity oi'liielinir; which, in all com-
munities, is conducive to the individual and gene-

ral good, and happiness—and which, in the much
negle.cted coimiiunity of agriculture, is peculiarly

essential to its prosperity. And, I regret to have
read in your "Register," asperities of remark, pro-

duced by a mere diH'ereiice of opinion, whicii mav
occur with the most hones*, and most enlightened

members of any community. And 1 have adduced
I he insiance of a very clever, and, possibly, a very

correct writer, offending "Dr. Syntax," either by
himself, or his printer, to show the propriety of a
liberal construction, even upon the palpable errors^

though numerous, of

BiioTHiiR Farmers OF theE.S. ofMd.

[The forej^oingletter exhibits "asperities of remark,"

wliich vrs are sorry to see in tlie Farmers' Register;

nor vvoitid th?y have been permitted to appear, but in

reply to other remarks, which, though general, and

which we did not, and still do not, suppose had a par-

ticular allusion, and certainly had none that was mani-

fest, to any one of our contributors, yet reflected harshly

and improperly upon one distinguishing characteristic

of our most valued and useful correspondents—and who
are the most useful because that their names are permit-

ted toaiitlienticate their statements. We know that our

present correspondent does not even suspect who is the

other, and it is believed that neither of them designed

to apply his remarks to the other, as an individual; and

as each has now shot his bolt, and (though in the dark,)

with sufficient force, we hope that the controversy may
be sutfered to end here.

We regarded the remarks signed the "Eastern Shore

of Maryland," in the light of a condemnation of our own

opinion as often expressed on this subject, and of our

own practice too, (in cnany cases when communicating

statements of facts,) fully as much as a censure of any

other individual. Our communications to the Farmers'

Register, (not in editorial form) have been usually

placed upon the footing which we have recommended

to others. Pieces of merely a theoretical, argumenta-

tive, or didactic character, have often been presented

anonymously—but practical articles, and state meats of

facts, have usually been either given over the real

name, or signed by initials nearly as well known.

That we have ever used initials, or written anony-

mously, on any subject of practical agriculture, has

been owing to our position as editor, and the fear of

appearing unnecessarily conspicuous, in the different

character of a contributor. Still, to our own course in

this respect the general censures of our former cor-

respondent were sufficiently applicable: but, as they

were not considered as d-^signed to apply to any par-

ticular individuil, we, of coursa, took no offence at

being made to b?ar osir full share of thf attack. No
other person had any b 'tt/r ground to be offended,

unless indsed the c?nsiire was meant, and appeared to

b'^ m^anS to apply to a particular writer. We enter-

tain-'d no such sasp'cion then, nor do we now.

We daamed it quite unnecessary, at the time, to

comiBent on the strictures of the "Eastern Shore of
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Maryland," for the purpose of maintaining our oppo-

site opinion—which, however, has been not the least

shaken by his argument, and we earnestly hope that

no one of our correspondents will be more afff^cted by

his expressions. While all writers are welcome to this

journal, who have any information to give, whether

anonymously, or under their proper signatures, we re-

peat, what we know to be true, that statements of facts

lose half their claim to credit, half their interest and

their chance of being useful, by being anonymous.

Even the writer of the "Eastern Shore of Maryland"

has given some evidence of his concurrence in our

view—for some of his contributions (and for this reason

the most valuable,) to this journal, have been made over

his real signature.

In conclusion, if we cannot guard against, or remove,

every feeling of anger from both our highly esteemed

and valued correspondents, we at least trust that neither

will hereafter be disposed to criticize too nicely the

other's pieces, (if they should be known as such un-

der other signatures.) It is a safe rule, for all verbal

and literal errors to be charged, by readers, to the care-

lessness, or misconstruction, or ignorance, of the printer

or the editor; and it so happens that both our correspon-

dents sometimes need such favorable construction, be-

cause the writing of both, though very correct in design,

is so illegible in fact, that it is rare than either can com-
municate with the public in print, without sulferino-

somewhat by typographical mistakes—which, in most
publications, as well as this, are sufficiently numerous,

even when no such sufficient excuse is furnished to the

printers by the writers themselves.

—

Ed. Far. Reg.]

From the Mark Lane Express.

lance's "animalized carbon."

Sir—A correspondent in 3'our last week's pa-
per, asks tlie question, "is it possible to Ibrni a
factitious bone dust, by impregnatinij: lime with
phosphoric acid, so as to form a cheaper manure
to the farmer, than the present expensive bone
dust, and which is often not to be got in sufficient

quantities? To this query I decidedly answer
yes. It is now done, and selling in large quantities
in London; prepared somewhere in the neiiWibor-
liood of the Regent's Park, and known as Lance's
Animalized Carbon. The article was first pre-
pared in Paris, the agricultural society of that
city having awarded the inventor a considerable
sum, and subsequently at Copenhagen, from
whence Scotland has hitherto been sup'plied, and
where its use has given the fullest satisfaction.

I have procured Lance's preparation from an
agent at Basingstoke, and like it as well as bone
dust—much better indeed than the coarser sort.

That it is composed of phosphoric acid with lime,
any chemist may convince himself; but when it is

known that human urine and fceces are considera-
ble ingredients in the compound, those who have
read it will be satisfied that phosphoric acid may
be extracted from these matters; but to prove its

similarity to bones, I have mixed about one-tburth
quantity of lime in the state of dust, and am quite
satisfied with the results. With respect to price,
mine cost me little more than half what I have

paid for bones. As to the second question, "it is

granted that phosphoric acid is procured from
bones; but where does nature procure it to form
these bones?" To answer this question fully,

would lead too much into scientific inquiries, for

a newspaper paragraph, and not be in^ereaiing to

the general reader; but I will briefly say, that the

acid in question is Ibund in the earth, and pervad-

ing many vegetables, and all animals, as well as
their excrementitious matters; that it is taken up
by all corn, particularly wheat, as has been
proved; which gives out the acid in union with

lime for the formation of bone. The milk of the

mother is Ibund to yield the largest quantity of
phosphate of lime at the period of bringing Ibrth

theoliispring. The chick in the egg receives the

bony substance from the shell, hence it is thinnest

at the latter period of incubation. Your corres-

pondent may, with equal propriety^ ask why this is

so, as to inquire where did nature procure the acid.

All I recommend is, that he tries eome Lance's
Animallized Carbon, as a substitute for bonedusfy

and if not satisfied with that answer, lot him say
so, and he will be further informed by

A Surrey Farmer,
y^pril 27, 1837.

From tbe same.

ON BONE MANURE.

Sir—In your paper of the 24tb of Aprils is s
letter li-om a correspondent respecting the possibil-

ity of manufacturing a factitious bone dust, by im-
pregnating lime with phosphoric acid, so as to form
a cheaper manure than ihat procured from bones.

In answer to that question, I beg to say. that there
is not any means by which lime can be impreg-
nated with phosphoric acid, for the purpose be in-

tends it for, as there are not any cheaper or readier

means of obtaining the acid, than from that of
bones. In proof of that, it is only necessary tostate,

that it is the source always applied to by such
chemists and manufacturers as require its agency.
There is a natural phosphate of lime which is

known under the name of assatise and asparagus
stone, which is only found, in any quantity, in Swe-
den and Spain. As to the question, where does
nature procure it, to form these bones, I cannot af-

ford any inlbrmation, as it is one of the many phy-
siological facts that has long puzzled the scientific.

True it is that many vegetable substances contain

a small quantity of phosphoric acid in combination
with lime, magnesia, and iron, but nothing in pro-

portion to the mass required by the animal
frame, for duly impregnating the bone ; for,

the bone, you are aware, is a frame work of
gelatine, rendered firm by a deposition of phos-
phate and carbonate of lime. Vauquelin and
others, by their experiments, have proved that there

is an insufficiency of the phosphate taken into the

system to supply the required quantity; and this

has led many to assume that phosphorus is not a
simple body, but that it is generated out of other

materials in the body; it is moreover well estab-

lished that animals give out more phosphates than
they have taken in, and that after having supplied

the system with what it is in need of for the sup-

port of the bones. While on this subject, allow

me to observe, that I think there has been some
error in ascribing the benefit derived from bones as

proceeding from the phosphate of lime they con-
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tain; that it ma_v liave beneficial effect is very pos-
[

particularly in the Kouthern and south eastern

sihie, but requires direct experiment to prove it, for

it is to be borne in mind that bones, as they are now
applied, are not entirely phospliate of" lime—no,

nor yet one-half of il, lor in every 100 parts ot

bone (here is

Solid Gelatine,

Phospafe of Lime,
Ditto JMa<jnpsia,

Carbonate of Lime,

100

51
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human excrements form the basis, and principal fertil-

izing material, of all. An account of the efieclsand

value of this new manure, "animalized charcoal," from

an English periodical, was given to the readers of the

Farmers' Register, at page 120, vol. iii.; and a much
more full and explanatory account, at pages 563 to 570,

vol. iii., which was translated for this journal from a

new French publication. It is, doubtless, this same
"animalized carbon," which is described as Payen's and

Buran's manure, in the piece republished at page 12S

of our last number. Some mystery, and perhaps

some quackery, on the part of the maniifactureis of

the manure, was evident in the earlier accounts; as the

discdverers wished at first to pass off their "animalized

carbon" as the refuse or otfal product of the sugar re-

fineries—a far more cosily article, and which was
known to be a very rich manure—^just as it now seems

that Mr. Lance wishes to have his manure rated as

pounded bones. But however the manufacturers and

salesmen might desire to conceal the nature of the ma-
terials they used, and to have them believed to be such

as are more costly, and less nauseous and offensive—it

is very different with the public; and the discovery of

the material used for the preparation of the 'animalized

charcoal," is precisely that which gives the great and
almost the only practical value to that manure. The
genuine article, composed principally of blood and su-

gar, rich as it might be, was too scarce and too costly

to be of much benefit to agriculture; but the counter-

feit article, which merely from its comparative cheap-

ness was suspected to be "adulterated," promises to be

highly valuable and important, because the materials

are abundant, and their removal or consumption, in any

way, will be beneficial. Yet cheap as is this manure

considered in England, (about Is. 6d. sterling the bush-

el, and 35 shillings the ton at Copenhagen,) compared

to the bones and the refuse of sugar refineries, with

which it is compared, that price, or the half of it, would
make an enormous profit for the manufacturers of the

compound manure, if prepared as Mr. Minor proposes

—and so would th^ fourth of that price, if mild calca-

reous earth was the disinfecting and preserving ingre-

dient used, according to the plan proposed in our last

number.
If, then, we are right in supposing that the pretend-

ed "animalized charcoal" described in the two articles

above referred to, is indeed simply human fecal mat-

ters prepared for manure, it gives to those articles a new
interest and value—and we recommend a recurrence

to them to Mr. Minor, and to all who are sensible of

the importance of the object of his enterprise. As the

first article above referred to is short, it will be republish-

ed here: and for the much longer piece translated from

the French, readers are referred to our former publi-

cation, commencing at page 568, vol. iii. of Farmers'

Register.

^Jlnimalizcd Carbnn, a new Manure.
•This substance is of French origin, and its manufac-

ture is secured by patent. It was discovered by a
French chemist; but that it is a substance easily manu-
factured may be inferred from the fact of its being
shipped free on board for 35s. per ton. Mr. Joseph
Owen, of Copenhagen, acquired the knowledge of the
manufacture from the patentee in France, and has
lince established a manufactory on his own account in

Copenhagen. His traveller, a Danish gt^^ntleman, was
the first to introduce this new manure lo the notice of
the [Scottish agriculturists. We have not had an op-
portunily of seeing a sample of it, but it seems it has
heen tried last year by Mr. Dalgainis of Ingliston, and
ftlr. Inches of Cardean, who, we hope, will favor us
with their opinion of its efiicacy. We understand that

the Danish genth'inan has disposed of 250 tons of it in

the Counties of ForCar and Kincardine. Mr. Owen's
card gives the following account of its nature, and the
modi' of using it:

"The chief excellency of this manure is, that it is

powerful in its effects, occupies but little room, is easi-

ly separated, and conveniently used either by hand or
drill; its effects are farther to ensure a ricli crop, by
gradually ameliorating the soil, and rendering fallow-

in? unnecessary. Jbor wheat, rye, buckwheat, barley,

and simdardescriptions of corn, about S cwt. 1 qr. 16 lbs.

is used per acre: it may be either broadcast or diilled

in before harrowing. For flax, h( mp, beet, potatoes,

&r. about 104 cwt. per acre; and 12 cwt. 2 qis. 10 lbs.

per acre for artificial meadows, different corts of cab-

bage, rape, culinary plants, and for refreshing natural

meadow land. For plaiitr that arc set in rows, a hand-
ful is put to each plnnt; for those which are transplant-

ed, a child follows the planter and throws a very small

handful of the manure into each hole, which is iinme-

diatel}' covered over with earth; in several places for

rape, it is scattered out in !Ows along the roots of the

plant, which the plough covers by forming a new fur-

row. On meadow land it must be spread out in De-
cember or January, when the snow is not on the

ground. Generally speaking, it is well to mix the ma-
nure with half its quantity of finely sifted earth; but

there is no necessity for pursuing this method. On
light and warm soils about 2 qrs. 22 lbs. less per acre

is used than on cold or clay lands, where an extra 2
qrs. 22 lbs. are added to the quantity as beforehand di-

rected to be used; it is in fact lelt to the farmer's

judgment to make use of the above directions, accord-

ing to local circumstances. What characterizes this

manure most is, that it developes its effects so slowly

and gradually, that it may be applied without danger
in contact with the seed or roots of plants; in this it

differs from a number of other manures which are less

rich, but more heating. In Scotland it has been tried

in 1834 on eight different soils, has been found nearly

epual to bone dust for turnips, and has since been or-

dered in large quantities from the manufacturer, Mr.
Owen, at Copenhagen, who delivers it free on board at

36s. per ton."

—

Ed. Quar. Jour. Jgr.

PROSPECTS OF CROPS IN SOUTH CAROLINA—

'

THE CURRENCY.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Mbevilh District, S. C, )

July I2th, 1837. $

In the present disastrous and deplorable condi-

tion of the country, when the tempest of ruin la

sweepino; over the land wilh ruthless force, carry
ing in its train the destruction of all kinds of bu-
siness, and prostrating public, as well as private

credit, it is pieasinop to hear that the labors of ag-
riculture are likely to be compensated with an
abundant reward.

It may be some gratification to you, to know
what are our prospects here. You are apfirised

that, in South Carolina, not much smull grain (a
term used, I suppose, in contradistinction to the

larger grain of Indian corn) is cultivated, except
oats. This latter grain has yielded a good har-

vest. The wheat crop is much belter than it haa
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been for m;uiy ye;iiv, both in quantity iind quality.

Our Indian corn looks very pronii-jinii, inul must
be aliuiniant, unlcpj: rut short by a droujilil. Cot-

Ion had an unioward spriny; to contend with, vvhicli

caused it to come up badly in some in.^taiices, and
retarded its irrowth; but, the hite warm weather
has produced a liivora[)le chan<re n)r the better.

'I'liis plant tiirives best under an arden; sun, and
wlien the niijhts are warm. The present low price

ol' tile article, has, in a small tieirree, diminished
the quantity planted, which consequently is so

much wained to the corn crop, a circumstance
much to be desireii. The hiiih prices heretolbre

obtained, stimulated planters to auoment the pro-

duction, and the increased production has measu-
rably overtulcen, and perhaps exceeded the con-

sumption. This result would necessarily have re-

duced the price, hut the reduction would have been
more <iradual,and the fidi less rapid, had not other

causes o|)erated. which accelerated the declension.

The people ol'South Carolina, had not embarked in

those enormous and ill-|ud<fed speculations which
threaten to overwhelm some of the other states.

VVe will be able to weather the storm without be-

ing materially injured. Lejrislative interposition

is not deemed necessary to shield the citizens from
the impeiidin(r ruin brouuht on others by wild and
unwise schemes ormakinir i()rtunes suddenly. Our
merchants and planters have been in the main,

prudent. These terrible revulsions read admoni-
tory lessons which are too olten tbriiolten in the

seasons of prosperity. The tremendous effects of"

the present embarrassments may, perhajis be lon<?

remembered, and stand, like beact)n liirhts, to warn
future (fenerations of the lolly ol" ifovernniental in-

terference with the currency, and of the danoer,

and bad consequences of oveilradin<r. But the

subsiding of the mad vnse lor speculation, the res-

toration of a sound seneral currency, and irood

crops, with the practice of economy, will, it is to

be hoped, cause the country to recover li-om its

paralysis, and dift\ise, once more, the smiles of

plenty and prosperity over the Itice of" our happy
land.

REMARKS ON THK AGRICULTURAL SURVEY
OF THE STATE OF MASSACHUSETTS.

The commonwealth of Massachusetts has earned a

new and most honorable distinction, by having, first of

all the confederated states, directed the making an ag-

ricultural survey of her territory. The execution of

this important public work is entrusted to the Rev.

Henry Colman, who is very advantageously known as

a farmer, and writer on agriculture.

The people of New England are noted for under-

standing well their pecuniary interest, and pursuing

whatever course tends to promote their profit; and we

believe that they never had abetter chance to get back

fully, and with increase, their "money's worth," than

upon the sum that will be expended in this earliest ad-

venture of this kind, in our new country. If we did not

know it to be as vain as "to call spirits from the vasty

deep," we should earnestly recommend to the people

and legislature of Virginia, to follow this example of

our hard working, frugal, and thrifty sister common-

wealth, Massachusetts.

As the first and an essential step towards restoring

the health and vigor of a sick man, i? ibr the physician

to search out and to learn the nature, the extent, and

malignity of his diseases, .so is >t a necessary prelimi-

nary to general or extensive improvement ofagriculture

throughout a country, to know well its existing con-

dition—including all that is wrong, as well as aM that

is correct, commendable and ])rofitable. When the

British Board of Agriculture was established, the first

and most valuable measure undertaken, was the exe-

cution of minute and accurate agricnltural surveys of
every county in Britain, the results of which were

presented to the public in full reports. This part of

the operations of the board, engaged the labors and the

talents of perhaps fifty of the best infonaed scientif.cr

agriculturists and practical fai-mers of Britain; and

their reports, though confined mostly to statements- of
then existing circumstances, contained a more valua-

ble and instructive body of information than- ever hfa(£'

before been presented to the farmers of that country,,

and the world. Before that time, many old and usefuE

practices, of some districts, were scarcely known at the

distance of fifty or an hundred miles. Among theear-

liest fruits of the surveys, and obtained almost immedi-.

ately, were the first public information of Elkington's-

theory and mode of vertical draining, and the process^,

of "u^ar/nng-," (or adding to the soil of tide lands byr

retaining and depositing the mud suspended by the;

water)—the first of which alone, to a country like

Britain, was worth the cost of all the county surveys.

Parliament even voted a reward of £ 1000 sterling to

Elkington—a rare, if not a singular case of benefits to

agriculture being thus acknowledged and revvardtd, bj^

any government.

The expense permitted to be incurred for the survey

of the state of Massachusetts will probably not exceed

what the British government paid for the single county

of Yorkshire—and of course the performance of service,

and the utility, must be slight and imperl'ect, coirpared

to what might be available. Still, it must be very ben-

eficial to the improvement of the agriculture of Massa-

chusetts; and such a work would be productive of ten-

fold profit to Virginia, Maryland, or the Carolinas,

(without lojking further,) because their natural and

as yet almost dormant resources for improvement are

very far greater than those of Massachusetts.

But neither this measure, nor any other of the many
by which agricultural instruction and improvement and

profit might be advanced by government, are to be ho-

ped for in Virginia. We have hoped, but now despair

of any such movements and their results. Rather than

pay $10,000 for the benefit and improvement of agri-

cultural interests, the legislature of Virginia would ex-

pend $100,000, in the time and cost of speechifying

against any measures proposed for that end. Very

recently, an extra session was held, which cost nearly

$30,000, (and which was not grudged, and has scarcely

been complained of,) solely for the purpose of relieving

the banks from the penalties which they had incurred,

by violating their legal and most solemn and impera-

tive obligation to pay specie for their bills—and to

place these institutions, for all future time, beyond all

control of any legal or moral obligations, by showing
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them with what absolute impunity their most solemn

and necessary restrictions might be disregarded and

contemned. If the question had been to pay as much

as this recent expense of extra and iniquitous and des-

tructive legislation, for the most undoubted and solid

beaefits to agriculture, probably not more than twenty

members of the body would have voted for the appro-

priation; and in such a case, we incline to believe that

ten out of the twenty would have been turned out of

their places, for that vote, at the next election, by their

former friends and constituents belonging to the agri-

cultural interest.

EXPERIMKA'TS TO TEST THE PROPRIETY OF
OATHERING CORN-FODDER RECOMMENDED.

The fodder gathering season will commence before

the issue of the next No., and we beg leave to remind

all readers who are doubtful of the propriety, but still

continue Ihat practice, of the necessity and great im-

portance of making judiciously planned and carefully

conducted experiments, to settle the question.

If removing the green leaves and tops of corn, (as

usual) for fodder, is as injurious as we believe it to be,

the farmers of Virginia are thereby sustaining an an-

nual loss, far exceeding in amountall the taxes paid by

them to government. The experiments necessary to

remove all doubt from this contested matter, are

troublesome and difficult to make, in such manner as to

be decisive, and entirely satisfactory; and though many

have been commenced, few, if any, have been satisfac-

torily conducted and concluded. If the government,

(directly or indirectly) had offered a reward of lf^500

for such experiments as would be entirely satisfac-

tory, and their results should show the practice to be

improper, and cause it to be abandoned, then that re-

ward, (extravagant as it would be pronounced to be by

all demagogue legislators, and grog-pen politicians and

court-yard orators,) would be returned to the people,

increased more than five hundred fold, and that to be

repeated in every future year's crop to be made in Vir-

ginia.

EXPLANATION OF A MISTAKE.

The last of the two pieces in this number, headed

"New method of propagating apple trees," inserted in

page 213, was cut out of one of the many newspapers

in which we had recently seen it, for the purpose of

publishing it, with some comments on the falsehood and

folly of the directions, and the very general circulation

given by agricultural as well as other papers, to such

marvellous and foolish statements. But before our in-

tended remarks were written, some were published in

the "Yankee Farmer" which were so good, and so well

met our views, that they were inserted instead, at page

208. The article which was the subject of the piece

of ridicule, and of our previously intended remarks,

had been laid among the selections for republication;

and not being thrown out, when no longer wanting,

during our absence it was set up, and printed off.

Trivial as the matter may be, it is deemed necessary

remark, a piece which had been treated, in a previous

page, as it deserved, with ridicule and contempt.

From the Louisville Advertiser.

TO NATURALISTS.

thus to explain why this ridiculous blundershouldhave

been made, of gravely publishing, without dissent or I species of the Cyprinus Carpio, whrch are found

On Wednesday evening, the 21st of June last,

the uncommon heaviness of the cloud.s, the loud

peals of thunder, and vivid glares of lightning,

portended a storm and drenching rains; and, com-
mencing about half past 7 o'clock, it rained inces-

santly tor nearl}' an hour. On Thursday morning
1 was surprised to see the puddles of water collect-

ed in the streets, and the commons, swarming
with a species of the piscatory tribe, which I have
endeavored to describe, in what follows, from the

observations made with the naked eye.

In size they vary from 10 grs. to 3 dwts., and
though it is plain they belong to the order Jibdo-

minales, it is difficult to designate rightly the parti-

cular class; but I venture, however, to rank ihera

with the genus Exocetus, of which they appear to

ine to be a species, although the pectoral fins are

not united with the sides quite near enough to the

spinal membranes to be the true evolans. The
pectoral anal, ventral, and caudal fins, whose ra-

dinor bands are flexible and elastic, are broad,

and elongated, not havinir yet completed their

growth. The number of rays in the bronchial

membrane are not discoverable. The pharyngeal
bones being very ?mall and imperli^ct, I could not

ascertain whether the teeth are pointed or flatten-

ed; the eyes llill and large; the head triangular

when the maxilaries are closed and somewhat
scaly on the exterior of the occipital bone; and the

skin of the body scaly and viscid. By placing

them in a glass jar of wafer between myself and
the ray of a taper, I found the body to be transpa-

rent and void of veins or arteries, except in the

laminae attached to the hyoid bone, and near the
connection ofthe operculum to the upper maxillary,

and in the spine, which are the only parts of the
body containing blood vessels visible to the naked
eye. The membranous sac, containing air, call-

ed the air-vessel, which is placed under the spine,

and by compressing or dilating which, they are
supposed to rise or sink in the wafer, is very large,

covering the whole interior of the sides and backs,

otherwise in the internal appearances I could dis-

cover no remarkable variation from the general
anatomical constitution of the Exncetm evolans.

Whether they are hermaphroditical oviparous or
ova-viviparous fishes, I will not say; but leave it

lor those to determine who are older than myself
in the abstruse but pleasing science of nature.
Whether they ascend in the ova or spawn in

those mists or vapor that form the nebula, and
lived and attained their present magnitude in the
dense clouds that float through the elements, or
whether they were drawn up as large as their

present size, and descended again with the
rain, is what I will not attempt to decide. I have
frequently, after a heavy rain in a dry season, ob-
served the ground covered with myriads of young
frogs of the order Batrachia, genus Rana,
but never once supposed that the same cause
which rained the croakers from the etherial world
might also rain fishes. A gentleman of my ac-
quaintance observed to me not long ago, that a
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principally in the nothern lakes, and in the Ohio
river m^ir Cincinnati, and all who saw them de-

clatred they had never before known such fish to

be taken (i-oni the western waters; as they are

not miirratory, it is probable they were transport-

ed in the clouds.

My object beinir to invite the attention ofthe emi-

nent in the philosophy of'nature to a subject which
I beieve has never yet come under the observation

o/'such, I will not venture any opinions of my
own; but respecllul'y submittinj; what I have al-

ready written to those who are less liable to eri',

coitcliute a coramuiiicaiion much longer than 1

intended it.

D. L. Wood.

[The foregoing article presents a strange and as yet

nnaccountable fact, of which there have been too

many similar stated on good authority, to be denied.

—

But none ot the causes stated above, or elsewhere,

are sufficient; or even tenable, as actual occurrences.

But it is not for the curiosity of the facts stated that

we have republished this piece, so much as for the cu-

rious manner in which they are presented. The piece

is a perfect specimen of the obfuscating style—or that

mode of writing by which darkness is spread instead

of light. Many a plain man, of good sense though no

Scholar, and used merely to plain and common Eng-

lish, might read through more than half this descrip-

tion, before he could even guess what animals the

writer was speaking of; and he might have been no

wiser to the end, if the writer had not afterwards con-

descended to use the common terms "fishes" and

*'frogs."

But though the source of supply of the fish is hid-

den, it is not so with the young land frogs; nor are

we left to suppose, from the want of any other origin,

that they fell from the clouds, when they are seen

in great numbers. Their march may generally be

traced backwards to rivers, or other pieces of wa-

ter, whence they issue, after ceasing to be tadpoles,

m the night, and hop to considerable distances before

morning. They hide during the heat of the day, and

it is only after rains, when the earth is moist, and the

sun obscured, that they all leave their hiding places,

and are then seen in such numbers, as to induce many

persons to believe that they fell from the clouds with

the rain that had just ceased. But such an opinion

would not have been supposed to gain credit with a

man of science, or even with one who, like the writer,

above uses so exclusively words "of learned length and

thundering sound."

—

Ed. Far. Reg.

STATE OF CROPS.

The rains, since the middle of June have been very

generally propitious in lower and middle Virginia

—

Plough many places still suifer much with drought—and

the crop of corn in general promises an abundant har-

vest. Our tobacco and cotton crops also promise well.

Reports are also favorable, as to all the staple crops in

the south. The wheat has already proved to be a crop

very far exceeding the hopes entertained by the most

sanguine but a few weeks before the harvest. Still,

we do not concur in the general belief, that, in Virginia,

there has been a ftdl or average crop of wheat reaped.

But, in general, every man has strong grounds, and pe-

culiar reasons which we heartily pray may never again

exist, to rejoice in the present prospect of plentiful

crops. For it is the tillage of the earth, principally,

indeed almost exclusively, that is to pay off the enor-

mous debts in which our people are involved; and un-

der the deplorable existing circumstances of our trade

and currency, it is not only a matter of joy for the far-

mers who are to profit by the sale of the abundant crops

and for the consumers who will get cheaper supplies of

provisions, but also for every citizen and lover of his

country to rejoice in the hope of this bounty of nature

enabling us so soon to remove the evils brought upon

ourselves by our own folly and madness.

From the Mining Ja\ita&

BFPECTS of sea water ON IRON.

Iron, afler remaining a long time submerged in

the sea, Is converted into plumbago. As an evi-

dence of this change, M. Eudes Deslongchamps
has lately presented to the Linneean Society of
Normandy some cannon balls taken from the bot-

tom, off Cape le Hogue, which were sunk with
the ships under Admiral Tourville, in 1692^

—

They do not at first sight appear to have under-
gone any change; but when examined, are found
to have lost two-thirds of their weight, and may
be scraped or cut with a knife, like black lead.

—

They contain no remains of their original ferrugi-

nous qualities, and have not the least effect upon
the loadstone or magnetic needle.

tVom tlie Farmeris' Magazine<

SPONTANEOUS COMBUSTION.

I think the cotton manufiicturer should be ap-
prised of the imminent danger and risk he incurs

irom the contact of cotton and linseed oil. To
this cause alone, I am inclined to refer the origin

of many of the destructive conflagrations which
have occurred not only in cotton maimfactories,

but the warehouses of Liverjjool. From facts I

might refer to, conjoined with my own e.xperi-

ments, this conclusion may be clearly substantia-

ted and confirmed. A small portion of linseed

oil sprinkled in a bale of cotton will certainly oc-

casion spontaneous combustion.

Ftom the same.

LABURNUM SEED.

The fact of the highly poisonous nature of the

seeds of the laburnum cannot be (especially about

this season of the year,) too generally known, as

children are apt to eat them from their pea-like

forms and the appearance of the pods. Serious

accidents have occurred from this circumstance,

and, if I remember right, death has supervened

in more cases than one. I know no better remedy
than an emetic, followed by a solution of chloride

in water, or chloride of soda or of lime, as strong

as can be taken. This is the most effective reme-

dy I have ever seen in cases when corna, Sfc. had
followed the action of poisons in the case of acci-

dents from vegetable poisons.
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For th(! Farmers' UegUter.

MONTHLY COMMERCIAL RKPOHT.

The present month has been more calm than

several «f those whi oreceded it; hut it has been

more Mke the calmn-- of death, than o( serenity

cuid content. Faikires .n this country h-ive been

less nu.Ilelo•.i^, because Tew are left to fail of those

who were extensively ennrai^ed in business duniijr

the present year. The r.iin which spread over

this country, has extended to Enirland, where

many houses connected wiih the 4-KU'rican trade,

have, after strv^nuous etiorts, been compelled to

Shipments of produce continue, but in few in-

stances with a view to prolit. They are made
rather from necessity ;!iaii choice— to pay debts,

even at'd sacrifice. Bii!s of exchange are scarce-

ly obtainable, ev m at ihe enormous premium of

20 to 22 percent.; and however good ihe parties

by whom and on whom they are drawn may have

stood some weeiis or months past, a vast propor-

tion are dishonored or unpaid. Cotton is shipped

from the south and west at all prices from 6 to 12

cents—and tiie quantity exported is, 1,050,000

against 950,000 last season. 583,000 bales have

been received at New Orlean;j against 486,000 at

the same period, in 1836. The stock in Great

Britain more than doubles that of T836, and the

<lemand for goods is diminished. There is, there-

fore, little prospect of any improvement in the price.

The quantity of tobicco brought in ftr inspec-

tion (in Virginia,) is 10 to 12;000 hhds. less than

last year. In New Orleans, 25,6l"0 hhds. have
been received against 4'),000 last year; but this

difi'erence will not long continue. The article

commands a good price, consider' as •'! circum-

stances. The markets in Euroj)^ >;- never be-

fore so low. The range of pricf a, as out inspec-

tions, is from Q2^ fo -ST. A few vessels are load-

ing for Europe, but very few, comp; :>} v%'i!h ordi-

nary years.

The first deliveries of new wlicjii . 're n-.t ;• at

SI 75 per bushel—subsequently. u\ .ijil 62, and
down to .91 50. But the millers show no disposi-

tion to extend their engaiienients at this [)rice,

which may be quoted as tlic current rate of the

day. The quality of the crop proves very good,

and foreiirn wheat will soon be nei^iected.

Domestic exchanijes continue in the most de-

ranged state, varying 10 or 12 per ceiit. between
some places. Specie is driven from circulation, and
the utmost inconvenience attends alt minor trans-

actions. VViih bountiful crops, and many other

causes to render the count. 7 prosperous, the bale-

ful influence of a deranged c' "'eM'^y counteracts

all the benefits which we n i

'

Importations from abroai, inished

in consequence of the low siute vi A;;' u) credit,

and many articles have advanced in price. The
reduction of our imports is, however,- not to be
reffretted, as it prevents an increase of our foreign

debt.

X.

July 26.
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From the Transactions of the Iliglilaud Society.

ON AN IMPROVED MKTIIOI) OF MAKING CI.O-

VER-IIAY.

Tile tiiiee following articlos arc from the last (June)

No. of t'le Transactions of the Highland and Agricultu-

ral Society of Scotland, and two of them were honored

by premiums conferred by the Society. The climate

of Scotland is as remarkable for being cool and moist,

as ours is for being hot and dry in summer; and there-

fore the details of the process of haymaking ought to

be generiilly very different. Still, it is interesting to

know what are deemed new and useful improvements

in other countries, and we may often profit by them,

notwithstanding the ditference of circumstances, pro-

vided, we always take care to keep that difference in

view; and without that care, we may often err, and

sUiTer loss, by following the example of our near-

est neighbors. Besides, however different the means

may be, the end sought in haymaking is the same

every where—and that is, to evaporate the mere water,

and preserve the rich portion of the juices of the grass

—and for these purposes it is desirable to have as much

exposure of the curing grass to air, as possible, and as

little exposure as possible to sun and wet.

—

Ed. Far.

Reg.

[Hay-makiniT is perhaps the worst conducted ope-
ration in Scotti.sli husbandry, and the ohjecl of
the Society in oH'ering premiums (or essays on
the best method of niakini^ both clover and
meadow hay, is to urcre the genera! adoption of
a sujierior management in securmg the crop of
that valuable and nutritious winter provender.
It is to be hoped that the success attained by
the writers ot the following essays will prompt
other haymakers to adopt the practice described
by them. A premium of ten sovereigns was
awarded for this essay.]

Jiy Mr. John Proudfoot, Inveresk.

Tlie present practice of making hay in the
neighborhood where I reside, (and, I believe, it is

much the same throujiliout Scotland) is liable to

many objections. The chiefofthe.se are, first,

that of allowing the the grass to he "too ripe,"
as it is generally called, belbre it is cut. Second,
allowing the grass to be on the ground till it be
either rotted with bad weather, drenched with
rain, or dried up by too long exposure to the sun.
The method I have adopted lor the last three

years is very simple, but, in my opinion, a very
secure one tor our chan^-eable climate. It is as
follows:—This year (18.36) I commenced cuttinir
a field of grass of ten acies, on the first of July,
just when the flower was going off the rye-irra-ss,

which I conceive to be the true criterion for cut-
ting. This field was sown down with 12 lbs. of
the best Dutch red clover, and 1 lb. of white
ditto, with two and a half pecks of best Ayrshire

Vol. V-33

annual rye^-grass per imperial acre. It was a most
excellent crop, and, as quick as five men could
cut It down, women put it up close behind them
in the Ibllovving manner:—taking hold of the grass
by the top, and placing it neatly round the left

loot, keeping the loot steady in the heart of the
haudful, then tying a little band round the top,

to keep it steady in the upright conical pnsitiini,

and wlien the ti)ot is removed the aperture serves
lljr a ventilator. Thus, nearly all the surliice of
the grass is exposed to the air, and if the hollow
cones are neatly put up, they will be almost safe

from the weather, as, in case of rain, it runs off

as flist as it liills.

If the weather is at all favorable, the conical-

handfuls will be ready, in twenty-four. hours, for

turrins out, and putting up into small cocks the
same diiy; but they ma}', with greater safety, be
allowed to remain in the first position until ready for

putting up into large cocks. I am of opinion that
the less turning clover-hay gets, the better, as the
ohener it is turned, its value is deteriorated, more
especially after getting rain.

One-half of the field was turned out of the
handfuls. the other half allowed to remain until it

was ready for bf^inij put into cocks, and my man-
ner of making cocks is this:—A man stands at

the cock, to whom the women bring the handllils,

which he puts neatly up, always keeping the tops
of them to the centre of the cock, in a direction

sloping upwards fiom him, so as the slope may
throw off the rain. In thus carefully constructing
the cock, little vacuities will be left between the
handfuls to act as ventilators, the influence of
which will very soon render it proper to put the
hay into larger cocks. In one week I had all the

hay of the ten acres put into ricks of 130 or 140

I

stones, in which state I conceived it to be proof
against any kind of weather,—indeed, were it

not that purch isers were expected to take it "off
the rick,''^ it might have been put into the stack.

I may mention, that the rain fell less or more al-

most every day, excepting on Sunday the third,

and Monday the fourth, but on the fifth there Avas

a severe thunder-storm, and, notwithstanding this

most anpropitioiis ivcather, I made nearly 4000
stones of hay in the finest condition, in one week
from the time it was cut ; and as to its quality, * t
think I am not too hold, when I say, that lam not

afraid to chalbngc the county of Edinburgh.
The great advantage of this system over the

common one in a bad .reason is, that one hour's sun-

shine will have more effect in drying the hay than

a whole day. I have this year seen hay lying on
the ground for weeks together, and the affermath

(rrowing up through it, which is destructive both
to the hay and the second crop; but if the system
wlii(di I have described be followed out, I will ven-

ture to say that the hay will not only be infinitely

superior, but in the end will be put up at less ex-

*Testimonial3 of the superior quality of the hay
were furnished to the Society by the author, from Sir

John Hope, of Pinkie, and William Aitchison, Esq.
younger of Drummore.

—

Ed.
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pense than in the old system, under the most fa-

vorable circumstances.

I have also converted the second crop mto hay
over the same jjround with equal succes.-^, noUvith-

Btanding the bad weather, and all the obstacles

incidental to making a second crop of good hay.

the hay, when it is packmcup in the hay barn, in

the proportion of about 16 lbs. to the ton; and,

should the hay have been exposed to much vvel

weather, a double quantity will be advisable.

—

Hay has thus been made here, under my direc-

tions, for many years, without a single ton of it ever

having been spoiled.

From tlic same.

ON AN IMPROVED METHOD OP MAKING BIEA-

DOW-HAY.

JBy Mr. John Irving, Farm- Overseer at Close-

burn Hall, Dumfries-shire.

[The Society's Silver Medal was awarded for tliis Essay.]

It is too much the prevailing opinion in Scot-

land, that meadow-hay cannot be secured there

as effectually as it is in England. The cause

of this prevalent opinion, it is apprehended, is the

want of knowledge in the art of making meadow-
hay. The usual practice of making every kind

of hay in Scotland is, to allow the grass to stand

too long before it is mowed, and in the case of

meadow-hay until August, when the seeds of the

grasses are nearly ripe, and the stalks have lost

almost all their succulency ; and to allow the

swath to lie for some days till a considerable part

of its moisture is evaporated. The cut crop is

then shaken out and turned over when it again 1

lies lor some days till it is thought sufficiently dry

for putting into large cocks. The hay frequently

remains in these cocks, in the field, for two or three

months. It is then carried and made into a stack,

when it is expected that no fermentation will take

place, Scotch farmers imagining that fermentation

in hay should always be avoided.

A method of making hay similar to that prac-

tised in England has been adopted by C. G.
Stuart Menteath, esq., of Closeburn, by whom I

have been employed for some years past as farm-
overseer. This method practised over an extent

of water meadow, (chiefly consisting of peat-

moss of 20 fiietin depth, and upwards of 100 im-
perial acres in extent,) is to cut the grass as early

in July as the weather will permit. The errass

mowed in the morning before twelve o'clock, is

carefully shaken out upon the ground by hand, and
that mowed alter twelve o'clock is allowed to remain
in the swath till next morning, when it is likewise
shaken out. If the weather is at all dry, the hay
that has been shaken out is always put into small
cocks for the night, so that the ground may be
sooner dry the next morning to receive the hay
for its exposure to the sun; and after two dry sun-
ny days' exposure, it is frequently, and always
upon the third day, carried to the hay-barn, where
it undergoes a trifling fermentation, which is a de-
sirable process when hay is made with its natural
juices. If the weather prove rainy, the hay
should remain in the small or hand cocks till a drv
day allovv of its being shaken out, and, in the
evening, carried to the hay or Dutch barn. This
barn is formed of larch poles, set uprio-ht, 15 or

18 feet in height, including a space of Is feet in

breadth and 60 in length, and supporting a light

roof of thin boards, or a slifrht covering of straw
stitched upon the rafters. No person who expects
to have good meadow-hay should be without such
a Dutch barn. Salt is generally sprinkled amoniTst

From the same»

ox MAKING MEADOW-HAY.

By Patrick Miller, Esq., late of Dalsxmnton,

D umfries-shire.

Making hay is universally allowed to be one
of the most important branches of agricultural

pursuits, but the principle on which it should be

conducted is not at all understood on this side of

Tweed.
In England, however, the operation is very

differently performed, and with very different and
more satislaciory re.'^ults; for by their system, a
great deal of time is saved at a critical period, and
afar superior article of food for their animals is

produced.

Besides the great and necessary despatch ivhich

is used in England, much skill is also employed
to produce and maintain a requisite degree of heat

or fermentation in the stack, when the hay is put

up, in order to convert the juice of the herbage to

a saccharine state, which is found to be both more
palateable. and likewise more nutritious for all

beasiial that is fed upon it.

In Scotland, on the other hand, it would almost

seem as if diligence was employed to unnecessa-
rily procrastinate the work, and subject it to the

risk of unfiivorable changes of the weather; and
by the excessive bleaching and drying of the

grass, which is so universally practised, it is de-

prived of the piissibility of assuming the saccharine

quality; and what sap is permitted to remain in it,

is converted to starch, which is neither so agreea-

ble nor nourishing for horses, as hay made upon
the principle which I am anxious to recommend,
and Irom whence arises, as is easily to be per-

ceived, a greater waste of hay in Scotch than in

English stables.

Having premised this much, I proceed to detail

the practice which I have pursued for many a by-

gone year on my farm, which, being on a limited

scale, I shall therefore confine my description to

the narrow compass of my own operations, but

which, of course, easily admits of being extend-

ed to a larger field, as circumstances may require.

When the hay season arrives and the weather
is favorable, and when I perceive, by the height

of the column of mercury in the barometer, and
likewise from the afjpearance ofthe skies, that there

is a likelihood of its continuing so, I set a couple

of mowers to work very early in the morning,
each attended by a boy or girl about twelve or

thirteen years of age, and, as soon as the men
have made half a dozen cuts of the scythe, the

two boys or girls take up the swath and shake it

out as thin as possible on the ground where it

grew, there to lie and wither till after breakfast.

On the return of the mowers fi-om their break-

fast, a stout active woman begins to turn with a
rake, in the direction of the sun, the grass which
was first shaken out. the men and the boys cutting
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down and shaking out in the same way as in the

nioniinir.

Wiipii tho woman has finished tiiminn^ the

early cut jxrass, she inimediafcly o-oes In the spot

where siie began, and slrakcs all out again as tliin

as siie can, and wiicn finished, slie commences
turning by large raketlills where the mowers re-

sumed tlieir work alter breakliist, and continues

her task m the same manner as wlien she began
in tlie morning, always turning as already said in

the direction nf ike sun.

On the people reluming to the field from their

dinner, the two hoys immediately begin to shake
out that part oflhe second turned ffrass which had
not been ai'.complished beR)re going to dinner,

and when that is finished, they commence turning

what was last cut, and tiien shake it all out again.

At this period, the two mowers and the woman
proceed to rake the first cut hay into what is call-

ed a wind-row, and one of the men commences
with a pitchfork to put it into cocks of about 10 or

12 stones weight, and between five and six leet in

height, but on no account, is a foot permitted to go
upon it, for it cannot be put up too light; neither is

it to be roped, lor if the weat!ier is calm, a tew
hours after it is in the cock it will so compact itself",

iiiat it will require a very violent wind to over-

turn it.

Thus, the hay which was cut in the course of
the day will be, through this mode of treatment,

sufficiently dried ami secured by the evening
agamst any chanije of weather which may occur
in the course of the night, and it will stand expo-
sure to the storm fully as well as the hay which
is so sadly mismanaged by the improper system
at present in use.

So far the process only relates to getting quit

of the redundant sap in the herbajje, but if the

hay gets rain or any adventitious moisture, either

in working or stacking, it must be carefully dried

off before being put mto the stack; or so brisk

a fermentation will ensue, that combustion will

infallibly take place.

The next part of the operation is stacking the

hay, and this may take place, if the weather con-
tinues fine, on the second or third day alter the
last cock was put up.

In makiuir this kind of hay, the great and im-
portant object is to get it to ferment or heat in the
stack, for the purpose of making it evolve its

saccharine quality, as in the malting oi' grain, and
is effected as follows:

If a round stack is intended, let a common sack
be well crammed full of hay or straw, and placed
erect on the foundation where the stack is to be
reared, and then begin building all around it with
the first cut cocks, intermixing now and then a few
of those last put up, in order to promote the It^r-

mentation; and when the stack gets as hiijh as the
top of the bag, the worker pulls it straight up-
wards, and so continues working around and
pulling it up till the stack is finished, and in this

way a chimney is formed for the escape of the
nascent gas.

Should a long stack be preferred, then a chim-
ney must be brought out at the peak at each end,
and one in the middle, by the same means, if a
large mass of hay is put in the stack; and in con-
clusion, I recommend that these vents shall not be
closed for a month, or v/hile any perceptible fer-

mentation is going on.

From the Southern Agriculturist.

THE ERRORS OF A CULTIVATOR OP THE VINE.

So much has been written on this subject, and
by so many who knew nothing about it, that it is

not wonderful, a novice like myself sjiould have
been led into many radical mistakes. My expe-
riments, trifling as they are, may induce olhers to
follow in my steps, and if they act lor themselves,
light may be thrown upon one of the most inno-
cent, rational and interesting amusements, that an
old man can take up with.

Amongst the employments for the summer in a
lonesome neighborhood near the mountains of
South Carolina, I undertook to cultivate the vine
in my garden. I had never seen the process, al-

though I had read many books on ihe subject,

and the impression on my mind was, that if train-

ed at a height often or twelve leet, success would
probably attend my eflbrts.

I'ogain this height as speedily as possible, as
soon as the cuttings began to shoot out the second
year, I turned my attention altogether to gaining
height. For this |)urpose, I kept down every
lateral shoot, and training the leading one care-
fully up a post, I succeeded that year in reaching,
in some cases, a height and length of stem that
very much surprised me. I was not prepared to

take ail vantage of the rapid growth, for I had no
arbor raised to receive my vines, nor even a good
espalier. With almost back-country thriftless-

ness, I patched up, what I was Ibrced to call "a
sort of a contrivance,^^ by way of espalier, and on
this my vines got so fixed that 1 could not extri-

cate them, to prepare for next year.

Early the third year, I prepared to make at

least a small crop of grapes. The few shoots^ I

had left on the vines, more by accident than de-
sign, I trimmed down to one, and occasionally

two eyes. 1 had read that each eye would pro-

duce me a bunch of grapes, and I knew from ex-
perience in other agricultural matters, that a very
small crop would he likely to be well tended! I,

therefore, left as few chances as might be,^of the
vines bringing more grapes than were necessary.
As the spring advanced, I got deeply interested

in this new occupation, and there being a much
larger and finer crop, than I could have expected,
without inquiring into the cause of this, my spe-
cial attention vvas called to prevent the rot, or drop-
ping of the fruit.

Reasoning from my slender experience in this

culture, it struck me that nature, in giving the im-
mense luxuriance to vines, had some other object

in view, than merely producing wood and super-
abundant shoots; that probably if this luxuriancy
was not kept down, I should, in gaining size in

my vines, lose my grapes by the rot; whereas,
it the growth of the vine was entirely kept under,

the extra nourishment would be directed into the
right channel, and strengthen and ripen all the
fruit I had on them.
My success was complete; as fast as a shoot or

a leaf put out, near or on the fruit stems, I pinch-

ed them ofl" with my nails whde they were
tender, and cut off every one of the long shoots

but one. My watchiijiness was excited by con-
tinued success, and I had the gratification to see
every buuch oi" fruit hastening to maturity, with
scarcely the loss of a single grape.

Confident that 1 should have fruit, and of the
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best kind, I now looked up my trarden. and kept

the key in my pocket. My visits were indeed

frequent, and my watchfulness extreme, hut abun-

dance of the most temjjtinij lookinir crapes I had

ever seen, could not be nefrlecied. To lie brielj 1

kept them han^inir a ilill niunth afier every body

pronounced them ripe, and from the richness of

flavor, the delicious ripeness of full mati;riiy, I was
more amply rewarded than I had ever hiMMi before.

The fourth year, 1 pruned again, leaving three

or four eyes on such fruit stems as I thought ne-

cessary, expecting (as I had before expected) to

have a smgle bunch to every eye; that is, three

or four bunches on each fruit stem. Guess my
surprise, Mr, Editor, on now oliserving as the

fruit came out, that instead of a bunch of sjrapes

at eacii eye, a new fruit stem put out there, on

which there were sometimes three, sometimes
four, and I verily believe, sometimes five bunches.

I was puzzled by this unlooked tor (juantity,

which was four for one, and iiesitated for some
time what I should do. At length, however, the

commendable desire of ascertaining a fact con-

quered my fondness for even such grapps as I en-

joyed last year, and I decided to try tn save from
the rot, all; even the immense quantity of fruit

that was daily advancing.
With this sole object kept in view, I pursued

steadily my last year's plan. I nipi)ed off daily,

such young shoots as appeared, almost while in

the bud, and especially kept the fi-uit stems, on
which the grapes were hanging, from extending

in length. Here and there 1 allowed a main
shoot to push onward, as [ contemplatod erectiuir

my twelve feet arbor, and looked forward to cover-

ing it in the most perfiict manner—all other wood
was kept down.
But I must conclude. My experiment of sav-

ing the grapes from droppinor, succeeded beyond
my most sanguine expectations; the fruit hung
until a frost, but never ripened! There was more
that could be perfected by much older vines.

—

Yet although I lost the use and enjoyment of it

in its ripeness, I satisfied myself as to what it was
that occasioned the rot in grapes. I am persuad-
ed, it is because the growth of the vine itself is

allowed to go on, after the fruit is set. Keep the
young growth from putting out beyond an inch,

by pinching it of^" short, and your fruit will not

drop. When it is apparently ripe, let it still hang
two or three weeks on the vine, (locking up your
garden,J until perfectly matured; and in order
fully to enjoy it, eat it early in the morning, or at

mid-day.

My errors ought to be clearly stated; they
were, first, in training up a single stem without a
branch; from which mode, such of the vines as
accidentally lost their leading shoot, were left,

as the French say, " sans ressource," and died
down to the ground, while others perislied alto-

gether.

The second was in neglecting to have substan-
tial supports prepared before hand. From want
of this my vines suffered, while the trouble it

cost me was enormous.
My last error had nearly proved fatal. From

permitting the vines to be completely exhausted
by the quantity of fruit left on them—they will

not recover their stength for years to come.

AN UPPER COUNTRY RECLUSE.

From Loudon's Gardener's Magazine for June, 1837.

OX THE CULTIVATION OF CURHANTS.

Jiij T. iSymons.

Currents being a very useful fruit for the table,

as well as fur tarts, preserviuii, &.c., a hint may
not be amiss to such as fail in cultivating them to

that perfection which they are capable of being

brought to by summer pruning. My method is

this:—At the time they are about to set the fruit,

I cut back, or pinch off, all such shoots as are not

likely to be wanted for next year's wooil, to about
two inches fi-om the spurs whereon the bunches of

fruit are formed, taking care not to pinch them off

too close, in which case the young fruit would
wither. By this simple means, the fruit, by re-

ceiving more light and air, as well as a greater

portion of assistance from the tree, will swell to

to the greatest perfection. Should other super-

fluous branches shoot forth when the fi"uit is in a
more advanced state, they are removed in a simi-

lar way, remembering, throughout the season, to

keep the bushes as clear as possible of unneces-
sary wood. The result of this mode of treat-

ment gained me the first prize last year at th?.

Cornwall Horticultural Show at Truro. I should

imagine this mode of treatment wiil answer well

lor gooseberries; and I should like to know if the

Lancashire growers pursue, in any way, a similar

method to the above.

Tiie remarks in Vol. X. p. 41., first induced me
to try the effect of summer pruning upon the cur-

rant; and I shall certainly now generally adopt it.

I trust that others will follow the example.
Cloicaiice, Jlpril 3, 1837.

From tlie same.

A MODE OP PRESERVING CAULIFLOWERS
THROUGH THE WINTER.

By Peter Mackenzie, Gardener, West Plean.

Cauliflowers are a great favorite with all ranks

of society; and I believe that, ever since they
have been cultivated, means have been used to

preserve them through the winter. I, like the rest

of my brethren, have tried various methods to

eflTect this; such as burying them in the earth,

hanging them up by the roots, keeping them in

frames, &c. But by none of these methods have
I succeeded so well, as by the one I will presently

state, which I have not seen nor heard of being
practised by any one else.

Towards the end of autumn, I make a bed or

beds, according to circumstances, of moist sand,

in any cool house that will exclude the frost.

—

The beds should be four inches deep. Having
previously planted a greater number of cauliflower

plants than v/ould be required at the time they
are to come into use, I take the surplus, when in

a good condition, and cut off their roots, leaving

n stalk about three inches or four inches long; I

then cut off all the leaves, except the innermost
row; and, after shortening these, I insert the stalk

info the sand-bed, and cover the cauliflower with a
flower-pot. In this manner a large quantity may
be contained in a small space: tor example, a bed
twelve feet square will hold 2S8 heads, allowing

six square inches to each head. Again, by taking
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tluisp pliuils that are. not in flower when the frost

sfis ill. uikI piTHrrviiiir thoai, in a jinnvinirptatc,

ill am house or shetl vvlipre liirhl is ailniiitod, and
winch uill pri'scrve them tit)in a severe. Host,

ihese will eoiue into use aiimit llie month ol" .Jaii-

iiarv ; ami, l>y cullinu' them, and puttin<^ the''i in

till' saiid-hed, they willeontinue til for use «'>"'the

sMriiiLT. In this way I liave kept cauiiHu.ve*"' to

the end ot" April. It will he necessary, li-om tinie

to time, to examine and cut oil' any decayed part

that may appear.

ffest Pkun, January 7, 1837.

From the same.

OIV KIDNEY-BKANS.

By A. Forsyth.

Toforce kidney -beans.—Plant any of the dwarf
sorts (the dan-colored is generally prelerred) in

Ptpial |iarls of rotten dung, reduced to a soil, and
loani, in shallow twenty-lour sized pots: say one
inch crocks, one inch soil; then six beans, covering

them with one inch more ol soil. These pots

may he stowed away in any corner of the stove,

till the plants appear above ground, when tliey

must be brought near the glass and thinned out to

three or tour of the best plants. As they advance,

they must be earthed up ; and the leader may be

pinched oti', to render them short and bushy.

—

When they come into flower, air must be admit-

ted, to set the fruits; and every one must be gath-

ered as soon as it is fit for the table, not to rob the

others that are forming. The plants may be

grown in a house at any temperature above fl'eez-

iiig, and below blood-iieat; the medium, 60° to

65^, I should prefer. They succeed well when
planted out in a pit or frame, with or without bot-

tom heat, in rows eighteen inches apart, and three,

inches in the row; and, as they advance, they are

to be topped as above, and sticked. Planted at

Christmas, they require about eight weeks to

bring fruit fit for the table, in a temperature as

preferred above. In the open border, any of the

sorts will answer well. Rich light soil, well drained

and sheltered, is best. They may be planted in

rows two feet apart, two inches asunder in the

row, and two inches deep. It is seldom safe to

have this plant, in leaf^ unprotected, before the

first of June, as the least fros-'; would ruin all.

—

They can be forwarded in any *i-arm nook, plant-

ed in pots, or on strips of turf, ni a cold frame or

matted bed; from which they can be easily re-

moved, uninjured, to their final place of destina-

tion. They must be stopped, sticked, and picked,

as directed above for those in-doors.

Jslewurlh, January 6, 183*.

in from sixteen to twenly-lbur Iiours, if the grains
are plunged partly in wiiter. I'Vom much experi-

ence, they have discovered that a temperature
nearly constant (for example, that of a cellar of
50'^ Fahr.) is better for germiiiaiion than a more
elevated, but variable, temperature; since the va-
riations of temperature prevent the air from being
ccuistantly saturated with moisture. Ii is worthy
ol" remark, that the grains absorb more water in

the latter case than when exposed to the unitbrm
temperature of a cellar.

There are two conditions necessary for (Termi-

nation to take place in air: first, a cerlain propor-

tion of water in the grains; and, secondly, that the

air surrounding them be in an extremely moist
state.

In air thus charged with moisture the grain com-
mences by absorbing water; and, vvlien, it has
absorbed a sufficient quantity, if the temperature
is constant, the air, si ill saturated with vapor,

keeps the external membrane in a state of humid-
ity, favorable to vegeta;ii>ii. If the humidity ot

the air varies, then the external membrane is not
humid enou<.^h to perform its functions.

JMessrs. Edwards and Colin have studied, ac-
cording to these principles, the efl'ectof the difl'er-

ent kinds of humid soil on germination; and, final-

ly, they have determined tlie efiects of air satura-

ted with vapor on vegetation, and liave arrived at

the result, that this is the condition of the air the
most liivorable for almost all plants.

In confirmation of this view, they have cited

the observations njade at llavanna by JM. De la

Sagra, and the jiractice in the stoves in England}
where, by saturating the air with vapor, pine-ap-
ples are obtained of the weight of 8 lbs.

From i' E cho du Monde Savant, AprU 12, 1837.

THE INFLUENCE OF VAPOR ON VEGETATION.

Messrs. Edwards and Colin have read, at the

Academy of Sciences, a third memoir on the in-

fluence of vapor on all the periods of vegetation.

They observed, first, that the grains of winter
wheat did not germinate in air, because they were
not saturated with moisture; but that the germina-
tion, which, when the grains are saturated with

moisture, takes place in about eight days, happens

From Uw Philosophical Joarnal, vol. x.\ii. p. 383., 1837.

connexion between meteorology and
vegetat;on.

"M. Boussingault has addressed a note to the
Academic des hViences of Paris, which is entitled

'Comparative Examination of the Meteorological
circumstances under whicli our common grains
(the Cerealia;, turkey wheat (maize) and pota-
toes, vegetate at the equator, and in the tempe-
rate zone.' In this examination, the author liaa

fiiSt made investigations into the time which
elapses lietween the first springing of the plant
and its full maturity. He then determined the
ti;mperature of the space of time which separates
these two extreme epochs of vegetable lil'e. By
comparing these data concerning any given plant
which is cultivated both in Europe and America,
he arrives at this curious result: that the number
of days that separate the commencement of ve-
getation fi'om its maturity is more coi -^derable in

proportion as the mean temperature IFi^^er the in-

fluence of which ilie plant grows is less; the du-
ration of the vegetation will be equal, however
different the climate may be, if this temperature
is identical in the two places; and it will be shorter
or longer, according as the mean heat of the pe-
riod of time necessary for the accomplishment of
the vegetation is itself gre--'yer or less; in other
words, the duration of the wJgetation appears to
be in the inverse ratio of the mean temperatures.
So that, if you multiply the number of days durino<

which any given plant vegetates in these distant
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cHmates by the mean temperature of the actual

period of ils vegetation, you will obtain numbers,

which are very nearly equal. This result is not

only remarkable, insomuch as it seems to indicate

that, under all cliujaies, the same annual plant re-

ceives, in the course of its existence, an equal

quantity of heat; but it leads also to a direct prac-

tical result, in enabliuir us to decide upon the pos-

sibility of introducing any particular vegetable

into a country, as soon as we know the mean tem-

perature ol' the months there."

From Loudon's Gardener's Magazine for June, 1837.

KYAIVIZIXG WOOD FOR GARDEN PURPOSES.

By the Conductor.

In vol. xi. p. 536, a short notice is given of the

nature of Mr. Kyan's [irocess lor the preservation,

not only of' every kind of wood, but also of every

kind of veiretable fibre, whether in the form of

cloth or conlaire. 'i'he object ol'M r. Kyan's com-

position is, to effect for wood what tanning eflects

ibr leather; and the chemical rationale of both

processes will be Ibund given in the jjrchilectaral

Magazine, vol. ii. p 236. During the last twelve-

months, we have heard various accounts of the

success of Mr. Kyan's invention; and the general

effect upon our minds, till lately, has been rather

unfavorable towards its use, than otherwise. Mr.

D. Beaton, however, inlbrins us that, while at

Hiiffield, (which place he has just left, see p. 205.)

he had an opportunity of using it, and seeing it

used; and that he has formed a very favorable o|ii-

nion, at least as to the use which might be made
of it in gardening. He has had several deal

boards saturated with it, and tallies for nammg
plants cut out of them; and he has seen thin elm

boards, which, after being newly sawn up, had

been saturated with the composition, remain in

the sun, against a wall with a southern exposure,

a whole sunmier, without shrinking or twisting in

the slightest degree. He recommends all boards

intended for hot-bed frames, plant-boxes, and all

similar purposes, to be Kyanized; and we would

farther suggest, that the process should be extend-

ed to all kinds of rods and stakes used for tying

up plants, or for protecting single trees (such as

those recommended by Mr. Lawrence, p. 166.);

to all rods, twigs and boards used in simuner-

houses, rustic vases, ornamental fences, and espa-

lier rails; and to all basket-work, hampers, wicker

protectors for jilants, &c. We would recoumiend

all bass mats to be immersed in Kyan's composi-

tion; all netting and canvass made of hemp or

flax; and all garden lines, sash-lines, packthread

for tying plants, lists for nailing wall trees, &c.

—

It isonly necessary to send the articles which are

to be Kva'th^ed to the nearest Kyan's tank, where

the proce'^> '-y'll be effected in forty or fifty hours, at

a mere trifle ol expense. These tanks are now es-

tablished in various towns; and several gentlemen

have private tanks for their own use. If the be-

nefits to be derived from this composition come at

all near to what is held out by the patentee, by

X)r. Birkbeck, and Dr. Dickson, in his late lectures

on the Botany of Architecture before the Insti-

tute of British Ar^.hitects, wood tanneries will

soon be as common as tanneries for leather.

—

There is a tank at Blackwall, where any gar-

dener, within ten -miles of London, may (with

his master's permission) try some wood, cut into

the form of tallies for pots, and also Ibr plants in

the open air, and other specimens of the articles

mentioned above: and we should like much if they

wodld do so, and, in a year or two, let us know
the~r= -'t. We intend ourselves to have some
exps 7, )ents tried; an account of all of which,

witn a particular account of the [irocess, we shall

give in the jJrbnretiim Britannicum. In the mean
lime, we should be glad to hear the experience of

different persons on the subject, from difierent

parts of the country.

From Loudon's Gardener's Magazine.

THE PALO DE VACA, OR COW TREE.

After a variety of efforts, made through a con-

siderable number of years, I have at last succeed-

ed in obtaining, through the kindness of Sir Ro-
bert Ker Porter, the fruit of that interesting and
valuable production of the coast of Venezuela,

which has acquired such celebrity from the travels

of Humboldt, and which furnishes such an abun-
dant supply of veoretable milk to the thirsty pea-

sants of those burning regions; I mean the pah de

vaca, or cow tree, of which, I am inclined to suspect,

there are, if not many difierent genera, at least

some diversity of species. I am led to this con-

clusion from the discrepancy between the account

given of the tree, the (i'uit of which has been now
sent to me, and that of the illustrious traveller

just mentioned; as, also, from the accounts for-

merly received from my valuable correspondent,

of ihe three milk trees, the popa, the lerio, and
laule irrowirig in the forests of the Choro, along

the banks of the river, near Citara, or Quibbo, the

capital.

I shall first transcribe the passage relating to the

sort now sent, and some other matters, from Sir

R. Ker Porter's letter of the 22d of last March,
from Caraccas:

"I will not forget you on the subject of the Lirio
hermoso (Pancratium undulatum JFIumh.) and will

write to a friend in the Tay to iret some lirio bulbs.

I send you, with this, three seeds, or ft-ui*, of the

palo de. vaca, or milk tree: one of them is in its husk,

and the others are without it. I hope they will

vegetate with you. The average temperature

where these splended, lofty, and umbrageous trees

grow, is from 70° to 76° of Fahrenheit, amidst a
thick forest of oih'"^ large trees, at an elevation of

3000 ft. above the 'wel of the sea, in a soil black

and rich, and containing a great degree of moisture

the whole year through."

As the work in which Humboldt speaks of this

remarkable production of a bounteous Providence

may not be accessible to all your numerous read-

ers, I shall, for their information, extract from the

fourth volume of the English translation of his

Personal Narrative, p. 212, 213, &c.. the observa-

tions of this distinijuishcd traveller, which differ in

some slight degree from Sir Robert's account, and,

at the same time, furnish particulars which he did

not feel it necessary to introduce:

"We returned from Puerto Cabello to the val-

lej's of Aragua, and again stopped at the planta-

tion of Barbula, by which the new road to Valen-

cia is traced. We had heard, several weeks before

of a tree, the juice of which is a nourishing milk.

It is called the cow tree; and we were assured that

the negroes of the farm, who drink plentifully of
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this veiretable milk, consider it as a wholesome
aliment. All the milky juices of plants boinir

acrid, bitter, and moreorless poisonous, this asser-

tion appeared to us more or less extraonlinary; hut

we found, by experience, durinij our stay at Bar-

bula, thiit the virtues of the pain de vaca had not

been exagu^erated. This fine tree rises like the

broad-leaved star apple. Its oblonir and pointed

leaves, touijh and alternate, are marked by lateral

ribs, pronunent at the lower surlace, and parallel.

They are some ol" them 10 inches lonir. We did

not see the flower: the Ihiit (from the specimen
sent to me, about the size and shape of a necta-

rine) is somewhat tieshv, and contains one, and
sometimes two, nuts. When incisions are made
in the trunk of the cow tree, it yields abundance
of a glutmous milk, tolerably thick, destitute of all

acrimony, and of an agreeable and balmy smell.

It was offered to ua in the shell of the tuttono, or

calabash tree. We drank considerable quantities

of it in the evening before we went to bed, and
very early in the morning, without feeling the

least injurious effect. The viscosity of this milk

alone renders it a little disagreeable. The negroes,

and the tree people, who work in the plantations,

drink it, dipping into it their bread of maize or cas-

sava. The major domo of the farm told us that

the negroes grow sensibly fatter during the season

when the pa/o de raca furnishes them with most
milk. This juice, when exposed to the air, pre-

sents at itfa surface, perhaps in consequence of the

absorption of atmospheric oxygen, membranes of

a strongly animalised substance, yellowish, stringy,

and resembling a cheesy substance. These mem-
branes, separated from the restof the more aqueous
Jiquid, are elastic almost like caoutchouc; but they
undergo, in time, the same phenomena of putre-

faction as gelatine. The people call the coagu-

lum that separates by the contact of the air, cheese.

This coagulum grows sour in the space of five or

six days, as I observed in the small portions which
I carried to Nueva Valencia. The milk, contain-

ed in a stopped phial, had deposited a little coagu-
lum; and. lar(i"om becomino; lijelid, it exhaled con-

stantly a balsamic odor. The fresh juice, mixed
with cold water, was scarcely coagulated at all;

but, on the contact of nitric arid, the separation of

the viscous membranes took place.

"The extraordmary tree of which we have i">een

speaking appears to be peculiar to the Cordillera

of the coast, particularly from Barbula to the Lake
of Maracaybo. Some stocks of it exist near the

village of San Mateo (where the Victoria wheat
is cultivated;) and, according to M. Bredemeyer,
whose travels have so much enriched the fine hot-

houses of Schonbrunn and Vienna, in the valley

of Caucagua, three days' journey east of Carac-

cas. This naturalist found, like us, that the vege-

table milk of the palo lie vaca had an agreeable

taste and an aromatic smell. At Caucasua, the

natives call the tree that furnishes this nourishing
juice, the milk tree (Arbol de Leche.) They pro-

fess to recognise, from the thickness and color of

the foliage, the trunks that yield the most juice, as

the herdsman distintjuishes, fi-om external signs, a

good milch cow. No botanist has hitherto known
the existence of this plant, of which it is easy to

procure the parts of fructification. It appears, ac-

cording to M. Kunth, to belong to the Sapdta fa-

mily. Long after my return to Europe, I found,

in the description of the West Indies by Laet. a

Dutchman, a passage ihnit seems to have some
relation to the cow tree, "There exist frees,"

says Laet (Desc. fad. (Jcr., ]\b. 18. c. 4. ed. 1^33,

p. 672.,) "in the province of Cutnana, the sap of
which resembles curdled milk, and affords a salubri-

ous nourishment."

It is not here the solemn .shades of forests, the

majestic course of rivers, tlie mountiiins wrapped
in eternal frost, that excite our enjotion. A few
drops of vegetable juice recall to our n)inds all ttie

power, fulness, ami the fecundity of nature. On
the barren flank of a rock <rrows a tree with coria-

ceous and dry leaves. Its large woody roots can
scarcely penetrate into the stone. For several

months of the year not a single shower moistens

its foliage. Its branches appear dead and dried;

but, when the trunk is pierced, there flows from it

a sweet and nourishing milk. It is at the rising of

the sun that this vegetable fijuntain is most abun-
dant. The blacks and natives are then seen has-

tening from all quarters, furnished with large bowls
to receive the milk, which grows yellow, and
thickens at its surface. Some empty their bowls
under the tree itself; others carry the juice home
to their children. We seem to see the iamily of a
shepherd who distributes the milk of his flock."

Humboldt speaks of the cow tree as growing
on the barren flank of a rock, where it has little

soil, and less moisture. Sir Robert, on the con-

trary, says that it grows to a vast size in the depths

of humid forests, where it enjoys a rich and fertile

soil. The nature of the locality will account /or

the difference in the statements. In Kunth's des-

cription I have introduced those points in which he
seems to diflTer fi-om my specimen: the point of at-

tachment of the footstalk (which is broken off) is

deeply sunk in the body of the first, giving it al-

most the appearance of being hearted; the equato-
rial diameter (if I may use the expression) ex-
ceeds the polar, or that measured in the di-

rection of the insertion of the footstalk; the
fijrmer measuring 2 inches, the latter 1| inches
only: hence its shape is more that of an oblate

spheroid, or, rather, approaches to renilbrm.

—

The form of the specimen sent, on the con-
trary, approaches nearer to a sphere, being near-

ly I of an inch in its polar, and somewhat less

than in its equatorial, diameter; it has, also, a ci-

cairix at its base, as though it had been attached to

a dissepiment.

In order to give a connected view of all the in-

fiirmation I possess on the subject of this interest-

ing tree, I shall now extract the particulars fur-

nished to me by Mr. Thomas Hiirson, in a letter,

dated Carihagena, May 16, 1824, eleven years
ago.

Mr. Iligson states, that this tree abounds in the
deep and humid forests of the provinces of Choco
and Popayan, on both sides of the line; but state.'?

that he had not been fortunate enough to see the
flowers. He then gives some extracts from his

Journals of the date of May 7, 1822, from which
it appears that, during the intermission of an at-

tack of intermittent fever, he accompanied the Al-
caide and two other gentlemen from the town of
Quibdo, on an excursion about twelve miles up the

river, to examine the cow tree, which is there

known by the name of Papa; the milky juice of
which is procured by the Indians from incisions

made in the trunk, and by the jaguars, or wild ti-

gers, by lacerating the bark with their claws; and
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he confirms Humboldt's accounts of" its nutritive

qualities, by remarkintr on the improved condition

of both men and brutes during the season in

which this milk is had in orreatest abundance; al-

thouirh, he observes, "the better conditioned inha-

bitants, timid of its effects, and havini? other food,

make no other use of it than to besmear straws to

catch parrots, by placinfj them across their nests;

and, by boiling it with the gum of the manijle

tree (?j, tempered vviih wood ashes, producing a

glue impervious to moisture."

He then proceeds to state, that they obtained

abundance of the milk, which he describes as be-

ing aromatic, sweet, of the thickness of good

cream, and so white as to stain substances on which
it fell pretty durably. He says, that it mixed as

readily with spirits as cow's milk, and, either with

it or with water, ibrmed an agreeable beverarpe, of

which they drank freely without injury. Thev
cut down one of the trees, which he describes as

beintr the loftiest of the jorest, in order to obtain

specimens, and found that the timber was white,

with a fine grain, proper for boards or shintrles.

The flowers, which he was informed were verv
showy, were gone; but the branches were loaded

with iVuit, of about a month old, growing in clus-

ters from the alfe of the leaves: they were scab-

rous, and about the size of small nutmegs. The
leaves he describes as standing on short footstalks,

coriaceous, hearted at the base, and marginate, or

sometimes pointed at their summit: they were, he
says, covered over, to a considerable extent, with
large semi-globular glands. He considers this tree

as diti'erent from Humboldt's />aZo Je vara; which
latter he supposes to be the same with that called

lyria in the Checo. In a further part of his letter,

Jie speaks of some of the fi-uit of the popa gath-
ered by himself" in the wood of the Esca, adjoin-

ing Citara, or Quibdo, which he sent to our com-
mon friend Mr. Watts; and which, although he
was uncertain how far they were sufficiently ma-
ture to germinate, were sufficient, he observed, to

show that it was not a drupe, but a berry. It ap-

pears to me not improbalile, although the observa-

tion seems to have escaped even the penetration of
Humboldt, that the Chichivhalquehuitl of the
Mexicans, spoken of bv Humboldt in the 2d vol.

of his Researches, p. 32, on the authoritv of the

Codex Vaticaiius Anon., No. 3738, is a species of
the palo devaca. The MS. quoted contains, as he
informs us, several curiou? fiiriires; and, among the

rest, one of the Ckichiuhalquehuiil, tree of milk,

or celestial tree, that distils milk from the extremi-

ty of its branches, and around which infants are

seated who expired a few days after their birth.

Besides the popa and the lyria, Mr. Higson
speaks of another tree, the milk of which is not

so palatable, although yielded in flir greater abun-
dance. The milk of" this tree, which is called

sande, is thinner than the former, of a bluish cast,

like skimmed milk, not so pleasant to the taste, and
not employed for food; but, in every other respect,

closely resembling Humboldt's tree, rising, as Mr.
Higson says, like a broad-leaved star apple (Chery-
sophyllum Cainlto)., with alternate leaves seated

on short petioles, 10 in. or 12 in. long, oblong,

ovate, and sharp-pointed, with the veins alternate,

and ferruginous underneath. The milk of this

tree, inspissated in the lees, acquires the color and
consistence of" a black gum, prized as a medicine,

especially for external use in splenitis and pleuritis.

.Such is the estimation in which it is held, that it;

sells, even in the vale of the Cauca, for a dollar

the pound weight.

Thus, besides the pain devaca of Humboldt, the
locality of" which appears to be limited to the Cor-
dillera of the coast, we have here (if we can de
pend upon Mr. Higson's account) three other dis-

tinct milk trees, yielding a liquor more or less pota-

ble, and applicable to various other uses, belong-

ing, possibly, to the same genus, or forming dis-

tinct genera of" the same family, together with,

perhaps, a fourth to be yet sought for amidst the

unexplored parts of Mexico, and thus giving a t"ar

wider range to liiis valuable production than that

assigned by Humboldi.

From the Southern Agriculturist.

OIV THE INFLUF-NCK OF BURNT EARTH OIV

THE QUANTITY OF SPIRIT IN WINE.

Cidimibia, Jane 17, 1837.

Mr. Editor.—I saw accidentally, a French pe-
riodical, "Journal de Connoissancs Usuclles and
Pratiques, &c." a very interesting publication.

One article in it particularlv attracted my atien-

tion, and I translate it into English, to be inserted

in your Southern Agriculturist, it" you think it

worthy of it.

Yours, respectfully,

N. Herbemont.

JBy Mr. Jules Pagezy.

Chemical experiments liave proven that the

quantity of alcohol furnished bj- wine, is always
in proportion to the quantity of mucilage and sac-

charine matter, Cmucoso suere) contained in the

juice of" the grapes. The soil, climate, and the

kind of grape, exercise, in this respect on wine, a
considerable influence, which is, however, modi-
fied by the exposition, the age of the vine, or the

manures it receives. It has been asserted that an-
imal manures, by increasing the products, impair
the quality of the wine, and diminish the ordinary

quantity of saccharine matter in the must. Min-
eral manures, such as ashes, lime, &c., are too lit-

tle used in our part of the country, (the south of
France,) because their influence on the produc-
tion'of alcohol has not been proved. Here are two
observations which might prove that their use

may offer advantageous results in argilaceous

soils, which constitute a great part of the wine dis-

trict in the south of" France.

In 1831, I cleared, pared and burnt the edges of

a vineyard, jilanted in the kind called "Pique-
poule," of the age of from 10 to 12 years. The
burnt earth was put during the winter, at the feet

of" the vines. The crop of wine in 1832, yielded

30G lbs. of alcohol per muid, of 90 veltes, about
680 litres (a) Mr. Claparede, the elder, a dis-

tiller at Montpellier, bought it of me, taking this

yield of spirits for the basis of the price, which
was ten f"rancs per muid more than the usual price

of commerce. I was astonished at the great quan-
tity of" spirits which this wine contained, and I ex-

plained this fact by attributing it to the exposition of
the vineyard, which is most favorable; but I had
this year, to seek other causes of a result, more
extraordinary than that which I have just stated.

In the vicinity of the vineyard I have spoken

of, there was uncultivated land, that I cleared,
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pared and burnt. After havini; raised on it a crop

of wheat, I planted tills piece in a kind of vine

called "Arenion." The vines were rooted plants.

These vines urew most viiporousiy
; andiiiis year,

8 scterees, (abont 1 hectare, 60 ares) beinij 4

years olil, and 20 scierees (about 4 hectares) beiny;

3 years old. produced about 3G niuids of wine,

without iiicliuliiiix about 4 uuiids oj' rotten srrapes,

which had t* be abandoned. The vines, 4 years

old, produced uinre than 2 nniids per seieree of 2J
ares, and ihose ihree years old about one tnuid [ler

peieree. (b) The vintaire took place li'orn the

21st to the 23d of September. Every body knows
liow the last year was unfavorable to the perfect

maturity of the urapes. Therelbre, seeintr the

considerable quantity of fruit produced by these

youn<r vines, I was convinced lliat the wine pro-

duced by it would be very weak. I cannot ex-

press what was my surprize, when I hail obtained

the full conviction, that notwiihstandinu; this cause,

and that no less powerful one of the atmospheri-

cal circumstances, the quantity oi" alcohol contain-

ed in the wine, was, on the contrary, very "jreat. In

fact It yielded per maid—the wine which had been
one nifrlit only in the vat alter the (grapes had
been crushed—262 lbs. (French, about 294 lbs.

En<:lish.) Wine lermcnted in the vat, (the len<jth

oflitneriot speci(ied) 256 lbs. and that from the

press, 235 lbs.

Mr. Chassefiere, a distiller at Montpellier bought
this wine ol" me, which he distilled. Being still

under the persuasion, that I could attribute this

result only to the exposition of the vineyard, I

submitted to the experiment some of the "Pique-
poule," the crop of which had been gaiherecl in

the besinning of October, the produce of the vine-

yard, I have alrea-lv noticed, and from si.\ seterees

of plants 4 years old, placed in a soil which had
not had the benefit of the paring and burning.

This wine only yielded 240 lbs of alcohol. The
e.xposition was the same, the maturity of the

grapes more perfect lor the "Pique-poule," than
for the "Aremon,'" which had been gathered ear-

lier on account of the rot which had already af-

fected a iireat portion of the grapes. The ages
of the vines were the same, and yet the difference

was 22 lbs. of spirits per moid in the wine made
in the same manner. I then recollected the wine
of the " Pique-poule," sold to Air. Clnparede in

1832. On referring to my books, I found that the
year which had preceded this vintage, the vine-

yard had been manured with the burnt earth. I

then found that the same cause had produced the
same eflect.

Experiments often repeated can alone give cer-

tainty to the facts that I advance, but they have
appeared to me sufficiently important to claim the
attention ot" our cultivators. Burnt earth gives
the vines an uncommon vigor. Should not their

use become more general, if we can acquire the
certainty that, with the quantity of wine, the quan-
tity of alcohol is also increased? I engage tlie

proprietors of the vineyards to make experiments
to obtain the solution of this important quesiion,
and I promise to continue mine, and to impart the
result, whatever it be, to the society. My mos'
anxious desire heini; that of contributinir to the
discovery of the truth.— C^^'jc. yJgr. Herault.)

Notes by the Translator.

(a.) 306 lbs. French weight is about 344 lbs.

Vol. V—34

1 Enirlish. The muid about l>iO gallons, the veltc

I

about two gallons, and tlie litre about one quart.

[This, then,'gives 344 lbs. of alcohol to 180 gal-

lons of wine. This is only an approximation of
ihe reduction of measures of France to the Eng-
lish. I have not books at hand lo enable me to

get nearer.

(b.) The author of this article has somewhat
miiigle<l I he new decimal weight and mcasurea
aelopted in France, duruiir the Revolution, with
the measures of particular districts of the coutitry.

I cannot ascertain tlie meaning of seieree, nor the

exact contents of the muid ho alludes to, as it is

not the same all over France. This prevents our

knowing the precise produce of the vineyards.

The principal object, iiowever, is obtained, of
showing the advantageous eflects of the burnt

earth on the production of the vine. We have
the less reason to doubt this effect, that it is well

known that volcanic soils are celebrated lor

the strength and richness of the wines which they
produce; and the adding of burnt earih lo the nat-

ural soil, brings it in some small desxree, to the

condition of volcanic soils. This kind of amelio-
ration, has also the great advantage over or-

dinary manures, that it introduces neither weeds
nor grass in the fields improved by it. This arti-

cle vvasthoutrht Ihe more interesting, that although
given only for the benefit of the vine cultivator, it

may also be as highly beneficial to almost all

other kind of cultures. There is very little doubt
that in many situations it would be highly benefi-

cial to the cotton culture. The naiTiing. particu-

larly the cultivation of cotton here, offers me an
opportunity to recommend to the perusal of cotton

planters, a very excellent article on the subject of
the rot in cotton, by Ur. Robert R. Harden.* It

is one of the most judicious selections in the Sou-
thern Agriculturist for the present month, page
305. Very little doubt can be entertained that Dr.
Harden has discovered the true cause of the rot in

cotton, and the remedy is most obvious. The ag-
ricultors of the southern states are much indebted
to the indefatigable and judicious exertions of this

gentleman, not only for this, but for many other
valuable communications, which have been no-
ticed from his pen, ibr many years past.

From the Quarterly Journal of Agriculture for June, 1837,

EXPERIMENT IN FEEDING CATTLE 0!V DIF-
FERENT DESCRIPTIONS OF FOOD,

By Mr. Roht. Stephenson., IVhitelaw, Haddington.

The catile selected for this experiment were
oxen rising two years old, and bred on the same
farm. Their live-weights were ascertained at the
beginning, during diiierent periods, and at the end
of the experiment. They were divided into three
lots of six beasts each, and placed in open courts
with sufficient sheds and stalls, and smalt mangers
fitted up lor corn and linseed cake. A correct ac-
count was kept of the weight of food consumed
by each lot. Lot 1st were allowed linseed cake,
bruised beans, and bruised oats, in addition to

what turnips they could consume: and. (or the last

twenty-lour days of the experiment, 20 lb. of po-

* Rs- published in the FarmersT^ Register, p. 22, vol,

V,—Ed.
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atoes per day were given to eacli beast. Lot 2d
received the same allowance wiih the exception of

linseed-cake; and, for the last tvveniy-lbur days
they got only 10 lb. of potatoes, each beast, per day.

And the 3d lot were led on turnips alone. None
of the lots were allowed hay. The objects of this

experiment are, first: to compare cattle led partly

on linseed cake with those which had none; se-

condly, to compare those fed partly on corn with
those which had none; and, thirdly, to compare
those fed solely on turnips with those which had
different sorts of food. From former trials we are

inclined to believe that cattle consume food in pro-

portion to their weights when nearly alike in con-

dition. We therefore resolved, in this experiment,

to divide the eighteen cattle, so as to confirm or

refute this beliei". They had been all kept in the

same manner since they were calved, and were
pretty much alike in condition, although varying
considerably in weight. The six heaviest cattle,

weighing in live-weight 486 imperial stones, were
selected for lot first; the next six heaviest of 443
stones, constituted lot second; and the six lii^htest,

made lot third, were 346;^ stones. These weiirhts

were ascertained on the 23d November, 1834,

when the experiments began after the cattle had
been in the court-yard from 20th September, 1834,

and all fed on the same kind of ii)0(l, namely,
common white globe turnips. The white turnips

given durinir the experiment were of a^ood quali-

ty, raised with dung upon a rather stiti' soil, and
estimated about 20 tons |)er acre, their gravity on
the 19th November, 1834, being 897.4 oz. |)er cu-

bic foot. The Swedish turnips were also of good
quality, grown on good clayey loam, 20 tons per

acre by weight and measurement, their gravity

being 1030 oz. per cubic loot on 19th November;
but they had lost weight for bulk considerably by
the 17th March following, when tlie last were
raised from the ground, being then only 976.9 oz.

per cubic toot. The white turnips used before the

experiment commenced on 23d November, 1834,
were raised with bone manure, and rather inferior

in quality, being only on 19th November, 774 oz.

per cubic loot. With these preliminary observa-
tions, we will proceed to state the particulars of the

experiment.

1. Food consumed by each beast of lot 1st

—

13 cwt. 1 qr. 10 lb. white turnips from
22d November, to 3d December,
1834, ten days, being 150 lb. per day
at 3d. per cwt. £0 3 4

30 lb. bruised beans, for 10 days, being
3 lb. per day at 133. per boll, allow-
ing 60 lb. to the bushel, 17^

40 lb. linseed-cake, for 10 days, being
4 lb. per day at fd. per lb. or £7 per
ton, 2 6

25 cwt. 3 qr. 20 lb. Swedish turnips,

from 3d December to 25th December,
1834, 22 days, being 132 lb. per day,
at 4d per cwt. 8 7^

88 lb. linseed cake, for 22 days, 4 lb. per
day, at |d per lb. 5 6

66 lb. bruised beans, for 22 days, being
3d per day, "

3 7
69 cwt. qrs. 21 lb. Swedish turnips,

being 123 lb. per day for 63 days,

Carry forward, £ 1 5 2

Broufrht forward, £1 5 2
from 25th December, 1S34, to 26ih
February, 1835, 1 3 0|

189 lb. bruised beans, for 63 days, be-

ing 3 lb. per day, 10 2^
126 lb. bruised oats, for 63 days, being

2 lb. per day, at 20s. per qr., say 42
lb. per bushel, 7 6

189 lb. linseed cake, for 63 days, being

3 1b.* per day, 11 9f
21 cwt. 2 qrs. 2 lb. Swedish turnips, be-

intj 100 lb. per day, from 26ih Feb-
ruary to 22d March, 24 days, 7 2

480 lb. potatoes, lor 24 days, beinsr 20
lb. per day, at 6s. per boll of 4 cwt. 6 5

72 lb. bruised beans, for 24 days, be-

ing 3 lb. per day, 3 10|
48 lb. oats, lor 24 days, being 2 lb. per

day, 2 10^
72 1b. linseed cake, for 24 days, being

3 lb. per day, 4 6

Total cost of feeding one beast of lot 1st £5 2 7

2. Food consumed by each beast of lot 2d

—

14 cwts. 1 qr. 24 lb. turnips, being 162
lb. per day, for 10 days, at 3d. percwt.

30 lb. bruised beans, lor 10 days, be-

ing 3 lb. per day,

29 cwt. 1 qr. 24 lb. Swedish turnips, be-

ing 150 lb. per day lor 22 days, at 4d,

per cwt.

66 lb. bruised beans, for 22 days, being

3 lb. per day,

67 cwt. 2 qrs. Swedish turnips, being
120 lb. per day for 63 days,

189 lb. bruised beans, for 63 days, be-

ing 3 lb. per day,

126 lb. oats, ibr 63 days, being 2 lb. per

day,

24 cwt. 2 qrs. 16 lb. Swedish turnips,

being 115 lb. per day, for 24 days,

240 lb. potatoes, Ibr 24 days, being lo

lb. per day,

72 lb. bruised beans, for 24 days, being
3 lb. per day,

48 lb. oats, for 24 days, being 2 lb. per

day,

Totalcost of feedingonebeastofIot2d. £3 17

3. Food consumed by each beast of lot 3d-
11 cwt. 3 qrs. 14 lb. white turnips, be-

ing 1131b. per day Ibr 10 days, at 3d.

per cwt. £0
22 cwt. 2 qrs. 10 lb. Swedish turnips,

being 115 lb. per day Ibr 22 days, at

4d. per cwt.

64 cwt. 2 qrs. 21 lb. Swedish turnips

being 115 lb. per day Ibr 63 days,

19 cwt. 2 qrs. 24 lb. Swedish turnips,

being 92 lb. per day for 24 days,
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Lot. 2>i, llOdiiys, 3 17 = 4.5294 shillings

per work.
Lot 3.1, 110 days, 1 13 7^= 2.2712 shillings

per week.

Improvemeiits in Live IVeight.
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lot increased only 8 stones. Now, for fortv-six

days inimediately preceding: 2Sd November, 1831.
the beijtinniiig of 1 he experiment, these same six

cattle increased 48^ stones, or 113 it), each beast;

while, from a trial made for eight days, li'om 7iii

lill 14ih November, inclusive, they consumed
160.85 lb. each per day of common turnips (white
iriobe,) which gave only 65.47 lb. of turnips to a

lb. of increased live weight. But, avoidinirleniith-

e.ned details of other experimenis, we will assume
90 lb. of turnips, as being equal to the production
of 1 lb. ol" increased live weight, and from this da-
tum, endeavor to ascertain the asrency of each dif-

ferent kind of foot! employed in the leeding of lots

1st and 2d. We shall begin with lot 2d, and di-

vide 6 times 15,225, the quantity of turnips consum-
ed by this lot, by 90, and the quoi lent is 1015 lb. o(

live weight, as having been produced from the

agency of turnips. Lot 2d, also, consumed 1440
lb. potatoes. We say that :0 lb. of potatoes will

yield 1 lb. of increased live weight, the result will

therelbre be 1440 tlivided by 40, equal 36 lb. of live

%veight as havinir been produced from the agency
of potatoes; therefore 1015 add 36 equal 1051,
and the remainder, 363 lb. as having been produc-
ed by the agency of corn, whii-h make up 1414
lb. the total increase of live weight.

Lot 1st, by the same rule, stands thus:

—

14,563 by 6, equal 87,378, divided by 90, equal 970
lb. of live weight, by the agency of turnips.

480 by 6, equal 2^80, divided by 40, efjual 72 lb. of
live weight, bv the ajrencv of potatoes.

631 by 6, equal 3186, divided by 8.77, equal 363 lb.

of live weight, by the agency of corn.

389 by 6, equal 2334, divided by 21.81, equal 1071b.
of live weight, by the agency of linseed cake.

The cost of producing a pound of increased live

weight by the above data is

—

90 lb. of turnips at 4d. percwt., equal 3.2142 pence.
40 lb. of potatoes at Is. 6d. per cwt., equal 6.4235

pence.

8.77 lb. of corn at 3s. 3d. per bushel of 60 lb., equal
5.7 pence.

21.81 lb. of linseed cake at §d. per lb., equal
16,3575 pence.

Although we have assumed, in the above calcu-
lations, that 40 lb. of potatoes are equal to 90 lb. of
turnips in the production of live weight, we areliir

from believing that proportion correct in point of
fact. On the contrary, we should say, that 90 lb.

of turnips are fully equal to 70 lb. of potatoes, and
that the latter is perhaps the most expensive (bod
usually given to cattle; and certainly, so long as
potatoes fetch Is. 6d. percwt. in the market, cattle

on that fjod will soon, to use a familiar phrase,
"eat off their own heads." When any other food
than turnips is desired for feeding cattle, we would
recommend bruised beans, as being the most effi-

cient and least expensive; on this account, we
would prefer bruised beans alone to distillery offal.

As regards liii>-eed cake, or even potatoes, they are
not to be compared to beans. In confirmation of
this opinion, we may be permitted to state shortly
the improvement made by three cattle last season,
1835-6, of the same age and sort, indeed own
brothers, to three of the cattle in lot 1st of our ex-
periment. They were led on white turnips until

27th January, and after that date on Swedish; and,
as we meant then to compete for the prize mven
or the best beasta bred in the county, we allowed

them from 10th December3| lb. of oats and beans,
and 3| lb. of hay each per day. And, in order

that a comparison may be made with the lot 1st of
our experiment, we will state the improvement in

live weiifht as near the same period as the dates of

weighing will admit. The live weight of the

three cattle on the25ih November, was 273stones,

and on the 31st March 338 stones, beinjr an in-

crease ol"65 stones, or 21^ stones each, in 127 days;

while bv our experiment, lot 1st, in 119 daysgained
only 18 stones each, being a dilference of 3.,' stones

in liivor of last season. A pair this season also

gained the prize as (he best beasts bred in the

county, against others which had been fed on as

much linseed cake as they C'tuld eat. Our pair of

two years' old were sold, i6lh May, 1836, lor £55,
lOs. We were at very great pains in the keeping
ol'our two-year old cattle this season, having cut

all the turnips lor them, white as well as Swedish.
We have alwavs been in the habit of cutting the

Sweiiisii turnips, but never till this season did we
cut the white also. In conclusion, on this part of
our subject, we give it as our opinion, that who-
ever feeds cattle on turnips alnnewiW have no rea-

son, on the score of profit, to regret their not hav-

ing employed more expensive auxiliaries to hasten

the fattening process. This opinion has not been
rashly adopted, but has been confirmed by a more
extended and varied experience in the feeding of

cattle than has fallen to the lot of most men.
That cattle consume food something nearly in

proportion to their weights, we have very little

doubt, provided they have previously been fed in

the same manner, and are nearly alike in condi-

tion. Age, sex, and kind, have little influence in

this respect, as the quantity of Ibod consumed de-

pends much on the lenirth of time the beast has

been fed, and on the degree of maturity at which
the animal has arrived— hence the great difliculty

of selecting cattle fit lor experimenting upon. To
explain our meaning by an example, we would say
that two cattle of the same weight, and which had
been previously kept for a considerable time on si-

milar food, would consume about the same quanti-

ty. But, on the contrary, should two beasts of the

same weitjhts be taken, the one fat and the other

lean, the lean beast would eat twice or perhaps
thrice as many turnips as the fat one—more espe-

cially, if the filt one had been for some time previ-

ously fed on the sari;e (bod, as cattle eat gradually

less food until they arrive at maturity, when they

become stationary in their appetite. We have had
orreat experience in feeding stock, and have con-

ducted numbers of experiments on that subject

with all possible care, both in weighing the cattle

alive, and the whole food administered to (hem,
and in every experiment vve made, we discovered

something new. But we have seen enough to

convince us that wore the art of feeding better un-

derstood, a great deal more beef and mutton might
be produced from the same quantity of food than ia

generally done.

We had on turnips, at the time we were con-

ducting the foregoing experiments, 5 queys of the

same aire and sort as the 18 stots, also 20 three-

year old stots, such as are bred on the Perthshire

braes, in one court, and 14 Fife stots in another

court. Five of an averaue size and weight, from

each of the lots of Perthshire and Fife stots, were
selected, and their live weights ascertained, and

the turnips consumed by them weighed. They
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Avcre weiirht^tl in 25t!i December, and the quiinli-

tics ol" tiirni|)> consiiimed were ascertained Irani an
averaixe of the weeks previous and sahsequent to

that day. The result was as follows:—For every

sione ihey were of live weight, ihe cattle ronsnni-

ed of Swedish turnips each dav, the Perthsiiire

Slots l.Stil Ih.; the File ditto 1.7S1 lb.; (he two-

year old queys l.SSSl lb.; lot 3d of our experiment,

fed on turnips alone, 1.94S lb.; lot 21 of our expe-
riment, assnmin<T the value of the liiod other than
turniji, as slaved in the previous part of this paper,

2.3; lot ls( of our experiment, under the same con-

dition as lot 2d, 2.07. We nuist not be under-

stood as presentinfr the above ratio of weiirht ol

beasts to weiijht of turnips as unil()rm. On the

contrary, the ratio varies acconlincr to condition and
food; we took the ratio at the end of December
as a medium period. These same cattle, in the

be<iitmin<x of November previous, when on com-
mon while turnips, consumed them in the Ibllow-

ing ratio:—The Perthshire stols 2.7 lb.; the Fife

stots 2.61. Lot 1st of our experiment, when on
turnips alone, bel!)re the experiment, 2.28; lot 2d
under the same conditions, 2.8; and lot 3d under
the same condiiions 2.772. No note was taken of
the white turnips consumed by the queys. It is

not uncommon lor a lean beast to consume more
than a Iburth part of his own weight of food every
day. while a very fat one will not consume one-
tenth. We kept two of the cattle of lot 3d until

the end of December, 1835, when I heir live weights
were increased to nearly double, and they then only

consumed 1.5 lb. of turnips for each stone of live

weiL''ht.

We shall conclude by relatina: a sinsnlar flict,

which is in some degree connected with this sub-
ject: sheep on turnips will consu.'7)e nearly in pro-

portion to cattle, vveiiiht for weight, that is, 10

sheep, 14 lb. per quarter, will eat nearly the same
quantity of turnips as an ox of 40 stones; but turn

the ox to grass, and six sheep will be liiund to con-
sume an equal quantity. This great difliirence

may perhaps be accounted for by the practice of
sheep cropping the irra.«s much closer and oflener

than cattle, and which of course prevents its grow-
ing so rapidly with them as with cattle.

NoTK.— [Mr. Stephenson, of date 22d May, 1S37,
writes thus:—"In the last number of the Transactions,
I observe fiom Mr. Boswell's Report, on Feedins; Cat-
tle, a remarkable coincidence of what is stated by me.
Mr. Boswell has given the live weight of his cattle, and
the quantity of food consumed by them, and from these
you will find the following results. In the cattle at

Kingcausie, 94.841 lb. of yellow turnip produced 1 lb.

of increased live weight in the hemmels, and 126.204
lb. in the byres; and every stone of live weight con-
sumed 1.411 lb. of turnips in hemmels, and 1..383 lb in

byres. In the cattle at Balmuto, 96 lb. of turnips and
potatoes produced 1 lb. of increased live weight in the
nemmels, and 112.678 lb. in the byres. And every
stone of live weight consumed 1.32.5 lb. of turnips in

the hemmels, and 1.262 lb. in the byres. These results
arise from taking the average weight of cattle at the
middle date, and the average weight of turnips con-
sumed each day."

—

Ed.]

From the Sillc Culturist.

ONE BUD.
In propagating the morus multicaulis from cut-

tings, most cultivators have hitherto considered
two buds to each cutting indispensable to the pro-
duction of a tree, on the supposition that one bud

threw out the root, and another the shoot; but the
prevalent opinion now is. that one bud is as good
as two, and some think better. The notion that
the root proceed.s from a bud is now generally ex-
ploded, and most propaiialors use cuttingsvvith
one bud only, that beiuir sulficient to send out a
shoot, which is all that is necessary to the Rirma-
tion of a perlect tree. Our confidence in this the-
ory is so strong that we have ado|)ted it in our
own practice, having put out most of our cuttings

with a single bud. Oilier nurserymeti in this re-

irion, so far as we are inlijrmed, are Ibllowing the
same course, and the (juestion will be finally set-

tled the coming autumn by the results ol" nume-
rous experiments.

But, we are not Avithontsome experience on the
subject. The trial has been made, and complete
success has attended it. The following extract

li-om a letter li-om a scientific and practical culliva-

torin Virginia, to hiscf)rres|!ondciit in this state is,

to our mind, conclusive evidence, not only that

two buds are not necessary, but that one is better

than two in most rases. He says :
—" I put about

400 cutiinirs in a hot bed, on the 15lii of Februa-
ry, [1837.] The}' varied in size from a half an
inch to three inches in length, and li-om one and a
lialf inches to less than an eighth of an inch in

diameter, and I believe every one is growing

—

more than, a dozen of them are already bearing

fruit. There are some with shoots not more than
three inches hiirh, wiih three mulberries to each,
the size of our common while mulberry. Some
of the cuttings, one and a half inches in diameter,
and two inches long, are sending up two shoots.

I was looking at others to-day not half an inch
long and one eighih of an inch in diameter, with
five vigorous shoots to each.

It is often asserted in books, and in the periodi-

cals, that two buds or necessary to a cutting. My
own ejcperience, drawn from a close watching of
these cuttings, in my hot bed, is that one bud is not
only all that is necessary, but that one is better

than two, and I have accordingly put out all my
cuttings with one bud on each. They say that

the lower bud is necessary lor roots, and that it

turns into roots. This is not so. I have taken up my
cuttings in the hot bed repeatedly, and though I

planted in the first instance with two buds, and
have found that the lower bud, instead of turning
into roots, was trying to turn into a stalk, while the
roots were coming out just below tlie bud. So I

cut them all into two, and they are now all doing
well with a single bud. The roots come out just

below the bud, and are sufficient to the support of
the one shoot. If you have two buds, and but one
in the ground, the upper cannot put out roots, and
the shoots of the lower being insufficient lor it and
also for the shoot that is trying to form below, the
plant withers and droops under the hot sun, and
accordingly many persons shade their young trees

from 10 o'clock A. M. to 2 o'clock P. M, Give
each bud its roots, and this will not be necessary.

Thus I have reasoned, and have put my cuttings

at once into their place in the field, instead of a
nursery with conveniences for shading as is usu-
ally recommended. I have thus doubled my num-
ber of cuttings, and shall save the immense labor

of transplanting in the hot season. The roots

spring also, by and by. from the end of the cut-

tings ; but in the first instance only from the Httle

whitish knobs, which you may see, just below the
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liud. Pill file bud about iialf aa inch beneath the

surface of the ifruiind.

I have pat out 35,000 cutlinirs of the multicau-

lis, and as I hope to iret an abundance of leaves
this summer, have also procured 23.000 eir!:!:^ from
Hartlbrd, and as soon as we ^et through ihe corn-

plantinij. shall pul up a cocoonery. The business

is maUmtr « £jood deal of" noise here; and, if" 1 suc-

ceed, there are dozens who will iniiuediatelv" follow

suit."

ON SPRING WHEAT.
To the Eilitor of tlio Farmers' Register.

For some years |iast, the wheat crop has been
so liable to failure, that it is natural our farmers

should endeavor to devise some expedient to

obviate it. With this view, several experiments
have recently been made with spring wheat ; and,

as far as I have heard, th:e result has been quite

encourajjino;. It is sincerely to be hoped that fu-

ture trials may be equally successful ; but, in the

climates of Viruinia and Maryland, I am unable
to satisfy myself that it can be cultivated to per-

manent advantage. The present season has been
one of peculiar character; the atmosphere has
been dry and cool, and so eminently conducive to

the gradual advancement and maturity of the
cro[), that the harvest has been more abundant bj^

many fold, and the irrain of better quality, than
could have been anticipated by any person a {'ew

months ago. Hud this season been like the last,

or vice versa, the results of each would have been
entirely different. Our springs are frequently hot

and moist; and if, under such cu'cumstances, the

wheat be retarded beyond the usual period of ri-

pening, either by being too thin, or by being sown
too late, or by being of" a late variety, that potent

leneniy, the rust, is sure to lay his hands upon it;

and, in a few davs, a whole field will sink under
•the attack. In New York and New England, the
climate is very different. The harvest is prolonged
to a much later period, than with us ; and they
have no scorching suns to dry up the sap prema-
iturely ;

or, when combined with excessive mois-
ture, to induce the rust. The .spring wheat is,

therefore, much more likely to succeed in a north-
ern laiitude than with us : indeed f"rom the char-
actej- of a northern winter, it is altogether proba-
ble that spring sowing may be the most profitable.

Another circumstance has combined with the
favorableness of the season, to render the product
of spring wheat more flattering. It is a well
known fiict that vegetables raised from northern
seed, arrive at maturity in a much shorter time
than it would require I'or the same varieties when
introduced from the south.

My remarks are not intended wholly to discour-
age the growing of sprins wheat, but merely to

caution against sowing it too extensively another
year; which many might be tempted" to do in

consequence of the success they have just had.
If, after the experience of several years, it

shall be found to be as productive as winter grain,

it may then, very properly, in a measure, take the
place of the latter; but until the advaniases of
spring culture shall be established, I would res-

pectfiilly suggest to my brother farmers the pro-
priety of not relying too much upon it.

A Practical Farmer.

from tlie Farmers' Magazine.

POINTS IN CHEMISTRY APPLIED TO AGRT-
Cl :>TURE.—SOILS.—No. 1.

Plants are mainly indebted for support to the de-
composed remains ol' things at one time possessed
of life, and wiih which the surface of" the earth is

found to be impregnated. The decay of" vegeta-
bles and animals is thus contrived to minister to

the sustenance of organization. Life is produced
by dissolution. By one of the most beautiful, yet

sim|)le, of processes, the adult plant calls the germ
into existence, and ai'terwards furnishes the sup-

plies which are to bring it to maturity. Nothing
is wasted—nothing is misapplied. The produce
of one year goes to form the harvest of the next.

The herb returns to the dust from which it was
derived, only to rise in renewed beauty when the

appointed season shall call it from its tomb. Hence
the words of" Pope

—

" See dyin£j vegetables life sustain.

See fife dissolvin2^ vegetate again."

" Ever changeful, ever new," the plant is al-

ways in perlection. So soon as it has attained the

limit assigned to it by nature, it ceases to cumber
a soil that it can no longer adorn. It then becomes
subject to the laws of chemistry ; its elements se-

parate and slowly form the combinations already

mentioned, which, in no long time, become con-
stituents of succeeding crops.

" All, to re-flfoiirish, fades :

As in a wheel, all sinks, to re-ascend."

The value of a soil for the purp(ises of agricul-

ture, may be judged of in one of" three ways— by
the quantity and quality, or the crop which it af-

fords on being sulijected, for a series of years, to

cultivation ; by the nature of the herbages, which
is spontaneously yielded by the ground ; or by the

quantity of requisites for the support of vegetation,

which it may be found, on chemical analysis, to

aftbrd. With the first method we have, for obvi-

ous reasons, nothing to do in an article like the

present. The second is apparenth' a mode devoid

of difficulty, and easily had recourse to on all occa-
sions ; and, as the question as to the extent of its

utility is interesting, from the attention that has of
late been turned to it, we shall, for the moment,
confine ourselves to an examination of" its excel-

lencies and defects. Though it is a test that has
been resorted to by agriculturists from the earliest

ages, little ol" any consequence was knovi^n by the
ancient tillers of" the ground, regarding the con-
nection between the prevailing material of a soil

and its spontaneous produce, further than that, in

the words of" Virgil

—

"All grounds not allthings bear; "

and their observations were limited to the almost
regular occurrence of plants of a larger growth,
such as the alder, the ash, the myrtle, and the vine,

on soils of particular texture and composition.
Of late years, considerable attention has been

drawn to the subject in this country, owing to the

premiums offered by the Hiirhland Society for

communications on the nature of soils, as indicated

by plants ; and, as was expected, much interest-

ing information has been obtained. Several of
these essays have been published by the Society.

All are good, and form the vehicles of something
valuable ; but two are, in particular, worthy of

consideration, as containing the result of much pa-
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ticnt observation, and beinij tolerably free from

detects, in the <Troiipin<T and arratiLrement ol'ibe

nmterials. The authors ol" these artich^'', are

—

Mr. Maeuillivrav, conservator in tlie JVliisenni of

tlie Royal College ol'Surireons, in i<'dinbnrirh, and

Mr. ArchihaKl (Jorrie, Annat Garden, Ferihsliire,

boih oet\Uenien admirably qualified, by the nature

of their pursuits, to I'urnish remarks of no mean
value to botanical science ; wlule the. former, Irom

his extensive excursions in the nonhern counties,

and in the western islands, is enabh-d to improve

our ideas on the subject, by relerences to the soils

of pariicular localities.

Soils, in treneral, oidy ^ive rise to plants, for the

rearinij; of which they appear, owini^ to the pos

session ofsome ingredients, to be peculiarly ailapt-

od. The well-known fact, as to the ashes ol'burnt

tir trees afi'ordni<r a conijenifd soil lo the seeds ol'

the wild rasp, and, beinir usually covered bv such

bushes, may be taken as a familiar illustration.—
Not only is the nature of the plant occasionally

determined by the composition of the soil, or, in

other words, not only are individual soils restricted,

owinix to some peculiarity in their construction; to

the «rrowth of a limited number of genera, but the

parts of the plant are also liable, from similar

causes, to considerable variety. When tulips, for

example, are planted in too rich a soil, the colors

spread ; or if they have steadily remained of one
color in some pariicular soil, they will, on beinij re-

moved to another, break into a variety of colors.

A blue tino:e may be given to the petals of hy-
drangeas, by placing them in the red earth which
borders on chalybeate springs, and which (or that

reason is well impregnated with iron. The blos-

som of a common primrose, whose root has been
taken up and planted in another soil, loses its yel-

low hue, and becomes of a pale-brown or choco-
late color.

Many plants delight only in soils of a peculiar

nature, luxuriating so long as they are adherent lo

grouiul ol" a particular constitution, but rapidly

losing in vigor and appearance when deprived, by

any means, of the food to which they appear to be

naturally adapted. "The Scotch fir, pinus syl-

vestris, thrives well, but does not grow fast on the

soil over the sandstone. Its wood, however, is

tough, and very durable. Bur when this same
tree is planted on the graywacke, though it grows
more rapidly, and arrives sooner at maturity, yet,

being softer, and fuller of white wood than that

grown upon the sand-stone, the builder, to his cost,

tinds that it is soon attacked by the worm, and de-

cays. The reverse ol this happens with the larch,

pinus larix, when growing on the graywacke.
its wood is sound and good, and, when cut down,
is at heart quite perfect. But on the sandstone
and gravels of this basin (Closeburn), it seems to

he at maturity at an earlier age than that growing
on the graywacke, and, in many instances, when
cut down on the soils, the larch presents a tubed
decayed heart."* Plants, however, are seldom in

error as to the choice of a locality, for the simple
reason that the soil, which will not yield to them
the nutriment they require, either allows the sprout
to perish before it meets the light, or, at best, af-

fords so grudgingly the elements of lile, that the

sickly vegetable is lain to bow before the sun and
wind, which, in more favorable circumstances.

* J. S. Monteath, esq., in Edin. Phil. Journal, No. 9.

would have served to ripen and rock it to maturity.

When trees are planted by man, they are, in num-
berless instances, [tlaced in snils and situations

which, if n(it inimical to the coniinuance of their

lives, are at least adverse to their attaining healih

and common-|)lace [)roporlions. Man is in this

way per[)etually at war with physical ciicumstan-

ces, which a closer inspection of natural [)henome-

na would show him that it is almost impossible to

overcome. Doubiless he may, in many cases,

undesignedly contend with powers whose work-
ings cannot be opposed, because they are beyond
the ken of his knowledge and experience, and his

strivings may even be attended, in spite of such
untoward operations, with a fair run of success

;

but surely, that is not to juslily him in proceeding

contrary to what is dictated by the more or less

perli?ct adaptation exhibited in the conjunction of

every stone and bush, and in neglecting to profit,

as he would do, by making his designs the coun-

terpart of those upheld to hi.r, by nature. We
constantly see trees occupying ixround, the features

of which tell us at once that there they are com-
pletely out of place, and that human interference

must have been at work to entice them so far from

their usual habit and locality. Pines are indige-

nous to sandy regions, and only come to their na-

tive wire-drawn scragijiness in the vicinity ol sand-

stone ; the oak, the elm, and the ash, delight in

rich thick loam, and only acquire perlection when
spreadinir their ample and stalwart arms over a
deep and fi'riile mould ; the [lensile willow is redo-

lent of health and beauty, only when reclining over

the maririn of the stream ; and the birch and alder

are indifferent, indeed, unless in connection with

the bleak moist sides of the northern mountains, to

which we might almost say they love to cling; yet

we hourly find that their peculiarities, in the choice

of soil and situation, are set at naught, and this

even in places where their planter has had every
liicility lor placing them in their respective and ap-

propriate abodes. When the dispersion of seeds

is left to fortuitous interference, to be transported

ihrough the medium of the air, of water, or of
animals, how seldom have we cause to fiault the

bed which thev discover (if we may so speak) lor

themselves I Rarely do we light upon a shrub or

tree, spruuir from a soil unsuited by temperature

or composition, to bring it lo perfection. This
may, however, be accounted for by the fiict,

that the greater number of plants attach them-
selves indiscriminately to any of a wide range of

soils, and thrive upon them with the same accom-
modating facility ; but there are, on the other hand,
several plants restrained by some unknown pecu-

liarity to certain limiis, bevond which ordinary

causes fliil to carry them. For example, to quote

from the author to whom I am already indebted for

an illustration—" The larch grows naturally only

on the primitive mountains, as the granite, gneiss,

and the like rocks of that class, of the Alps in

Switzerland. And it is most curious to observe,

that, on the whole range of the Jura mountains,

separating that country from France, and, being a
limestone formation, rising to an elevation of seve-

ral thousand leet. not a single sclf-snion larch can

be discovered. Advancing, however, from this

range into Switzerland, it may be observed, that

in those places, as at Chamouni, Mount Cenis,

the Simplon, and the lofty Alps, which pardy en-

close the beautiful lake of Thun, in the Canton of
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Berne, where the primitive formation, consisting:

of granite, gneissi, mica-slate, and similar rocks,

abounds, the larch is indigenous, growing luxuri-

antly, and attaining to a great size."

Clay, sand, gravel, and peat, combined in vari

ous proportions, Ibrni a base or soil, in the inter-

Slices of which, materials, capable of atTordinir

nourishment to plants, are rendered fit to be turned

to account in their economy. Plants, as well as

animals, require for their support a due supply of

the elements of which they are composed, and
these they obtain from amongst the earthv parti-

cles in which their fibres are imbedded. The soil,

in fact, is to a plant what the stomach and intes-

tines are to animals. It is the laboratory in which
a variety of sui)stances are so altered and prepared

by mechanical and chemical agency, as to be ca-

pable of entering into the composition of veireta-

bles. and conducing to their growth. All organ-

ized bodies are resolvetl after death, by the chemi-
cal process termed putrefaction, into a number of

simpler forms, six of which—^water, nitrogen, car-

bonic acid, humic acid, liine^ and potass—are es-

sentially necessary for the constitution ol' plants,

and are, tlierefore, to be found in greater or less

abundance in every soil which is capable of sup-

porting them. The first three substances are im-
bibed by plants from the surrounding atmosphere,
besides being ILirnished by the soil ; but the quan-
tity so absorbed hy the leaves is trifling when
compared with that which is continually assimila-

ted by the roots. Humic acid, on the other hand,
is peculiar to vegetable and animal matters, and is

indispensable to soils ; lor, apart from its proper-

ties as a nutriment lor plants, it is invaluable as

being the solvent which enables lime and potass

to enter into their composition. Though the agri-

cultural chemistry of these bodies is, to a certain

extent, a dull and stale subject, it is necessarv that

it should be pretty well understood, in order to (a-

cilitate the explanation and comprehension of other
departments, and, therelbre, our titne will not be

badly spent m taking a short survey of the points

most worthy of attention.

The moisture of soils is derived from several

sources ; it may be formed hy the decomposition
of organized substances, into an explanation of
which process, however, we need not enter; or it

may be conveyed to the surface of the earth, ei-

ther by deposition from the air, as in the case of
fogs, dews, and showers, or by filtration through
lower strata, as is usual in springs. In whatever
way it originates, it serves the important end of
holding in solution the other requisites for vegeta
tion : without it, in (act, the other ingredients of
soils could not be available. It is not only an in-

dispensable constituent of a soil, but also a princi-

pal component of every plant,—23 out of every
25 tons of globe turnips, for example, being calcu-

lated to consist entirely of water. The experi-
ments of Da Hamel and Bonnet, who reared plants

on moes and sponges moistened with water only,

led to the conclusion, that simple water is all that

is necessary for their growth ; but in these inves-

tigations they forgot that the materials of which
they had constructed their mimic soil, contained
many things which would, unknown to them, be
taken up by the fluid, and carried to the plant. A
ealad can certainly be grown and brought to tole-

rable perfection in a wetted blanket, and bulbous
roots will sprout, and even fiower, when aided only

bj'^ a supply of wa'er ; but growth proceeds just

so long as the nutritive matter which is contained

in every seed and bulb, remains unexhausted, and
cannot, therelbre, be owing entirely to the mois-

ture.

Wafer that has been much in contact with the

air, is always superior in fertilizing properties to

such as has not be(m incorporated with it. This
is owinir 'o water being of itself incapable of serv-

ing as l()od lor plants, and only acting as a promo-
ter of fertility in proportion as it contains less or

more of other substances. Atmospheric air, toge-

ther with carbonic acid (a eras which that air al-

ways holds in limited quantity,) are of great utility

in tile economy of plants, and are usually Ibund in

combination with water. But the proportions in

which these ixa^es unite with water, vary accord-

iniT to their facilities II>r intermixture ; and. as agi-

tation is fivorablp to their intimate contact, tfie

water of rivers which have run a long and rapid

course, is nyuch niore. beneficial to veirelation, than
that which has remained for some time sraornant.

Hence the profits to be derived from irrigation arc

enhanced by causing the water to flow, in prefer-

ence to allowing it to stagnate on the soil. In ad-

dition to these gases, water which has passed

through a lengthy channel, holds in suspension va-

rious earthy and organic particles, frequently cal-

culated to ameliorate a soil, and to become a
source of nourishment to plants. Accordinir to

Sir II. Davy, (Kli-ments of Agricultural Chemis-
try, 2 Edit. p. 352,) it may be taken as a general

principle, that water containing salts of iron,

thoiiirh posspssi'd of fertilizing effects when ap-

plied to so'ls impreirnated with lime, is always in-

jurious to soils which do not effervesce with acids;

and that calcareous wafers, which are known by
the earthy deposite they aflord when boiled,

are of most use on sandy soils, or other soils con-

laininij no remarkable quantity of chalk.

Nitrogen and carbonic acid, though combined
with many ingredients of soils, are only found in

nuantity in the compound termed humic acid.

This acid, when resolved by the operations of the

chemist into ifs ultimate elements, is Ibund to be

composed of oxy<;en, hvdrocren. carbon, and ni-

trotren, besides a few saline and earthy n)atters,

which are not considered essential to if, Piima-
rily, it may be viewed as made up of a base called

humin, united to the great ,\cii.\\\\'\niy: pnncip)e, ox-

ygen. Himnn, or as it is occasionally termed,

vegetable ninuld, is a dark-colored unctuous sub-

stance, without either taste or smell, which has
been Ibund by several French chenjists of celebri-

ty to constitute the leading principle in soils and
manures. It is formed by the slow decomposition

of vegetable and animal matter, and varies slight-

ly in quality accordinir to the nature of the sources

from which it has been derived. To it is owing
the fertility of soils, and therefore, as we would
naturally expect, it is met with in greatest abun-
dance in the earth of gardens, and old well rotted

dunghills. Chemistry can avail nothing in the

formation ofhumin, for it is a product only obtaina-

ble from bodies that have been at one time posses-

sed of life; and, therefore, it cannot be imitated by
the dexterity of^ man. Every thing gifted with an
organized formarion is converted, so soon as it

has ceased to live, and has been deposited in a
suitable locality, in this peculiar matter. The ex-

posure to the atmosphere of dead animal or ve-
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fTetahle matter, totrether with frecjiieiit stiniriir or

uilitation ol' any kind, retards, and sometimes al-

toijeiluT prevents, the change whicli would under
o|)posi!e circumslances gratiually ensue. So long

as humin is lve|)t Irom contact with the air, it con-

tinues insoluble and antiseptic. It is consequently

almost indeslructihle when situated a lew feet he-

low tlie surface ol' the ground, and at that depth

is not only found, as in the inslance of church-

yards, in large qiuuitiiies, hut may also be retain-

ed uuimpau-ed for an unlimited period. In such
situations, too, it cannot undergo certain changes
necessary to ensure, its soluliilil}', and it is there-

fore inert, ami totally unfit for the purposes of ve-

getation. No sooner, however, is it brought by
the plough ors|)ade to the surface of"lhe earth, than
ii begins to alter. Pari of its carbon, uniting with

the oxyijen of the atinos|)here, lorms carbonic

acid, which is readily absorbed by the green parts

ol plants ; while its hydrogen, combining with
another portion of oxyueu, produces water. "Tiie
residue becomes a soluble extract, and in that state

is taken up readily by the fibres of the roots. But
the changes still >ro on ; the extract absoibs more
oxygen, and becomes once more insoluble in the

fiirm of a film, whicfi Fourcroy (;alls vegetable al-

bumen, and which contains a small portion of ni-

trogen readily accounted for. By tiringiug fresh

portions of humii"! to the surface, and perniitting

the access of air to it, more carbonic acid, water,

extract, and albumen are formed, and ffive a reg-

ular supply lo the plants. * * Hence we see the

threat imporiauce of Irequenlly stirring the surfiice

of ihe earih." * *—(Penny Cyclopaedia, article

Arable, which contains an excellent condensation

of the views of Thaer, of Berlin, and Theodore
de Saussure, of Paris.)

This compound of humin and oxyiien (humic
acid) readily combines wi;h many of' ihe earthy
and saline substances found in manures, and ren-

ders them of easy solubility in water. Hwinates
(as they are termed by chemists) of lime and
potass are in tliis way formed in the soil and,
fi'om the liicility with which they are dissolved in

water, gain a ready access to the interior of plants.

Ol" this action the old wriiers were completely ig-

norant, and thereft)re puzzled themselves to no
purpose in endeavoring to account for the presence
of so insoluble a body as lime, in any quantity, in

plants. They had, however, a glimpse of the
truth, as we cannot identify the substances which
they so vatjuely treat of under ihe names of vege-
iahle extract, extractive, and inucilaginous matter,
as exactly similar to hvnini and humic acid, so
ably described by the modern chemists of France
and Germany.
The imporiance of humin to a soil, or rather to

the plants which it supports, can hardly be over-
rated. It is the chief supporter of vegetation, as
well as an indis[)erisable solvent of several earths
and salts fi-om which plants derive much aid in

the progress of their growth. Its mechanical ac-
tion on a soil is also of considerable moment, serv-
ing, as it does, two extremely opposite purposes,
that of biniling together and consolidatina; loose
sands, and that of breaking up and rendering po-
rous stiff" clays. The effects produced in this way
by rich manures, capable of affording a large
supply of humin, are superior to those resulting
from the application of any of the other repaireis
of a soil. It secures, too, when present in any

Vol. v-35 ' '
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quantity, a constant supply of moisture lo the
earth ; and as the ciiemical action detailed above,
by which the water is [)roduced, alwaj's goes on
wilh increased rapidity in warm weatlier, it Ibllowa
that richly manured lands are almost safe from
the bad effects of long-continued drought. Too
great a quantity of water is, on the other hand,
highly detrimental to ground containing much hu-
min, or organic matter Horn which it can be formed,
as lermenlalion is encouraged, and a compound of
an acid and astringent nature produced, which is

exceedingly injurious to vegetation. Moss, [peal]

for example, is a kind of soil in whicli this process is

constantly prouressinu-. Hence the correct popu-
lar opinion that such land is sour, and hence the
equally correct and wel! known mode of removin;^

the astringency by draining the land and neutrali-

zinir it with lime.

From the (London) Fanners' MagaziiiP, for June, IS3T.

POINTS ly CHKiMISTUY APPLIED TO AGRICUL-
TURE.—SOILS.

No. 2.

Those who undertake to investigate the rela-

tions of plants to soils, are embarrassed by pecu-
liar difficulties. They are entering upon a field,

the range and boundaries of which are unknown
to them, because the confines are, as yet, unpas-
sed: they are groping lor deductions, ff-oni obser-
vations that are as variable and uncertain as the
occurrences to which they relate, and which the
fi'amers of these remarks would have us to regard
as regular and fixed. A store ol" /acts, collected

from every quarter of the world, has yet to be
amassed. Here and there, doubtless, an inciden-
tal observation of considerable value is to be found
in the records of our agriculturists and travellers,

which is serving as a kernel, round which other
fragments will be gathered; but much straggling
infi)rmation has still to be contributed, and much
careful reasoning has yet to be expended upon it,

and devoted to its arrangement, before these iso

laled oc^-urrences can be connected and consoli-

dated, so as to serve the important purposes which
have been assigned to this species of knowledge,
and meet the sanguine expectations which men of
talent have, doubtless, been correct in forming re-

garding it. "In lact," says Mr. Macgillivray, ^'be-
fore any such results could be attained, we should
require for data, accurate and perspicuous accounts
of all the different countries and climates of the
world, viewed with reference to their soils and
plants. But of such data do we yet possess even
one. The botanist has gone forth by himself", and
discovered the veiretation of an unknown region;

the geologist has followed in his steps, but he has
noted the rocks, and their mutual relations only.

None has yet been able to look upon nature with
an eye capable of seizing all her ligatures. Hum-
boldt may perhaps be said to have made the at-

tempt, but many Humboldts must run their ca-
reer before the complicated organization of" mun-
dane nature can begin to become intelligible."

Few things would appear, at first sight, easier

to be judged of, than the value of a soil, as evi-

denced by the vegetation on its surface. A parti-

cular combination of earths might be supposed to

be capable of producing only certain plants, and
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therefore, the latter miji^ht be viewed as affording

a pretty correct index to tiie composition of tlie

former. Nothing, however, as will iaimeditUely

be seen, can be more fallacious, f;s a test of the

nature and qualities of a soil, than the herbage it

gives rise to. Many plants certainly have each a

particular soil, in which alone they apj;ear fitted

by structure and habit to attain perlectiun, and ihey

either thrive or languish, according to the whole-

some or hurtful nature of the iiigredients which
supply their wants; but there are several material

circumstances to be taken into consideration, be-

sides the chemical and mechanical constitution of

the earths to which they adhere, belbrc we can
arrive at anything like conclusions as to the regu-

larity with which particular compositions become
the abode of certain species. "The number of

plants," says I\!r. A. Gorrie, "which may serve

as a test for pointing out the peculiarities of soil,

is comparatively small; many are found to prosper

equally on ditferent soils, and the means wliich

nature employs to cover the surlace of our globe

with verdure, are so well adapted for accom[)lish-

ing that purpose, that it affords matter of aston-

ishment to find, in the vegetable creation, an ap-

proximation to locality in certain plants, which
may enable us to assign to each, its favorite nidus

in cultivation, or to distinguish that nidus by their

spontaneous growth." It is, therefore, not to be

wondered that difficulties of no ordinary kind

should be experienced in attempting to fix with
certainty the circumstances under which a given

plant may be expected to shovv itself on a particu-

lar soil, or that an almost insurmountable barrier

should be presented to our progress in endeavor-
ing to discover even a lew plants, that will only

grow upon one variety of ground. In the vege-
table kingdom, we have evidence to prove that

certain effects can only, in some instances, owe
their occurrence to one, or, at most, two proxi-

mate causes—as, for example, where heath inva-

riably indicates the existence of a peat, and where
the common whin as regularly points either to a
bed of clay, or to one of loam, on a gravelly sub-
soil; but instances of the kind are rare, compared
with the frequency with which plants in general
appear to be the result, mdiscriminately, of many
causes, and to be assigned to no particular soil.

Thus, alders and willows seem indifferent as to

what may be the mixture in which they fix their

roots, provided that a copious supply of water be
constantly afi'orded them, and hence they are (bund
to denote rather the proximity of a lake or stream,
than the presence of any one in particular of the

usual constituents of a soil.

The limits of vegetables are never so abruptly
defined, as to admit of their being spoken of with
certainty. Nature does not distribute her produc-
tions with undeviating regularit)', or with the rigid

adherence to boundaries of a practised gardeiier.

We never see one order of plants ranked side by
side, over an extensive surface, with another of

dissimilar character, yet kept entirely apart from
the ground appropriated to its fellow. If soils pos-
sessed of peculiar inirredients afforded a hospita-

ble bed for certain plants, but formed, at the same
time, an unapproachable barrier to others, we
might certainly expect to see their limits at least

as well defined as those of the rocks of v\rhich these
soils are formed; but as plants do not bear unex-
ceptionable relations to particular soils, and flour-

ish, in many cases, on any of a vast variety of mix-
tures, without apparently evincing a preference, so
it is impossible to tie them to a locality, or to assign

a distinct limit, beyond which they will not prosper,

"From what we know," says Mr. Macgillivray,

at the commencement of his Inferences, "of the

constitution of the world in general, and lioni what
we have observed of Scotland in particular, we are

led to infer, in the first place, that soil has little in-

ffuence upon the nature of the vegetation

—

this be-

ing determined chiefly by climate, and modified by
variou's circumstances, having no connection with
the nature of the soil; but that soil has a very con-
siderable influence upon the quality of this vege-
tation, this influence depending more upon its de-

gree of fixedness, tenacity, and capability of im-
bibing and retaining moisture, than upon its chem-
ical properties." Chemical constitution, however^
must excrcrse considerable power in dcermining"
the nature of the vegetation, as we have already

inlbrnied the reader, when explaining the charac-

ter and reliitionsof/wBim, that a soil depends very
much for the continuance of its dampness on the

quantity of decomposed vegetable and animal mat-
ters which it ma_v contain. Those most retentive

ofmoistiire, at ordinary seasons, owing to the close-

ness of their texture, are yet speedily deprived of it

on the accession of" warm weather, unless they con-

tain witfiin themselvps materials, from whose de-

composition water can always be produced, and,

therefore, such plants as afford a key to the quan-
tity of fluid in a soil, ma}-, Avith certain restrictions,

be looked upon as offering a means of guessing at

the nature of its constituents. In anotlier part of
his essay, Mr. Macgillivray thus expresses his

opinion on this subject:—"The great mass of
vegetation, or, a? it may be called, the standard

vegetation of the country, being diffused over

every sort of soil, sandy, grav^elly, gritty, clayey,

or vegetable, no. particular indications are afforded

by it of the nature of \\\e soil, unless with respect

to its luxuriance, which yet depends upon other

circumstances, more than upon tlie quality of the

soil. * * * With respect to luxuriance, the matter

is simply thus: Neither the chemical nor mechan-
ical nature of the soil influences the developement
of plants fiirther than as they contain the quantity

of moisture ftivorable to particular species or ge-

nera; and it can only be by a very complex view

of nature that one can attain a knowledge of the

suitableness of a soil for a particular species of
vegetable."

"Some striking indications," continues Mr.
Macgillivray, "nevertheless, present themselves

to us in nature. Thus, if, while traversing an
extended heath, we observe at a distance a spot

covered with fresh verdure, we infer that the soil

there is certainly not peiit; and if, on approaching

it, we see pocB (meadoic grasses), vicitB (vetches),

and other plants, usually found in rich pasture, we
infer that the soil is vegetable, and so of other

soils. If, on the other hand, in a rich country,

we sec tracts, whether of hill or plain, covered

with a brown vegetation which we know to be

heath. \ve infer that the soil is peat. Still even
amoii;:,- these general appearances, there are few
that ti:i\c direct reference to soil. Thus, on see-

ing a long line of trees which we know, by their

physiognomy, to be alders or willows, we infer

that a river flows beside them; but we can make
no inference with respect to the soil. And thus,
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were it posssible that we should be led blind-folded

to a spot in which we should open our eyes upon a

rividet nvifiiined wiih bri<Tlit irreen moss, ainouii'

which sarifraga stcUaris (starry saxil'rage) alchc-

vxilla alpina (-.iiplne lady's mantle), silcne acaulls

(n\ll^?^^ cani|)ion), appeared hero and there, we
niiujht assuredly pronounce ourselves in an alpine

rcivjon; but what the peculiar soil ol'the spot niiijhl

be, we would require to remove the turf to discover,

and thus trust to the color, texlure, adhesion, and
other qualities of the soil itself ti)r a disclosure of its

nature, rather than to any thing growing upon its

surface/'

Little reliance can, at best, be placed on a mode
of determining the nature of a soil which involves

n consideration of so many elements, all calculated

fully more than the soil itself' to control the vegeta-

tion on its surlace. All that the most santruines ad-

vocate for the possibilityof (ietermining the compo-
sition of the soil by the plants which it (jives rise to

can advance in its lUvor, may be shortly sum-
med up from the labors of Messrs. Macgillivray and
Gorrie ; and even the liitlet hat those gentlemen
have, after much labor, managed to adduce in

proof of its utility, tends to diminish the value of

the method. As already shown by the extracts

we have furnished from their essays, neither ol'

them regard the criteria which they have atlbrded

as certain in their indications, and, therefore, look

upon the opinions which they have given to the

public, rather as incentives to a further examina-
tion of the subject, than as observations of occur-

rences that are undeviating in their course. Any
part of their papers might be selected, in order to

alFord the reader a knowledge of the connection

between certain plants and soils, as what has oc-

curred once, may occur again, and what has fallen

under their notice, may at some period or another

come under the observation of others; but, as the

extent to which the farmer may be warranted in

making use of their deductions ought obviously to

be determined by the points m which they coin-

cide, we shall only select, in our analysis, those

paits in which they have arrived at nearly paral-

lel conclusions. Both Mr. Macijillivray and Mr.
Gorrie have seen fit to class the soils to wliich

they refer, under a greater number of heads than
is usually thought advisable, and doubtless with a

view of giving a precision to their remarks, which
would not he otherwise obtainable; but the majo-
rity of readers are averse to a prolixity of detail,

which some would condenm as a piece of useless

straw-splittincj
; and, therelbre, we shall be content

to build our reinarks on the classificaiion that we
have already adopted in our primary division of

soils. A tabular arrangement of the plant is em-
ployed by Mr. Gorrie, who is by that mean? ena-
bled to give the maximum and minimum height,

in feet, at which each plant is found above the le-

vel of the sea, so as to insure a degree of accuracy;
but he is very far wrong in assigning so high an
altitude to the lowest elevation of several of the

plants. He justly observes that—"In ascertain-

ing the elevation, any thins: like mathematical ac-

curacy cannot be attained;" but- he might have
made a nearer approximation to the minimum al-

titude than he has done. He makes the lowest
level of some of the plants as follows. The mea-
surement is given in feet. Common whin, forty;

wild mustard, one hundred; bladder champion, one
hundred; comirion rest-harrow, one hundred; scar-

let pimpernel, one hundred; eye-bright, three hun-
dred; purple (lead nettle, two hundred. Now, those
who are in the habit of looking about them, while
in the (ieliis, even without having had tht-ir atten-
tion much directed to botanical pursuits, will agree
with us that all these come closer to the level of the
sea than what is here stated, and that twenty (ect,

though still notlow enough for mostofihem, would
yet be a nearer approach to the mark. Forty feet

is also given as to the lowest elevation of 'vihep-

herd's purse," a plant that is fi-equently found
growing upon the shore. These remarks are cer-

tainly a slight departure from our subject, but worth
attention, as they affect the general harmony ofMr.
Gorrie's conclusions.

Clay is scarcely worthy of notice in an agricul-

tural point of view, as it rarely exists in a state of
purity at the surface, and, even where it does oc-

cur tolerably free fi'om mixture with other earths,

is rather to be known by the peculiar scantiness,

or entire absence of vegetation, than by any plants

which can be shown to be indigenous to it. Mr.
Macgillivray and Mr. Gorrie differ more in regard
to the indications of clay, than they do in respect to

those of any other soil—the latter enumerating no
less than twenty-three plants capable of aflbrding

an index to this earth; while the former con; ents

himself with allusions to a lew varieties of grasses.

Koth place some reliance on the indications afford-

ed by conunon colt's foot (iussilago farfara); but
Mr. JMacgillivray, though he admits that it may
be depended upon when existing in great profii-

sion by streams, (on whose banks surliice-clay is

most generally found,) qualifies the observation,
t)y adding, in another part of his essay "I know
no plant peculiar today-soil; nor is even iussilago

farfara, for 1 have often seen it in its natural situ-

ation, by running water, in every variety of soil

excepting peat, although it is certainly more abun-
dant in clayey, or rather in gravelly soil mixed with
clay, than any other."

Sand, when loose and shifting, is devoid of ve-
getation: but when so situated as to remain for a
length of time at rest, it slowly becomes impreg-
nated with vegetable matter, and acquires, in or-

dinary circumstances, a luxuriant herbage. Along
the west coast of Scotland, according to Mr. Mac-
gillivray, this soil gives rise to some of our most
valuable grasses and leguminous plants, (plants

resembling vetches), on the abundance of which
!)astnres are always dependent for their riches; but
in the east of Scotland, there is a decided inferiority

in its productions, the whin appearing to choke up
and supplant more useful vegetables. "On sandy
and gravelly soils," according to Mr. Gorrie, "the
broom, as a shrub, is found to preponderate, par-
ticularly above free-stone rock;" and "where the
sand or gravel is of a calcareous nature, the whin
acquires an establishment." In this district, sand,
combined with gravel, is usually covered, near pools

of water, with species of the willow-tribe, and the
yellow water-tris or corn-flag. The gravel mounds
in the bendings of the Nith above Dumfries, fur-

nish examples of this combination. "Of the soils

which occur in Scotland," says Mr. Macgillivray,

"sand and peat are those which are the most dis-

tinctly characterized by the plants that grow upon
them;" and yet the plants which he speaks of as
in a manner peculiar to sand—sea-bent, hollow
bed-straw, and common yarrow—are not so much
as alluded to by Mr. Gorrie. Bioom, in fact, is the
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only plant agreed upon by hoih; and, therefore, is the

only one that can be looked upon as atlbrding sa-

tisfactory indications; but it is, unfortunately, not

peculiar to sandy soil, being also placed by Mr.
Gorrie at the head of his list of those which grow
upon light black loam on an open sub-soil.

Peat is, in reality, the only soil that carries

plants peculiar to iiself—its presence being invari-

ably indicated hv common line, fiue-leaved heath,

and cross-leaved heath; and, though not absolutely

essential to the growth of" cotton [qu :] grasses, a

proportion of it may be looked lor in soils on which
they are found.

Loam.—"On taking a general view of vegeta-

ble soil," says Mr. Macgillivray, "one would be

apt to inti^.r that it assuredly possesses a multitude

of' plants peculiar to itself. * * * But, on more
minute examination, we find that many, or most
of these, are rather plants of peculiar situations,

than plants of vegetable soil, growing in certain

places or stations, whatever the soil of those places

may be. And, in reality, I do not find a sinirle

species that I could name as peculiar to this soil."

Both Mr. Macgillivray and Mr. Gorrie bring for-

ward a long catalogue of plants which are found

on this soil; and yet artemisia vuls^aris (mugvvort)
is the only one that they unite in naming!
The fact is, there is a poverty of information on

matters of the kind, which must for a time prevent

the drawing of conclusions otherwise than unfavo-

rable to this method of arriving at a knowledge of
the main ingredients of a soil. At best, too, the

plan promises to be but a rough one, and likely

rather to bewilder, than to pit those anxious to

gain an inkling of the chemical constitution of the

ground on the road to obtain it. The farmer is

certainly not usually desirous of making a very
nice or searching examination, nor is it in general

required; but when a soil is suspected, from a fai-

lure in the quantity or quality of the crop, to be

wanting in something which is essential to the

production of a vigorous plant, it becomes a mat-
ter of importance to ascertain even by a coarse

analysis, the nature and extent of the deficiency.

When such is the case, a better mode of proce-

dure than that just detailed, will be to test the soil

by a series of mechanical and chemical trials, and
having thus found the general nature of its con-
tents, to compare the result with some soil of ac-

knowledged excellence, so as to determine by the

contrast the particular ingredients which it wants.
Lengthy processes for the analysis of soils, are

described by chemists, with the view of facilitat-

ing their acquisition; but the simplest of ihem re-

quire, in their performance, apparatus which i'ew

can procure, and a degree of consent between the

head and hands that does not fall to the lot of
twenty in the hundred. Fortunately, however,
these tedious manipulations can be dispensed with
in the ordinary run ofcases, where the exact quan-
tity in which a particular earth or salt exists in the
matter to be tested is not required, all that is ne-
cessary to be known being merel)^— "is this or

that ingredient present, or is it absent?"—and
where, accordingly, a process, as devoid of pro-
h'xity as the information sought for, is better suited

to the purpose, and much more likely to be put in

practice. On obtaining, then, a sample of earth,

the contents of which we wish to estimate, we
may make our inquiries in the following man-
ner:

—

Has it an earthy smell when breathed upon; or,

having adhesive properties, does it retain for any
time the i()rm into which we knead or press iti

Then it contains clay.

Does it scratch glass when rubbed upon it?

Then it contains sand.

Does it effervesce—that is to say, are bubbles

of air extricated from it, when a lew drops of

vinegar are poured upon it? Then it contains chalk.

Does it, when exposed to heat in a small quantity

in a shovel or tobacco pipe, exhale an odor similar

to that of burnt feathers, or does it catch fire and
burn with a pale ft?eble flame? Then it contains

animal and vegetable matters.

Two or three trials with different earths will

soon enable the experimenter to obtain, even by
this rouirh method, a tolerable idea of the propor-

tion in which each ingredient exists ; and l)y then
comparing the indications he has obtained with
the residts which professed chemists have arrived

at, fiom the aiialyses of soils of known ttTtility, he
can ti)rm a jrood notion of the value of his ground,
and be in tlie fi^ir way of remedying its defects.

Take Ibrgiiities the fbllowinc:

—

An excellent whea soil, from the neighborhood
of West Drayton, Middlesex, jrave, (according to

Sir H. Davy. 2d edit., p. 176,)—
Alumina, (clay.) - - - 29
Silicious sand, - - - 32
Carbonate of lime, (chalk,) - 28
Animal and vefjelable matter, - 11

A good turnip soil, fiom Holkham, Norfolk, af-

forded, when examined by the same chemist, [eight

parts out of nine, siliciows sand ; and the finely di-

vided matter consisted of]

Alumina, (clay,) - - - II

Silicious sand, - - - 15

Carbonate of lime, (chalk,) - 63
Vegetable and saline matter, - 8

The fertility of a great many soils of known
qualities, subjected to analysis by Tliaer, of Ber-

lin, was always in proportion to the quantity of

clav, chalk, and humin (vegetable and animal

matter.) which they contained; and therefore, ac-

cording to the coherence when pressed, the effer-

vescence when tested with vinesiar, anJ the odor

when burned, will be the value of any soil we may
undertake to analyze. This is the sum and sub-

stance of the business, and all, in fact, that is ap-

plicable tmder ordinary circumstances. Minute
directions for the furtherance of the objeet might
be given, and in a few instances would doubtless

prove of service; but the number of cases in which
they could be brought to bear upon the subject,

would be i'ew indeed, compared with those in

which they would serve only to perplex. The
benefits that might be derived from the union of

chemical skill with the observation of agricullural

facts, are perhaps incalculable; but how seldontj. do

we find individuals capable, frorn early training, of

reaping advantage from chemical experiments.

[The foregoing articles are upon an important gen-

eral subject, and contain facts and statements well'

worth notice and consideration. Still we think that the

writer's reasoning, on the most interesting branch of

what he treats, is opposed, rather than sustained, by

the facts adduced as his proof's.

We have not met with the writings referred to, of

Gorrie and Macgillivray, and know nothing of them
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except from tlie quotations and references of this wri-

ter; and judging I'roin these, it would seem that th'

y

have but very feebly maintained the opinions opposed

above, and which we have long believed to be both true

and highly important, to both the science and practice

of agriculture. This opinion, which we have brought

forward frequently in the Farmers' Register, and knew
not that it had yet been maintained by any other

j)erson, is, that the presence or absence, or vigor or

u-eahifss, of certain plants, furnishvery sure indications

of certain chemical ingredients or qualities being present

or absent in soils. It may be admitted that nearly all

plants may grow on soils of almost any chemical con-

stitution. Still, if there are but a few plants, which,

with a very great degree of certainty, will indicate

even a few of the many usual modifications and charac-

ters of soils, these facts, few as they may be, will be

highly useful, and the proper inferences from them

most valuable, though erroneous "inferences" may have

been drawn as to other such circumstances, and erro-

neous grounds for them stated.

This writer, at the very time when condemning these

or similar views, furnishes new facts to sustain them.

He admits that the growth of heath always indicates a

peaty soil ; and though we have never seen a true peaty

soil, dry enough for tillage, (—and probably there is

not any, dry or wet, in Virginia, except the Dismal

Swamp— ) we are not the less certain that the heath, if

confined to peats, indicates also an acid soil, as correct-

ly as does sheep sorrel. Jf thus, as we maintain, a

very few, or even suppose only a single kind of plant,

points out this great class of acid soils—and shows,

that however these soils may differ in other respects,

they all agree in requiring calcareous manures to be

made profitable—then the value of that information is

as useful in practice, as if a thousand kinds of plants

served to give the same indications. But it is not only

that peaty and acid soils are pointed out so unerringly.

We incline to believe that the presence of calcareous

earth is clearly pointed out by some plants' growing

and thriving spontaneously—and it is certain that other

plants mark soil, if not absolutely calcareous, at least

neutral, or freed, by the admixture of a sufficiency of

lime, from the acid principle which prevails in, and de-

stroys the value of peat soils, and all the ridge, or other

naturally poor lands of lower Virginia, in their natural

state. Red clover may live, but cannot thrive on an

acid soil—and further, we believe that Ibme gypsum is

essential to its healthy existence, and that its vigorous

growth proves the presence of that earth in the soil,

as well as of enough lime in some other form to have

prevented the existence of free or hurtful acid. There
are plants which will grow only on a soil containing

enough salt to be hurtful to most other plants, and their

presence of course shows a very salt soil.

But these ingredients of soils, which some plants so

unerringly point out, are such as act chemically.

Such as act mechanically, or at least principally so, do

not afford any such evidence of their presence, or quan-
tity. It is this distinction which the writer above does

not perceive, and for want of which his reasoning is

confused, and does not reach the conclusion to which

his facts direct.

All soils, unless absolutely barren, must contain

some small portion of each of the three principal

earths, viz: silex, (pure sand,) nluniina, (Hie jnire

matter of clay,) and lime, in some combination

—

(though the usual form, carbonate of lime, is seldom to

be found in soils in this country, except in the western

prairie soils— ) and, therefore, all the three earths be-

ing present, either in large or small pro))ortions, in

every soil, of course, no plant can be supposed to in-

dicate 7)7-ecisp/(/ the presence or absence of either. The
abundance or scarcity of cither of these three earths is,

in most cases, indicated plainly enough by the plenty

or scarcity, the vigor or the feebleness, of many dif-

ferent kinds of plants, and especially in a state of na-

ture; but still, all such may live, and perhaps thrive, on

any of these soils. Further—so far as the earths

which compose soils act mechanically, the greatest abun-

dance or scarcity of either may not be proved by

the absence or presence, or feeble or vigorous growth,

of any particular plant—because the favorable or un-

favorable quality may be compensated for by some
other kind. Thus, every farmer knows that a clay

soil is the best for wheat, and that a great excess of si-

licioussand is so unfavorable to that crop, as generally

to forbid its being profitably raised. Nevertheless,

enough of calcareous and putrescent matters added to

very sandy soils, serve to produce very fine crops of

wheat. Of this, a.striking example was made by the

liming and vegetable manuring of the late Fielding

Lewis, on his very sandy land of Weyanoke, on James
River. For these several reasons, we can grant to the

writer so much as this—that the presence or even vigor

of particular plants will not unerringly point out whe-
ther either the silicious or the argilacious portion of a

soil is too great or too small—nor even whether the

calcareous part is small, or excessive. The sandy

(silicious) and argilaceous parts of soil act almost en-

tirely mechanically—and so does all the calcareous

earth, after enough has acted chemically to neutralize

or prevent the formation of the acid principles. There-

fore, the vegetable growth might not show any certain

difference between soils containing 5 per cent, and 50

per cent, of the pure matter of clay—or 50 and 90 per

cent, of that of sand—nor between 2 and 20 per cent,

of carbonate of lime—because all the quantities be-

tween these named extremes would act merely meohani-

cally. But yet there would be the most striking and

sure indications of the difference of composition be-

tween the soil containing even so little as one-thou-

santh part of carbonate of lime, and any other having

not enough lime to neutralize the acid of the .soil. In

this case, the action is not mechancal, but chemical

—

and the smallest perceptible proportion of carbonate of

lime being present, shows that there is so much
superabundant, after its having performed all the che-

mical action necessar3^ In this manner, the soil con-

taining the smallest perceptible ingredient of carbonate

of lime, in a state of nature, would prevent the growth of

larch trees, (as stated above in the limestone soils of
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the Alps,) as effectually as fifty times that proportion.

Just so, no pine grows on the limestone soils of Virginia

and Kentucky, though there is generally only enough

lime in thein to neutndize the soils, and not enough to

leave the smallest excess ol'Jime in the form oicarbunaie.

And the smallest deficiency of lime, below the amount

necessary to neutralize the whole acid principles of the

soil, permits that necessary food to be furnished to the

larch, pine, and sorrel, and of course, permits their

growth, wherever the climate is not too unfavorable.

So far as our yet few and imperfect lights extend on

this subject, we should rely oit the most sure vegetable

indications of acid and neuiral .soils, with as much con-

fidence, as OH the a,nalyses of the best chemists, and

far moi-e s«than on any ordinary experimenters. The

Vules given by this wiiter, for partial analyses of soils,

and which he deems preferable, and sufficient, are of no

value; as almost every cultivated soil contains enough

silex to scratch glass—enough clay (or alumine) to be

kneaded, or made into a lump vyhen moist—and, in his

country, (Eni^laiid,) most soils are enough calcareous to

effervesce with acids; though in Virtjinia scarcely any

are so. Therefore, soils of all possible grades, and the

most different qu:ilities, might be tried by his tests, and

found to give the very similar results.

There is, as yet, but little know-n on this subject.

iBut however few the known facts, they are not the

^ess important, and the inducement is great to men of

science to pursue the investigation. Ed. Far. Reg.]

From the Quaitmly Journal of AgrieuUure.

STUDIES IN THE SCIENCE AND PRACTICE
OF AGRICULTURE, AS CONNECTED WITH
PHYSICS.

Nutritive principles of animal food contained in
grain and roots.

Towards the end of the 17th century, the illus-

trious Dutch observer Leeuwenhoeck, in his mi-
croscopical researches, examined, amongst other

things, portions of wheat flour, which we now know
to consist of'a various mixture of'starch, gluten, oil,

resin, sugar and gum; and by one of those happy
chances ah-eady exemplified, was led to make a

shrewd conjei-.ture respecting the real constitution

of Hour made from grain. In the wheat flour he
found globules {glt)buUfarinarit,) each as he sup-

pose!^ funished wiih a yessel, by which the plas-

tic mailer passes in order to produce globules,

—

an opiical illusion, as has since been shown; but in

subsequently studying those globules, he shrewd-
ly asks whether they be not enclosed, as in the

case of seeds, in some sort of membrane. "I
then," he adds, "used my utmost endeavors to

discover the jnlernai hidden make of the oflobules

of meal, wherein, at lenijlh to my great salisiac-

tion, I succeeded."* He describes the grains ol

wheat as principally composed of those minute
globules which are sinirly transparent, and lie

closely compacted within a kind of membranes,
so exquisitely thin and transparent, that in some
places their texture is not to be discerned. JVI.

*Hoole'3 Select Works of Leeuwenhoeck, p. 179.

Blot has said, that Leeuvveniioeck observed the

grain of lecula (rather (iirina) to be composed of

a vesicle atid a soluble subsiance, which is itg nu-
tritive pari, since nothing but the shells or husks
are met with in the dung uf animals.

Novv tlu'se observations of Leeuwenhoeck
were lost sight of, as that of Huygens had been
relative lo the polarization of light, till, eight or

ten years ago, the subject was taken up by M.
Raspail, appariMiily without being aware of what
Leeuvvenhoei'k had published, and he has so sim-

plilied the views of the cotisiituents of the nutri-

tive principles contained in litrinaceous substances,

as to leiuier them, when conjoined vvitli the re-

scarcheis of Biol, Persoz, Felouzc, and others, of
the highest interest to scientific agriculiurists.

It may be remarked, in |)assiiig, that M. Raspail*

endeavors lo shew that Leeuweidioeck's observa-

tions afforded not even a glimpse of liis own dis-

coveries, and that M. Biot has misunderstood or

misrepresented his meaning. In ihe quotations

from Leeuwenhoeck above, however, which we
have given in Iloole's excellent translation, it

will be seen that M. Raspail himself has not

translated unbiassedly. Hoole was dead before

Ras|)ail's discovery. From the experiments of

M. (le Saussure, it. was believed that he had pro-

cured the chemical basis of starch, which he term-

ed amedlve. This amedine may be procured by
boiling starch in a large (;uantity of water, throw-

ing it on a double filter; and by boiling again the

matter remaining on the filter, filtering again, and
diyinirthe resulue. The substance ihus obtain-

ed, after repeated washings and dryinsis, is in irre-

irular white or yellowish-white Iragments, very

ti'iable, and without taste or smell. M. Saussure

said this formed with potass a non-viscid solution,

was insoluble in water below tlie temperature ol'

140°. and did not form a jelly vvith boiling water.

But M. Raspail shows, liiat what was supposed
to be a solution in water at 140*^, is only a sus-

pension. Saussure liiiled most signally in disco-

vering the nutritive ba.sis, of starch, which he
ought to have souiiht for, not on the filter, but in

the liquid which had passed ihrouuh the filter,

Berzelius is no less in error than Saussure,

when he states, as quoted by M. Raspail (^Chimie

Organiqve). that starch or lecula is composed of

small crystals, which partly dissolve in water at

an ordinary temperature. On the contrary, the

micro? cope shows, that starch or lecula is compos-
ed of shininij white smooth globules, quite insol-

uble in cold water, even when immersed for any
lensrth of time.

The globules of starch, indeed, consist of an
envelope or shell, and a kernel, if it maybe so call-

ed, of a substance very ditft>rent,— the chief dis-

covery. of M. Raspail, which serves to explain

the errors and discrepancies of previous observers;

for the envelope is altogether insoluble in cold

as well as in boiling-water, and it is only what we
shall Ibr the present lerm the kernel that is at all sol-

uble. The partial solubility, therefore, observed

by Berzelius, must have arisen from the acciden-

tal rupture of some of the envelopes by which
means the water could obtain admission to the

kernels.

Accordingly, when Berzelius states that starch

is dissolved into a mucilaginous liquid by boiling-

* Chimie Organjque, sub fin.
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water; Thcnaril, that feciila combines easily with

boiiinsi-watrr. lorn)in<T a hydrate popularly termed

ptarch; and l)e?pretz, tiiat, when tecuki is mi\ed
wiiii l)oiliiiix-\vater, it hcconies soluble, and does

not recover its in^:o!llbilty in cold water, when eva-

porated to dryness,—ihey all speak vairuely, and

in par' incorrectly, from not knowing llio discov-

ery of Raspail already mentioned. The kernel

contained in the<i!obular envelope of fecula, con-

sists ol" a iTum-like matter, which, by the evapo-

ration of its watery parts, becomes hard on expo-

sure to the air. When immersed in water at

122°, the envelope, whicii is unaffected by colder

water, expands, and in builintr-water it burslf,

while the kernel is dissolved in the water.

—

When the water is in largp, quaulity, the envel-

opes detached from their kernels, and now ten

limes their oriirinal size, havinfj free motion, sub-

side; but when ^he quantity of wafer is .small,

they become mutually entansjled, Ibrm jelly-like

strata or layers, and render the water thick,

—

bein<T what is termed starch in the laundry (em-
pois).

M. Raspail, from numerous experiments, con-

cludes, that eacli jirain of feculn is an organized
globule, formed in the interior of livinij vegetable
cells, such as in those of a grain of" wheat, or of
the tuber of a potato; that the enveloping mem-
brane of the kernel is incapable of being dissolv-

ed in cold water, spirits of wine, ether, or the

acids, but expanding in proportion 'o the decree of
heat, and in boilins:-water burs!in<r on one side of
the globule; and that after boilintj in a large quan-
tity of water, the burst and detached envelopes
f;\ll to the oottom in the form of snow-whi'e
flakes, leaving the liquid above them as limpid as
water.

"Wiih respect to the kernel contained within the
evelopes, M. Raspail concfudes. that if the limpid

liquid be cautiously poured off. the addition of
spirits of wine, the concentrated acids, or tincture of
galls will coagulate it, but will not coagulate by
heal; that it acquires a blue color by addinir iodine,

a property it possesses in common with the enve-
lopes, but it loses this property by beinir spread out

thinly on a porcelain plate and dried, differing in

that case in no respect from ffum: and that it does
not lose its characters on being dried by a mode-
rate heat, which causes it more to resemble oum
with a glass-like fracture, a splintery texture, and
a shining surliice.

We have M. Raspail's authority, then, for con-
sidering the kernel within the envelopes in starch
as resembling srum, if not identical with it in phys-
ical and chemical characters, and hence we
mitrht be led to believe that the nutritive or soluble
part is ffum, or of the nature of gum. At thisstatze
of the inquiry, however, M. Biof, along with M.
Persoz, took up the subject, and succeeded so far

in discovering a distinct and very remarkable dif-

ference from gum. Accordingly, on isolating the
kernel portion of the parsnip'root, by boiling to
burst the envelopes, precipitating bv alcohol, pu-
rityin? by repeated washinjis with alcohol, and
then dissolving it in water in order to observe in

what manner it polarized light, it was found that
it turned the planes of polarization with more en-
ergy towards the riirht than any substance yet
known; while all xrums, and the sufrar of grapes,
turn the planes of polarization towards the left.

Cane sugar, indeed, turns the planes of polariza-

tion towards the right, but not with the same en-
ergy as the kernels of starch. 'J'he latter, there-

liire, IMIVI. niotand Persnz term dc.iirinc, and we
shall adopt the term, notwilhsiandinix Al. Ras-
pail objects to it, till one more appropriate be |)ro-

[losed. The soluble portion accordingly of starch,

or the fiirinaceo IS matter of grain and rnuts, is

dextrine, which is always contained in a globular

envelope, composed of membranes that are inca-

pable of being dissolved in water even when
boiling. By means oftliis singular and unex[)ect-

ed test of turning the planes of polarization to-

wards the right of the observer, the nutritive

(]ualities of all vegetable substances can be exam-
ined, and many of them have been so examined
by M. Biot, as we shall presently see. Amongst
other vegetable productions, JM. Biot examined
the juice of the carroty taken from the white vari-

ety, by cold pressure. He dividetl this into two
parts, one part being filtered through white paper
without being heated; and another, alter being
similarly filtered, was brought for an instant to

the boiling point. Tlie result was most impor-
tant in a practical point of view; the part wfiich

had been brought to a boiling temperature pro-

duced a rotation towards the right exactly double,

of that which had not been heated', and its abso-

lute intensity corresponded to the proportion of

four per cent, of cane-sugar, asded^uced from pre-

vious observation.

"The li(]uor," continues JVl. Biot, "treated with
alcoliol, gave a considerable precipitate,, which
was instantly re-dissolved in water, as the case
with dextrine, and this appears to me to explain

sutRciently the sudden increase of the rotation af-

ter the boiling." It will fi^llow that even a slight

boiling doubles the nutritive quality of carrots, a
fiict known indeed from other experiments but
only in a vague manner, without any philosophi-

cal data to explain it by.

The juice of the turnip exhibited similar pheno-
mena. When it was procured by sini[)le pressure

and filtered through paper, the portion which
passed the filler exercised no rotation that could

be appreciated; but on boilina it with tiie pulp a
liquid was obtained, which turned the planes of
polarization towards the right, indicating cane-
sugar, as found in llie turnip by chemical ana-
lysis.

In the juice of the beet-root; so interesting on
account of the increasing manufacture of sugar
from it, M. Pelouze, a young, but able chemist,

having found no grape-sugar,, or such as is inca-

pable of crystallization, and only crystallizable

sugar, M. Biot undertook experiments to investi-

gate the subject still farther. Taking the fresh

juice of. the beet-root, he repeatedly measured
with the greatest care the intensity of rotation

which it communicated to polarized light,, which he
found to vary from 10° to 12'' 6', according to the

ditference of individual roo's, or different parts of
the same root, indicating from 11 to 14 per cent,

of cane-sugar. The crown and the sides of the

root being less mature than the centre, appeared

to him to be less rich in the proportion of nine to

ten. As the beet-root on which the experiments

w-ere made had been taken from a field very libe-

rally manured, the larjie proportion of saccharine

matter, indicated by the intensi'y of the rotation,

confirmed the remark ofM. Pelouze that the rich-

ness of the manure did not diminish the constitu-
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ent quantity of sugar, though it renders it more
dilflriilt to preserve the roots. M. Biot seem? to

think that the large proportion of sugar might
likewise be partly accounted lor b\' the sumuier
haviag been dry and hot. There did not appear
to beany (lexfrine, for the white precipitate, per-

ft^cily sohible in water, and not coagulahle b}'

heat, did not atFect the planes of polarization at

all, and consefjuently this precipitate was neither

albumen, gum, nor dextrine.

Dextrirse was procured by MM. Biot and Per-
soz from laundry starch (ernpois) by acids cold or

hot, strong or diluted, by potass, or by hot water,

any one oj' which will rupture the envelopes, and
set free the dextrine. Water alone, however, as

M. Raspail proved, and x\lM. Biot and Persoz
verified, will not completely rupture all the envel-
opes of fecula, or at least extract all the dextrine,

utdess the boiling is continued lor a long time
with considerable quantities of water; because the

unbroken globules of fecula are apt to be held to-

gether in clots by the gum-like matter disengaged
from the broken ones, and in this manner are part-

ly protected from the tljll influence of the heat.

The dextrine thus obtained by any of the fore-

*roing agents is uniformly the same, being com-
pletely decomposable by heat, while it can be ana-
lyzed into water, hydrogen, and carbonic acid

gaS; but no nitrogen has been found in it. When
treated with yeast, it undergoes the vinous fer-

mentation, while acids change it into a saccharine
syrupy but when tried by the rotatory polariza-

tion of light, this syrup has a greater power in

turning the planes towards the right than the su-
gar of starch, in the proportion of ten to three.

Varieties in the unburst globules.—Before the
application of heat or any otlier agent to rupture
the envelopes of the globules and set free the sol-

uble dextrine, the globules themselves afford in-

teresting objects of investigation, as will appear
from the following important statement of M.
Raspail. He tells us (Chiniie Organique, 134,)
that in the Paris market he seldom found any
wheat flour not to a certain extent mixed with po-
tato starch, by which mixture the fraudulent deal-
er gains as much as 25 per cent. The potato
starch has scarcely any effect on the appearance
of the flour, and it requires experience and skill

to detect it by the naked eye, unless the quantity
ef starch be considerable, when the crystalline

appearance of the flour gives room for suspicion.
The fraud, however, is readily detected by the
microscope, and M. Raspad says he could thus
discover the starch if it constituted only one per
Gent, of the flour. In examinmg suspected ^fiour,

it is always more easy to pronounce that it is adul-
terated than to tell in what the adulteration con-
sists. The dimension and form of the globules,
as given by Raspail, are the chief means by which
such examinations can be made, and we think
that no extensive dealer ought to neglect making
himself" thorouirhly acquainted with these. He
has only to furnish himselfwith acominon micros-
cope, and a micrometer or glass plate divided by
very minute lines like afoot-rule, and by laying a
grain or more of flour on the micrometer, and ex-
amining it with his microscope to see how ma-
ny lines it covers, he will be enabled at once to

tell the quality and kind of the flour in question.

—

Micrometers divided so as to measure the
part of an inch may be employed.

,th

Potato.—The globules containing dextrine in

this root acquire a larger size than any hitherto

examined, being usually of fiom the yttoIo^'^ '^

the yn'Vn^'^ P^'"'^
o'' 'i" iuch, or even the ynnoTflll

part of an inch. When fresh, they exhibit on the

surface concentric wrinkles which disappear on
drying. The form of these globules, when large,

is oval; when small, more spherical, the former
beinfr slightly contracted, anu bluntly triangular.

Wheat.—The largest globules rarely exceed
the YoTrn'h part of an inch, or about half the size

of the largest potato globules. They are of a
round or spherical shape, and are much smaller

when taken from half ripened wheat.
Barley.—The globules of barley are similar in

appearance to those of wheat, but are much
smaller, rarely exceedmg the yo^o^oo^h part of an
inch.

Oats.—The globules of oats are oval and
yellowish, being from the yn#TOo^'^ ^° 'he
i 18-100,0001 h of an mch in diameter. The innu-
merable minute hairs of this grain ijive the meal
a sort of cottony appearance to the naked eye.

Rije.—These globules are about the 2-iOOOth
part of an inch in diameter, of a Hat Ibrm, some-
what sharp on the edge, and marked with a black

cross or three black rays forming a central star,

which gives a black color to rye flour.

Arrow-Root.—The genuine arrow-root from
Brazil may be dislintruished from the starch of
potatoes by boiling, which only produces in ar-

row-root an enlargement of the globules to four

times their original diameter, because, as M. Ras-
pail thinks, they are exposed to heat in the origi-

nal Brazilian preparation, while the globules of
the potato expand to twenty or thirty times their

original diameter. The largest globules of gen-
uine arrow-root do not exceed 16-10,000lh part of
an inch, and, like those of rye, exhibit through
their translucid surface black lines like a star, or

sometimes like the letter T. Potato starch is bel-

ter than the genuine arrow-root.

Buckwheat.—The globules are yellow, and sel-

dom appearsolargeasthe4-10,000lh partofan inch.

Maize.— Few of the globules at tain the size ofthe
98- -00,000th part of an inch. The dried fi?cula is

usually injured by grinding, being folded, wrinkled

and more or less rounded. When taken from the

half-ripe milky grain, they are suiooth, entire,

and quite round. Hence the dextrine of maize
is obtained in greater proportion fi-om the half^

ripe seeds; and hence also the small proportion of
starch found by the usual modes of chemical ana-
lysis, though it actually exist in the grain.

Peas.—The globules of peas are of the same
form as those of the potato, with an unequal sur-

face, and the largest are about the 2-lOOOih part

of an rich.

Beans.—The globules are of the same size as

those of peas, but difler from being egg-oblong,

or kidney-shaped, sometimes appearing as if a
smaller grain were enclosed in the interior.

Other globules were examined and measured
by M. Raspail, but these are the most ir'teresling

for our present purpose, and, before proceeding

farther, it is indispensable to impress upon the at-

tention of the reader,

1st, That the globules constituting meal, flour,

and starch, whether contained in grain or roots,

are incapable of affording any nourishment as

animal food till they are broken.
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2J, That MO mechanical method of breaking or
j

griridirii; is more than panially elTicient.. ;

3J, That ihe most efficient metiiods of brtak-

in<i[ the u^lohules, is by heat, by iernientaiion, or

by (lie chemical afrency of acids or alkalies.

4th, Tliat (he dextrine, wliich is the kernel, as

it were, ol" each irlnhule, is alone soluble, and
iherelore alone nutritive.

01 h, That the sln^lls of the frlnlnileg. when re-

duced to h-aormcnig by mechanism or heat, are in-

soluble, and iherel()re not nulriiive.

6ih, That, thouirh the Irairments of these shells

are not nutritive, they are indispensable to diires-

tion, eitiier from their distending the stomach ami
bowels, or from some o her cause not understood,

it having been proved by experiment that concen-
trated nourishment, such as cane-sugar, essentia

of beef, or osmazomq, cannot long sustain life,

without some mixture of coarser and less nutri-

tive I bod.

7lh, That the economical preparation of all

food ccmtaininir slobnles of fecula, consists in per-

fectly breakintr the shells, and rendering the dex-
!

trine cnntaine<l in them soluble and digestible,
j

while the fraijments of the shells are at the same
i

time rendered more bulky, so as the more readily
j

to fill the stomach.
;

We hope these principles have been here put

in intelligible and unequivocal language, so that

they may not be misunderstood,,seeing that they
are of the very highest practical im|)ortance, in

preparing Ihe food of all live-sloc,k as well as of
Our own. But lest some of our readers of the

old school, who are apt to reject most novelties as

theoretical, should refuse to admit the truth of the

deductions, it may be well to corroborate the re-

Bults from actual experiments mrtde by tliose who
were icjnbrant o{" the very existence of the glo-

bules described by M. Raspail, or the dextrine of
M. Biot.

^Experiments on feeding.

Some of the most instructive experiments' upon
I

the leeiiing of farm stock with different materials,
j

were made by an inteiliijent foreign aoriculturist,

M. Mathieu de Dombasles, and published in a

work little known in this country, (he ^nnales de

Roville. The experiments usually made on this

subject have been conducted upon the principle of

continuing one species of food, such as hay or car-

rots, for a given time; butM. de Dombasles reflect-

ing that it is neither natural nor agreeable to anv
animal to be confined lor a length of time to the

eame species of food, adopted a different method.
He separated into several groups the cattle on

which he designed to experiment, and brought
those in each group as nearly as possible to a

given weight, by feeding them with an exactly

weiithed proportion of common articles of food,

diversified to suit their taste. When he had pro-

ceeded so far, he then began to tal'e away from
their diversified Ibod a known proportion of one of

them, such as lucern hay (luzerne seche,) replac-

ing it by some sort of root, such as carrots, gradu-
ally increased or diminished, so that each indivitl-

ual in the group came up to and sustained the

weight it had stood at before the chanrre. The
comparison of the quantities thus ascertained by
trial to be equivalent, gave the practical propor-

tions of their nutritive properties, under the con-
ditions thus associated.

Vol. V-36

The results thus ohtainetl by M. de Dombasles
by trials with sheep, a[ipeared to place carrots very
liir below the rank ustuilly assigned to (hem as food

((ir sheep by fanners on the continent, and even as

food for horses, when substituted for grain. But it

is imnortant to remark, that M. de Dombasles gave
Hie carrots in a raw state (o his sheep, and conse-

quently fr()r!\ their stomachs being unable^ in Ihe

pro(;es8 ol' di<restion, to cause the globules in the

carrot containinir ihe dextrine (o burst, they de-

rived little nutriment from a substance which is

undoubtedly vetv nutritive when the dextrine is

developed bv boiling. Tlie intelligent liirmers in

Deliiiunij who seem to be almost a century before

other parts of Europe in improvement, never, it ia

said, give any roots to their live-stock without boil-

ing.

The digestion of food is in all animals partly a

chemical and partly a mechanical process, and
varies nni<;h in different animals, even when they

feed on similar aliment; for exaniple, (he rabbit,

the horse, and (he eame-cock, when led upon oats

or barley. The horse, and even the rabbit, when
fed on oats, swallow many grains without crusli-

inu (hem with iheir teeth, and their slomachs not

beiuij endowed wit,h (he power of digesting solid

uncrushed ijrain, it is voided whole, and so little

changed as frequently to be capable of germinat-

inj. In (he case of (he game-cockj again, and
all irallinaceous fowls which feed on grain, it is

uniformly swallovved whole, their bills not being

adapted for bruising i(, like (he (eeth of the horse,

nor lor shelling it, like the linnet and sparrows.

But the gizzard of these fowls has not only sufR-

cient power lo crush oafs and barlej', but even, as

Spallanzani proved, to reduce glass lo powder; yet,

with ail this power^ so very much greater than the

diiresiive powers of the horse, poultry cannot, as

will be immediately proved, completely extract

the dextrine from grain, unless assisted to do so

by artificial means, besides their powers of diges-

tion. T!ie celebi'ated M. Reaumur undertook a

series of experirpenis on raw and on boiled grain

in feeding, which, though made long before the

discovery of dextrine, sfronffly corroborate (he

views of MM-. Raspail and Biot, (he more so, in-

deed, frorii Mi Reaumi^r's non-acquaintance with

the prit^ciple.

The farmers in Francei who keep poultry, hare
long been in the habit ot cooking the grain given

to (owls which they intend to fatten, boiling it in

water till it is soft enough to be easily bruised be-

tween (he firiijrers, (he heat causing it to swell (ill

the mealy portion of the grain splits the chaffy en-

velope, and this they term bursting. It is there-

fore the popular opinion, that boiled grain is more
nutritive and fartening than raw jjrfiin, an opinion

(<iiinded, however, upon vague notions, which M<
Reaumur endeavored to base upon precise calcula-

tion.

Boiling of ^rain.-^For this purpose M. Reau-'

mur caused about four measures (each 1^ pints

English, or^ihs. of a chopin Scotch) of each of

the six common sorts of grain, to be boiled till they

were well burst, (which may be fairly taken to

mean that two-thirds of the dextrine was set free),

and he found that (he increase of bulk in each sort

was as under:

—

Four measures of oats, after being

boiled to bursting, filled ^ measures,
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Four measures of barley, after being
boiled to bursting, filled 10 measures.

Four measures ol'buckwheat, or brank,

after being boiled to bursting, filled 14

Four measures of maize, after being
boiled to bursting, filled above 13

Four measures of wheat, after being
boiled to bursting, filled little more
than 10

Four measures of rye, after being
boiled to bursting, filled nearly 15

Rice swells considerably more than any ol the

preceding, but was not measured.
In order lo ascertain whether the boiiincj altered

the preference of poultry lor any of the particular

sorts, M. Reaumur made experiments, varied in

every possible way. The fowls were furnished

with two, three, four, five, and six different sorts,

sometimes all the compartments of a leeding-box
being filled with burst crain, each division differ-

ent from another, and sometimes each sort of grain

filled two of the divisions, one having nothing but

boiled, and another nothing but dry, unboiled grain.

All that could be inferred from these repeated
experiments was, that the greater number of' fowls
prefer boiled to raw grain, though there are many
of them which show a preference to the raw grain
on certain days, and no permanency could be dis-

covered in the preference shown for any sort of
burst grain. Some fowls, for instance, which one
day preferred boiled wheat, would, on other days,
make choice of buckwhpat or maize, oats or barle}^,

and sometimes, though more seldom, even of rye;

but rye, either boiled or raw, is their least favorite

eort of grain.

It follows, as an important practical conclusion
fi'om such experiments, that we may make choice
of the sort of grain which happens to be cheapest
to feed poultry, without much if any disadvantage,
always excepting rye, when other sorts are to be
had on reasonable terms.

It required experiments of a different kind to

prove whether there is any economy, or the con-
trary, in feeding poultry with boiled grain, and
this was readily apcertained by finding first how
much dry grain sufficed one or more fowls, and
then boiling the same quantity, and trying how
much of that would in like manner be sufficient.

The experiments which, for this purpose, M.
Reaumur made with the different sorts of grain,
were as follows:

—

Rye.—Although, as we have seen, rye is very
considerably increased in bulk by boiling, so far

from being more sufficing, it becomes less so; for

fowls will eat rather more of it when it is boiled,

than when it is raw and dry. Seven hens and a
cock, which consumed only three-fourths of a mea-
sure of dry rye in one day, ate in the same time
three measures of the boiled grain. Consequently,
as three measures of boiled rye are equivalent to

four-fifths of dry, it would cost one-twentieth more
to feed fowls with boiled than with dry rye, four-

fifths being one-twentieth more than three- fourths.

The globules of rye are almost the same size, ac-
cording to M. Raspail, with the globules of wheat.

Oats.—It appears, that although oats are in-

creased by boiling nearly one-half^ they are not,

any more than rye, rendered more sufficing as
food; for the fowls, which, in two days, would
have eaten four measures of dry oats, consumed
in the same time several measures of^ the boiled

grain. Consequently, so far as fowls are concern-
ed, it is no saving to boil oats; though this does not
prove that the same holds with regard to horses,

whose powers of digestion are so inferior to those
of fowls.

Buckwheat nr Brank.—This grain is increased

by boiling still more than oats, since four measures
when well boiled, swell to fourteen. Notwithstand-
ing, there is little advantage obtained by boiling it

for fowls, as they will consume the fourteen mea-
sures of the boiled grain nearly in the same time

which the four measures of the dry grain wouki
have sufliced them.

Maize or Indian Corn.—THis grain is more pro-

fitable as ftod for poultry when boiled than when
»raw; for the fowls, which would have eaten a mea-
sure and a quarter of dry maize, consumed only

three measures of the boiled ijrain, and these three

are not equivalent to one measure of dry maize.
But it is worth remarking, that the fowls experi-

mented upon continued only for two days able to

get through three measures a-day of the boiled

maize. After this time, they either lost their ap-
petite, or came to dislike the food, since they could

not then eat quite two measures of the boiled grain..

Now, calculating that they had continued to eat

even as much as three measures of boiled maize
a-day. there would be a saving of more than one-

fifth; and if they were satisfied with two measures^
the advantage would be much more considerable,

inasmuch as this would not be equivalent to two-
thirds of a measure of the dry grain. The saving

in this case would be one-third and one-fifth, that

IS eight-fifteenths, or more than one-half'.

Barley.—This grain also was found, upon triaf^

to be much more economical when giverf to poul-

try boiled than raw. Fowls, which would have
consumed two measures of the dry barley a day,

got through only three measures daily of the boiled

grain. Now, as ten measures of boiled barley are

produced from four measures of dry, three mea-
sures are, therefore, equivalent to no more than
six-fifths of a measure of dry. The expense, con-

sequently, in dry barley is to that of boiled as ten-

fifths to six-fifihs, that is, as ten to six, or as five to

three, showing a saving of two-fifths by feeding

poultry with boiled instead of dry barley. This re-

sult is, no doubt, owing to the more effectual burst-

ing of the grains of fecula, and setting free the dex-
trine contained in them.

Tfheat.—The results of the experiments on boil-

ing grain given above, show that wheat increases

in bulk about the same as barley; but the experi-

ments made on feeding poultry were considerably

different in their results, the saving not being near
so much with boiled wheat as with boiled barley;

for the same fowls which consumed three mea-
sures of boiled barley in one day ate three mea-
sures of boiled wheat. Now, three measures of
boiled wheat are not equivalent to two measures
of dry wheat, but only to a measure and a half of
dry wheat, the quantity consumed in one day by
the same fowls. But as a measure of boiled wheat
is equivalent to no more than two-fifths of the mea-
sure of the dry grain, the three measures eaten in

one day are equivalent only to six-fifths of dry

wheat, and therefore the proportion of what they
consumed of dry wheat, was to what they con-

sumed of the boiled as fifteen-tenths to twelve-

tenths, or as five to four; hence there ia a saving
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orone-filtli by tcoiliuir wilh boiled wheat, as there

is of two-til'tlis witli boiled barley.

It is clearly proved, then, by these intercstinir

experiments, that' there is in most eases a consid-

erable saving by I'eedini; wiih boiled grain. It

would be well it'some intelii<rent gentleman would

undertake similar expermier.ts on feeding horses

and cattle wilh boiled or steamed grain or meal.

The advantage of feedinir with crushed grain, in-

stead of given it unbroken, hive been very satislac-

icrily proved and acted upon by Captain Cheyne

( Qiiitrlerh/ Journal of ^^/gricuftiire, iii. 1024, and
iv. 37S), and recommended by iMr. Dick and oth-

ers. The steaming of potatoes is well known to

be advantageous in feeding both horses and
cows,* and more particularly in causing hens to

lay, and in liitlening pigs. "Why should not the

various sorts of jirain, such as peas and beans,

and meal, such as barley meal, given for similar

purposes, not be advantageously increased in their

nutritive properties by the same means? The ex-

pense of fuel, ihouixh it ought to be taken into ac-

count, must be small in comparison with the ad-

vantage, at least in districts where coal or other

fuel is reasonable in price. In large concerns,

also, the expense of fuel would of course be pro-

portionally less when compared with the saving in

ibod.

Bread-making.—The most complete method
hitherto di«:covered tor bursting all the globules of
fecula, is the usual process of makmg bread, or,

as chemists term it, panification. This arises from
the presence in wheat flour of a substance tern)ed

gluten, associated with the globules of fecula, and
constituting in Hie unbroken grain its cellular tex-

ture or fi-ame work. It would lead us too far from

our present object to go into the history of this

important substance minutely, but it may be ne-

cessar}^ to slate, that the gluten may be procured

by kneading and washing a pi^ce of dough, made
with wheat flour, in a stream of water, till all the

globules of fecula are washed out. The gluten

thus obtained is a greyish mass, elastic, like Indian

rubber, when moist, and incapable of being dis-

solved in water. It is these two properties which
render it so important in bread making.
When a loaf is put into the hot oven, the steam

and gases expand within it, and raise up the elas-

tic gluten into bladder-like vesicles; and by this

means expose the globules of fecula in the dough
more uniformly to the heat than could be efli^cted

without such agency. In consequence of this they
burst; and in a well-baked loaf of bread not a sin-

gle unburst globule of fecula can be found. On the

continent this is practically understood in the dis-

tricts where they feed their horses chieflj^on bread,

as in most parts of Belgium, Prussia, and Switzer-
land. The bread thus given to horses is coarse,

dark-colored, and rather sour, fi-om leaven being
employed instead of yeast; but the partial fermen-
tation caused by the leaven must assist in bursting

the globules and setting free the dextrine from the

action of the acid thus developed.

* Accordinoj to the experiments fully related in the
10th and 11th volumes, pages 253 and 52, of the Trans-
actions of the Hig;hlarid Society, it would appear that

cattle thrive as well on raw turnips and potatoes as on
prepared, and yield more profit. The point has not
yet been sufficiently experimented on. But we have
no doubt that boiled corn would fatten cattle better
than raw.

—

Editor.

According to M. Raspail,and the liict haii been
staled by others, the more of other fecula we mix
with good wheat flour, containing its due propor-
tion of gluten, the less increase of weight does the
bread acquire. For example, six pounds of fiour

will produce eight pounds of bread; but if three
|)ounds ot" potatoe-starch be mixed with three
pounds of wheat-flour, instead of eight pounds of
bread, there will only be six pounds. He explains
the circumstance from the globules of fecula while
unbroken, not imbibing water, but being only
moistened by its adhering to them; while the
gluten sucks in water like a sponge, and the more
it is kneaded, the more water it will take up. The
mixture, therefore, of other flour with that ofwheat
diniini.-dies not only the weight, but the nutritive

materials in the bread.

Nutritive Principles of the Food of Plants.

It is stated in most elementary books, that the
chief food of plants consists of carbonic acid gas
diffused in water, together with potass and some
other matters apparently not well understood. But
a plain agriculturist not acquainted with science,

will very naturally ask how this is proved. By
burning plants, indeed, he knows that charcoal
(carbon) and potass may be produced; but in that
case, these are in a very diflerent state from the
one in which they exist in the growing plant. M.
Lassaigne, the able Professor of Chemistry at Al-
fort, devised the ingenious experiment of analy-
zing the chemical constituents of seeds before and
after germ mating, and in this way arrived at one
method of proof of the facts just stated; yet the
plain liirmer who might have witnessed such anal-
ysis, would readily make a similar objection to it

with that of procuring charcoal and potass by
burning, namely, that it was an artificial process,

and therelbre calculated to change the state of the
substances discovered.

In order to elucidate these points, confessedly

difficult and obscure, M. Biot undertook the in-

vestigation, by applying his newly discovered and
powerful test of the rotatory polarization of light.

Before giving any details of Mr. Biot's experi-
ments, however, it may be well to state the views
ofM. Raspail respecting the imbibition and flow of
the sap, these being rather novel as well as proba-
ble.

_

Circulation of the Sap.—All growing vegetable
textures are composed of cells, every where closed,

containino; a fluid, which is in continual motion so
long as the temperature is above 32*^ Fahr. The
cells adhere to one another, or rather are fixed to

one another by a sort of root or pedicle (hilum),
often too minute for observation; audit is this, and
the globules of the cell, which, being lengthened
out and expanded in the progress of growth, give
origin to new parts, or to the enlargement of old
ones.

The circulation of the fluid in the cells, original-

ly discovered by Corti in the Chara, cannot be ob-
served when the cells are opaque, or the fluid trans-

parent; but an idea may be formed of it by filling

a tube with spirits of wine, having some raspings

of cork in it, and holding it in the hand, when the
heat of the hand will cause a current to rise from
the bottom up one side of the tube, and the cold at

the top abstracting the heat from the particles aa
they rise, will cause an opposite current to descend
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on the other side. The. dtlffM-ence ofllie veiretahle

circulation frorn this experimental one, cniisipts hi

its heing caused by a liviriu? principle, and not heat,

thoup;ii a certain leriiperaiure is indisppn^alde. M.
JRappail ternip the operation ol'thif: [irincinle in cir-

culatinjr the sap, aspiraiion (meanin'r Hy thip i

pomethin^tr !il<e suction or attraction), ;<nd expira-

tion (meamng somethmg like expiilFion or repnU

BJon), thepidesol'all the'cells ofgroW!n!.rp!anli9 al-

ternately aspiring and expiring, or atlracimg and

repelling fluids!.
^

The membranes of plant?, as we!! ai= the cells

composing them, aspire and ex|iire fliudr^; and

when these membranes form a tube wiih branches

more or lesscnmposed oC iiei-work orreliculations,

the fluid forms one contitiuous current in every

part of the tube.

The stems and branches of all plants are form-

ed of cells, which from havino; lieen originally

globular, expand by grou'th; and by the pressure

of other cells expanding around them, take a

wedge-like shape, the thin portion forming their

point of attachment, or pedicle (hihnn.) The
membranes thus formed may be conceived to

fcheath each other, the inner sheaths bein<r insert-

ed by their wedge-point (kilum) into the sides of

the outer ones. These mutually f:heathing mem-
branes besides are traversed both across and

lengihways by a net-work of vascniarcanals, and

consequently the fluid transmitted by each wedge-
pomt must necessarily rise along the side next to

the part above the wedge-pomt, falling down the

opposite side, and asrain rising alonir the part \te-

low the wedge-point, or the contniry. At the

eame time a portion ol" the fluid is transmitted to

the wedge-point of the next enclosed sheathins:

membrane, where the circulation will take a simi-

lar direction.

The flow of tlie sap from, the cut ends of a plant

may thus be explained; tor on ea<'h cut surlace

there will be alternately one-half of" a sheathing

membrane, the fluid in which was rising up, and
another half in which it was falling down.
The branches are always inserted by the wedge-

points (/ii7a) of their component sheailiing mem-
oranes into the trunk or stem, and, consequently,

the circulation of the fluid at the junction- is the

same as that just explained.

The sheathing membranes of the root, it must
be remarked, do not terminate in the outer sheath-

ing membrane or burso of the stem, but penetrate

to one of the inner ones, and lience ihe risinj; sap,

as yet not organized, is conveyed to an inner

sheath.

The strong attractive power of the tips of the

root fibres, through which alone the liquid food of

plants is transmitted, may be seen when roots have
been forced to grow between stones; for the lips

will be found to adhere more or less firmly to the

stones, while the other parts of the root are loose

and free. In the same way particles of earth will

generally be found adhering to the tips of the root-

fibres, having been attracted by the suction or as-

piration of the epongiole. (G/umie Orgaaique,
811, &c.)

Changes in the Sap.—The preceding are the

views of M. Raspail, which further researches

may either confirm or refute. The following are a
pmall portion of the interesting experiments and
observations of M. Biot on the sap and its changes,
and these, it may be remarked, wear more the air

of fact, and look less theoretical, than Raspail'a

statements.

M. Biot first proposed to himself to ascertain by
means of circular polarization, the presei;ce of the

g-ummy or saccharine principles in the sap of trees,

and to trace these principles as connected with the

nourishment of the young buds in spring. Some
of the fiicts whicli he discovered were very re-

markable.

He pierced with holes, slopintr sliuhtlv down-
wards, several species of trees, early in February,
—the almond, the birch, the hornbeam, the maple,
the ash, the lilac, the mulberry, the walnut, the

elm, the poplar, the plane, the willow, the elder,

the sycamore, the lime, and the vine,— fitting into

each hole a dry reed, with tlie inserted extremity
cut sloping, and scarcely penetrating deeper than
tJie bark. Tlie other extremity eniered a small

phial, suspended by a bit of wire, and luted with a
mixture of oil and wax, immiscible in water. The
flowing sap was collected in these phials, and
when any evaporation of the watery portion oc-

curred, from the temperature of' the tree being
hiijher than the air, it was condensed whhin the

phial. He was not contented with experimenting
on one tree of a species, but selected several of the

same sort in various positions and exposures; and
fie also fixed on the same tree a considerable num-
ber of phials, at various heights frcm the ground.

In the birch he both discovered that the sugar
in the sap is not cane, but grape sugar, and also

that the sap actually flows progressively from the

root to the summit, the flow varying with exterior

physical causes, which serve to modify it. The
walnut, the sycamore, and the ma|)le, did not in

February show any flow of sap; and JM. Biot took

advantage of their state of rest lo examine their

interior by having a number of trees of these spe-

cies cut down on purpose. It was remarkable
that the interior of the bircfi trees were found to

be without moisture, and even quite dry. while the

walnut and sycamore trees were distinctly soaked
(imbibe) with moisture, from the inner surlace of

the bark to near the central pith. On being
pressed, also, the moisture could be squeezed out,

and the oozins was most distinct between each of
the circles constituting the annual rings of wood.
All this was observed while there was no flow

from the reeds into tlie phials except in the

birch.

The walnut trees beiian to give a few drops

about the 11th of February, in the phials placed
about seven inches from the ground. Tlie sap
thus collected was not fermentable grape sugar,

like that of the birch, but crystallizable cane su-

gar, for it gave a strong polarization towards the

right, while that of the birch was towards the lefl.

The run into this lower phial, after continuing
abundant for several days, began to diminish to-

wards the end of February, and at length it ceased
altogether. The phial immediatel)'- above it,

about a yard from the ground, also gave a very
small quantity, while all the other phials on the

same tree, to the number of eighteen, remained
quite dry.

What appeared most singular, was, that this in-

dividual walnut tree was known to be rat her a late

one, while another very large one, at a hundred
paces distant, known to be about filteen days ear-

lier, gave no trace of sap in filteen phials which
M. Biot had attached to it. He began, accord-
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itiffly, fo piippose tliat ihis eurly waltuit, as well as

the syraniores and maples, liiid been pierced too

late, and iliaf the spriiii/ flow of their pap was
over; or ratlier that, in ihe tlien stale of" tiie at-

mos()hore. they evaporated as miicli sap as they

received rrnin their roots. 'I^he flow, ol" course,

would not au-ain ta!<e jiiace unless i!ie evaporation

should be checked by the occurrence of cold wea-
ther. This actuallv did occur, the thermometer
fdlinir to one degree below zero, followed by a

pharp dry frost, when the niapie, sycamore, and
walnut trees be^an'to flow, contiimin<; thus till the

16ih of Marci), when the flow bcu'an to diminish.

JNl. Biot says, ihe etlfct of the cold on the birch

tree was verv different, IVut irives no details.

M. Biot distinctly proved that the sap near the

root is less dense, and less rich in saccharine mat-
ter, than higher up in the trunk or branches, a fact

previously stated by .Mr. T. A. Kuiirht, but ex
plained by him to arise li"om the sap in sprintr

niinirling with the condensed nutriment deposited

in the roots the precedinii autimm. M. Biot

thinks diflerently, believinir it to arise from the

water}' portion of the sap being, in its ascent, either

diffused through the cellular substance, or evapo-
rated, or both; and he proved, that, though the

eap collected in the phials at different heights fi-om

the same tree was more dense and rich, Uie higher
it was procured, the portions of wood and bark

containinir (he sap gave exactly the same propor-

tionsofsaccharine or nutritive matter, at all heights.

M. Biot fiirther discovered, that the swelling

and openino- buds (at least of the lilac) have the

power of decomposing the sugar of the sap, and ol'

appropriating the carbon contained in it, in the

same Avay as he proved the seed-leaves of corn to

decompose the fecula contained in the grain, 'and

chantre its dextrine into the sugar which nourish-

es them.
Observations on ihe Orowlh and Nutrition of

Corn.—M. Biot, findintr that the stow growth of
trees was not so well adapted to some of his expe-
riments as the quick growth of annual plants,

made choice of wheat and rye for observation. It

has long been known to physiologists, that, in the

process of germination, the farinaceous matter
(now known to consist of globules of dextrine in

their envelopes) is changed into sugar, which
serves tiir the nourishment of the young plant, up
to the period when its seed leaves and primary
roois make their appearance. But when the sup-
ply of nourishment contained in the seed has been
exhausted, the young plant must depend on other

Eources to maintain its <rrowth; and hitherto it had
not been experimentally determined what these

othersources of nourishment really are, what mod-
ifications they undergo in the various parts of the

plant, nor in what manner the different portions

are transmitted to the nascent seed in the ear, to

nourish and mature it.

It is important, in all such inquiries, to distin-

guish the solid parts, which constitute the frame-
work of the plant, fi-om juices or soluble materi-

als, which, constantly formed, destroyed, and re-

newed, are carried into all the vegetable texture

for its nourishment. The first, or solid materials,

can be examined by chemical analysis after a plant

is dead and dried; but it is different with the other
parts or liquids examined by JVl. Biot.

Rye.—He made his first observations, the 3d of
May, on plants of rye already in Ihe ear, but not

yet in bloom, the period of blooming being still at

some distiuice. He treated the roots, the stems,

and the ears, each separately, with water, submit-
ting them to the proofs of circular polarization, and
then he treated the watery extracts condensed, but

not to dryness, with s|)ifils of wine; submitting to

the proofs of polarization the precipitates as well

as the substances not precipitated liom the liquids,

in a word, he tried, by addi'ng.to each the yeast of
beer, whether thev were susceptible of fermenta-

tion, again examining whiMher their rotation was
diminished, incniased, or changed in direction.

The matter from the roots gave traces of an ex-

ceedingly fi^eble rotation towards the left; but

when it was observed, JNl. Biol had not discovered

that a mixture of cane and grape sugar would, in

a maimer, neutralize the right and left rotation.

The stem indicated a proportion of grape sugar
turning to the left, and of (;ane sugar turning to

the right, as well as gum precipitated by spirits

of wine, and turning to the left with a force

similar to gum. Twelve days afterwards, the

15th of May, while tfie ear was still far from
blooming, the stem presented a mixture of the

three substances, but with a considerably larger

proportion of cane sjjgar, proved by rotation to-

wards the right before being fermented.

The matter from' the ear on the 3d of May, and
before blooming, gave verj^ dillerent results from
the matter of the stem; for Mr. Biot could not de-

tect in it any sugar, either grape or cane, but only
sugar of starch, of which f(3rmentation enfeebled
the circular power, without changing its direction.

'J'he preci[)itates alsofbrmed by sj)irits of wine, in-

stead of having the characters of gum as those of

the stem, showed only flakes similar to the en-
velopes of dextrine in the mature grain. These
results accord with the observations of M. Raspail,

who ascertained that, before blooming, the grains

of fecula in corn are extremely small, and that

their soluble matter is gradually absorbed by the
seed organ (ovarium), which it serves to nourish.

M. Biot, as yet, found no dextrine.

After blooming, the composition of the ear was
found to be very different. The 1.5th of June, the
young grains of rye taken from the ear, already
contained globules of fecula containing dextrine,

j

along with some sugar of starcfi, but no trace of

I

cane nor gra[)e sugar. It follows, M. Biot infers,

1

llmt the cane sugar, the grape sugar, and the gum,
vvliich are contained in thestemand leaves oi'rye,

are changed in their nature on passing the neck of
the ear (/e collet dcs cpis), supplying materials for

nourishing the young grain, which forms it into

dextrine and its envelopes.

IVheat.—In his observations on wheat, M. Biot
was more particular than in the case of the rye to

keep separate the difl'erent parts of the plant, and,
in consequence, discovered difliRrences of compo-
siiion, which he could not have beforehand ima-
gined.

The 19th of May, he took young plants of
wheat whose ears had not issued from their sheath
or hose, he carefully separated the sheathing
leaves from the cylindrical stem, and treated the
two separately with water, alcohol, and fermenta-
tion. The stems, like those of rj^e, presented
three carbonaceous substances, namely, grape su-
gar, cane sugar, and gum; but subsequent obser-
vation showed, that the proportions of these three
substaiKies varied much during the progress of ve-
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ffetation, The 20lh of May, the cane sugar evi-

dently prednminaieil; but the 4th of Jane, when
the ears beiran to bloom, the .«tems gave a rotation

tovvardri the leir, and af'terwardej preserved this ro-

tation, siiowiiig that the cane sugar had become
much less' abundant in the stern.

Theleavesgave very different results; forthough
they contained three substances, the cane sugar

by lodging from heavy rain and wind. M. Biot'a

experiments, from his well-known high character

for rigid accuracy, are therefore well calculated to

give iarmers confidence in cutting down theircorn,

as soon as the lower leaves and the lower part of
the stems are yellow and dry, though the upper
parts he green.*

Again, as the leaves and stems of plants, while
was proportionably much greater than th,e grape i green, contain sugar and other carbonaceous ma-
sugar, the contrary of" what was found in the siem;

j
terials for nourishing the seeds and bringing them

and instead of the third substance being gum
tnrniny to the left, it produced a rotation towards
th^ right, appearing in fact to be dextrine. The
leaves of wheat continue to preserve the same
composition till they begin to grow yellow and
wither, an effect that unilbrmly commences at the

tip of a leaf; and on the leaf nearest the root; but

after this, scarcely a trace of sugar or dextrine can

to maturity, it follows that, if they are in this state

ploughed down into the soil, they must greatly en-

rich it with all the products ready prepared for the

nourishment of plants.

It has been proved, indeed, by other experiments
previous to those of M. Eiot, that the leaves and
all the green parts of plants, decompose the car-

bonic acid gas of the air, appropriating the carbon
be Ibund in ihem, all, it would appear, having

j

and setting fi-ee the oxygen; and hence it has been
gradually passed into the stem to nourish the ear,

in the sanje way as the carbonaceous materials ol

the leaves of trees descend untler the layers of the

inner bark and pulp wood (^alburnum), to nourish

the young cylinder of wood and bark, which, si-

milar to a hollow stem of wheat, is annually Ibrm-

ed, and moulds itself upon the old li'ame work of

the wood.
In wiieat, therefore, as well as in rye, the base

of the stems can derive nourishment partly ti-om

the leaves and partly from the soil, and the sum-
mit of the stem can draw nourishment from its

own leaves, as well as suck up the sap from below;

but the ear, when it issues from tlie sheath, ap-

pears to exercise on the proper juices of the top of

the plant a powerful absorption, causing them to

rise rapidly in proportion as they are furnished by

the base ol the stem.

The 4ih of June, M. Biot took plants of wheat
in liill bloom, and depriving the stems of their

leaves, parted them into halves, the tops in one

parcel and the bases in another. The extracts

from the base, when examined by polarization, in-

dicated almost twice as much sugar as the ex-

tracts of the tops of equal density; and at the same
time he found, that the saccharine principles

abounded in the ears of the wheat, in the form of"

cane sugar and sugar of starch, together with a

eubslance similar to, if not identical with, dex-

trine.

Ripening nf Corn, and Ploughing of Green
Crops for Manure.— In proportion, it has just

been shown, as the fecundated ear increases in

magnitude, the leaves near the root begin to grow
yellow and dry, in consequence of the stem draw-

ing from them the carbonaceous materials which
they contain. As the growth advances, the base

of the stem becomes yellow and dry in its turn,

while the upper part remains green, and continues

to nourish the ear.

These beautiful researches of M. Biot, afford

interesting explanations of several agricultural

practices hitherto not well understood, at least in a

scientific point of view. For example, when the

base of the stem begins to become yellow and dry,

if the corn be then cut down, though the grain is

not ripe, it will continue to be nourished at the ex-

pense of the green matter in the upper part of the

stem, almost, if not quite as vvell, as if it had re-

mained uncut, and will thus ripen well; while,

having been thus cut down early, much loss from

shaking is prevented, besides the chance of loss

inferred, that the carbon thus derived contributes

to form their mass of sugar and gum, additional to

the sap absorbed from the soil by their roots. This
view is corroborated by the difference which JVl.

Biot has shown between the composition of the

leaves of wheat and the stem, which is more es-

pecially supplied from the soil. Il^ then, a portion

of the solid ll'ame-work of plants is derived from
the air in the Ibrm of carbon, the ploughing down
of green crops lor the purpose of manure, gives to

the soil more than the plants, while grovving, had
extracted Irom it.

We may well conclude with M. Biot, that

"every positive determination in science is suscep-

tible of progress and of useful application, though
these may be distant. A microscopical observa-

tion, or an optical property, which at first appears

only curious and abstract, may thus in time be-

come important to agriculturists and manuliiclur-

BAKING BREAD BY STEAM.

About twelve months ago we inserted a para-
graph, stating that a machine had been invented
in America, which could manufacture a ton weight
of ffour biscuits in an hour. This gave rise to much
conversation at the time; and we must confess we

* It is a good practice to cut clown every kind of

grain before it is fully ripe in the grain or the straw,

and that for the reasons just enumerated in the text.

But, as M. Biot's observations and common practice do
not exactly agree as to the symptoms which determine
the time of cutting, it is as well to notice the differ-

ence. In a fine season, farmers cut down when they
find the neck of the straw, Immediatply under the ear,

free of juice, when twisted round between the finger

and thumb; and donotwait until "the lowerpart of the

stems are yellow and dry," because they find in such a
season the straw to die from the ear downwards. This
fact, we conceive, does not militate against M. Biot's

theory, for as the absorbing power of the ear at the top

of the stem is always powerful, it must be the more
powerful the nearer the ear approaches maturity, and
of course, the part of the stem nearest the ear should
first become dry. In a bad season, on the other hand,

the lower part of the stem first becomes yellow and
dry, after which, of course, the crop is not allowed to

stand; for, in such a season, the ear never becomes
mature, having, of course, less absorptive power,
whilst the vitality of the root is early destroyed by the

combined effects of bad weather and ungenial state of

the soil.

—

Editor.
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were ourselves, thoiifrh somewhat foiul of the mar-

vellous ill mechanical powers, amoiis^st those who
doubted the authenticity of the statement. This

paragraph, however, was not without its eflect.

Amongst others it caugiu the eye ot'JNIr. Dodgson
Carr, ot'this city, who being a practical man, deter-

mined 10 inquire into the real iiicts of" the case. He
soon tiiund 'hat the statement was true in all its

parts, and, like a sensible man, he determined to

profit by his knowledge. A machine was ordered;

and in a very short time larue and commodious
premises were erected in Cal'lewgate; and in that

once neglected part of our city tliere is now actu-

ally at work a machine fully capable of perlbrming

the wonders ascribed to it in our paragraph. We
had the curiosity to visit the place the other day,

and must confess that, on seeing the machine, all

our doubts vanished. It is fully capable of doing

the work named, and the ingenuity of the inven-

tion IS no less striking than its cleanliness, neat-

ness and portability. The dough or paste is knead-

ed by machinery, rolled by machinery, and cut into

form by machinerj-; and by and by it will be baked
bv the same steam which carries that machinery.

—

Carlisle Journal.

From the Marie Lane Express.

PLANTING POTATOES.

Sir—You have below the geiieral result of a
crop of potatoes planted in April last year, with a
view to ascertain what difference, if any, might
occur— 1st, where the potato was j'lanted whole,

except the crown; 2d, where planted whole with
one eye only.

Soil, sandy loam; within a very few years past,

furze-land. Previous crop, wheat, stubble turned

in late in the autumn, manure from the yard,

chieflycow dung; a tolerably good dressing, plough -

ed in. nine bouts to the rod; sort, Kentish kidney,

dibbled with a large blunt dibble upon every other

plit, and loell covered.

Forty-five rods planted with a view to the first,

and other forty-five rods with a view to the second
question. The distance in the rows, about fifteen

inches: depth of holes, full six inches. The roller

was passed over afler planting, and then harrowed
with a hand -harrow; edge-hoed once, and earthed
up once by the common one-horse break.

During the growth of the haiilm, appearances
were much in favor of number 2; and, as to

weight, when taken up, it retained its superiority

over number 1, by a yield of full one quarter more;
but the potato was knobby, large, irregular, and
ungain; number 1, very uniform in shape, some-
what exceeding in size ordinary ware; a good ta-

ble potato.

The seneral produce, when taken up late in No-
vember, not to be complained of, and boiling re-

markably mealy, if properly boiled.

Doubtless such experiments have been often

made, and a better or more detailed account of
them has as often been given, but such as mine
were, you are heartily welcome to make public

through your useful paper. You are the best

judge of their worth, whether to insert them or

not.

I am, respectfully your's,

TlIOS. IjEK.
Bexley Heath, Feb. I, 1837.

P. S.—Wore the experinuml to be repeated, the

distances, both as to plit and in the rows, might, I

think, most usefully be enlarired. [ may just ob-

serve, that some of my neiuhbors, who had plant-

ed sets or cuttings, had very indifl't rent crops.

From the American Jnunial of Sci(!nce and Arts.

ROTTING OF TIMBER IN CERTAIN SITUATIONS.

Extract of a letter to the editor, from Mr. D.
Tomlinson, of Schenectady, N. V., dated Jtpril

4, 1836.

In the year 1810. I built a ware-house on my
lot in Union Street, in Schenectady. The cellar

was dug about four feel deep, and the stone wall a
foot or two deeper. I left no opening in the walls

for door or window. The floor beams were of ex-
cellent pitch pine timber, of twelve by twelve inch-
es, slit, and were six by twelve inches when placed
in the wall, and about eighteen inches above the
ground. I laid a floor of three inch oak plank,
loose, neither jointed nor nailed, although they
were square edge, and lay close to each other.

Five years thereafter, I observed a jostling in a
place in the floor, and raised one of the planks to

learn the cause, and found one of the six by twelve
inch beams rotted off and ftillen on the bottom of
the cellar. The plank was rotten below, except
about an inch sound on the upper side. I lifted

the whole floor, found most of the planks rotten,

except a shell on the top; and the timbers were
rotten, and so decayed, that I took them out and
put in oak, after making windows and a door in

opposite sides of the wall. I thought the depth of
the cellar would have prevented injury to the tim-
ber, but found it the cause of the destruction, as

fine shavings and slivers lying on the bottom of
the cellar, were perfectly sound, while the timbers,

were beautifully ornamented with curtains of

white mould, hanging in festoons, nearly to the
depth of the cellar, as white as snow, very thick,

and appeared like bleached muslin.

In the year 1817, I took down an old kitchen on
the same lot, Tlie floor had lain on saplincs of
about 6 by 8 inches, such as are used for scaffold

poles. They were bedded in the ground, so that

the pine floor came next the ground, and excluded
air. They had lain there from 1794, and both the
timbers and flooring were very little injured by
rot.

I concluded, that a free circulation of air must be
allowed, or air must be entirely excluded, to save
timber fr-om decay.

It has been found, that when posts are set in the

ground and cased with boards, for better appear-
ance, the confined air destroys them. Even red

cedar, which lasts an age when set open, if cased,

which is often done for ornament in gate posts, de-

cays as soon as any other wood, by the confined

air.

From the Records ofthe United Agricultural Societies ofVirginia.

ON CLOVER FALLOW FOR WHEAT.

[The following letter was written at a time when
the clover husbandry was considered altogether im-

practicable for the poor lands of lower Virginia. Now,
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when it has been established that calcareous manures

will remove that natural delect of those soils, this let-

ter may be far more serviceable for that region than

when it was written, or than its writer could then have

anticipated. Ed. Far. Reg.]

jBremo, Fluvanna, '2lst IJecember, 1830.

Dear Sir,

Yours of the 2cl December, did not rpncli me
until within a lew days, trorn the circimistarice of

its not being sent to my usual post olfice. This
will excuse me for not beinii; more prompt in my
answer to you. The consciousness that you have

counted too largely upon the inlbrmaiioti I am
able to impart, on the various agricultural subjects

referred to in your letter, and the anxious desire I

feel to encourage the spirit of inquiry, vyhich seems
to be spreading itself amongst the cultivators of

every section of the state, induce me, the more
readily, to comply with your wishes, as well I'o

evince my peri'ect willingness to contribute what T

can in so good a cause, as tq apprise you promptly

of the necessity of your applying to other and bet-

ter sources, tor the desired inlbrmation.

Your queries shall be taken in (he order in

which they are made, and withour confining my-
self to the direct answers, shall add such general

remarks as appear to me any way connected with

rural economy.
1. "The processof fiillowing as practised by my-

self." This is to plough in a crop of clover, as.

nearly as possible at that stage of its gr.owth,

when It is in the best state for cutting to make hay.

Of course, where there is a full portion of your ro-

tation in clover, there can be but a part of your
fallows ploughed exactly in the proper time, with-

out extra teams, and unijsual seasons. Heno-e, the

necessity of beginning a little before the clover has
attained the precise point, to yield the greatest ad-
vantage trom being turned into the earth—and
hence too, the necessity of a second ploughing,
where your first was early, and the season favora-

ble to vegetation after the process. But I deem it

less important to be minute upon this head, as for

reasons hereafter to be as-sio-ned, I do not think

summer lUllows and the clover husbandry (which
I consider as inseparable,) suited to the sandy soils

of the lower part of this state.

2. "The advantages as to product of a clover

fallow over wheat after corn?" This may be stated

to vary from nothing to a double crop, depending
upon the opportuneness and perfection of the pro-

cess, and the adaptation of the land to the use of
plaster of paris. Soils suited to plaster, witli a
heavy crop of clover ploughed in, at the proper
time, previously dressed with three or four pecks
of gypsum to "the acre, f()l!o\ved by fiivorable sea-
eons lor rotting the buried clover, and seeded in the
month of October, will rarely tail to ffive two
bushels, lor one fron) the same land after Indian
corn. On the other hand, a crop of clover (and
the heavier the worse for it,) dried by our powerful
sun, and consequently imperleclly buried, from the

hard and unmanageable sta'e, into which the
earth is brought frequently by the summer drouiihts,

will often not yield a better crop than the same
land would produce after corn.

3. "The difierence in the quantum of labor in

fallowing for wheat, and wheat after corn." This
can only be decided by referring to the number
and kind of operations which are perlbrnied in

each process, and as these ouitht to uepeiin, m
number and kind, upon a variety of circumstances,

the relative ex|ien.seof the two modes of husband-
ry must necessarily vary in like manner. Under
a fortunate concurrence of circumstances, liillows

may be seeded upon the first ploughinir. and com-
pleted vvith a sinixle harrowing; but it ofien hap-
pens, that a .second ploughinir, and under particu-

lar circumstances a third, and two harrowings, may
be necessary to do justice to the crop. In like

manner, a single operation, with a single horse

plough) and a slight chopping the step, will fre-

quently do more ample justice to the wheat crop

after c/irn, than, underother circumstiinces, will re-

sult from cutliiif^ np youn corn, breaking up vvith

the double ploiitxh, harrowing to receive the seed,

and sometimes [jjouyhinir with single ploughs be-

fore the second and la.st harrowing.
4. '"The eflecis as to improvement and exhaus-

tion." These are also much influencpd by the cir-

cumstances already adverted to a? atFectiiig the

production, l>ut it u)ay be assumed, that the land is

left in much better heart after a lallow crop, than
after wheat succeedinir corn ; when the last, how-
ever, has credit by the greater quantity of ijrain

yielded by the two crops over the oi;c, it exhibits

too im|)Osingaclaim,'u|)on the score ol" profit, to be

given up, feveii on our clay lands. On the liffhl

sandy lands of the lower country, so much better

suited to [ndian corn, and less adapted to fallows,

I am of the opiniori, that wheat after corn, is the

most profitable and judicious course of h'i.=bandry.

5. "Oh what soil's is the practice oflidlows most
ben6fici<U?" Wheat soils, or those having a con-

siderable proporiion of clay in them. This being
the soil, only upon which clover carl be profitably

and extensively cultivated, I wftuld recommend
summer fallows only, where this description of soil

was !()und, and the clover husbandry practised.

Upon this kind of land, without clovet,- 1 should not

hesitate to adopt winter fallows; in oth(^r words,

the English naked tiillows, stirring them with sin-

gle ploughs through the summer, in preference

to depending on a late summer lallow. The in-

fluence of the sun on this description of soil, recent-

ly exposed, is not as injurious as on sandy soils,

and by no means equal to the evils arising from the

hard and untillable state into which our summer
sun bakes it.

The remarks on this head sufficiently express

ray o|)inion, as to "the profital)Ie inirodiiciion of

fallows where a reduced' sandy soil and hot sun
preclude clover."

6. "Wiiat is the difl^erence of product between
wheat alter one ploughin<j on ijrazed land, and
that not grazed, or is either practised." Both are

practised, and when the veiretable matter is turned

into the earth, in a liivorable state for rotting, that

is, with some remamin<j succulence, and succeed-

ed by a suitable season to promote putreliiction,

the great agents of which are moisture and heat,

the more that has been turned in, the better the suc-

ceeding crop, and the less the injury su^^tained li'om

its maturation. But in the two last dry summers,
I have known some fields of fidlowed wheat al-

most destroyed by the dry vegetable matter re-

maining undecomposed in the soil. It seems,

therelbre, to follow, that the less vei>'etable matter

turned into the soil, the better lor the immediate
crop, unless it is prepared by decomposition into

the food ol veijeiable life.
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7. As to "the perioil that laiid may remain un-
der grass, for im[)rovemeiit, hol()re liillowinjO^ vvith-

out caiisiiio; the crop to be Ibul"— there is a ilil-

iereiice of opinion anioni>; the iiirmers of this quar-

ter, but I think there is a preponderance in I'avur

of the opinion, that clover, (we cuhivate no other

i^rass,) ouiiht to be plou<rhed liie summer twelve

months after sowinif it, and of course where ii is

cut at all, tiie same year of taldnjr olf the crop.

iNly own practice has been to plough in clover

the summer two years after sowiiiir it, ihinUing it

reasonable that the land would be more improved
by its longer rest, and giving the whole growth of

the year it is ploughed to the soil; hut the result,

especially li)r the two last years, has disappointed

me. It may be objected to my praclice generally,

too, that the earth becomes much more firmly set-

tled, and is brought into tilth with greater dilficul-

ty. On the other hand, it may be said, there can
be but little more than the mere roots counted upon
for the improvement of the soil, where the first

crop is taken for hay, and the second lor seed; and
this, too. necessarily limits you to the latest period

fi>r the performance of your ploughing for the fal-

low crop, thereby diminishing the chance for a
timely preparation. Where clover is sown merely
lor the improvement of the land, and not intended
to be cut at all, there is little doubt that the best

time lor ploughing; it in, would be the summer
twelve mouths afier sowing it; but that seems to

be an objectionable clover system, on more ac-

counts than one, which afibrds neither hay or

seed. The other practice, of cutting hay and
ploughing the same year, has been practised by
the best farmers on this river, and as tliey are more
experienced, and have been more successful than
myself, I cannot in justice but recommend their

practice, in preference to my theory.

8. "Whatdepth ofploughing is necessary where
the soil does not exceed three or four inches?"

As far as my experience has gone, the depth of
ploughing should in all cases depend upon the

character of the subsoil. Light soils, based on
eteril sand, I 'vould plough no deeper than the

vegetable mould; but where clay is the foundation,

and especially of that description which is fertil-

ized by exposure to the atmosphere, I would bring

up the largest possible proportion of it, that would
leave the soil irt undiminished productiveness by
the mixture; nay, I should be inclined to increase

the proportion to a small diminution of its imme-
diate productiveness, for the sake of the great fu-

ture amelioration. Upon all good wheat soils, the

ploughing should be as deep as three horses can
perform with the best constructed plough. I am
sure I know of no upland soil, that would not be
rendered eniirely unproductive, lor at least one
year, by being ploughed eighteen inches, or two
leet; for although some of our clays become fertile,

by exposure to ihe atmosphere, it requires (he ope-
ration of at least one winter, for any sensible effect

to be produced. It is, however, stated, that the
celebrated Fellemburg, whose scientific and agri-

cultural establishment, at Hofwyl, hasatiracted so

much attention throughout Europe, has plou<jrhed

two feet deep, with an implement requiring the
power of fourteen horses. During my residence
in the lower country, and in the course of my ex-
periments on the sandy soils of that section of the
state, I am satisfied that I did great and lasting in-

jury to some land by ploughuig it about six inches
Vol. V-37

deep. Tliiri land was on a poor sandy founda-
tion.

Having gotten througli yuiu-cjuorics, 1 will add,
as succincily as possible, my thouiihts on a plan of
husbandry, suited to the liuht sandy lands of the
lower parts ol' the state. I should adopt a system
excluding clover, because from the nature of your
soil, and the generally reduced state of the land,

the attempt at the field culture, upon a large scale,

would be attended with no other result but the loss

of your seed; and as summer lidlows should only
be practised as the concomitant of clover, those
likewise I should consider as out of the scheme.
Assuming it as the basis of all good husbandry,

that for every exhausting crop, there ought to be
some counieractin<T improvement, I would culti-

vate no UMjre land in corn than I could manure.
This I think can be effected under a six-field rota-

tion, wdiich would reduce the quantity to be ma-
nured to one-sixth of the arable surface, and the
succession of crops should be, first, corn; second,
wheat; third, pasture; fourth, peas, and all legu-
minous crops; cotton, pumpkins, and potatoes,

might occupy a corner of this field; five, wheat;
six, pasture.

The first, and most ostensible objection to this

scheme, is, the apparent small proportion of corn,

not insuring a sufiiciency of that necessary crop;
and secondly, the difficulty of raising the required
quantity of manure. In answer, it may be said,

that in the best cultivated counties of England,
we are fold, they manure as much as one fourth of
the arable surfiice yearly. It is lrue,that some part
of this manure is derived from other resources than:

those of the farm; to wit, their (owns, raanufiic-
tories. and marl pits; but the improvement derived
from all these sources, I presume, does not amount
to the dilTcrence between one sixth and one quar-
ter. Besides, all the tide water districts of Vir-
ginia abound in marl, so that, in this respect, you,
in all probability, stand on an equal tooting with
the English liirineis—and if all that labor, which
is now bestowed on clearing land, and renewino-
our quick-decaying fences, and other perishable
improvements, which ought to be substituted by
more permanent ones, were directed judiciously
to the accumulation of the materials of fertility;

digging marl, collecting rich earth fi-om bottoms
and swamps, those depots of nature, which are
constantly by the operation of natural causes swal-
lowing up the primest principles of tisrtility, to be
added to the materials common to every farm; I

am persuaded, we should find there would be less

labor in collecting the means of fertilizing an acre,

than in preparing it, fi-om the forest state, and in-

closing it lor a crop.

An accurate statement in detail of the relative

expense of manuring an acre of land, and bringing
one from the forest state into cultivation, is a desi-
deratum as much called ibr in V^irginia husbandry,
as any that has ever occurred to my mind. If I

am not much mistaken, it would prove, that less

labor would be required to improve the lands
throughout Virginia, than it has taken to reduce
them to their present deteriorated state.

As to the objection that one sixth part would be
an insufficient portion of the arable land to have in

corn, it may be replieii, that that portion, manured
at the i-ate of 20 or 25 loads, of 30 bushels each to

the acre, would, on ordinary land, produce a dou-
ble crop—and, therefL»re, would not only be equal
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to one-lhird, the proportion now usually put in

corn, but would produce the clear savino; of one-

half of the lahor of cultivation, besides other al-

most incalculable advantao;es.

Upon your sandy soils, I think you mitrht re-

duce the quantity of manure four or five loads to

the acre, below what is necessary to produce the

same result on the clay lands of the upper coun-
try; for light lands make a much better return, for

a small quantity of manure, than stiif lands. I

have increased the corn crop 100 per cent, upon
the ordinary high lands here, with 25 loads of .30

bushels each to the acre, which in their natural

state would produce about two barrel*. ! am con-

fident equal effects would be produced from 20
loads, upon the light soils of Prince George and
Surry.

Where wheat is relied upon as the chief crop

for markets as is contemplated in the foregoing

scheme, the materials for manure would be very
much increased—and, the frequent recurrence of

pasturage would be more than overbalanced by
the additional comforts in living, and the profits to

be derived from stock, which, with yourlixcilitiesof

communication with the best markets, ought to be
no inconsiderable item in your annual income.
The field in peas, &c. would more than compen-

sate for any contingent deficiency in the co.^n crop,

leave something for market, and from tlie highly

meliorating character of its crop, would he in a bet-

ter state of preparation for wheat than any grass

crop turned in, on sandy lands, that 1 know of.

The offal of the products of this field, would con-

tribute largely to the general fund of manure.
And, until a system is devised to increase this fund

to an adequate suppl}', for that field in the rotation

which is in the most exhausting of all our crops, In-

dian corn, regular deterioration must be the con-
sequence of our tillage. It is in vain to amuse our-

selves with expedients: practical agriculturists wih
soon all agree that nothing short of a full manur-
ing once in the rotation, will insure general and
permanent improvement.

Accept the assurance of my high regard and
esteem.

John H. Cocke.
To Edmund Ruffiht, Esq.

From tlic Carlisle Patriot.

FLY IN TURNIPS.

Dalston, May 8.

Sir—As the season is fast approaching for sow-
ing turnips, I beg to offer the following receipt, as

an effectual protection fi-ora the ravages of the ffy,

or black grub, which I have proved by frequent trial.

I will feel happy if any of the farmers will call upon
me this summer, when I hope to prove to them the

efficacy of my receipt. Your obed lent servant.

John Birkett.

To a quart of turnip seed add one ounce of brim-
stone fmely powdered, putting both into a bottle

large enough to afford room to shake them well

together, for four or five days previous to sowing;
keep the bottle well corked.

QUERCITRON BARK.

In answer 1o the inquiry of a correspondent ii-om

Kentucky, of the editor of Bicknelfs Reporter, of

Philadelphia, as to what species of oak this bark
is obtained from, how it is prepared, what use is

made of it, &c., it is stated that quercitron is the
black oak bark ; that it is prepared by shaving off

the outer bark, grinding the inner bark, drying,

and packing it in hogsheads. It is used almost
exclusively for dyeing, and is sold largely in Phil-

adelphia and N. York, at from iS30 to S '0 per ton

of 2240 lbs. It is packed in casks larger than a
whiskey hogshead, each of which contains about
15 cwt. The distinction in quality consists in its

degree of clearness and brightness of color. It is

inspected before sale. Dr. Bancroft first discover-

ed the useful properties of this bark, and obtained
a patent lor his invention in the year 1775.

—

Joxir.

of Amer. Institute.

THE GREEN CROP SYSTEM.

From tlie "Agricultural Papers" of Agricola, in the Downpa-
triclv Recorder.

" The farmer's life displays in every part,

A moral lesson to the sensaal heart."

Bloomfild.

To prevent a long digression in my last paper, I

was obliged to assume that, though there are some
crops which impoverish the soil very much, there

are others " which are more grateful to it, and
which instead of impoverishing it, afford a recip-

rocal advantage, by imparting to it richness."

But as this statement contains the fundamental
principle of the important system whish I am ad-
vocating, it should not be taken on trust ; and, ac-

cordingly, the object of my present paper is to

show, that the green crop system is not founded on
a false assumption, but on an importcmt truth.—

•

The whole crops of the farmer may be divided into

two classes—the grain crops and the green crops.

The fbriPvcr are sometimes called cuhniferous o?

straw-bearing ; and the latter, legiiminous, from
their seeds or leaves being of a much larger kind.

Clover, beans, turnips, potatoes, &c.,are legumin-
ous plants, or belong to the class called green crops.

Now, it has been proved, by experiments made for

the express purpose of ascertaining, and is, there-

fore, beyond a doubt, that plants are not nourished
by the soil alone in which they grow, but that

much of their sustenance is drawn from the atmos-
phere ; of course, they do not derive the same de-

gree of support from either of these causes—some
are nourished more by the earth, and others more
by the air. Grain crops are of the former kind.

As they have but small leaves, and few of them,
and thus present but a small surface to the action

of the atmosphere, it is plain that little of their

nourishment can be derived from it: they must,
therefore, be supported almost entirely by the soil.

This is particularly the case when the crops have
nearly ripened, when the few leaves they have are
withered and dead, or have fallen off; they can
then draw, perhaps, no nourishment from the air,

but must be supported almost entirely by the soil.

But the iixct is not so extensively known as it de-
serves to be, that, at this period, wh«n the seed ia

forming, the plants require an extraordinary quanti-

ty of nourishment; and hence it is that grain crops

are so particularly exhausting to the soil. In proof
of this, I may refer, with confidence, to the expe-
rience of any intelligent practical farmer. He
knows, that if the grain be allowed to stand uncut
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alter il, lias ripenoAl, it exhauf3ls the soil cxceodinn;-

ly ; but, that il" cut <rreeii, the impoverisiiiii^ ct-

i'ects have not been so extensively produced. Now
the green crops or ienjuniinous plants, on the con-

trary, present an extensive snrliice to the action ol

the atmosphere, and, theretijre, can draw mueii ol'

their nourishment Irom it, without requirinir to

draw so extensively from the soil. A lamiliar

proof of this may be liad fi-oni the common cab-

baire. Its numerous broad leaves enable it to

draw most of all its nourishment from the atmos-
phere, and hence it is that cabbages can be pre-

serveil lor a long time in a fresh state, if cut and
hung up in a damp place. House-leek is another
plant which has broad succulent leaves; and who
does Rot know that it will grow in the most unla-

vorable situations?—If hoisted on a pole, or laid

on s slab of marble, it will flourish most luxuri-

Eiutly. But this is not all ; some plants have been
proved to exist, and thrive, and come to maturity,

when nourished by the atmosphere alone—grow-
ing in pounded quartz, (a substance resembling
flint) and supplied with distilled water, to prevent
the presence of the smallest particle of earthy mat-
ter! Another important fact is, that all the seed
of a grain crop comes forward at the same time.

Whenever it has properly ''shot," the plant stops

growing—its seeds begin to form, its leaves wither,

its roots cease to act in the ground, and, when cut

down, it is dry and hard. The green crops, on the

contrary, bear blossoms and seed at the same time;

the roots are continually pushing Ibrv^^ard in. the

ground, and the leaves are green and sappy as be-

fore, so that the plant never exerts itself to impov-
erish the soil. Every one knows, for example,
that beans and peas may be pulled from the lower
part of the stalk, while llie top is bearing blossoms
and embryo fruit; that one branch of a stalk of

clover will be in flower and another in seed; and
that the top of a potato stalk will wave in verdure

and bloom, when the crabs and leaves have tallen

off" the lower part. It may not be out of place to

mention here a serious error in which many lar-

mers lidl. They allow their rye-grass to remain
uncut long after it has come to maturity, alleging

tis a reason, that '• unless it is •'dead ripe,'' it will

iiever do for seed." They Ibrget that it is culti-

vated chiefly lor the hay, and not for the seed ; and
that by allowing it to become ripe, they are disap-

pointed of their object, as much of the seed is lost

In the necessary operation of saving the hay. Be-
sides, the quantity or weight of the hay is dimin-
ished by the parching and withering it has under-
gone ; its quality is deteriorated, as it is rendered

5ess palatabl-e and less nutritious to cattle ; and the

fertilitj' of the soil is greatly injured. To prevent

these consequences, a small spot should be kept to

furnish seed, but all the rest should certainly be

cut greeri ; the pasture produced as an aftergrowth
would of itself be a sufficient remuneration for the

loss of seed. A remarkable dilieience between
the grain crops and green crops, is, that the for-

mer tend to bind the ground and harden it, the lat-

ter to open and pulverize it. This is partly to be
accounted for from the diflerence of their roots.

Those of the one kind being numerous and fibrous,

unite the diflerent parts of the soil firmly together,

without being large enough to produce such an
action as would loosen it; those of the other kind

being laruer, and moreof an opening nature, cause
an action in the soil, during the process of grow-

ing, that reduces it to a soft and mouldy slate.

Another cause is the diilerence of their fitness to

to admit moisture. When dew or rain fiills upon
a grain crop, nearly ripe, it glides down its hard,
dry, bare stalk, and settles on the ground ; but a«
this presents a hard-bound surfitce, it remains there
until the greater part of it is carried off again by
the heat of' the sun. When it falls on a green
crop, it receives a shelter under the broad leaves,
and, trickling down the stalk to a soil softened and
prepared to receive it, it contributes to moisten it,

and render it softer. Of all grain crops, wheat is

by far the most severe upon the soil. It is, in the
first place, exceedingly binding, and always leaves
the ground in a hartl state. Then it occupies the
ground so long, that it requires an extraordinary
degree of nourishment, fi-om its sowing till its

reaping ; the weight of the grain, besides, requires

a strong stalk, and much earthy matter to bring it

to perfection. Of green crops, again, potatoes are
the most loosening. They sink deep into the soil,

and by the spreading of their roots m every direc-

tion, and the swelling of numerous bulbs, loosen it

moat effectually. It is said that a crop of potatoes

is more eflectual, in this respect, than a good
ploughing would be. One thing, however, is cer-

tain, that no matter what may be the color of the
soil when the potatoes are planted, when they are

turned up, their beneficial effects are apparent; for

the soil is unitbrmly of a rich blackish color. If I

were ae^ked, which Gf tite various kinds of potatoes

is most pulverizing and beneficial to the soil? I

shouid answer—notwithstanding the foolish preju-

dices which prevail respecting them—the "cups,"
or " west reds." Besides sinking much deeper
into the soil, they are more numerous than other

kinds, and, tlierefbre, give it a more thorough
tuiiiing up. Now, fi'om these facts, what infer-

ence can we draw? That a wheat crop should be
preceded by the most loosening and lertilizingcrop

that can be had, viz. potatoes. They clean the

ground, and, as is evident fi'om the parallel I have
drawn, they put it in a state of complete prepara-

tion for the wheat. It is absurd, then, to expect
that as good crops of wheat will be produced on
fallow ground, on which there have been no pota-

toes. Another conclusion, which is almost self-

evident from the facts I have stated, is, that a
green crop should succeed wheat, to compensate
for the injury which the ground has sustained.

This shov/s how utterly ruinous and unreasonable

is the practice of taking several oat crops ofl' the

ground, immediately after wheat. Instead of
nursing the soil, already too much exhausted, the

very vitals are torn fi'om it, and then, forsooth, it is

permitted to " rest itselfj" until the omnipotence of

idleness has completely restored it ! Turnips are

very good for the soil, but certainly not as good as

potatoes. They derive, perhaps, more of their

nourishment from the atmosphere, but their roots

do not penetrate so fiir into the ground to loosen it.

They are besides too late of being raised, to ad-

mit of being followed by a wheat crop ; but they

can be advantageously followed up by barley,

which also suits a clean dry soil. Clover, too, is

particularly fertilizing to the soil in which it is pro-

duced. Its lower leaves becoming withered, fall

off, and rot about its roots, and thus produce a va-
luable manure—decayed vegetable matter. Its

slimy succulent nature keeps t:he ground always in

a state of fijrtility, and its numerous dense leaves
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are particularly ada|)te(l for retaininix ihe moisture

that has been deposited by rains and dews. Who
has not observed the rich unciuons appearance ol'

giound where clover has been cut shortly atler Ihe

(lepositioh of the nsoisture 1— I ho|)e, and believe,

that I have now proved my assertion, to the satis-

faction of all wiio may honor this paper with their

perusal. Let it be remembered too, that, in refer-

ring to the reci|)roral advantatres which arise from

a proper rotation of crops, I have not once alluded

to manures. If proper changes troni grain crops

to green crops, anil vice versa, would almost of

themselves. sulFice to keep the land "in heart,"

what might we not expect, when, in addition to

this, one fourth oi' it would be well rnaniu'(>d annu-

ally? This part, of the subject briiiirs me now to

the important question already noticed.—How is

the manure to be produced^
Agricola.

March 29.

THE IRISH OR GIAIVT lYY.

To tlie Editor of tlie Farmers' Register.

Yoli will pardon me for suggesting to you that

I trather, from reading your description of the ivy

at Shirley, [p. 18G, vol. v.,] that it is not the Eng-
lish, but the Irish or giant ivy, (hcdera vcgeia.)

This is a vastly superior variety, conipared to the

common or English, (hedera helix,) ol'a less shrub-

by nature, grows with much more luxuriance, a' d

presents a far more striking and beautiful foliage,

just such as you have dcscribetl. This noble

climber, in almost every situation suited to its

growth and lull developement—whether mantling

the artificial ruin or rockvvork of flower garden or

pleasure ground, or shrouding with a mass of the

most beautiful foliage the immense masses of ruins

of abbejs, cathedrals, monasteries, and the battle-

mented walls and turrets of baronial castles of

feudal origin, which are scattered over Great Bri-

tain and portions of continental Europe—is impo-
ivingly beiiutiful, Ibrminga striking contrast to the

rude ruins which it often covers, and adding much
to the beauties of surrounding scenery, and greatly

heightening the interest with which the spectator

contemplates these monuments of by-gone ages.

But, though highly beautiful and ornamental at

all times in such situations, it is, in my opinion,

doubly so when viewed as a moonlight scene. In

the lone hour when all is hushed and still, the

borrowed and sulxlued light of the queen of night,

renders it at once a striking and imposing object;

and if there is a gentle breeze stirring its leaves

and branches and sighing sadly, yet sweetly,

through the ivy-latticed windows and crevices ol'

these ruins, echoed from different parts of the

mouldering edifice, with an astonishingly distinct

and whispering sound, it requires no great stretch

of the imagination of the intruder lulo these long-

deserted halls, to fancy that it is the whispering of

the spirits of by-gone centuries, who, at the still

hour of night, revisit the once familiar scenes of

their mortal existence, and remarking amouir them-
selves in audible, but to mortal ears unintelligible

whispers, the cliange which all-corroding time has
wrought on th? ir once nuich esteemed possessions

—themselves how changed but now unchanginij

—

unconsciously he treads with a light and cautious

step, fearful lest he should disturb or break the

indescribably enchanting charm, which exists

around him. JN'l any such an hour have I spent

amid such scenes, and I do not think that any
other scene is so ca[)able of imparting a soothing

delight, or ofsubduing every unholy passion within

the himian breast.

Ruins of this description, from the many asso-

ciations connected with them, can hardly ever fail

deeply to interest the spectator; but, when covered

with ivy, their time-worn appeorance is softened,

if not concealed. Nature, as it were, thus kindly

concealing from our view, with a beautiful cover-

ing, the dilapidations and inevitable decay which
overtakes and levels to the earth'the proudest struc-

tures raised by men; and the wintl, which moans
through naked ruins with a rather unpleasing
sound anil effect on the listener, is, by its action on
the ivy leaves and covered windows, softened into

a music, whose plaintive cadence is soothing and
delightfully pleasing. To those familiar with sucli

scenes, the sight, or even mention of the Irish ivy,

is always interesting; and the reading of your ac-

count of it, as seen at Shirley, brought up to my
recollection, with striking vividness, the pleasing

hours which I have spent under its massive foliage.

Though all of the ivy family are beautiful on
ruins, or even on large and decaying trees, they
are, from the great quantity of moisture which
their foliage retains, injurious to the thin walls of

modern edifices. I once witnessed the removal of

a magnificent plant of the Irish ivy from the front

of a mansion house, where it had been planted 20
years previous, and which, for this reason, it was
necessary to remove. On taking it down, it was
Ibund to liave penetrated in many places a solid

wall of stone masonry upwards of three feet thick,

and also to have penetrated a joint of the wainscot
of a staircase about ten feet fi'om the wall.

REMARKS ON MR. GAY S LETTER.

To tlie Editor of tlie Fanners' Register.

July m, 1836.

It is with regret that I find from Mr. Gay's com-
munication, in the last Register, that my remarks
in the preceding number, on the communication of
"R. D. K.," (in the concluding number of the last

vol.,) relative to his (Mr. Gay's) practice as a far-

mer, should hav^e been by him considered as being
"made more in the spirit of ridicule, than from a
desire to acquire inlbrmation." Nothing could

possibly be farther from my motives. Who "R.
D. Iv." is, I do not know; and, I believe that you,
at least, will credit me when I state, that with Mr.
Gay I am also entirely unacquainted, either per-

sonally or by report, beyond the communication re-

ferred to, nor do I know more of Goochland, from
personal observation, than I do of Liberia; hence,

there could be no personal motive on my part,

which could, were I even inclined, induce me to

throw the slightest shade of ridicule on the prac-

tice of Mr. Gay, and I trust that the above expla-
nation will satisfy him that my object was not ridi-

cule, but a desire for information, and to see the
statements of "R. D. K." supported by practical

results.

I thank Mr. Gay lor the frankness with which
he has detailed some of his modes of cultivating

corn, &c., and if I am not convinced of the gener-
al superiorilj' of rakes over hoes, they at least may
on some soils be as beneficial, and more convenient.
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Fnim what jiraiMicnl cxiiorii'iico I have had ol"ilir

lira^-iiiix anii roller, I can .\lti\s! to th(^ir iiscriihiiv.-i

on i!(»iiu' :Ji)ils, but (1(1 not coiK^iilcr thoin iiiilis|)(MiPa-

IiIp, or !U all usi^tul on many others, unless as a pre-

[lantiion llir <xrasses, or drill crops.

To Mr. (Jay's wish 1o know who I am, and to

become heller acquainted with me, I hei; to say

tl\at it is not my present wish to ap[iear in the Re-
«;is;er oilier than anonymously. Uncicr any other

inediUHi of heconiinii; acquainted, I should be very

irlail to follow up the advance vviiich he has made,
I will only state, that I am also a practical farmer,

and an overseer, and as such, cheerllilly offer to

him the riirdt hand of a leliow laborer, tliouijh I

have been Im-ccI to my profession by hard-workinu
practice, in a school, and on a little spot of earth,

where airriculture, either as a science or practicial

pursuit, is ijenerallv admitted to be well understood,

and have subsequently had a considerable share <jf

nianairinir experience; yet my experience as a

Viriiiiiia corn-planter, is limited, and though .some

of my notions may possibly differ from some ofmy
neiifhbors on some points, I must, for this reason

alone, decline complying at least for the present,

with Air. Gay's wish to know my mode of pre-

paring land; merely stating that crops under my
care have been from five bushels of corn to the acre,

through the field, to upwards of ten on particular

f|)ots. N. L.

ON THK FILTH OF TOWNS, A^Sn THE RF.ME-
DIKS PROPOSED.

To tlio Editor of tfir Fariiiers' Ecgis^ter.

I read with great interest the articles in yonv
last niHuber (for June,) concerning the sanitary

poIi(^e of cities and towns. Having resided in one
of these for twenty years, I am able, by my own
experience, toatteet the truth of the facts you have
stated, with regard to the influence of uncleanli-

ness on our comfort. The opinions you have ex-
pressed as to its ellects on our health, ought, I

should think, to commend themselves at once to

the reason of every unprejudiced and intelligent

mind. The remedy, so i'nr as it seems to convert
a nuisance into the means of fertilizing our soil,

and supplying us with liaod, seems to be worthy ol

all praise. As to its details, I have formed no opin-
ion. Possibly there may be some fastidious {)er-

sons who may find if offensive to their imagina-
tions to think of eating food produced from land
thus manured. Perhaps the s(]ueamishness ol

some niiglit be removed, by recollecting the habits
|

of swine, which we all know feed on these arti-

cles. Yet, I suppose, no one relishes our Virginia
hams, or middlings, or joles, the less on this ac-

count. The truth is, that, by the process of di-

gestion and assmiilation, the food of the swine is

so entirely changed, that the flavor of its flesh is

not at all aflecied by his use of the articles in ques-
tion. Now, if they were used as manure, they
would not only undergo a smiilar change, effected

by the organs of the vegetable, whilst it was grow-
ing; but the chemical changes wrought even be-
fore they had become its food, by their decompo-
sition and the new combinations of their elements,
would render them entirely diflerent, when they
were taken up into the circulation of the plant,

from what they had once been.

With regard to the efli'cfs on health of the de-
composition of animal substances, (whether those

relerred to, or the carcasses of beasts,) and the dif-

Hision througli the atmospheric air o(" the gases
evolved, (even when they are )\o\ sulliciently con-
centrated [lerceptibly to allect the senses,) allow
me to refer you to the opinions now uiiiversally re-

ceived, of the fatal consequences of bur\ing the

dead, in large cities, and especially in clnnches. I

do not pretend to have formed a judgment on the

details of the plans you have proposed. Pmlmltly
they need to be patiently examined and fully dis-

cussed, and may perhaps require to be miicii mod-
ified. Yet that it is im|)ortant to adopt some such
plans as you have suggested, f do not doubt. Let
me remind you, however, that such changes are

rarely made at once. Probaliiy it is well that it is

so. Beings of fi:tcultiesso limited as ours, if they
were instantly to adopt every real improvement,
must do it at the expense of adopting with equal
readiness every specious innovation. Persevere,

then, in your efforts to enlighten and to rouse the

public mind on this suliject, and I doubt not, if

your views shall appear on full examination to be
as sound, as they certainly are plausible, they will

ultimately and universally prevail.

Urbanus.

THE DrFFERENCE BETWEEN USIKG BRICICS
IN TH K DRY OR WET STATE, FOR MASONRY.

Proprietois who are about to have brick building;s

erected, will do well to attend to the following state-

ment—the purport of which is almost universally neg-

lected, even by the few persons who are fully aware of

its importance.

"Few people, except builders, are aware of the ad-
vantage of wetting bricks before laying them. A wall
12 inches thick, built up of good mortar, with bricks
well soaked, is stronger in every respect, than one 16"

inches thick, built up dry. The reason of this is, that
if the bricks are saturated with water, they will not ab-
stract from the mortar the moisture which is necessary
to its crystallization; and, on the contrary, they will
unite chemically with the mortar, and become almost
as solid as a rock. On the other hand, if the bricks
arc put up ilry, they immediately take all the moisture
from the mortar, and leave it too dry to harden, and the
consequence is, that when a building of this descrip-
tion is taken down, or tumbles down of its own accord,
tiie mortar falls from it like so much sand."

Masons or bricklayers are sufficiently well informed

on this subject; but it would seem that they care very

little about the durability of their work—and there is

at least one reason why they are very unwilling to use

bricks in a proper state. Bricks, to be saturated, will

absoib so great a quantity of water, that their weight
becomes greatly increased, and consequently, the labor

of handling and laying them. And unless proprietors

were willing to make a considerable addition to the

price paid for lajmg dry bricks, the workmen would

be greatly the losers by the change.

The proof of the above position may be seen in al-

most every instance of the pulling down of a brick

house, of modern and ordinary construction. The
bricks which form the walls above ground are ea-

sily detached from each other, and cleared of the very

weak and crumbling cement between; while in the

walls of the cellar, or of the foundation courses, which
were always in contact with moist earth, and therefore

the briclcs were kept moist, they are so closely ce-
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mented together, thatthey can scarcely be separated and

cleared of the old mortar.

The necessity of" keeping up moisture until the ce-

ment has had time to "set," is seldom more regarded in

the plastering of houses. This operation is often exe-

cuted in the hottest and dryest weather, so that all the

moisture of each coat is evaporated in a day or two.

Theor}' would inform us, that if laid on in damp and

cool weather, or after the close of summer, that plas-

tering would be far more solid ana durable.

SOME REMARKS ON THE PRESENT AGRICUL-
TURAL CONDITION OP ALABAMA.

Extract from a private Utter to the editor.

The crops here are now most promising. A
slight tlrought in Jime gave the planters just time

to prepare their crops of corn and cotton for the

finest of seasons, for the last two weeks. Both of

these crops are now singularly promising; the

last, much increased over the last year—even
with us will be plenty. The last year, it is be-

lieved, has fijlly satisfied the state of Alabama of

the advantage, as well as ihe^- necessitij, of securing

ai /iomc plenty to eat; audi do believe, that the

bubble—the "Mississippi scheme" of buying one
thing to make another—is completely burst,

even with the JNlississippians; and conmion sense,

aided by that which makes even fools think, has
brought the country back to the old wise, practical

adage of the northern quakers, ^Hive within your-

selves''^—as regards the necessaries of lite.

For a planter to leave uncertainty connected

with bread and meat, voluntarily, argues a state

of mind not far from idiotism, particularly in a

country altogether congenial to the production of

these two perlijct necessaries of human life. The
last two years have furnished us with a singular '

proof how completely mania, amongst even the

agriculturists of the country, can destroy the opera-

tion of good sound common sense. So perfi^ctly

had the mania sapped the brains of some, or rather

taken possession of the cavity wliere brains ought
to have been, that men coolly and deliberately be-

gan to give 12 to 1500 dollars tor a common corn-

field slave—and congratulated themselves on get-

ting "such a bargain, of such a fine llellovv.'"' But
the disease is iiiirly done. # * *

From the Fanners' Magazine.

MANGEL WURTZEL.

20th to the end of April, is the best time for sow-
ing the seed ; and those of you who are not likely

to have your ground at that time ready, should

sow in a seedling bed, in order to transplant when
the ground is prepared ; and in this case you
should not put out the plants until they are about

an inch in diameter, else they will not arrive at

full size. The best way, however, is to sow the

seed where it is to remain, and the process is as

follows :

—

Prepare your land as if for drilling potatoes

—

open the drills eighteen inches or two feet distant,

the deeper the better, unless there is yellow clay at

the bottom— fill them with short manure—cover

them with four or five inches of earth—roll them
lengthways, and then on the smooth and level top

make hills with the dibbling stick, two inches in

depth and about twelve inches apart, and into

every hole drop two seeds, which are to be cover-

ed as the work proceeds. When the plants are

about two inches high, you are to draw out from
each hole the extra plant or plants, leaving of
course the strongest and healthiest plant behind.

Keep them clear from weeds, but do not earth

them. If any of the plants appear to run to seed,

pull them out, and transplant into their room, after

stirring up the earth, and applying a little fresh

manure, (and to the want of attention to thi.s

point the comparative failure of transplanted crops

is to be attributed) other plants of mangel wurtzel,

rape, cabbages, or Swedish turnips, which should
always be in a reserved seedling bed, in case of
failure in any crop. In September pull the leaves

—

[cutting them close to the crown will cause the

root to rot if left in the field during the winter]—
and give them to your cows, sheep, and pigs.

You will also find that they make a good substi-

tute for greens or spinach.

The following is jMr. Meadow's calculation of
produce :

—

Drills 2 feet distant.

Plants 2 feet distant.

Drills 2 feet distant.

Plants 18 inches distant.

Drills IS inches distant,

Plants 1 foot distant,

Drills 18 inches distant,

Plants 11 inches distant.

Drills 18 inches distant,

Plants 18 inches distant.

} 220 plants per perch
23,280 per acre.

147 plants perperch-
23,580 per acre.

294 plants per perch-

47,040 per acre.

252 plants per perch-

40,320 per acre.

196 plants per perch-
31,360 per acre.

By Martin Boyle.

Mangel Wurtzel is a kind of red beet, not lia-

ble to be injured by disease or insects, and proof

against the change of seasons. It requires loamy
loose soil, and abundance of short and rich ma-
nure. It gives no unpleasant taste to milk or but-

ter, (an objection which may be urged against tur-

nips, and most kinds of cabbage)—quite the re-

verse. Pigs, as well as milch cows, are fond both

of its leaves and roots. Sixteen or twenty perches

under it, will support a cow, allowing her sixty

pounds weight per day, for the five winter months;
and half a pound of seed, which will cost about
Is 6d, will sow these twenty perches. From the

You may safely calculate on 30,000 plants per

acre. If you average the plants at 3 lbs. each,

which is much too low, you will have 90,000 lbs.

or about 40 tons, not of a watery substance like

turnips, but a firm nutritious food.

From the Fanner's Magazine.

THE LEAVES OF MANGEL WURZEL SHOULD
NOT BE PULLED.

At Ilohenheim an experiment has been made
the past summer to ascertain comparatively the

best plan to be pursued with ihe cultivation of
Mangel Wurzel—whether it was more profitable

to pluck off the leaves about a month previous to

the clearing the roots from the ground, or allowing
them to retain their leafy honors until the period

of their being taken up ; and the following is the

result of two equal portions of a field on which
the system were tried :

—
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On the lllh Oct., by leaves, 756 lbs.

5th Nov. ditto, at time of bc-

curiiii; the roots, 272

J)ilto, weight of roots, 4472

Total, 5500

The other portion of tiie field yielded, at the time

of securing the roots

5th of Nov., by leaves, S94 lbs.

Ditto, weight of roots, 494S

5842

On that moity of tl)e field where the roots had
been untouched, there was a diminution in the

produce of leaves of 134 lbs., but an increase of

476 lbs. in the roots; and even supposipg that the

leaves have equally nutritious properties with that

of the roots, yet there is a superiority in favor of

the system of permitting the root to come to matu-
rity before depriving it of leaves of 342 lbs., or

about 6 per cent.

1 From the Fai'mer's Magazine.

SQUIRRELS—THE r>UKE OF BEAUFORt's FOR-
ESTERS.

It is a curious circumstance, and not generally

known, that most of those oaks vvhich are called

spontaneous are planted by the squirrel. 'I'his

little animal has peribrmed the most essential ser-

vice to the British navy. A gentleman walking
one day in the woods belonging to the Duke of
Beaufort, near Troy House, in the county of Mon-
mouth, his attention was diverted by a squirrel,

vvhich sat very composedly on the ground. He
stopped to observe his motions ; in a lew minutes
the squirrel darted to the top of the tree, beneath
which he had been sitting. In an instant he was
down with an acorn in his mouth, and after dig-

ging a small hole, he stooped down and deposited

the acorn ; then covering it, he darted up the tree

again. In a moment he was down again with

another, which he buried in the same manner.
This he continued to do as long as the observer
thought proper to watch him. This industry of
the little animal is directed to the purpose of se-

curing him against want in the wmter ; and it is

probable his memory is not sufficiently retentive to

enable him to remember the spot in which he de-

posited every acorn. The industrious little fellow,

no doubt, loses a i'ew every year; these i'ew spring

up, and are destined to supply the place of the

parent tree. Thus is Britain in some measure in-

debted to the industry and bad memory of a
squirrel, for her pride, her glory, and her very ex-
istence.

From the Veterinarian.

ON THE PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES OF
SHOEING HORSES.

*' Horses shod on the most approved principles.^''—
" Horses shod on the expansion principle.^''

1 have noticed this over many forges in and
about the metropolis, and allude to (hem now, not

with the intention of inquiring into the principles

of either, for the very plain reason that I have
never yet known of horses liaving been sliod upon

principle, i.e. agreeable to the laws of nature, and
admitting of no deviation. The perlection of this

art, like others, would of necessity be that which
came nearest to nature, or, strictly speaking, it

would not be art.

I long ago discovered, for myself at least, the so-

phism thariias' misled the veterinary profession

upon the subject of shoeing, to be the making
principles out of their practice ; and, if we only go
back to the period of the foundation of the college,

we have had systems of shoeing enough, every

one knows, but not one ujion principle ; and, we
believe, no one will attempt lo deny the definition

of a principle ; the result has been, that these sys-

tems, or, more properly speaking, modifications,

have never come into general use. The ordinary

method of shoeing is stilf practised throughout the

country: the only difierence I have observed, is

rnore or less superiority of workmanship, lor which,

difference in price is charged. It is not, therefore,

altogether true, that the low price paid for shoeing

IS the cause that these modifications have not come
into use. Do the smiths of Newmarket never get

£20 for plating a winner ? And is this not sufficient

stimulus to produce something practically useful,

to save the leet and legs of racers over the hard
heath in summer, and frost, from the efiects of
percussion 1

Do not sportsmen pay high prices for shoeing
hunters '? Are coach-proprietors, and others, so

blind to their own interests, that, if any of these

modifications had been as advantageous as their

proposers thought, they would not have used them
also? The style in which some of them do busi-

ness is a sufficient answer that price would not be
studied by them. I will not say it is a disfjrace to

the veterinary profession ; lor many of its members
have shown an ardent desire, and this too, at some
sacrifice of time and money, to bring what they
individually thought advantageous into general

use. All liave, however, more or less failed. I

will endeavor to explain the causes of failure upon
the ground o^ principle, or, rather the want of
principle, upon which the whole profession, with

few exceptions, seem to have been influenced.

Most of them have made principles matter of in-

ference from their practice, few fi'om direct inquiry;

and these have always been bewildered by prac-

tice also: having no principle to go upon, they
could never fairly emancipate themselves; they
were slaves of the forge—with ideas tied down by
so much per set of shoes, leather soles, stopping,

and all.

Mr- Moorcroft was well aware of the cause of
the degradation of this art, and, with the intention

of striking at the root of the evil, I had construct-

ed by machinery his modification, with which I

have nothing to do at present ; but had he been
able to make shoes, ol any form, at fourpence each,
instead of eight pence, he would have succeeded :

but, confining himself to modification, he failed,

and, 1 once heard him say, at the sacrifice of a
greater sum than would now, in the present state

of machinery, flilly accomplish the object. Who
will attempt any thing in the present state of the
trade]—art it cannot be called.

The next attempt was accidental, originating in

Mr. Goodwin having pattern shoes cast by Mr.
Dudley

; but he would not listen lo the profession

which applied to him lor the shoes in ordinary use,

and fullered. I though at the time how it would
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end. Mr. Goodwin's modification began, and the

panic of lS'25-26 put an end to the use of cast

shoes. I was sorry tor Mr. Dudley, and vvislied

he had not committed the same error as Mr. Moor-
croft and others ; lor I know, from practical expe-

rience, that the shoes uiiirht have been in use still.

With the Ibrms of the ordinary shoes, the patent is

nearly out ; and, if Mr, Dudley does not get a re-

newal, by application to parliament, some one else

will attempt its introduction again ; as a discovery,

probably,—we have so many of them now-a-days.
The shoes must be those in ordinary use ; for I

think it improbable to reconcile the conflicting

opinions thiit exist on this subject in one shoe. 1

will attempt to explain this.

The comuioii shoes have a flat surface next the

ground ; that next the hoof more or less concave,

except at the heels, where they are flat, varying

in substance, and ofiener thicker at the heel than

at the toe. The web is broader, according as tiie

shoe is larger in size, and fullered in heavy shoes,

sometimes counter-sunk nad holes, and nailed to

the crust while the hoof is raised from the ground.

There is no space between the hoof and the shoe,

and, to prevent the percussion which of necessity

occurs from the weight of the horse upon the hooi'

when the shoe thus applied bears on the ground,

the sole is pared, so as to allow of its descent.

This acts as a spring, and the percussion is pre-

vented in some degree. But percus.=^ion still hap-

pens opposite the heeis and quarters, which cannot

overcome the resistance opposed to the action of

the hoof by the close application of the shoe.

Now this is, we suppose, what is meant by "shoe-
ing on the most approved principles," i.e. the

practice approved by those who tbilow the trade

of sho<iiiig horses throughout the country. It wai^

therclbre inferred, that the principles of shoeing

were, that the crust only should bear on the shoe.

Mr. Moorcroft recommended the sole to have a
bearing on the shoe also, as it was found the sole

could bear on the shoe without injury. This u[)set

the inferred principles ; but an endeavor was made
to reconcile this inconsistency, by explaining that

the reason was, that the sole ai, the toe was not op-

posed to sensible parts ; that the principles were
the same, notwithstanding the exception ; and
practice showing that no bearing could be allowed

of the sole on the shoe opposite the quarters and
heels rthe corn place, as it is called.) Now it so

happens, that the crust at the heels is as much op-

posite sensible parts as the sole at those parts, and,

for the same reason, should not bear on the shoe

—

it cuts both ways. The fi'og, too, is opposite sen-

sible parts, and yet it was especially recommended
for pressure by its bearing on the bar-shoe, where
the aforementioned sensible parts, opposite sole

and heels, could have no bearing and pressure.

I was strangely puzzled to understand such logic

as was attempted by these inferences fi-ofn prac-

tice, and resolv^ed, on the first opportunity, to in-

stitute direct inquiry into the matter. What was
the result?—that the sole, frog, bars, crust, whether
or not opposed to sensible parts, were bearing on
the ground without injury being produced in hors-

es without shoes, just in proportion to the substance

the unrestrained action of the hoof preventing all

percussion ; and that the same held good where
horses were shod in those countries where great

substance of hoof is lelt, and little substance of

shoe is required, percussion and injury to sensible

parts not happening there also. It is quite a mis-

taken notion to suppose that Englishmen do not

go the pace in any other coun;ry but England;
yet, although exposed to all that has been consi-

dered as the predisposing causes in greater degree,

and the proximate cause in the rate and continu-

ance of progression being equally as much, lame-
ness does not often happen. In Eiii,diind, in the

metropolis, ar|d large towns, where higher prices

are paid for shoeing, where the worknjen are most
skilful, where horses are what is called neater shod,

wliere most substance of hoof is removed, agreea-

ble to the supposed principles of shoeing, there are

more lame horses than in the country, where the

workmanship is rouglier. I would rather have
our horse shod in the ordinary way by tne latter

than (he fbnner, to go over the stones of the me-
tropolis, where percussion is most likely to happen.

" The expansiqn principle" is a sn-ange njisno-

n)er: it seems to imply that the hoof expanded
;

that hard and soft parl^ within it expanded also,

which the anatomy and physiolo«-y of the fool de-

ny. The superincumbent weight of the animal,
not supported by the sjjrings within the hoof, mu.>t

ultimately fiill peq^endicukirly on the last sjiring,

that formed by the bases of the hoof on the sole,

bars, crust, and frog. We did not copy this puff-

ing announcement from any particular forge; but

in every part of the countr) , and the metropolis

too, we have this "shoeing on improved,'" and on
'^'iiew,^^ and "the newest," and "the most approv-

ed," and "patent," and '•Professor Coleman's,"
and "college," and "veterinarian," and "expan-
sion principles:" and, added to this, and in freriect

keeping, "Veterinary surgeon, smiths' work iu

general, and bell-hanging in all its branches;"'

while Mr. Coleman's patent, and other shoes gilt,

occupy the upper corners of the board, mid a fry-

ing-pan and a gridiron ornament the lo\yer ones,

and a goodly row of pots, pans, and kettles, fill the

window. Out upon it! Are we conre to this?

The man who has a sign board just over Bow
Bridge, "all kinds of beasts gcW," is more a veteri-

nary surgeon, and to him we recommend the pub-
lic.

"Prmcf/jZes most approved,'''' and ';'KxpanslmyP
appear to be distinct: there is a division as to the
mode of receiving the weiglit from' the last spring

to the shoe, and ultimately conveying it from the

shoe to the ground: the prevailing party believing

that the structure and physiology of the loot and
hoof consist of springs; that there is a depression

of the sole, bars, crust, and frog, when the hoof is

on the ground, and a recession of these parts when
the foot is in the air; the substance of the sole is

sacrificed to ellect this depression of the sole, but

no space is left between the heels and shoe to ad-
mil of the depression of" the crust at the heels,

which are opposite to sensible parts, as much as
any portion of the sole. Both in light and heavy
horses the consequence is percussion and altera-

tion of form, often incurable lameness.
The inferred princijile has been carried on more

by the college and its students than by others, the
modifications of Mr. Coleman having all this ten-

dency, extrinsic to the fbrm of the shoe. We
were instructed to pare the soles of light horses, in

some cases, as thin as paper, till they were pliable

under the thumb, and to be parlicular in making
the sole concave opposite the seal of corn; the ef-

fect of which was, to give this dejiression of llie
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6oIe; but in hoavy liorses it increased tiie predis-

posini; cause of corn?, by deslroyinii" tlie substance

of the sole; and the crust at the beelj^ was sooner

destroyed by concussion ajrainst the shoe, winch
tlien bore on tiie sole also. The bar shoe was
then had recourse 1o, ami, to carry out ihe princi-

ples, it was said, that, as the public required one
shoe to do ibr all horses, the bar shoe was tlic only

one a|)|)licable; but hsviug' been used only in ex-

traordinary circumstances, the public will not use

it as an ordinary shoe. Mr. Powis used it without

tiie bar; but the Ijcvarian shoe, as we believe lie

called it, thou<rli having a space between it and the

heels at the time of application, so as to admit ol

the action of the lioof, yet, after a lew days, by

the closer approximation of the shoe to tlic hoof,

that space became less and less, and, belbrc; il was
necessary to remove it, tlie hoof bore on it as in

the ordinary siioe.

Hut the bar shoe, or used withont the bar, or the

lioo- bar shoe, clearly and distinctly upsets the i/i-

ferrcd principle, that crust sliould bearon the shoe,

and sole should not. Let us, therefore, hear no
more of such nonsense, irom any one proll'ssing to

have the least practical knowledge of shoeing
horses. There is no principle that can be uniform-

ly practised without injury. The predisposing

and exciting causes of injury of the loot are not

acting upon all horses.

I have got rid of all technicalities, to enable us

to come to some conclusion as to what really are

the principles of shoeing liorses. I have shown
clearly enoui2:h, lioni (ien(;red practice, that the

crust only is alloweil, or part of the sole also, at

the toe to bear on tlie shoe, till it can bear no lon-

ger at the heels: the weight is then thrown on the

frog, if in a sound state to bear on the shoe, until

you can get tlie heels in condition to bear on the

shoe again. If we are to infer principles from all

this, what is the result?—That depression of the

sole, bars, crust at the heels, and li-off, should be

Billowed in the soiuid state of hoof that is used for

its relief when diseased. I am aware that the

subject is full of difficulty; it all hinges upon prac-

tical utility, i. e. whether the ordinary shoes can be
superseded by those upon principle at the same
price. Inde|)endently of this, it is easily accom-
plished, as I shall hereafter show, but not upon the

theory of expansion, which is not the principle of

action in the hoof^ but that of the spring.

"It would be a very easy matter to ffive in-

stances of the advantage derived from springs, by
Calculating assumed cases; but tliey seem to be
quite unnecessary, since the general principle of
changing percussion into increase of pressure,

must, by its very annunciation, (jive evidence of
its immense importance."

—

/). Gilbert, Esq.; M.
P., on the Construction of Mail Coaches.

"So great is the advantage of springs, that they
almost annihdate the resisttince which that part of

the load which rests on them would encounter
without them, upon stony roads, or rough pave-
ment. From the whole of these experiments, it

appears that the advantage of springs increases
with the increased velocity of carriages."

—

R. L.
Edgeworth, Esq., F. R. S. M. R. L A. Essay
on the Construction of Roads and Carriages, 2d
edit. p. 118.

Springs.—They convert all percussion into mere
increase of pressure; that is, the collision of two
hard bodies is changed, bv the interposition of one

Vol. V-88

that is elastic, into a mere accession of (veight.

Thus the carriage is preserved liom injury, and
the materials of the road are not broueii; and in

surmounting obstacles, instead of the whole car-

riage with its load being lilieil over them, the

springs allow the wheels to rise, while the weights
suspended upon (hem are scarcely moved from
their horizontal levels so that the whole of the

weight could be supported on the springs, and all

tlie other parts supposed devoid of inertia, while
the springs themselves are very longand exireme-
ly flexible. This consequence would clearly fol-

low, however much it may wear the a|)pearance

of a paradox, that such a carriage may be tirawn
over a road abounding in Pinall obstacles, without

agitation, and without any material addition being

made to the moving |)oweror drauLdit."

—

Gilbert;

"A carriage without Springs, moving over a
rough road, has to be lifted over obstacles, or out

of depressions, and all the power expended irt

overcoming inertia is pure loss: but the force ex-
erted in elevating the weight is in agreat measure;

[reijuired] by the [)receding or subsequent descent.

Now, under the supposition in my paragraph, iner-

tia would be destroyed; and it already is so by
springs now at present used, and by the smooth
roads."— Gilbert.

It would be useless to multiply quotations on the

principle of springs. The |)riiiL;i|)le of springs is

acknowledged and taught in our veterinary school

as the principle of action of the hoof and part with-

in it. The seceders go upon a supposed expan-
sion hori'/ontall)': they have liiiled, as others be-

fore them, in not being able to bring the modifica-

tion of expansion into general use. Springs, too,-

have failed; and for the same reason— their appli-

cation to prevent contraction. For springs to bei

brought into general use instead of the ordinary

shoes, they must have the ordinary shoes for their

basis. It must produce as much profit to the trade;

not Ibrgettiiio; that intellect in its march has, as yet,

forgotten to go ihe rcninds of"the veterinaryforges,
the new name fijr the blacksmith's shop, in contra-

distinction, I suppose, to that of the whitesmith.

[ j'y be continued.^

From Lewis's Observations on Exj crimental Farming.

ON THE NATUJlt: AND APPLICATION OF MA-
NURES.

As no department of agriculture would be more
under the immediate control of the manager of
an experimental farm than that which includes

tlie composition and application of manures, it

might be reasonably expected that he would be
able to conler advantages proportionally great
upon the agricultural community. It m.ay besaid
that in no branch of the profession is there more
unnecessary waste incurred. Indeed, one of the

greatest chemists of modern times has not scrupled

to assert that the dead loss occasioned by the pre-

sent system of preparing manures varies from
one-half to two-thirds of" the whole amount; and
when we consider that the annual value of manure
in (rieat Britain and Ireland is estimated at the
gross sum of20,000,000/., we may form some idea

of the saving that would ensue were the process

conducted on more sound and scientific principles.

At present, we would conclude that there is a loss
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at least of one-lburlli by the system generally

pursued.

On surveying the manner hi which manures are

at present prepared and applied, we are at a loss to

detect the slightest approximation to system in the

whole process. Whatever may be the rules and
axioms to which farmers consider themselves
bound to adhere in other departments of their

profession, one and all of them seem to think

themselves entitled to take their own way in this.

The consequence of such an indiscriminate mode
of procedure is, that in the general, and (as they

think) justifiable negligence, which, if not openly

advocated, is at least most sedulously persisted in,

the true principles and proper practice arc entirely

overlooked.

It must be well known to our agricullm-al read-

ers that it was the opinion of the late Sir Hum-
phrey Davy, Ibunded upon a series of minute ex-
periments, that manures suifered much loss in

their nutritious properties from the decomposition
being allowed to proceed too far; and that m order

to prevent this, only a very slight degree of fer-

mentation should be permitted.

It is not our intention to defend all the con-
clusions to which this talented chemist was led.

On the contrary we are of opinion that lie perhaps
carried his favorite principles loo far, and that a
greater degree of decomposition than what he
contemplated is necessary to reduce the fibrous

substance of vegetables so far as to afford nutri-

ment to the plants. This, however, is a matter of

no great consequence in the present discussion.

If this theory be true in the main, we can be at no
loss to perceive that the present mode of prepar-

ing manures so generally followed by farmers, is

as much opposed to it as any two extremes can
well be. By throwing the dung and litter loosely

together into one general mass, as a natural con-
sequence, a constant fermentation is kept up, and
the gases, which, according to Sir H. Davy, form
the only valuable properties of the manure, are
exhausted and dissipated in the atmosphere.

—

The soluble, and therefore the richest particles are
also carried down to the bottom of the heap by the
rain, and thus e.sca|)e at the lowest point of the
area. And it is certainly by no m^ans difficult to

conceive that the remaining mass must consist m a
great measure of the coarser and least nourishing
parts of the deposite. Unnecessary lermentalion,
however, might be easily prevented by havino; the
heap compressed. This may be done by allowiuir

animals to tread constantly upon it, when suffered

to remain in a court. When removed, the genera-
tion of the gases might be prevented by covering
the heap with asufficienlly thick coating of mould.

It is also evident, in a case where there are so

many and opposite chemical agencies in operation,
that the utmost delicacy and attention are requi-
site to prevent injury. Were the distiller and
brewer to allow the fermentation of their worts
to proceed beyond a certain fixed period, instead
of having a nutritive and palatable liquid, vinegar
would be produced; and were they to prolong the
fermentation still further, the residue would be-

come putrid. Similar chemical changes are goinf
on in the dunghill; the vinous, acetous, and pu-
trefactive fermentations successively recur ; and
according to the common mode in v.'hich dunghills
are prepared, where fresh stimulants are daily

added to the old matter, these three diverse agen-

cies are all in operation at the same time. What,
then, must be the nature of that heterogeneous
and monsrel product which is finally applied to

the nourishment of vegetable lite? We are aware
that a theory, in all respects opposed to that of
Sir H. Davy, has lately been laid before the pub-
lic, the principle oi' which is, that the decomposi-
tion of vegetables cannot be carried too far, inas-

much as the product which is thus evolved is an
elementary substance, in which all nutrition is

centered. Without pretending to decide upon the

comparative merits of tliese two theories, we
would only observe, that whether the one or the

other be true, the great majority of fiarmers do
not act in accordance with either; consequently, in

the event of any of them being proved right,

their practice must be proclaimed wrong; and
when the dictates of science are thus directly op-

posed to each other, and ihe opinions of practi-

cal men at variance with both, does it not show in

a very strong point of view, the necessity of hav-
ing an experimental farm, tliat the whole matter

might be submitied to the best of all j^racticable

tests, that of direct experiment?

At present, as Mr Cleghorn observes, no rule of
.universal application can be laid down on this sub-

ject. The degree of decomposition at which larm-

yard dung should arrive before it can be deemed a
profitable manure, must probably depend on the

texture of the soil, the nature of the plants, and
the time of its application.

In general, clay soils, more tenacious of mois-
ture and more benefited by being rendered inco-

hesive and porous, may receive manure less de-

composed than well pulverized turnip soils require.

Some plants, too, seem to thrive better with fresh

dung than others, potatoes in particular; but all

the small seeded plants, such as turnips, clover,

carrots, &c., which are extremely tender in the

early stage of their ijrowth, require to be pushed
forward into luxuriant vegetation with the least

possible delay by means of short dung. The sea-

son when manure is applied is also a material cir-

cumstance. In spring or summer, whether it be
used for corn or green crops, the object is to pro-

duce an immediate efi'ect, and it should, therelbre,

be more completely decomposed than may be ne-

cessary when it is laid on in autumn, for a crop

whose condition will be almost stationary lor seve-

ral months.
We may be permitted to remark, that amid the

many unsatisfactory hypotheses that are daily pro-

mulgated regarding this subject, in works on agri-

culture, there is one fact which appears to be most
clearly established, although too generally over-

looked. We allude to the benefits that result

from the application of manure in a liquid state.

It has been verified by experience that the liquid es-

sence of the dunghill, when applied to grass du-
ring the winter, but more especially in the spring
months, has the effect of not only adding to the

weight of the ensuing crop, but of making it from
three to four weeks earlier than it otherwise
would have been. In Holland, where perhaps
the action of manures is best understood, they are
invariably applied in this state in raising every
species of' crop. But how stands the case in this

country'? Liquid manure is almost unilbrmly re-

garded as a nuisance, and in order to dispose of
it with the least possible trouble, it is allowed to

evaporate by the sun, or it is directed to the near-
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est channel by which if jnay he conveyed to the I sealer or lees extent deficient in gypsum, the con

ocean. This takes place, with very i'aw excep-
j

tions, on almost every farm in Scotland: and

when we consider ihe vast amount ol" rich and

nutritive matter that is permitted to escape in the

very same way from our populous towns and cities,

the loss sustained is ahi)osi incalculable.

It may, perhaps, be said, that the beneficial ef-

fects of li(|uid manure are so well known as not

to require any additional exemplification by means
of an experimental farm. We have elsewhere

observed, that farmers in general are so slow of

heart to believe, so tremulously sensitive with re-

spect to every innovation, as to resist all the plau-

sibilities of theory, however, fiiscinating and invi-

ting they may be. In the present instance, al-

though they may not verbally deny that certain

advantatjes may result from the application of li-

quid manures in certain cases, they excuse their

own apathy and neglect by. attempting to show
that these advantages are more than counterbal-

anced by the trouble and expense attending the

process. Althousrh nothing can be more unfound-

ed, no mere theorists will convince them of the re-

verse. Therefore, the very fact of an agricultural

truth being so well established, and yet so gene-
rally and practically belied, instead of proving
against the establishment of an experimental farm,

is a very strong argument in its lavor, inasmuch as

it shows that improvements—real and radical im-
provements—will not meet with a ready or fiivo-

able reception from practical men, unless they be
promulgated in a practical way.

But further, the operation of an experimental
establishment regards not merely the composition,

but also the application of manures; and here a

new and hitherto untried field of investigation lies

ready to be explored. Apart altogether I'rom the

preparation of them, it is sufficiently apparent
that little or no certainty can be attained in their

apphcation, unless the constituent parts of which
they are composed, as well as those of the soil to

which they are to be applied, and the vegetables

to be raised, be accurately ascertained by chemical
analysis. The decay of animal and vegetable sub-

stances is nothintrmore than the resolution of or-

ganized forms into chemical constituents; and it is

a well-established fact, that vegetables when de-

composed afford many earthy and elementary
particles, which it is more than probable could

have been derived only from the soil, or the ma-
nures incorporated with it. It is therefore an es-

sential preliminary to successful cultivation that

the various elementary ingredients of the soil,

and the manures to be applied to it, be a^^certained,

together with the relative proportions in which
they exist, and that those plants only should be
raised from it in which the same substances are
found in similar quantities, and whose habits are
best suited to its texture. For example, clover,

when chemically analyzed, isfoundto contain gyp-
sum, or sulphate of lime. When sown successive-

ly on certain descriptions of soil, in a four or five

firmation of the previous conclusion becomes 80

strong as only to be exceeded by the direct exhi
bition of gypsum, when applied to such soils, re-

storing them to their original fertility. This sci-

entific mode, therefore, of afiplying manures, is far

from being chimerical, as many of those who
plume themselves on being practical would have
little hesitation in stigmatizing it. Independent of

the many direct proofs that might be adduced in

support of it, we have only to survey the process-

es of nature in daily operation around us. There
we see certain soils better adapted tor the produc-

tion of certain plants than others, solely because

of their texture and constituent parts. So uni-

formly, indeed, is this the case, that in many in-

stances the nature of the soil can be at once in-

ferred from a knowledge of the plant it produces.

Thus no one at all acquainted with the subject

would hesitate to pronounce that soil argillaceous

in which tussilago abounded—that peaty which
was distinguished for the bilberry and heath—that

ferruginous where the common or sheep sorrel

was eminent—and so on with aquatic, calcareous,

and saline soils—all of them being almost every

where indicated by the appropriate plants; demon-
strating most unequivocally that every plant na-

turally flourishes most luxuriantly, and injthe great-

est abundance, in those soils which supply them
most plentifully with the chemical substances that

enter into their composition.

Now, if this opinion be correct (and the present

state of^ chemical science in relation to the vege-

table kingdom goes iiir to prove that it is so) it is

evident that many of the soils at present devoted

to the production of those crops which are more
common to the agriculture of this country, would
receive more permanent beuelit from an alteration

in their constitution and texture, than from the

most abundant supply of the richest manures.

The materials necessary for this purpose are gene-

rally within the reach of every larmer, being sel-

dom far distant; and although the original outlay

may in the first instaiice be considerable, it will

be amply and speedily repaid by great permanent
advantages. For, in supplying organic matter, a

temporary food only is provided, and on many de-

scriiJtions of soil much waste is necessarily incur-

red by doing so; but in altering the composition

of a soil, for example in rendering clays friable

by a mixture of sand, and the reverse— in over-

cominga superabundance of calcareous matter, by
inducincj a stratum of peat—in neutralizing the

effects of the salts of iron, or any acid matter, by

Ihe application of quick lime, &c.—the Itertility of

the soil may be considered as permanently estab-

lished. Less labor will be required to pre|)are it

—less manure to enrich it. It becomes capable of

attracting a larger proportion of vegetable nour-

ishment from the atmosphere, of supplying the

plants with a greater proportion of appropriate

food; or if this should be exhausted, it is possessed

a greater capacity for receiving and retaining

years rotation, and carried [off], it very soon fails.
J

such foreign organic substances as may be incorpo-

This of itself afibrds a presumption that the
\
rated with it, aud thus of producing its crops with,

failure of the clover is attributable to the exhaus- |
comparatively less expense.

tion of that substance from the soil by the previous
I

But what is the present practice? Almost all

crops. But when it is also established that the ' that is yet known upon the subject, is, that the

cereal crops are altogether destitute of it, and con-
]
application of manures is necessary to the continu-

sequenlly do not take it up from the soil, and that
j

ance of production. The fiirmer, no doubt, can
those soils on which the clovers fail are to a ! tell generally the nature of the soils of which his
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furni may be composed, but to show how very
little importance he attaches to this sort of know'-
ledge, it may be sufficient to mention, tliat, in tlie

great majority of cases, no distinctior whatever is

made in the mode of cuhivating them. Acre for

acre—all of them successively receive about an
equal quantity of manure, of a similar kind, and
almostj he sarne treatment. Can it be doubted then,

.
that much ofiiie manure is thus thrown away? And
is it to be wondered at that a return proportioned to

the expense of cultivation is so seldom, received?
It may be asked how an experimental (arm is to

remedy these evils, since every liirmer has it in

his power to obtain an anal3'?is ot" any soils, ma-
nures, &c. he may choose, there beinc many in-

flividuals in every comity well qualified lor the
task. We do not indeed expept that the various

.^oils in Scotland are to be analyzed i^nd registered

by an expenmental establishment; but manures
may, and all the products of agriculture may.
This, however, is not the mode of operation
which, in the present instance, we would deem the

rnost etfective. It is not, however, so much from
the individual analysis which the manager of such
an establishment might find it his duty to institute

and promulgate, that the most substantial benefits

would be secured to the country, but from practi-

cal examples wliich would thui^ be exhibited of the
direct advantages to be derived from liillowinir out
the principles upon which it wat^ liiuruled; and, by
consequence, from the inducements which would
thus be held out to every firmer to enibark in the
same course. Were such the case, we have no
doubt that the time will soon come when the dif-

lerent species of soil will be so nicely discriminated
and classed, and the action of ditferent manures,
compound and simple, so accurau-ly ascertained,

in so far as it aliiicts any given descri|)tion of soil,

that the farmer will know what particular quan-
tity, and what particular species of manure he
ought to apply in every circumstance on each
acre of his iiirm, in order to insure the oreatest
possible production, and that chiefly by means of
authenticated and accurate experiments. Any
eflbrt that has yet been made has been directed

chiefly to ascertain the relative effects of different

kinds of manures, without taking into account the
varieties of soil to which they may have been ap-
plied ; and although the experiments have been
conducted on so limited a scale ihat no great de-
pendence can be placed on the results obtained,
still they may give some idea of the importance
of the subject, and of how much remains to be
done. In an experiment recorded in Messrs.
Drummond's Third Report, of the efllcacy of va-
rious manures in raising potatoes, we note a dif-

ference of more than a half between the tj^reatest

and least quantiiics produced, in other words, while
one manure raised a weiixht of 221bs., another
produced only 9ill7s. Now, were such experi-
ments conducted on different soils, the component
parts of which were accurately understood, and
the results faithfully noted and compared, it will be
found that the advantages likely to be conferred

by such a modeot precedure on the practical ag-
riculture of the country, have been rather under
than overrated.

the mosses at Rolion. Well! the said machine
has been inspected by a committee of the High-
land Society of Scotland, accompanied by an engi-
neer, and as their report is exceedingly "favorable.

It is not improbable that it will be exhibited here
at the great meeting which takes place in October
next. But if you plough by steam, what, it will be
said, is to become of the ploughmen?—Goldsmith's

"Bold peasantry, their country's pride,

When once destroyed, can never be supplied."

But the change from animal to steam-power, hap-
pen when it may, will be extremely gradual, even
were we to suppose, which we are far Ironi doing,
that the invention is alike applicable in all situa-

tions. Locomotive engines, which succeed so well
on railways, seem to be of little value on common
roads; and, wonderful as is the progress of the me-
chanic art, the period must still be distant, should
it ever arrive, when a power which stops not, nor
readily turns aside, cpn, by possibility exert the
same supremacy over precipitous or stony heights,
that it has done, and still is doing, over improvable
moss, and other descriptions of land oi' the same
level.

—

Dumfries Cuurier.

From tlie Nlvv York Courier and Enquirer.

ET.ECTRO-niAGNETIC MACHINE.

STEAM PLOUGH.

Our readers have heard of the steam plough
which has been performing such marvels amono'

The boldness, ingenuityand perseverance ofthe
inventors ot this machine have been crowned with
a success in theirexperiments thus far, which leaves

little room for theory, or for doubt of eventual

triumph. The application of electro-magnetism to

numerous and important mechanical purposes,

is no longer matter of question, even if no greater

power were attainable than that which we late-

ly saw in actual operation. This invention of
Messrs. Davenport and Cook, if brought into use
upon a large scale, which we have now full right

to anticipate, is destined to produce consequenpes
that almost baffle calculation. The immediate
result would be the speedy substitution of electro-

magnetic engines lor nearly all other motive and
mechanical powers now in use. Results would fol-

low as mighty as those which steam has wrought
in the industry and intercourse of mankind within

the last fitiy years. It appears to be now estab-

lished by the very satisliictory experiments of
these gentlemen, that the power is capable of in-

definite increase, and there seems no more diffi-

culty in calculating the increase of power from
increased proportions in the different members of
the apparatus, than there is in ihe same calcula

tion of the Ibrce of a steam engine, of given di-

mensions and [jroportions. It is most confidently

anticipated (and we think from satisfactory data,)

that this new power will possess very decided ad-
vantages over steam, in point both of compact-
ness and weight of apparatus. That as great a
power may be obtained, (or instance, from such

an engine weighing two tons, as is usually obtain-

ed from a steam engine occupying double the

space, and weighing three tons.

But in point of economy—the grand desidera-

tum in all engines—the electro-motive power will

possess the advantage still more decided, if the

calculations of which we have heard are found to

be correct, of the expense of working such ma-
chines of larger size.
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In coimlniflinn, llie saviiijx will be, inimcnpf..

In salety niid ilLirabiiiiy, tl\nrecan he no compari-

s.n). All llie clisaifreoable and dangerous acoi-

(leiMs, loo, by sleaiii, are at once removed. There
i.-; no noit:e— nosinoivc—no whizzinir olstcani—no
buisiin^i' of boiler^^. The most irresistible ol' all

nnslerious and wonderliil aijenls of nature ope-

rates its miraeles in perleei silence and repose.

The same lerrible element that is seen in the

most vivid and appalliiiif Hash of liijhtninir—the

same that awes us ni the roliinir thunder—that in

the dreaded ihun.ierboll topples down the proud-

est turrets, and the strongest spires Irom their gid

dy hei<rhls—or uproots Irom th(>ir l()undations the

firmest walls—the huirest oidvs—and the most
impreirnable l()rlresses— is here seen chained and
euiidued, like the <xaliey-slave at hia oar, labonn<i:

peacefully and unresist iuirjy in any occupation

that human insrenuity and caprice may assign to

it. \Ve do not speak of what may be, but what
is already accomplished. Yes—in the country of

Franklin—who first drew the lightning down
Irom the clouds, and pla\'ed with it in his hands
—at tiie distance of little more than half a centu-

ry—have two natives oi" the same soil, been the

first to convert the same great element to a uselul

and humble servant of mardiind. In the view of

this sublime result—if we may justly say of

Fratdilin, ^[fulvien eripuii ccbIo,''' we may almost
say with equal justice of these inventors, that

they have learned how we may

'Wield these eleineiits,

"And arm us with the force of all their rej^ions."

Fven, as we have before observed, if no great-

er power were attainable than what they are now
daily exhibiting—what we had ourselves the other

day the pleasure of seeing in full and triumphant
operation—they have invented a machine, which
is capable of being applied more economically to

a vast variety of manufacturing purposes than

any other known power. For goldsmiths' and
silversmiths' lathes—for silk and other reels— for

cotton spindles, for an infinite variety of polishing

purposes, for glass cutters, for ivory turners, &c.
&c., it is an invaluable power. In illustration of
this, we may mention the fact that a goldsmith of

this city who witnessed the operation of the smaller

machine, offered the proprietors i^25 for it, lor his

own manufacturing purposes. Such machines,
i( is supposed, might be constructed for five or six

dollars. The larger machine makes from 1000 to

1200 revolutions per minute.
At the same time, in announcing these brilliant

results already attained by our ingenious and me-
ritorious fellow citizens, we desire to impress upon
the attention of intelligent capitalists, that to pat
this motive power into operation, upon a scale

commensurate with the public wishes and expec-
lion. it is necessary that the remaino- shares of the

200 which are offered for sale, should be taken tip,

and the principle will then be at once put into

operation upon a scale which will satisfj' the
most incredulous. Surely, whm they reflect upon
the vast importance of the results to be obtained,

and now within reach, they will not hesitate to

come forward and take some few shares in an un-
dertaking which promises so rich a harvest of
profit, as well as so incalculable a benefit to our
country and mankind in general. The whole in-

terest in the iuvenlioa now secured by patent in

liiis country and (J real IJritain, and arranged lobe
secured in the rest of JOuro[)e, is to be the pro-

perly of the share-holders who now engage in

the undertaking. The two liundred shares out
of 3000 in which it is divided, now olft-red lo

the public, are only intended lo furnish capital

enough lo make an ample experiment, and no
more will be ollered until thai shall have been
thoroughly done. E. Williimis, es(|., the agent
and trustee of the proprietors, has made alrerady

iireat progress in perfecting these arrangements;
but an ailequate capital, l()r the contemplated ex-
jieriment on a larire scale, will refjuire the sale

of the whole 200 shares. When that has been
accomplished, if the result is salisfactorj', the val-

ue of the stock, will, of course, be enhanced in a
|)roporlioh which we need not now calculate. But
at all events, enough has already been establish-

ed of the utility, as we said before, of this inven-
tion Ibrdifierent manuiiu-turiiig purposes, to make
the stock valuable, if up greater power should be
gained.

If the rough estimate we have formed, of the
power of the machine we saw in operation, be any
where near correct, and the increase is only in

strict proportion to the increase of proportions,
we know of no power in use capable of exerting
an equal force within the same dimensions.

—

Our estimate is based upon what we saw it actu-
ally perlbrm, and we rate it below what others
who have witnessed it, have supposed it to be in

reality.

At all events, this successful application of the
mysterious power of galvanism to mechanical
purposes, forms a most remarkable era in the his-
tory of sciences and mechanical skill. We re-

gret that the numerous demands upon our col-

umns prevent us fi-om giving various calculations
and descriptions more in detail, which would tend
to elucidate the vast importance of this subject to

the community. Those, however, who feel dis-

posed to take an interest in the enterprise, and to

hasten its application to navigation on a scale that
may tesh its practicability in the fullest manner,
may easily avail themselves ofa personal inspection
and examination, upon applying to the a<rent of

the proprietors, at his office. 76 William Street.

The explanations given by Mr. Cook himself,

will enable them to duly appreciate the ingenuity
and power which are beautil'ully illustrated in the
model we have viewed with so much pleasure.

REMARKS ON OVERSKKRS, AND THE PRO-
PER TREATBIENT OF SLAVES.

To the Editor of tlic Faririprs' Register.

Fredertcksbarg, August 5th, 1837.

Some of the contributors to your periodica'

are advocating a system of farmintr, so far as jt

refers to our slaves, without the aid of overseer^
—substituting a scheme of pecuniary rewards ac-
cording to merit, and withholding them lor want
of it. On small farms, when the owner is an
active energetic man, he may manage his con-
cerns well enough without aid; but on farms of
SOO acres, or more, I ihink he will find it a diffi-

cult task to manage his negroes unless assisted by
an overseer.

When neirroes are accustomed to an overseer,

and you dispense with the services of one, they
7iiust be exposed to a great deal of temptation, far
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more than they can repist. And education has'

not tani^ht them the difference between right and
wrong; at any rate, their ideas on the subject

must he contused. What they learn of" the mo-
ral code, is gathered from observation, and the ex-

ample of others, their superiors. How can any
person, who, has no overseer, be all at hours with

his negroes, when he is delivering his grain tor

example. Let him turn his back, and a cunning
tellow will help himself to a bushel of corn or

wheat, and he will never be informed upon by his

fi^llow laborers, thouiih ever so honest ; for an in-

former, in their eyes, is held in greater detesta-

tion than the most noiorious thief.

I admit that many overseers are vain, weak
tyrants, "dressed in a little brief authority," but

probably a larijer proportion of farmers of Virgin-

ina are indiliterent cultivators of the soil. I re-

gard an overseer as an indispensable agent, whose
first qualities should be honesty and firmness,

united with lorbearance and ffood temper. Sobri-

ety is a sine qua nan. A written aiireementshould

be drawn up between the employer and tiie em-
ployed, to be signed by both, setting forth the

terms, and mentioning the most important requi-

sitions, which will occur to every one. An over-

seer's wages should always be paid m money;
for if you give him a part of the crops, your land

ivill be worked to death, and never have a dozen
loads of manure spread upon it. In addition to this,

your views and his will frequently come into collision.

Your overseer should be treated with marked
respect; for if you treat him contemptuously or fa-

miliarly, your authority and his are injured. He
should not be allowed to strike a ne^ro with his

fist or a stick, nor ever to punish with severity;

for it is not the severity, but certainty of punish-

ment, that wins implicit obedience.

The subject belore me turns my thoughts to

the food, houses, and clothino; of the negro. The
master shold ever bear in mind, that he is the

guardian and protector of his slaves, who if well

treated and used, are the happiest laboring class

in the world.

Clothe your negroes in warm yarn home-made
stuff in winter, with yarn stockings knit at home,
and two shirts, and linen for the summer. Their
shoes should be well made, and mended two or

three times durintr winter. Give them great-

coats, hats, and blankets, every other year, so ar-

ranging the matter, that one of the articles is dis-

tributed every year—hence it is not so felt by the

farmer as if ail were given the same year. The
clothes of the men and children should be made
for, and not given out to them to have made.
The women canmake up their own clothes, and
those that work out should have a short kind of

great-coat. The youngest negro child on your
farm should be clothed.

The cheap and light straw hat in summer will

add greatly to the comfort of your laborers.

Potatoes, cabbage, turnips, and peas, boiled with
beef or bacon, will ffive your negroes a whole-
some meal, for breakfast or dinner; at the other,

they should have fish, or the same. With a lit-

tle attention, the above named vegetables will last

for twelve months. Occasionally, tresh meat will

be required.

Their houses should be warm and . close—not

such as are constucted of the common fox-tail pine,

with the bark on.

Liberally and plentifully fed, warmly clad and
housed, your negroes work harder and more wil-

lingly, will be more healthy, and their moral char
acter be improved,°for they will not be urged, by a
hungry longing for meat, to steal their masters'

hogs, sheep, and poultry, or to make predatory
excursions upon his neighbors. Your negroes
will breed much faster when well clothed, fed and
housed; which lact, oflers an inducement to those

slave owners, whose hearts do not overflow with
leelings of humanity.
The character of the negro is much underrated.

It is like the |)lastic clay, which, may be moulded
into agreeable or disagreeable figures, according
to the skill of the moulder. The man who storms
at, and curses his negroes, and who tells them
they are a parcel of infernal rascals, not to he
trusted, will surely make them just what he calls

them; and so far from loving such a master, they
will hate him. Now, if you be not suspicious,

and induce them to think, by sliiiht trusts, that

they are not unworthy of some confidence, you
will make them honest, useful, and afiiectionate

creatures.

Having permitted myself to write more than I

intended, I will only add, that, if you find these

remarks do not suit your purpose, give them to

the flames, and oblige, yours,

From tlie Cambridge (Md.) Chronicle.

LARGE SUGAR BEET.

We saw yesterday a fine specimen of a crop of
sugar beet (species ''white Siiesian") from the

farm of Dr. Muse near this place. The beet

which was exhibited to us, was sixteen inches in

circumference, thirteen long, and weighed five

pounds and three ounces. Dr. Muse exhibited,

on the fourth of July, a specimen of his beet,

which measured eleven inches in circumference.

The crop has much time 3'et to grow—and at least

twenty-five per cent, increase, it is supposed, may
be fiiirly expected, wlien flilly matured.

ON HORZOXTAT. PLOUGHING—HILL-SIDE
DITCHES—AND HAND-RAKES USED IN
CULTIVATING CORN.

To tlie Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Goochland, July 30th, 1837.

I see that Mr. J. Du Val, of King and Queen,
has made a trial with the rakes in weeding corn,

and seems to be pleased with them, and my man-
ner of ploughing to prevent land from washing.
Blithe thinks I give too much fall. In that I can
assure him he is rnistaken. I will admit that

three inches to twelve feet would be too much fall

for a trench, that is thirty yards apart from the
next above—because the quantity of water that

would collect in thnt distance, would be so great,

that it would wash a trench into a gully in a short

time. But if it is laid ofl" in twelve-feet beds, it is

so divided that it does not wash at all, or so little

that I consider it almost a perfect preventive. He
says he runs a line of level every thirty yards.

That may do in the lower country, where the

surliice of the hills is regular; but our highland is

so undulatinj;. that it will not do here.
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I will explain as well as I can my way of lay-

ing off land. I cotuinence at the top oi" the ridixes

and run ni}^ lines ol' level to the right and lel'i

down to the bottom ol' whidi I leave six or eight

leet unbroken, lor the water to run over to pre-

vent its being washed in a giilly. I run n line ol'

level every forty or filty leet, and in laying off my
rows, 1 run a furrow alternately from the line

above, and then I'rom the next one below, until I

meet in the middle, which divides the irregular

surlaceof the land, that may occur between the

lines of level, and prevent the water from being

carried th'', wroiiti; way. Whereas, if you com-
mence at one line, and continue on the same side

until you get to the next, you will, in many places,

increase the fall too much, and m others lose it

altogether, and carry the water the contrary way,
and defeat your object entirely.

Some think that 1 do not give fall enough.
Steep land requires more tall, than land that is

moderately rolling. But it is not material, whe-
ther you give little more or less fall, so that you
be sure to give fall all the loay. In regulating

the width of my rows, I attach a measure to the

beam of the plough, just in fi-ont cf the share,

with a hinge, and tie a stick or switch IS inches

long to the end of it, which drags in the furrow
above; and when you get to the end, you can

j

turn it over, thereby do away the necessity of

leading the horse with a pole attached to his

mouth. And it gives you the width of your rows
opposite the plough, where it should be. It is

necessary to fix pieces to the sides of the plough
for the measure to rest on, to prevent the end from
dragging the ground. If your field is properly

laid off in this way, there is no necessity for a hill-

side ditch or furrow. Except, where you have a
hillside in cultivation only a part of the way fi-om

the bottom, it is necessary to have a hillside ditch

to catch the water that collects above, to prevent it

from running over the cultivated land beloiv; and
when the ravine terminates on abranch fiat, I have
a horizontal ditch to prevent the water fiom run-

ning over the flat.

Mr. Du Val seems to think the account given
as to the quantity of work done by the rakes rather

extravagant. Perhaps it may be; but it requires

some practice to use them to advantage, and some
attention at first of the overlooker, to make his

people keep up with the rake; or they will stand
and scratch in one place much longer than is ne-
cessary to do the work welh I raked over a field

of forty-five acres this spring, with three hands in

six days; and one of them was a boy of twelve
years old, and badly grown, and another a girl of
fourteen, and the other a free boy. Now, I doubt

' whether nine men with hoes could have done it

1 in that time, and at that stage of the corn.
' It is with pleasure that I communicate any
\\ thing I know about farming, and nothing would
gratify me more than to hear that any one had
been benefited by any thing that I have said on the
subject But my capacity tor writing is very lim-
ited, and I shall hold you responsible for any
blunders that I may make being in print, and
hope 3'ou will correct me where you see cause.

Yours,
Respectfully,

Thomas B. Gay.

THE INJURY CAUSED HY FEEDING ON COKN
FROM NEW-GUOUND.

To tlic Editor of tin; Farmers' Register.

Jiakcr Cbuniy, Ga., June 25th, 1837.

* * * * And here, perhaps I ought
to close my remarks. But as I am a young far-

mer, and wish to educate myself to agricultural
pursuits under your auspices, I shall make a fciw

remarks, which, at least, may call forth the know-
ledixe and ex|)erience of some "knowing one."
When I removed my larming interest, (last fall)

from near Milledgevilie to this place, some of the
old settlers told me, if I could avoid it, not to pur-
chase new-ground corn, because it would certain-

ly kill horses, if fed on it constantly. Well, sir, I

immediately fell to work with what little know-
ledge I possessed of botany and chemistry to devise
a theory which would account tor the alarming fact.

But I was utterly unable to do so, and was a little

inclined to treat the matter as an erroneous opinion.
However, owing to the repeated solemn assertions
of some of my oldest neighbors, I bought up as
much old-ground corn as I could find convenient.
But owing to the Indian disturbances in this coun-
ty during the last summer, corn was scarce, and
I had finally to buy the greater part of the repro-
bated corn. We commenced in the spring with
fifteen or sixteeti horses and mules, and after serv-
ing a pretty good apprenticeship lo the art of vet-
erinary practice, we have lost nine horses and one
mule. 1 should, perhaps, have concluded that
there was something in the climate, uncongenial
to the health of the unacclimated horse; but a
great many others who had been living here for

years, were almost as unlucky as myseh", havinw
to teed on the same kind of corn. Such, sir, is

the case in detail. I have made inquiry about the
rearing and housing the corn, and I have come
to this conclusion, that the crop was planted late,

and the ears stript from the stalk before the corn was
thoroughlydry, inorderto have the advantage ofan
earlypea pasture. It was then thrown, in large
bulks, into cribs, with the shuck on, and the con-
sequence was that the grains mildewed, and a
great many rotted. This' I think is the ostensible
cause of the deleterious effects upon horses; but
I am unable to investigate the chemical action,
by which it is probable a cure may be devised.
Our horses would shrink away to skin and bones,
and finally die, with every symptom of staggers.
The urinary organs seemed affected. Rest and
o-ood attention had no effect. We lost but one
nmie, (and that I think with colic.) Perhaps those
planters who cut their corn green, and cure it, may
be able to tell us something of the mattet-.

JajIES a. WiGGlNS.

[Our correspondent states a remarkable and impor-

tant fact, which we hope his communication may be

the means of causing; to be properly investigated, and

the remedy, or preventive means afforded.

Though this injurious effect of the corn made on

newly cleared land is new to us, we have heard of

great mortality being produced among the horses on a

large farm in Virginia, by their being fed on the corn

damaged by too early housing, of the noted generally

immature crop of 1816. There were scarcely any of

us, in tower and middle Virginia, that year, who made
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considerable crops, but had to remove more or less

corn from the ?ribs, and to throw out much that was

mouldy or rotten, which had been cribbed sound, and

then thought to be sufficiently dry.

In newly settled districts, as a matter of course, land

just cleared must form a large portion of the corn

ground of every plantation; and the desire to "get in"

as much new-ground as possible, must likewise make

the planting, and consequently the maturing ofthe ciop,

unusually late. There can be but little doubt, then,

that our correspondent is corjrect in his views of

the cause of the dangerous quality of such grain.

—

And though the rationale of the change of nutritious

to poisonous principles maybe beyond our reach, at

present, it is not difficult to prevent the worst effects.

These preventive measures, would be to plant new-

ground earlier, when practicable—and when late plant-^

ing is unavoidable, to use seed of some early kind

of corn; any of the flinty varieties would serve this pur-

pose. But wh«;n neither of these safeguards have been

used, and the grain is not fully matured, or dry enough,

when cold weather arrives, danger may, probably, still

be avoided, by leaving the corn standing sometime af-

ter, (or in small shocks if necessary to be removed,)

and having it shucked, before being cribbed. It must

be the partial fermentation excited (by dampness) in

the bulk, and not the mere want of perfect maturity

and dryness, before gathering, tl;at causes the injuri-

ous effects of the corn as feed. Por in the northern

states, where corn is cut otf in a still greener state,

and cured by standing in small shocks, no such evil as

this has been complained of. A similar practice prevails

on the head waters of the Potomac in western Virginia,

and elsewhere farther west, where the corn is used

almost exclusively for stock, horses included; and

there also, there have no such evil effects been found, or

at least not made public. We beg, that any of our

readers who can give information on this subject, will

do so through the Farmers' Register.

From the American Farniei.

THE MORALS OF AGllICULTURE.

September Uth, 1822.

Mr. Editor,
I wish that some of your correspondents, who

have more leisure and more ability than myselij

would take into consideration the subject on which
I shall submit a Itnv desultory remarks. It' the

morals of agriculture deserve not such attention

on account of their importance, the subject is at

least worth the notice, and is properly within the
province, of all authors of aJJrcsses to agricultu-

ral societies. Most of these gentlemen appear
to be so much at a loss lor sulijects, that their ad-
dresses would not be badly designated by the title

of "^ssai/s on things in general." I, therefore, re-

commend this subject to any person int.endmg to

prepare an annual address, unless he really should
have something else to lay before liis society and
the public.

The Hindoos believe that whoever plants a tree,

digs a well, and begets a child, is sure of admis-

sion into heaven. As ridiculous as this part o
their religious creed may appear, it shows tlie

wisdom of their priests and rulers by whom it was
instilled—who tlius brought tiie stroni^est motives
to 'induce every individual to increase the pro-

ductiveness, population, and wealth of his country.

When our ancestors emigrated ti'otri Europe, they
wisely left behind ihem all their elts, fairies, gob-
lins, &c., and as it is impossible that we can long
remain as we now are, free from popular supersti-

tions, jt would be a bfessing to our posterity if we
weretoadopt, as one, thellindootenet. so modified

as to suit our different situation. We have no want
of growing trees, nor of fresh water; and all expe-
rience |/rovesthat children will always be furnish-

ed fully as fast as the fi)od necessary lor their sup-
port. Population is always precisely proportioned

to, or limited by, the means of subsistence, and in

an agricultural country, must increase with the

improvement of the soil, and decrease with its

exhaustion. Thefiirmer who makes his land ca-

pable of producing ant)ually 500 bushels of grain

more than before his improvements commenced,
increases permanently the po()ulatioii of his coun-
try, by as many persons as his increased product will

support. Another, who spends his lifo in redu-

cing the fertility' of his soil by the same amount,
diminishes population as much; and that diminu-
tion is more effectual and permanent, than if lie

had confined his exertions to cutting Iw-enty throats

of every successive generation.

"To increase and multiply" is a divine command
—and perhaps is the only command wliich all per-

sons strive to their utmost ability to obey. Rut
though, the usual means may be the most agreeable,

I beseech your readers to believe that they are fiu*

from the most effectual. It is true, that no harvest

can be reaped unless seeds are first sown; but

every child knows that it is not the greatest num-
ber of grains planted which ensures the heaviest

crop of corn, but the means afibrded fiir the sup-

port of the plants, by the degree of fertility in the

soil. Just so with population. Only let bread,

or the means of obtaining bread, be increased in any
country, and its population will soon be equal to the

increased supply of food. On the contrary, if

bad farming, or bad policy in the government, les-

sen the production of food, the inevitable conse-

quence must be a diminished population. These
positions (which every sound political economist
will sustain) show what vast effects the labors of

a single individual may have on the welfare of his

country; and what beneficial effects might be pro-

duced, if it was believed (more especially by all

law-makers,) that he who directly or indirectly

lessens the productiveness of the earth, is guilty of

s sin, which, if more pardonable than murder, is

far more injurious to the country, and more des-

tructive of its population, than would be many
murders.

But seriously—this subject deserves to be re-

flected on by all; it will give additional gratification

and encouragement to the improving farmer, and
furnish an impressive lessen to him who is pursu-

ing a contrary course. It would be visionary to

expect that the public good, alone, vvould induce

improvement of the land at the sacrifice of private

interest. Nor would it be desiabie. A farmer

can in no way do as much good for Irrs country,

as by pursuing precisely that course which is

most profitable to himself But though many at-
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lem|its to iiicreiise ihe feliliiy ofllicFoil ;irn ill-

jiuliijcd, yet lliere iire means ciiou'ili wliicli are

profiialile; aiul ilieh' is no case in wliich tlie owii-

v.r of a liirni, can be most. lteneruei.t by its exhaus-
tion. The many, then, who waver between the

two opjiosiie cases, ooulii scarcely remain uninllu-

enced by the 7uoral consideration, that, on tiie

course of lUrmmg which shall be i)ursued b}'' each
iniii vidua!, tlie conilbrt, nay, even the existence

ol" thousands of human beings will depend.
For the purpose of illustration, 1 will compare

the course of two cull iv'atois ol" my acquaintance.

N , inherited a liuin and stocU, capaltle ol'

well supportino; an industrious and economical
man, but which, il left to the sole manaijement of

an overseer, and treated accordiuix to the then
usual practice, would not have paid the expense
ol' cultivation for many years. Fortunately he
knew what course would most promote his interest.

For thirty years, he has not ceased slrivinif to

make two blades of grass, where one only grew
belbre, and he has met with the success which his

exertions deserved. He rejected all improvements
(improperly so called) which promisetl not to re-

turn some clear profit on the capital invested, but

considered no improvement loo laborious or ex-
pensive, from which he could, with certaintij, de-
rive the principal and interest of the first cost.

lie bought no land which he was not fully able to

.stock, or that would not yield more clear profit, on
the purchase money, than he could have obtained
from investing the sum in making additional im-
provements on the land already in his posses-

sion. At this time, by means oi' improvement of
the soil, and extended tillage, he makes crops six

times greater than when he commenced. Though
N , has thus eminently promoted the public

weal, it was without caring for it: his vievvs were
exclusively directed to the advancement of his own
private interest. He is obedient to the laws of his

country, and just and honest in all his dealings,

because he knowns that such is his best policy;

but in no case does he allow his interest to yield

to that of" others, and perhaps never performed an
act of real generosity ui his life.

F , is directly the reverse of N , in dis-

position, character, and habits. Indolent, and liav-

ing no fondness for farming, his business has been
entirely conducted by his overseers; and accord-

ing to the usual maxims which very naturally

govern such gentry, they have exhausted his land

as fast as they could clear it. Nothing but the

immense fortune which their employer possessed,

prevented him from living as most landholders in

lower Virginia have done, on all of his annual in-

crease, and part of his capital. But F -, is

moderate in his desires, and therelbre not of ex-
pensive Ixabits; and notwithstanding his bad man-
agement, his income has allowed him to continue
purchasing land, until he owns almost as much as

a German principality. By these means, his an-
nual crops are not materially lessened, though
every field is in its turn destroyed, and deserted
for a new one. Though he does not obtain two
per cent, from his capital, yet as still less sufficies

for his support, he considers his wealth increas-

ing as ra|)idly as the number of his acres. Ac-
cording to the usual calculation of profit, injury to

the land is not taken into consideration. It is evi-

dent however, that the mode of cultivation pur-
sued by F -, is merelv abstracting the whole

Vol. V—39

fertility of one field, in the fiirm of tobacco, wheat
and corn, and ajiplying it to another in the form

of piu'chase money. What was said of the fa-

n)ou3 conqnerer and destroyer, Atlila, "that the

grass ceased to grow where his horse I'laced his

loot," applies with more truth to my frictid F .

Notwithstanding his many virtues, he has to the

fullest extent which his means permitted, been
the destroyer of grass, of grain, and consequently,

of men. Famine mftrches alter him, and will not

commit the less havoc because he himself is able

to keep beyond her reach.

F , is remarkable for his kindness and li-

berality to the poor. Besides fre(|uent occasional

acts of charity to others, he has long supjiortcd

several families, who would perish without such

aid. I know how to estimate the motives, and ac-

cording totheiTi, to respect these two individuals.

But thinr private virtues and vices, have nothing

to do with my subject, except so far as the conse-

quences of tliem affect the public good. F——

,

supports by his benevolence, twenty persons, and
has destroyed the means of subsistence lor 500,

which in effect, is equal to starving, or preventing

the existence of" as many. N ; has given noth-

ing in charity, but has given in the ttages of labor

more than F 's wages and alms together: he
has increased the production of the earth enough
for food lor 500 persons, and therelbre he has in-

creas(!d population to that amount, though not at

all by the Hindoo mode, as he has no children

It is very true that these people must, work to ob-

tain N 's increased product; and so much the

better. His improvements will not die with him,

nor will the corporeal powers of this laboring pop-

ulation, and their descendants or successors which
will continue to earn and consume it. The coun-
try is not benefited only by havinij its population

increased by 500 persons; if they were all drones,

they w"ould rather be an evil. But the people

who eat N ^'s corn are field laborers, mechan-
ics, manulacturers, sailors, and merchants, all of

whom are continually increaingthe national wealth

by their industry, as well as its strength, by their

numbers. F ''s charity has served not only to

support several families, but has doubled their

number, by the births which have taken place

since they partook of his bounty. After his death,

they t!!ust still be supported by others, or starve.

They are not able to add any thing by their labor

to the public stock, and though the children will

hereafter be able, their present situation is the

worst of all schools to acquire habits ot' indus-

try. Were all our land holders like N , the

wealth and population of the state would quickly

be doubled. Were all like F , with all his

virtues, wealth and population would rapidly di-

minish, until the country became a desert. Thou-
sands are pursuing the ruinous course of the lat-

ter; very few cultivate so asalike to increase the

national resources and their own.
My opinonon this subject, taught me to expect

but little increase in the population of Virginia,

and not to be disappointed in the report, of the last

census, which shows a gsin; of but ten per cent,

in the last ten years. But for the recently awa-
kened spirit ot airricultural improvement, (the im-
pulse to which, we owe principally to the author
of Arator,) I think that the tide-water ditsrict

would have suffered a considerable diminution.

As much vacant land as this district contains,
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there is but little uncultivated, (which until en-

riched) will yield any clear profit. Therefore,

eastern Virginia, in its present state, is fully po-

pulated^ and no increase can be expected ex-

ceptfrom the improvements of the soil, and the con-

sequent increased means (f subsistence. We ex-
port provisions, it is true; this may at first seem to

indicate a surplus of the means lor subsistence,

and a fund lor additional population. J3ut such a
conclusion would be incorrect. Our surplus food

is exchaged (or clothing and other commodities,
which in fact, or from custom, are as necessary as

sufficient food. Our only consolation is, that our
excess of population emigrates to the west; in-

stead of starving, as in most fully populated coun-
tries.

If private individuals can exert so much influ-

ence on the population and strength of their

country, how much more extensive must be that

of the government! A member of the legislature,

by a single vote, may retard ])opulation more
than by destroying the productiveness of all the

land in his possession. A single l;)ad law, which
cramps ingenuity and industry, or destroys their

honest gains, or what is worse, puts them into

others' pockets, causes more poverty and depopu-
lation than a thousand exhausting cultivators.

Man}' are the sins of this description, which have
been committed by our legislatures, both state and
federal; it is enough to name as examples, the

protecting duty policy, banking, and laws for the

compulsory support of the poor. The last, though
not the least of such evils, will hereaiter become
the heaviest. Poor laws impose taxes and penal-

ties on honest industry, and ofler rewards for idle-

ness, extravigance, drunkennesss, and debauche-
ry—and their inevitable consequence will be to in-

crease those vices, until their support shall have
absorbed the whole income of the industry of the
nation. England has already drawn near to that

dreadful situation, and with herexam|)le before us,

we are pursuing the same course to the same end.

Appomattox.

From Loudon's London Gardeners' Magazine.

ON THE SYSTEBIS OF CROPPING KITCHEN
GARDENS ADOPTED BY THE BEST PRI-
VATE AND COMMERCIAL GARDENERS

—

WITH AN ATTE3IPT TO REDUCE THEM TO
FIXED PRINCIPLES.

The subject ofcropping the ground in kitchen
gardens, embraces the preparation of the soil, the
insertion of the seeds or plants, their after culture,

the gathering of the crop, and the system accord-
ing to which one crop is made to succeed another.
As the discussion of all these points, however,
would involve the repetition of what is already
well known to every gardener, the article now
submitted to the reader, and for which his indul-
gence is enteated, is limited to what is properly
called cropping, or the succession of crops. Crops
in kitchen gardens, are put in the ground accord-
ing to three distinct plans or systems, which may
be termed successional cropping, simultaneous
cropping, and permanent cropping.

Successional Cropping, is that in which the
ground is wholly occupied with one crop at one
time, to be succeeded by another crop, also whol-
ly of one kind: for example, onions to be followed

by winter turnips, or potatos to be followed by
borecole.

Simultaneous Cropping, is that in which severai

crops are all coming forward in the ground at the

same time; for example, onions, lettu(;e. and radish-

es, sown broadcast; or peas, potatos broccoli, or

spinach, sown in rows.

Permanent Cropping, is where a crop remains
on the ground several years; such as sea-kale,

rhubarb, a^paragus, strawberries, &c.
To these modes might be added, mixed ligneous

and herbaceous cropping, such as growing herba-
ceous crops among gooseberries, currants, rasp-

berries, and other fruit shrubs, and among fruit

trees. The practice of growing culinary crops

among li'uit shrubs is, however, nearly exploded
in the best gardens, on account of the injury

done to the shrubs when they are young and
small, by the roots and shade of the culinary crops,

and of the injury done to the culinary crops when
the shrubs are grown up, by the shade and con-

finement which they produce. For the same rea-

sons, cropping between trees, is by no means desi-

rable in small gardens, where the n-ees must ne-

cessarily be at no great distance from each other;

but in the case of very large gardens, such as

those of commercial gardeners, where trees are

planted in close rows at 20, 30, or 40 yards apart,

so as to shelter the ground, the cropping may be
carried on in the spaces between rows of trees, on
the principles which regulate successional, simul-

taneous, or permanent cropping, in ground where
there are neither trees or shrubs.

The object to be attained by a system of crop-

ping is that of procuring the greatest quantity
and the best quality of the desired kind of pro-

duce, at the least possible expense of labor, time,

and manure; and, in order that this object may be
efi'ectually obtained, there are certain principles

which ought to be adopted as guides. The chief

of these is to be derived from a knowledge of
what specific benefit or injury, every culinary

plant does to the soil, with reference to any culi-

nary plant. It ought to be known whether par-

ticular plants injure the soil by exhausting it of
particular priciples; or whether, as has been late-

ly conjectured by De Condolle, and as some think,

proved, the soil is rendered unfit for the growth
of the same or any allied species, by excretions

from the roots of plants; while the same excre-

tions, acting in the way of manure, add to the fit-

ness of the soil for the production of other species.

The prevailing opinion, as every one knows, has
long been, that plants exhaust the soil, generally,

of vegetable food, particularly of that kind of
food, which is peculiar to the species growing on
it for the time being. For example; both, pota-
tos and onions, exhaust the soil generally, while
the potato deprives it of something which is ne-
cessary to insure the production of good crops of
potatos, and the onion of" something which is ne-
cessary for the re-production of large crops of
onions. According to the theory of De Condolle,
both crops exhaust the soil generally, and both
render it unfit for the repetition of the particular

kind of crop; but this injury according to his hy-
pothesis, is not efitjcted by depriving the soil of
the particular kind of nutriment requisite for the
particular kind of species; but by excreting into it

substances peculiar to the species with which it

has been cropped, which substances render it unfit
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for having these, crops repeated. Cotli these the-

ories, or rather, perhaps, hypotiieses, are attend-

ed witii some liilliculty in the case of plants which
remain a threat many years on the same soil; as, (()r

example, perennial-rooted herbaceous plants and
trees. The dillicnll}', however, is got over in both
systems: by the first, or old theory, the annual
droppin<r and decay ot' the Joliage is said to sup-
ply at once, general nourishment, and particular

nourishment; and by the second, or new theory,

the same droppinp; of the leaves, by the general
nourishment which it supplies, is said to neu-
tralize the pariicularexcrctions. It must becon-
lespcd that it is not very obvious how general
nourishment, dropped on the surilice of the soil,

can neutralize the excrementitious matter de-
posited many feet beneath the surliice; as in the
ease of long rooted lierbaceous plants, like the
sainttbin, lucerne, &c.; and deep rooting trees,

such as the oak, &c. Nevertheless, we find that
these plants will remain a longer period on the
same soil than others, the roots of which never go
to any great depth beneath the surface; such as
the fibrous-rooted grasses, the strawberry, &c.,
and the pine and fur tribe. We mention these
things to show that though it is not yet determined
which is the true theory, yet that the fact of plants
injuring or diminishing the fertility of the soil,

both generally and particularly, does not admit of
a doubt.

In the absence of principles founded on whiche-
ver of these hypotheses may l)e true, recourse is

obliged to be had to rules drawn from the experi-
ence and observation of those who believe in the
old theory. These rules, as adopted by the best
gardeners, are as follows:

Crops of plants belonging to the same natural
order or tribe, or to the natural order and tribe most
nearly allied to them, should not follow each other.

Thus, turnips should not follow any of the cab-
bage tribe, sea-kale, or horseradish.

Plants which draw their nourishment chiefly

from the surface of the soil should not follow each
other; but should alternate with those which draw
their nourishment in great part from the subsoil.

Hence, carrots and beets should not follow each
other: nor onions and potatos.

Plants which draw a "Treat deal of nourishment
from the soil should succeed, or be succeeded by
plants which draw less nourishment. Hence, a
crop grown f()r its fi-uit, such as the pea; or for its

roots or bulbs, such as the potato or the onion,
should be followed by such as are grown solely lor

their leaves, such as the common borecole, the
celery, the lettuce, &c.

Plants which remain for several years on the
soil, such as strawberries, rhubarb, asparagus,
&c. should not be succeeded by other plants which
remain a long time on the soil, but by crops of
short duration; and the soil should be continued
under such crops Ibr as long a period as it remain-
ed under a permanent crop. Hence, injudicious-
ly cropped gardens, the strawberry compartment
is changed every three or four years, till it has
gone the circuit of all the compartments; and as-

l)aragus beds, sea-kale, &c. are renewed on the
same princijiles.

Plants, the produce of which is collected during
summer, should be succeeded by those of which
the produce is chiefly gathered in winter or spring.
The object of this rule is, to prevent two active

and exhausting crops from following each other in
succession.

Plants in gardens are sometimes allowed to
ripen their seeds; in which case two seed-bearing
crops should fiot follow each other in succession.
These rules, and ot tiers of a like kind, apply

generally to the three dillerent systems for the
succession of crops; and they are independent al-

together of other rules or principles which may be
drawn li-om the nature of the plants themselves;
such as some requiring an extraordinary propor-
tion of air, light, shade, moisture, &c.; or from the
nature of the changes intended to be made on
them by cultivation; such as blanching, succulen-
cy,_ magnitude, &c. We shall now notice the
dillerent systems separatel}'.

Successional Cropping.—The plants best cal-

culated for this mode of cropping are such as re-
quire, during almost every period of their growth,
the fullest exposure to the light and air; and as re-

main, also, a considerable time in the soil: these
are, the turnips, the onion, the potato, the beet,

the carrot, &c. If any of these crops are raised
and brought forward under the shade of others,

they will be materially injured, both in quality and
quantity, though, at the same time, while they
are merely germinating, shade will not injure
them. Hence, successional cropping may be car-
ried on in breadths of 20 feet or 30 7eet, between
rows of tall-growing articles, without injury;
which approximates this manner of cropping to
the simultaneous mode; which, wherever the soil

is rich, is by fiir the most profitable.

The simultaneous mode of Cropping, is founded
on the principles, that most plants, when germi-
ntxting, and Ibr some time afterwards, thrive best
in the shatle; and the tall -growing plants, which
require to receive the light on each side, should be
sown, or planted, at some distance Irom each
other. Hence, tall-growing peas are sown in
rows 10 fi^et or 12 fiiet apart; and between them
are planted rows of the cabbage tribe; and, again,
between these are sown rows of spinach, lettuce,

or radishes, &c. Hence, also, beans are planted
in the same rows with potatos or with cabbages,
(an old practice in the cottage gardens of Scot-
land;) and so on. The great object in this kind of

cropping is, to have crops on the ground, in differ-

ent stages of growth; so that, the moment the
soil and the surface are released from one crop, an-
other may be in an advanced state, and ready, as it

were, to supply its place. For this purpose, when-
ever one crop is removed, its place, ought to be in-
stantly supplied by plants adapted for producing an-
other crop of the proper nature to succeed it. For
example, where rows of tall marrowfat peas have
rows of broccoli between them, then, the moment
the peas are removed, a trench for celery may be
Ibrmed where each row of peas stood; and be-
tween the rows of broccoli, in the places where
lettuces were produced early in the season, may
be sown drills of winter spinach.

From the Farmer and Gardener.

CUBA TOBACCO IN MARYLAND

With regard to the growth of the Cuba variety
of tobacco in this country, there can be no ques-
tion. We recently enjoyed a cigar, the tobacco
of which was grown in Dorchester county, Ma-
ryland, by that'intelligcnt agriculturist, Dr. Muse,
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who obtained the seed at Havana; which, for

flavor was as fine as nine-tenths of" the cigars im-
ported direct from Havana. We say this without

reserve, considering ourself a competent judge of

the article.

Ffom the New York Star.

THE NATIVE AMERICAN SILKWORM. NEW
PLAN FOR THE WORMS TO WIND THE CO-
COONS.

Mr. Editor—Since the receipt of your paper
yesterday, I received the Nantuc!<et Inquirer of

15lh inst., in Vv^liich Mr. Jenlvs asl<s for furtiier in-

telligence in relation to the articles on the silk

worm, puhlished in the Siar of the 3tl inst. As
the words, "six diHerent plants iijr the worm to

wind the cocoon," were published verbatim as I

expressed them in conversation with you, the call

eeems to require some explanation on my part. I

will give it briefly thus: "It is so many contri-

vances (o accomodate the insect in its preparation

lor '• winding up," or so many difltirent contrivan-

ces on which (not round which) the larva^/ may
suspend and wind the cocoon. One of the plans

maybe described thus: nine laths \ inch thick, 1^^

inch wide and 40 inches long, placed on ecige,

horizontal, parallel to each other, and 1 inch apart

in the clear; these are connected by a laih, 11^
inches long, liisfened across the ends; the whole
forming a grate of 9 bars \\\ by 40 niches. Five
of these grates, placed parallel to and above each
other, ^ inch afiart in the clear, connecled by a

single nail at each corner, with a lath 9^ inches

long, standing vertically on end, fijrins one plan,

which is prabably the best of the six, atid in the

operation of some good judges is superior to all

other plans (not excepting the European plan of

bushes and branches of trees) for economy, both
in the space \yhich it occupies to accomodate an
f!qual number of worms, and the expense of con-

struction. The -16 laths required lijr its construc-

tion are worth 6 cenis, and can be made with the

labor of one hour, worth 12 cents—making in all

IS cents. The worm winds the cocoon between the

bars and between the grates, when by removing
the 4 vertical laths at the corners the cocoon can
be cleared out in a few nfmutes, certainly in less

time, and, in better condition, than the same num-
ber can be retnoved fiom among bushes and leaves.

The native American silk worm ft^eds on elder,

which is its principal f()od, and from it spins a co-

coon of good silk, strong, soft and lustrious, though
coarser than that of the Asiatic worm; the small-

est cocoon in my possession, from the native Ame-
rican worm, is 70 per cent, heavier than the hea-
viest of the Asiatic. A liiir average of the native

cocoons are nearly 300 per cent, heavier than most
of the Asiatic. I weighed to-day a liiir average

of the native American cocoons with 4 different

kinds of Asiatic, from my own raising this year

—

the weights show the (]uantity of silk, without the

chrysalis, as follows.

Native American cocoon,

Asiatic large white cocoon,
" bright white cocoon,
" Monti di Brianza, a pale

yellow,
•' Golden yellow,

The ova of the two last named, were imj)orted

17
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it desprvos attention ; but we are not sanguine as to

any profit bein-;; obtained from the new fabric—from

wliicii mucii was confidently expected, as a source of

national wjailh more than a century ago, in Virginia,

as ap|).'ars from the curious old poem inserted in o'lr

first vohune (page 7o4) on the " Virginia Siiicworm."

Tlie moth, or butterfly, which is the last form of

tliis insect, is the largest winged insect known in this

r'\gion. One of those in our possession last summer

measured six and a half inches across from one ex-

trjinity to the other of the wings, when laid horizon-

tally. The outer coats of the cocoons are very strong,

and so large, that some of ours were made by inge-

nious ladies into purses, which would hold each as

much silver as was convenient to carry in a purse, and

more than many of us now own, in this paper age.

Since the foregoing remarks were in type, we have

seen that the publication of Mr. Durant has produced

a somewhat angry controversy between him and Mr.

Tinelli. The only thing gathered from it, at all ma-

terial to other persons, is, that Mr. Tinelli declares the

"native American silkworm" to be common in Eu-

rope, and that its silk is of no value, compared to that

of the silkworms heretofore used.

—

Ed. Far. Reg.

From tlie Gerniantown Telegraph.

CORK—SUCKERS.

Some persons without understandinf^ the natu-

ral iiisforyof the plant, at the last dressing, pull oli'

tlu'- suckers, which is ruin to the crops, as they are

alisolutely necessary, not only to filling our the

ends of most of the first years, bat to filling

nut the late years to some degree.

The time in which the male blossom on the

main stalk remains in vigor is not more than six

days, when the season is good : but if the weather
is hot and dry, or is very stormy, it is not so long.

And this length is only enouii'li to fructily the ear-

liest ears in which the female blossom comes out

first (i-om the germ of the lowest grains, and pre-

sent themselves in circles at the end of the corol-

la or husks, and as they come out, are impregna-
ted, and thus they are every day and every hour
presenting new circles of female blossoms, until

the whole are thus impregnated. But if the heat
is so excessive as to kill the male blossom belore

the whole of the f!?male blossom has come out of
the corrolla of husk, then if there are no suckers
to supply the deficiency of pollen, there will be a
portion ol' the upper end of the ear that will be
barren of grain. To supply this deficiency of pol-

len, Provid.ence, in organizing the corn plant, has
ordered that the three lower joints should produce
suckers that should come up in succession, to sup-
ply a continual source of the fructifying principle
to llie whole succession of ears that may come
out lor the space of at least three weeks, after that
on the stalk has been exhausted. And on this

succession of male blossoms, the greatness of the
crop depends. And the land should he so rich as
to force out at least two suckers on every stalk, or
no very great crop should be expected. But if

the land is so rich as to produce these, then in-
stead of havintr the usual crop of about 35 bush-
els to the acre, the carelul fiirmer may expect
from 80 to 120 bushels with very little extraordi-

nary expense, and this land will be prepared (or

other crops.

You will please to indulire mefliriherto observe
on the culture of corn, that to manure poor land
in the hill is bad cultivation, althouyh it is true
that by this mode, the early iirowth of the corn is

promoted ; but the moment the roots of the planla

extend beyond the manure, ihe growth of the ciop
is checked, at the most critical season, when the
suckers and ears are setting, by which it often

happens, that the stalk still runs up, and liie male
blossom comes out and is spent belbn; the temale
blossom appears at all. But if the shovel full of
manure that had been jjut in each liill, had been
incor|)orated with the soil, the early growth of the
crop would not have been so rapid, but then the
growth woulil have been equal in all parts of the
plantj and a crop would have been received in pro-

portion to the goodness of the soil and preparation
and attendance given it.

[The writer of the foregoing piece offers a new
reason for the propriety of letting the suckers of corn

remain on the stalks, viz: for the purpose of furnish-

ing a later supply of fecundating pollen to the silks,

or female flowers. But without attaching importance,

or giving confidence to this opinion of the writer, we
think his remarks worth notice in another respect,

viz: that he seems to have no idea that any dhninuiicm

of the quantity of grain is to be feared, from leaving

the suckers, and does not either reply to, or even name
that single objection to the practice, which operates on

almost every cultivator in Virginia, and the more

southern states. When, (in addition to the testimony

of several correspondents of the Farmers Register,)

so many northern farmers deny that any advantage is

gained by suckering corn, and when it is known that the

fields of extensive regions to the north are left without

suckering, it ought at least to cause enough doubt to

arise, as to induce farmers to test both practices, by

fair comparative experiments. The suckering of corn,

even if not hurtful, is certainly very troublesome

on good land, and unless it is productive of a certain

and not inconsiderable increase of crops, to avoid that

labor, is a very considerable object.

—

Ed. Far. Reg.]

From tlie Inverness Courier.

EXPERIMENTS OF DIFFERENT MANURES ON
TURNIPS.

For the information of turnip-growers, and to

enable them to regulate their supplies of artificial

manure in the ensuing season, we are authorised

by Sir F. A. Mackensie to insert tlu; Ibilowing ex-
r)erimcnts, made on his Ro.ss-shire !i;irms in 1836.

Having appropriated the greater part of his farm-
yard manure to the cultivation of newly reclaimed
lands. Sir F. laid down one field of sixteen acres

Scots, with bones, half drilled, half dust, dibbled

in at aboat the rate of about twelve bushels per

acre ; the soli, a sandy loam, lone: cultivated, and
one half of which had been limed four years pre-

viously. The whole produced a most luxuriant

crop, but if any difference appeared, it was in fa-

vor of the part unlimed. Another field of four-

teen acres had in part been reclaimed from heath
about four years; the soil gravelly ; the rest was
old, light, earthy, cfoft land, in separate patches,

the whole limed four years previously, and laid
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down with bones dibbled at the same rate per
jKM-e ; the crop was excellent, but on the old croft

land Piiperior to where it had been lately reclaim-

ed. IJoiii the above fields were sown with ijreen

top antl Aberdeen yellow turnips. A third field,

of sixteen acres, was laid down as follows :— five

acres with Swedes, and best farm yard duiiii;, as

usually done; three acres with white cjlobes, bone
dust dibbled, sown at the same time as the Swedes
(tor early eating) ; ibiir acres with best common
(arm yard dung, green tops, sown three weeks
later than the globes ; lour acres green tops, in al-

ternate patches of six drills each—first, dibbled

bone dust; second, dibbled animalized carbon; and
third, dibbled pulverised farm manure; the bones

at the rale of twelve bushels per acre ; the carbon

nearly double that quantity; the pret)ared dung
about a small handful to each dibble hole, and all

sown in the same day. Soil of upper end of the

field a good, dry loam; lower part poor, wet,

cold, gravelly bam; the whole limed some years

previously. Swedes a good crop, except ing a small

part of the lower end of the field. Early globes,

heavy crop upper, and good crop lower end.

Green tops, farm-yard dung, poor crop generally.

Bones excellent every where; carbon middling crop,

and rather worse at lower end; pulverised dung
excellent in upper end, very inferior in thelovv^er.

The difi'erence was so marked, that even an inex-

perienced ej'e might perceive it, as each case was
repeated three or four times, and the inference

therefore is as follows. Carbon is not to be in

any case recommended, excejiting wliere the fiy

is destructive; in which case a small quantity

might be advantageous, as lor the first ten days it

l(jrces on the young plants in a surprising manner.
Bones are most advisable as a general nnttmre

for all kinds of soil, and produce first rate crops of

turnijis, where they could not be grown by any
orher means. But if the soil be a good dry loam,
there can be no necessity for the outlay upon an
artificial substitute, when a pulverised manure can
be prepared at home by any farmer, without any
cost, and equally elhcacious as the best bone dust.

Sir F. likewise tried the carbon and bones on an-

other farm, in alternate drills, on a small scale, on

a light, poor, gravelly soil; and on a third farm in

pure raw moss, all with the same results. The
carbon for the first fortniszht appeared by far the

most promising; but in November tiie crop from

bones was double the weight of the other. His
pulverised fiirm-yard manure is formed from weeds
completely rotted by repealed turning and fermen-
tation, and then saturated with liquid from the

folds, collected and carried in drains for that pur-

pose into a covered tank, where it is kept till

wanted—to this is added some old trenched ma-
nure, the whole well pulverised by repeated turn-

ing.

From tlie Maine Farmer.

WINTER WHEAT.

Mr. Holmes:—In the Maine Farmer, of the

30th May, there is a valualjle communication
from Mr. James Ronaldson, on the culture of win-
ter wheat.

It is a subject of the first importance to the

farmers of this state ; and every individual farmer

who is anxious to raise bread for our own con-

Bumption, ought to feel it a duty to make limited,

or extensive experiments, according to his abilhy,

for the purpose of testing the value of Mr. Ron-
aldson's suggestions, and whether they will suit

our soil and climate. It is also the duty of those

who have already made ex[)eriments, in any way
connected with the mode proposed by Mr. Ron-
aldson, to disclose the same.
Mr. C. Fairbanks' comnmnication on the sub-

ject is useful and encouraging; and under this im-
pression, I shall state what course I have [jursued,

and my reasons for the same, and then offer a few
remarks on the proposed plan.

From my early acquaintance with English hus-

bandry, I gave the prelerence to winter wheat,
and imported, in the year 1788, a few bushels

from Liverpool, of the ' TV/iite Lancashire Win-
ter Wheat,'' which succeeded very well, and fi'om

this wheat 54 barrels of good flour was manufac-
tured at a flour mill in Hallowell, in 1794, and
shipped for sale to Boston. Twelve years after

the importation, a bushel of this wheat was sown
in the town of Corinth, county of Penoliscot, by
Hemy Snow, on an acre and a quarter of burnt

land and produced forty bushels of prime wheat.

I brought four quarts of it home, and from its

produce, continued for a few years to sow it on
plousrhed land. I think about ten years af^ter, I

procured from Connecticut, a superior quality of

winter wheat, called the Taylor wheat, which
was first raised in Virginia, by a gentleman of

that name. This kind I have continued to cul-

tivate, and fiom this, or my imported wheat, I

obtained from one bushel, ground at the mill at

Gardiner, 527^ lbs. of good flour, including the

toll. The averace yield has been thirteen to four-

teen bushels to the acre, which I considered equal

to seventeen or eighteen bushels of spring wheat,

with the advantage of preparing the land, and
sowing the winter wheat at the season of greatest

leisure.

Being satisfied that even in ploughed land,

where ihe soil and make o( the land was liavora-

ble, winter wheat was preferable, I tried the fol-

lowing experiments:

1. I sowed in drills in my garden, in the sprivg,

some winter wheat, and dunng the season, un-

til September, frequently cut it down. A smaller

proportion was winter-killed, than in the open field.

2. In the second experimenr, the wheat was
sown after a crop of oats. With the oats I sowed
twelve pounds of clover seed. When the oats

were nearly ripe enough to reap, the grass-hop-

pers made such havoc by cutting off the grain,

that the ground was strewed with seed. The
oats were immediately reaped, the clover and
stubble ploughed in, and about the nuddle of Au-
gust, the winter wheat was sowed. In a short

time, the verdure was remarkable, and on exami-

nation, I found that the oats which had been in

and on the ground, had sprung up and covered it.

Aware that the winter would kill the oats sown at

this time, the effect on the wheat was carefully

watched, and the oats proved a protection to the

wheat in winter, and with a dressing of a bushel

of plaster of Paris strewed on an acre in the

spring, served as a top-dressing. The wheat
grew vigorously, and there was an increase of pro-

duce from it. Since that time I have always sow-

ed a bushel and a half of oats to the acre, with,

the wheat, and spread a cask and a half of lime on

the same quantity of land.
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3. A third experiment was in clearing up six

acres of a biisii pasture. No irriss seed had been

sown, and what orass was on the land was Ij-oni

seed dropped by the cattle fed on it. It was
plouiilied deep in tlie lall, in the spring harrowed,

cross-ploUL'lted, and harrowed airaiti, until it was
mellow. For two jears, oats were sown with 12

pounds of red clover seed, and ploughed in, alter

reaping the crops of oats ; and in August, after

the second croj), winter wheat was sown. The
soil was a rich loam, and the form of the land

was in moderate swells. Owing to this, the crop

was uneven, as the snow drifted deep in some
places and in others the land was bare. The
wheat vvas vicrorous, 5 leet 4 in. in height, and
the ears over five inches long. The crop was a

profitable one, and lor three years after, the land

produced as much grass as could be dried on the

ground.
4. My last experiment was sowing in the spring

a small piece ol land with winter wheat. It lay

next to the sheep pasture, and was occasionally

fed b}^ the sheep until September. This experi-

ment did not answer, probably trom the want of

previous cultivation, and the snow not covering it

during the winter.

As regards Mr. Ronaldson's proposals of sowing
the winter wheat, so early as to raise a crop of

barley on the same land as the winter wheat,

there is the following objection. Whatever crop

is raised that produces seed, and quantity suffici-

ent to repay the labor, must exhaust the ground,

and iti this case the barley will take from the wheat
a portion of the nourishment intended ibr it. For
this reason, will it not be better to sow oats or bar-

ley for a crop early in the sprintr, with 12 lbs. of

red clover seed, and as soon as this grain is reap-

ed, iiumediately to plough in the clover and stub-

ble, and sow the winter wheat with the oats as

proposed before? The growth of the clover by
this mode will replace what the crop of oats or

barley has taken to manure it.

This subject is a very important one, and if by
experiments we can secure a motle of cultivating

winter wheat on ploughed land, that would be
profitable, it may be the means of increasing the

quantity of wheat raised, as well as improving
the quality.

It is a (act that winter wheat is a sure crop on
new land, where the growth has been cut down,
and recently burnt off. In the state of Maine, a
great quantity of new land is annually brought
into cultivation, and the use of winter wheat as

the crop, will have other advantages besides its

increased value. The farmer by this means will

have the whole of the season li'oni the spring un-
til the first of August, (and on burnt land a later

period will answer to sow the wheat) to burn
and clear his land, without interrupting his la-

bor on his spring crops, and will not depend
on favorable weather to burn ofT the trees for

spring grain.

CHARLES VAUGHAN.
June 19, 1837.

[The reader of the foregoing piece shoidd bear in mind

the great difficulty and uncertainty of raising wheat in

;
Maine, which have operated so strongly on most farm-

'I's, as almost to stop the culture, and on others to seek

I 'lief in the substitution of spring wheat and other

uiefficient remedies. The legislature has entered upon

the field of controversy, and by the offer of a bounty on

every bushel raised, expect to bear down tlie existing

obstacles to wheat culture in Maine. This bounty, (on

the policy of which we conunented at page 692 vol.

IV.,) it is said, will have the edectof increasing enor-

mously the crops of wheat raised in Maine—but will not

remove or lessen the true and great obstacle, (the want

of lime in the soil,) and the increase will probably be

purchased at a dear rate by the treasury bounty. Let the

legislature of Maine induce (whether by bounties,

instruction, or otherwise,) the application of calca-

reous manures on the lands now so deficient in that

necessary ingredient, and their thence newly acquired

fitness for wheat will cause the culture and success

of that crop, without a direct legislative bounty for its

production. In the last paragraph of the foregoing

letter, there is a striking confirmation of our opinion

on this subject, (which we have stated more at length

before, in the remarks referred to above,) in the fact

that newly cleared woodlands, on which the wood has

been burnt, produce wheat with great certaintij. Now
the only cause of this, is that the ashes of the trees

supply the land for one year, with a sufficiency of car-

bonate and phosphate of lime to be taken up by the

wheat, and which ingredients, in unusually large pro-

portions, are essential to the healthy existence of that

crop. If the intelligent and public-spirited editor of

the Maine Farmer will exert his influence to have the

trial of calcareous manures fairly and fully made on

proper soils in Maine, we will hazard any reputation

that we may possibly possess, by the prediction that

the alledged obstacles to that culture, of climate &c.

will then be found no longer to be very important.

—

En. Far. Reg.

From the Charleston Courier.

THE GREAT SUBMARINE SPRING DISCOVERED
OFF THE COAST OF FLORIDA.

To the Editors of the Courier:

Charleston June 23d, 1837.

Gentlemen : The phenomenon, on the coast of

Florida, as described by captains Sisson, Pettigrew,

and others, in your paper of this morning, is not

new, though the mineral properties of the water are

certainly so. The spring off St. Anastasia island,

south of St. Augustine, has been long known to

navigators, and I have heard of those who have
profited froiT. it, in obtaining a supply of fresh wa-
ter. The doubts which prevail, as to its existence,

may be traced to the fact tliat it intermits, and, at

certain seasons, "no agitated sea, like a shoal," ia

to be discovered in that quarter, Its appearance

changes with circumstances—the surface some-
times larger or smaller, and more or less ag-

itated, according to the greater or less quantity of

water evolved. These marine springs are not

uncomraoti along the coast of Florida. In addition

to those mentioned in your paper, there is a very

imposing one in the latitude of Jupiter inlet, and
being immediately off a point of rucks projecting

into the sea, it has not unfrequently caused much
uneasiness (o navigators who have unexpectedly

encountered it. This I have seen in its most an-
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o;ry state of elmllilion, and hut for the discoloriiifr

of the water, changing from the deep green ol' the
eea to the maddy rnixlare of tlie interior riverp, it

would have heen dilHcuh.to have ascrihed the agita-

ted state of the ocean to ar.y other cau.se than ihe
rocky projectiong and ,«hoals so visihie in that lati-

tude. The origin of these springs has been a sub-
ject of some speculations to the wriler of this ar-

ticle: The cause seems simple; explaining at

once their existence, as well as their occasional
intermission: The eastern section, indeed, the in-

terior of easlern Florida, generally, wiih the ex-
ception of soine spurs, or projecting high lands on
the western boundary, as low down as the bay of
Tampa, is exceedingly depressed. Its surlace is

elevated but a very few ieet, if any, above the
higest water of the tides. Indeed, in speculating,

in my wanderings, on the origin of that jiortion of'

the territory, I have thought that (he whole region
was at one time a bank, similar to the Bathama,
submerged in tiie deep, spotted with sand, coral,

and madrepore keys, and which have either been
elevated by the sands thrown on its surlace from
the innumerai)le currents and counter-currents
coming in conHict in that quarter, or ii'om the ocean
itself receding. Once dry, and acquirin<r a growth
of marsh, grass, weeds, and brush wood, in succes-
sion, its elevation in the interior has been annually
increased ; while the winds prevailing lor many
months from the same quarter on the sea shore,

sea sand ridges, and of smgular regular formation,
(more like the parapets of a fort, shaped with the

eye of an engineer,) have been formed, present-

ing barriers to the encroachments of the ocean.
It is easy to conceive that a country thus formed,
hollow in the interior, like a basin, and the recep-
tacle, at certain seasons ofthe 3'ear, of the waters of
nearly three months' incessant rain, must find some
vent for these inundations. The first is by the
hollow*, or more depressed spots in the countr}',

which are the lakes, for which Florida is remark-
able, the beds of which, being lower than the lev-

ie of the sea, always retain their waters at that
level, parting with the surplus only, which rises

above.

The second is by the rivers formed by these ac-
cumulated floods, and which, in contributing their

supply, force their way through the sand hills to

the great reservoir—the ocean. It is a subject (or

interesting, if not instructive speculation, to wit-
ness the war waged between the waters of these
rivers, and the winds and the leaves, and the sands
of the sea, struggling to obstruct them. In the
seasons of the nngjity flood, the rivers become
stronger, and force and deepen their way into the
ocean, the flood subsiding: the unwearied surf
which beats wiih tlie eastern breeze on that coast

;

the winds blowing lor nearly six months, and al-

most uniformly liom the same quarter, and the
moveable sand heaps under their control, again
conspire, and close up the channel ways, which
the rivers, now too week to resist, are compelled to

eubmit to. In some instances the ocean coalition

have completely triumphed. Jupiter inlet, though
at one time admitting of a depth of 7 or 8 feet wa-
ter, has been entirely closed, and the accumulated
waters of that river have been forced to form a
junction with the Indian, creating, in all its charac-
teristics, another St. John's ; draining the southern
everglades, and coursing parallel with the ocean
for many nules, before it mingles, in a higher

northern latitude, its waters with it. Further
south, the bar of the liio Seen (wliicli means Dry
Jiiver) has likewise been closed, and lorced to dis-

charge into a chain of lakes, which, if not ah'eudy
united, will one day find an outlet by New river,

which, running south, mouths al)out twenty miles
north of the Cape. The contest waging in this

quarter, between the sea and the river, is des-
tined, atno distantday, to fierce that river to seek a
-f:)rofection under the lee of Key Biscayne. Its

present mouth is now six miles south of what it

was ten years ago, when visited by the under-
signed. In a country so peculiar, and based, as it

is, in many parts on calcareous mid po/ous rocks,

and madrepore (brniations, in addition to its surface

drainings, it must often use subterraneous canals
for discharging its suddenly accumulated waters.

Florida is not only renvirkable lor these subterra-

nean streams, but, in many instances, her visible

rivers disappear, and preftM' a conceafed channel
for the venting of" their waters. Tliese phenome-
na would seem to explain, and in a very simple
manner, those marine s|)rings seen on ihe coast of
Florida. As the floods descend, and the waters
in the basin become more elevated than those oti

the ocean, they begin to discharge by all the out-

lets aflbrded by nature. Where surface rivers

fail, the subterraneous passages are suiistituled and
if we were to examine we woukl probably find that

at all the points in the sea where these springs

have been discovered, the basis of the country ad-

jacent was either rock or madrepore Ibrmalion.

I know this to be the fact in relation to the spring off

Jupiterinlet—and that described byCaptain Sisson

is abreast of St. Anastasia island, the whole base

of which is of that shelly formation of which the

fort and principal buildings of St. Augustine are

constructed. Whether the waters, in passing

through the subterranean caverns of rocks, imbibe
mineral properties, or whether the mineral springs

themselves, of which Florida abounds, of suffi-

cient elevation at their sourse, thus find a subterra-

neous connexion with, and pour their overflowings

into the sea, are facts, if beyond our ken, very sim-

ply explained by most plausible conjectures. That
these springs exist-—that they appear and disap-

pear, with the rise and the liill of the springs and
floods of the interior, are facts notorious to many.
Whether the solution of the origin and intermis-

sion are satisliicfory, is lor those to speculate

on who are fond of looking into and tracing the

causes of tlie supposed phenomena in the natural

world.

Respectfully, yours,

James Gadsden.

From tde Cultivator.

The grain worm.

We are sorry to learn, has committed great rav'

ages upon the wheat crop, and extended itsell| as

we predicted, into Dutchess county, on the south, as

fiir as Fishkill; and there are reasons to believe,

that it may be found west, nearly or quite to the

Genesee valley. In a circle of 20 miles around
this city, it is estimated, that the product of the

wheat crop will be di:niiiished two-thirds by them;
and we are told that in some cases the wheat fields

have been opened to the farm slock, not being

considered worth preserving. The worm is also

I
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found in rye and barley. Some sprinc; wlieat was
sown by us in May, in the hope of escapiiiii; the

worm. It is now (July 16,) coming into head.

The fly of the irrain worm is seen upon it at

eveninL^ in small numbers. We shall note its

efl'ects in our next numl)pr.

We would here call the public mind to the fact,

that three years auo, vvliile the worm was yet but

on our borders, the State Asjricuitural Sncieiy

pointed out, in a memorial to the legishuun^, the

apprehemied evil, and urged the policy of oliering

very liberal preuMums |i)r the discovery of an etR-

cient prevetuive; but their suggestions were not

even courteously tioticed. Such premiums miiiht

not have done good— but they could not possibly

have done harm; and had they led to the discove-

ry of a preventive of" the evilj f:\ich a discovery

would have benefited the stale millions of" dollars.

From tlic Brilisli llusliaiidry.

MAKAGKMENT OF CLAY FAilMS.

Jieaison's System..

Knowlc Farm, in the neighborhood of Turi-

bridge Wells, which was a ['*i\v years ago. in the

occupation of the late Gen. Beat^^on, contains

about 300 acres of land, of which 113 are arable,

and is described as abounding with cla}-, and reten-

tive of surface moisture, but when dried by the

summer heat, it becomes as hard as a brick, and im-
pervious to the plough, unless with a great power
of animal exet'iion, particul.trly as the jjeneral

mode is to plough deep. The established rota-

tion in that part of Kent, and the neighbonng
portion of" Sussex, is fallow, wheat, and oats,> with
occasionally cLover and rye-grass; and th"e hus-

bandry api)cars to have remained unaltered for

many ages, with the single exception of substitu-

ting lime lor manure instead of nnirl. Upon this

system the farm was managed during the General's

absence, while governor of" the Island of St He-
lena; and finding on his return, in the year 181.3j

"that he had no cause to boast of its profit, he re-

solved to trace the Avhole progress of the opera-

tions, from the commencement of the fallow to the

close of the rotation;" the result of which was,
that "having made a series of experiments, to

which he devoted his attention during five years,

he determined upon the total abolition offal-
lows.''''*

* His experiments were extended to various objects
besides the working ot the land; particularly to the com-
binations of dilierent Icinds of manure, and the burninc^

of clay, (lor which, see ourvol. i. chap. 16, 17;) but ou1-

present extracts only extend to the subject Of fallow-

ing, the charges of which he stales to have amounted
to £16 per acre, thus:

—

Labor, breaking up the clover ley and
three subsequent ploughings.

Eleven ha? rowings at ten acres per (Jay,

Manure, one and a half wagon loads of
lime, between the third and fourth

ploughings,

Carting and spreading do. -

Seed, two and a half bushels of wheat
10s.

Sowiug and rolling, - - - .

Rent and taxes for the year of fallow,

Ditto for the year of crop, - ^ ^

Vol. V—40
£16

In order to e!Ii>ct this, he, adopted several new
implements, chiefly of his own invention, lor a
description of which we nnisl refer to his "New
sysiem ot" cultivation," as we have onlv seen thd
scarifier in use. This is of a liolit construction,

and certuinly perf^jrn)s well ; though Upon land
such as that described by the General, it is worked
by a pair of horses, and sonietiuies more, inylead
of" one.

He conceived that the grand scource of all thft

heavy expenses of the old method niigiti be tra(u'd

to the fallow itselfj and to the moiie of prejiaring

it
—" by brinuiiig up immense sluijs wiih. ilie

plough; by revVu'sinu' the suil, and thus burying
the seeds of weeds that had fidlen on the suriiicej

by which a l()undation is laid for all the subse-
quent laborious and expensive operations. To
avoid these, he. iherefbre, thought it necessary to

proceed in adifierent n)anner—"to only break and
crumble the surltice soil, to the depth that may
he re(juired; to burn and destroy the weeds; after

which he would have ihe land iri a fine and cleail

state of pulverization, and in readiness for receiv-

ing the seed, without losing a year's rent and fi<x-

es; and all this at a mere trifle of expense, Avhen
comj)ared wiih that wliich is incurred by a Hallow."

In pursuance of" this, he reduced the ploughing
to a single o|)eration at the depth of four inches.
The chief use, indeed, which he made of the
plough was to open furrows at twenty-seven inch-
es apart, which was performed by a couple of hor-
ses at the rate of three acres per day, and wag
merely intended to prepare the land for the scari-

fiers, "which, by passing twi(;e across these l"iif-

rows, loosen ail the stubble and roots of weeds,
which are afterwards, with a small portion of the
soil, placed in heajis and burned." Ey these
means, together with the^more f"reque'nt repetition
of" the horse hoise-hoeinu, and the introduction
of the row-culture, the General assures us "that
his lands were rendered nuich cleaner, and yield-
ed better crojjs than they did formerly, after all

the heavy expenses of" lime and fallows."*

—

He indeed, states, that these operations produced
the effect of pulverization to Ihe de|)ih of" si.x. or
seven inches, and their expense was

—

s. d.

Five scarifyings, with a, single horse
implement, at Is. 80'. per acre. - 8 4

Two harrowing, at 10 Aa'. - - - 19

Id 1
;

that the whole charge of cultivation, tinder a four-

* On this subject he also observes, that "those who
plough deep, and bur}' the seeds of weeds by the first

ploughing, are no't aware that, by this outset of theif
fallow, they lay the foundation ot a great deal of labor
and mischief, and bring upon themselves the absolute
necessity of a fallow, as the only means of eradicatin"-
the progeny of those seeds, which they have inadver-
tently deposited deep in the soil. Now, if the whole
of the stubble and its roots, with a small portion of
the surface soil, which contain those seeds, be collected
and destroyed by fire, it is reasonable to suppose that
lands might be as efi'ectually cleared of weeds in this
manner, as by Ei summer fallow; besides they would
have the benefit of a considerable portion of ashes.
Pf^haps, also, this mode of burning might have a ten-
dency to prevent the disorders of smut and blight;
disorders with which my crops have not been in the
smallest degree affected."—2d Edition, p. 90.
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course eystem upon this plan, including rent was

—

£ s. d.

T;ire?, bean.?, peas, &.c. per acre, - 5
Wheat, - - - '< - 5
Oats and barley, - " . 3 13 G
Clover and rye-grass, " - 2 15 9

£ IG S 6

thus on!}' amniintinnr fo a trifle more than that oi"

the liillow upon the liirnier fslan; tiiat land caitiva-

ted \\\,(m his farn) in this manner has yielded 460
8heaves of wheal per acre, uhilst the averaire

prndace of tlie oiher fields did not e.xceed 360;
and tiiat the difference in favor of the new mct'v d
cniounts, upon aa average—when wiieat is al lOs.

the HuphHl— tn £350 per annum upon the cuhiva-
lion ot" 100 acres.

Froin the Genesee FnrmiT.

BUMMKR FALLOWS—EFFKCT OF FRI::QIEIVT
PLOUGMIKG.

Tiie effect which frequent plono-hinix has on
land intended tor sunnner fiillmvs, or on which
wheat is to be sown, has in some de(rree ailracied

the attenlion of liirmers, hut tiiriher observatien,

anil a comparison of the residts, are s'ill desirable in

order lo a herltict undersiandii u ol" the matter. Il

the crop of wheat will be no better (or five or six

ploujxhintrs, n is certainly desirable to save the la-

bor; and if it should appear that the crop, and tiie

soil, too, is injured by too much ploHjrhinjr, and that

plouyhiuir thoroufrhly once is better than lo nmve
the <>'rounii deej)ly with the ploujxh as niativ as

Jour or live times, then fiirmers should understand
the matter, and husband their time and labor ac-

cordingly. Our remarks will principally relate to

land ill irood tilth, and which is pl(>u(rhed (or the

benefit of the crop alone; lands inte^^ted with nox-
ious weeds, such as thistle and Johnsvvort, may
be plouiihed as often as these weeds show them-
selves in the season, and this is the most efii-ciive

method oi' deslroyinjr them ; but we have serious

doubts whether land so filoughed would produce
as yood wheat as if ploughed not more than once
or twice.

Much of the soil of west New York is compo-
sed on the surtiice of what may be called calcare-

ous loam, based more or less on earth containing
larire (piantities of clay, the latter frequently run-

ning into clay slate, or, wh.ere the lin)e predomi-
nates, into limestone. The soils that abound in

clay and hme, furnish the best wheat lands of the
state, and the surface after plou<rhinof poon as-

euines the dark hue, indicative of soils impregna-
ted with the salts furnished by vegetable decom-
posiijon. In this surface-soil is found the favorite

food of" plants, and the question arises, whether
frequently turning tlie soil deeply, so as to prevent

the combination at the surface so apparently ne-

cessary to the growtti of the plant, would not be

a positive injury rather than a benefit ? Deep
ploughing is necessary to loosen the earth, and ren-

der it permeable, to a proper depth, f()rthe roots of
tlie plants put upon it; it is only when new soil

from a considerable depth is so frequently brought

to the surfu'e that the an)elioratin<r eflects of the

eun, air, and iermenimg cjases, have no time to ex-

ercise their influence, that the surface becomes un-

fii for the purposes of vegetation.

It has been remarked by one of the most scien-

tific ami able fiu-mers of the (ircsent day. Judge
Bud, ''that nnfermented vegetable and animal
niiitlers, including greensward, creen crops and
InUiT manure, alier beinir bia'ied tiy the plough,

should never be ex| fiscd to the sun and winds iiy

cress plonfjrhing, until lliey have become perfectly

rotten. Thi' gaseous uiatifis which dung gives
ofi' while uiidergoinir lermenlation, always rise, be-

cause they are liirhier tiian the ainmsi heric air.

They enrich the soil and atlbrd Ibod tor plants, be-

cause they have already formed the necc^sary
parts oi" plants. Hence, if fermentation lakea
place on the surface, these gaseous matters are

scattered and lost; il' f« the soil, the earths and
moisture retain them there, and the plants feed up-
on them." This union of the fertilizing irasea

takes [ilace at the surface of the earth, and il" this

fertile stratum is too frecjuently displaced, the surface

will in a considerable decree be reiaiered biirren.

Mr. 'I'honias J. Randolph, in an alile paper
published in ihe Farmer's Reiiisler, says, in s(;eak-

iriir ol the propriety oi" frequent ploughing Ibr I'al-

lovvs—"when good land, Cparticularly clover

land,) vviih a distinctly marked surliice ol'dark soil,

is fallowed Ibr wheat, sown with the harrow upon
one ploughing, ami permitted to lie a \ear or two
in clover, sifter the crop ol" wheat, the dark soil that

u- as turned under is airtun formed upon the surface,

occupving I he position in which the clay was lelt

by the previous [douifhiiig, iuid the clay, that which
was occupied by ihe inverted soil. * * * |

suppose ihis change is acconiplished by the gases
evolved in the decon)| csition ol" the vegetable mat-
ter turned under by the plough. If" the weather
is warm, and the veixetation green, succulent, and
abundant, the decomposition is ra| id, and the
quaniiiy of gas disengaged is great. Ol these,

the carbonic is deemed the great stimulant of ve-

ifetalile life; and being heavier than the atmos-
pheric air, but lighter than the soil, it rises to

the surflice, nisinuatinirilself" into the interstices of
ihe clay brougl t up l>y the plough, saturates it,

and accomi lishes the first process ol' its cf)nversion

into soil. Hence the cause of a well known l"act,

that liillows made in June, or July, become many
shades darker on the surfice, although exposed to

ihe scorching rays of a summer's sun, than those

made in Seplember and October, when the daya
are shorter, vegetation drier and less succulent, the

nights lonirer and cooler, and every circumstance
less iiivorable to a rapid decomposition.''

Perhaps the most thoroutrh and frequent plouirh-

ings known among us, are given to those summer
fallows where the destruction oi the Canada thistle

(nrms an important object in the culture of the

field. Fields have been thus ploufrhed i'rom six to

ten times, and we believe it has been almost uni-

tormly iir'tind, that while the certainty of destroy-

ing the thistles increased in proportion to the fre-

(piency of the plouLHiing, the chance of asucceed-
iriiTcrop of wheat was diminished in the same de-

giee. The observation and experience of" almost
every farmer must have iurnished instances where
repeated plouohinfrs, caused the failure ofa crop, or

at least jireatly lessened its value. Where so im-
portant an end is to be attained as the destruction

of the thistle, the loss, partially or wholly, of the

succeedintr crop, is ol" little moment ; the end may
be pursued without regard to collateral consequen-
ces, 88 rest and manure will at once remedy the
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evil. A lew voars since, ii jrcntlpiiian in one ol'lhe

ceniral couniips oT tliis ptiilf, ircalod a larixp fieKl,

overrun with llnsiles, but siroii<r rich land, in the

wav desiTihed ahove. It watJ piouirlied early, and

as nften as any thinir iirt'eii sliDwed iisell' on the

siirlare; the tniniher ol tiin;»?! we do not. now re-

collect. The time lor sowinjr came, and lh(> field

was pronoiniced in eapiial order; no veijelalion ol

anv kind to he seen ; the Poii finely prdvenzed,

hui hearuiiTtoo much the cast of the clayi'V suii-

sira'iun; and the liinner tlaitered hiinself liiai he

liail not only killeii his thi--'iles, hot secured a fine

crop of wheat. Sprinir ranie, and if the thistles

came not, so neiiher did the wheat, and to the

irreai surprise of all, his field remained nearly hare

at harvest The soil appeared to he deprived of

the principles that prouiote veij;etulion, and lo have
become dead and ine't. Others have witnessed

sunilar results.

We should inler finm the forerroing opinions and
experimen's— Firs'ly, tliat where necessary to

plouijii depp, in oab'r to i^ive a free ran^e to the

roois of (ilanis, i'shoidd be perlijrtned thorouij;h!v,

an.) not fretiuen'iy re|)eated. Secondly—that early

{iillnwiuiT is decidedly preferable to a ploughing
that is later, ;is it gives the surfiice time to regain

from the asi'ending gases and aciion of the atmos-

phere, the lerfilizing principles, of which the lower

stratum of soil is destitute. Thirdly—that when
iireen crops, such as clover, or buckwheat, are

turn.^d under, they should not be disturbed urilil de-

composition is compleie, and their valuable proper-

ties thoroughly incorporated with the soil ; and
/burlhly— th It since na'urein all cases, where left

to perfjrai heroperaiions undisturbed, [)repares the

purfice l()r the receplion of seed, iiirmers should

profii by her lahois, and not, unless rendered ne-

cessary for other purposes, counteract her prepar-

ative measures, by unnecessarily chani^ing the sur-

face in frequent ploughings.

NOTKS OF A THREE-DAYS EXCURSION IWTO
GOOCHLAA'D, CHESTERFIELD, AKD POW-
HATAN.

By the Editor.

VISIT TO "Graham's coal pits."

While in the neighborhood of the coal mines, T

was ilesirous of descetuling into, and exaniiiiir otie

of ihi>m: and my choi-^e was directed to '"Gra-

haoTs Pits," partly by viciuiiy, and convenience,

an. 1 still m^re by the advantage of the comoany
of my old Irieml El.vard Aiiilerson, esq., who is

one ol' I he present owners.

The fbi'mer owner, Graham, a rich old Scnfch-

man, se»>me I to have had a greater passion lor

opetufig new shafis, than resolution and persever-

ance to exhaust the cne.I to which each opened.

The Ian I is blackened anl defaced throui/houi by
the sites nf^ numerous old sliaffs, and the heaps of

plate and remains of refuse coal, which form na-

ked and barren spots forever after. These shafts

(or perpendicular pits, through which the coal is

lifted,) were sometimes within fifty or sixty vanls
of each other—and at any rate were very far more
nuTierons than was necessary, even if they had
be-'n fully worked. But it has since appeared,
that lirom no one shaft was half" the coal raised,

th u might have bpcp, by lite means now used

—

gind from many, very latle was got o ut. It seems

indeed, as if he dug shalis merely to ascertain the

exu-nl and state of the coal bed, and in many
cascp partially filled tmil abandoned them, as soon
as the coal, was |)enet rated.

I heartl several remarkable cases of the igno-

rance that have sometimes existed in regard to

what is beneath the surliice of the earth, among
persons above, in the inunediate neighborhood; and
iicre was one of the most remarkaiile. When the

tract of -land was about to be sold, alier Gra-
ham's death, it was su[)posed lliat all these abtin-

dojied shafts indicated either exhausted woikings,
or "se<\ms" of" coal not worth working. Gra-
ham's nimitig operations had been superintended

and directed entirely by ,a confidential slave of his

own. (whom he afterwards emancipated, and then

paid ^200 a year wages,J and the laborers were
also slaves; and they, only, knew any thing of
the condiiion of the coal. A gentleman whore-
sided then, and still is, within two miles of the

works, and wlio is an intelligent and judicious bu-

s;ness-man,.(and who slated to me these circum-

stances,) was desirous of joining in the purchase
of the property; and was authorized by two capi-

talists to buy it for them and himseKJ at 940,000,
if necessary, provided he could obtain satisfactory

accounts of the quantity of coal. The works
were then suspended: but all information, fi-om

what seemed the best authority, seemed so well to

establish that the coal was nearly exhausted, that

he fiilt no longer any inclination to buy, at any price;

and the whole tract, of about 1,000 acres, and
through which the coal has been reached by
shafis fi)r more than a mile of distance, near the

line of out-croppiniTs, was sold l()r 813,000. The
operations since, thousrh tiir from being well con-

ducted, juid indeed attended by some causes of
heavy loss, have at letist shown that the coal Ib

abundant.

A steam engine of ten-horse power is in ope-

ration at one ol the shafis, drawing off the water
accumulated in the old works. Two enormous
buckets, each holding 170 gallons, are continual-

ly bringing up the water—and the artificial stream
thereby lbrme<|, which is running continually to

the river, and with a pretty equal volume after

reaching some distance below, is large enough to

turn a mill. The depth of this old shaft is 360
leet. and ihe water is still 160 feet deep, and will

requ-re yet a long time to be drawn off, by the

means now in operation.

Twooiher neighboring shafts are now worked,
the depth of neither exceedinir 200 feet. The
(rn;t! is drairged out of the "drifts" or working
galleries in "corves." which hold from three to

three and a half heaped bushels of coal. These
corves are like little sleds, sliding on runners shod
with iron. Each Inadeii corve is attached, at the

boitoin of the shaft, by books to one end of the

rope, in place of the empty one sent down, and
is rapidly drawn up by two mules, while another

e:n[)tied corve descends at the other end of the

rope. The mules move very rapidly in a circle,

to work the drawing machinery, and are turned

in the contrary direction at every ascent of a buck-
et, to reverse the movement of the ropes.

Before dfecendino-, we had first to lake the usual

and very necessary precaution of chan<iing our
outer cloihing lor old jackets, trousers, shoes and
hats, ("kept tor the purpose,) of a quality andfiish-

ion not to be hurt by any such exposure. This
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masiquerade dress was not a little ludicrous—but

it is so frequently resorted to here, that it is quite

ii thing of course, and attracts no notice. We
had not lo be let down the shaft in an empty
carve, as is the usual course, (and which I have
tried elsewhere, on a former occasion,) as there

is a steep slo[)inti tunnel cut ibr a :hot-way. The
entrance is tlirouiih a low and roiiorh door-way,
supported, as qre ihe ceding and sides of'tiie tunnel,

by "gearuifr," or limbers placed thickly for tiiat

purpose. The descent through the foot-way was
at an angle of about tiiirty degrees, and is render-

ed not a little laiifjuing hy the stoopitis posture,

made necessary by the low ceiling. However, a

larger and better graduated foot-way is now con-

structing, which will make the passatre sufficiently

easv. Each of us carried a miner's lamp, and all

our lights served to dispel the deep darkness but for.

a few feet around us. After descending son)e dis-

tance, we came to a hole through which we had
to let ourselves down about four feet into a lower

passage. When we got to the coal, the gallery

through which we passed was sirnilar to the up-

per part of the foot-way, except being generally

higher, rarely requiring one to stoop, in walking
through.

The bed of coal is every where steeply inclined,

or "dips" rapidly. The dip here is about thirty

decrees, and in other mines it is often much more.

Of course, from wherever a new shaft reaches the

coal, drifis may be dug, according to their direc-

tion, either ascending, descending, or horizontal.

The plan is to make the first or main drift ascend-

ing, or fbliowinnr the greatest ascent of the seam,
and to pursue it to the e.xtrennly (or out-cropping)

of the coal, unless it be so distant that it would be

cheaper to dig anoihersliaft. After this main gal-

lery is finished as far as is desired, a drift is car-

ried across it, and neario iheshalt, on a level bot-

tom, or nearly so; and others are opened, in suc-

cession, similar and parallel to the first cross-drift,

and about twenty to forty feet apart from each
other. Each successive cross-drilt is of course on
a higher elevation than the preceding, and all dis-

charge into th.e first main drift, which serves as

the passage from all to the shaft. Afterwards,

other drifts are carried parallel lo this main passage,

and of course, cutting nearly at right ang-les all

the first parallel driiis. When all these galleries

are finished as litr as the workings are designed to

extend, for one shaft, the whole seam of coal

through that space is divided into square masses,

or "pillars," ol' twenty to lorty feet diameter, and
the perpendicular height ol the seam of coal.

The drifis are dug from three to five feet wide.
When the miner has dug in about two feet, (a lit-

tle moreorless, it may be, according to the degree
of the solidity of the roof,) and the side walls
have been made perpendicular, he putsupon each
side a prop of green timber, five to eight inches

through, with a cross timber extending; from over

the lop of one to the other—and so shaped at the

joininirs, that the ci'oss-piece cannot possibly be

made to slip off, by the enormous perpendicular

pressure. These two uprights and one cross piece,

when placed thus, and similar ones at every two
feet, or thereabouts, form the frame-work of the

gearing. Rived timbers about two inches thick

are placed over the cross timbers, and close

enough together to prevent any fillino; in of loose

rock from above. Tliese split pieces of course are

across the cross-timtjers or joist-pieces, and there-

Ibre run in the same direction as tlie drift. Other
similar split pieces are also soon required behind
the upriiiht side-timbers, as the coal, however
solid at first, soon beiiins to moulder and crumble
down, therefore requiring to be in some measure
kept up by timbeis. This plan of gearing would
seem sufTicienily laborious iuid costly, even if per-

manent; but it is continually lihluig, and the tim-

ber of every drill requ.res renewal about once a
year—and this not so riuch on account of rotting,

as of the crushing and sinking of the limbers. As
we irroped along the drills, I noticed one of the

uprights heat to an angle, and splintered, in yield-

inir to the pressure; and remarked to the overseer,

who acted as our guide, that his timber there was
too small. He answered, as coolly as if we were
in day light, "No. it is oniy the creeping of the
metals above our heads." I soon saw plenty ot"

such cases of shivered and yi'ddiiig timbers, and
was surprised to learn that it was not a partial and
particular effect, but a genert.l and continued,
though usually very slow and gradual sinking of
the roof, or "creeping" down, as they call it. The
side-walls of coal crumble, and run out more or

less into the galleries, or otherwise press the props
inward. To prevent these being bent or broken
inward, lower cross pieces (called "Samp.-ons")
are put between them, to resist the pressure from
the sides. But if nothing else gives way, the bot-

toms of the props gradually break into the foun-

dation of coal or slate below, and sink lower than

their original position, and therel)y sufii^r all the

l^earing, and the roofj to come lower. So it is,

however, the roof of a mine that is worked to its

full height, and to enough extent, is continually

"creeping" down, and generally '-'tumbles" or falls

to the fioor, before near all the coal has been re-

moved.
But before any considerable and extensive sink-

ing has taken place, new galleries and enlarged
diggings have fendeied most of the first diggings
useless. Aller niaking drifts as above mentioned
through the space intended to be excavated, the

masses of coal left are "robbed," or reduced in

size, throughout, and then are again so reduced a
second time. Finally, if not prevented by a pre-

vious "tumble" of the superincumbent slate-rock,

the whole of the coal, or as nearly the whole as
may be, is removed, by beginning at the extreme
limit of the working, and then coming on towards
the shaft, leaving the roof with no additional tim-

ber support; and it unusually falls in very soon
after the space is emptied and abandoned. In
such cases of final operations, a coal mine must
present an unusually exciting scene ; there being
added lo the usual matters of interest, the increas-

ed apprehension of danger—the rapidity of the
excavation, by the concentration of numbers in

small space—and successive abandonment of each
portion—and by the continual sounds of cracking
and crushing timbers, and falling in of masses of
the stony roof, in places not many yards distant,

and which were excavated by the miners but a few
days, or perhaps but a few hours before.

The water, that is always met with in digging
coal, if in a new work, is made lo drain into a
deep pit, under the shaft, whence il is drawn up in

buckets, when enouirh is collected, by the same
machinery that draws the coal. In some [lite, it

is so abundant that the drawing of water and of
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co:il is neiressiirily riirrit^d on tou;<*lher, iliat is. lirst

a vess^ol ut' wnter, iiiid iheii one ot" coitl. But it

ilierc is an oliicr ami deeper tmne close by, vvhicli

Im.s I»i",i'ii attaO(l')iieil, ilii; vv.iier is easily leJ liien',

ami thenre ilrdvv{t up, ivlieii necessary, I'y fii-pn-

raie inai-hinery, as is done here.

Ill "'(tiny^ tlirouuli the iiulleries, we passed dit-

lereiit, places u-hcre iiiiuer.s were ''drilliiiif," or diL'-

jriiiir jrajleries, and ueariiii!; thetn, to supply ihe

curves which the '' trainers" drew o(i" to ilie shnl't.

'i'lie draiiiXinsi; of tlu" loaded corves seemed to be

heavy and oppressive labor. Each man, has a

chain liisleaeil by stra[)s around his breast, which
he iiooks to tiie corve, and thus harnessed, and iti

a stoapiniT posture, he draiis his heavy load over

the lloor of roclc. J'^verv di^ijer and trainer has
his lamp—and their appearance well accords

with the irloomy scene of their labors, flowever,
the task may be lijrht enough, thoui>h the opera-

tions are laborious ; and so it would seem, from

the Ikct that the laborers are permitted to do ex-

1

tra work lor their own g'ain, and that they do earn 1

money \n that manner. I even saw alierwards

where they had opened two (not very deep,)
shafts to the coal, lor tlieir own private vvorkinir

—

ihouirh their proceedin<rs had been stopped, and
cenainly should not have been perniitied to be:

commenced, on so distinct and independent a Ibot-

in<r.

At one part of a <xallery the carbonic acid <ras

was so strontj thai two ot our lamps were extin-

o'uished, and the third, carried by the iruide, was
kept burnino- only by his holdintr it as high as pos-

sible. ( had supposed, belbre, that wherever lights

would not burn, the re>^piralion must be power-
fully affected, and life endangered, by ex[)osure of

any length ot" time; but was surprised to hear that

digixinur was sometimes executed in spots in wliich

no tlaine could live an instant. But though la-

borers are not very sensibly afi'ecied by a ceriain

degree of exposure, if they continue there long,

they become very sick when they reach and
breatlie fresh air. Finding that the eli'ecls were
not so powerful and dangerous as I had belbre

supposed, I requested to be carried to where the

gas was still stronger. It was generated in an old

working of the lower seam, which comniunicaled
by some fissiire with the lowest drift of this seam,
and the working of which had been suspended on
that account. [ followed the guide to the lowest

part of this descending drift. Our lamps, though
nursed as carefully as possible, for experiment,
went out when we had not reached the bottom by
some seven or eight yards of distance. Still at

the lowest point, and even when stooping so as to

breathe with two feet of the floor, I did not perceive

the peculiar smell of carbonic acid gas, nor was I

sensible of anyinconvenience, after remaining sev-
eral minutes, excepla slight sense of fulness in the
head.

As this gas is continually extricated or genera-
ted in coal mines, and its great weight prevents its

ascending, in still atmospheric air, its accumula-
tion would make any mine unfit to live in, but for

the ventilation which is produced by currents of

air, directed at will through the galleries. By
this means this gas is stirred up, and diluted by
mixture of other air, and by throwing it into the

ascenJinsr current, is continually thrown out of the
mine.

A much more dangerous gas, hydrogen, or in-

flammable air, is evolved in some places, and in

some mines in large f|iiantiiies. TliiH comes \n

through crannies and fissures in the coal, ami
metal pipes are lixed Ibr it to |,ass ihioiitch, atui.

being lighted at the upper ends ol' the pipes, it

burns continually, and' lliiis is destroyed. But
when it is permuted, by nei>!eci or ignorance, to

accumulate in the high gallertes, (to which ite: ex-

treme levity carries it,) as soon as the liamc ol a
lamp touches it, the wliole explodes like gunpow-
der, and spreads ruin and death around. J/ast

year, in one of the newly worked mines in Ciies-

leriield, this occurred, to such eHi'ct, as to caure

the work to be stopped, and the value ol the pro-

perty to be lost— at least Ibr i!ie present time.

The seam of coal in the pit which I visited was
about ten leet thick. The body here is divided by
the interposition of a layer of slate (thirtj- or Ibrty

feetthickj into two seams—and in some mines
there are many such separate seams, of various

thickness. Seams not more than four leet thick

are worked, fii some places the interposed slate

puns out, and the ditlereiit seams of coal unite.

Such is the case i.n one shaft of this tract, (now
wnlbrtiinately underwater,) where the solid coal

was tlirly-seven thick ; and in Chesterfield, in

Wooldridire's pit, it was more than filiy leet thick,

and in Heth's, still more. Neither of these mines
are now worked; but other shafts are now sinking

to the same thick seam, .which is reached at the

d.e|)th of about six hundred feet. The operation

is these very deep mines, and in such thick seams,
are far ntore interesting than such as I saw, and
whioh I should have been glad to witness. In

them, the coal is blasted by gunpowder, instead

of being dug by picks and by hand labor entirely

—the loaded sleds are dravvn by mules to the

tihalt—and thence steam engines draw the coal

up to the surface.

VV here the coal is in two separate seams, the

upper is first worked, over a sufficient space, and
then that beneath s taken out, in like manner,
not afiiected by the fiilinir in, which is still in pro-

irress, or finished, of the seam above.

It was on this property that the singular acci-

dent occurred about two years ago, of filling the

whole of a working of llie upper seam with wa-
ter from James River. The mines were then
rented outj and the tenant sunk a shaft in the low-

ground near the river, and actually extended his

excavation under the river, where it is perhaps
two hundred yards wide, until within twenty-nine
yards of the opposite bank. Still it would have
been sate; hut tor the pillars being left too weak,
and the settling of the roof i)erinitting the water
above to find entrance, and of course overflow-

ing the works.

After coming out of the pit, I saw the manner
in which the coal is carried to the boats on the

canal. For this object, the design is very good,

and the facilities great—but the execution though
recently much improved, is very bad.

A railway has been made from each of the two
working shafts to the canal. From the highest,

the railway has just been continued across the ca-

nal and low-ground to the river—the whole of it

being about 600 yards in length. This continu-

ation will permit boats to be loaded when the

canal navigation is interrupted, which has been
frequently the case, to the great loss of the colliere.

The descent will permit the cars of coal to run ra-
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pidly ihp, whol'^ distanre to the CFinal—nnd tn the
nvcr vvluMi rpfniired

—

tiy \hp. fbrcc nf trravity alone.

Tlie cars oarrv twonty-seveii linshels of coal.

Mules are quickly aiiaciiei! at. either end. The
railway exieiuls oti loni^ beam?, which turn on a
hiriire or pivo^ over the catial. At the end, there

are s!ron<^ hars of iron curved to fit aijainst and
to stop the wheels of ih« car, and the beams are
preve-nted !'rom yieidiuir to the weiirht of liie car
by beiniT confimnl by a rope. The end of the car
(or tail-board.) is held by hi nixes at top, ami !.«

kept close by an iron bar, or latch, extendinif

quite across, and fiitinij^ into catches at both ends.

When in iis place, the rone is cut loose, tlie outer

ends of the railvva\-l)eams sink, with the car, so

as to be consulerahly imdined; and the latch is

struck, and the [)res3iire of the coal airain-^t ihe

Tail-board ihrr>\vs it open at bottom, and the load

slitles out into the boat, wliicli had been placed be-

low.

The railway sfrinfr-pieces are made of scant-

Jintjfjur inches by fi\-(>, and without any iron where
the road isstraiirht. Thin iron is on thi' rails ihrouirh

the leng;th of a curve niede fo ihe shaft. I should

s ippose that there woidd have been ecnnnmy in

haviniT the whole railwav lightly ironed, boili fo

fine estate on the Appomattox, where lUrminir is the
sole object; and tliat he mpans to do wonders
ihere next year, and thereafter, aa a five-stock

breeder and fjrazier— all ol' vvtiich operations I

hope hereafier fo see, anii to award to them due
credit and praise.

There was however one dilchincr operation of
Mr. Anderson's, on a iarae scale, whiidi well de-
serves notice, and imitation, nndersiniilar circum-
sfancfjs. An excellent saw and com null is turned
by water drawn Irom the canal, at an annual reot.

The fall is twenty-two feet, and of course it was
necessary todiira canal, or race, as deep, from the
mill-wlieel to the river, several liurfdred yards.
This would have been a heavy job, if executed
by spades and barrows; but was eHecfed with
fjreat ease, in the tiillowintr manner. The irack

was laid off, fen f^'^t wide, and well coultered by a
team of oxen. Water wis then turned on from

'he canal, in sufficient quantify, and the current

soon swppt a passaije aiontif the coultered surfiice,

and carried off all the earth as low as it had been
well loosened, into the river. The cou!tersn<r was
then becrun aijain, upon the sub-soil, and the cur-

rent of water beinir f"ill kept flowing, it washed
away every slice almost as fist as it was loosened

prevent wearincr away the anirles of the rails, and
j
by the coulter. In this manner, the layers of cut-

to keep the cars more securely on the track.

The inclination of the railway is so steep that

it is necessary to expend considerable power, on
part of the route, fo retard the rapidity of the cars,

hy a mechanical contrivance, to reirulate which
(and to emnty the load) a man rides down on
the car. On one o rasion. the man became
alarmed, and leaped of!, leavinir the car to run
down without the usual and necessary obstruction,

and such was its actjuired velocity, that it bent one,

and broke o^ the other of the stroniriron bars, in-

tended to stop its course, and leaped across the
canal, without touchinjr fl>e wa'er, and suck into

the bank on which it struck. If the inclination of
the railway was better irraduated, and a strai<rhf

course adhered to ilirouuhouf, if would be quite
practicable, on a double track, fo make the descent
of the loaded cars operate ro hrinor back the emp-
ty ones, and so dispense with any other power
than orravity. Or if this plan was not simple
enoufrh, and mule-power was still preferred to

brinfj back the cars, and hand-power fo retard the
descent of the loads, still it mi'jfht be so fixed (as
at the Maiich Chunk mines in Pennsylvania,) that

the mules micrhf ride down, on the loaded car, so
as to be on the spot fo return immediately with
the car, as soon as emnlied. This would save
half the travel of the mules, prevent all delay in

waiting for their arrival, and also the need for the
hand who now rides them down to the canal, or

river.

As (arming is not Ihe main business of the pro-
prietors of this naturally f-rtile tract of land, and
moreover, (as one of ihem said to me,) as col-

liers are to a proverb neirliijent of every source of
comfort, and of profit, except the coal or ore they
are in pursuit of, if would be out of place here to

describe or criticise the agricultural ojierations of
this estate. If is enouffh to say, that the larminir
operations, and stateof the farm, present, in all res-

pects, the most perfect con'rasf ima<Tinable to those
of tlie proprietors' near neichbor Richard Samp-
son. Bir, on the o'lier h in I, my friend A. as-

sures me that his management is capital on his

finir or diuLntiix were made entirely by the coulter,

fo the full depth required, and the current of wa-
ter served (or the whole liftiiigaud removirig-pow-
er. If being in summer, flie f\o\v of water was
not hurtfijl to the team, or ploutrhman. The sides

of the canal were thus Ciirried d(nvn as nearly per-

pendicular as possible, hut they have f^^ince cruiTi-

bled in, so as to be sufficiently sloped, and to have
width enouirh at fop, the wafer fr-om the mill serv-

ing to carry off all the crumbled earth as last as

necessary.

There was another excavation in progress,

which attracted my notice particularly. This was
a funnel which was intended fo pass throiitrh a
hill, (iir the purpose of leadinir pure wtiter from a
well, to supply the steam engine. The water
drawn from the coal mine cannot be used for this

purpose, as if issfronixly impregnated bv copperas,

and would corrode the boilers—and indeed all the

water from wells aid springs over the bed of coal

is vititifed in like manner, thouirh in but a slight

derrree. When I went into the tunnel, as fir as
finished, it had reached thirty-seven yards under
the hill. It was diisr horizontally throu<rh clay,

and sometimes through sandy and wafer-yielding

earth, about (bur and a half (i^et high, and (bur

wide. The man who was difftrinLr it advanced
the work three feet a day, gearins; as he proceed-

ed, as is done in the galleries throujrh the coal.

He worked, <renerally, seated on a low stool, and
with a short and light pick, the ciittinir ends of
which were chisel shaped, and not more than half

an inch wide. With this pick, he cuts in about
two feet, a narrow opening at the bottom of the

tunnel, and the while width across; then n>akes a
similar narrow perpendicular cut at one side; and
then, by sirikintj in wedges, brings down the earth,

thus undermined, in large masses. Another hand
draws out the earth in a coal-corve. The exami-
nation of this tunnellinij satisfied me of the practi-

cability and saff-fy with which a like work might
be executed fhroti'jh solid nv.irl. wherever required

by the or^'af thickness of, and labor o'herwise ne-

cessary for removuig the superiiicuinhenf earth.
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Still, this oppfKiion is so slow, that it vvoulil be

cliejiper to dijj away twenty feet of over-lyinir

earth, rather than to tunnel lieneaih it. Notwiih-

siandinir, the knowiediie ol' this proces?!, and, s ill

more, of the nioiie, hetnre clesciihed ol' ili?char<j;inir

the ears of coal into hoats, may he perha|'s advan-

taijeoasly applied to the loadinif vessiel.s with marl

on liile wiUer, when that becomes <i business worth
piirsuini^—as it ceriainly will be, at souie lutuie

time.

[To be continued in No. G.]

AGRICULTUUAL EXCUHSIOXS.

We have commenced, and intend to continue to

make excursions into the country, to such extent as

future circumstances may permit and encourage, for

the purpose of seeing and making notes of the state

of a2;riculture, and of other sources of the wealth and

prosperity of dilierent parts of the country. We
would g:reatly prefer that this service should be per-

formed by other and better hands—not only because of

the unceasing demand? on our labor and attention, and

our publication and other business at home, but still

more because no new observer can possibly understand,

and report on, either fully or correctly, matters so little

known before, and so hastily glanced over.

SEASOX A\D STATE OF CROPS.

Our opinions, given in the two last numbers of the

Farmer's Register, as to the amount of the wheat crop,

have been co.ifirmed by the latest and most authentic

accounts, though previously contradicted on all sides,

by newspaper statements of the large crop supposed to

have been made, throughout the country. The crop

will certainly prove to be less than an average amount.

The quality of the grain is most excellent.

We have never known such variety of condition in

the growing cops of Virginia, so far as heard from, in

regard to the etlects of abundance, or of want of rain

—and especially as to corn. The supply of rain has

been extremely irregular, and partial—many farms and

small neighborhoods, in different parts of the state,

having suffered extremely with drought, while tliere

fell plenty of rain within a few miles. But though

this state of things is calculated to cause very contra-

dictory reports, and many bad reports, (as the sulierers

always complain more loudly than others rejoice,) still

we hope and believe, that on the whole, the general

product of corn will be plentiful. Our opinions as to

this prospect, are not founded on very extensive infor-

mation; but they may be perhaps counted of some-

thing more in value, in as much as we are personal-

ly among the heaviest sufferers by long-continued

drought. The rains latterly have been abundant every

where—but were too late to prevent greatly reduced

products, where drought had been most injurious.

The following is the most unfavorable account re-

ceived of the wheat crop, and from part of the finest

wheat region of Virginia.

"Albemarle, Aug. lOth.

"We have experienced another disastrous season for

the wheat crop. It is my opinion that the product in

this county did not exceed more than half an average
crop. 1 know others estimate it as a larger proportion.

The quality of the grain is generally good; hut portions

of a gn^at many ciops were serioui^ly injured by the

rust, both in (|iialily ami qiumlity.

The corn cio|) was exceedingly proniising until the

early part of July. We then expellenc^d a severe

drought of four weeks, at the most critiCiil season,

whic , I think, will materially aliect the abui.dant

product previously anlici])ated. We have lately tiad

line showers of rain, and the improvement in the ap-
pearance of the corn is very considerable. I have
never b^ fore seen the beneficial eia cts of deep and
timely culture made more manifest, than in the presr nt

corn crop. It is almost astonishing to observe the dif-

ference, on lands of equal qualify, of that which
received deep, and that wliich received shallow culti-

vation. Our crops of oats have yielded lar£;e products.

The meadows have also been very productive, and a
fine crop of hay has been well secured."

PKU3IBAGO, Cor bi.ack lead) ix north
CAROLINA AND VIRGIMA.

It was lately stated in the En<rlish papers, that
the celebrated mine of plumbago, or black lead,

at Borrowdale, in England, was exhausted, and
that no other source of ohtaininir this useful mine-
ral was known. It has since been .stafed in some
of the papers of this country, that plumbago
can he obtained in any quantity in the vicinity of
Raleigh in North Carolva. To confirm the

statement, we have pleasure in publishing the
Ibllowing extract from a geological report made
to the legislature of North Carolina several years
ago, hy Prolt'ssor Ohnstead, then prolt-ssor of
chemistry and minerology, at the University of
that slate, and at present, jirofessor of mathema-
tics in Yale College.

"This great deposife of black lead," says the

professor, "lies a liitle westward of i?a/ei'gA. The
whole formation consists of a great number of
[larallel beds, varying in vvidlli from a (ew inches
to twenty lf>et. They lie in a singular variety of
isiniilass rock, (micaceous schistiis,) usually of a
briL''ht cherry-red, but sometimes of a silvery

while color .These beds occur ihrouirhout a space
not less than three-tljunhs of a mile wide, and ten

miles long. I have never read of any mine of
plumbago, which can compare in extent with this,

and have reason to believe it is the largest mine
on reeord."

—

[Nal. Int.]

I have lately seen it stated in several newspa-
pers that the black lead mine in England which
iiad been so long worked had fiiled ; and that no
other mine of thai mineral was known.
There is in the county of x'^melia, state of Vir

giiiia, upon the lands of Mr. E. F. Eggleston (at

a place called Wintershani,) about two miles
north of the court-house, a black lead mine.

—

Some fifty or sixty years ago it was worked; that

is, it was dug into and black lead obtained. Sn'all

quantities were left upon the surliice of the pit.

'i'he writer has often seen and used it. If mark&
well. It is the same mine mentioned by JVIr^

Jeflferson, in his Notes on Virginia. Possibly it

miifht now be worked with profit.

If Professor Rogers will extend his observations

into this county, he will find subjects well worthy
his attention.

Amelia County, lOih August, ISSl.—lff'hig.}
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MONTHLY COMMERCIAL UEPORT.

There 1?= some little animation in busincpp this

month, piiriiculai'ly in Virijinia; supplies oC tobac-

co have increased, and larife sales are chiilv made
ar the inspections^, at, all prices li-om !S2 50 to

iB? 50. The deficiency in the receipts, compared
with tiiose of last season, will be considerably re-

duced by the Isi. October. The growing crop is

said to be late.

Wheat is brouirht in Iroeiy, and commands a

ready sale at ^l 40 to $1 45. The quality is un-

usually fine, but the quantity is not considered

large. There is scarcely any demand for flour Ibr

export, and the price may be quoted about ^8—
dull and'decliniuiT.

Corn ha? declined to 80 a 85 cents, and will be

much lower when the new crop is nearly ready Ibr

market, as it promises to be more abundant

than any we have had lor several years.

The demand fov cotton is chiefly confined to the

wants of our own mills. The stock on hand,

(about 3000 bales,) embraces little of good quali-

ty. Some of the best has recently been sold at

iO| to 11 cents ; but the greater ponionof it is un-

saleable, unless at a much lower price. The pre-

ceding remarks apply to the Virginia markets.

One bale of the new crop has been received at New
Orleans.

The gloom which has so long prevailed in the

commercial world is partially dis|)ellcd; but the de-

rangement of exchani^es still continues, and the

currency of the country consists of every thing

j

except specie. The only substitute tor it in pay-
1 ments to the general government is a new sort of

I
currency, issued by its own officers in the shape of

i treasury drafts, or checks on its depojiite banks^

vvhich are protested, if s[)ecie be detnanded (or

I

them. These treasury drafis commansl a firenii-

nm of 5 to 6 per cent., Ibr the purpose t>f paying
'] duty bonds.

S[)ecie in New York is at 9 to 11, and exchange
on London 19 to 21 per cent, premium. Large
exports nf specie are consequently made.

!ti Mobile, specie is at IS, New Orleans bill.* 5,

and United States Bank bills 12 per cent, prenjiuni,

vvhde !V]ipsissip[)i bills are at 25 percent, discount.

In Virgirna, the diflerence of exchange on the

north is 1 percent.: lew small bills have got into

circulation here. We are not yet inundated with

those of five to fifty cents, as is the case elsewhere
;

but great inconvenience is experienced lor the

want of small change.
']'he pressure Ibr money is much less than it was

stmie weeks or months ago. The an)ouiit of en-

gagements has been greatly reduced, and a vast

amount remains under protest.

The action of Congress, now about fo convene,
is looked to with anxiety, but without much confi-

dence in the adoption of practical and pern>anent
measures Ibr the restoration of the currenc_v. The
banks of New York invite tho.«e of other states to

a conference, at which, plans may be suggested
for the resumption of .specie payments.
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part of the United States, is as unproductive to the

practitioners, as it is ruinous to the land-holders.

Yet it is pertinaciously adhered to. To Ibrsake it

—to pursue a course of husbamlry which is aho-
gether diti'erent and new to the (i^azinfj nuiititude,

ever averse to novelty in matters of this sort, and
much attached to their old customs—reqiiires reso-

lution; and without a good practical i^ruid.:", may
be danjjerous; because, ol" the many volumes
which have been written on this subject, few ol'

them are founded on experimental knowledge—are

verbose, contradictory, and bewildering. Your
Annals shall be this guide. The plan on which
they are published, gives them a reputation which
inspires confidence; and tor the favor of sending
them to me, I pray vou to accept my very best ac-

knowledgments. To continue them, will add
much to the obligation.

To evince with what avidity, and with how lit-

tle reserve, I embrace the polite and fiiendly offer

you have made mc, of supplyinii me with "men,
cattle, fools, seeds, or any thinir else that may add
to my rural amufsement," I will fjive you, sir, the
trouble of providing, and sending to the care of

Wakelin Welch, esq. of London, merchant, the
following articles:

may have the goodness to send me. I do not at
this time ask for any other implements of husban-
dry than the ploughs; but when I have read your
Annals (for they are but just come to hand) I may
request more. In the meanvvhile, permit me lo

ask what a good ploughman might be had lor, an-
nual wages, to be found (being a single man) in
board, washing, and longing. The writers upon
husbandry estimate the hire of laborers so dif-

ferently in England, that it is not easy to discover
from them, whether one of the class I am speak •

ing of would cost eight or eighteen pounds a year.
A good ploughman at low wages, would come
very opportunely with the ploughs here retjuested.

-By means of the application I made to my
friend JNlr. Fairfax, of Bath, and through the me-
dium of Mr. Rack, a bailiff is sent to me, who, if

he is acquainted with the best courses of cropping,
will answer my purposes as a director or superin-

tendent of my farms. He has the appearance of
a plain, honest farmer— is industrious—and from
the character given of him by a Mr, Pcacy (with
whom he has lived many years,) has understand-

inir in the management of stock, and of most mat-
ters for which he is employed. How far his abil-

ities may be equal to a pretty extensive concern,
Two of the simplest and best constructed

j
is questionable. And what is still worse, he has

plouirhs for land which is neither very heavy nor I come over with improper ideas; ibr, instead of

sandy ; to be drawn by two horses— to have
spare shares and coulters—and a mould on which
to form new irons when the old ones are worn out,

or will require repairing.

I shall take the liberty in this place to observe,
that some years ago, from a description, or recom-
mendation of what was then called the Rother-
ham, or patent plough, I sent to Ensjland for one
of them; and till it began to wear, and was ruineti

by a bunglinnr country smith, that no plough could
have done better work, or appeared to have gone
easier with two horses; but, tor want of a mould,
(which I had neglected to order with the plough,)
it became useless afler the irons which came in

with it were much worn.
A little of the best kind of cabbage seeds, for

field culture.

Twenty pounds of the best turnip-seeds, for

ditto.

Ten bushels of sainfoin seeds.

Eight bushels of the winter vetches.
Two bushels of rye-grass seeds.

Fifty pounds of hop clover seeds.

x\nd, if it is decided (for much has been said
for and against it,) thatburnet, as an early food, is

valuable, I should be glad of a bushel of this seed
also. Red clover seeds are to be had on easy
terms in this country; but if there are any other
kinds of grass seeds (not included in the above,)
that you may think valuable, especially for early
feeding or cutting, you would oblige me by adding
a small quantity of the seeds, to put me in stock.

Early grasses, unless a species can be found that
will stand a hot sun, and oftentimes severe
droujihts in the summer months, without much
expense of cultivation, would suit our climate
best.

You see, sir, that without ceremony, I avail

myself of your kind offer; but if you should find,

in the course of our correspondence, that I am
likely to become troublesome, you can easily check
me. Inclosed I give you an order on Wakelin
Welch, esq., for the cost of such things as you

preparing his mind to meet a ruinous course of
cropping, exhausted lands, and numberless incon-

veniencies into which we had been thrown by an
eight years' war, he seems to have expected that

he was coming to well organized farms^ and that

he was to have met ploughs, harrows, and all

the other implements of husbandry, in as high
taste, asthe be^t farming counties in England could
have exhibited them. How liir his fortitude will

enable him to encounter these disappointments, or

his patience and perseverance will carry him to-

wards the work of reform, remains to be decided.

With great esteem,

I have the honor to be, sir,

Your most obd't. humble serv't.,

G. Washington.
Arthur Young, esq.,

Mount Vernon, 15th of November, 1786.

Sir:
The inclosed is a duplicate of the letter I had

the honor of writing to you the 6th of August.
The evil genius of the vessel by which it was

sent (which had detained her many weeks in this

country, after the letters intended to go by her were
ready, agreeably to the owner's appointment,)

pursued her to sea, and obliged the captain, (when
many days out,) by the leaky condition in which
she appeared, to return to an American port. The
uncertainty of' his conduct with respect to the let-

ters, is the apology I offer Ibr giving you the trouble

of the enclosed.

Since the date of it, I have had much satisfac-

tion in perusing the Annals of Agriculture, which
you did me the honor to send me. If the testimo-

ny of my approbation, sir, of your disinterested

conduct and perseverance, in publishing so useful

and beneficial a work, (than which nothing, in my
opinion, can be more conducive to the welfare of

your country,) will add aught to the satisfaction

you must feel from the conscious discharge of thia

interesting duty to it, I give it with equal willing-

ness and sincerity.
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In adililioii to tlie articles which my last rerjuest-

ed the favor oC you to procure me, I pray you to

have tlie (joothiess of Ibrwardinij what IoIIowp:

Eiiiht huslielf! of what you call velvet* wheat,

of which 1 [jcrceive you are an admirer.

Four biisliels ol'beaiii=, of the kind you most aj)-

prove lor the purposes of a fiirm.

Eiiiht bushels of tiie best kind of spring barley.

Eiiiht bushels of tlie best kind of oats.

And ei^fJit bushels of saiuluin seed. All to be

in irood sacks.

JMy soil will come under the description of loam;

with a hard clay, or (il' it had as much of the pro-

perties as ihe a()pearance miyht be denonunated)
marl, from eighteen inches to three leet below the

surlace. 'J'he heaviest soil I have, would hardly

be called a stitj" or binding clay in England; and
none of it is a blowing sand. The sort which ap-

proaches nearest tlie ibrmer, is a light gray; and
that to tlie latter, of a 3ellovv red. In a word, the

staple has been good; but by use and abuse, it is

brodirht into bad condition.

I have added this information, sir, that you may
be belter able to decide on the kind ol' seed most
proper liir my farm.

Permit me to ask one thing more. If is to fa-

vor me with your opinion, and apian, of the most
complete and uselul larm-yard, tor liirms of about
500 acres. In this I mean to comprehend the

barn, and every appurtenance which ought to be

annexed to the yard. Thesimplest and most eco-

nomical plan would be preferred, provided the re-

quisites are all included. Mr. Welch will answer
your draft for the cost of these articles, as before.

Pie is advised of it.

I have the honor to be, sir.

Your most obedient

And most humble servant,

G. Washington.
Arthur Young, esq.

Sir:
Mount Vernon, Nov. 1, 1787.

Your favor of the first of February came to

hand about the middle of May last. An absence
of more than four months from home, will be the

best apology I can make lor my silence till this

time.

The grain, grass seeds, ploughs. &c., arrived at

the same time, agreeable to the list ; but some of

the former were injured, (as will always be the
case,) by l)eing put info the hold of the vessel;

however, upon the vvhole. they were in much bet-

ter order than those things are generally found to

be, when brought across the Atlantic.

I am at a loss, sir, how to express the sense
which I have of your particular attention to my
commissions, and the very obliging manner in

which you ofl'er me your services in any matters
relating to agriculture, that I may have to transact

in England. If my warmest thanks will, in any
measure, compensate for these favors, I must beg
you to accept of them. I shall always be exceed-
irigly happy to hear from you, and shall very rea-
dily and cheerfully give you any information rela-

tive fo the state of agriculture in this country, that
I am able.

* The books being at the bookbinder's, I may have
miscalled this wheat.

I I diti myself the honor to hand the set of An-

I

iials to the Agricultural Society in Philadel[)hia,

which you sent to that body, through me. The
president wrote a letter to you, expressive of the
sense they entertained of the favor which you did
them; and mentioned therein, the ellects ol some
experiments which had been made with plaister of
Paris, as a manure: I intended to have given you
an account of it mysellj as I find the subject is

touched upon in your Annals, but this letter has
[irecluded the necessity of it.

The fifth volume ol' the Annals, which was
committed to the care of Mr. Athawes for me, did

not come to hand till some time afier 1 had receiv-

ed the sixth.

The quantity of sainfoin which you sent me,
was fLilly sufficient to answer my purpose; I have
sown part of it, but find that it comes up very thin;

which is likewise the case with the winter wheat,
and some other seeds which I have sown.

I have a high opinion of beans, as a preparation
for wheat, and shall enter as largely upon the cul-

tivation of them next year, as the quantity of seed
I can procure, will admit.

I am very glad that you did not engage a plough-
man for me at the high wages which you mention;
for 1 agree with you, that that single circumstance,
exclusive of the others which you enumerate, is

sufficiently objectionable. I have tried the ploughs
which you sent me, and find that they answer the

description which you gave me of them; this is

contrary to the opinion of almost every one who
saw them belbre they were used; for it was
thought their great weight would be an insupera-

ble objecnori to their being drawn by two horses.

I am now preparing materials lo build a barn
precisely agreeable fo your plan, which ! tliink an
excellent one*. Before I undertake to give the

inlormation you retjuest, respecting the arrange-
ments of farms in this neighbourhood, &c. I must
observe that ihere is, perhaps, scarcely any part of
America, where farming has been less attended
to than in this slate. The cultivation of tobacco
has been almost the sole object with men of landed
property, and consequently a regular course of
crops have never been in view. The general cus-

tom has been, first to raise a crop of Indian corn,

(maize,) which, according to the mode of cultiva-

tion, is a good preparation for wheat; then a crop
of wheat; after which the ground is respited, (ex-
cept from weeds, and every trash that can contri-

bute to its foulness,) for about eighteen months;
and so on, alternately, without any dressing, till

the land is exhausted; when it is turned out, with-
out being sown with grass-seeds, or roots, or any
method taken fo restore it, and another piece is

ruined in the same manner. No more cattle is

raised than can be supported by lowland meadows,
swamps, &c., and the tops and blades of Indian

corn; as very few persons have attended to sowing
•rrasses, and connecting cattle with their crops.

The Indian corn is the chief support of the labor-

ers and horses. Our lands, as I mentioned in my
first letter to you, were originally very good; but

use, and abuse, have made them quite otherwise.

The above is the mode of cultivation which has
been generally pursued here; but the system of
husbandry which has been found so beneficial in

*The plan of this barn is engraved,
vol. xvi. p. 149. [A. Y.]

See Annals,
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Eiialiind, and which mu8t be greatly promoted by
vnur valuable AiiiialK, is now srainino; ground.
There are several (among vvliich I may class iny-

t:ellj) who are endeavoring to get inio your reiju-

lar ruid sy.sleniaiic coursa ol' cropping, as last; as

Jhe nature of the buriine.^s will admit; so ihat I

liope in the course ofa few years we .shall tnalce a
more revspectuble ligure as liirmers, than we liave

hitherto done.

I will, agreeable to your desire, give you the

prices of our products as nearly as 1 am able; but

you will readily conceive, Ir-om the foregoing ac-

coimt, that ihey cannot be given wilii any pre-

cision. Wheat, for the /<)ur last years, will aver-

aye about 43, sterling per busliel, of eight gallons;

rye about 2s. 4^.; oats Is. 6J.; beans, peas, &c.,

Irave not been sold in any (juantities; barley is not

made here, from a prevaiiinop opinion that the cli-

tnate is not adapted to it. f, however, in opposition

to prejudice, sowed about 50 bushels last spring,

and fjund that it yielded a proponionate quantity

with any other kind ol" grain which I sowed. I

might add, more. Cows may be bought at about
£3 sterling per head. Cattle ibr the slaughter vary
Trom 2\d. to 4.\J, sterling, per lb., the former being
the curient price in summer: tlie laMer in the win-
ter or spring. Sheep at 125. sterling, per head;
and wool at about Is. slerling, per lb. [ am not

able 10 give you the ()rice of labor, as the land is

cidtivated here wholly by slaves, and the [irice of

labor in the towns is fluctuating, and governed al-

together by circumstances.

Give me leave to repeat my thanks for your at-

tention 10 me, and your polite offer to execute anv
business relaiinir lo husbandry, which I may have
in England; and lo assure yon that I shall not tail

to apply to you lor whatever I may have occasion
for in tliat line.

1 am, sir, with very great esteem,
Your most obedient, humble servant,

G. Washington^.

P. S. 1 observe in the sixth volume of your
Annals, there is a plate and description of Mr.
Winlaw's mill, lor -separating the grain from the
heads of corn. Its utility or inutility haa, un-
doubtedly, been reduced to a certainty before this

time; if it possesses ail the properties and advan-
tages mentioned in the description; and you car,
from your own knowledge, or such information as
you entirely rely on, recommend it as a useful ma-
chine, where laborers are scarce, I should be much
obliged to you to procure one for me, to be paid
for and forwarded by Mr. Welch, provided it is so
simple in its construction, as lo be worked by i""-

norant persons, wiihout danger of being spoiled
(for such only will manage it here,) and the price

of it does not exceed £15 as mentioned in the An-
nuls, or thereabouts.

Mount Vernon, December 4, 1788,

Sir:
I have been favored with the receipt of your let-

ter dated the first day of July ; and have to expres.9

my thanks for the three additional volumes of the
Annals, which have also come safely to hand.
The more I am acquainted with airricultural af-

fairs, the better I am pleased with them ; insomuch,
that I can nowhere find so great satisfaction as

in those innocent and useful pursuits. In inlul-

ginj these feelinga, I am led to reflect how much

mori^ df'litibtful to an undehauched mind is the task

of making improvements on the earth, than all the
vain gloi'} which can he acquired iiom ravaging it,

by the most uninterrupted career of conquests*.
The desiijn of this observation, is oniy to show
how nnich, as a member of human society, I feel

ujvself obliged by your labors to render res-

pectable and advantageous, an employment which
is more congenial to the natural dispositions of
mankind than any oilier.

I am also much indebted to you, for the inqui-

ries you were so kind as to make respecting the
thrashing maidiitics. Notwithstanding I am pret-

ty well convinced iiom your account, thai the

new-invented Scotch machine is ol'superior merit to

Winlaw's, yet I think to wait a little longer before

I procure one. In the intermediate time, I am
not insensible to your obliging ofl'ers of executing
this, or any other commission for me ; and shall

take the liberty to avail myself of them as occa-
sions may require.

1 would willingly have sent you a lock of the
wool of my sheep, au'reeably lo your desire, but it

is all wrouL^ht into cloth, and I must therefore de-
fter it until after the next shearing. You may e.x-

pect it by some ftiture conveyance. A manufac-
turer from Leeds, who was lately here, judges it

to be of about the same quality with the Enirlish
wool in general—through there is always a great
difference in the fineness of difft^rent parts of the

same fleece. I cannot help thinking that increas-

intjand improving onr breed of sheep, would be one
of the nios< profitable speculations we could under-
take ; especially in this part of the continent, where
we have so little winter, that they require either no
dry fodder, or next to none; and where we are suf-

ficiently distant from the frontiers, not to be trou-

bled with wolves or other wild vermin, which pre-

vent the inhabitants there from keeping flocks.

Though we do not feed our sheep upon leaves, as

you mention they do in some parts of France, yet

we cannot want for jjastures enough suitable lor

thern. I am at a loss, therefore, to account lor the

disproportion between their value and that of
black cattle ; as well as for our not augmenting
the number. So persuaded am I of the practica-

bility and advantage of it, that I have raised near
200 lambs upon my farm this year. I am glad to

find that you are likely to succeed in propagating
tlieS[)anish breed of sheep in England, and that

the wool does not degenerate: for the multiplica-

tion of useful animals is a common blessing to

mankind. I have a prospect of introducing into

this country a very excellent race of animals also,

by means of the liberality of the King of Spain.

One of the jacks which he was pleased to present

to me (the other perished at sea ) is about 15

hands high, his body and limbs very large in pro-

portion to his height; and the mules whicli I have
had li'om him, appear to be extremely well formed
for service, I have likewise a jack and two jen-

netts from Malta, of a very good size, which the

Marquis de la Fayette sent to me. The Spanish
jack seems calculated to breed for heavy slow
draught; and the others for the saddle, or lighter

carriatres. From these, altogether, I hope to se-

cure a race of extraordinary goodness, which will

stock the country. Their longevity and cheap

* A noble senhment, which does honor to tha

heart of this tiuly great maa.—A. Y.
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kcepioi; will be cirruriistarices much in iheir lavour.

I am coiiviii'ed liom the liiile experimorits I hn\^^'

niatie wiih tlie oi\linarv mules, (wliich perlbrm as

much l.ihor, wilh vastly loss teediiiti' than horses.)

ihat those ol' a superior quality will he ihe hesi

<-atlle wt> can employ lor the harness; and indeed,

in a lew years, I iniend to drive no olher in my
carriage, havinir approprialed lc)r the sole purpose

of hreediuii them, u|)wards ol' iweiiiy ol' my best

mares.

Sinec I wro!e to you formerly, respectinji the ob-

jecfion made by mv labourers to the weight of my
plouoiis, 1 have had sufficient experience to over-

come the ill-jiiuiided prejudice, and find them an-

su'er the purpose exceedinirlv well. I have been
layinn'out my farm into fields of nearly the same
dimensions, and as;?iirninir crops to each until the

year 1795. The buildint; of" a brick barn ha.s oc-

cupied much of mv altention this summer. It is

constructed according to the [ilan yon had the

goodness to send me ; but with some additions. It

is now, I believe, the largest and most convenient
one in this country. Our seasons in this country
(oral least in this part of it) have been so much
in the two opfiosite extremes of dry and wet, for

the two summers past, that many of my experi-

ments have failed to give a satisfactory result, or I

would have done myself the pleasure of transmit-

tiiiiT it to you. In the first pari of the last summer,
the rains prevailed beyond what has been known
in the memory of man

;
yet the crops in mo?t parts

of the Uiiiled States are <iood. They were much
injured, however, in those places on my farm,

where the soil is mixed with clay, and so stifi'as to

be liable to retain the moisture. I planted a large

quantity of potatoes, of which only those that

were put in as late as ihe end of June, have pro-

duced tolerably well. I am notwithstanding, more
and n)ore convinced of the prodigious usefulness of

tfiis root, and that it is very little, if any thing of

an exhauster. 1 have a high opinion also of car-

rots. The same unfiivorabieness of the season,

has rendered it unimportant to give a detail of my
experiments this year in flax, though I had sowed
25 biisheis of the seed, in some spots it has yield-

ed well ; in otiiers very indifferently, much injured

by weeds and lodgits.

As 10 what you susffest at the close of your let-

ter, respecting the publication of extracts from my
correspondence, in your Annals, I hardly know
what to say. I certainly highly approve the judi-

cious execution of your well-conceived project of

throwinn; light on a subject, which may be more
conducive than almost any other to the happi-

ness of mankmd. On the or,e hand, it seems
scarcely generous or proper, that any farmer, who
receives benefit from the lads contained in such
publications, should withhold his mite of inlbrma-

tion from the general stock. On the other hand, I

am ali'aid it might be imputed to me as a piece of

ostentation, if my name should appear in the work.
And surely it would not be discreet tor me to run
the hazard of incurring this imputation, unless

some sood miirhl probably result to society, as

some kind of compensation lor it. Of this I am
not a judge— I can only say for myself, that I have
endeavored, in a state of tranquil retirement, to

keep myself as much li^om the eye of the world as

I fiossihly could. I have studiously avoided, as

much as was in my power, to give any cause lor ill-

natured or impertinent comments on my conduct:

and I should he very unha| py to have any thing
done on my behalf (however distant in itself from
im|)ropriely, (which should <rive occasion llir one
officious tongue to use my name wilh indelicacy.

For I wish most devoutly lo glide silently and un-
noticeii tinough ihe remainderof life. This is my
heart-lelt wish; and these are my undisguised
ieeiiiigs. After havitiiT submitted ihem confidon-
lially to you, I have such a reliance upon your pru-
dence, as to leave ii with you to do what you tliink,

upon a full consideration of the matter, shall be
wisest and best*. I am, with very great regard
and esteem, sir,

Your most obedient and oblisred humble servant,

G. Washington.
u'Irthur Young, Esq.

New York, j^vgust \5lh, 1789.
Sir:

Recollecting ihat in one of your letters tome,
you had ref]uested me to send you a sample of ihe
wool produced by my sheep, [ directed that a fleece

of a middlinix size and quality should be sent to

me at this place ; which has been done ; and I now
Iraiipmil it lo you by ihe British packet, directed

lo the care of Messrs. VVakelin Welch, and Son,
in London.

I am. sir,

Your most obedient servant,

G. Washingtoiv.
j.-ldhur Young, Esq.

Philadelphia, August 15, 1791.

Sir :

That I may not be thought inattentive to your fa-

vor of the25ih January, which came to my hands
about ten days ago only, I avail myself of the first

packet since the receipt of it, to inform you that the
Annals, and Chicorium inlibus, have got sale to my
hands. A set of Ihe Ibrmer \ have presented, in

your name, agreeably to your request, to the Agri-
cultural Society in this city. For the olher set

—

lor the seeds—and lor the manuliiclured wool from
Uie fleece I sent you— 1 piay you to accept my best

thanks.

Wilh astonishment hardly to be conceived, I

read in No. 86 of your Annals, the account of the
taxes with which you are burthened. Had the
account come from dubitable authority, the reality

of such a lax would not only have been question-

ed, but absolutely disbelieved; lor I can assureyou,
Sir, that there is nothing in this country that has
the s-emblance of it. I do not, however, mean to

dwell on Ibis, or any olher part of your letter at

this time: ihe purpose of my vvritinir to you now,
is to acknowledge the receipt of the things you had
the goodne&s lo send me ; and to assure you, that
wilh great pleasure I will Ibrward. in a short lime,

such infbrmat ion with respect to the prices of lands,

slock, grain, amount of taxes, &c. &c. as will ena-
ble you to Ibrm a pretty accurate idea of the pre-

sent state, and future prospects, of this country.

In the mean while, I believe I may confidently

* Whatever doubts might have been entertained of
the extent of this permission at that time, and of the
propriety of printin"; any part of General Washing-
ton's letters then, at present, I conceive the above pas-

sage is a very fair justification of my presenting the
public witfi these valuable letters —A. Y.
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add, that althougli our agriculture, manufactures,
and commerce, are progressing—although our
taxes are light—although our laws are in a fair

way of being adniiuistered well, and our liberties

ami properties secured on a solid basis, by the iren-

cral noverument having acquired more and mure
consistency, strenijlh, and respectability as it moves
on—yet that no material change in the prices of
the above articles has taken place, except in a few
instances of land under peculiar ad \';\ntaije.s ; noris

it probable there will be in the latter, whilst there is

such an immense territory back of us, for the
people to resort to. In a word, sir, when you
come to receive lull answers to your several inqui-

ries, I am inclined to believe that you will not be
unlavoralily impressed, or think an establishment
in the United Slates ineligible to those whose
views are extended beyond the limits of their own
coimtry.

Having closed my correspondence with Wake-
lin Welch, Es^q., and Son, I have to request that

your communications to me, in future, may pass
throuofh the hands of Mr. Johnson, Consul for the

United States in London. With best wishes, and
F'^ntiments of much esteem, I am, sir.

Your most obedient and very humble servant,

G. Washington.
Arthur Young, Esq.

Sir:
Philadelphia, December 5, 1791.

In a let'er which I addressed to you on the 15th

of August, acknowledging the receipt of your I'a-

vor dated the 25th of January preceding, I pro-

mised to answer the queries contained in it, in de-
lail. Accordingly I took measures for that pur-

pose, by writing to some of the most intelligent

soil, or climate, from the northern parts of Penn-
sylvania. Both are pleasant, and both are well

improved, particularly the first. But the country
beyond these, to the eastward (and the Itirtheryou

advance that way, it is still more so,) is unfriendly

to wheat, which is subject to a blight or mildew,
and ol' late years, to a fly, which has almost dis-

couraged the growth of it. The lands, howeve-
ver, in the New England states, are strong and
productive of other crops, are well improved,
populously seated ; and as pleasant as it can be in

a country last locked in snow several months in

the year.

To the southward of Virginia, the climate is not

well adapted to wheat; and less and less so as you
penetrate the warmer 1 itiludes—nor is the coun-
try so thickly settled or well cultivated. In a
word, as I have already intimated, was I to com-
mence my career of lile anew, I should not seek a
residence north of Pennsylvania, or south of Vir-

ginia; nor (but this I desire may be received with
great caution, for I may, without knowing I am
so, be biassed in favor of (he river on which I live),

should I go more than 25 miles from the margin
of the Potomac. In less than half that distance,

in some places, I might seat myself eiUier in Penn-
sylvania, Maryland, or Virginia, as local circum-
stances might prompt me.
Having said thus much, some of the reasons

which lead to this opinion, may be expected in

support of it.

Potomac river, then, is the centre of the union.

It is between the extremes of heat and cold. It

IS not so far to the south, as to be unfriendly to

grass; nor so fur north as to have the produce of
the summer consumed in the length and severity

of the winter. It waters the soil, and runs in that

farmers in the slates of New York, New Jersey,
j

climate, which is most congenial to English

Pennsylvania, Maryland, and Virginia—as you grains, and most agreeable to the cultivator of

will perceive by the circular letter herewith en-
closed : and have obtained the answers from the

three last-mentioned states,* that are thereunto
annexed. I did not extend my inquiries to the
northward of New York, nor to the southward of
Virginia; because in neither extremity of the
union, in my opinion, is the climate, soil, or other
circumstances, well adapted to the pursuits of a
mere farmer, or congenial to the growth of the
smaller grains.

I have delayed the information I am about to

give you, in expectation of receiving answers
which have been promised me from the states of
New York and New Jersey; but as they are not
3^et arrived, and a vessel is on the point of sailing

for London, I shall put this packet under cover to

Joshua Johnson, Esq. our consul at that port;
with a request to him, that it may be forwarded
to you by a safe conveyance. The others shall

follow as opportunities may present ; it being
my wish to give you a comprehensive view
of the different parts of this country: although
1 have no hesitation in giving it at the same
time as. my opinion, that if I had a new es-

tablishment to make in it, it would be, under the
knowledge I entertain of it at present (and I have
visited all parts, from New Hampshire to Geor-
gia inclusively,) in one of the three states of
which you are furnished with particular accounts.
New York and New Jersey do not differ much in

* See the paper alluded to, at the end of this letter.

them. It is the river, more than an)' other, in my
opinion, which must, in the natural progress of
things, connect by its inland navigation (now
nearly completed 190 measured miles up to Fort
Cumberland, at the expense of £50,000 sterling,

raised by private subscription,) the Atlantic stales

with the A'ast region which is populating (beyond
all conception,) to the westward of it. It is de-

signated by law for the seat of the empire; and
must from its extensive course through a rich and
populous country, become in time the grand em-
porium of North America. To these reasons may
be addedj that the lands within, and surrounding

the District of Columbia, are as high, as dry, and
as healthy as any in (he United States; and that

those above them, in the counties of Berkeley, in

Virginia—Washington, in Maryland—and Frank-
lin, in Pennsylvania, (adjoining each other)—at

the distance of from 60 to 100 miles from Colum-
bia, are inferior, in their natural state, to none in

America. The general map of North America,
which is herewith inclosed, will show the situation

of this district of the United States; and on
Evans's map of tne middle colonies, which is on a
larger scale, I have marked the District of Colum-
bia with double red lines; and the counties adja-

cent to, and above it, of which particular mention
has been made, with single red lines. The last

mentioned map shows the proximity of the Poto-

mac (which is laid down from actual survey) to

the western waters; and it is worthy of observa-

tion, that the Shenandoah, in an extent of 150
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miles frotii its confluence, through the richest tract

of land in the state of Virginia, maj' (as is gup-

posed) be made naviirable tor less than JE2000.

The south branch of Potomac (100 miles higher

up, and) tor 100 miles of its extent, may be made
navigable fiir a nmch le?s sum. And the inter-

mediate waters on the Viririma side in that pro-

portion, accordinir to their nuiixnitude. On the

iMaryliind side (the river Potomac, to the head of

(he north branch, being the biMuidary between the

two Slates,) the Monoracy and Conogecheap, are

capable of improvement to a degree which will be

convenient and beneficial to the inhabitants of

that state, and to parts of Pennsylvania.
The local, or state taxes, are enumerated in the

answers to the circular letter; and these, from the

nature of the government, will probably decrease.

The taxes of the general government will be found

in the revenue laws, which are contained in the

volume that accompanies this letter. "• The
Pennsylvania JMercury, and Philadelphia Price

Current," are sent, that you may see what is, and
has been, the prices of the several enumerated ar-

ticles which have been bouirht and sold in this

market at different periods, within the last twelve
months.
An English farmer must entertain a contemp-

tible opinion of our husbandry, or a horrid idea of

our lands, when he shall be informed that not

more than eight or ten bushels of wheat is the

yirMd of an acre; but this low produce may be as-

cribed, and principally too, to a cause which I do not

find touched by either of the gentlemen whose
letters are sent to you, namely, I hat the aim of

the farmers in this country (if they can be called

farmers) is, not to make the most they can from
the land, which is or has been cheap; but the most
of the labor, which is dear*; the consequence of

which has been, much ground has been scratched

over, and none cultivated or improved as it ought
to have been: whereas a farmer in England,
where land is dear, and labor cheap, finds it his in-

terest to improve and cultivate highly, that he may
reap large crops from a small quantity of ground.
That the last is the true, and the first an erroneous
policy, I will readily grant; but it requires time to

conquer bad habits, and hardly any thing short of
necessity is able to accomplish it. That necessity

is approaching by pretty rapid strides.

If Irom these communications you shall derive
inlbrmation or amusement, it will be but a small
return for the favors I have received from you; and
I shall feel happy in having had it in my power to

render them. As they result from your letter of
the 25th of January, and are intended for your
private satisfaction, it is not my wish that they
should be promulgated as coming from me.

With very great esteem,

I am, sir,

Your most obdt. and very humble serv't.

G. WaSHIiVGTOIV.
Arthur Young, esq.

The following circular letter was addressed to se-

veral gentlemen, the best infbrmf^d ol" the acrri-

culture, value of lands, and the |)rices of pro-
duce, &c. in iiie states of New York, New Jer-

*A very pointed observation, and clearly explana-
tory. [A. Y.]

eey, Pennsylvania, Maryland and Virginia; and
the answers which have been received are there-

unto subjoined.

Philadelphia, Jug. 25, 1701.

Dear Sir:

Some inquiries having been made of me by im-
portant characters, on the state of ojiriculture in

America, comprehending its several relations, and
intended to ascertain the value of our lands, with
their yield in the several kinds of grain, grass, &c.
the prices of farming stock, the f)rices of produce,

&c. together with a list of the taxes in the ditler-

ent states, which may in any way afiect the far-

mer; as an object highly interesting to our coun-
try, I have determined to renderthe most just and
satisfactory answers that the best information I

can obtain from different parts of the United
States will enable me to give.

With this view, my confidence in your disposi-

tion and knowledge, leads me to offer to your in-

quiry, and to request from your intelligence, aa
early intbrmation as may be convenient, on the
following heads:

1. The fee-simple prices of farming lands in

such part of the state of as

are neither so near to large towns as to enhance
their value, nor so distant from market as greatly

to reduce it, or to make tiie situation inconvenient.

In your answer to this inquiry, be pleased to note,

generally, the situations, the soil, and, if it be
practicable, the proportions ol" arable, pasture, and
wood land.

2. The rents of the same lands, when leased,

and, generally, the terms of lease.

3. The average product of the same lands in

wheat, rye, barley, oats, buckwheat, beans, peas,

potatoes, turnips, grasses, hemp, flax, &Cw in the
common mode of husbandry now practised.

4. The average prices of these articles, when
sold at the fiirm, or carried to the nearest market.

5. The average prices of good working horses,

working oxen, milch cows, sheep, hogs, poul-
try, &c.

6. The average price of beef, veal, mutton,
pork, butter, and cheese, in the neighborhood, or

at the nearest market towns.

7. The price of wrought iron, whence the price

of farming utensils may be inferred.

8. A list of the taxes laid in the state of
The tendency of this inquiry, will be my apolo-

gy for the trouble it may give to you.

I am, dear sir, with great regard.

Your most obedient servant,

(Signed) G. Washingtoiv.

ANSWERS* TO THK PRECEDING LETTER.

York Town, Pennsylvania, Sept. 24, 1791.

Sir;
I considered myself as highly honored by your

favor of !he 25th ult. and have taken all the pains

in my power to give you the satisfaction you wish
for. Being soon obliged to leave home for several

* I may observe once for all, that these accounts
procured by the person of all others whose request
would be most carefully complied with, and cominj^
from those who would unquestionably be chosen with
sinofular propriety, must necessarily carry a deg;ree of
authority with them, unattainable by other means.

A. Y.
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weeks, I am somewhat pressed in time, but

tihoutjht proper to write you the resuH of my inqvii-

ries anrl ohserv'iUion? at tIii-< period, as 1 am sure

you will he ready to make allowance for want of

time, atid olher circnm?;ances.

I cannot boast of elejTanc.e of style, but shall

Bludy to rrive you my ideas, founded as well upon
the inlbrmatioii I have received from others, as my
own experience; and if any of my communica-
tions prove acceptable, or useful to you, I shall es-

teem myself highly rewarded. You were pleased

to direct my ;in|uines chiefly towards York and
Franklin counties, in this state; I have accord-

infrly done so. and heg leave, in order lo be better

understood in my answers, to divide York county

info three districts, and to call Franklin county the

fourth district.

First Dislrict.—York Valley, beginning at the

Susquehanna, at Wright's Ferry, and running

throutrh York country, including York Town,
M'Allister's Town (alias HanoverJ, and Peters-

burg (alias Littlestown), to the Maryland line,

near the latter place. In length about 39 miles,

in breadth from three to four miles.

Second District.—The lands lyinrj on the rijrht

of that valley, odjoining the same, and bounded by
the river Susquehanna, the South JVlountain, and
the Maryland line.

Third l>islrict.—The barrens of York, including

the lands on the south of York Valley, lo the Ma-
ryland line.

Fourth District.—Franklin county.

Answer to querj^ the first.—The fee-simple price

of larming lands in the first dislrict. may be aver-

aged at 0/. 15s. per acre*, (the dollar at 7s. 6rf.)

York Town lies 56 miles from Baltimore, 45 from

i-Jock-run, 55 from Christiana-brido-e, and89 miles

from the Philadeiphiamarketf. M'Allister's Town
is 18 miles from York, and 45 li'om Baliimore. Pe-
tersbnrg is seven miles from M'Allister's and 48
from Baltimore.

The soil of this valley is of the lime-stone kind,

and is rather of a rich quality v/hen fresh ; it is

generally covered with a black mould. Some
spots, however, are inclined to jjravel or slate, from
the intrusion of a few small hills. The proportion

of meadow ground to arable land, may be as one
to twelve ; more than one half of the arable land

is, generally, in grass lor pasture, sown every
third year with red clover, or timothy seed. The
eettleraents have been so rapid in this district since

the year 1740, and the plantations are so close, as

not to leave more than a fourth of wood. The
farmsappear nearly all accommodated with running
springs. The inhabitants are mostly industrious

and careful. They are advancing by a steady
pace, and do not seem inclined to make many in-

novations upon the ancient practice of agriculture.

Indeed they are already strong in property; their

buildings, stock and, and cattle, all shovv it. The

* Arable lands near the Susquehanna will sell from
121. to 201. an acre, and are very productive. Some
fields have furnished to the sjrower a clear profit of 41.

a year for three years followin<^—cash price for tlie

arable lands of farms in the neighbourhood of York
lOl an acre, and they will demand the same price at

M'Allister's Town.

t And 10.3 miles from the new city on the river

Potomac, intended lor the permanent residence of
the jrovernment of the United States.

timber—locust, walnut, wild-cherry, hickory, black
oak, white oak, &c.

In thf^ second disjrict, the fee-simple price of
farminii hmd niay be Jiverau-pd at ol. nud 10s. the

acre. The soil is geuerally of a reddish color,

sometimes mixed with sand. We call it sand-
stone land, through the greater part ofthe districi.*

The stale of agriculture there, is not so Mourishino"

as in the first district, thou^^h the country is thick-

ly settled, and you find plantations amongsi the

highest hills. 'J'he proportion of meadow to ara-

ble land may be somewha.t greater than in the first

district. The lands in many places being naturally

inclined to grass, the farmers here are not so careflil

of sowing grass-seed in their field?, as those in the
first district. The timber—walnut, black oak,
white oak, poplar, chestnut. &c.
Third District.—This district is in general bad-

l_v timbered, and the soil poor, of the gravelly or

slate kind, and of a reddish cast, often mixed with
sand; notwithstanding these disadvantages, more
than half the barrens is under cultivation—the
wood composed of dwarf white oak, chestnut, &c.
The price per acre, may be estimated at thirty-five

shillingst. What is a little remarkable, the inha-
bitants of this district have paid their taxes with
more punctuality, than most other parts of the
state. Meadow land as to arable, may be as one
to fifteen; pasture grounds little attended lo. Be-
fore I proceed to Franklin, I would observe that the

great South Mountain (or Blue Ridge, as it is call-

ed in Virginia.) divides York from Franklin coun-
ty, and is from seven to ten miles in breadth; a
very small proportion of it can be cultivated.

Fourth District.— Franklin is a compact coun-
ty, includino; Cumberland Valley, between the

South and North Mountainsfbr upwards oftwenty-
five miles, and part of the ricli seiilement of Con-
nochegeague and Antitem. Fewsitualionsin Ame-
rica can claim a superior soil— it is nearly all lime-

stone land. The quantity of meadow as to ara-

ble land, may be counted in the same proportion

as in the first district of York county. About one
half of the improvable land is cleared. The resi-

due abounds in the largest locust, walnut, hickory,

and oaks. The county town is Chambersburg,
distant eighty miles of Baltimore, ninety honi
George Town, f and twenty-lour miles from Po-

* I have said the land is in general of the sandstone
kind; but there are two large bodies at the foot of the

South Mountain, held by the Messrs. Carrolls, called

Carrollsburg, and Carrolls-Delight, under Maryland
grants, but now within the limits of Pennsylvania.
They are of the lime-stone quality, and so excellent,

that the arable lands would sell as high as those in the

neighborliood of M'Allister's town. Several other
farms in this district would sell from 6/. to Wl. an acre.

f The lands have been averaged at thirty-five shil-

lings to the acre; but I mention that there is a tract of

fine land in this district, on the Susquehanna, called

Connyocliota—formerly tlie fields where the Marylan-
ders and Pennsylvanians used to meet in battle array,

contending for boundary—say upwards of 2000 acres,

at fiom 10/. to 15/. an acre. A consiilerable share of

this tract has been worked for upwards of 40 or 50

years, and is still capable of producing the best of

grain without any manure.

I Adjoining to which, the new, or federal city, for

the permanent residence of the government of the

United States, is laid out—at the head of the tide na-

vigation of the river Potomac.
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toiiiiic river at \Villiam.-^|)ort. Green Casileisa
handsome viIlao;e, situate eleven miles Irorn Ciiam-
b'Tshuii;, nearer liie Potomac, on tlie road to

Willianisport, and seventy-five miles Trom Balti-

more, aii(i seventy-nine from George Town. In

several ot the settlements, lands bear a high price,

but when I came to average lor the county, I esti-

mated the acre at 41.

Answer to query the second.—When you rent

for money, you will seldom obtain more than four

per cent, interest upon your purchase money.
The salt^.st and most couiiiioii mode is, I believe,

to lease on the shares—where the lands are good,
the lessor lurnishes the one-hall'of the seed grain,

and obtains from the tenant one half of the pro-

duce of the grain, and implements. The grain

deJived in the bushel—hay, &c. on the farm. By
this way of leasing, we ina)^ have full six percent,
lor the purchase money, or value of the lands.

Plantations of inlt?rior quality are leased on the

thirds, that is, the lessor finds a third of the seed
(or sometimes none) and obtains one-third of the
produce of <:rain, hay, &c.
Lands formerly were purchased, and payment

was to be made by instalments, without interest,

and the sums so moderate, that an industrious

man could discharge them in ihe course often
years—lew would lease, when they might pur-
chase so cheaply. The vast quantity of back
lands, induce a nutnber to preter actual purchase
in a precareous situation, to leasing in the old set-

tlements. However the descendants of the Ger-
mans fire not as adventurous as some of their

neighbors. They seem attached to peaceable ha-

bitations, and make the best tenants—real proper-
ty with us seems to obtain a more fixed value, and
cannot be had without an adequate price.

Answer to query third.

Field to the acre, calculated by the bushel.

1st district, -

2d district, -

3d district, -

4ih district, -

^
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oJ" tobacco—fresh land produces tlie most certain I also, for tlie chief feed of our horses. Our man-
crop, the easiest (ended, and the best in quality, agement of our land is, in general, far Jrom de-
Ealtimore lies convenient to some, and not very

I
sprving praif^e, ihoiigh not so reprehcnsil)le as

distant I'rom any part of the county. There and i
Montgomery. I judge the produce ol" land of 6/.

at George Town, the surplus wheat is disposed o

— it may in a course ol" years average about 7s. a
bushel.

The stocks of cattle of all kinds are neither nu-
merous or good, so that there is little fiesh provi-

sion raised in this county for sale, nor is there anj^

surplus of Indian corn, which is generally from
2s. Sd. to 3s. 6d. a bushel. To say with us, that

great quantities of tobacco are raised in any tract

of country, implies without more, that the land is

wasted, and no surplus of any thing made in it

but tobacco. Some i'ew plantations are not to be

included within my general description; they are

very good, are better managed, and would sell con-

siderably higher. It may not be amiss to remark,

that a part of the federal district lies within this

county, and the (Inderal city adjoins it. A great

change may be expected to take place soon
in the price of land, and the kind of cultivation.

Frederic county, INiaryland, may be considered

an acre, may be, nearly (Iresh cleared) in wheat,
20 bushels.

In corn the same ; in rye rather more.
Fresh cleared land, growing in corn, sowed in

wheat, 18 bushels.

Fresh land, a crop taken in wheat, and then
planted in corn, 20 bushels.

Land not run hard, lallowed, and cropped in

wheat once in three years, 20 bushels.

Fallowed, and cropped in wheat once in two
years, 15 bushels.

It" manured moderately it will rise to 20 bushels.

II" pushed every other year, without manuring,
it will sink to 10 bushels, and even lower. Land
in general, with the same management, yields

more rye than wheat, with this advantage, that

rye leaves it lighter than wheat, and seems not to

exhaust it so much. Strong land, of a proper soil,

and well cultivated, will yield from 30 to 40 bush-
els of barley, or rather bigg, to the acre. Rich
'resh bottom, yields 5 or 600, and highly manuredunder a division of it into three parts. The Ca-

toctin, and that part of the South Mountain which
|

land 6, 8, orOOOIbs. of hemp to the acre ; the cul-

lie within it—the immediate space between those tivalion of it has almost ceased. Flax is an un-
niounlains, and the land lying to the eastward of' certain crop. We break up our land in May or

Monocosy Valley,—and Monocosy Valley itself. U'une, for fiillow ; begin to cross-plough it about
The mountain land is very thin and stony, though

I

the tniddle of July; harrow u across, plough in

generally covered with wood and timber; there ' the seed, from three pecks to a bushel to the acre,

are spots, however, settled all tlirough ; such, and and sometimes lightly harrow with the ploughing,

the parts near the better land, sell f"rom 15s. to 27s. We seldom plough with more than two horses,

6d. an acre. Amongst the second class, there are i
and esteem from the lOlh to the 20th of Septem-

here and there [ilantations equal in quality, produce, ber, the very best time for seeding; the quantity

and price, to the Monocosy Valley : the rest may
j

of seed near a bushel, I think I have found, and is

be compared with the Montgomery land. Mo-
|

generajly agreed, is the best. We are not so well

nocosy Valley is about 35 or 40 miles in length,
j

agreed, whether another ploughing is helpful or

and eight or ten in breadth, with the river Monoc- I otherwise.

osy running through if, and emptying into Poto- I
Speltz are sometimes sowed on land too wet for

mac. The land is crenerally in small farms of 100 i
wheat, of which we have a little: the yield shell-

to 250 acres. There is a plenty of" limestone, and
i

ed is much about the same as wheat. We culti-

not so much as to be prejudicial ; there are many
j

vate but few potatoes, or turnips, the latter is al-

pretty good streams, and most of the pt'oper situa- !
ways sowed on fresh land, and never hoed; the

tions are improved by good bur mills. Indeed
j

potatoes too, are commonly neglected; in particu-

there has been a rage for mills, so that the milling
j

lar inatances, they have been well managed, the

is well done, and on cheap terms. In this part ofj yield has been very encouraging, some say as far

the county, as every where else, there is great as 500 busliels to the acre ; but one gentleman, on
choice; very little land sells for less than 3/. or' whom I can depend, told me he had not made less

more than 8/. an acre ; the average may be said .
than 200 any one year, for several years together.

to he 61. We are from 40 to 50 miles from Baiti-
j
Cabbages, parsnips, carrots, peas, and beans, have

more and George Town, where wheat may aver-
j

only been raised for family consumption: they suc-

age 7s. a bushel; carriage to those markets costs

usually 3/. a ton. With us, milch cows sell from
41. to 6Z. : draught horses fit for wagon or plough.

ceed very well, as do almost all garden plants and
fruits.

I have myself raised hops and madder: I be-

18/. to 25Z. ; smaller horses less, and exceeding
|

lieve they are with us of superior quality. A
good ones more. Prices at home—of wheat, 5s.

j

brewer told me he had bought the crop of five-

6d. ; Indian corn, 2s. to 3s. 6c?. ; rye, 3s. 6d. ; oats,
j

eights of an acre of hops, which turned out 1200
2s. 3d. ; barley, or, more properly, biorg, 3s. 6d.

;
j

pounds ; and several Germans, as well as one Eng-
buck-wheat, 2s. Prices in the Federic Town i

lishman, acquainted with madder, have told me,
market— of grain, as at home; heel', 2|d. to4(f; itisas good here in two years as in Europe in

veal, 2d. to 3|(/. mutton, 3d-h. to 5d. per lb. ; three.

pork 27s. 6d. to 35s. per hundred ; butter, Is. The
f

A small meadow is a common object with eve-

market is not considerable, and the same prices ry farmer ; it is of timothy, or natural grass; the

govern one amongst another in the county. Hay,
I

timothy is mowed but once a year, the natural

50s. to 3/. a ton.
|

grass twice: either, that is esteemed good, produ-
Wheat is reckoned a cash article, and therefore

j

ces, in the year, fi-om a ton and an half to two tons

the chief that we cultivate for market; we also :
an acre; but many, from unfavourable situation or

raise Indian corn, for consumption on the fiirms, neglect, turn out much less. We also often have
seldom with a view for sale, and have lately in-

j

clover patches ; they are commonly cut and fed

creased in the consumption of it. We raise rye
,

green, and seldom made into hay. Some few
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fariiiep, in the cprinc:, sprinkle, clovor-seed on
whent, tor pafjiiiras^e, hut il is rare thouirh every

body approves: it. Apples: pear.«, qmncef;, the

niorrello and common clierries, are in hitrh perlec-

tion, and with lillie trouble. Pearlies, apricots,

nectarines, and clierries; of the more delicious

kmds, do not thrive so well here as near lo the hay
;

yet these and plums, in all situations sonieiimes,

and in some situations, almost every year, are ve-

ry good. We have loo, the black mulberry in

plenty: exotic urapes thrive very well, and the

native irrape, of which there is irreal variety, have,

in some instances, been much improved by culture.

The price ol" bar-iron is Ironi 2S/. to 30/. a ton,

coarse iron-work from the smith double the price

of" the bar. Laborers, by the year about 20/. ; by
the month, 40s: and found every thin<r but clothes.

Reapers and mowers, by the day, 3s. to 3s. 9d.

and found : about a pint of whiskey, or common
mm, is indispensable ; a good reaper cuts, binds,

and slacks, about tfiree-quarters ot" an acre of

wheat, of 20 bushels to the acre, a day ; a mower
mows about his acre.

Washinjzton county, JVIaryland, may also be di-

vided in the same manner as Frederic.—Conno-
gochege Valley is about 20 miles in lengih and
breadth, and has Connogochege and Antitem
creeks runnincr throuirhout it, and emptyinur in the

Potomac. This valley has more limestone than
Monocosy, is rather stronger, and, its inhabitants

say, exceeds if in produce; I believe it does. The
prices of land, labor, hire, cattle of all kinds, as

well as the kinds of produce, and manner of culti-

vation, is so much alike, that a particular enumer-
ation woidu be but a repetition. Il lies 30 or 40
miles farther ti'om the ports, and the grain is <jener-

ally Gd. or St/, lower. They too have a plenty of

very fine mills, and their wheat is chifflv carried

to market in flour. The other parls of Washing-
ton are much the same as the inferior p;irts of
Frederic. The improvement of the inland navi-

gation on Potomac, is likeiy to lessen greatly the

expence of the carriage of the produce of these

counties, and of course render the lands much
more valuable.

It may be remarked, and seem strange, that I

have esiimated the produce of the richc-r and poor-

er fresh lands in their first crops not very difi'erent.

I believe the fiict will justily me, for land of mid-
dling and inferior quality, for the first two years,

makes a very vifrorous exertion.

I have confined myself chiefly to what I believe

is the present actual general state of things ; and
when the price of land and of labor is considered,

il will not seem wonderful that men will generally,

as they are able, go into new purchases, rather

than highly improve their own lands ; but general
as the practice is, it is not universal. There are

instances among us. of 30 bushels of wheat, on
an average of years, beinij raised to the acre, on
particular, manured, and highly cultivated spots

;

and, from essays, it is a common opinion, that

good land, highly culiivafed, and manured, will

produce fi-om 40 to 50 bushels of Indian corn to the

acre, and even more.

Mr. Eward Tiighman. now dead, had three

f!quaresof20 acres each; he tilled one in tobacco

—

tobacco was not the first object with him, it gave
place to his wheat ; on a particular day in Septem-
ber he cleared his nround of the tobacco, whether
o ripe ac he wished or not ; he seeded it in wheat

;

he let nothing in till the May after the harvest,

unless his calves in the liill, and before hard frosi.

He, the next year, pastured 20 cows on the same
field ; they weretiarned in with discretion, twice or

thrice a day for an hour or two at a time ; he sta-

bled his cows, and manured for tobacco—he thus

went round many years. I was at his house up-
wards of thirty years ago, and saw those fields;

it was about the 5ih of May—one was then in

very strong whea'— in the second, the while clo-

ver was considerably more than ancle high, with
20 cows, one or two more or less, feeding on it ;and
the third was ploughed up lor tobacco, fron) which,
he then told me, he had the preceding year made
1400lbs. of butter. He has told me, that his to-

bacco has generally turned out lOOOIbs, to the

acre ; and his nephew told me, some years, about
twelve 3'ears after, that his wheat, for 15 years,

had averaged 32 bushels and a fraction to the acre.

We have land in ibis neighborhood, fiill as good,

naturally, as Mr. Tilghman's, which is in Queen
Anne's county; and the cro|)s are rather more cer-

tain in this than in that part of the country. In-

deed we are very seldom injured by mildews, scab,

or blight; the last we scarcely know. Mr Tiigh-
man also has told me, that he had upwards of 500
bushels of head turnips to the acre.

As soon as the wood is taken ofT our strong

land, it is covered wilh white clover, which seems
as natural to the soil as wood ; if the land is not so

light as to push the wheat into straw too much,
20 bushels an acre may be expected the first crop.

Tho.se who are acquainted with cultivation, know
that manured land will produce more grain, or seed,

I ban the richest fiesh land, and may calculate for

themselves what may be expected from fresh land,

under good management.
The truth warrants it, and if may not be amiss

to remark, that the territory of Columbia* is the

point where the general productions meet in great-

er perlection than any other, and that fi-om thence
some improve or decline towards the east, and
others tovyards the west, in at least as small dis-

tances as towards the north and soulh. Grass,
grain, and fruits of all kinds are very good. To
the southward and eastward, grass, wheal, rye,

oats, and apples, are less perlect, or produced, in

less quantities. Cherries, of the more delicious

kinds, peaches, apricots, nectarines, figs, and mel-
ons, improve. To the northward and westward,
the latter are not so perfect—the former inqjrove,

till the neighborhood of this, and especially in the

mountains. Apples are equal to those of the Jer-

sies.

Our wheat is commonly 601b.—this year63, and
some of it 67. Our grass, rye, and oats, better.

Pursuing the west to the Allegany, you come into

a country equal, perhaps, to any in the world, for

grass, rye, oats, potatoes, and flax, as well as ex-
cellent for wheat— it is ceuerally said, that the

oats weigh 46 ; wheat fi-om 6 I to 67. That the

potatoes are abundant, of uncommon size, and ex-
cellent in quality—and that the hackled flax is

generally a yard long—some of" it is certainly so.

Note.—To convert currency into sterling, take

ofT two fifths.

* Columbia is the name of a district 10 miles square
(in which is the new, or Federal City) over wnicfi the

general government, by constitution, has exclusive

jurisdiction.
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Hyde- Park, Fairfax 0>uvtij, }

Firginia, Nov. IS, 1701. )

Drak SrK :

A lii'sirt^ of convorsinir with tho nin^t intelligent

p(T«iius ill my ncifjiihorlioo.l. arui mstinitiiiff a cnr-

respotidtMico with oihers, on \he siilijeci of your iii-

quiiy, will, [ liopt*, plead my excuse, in beiiiw so

late in answerinur your letter of Au<riisl. I never
enteriaiueil very liiL'h opinions of" your system of

larmiiiL'. but what F had is ceriainly lower than it

was. Our flirnis are, in L'eneral, loo larijre to ad-

mit of mueh nicety and, I believe, it would be un-

happy for us to have any jjreat desire to be so,

wi;ii our black laborers, and the more worthless

wreiihes we employ to overlo>)l( ihem. The man-
ner too, in which our attention has been enirrossed

bv the cuiiivation of tobacco, and larare quantities

of Indian cnrii, has, no dnuhl, had some share in

reniierinsj us slo\en!y farmers. Havinijhad, hith-

inanured. Thonfrh the county cannot be consid

ered as abnundinjx so muth in nieiidow lands as

some others, yet there are fi'w |;<M)ple but have
lh<'m. On (he river, the mosi valuable irroiiiids

l(.)r meadows, the Pocasons, are smII unreclaimed,

and, indeed, in every part of the count}', some of

the most valuable grounds for meadows, are still

in their natural slate. I cannol iulfirm you of the

proportion ol meadow-land lo ihe arable, for aecu-

racy in these matters is out of ihe queslion in Vir-

cinia: nor of vvood-lami to either: but I iliink I

am not wrong vviih respect lo the latter, in saying,

ihat better than half ilie county is still in woods.

In the upper parts of the county, from ten to 20
miles from the river, the soil is much intermixed

with stones. Tiie average yield of wheat, in the

mode of a<xriculture which I have already men-
tioned, was practised with us. is aboutsi.x lor one

—

in laliowed irrounds, about eiaht and ten for one.

erto plenty ofli'esh land lor these articles, we have
j

The old tobacco grounds which have been well

disregarded every means of imprnvinjx our opened manured, will yield from 20 lo 30. The averajre

grounds, either by manure, or laying them down
j
yield of oats and rye, which have also but a poor

in grasses—but as we betfin now to set some store ! chance (being generally sowed in old worn out

by our woods, and tobacco has declined so much
|

corn fields) is from 10 to 15, for one; buck-wheat

in value, thai people are generally exchanging to-
j

from 15 lo 20.— Barley is not cultivaied here.— In-

bacco for wheat, I flatter myself, the face" of our ' dian corn, fiom 10 to 15 bushels an acre. As lo

country will soon assume an appearance, that will i peas, beans, potatoes, and turnips, our lands yield

not only do honor to our climate, but ourselves— : them very well; bui as ihey are not raised for

indeed il has long been evident to me, that our sa-
1
market in general, I cannot say what may be their

gacious northern brefhern, not only considered our ! average product per acre, li has ever a|)peared

rlimale as snjierior to their own, but our lands too to me, thai if the farmers in Europe, who lay so

as capahl(> of lieino; made so, fiom their consiant
i
much stress upon these articles in their writings,

annua! emii>Tatioiis among us. As we may be
i

had our excellent substitute lor ihem, Indian corn,

said to be entirely indebted to these for the best
j

ihey would nnlv regard them as we do, Ibrculina-

fi-rms amouir us, il is very desirable that they
: ry purposes. The chief grass cultivated here is

should happen in a tenfi)ld ratio.
"

1 ihe timothy—the average product of it, per acre,

Although, from a comparative view of the ex- is about a ton. It is ceriainly the best adapted to

portsof wheat lIoiTi the several states in the Union.
]

our hot suns, and particularly our slovenly man-
it appears that considerably more of that article is

\
atremenl of any grass; and this, perhaps, is the

annually exported from Viririnia than from any of i best reason which can be iriven I'or our attending

the professedly la.-ming states, still it has scarcely, I so liitle to any other. Of hemp, we raise scarce

hitherio, been considered as a secondary object on i any in this county ; and of flax, as we raise it on-^

our farms. Till very lately, the practice of fallow-
j

ly for our own domestic purposes, all I can say of

ing irrounds for wheat, was seldom followed, and jit is, that it grows very kindly and plentifully.^

even now, il is by no means so general as could The fee-simple prices of lands at the distance of

be wisiied. The usual mode of sowingit has been,
i
10 miles from the river and town of Alexandria, is

and is now, too generally, in our own corn-fields, ^ from 20 to 40 shillings per acre, according to qual-

when the Indian corn is laid by, and which are I ity. It is remarkable, that lands in no respect su-

cultivated every second or third year, without re- perior, on the opposite side of the river, in JV'Iary-

ceivinrr any manure, or beins laid down in clover land, and equally dislant from the river, sell cur-

after the crop is taken ofl^ Those who are consid-
|

renlly at 4/. and 51. per acre. I know not how
ered as the best farmers, and fidlow most, trust en- such a diflerence is to be accounted for, but from

tirely to their plouirhing. Their fields are too ex-

tensive for the manure raised from their stock, and
we have as yet no other in use. I thought it ne-

cessary to premise thus much, generally, respect-

ins our mode of aojriculture, to prevent our climate

and soil being unjustly blamed for wheat vve alone

are chargeable. It is applicable to the whole state,

I believe. I shall now lake your queries in their

order, and consider first the lands in Fairfiix coun-
ty, which is situated on the river Potomac, and
bounded by it for near 10 miles. The lands here,

are generally thin, and the soil a stifle clay. At a

little distance from the river, they are rather liilly

the crreater degree of population in proportion to

their country. The same circumstance must, I

suppose, account for the lands in Virginia biing

generally so much chea|)er, though equal in quali-

ty, and possessing a milder climate than the lands

in the northern states. The rents of our lands

have increased much within these few years.

From the first statement of the country, till lately,

it was the practice to rent them on leases for two

and three lives, at so much tobacco a hundred acres;

very often not more than two hundred pounds of

tobacco an hundred—at present, however, from

the uncertain price of tobacco, the rents in thatar-

and broken. The pasturage in summer, is belter
i

tide are become unusal ; so that the common mode
than might be expected from the appearance of of renting is novv, either by the year, or lor a term

the land, for, notwithstanding allourbad mana<re
ment, our fields yield the white clover plentifully,

and I am satisfied no grounds can turn out the red

clover to better advantage, where they are well

10 or 20 vears, and at ihe rate of 8/. to 10/. an

hundred. This mode is preft'.rred by the tenants,

from an idea which, I believe, lo be natural to the

human mind, that of becoming one day lords of
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their own little territory. I think it is often cher-

i.^hed by our people, to an excess which frequently

injures, them.
The lands in Prince William county and Fau-

quier, from 20 to 30 miles from Dumfries (a town
on the Potomac, about 30 miles below Alexan-
dria) are, I think, much superior to the lands in

Fairfax, beinn^ both more level and richer, with a

greater quantity of meadow land, thoug^h they
nial<e still less of it than we do—their system of
farming is, certainly worse than in Fairfax.

Hence, their yield ol" the several kinds of crops,

thniiirh on better land, does not average more than
with us. They have been, and are siili, more un-
li)riunately attachi^d to tobacco than we have been.

The soil of both these counties is much alike, be-

ing of a reddish clay ; at the distance of two or

three feet fiom the surface, a thin stratum of a
stone resemblinif slate is f )und ; hence, their sprmgs
are not so abundant, nor is the water as good as

could be wished ; but when wells have been dug,
the water has been (bund as good as any where.
The average fee-simple prices of their lands, are

from 20s. to 30s an acre—the terms of rents are

as much as they are in Fairfax.

The county of Loudoun lies on the Potomac,
above Fairfax, and is, perhaps, the best farming
county in the state, being thickly settled with
Quakers and Germans, from Pennsylvania. The
lowest corner of the county is about 10 miles from
tide-water, and it extends up the river with the

meanders thereof, upwards of 50 miles. It is well

supplied with sprinirs, water-courses, and mea-
<lows, what are called the bottom lands on the

-river, are very rich, but the soil throughout the

county is generally stiff, and of a reddish cast.

The upper parts of the county are mountainous;
better than half the county is in woods, as is also

the case with the too last mentioned counties.

Much more attention is paid to meadows here,

than in either of the counties yet mentioned, it be-

ing the first object, in general, in every settlement,

and their chief concern afterwards. The bottom
lands on the river sell from 31. to 51. an acre ; in the

interior part of the county Ironi II. 10s. to 31. an
acre. There are many leases lor lives in this

county, given some years ago, by gentlemen hold-

ing quantities of lands, at 21. and 51. an hundred
acres; but the common mode of renting, on the

expiration of leases, is !br a term of years not ex-
ceeding, in general, 21, and form 10/. to 20Z. an
hundred acres. It is also common, in many m-
stances, to rent, for one-third of the produce. The
average produce of wheat per acre, is from 8 to 10

bushels on their common lands, which, like those

in Fairfax, have been much exhausted. Their
fresh, or river lands, produce liom 10 to 1.5 bushels;

the average produce of Indian corn is about 15

bushels ; of rye, 20 ; speltz, 30 ; oats, 25 ; and bar-

ley 30, though the last is chiefly raised for the pur-

poses of home-brewing, and by the Germans.
They manufacture most of their own linen and
woollens in this county, and distil most of the spir-

its used, from rye, peaches, and apples, and make
a considerable quantity of cyder for market : they

also make many wagons for sale, and almost all

iron utensils ibr their own use. Their meadows
yield them better than a ton an acre. I forgot to

mention above, the produce of buck-wheat ; I am

ready observed with respect to the smaller product
of the farm, peas, potatoes, &c. must suffice for

all the counties I have to mention. I have no
doubt but the Germans and Pennsylvanians of
Loudoun would reap more profit from them than
we do ; but their distance from market has hither-

to prevented them from raising them for sale, and
we seldom attend to what is consumed on the

farm.

I shall now proceed to Berkley, which, in point

of fertility, is, without doubt, the richest county
in the state. This county lies also on the Poto-
mac, and is penetrated by the Shenandoah, which
empties into that river. The lands here, which
are called the valley, running parallel with the

Shenandoah, and between that and the north

mountains, may be divided into four classes:—the

first quality sells at 4/. an acre ; second at 31.; third

at 21. and fourth at 1/. 10s. in fee-simple. The
mode of renting lands is here too, either by the

year, or short term of years, as there are no lands

which rise faster in value. The first quality rents

from 20 to 30/. an hundred acres ; the other quali-

ties in proportion ; and none for less than 10/.

—

The lands of the first quality are considered as too

rich for wheat, and, in the general method of
seeding, do not succeed so well as those of the

second, being more liable to fall, and the rust. It

is probable this may proceed from their not giving
it seed in proportion to its strength, or from their

sowing it as early as their other grounds. That
very rich grounds do not succeed so well on early

sowing, I am convinced, fi-om several trials which
I have been witness to, by a neighbor of mine on
a rich island. This spot, which, when sowed in

August, would yield scarcely any thing but straw,

when sowed in the latter end of October, or first

of November, yielded abundantly. The second
quality produces from 15 to 20 bushels, when fiil-

lowed ; the third from 10 to 12 ; and the fourth fi-om

8 to 10. The first-rate lands produce from 40 to 50
bushels of oats per acre, and rye in proportion

;

the other qualities li-om 20 to 40. Indian corn

from 20 to 40 bushels, according to the quality of
the land, and buck-wheat from 30 to 60.

—

Barley would, no doubt, succeed well on such
lands ; but I am informed that they raise none.

The natural^ meadows are certainly superior to

any to be met with any where ; what is called

the English blue grass, flourishes in the greatest

luxuriancy, and is common throughout the county.

The average crop of timothy is nearly two tons

an acre. The soil of the best lands is dark and
fine; of the second lighter and intermixed with
soft stones ; that of the third and fourth rates still

lighter. The whole surface of the ground, when
cleared, is covered with blue grass. I must now
observe, with respect to the counties of Loudoun
and Berkeley, that the completion of the naviga-
tion of the Potomac, (which we expect will hap-
pen, at the farthest, in two years) will be attend-

ed with immense benefits to them. Their pro-

duce, ol" every sort, will be brought to market on
as cheap terms as those who live at the distance

of eight or ten miles. This circumstance, added
to the superiority of their lands, certainly renders

them the most desirable of any counties in the

state ; and when it is considered that they already

have the two flourishing towns of Alexandria and
told that the Germans and Quakers frequently raise

I

George Town for iheir markets, and an act of

it from 30 to 60 bushels an acre. What I have al- ' Congress for establishing their permanent resi-
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(lence bptween these jilacop, I think it cannot be

doubted that they arc the most eliijible situations

in the Union. In the subjoined table, you have

tiie prices current, as accurately as I could ascer-

tain them.
Prices current, in Viro-inia money, 6s. the dol-

lar. Eest horses, from 20/. to 25/. ; second rate,

from 12/. to 20/. ; small horses may be bought

much lower. Oxen from 8/. to 15/. a pair; steers

unbroke, at 21. 10s. to 3/.; best milch cows at 4/.

;

second-rate at about 2/. 10s. to 3/. ; veal, at 2(1. to

2.W. and Sd. per lb. ; mutton, at 3d. per lb.
;
pork,

Irom 20s. to 30s. per lOOIbs. ; butter from 6d.. to Sd.

per lb. ; cheese, from 4d. to 6d. per lb.
; tallow, at

Sd. per lb.* Sheep, from 6s. to 15s. ; hogs, 12

months old, from 12s. to 15s. according to size,

beef', at 2d. to 3(/.
;
geese, li-om Is. to 2s. ; turkeys;

2s. ; ducks, 6d. to 9rf. ; hens, from 6d. to 8d.
;

chickens, from 3s. to 4s. per dozen.

Wheat, about 4s. 6d per bushel , buck-wheat,

2s; corn, 2s ; beans and peas, 3s. to 4s. ; turnips

and potatoes, from 9^/. to Is.

Hackled flax, li'om Is. to Is. Sd. per lb. ; hemp
from the break, from 2Ss. to 30s. per lOOlbs. ; iron,

li-om 25/. to 27/. per ton.

In the county of Fairfax, from its vicinity to

market, several of the above articles will average
higher.

s. d.

7 6

2 6

6

9 6

3

Hates of the taxes on property.

On land, for every 100/. valuation

On negroes, each above 12 - -

On horses, each - _ _ .

On chariots, per wheel . . -

On riding chairs, per wheel
Parish levies from 10 to 301 bs. of tobacco per

titheable.f

County taxes much the same. The two last

vary each year, according to the number of poor

to be supported, and the number of criminals ; but

for the latter we are reimbursed py the public.

Our taxes have been also been diminishing eve-

ry year since peace, so that no country has less rea-

son to complain of public burthens at present.

The above is a list of our State taxes. The on-

ly lax imposed by the general government, and
which the farmer feels, is the tax on stills ; this is

about 6d. a gallon. Thonah, from its novelty, it

has excited some murmur.^, I cannot think it can
be considered as unreasonable, or improper, by
those who reflect either on the i^reat injuries pro-

duced by the cheapness of distilled liquors among
us, or the excessive profits made by the county dis-

tillers.

I cannot conclude, without regretting that I have
not been able to find you a more accurate account,

in many particulars. I flatter myself it is at least

a faithful one ; I have used my best endeavours to

make it so. It has certainly not been in my pow-

* Mutton 3d. and tallow 8d. ! Fat 8hecp not too com-
mon.

A. Y.

fWhite males, and nesrro males and females, above
16 years of a^e, are subject to this tax. The tobacco
with which it is paid may, on an average, be esti-

mated at three-half-pence per lb. Note in General
Washinglo7i's hand- writing.

er to pay any compliments to our farmers lor their

management.
I am, dear Sir,

With the greatest respect,

Your most obedient servant.

The President of the Untied States.

The following detached information is commu-
nicated b}'' persons on whose knowledge and ac-
curacy, reliance may be placed.

The writer hereof, is best acquinted with that

trad of land, which crosses Virginia, from north-

east to southwest, by the names of the Uull-run

Mountains, South Mountains, and Green Moun-
tains, and is generally six or eight miles wide, one
half of which is the mountains itself, and there-

fore steep; the residue lies at the foot, on each
side, in large waving hills perfectly accessible to

the plough. It is of a dark red color—the richest

of it is a pure mould, or loam, without the least

mixture of sand or grit, though often a good deaf

of broken stone; when first cleared of its timber, it

lies loose for about a foot depth, that is to ^ny, as
far down as the frosts have penetrated, but below
that, for many feet, the earth is still the same, but
hard, as having never yet been opened by the
frost; when it has been turned up by the plough,
and has been exposed to the frost a winter or two,
it is nearly as rich as the original first soil. This
land is excellent for wheat and r3-e; but yields-

poorly in oats; for Indian corn it is middling.
The fi-uits which abound, are apples, peaches and
cherries. The country perfectly healthy, and the'

climate more moderate in summer than that be-
low, and in winter than that above: Most of the"

parcels of land held by individuals, have been so
laid out, as to contain about one-third of the firs?

quality, as above described; one-third of a mid-
dling quality; and one-third of barrens, well tim-

bered. The husbandry is, in general, very slov-

enly—under such as it is, the lands of the first

quality will produce thirty bushels of wheat to the
acre, when fresh, and being tended alternately in

wheat and Indian corn, (the latter of which is a
great exhauster,J wi'hout ever being rested or
manuredy they fiill at length, down to eight or ten
bushels the acre. The soil of middling will yield

twelve or fifteen bushels of wheat the acre, when
fresh, and fall down to about eight. The grasses
which have been found to succeed best, are red
clover and orchard grass; green sward does well
also; only one good cutting of these can be count-
ed on, unless the ground can be watered. A tract

consisting of three qualities before mentioned, in

equal quantities, in that part, which lies near the
Rlvanna river, say about Charlottesville, will sell

lor about 22s. 6d. to 27s. 6d. sterling the acre, on
an average; it will be more or less, in proportion as
there is more or less of the best or worst qualities

—produce is water-borne from hence to the tide-

waters seventy miles distant. Advancing north-

eastwardly along the same mountains, these lands

are dearer, though their produce cannot be wa-
ter-borne till they reach the Potomac. Going
south-west wardly along the same mountains,
lands become cheaper. Where they cross the

Fluvanna, or James river, they are about two-
thirds of the price before mentioned; and from
that part their produce may also be water-borne
to tide- waters, one hundred and thirty miles dis-

tant.
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Ordinary prices about Cliarlottesville are as fol-

lows:

A lahoriiiiT neiiro man is hired by the year, for

£9 steriinir, liis ilothes and Ibod.

A good pioiiirh-horserosis £10 to £ ISsterlincr.

A cow, 303. ; a sheep, Gs. ; a sow, 10s. ; a goose

or turkey, 2s., a duni^-liill K)wl, 6d.

A bushel of wheat, 3s.; of rye, 22^(i.; of Indian

corn Is. 6d.

Beiit' in autumn, and pork in winter, 16s. the

100 lbs.; bacon, Gd. !o Sd. the lb.

Hav, 45s. the ton.

j/ugiist 3, 1791.

Dkar Sir :

Ayreeably to your request, I have now the plea-

sure to send you an extract of my letter to Arthur

Young, esq., relative to the prices of the lollowing

articles in Pensylvania, viz. *

Wheat, per bushel, Us. lo 6s. 4d.; rye, 3s-. 9d. to

4s.; Indian corn, 2s. Gt/.; oats, Is 8d.; barley, 4s.;

clover hay, per ton, £4 10s.; heel' per lOOIbs. 25s.;

pork, 27s. dd.; a good working honse, £20; a pair

cf good workinix oxen, 900/6s. each, 20/. to 24/.;

a milch cow and calf, 5/. lo G/.; store sheep, hy

the flock, 10s. to 15s ; wool, ; dre;-:sed fla.x,

; bricks, per thousand, 22s. 6c/.; stonelime,

per bushel, lid to Is.; cultivated farms of good
land, in the old counties, r.ot within twenty miles

of Philadelphia, extremely various; the average,

at random, perhaps 51. per acre.

The par of exchange with Great Britain, 166

two thirds.

An English guinea passes current at 35s.

With respect to taxes, the second object of in-

<;uiry, my inlbrmotion is as Ibllows: and I believe

it mav be relied on.
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who are riDt always as kind, and as attentive to

their wants and nraije, as tht>y onixlu to bo; for

by these they are teil upon bread aione, which

does not, on an average, cost more liian seven

dollars a head per annum faliout ;^2s\ sterling.)

From these data, in aid of my last c.ommuuica-

tions, you will be ai)le to Ibrm an idea of the cost

Of'iabor in this country. It varies, however, in tlie

ditierenr states, as [ iiave already observed, and

eometimes in the same state; but may be said to

vibrate with white men, between ten and fifteen

pounds; and for black men, between ciirht and
tvvelve potmds sterlin<;, per animm, besides their

board. No dilTir.ulty, I should conceivej woukl
be lijrmed in obiainins; those of either description)

t)n the terms here mentioned; bat I do iioi; ad-

vance this with certainty^ not havinii: been in the

habit of hirin<i^ any myselt', ibr several years past.

Blacks are capable of much labor, but havino; (I

am speakin<T <^enerally) no ambition to establish a

good name, they are too reijardless of a bad one,

and of course require more of the master's eye
than the former. Formerly, I have^iven to sA'/7-

ful and careful cradlers, a dollar a day, durinfj

harvest, which was a sixth more than the usual

price; but then, I knew the men, and that they

would obliire themselves to cut clean and lay loell,

four acres of wheat a day {W it did not stand very
heavy on the ijrnuntij; or, if I preferred it, they

would cut by the acre payin<^ them at the rate of

a dollar Ibr evers^ four acres. There are men,
who will rake and bind as fast as (he cradlers will

cut the i;raiii, but to do this is deemed hard work,
and when done, entitles them to cradlers's wages.
These people eat three tiuips a day (once, perhajjs

of milk,) and are allowed a pint of spirits each
man. A barn-tloor, with -straw and a blanket,

serves, them, at harvest, for lod<ring.

When I observed in a former letfrT, that "all

our labor was performed by ne^i'oes," I must
have alluded to tlie custom in Virj^inia, the state in

which I then lived, and from which I wrote; but

my last communication to you, was on a more ex-

tensive scale, comprehendinsT the practices and
|

prices of Pensylvania, and Maryland as well as
j

different parts of Virnrinia; which (latter) is ai

state of great e.xtent, diHering much in its products
j

and culture.
|

The Enirlish statue acre is the measure by which I

we have hitherto bought and sold land; and the price

of land, as hantled to you in my last includes
{

buildings, fences, arable, meadow, in sh.ort, the im-
i

provements of" every sort appeftaininir to the tract !

on which they are placed. To a si ranger at a
;

distance, this aggregate mode of estiniatinir the;

value of a farm is, it must be confessed, dark and !

unsatisfactory; but to the parties present, who see

and examine every thing, and judge fiir themselves
it is quite immateiial. The seller warrants the!

title and quantity which he, sells, and boih fi'oin

an opinion of the total worth of the premises. J

It rarely happens, b.owever, that buildings and oth- i

er improvements are estimated by the purchaser
at near what they cost the seller, especiallv on old

farms, which have been a ffood deal worked; the

received opinion being, that fresh land, without
'

improvements, is more to be desired, than worn
and much abused land is, with such as are usually

'

found lhfreon;buliliisisto be considered as a gene-
ral, not an invariable rule; tor the better and more

j

attentive farmers keep their farms in hi^h order, 1

Vol. V—43

I

and value the improvements accordingly. Ne-

I

ver having been in England, I ought not to hascard

an opinion, or attenijit a comparison between the

t
soil of that country and this, in ilieir virgin and un-
improved slate; but liom what I know of the. one,
and have heard of the oiher, I should decide irl

liivor of liie, latter, a! a <listaiice fi-um the Sea-
board; which, liom ihe, hi^li lands of the Never-

i

sink (in east Jersey,) to Florida inclusively, is flat

1 and, with but linv exceptions, sandy, and general-

i

ly of mean (luality. From ilie falls of the rivers to

the moantains, which is generally fron» sixty to

one hundred miles, and above the latter—except
the ei'aL''gy hills and mountrtins vvhicli lie be-

tween the eastern and western waters—the best

lands are to befbnrid. They are slronii, and afler

havinij been used, and abused in a shameful man-
ner, will, with a little repose, get covered with
white clover. The upper country is heialthiest

also.

You seem surprized, and no wonder, to hear
that many of our fiirmeis, if they can be so called,

cultivate much irround for little profit, because
land is cheap, and labor is high; but yon will re-

member, that when I informed you of this fiict, I

reprobated, at the same time, both the practic.e

and principle. T'^^ history, however, of it is this

—a piece of land is cut down, and kept under
constant cultivation, first in tobacco, and then in

Indian corn (two very exhausting plantsj, until

it will yield scarcely any thing;—a second piece

is cleared, and treated in the same maimer, then
a third, and so on, until probably, there is bat lit-

tle more to clear. When this liafiperis, the own-
er finds himself reduced to the choice of one of
three things—either to recover the laud which he
has ruined, to accomplish which he has perhaps
neither ihe skill,, the industry, nor the means—or

to retire beyond the mountains—or to substitute

quantity for quality, in order to raise somethinff.

The latier has been iren^rally adopted, and, witli

the assistance ol' horses, he scratches over much
groundj and seeds it, to very little purpose, as you
may suppose, and have been informed; for I pre-

sume an English liirmer would bestow more labor

on o'lc acre, by dee[) ami frequent ploughiti2;s, be-
sides the dressings, he gives to the land, than the
other doeson five acres, ft is but jusiice, howe-
ver, to Pennsylvania, to de(;.Iare, that lier hus-
bandry (thouixh not perfect) is much better, and
her crops proportionably greater. The practice

above mentioned, applies more particularly to the
tobacco stales, which, happily, are yielding more
and more, every year to the srrowlh of wheat;
and as this prevails, the husbandry improves. In-
stances could be enuirieratcd, and where no extra-
ordinary dres.sings or management has bee^i used,
of land yielding from thirty to forty bushels of"

wheat per acre, that has been very much ex-
hausted.

Your mode of calculating the faxes in this

country, being unusial with vs, I may not accu-
rately understand; aiul as the Virginia method
was, if I recollect rightly, detailed in my former ac-
counts, I know not how to give yon a more dis-

tinct idea of' them, than by exhibiting the items
of the specific charges on every species of taxa-
ble property, viz. on land, negroes, stock, &c.
This, as it respects an esiate in Virixinia, witii

which ( am verv well acqnainied, I am enabled to

do, aud will do. We have a road-tux besides, but it
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is light, and, in most, of the stales, paid by a con-

tribution of labor, which rarely exceeds two daj's

in the year, for each male laborer. Dutiable arti-

cles is a distinct tax, the quantum of which de-

pends upon the consumption, upon the disposition

oC the consumer: with the aid, therefore, of the

laws (which I sent you) every man can cal-

culate, better than 1 am able to do for him, the

amount of his own expenditures in this way.

An additional duty, or excise, was imposed last

session, and this being now sent, will, il' I am not'

mistaken, fwith what was mentioned in my for-

mer communications) bring ercri/ tax, direct and

indirect, to your view, to which, property in this

country, is suhjected, either by the general gov-

ernment, or the laws of the states of Pennsylva-

nia, JNIaryland, and Virginia, to which the obser-

vations have been confined.

IJeei", and other meats, grain ol' all sorts, and

flour, butter, cheese, and other things, in quanti-

ties to make them an object, are always, I con-

ceive, in demand; and are sought after bj' the

purchasers. The sail of lesser articles, at a dis-

tance from market towns, may sometimes stick

on hand; but rarely, [ believe, forego a sale, if

they are worth the transportation.

Sheep thrive very well in the middle states,

though they are not exempt from diseases, and

are ohen injured by dogs; and more so, as you
approach the mountains, by w-olves. Were we to

use horses less, and oxen more, on our farms, (as

ihey do in the New England states,J we should,

unquestionably, find our account in it; yet, strange

as it may seem, feic are in the practice of the

latter; and none push the raising of sheep to the

extent they might, and ought, to do. The fact

is, we have, in a manner, every thing to learn that

respects meat and profitable husbandry.

Bakewelfs breed ol" sheep are much celebrated,

and deservedly, I presume; but if entrusted to a

conmion bailiff, (or with us is called an overseer^

they would, I should apprehend, soon degenerate,

for want of that care and attention, which is ne-

cessary to preserve the breed in its purity. But
the great impeilimeni is the British statutes; these

discourage men oi" delicacy, in this country, from

attempting what miirht involve the master of a

vessel in serious consequences, if detected in the

breach of them. Others, however, less scrupu-

lous, have attempted to import English rams with

success, and, by this means, our flocks, in many
places, are much improved—mine, for instance,

though I never was concerned, dirictly nor indi-

rectly, in the importation of one, further than by

buying lambs which have descended from them.*
Our modes—system we have none—are so dif-

ferent from yours, generally speakinir, and our bu-

siness being carried on so nmch within ourselves,

so little by hiring, and still less by calculation, that

I fi-ankly confess to you, I am unable to solve

your query respecting sheep-walks, or how many
sheep an acre of woodland jjasture would support.

I shall have pleasure, at all times, as far as I pos-

sess the means, or can command them, to give

you every information that can contribute to your
man satislaction, or that of a friend; but 1 am so

thoroughly persuaded of my inability to throw
new lights upon any branch of husbandry, in a

country where it is so well understood as in Eng-

* The average weight of the fleeces behvj; 51bs.

land, and that any thing I could write to you on
that subject, would only serve to expose the defec-

tive practice of my countrymen, and be considered

as the beacon of ourignorance, that I amrat her dis-

inclined to see any production of mine in a work
where so much uselLil information is conveyed to

the public, as is to be found in your annals of ag-
riculture.

With verj' great esteem,

I am sir,

Your most obedient servant.

G. Washington.

June 2lst.

P. S.—I have not yet received the account of
taxes I promised you, and for which 1 had written

to Virginia; but 1 will send it by the first convey-
ance aJier its arrival.

This letter goes by Mr. Pickney, Minister fi"onj

the United States to the Court of London, * who,
being detained a day or two longer than was ex-
pected, by the vessel in which he is to embark,

,
has given me an opportunity of asking Mrs. Jel-

I

ferson fwlio is well acquainted with the souih-

I

western parts of Virginia, near Charlottesville,

J

and JNlr. Peters, fone of the best fiirmers in the

I
slate of Pennsylvania, about six miles from this

I cityj), to give me tlieir sentiments on the several

I

queries contained in your letter. IMiese j'ou will

\

hnd inclosed herewith, t in their own words. J
' iMine, and each of theirs, are written without any
previous consultation; and maybe considered (njy
estate in the neighborhood of which I am best ac-
quainted, lying about midway between theirs,) aa
the opinions of men living north, south, and in the
centre of the district, of which an account was
given to you in my conmiunicalions of the 4th of
December, last.

NOTKS OX MK. VOUXG's LKTTER.

Paragraph 3. "Is the labor (of negroes at 9/.

sterling) to be commanded in any amount,"—if

taken by the year, it may be commanded in any
amount, but not if wanted on particular occasions
only— as for harvest, for particular dressings of the
land, &c.

Par. 4. The labor of a negro, Mr. Young rec-

kons, cent, per cent, dearer than the labor of
England. To the hirer of a negro man, his hire

will cost 91. and his subsistence, clothing, and
tools, 61. making 15/. sterling, or, at the most, it

may sometimes be 18/. To the owner of a ne-
gro, his labor costs as follows: suppose a negro
man of twenty-five years of age, cost 75/. sterling;

he has an equal chance to live thirty years, ac-

cording to Buffon's tables; so that you loose your
principal in thirty years—then say,

* Through which channel I recommend any letters

you may favor me witfi, to pass.

t At the end of tliis letter.

X On applynig to Colonel Hamilton, for the statement
mentioned in Mr. Peters 's letter, he put into my hands
togetlier, with the statement, several communications
which were made to him last )'ear, by some of the

most respectable farmers in this part of the countiy,

in consequence of an application from him, informa-
tion on certain points respecting farms; and, as they

appeared to contain some matters worth attention, I

had them coi)icd, and they are also inclosed.
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Interest, of 751. annually - - 3 15

One tliirteentli iuinualiv of the principal 2 10

Subsisience, clothes, &c. annually - 6 00

£. 12

I Par. 13. iMr Youn^ calculates the eniploy-

inent of .5010/. worth of land, ami 1200/. liirnu-rs

I

capital, making an aggrogaic capital of 152 10/. in

I England, which he makes yield five per cent, ex-

tra, or 10 percent, upon the whole. I will calculate,

in the Viririnia way, the employnienl of the same

capital, on a supposition of good management in

the manner ol" the country.

Hi

£.
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above c.harired (13/.

15?. a heaii on iie-

aioi'P,)

Add (]vii per Gpnf. nn-
mia! ris^e in the value
of land.s,

'. four per cent, in-

creai^e of nei^roep,

more than keopiai^

lip original num-
ber, - - -

342 15 10*

156 5

GO

£.559 10

extra, or 14 per cent, on

Real profit, over and
uhove the five per

cent, above charnrd,

which is nine per cent.

the whole capital.

In the preceedinir eistimafe, I have supposed
that 200 hut^hcls of \vhe;\t inav he sold ibr every
laborer em[)loyed, Avhich may be thouo'ht too

hiyh. I Unow it ig too high for common land, and
common management; but I know also, that on
good land, and with irood management, it ha.«

been done, Ihrouffh a considerable neiirhborhood,
and for many years. On llie other hand, I have
over-rated the cost of laboring ne£rroe.=, and I pre-
sume the taxes also are over-rated. I have ob-
perved, that on;' families of ne<rroes double in

about twenty-five years, which is an increase of
the capital invested in them, of four per cent, over
and above keepinir up the oritjinal stock.

I am unable to answer the querip.?, as to the ex-
pense necessary to make an acre of forest land
maintain one, two, or three sheep. I beijan an
experiment of that kind in the year 1783, clear-

inaout the under growth, cnttintr up the fallen

wood, hut ieavino; all the good trees. I got
throu<ih about twenty or fhirtv acres, and sowed
it with white clover, and green sward; and intend-

ed to have irone on ihrouirh a forest of four or five

hundred acres. The land was excessively rich,

but too steep to be cultivated. In spite of total

neglect, during my absence from that time to this,

most of it has done well. I did not noie how
much labor it took to prepare ii : but 1 am ^ure it

Avas repaid by the fuel it yielded fiir the family.
The richnes of the pasture to be thus obtained,
will always be f)roportionpd to that of the land.
Most of our flirosts are either middling or poor.

Its inclosure with a wood fence costs little, as the
wood is on the spot.

I8th June, 1792.

(Signed) Th. Jeffkrson,

Bucks County, Pennsylvania, ?

29//i .August, 1791. 5

Drar Sir:

Your lelterof the 13th inst., I received this day
week. I have endeavured to comply with your
request in the best manner I was capable, yet not
allogethpr in the way you mentioned. The no-
velty of the subject, and never having kept any
rejjular account of the annual produce of my
lands, nor knowing any [lerson to whom I could
apply for such minute information, made it neces-
sarv for me to consider the different objects ; and
taking to my assistance an intelligent neiiihborinir

farmer, without letting him into (he object of my

"5 1-2 per cent, on capital.

pursuit, we together have formed an esliraate, of
what may be supposed the averaoe annual pro-

duct of the different articles raised on the lands
here, as you will perceive by the paper herewith
transmitted : have added some articles not nien-
lioned by you, and omitted what may be con-
sumed by the fi^inily who occupy the farm, not
doubting but in that jjarticular, you imist be muchi
more competent to judge than I am : have there-

fore onl} mentioned what I suppose the average
number of" persons on a two hundred acres form.
Although I have not filled the colunms in the

form you sent me, yet am in liopes you will be
able to extract the necessary information, and re-

duce it into such Ibrm as wdl be most convenient
Ibr your purpose.

fiappy in an opportunity afibrded me, at least

to endeavor to serve you. and anxious for the suc-

cess of every measure which may tend to promote
the general interests ol" our country,

I am, &c. &c.
To jllex. Hamilton, Esq.

Bucks County, Pemisylvania.

Quaniity, 200 acres: Value, 3200 dollars.—.

Two hundred acres being nearly the average
quantity of the fiirms in this quarter, have lakeni

that as I he most convenient portion from which ta

form the recjuired estimates.

jJrable Landy 125 acres.—The arable land, di-

vided into five fields, of twenty five-acres each,

makes in the whole 125 acres.

Pasture, 50 acres.—The course of cropping
pursued here requiring three fields to be under
tillage, two of course will be left lor pasture, vvhiclif

make 50 acres.

Orchard, &c. 10 acres— Orchard, garden, house,,

and barn, yards, lanes, &c. ; supposed to occupy
10 acres.

Meadow, 15 acres.—The natural meadows in

this part of the country being fiiw, yet as every
fitrnier finds means for allotting some portion of
his land ibr that use, suppose the nearest average
15 acres.

Woodland, 5Q acres.—Timber being an article

indii?pensably necessary for fuel, fencing, building,.

&c. have allowed 50 acres Ibr that use.

Wheat, 200 bushels, at 90 cents* per bushel, is

180 dollars.—One of the aforesaid fields is allotted,

in rotation, Ibr wheat and rye; suppose twenty
thereof to be sown with wheat, will yield, commu-
nibus annis, ten bushels per acre ; for although in

seasons, on well improved grounds, twenty, thirty,

and even thirty-five bushels may be produced
from the acre

;
yet from the many casualties to

which land tillage is exposed, so that in some sea-

sons the best improved ground may not produce
even five bushels, have, from my own observa-

tion, and that of an intelligent neighboring farm-

er, taken (he above as the nearest supposed me-
dium, making two hundred bushels; which, at

90 cents per bushel, is 180 dollars.

Pyc, 50 bushels, at 60 cents per bushel, 30 dol-

lars.—Rye likewise, ten bushels to the acre ; the

remainder of the field, being five acres, will yield

fifty bushels, which, at sixty cents per bushel,

make 30 dollars.—N. B. The field on which the

wheat and rye is sowed, is, generally, also put in

with grass, and lays for pasture two years.

* One hundred cents make a dollar.
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C)rn, 300 bushels, at. 40 cents, 1-20 dollars.—

One field iis genernlly allntiod to Indian corn and
bnck-wiieat, in the same prDporlion witii wheat

and rye ; tlie 20 acres ol' corn will ayera<re 15

htishels per acre maldnir in ihe whole 300 hushels,

at 40 rents per bushel, is 120 dollars.

/hick-wheai, 75 Imsiiels, at 30 cents, is 22 dol-

lars, and 50 cen's.—This nrain is so precarious in

iis irrowih, that it i-- extremely dhllcult to liirm an

eslimnte of its <jeni>ral produce; but suppose 15

bushels per acre, which. Ironi five acres, beinu' the

remainder o!' that field occupied by the corn, will

be 75 bushels, valued ai 30 cents per bushel, is 22
dollars, 50 cents.

Barley.—So little of this trrain is raised here,

that I did rmt think it worlh notice.

Outs, 100 bushels, at 20 cents per bushel, 20
dollars.—By the coiir.se of croppina: commonly
used iiere, this irrain is sowed, lor the sake of ease

and convenience to the larmer, upon some part of

the (idlovv intended lor wheat, to which it i^eneral-

ly proves injurious, therefore is not largely propa-

gated : liave only allotted five acres, which will

average twenty bushels per acre, making in the

Avhole 100 bushels, at 20 cents per bushel, is 20
dollars.

Flax and seed, 30 dollars.—This is also gene-
rally raised on part of the fallow ; suppose two,

which, on an avernffe, ma}' yield 250 pounds of

swingled flax, and 12 bushels of .seed, which, both

together, amy be; worth 30 dollars.

y/pplcs and cyder, 30 dollars.—Every farm has
more or less of orcharding ; eio-ht acres allowed
for that use, the product whereof, in apples and
cyder cannot be worlh less than 30 dollars.

Hay, 20 tons: lvalue, 120 dollars.—Although
15 acres only are allotted for meadow, which, pro-

babl)', on an average, will not 3'ield more than
that number of tons, yet as the larmers, by sow-
ing grass-seeds on their lands, improved with

dung, plaster of Paris, &c. annually mow more
or less of those, I have allowed 20 tons, worth six

dollars each, makes 120 dollars.

Cattle, annual product, 70 dollars.— I suppose a
farm of 200 acres will on an average, support 12
head of cattle; of those, 1 suppose five milch
cows, which will each yield per annum, one calf,

two of them to be raised and three iiitteJ ; the lat-

ter worth six dollars. Five milch cows will pro-

duce fifteen pounds of butter per month, each, lor

seven months, which makes in the whole525 lbs.

at nine cents per 11). makes 47 dollars, 25 cents

;

five months allowed for their being larrow, or fat-

ting the calves. Two calves annually raised, af-

fords opportunity for disposing of that number of
cattle annually either in beef or milch cows,
which, being worth 16 dollars each, makes 82 dol-

lars, making in the whole 79 dollars, 2 i cents.

Deduct, lor accidents, &c. nine dollars, 25 cents
leaves an annual product of 70 dollars.

Horses.—Whatever these may produce, must
be considered as included in the general product
of the farm, for the cultivation of which they are

made by the propagation of the animal, unless it

be in the most interior parts of the country, where
no market can be procured lor grain &c.

Sheep, annual product, 28 dollars.—Twenty
store sheep may be conveniently kept on a 200
&cre farm ; their wool will average 40 pounds per

year, worth 23 cents per pound, which makes 10

dollars; their increase in lambs, twelve: this

number being to be disposed of annually, either in

lambs or liitted mutton, they may be worth 1 1-3

dollars each ; makes IS dollars. Thus the whole
annual product on sheep will be 28 dollars.

//ogs, annuiil product, 80 dollars.—Ten hogs
may be considered as the averaue number raised

annually on a 200 iicre farm; weirrhing 200 net
pounds each, makuig 2000 lbs. at lour cents per
lb. ; the value of the annual product will be 80
dollars.

Poultry, annuni product, 10 dollars.—Suppose,
on an average, ten dozen may be raided, worth
one dollar per dozen ; their product will be 10
dollars.

ff^ood consumed in fuel, 25 cords.—Allowing
one kitchen fire, which burns more or less the

whole year, and one oilier fire during the winter,

tor the convenience of the family; I suppose the

two fires will consume 25 cords.

Consumed by cattle, horses, sheep, hogs and
poultry

:

Indian corn, 200 bushels ; rye, 25 ditto ; buck-
wheat, 40 ditto

;
potatoes, 75 ditto; hay 20 tons.

The tamily consumption may be estimated by
what will support nine persons, viz. the man, his

wili^,, and three chiidren ; one man lured by Ihe

year, one bound boy, and one girl ; the extra hir-

ing of hands in harvest, and hay-making ; spin-

sters, visitors, &c. equal to the maintenance of
one person more during the year.

Ti'.x paid annually lor defraying the expenses
of the country, supfjorting the poor, and repairing

the roads, will average about eight dollars.

Pittsburgh, October 27, 1791.

Sir:

Herewith I return your form, filled as well as I

am able at pre.sent. I beg leave to mention, that

in a new country like this, where farming is not

reduced to system, it is diflicult to form an esti-

mate as you wish. Our farms are generally new;
the oldest not exceeding 20 years.

In order to give you as good an idea as possible,

I have divided them into three classes, annexing
the just value of each class ; and have averaged
the product. I believe this rule would apply as

equally here as any other. I have extended my
inquiries to two or three difiierenl farms of each
class.

Should the method which I have adopted, not

answer your intention, or be too inexplicit, 1 will,

with the greatest pleasure, make any further in-

quiries that you may think necessary.

I have the honor to be, sir.

With much respect.

Your obedient humble servant,

(Signed)
To Alexander Hamilton, Esq.

Value of Farm.
Lands divided into three

classes.

First class, at 25s. per

acre

Second do. at 15s. do.

Third do. at 10s. do.

Averaged value, 16s. Sd.

Kinds of Land.
Arable land, 47 acres

Pasture land, 10 do.

Meadow, 7 do.

Woodland, 250 do.
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Jlnnual Product.

Wheat,
Rye,
Corn,
Oats,

Barley,
Buck-wheat,
Potatoes,

Other roots

150 bushels.

150

250

160

50
50

200

and vecreta-

bles,* in vahie

Black cattle, 4

Horses, 2

Sheep, 6

Hogs, 15

Poultry, fi dozen.

Toba-zco, a small quantity

in own consumption.
Cords of wood, consumed
in fuel—without number.

Hay, 8 tons. '6 tons.

Quantity con-

sumed by cat-

tle and poul-

try

Prices.

s. d.

30
200
60-

160-

busliels i.3 9 bushels
-2 6
- 2

-,1 6

-l3 9

-il 6

- 1 10

50 ton.

Wye, (on the E. Shore of Maryland, }

November 11, 1791. ^

Dear Sir :

The method on which I proceeded on the in-

quiry was this: In conversations with farmers, I

expressed a wish to be informed of several parti-

culars in rural concerns, that seemed to me to have
been too liule thoutrht of by husbandmen. On
explaining my meaning, they approved of the de-

sign, and promised to recollect what they could of

those matters, and that they would communicate
the result to me. Having thus prepared them, I

some time after delivered to them printed papers,

containing the particulars of my inquiries, and re-

iquesied they would fill up the blanks in those pa-

pers. The last step was to wait on them at their

(houses.

The information contained in the paper which I

liave now the honor to deliver to you, is all that

could be obtained. The farmers received the pa-

pers with hearty intentions to fill up the blanks,

vviihout conceiving there was any ditficulty in the

execution; yet the only reason of there not being

other answers to the questions, is solely from the

dithculty, to them the impossibility, of fulfilling

their design and promise; lor they kept no minutes,

land their attention to the bulk of the articles, as

they acknowledged with concern, had been trifling.

On this occasion, I had the pleasure to hear several

of the farmers declare, that being, by the inquiry,

led to think on the numerous particulars in the

paper, they had determined, in future, to make
some account of them, as they conceive it will be
considerably advantageous to ihem.
The little introduction to the piece was meant to

soften it, from an appearance it might have of an
inventory of their eliects; and I think that if the

value of the things, especially of the land, can be
omitted, the quantities would be more readily, if

not also in more numerous instances, obtained;

and there would be less danger of a jealousy, that

the inquiry is meant for political purposes. In one
instance only, there appeared a suspicion that such
.a use was intended. It was in the last conversa-
tion I had on the subject with some liirming gen-

* Considerable quantities of pumpkins, turnips, &,c.

whose value I cannot ascertain.

tlemen. "It may be said, by some people, that

Mr. B. is a politician, and that he wants to know
the value oi' country estates, that they may be
taxed."

The value of lands, as reported by the proprie-

tors, probably is less to be depended on, than if it

was collected from conversations with people from
the several states. Ask any man what his land

would sell lor, or is worth, he cannot find a moder-
ate rate. The land, in the present case, is fully

worth the sum it is rated at; but yet, in my opin-

ion, it could not now be sold, on time, lor that

price.

No article is so slow of sale as land, at this

time.

I have the honor to be, &c.,

The Hon. Mr. Hamilion.

The following account is of a farm in Talbot
county (state of Maryland,) oi' middling good-

! ness, with the medium produce of its last four

I years crops. It contains about 450 acres, of which
1 180 are woodland, 270 arable, and of this 110 are

I
pasture. The value of the whole, as it might be

I

expected to sell on time, according to present opin-

I ion, is 2.500/.* (5(52/. at 4s. 6d.)

I Its produce, in common, the medium of four

years, Ibllows:

Wheat,
Rye,
Corn, _ . -

Oats,

Barley, . _ -

Buck-wheat,
Potatoes, with fruit, other roots,

and vegetables, in value,

Tobacco, - . .

Wood for fuel (cords)

Hay (tons) - - _

Pulse (peas, &.c.)

Hemp, - - . -

Flax, - - - .

Wool, . - - -

Butter, - . _ .

Cotton, cheese, fruit,

Cattle 35, annually raised

Horses 25, colts do. do.

Sheep SO, lambs do. do.

Hogs, annually killed or sold

Poultry per year, dunghill,

Turkies 100, ducks 90.

The quantities and values are generally in round
numbers, which has a suspicious appearance.
But the worthy farmers, after considering well

each article, stated them partly from memory, part-

ly from notes, or scraps of paper, and thought it

best to omit fractional quanlities and sums, as he
had not perfect minutes. It is the account of an
honest candid man, who would not have given it

if he had not believed it to be generally just.

MR. PETERS TO COL. HAMILTON.

Belmont, (within six miles of Philadelphia,) ?

21th Jugust, 1791. 5

Dear Sir :

I send you the best answers to your inquiries on

Quantity.
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the agricultural subject, I can at present think of.
|

I thounrjit it best to draw it up in the form of an I

account, thouirli I have filled up the cohurins you
I

sent nie. Tlie inanner I lu'.ve pursued, will furnish
I

you with every thinif you recjuire, thou<T;h much of!

it may be u&eless to you, and inapplicable, perhaps,
j

to your inunediate object. You will perceive tiie

miserable state of ajrriculture in the part of the
1

county I live in. It is bad enouij^h every Avhere,
j

but the lijrtility of soil in lands recently cleared, or

naturally better, and rcaJieraccess to manure, cfive

advantages to iiirmers more hai)pily seated. The
account will exjjlain the principles I went on, and,

lest niy calculation should be too conjectural, I

took four similar liirms I well knew, which are sit-

uated not lar ii-om each other, but iitr enouirh to

give a general view of the state ol" the country. I

consulted the most intelligent of iheirowners, men
who happen to be the best informed on the sub-

ject of any of my neighbors. I averaijed the ac-

tual produce in a year, the best of lour years' cul-

tivation, in all ol" them. So that this, added to my
own experience, convinces me that I am not far

wrong in any parlicular. I omitted my own farm,

because it far exceeds the common produce of

others; and though my expenses are greater,

they are amply compensated by the difference of

product ; in all instances double, in many treble,

and in some quadruple. Yet, with all this, I find

farming but a bad trade, when capital is calculated

upon. There are i'ew men of any talents, who
cannot employ themselves in any other business

to greater advantage. When I consider the ac-

tual profit of a farm, I am more astonished at the

injustice and folly of those who have burdened
the land with such heavy impositions. It is true,

farmers are never on velvet, for they pay their

share of imperceptible taxes. Yet these taxes

are also borne by those whose property is latent,

and cannot therefore be directly touched ; and the

owners of this kind of property are frequently the

greatest consumers. But it is useless to trouble

you with such observations. Nor will it be of

service to enter into speculations, many of Avhich

are confirmed by successful experience, to show
how the asriculture of this country may be im-
proved. These improvements depend not direct-

ly on government; ultimately they have no in-

considerble relation to it: but farmers can only
come in for their share of beneficial effects, flow-

ing from good general systems. I can truly sav,

they ought to hope every thing in this view ol'

the subject ; and I am happy to be convinced that

the spirit of improvement is rising rapidly among
them. It has been a point of patriotism with
me lor many years past, to promote this spirit,

and havinii set out with moderate expectations, I

have not been without some grtifications.

I am, &c.

(Signed) R. Peters.
^4. Hamilton, Esq.

DR. FARai.

£. s.d.
To annual interest on cap-

ital, 200 acres, at 8/. per

acre, 1600/. at 6 per
cent. 96

Stock and implements.

4 horses, at 15Z. each, £60

8 cows,* at 6/. each, -48

Cart, wagon, |)loughs,

harness, geeis, &c. 60
12 swine, 12

On the above 180Z.

charge 6 per cent.

£180
I only

10 16

£106 16

£. s.d.

37 10

10

Though the annual loss in

some articles is 20 perct.

and in none less than 10,

decrease in value by age
in horses and cattle, acci-

dents, wear and tear, are

the causes, yet 1 have
made no account of an-
nual losses by wear of
buildings, or accidents to

stock.

jlivnval expenditures, be-
sides the personal labor

of the farmer and fami-

ly, and the produce and
cash used for their sup-
port.

One hired man and his

maintenance.
Extra wages at hay and

harvest, and expenses.

Days hire for occasional

business,

Smith's bill.

All the hay consumed by
stock,

Rye, 30 bushels, at 4s. Qd.

Indian corn, 100 bushels,

at 3s.

Buck-wheat, 100 bushels,

at 2s. M.
Potatoes, 80 bushels, at

Is. Qd.

Fire wood 20 cords, at 5s.

Send— Wheat, 15 bushels,

at 7s. M. Rye, 5 bush-
els, at 4s. Qd.

Potatoes, 10 bushels, at Is.

6d.

Indian corn and buck-
wheat,

Direct taxes of various descrip-
tions have in some years been
20Z. now perhaps.

5
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£. s. d,

175 do. buck-wheat,
at 2s. 6d. 21 17 6

100 do. potatoes,

Is. 6d. 7 10

Roots and oilier vege-

tables, 6

£ 126 2 6

"Two cattle raised annu-
ally, 4

One horse, worth 1 /. at

3 years old, 5

Eijjlitlambs, at 10s. each, 4

Wool of 12 sheep, 36 lbs.

at 2s. 3 12

Pork, 1400 lbs. at Sd. 17 10

Poulfrv, in value, 3

Hay, 30 tons, at 3/. 90

Dairy.

Eight cows,

Six calves, at 20s.

each, £6
(Men fallow, 2

calves raised)

Butter,* 832 lbs.

at Is. Sd. 52
Cheese, 100 lbs.

al 6d. 2 10

,Ag to ofTal, milk,

&c. except a small

part lor the tiinii-

ly, it is consumed
by the calves and
pig's, and account-
ed in their value.

Flax, 150 lbs. at 7rf. £4
Deduct one half Ibr

expenses of break-

ing and hackling, 2

60 10

7 6

3 9

Add 4 bushels

at 5s.

seed.

2 3 9

1

3

£316
S 9
18 3

Balance against farm, 4 13 9

£321 12 9

N. B.—About eight bushels of wheat per acre,

is a full allowance for the better kind of farms in

these parts. Some do not yield six ; and eight
out of ten do not come up to eight bushels per
acre. The farms 1 have selected sow Irom 16 to

20 acres, winter grain. The average of active

crops is, however, less than eight bushels to the
acre.

VALUE OF FARM.
Two hundred acres, at 1600Z. Pennsylvania

currency.

Kindfi of land.

Arable and pasture, 152 acres,

Meadow, 18 do.

* Take accidents, and the proportion of cows in

milk, to those not so, 2 lbs. of butter per week, is the

average through the year.

30 do.

130 bshls.
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4th. As to the quantum of labor to be coni-

hiaiidecl I'or pay, I know not how to answer.

Many who have small liirnis, either on rent, or

their own j)ro|)erty, can spare a portion of their

thne to assist their nei<j;hbors lor hire. The chiss

of people merely laborers is not very numerous,
and by no means stationary or collected. The in-

dependent situation they can place themselves in,

by removino; to the frontiers, is the cause of the

scarcity of laborors in the settled parts of the

state. Nor is th.e demand so reirularas to delrtin

unconnected laborers in any spot. Whether the

considerable improvements we are about under-

takiuiT, by roads and canals^ will operate so as to

attract laborers from other slates, or Irom Europe,
in hopes of constant enifiloyment, is yet proble-

matical. If these works employ none but our

own people, the price will increase on the farm-

ers.

There is no doubt but that the rates of labor

are, and will, for a lony; time, contaiue to be high-

er than they are in England. Our people live bet-

ter than those of the same rank in life in any part

of the world. The employer pays lor the habits

of the hireling, who not only eats and drinks well,

when provided lor, in addition to his wages, but

out of his wages must (if he has one) provide lor

his lamily, according to the custom of the coun-
try. Even an English laborer, who lives better

than one in any other part of Europe, would be as-

tonished at the fare ot one in A(nerica. 1 do not

believe Mr. Young much mistaken, when he says
that the rate is, comparatively, 100 per cent, high-

er than in England, and the habits of living are

as much the cause of it, as the easiness of the

passage over the mountains. I am not displeased,

ias a citizen, at this circumstance, though, as a
iarmer. it is against my profit. Some things miiiht

be retrenched, but I am happy when I know that

our common people are better fed and clothed than
in any other part of the world.

5th. The prices of lands are so extremely vari-

ous, that there is no fixing afi average. The situ-

ation and improvement always add to value.

Knowing so little as our farmers do, of the means
of renovatirsg lands, the Icnirer they are cleared

the less valuable, tor the most part, they are. I

gave to Colonel Hamilton, an exact account of

the debtor and creditor of lour firms, in my neigh-
borhood, taken from the knowledge 1 have of the

general circumstances of this part of the country.
The result is very unlavorable to the characters of
our fiirmers. Be pleased to ask Colonel Hamil-
ton Jbr ir, as I have not a copy. 1 believe Colonel
Hamilton, who, in some project he had sent for

information to all quarters, could most easily give
satisfaction in this point. Mr. Young does not
know that, in parts where there are no slave*,

the farmer and his family do the greater portion of
the work of their farms within themselves. This
is the reason why they can get forward and live

well. If calculations were made of every thing
being hired, l(5w iarms in Pennsylvania would
clear a farthing. A man here saves money by a
crop of 10 bushels, and in England he would per-
ish under it. There he rents and hires—here, for

the most part, the farm is his own, and he hires
little, or none at all.

I The products of wheat can be all sold.

Barley not in great quantities ; our people not
being as fbnd as they ought to be of beer.

Vol. V-44

Rye may increase in demand by domestic dis--

tillatiofi ; at present it is no great object.

Butter, fluctuating, but all may be sold now
])roduced.

Bee\', a good article ; and, when we know bet-

ter how to cure it lor exportation will increase irt

demand.
Mutton, no sale for any great quantities. For

some lime hence this will not be a great sheep
country ; the dryness of Our seasons burns up the

pasture for a great part of the year ; we keep too

many dogs, who destroy them ; and our country

is much intersected with mountains, inhabited

by wolves, which cannot be extirpated. It is a
profitable article, so far as you can extend it, but

no great capital can be employed in it ; and if the

business was more extensively carried on, thd

profit would be reduced to nothing. Our long

winters are inimical to sheep ; they render the

keeping expensive, and subject the animal to

numberless disorders. We can have no succulent

or green forage—turnips are out of the question;

our snows and severe weather destroy or cover

them; nor is their culture certain; I have tried

the English sheep, which soon degenerate, and
stand the climate but badly. As to fleece, it is but

scant, 3 lbs. per sheep being rather an over calcu-

lation. Wool is now in some demand, but I have
known it unsaleable. I ho|)e manufacturers will

continue to increase the demand ; but the prospect

of this is distant. Mr. Young's calculation upon
waste land, might be well enough, if the circum-

stances before stated, as to sheep, did not forbid

our going extensively into them. Sheep have
most enemies where there could be most range ibr

them ; and they require care as well as range. I

know none who have tried the sheep business that

have succeeded. Folding is very well, but it re-

quires labor; and the sheep, crowded together

here, have often perished. I cannot ascertain how
many an acre Will support ; for none are kept,-

within my knowledge, but in small rmmbers, and
as a variety in a farmer's stock. They are close

feeders, and destroy pasture prodigiouslj^*

Excuse me, air, for this hasty and imperfect

sketch ; I should have gone more deeply into the

subject had the time you allot permitted.

Unless one could find, as it is in England, the

business carried on in difierent branches, system-
atically, it is difficult to make calculations, or even
observations, generally applicable. Few people'

here do all their business by hiring, and some!

scarcely hire at all.

The race of tenantry is miserable indeed.

1 am, with the greatest respect,

Your obedient servanf,

RicHAJiD Peters*

P. S.—=Should you think of any particular pointj

and would be pleased to mention it, I will pay
particular attention to it. Mr. Young's letter

would require a very extended discussion.

Philadelphia, Oct. 20, 1792.

Sir:
I must beg your acceptance of my best thanks

for the book that accompanied your poiite letter

of the 9th of June, which came duly to my
hands.

* This idea shows how htfl* they know of sheep,-^''

A. y.
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I presume you have long before this received

my letter, Avhich was committed to the care of

JVIr. Pinckney, our minister at the court of Great
Britain, and shall be very glad if the contents of

it afforded you the information which it was in-

tended to communicate ; for I am purpuaded that

I need not repeat to you, how sincerely I wish suc-

cess to those laudable exertions which you are

making, to promote the important interest of ag-

riculture, and the cause of humanity.

With very great esteem, I am, sir,

Your most obedient servant,

G. Washington.
Arthur Young, Esq.

Sir:

Philadelphia, Dec. % 1792.

I must begin this letter with an apology—no
apology ought to be so satisfactory as the truth

—

and the truth is, that not receiving the account of

the taxes of a Virginia estate, lor which I had
written (before I leltthis city, during the recess of

congress,) as mentioned in my letter to you of the

18th of June, the promise I then made of for-

warding it to you in my next, had escaped me al-

together, until I was reminded of it lately, by a
circumstance too trival to mention.

A copy of the account is now annexed. The
name of the proprietor of the estate is not insert-

ed, but on the authenticity of it you may rely.

That you may understand the principles on which
the land-tax in Virginia is founded, it vvill be ne-

cessary to inform you, that by a law of that state,

the inhabitants of it are thrown into districts—say
parishes ; in each of which, or for two, or more of

them united, commissioners are appointed to assess

the value of each man's land, that lies within it

;

on which a certain per centum is uniformly paid.

No negroes under twelve years of age are tax-

ed, nor are any under sixteen subjected to the pay-
ment of country or parish levies. Horses, at pres-

ent, are only in species of stock in that state which
pays a tax. Carriages were, when 1 left Virginia,

and 1 believe still are, subject to a tax by the

wheel. It was then, if I recollect rightly, about
five dollars each wheel ; but whether it is more or

less now, or whether there be any at all, is more
than I am able with certainty to inform you.

With very great esteem and regard,

I am, sir, your most obedient,

And much obliged servant,

G. Washington.
Arthur Young, Esq.

FOR PUBLIC TAXKS—FOR
PARISH LEVIES.

COUNTY AND
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additions to properties already built and improved,

or tlie in)|)rovements themselves, including the

buildinirs, fences, &c. In the instances oC moun-
tain-land, the expressions seems lo indicate waste

land, unbuilt, and uninclosed. The prices con-

verted to sterling, ap[)car to be nearly as follows.

Below 40s.

£110
15

9
16

1 16

15 6

1 11

15 6

1 2
1

1

1

1

1

1

Above 40s.
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But. there must be a market for mutton; and to

etfftc.t that, you f^hould (jet Bakevvell's hreed,

which I'utten so readily on very ijood land, that a

coniaion apphcation of it is saUin^:, to use instead

of bacon. The provincial asseinblics of France

have employed smufiglers to o;et (badly chosen)

Entjiish sheep. Half the kinirs in Europe have

done the same, to jjet Spanish sheep; both very

wisely; I hope your American assendilies vviii be

equally wise, and take care that the Ibod produced

in the state is applied to the breeds that will pay
best for it.

We miiy thus compare Entrland and Arnerica,

pupposinrr" 300 acres bought and farmed by the

purchaser.

ENGLAND.

Produce of 300 acres, five

rents, at 12s. or SI. -

Deduct:

£. s. d.

900

£. s. d.

ijand-tax 8s. in the pound,

at a 4s. cess on 180Z. 27

Rates 4s. 6d. - - 40 10

Tithe 4s. 6d* - - 40 10

Roads - . - 3 10

Assessed taxes - - 8
114 10

£785 10

Deduct further:

Labor - - - 150

Interest of 5040Z. at five

percent. - - 252
Interest 1200L former's ca-

pital - - - 60
462

Nett £ 323 10

51. 3s. per cent, on 6240Z.

Repairs [of houses] supposed the same with

both, and therelbre, omitted. But quere—Mr.
Jefi'erson's Virginia, p. 258, where he says they

are built so badly as to last only 50 years: ours last

160 years of wood, and much longer if of brick.

A3IERI0A.

Produce of 300 acres, sup-

posed the same as in

England, but the price

as 7| 10 11 -

Deduct:

9. d.

613

£.
Taxes 7d. per acre - 8

Labor at cent, per cent,

higher than England 300

Interest of 1051/. at five

per cent, the purchase of

300 acres at SI. 16s. 9d. 52 11

Interest of 900Z. farmer's

* On an average this would be too low; and if gath-

ered, it would be 901.

capital, at SI. per acre, or

20s. less than Enurland 45
406 6

£206 14Nett - - . - .

10/. lis. percent, on 1951/.

Quere— If labor should be reckoned so high
as 300/. But note, that the actual labor in Ame-
rica in amount, must not be regarded, unless, you
take Americnn products, which are very much
below ours. I have supposed the American land
as good, and the produce as large as in England;
consequently as much labor. The prices sent, of
oxen, cows, sheep, &c. justily the lowering the

stock of American farms 20s. an acre; but it will

not justify it, if they are not as well built, and in-

closed as in England, which I suppose them to be,

estimating the purchase of our land not at 10/.

16s. but at 16/. 16s. an acre. I have supposed
very good husbandry in England at five rents;

but then I give America the equal advantage of
it, by allowing her the same.
The error, if there is one, I conjecture to be,

supposmg the whole American farm, what the

Sutfolk one must be, all cultivated at a good price

per acre ; whereas it is obvious that the great

profit to be derived from agriculture in America, ig

to have 1000, 1500 or 2000 acres of waste adjoin-

ing to such a larm, which waste should be, by
very simple methods, converted to sheep walk,

and so made the dunghill for the cultivated land.

In such case, the rent of that waste would be the

interest of the money it would sell for; as the
country is peopled, the rent so estimated would
gradually rise, till at last it would answer no lon-

ger to adhere to such a destination. The object

is very important to convert wood to profit at

small expense. I have grubbed several acres, the

expense 10/. an acre; but the wood pays: with
labor cent, per cent, higher, and wood of no value,

wood land thus acquired, would be dearer near
51. per acre than land improved, cultivated, and
built, in England.
The return of a sheep in England, weight alive

1501b. may be estimated at 10s. besides keepmg
up or renovating the stock: mutton at 5c?. and
wool at 9d. long, or Is. 3d. short (9c/. producing
more money than Is. Sd). In America, mutton
at S^d. and wool at Is. a sheep ought to yield

7s. 6f/. Suppose 1000 acres bought for 1000/. and
feeding 1000 sheep only, yielding 7s. 6d. each, or

even but 5s. and here is a profit at once arising,

such as in England we know nothing of: but

from all accounts, this is not the husbandry, and
therefore I suppose a market impracticable.

England per cent, on capital.

Ditto, nett profit.

America,
Ditto, nett.

£.
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£r(ulfield-Hall, Jan. 15, 1793.

Is it pnspihle, that the inhahitiinis of a ffreat

cniiiiiieat, not new settlers, who live only to hunt,

to cat, anil to ilrnik, can carry on iarmint"; and

planlintr, as a liusiness, and yet never calculate

the |)rotit they make hy per centage on their capi-

tal? And vet this seems to be the case.

The liu-M"i of 200 acres in Jlucks county, is such

as au EiiiThshnian would not accept; lor it carries

on the face of liie account which I have drawn

out (A) a dead loss, and not an inconsiderable

one: yet the whole labor of a family of five per-

soiis is thrown away in order to arrive at that loss.

The Pitlsburo; account (B) is so much more

profitable that I know not how to believe that I

understand it rightly; but 1 have calculated the

products named, as issuintr from the quantity of

land noted; consequently there is 115/. from 47

acres arable, which is more than the double of the

Bucks larm.

The xMaryland account (C) seems to be very

good land, and to yield well; but no note being in-

.serted of expenses, it is impossible to calculate

the profits.

M r. Jefierson's Virginia calculation comes much
nearer to the point; but I cannot admit it: he

reckons 60/. a year increasing value of negroes, and

156/. a year rise in value of land. These articles

may be" fact in certain circumstance, but they will

not do lor comparisons. In the first place, to

have a considerable value invested in slaves, is a

hazardous capital; and there is no man in the

world who would not give 60/ a year on 6000 acres,

to be able to change slaves to cows and sheep; he

cannot otherwise command labor, and therefore

must keep them; but the profit in any other light

than laborers, is inadmissible. As to the rise on

lands, it may be (air; but taking place equally,

perhaps, in Europe, it must not come into the ac-

count. During the last ten years, land in Eng

(i'om wheat, would reduce the finest farm in the

world io n caput mortuum; that is to say to ten

bushels an acre, which must be nearly such.

Here then opens the part of the subject of my
inquiries, where most darkness hanrrs—the de-

;iu\nd for cattle and sheep products. It is the quan-
tity to be sold that makes the diOicuhy. The de-

mand must be boundless, or encouragement will

be wanting.
Wolves are named as a motive for not keeping

sheep; surely they cannot be serious, who urge

it. They abound all over Europe: in France and

Spain, among the greatest Oocks in the world, and
no wolf could get into my sheep-houses, or at least

I may say, that nothing is so easy as to keep him
out, even of a yard. Dogs also are an enemy;
but America surely has laws, as well as we, that

make ever}^ man answerable lor the mischief

done by his dog. By night, ifsecure from wolves

they are secure from dogs; and by day, shep-

herds may have loaded fire-arms to kill all that

approach. While sheep are kept by scores; such

objections may hold good; but when by hundreds

and thousands, they must vanish.

In the culture of grass for pasturage, as pre-

paratory to corn, the profit of well applying this

principle in America, must be very great; there is

every advantage of soil, and extent of farm and
no drawback but the rate of labor. Pasturage

demands scarcely any labor; so that if there is

one system that "squares more to the circumstan-

ces of America (not Ibrgetting the disposition of

the land to run to white clover) than another, it

is to adopt a course of crops that lakes grass in

very largely.

Surely the enormous rise in the price of wool

in England and Holland, ibr two years past, must

affect America, and instigate to an increase to the

breed of sheep. The freight, when pressed into

a smaller compass, is a trifle; and the price is

now such, that a fleece alone from American lands,

land has risen one third in value. Correcting without reckoning the carcass at any thing, must
thus Mr. Jefierson's account, his capital pays 11

per cent, as in (D). There are, however, many
deductions to be made; as wear and tear of im-

plements, carriage, team, seed, repairs of build-

ings, white servants, overseers, &c. &c. These
ought, as I conjecture, to amount to near 200/. a

year, which, if so, would reduce to profit in the

gross to about eight per cent.

But I have a heavier objection than this, and
which bears upon the pith of the subject. How
can Mr. Jefferson produce annually 5000 bushels

of wheat, worth 750/. by means of a cattle pro-

duct, of only 125/. % I do not want to come to

America, to know that this is simply impossible:

at the commencement of a term it may do, but

how long will it last? This is the management
that gives such products as eight and ten bushels

an acre. Arable land can yield wheat, only by
means of cattle and sheep; it is not dung that is

wanted so much as a change of products: repose

under grasses is the soul of management; and all

cleaning and tillage to be given in the year that

yields green winter food. By such a system, you
may produce, by means of forty oxen and five

hundred sheep, 5000 bushels of wheat; and if

you raise the oxen to fifty, and sheep to six hun-
dred, you may have so much more wheat; but it

is only by increasing cattle that you can increase

wheal permanently. 125/. from cattle, to 750/.

be more valuable than the profit on a crop of

wheat of eight or Jen bushels an acre, on all lands

that will produce white clover spontaneously.

Suppose on some of the mountain-lands (moun-
tains are no objection on account of wolves, for

the Pyrenees are iiill of both sheep and wolves,)

which are to be bought for 5s. to 20s. an acre; at

Pittsburgh, 16s. St/.; at Fluvanna, 20s. Supposing

20s. sterling an acre, it is Is. an acre rent—such

land, by carrying only one sheep per acre, produ-

cing wool only 51bs. at Is. or 5s. a head; and the

mutton to do no more than pay (or losses, shepherd,

&c. here is a profit such as corn cannot rival; five

rents paid by wool! The West Indies are, how-
ever, too near for salted mutton to want a mar-

ket; and if it sold for only Id. per lb. the object on

a large scale would be important.
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200 ACRES, BUCKS COUNTY, PENNSYLVANIA. (A.)

£^xpenscs.

Dollar:

200 acres, price .3200

dollars, interest at 5

per cent. - 160

Consumption on Tarm
Indian corn, - 80

Rye, - - 15

Buck-wheat 13

Hay, - - 120

Labor hired.

Two men, one boy,

and one girl, feci

;

but supposed not,

for simplicity of cal-

culation,

Taxes,

228

350

Maintenance of a fam-

ily of five persons.

Seed for tlie above.

Produce.

Dollars.

Wheat, 20 acres, 200

bushels, - 180

Rye, five acres, fifty

bushels, - 30

Indian corn, 20 acres,

300 bushels, - 120

Bnclc-wheat, 5 acres,

75 bushels, - 22

Oats, five acres, 100

bushels, - - 20

Flax, - - 30

Cirier, - - 32

Hay, - - - 120

Cattle (12), - 70

Sheep (20), - 28

Hogs, - - 80

Poultry, - - 10

740

Five dollars per acre

on 150 acres.

314 ACRES, PITTSBURGH. (B)

Expenses.

£ s. d.

Purchase of 314 acres, at 16s. 8d.. 261Z.

Interest at 5 per cent. - - - 13

Consumption by Cattle.

30 bushels rye, 2s. M. -

200 Indian corn, 2s. -

60 oats, Is. Qd - -

J60 potatoes, Is. \Qd.

Produce.

150 bushels wheat, at 3s. 9rf,

150 rye, at 2s. Qd.

150 Indian corn, 2s. -

160 oats. Is. Gd.

50 barley, 3s. 9rf.

go buclv-wheat, Is. Gd.

200 • potatoes. Is. \0d.

3 15
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for him, should attempt, such a calculation, I did

it; but bciui,^ at sucii a distance trom tiic country

ol' whicii I wrote, and havinsj been absent I'rom

tiiat and the subject in consideration, many years,

I could only, lur my facts, recur to my own recol-

lection, weakened by time, and very dill'erent ap-

|)licalions, and I had no means here ol' correcting

my (acts. 1, therefore, hazarded the calculation,

rather as an essay of the mode of calculating the

profits of a Virginia estate, than as an operation

which was to be ultimately relied on. When I

went last to Virginia, I put the press copy of those

notes into the hands of the most skilful and suc-

cpssiul farmer m the part of (he country of which
I wrote. He omitted to return them to me, which
adds another impediment to my resuming the sub-

ject here. But indeed, if I had them, I could

only present the same facts, with some correc-

tions, and some justifications of the principles of

calculation. This would not. and ought not, to

satisfy Mr. Young. When I return home, I shall

have time and opportui^iity of answering Mr.
Young's inquiries fully. I will first establish the

facts, as adapted to the, present times, and not to

those to which I was obliged to recur by recollec-

tion, and I will make the calculation on rigorous

principles. The delay necessary lor this will, I

hope, be compensated by giving something which
no endeavors on my part shall be wanting to

make worthy of confidence. In the mean time,

Mr. Young must not pronounce too hastily on the

impossibility of an annual production of 7501.

worth of wheat, coupled with a cattle product of

125/. M}' object was to state the produce of a
good farm, under good husbandry, as practised in

my part of the country. Manure does not enter

into this, because we can buy an acre of new land

cheaper than vve can manure an old one. Good
husbandry with us, consist in abandoning Indian

corn, and tobacco: tending small grain, some red

clover, fallowing, and endeavoring to have, while

the lands are at rest, a spontaneous cover of white

clover. I do not present this as a culture judi-

cious in itself, but as good in comparison with

what most people there pursue. Mr. Young has

never had an opportunity of seeing how slowly

the fertility of the original soil is exhausted, with

moderate management of it. I can affirm, that

the James river low-grounds, with the cultivation

of small grain, will never be exhausted; because

we know, that, under that cultivation, we must
now and then take them down with Indian corn,

or they become, as they were originally, too rich

to bring wheal. The high-lands where I live,

have been cultivated about sixty years. The cul-

ture was tobacco and Indian corn, as long as they

would bring enough to pay the labor; then they

were turned out. After four or five years rest,

they would bring good corn again, and in double
that time, perhaps, good tobacco. Then they

would be exhausted by a second series of tobacco

and corn. Latterly we have begun to cultivate

small grain; and excluding Indian corn, and fal-

lowing, such of them as were originally good, soon
rise up to fifteen or twenty bushels the acre. We
allow that every laborer will manage ten acres of

wheat, except, at harvest. I have no doubt but

the coupling cattle and sheep with this, would
prodigiously improve the produce. This improve-
ment, Mr. Young will be better able to calculate

than any body else. I am so well satisfied of it

I

myself; that having engaged a good farmer from
the head of Elk (ihc style of fiuniing there you

i
know well), 1 mean in a fium of about 500 acres

!
of cleared land, and with a dozen laborers, to try

'the |)lan of wheal, rye, potatoes, clover, with u
mixture of some Indian corn with the potatoes,

;nid to push the number of sheep. This last hint

I have taken li-om Mr. Young's letters, wiiich

you have been so kind as to communicati- to me.
I had never before considered, with due attention,

the profit fiom that animal. I shall not be able lo

put the farm into that form exactly the ensuing
autunin, but against another I hope I shall; and
I shall attend with precision to the measures of
the ground, and to the product, which may, per-

haiis, give you something hereafter to communi-
cate to Mr. Young, which may gratify him; but
I will furnish the ensuing winter, what was de-
sired in Mr, Young's letter of January 17, 1793.-

I have the honor to be, &c.
TiiOMAS Jeffersoiv.

To the President of the United Slates,

Philadelphia Jane 20th, 1793.

Dear sir:

I had prepared the inclosed a considerable time

ago, but have waited for a communication fi'om a

person who does the niost in the grazing line of
any person I have heard of. But he has not

made the communication, from a silly belief that

it is not for a public purpose, but a private one,-

that I wish to get the account from him. I

therefore, delay no longer to send you the best

answer to Mr. Young's query, I can make.
I am, &c. &c.

Richard Peters.
To the President of the United States,

OBSERVATIONS ON AN EXTRACT OF A LET--

TER, DATED 15th JANUARY, 1793, FROM
ARTHUR YOUNG, ESq. TO THE PRESIDENT
OF THE UNITED STATES.

1 "Your infbrmation has thrown me afloat on
the high seas. To analyze your husbandry, has

the difficulty of a problem. Is it possible that the

inhabitants of a great continent, &c. can carry on-

fiu'ming as a business, and yet never calculate

profit by per centage on capital?" &c.

I know not where to land Mr. Young from hie

sea- voyage, unless fads, well known -and felt here,

serving as pilots to guide him into a safe harbor, will

enable him to arrive on a shore, pleasant in its

prospects, and abundant in its resources; not so

nmch indebted to art as to nature for its beauties

and convenienciefe. Let him but realize his propo-

sals of coming among us CI presume as a visitant,)

and judge for himself. He will not be embarrass-

ed with unavailing conjectures, or laborious calcu-

lations : he will find, that, added to our situation

as a new country, where much land is to be had

for little money, our political arrangements contri-

bute to our happiness, and to our moderate, but

competent wealth. We have no princes, to in-

dulge the grades more immediately beneath them,

in their pleasures and their passions, that they may
themselves be supported at the expense of the na-

tion, in their schemes of ambition and luxury—no
over-grown nobles, to wanton on the hard earn-

ings of" an oppressed yeomanry! Pie will find a
respectable clergy, chosen by their respective con-
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gregations, and reputably supported by the volun-

tary contrihuiions ot" their hearer?. Bui these are

not ecclesiastical iiioues—fniges consumere nati:

they do, themselvei, the duties required of them

!

they act not in the affair.-; of heaven by deputies,

whose poverty is trul}' a[)osto!ical ; the penurious

stipends allowed them by their <i,Taspiiio; superiors,

compelliair them to be conversant only in ihe/«,s/s,

while their principals revel in the yeasis, of the

church. In a word, he will not see a sable host

of superfluous and pampered priests (maintained by

numbers who do not liear, or believe in their doc-

trines,) who fatten on the property of the people
;

and, while they letter and lerrily men's conscien-

ces, to mould them to their purposes, eat out their

substances, under the sanction of law. These de-

Bcriptions of characters, in othef countries, create

and increase taxes-, while they render their subor-

dinates less liable to pay them, by enormous rents,

made necessary by their dissipation and extrava-

gance, and by their capricious terms of I'^asing

lands, ot which they are the principal enfrrossers.

England has perha|)S, less reason to complain, on
these accounts, than some other European coun-
tries : but, if we had no other statements to rely

on than those given by Mr. Young himself, we
should know enough to be convinced, that, even
there, some of these causes produce misfortunes in

sufficient plenty. Not having the least inclination,

if it were in my power, to disturb the systems of

other nations, and wishing the happiness of man-
kind in their own way, 1 do not mention either our
positive or negative prosperity, with a view to

draw odious or disagreeable comparisons. The
world will never aoree about forms of government.
Let those who thiidt well of grades in society, be

happy in the possession of such arrangements.

We consiiler it furtunate, and leelit beneficial, that

we have them not.

Taxes, it is said by some, stimulate to industry;

and, therefore, the higher the tax, the greater the

exertion, and the more employment. But, if this

were a more tenable doctrme than it is, I see not

that man should labor not for liimsell^—or for him-
self too hardly: nor should he be compelled, by
artificial necessity, like a criminal immerged to the

chin in water constantly flowing in upon him, in-

cessantly to pump, or perish. Taxes we have, but

the greater part are imperceptible, and all of them
hght. The moderate expenses ofour irovernment,

and the mediocrity of our public debt, do not re-

quire heavy and ruinous taxation. The backs to

bear it, increase faster than the burthen ; and we
are too far removed from the scenes of ruinous and
unnecessary wars, to dread any sudden or fatal in-

crease of it. Wars are generally produced by the

pride, vanity, interest, or ambition of hereditary

rulers.

The great body of an industrious people are in-

clined to peace; and from these, our government
will always take its tone. As to our wars with the

savages, they are, for the time, embarrassing, lo-

cally distressinfT, and, generally expensive; but

are not nationally lijrmidable, or dangerous. Dis-

putes with them must gradually diminish, and, at

no distant period, end. Though the reflection be
painful to humanity, it is justified, in point of fact,

by experience, that the nations in contact with the

whites, always have been, and ever will be, exter-

minated. The approaches oi" our settlements, al-

ways banish the Indians.

Our laws are generally liberal in their jiolicyi

We have no narrow arraniremetils, which, under
false notions of national convenience, or shadowy
and miscalculaled political restrictions, palsy agri-

culture and commerce, by preventing those who
possess the products of the country, from disposin<;

of what their labor has created, when, where and
hniv they please.. Free from such restramts, and
from tlie pressure of heavy rents, c/mrc/t-dues, and
taxes, our farmeis are the proprietors of the soil

they cultivate : they gather the honey, shear the

fleece, and guide the plough, for themselves alone,

It is not the "s/c dos non vobis^'' of Europe. They
increase the value of their capital, while they la-

bor for their sustenance. They do not, indeed, re-

ceive an annual interest, or revenue, on their capi-

tal ; but they pay none : yet. by their exertions fbr

their own support and accommodation, and the

growing population and improvement of the coun-
tr}", to which every one, stranger as well as native,

contributes, more than an European percentajje ia

added to their principal ; in so much, that farms
will increase, in very many parts of the country,-

tenfold in their value, in less than 20 years. Im-
mense tracts of new lands have been recently sold

by the state of Pennsylvania, at less than an En-
glish shilling per acre. Great and extensive bo-

dies of these lands can be now procured, at second
hand, at less than half Mr. Y.'s calculation for

mountain-lands. I know valuable tracts, of great

extent, within a few days' ride of Philadelphia,

which may be had at from 3 to 9s. sterling per

acre. These are not "mountain-lands," though,

like all the face of our country, they are cut in

some places, by ridsies. They are, lor the most
part, level, and so luxuriant in |)asturage, that,

maugre our winters, cattle now pass that season in

prime order, without cover, or artificial forage.

They command both the New- York and Philadel-

phia markets, and are situated in a safi?. country,

which will, erelong, be as great for grazing as any
in America. Other states have similar tidvanta-

ges. Mr. Y.'s farm, or even his 60 acres, and the

sheep he summered on it, will buy him a little ter-

ritory ; and his capital, in 10 years, will be increas-

ed 500 per cent. This is not a bad per centage,

nor is it a visionary calculation. I wish not to

throw out I'allacious temptations, but to relate facts,

merely to show why our fanners need not make
nice calculations about per centage. They have
now, and always have had, asure resource for the

wear of their sea-board farms, &c. in the growth
of their families. Children, in Europe, are often

burden and expense. The wealth of a great part

of the American farmers, grows with the additions

to their families. The children assist in the labor

of the old farm, or in the establishment of the new
one. This supersedes the necessity of calculating

on hired laborers, the work being chiefly done with-

in themselves : they are paid by the increased val-

ue of the common stock .Our laws, contrary to the

leodal injustice of Europe, encourage and direct

equality of distribution among the children of in-

testate descendants; so that many parents pur-

posely omit making wills, contented with the dis-

tribution made by law. And though every man
has the riijht, at his pleasure, to dispose of his es-

tate by will or deed, yet the habits of thinking on
such occasions, take their bias tiom the spirit of

our laws. Many, who have large families, and

want room, or are tired of their old farms, think it
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better to ^oW, and remove to plncos where nature is

in her prime; leaviuir lo their siicce*=sors, the toil,

calcitlntinn, iind expense ol' rennvatini; lands ex-

haijsleil by bad tillage. The worn farms always
find purchasers ; and tfie priee paid lor them, bnys
asiitRc'ient quantity of new land, besides ieavinira

surplus in rash, f()r improvement. One day this

must have an end ; but thai day is |!ir distant.

When it arrives, the profirietors of old lamis will

adopt better systems of"aoTiculiure, wliichare now
fiist advanrin<2[. These will adil to the i)roducts of

their lands, and procure them more wealthj but

possibly not more happiness, in our more ancient

settlements. Our old lands are capable of renova-

tion, haviuiT a i^ood staple, as has been proved in

numberless mstanccs.

I condemn not calculation, which is prudent and
proper in every business

—

^'Ego sum pktnry—

[

arn sometimes seized with thfc (iiculiy of calcula-

ting, but not always successful in the practical

proof of it. I need not, however, be discourasjed;

for I often read, with pleasure, Mr. Y.'s writings:

I admire his genius, and respect even his enthusi-

nsm, in which he olten strikes out fine thoughts :

but [ venerate his candor, while he frequently a(;-

knovvledges, that success does not always crown
his own calculations, or invariably durable convic-

j

tion, his opinions. We have here innumerable
I

instances of farmers who get forward, without ev- I

er spendini; a thought on per centage, or other'

nice calculation. And however ^'problematical'^

this may seem, it is an observation as old as the

first appearance of the redoubtable Hudibras, that

"No ar^iimetit like matter of fact is."

I ask your forgiveness for the multifarious, and
perhaps tiresome, scope I have taken. The easy
sifuaiion of an industrious, t'ull-handed American
farmer is the pleasing result of a combination, pro-

duced by all tile causes I have mentioned. Instead

of calculating, he labors and enjoys. And though
I do not proless to have a good opinion of the

style of American husbandry, yet even this shows
the hapny situation, m oiher respects, of our coun-
try. With such farming in Europe, the farmers
would starve, and leave their children common la-

borers, or begirars. And yet, here, they live well,

and leave their descendants the means of obtain-

ing the comforts and conveniencies of life.* Tliis

is the problem I have endeavored to solve. And
I could not, but by this circuitous route, arrive at

the answer to Mr. Y's question, "[s it possible

that the inhabitants of a <rreat continent not new
settlers, vvho, of course^ live to hunt, to eat, and to

drink, can carry on fiuntinsj as a business,- and yet

never calculate the profit they make by per cen-

tage on their capitaW'^The phraseologv, -'who,

of course^ live to hfuif, to eat and to drink,^'' I uo
not perfectly compreiiend. Our hunters are only
a few borderers, and not to be counted upon as
farmers; nor are our farmers, though they have
not the best systems, idle. I therefore think, that

(without meanins a critique) "toAo cat and drink
to live,''^ would have been a more just arrange-

[

ment of language. !

2. ''The demand lor cattle and sheep, products,
hides, tallow, barrelling beef, sheep, wool, wolves,
dogs, and law respecting their killing sheep."

* There is much good sf nse in many of triis gen-
tleman's observations.—A. Y.

Vol. V—45

The demand li)r callie products is as irre;n as we
can supf)ly ; and tfie caiiff business may be carried

on to any extent. 'I'his will be a irrowinir and ex-
tensive business, and can be pushed as far, and to

as (Treat advantaire, a« in any other country. We
have people acquainted with the victuallinir

branch, in all iis details; and as this is a country
which invites those who "'are weary and heavy
laden"' not "'to irive them rest," but profitable em-
ployment, we have some; from Cork, andean have
more fi'om thence, and any other part of the world.

Our exported beef is in good credit, particularly

that from Boston, I have ate mess-beef put up
in Philadelphia, after having been an East India

voyaffe, in excellent condition, With this beefi a
sample of" Philadelphia brewed porter was produ-
ced; This had been the same voyage, wao per-

fectly good, and not inferior to English porter.-

Our merchants prfeer our own, though they can
purchase Irish beef The tallouj vvill always se I

to profit, and is chiefly consumed here. The hides

do not supply our home demand, and therefore im-
portations of Spanish and other hides are fi-equent.

A great proportion of our beef and all our mutton,
are consunied at home; as our people will live

well, and eat more meat than any equal number
in the world. If the sheep business was carried

on to much extent, there would be a necessity lor

exportation. The establishment of considerable
manufactures, which is more practicable and ben-
eficial in this country than ntany people (particu-

larly those of Europe) suppose, will take off part

of the nmtton of our flocks. There is little or no
expo.'t of' wool to foreign parts ; though it is brought
coastwise as it happens to be more abundant in

one state than in another, "^riiere is no prohibition

against the exportation of this, or any other pro-

duct. But it is consumed at home, where excel-

lent coarse cloths are made, in which a great pro-

portion of our farmers are clad. A variety of oth-
er woollen fabric& are also made*

I have no copy of what I mentioned respecting
sheep destroyiii'j:; pasture. 1 know tliey do not eat

so much in proportion as other beasts, and theif

dung is remarkably fertilij^ing ; but they bite close,

and the droughts and heats of summer, which are

here loner and periodical, burn up the roots. It is

a generally received opinion here, that they des*

troy pasture ; and I am warranted, by iny own ex-
perience, to fxive into it, with some qualifications/

We do not find that "the more sheep we keep,

the more we may." f believe, m the state of our
agriculture, the converse is the most true. In
countries where it is an object, and where there
are belter systems of faming, with drippiifor sea-

sons, it may be otherwise. I once thought, in

some degree, as Mr. Young does; but find that

English ideas vvill not in this, and many other a<r-

ricultural cases, apply here. In the present state

of things, I a<lhere to my former opinion—that dis-

tributing sheep in small numbers, lo every farmer^

will do better than any other plan. I know that

more, instead of less, care can be taken of them in

this way, for the farmer can, and does attend to

them, without interfering too fnuch with his othef
aflairs. Invariably, the sheep of one of our small
flocks look the best, and have the most wooL
With twenty sheep to each farm capable of sup-
porting them', we might have a prodigious num-
ber. If Mr. Yountj were here, and in the prime
ol' life, and would practice his systems, so as to ini-
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prove the whole mass of agriculture, much might,

be done. Our difficulty is to carry large flocks

through our long winters. As things are, I have

a better opinion of the cattle business than that of

sheep ; and I think the ormer would succeed bet-

ter tiian the latter, with ail the management that

could be bestowed on it. No one l<novvs, howev-
er, what might be done, if the whole capitals

and attention of industrious, intelligent, and expe-

rienced men were drawn to this point. Our snowy
winters would embarrass, if not rum the turnip

plants; and the droughts of summer their large

flocks. If hiccory be a s erious auxiliary, it is well.

It grows as a weed in many parts of this country.

In the observations upon sheep you were pleas-

ed to desire of me, on a Ibrnier occasion, I exhaust-

ed my small stock oi' knowledge on that subjecr.

If any thing in these observations is applicable

now, I beg to refer you to them.

JVolves are a serious enemy to the sheep plan,

in places where there are the largest ranges. Time
may, perhaps, subdue them. But we have paid

iJ)r ibrty or filtv years past, out of our county-rates,

29s. lor a wolf's head ; and though they are chief-

ly banished from our plains and older settlements,

yet on our montilains ihey are plenty. Where a

large ridge runs throutrh a country, in other parts

ever so well peopled, they find retreats, and breed

prodigiously. Unless we can have the Fyrenean
milleriium, in which wolves and sheep, it seems,

live together in worshipful society, I know not a

speedy remedy. I lay not long ago, at the foot of

the South Mountain, in York county, in this state,

in acounlry very thickly settled, at the house of a

justice of peace. Through the night I was kept

awake by what I conceived to be a jubilee of dogs,

assembled lo bay tlie moon. But I was told in the

morning, that what disturbed me was only the

common howling of wolves, which nobody there

regarded. When I entered {he Hall of Justice,

I found the squire giving judgment fijr the reward
on two wolf whelps a countryman had taken from

the bitch. The judgment-seat w,\s shaken with

the intelliirence, that the she-woll was coming

—

not to give bail— but to devote herself or rescue her

ntispriu!?. The animal was punished for this dar-

ing contempt, committed in the fince of the court,

and was shot within an hundred yards of the tri-

bunal. The storge had prompted' her to go a lit-

tle too far.

Dogs are also formidable—too many beinfj use-

lessly kept by the wealthy, and not a li;w by poor

people, who do not fi^ed them. The law is exact-

ly the same as in England. But it is difficult to

prove that the owner had the required scienter of

iiis dog beuig accustomed to kill sheep. It is also

diflicuU to discover the destroyer. Heofien reigns

like an Achilles, but not so open in his feais of des-

truction. We suffer, therefore, the devastations

committed by this nocturnal marauder, and see our

slaughtered sheep,

"Whose limbs iinburied on the naked shore,

Devourin,^ dogs and hungry vultures tore."

As to the law, our farmers are not fond of it, on

such occasions. They think the first loss sufficient,

and rather submit to the ravages of the ''devouring

dogs,'''' than risk their purses being ''torn.'''' by
those they dread, as much as if they were "/mn-
gry vulturef;.'^ In short, they prefer losing the

value of their sheep, to being fleeced, as they sup-

pose, in a firosecution lor damages. If they dis-

cover the guilty doii, ihey proceed in a summary
way—they shoot him, or otherwise put an end lo

his career. To multiply their chances of punish-

ing the culprit, they often bring lo the lanterne, or

guillotine, a number of victims, as is sometimes

done on more important occasions: a practice,

however, not very justifiable, even in the case of

dogs. It is doing justice as quickly, if not so rep-

utably, as was done in England by their old court

of Trail-baton, which, as my Lord Coke says, was
as rapid in its movements, "as one might draw, or

trade, a siali'e, or stycke."

We must establish such a court here, if the bu-

siness of sheep-feeding is largely extended: and
perhaps send tor some Pyrenean wolves, to train

our mountaineers to a little more civili y. If this

fails, we must turn our doifs upon them, and, as

artful politicians treat their liillovv bipeds, keep our-

selves sate, by stimulating one enemy to root out

another, and so ruin both in the contest. Serious-

ly, if we had the means of keeping large flocks,

so as to employ shepherds, we iniahl manage both

wolves and dogs; but, at present, it is not an at-

tainable object.

Philadelphia, September 1, 1793.

Sir:
Instead of commencing this lettler with an^ipol-

ogy, for suffering your lixvor of the 17ih of last

January to remain so long unacknowledged, I will

refer you to the bearer, who is perlectly acquaint-

ed with my situation, for the reason why it has
done so.

The bearer, sir, is Mr. Jjear, a gentleman who
has, been a member of my liiniily seven years, and,

until the present moment, my secretary; conse-

quently he cannot, as I have observed before, be

unknowing to the nature, and pressure of the busi-

ness in which I am continually involved.

As a proof, however, that I have not been alto-

gether inattentive to your commands, I inclose the

result of Mr. Peters's answer to some inquiries of

yours; and the copy also of a letter from Mr. Jef-

ferson, to whom I had propounded for solution,

other queries contained m your letter of the above
date.

The documents I send, have the signature of

these gentlemen annexed to them, but for your
satislaciion only.

Mr. Peters is, as you will perceive by a vein in

his letter, a man of humor. He is a theorist, and
admitted one of the best practical farmers in this

part of the state of Pennsylvania.

But as it is not so much what the soil of this

country actually produces, as what it is capable of
producing by skilful management, that I conceive

to be the ol)ject of your inquiry ; and to know
whether this produce would meet a ready market,

and good prices : what the nature of the climate,

in general, is ; the temperature thereofj in the dif-

ferent states ; the quality, and prices of the lands,

with the improvements thereon, in various parts of

the urdon ; the prospects which are unfolding in

each. &c. &c. I can do no belter than refer you
to the oral information of the bearer, who is a per-

son of intelligence, and pretty well acquainted with

the states, fi'om New Hampshire, ^inclusive) to

Virginia ; and one in whom you may, as I do,

place entire confidence in all he shall relate of his
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own knowieilire : and believe what is given from

infnrni!\iioii, as it will be handed with caution.

Mr. Le;ir has been inakiiiir arranijr<Miieiits fi)r

f'oriuiiiir an extensive commercial establishment at

the Federal City, on the river Potomac: and now
goes to Europe, lor the purpose ol' taking measures,

there, to carry iiis plan into efiect. I persiuide my-
sellj that any information you can <xive him res-

j)eciing the nianullictures ol" Great Britain, will be

graiel'ully received : and, as I l\ave a particular

i'riendshiplbr him, I shall consider any civilities

shown him by you, as a mark of your pohteness

to,

Sir,

Your most obedient,

And very humble servant,

G. W ASIlITfGTON,

jfrthur Young, Esq.

Philadelphia, December 1--, 1793,

Sir:
1 wrote to you llin^e months ago, or more, by'

my late secreiary and iHend, Mr. Lear; but as his

departure from this country for Great Britain, was
delayed longer than he or I expected, it ii3 at least

probable that thai letter will not have reached
your hands at a much earlier period than the one
I am now wriiintr.

At the time it was written, the thouiTJits which
I am now about to disclose to you, were not even
in eudiryo : and whether, in the opinion of others,

the-e be in'.pro[)riety, or not, in communicating the

object which has given birth to them, is not lor

ni^. to decide. My own mind reproaches me with
none; but if yours should view the suliject different-

ly, burn this letier. and the draught whii-h accom-
panies it*, and the whole matter will be consigned
to oblivion.

All my landed property, east of the Apalachian
mountains, is under rent, except the estate called

Mount Vernon. This, hitherto, I have kept in

my own hands: but It'om my present situation,

from my advanced time of lilii, from a wish to live

fw.e from care, and as much at my ease as possi-

ble, during the remainder of it, and from other

causes, which are not n<5cessary to detail, 1 have,
latterly, entertained serious thoughts of letting

ihis estate also, reservincr the mansion-house flirm

for my own residence, occupation, and amusement
in agriculture; provided I can obtain what is, in my
own judnfment, and in the opinion of others whom
I have consulted, the low rent which I shall men-
tion hereaner;and provided also lean settle it

with good farmers.

The quantity of ploughable land (inclndmg
meadow,; the relative situation of the farms to

one another, and the division of these farms into

separate inclosures, with the quantity and situa-

tion of the woodland appertaining to the tract,

will be better delineated bv the sketch herewith
sent (which is made from actual survpvs, subject,

nevertheless, to revision and correction), than by
a volume of words.
No estate in united America, is more pleasant-

ly situated than this. It lies in a hisrh, dry and
healthy country, 300 miles by water fi-om the sea,

and, as you will see by the plan, on one of the
finest rivers in the world. Its margin is washed

*A map of the general's farm.

by more tiian ten miles of tide-water; from the

bed of which, and the innumerable coves, inlets,

and small marslu^s, with which U abounds, an in-

exhaustible Haul of rich mud may be drawn, as a
mamjre, either to be used separately, or in a com-
post, according to the judgment of the farmer
It is situated in a latitude between the extremes of
heat and cold, and is the same distance by land

and water, with good ronds, and the best naviga-
tion (to and) liom the Federal City, Alexandria,

and George-Town; distant from the first, twelve,

liom the second, nine, and from the last, sixteen

miles. The Federal. Gity*, in the year 1800, will

become the seat of the general government of the

United States. It is increasing fast in buildings,

and rising into consequence; and will Ifiave no
doubt, from the advantages given to it by nature,

and its proximity to a rich inferior country, and the

western territor^v, become the emporium of tl.e

United States.

The soil of the tract ol" which I am speaking,

is a good loam, more inclined, however, to clay

ihiuisand. From use, and I might add, abuse, it

is l)ecome more .and more coiisoiidated, and of
course heavier to work. Tlie greater part is a
greyish clay ; some part is a dark mould ; a very
little is inclined tosand ; and scarcely any to stone.

A husbandman's wish would not lay the farms
more level than they are: and yet some ol" the

fields (but in no ffreat degree) are washed into

gullies, Irom u^hicli all of them have not as yet
been recovered.

This river, which encompasses the land the

distance above-mentioned, is well supplied with
various kinds of fish, at all seasons of the year

;

and, in the spring, with the greatest prolusion of
shad, herrin£ts, bass, carp, perch, sturgeon, &c.
Several valuable fisheries appertain to the estate

j

the whole shore, in short, is one entire fishery.

There are, as you will perceive by the plan,

four farms besiiies that at the mansion-house:
these four contain 3260 acres of cultivable land,

to which some hundreds more, adjoining, as may
be soen, miffht be added, if a greater quantity

should be required ; but as they v/ere never de-

signed for, so neither can it be said they are cal-

culated to suit, tenants of either the first, or of the

lower class; because, those who have the strenuth

und resources proportioned to farms of from 500
to 1200 acres (which these contain), would hard-

ly be contented to live in such houses as are there-

on : and if they were to be divided and subdivided

so as to accomodnfe tenants of small means, say
from 50 to one or 200 acres there would be none,

except on the lots which might hapf)en to include

the jiresetit dwellinir-bouses of my overlookers,

(called bailiff's with you), barns, and neo-ro cabins:

i

nor would I choose to have the woud-land (already

too much pillaaed of its timber) ransacked, l()r

the purpose of building many more. The soil,

however, is excellent fjr bricks, or for mud walls;

and to the buildings of such houses there would
be no limitation, nor to that of thatch for the cover

of them.

The towns already mentioned (to those who
miijht incline to encounter the expense), are able

to furnish scantlinG', plank, and shinrrles, to any
amount, and on reasonable terms , and they af-

*Thf sreneral favored me also with a large and
beautiful plun of this intended city.
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f irrl ii ready market also tor the produce of the

land.

On wliai is c.allpd liriion Farm (cnntaininir 928
a^IV^; of arable ami meadow), there is a newly
erei-.U'd brick barn, equal, perhaps, to any in

Ariiprica, and tor convenienres oi' ail sorts, par-

ticnlarlv lor shelterintr and feediiiir horses, caltle,

&c. scarcely to be exceeded any where. A new
house is now huildinp- in a ceniral position, not tiir

from the barn, tor the overlooker; which will

have two rooms, 16 by 18 teet. below, and one
or two above, nearly of the same size. Conve-
nient thereto, is satficient accoriiodation for fifty

odd necrroes, old and young ; but these buildinofs

niiirht not be thouirht (Tood enough for the work-
men, or day-laborers, of your country.

Besides these, a little without the limits of the

fiirm (as marked in the plan), are one or two other

houses, very jjleasantly situated, and which, in

ca«e this larm should be divided into two (as it

formerly was), would answer well lor the eastern

division. The buildings thus enumerated, are all

that stand on the premises.

Dogue Run Farm (650 acres) has a small,

but new building tor the overlooker ; one room
only below, and the same above, 16 by 20
each ; decent and comibrtable for its size. It has

also coveiing for forty-odd neL'roes, similar to

what is mentioned oli Union Farm. It has a

new circular barn, now finishinjr, on a new con-

etruction; well calculated, it is conceived, forget-

ting grain out of the straw more expediiiously

than in the usual mode of thrashing, Tliere are

good sheds also erecting, sufficient to cover 30
work-horses and oxen.

Muddy-hole Farr.5 (476 acres) has a house for

the overlooker, in size and appearance nearly like

thatatDogue Run, but older : the same kind of

covermg tor al>ont 30 negroes, and a tolerable

good barn, with stables lor the work horses.

River Farm, which is the larcrest of the four,

and separated from the others by Litlle Huntinir

Creek, contains 1207 acres of ploutihabieland, has

an overlooker's house of one large, and two small

rooms below, and one or two above ; sufficient

coveriniT for 50 or 60 negroes, like those before

inentioiKMl ; a larce barn, and stables, gone much
to decay, but will be re-placed next year, with

new ones.

I have deemed it necessary lo give this detail of

the buildings, that a precise idea might be had of

the conveniences and inconveniences of them;
and I believe the recital is just in all its parts.

The inclosures are precisely jvnd accurately de-

lineated in the plan; and the fences now are, or

Boon will be, in respectable order.

I would let these four farms to four substantial

farmers, of wealth and streuffth sufficient to cul-

tivate tfiem, and who would ensure to me the reg-

ular payment of the rents ; and I would give them
leases lor seven or ten years, at the rate of a

Spanish milled dollar, or other money current at

the time, in this coimtry, equivalent thereto, for

every acre of ploughai)le and mowable ground,

withm the inclosures of the respective farms, as

marked in the plan ; and would allow the tenants,

durinir that period, to take fuel ; and use timber

fi-oai the woodland, to repair the buildincs, and to

keep the fences in order, until live fences could be
jeiihstituted in place of dead ones, but, in this case.

110 sub- tenants would be allowed.

Or if these farms are adjudged too large, and
the rents, of course, too heavy f'lr such fiirmers as
nnVht incline to emigrate, I should have no insu-

perable objection against dividing each into as

many small ones, as a society of them, formed
lor the purpose, could ajiree upon, amonc them-
selves

; even if it should he l)y the fields, as
ihey are now arranged (which the plan would
enable them to do), provided such buildings as
they would be content with, should be erected at

their own expense, in the manner already men-
tioned. In which case, as in the former, fiiel, and
timber f^r repairs, would be allowed ; but, as an
inducement to parcel out my trrounds into such
small tenements, and to compensate me, at the

same time, for the greater consumption of fuel

and timber, and lor the trouble and expense of
collecting small rents, I should expect a quarter of

a dollar per acre, in addition to what I have alrea-

dy mentioned. But m order to make these small

farms more valuable to the occupants, and by way
of reimbursing them for the expense ol their es-

tablishment thereon, I would srant them leases

for 15 or 18 years
; althouirh I have weighty ob-

jections to the measure, Ibunded on my own ex-

perience, of th.-" disadvantage it is to the lessor, in

a country where lands are ri-sing every year in

value. As an instance in proof, about 20 years

ago, I irave leases lor three lives, in land I held

above the Blue Mountains, near the Shenandoah
river, seventy miles from Alexandria, or any ship-

ping port, at a rent of one shilling per acre (no
part being then cleared) ; and now land of" similar

quality, in the vicinity, with very trifling improve-
ments thereon, is reniinir, currently, at five, and
more shillings per acre, and even as hiiih as eight.

My motives fiir letting this estate having been
avowed, I will add, that the whole (except the

mansion-house farm), or none, will be parted with,

and that upon unequivocal terms ; because my ob-

ject is, to fix mv income (be it what it may) upon
a solid basis, in the hands of g-ood farmers; be-

cause I am not inclined to make a medley of it

;

and, above all, because I could not relinquish my
present course, without a moral certainty of the

substitute which is contemplated ; for to break up
these fiirms; remove my necroes ; and to dispose

of the property on them, upon terms short of this,

would be ruinous.

Having said thus much, T am disposed to add
fijrther, that it would be in my power, and certain-

ly it would be my inclination (upon the principle

above), to accommodate the wealthy, or the weak-
handed liirmer (and upon reasonable terms) with

draught horses, and working mules and oxen
;

with cattle, sheep, and hogs ; and with such imple-

ments of husbandry, if they should not incline to

bring them themselves, as are in use on the

farms. On the four farms there are 54 draught-

horses, 12 working mules, and asufficiency of oxen,

broke to the yoke ; the precise number I am unable

this moment to ascertain, as they are compiehend-
ed in the ao-(rregate of the black cattle ; of the latter,

there are 317 ; oi sheep 634 ; of hogs many ; but

as these run pretty much at large in the woodland
(which is all under fence), the number is uncer-

tain. Many of the negroes, male and fi^male,

misrht be hired bv the year, as laborers, if this

should be prelt^rred, to the importation of that

A\nq 'uoupjapisuoa saAJasap n :nq f ajdoad jo ssbjo

far the mixing ot whites and blacks together ia
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ailvisahle; es!|)ecially wliere ihe Ibrmer are entire-

ly iuiacr|uaiiiie(l willi tlic liitter.

It' tilt re ho those who are dispopprl to take these

farms in their iiiuiivitlefi state, on the terms which
hnve been riKMitioiieil, it is an ohjcet of siitiicient

niajjniiutle lor them, or one oi' tiieni in bchall' of

the rest, to come over and investiirate the premi-

ses thorouirhly, that there may be nothinjr to rt;-

proach themselves, or me, wiili, if (though unin-

tentionally) there should be delects in any part of

the inlbrmaiion heri'in given. Or, if a society of

t;irmers are disposed to adventure, it is still more
incumbent on them to send over an agent, for the

purpose above-mentioned ; lor with me tiie mea-
sure must be so fixed, as to preclude any cavil or

disc,u?sion therealter. And it may not he mat
apropos to observe in this place, that our overlook-

ers are ijcnerally engaged, and all the arrange-

ments for the ensuing crops are made, before the

first of Se[)teraber in every year : it will readily be

perceived, then, that if tliis period is suffered to

pass away, it is not to be regained until the next

year. Possession might be given to the new-
comers at tlie season just mentioned, to enable

them to put in their grain lor the next crop ; but

the final relinquishment could not take place until

the crops are gathered; which of Indian corn

(maize), seldom happens till towards Christmas,

as It must endure hard ti-osts before it can be salely

housed.

I have endeavored, as fjir as my recollection of

facts would enable me, or the documents in my
possession allow, to give such inlormation of the

actual state of the farms, as to enable persons at

a distance to form as distinct ideas as tfie nature

of the thing is susceptible, short of one's own
view: and havinii communicated the motives

whicli have inclined me to a change in my system,

I will announce to you the origin of them.
1st. Few ships, of late, have arrived fi^om any

part of Great Britain, or Ireland, without a num-
ber of emigrants; and some of them, liy report,

very respectable and (lill-handed farmers. A num-
ber of others, they say, are desirous of following,

but are unable to obtain passaijes ; l)ut their com-
ing in that manner, even if I was apprised of their

arrival in time, would not answer my views, for

the reason already assigned ; and which, as it is

the ultimatum at present, I will lake the liberty of

repeating, namely, that I mirst carry my |)lan into

complete execution, or not attempt it ; and under

such auspices, too, as to leave no doubt of the ex-

act fulfilment : and
2d!y. Because from the number of letters,

which I have received myself (and, as it would
seem, from respectable people), inquiring into

matters of this sort, with intimations of their

wishes, and even intentions, of migrating to this

country, I can have no doubt of succeeding. But
I have made no reply to these inquiries

; or, if

any. in very general terms ; because I did not

want to engage in correspondences of this sort

with persons of whom I had no knowledge, nor
indeed leisure for them, if I had been so disposed.

I shall now conclude as I began, with a desire,

that if you see any impropriety in making these

sentiments known to that class of people who
miffht wish to avail themselves of the occasion,

that it may not be mentioned. By a law, or bv
pome regulation of your government, artisans, I

am well aware, are laid under restraints ; and, for

this reason, I have studiously avoided any over-

tures to mechanics, ahhouLfh my occasions called

(()r them. But never haviriir heard that difliciil-

ties were thrown in the, way of husbandmen i)y

the goverimient, is one reason ti)r my bringing

this matter to your view. A second is, tiial hav-
iriif yourself expressed seiitimenis whiili showed
that you had cast an eye towards this country,

and was not inattentive to the wellare of it, I was
led to make my intentions known to you, that if

yon, or your friends, were dis[)(ised to avail your-

selves of the knowledge, you miiiht take prompt
measures tor the exe/'uiion.—And 3dly. I was
sure, if you had lost siirht of the object yourself,

I coidd, nevertheless, rely upon such information

as you miuht see fit to give me, and upon such
characters, too, as you might be disposed to re-

commend.
Lengthy as this epistle is, I will crave your pa-

tience while I add, that, it is written in too much
haste, and under too great a pressure of public

business, at the commencement of an important

sef^sion of Congress, to be correct, or properly di-

gested. But the season of the year, and the ap-

prehension of ice, are hurrying away the last ves-

sel bound from this port to London. 1 am driven

therefore to the alternative of making the matter

known in this hasty manner, and giving a rude

sketch of the farms, which is the subject of it; or

to encounter delay: the first I preferred. It can
hardly be necessary to add, that 1 have no desire

that any formal promulgation of these sentiments

should be made.
To accomplish my wishes, in the manner here-

in expressed, would be agreeable to me ; and in a
way that cannot be exceptionable, would be

more so.

With much esteem and reirard,

I am, sir, your n)ost obedient servant,

G. Washington.
j^rthur Youngs Esq.

FARMS,
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•Clover lols,

10

36
— 114

18

649

Muddy-hole farm.

Fieltl, No. I. - - - 63 acres.

II. _ . - 68
III. _ . - 52
IV. - - - 54
V. - - . 65
\\. . - . 80
Vil. - . . 7i

Clover lolp, .... 20
476

Rjver farm.

FieUl, No. I. ... 120 acres.

II. _ _ - 120
III. - - - 125
IV. - _ . 132
V. - - - 132
VI. ... 130
VII. - - - 120

Pasture, - - - . 212
Orchards, &c. ... 84
Clover lols, _ _ . . 32

1207
TTfiion fiirm, ' - - - - - 928
Dogue run larm, - - - . - . 649

Total of the four flums, - 3260

[End of correspondence loilh Young. Letters

to Sir John Sinclair in next ^Vo.]

THE POUDRKTTE COMPAW OF THE CITY
OF KEW YORK.

We rejoice to learn, from advertisements in the

New York papers, and more fully from the New York

Farmer, that D. K. Minor, esq., the editor of that

publication, has succeeded in his scheme of forming a

company, and raising funds, to convert the filth of the

privies of that city to manure. Our own general re-

commendations and plans, for the same general object,

combined with others still more important, as lately

presented in this work, seem to hav« resulted in

the manner that we have been long accustomed to

submit to, and to expect, whenever urging any thing

for the improvement of either town or country. But

we are not, therefore, the less pleased to< learn of the

better success of another—and hope that his opera-

tions may be as profitable to himself, as they will be

beneficial to his country.

In the last No. of the New York Farmer, there was

republished our article, commencing at page 251 of this

volume on "the identity of aiiimalized charcoal, with

a preparation of human excrements"—which is fol-

lowed by the following editorial remarks.

"Bone manure is held in high estimation both in

Europe and this country, and is manufactured in large

quantities, and sold at high prices, or thirty to forty

cents per bushel, with profit to the cultivator; but
"anhnalized carbon, a new manure," much in use and
highly valued, as will be seen by the foregoing ex-
tract from the "Quarterly Journal of Ao;ric>ilture,"

has not yet been introduced into the United States, nor
are we familiar with its ingredients or preparation, j'et

we presume it to be valuable manure, not^however,

superior to povdrelte, which is composed of at least

six parts in seven of f(Ecal matter, and one part of a

vegetable compound, winch disinfects it of, or allays

the oti'ensive odor, and makes it a dry substance, cither

in powder, or in particles Irom a powder to a walnut,

or lien's egg; or it may be made into any sized cakes

conveiiir'nt lor transportation, and afterwards ground,

or pounded for use.

It is proper to remark here, that the gentleman who
is to direct the operations of the preparation in this city,

is familiar not only with the process of M. Payen, but

also with every other process used in Kurope, yet he

does not adopt them, as he, has a more speedy, and yet

moie mild, or leaf, dctrrioraling process of pitpaiation.

The ingredients usul are entirely vegetable, and s;Mve

to allay, or absorb, and not to throir off, the fertiliz-

ing gases. The whole process is completed in 12 to

4S hours, accoi'ding to the state of the atmospliere.

This manure wdl be sold at twenty-five cents a
bnsliel; oi' put up in casks holding from three to ten bush-

els and delivered on ship board for thirty cents per

bush-'l warranted to bo ])repared in the prof)Orlion of six

parts urine and fcecal, and one part vegetable matter.

It will be prepared and put up under our own in-

spection, and branded .with the brand of the company.
Orders may be addressed to the editor of the New
York Farmer."

We are at a loss to understand how the addition of

j
an)' "vegetable compound," and in so small propor-

j

tion as one part to six of fcecal and highly putrescent

matter, can serve to disinfect the latter, and jireserve

it from waste by putrefaction; though this is the manu-

facturer's concern, and not ours, or the purchaser's.

But while unenlightened on this head, we shall continue

to prefer our own plan of using mild calcareous earth,

as the material for combining with, and preserving the

putrescent matters, apd preventing their noisome ex-

halation. This method is certainly efficacious, and is

probably much the cheapest, wherever fine and rich

marl can be bought as low as in most of the towns on

tide water. Though this earthy ingredient would be

furnished in very far larger proportions, than one to

six of the fecal matter, still the former would lose

nothing of its original value, as manure, by its use,

and therefore, its sole cost would be merely the expen-

ses of transportation.

But as the people of the southern states are accus-

tomed to be supplied with almost every article of pur-

chase, from the north, we hope that Mr. Minor's scheme

will find in southern towns, more favor than our's has

any prospect of gaining. Wherever he may be en-

couraged to carry on his work, every day's operations

will serve, in a greater or less degree, to remove pre-

sent causes of disease and death to numbers, and, at

the same time, to provide food, and thereby maintain

and give life to many others. If to give food, and

health, and life, to numerous individuals—and to great-

ly increase the fertility, wealth and population of the

country—will entitle any man to be considered a

public benefactor, than assuredly ought Mr. Minor's

success to place him in that rank; and well may the la-

bors of the "Poudrette Company" be deemed noble, not-

withstanding the ofi'ensive scenes and subjects of their

operations, and the contempt and ridicule which they

will receive at .first, in much more liberal measure,

than either commendation or gratitude.
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From tlis Honicultiiral llegister.

BMGHT IN PEAR TKKl'IS.

iJ/es,<!rs. Editors— Iti yaur last, Roiiister, T ob-

served ail article copii^d Iroiii tlio. "Farmers' Re-
gister," referring to tlie bliijlu in pear trees. Atiy

one that can disi-over a remedy lor liiat trouble-

some disease will deserve the thanks ot' the whole
horticultural world, and the sijirnestions of any
one are entitled to a fair trial. My experien

Thorn ari'd one other, not l<nown. All hut the

Winter Thoin arc in the irarden, that is in the

yard; four years since, pan of the tree was jiialt-

e,d with the Seiddc and Rartlet, wliich did well

without blif^ht, while the rest, of the tree was
l)lit;htetl: this jiast season the whole top has been
cut otY and fjralted with other fruit, and irralls are,

doinir well without bli<rht, about sixty y^rafts have

one are entitled to a lair trial, iviy experience, ''eon put m. 1 he tree duir round and niunured, a

however, leads me to differ from the conclusions 1
'•o'i^>^lt"''if''« quantity of soapsuds poured round

drawn bv Mr. Waikins, although I do not doubt i
'N and not a particle ol bli^rht yet to be seen.-

the facts he has stated. j

I'^or years before the trees was not niiinured or

(n'the first place, he concludes, from the fact,
' 'liiTired round, and to make the case more sinir,,..

that two trees standin.-- in his yard, which had ,

lar, (he ground had been trodden during a numher

never been cultivated, not havinir been blighted, 1

of summers by a cow. 1 his tree is over thirty

and that some youmr trees, having been set out in a ' years old. I have long since made up my muid

ciiliivated spot" were blighted, that cultivation by !

''^''^ f'O"'*^ '^""' o' pears are more liable to bliiiht

iiicreasin.rtlie sap, causes i he blii^ht; and in the sec- ' ''!>" others, hut I am afraid that the true cause of

ond |)lace, that pnmino- trees has the same effect. \

hliixht is not fburui out and will not be Ibr years to

It appears, however, that the yard in which the i

<'onie, if ever. Two of the other pears mention-

trees siood was trodden bv horses and cattle, and
I

^'1 h'^^e been graced, one ol which has never

therefore, at least as much, if not more manure, !
-'l^^wn blight except ?/i o/ie ;/??i6, lor the last fbur

reached the roots, as would have done so, liad the
j

.Vears, and that one l;mb was killed in one night

ground been plouirhed or dijiged. It is too late in !

'hi^ ''i*?' *?P''ni-'') * "ii"k by Imhtnmg. 'I he re-

the day for any one to oppose cultivation with ef-
j

maining pear tree is about seven years old, was
Ject in this country, neither does Mr. VVatkins. I

P'lrchased for a lleathcote, never bore until this

(In the latter part of his communication he re- j

year, does not prove to be the pear, has only two-

commends that poor land should be made bfelter !

"I'-'^'-^rable cracked abortions on it aiUl I do not

even at the risk of blight;) but there are many, l

l^now what it is, the stocic, hovveVer, is a fine one

too many persons in this country, who are satis-

fied wiili old lashions, and as long as they can
raise as much as they want, off of ten acres of

land, will never try to get the same quantity from
five and fi^el perfectly satisfied with, and itideed.

insist that belter cider can be made from the sour

natural fruit of the tree, than from the grafted and
cultivated. With such men it is no use to argue;

but they have children to come afier them, and it

is the rising generation who will be enlightened.

I insisr, that not one half pruning enough is

done in this country, and that thousands of trees

are ruined by not being pruned properly when
young. In many instances the limbs are left too

near the cyround, and when they have become so

large as to be in the way, they are then cut off to

the great detriment of the tree, the bark not grow-
ing over to heal the wound, and leaving a pretty

sure chance of rot and decay; when, if trimmed
the second year fi-om the iiraft, and so on, year by
year, unlil the tree is perfectly formed, a smooth
thrifty stock shows itself, to reward the cultivator,

instead of a rough, rotten and unthrilty snarl. I

passed this last summer, what might have been a

beautiful orchard, had proper pains been taken
with it in its younger days. The trees appa-
rently were about twenty years old, and the own-
er had let them <r() until this year without pruning,
ana now cut off about a third of each tree, leav-

ing the stumps of the branches sticking out from
two to four inches, as a mark of his taste and sign

of his ignoiance. I, however, am not writing
without some experience myself, which is diamet-
rically ofiposite to that of Mr. W atkins. I have
about thirty pear trees in my garden which have
been there from five to forty years, an(] I have no
recollection of seeing a blight but in four. The
whole have been served alike, manured, digged
round and pruned to my heart's content, and a
thriftier set of trees cannot be found in the coun-
try. The four trees which have blio-hted, were
the Brown Beurre, the St. Mitchel's, the Winter

and will be garfted next year.

I do not think Mr. Waikins has proved any
thing except the fact, that pear trees planted in a'

yard trodden by horses ami calves may do well,

and as it is not every one tliat has sufficient hor-

ses and calves to tread round all his trees, or if he
had, would like to have ihem inmates of his gar-
den, I trust no one will carry his experiment so far

as to leave his grounds in an unseemly condition,

or to cease pruning when young, so that he may
fbhn trees handsome as well as thriliy. Solo-

mon's proverb, I think, will apply to trees as well

as children, "train up a tree in the way it should
grow, and when it is old it will not depart from it."

NUMA.

From ttie Souaicrh Agiiculturistl

THL STN-FLOWER.

Barnwell, July 24, 1537.

3fr. Editor.—The sun-flower isa plant of much
greater value than is generally known. Instead
of a few being permitted to grace a parterre, and
considered only as a gaudy flower, experience
warrants my saying it should be cultivated by
every planter and farmer, as part of his provision

crop. It can be turned to profitable account on
all our plantations; for certain purposes it is more
valuable than any oilier grain known to us; in ais

much as it can be made to yield more to the acre

in exhausted soils, with little labor, and with
greater prospect of success.

It's seed are wholesome and nutritious food for

poullry, cattle and hogs, and very much relished

by them.
From the seed, an oil is obtained, with great

facility, as delicate, it is believed, as that of"olives.

They are also pectoral. A tea made of them,
is quite as effective as fiax seed, or any other, in

catarrhal afi'ection. On one occasion, this tea

sweetened with honey, was of so raucli more ser-
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vice to me tlifin the prescriptions of physician,

that I attributed my early restoration to heahh to

its ajjency alone. Certainly, a favorable chaiij^e

did not occur till I used this tea, which I did upon
the recomniendaiion ol" a citizen, of one of the

upper coiiniies of North Carolina.

its leaves and stalls, in the ijreen state, are pre-

ferred by cattle to any other provender. 1 have
thovvn green ofrass and !oil;ler in one heap, and
sun-Hovver leaves in another, to try the cattle,

and they have ever commenced eating the latter

first: this I have tried niten with the same result.

The whole plant, cut up, in the green state, and
boiled with cotton-seed, or a litile meal, affords a

delicious food lor cattle and hoijs. To be con-

vinced ol" this, let one taste the bruised leaves or

Btalk of the plant; he will find its flavor aromatic

like that of the parsnip, with more sweetness.

This plant is the safest provision crop we can
grow to subsist stock during the summer. t

have cured the leaves, and understaufl they are

packed with hay in some parts of Europe. It

may be well, however, to observe, that when the

lower leaves of the plant are stripped, it shoots

and takes a second growth, and yields less grain;

this remark is founded on one experiment only,

during a dry summer : I thereliire, cannot rely

upon its accuracy. If it be correct, under all cir-

cumstances, I feel satisfied, Avhat one loses in

grain by stripping, he gains in foliage. My way
of cultivating the sun-flower is this :—at the ends

of each potato-row, I plant two stalks, in all liiur

to the row, and they are worked with the potatoes;

in the same way are they planted in thw slip fields.

<is soon as the beds are prepared. I also plant

them in the garden and the turnip-patch, and in

short, wherever their shade wdl ;iot injure an un-

dergrowth, and wherever the workimj of the crop

in which they are planted will be suiHcient to ma-
ture them. In this manner, all is on the side o(

profit; the only labor is putting the seed in the

ground, and gathering the crop. Besides this

method, I plant as many acres as I require, in the

check as litr apart as I do corn, talcintrcare to ma-
nure them. The best plan would be to plant in

the boundary checks of the field, for they would
arrest the attention of the squirrels and birds,

which are fonder of the seed than corn, and thus

«ave the corn; any one who has beheld the wood-
pecker in our parts, sapping the lite of the milk

corn, will at once feel the importance of this sug-
gestion. I have, lastly, to remark, when the sun-

flower is planted/in the check, it will not debar the

planting of peas as we do up here; it will thrive as

well, and the peas will cling to them and flourish

as much as in a corn-field, or new ground. B.

N. B.—A tea infinitely better than flax, is that

made of cotton-seed: let a double handful or less

be mashed, and thrown into one or two quarts of

water, boiled, sweetened, and given to the patient

through the day.

From tlie same.

EGGS AND TURKEYS.

Mr. Editor.—It is a common error, that eggs
brought from a distance, on board of vessels, or by
horse conveyance, will never hatch out. It may
be well to know, this is truly an error. A recent

case proves, that eggs will hatch when brought
one hundred miles on the rail road. Out of twen-
ty-lour eggs thus brought, but one failed bringing

forth a chirk. 'I'hc ijentleman who communica-
ted this liii't, has (I 'vuieil rimch atit;ntion to poul-

try, and we ho()c he will occasionally infl)rm us.

how he manages to raise so many. His yard
teems wiih all kinds of fowl.

Cliickens we all know how to raise, but as few
(if u^ can rear 'a irood chance of turkeys,' I will

tell what I kiK)w. Next to chickens, of all poul-

try, they are the easiest raised. When the eggs
hatch out, let the hen and chicks be confined in a
garden, or any other jilace where the young ones
can sun themselves. Let them be led with homi-
ity for two or three days; then carry them to

a rail-pen, in a rye^ oats, or buck-wheat patch;

confine the hen, atid feed at least three titnes a
day with hominy or small grain. The young
ones will soon run about catching insecis, and will

come to the hen's call. The hen should be thus

confined until the turkeys are about half grown;
they will range about, and never without the

sound of their moi Iter's call. By this plan, we
do away with the necessit}'^ of having a turkey-

minder. The young ones are not so liable to in-

jury li-om hawks or vermin as when they tijilow the

hen in her rambles over the plantation, nor are

they compelled, in keeping up with the hen, to

fatifjue themselves more than is ofood for health.

Great care n)ust be taken, to keep water out of
the pen; it should be ditched all round, so as lo

keep it dry; its tljundatinn should be made higher,

with drv sand, than the level around, and the top

should be well covered; the ditches nigh the pen
shoidd be covered with boards, to kee[) the young
ones froiTi fiillinir in. You may rely on this plan,

Mr. Editor. I hiive seen out ol' eighiy-seven tur-

keys, eitrlity-six raised—one having been mashed
by a horse.

IIVFORMATION WANTF.D AS TO THE USE OF
oxr.iv.

To tlie Editor of the Farmpis' Efgister.

Richmond, August 25th, 1837.

Sir—In Sinclair's -Code of AiJ^riculture,' (page
126, Addenda,) I find the followinir note affixed

to No. 12, on the com[)arison between horses and
oxen as beasts of draught.

"See an able paper on horses and oxen, by Mr.
Madison, formerly President of the United States

of America, printed in the American Farmer,
published September 3d, 1819, from wfiich, seve-

ral hints are ado|)ted. In that periodical publica-

tion, there is likewi^;e some valuable information,

from George W. Erving, and Timothy Picker-

ing, esqs. Indeed, the subject seems lo have
strongly attracted the attention of the agricultu-

rists of America."
Has the paper above referred to, been repub-

lished in your Register? If it has not, will it be

asking too much of you, to request it in the next
Register, or as soon as may suit your conveni-

ence? 1 was not a subscriber to the American
Farmer, at the time of its publication in that peri-

odical. The others refereil to, will be acceptable

also, if you think them sufficiently interesting.

Very respecll'ully, yours, &c.

L. BURFOOT.
[We shall take pleasure in complying with our cor-

respondent's request, by republishing the several pie-

ces referred to in his letter, in the next No. of the

Farmers* Register.]
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AOTKS OF A T11KKE-J)AYS EXCURSION INTO
GOOCUl.AKD, CHESTEUKIELD, AND rOW-
HETAN.

[Continued fiora page 319.]

No. II.

THE m:\v iron bune in chkstekfiei.i)—
AND THE SlMMlLll SPRING OF POWHATAN.

The fivllowiiiiT d;iy, Autriisr 17lli, we croesed

the river (at the JVlaniiikiii Town teiTy,J» to visit

the body of iron ore M Salle's old coal pit, in

Chesterlield, of which the inagiiitiide and value

have been but recently inaiie known. The very

late first notice of, and the present importance ijiv-

eu 10 this ore, is another curious and reniarkalile

instance of the want of observation of some, and
the listlessness of others, connected in Ibriner

times v/ilh the diguiniis. The shaft was sunk
many years ai:^o for coal, wliich was reached and
worked to some extent. The diui^nnir struck solid

iron ore within two or three lijet of the surliice

ol" the earth, and (-ontinned through it (as has but

lately been ascertained) lor the depth of thirty leet

—this being the perpendicular thickness here of

the ore. The mineral is of a stony hardness, re-

quiring much labor to dig, and on that account,' as

well as others no less striking, it would be sup-

posed that the existence and great amount of this

bed could not have escaped being noticed, and its

importance being properly estimated. But it was
either not known, or not ap|jreciated, by any one
who could have ma<le the value available. I'he
digging of the shall was carried for the benefit,

and at the expense of an intelligent man, Dr.
Branch Archer, (then a resident ol Powhatan
county, and now of Texas.) who most have at-

tended with interest to its progress. Every corve
of matter drawn up, was filled with solid ore, and
the heap, in this manner Ibrmed by the quantity ol

matter thrown out, was necessarily exposed to

the view of each of ail the many persons who
might be drawn by curiosity or idleness to go to

see the opening of a new shaft, and partake ot

the excitement which the hope, and delay of
success, always keep alive. What seems stran-

gest ol all, a highly talented and ingenious gentle-
man lived, and still lives, within three miles ol" the
pit, who has been during all this lime the conduc-
tor of iron works—and especially superintending
the casting of cannon for the government ot Vir-
ginia at the Armory in Richmond Ibrmerly, and
since, liir the United States, at the Bellona Arse-
nal, within six miles of this pit—and has been
using, tor these purposes, iron brought from a great
distance. Of course, it might have been supposed
that he, as a man of science, could not have remain-
ed ignorant of this ore, and both as a man of sci-

ence and of business, would have taken the deep-
est interest in a discovery so valuable to ihe
country.

I do not mean to convey the idea that the exist-

ence of iron ure in this neighborhood, and even
at this pit, was unknown; but merely its great
amount, and the value being enough to induce
the exploration and working. Proliissor Rogers'
geological report of last winter to the legislature
of Virginia, speaks of the ore, and even states
his analysis of a specimen, (which will be copied
below,) which I was told was brought from this
very pit (Salle's,). Still the manner in which

Vol. V—46

the body of ore is meniioned, ot ilsell) is sufficient

evidence, that, so late as that time, but little at-

tention had been given, or importance attached,

10 the body of iron ore. Prolessor Rogers says,

in the report of tlie operations and progress (staled

generally and concisely,) of the gecjiugical survey,

that among the ''regions, each of which was
more or less the thealru of research" in 1836, was
"the biiuminoiis coal fields of Henrico, Gooch-
land, Chesterfield and Powhatan counties;" and
ill his remarks under this head, he says, that -'all

t!ie important workings for coal, together with a
large number of shalis, or diggings, of minor inter-

est, were examined." Noiwithstanding, this in-

vestigation, which, certainly must have been ex-

tended to every thing embraced, then deemed vcnj

valuable, or inierestinu, the Ibllowiiig is the whole
statement given on the subject ol" the iron ore of

the coal region.

"Whilst referring to the valuable character of these

rich deposites oi' bituminous coal, 1 am anxious again

to call attention to the iron ores which accompany
them in several places. Since the Ibirner report, in

which allusion was made to the probable importance
of these ores to the manufacturing industry of eastern

Virginia, several specimens have been submitted to

chemical adalysis, and, trom the results obtained, the

really valuable character of the ore may be considered

as satisfactorily established.

A specimen of hematitic ore frOm the neighborhood
ofTrabue's pits, in Chesterfield, gave, in the 100 grains,

the following ingredients.

Per oxide of iron.

Silica,

Alumina,
Water.

85.15
4.20

4.00

6.50

The existence of this mineral in immediate contig-

uity with the coal, is a (act of such obvious importance,

that no commentary is needed to make it deeply inter-

esting to persons of capital and enterprise, who may
be concerned in developing the resources of this por-

tion of the state."

The working of this old pit for coal, (its sole ob-

ject,) was not long prosecuted ; and the naked sides

of the shaft, within a lew feel of the surlace, as

well as the contents thrown out, remained iully ex-
posed to observation (or many years. Still nobody
knew the value of the ore, or attached importance
to its existence. One person only, a former agent,

or overseer, of the coal-working, was an excep-
tion to this general ignorance or neglect. He
made sundry [irivate efibris to sell his knowledge
to dilfeient persons, who possessed capital, with

out disclosing the locality to any one—bui without
success: and even he ceased such attempts long
ago. At last, some hint of the existence reach-

ed John Heth, esq., of Chesterfield, who soon
broiitrht the matter to light.

When we reached the mouth of the shaft, two
negroes weredrawini? up the ore by a windlass,

and a large heap of the ore lay ready to be trans-

ported to the river, to be thence carried to the near-

est iron furnace, ( Francis B. Deane's newly
erected iron works, in Buckingham,) lor the val-

ue of the ore to be fairly tested, by its being con-

verted into iron, and then worked up. A blast oi'

the ore had been made just belbie our arrival,

and the shaft was full of the smoke ot" the gun-
powder, and the smell of sulphur was as strong as

if the bottom ol the pit had been a vast deal low-
er than it is.
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I descended by the next returning corve. The
solidity of the ore lias rendered it unnecessary to

case the sides of the shaft with logs, as is usual in

the coal-shafts—and therefore the ore is exposed

entirely to view. Twelve leet above the bottom

a temporary platform was placed, which prevent-

ed access below, at that time. This platform was
probably placed at that height to permit the drift

then making (for trial) to go through either the

middle, or tiie best of the ore; thouyh the quality

seemed to be very uniform in appearance, from the

platform to within a ihw feet of the surfice of the

ore. The only exception to the continuation of

the ore, was in the interposition of a horizontal

layer of white and very pure clay, which is about

two feet thick on one side of the shaft, and not

more than an inch on the opposite side. The
drift had not been extended above eight feet hori-

zontally from the side of the shafl, and had had
no gearing erected, except a single propping post,

placed in the centre, and commencement of the

drill. I felt much less secure under this rool^ short

as the drift was, than amongst the yielding and
crushing gearing of the coal mine; for though the

ore is very hard, it is separated into numerous
small lumps by fissures^-and I should suppose that

the blasting by gunpowder would be apt to loosen,

and hereafter bringdown, masses from above.

Being no judge of iron ore, and never having
before seen any extracted for use, I pretend not to

offer an opinion of its quality, or degree of purity.

The quantity however must be very great; and if

the strength of the ore, and the quality of the

iron are good, this mine will prove of great value to

the commonwealth, as well as to the proprietors. I

heard that the whole tract of laud (some hundreds

of acres,) might have been bought for S'5000 just

before the news ofthis discovery "got wind;' ' but the

price asked immediately rose to .'^50,000, and some
think that it will be worth even ten times that sum.
The ore has been traced in another old coal

shaft about half a mile distant, there reduced to

nine feet thick. The circumstance of this ore lying

over the coal necessary for smelting it, and the close

neighborhood of navigable water, and water-pow-
er, all add greatly to its value. The new railway

now in progress of construction from the principal

coal mines to the river (five miles in length,)

passes within fifty yards of the shaft of the iron

mine, whence the distance to navigation will be

only a mile by the railway—which is another

ground of estimated value. With such abundant
supplies of iron ore, and fuel to smelt it and to

ibrge the metal—with water-power for any possible

extent of machinery, furnished by the river—and
with such excellent facilities for reaching market

—

it is difficult even to guess at the limit or value,

and of future improvement, to be realized in this

region of Virginia.

But though all were blind for so long a time to

the existence of this ore, that very circumstance
will now keep all wide awake. Of this qui vive

spirit we had some amusing evidences as soon as

we reached the shaft. Some of the men connected

with the railway construction came up to us, and
one (who I was afterwards told was the compa-
ny's engineer,) hastened to exhibit a very dark

green clay, which had been just found in excava-
ting for the railwaj', and which he pronounced to

be fuller's earth, which he could sell in New York
for nine cents the pound: Though not acquaint-

ed with mineralogy, as he said he was, or with
the woollen manufiicture, 1 made free to doubt
both these positions—and utterly to deny his next
assertion that " fuller's earth was not earth at all,

but a substance formed of decomposed vegetable
matter." But this was the least important of hie

morning's discoveries. He had found, and again
covered over, copper, ore, of which he showed spe-

cimens—and he stated that he was well acquaint-

ed with copper ore, having visited the copper
mines in Cornwall and Anglesea, in England.

—

This may well have been, as he was born just

across the Irish channel fi'om Cornwall. Howe-
ver, ignorant as I was on these subjects, I could

still less confide in his copper ore than in the fuller's

earth—though he rated the discovery of the for-

mer as probably worth ^50,000, and intimated that

the proprietors of the land, must either let liim go
halves with them, or find the copper ore for them-
selves. We afterwards walked to the work on the

railway, and soon saw many specimens of his cop-

per ore. They seemed to be indeed of iron ore and
were of great variety and beauty in form and color.

The ''fuller's earth" is found in detached lumps,
imbedded in the common red clay sub-soil. It ia

cut with a knile easily and very smoothly, almost
like Castile soap, presenting a dark gveen mottled

surface, of beautiful and singular api)earance,

which is something like that of some greenish

marbles, in color and polish. When tried between
the teeth, it seems entirely destitute of any sili-

cious ingredienti

In the course of our ride, we, called at a sulphur

spring, which I had never heard of before, though
it is the property of an incorporated joint stock

company, which was one of the 140 chartered last

year by the legislature, for various purposes, but
most of I hem lor the sole purpose cf selling out their

stock. But though the "Crystal Sulphur Spring,"

is but a small matter, and is not likely to make the

fortunes of the stockholders, (that is, since the hard-

money-pressure has brought us all to our senses,

and every man has discovered that he is not half as

rich as he thought himself six months ago,) yet I

was agreeably surprised to find the water so

strongly impregnated. The smell and taste of sul-

phur seemed to me not much inferior to that of the

White Sulphur Spring of Virginia, and certainly

is much stronger than the water of some others,

dignified by the names of "sulphur springs" and
resorted to by numbers, for their medicinal quali-

ties. I perceived no impregnation in this but

that of sulphur; nor is there any visible extrica-

tion and escape of sulphuretted or any other gas.

In quantity of' water, the source is very feeble.

The medicinal efi'ects of the water are stated, by
persons worthy of all confidence, to be considera-

ble—and indeed, as I found it very palatable, and
drank copiously of it while at the spring, I had
some experience of its power. The spring is in

Powhatan, within a mile or two of the ferry. The
proprietors have already commenced making some
improvements, and the locality, especially on ac-

count of the almost surrounding oak forest, is such

as to allow a beautiful place to be made.

No. III.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF PART OF THE
GOOCHLAND LANDS.

The lands bordering on the northern side of

James River, from Tuckahoe creek to Beaver-
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ili\in creek, the former 12 miles and the latter 25

miles above Riciiinomi. exiiibit the s;ime general

character and natural features—tiiough there wtis

coUfiiJerable variety in the quality and value a^

•riven by nature, and much greater hats been pro-

duced by the ditierence ol' management under cul-

tivation. Without reirarding minor exc-eplions,

the soils may be divided into the three classes ol

1st. river alluvial, or low ground—2nd. river hills,

or the red hilly lands lying next to the river, or to

the low-grounds Ibrming its margin—and 3rd. the

poor back lands, more distant iroin, though still

near to the river. The two last classes are ver-y

nearly the saoie with the divisions more common-
ly designated by the residents as the "red land"

and "irray land."

1. The low ground being all of alluvial ibrma-

tion, and deposited principally by the floods of the

same river, could not vaiy greatly in composition,

or natural ti^rtiiity. Though these lands are gen-

erally al»oiit twenty feet above the ordinary height

of the river, they are entirely formed of the depo-

sne ot" the rich mud brought by It-eshets from the

mountains, and other high lands; and the only

existingdilierences must be caused bj'' the course

of the current, which causes difi'erent degrees of

velocity, and thence, differences in the quantity and
quality of the mud deposited. Freshets still serve

to increase the height of the lower parts; but more
often injure than improve the higher, by washing
them, and sweeping of!', at some times, more of

the old soil, than they leave of the new deposite

at others. Notwithstanding this loss, these visi-

tations, so destructive to the crops and present

profits of the projirietors, must, on the whole, he

improving to this very valuable and extensive body

of land.

The soil of the low-grounds, is a dark brown
loam, not deficient in any one of the inyrcdients

necessary to constitute an excellent soil. Tlie

limestone lands, from which so much of the depo-

site of mud is derived, and the limestone waters,

which pour in great quantity into all the upper
branches of the river, as well as the peculiar

quality of this low-ground soil, all attest that it

must have a good proportion of lime, as one of its

constituent parts. Yet, as in most other cases in

the fine natural lands of V^irginia, and the other

Atlantic slates, thai lime is not found in the form of

the carbonate, for that state in which an acid will

cause eflervescence, but is concealed Crom any che-

mical search yet made, and from the modes of inves-

tigation usually prescribed and received as correct

by chemists, by the lime being (as I think, and
have elsewhere treated ofat length,) conbined with

some other acid than tlie carbonic. However, it

will suffice here to say, that these soils contain

not a particle of the carbonate of lime, the princi-

pal if not the sole form in which we are tauirht, by
the writers on agricultural cheraistrj^, to expect to

find it—though, there is abundant reason to be-

lieve that there is a considerable proportion oJ'

lime in some other, and as yet unknown form.

Of course, the soil is "neutral"—that is, does not

show any excess of the acid ingredient, or quality,

which has combined with the lime—and which,
when in excess in any soil, produces sheep-sorrel,

and poisons and retards the growth of every use-
ful crop.

The natural fertility of this soil is equal to that
of any land in Virginia, and perhaps, to any in

the world; and its earihy constitution is sufficiently

(iivorable to crops of almost every kind. It is

light and mellow enough for corn, and stiff enough
lor wheat and clover—dry enough (except in the

rarecasosof overflowing by freshets,) for all tillage

crojis, and yet moist enough for grass. It is sel-

dom that soil is found so hajipily constituted as this.

It wants only putrescent matter, where exhausted
of its natural abundant supply, and would certainly

be the better, every where, for more lime being ad-
ded, (as would be every soil containing no carbonate

of lime,) though it must be so well supplied byna-
fural causes with. that ingredient, that it would not

exhibit striking evidences of improvement from
new additions of lime. These low-grounds have
been estimated, and so bought and sold, at one
hundred dollars the acre, in both former and present

times; and this valuation is well sustained by the

actual products and profits derived. If all good
land in Virginia was not depressed in price, by
the long prevalent madness for western emigra-
tion and speculation, this land would sell still hiffh-

er. When the land-madness prevailed in Vir-

ginia, (caused by the fraudulent banking, and j9a-

per speculations, during and following the war
of 1812,) these low-grounds were valued at two
hundred dollars the acre, or more—and though
that estimation was founded on wild speculation,

and was certainly too high, it was )'et lower, if

compared to products, than the prices of most of
the poor lands of middle and lower Virginia, at

the same time. Still, the liability to damage, and
sometimes the total destruction to crops, from fresh-

ets, present most important grounds for deduction
from what would otherwise be the value of these
fine lands,

2. The soil of the river hills, is red clay loam,
lying on a very red subsoil. All of this narrow
strip of lands was originally fertile, though not
equally so. The value seems, generally, though
by no means uniformly, to be found better as

we proceed up the river; and the Beaverdam farm,

at the outlet of the creek of that name, (the pro-

perty of Corbin Warwick,) is said to be the best

soil of all tlie range of river hills, and even to near
(he. first mountain range. The best kind of this

general class of soil is not so much a red, as a
brown or chocolate colored soil; and the whole of
these lands, more or less, approach, though the
best are still inferior, to the remarkable value and
peculiar characteristics of the red lands of the
South West Mountains—which were described at

page 234 of vol. ii. They agree in these res-

pects; the surface being hilly, and liable to be
washed under tillage, yet the red sub-soil improva-
able, and easily converted to soil—and the suitable-

ness of clover and gypsum to aid greatly the im-
provement of both the soil and the exposed sub-
soil. I have before mentioned the apparently si-

milar appearance and qualities of the lands of
other and distant sections, and it is to be hoped
that the region of this rich red land, with easily

improvable sub-soil, is very extensive. But it is

certainly very different fi-oni, and very superior to

the clays, and not omitting the reddest clays, of
lower Virginia, in the tide water region.

All of this class of land is very irregular in sur-

face, and often very steep. There is scarcely a
single acre, any where, that deserves to be called

level—the whole surface being a succession of

hill-sides, and narrow ridges sejiarated by still
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more nrirrow dellRorravinep, (they cannot be cnll-

ed valleyf!,) which are eeldom wet, except near
their lower ends.

From the ciiaracters of thif= land, it. may be in-

ferred, as is truly the case, that no other kind i?

made to exhibit po easily and stronij-lv the opposite
effects of good and bad culfure. On some firms
still, (as on nearly all at some Ibrmer times,)
barren red galls rover almost half the surface of
these hills; and on others, they are covered, uni-
formly and heavily, with crops of gram or grass,
which mark soils of great fertility.

3. These rich, or once rich hills, chanir^ almost
insensibly, as we recede fi-om tlie river, to the poor,
and generally "<rray lands," which constitute the
third, and very far most extensive body of lands,
and even though the limit ol"observation be drawn
only three miles li-om, and parallel to the river.

These lands areofthal pale color, not liiiired with
red, which, though incorrectly desiiriiated, are well
known through middle Virginia, as "grav lands."
The sub-soil is also "gray," and generally a gra-
vel. The soil is a loam, and is here caili'd"licrht;"

though we in the lower country would certainly
notconsider it a sandy, or light" soil. It is poor,
in the virgin state, and the surface nearly or quite as
broken or steep as the river hills; and altogether,
it would seem to be as worthless land as ( have
elsevyhere seen tillasre thrown away upon, but for
the tew yet indubitable evidences "afforded of the
capability of this land of being highly and profit-
ably improved, by putrescent manure and gvpsiim
combined—of which some particulars wilf be sta-
ted in the course of the succeeding remarks on a
particular farm.

Nearly the whole of this region, including all

the two first classes of soil, and as much of the
third as was cleared, was at former times greatly
impoverished, by exhausting tillage, and liy the
total want of every means for restoring or retain-
ing fertility. Eut lor more than twenty 3'ears, and
in some cases much longer, nearly every farm has
been kept in an improving state, thoush, with
much variety of eflecls; and taken altogether, the
wholestringpfriver farms Ibrms a highly improved
and Btill improving district. The great recupera-
tive power of the originally rich lands, and especi-
ally of the low-grounds—and the good effect of
gypsum and clover on both the hifrh and low,
have afforded the strangest inducement, and the
principal means, for making this general improve-
ment.

In the following pages will be submitted the re-
sults of my personal observations and inquiries in
regard to a particular farm of the district described
generally in the foregoing remarks; to which that
general description applies correct!}^, and which
furnishes striking and unquestionable evidence of
the improvement and profit which may be there
made, by a judicious direction of industry.

No. IV.

SOME ACCOINT OF THE FARMIIVG OF RICH-
ARD SAMPSON, KSQ., OF GOOCHr..ANr>.

The farm of Richard Sampson, is eighteen miles
above Richmond, and lies either just above, or is

cut through by, the western out-cropping of the
great coal field. It is about central of the region
above generally described, and was naturally worse
than the best, and better than the worst of these

lands. The original tract was bought in 1816, the

time of the highest prices, for thirty thousanri dol-

lars. It then consisted of six hundred and seven-
ty acres in all, about two hundred and thirty-live

of which are of river low-ground, and the balance

of river hills, except a very small part which ex-
tended into the gray or poor back land. By sub-
sequent purchases of tliis latter kind, the owner has
enlarged his farm to one thousand and filiy acres.

At the time of his purchase, about thirty-five to

forty acres only ot' the highland was in hut tolera-

ble condition lor tillage, and promising an immedi-
ate product that would pay for us workinij. All

the balance had not only been worn down lO' a
state of poverty, but was galled and gullied, as

badly as a long continued course ofshallow plough-
ing for com and other grain crops could effect—the

corn rows beinir laid off and ploughed both ways,
or crossing at right anu'ies, and, of course, running
up and down hill. The farm had been for the

previous thirty years cultivated by Philip Wood-
son, who is still alive, and always was a highly re-

spectable man. and whose statements command
entire credit. He had first been employed asman-
ao'er by the proprietor, who was his kinsman, and
whose son-in-law he afterwards became; and in

these two capacities, and subsequently as tenant
under the succeeding proprietor, his long exhaust-
ing management continued; which, however, was
not mo're exhausting than most lands, if able to

bear to it, were there subjected to. Tenants, nei-

ther then or now, can be supposed to feel (or to

believe themselves to be) interested in improving'

the lands they rent. Mr. Woodson told Mr. Samp-
son that lor these thirty years, certainly, and sup-
posed from a much earlier time, the regular course

of cropping, or rotation, had been corn and wheat,
repeated incessantly, without an interval of rest

between any two terms. As t6 any other means
for mitigating the rigor of this course, the then
almost universal practice, of the proprietors as
well as tenants, may satisfy us that there was but
little used. What rate of production the washed
and gullied hills were reduced to, under this sys-

tem, could not be known; but Mr. Woodson stated

that twelve bushels of wheat to the acre was a,

good crop for the low-grounds.

The new purchaser considered the low-groundss
as the only land worth any thing for cultivation

—

and for that he was content, to pay the purchase
money. The highland (with the small exceptioti

of the thirty-five to forty acres above named,) was
merely valued as a place of residence—as produ-
cing wood and some grazing—and for what might
possibly be crca/ed oi' future fertility and produc-
tion. Of still less value were the latter purchases
esteemed, made, at various times, and of sundry
persons; sometimes to get a little more wood-land
—sometimes to remove a bad neighbor. One of
the latest of these additions, which I saw, coat

something over three dollars the acre; while for

the piece adjoining, worth no more, but more dif-

ficult to be acquired, six dollars was paid.

The rotations adopted, were diflferent on the

low and high lands, and have not remained re-

gular on either; but have been altered, either for a
time, or entirely, according to changes of circum-
stances. Such changes must be called for on any
farm in a progressive slate of iuiprovemenf, even
when markets do not greatly change the demand
for different products.
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f^niij-grnnnd rotation.

For the low-trmimd, (two hundred nnd thirtj'-

five acres.) tlic first rnlation adopted, and which

was adhered to tor twelve years, was as follows.

1st year, com

—

2d year wiicat, and clover seed sown thereon,

in the pprinir

—

3d year, clover, the first crop of which was
mown for hay, and the second t()r .«eed—and

4ih year, wheat, on a fallow of clover stnbhle

—

after which the same course was recommenced
the next year, with corn on wheat stubhie.

Gypsura was re2;ularly ffiven to the clover

—

and this was the only manure ever applied to this

land, then or since—with the exception of about

pix acres. It has always acted well. This
course of cronpinrj ijave five crops (that is, three

of ofrain, one of hay and one of clover seed,) in

every four \-ears—and certainly was so scour-

^inij a rotation, that no soil, but one of almostinex-
haustible power could have improved under it, as

this did. Deep and excellent plouirhing, howe-
ver, had been iriveri, for the f?rst time, and hns
been adhered to on every occasion of bieakinjr up
for corn, or of clover fallow fjr wheat. Four-
horse (or mule) ploughs are used for this purpose,

or three-horse plo>)o;hs, when they are found sulfi-

cient—and, in either case, the flirrow-slice is cut as

deep, and turned as well, as is possible to be
expculi^l by a good team, drawing good ploughs.

But tlionrfh no sign of failure w;is seen in this

time. Mr. S. was ah-aid of the lands becoming
•'clover-sick," and refusinir to reproduce good
crops of that grass; or that he was pushing too

far the continued stimulus of gypsum. He.
therefore, eiffht years ago, threw about oiie-(i)urih

nl' his low-ffround into permanent tmiothy mea-
dow, for mowing, and took away one year of the

lenijth of the course, and the IJillow crop of wheat.

the preferable succession for the product of wheat,
on interior, though very fine land elsewhere— ) be-
ca.i.cc Its greater luxuriance would cause the
wheat to lodge generally, and both the hazard of

the crop while ripeninu:. and the labor of saving it,

to be greatly increased. Even afier corn, tlie

wheal frequently lodges along the midillea of the
beds, and other of the richest part?.

Corn tillage on the low-grounds.

When Mr. Sampson first took possession of
this fiirnn, his laboring force was not at all equal to

the demands on it, and therefore the economy of
labor was the mo.st important object sought in" all

his operations; and this plan of using as little la-

bor as can be made efficient for the purpose, lias

continued to be pursued. But it requires but a
slight glance at tlie farm to show to the obser-
ver that by this economy of labor \\\e proprietor

does not mean the slighting the performance, or
lessening the efficiency of any essential operation.

On the contrary he saves labor, in the end, hv
preparator}' processes so laborious and costly, that
they would li'iirhten many cultivators who think
they save labor by slighting their work, and who,
in fact, are theref)y li^rced to work harder, and for

less profit, than a different mode would cause.
The economy of labor, in Mr. Sampson's sense,
is the motive of many of his operations, and the
ke}' to the reasoning which first prompted them.
The breaking up of the clover sod for corn

(which had been mown early in August f()rseed,)

is done as soon as possible aller the heavy job of
wheat-sowing has been completed

; and" this

breakinix up is always finished belijre the end of
December. The land is in beds of 16 feet width,
which are reversed by iiiur-horse ploughs, as be-
fore stated, as deeply and in as perfect a manner
as possible. There is then time to spare, and as
much as may be necessary is spared, to afford the

fi-om his rotation ;
thus makingit, the three-field

j
most perfect execution oi" this important part of

course, of 1st. corn, 2nd wheat, and 3d, clover,
|

the corn culture. No harrowing is then jriven as
plastered, and mown twice, as before, on the best

j

it is jireferred that the surface shall not lie made
parts of tlie fields only, and leavinir the clover

on much the greater part of the land, for its im-

provement. Except this clover, there has been

ro other manure, except the deposite of mud by
freshets on the lowest places, where it is least

or not at all wanted, and where its (greatest hene-

more smooth, at first, than as left by the plough.
To lessen the danger of insects, and other disas-
ters, and to have a more equal and regular "stand"
of corn, it is not planted as early as is usual with
many good farmers. A li^w days before the plant-
ing is designed to be commenced, two-horse har-

fits are more than counterbalanced by the wash- i rows (such as are commonly used to cover wheat )
inir from t e higher and poorer parts, and by tlif

gen'^ral bad state mto which such a soaking puts

the I'lnd. Some res; has t)een given, and what
also may be considered manunn2, involuntarily

however, by some entire losses of crops. Such
was the total loss of the crop of wheat, of 1835,

by hail, after it was in head, and of which scarce-,

ly any was left standing, and neither a head or

f!talk was saved, or removed ; and a freshet, next

year, so muddied the clover, as to render it unfit

to be mown. No grazing is permitted on the low-

grounds ; Avhich prohibition is made necessary by
there being no fences separatinor the lowgrounds
of adjoininfr proprietors. And this is the only

Jand on the farm that is not grazed whenever un-
der ffrasg.

Under this system, the low-grround of this farm
has become capable of producing 50 bushels of
corn to the acre, and 30 of wheat, thoush after

corn. It is not desirable, but the reverse, to h;ive

the wheat after the clover—(which is so much

are passed over twice, and across, as well as in the
direction of the beds. If made necessary by the
state of the ground, the harrows are made" heavier
by weights, and more than two harrowings are
•liven on the most intractable spots. The two
harrowinss generally suffice to put the surfiice

into a state fine enough for a garden, or seed bed.
'JMiree shallow furrows are marked off on each
bed, five feet apart on the bed, and six feet width,
of course, is left between the two outside rows of
adjoining beds—the additional foot being needed
for the water-furrow. The corn is strewed by
hand thickly along the seed furrows, (at the rate
of a bushel of seed to three acres,) and neatly cov-
ered by an implement drawn by one horse. This is

made by two coulters or shanks, turning towards
each other, in a frame, running close to each side of
the fiirrow, so as to throw on it a neat little ridge of
fine mould. Shallov/ covering is desired, and no
danger apprehended from its being loo shallow.
Should a freshet or heavy rain cause the land to
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h-ake, it is a very easy and rapid operation to open
the crust of the Hitle ridge, by strii<ing through it

sideways with light hand-rakes. Tliese are kept
for this purpose, and have long been so used,

when thus required.

According to the genera! practice in the culti-

vation of the larm, the earliest horse-work was
commenced as soon as the young ])lants were con-
.^idered high enough to be out of the way of in-

sects and ail other depredators, and therefore safe

to thin out—and when the longer delay of thin-

ninir would hurt the growth. This will be when
the plants are from four to six inches high, and

corn, the earth is filled with their seeds; and
hence, the succession of their growth, and the

need of these weedings. After the last named
horse-tillage, nothing more is done until the state

of the earliest wheat shows that the time for com-
mencing harvest is not remote. Allowing then
as little time as will suffice to finish belbre harvest,

the same large one-horse ploughs, are put into the

low-grounds, commencing by throwing a good fur-

row to the corn, and filling up, and heaping on the

Rirrow previously left open, and so finishing up,

by as many other furrows as required, the whole
interval between every two adjacent corn-rows.

the time will usually be early in May. A good
I
This ploughing is given as deep as the state of

farrow of a single-horse plough, of the largest

size, is now run as close as possible to the row of
plants, turning the earth from the row, and cover-

ing with it the balk or interval between the fur-

rows. In the bottom of .this lljrrow, a coulter

(drawn also by one horse or mule,) is run twice,

the two strokes being a iew inches apart, and as

deep as the horse cami well draw them. The coulters

spoken of here, are made simply of a piece of bar

iron, long enouah for the purpose, about two and
a half or three inches by one inch, and fixed in

the beam the nnrrovv side Ibremost. The foot, or

cutting part only is altered in shape by the smith's

hammer, and that merely by being brouijht to a

chisel-shaped point, no wider than the thickness

of the bar of iron, and so curved, and set in the

beam, as toenterthe earth well. The corn is then
thinned by first striking broad or weeding hoes
through the row, so as to leave a cluster on a few
inches of space between the strokes, which are

thinned to a single stalk. No replanting is ever
done (unless some casualty makes an entire

ploughing up and second planting necessary)

—

but wherever there are vacancies in the row of
corn, caused by the depredations of birds or in-

sects, setting plants is preferred. This is done
with hilling hoes—first digging a hole sufficiently

deep, and then digging up a plant with a full hoe
of earth, fi-om a spot where thinning is needed,

and dropping it into the opened place. This ope-

ration is performed in moist weather, and previous

to the thinning and weeding. In such cases, the

plants so removed are not in the least retarded in

their growth, and besides saving the great labor of

replanting corn by seed, as customary, the impor-
tant object of a uniform and equal growth is much
better secured. With this thinning by the hoes,

whatever other weeding that may then be re-

quired is executed; no hilling up of the plants is al-

lowed, but as much earth returned as was drawn
away by the chopping out of surplus plants, or of
weeds.

Besides this regular weeding, which accom-
panies the thinning, it is sometimes preceded
by a slight skimming of hand-hoes along side

of the corn, which is rendered necessary by
the richness of the land, and its not being
grazed. There are several kinds of convolvulus,

which grow thickly and rapidly here, and which,
if not prevented, would tie up, and confine, if not

smother the corn, while it is very youna:. These
slender and succulent vines are easily cut off and
killed, by a slight shaving of the surface by sharp
weeding hoes, which is very rapidly done, and
does not move the soil to any extent worth nam-
ing as tillage. As the latter growth of tliese vines

is not destroyed, and often covers the matured

tilth of the soil permits. This operation is finish-

ed before commencing to reap the earliest wheat,
(which, is usually from the 8th to the 12th of
June,) and is the completion of the whole tillage

—

except that a slight brushing over by one-horse

cultivators is given afterwards, during harvest, if

the rapid growth of convolvulus vines, or other

weeds, should require it. Neither this, nor any
other horse tiflage is ever permitted so late as after

the wheat harvest is over. The cultivators have
five trowel-shaped hoes, which may be about four

inches wide when new, and, though carrying so

much width at a stroke, may cut, in so mellow a
soil, from two to possibly four inches deep.

But this last operation is not always given, and
is not deemed necessary in the least for keeping
the land open enough. The object of it is to

keep the surface cleaner for the wheat-sowing; and
It is so designed, as well as the previous plough-
ings, which were given to open and pulverize the

soil, as not to break the roots of the corn to any con-

siderable and therefore injurious extent. Mr.
Sampson thinks that breaking the roots is injuri-

ous to even the youngest corn, and his culture is

planned with the purpose of avoiding thatefiisct as

much as is possible, consistently with giving and
maintaining enough openness and friability of the

earth. With this view, by thorough preparation,

he contrives to give the greater part of his corn til-

lage belbre the seed is planted.

It may, therefore, be assumed, that the latest

horse-tillage, which is importantto thecorn, is that

given just before harvest. At that time, the corn

is generally from knee to half thigh high. The
safety and propriety of so early a "laying-by" of
corn will scarcely be believed by the great body
of the farmers of Virginia, who still think it es-

sential to give the last ploughing afler wheat har-

vest is over—and the plan would have astounded
those of" a previous generation, who always
ploughed corn as late as August.
But for the present crop, Mr. Sampson has

pushed still farther the omission of the usual, and
what is generally deemed an indispensable amount
of tillage. No plough has been used in his corn

since it was planted—only the coulter and cultiva-

tor. At the early stage when there has hereto-

fore been given the first |)loughing, (of a furrow

turned from each side of the corn-row.) instead,

the whole interval was deeply coultered—the

coulters drawn by a single horse, and cutting about

six inches apart. This was early in May, and
was the only horse tillage, except that the cultiva-

tors, as usual, and earlier than heretofore, ran once

over the field—and afterwards a second time on a

small jiart. There was the usual early hand hoe-

ing and weeding, and shaving off of young con-
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volvulus vines; and also a later weeding, of the

latter slight lashion, of a Rnu\ll portion. The in-

tluceaient tor this last extra work was, that the

laborers were on the ground for a ii;w hours of an

evening after finishing some other job. When
«lio\vn the ground (on Aug. 14th,) I could not

perceive that the corn was any better there than

the adjoining. There were many cow-itch (trum-

pet llower) vines, scattered thinly throughout the

field (a part of Sabot Island,) and numerous
young convolvulus plants just starting. But none
of these weeds seemed to have alfected, or threat-

ened to hurt the crop. What is much more to the

purpose than my opinion thereon, Mr. Sampson
is satisfied that the tillage of his crop has been

sufficient, although the long continuance of drought

has served to injure the whole cropj and will great-

ly lessen the product.

The still dimmished tillage of this year was en-

couraged by the result of two experiments previ-

ously made in different years, the circumstances of

which will be stated.

The first was on four acres of the field, on which
the cultivator only was used, once or twice, and of

which the crop, bej'ond all question, was as good
as on the adjoining part, and the balance of" the

field, cultivated on his usual plan. The thinning

and weeding of the corn on these four acres were
as usual.

The second experiment was still a greater de-

])arture from usage. Fifteen acres of the field, in

clover, remained untouched until the clover had
reached nearly its full growth, and begun to show
blossoms. It was then turned under as deeply

and effectually as possible, and corn planted im-

mediately. The state of the clover indicates that

the time mast have been late in May. The
plough could not be used to mark off the rows for

corn, and it was done by marking with a piece of

wood—the holes being opeyied with hoes. A
very fine growth of corn fallowed, and there

was a good prospect of an abundant yield. But
severe drought came at the critical period of

earing, and there was but a middling product.

The only horse tillage consisted in a slight running
over of the cultivators, taking care not to turn over

the subverted sod, or to touch the covered clover.

When I went through and examined the now
standing crop of corn, it evidently had suffered

considerably by the drought. But there was no
appearance of suffering, or prospect of suffering,

for want of sufficient tihh, or of sufficient clean-

ness. The plants stood so much thicker than I

had been accustomed to see, (though I myself
am condemned by my neighbors lor planting corn

loo thickly,) that I could not judge of the value,

or probable product. Of course each particular

stalk and its ear, was inferior in size to what
it would have been, if allowed nearly twice the

space, as is usual.

There was one part of the island field planted

still more thickly. The sixteen-feet beds here

had five corn-rows on each, and the closeness in

the rows not less. The narrowness of these in-

tervals made it impossible to run the cultivator af-

ter the first time. We examined carefully, the

junction of this piece with the balance, and it did

not appear that the crop was made less heavy by
this closer planting.

Sabot Island is surrounded by the water of the

river, the narrow (northern) branch being forda-

ble at the ordinarj'- height of water. The island

contains 420 acres of low-ground, and stretches

along, and forms jiarts o!' the farms of li)ur or five

dilliMOnt proprietors. The part belonging to Mr.
Sampson is 120 acres. This li'iiile island, aUvajs
bearing heavy crops, and divided into as many
small compartments as is required by the rotation

of each proprietor, when seen from the neighbor-

ing high hills, presents an object no lees beautiful

to the eye of the admirer of natural scenery, than
gratifying to the mer6 liirmer, by its rich products,

or promise of abundant crops.

There is a particular point on the brow of the

river hills, at the lunction of Mr. Sampson's land

with his neighbor's to the east, where the pros-

pect can scarcely be rivalled, in the combination

of beautiful and striking ligatures in the landscape.

Thousands of acres of these rich low-grounds lie

in view, adjacent or remote, separated by the

meandering, a'nd sometimes divided course of the

river, which is in flill view for miles, both above
and below, in some parts lessened in appearance
to a mere thread of sdver, and in others expanded
to what might seem parts of distant lakes. The
uniform level of so large aiiody of low-ground is in

strong contrast with the surrounding high hills
;

and the verdant cover of some of the latter is ren-

dered still more marked by the contrast presented

on others, close by, in red galls, and the naked black

sites of old coal works, both of which are so nume-
rous as to cover a large portion of the surface, and
to be barely separated into different red or black

splotches, by narrow strips of green. Many neigh-

boring residences and fb.rm buildings are in sight,

and several large mansion houses increase tf:e beau-

ty of the prospect. There are other minor objects

of interest to a stranger— in the neighboring steam
engine of Anderson's coal works, and at some-
times in the rapid passage of the coal-cars to the

river, carried by force of' gravity alone, from the

shaft of the mine to the river. But the feature

that speaks most to the itnagination, if not to the

eye, is presented in three peaks of the Blue Ridge
Mountains, which in clear weather, and just before

and after sunset, are distinctly seen, though bare-

ly raised above the horizon. These are sixty-se-

ven miles distant, as measured on the map by a
straight line.

Culture and improvement of the hilly land.

It has been the main object to have corn as sel-

dom as possible on the hills; and when it was ab-

solutely necessary to have that crop, as a cleanser

of foul land, to substitute the coulter for the plough
as much as possible. The rotation first adopted

on the high lands was

—

1st year, oats—the stubble afterwards fallowed

for wheat

—

2nd year, wheat, sown in clover

—

3rd and 4th year, clover, grazed.

This land received all the manure from the

farm-yard and stables, and the unrotted offal of

grain crops. The rotted manures, in preference,

were used as top-dressing on the wheat. The
wheat straw (when not required for feeding stock,)

was used dry and unrotted, to be spread thinly

over the poorer parts of the land, when in young
grass. This is considered the most profitable use

of straw as manure. By the careful application

of these means, together with leaves from the

woods, and with gypsum used in every rotation
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on the clover, the poor and gullied river hills have

been every where covered whh soil, and grass,

and have become highly productive in grain.

Mr. Sampson's ibrmer practice of'uppl\ingsur-

face manure, was given in the first number ofthis

iournal, in extracts liom his private letters, in an-

swer to inquiries on the subject. As tliere are

many of its present readers who have not the first

volumej the statements will be coj)ied here.

" Dover, Goochland, Jan. Slst, 1833-

" The surface manuring mentioned by my neighbor

Col. W. has become very much the practice in this sec-

tion of countiy. I have myself applied my manure
mainly in that way for several years past, and with

good effects. I have also selected my wheat fields as

the most advantageous application of the manure, that

is, for the benefit of both wheat and clover, as niy

wheat fields are uniformly sowed down \vith clover

seed. I have ascertained satisfactorily irom practice,

that land of inferior grade will be better taken with

clover with a light application of manure on the sur-

face, tlian land viuch better without it : nor have I any
doubt but that it is the best practice, if wheat alone is

the object. My practice for the application of the ma-
nure has been, to be well prepared with teams anc^ tools

for the speedy haulingwhen the land is frozen, in order

that no injury may be done the wheat. The spreading

may be done at almost any time, provided you do not

let it remain long enough to bleach or injure the wheat.

I am well assured that the best application that can be

made of manure is on the surface, for both wheat and
clover; and through the agency of the clover, I would
say the best for the land. I have no doubt that it may
be extended doubly as far, advantageously. 1 also con-

sider wheat straw worth more on the surface than any
other application of it: indeed I uae but little in any
other way, and use leaves fi-om the woods as litter for

my stock yards.

"February 23d, 1833.

"With respect to my practice with the use of ma-
nure, it varies somewhat according to circumstances,

having such a variety of soils, and the condition in

which the land is found varying iioui the actual gullied

or galled state, to all the grades of naturally good a,nd

mean land. It suffices to say, that when a piece of

land is intended for cultivation, which is entirely ex-

hausted, gullied or galled, the first process would be to

give it a more even surface by ploughing in and level-

ling gullies, &-C. When this is done, 1 litter freely, fpr

the purpose of turning iu with the plough ; leaves from

the woods I prefer, as they are more readily turned un-

der than wheat straw, which enables me to keep more
straw for applying on the surface, where I greatly pre-

fer it. I usually plaster the litter before turning it in,

say at the rate of a bushel to a bushel and a half per

acre. On land thus prepared, I seed oats, but reap but

little, as might be supposed. I fallow this land again,

and seed wheat at the fall, when the litter thus turned

in is pretty well rotted. On the wlieat I top-dress

lightly, and plaster again, say three pecks to a bushel

per acre, which produces a saving crop of wheat, and
enables me to get the land well taken with clover, which

I think an all-important object where improvement of

the soil is wished. My wheat straw I generally apply

on my pasture land, twelve months, or more or less as

may be convenient, before ploughing in.

The manure which I use for top-dressing is general-

ly pretty well rotted, having been made the winter pre-

vious to using it. For instance, the manure of this

winter's making, I a})ply the next winter, taking ad-

vantage of all leisure times with teams, &c. in spring

and summer, to collect my manure from the different

yards in which the different kinds • of stock are kept,

some kinds of which are better than others—say, from

etable yards, sheep, cattle and hog pens, from ash banks,

and wood yards, together with leaves which have been
heaped the winter previous in the woods. 1 liaul to the

fields intended to be seeded with wheat, (during the

summer as above mentioned,) manure horn the diHer-

ent places named, forming heaps that will contain from

thirty to fifty heavy wagon loads, as the case may re-

quire, making those deposites at the most convenient

places for speedily applying them on the wheat when
the land is firm, (or frozen would be preferred,) haul-

ing alternately from all the kinds enumerated, so as to

form a I'egular layer of each, where it remains until

used. I then cut it down from top to bottom as they

are removing it, which mixes it in such a way as to

give a due admixture of all the manures on every part

on which it is applied.

Manure accumulated in the difl'erent stock yards

from the commencement, of winter, and remaining un-

til midsummer or later, possibly some until fall, will

not run into great heat ; and should it be so disposed, the

fermentation will be over before applying it on tlie

wheat in winter.

Yours respectfully,

Richard Sampson."

Mr. Sampson has not altered his opinion of the

value of the surtiice manuring; but other circum-

stances have induced him to change his practice.

The increased lertihty of his high-land has been ac-

companied by the increase of that pest, blue <rrass,

which requires a tilled crop to conquer it. There-
lore, he has been compelled to introduce corn into

his high-land rotation, substituting it lor oats iu

such parts of the field as is most inR'sted- by blue

grass. Then, again to do justice to the corn crop,

and to prevent its injuring the land, he gives to it

all his farm-yard manure, and that he piouirhs un-

der deeply, late in the spring, that being the first

ploughing. This deep and late ploughing buries,

and he hopes will conquer the blue ijrass. The
corn crop on hijih land will not be continued longer

than to efiect this cleaning purpose sulTicienily.

Though it had not been loiig since drouiiht had
parched the grass, the late rains had covered every

part of these hills witii verdure, such as 1 liave

rarely seen on any hills in Virginia below the lime-

stone mountain land; and though I am opposed
to grazing any lands, of which the increased ler-

tilization is the prmarj/ object, it must be confessed

that there is fur more beauty in pasture land itsell)

than of similar land not grazed, besides the appear-

ance of the herds of fine aninials.

3. The poor gray landi.

No cultivated part of this class of land, on thi.s

farm, now exhibits the deirree of natural poverty

and artificial exhaustion which was manifest on all

but a Itiw years ago. Eut even if there was no
other testimony, the Ibrmer bad condition might
be inlljrred both irom the poverty of the adjoining

woodland, of similar soil, and the additional inju-

ry caused by the exhausting tillage and washing,

on other similar lands of the neighborhood.

The great resource used ibr improving this land

is found in leaves and gypsum—this mineral ma-
nure being found to act here well, when applied in

combination with vegetable matter. When anew
piece ofthis worn land is designed to be improved,

the course pursued by Mr. Sampson is first to co-

ver it heavily with leaves, brouiiht just as raked

up in the neighboring woods. These are laid on
as thickly as they can be ploughed in well and
deeply by good two-horse ploughs. This is done

in tlie latter part of \\inter; and oats are sown at
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tlie proper Un\f, afier a i^ooil haiTovviMU of the

surlace, but liijlit enoiiixh not to di.-Jtiirb ilie co-

vereii leaves, or turn back the soil. Gypsum had

been sown on the leaves, alier they were spread,

thicker than is usual on clover—not less ihaii one

and a hall", and perhaps as much as two i-nshels to

the acre. The leaves laid on were Irom twenty to

tliirtv larnre waijon loads to the acre. The crop of

oats thus made is irenerally poor enontjh— but the

wheat succeeding produces well. On some ot'this

land, which [ saw under preparation I'or the wheat
o\' the second rotation, atler the commencement
of this course, the previous crop of wheat was
known to have averaged twelve bushels, on the

whole field of 47 acres. This land was part ot a

tract of 80 acres which had been bought at $6—
tully double its value, by estimate, and more than

double it left withoui beinij improved. The first

crop of wheat made on the forty-seven acres, sold

at ^1 the bushel, and brought in more than the

purchase money of the whole eighty acres. An-
other piece adjoining, of fifteen acres, though no
worse, had been bought for something over .^3.

On this was a long narrow strip ol' moist bottom
—supposed to be three hundred vards long and not

more than six to eight wide. This was sown, af-

ter the wheat, in herds grass, and brought a pro-

digiously heavy crop—and the hay cut therefrom,

in one season, sold lor more than the cost of the

fifteen acres.

I heard the first oat fallow (for wheat") on these

forfj^-seven acres spoken of by some of Mr. Samp-
son's neighbors with admiration. When the ibr-

mer surface of the soil was then again brought

up by deep ploughing, the leaves had entirely rot-

led and disappeared. The product of wheat,
stated above, showed that they were not lost.

After the wheat, clover had been sown, and plas-

tered, and atler four years in. grass, (and grazed,

as all the highland is,) a like heavy coat of leaves

was again applied, and the second rotation com-
menced, as before, with oats. The stubble of this

crop of oats was in the course of being ploughed,

when 1 saw the land, (Aui^ust IGth,) and a differ-

ent result was seen as to the rotting of the leaves,

which had been prevented in a great measure, by
tiie general dryness of the sutnmer. On this ac-

count, a new experiment was trying of lidlowing

the oat-stLi.bhle land with three-hoed cultivators,

which cut the suriiice very shallow, and very im-

perfectly. The object of this was to avoid draw-
ing up the unrolted leaves, and to cause the scat-

tered oats to sprout—an essential part of the oat

fallow system, as otherwise many of the oats

would live, and be mixed greatly with the next
crop of wheat. It was intended, after a week or

two to give this "scratch-fallow" a cross harrow-
ing, which will insure the sprouting of all the oats

—and a good two-horse ploughing, near seed time.

Will prepare well for the wheat.
Mr. Sampson estimates highlv the value of

leaves as manure. Those used by him arc from
oak forest. He values pine leaves much more
highly, both for greater strength, and the fieedom
from the liability to be blown away, if not ploughed
under, as is the case with oak leaves; but there is

very little pine in this part ot the country. Ed-
ward Scott, esq., whose farm is across the river,

also uses leaves very largely and profitably for

manure, and has done so for, many years. He
pursues the more laborious practice of passing

Vol. V--47

them through his stable, or winter cattle yards.
Jle inl!)rnyed me, however, of a remarkable luid

profii;ible applictiiion of the li-esh and unrotted
leaves, as ihey are raked up in the woods, in the
pracli(;e of his brotlier, who is a cultiviilor of
tobacco in Albemarle, and who uses such leaves
regularly as manure tor his tobacco, and to

his entire siiiisliiction as to the enriching and
other benefit thereby produced. His tobacco is of
small size compared to the product of very rich

lands; but the quality is so good and so peculiar,

that xMr. Edward Scott had heard twodifi'erent in-

telligent tob..cco merchants of Richmond, express
the opinion that there must be something in the
land of his brother peculiarly favorable to the

fine flavor of tobacco. No doubt this quality was
annually furnished to the land by the application

of leaves. It is well known that the tobacco raised

on newly cleared wood-land, (which of course is

manured by leaves, J has a flavor diflx'rent from,

and superior to that of other lands. The expe-
rience and oj)inions of both Mr. Scott and Mr.
Sampson, hold out strong encouragement to all,

and especially to the people of the pine district, to'

commence, or, if commenced, to increase their use
of this neglected and inexhaustible source of fer-

tilization—wherever the land is cajmble of retain-

ing the improvement so acquired.

When clearing wood-land, Mr. Sampson per-

mits no brush to be burnt, as is the almost univer-
sal course elsewhere. It is all carted to the near-
est galls, or the spots of thinnest soil, and laid

over so as to form a thick cover, which lemains
until well rotted, belbre the land is ploughed.
There can be no doubt of the value and cheap-
ness of this mode of using brush, on any improv-
able poor soil, or sub-soil. When viewing some
galled spots, still lying under this heavy and
long continued cover, it seemed to me evident
that if marl or mild lime could have been also'

given liberally, at first, that great and permanent
fertility would have been insured. This might be
done to great extent in the low country, where
clearing is a regular winter's job, and where
there is plenty of poor land, and of galls, as well
as of inarl. Notwithstanding that the peculiar
qualities of these soils, and their aptitude fbrgyp-
suni, enables them to behighlyand profitably im-
proved without calcareous manures, Mr. S. does
not think the less of tke value of the latter. It is

to him a subject of much regret that his locality

has Ibrbidden his obfainino- them heretofore, and
he hopes yet that the supply may be hereafter ob-
tained at price's not too liii^h for profit, through
the fiicilities that will be offered by the James Ri-
ver canal, now in progress, and- which passes
through his farm.

When any piece of wood-land hap been clear-

ed, f>r cultivation, the preparation hae always-
been unusually laborious and perfect. Every
thing that would obstruct tillage, except the stumps,
has been carried o!f—^the brush for manuring gul-

lied and barren spois, and every thing else for fuel

or timber. Repeated coulterings in different di-

rections are given, and every root near the sur-

face is cut oft' close to the stumps. This thorough
removal of roots has been lijund to be improper
and injurious, as, by reducinir the supply of vege-
table food too much, the early productiveness of the'

land was manifestly le.«sened.

The last new clearing was shown (o me, then'
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under its first crop. Its preparation had been pe-

culiar, even in regard to the usatres of this farm.

After removing every thing which had been cut

down, the land was coultered four times, in as

many directions. The whole surface was then

covered with li'esh ii\rm-yard manure, and turned

under by a good ploughing—which the thorough

coultering enabled to be done. This was a labo-

rious preparation, but it served for the lohole til-

lage of the crop, with tlie small exception that will

be mentioned. Corn was planted in drills five

leet apart, and left to stand about twenty inches

apart in the row, and field-peas drilled thickly in

rows between—so that both made alternate rows,

thirty inches apart. In the very narrow spaces

between the corn and peas, a few strokes of the

coulter were given once, when the corn was about

half leg high—and that operation conipleied the

whole after-tillage. I found the ground to be

in good tilth, and clean, there being almost noth-

ing growing but the crops—the land evidently

having not wanted more tillage. The corn look-

ed well (allowing for the great drought which had
prevailed until very recently,) and the peas were
a very luxuriant growth. Their vines were regu-

larly and closely matted throuirhout every row,

generally knee high in the middle and covering

about half the entire surface of the <rround. They
are of the late kind, (the tory pea,) producing

vine and leaf more abundantly than seed, and were
then just beginning to bloom, and of course have
yet time to spread over much more surface than

they then covered. I objected to the iiiving vege-
table manure, and especially unrotted manure, to

new-ground—for the reason that, however poor

or unproductive it may have been, it must have
contained enough, if notan excess, of unrotted ve-

getable matter, m the leaves on the ground. Mr.
S. thought that the objection did not apply to this

piece of land, as from its great exposure to the

violence of the winter winds, which svvept over
a wide open country, very i'ew leaves remained
here—most of them being blown away to the ad-

joining woods.
As Mr. Sampson does not expect to increase

his now cultivated surlace, by more clearings, or

otherwise, he proposes to change his hiu'hiand

culture to a six-field course, which, however, will

not be regular, but the crops be changed accord-

ing to circumstances. It has alread}'' been slated

whycorn was introduced into the highland rotation,

and when he hopes to again discard it. It may
not be worth while to state more particularly,

plans that are as yet but designed, and which are

not expected to be permanent. It is determined,
however, to reduce the grazing stock, so as to give

some of the clover crop, as manure, directly to the

land ; and it is expected, thereby, to have crops of
grain, either wheat, oats, or corn, (while corn is

continued,) on three of the six highland fields eve-
ry year—clover being on the balance of the term.

Grass culture and hay. Pasturing live stock.

Every part of the cleared land that is not under
grain, or in jireparaiion liira grain cro[>, is made to

yield grass, either for hay, or for profitable ffraz-

mg ; and grass forms a larger proportion of the

products and profits of this fiu-in than of any other

that I have heard of below the mountains. Ma-
ny Jarmers, of the non-grazing school, fand I for

one of them,^ would be inclined to condemn so

much grazing of the fields ; but, whether the plan

pursued here, in that respect, be the most rapidly

improving, or yielding the heaviest annual returns,

or otherwise, the results prove, beyond all quesfion,

that this course has been both highly improving,
and productive of large yearly profits. Consider-
able sales are made of live stock, and ther products,

besides obtaining the large supplies consumed on
the farm. Of tlie latter, the main article is the

pork, which is always made at home, and for

making which the clover fields furnish an impor-
tant resource. More than ninety fattened hogs
were killed for pork last year, and nearly, if not

quite one hundred are expected to be liittened this

year. It is a rule here to raise every thing at

home that is required for home supplies, that a
fiirm can and ought to furnish; and I observed that

this was extended even to the product of cotton

—of which there is a patch, and for which the

climate and soil of this region, are certainly not

well adapted.

The cattle kept, amount to between seventy
and eighty in number—but as belcDre slated, the

number is intended to be reduced. The flock of

sheep has sixty ewes, Tise working animals are

fifteen horses and mules (besides riding and car-

riage-horses,) and usually eitrht oxen. Besides

supporting all in long forage, there has been fur-

nished, by contract, to the plage proprietors, for a
long time, 100,000 lbs. of hay or sheaf-oats a
year—and about 50,000 lbs. are sold to other per-

sons, and ahvays by wholesale, or never in small

quantities. On& fourth of the great l)ody of low-

ground, is in standing timothy meadows ; and
herds grass is sown in every little spot that is

moist enough to suit it better than grain. It is

not surprising-, that Mr. S. should consider grass

as one of the most profitable products of" his farm.

Besides the grazing fiirnished by all the high-

land fields, there are two standing pastures; one
of twenty-five to thirty acres of the most steep

and irregular part of the river hills—and another
farther back, of seventy acres. Herds-grass had
been sovvn at first, and found to resist continued

grazinii: sloutly, and for a long time. There are

also several small grazing lots, lor a few blooded

horses, rearing for sale, and separate enclosures

for rams, and for young heifers, to prevent breed-

ing at too early ages, or at improper times. This
rearing of race horses, was the only thing observ-

ed or heard of, in Mr. Sampson's whole practice,

which was a matter of speculation, and great haz-
ard as to the success. But as it was but a small

matter, and the business but in its early stage,

it was not worth incjuiring as to the particulars.

If" so good a fi^rmer and economist, should con-

tinue, for ten years or more, to rear racing stock for

sale, a full exhibit of his account of cost and profit,

and of his final results, and his opinions of the busi-

ness, would be a most interesting and useful docu-
ment for the people of Virginia.

Mr. Sampson has, for some years, been raising

cattle of the short-horned (or Durham) breed.

He has a fine show of young heifers of the halt-

brcod. He lorat his fiill-hlooded cow aftershe had
brought one calf only, and his fine bull died whilst

I was there. He was then on a neighbor's farm,

and hig death was supposed to be caused by being,

lioven, from eating new clover hay. I was not

before aware of any danger of this disease, after
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the (Traps was cured. J3y the way—thouo'h cattle

are subject to lie hoven, by ii;razitiy on luxuriant

clover, Mr. S. says that the dauixer is entirely

avoided if they are not penneil at niu'ht, but are
sud'ered to remain on j^'rass. It is their lontj last,

and conse(juent ravenous appetile, which induce*;

them to swallow the clover so liist as to produce
the too rapid ItM-mcntation and extrication of gas
in the stomach, whicli causes the swelling, and
oiien the death of the animal.

So far as Mr. Sampson's experience has irone,

theliali-blood Durham cattle are at least ashardy,
and keep m as good condition on like Jbod and
treatment, as the common stock; and he has no
around to doubt the equal hardiness of the lull

breed; but as to them, he has not had full time and
opportunity lor observation and comparison.

Tubacco.

Mr. Sampson was at one time induced to fall in

wiih the general practice ol' this part of the coun-
try, in devoting a part of his farm to the culture of
tobacco. This new business continued through
three crops, before it was abandoned. Not hav-
ing been acquainted with the management of that

crop, he employed an overseer for that especial ob-
ject, who had the reputation, and did not fbrl(iit it

when tried, of being an excellent tobacco mana-
ger. He had lijil powers to give all the labor that

he deemed necessary to that part of the business

of the itirm—and also to manage that crop in all

respects as he thought best. He exerted these
powers throuuhout ihe three years. The crops
were good, and sold at lair prices lor their quality.

The tobacco was large and strong, such as is

made on the richt^st land, but not so fine-flavored

or high-priced, as may be grown on poorer lands;

hut yielding, as he supposed, more profit, for the
cost, than the liner tobacco would have done. At
the end of the three years, he resolved to aban-
don the culture, having ascertained by the most
carelul estimates, and which, indeed, were concur-
red in, for rather were made first, at his refjuest,)

by his overseer, (who knew all the grounds on
which they were made,) that the three tobacco
crops occupied half the labor of the farm for three
years, and that they sold for only as much as one
sixth of the value of the whole product raised,

and either sold, or consumed at home; or, that the

cost of the tobacco was equal to that of all the
grain, grass, meat, &c., while the value in mar-
ket was to that of the others, only in the propor-
tion of one to five. The results were considered
decisive as to the ;»'i)priety, in his circumstances, of
preftirrmg grain and grass culture to the substitu-

tion of tobacco Ibr them, iii any proportion wliut-

ever.

Manure-making and application.

This part of my observations has been already
mostly anticipated by incidental remarks connect-
ed with other subjects, and therelbre, but little

now remains to add.

The corn-stalks are all conveyed to the winter
fiirm-yard, lor litter and manure. There is unu-
sual difficulty in this labor; as the greatest part of
the stalks are every year grown on Sabot Island,
where no vegetable manure is applied, and there-
fore, they are wasoned across the fbrd. where the
water is three feet deep, when lowest.

The unrotted manure of the farm-yard, (of
which, corn-stalks are the principal material.) is

now used lor corn on highland. It is not carried
out until just before the (ilanting of the land is de-
sired, (after the main boily of ihecroj) is finished,^

aial then every part of the Ibrce is directed to

carrying out, spreading, and ploughing in the
maniu'e. As many wagons and cans are kept as
w)ll fiirnish employment to every draught animal,
and this unusual amount of outlay, is also an eco-

nomical investment. This manure is put on at

about twenty wagon loads, and gypsum also sow-
ed. From thirty to forty acres a year are ma-
nured fi-om the farm-yard and stables. Mr. S.

thinks much better of the strength of cornstalks,

fbr manure, than is the general opinion.

Tiie wheat-straw, if not required as food, ia

spread, from the stacks, thinly on young grass,

which is the best ajjplicalion. The remaining
thin spots (most of which, were formerly naked
galls,) whether in pasture or arable land, are

dressed in this way, until brought to compare
with the surrounding ground. It would also be
preli^rred to use leaves in the same manner, aa

top-dressing, but that they would be blown away
by the winds. As they are used, about thirty

more acres are manured annually with leaves

—

and by all the materials of putrescent manures
used, one whole field of the highland six-field ro-

tation will be mnaured every year, or the whole
highland surface in one term of six years.

(Jypsum is applied with all heavy vegetable

maimrings, and also, once in the course, to each
field of young clover.

Oat fallow.

The practice of sowing oats as a preparing crop
fbr wheat, is general here, and in the neighboring
upper counties. It seems totally opposed to the

principles of the rotation of crops—as it is a case
not only of the succes.«ion of two grain crops, but

of two broadcast crops, and of grains very similar

in growth and character. But the general expe-
rience, and ap[)roval of this practice, by reading
and thinking farmers, as well as by merely practi-

cal cultivators, through so large a district, and fbr

such length oftrial, should induce us to pause, before

condemning it merely because it is opposed to the-

oretical principles, correct and sound as they may
be. The inducements to pursue this i)ractice, are

the following. When a considerable portion of a
firm IS to be tallowed for wheat every year, the la-

bor would be always great, and in dry autumns
impossible to be performed, if the first ploughing
was delayed until August, or later—as is proper,

and ind(!ed, essential fbr clover fallow, to secure

the growth of clover, whether lor hay, or seed, or

to bt^ turned into the ground, Ibr manure. But by
breaking up a part of the land designed to be fal-

lowed, in the spring, and sowing oats on it, the

labor is then not only performed at a time of more
leisure, but is far less difficult, owing to the then

moist state of the earth. The whole preparation

Ibr the oats is but of trifling expense, and a valua-

ble crop is thus very chea[)ly obtained. The soil

is left (unless subject to blue-grass,) clean and
sufficiently loose to be ploughed generally with

ease, and with certainty in the dryest weather
that may occur in Aui^ust. The crop of wheat
succeeding oats, Mi'. Sampson thinks, is at least

as heavy as it would be after corn. He does not
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concur in the opinion, vvliich is so general in some
other parts of the countr}', that oats are more ex-

hausiinir tniheland than other grains. The aver-

age product of the preparatory crop of oais (in

measure) is by him consiilered equal to double

thai oi' the wheat which ioilous.

Wheat-sowing.

The sowing of wheat on tlie hills is commenced
fi-oni the 7th to the lOih of October, and tliis most

important part of the operations ot the year, is

then pushed as rapidly as the Ibrce engaged will

serve to execute. It sometimes is lengthened into

November, though it is very desirable that it

(should not. On the low-grounds, early or May
wheat is always sown, because by ripening ear-

lier, it extends through a longer time the always

heavy labors of harvest. This part of the crop,

thouLWi it ripens first, is sown latest, (t is not

deemed saiii to commence sowing it until the 20th

of October, inasmuch as if sown as early as the

later kinds are on poorer land, the plants would
begin to joint, belbre danuer fi'om frost was over.

The early wheat, when first made, would some-
times ripen belbre the end ol' May, and its name
of ''May Wheat," was not therefore' always, as

now, totally misapplied. However, it now rarely

ripens earlier than from the Sth to tiie 12th of

June.

Saving clover-seed.

It is one of the regular operations of the year,

to save enough clover seed (or sowing all the wheat
land the next spring. The mode used (in prefer-

ence to the drawing oil the heads by a machine,
or to any other,) is to mow the second cro|) (the

first having been taken for hay,J as early as the

greater part of the seeds are hard. The whole
crop is carried, as soon as dry, to be thrashed out

by the wheat thrashing njachine, and the seeds
separated from the stalks, but not Irom the chaff.

These are sown thus mixed, and the standing
of the plants is much more sure than ti-om clean-

ed clover-seed, even if the latter germinate as

well, which is not the case with near all of those

which are purchased.

Among the stalks of the clover, there still re-

main some few seeds—and the best application of
this litter is to be spread on galls, as they are not
only thereby as much improved as by any other
litter, but are more certainly set in clover by the
seeds, than by any other made ol' sowing.

Miscellaneous matters, and general remarks.

The regular laboring force of the farm consists

of twenty hands, of which, fifteen are men— fifteen

working horses and mules, (not counting carriage

and riding horses,J and usually eiirht oxen. The
force of hands is increased during hay harvest

and other of the most busy seasons, by some
others employed generally in the house.

The whole amount of crops, annually made,
may be stated irenerally at 500 to 600 barrels of
corn, 3000 to 3500 bushels of wheat fthe best

crop was 5000, and the worst, of late years was
1800 bushels—J and fi-om Ibs300,000 to Ibs400,-

000 of hay, including under that term sheal-oats,

with timothy, herds grass, and clover hay, and
not including the fodder or other long forage ol'the

corn crops. The stage proprietor, Edwin Porter,

who must be an excellent judge of so important

a part of his large business, as leeding horses, con-

tracts for lbsl00,G00 of fong forage a year, to be

delivered by Mr. Sampson, if he makes it; and
timothy and herds-grass hay, and sheaf-oats are

received under this contract, in any proportions, at

the same price and supposed value; but corn-fod-

der, wfiich, in this part of the country is generally

preferred to any hay, is excluded by the purchaser.

The prices under these annual contracts began at

seventy-five cents the one hundred pounds, and
have risen to one dollar.

Mr. S. values highly, as horse food, what the

wheat millers call "brown stull," or "ship stufl,"

which is made of the inftirior products thrown out

in making flour. There are so many grades and
names of the different products of wheat, other

than the flour, and those of the same name ditler

so much in different mills, that nothing but close

inspection and comparison will serve to fix on the

grade meant. He has found this to weigh as

much (\v\ country mills) as SSIiis. to the bushel—
and has bought it at prices varying from thirteen

to as high as thirty cents. It is said to contain

much of the germs of the grains, which are the

richest part— and altogether it is a nutritious and
cheap food for horses, given as part of their daily

allowance. Too much of any wheat ofial is dan-

gerous, and it has been known even to kill horses.

Mr. S. knew of a brood mare, kept on wheat-
bran and grass, that was injured by being made
stiff in the joints, until the cause was suspected,

and removed by change of food.

The grazing on clover is a very important re-

source in aid of the rearing, and first part of the

fiittening, of hogs. Even in winter, the|breeding

and young stock of hogs get mucli food from the

roots of clover, on land intended to be manured,
and put in corn the next spring. That this bene-

fit may be secured, as well as for other objects,

the ploughing of the land to be so manured, is put

off until just before the necessary time for plough-

ing.

The corn-fodder is stripped and saved for for-

age, according to the general usage of the coun-
try, and Mr. Sampson does not agree in opinion

with those who think that tfie pulling of the fod-

der is more injurious to the grain, than the value
gained. His ojiinion rests, however, merely on
general observation ; as he has never tested the

question by comparative experiments.

The general appearance of e\'ery thing on Mr.
Sampson's farm indicates a system of good order,

and unremitting attention. There was nothing
seen of the marks of waste and loss caused so of-

ten, and to such great extent, by permitting things

to get a little, andaliftle more, out ol'proper order.

Tlie good condition and repair of the fences and
gates, farming utensils, &c., and the good flesh of
working animals, and other live stock, were illus-

trative of the doctrine that it was bad economy to

depend on any thing, either for active or passive

service, that was not in its best and fiilly efl'ective

condition for the service required. Mr. Sampson
seems to have profited nothing by the economy
of "make-shifts;" which, when correctly under-

stood, is the mefhod of operating with insufficient

means.
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In prPtJOiiliiij; these inul similar notos of aijricu!-

tiiral practict's, aiy purpose is to coiivey iiilornia-

lioii aiul iiistriiciion, and by no means to seeic or-

ra.*ious to hostow |)orst)nai rompiiinnits, and euio-

iiicH, even whtMi they nia\- iic well lieserxi'il.—
My observaiioiis ai'e nol iiiliMiiled to ha\'e aii\'

liearinif on ilie individuals, whose lUrms or laliors

are relerred lo, except in strict and necessary con-

nection willi their characters as farmers. But so

Jar as the amount of a ipan's properly, or Iiis o-en-

ral |)roceedin<is and success, serve lo jrive charac-

l(!r, and Ibrce, and value, lo liis practices in larniini:-,

to pass by all such tliin<fs entirely vvilhout notice,

would, to strangers at least, p:realiy lessen whate-
ver value or instruction sucli statements miijht

possess. For these reasonvS, I hope that the lew
remarks that will Ibilow, will not be considered

either uncalled lor, or obtrusive.

iMr. Sampson's distini^uished success, as a far-

mer, is known by report to all who have heard of

him ; but they have probably also heard, and cor-

rectl}', that he is a very wealthy farmer—and it is a
common sayin<r, that "with money enouffh," ma-
ny would be good farmers, who always have con-
tinued bad .ones, merely because poor. Mr.
Sampson berran his iarminip at daily labor, be-

tween the plou^rli handles, on his fi^ither's poor
farm, in Goochland— and from that humble be-

ginning, and with means of every kind, in his ear-

ly life, either very scanty, or entirely deficient, he
has gained his wealth and eminence, solely by liis

lianils and head—his labors, his knowledge, and
his attentive care, as a cultivator of the soil.

But mere industry, even when guided by the most
correct knowledge, without capital, or with very lit-

tle capital, could not have alone produced this

result. He, therelbre, very discreetly, when first

of age, hiied his abilities for managiuij a larire

farming capital, to one who possessed the capi-

tal, and wanted and could well appreciate, and
properly compensate such services. He under-
took the management of the large and valuable
estate on James River, since owned by John
Wickham, esq., and remained twenty years in

that one service, and for the last sixteen of them
in that of the present propiietor—who is himselfj

one of the most enlightened, judicious and success-
ful agriculturists, of all who do not reside on, and
personally superintend their farms. In that time,

Mr. Sampson had earned enough capital of his

own, and credit, to buy the farm on which he has
since resided and cultivated ; and for that purpose,
with regret on both sides, the connexion ceased
between him and his employer, the long continu-
ance of which was so unusual, and so honorable
to botli parties.

Mr. Sampson furnishes also a striking contra-
diction to another popular opinion, which is at

least as generally received as the one just stated,

that it requires wealth, or surplus capital, to make
a iTood farmer. This is the opinion that experi-
meaiers are always bad fanners. That there are
very many injudicious experimenters, and that
they are, of course, unsuccessful as farmers, is

very true; but it is equally true, that there are a
hundred times as many persons, who are as bad,
a.nd even worse faraiers, who never tried an expe-
riment hi their lives. Mr. Sampson has been
throughout his faming life, in the management of
his own lands, a frequent and bold experimenter.
And though no one can expect the greater pro-

portion of any m-w experiments to be profitable or

successtid, in his case, their general result has
certainly not accordi'd vvilh ilie [lopular opinion of
the character and the lorlun<;s of experimeuiing
(ill iners.

Till!: ALM:(;i:i) nisAi'i'ioARANn: of i.iaiE, af-
TlAi ITS Al'PLU'ATION.

The following-, is an entire though a sliort article,

of the last No. of tlie Cultivalur: and iVoni its f'oiiri,

seems to be editoiial.

"Lime, we mean the carbonate, whether in the form
of powdered limestone, eliete lime, chalk, marine
shells or marl, diliers in one particular from the other

common earths-—clay and sand :-— it decomposes and
disappears in the soil—sund and clay do not. Hence
the advantage of re-appiying calcareous matters to

soilsat intervals of a tewyears— of re-liming, re-marl-

ing or re-ashing liliagH lands."

We should not have discovered what was meant to be

conveyed by the expression that lime "decomposes and

disappears in the soil," if it were not made sufficient-

ly clear by the context, that the writer considers the

carbonate of lime as a temporary and transitory ma-

nure, which, at intervals of time, and not of long time,

(if requiring renewal in "a few years") will disappear,

j

like putrescent manures, and the soil be again destitute.

We should not have expected this opinion to be either

entertained and thus l)roadly expressed, or endorsed by

the editor of the Cultivator—though we may find as

eioneous opinions on lime in almost every book on ag-

riculture, and almost every week, in some agricultural

publication, and seldom think it vvortli while to notice,

or correct them.

II is very true, according to our views, that calcare-

ous earth, when given to the soils that most require it,

and in barely sutficient quantities, is decomposed, and

forms new combinations of lime (but little, if at all

known to chemists, ) in the soil, and in the plants which it

helps to nourish. But this decomposition \s\evy differ-

ent from the destruction or disajypearance of the manure
A very small proportion of lime enters and forms part

of growing plants; and so much as is carried off in the

grain to market, or is not returned to the land in ma-

nure afterwards, certainly does "disappear" and is lost

to the land. But this proportion is so small, that, except

in theory, it is scarcely to be considered an exception to

the permanency of calcareous manures. So some por-

tion of silicious earth is, in like manner, taken up by

the growing wheat and other plants, and therefore, it

Would be equally correct to speak of the silicious sand

in soil as a fugitive ingredient, which will require

renewal "at intervals" if not "of a few years," at

least of a few centuries. Practically, the lime given,

by nature to the fine lands of western JVew York will

be as little likely to "disappear" in the cultivation of

centuries, as will the sand be perceptibly be diminish-

ed on the lands lying still nearer to tlie residence of

the editor of the Cultivator. And when the calcare-

ous ingredient has been given by man, to a soil natu-

rally deficient, "whether in' the form of powdered

limestone, effete lime, marine shells, or marl," there is
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no irioro reason todoiibt the permanency of the benefit,

tlian if n itiire had been the improver of the soil. It

is certainly true, that very light a|)})licatioiis will re-

quire being added to afterwards; and even a heavy

dressins; may possibly be advantageoiiiy increased after

many years; but not, in either case, because the first ap-

plic:itions, or their full benefits, hzye disappeared. Se-

cond or additional applications in these cases, are merely

additional investments of capital in a business in which

the first investment had been, and continued to be,

highly productive and profitable, and which thereby

invited the investment of more capital, for the purpose

of producing still more annual profit.

If we have attaciied more importance than it de-

serves to the short article copied above, it is caused by

the high respect which we have been accustomed to

entertain, in common with the agricultural public in

general, for most of the agricultural opinions of our

brother editor.

From the Centrcville Times.

MACHINE FOR DRAWING UP THE STUMPS OF
TREES.

Travelling lately on the banks of the Connecticut

river, in the vicinity of Hanover, 1 observed hun-
dreds, and 1 believe thousands of rods of strong

substantial and durable (ence, made of white pine

stumps extracted from the ground with their roots.

Curiosity led me to inquire by what power and
machinery, the operation of extracting was per-

tiirmed. An obliging stranger showed me one of

the machines and explained the manner in which
it was applied—and as I apprehend these machines
mav be used to great advantage in many parts of

the United States, where they have not been heard

of, 1 will endeavor, as far as I can recollect, todes-

crdie the machine, and explain the manner of

using it.

The machine consists of a very strong pair of

wheels, say 18 leet in diameter; the axis is about
15 or 16 inches diameter. Near to, and the in-

side of one of the wheels, a third wheel, some-
thing less than the others, is framed on the axis

as a lujb. A large rope or hawser, is iiistened to

the periphery of the small wheel and coils upon it.

To the end of this hawser are hitched four oxen
—a large chain is made tiist to the centre of the

axis and round the stump. The oxen drawing
u[)on the hawser, turn the small wheel and axis,

while the two large wheels remain stationary,

only supporting the operation. The stump when
thus extracted is boriie of otf, swinging under the

axis, to the line where the fence is to be made.
It may be necessary to add that where the

stump is large, and holds a strong grasp upon the

earth, the most prominent top roots should be cut

oir three or lburl(>,et ti-om the stumps.

The fence is constructed by throwing the stumps
into line, and stopping in here and there a root to

secure the widest openin<xs. To those acquainted

with the durability of [white] pine stumps, it is

hardly necessary to observe that the lijuce con-

structed of ihem will remain sound for at least one
generation.

The machine constructed as above and applied

by four men and lour oxen will extract from se-

venty to eighty slumps per day. its usefulness

needs no comment. There is nothing visionary

about it. The experiment has been tried upon a
large scale, and many a farmer, who heretofore

dreaded the pine stump as an enemy which would
survive himself and annoy his heirs, now swings
his undisturbed scythe or cradle over the strong

ground vvliich his liillen foe once occupied.

[We have seen near Saratoga, New York, the ma-

chine above described, though not in operation—and

witnessed the valuable effects, in the increased value

of the land thus efiectually cleared, compared to its

being left encumbered with numerous stumps of so

lasting a kind, and also, in the excellent and durable

fences thus made. But there were several circum-

stances there existing, which are not found here, and

which made the operation more easy, and more neces-

sary, that it would be with us. The wood of the

white pine, which is almost the sole forest growth of

that sandy region, is very lasting—therefore is so

much the more valuable in a fence than stumps here,

and would be so much more a lasting impediment to

tillage, if not removed. Besides these motives for the

operation, the sandy nature of the soil and sub-soil

about Saratoga, made the extraction of stumps much
easier, than it would be on more close soil.

From tlie Journal of the Franlilin Institute.

FABRICATION OF BEET SUGAR IN FRANCE.

From the Becevil Indvstriel, for November
1836, we make the following abstract in relation to

the expenses and profits of the cultivation of beets

and the manufacturing of sugar in France.
We shall take as an example the factories of

our northern deparUiients, where this enterprise

has been longer and most profitably pursued. In

this part of France a hectare of land suitable for

the cultivation of beets, rents at a medium price

for 70 fr-ancs a year. The occupier has to pay a
duty of 12 francs per hectare, so that the soil of

each hectare costs him 82 francs.

The expenses of seeding and culture including

manure, laboring, weeding, and gathering the

plants, may be estimated at 300 fi-ancs ; hence a
hectare of beets costs in these departments about
382 francs. The produce fi-om this quantity of

ground is from sixty to eighty thousand weight of

roots. Taking 76 as a medium, we find that the

manufacturer who is also the cultivator of his beets,

pays lor them about 5 francs 45 centimes per thou-

sand. Although in some fi.ivourable circumstan-

ces from 8 to 8^ per cent, of sugar has been ob-

tained from the beet, it would not do to estimate

the ordinary product at more than 5 per cent. At
this rate the thousand of beets would yield 50 demi-
kilog. of sugar, and consequently the produce of

a hectare would be 3,500 demi-kilog. of sugar.

The cost of fiibrication, including animal char-

coal, fuel, manual labor, wear and tear of ma-
chinery, oflice duties, &c. amounts at least to 750
francs to bring to a crystaline state the sugar of a
hectare of land. Hence the 3,500 lbs. of sugar

which the hectare produces comes, altogether, to

1132 francs, which makes a pound of sugar cost

32 centimes; but froni this we may deduct the val-

ue of the molasses (about two per cent, of the

weight of the beets) and of the residue of the
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pressed roots, (filleen percent, ofthe whole) whicli

may be reckoiieil iit ei<rht centimes—so that the

pounil of snijar stands 1 lie manuiaciurer at the cost

of twenty Ibnrc.cntian's.

The mean value of a hundred weight of sugar

is 55 francs, and if these were the only considera-

tions in the cost and produce, the profits would be

enormous ; but we must take into account the cap-

ital necessary to be embarked in the operation.

Now It is estimated that a factory adapted to the

\vorkin<i: of five millions of poundsof beets, would
require in the cost of land, buildings, and machin-
ery, an outlay of 150,000 trancs. The interest of

not but that it will be again rejocted, as before, to re-

turn to winter wheat. We have never tried spring

wheat—because no question was entertained but that

it was not preferable to the winter wheat, except

where the climate forbade the latter standing through

the winter; and where that is the case, we doubt wheth-

er it would not be better for the spring as well as

winter wheat to be abandoned, and s\d)sti(uted by

other crops.

''Winter wheat—is altogether hotter than it was last

year, yet will hardly equal the average of former

years. It appears far'better now than could have been

this sum at 10 per cent, divided by the 250,000 anticipated in April or May, as the season has been

admirably adapted to bring forward every root that re-

mained alive at the close of the freezing weather of

spring. Should it escape the worm, we may hope for

a fair crop, if not a heavy one.

Sping ivheat.—Much more of this valuable grain

was' sown than usual; indeed it may be said that the

culture of tliis kind of wheat has within two or three

years increased a hundred fold. Some twenty-five

years since it was extensively sown, but it became

pounds of sucar obtainable from the above quan
tity of roots, would come to 6 centimes per pound,

which extends the cost to 30 centimes or 30 francs

the hundred. This would yield a profit on five

million of roots, of 60,000 francs a year; but such

a profit requires an extensive fabrication. The
advantages to those who operate on a small scale

are much less in proportion. Nevertheless there

have been, of late years, in the northern depart-

ments, small manufacturers, who perform the la-

bor wiihm themselves and do it with advantage.
We may cite among those who work in a small

way, a John Joseph Lecerp who keeps a small

inn at Onain near Valenciennes. By means of a
ver}' simple apparatus he succeeds in making in

one season about a thousand pounds of sugar.

A single room, fourteen feet^square, contains his

clarifying and evaporating vessels. His wife's lye-

tub serves lor a reli-igerator. The only decent in-

strument which he possesses is a rasp which makes
400 revolutions in a minute and which is worked
by his children. His sugar is of good quality, and
he has even obtained the medal of the Agricultu-

ral Society, by way of encouragement.
The imperfect means which these small fabri-

cators employ, only allows them to obtain 3 or at

most 4 per cent, of sugar from their roots, and they

find this advantageous only by the exemption
which they enjoy from taxation. Even the show
of an attempt in the Chamber of Deputies last sea-

son to extend the tariff^, induced some of them to

give up, and among those was Joseph Lecerp.
Should such a law be passed, only rich manufac-
turers and very large establishments can he suc-

cessflil, and in this stale of things it is next to a cer-

tainty that foreigners would appropriate to them-
selves a fabrication which they have studied among
us, and would eventually supply us with thesuijar

of their production which would more than rival

our indigenous manufactory.

subject to the attack of the fly, and an improved state

of farming gave winter wheat the preference. The
failure of the last on some farms for two years past,

has again introduced spring wheat, and at the present

time it appears very promising."

SPRING WHEAT IN WESTERN NEW YORK.

The following extract from a late Genesee Farmer

gives indirecL support to the warnings of "A Practical

Farmer" on this subject, at page 270 of our No. 5.

This passage is part of a statement of the condition of

crops in Onondaga county, a part of that region in

which spring wheat has this year been most promising.

But it would be very unsafe to judge of its value by

the results of a particular season—or to judge of its

profits by comparison with the present crop of winter

wheat, which suffered so greatly- by the weather of

last winter. It seems too, that this is not the first ex-

tensive trial of spring wheat in N. York—and we doubt

From the Lexington (Va.) Gazette.

SPUING WHEAT.

To the Editor:

Dear Sir:—Your note of the 27th ult. request-

ing information in relation to my success in the

cultivation of the spring wheat, was not receivetl

tor several days, and my engagements sincej have
prevented an earlier answer to the several queries

propounded. I will now endeavor to answer
them, in the order of your note, as well as I can,

from an experiment on three small lots, and l()r a

single season. The wheat is of the beanled fam-

ily, with a beautiful, clear, yellow straw, the

meshes, I think, placed closer on the head than

is usual in that variety ; consequently it gives a
belter yield from the straw, than a careless obser-

ver would suppose, fi-om the length of the head.

The grain may be called red, and of medium size,

resembling very much the bearded wintei* wiieat,

common in our county.

In regard to soil, preparation, and time of sow-
ing, I would remark, that in the experiments I

have made, I sowed at three times, and on difle-

rent soils ; first, on the last week of Febuary, on

a clover fallow, ploughed in the same month;
then on a stiff' clay, (without cover) about the

15th of March, ground ploughed near the time of

the first lot ; and last a lot of corn land, of medium
quality, ploughed the last week in March, and

sowed as soon as ploughed. The corn lot gave
much the best yield and best grain—standing

well, and free ti-om injury of any kind until ripe.

The two first lots gave too luxuriant a growth
—and the wheat fell belbre it was made—conse-

quently, the grain was somewhat shrivelled, but

the straw was clean and fi-ee fi'om rust. The
quantity sown was about 1 1-2 bushels per acre,

which I have no doubt, was one third too much,
and the yield near 15 for one, on all the lots to-

gether, but considerably more on the corn land.

I cut the spring wheal, the day I finished cutting

the winter grain; and my belief is, that in ordina-
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ry seasons, it will ripen about the same time. As
to its yield in iiour, f cannot speak, not liaving

had any jrround, but jiidtre fi-om the appearance
of the nrain, that it will not make as fair flour, as

any of the white varieties of wheat, but that it

wiil yield flour, in quantity and quality, equal to

the bearded winter wheat, or any of the red

wheat common amongst us. In answer to the

query, '-whelher the irrain can be advantageously
substituted, in whole or in part, for the coiimion

winter wheat,"— I have no hesitation in saying,

that it should not be substituted in whole, but tliat

I am of opinion that it may be advantageously
substituted in pari. I think that corn land is the

best preparation, and that all, or so much of it, as

cannot be well preparetl, and sowed in <rood time

with winter wheat, should be reserved for this

crop. Every ll^rmer will at once see how much
such an arrangement would relieve him in his fall

labors, and with what ease, and how handsomely
he could prepare his corn land for a spring crop,

by removing the stalks o(f the land at his leisure

in the winter to the barn-yard.

Your last query is, whether I have seed to dis-

pose of I have raised mure than I wish to sow
—but many persons have made application lor

seed, and until they call and receive what has
been promised, I am unable to say how much
I will have to spare.

It is my desire to dispose of it in small parcels,

and to spread it as widely as possible, believing

as I do, that it will be a valuable crop, particular-

ly in situations, and on land subject to injury

from the action of the frost. I believe I have an-
swered all your queries, in a hasty and imperfect

way to be sure ; but I hope, that as other farmers

in tile neighborhood have tried the same crop,

they will, through your paper, favor us witli their

experience and views, and thus any omission of

mine wiil be supplied, or error into which I may
have fallen, corrected.

Very respectfully,

A. T. Barclay.

P. S. I ought to have stated that the seed pro-

cured from the north, had in it a considerable
quantity of oats, and that I was not so particular

as some others, who sowed less, in picking them
out; consequently, there is still mixed with my
wheat, some oats, but not so miich as came in the

seed.

A. T. B.

From the New Yorit Farmer.

ORIGIN OF THE MANUFACTURE OF " POU-
DRETTe" of the FILTH OF PARIS.

I have read with much attention and pleasure,
the useful information contained in your late No.,
relative to poadrette. In France it"^is an article of
great value, and a source of much profit to the
companies vested with the exclusive right (dispo-
sed of at auction) of cleaning the privies in laro-e

cities.

Soriie sixty years ago, Paris was in a state of
shocking filthiness, and the police by no means as
well directed as at present. Fountains furnishing
throughout the day, streams of pure and fivsh wa"^
ter—sewers of ample dimoiibions 6 li;et deeji and

5 feet wide,) emptyin^r into the river; companies
appointed to sweep and clean the streets every
evening before ten o'clock, and to make a proper

disposition of the manure, were not then in exis-

tence. The streets were narrow and badly light-

ed, and that part of Paris, yet called the city*,

would give but an imperlect idea of what the vviiole

metropolis was before the revolution.

M. Boursault, who had been unsuccessful on
the stage of' one of our minor liieatres, was the

first man who entertained the idea of regulating

and improving the administration of this depart-

ment of the police, lie solicited from the Corpo-
ration the use of a piece of ground, where the dai-

ly produce of the cily might be deposited until con-

verted into good manure, his plan, being founded
upon free ventilation and action of thesun, requir-

ed a iarije space of ground. He vvas authorised to

use the Petit Pantin better known as Mont Fau-
coa, and that place has since been the rendezvous
of all manuliictories of dangerous and disagreeable

nature, horse and dog slaugliter houses, &c.
For several years M. Boursault carried on his

business to the general satisfaction, and to the ben-

efit of" agriculture, lie made an immense fortune

which he used nobly. * # * *

If the Corporation thought it just and fair that

he who had lieen a benefactor to the city should

be allowed to enjoy the profit of the business he
had so well organized, it was reasonable that his

profit should not pass entire to his successors, and
since JV'l. Boursault has left the management of
the general cleansine of' Paris, it is every year
given to the highest bidder as you term it, and is

not left to adventurers as the Editor of the Farm-
ers' Register states.

But as in society we constantly aim at perfec-

tion, the process which has been found so useful

for 40 years, has become insufficient, and a posi-

tive nuisance. While the Corporation looks f()r

another and more remote location, science has been
consulted for a process that would dispense with
so many reservoirs, the emanations of which are

very disagreeable, if not dangerous, and even in-

jurious to the manure prepared.

Long ago, M. Cliajilal endeavored to remedy
the mode of evaporation in the sun; but the sug-
gestions, of that great chemist were then only

pursued in their application to the arts and manu-
faclures, while his ideas on agriculture, though
considered good and advantageous, were not so

generally admitted into practice. But the benefits

of 20 years peace, and the ffeneral improvement
have set many minds to work, and Chaptal will be
found once more a benefactor of mankind.
You are perfectly correct Mr. Editor, when you

say that a French chemist has found in a vegeta-

ble matter, the means of drying and pulverizing

in a few iiours, tlte contents of privies. The con-

tracts that exist between the Corporation of Paris

and the bidders of the general cleansing of the ci-

ty, prevent the immediate applicadon of the pro-

cess—but as no such obstacle exists in New York,

I think you deserve credit, encouragement and
protection, for your eflbrts to found in your city so

desirable an establishment, in which I wish you
complete success.

* Tlie reader may form some notion of tliis Parisian

"Five Points" when it is recollected, that it was built

before carriajjes were in use.
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KECEKT SALU OF IMPORTED CATTLK.

Tliirty-three bulls and cows of the most approved breeds of Englisli cattle, recently sent to tliis coiiniry by

J. Wliitaker, were sold on September 12th, near Pliiladelphia, at the following prices. Of those brought to

Virginia, the pedigrees are copied from the advertisement of the sale.

Cows.

Ruth,

Adelaide,

Minna, 2d.

Luciliaj

Empress *

Brigliteyes j

Beauty,
Vermilion,

Nonsuch, J
Media,
Ruby,
MayHo\ver,||

Profitable,

Clark viiie,

Virginia. §
Woodbine,
Belicia,

When calved
J

1831
1831

1832
1832
1832
1833
1833
1833
1334
1834
1834
1834
1834
1835
1835
1835

1336

Bulled

Feb. 23, by Scrip,

Dec. 22. by Scrip,

Jan. 7th by Colossus,

Feb. 1st by Scrip,

Aug. 9, by Hector,

Dec. 23, by Colossus,

March 12, by Berryinan,
April 15, by Berryman,
Aug. 25, by Hector,

Aug. 1, by Nimrod,
i)ec. 21, by Baronet,

April 1, by Prinio,

Dec. 19, by Acnion,
Feb. 3, by Acmon,
May 8, bv Prime,
May 1, by Maxwell,

Bought by

Mr. Neir, Ohio,

Mr. Neir, Ohio,

Clarkson,

Mr Ned; Ohio,

C. Warwick, Va.
Cunningham, Vu.
Nelf, Ohio,
Withers,
C. Warwickj Va.
P'"isher,

Roach,
Cunningham, Va.
Nefi; Ohio,

Ned; Ohio,

Cunningham, Va.
Robinson,

Andrews,

'rice.

Bulls.

18. ColotJsus

19. Nimrod, IF

20. Hector,

21. Sir Robert,

22. Melbourne, **

23. Primo,
24. Maxwell,
25. Llewelyn,
26. Colostra,

27. Miser, tt
28. Brutus,

29. Delight,

30. Prince of Wales,
31. Lord Fairfax,

32. Bruce,

33. Celebrity,

Calved,

1834
1835
1835
1835
1835
1836
1836
1836
1836
1836
1836
1836
1836
1836
1836
1834

Bought by
Hickman,
Alex. Hunter, D. C.

Neft, Ohio,

Wetherell,

R. Sampson,
R. Sampson,
Can by,

Gaston,

Wellrent,

Cunningham, Va.
Neff, Ohio,
Eldrige

Kelley,

Andrews,
Roach,
WetherelJ,

490
520
480
420
490
340
430
410
380
370
515
550
630
690
400
450

Price.
*

$ol0
470
475
350
320
310
400
210
260
470
330
370
310
250
360
480

Pedigrees of the Cattle brought to Virginia^

* Cow Empress, (bought by Corbin Warwick, esq. of Goochland, Va.) roan, calved in 1832; got
by Imperial, 2151, d. by Favorite, 4030, a. d. by Snowball, 264S, gr. g. d. by Wellington, 678 gr. or.

g d. by Young Sir Dimple, 971, (Sir Dimple's sister Lilly was sold lor 410 guineas,) gr gr grg d. bv
Layton, 2190, a Son of Mr. Charge's Gray Bull, 872. Empress calved a cow calf on thelOth of
May last.

t Cow Brisrhteyes, (bought by Mr. Cunningham of Virginia,J roan, calved Jan. 15th, 1833; got by
Stapleton, 2G98, d. by Stephen, 145G, g d. Jane, by Mark, 2266, grgd. by Mr. Hutchinson's recTBull,
Rufus, 570.

I Cow Nonsuch, (bought by Corbin Warwick,) roan, calved March 19th, 1834: got by Reformer
2512, (half Broiher to^Colossus,) d. Red Lady," by a Son of Warlaby, 672, g d. Lady, by-

Young Comet, 905, gr g d. Lady, by a Son of Windsor 698, (Windsor's sister Mary was sold for

300 guineas,) gr gr g d. Lady, by Layton, a Son of Mr. Charge's Gray Bull, 872, gr gr gr g d.

Lady, by Eclipse, 1943, gr gr gr gr g d. Lady, descended direct from the Studley White Bull, 627,
for the last sixty years.

II
Cow Mayflower Cbought by Mr. Cunningham^ roan, calved in August, 1834; got by Sir Walter,

2339, d. Manuella, by Marquis, 2270, g d. by Leopold, 2199, gr g d by Dundas, 1943, gr gr g d. by-

Cupid, 177, gr gr gr g d. by Simon, 590, gr grgrgrg d, by Punch, 531, gr gr gr gr'gr g d. by
Bolingbroke, 86.

§ Cow Virginia, (bought by Mr. Cimningham,) roan, calved in March 1835; got by Lottery, d. by
Young Rockingham, 2547, gd. by Wonder.gr gd. by Wellington, 678, grgr gd! by Mars, 412, gr gr
gr g d by Ladrone, .353, gr gr gr gr g d by Mr. Luke Seymour's Sweepstakes.

IT Bull Nimrod, fbought by Gen. Alex. Hunter, of the District of Columbia,^ red, calved Januarv
12th 1835; got by Rtjforraer, 2512, d. Cherry by Imperial, 2151, g d. by Harrison's Son of Windsor,

Vol. V—48
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693, ('VVin(l.?or''s sister Mary, was sold lor 300 guineas^ gr 2; d Lady, by Young Dimple, 971, gr gr

o- d! Cherry, by Favorite, gr gr gr 2; d. Old Cherry, by Goidfinder, 1075.
" ** Bull Melbourne, fbou^ht by Richard Sampson, esq. of Goochland, Va.) rerl-roan, calved m Sep-

tember, 1835;20tby MonitoT, 2331, d. Vioiet, by Memnon,2296. gd. Red Rose, by Snowdrop, 2653. gr

a d. by Barmpton, 1677, gr gr g d. by Waverly, 2319. Melbourne obtained a premium at Durham,

m 1837, and his dam receTve^l oiie at'ihe same place in 1836.

tt Bull Primo, fBoux-ht by Richard Sampson, ; roan, calved January 26th, 1S3S, got by Colossus,

1847, d. Spinster, by Meteor 2nd, 2305, g d. Elvira, by Rarouet, 774, gr g d Emerald, by Meteor,

432, (270 -Tuineas,) gr 'jv a d. Lavinia, by Comet 155, (1009 iruineas.)—(The late Colonel Mellish

relh'sed250 trnineas Ib^Lavinia, when a few months old. She got three premiums.)—grgr gr g d.

Lily by Mr. Colling's Son of Favorile, 252, gr gr ar frr g d. by Mr. Colling's Son of Favorite, 2-52, gr

pr gr o;r gr g d by^'a Bull of Mr. Chapman's " of Dinsdale, gr gr gr gr gr gr g d. by Mr. Grimston'a

Rulf SS"'

tt'BulT'Miser fboufht by Mr. Cunningham, ) white, calved Mav 25th, 1836: cot by Goidfinder,

breeder of Goidfinder. Paulina, the dam of Miser, gave sixteen quarts of Milk twice a day,

GRAPE CULTURE IN SOUTH CAROLINA.

Tn the Editor of the Farmers' Register,

Colmnbia!, Smith Carolina, ")

Sept. 9th, 1S37. 5

Dear Sir—Long indisposilion, and much occu-

pation in a small way, have prevenicd my writ-

ing to you sooner; and another cause fur delay is,

that I wished to have it in my power to give you

the result of my vintage, which [ have this day
terminated, except a small quantity of the grapes

called "Bland's," which I shall probably gather

next week, and which will add 40 or 50 gallons of

wiue to the amount mentioned below.

The culture of the vine is really a strange thing.

It produces an excitemeat somewhat analogous to

gaming, though I hope it is more innocent and

useful. The "rot attacked the grapes, as usual,

about the middle of June and beginning of July,

so as to threaten disastrous consequences to the

crop. The quantity of grapes was very great;

but I do not think much more so than they are

commonly. This rot, however, stopped without

having inflicted on the vines that devastation To

which they are often liable. My vines, particu-

larly those in my siarden, attracted much notice

and admiration. You will not be surprised at this,

when I inform you that I obtained from those

vines, (in my garden one-sixth of an acre,) 4G0

o-allons of wine. I have every reason to believe

that it will be of an excellent qualily. When
such a great quantity of grapes have attained lull

maturity, and hang from a flat-top arbor like mine,

it is dilticult to conceive the beauty and richness of

the sight. I almost tl'ar to mention the almost in-

credible product of two of the vines, which I

cannot, liowever, cive with great accuracy, lor I

did not think of measuring it with the gallon mea-
sure till it was too late, when I noticed it in the

casks, before the grapes of other vines had been

gathered. It was, certainly, upwards of 130 gal-

lons. The largest of those two vines is that men-
tioned in the fourth vol. of the Farmers' Register,

No. 2, pasre 89, near the bottom of the page. It is

27 or 28 years old. The other, which covers part

of the same arbor, is much smaller, and is only IS

years old. Take the produce of these two vines,

and that of the others of the garden, and I doubt

much whctllbr it has ever been excelled in this or

in other countries. These vines are principally

those called Ilerbemonl's Madeira, and a lew of

the Lenoir, in all 45 vines.

The product of my poor sand-hill vineyard, is

nothing to be compared to the above; but yet, it is

grca'.er than it has ever been—740 gallons was
the result there. Not having made any thing of a

crop at the larm lor several years, the vines had
been much neglected, most of them indeed, totally

so. I have no doubt, that with a little care and
culture, they would have produced ar least three

or four times the quantity. This neglect of the

vines was lor the purpose of raising more corn,

which the poverty of the soil would not, did not,

or rather could not yield.

I must, in Hiirness, stale that although the vines

in the two arbors in my garden, were planted wi*hin

aspaceconfainingonly one-sixth of an acre, taken

together, yet the vines extend over head on one

side of the larger one about 10 or 12 feet, and
those of the other extend the same width on both

sides. The part thus covered, however, is in the

one case taken up by a walk, and, in the other, the

ground is cultivated as if it were not thus covered,

so that the ground is not in reality taken by the

vines. I am also trying the culture of the currant

and the gooseberiy, (in which I never have suc-

ceeded before,) under the vines of the larger ar-

bor. The shade seems to produce the effect I ex-

pected from it, and I have had this summer a lit-

tle of tjoth these nice fruits. I am also trying

dwarf pear trees under the same vines, and they
have stood the drought and great heat of this sum-
mer, although they were jilanted very late. I

think it is almost certain the)' would have died, but
for the protection of the vines. Nous verrons.

Although my crop of grajies was great, there

was much rot among them, which had to be picked
out, which operation was lonir and tedious. This
rot, in the Madeira, was that of the early part

of the summer, and the grapes ati'ected by it were
dried up. If these had been left, they vvould not
only have imbibed a (jreat deal ot the juice of the

others, but would most probably have imparted to

the wine a bad taste. My other grapes, the Lenoir,

had very little or none of this first rot; but as they
were attaining their full maturity, they were at-

tacked by a larce insect called "June-bug," and
"fig-eater." These soon destroy a bunch of

grapes, not only by eating them, but also by tear-
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inor the skins, so that with the abundant and lonfi'

rains we liad at that tiine, they destroyed about

one halfofa very bcautilui crop ot ifrapes. Other

insects, as bees, wasps, &c., and birds, even that

beautiliil little one, the huiiuiiinii; bird, assisted the

"Junc-buir" in the work of destruction. 1 confess

I iirudirod tliem ihcir feast, except to the lovely

liiile one last mentioned, which did but hitle mis-

chief Indeed I was much amused to see how the

httie fellows sipped the nectar of the trrapes, which

1 never had observed them to do be(!jre.

I must also say this much in (avorof the culture

of ihe rjrape—that I was much indisposed before

1 beixan to sj^ather ihem and make them into wine,

by which I underwent much faliijue. I did not

<ret quite sick, which I believe I should have been

under other circumstances. On the contrary, I

considerably improved in health, although there is

still much room for further improvement. You
will think, perhaps, by my verbositv and irarrulity,

tbat I am not now without some ftjver. Peihaps I

am not, l)ut I am certainly imder the influence of

liiliu'ue. But why should I write all this stuff

which can be of no interest to you or the readers

of your Rpgister? But I am not (joiner to criticise

my own letters, and therefore. I shall here stop

wrilinir if I can.

In liealth, or otherwise, I assure you that I am
truly, my dear sii-.

Very resnectflilly,

Your obd''t. serv't.

N. Herbemoivt.

ColumMa, S. C, Sept. Vllh, 1S37.

To tlie Editor of tlie Farmers- Register.

I reirret. my dear sir, to be so troublesome to you,

but I beg vou will put up with an old man whose
head is easily confused, and has had ol" late a full

share of confision in it.

The object of this is to request you will correct

some errors in the amounts of wine as stated in

my letter two or three days ago. It appears to

me that I have not been as accurate as proper,

particularly as when I wrote I had still a small vat

to press. I have since measured the casks which
1 filled, with a guaging rod, the accuracy of which
I have repeatedly tested. The iiillowing state-

ment is correct, and I beg you will correct by if

any difference which may be in that sent a lew
days since.

I made at my f^irm called "Palmyra," 750 gals.

At my garden at home, - - - - 528

In all, .----.-.. 1278 gals.

That crop fvnm my garden, beinir only the sixlh

part of an acre, is enormous, being at the rate of

3168 gallons to the acre. A greater crop than

perhaps ever was made any where. At least I

never have seen any account of any more than

2000 gallons, which was considered exceedingly
great. iNline is a true and correct statement, wit-

nessed by several gentlemen of the first respecta-

bility.

As to the product of the two vines mentioned,
the most accurate estimate which I can make of
it, makes it reach to the incredible amount of up-

wards of 170 gallons. I must leave it to stand at

130 gallons to render the statement more credible.

Very respectfully yours,

N. IllORBEMONT.

[Mr. Horbemont need not fear that any one will

suspect a false or designedly delusive statement in any

couiinunication subscribed by his name ; and there-

fore, and because the arithmetical coriections he re-

quests could not easily be made without altering the

language of bis first letter, we have thought it best to

print both ; the second serving to correct any errors of

quantity in the first.

The quantity of wine produced by the two vines

alone, and by tlie vines on the two arbors, considered

in any point of view, shows an enormous product ; and

a result which must be highly gratifying and fincour-

agin"- to all who are prosecuting or design to com-

mence the culture of the vine. But we do not consider

tb.at the one-sixth of an acre on which the vines stood,

is all the land that fui nished to them nourishment.

—

Their roots probably extended considerably beyond the

hmits of the enclosure ; and if not, their branches cer-

tainly did, and would have greatly injured the growth

of any grain crop planted beneath the shade or cover.

—

En. Far. Reg]

I''or tlie Fanners' Register.

ROTATION FOR SANDY SOILS.

" Still let me country culture scan,

My farm my home—my brother, man

—

And God is everywhere."

In opposition to the plan proposed for the man-
agement of sandy lands by General Cocke, in the

transcript of his letter to you, published in this

mouth's Regisier, I would suggest one practised

here and elsewhere in the light lands of the east-

ern counties.

It is a yearly alternation of corn and oats, ex-

cluding the hoof, and setting apart a portion of

ground (or pasturage, to which soiling and tether-

ing is superadded. The black pea is sowed to

much advantage with the oat crop, affording a
fine shelter to the land, and (if you choose) a
certainty of good mutton.

Due attention is paid to manuring, (always on
the surface,) and limiuf? and marling is practised

to a laudable extent. Experiments are also mak-
inir in green sand, which is thought to abound in

this region.

By planiino; the corn in squares, it is cultivated

advantageously, and with immense saving of

labor. The praiseworthy efforts of Mr. James
M. Garnett, of Essex,, have introduced amongst
us tiie twin or prolific corn, which has greatly

enhanced our crops ; and I take this opportunity

of awarding to an estimable and ineriloriotis in-

dividual, the tribute of my heartfelt thanks for his

untiring zeal in the cause of neglected agriculture.

As an humble laborer in the same field, I

earnestly ask the attention of my agricultural

brelhern to this invaluable kind of corn. Testi-

monials of the most satisfactory character, are

daily proving its decided superiority to all other

corns.

Under the course of management as related

above, our lands are improving, wnich they would
do under that mentioned by Gen. C. I suppose^

but for the grazing ; and the fields lying out thus
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lotifj would become so foul as to create much ad-

dilioiiiil labor.

Oberlin.
King and Queen, 2lst Septemher.

From the Genesee Farmer.

QTTRSTrONS RRSPECTING THK EGOIVOMY OF
OlTTrNG UP COKN.—TOPPING OOIINSTALKS
SHOULD NOT BIO PRACTISED.

It has ive tliink been siifficiently ascertained,

that when corn is injured by an early frost, cuttino-

it up coniributes nothing to its relief^ and nothing
to its subsequent improvement. It is we think bet-

ter in such cases, not to molest it, for unless the

frost be a very deadly one, the corn will still derive

nutriment from tbe stalks and leaves. There is

another question related to this which we think

merits the attention oragriculturalists. The ques-
tion is this : Is it, in general, good practice to cut up
corn at all, or to cut up the stalks while tbe ears

are attached to them? We are nnt ibr war, and i(

we were disposed to answer this question in the
negative, we should scarcely dare do it, knowing
as we do that this would bring us into conflict with
almost universal o|)inion, We will, however,
suggest certain considerations, and leave the ques-
tion to be adjudicated and settled by our readers.

1. CutliniT up corn at any time before the leaves

are fully dead, does undoubtedly injure the crop in

some degree, affecting it probably both as to quan-
tity and quality.

2. When corn is cut up, and the stalks secured
in the best manner they can be, it rarely fiiils that

some of them get down, and thus both the corn
and stalks are damaged bj exposure to the weath-
er. If it were not so, the large butts and stems of

the stalks are of little value (or fnlder. Ibr no sort

of stock will eat them, unless compelled to it by
jdire starvation.

3. If the stalks be left standing in the field, cat-

tle will consume quite as great a portion of them
in the field after the corn is gathered, as they
would if ihey had been cut and gathered to the
barn.

4. As rr.'aterials for dunsf, ptalks cannot be dis-

posed of to belter advantage tban to be allowed to

remain where they grew, and there be mixed with
the soil, as is usually done by subsequent tillage,

5. Cutting up and securing a well grown crop

of corn, is a heavy and toilsome labor, involving,

together with the eubse(]uent ingathering of the

stalks, no trifling item of expense.

If these things be true, is it, in general, good
practice to cut up corn at all? In times of threat-

ened scarcity of winter teed tor stock, it may be,

and probably is, wise and prudent to do it. It may
too be profitable to do it, in the vicinity of cities and
large villages, where fodder commands high prices.

In agitating the question thus far, we have sup-

posed that the stalks, if they were cut and gather-

ed to the barn, were to be given to stock, without
further cutting, or any other preparation. In the

case of farmers who have good cutttng machines,

and intend by cutting to prepare their stalks for the

use of animals, the question may assume an en-
tirely varied aspect.

With a few occasional exceptions, our practice

for several years has been, to let our corn remain
unmolested, imlil the lime of harvcsliuii it. Some-

times we have cut up and gathered the stalks, af-

ter the corn had been sepeiated from them. This,

when corn is harvested early, can be done lo ad-

vantage, and if culling be practiced at all, we
think this is the better way. More generally we
have left our stalks to be depastured in the field

where they grew.
The advantages of practising as we have done,

are supposed to consist, 1st. In a greater quantity

and better quality of corn. 2d. In exemption
from much toilsome and expensive labor. The
only loss known to result from this practice, con-

sists in the inferior quality of the stalks to be con-

sumed as fodder. It does not appear that, as to.

quantity, there is any loss, for cattle will consume
as great a portion of the stalks, while depasturing

in the field, as they would if they had been cut, as

is usually practiced, and given out in the barn yard.

Neither does it appear that any thing is lost, in

connection with the economy of manures. Or if

there be any loss in this article, certainly it is very
small.

We offer these remarks for the consideration of
farmers. The question is, are the advantages
which, in ordinary cases, result from cutting up
corn, while yet in a state of imperfect maturity,

sufficient lo balance the damage which it does to

the crop, and the expenses of doing it.

Hitherto we have said nothing relative to the

practice of topping cornstalks, which formerly pre-

vailed almost universally, and prevails now to

some extent. The economy of this practice has
been the subject of so many experiments, and so

much light in regard to it has of late been gained,

and disseminated in the public journals, that it

seems scarcely necessary to re-agitate the subject.

By many well conducted experiments, it has been
proved most conclusively, that topping the stalks

of corn, while as green as to be worth topping,

essentially injures the crop, often causing a reduc-

tion equal to one-fifth of its value. Among en-
lightened farmers, the practice of topping has fal-

len into general disrepute; and as it is most clearly

an unprofitable practice, it should be entirely

abandoned.
Dan Bradley.

Marcellus, N. Y., Feb. , 1827.

BRITISH OPINIONS ON THE 'eSSAY ON CALCA-
REOUS manures', and THE ORIGINAL DIS-
COVERY OF ONE OF ITS POSITIONS.

The package containing the April No: of 'Loudon's

(British) Gardener's Magazine', and some other for-

eign agricultural works, was not received until late in

September—which delay has prevented our seeing

earlier the following communication in that No. The
passage quoted below, by a correspondent of that jour-

nal, forms part of a very long and elaborate article

in a previous No. of the same work, from the pen of

its editor, Loudon, on the progress and advancement

of horticultural and agricultural discoveries and im-

provements, in general, in 1836. The length of that

article added to other considerations, prevented its

being before republished in the Farmers' Register;

though this reference to it will induce the republica-

tion as soon as it may be convenient. But our present

business is with the objection to a particular passage,

which is here copied at length.
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"The principle, thai no soilvnll conimiie fertile tvhich

wants calcareous miitlcr, made public thirty yea.rs ai^o.—
111 Vol. XII, p. ()30., you state that, 'In uf;ricultuiiil

'science, tlie only point that we can recolli'ct woitliy

'of iiotifo that has occiirred (hiring; the past yf ar, is

' the advancement o( the principle by the American
' aiiricnltnral writer, Mr. Ruffin, that no soil whatever
' will coiitinm' fertile lor any Icnoth of time that does
' not contain calcareous matter. 'I'liis, we believe,

' was never distinctly stated as a principle by Kirwan'
' Chaptal, Davy, or any other Europenn chemist or

agriculturist.'* !n the Bath Societifs Papers, vol. xii.,

there is an article headed, 'Chemical Analyses of

Soils,' by C. Boyd; in which, after icivino; the analyses

of three soils belonginn; to Dr. Fox ol' Brislington,

near Bristol, Mr. Boyd states that these soils were re-

markably stent, and that the leading; fact discovered

in the aalysis of them was, tliat calcareous earth was
wanting; in each soil. 'I have never heard of a fertile

soil,' adds Mr. Bovd, 'tliat did not contain some por-

tion of it ; and, were I to ofler an opinion as to their

treatment, it should be to use limestone gravel very

freely. Lime seems necessary as an ingredient in

their composition ; consequently, it should be had, if

the " ""

tile that wants calcareous matter.

—

Peter Mackenzie,
West Ple.an, Jan. 7. 1S37.

As it does not seem to have been the design of

the writer above to charge the author of the 'Essay on

Calcareous Manures' with plagiarism, or claiming as

his own the prior discovery of another person, it is not

necessary to say more on that head than that he had

never seen or heard of the opinion oi publication of

Mr. Boyd, until just now presented in the letter copi-

ed above. Nor will that argue unusual ignorance,

when it is certain, from his own words, that Loudon
(perhaps the higbest agricultural authority now liv-

ing,) was manifestly ignorant that any such prior

statement had been made, and perhaps every other

agicuUurist of character and authority was equally

uninformed. This would be enough to prove that

Mr. Boyd's statement, though published in a popular

and widely circulated work (the 'Bath Society's

Papers') either attracted no notice, or was speedily

That Mr.practicable, in the state of carbonate : if quicklime is . forgotten. That Mr. Boyd's inference, to a certain,
spread, a consideTable time rnust elapse before it re-

! ^^^^^^ ^^^ ^„,,^p^,f j^ ^^^, certain-however few and
turns to that state. In another place, Mr. Boyd re- ^ . , .

, , , , ^
.,i^.-i.c 'Ti,r.f r,!-,,,*.! fia,-i.ro cr,m<> r^,-r.r.r.,-i\r^n ,^coorf^, msufftcient might havB bccu thc tactis from which hiS;

inference was drawn. But there is scarcely a theoretic

cal opinion on agriculture that has been advanced as,

new, in the last thirty years, of which something ve-

marks, 'That plants derive some proportion of earth

from tlie soil in which they grow, cannot be denied

:

at the same time, it must be admitted, that the carbo-

naceous principle, in some form or other, appears ab-

solutely necessary to the production of good crops.'

(392.) It will happen, at times, that the honor of a r.V like had not been long before hazarded by some,

discovery will be contended lor: lor instance, the dis- forgotten writer, and which (on his data,) was more
covery oY oxalic acid, which some say was made by

[
often the result of ignorance, than of the knowledge

Bergman, others by Scheele ; and some would rob

Priestley of the honor of the discovery of oxygen gas

and nitrogen gas, and ascribe this to Lavoisier. I

think it but right to state, that the honor is due to Mr.
Boyd, for laying before the public, upwards of thirty

years ago, the principle that no soil will continue fer-

*The following sentence follows in the article of Mr.

Loudon quoted from, and furnishes additional testimo-

ny of the writer's opinion. "We refer" continues the

editor "to the review of Mr. Ruffin's book in p. 156;

[of Gardeners' Magazine, and which was copied into

the Farmers' Register, p. 104, vol. v.] and those who
|
hides and objects of his satire, might be claimed

of sound principles of agriculture. The writings of

the wildest theorists, and of the least sound reason-

ers, in agriculture as well as other sciences, are pre-

cisely those in which we would be most apt to find

the earliest intimations of things discovered afterwards;

to be true, and brought into use many years after such

intimations had been forgotten, even if they ever had

been known to any extent. If 'Gulliver's Voyage to

Lapiita' had been designed to pass for truth, there is

little doubt but that for some one of the crazy acade-.

micians and philosophers, whom the author used as ve-

wish to peruse the work entire, will find it copied in

vols. VIII and IX of the 'British Farmers' Magazine,'

where it is given as a series of original communica-

tions to that periodical!"

The fraud which Loudon refers to in the last sen-

tence—and which was committed while the ' British

Farmer's Magazine' was conducted by the Rev. Henry

Berry—was exposed in this journal, and commented

on in terms of due severitj'', (p. 511,vol.iii, Far. Reg.)

It is proper here to say, that Loudon was mistaken (as

would have been any other reader,) in supposing that

the 'Essay' was copied entire in the English periodical.

If this had been done, there would have been no reason

for the author to complain, whatever might still have

been thought of the act and the manner of appropria-

tion by the English editor. But, while he copied

pearly the whole of the ' Essay,' there was enough

omitted and changed to injure the work, and evidently

with the object of concealing the origin of the essay,

and to maintain its false character of being designed

by its author "as a series of communications to that

periodical !"

the merit of the first conception of some of the scien-

tific discoveries of latter times. The 'flying island' of

Laputa itself might be considered as showing the first

conception of aerial navigation by balloons, and of the

but recently announced electro-magnetic motive pow-

er. In agriculture, more than any thing else, almost

every opinion, both false and true, has been advanced

at hazard ; and even when true, the truth was not

known, nor the practical value appreciated, either be-

cause it was lost among numerous errors, or because

stated at hazard, and without proper grounds to sus-

tain it.

But it has also happened that there have been for-

gotten, or had remained unknown, those who were

truly the first discoverers of some most valuable appli-^

cations of science and art; and which were afterwards

again discovered by others in remote regions, or at

distant periods. Thus the polarity of the magnet, and

the composition of gunpowder, (for fire-works) and

the art of printing, were all known in the still semi-

barbarous empire of China, many centuries before the

same things were discovered, and (what was much
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better) brought into proper use in Europe. In such

cases, the honor of first discovery belongs to both the

ancient and the modern investigators. But, the value

of the mere discovery of even the most important prin-

.•ciples of improvement is as nothing, compared to the

sustaining the discovery by sufficient proof, so as to

•command and compel belief in its truth and value, and

bringing the principle into successful operation, and

practical and general use.

We cannot but consider it an additional testimony

of the -value of the " discovery" itself, that its source

should be thus contested ; for every modern discovery

of value, (without exception, it is believed,) has

been claimed in hke manner for earlier discoverers.

—

The author of the 'Essay' may well deem the asser-

tion of another's claim, in this case, as a compliment

to his work, that is more than an ollset to ail the

risk of loss of any credit which may have been impio-

perly awarded to him, as the discoverer of truths before

unknown.

Iniiddition—when this particular proposition under

consideration is once stated, and the grounds on which

it rests, presented, its ti-uth seems so manifest, that it

will also seem surprising that every one had not known

it before ; and from this, it is but an easy step to sup-

pose that many, if not all well-informed agricul-

turaiists, did know it long before. Hence it is not

unlikely that the merit of discovering a truth which

will soon be universally admitted, will not remain to

either of the claimants now in question.

According to these views, we have no desire, or

inducement, to enter into a contest as to the rightful

claim of discovery of the truth that no soil can be found,

or made and kept durably fertile, without its containing

a sufficient portion of lime. We leave it to others to

decide on the claims, and their grounds. But whoever

may have been the person who first threw out this

opinion, or any one like it, there can be no denial of

our assumption that any and all such annunciations

had totally failed in attracting the notice of agricul-

turists, or of affecting in any way their practical

operations. The direct acknowledgments of Loudon

would be suflici.2nt testimony to sustain this position,

even if it were not also aided by the indirect evidence

afforded in the silence of all those who have written

later than the date of Mr. Boyd's publication. And if

the value of the annunciation of the same general truth

in the ' Essay on Calcareous JManures,' be subjected

to the same test, it will appear that the -practical appli-

cation of the principle, since its publication, has already

extended to many thousands of acres in lower Virginia

and Maryland and North Carolina, and their value

thereby increased three-fold—though still not extended

to one acre in ten thousand of all in the United States

that require such application. Could the full and

proper extension of the application to the soil be made,

or even the tithe of it be witnessed by the autlior of

the ' Essay,' he would, for these practical results, wil-

lingly forego all the honor of the first discovery of the

theoretical princijvle.

But while we freely and fully confirm the general

opinion of Mr. Boyd, as understood by the advocate of

his claims, we doubt whether the actual truth was un-

derstood by Mr. Boyd, or can be fairly deduced from

his own words. He found that three very steril soils

were totally deficient in calcareous earth; and he says,

" I have never heard of a fertile soil that did not con-

tain some portion of it." We also concur in the opinion

conveyed in these words in one sense, but dissent en-

tirely from the particular opinion which we conceive

the writer meant to convey. If he meant by " cal-

careous earth," lime in the state of the carbonate (the

state in which lime usually and most abundantly exists,

and in which state, alone, Kirwan and Davy speak of

its existence in any frequent and considerable propor-

tion in soils— ) then Mr. Boyd was altogether wrong.

For though the millions of acros of naturally poor land

in the Atlantic states of this confederacy, are all totally

wanting in carbonate of lime, (and nearly so in lime of

every combination,) and though that deficiency be the

sole cause of their sterility, yet it is also true, that

most of the richest soils in the same states, and even

including most of their lime-stone soils, are equally

deficient in the carbonate of lime—though not in lime

in some other form unsuspected by Mr. Boyd we may
safely infer, because not known or suspected at later

periods by Davy or Chaptal. Both these remarkable

facts were first stated in the ' Essay on Calcareous

Manures,' and to explain and reconcile their ajiparent

opposition is one of the main objects of the theoretical

portion of that work.

—

Ed. Far. Reg.]

OMISSIOIVS SUPPLIED, AND MISTAKES COR-
RECTED.

After the last sheet containing the account of Mr.

Sampson's farming had been printed off, we learned

that there were some instances of misapprehension by

the writer, or of omission, of matters of fact, which,

though not of much importance, should not remain

without correction. Those which are at all material,

are the following

:

Page 367, column 1, line 30. The corn on the 15

acres of low-ground, on a coat of green clover turned

in, was not planted until in June.

Page 267, the size of Sabot Island should have

been stated to be 400 acres, instead of 420.

Page 370, column 1, line 19. In addition to the

single coultering which is stated as having served for

the whole "after-tillage" of the corn and peas, there

was the usual and necessary hand-weeding and thin-

ing. This was designed to be understood.

Page 370, column 2, line 32. The "50,000lbs. (of

hay or sheaf-oats) sold to other persons ought to be

100,000lbs.

Page 371, column 1. The continuance of tobacco

culture on Mr. Sampson's farm was for su-, instead of

three years; the last three of which are correctly descri-

bed. The earlier part of his practice was before he

employed the overseer especially for his knowledge of

the culture and management of tobacco.

Page 372, column 2, line 8. "Sheaf-oats," though

included in the contract, as stated, have never been

sold to the stage-owner—because the latter preferred

hay, and there has been always enough hay to sup-

ply him.
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Pase 373, column 1. line 51.

credit" should be erased.

The words "and

MU. BOOTH S SnORT-IIOU\ BULL.

To tlip Editor of llic Farmers' Rogi.-^lor.

Shensiane, September 22, 1837.

Iluvinfj offered Ibr sale, ssoine rnives by my im-

ported Durham bull, I liiive concluded to transmit

you, the lijllowiiis extracts from the commnication,

which accompanied him.

E. G. BooTxi.

Liverpool^ December 20, 1834.

Sir—T have to acknowlednje the receipt of your

letter, and the handsome manner in which you

are pleased to confi le in me. I tru=:t such confi-

dence will always meet a corresponding return on

mv part. Your application places me under some
diili.-ulty at the pre.-ent moment—o win": to the state

of my stock—for the demand for bulls has been so

great lately, 1 have only one bull (I am using)

unlet, and only one bull calf, tor which I have de-

clined to take less than £200. This may appear
an exorbitant sum, but 1 liappen lo be placed in a

situation to ask it. The calf in question is by the

bull Henwood, and out of the cow, portraits of

both which a[)pear in a small pamphlet of the So-

ciety for Promoting Useful Knowledge, which I

hope to forward you herewith. I demanded more
tor the calf, because I had only that male produce

from the dam's tiimily. Since then, however, her

jiill sister has produced a bull calf, which at lour

days old, I sold a gentleman in London, without

his seeing the calf, for £70. I enclose you his

letter in proof of this representation being a cor-

rect one. You are wrong without being aware of

it in deducing any certain conclusion from the re-

sults of ray sale, as respects the price by private

contract; particularly where the manner in which
a commission is entrusted, calls on me to exercise

my judgment, lor my reputation's sake. Thestock
sold by auction, were the last draughts I hope to

require to sell, my reserve being all first rate.

They were of various quality and ages, and

so many being ofl(?red at a venture, the highest

prices were not obtained. There was, however,
this advanta<je attending that mode of sale. Peo-
ple judged lor themselves, and if they mistook, 1

was not implicated. This will not be the case

Avith respect to any thing I may send yon; be-

cause 1 must consider myself committed by the

result. What I shall be able to do lor you, will

depend upon a communication I have opened
with a friend, for a young bull out of a cnw bred

b II
me ami by one of my own bulls. If 1 cannot

obtain him, I can do nothing on the present occa-

I have just heard from my friend—and if ever
a short-horn of extraordinary constitution in all his

relations^ left England, the bull I send you is that

one. lie is what I can stronirly recommend, and
was bred by Mr. Harris of Laurel Grove, .Derby-
shire; whose wJiole stock is purchased from me, or

of my breeding. * * * * The prejudice

against white short-horns, is quite unfounded and
equally unphilosophical. Reds and roans, pro-

duce white ones, and when ihey cease to do so,

prove degeneracy, because their best ancestors

were white. * * * Your young bull should

be kept kindly and sxrnwing, but nof ^^ Thu^
treated, he will realize your wishes, and make
some imporled short-horns, if he comes alongside
of them, look very small in all respects. He is in--

deed, a capital callj as you will, I think, admit.-
# * » * #

I am, sir, your obedient servant,

Henry JBi^rry.

IlKMARKS A!S^D INQUIRIES ON THK PRKSKR-
VATION AND APPLICATION OF PUTRESCENT
MANURES.

To tlie Editor of tlie Farmers' Register.

The mismanagement of manure by agricultur--

ists, and its consequent waste, must soon be a
draw-back to the improvement of worn lands, un-
til the present system of its preservation and ap-
plication shall be superseded by one by which its

fertilizing properties can be better preserved and
applied to the soil.

There is much truth and force in the article in

the July No. of the Register, pp. 1(58-9 and 170,,

on the waste and destruction of home-made stable

manure; and the same strictures are more justly

applicable to the stable economy in the country.
Few gentlemen who keep their carriage, saddle
and work horses in the stable during the summer^
raise as much manure from their stables as they
might do under the operation of a judicious sys-

tem; and there are yet a smaller number who
preserve the manure thus made, and avail them-
selves of its value by applyiiio: it advantageously.
Many of us have not. the means, from our locaiion,

either of increasing the quantity and value of the
stable manure, or of retaining its fertilizing gases
until it can be applied to the land.

The object of this communication is to gain in-

formation from you or some of your experienced
correspondents, by which to profit and improve in

my own operations I have been a subscriber to

the Register li-om its first establishment, and take
pleasure in saying, that I have read its pages with
gratification, and have profited byits many useful

and valuable suggestions. I have adopted your
motto as my text in agriculture—"that whoever
could make two ears of corn, or two blades of
grass, to grow upon a spot of ground where only
one grew l-jfbre, would deserve better of mankind
and do more essential service to his country, than
the whole race of politicians [not statesmen] put
together"—and all my plans are Ibrmed with a
single eye to carrying it out. It is due to candor
to say, that m.y operalions and exertions ha\-e
been characterized more by success, than by pro-
fit, in the results; in other words, that the im-
proveinents have been made at an expense which
is not likely soon to be reimbursed by the products.
The gratification which we feel, is, however, some
remuneration for expenditures, when we accom-
plish our object even in part, although the pro-
ceeds do not reimburse the outlay. And I thus
balance the amount by making my own gratifica-
tion a large item of credit in the account of expenses
and improvement. My desire now is, to be instruct-
ed how to manage the manure raised at my stables
so as to preserve its fertilizing properties, and to be
informed what is the best mode of applying it.

Ceteris paribus, I should adopt the plan men-
tioned in your July No., that is, to mix marl or
lime Willi the litter or sweepings from the stable.
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But there is no marl near enough to me, and Hme
is also as inaccessible, except at the expense of

procuring the stone lime from Baltimore in barrels,

at a cost of two or two and a halt" dollars the bar-

re!. Although there is an abundance of oyster

shells in many parts of the county, yet shell lime

would cost as n)uch, or more. Either of which

modes would too much re?;emhle my other opera-

tions as to expense and corr°.sponding profits.

The land which I am attempting to improve is

forest land of the poorest chai'acler, having noth-

ing to recommend it but good water and more than

an"'average portion ol health il)r this climate, situ-

ated on the ridge which divides the waters of the

Potomac and those of the Wicomico, one of its

tributaries. Portions of this land, the hill -sides

and slopes, are light and friable, mixed with sand

and (rravel. The table lands are stiff and argila-

ceous, such as we call cold white-oak land, the

poorest and most dilncult to miprove. I am en-

tirely satisfied that such lands caimot be brouu:ht

to a high state of fertility without the application

of hme or calcareous matter in some form. Pu-

trescent manures, if applied in large quantities,

and often repeated, may produce a tolerable crop

ofweeds, or grass, or even straw; but such lands,

although heavily dressed with vegetable manures,

and not grazed, will, in a short time, descend to

their original state. They contain no power of

absorbing the ammonia, carbon, nitrous oxyd, and

other fertilizing gases of putrescent manures—no

principle of concentrating and retaining them, and

.no capacity to diiiest them and apfily them to the

•process of stimulating and fructifying the crops

'they may be required to produce. Such manures

on such lands seem to run into acidity, or are dried

up, rather than to pass through a healthy process

•of assimilation.

But to my manure bank, the only gold bank I

shall ever possess, and I am thereiiire the more

desirous of ascertaining the best crucible in which

it can be resolved.

In the absence of lime and marl, I use clay, and

^sometimes the lop soil of the white oak land, rotten

'wood, decayed leaves, .&,c. My horses are kept

well bedded with straw, the stables regularly

swept m)rniiig and night, and the wet litter and
sweepings thrown into a pit at the back of the

stible ten It^et square by two deep. About twice

a week, clay and dirt is carted in, to cover the

manure, and occasionally, leaves and the top soil

and scrapings from the woods, and added to the

manure, litter and clay. By this mode, much
manure is raised, hut of its vaiue, I am not so well

satisfie<l. How often should the manure be moved
from tlie pit? And how should it be applied at this

season of the year I Whether as top dressing to

meadows, or on tiillow, or on land intended for

fallow the present season, or next spring? Upoil

these points, I would be obliged to be informed.

From the experiments I have been able to make,
r am inclined lo think that more immediate benefit

is obtained from putrescent manure, by using it

in top dressing when applied in the spring, or by
applying it to the surfiice on ploughed lands.-^

During the last summer, my overseer was prepar-

ing a piece of land lor tobacco ; about two-third.s

of it had been manured, and the manure ploughed
into the land. There came a good season lor

planting, and I directed him to spread the manure
on the remaininir part of the land, and run the

tooth-harrow over it, and plant the tobacco without

plouijhing in the manure. The manure remained
on the surface ; the tobacco on that part was much
heavier, and the wheat on the same land could

also be distinguished to the row. Tfiere was no
other difference in the land, the whole piece being

of the same character and quality, containing not

more than fifieen acres, the soil liirht and friable,

and sloping to the low lands on Zachia swamp.

—

That part on which the manure was applied to

the surface, is a section formed by a line drawn from

the base ofa hill to the edge ofthe inclined plane.

A life is too short to afibrd correct knowledge
from oue's experienee alone. We must, iherefbrcj

draw upon the experience of others to inerease our

limited stock. 1 will, hereafter, communicate the

result of a partial experiment with lime on my
poor white-oak land. J. G^ C,
La Plata, Charles County, Md.

Tuble of Contenls of Fanners'' Mcgister^ ,^%. 6, \*ol. I^.
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Philadelphia, October 20, 1792.

Sir:
I have receiv^ed your letter of the I'^ih of May,

enclosiiiiT 'li« |)ain[)hlet and papers vvhicli you had
the goodness to send me. While I be<r your ac-

ceptance of my acknowledjjnienl, lor the polite

maii( of attention in transmittinu: these tliini>s to

me, I flatter myself yon will be assured, that I con-

sider the subject therein recommended as highly

important to society, wiiose best interests I hope
will be promoted by a proper invesiiiraiinn of them,
and the happiness of mankind advanced thereby.

1 have to resrret, that the ihiiies of my public

station do not allow me to pay that attention to ag-
riculture and the objects attached to it ('whi('h

li;ive ever been my iiivorite pursuit) that I could

wish ; but [ will put your queries respecting sheep
into the hands of such gentlemen as I think most
likely to attend to them, and answer them satisfac-

torily. I must, however, observe, that no impor-
tant information on the subject can be expected
from this country, where we have been so little in

the habit of attending either to the breed or im-
provement of our stock.

With great respect and esteem,

I have the honor to be, sir.

Your most nbedi'-nt servant,

G. Washington.
Sir John Sinclair.

Philadelphia, July 20, 1794.

Sir:
I am indebted to you for your several favors of

the lotli of June, 15th of August, and 11th of

September of the last—and for that of the 6th ol

February, in the present year ; for vvhi(di, and the

pamphlet accompanying them, my thanks are par-

ticularly due. To say this, and to have suffered

them to remain so long unacknowledfjed, needs
explanation. The truth is, they came to hand

—

the first of them about the opening, and the sec-

ond set, towards the close of a long and interesting

session of Congress, during which my time was
very much occupied, and at the end thereof, I had
a pressing call to my estate in Virginia, from
whence I have not been returned more than ten or

twelve days.

I have read with peculiar pleasure and approba-
tion, the work yon patronize, so much to your own
honor and the utility of the public. Sich a gen-
eral view of the agriculture in the several counties

of Great Britain, is extremely interesting; and
cannot fail of being very beneficial to the agricul-

tural concerns of your country and to those ofevery
other wherein they are read, and must entitle you
to their warmest thanks for having set such a plan
on foot, and for prosecuting it with the zeal and
intelligence you do.

1 am so much pleased with the plan and execu-
tion, myself, as to pray you to have the goodness to

Vol. V—49

direct your bookseller to continue to forward ihem
to me, accompanied with the cost which hIiuII be
paid to his order; or remitted so soon as tlie

amount is made known to me. VVheii the wlmle
are received, I will promote, as fiir as in me lays,

the reprintini; of them here.

I know of no pursuit in which more real and im-
portant services can be rendered to any coiuiiiy,

than by improvinij its agriculture—its breed ot"

iiselul animals—and other branches of a husbaiui-

man's cares ;—nor can I conceive any plan inoin

conducive to this end, than the one you have in-

troduced lor bringing to view the actual stale of

iheni, in all parts of the kingdom ; by which good
and bad habits are exhibited in a manner too plain

to be misconceived ; for the accounts given to the

British Board of Agriculture, appear in general, to

be drawn u|) in a masterly manner, so as fully to

answer the expectations Ibrmed in the excellent

plan which produced them; afibrding at the same
lime a fund of inlbrmation useful in political econ-

omy—serviceable in all countries.

Commons, tithes, tenantry (of which we feel

nothing m this country) are in the list of impedi-

ments I perceive, to perfection in English farming;

and taxes are heavy deductions ii'om the profit

thereof. Of ihesewe have none, or so liglit as

hardly to be It'll. Your system of ai>-ricul!ure, ii,

must be conlessed, is in a style superior, and ot"

course much more expensive than ours; i>ut when
the balance at the end of the year is struck, fiy

deducting the taxes, poor-rates, and incidental

(diarges of every kind, from the produce of tlie

land, in the two countries, no doubt can remain in

which scale it is to be Ibund.

it will be some time, I fear, before an aiiricultu-

ral society with congressional aids will be estab-

lished in this country ; we must walk, as other

countries have done, before we can run. Smaller
societies must prepare the way for greater: but

with the lights before us, I hope we shall not be

so slow in maturation as older nations have been.

An attempt, as you will perceive by the enclosed

outlines of' a plan, is making to establish a state

society in Pennsylvania, for agricultural improve-
ments. If it succeeds, it will be a step in the lad-

der; at present it is too much in embryo to decide

on the result.

Ourdomesticanimals, as well as our agriculture,

are inferior to yours in point of size ; but this does

not proceed li-om any delect in the stamina of them,
but to deficient care in providing for their support;

experience having abundantly evinced, that, where
our pastures are as well improved as the soil and
climate ivill admit—where a competent store of

wholesome provender is laid up, and proper care

used in serving it,—that our horses, black cattle,

sheep, &c. are not inferior to the best of their res-

pective kinds which have been imported from Eng-
land. Nor is the wool of our sheep inferior to tfiat

of the common sort with you :—asaprootj alter the

peace of Paris in 1783, and my return to the occu-

pation of a farmer, I paid particular attention to

my breed of sheep (of which 1 usually kept about
seven or eight hundred). By this attention, at
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the shearing of 1789, the fleeces yielded me the

average quantity of 5^lbs. of wool ; a fleece of

which, promiscuously taken, 1 sent to Mr. Arthur
Young, who put it, for examination, into the hands
of manufacturers. These pronounced it to be
equal in quality to the Kentish wool. In this same
year, i. <?. 1789, I was again called from home, and
have not had it in my power since to pay any at-

tention to my farm ; the consequence of whu^h is,

that my sheep, at the last shearing, yielded me
not more than 2^1bs. This is not a single instance

of the difl'erence between care and neglect. Nor
is the difference between good and bad manatije-

ment confined to that species of stock ; for we find

that good pastures and proper attention, can, and
does, fill our markets with beef of seven, eifjht

and more hundred weight, the four quarters
;

whereas from 450 to 500 (especially in the states

south of this, where less attention hitherto has been
paid to grass,) may be found about the average
weight. In this market, some bullocks were kill-

ed in the months of March and April last, the

weights of which, as taken from the accounts
which were published at the time, you will find

in a paperenclosed. These were pampered steers,

but Irom 800 to 1000 lbs. the four quarters, is no
uncommon weight.

Your general history of sheep, with observations

thereon, and the proper mode of manaffinir them,
will be an interesting work when completed; and
with the information, and accuracy, I am persua-

ded it will be executed under your auspices, must
be extremely desirable. The climate of this coun-
try, particularly that of the middle states, is con-
genial to this species of animal; but want of atten-

tion to them in most farmers, added to the obsta-

cles which prevent the importation of a better kind,

by men who would be at the expense, contributes

not a little to the present inferiority we experi-

ence.

Mr. Edwards would have it as much in his pow-
er as most of our Itirmers, to solve the queries you
propounded to him : in addition to which, a gen-
tleman of my acquaintance (who is also among
the best farmers of this country,) to whom I save
the perusal of your propositions, has favored me
with some ideas on the subject, as you will find on
a paper, herewith enclosed.

The sample you were so obliging as to put into

the hands of Mr. Lear, for me, of a Scotch fab-

ric, is extremely elegant, and I pray you to ac-

cept my thanks for it, as I entreat you also to do
for the civilities shown to that gentleman, who has
a grateful sense of them.
Both Mr. Adams, and Mr. Jefferson, had the

perusal of the papers which accompanied your
note of the 11th of September.

With great respect and esteem,
I have the honor to be, sir,

Your obedient servant,

G. Washington.

Philadelphia, lOth July, 1795.

Sir:
I could not omit so favorable an opportunity, as

the departure of Mr. Strickland afl^ords me, of
presenting my best respects to you ; and my sin-

cere thanks for the views of agriculture in the dif-

ferent counties of Great Britain, which you have
had the goodness tosend me; and for the diploma,
(received by the hands of Mr. Jay) admitting me

a foreign honorary member of the Board of Agri-
culture.

For this testimony of the attention of that body,
and tor the honor it has conferred on me, I have a
hii^h sense; in communicating of which to the
Board, I shall rely more upon your goodness than
on any expression of mine to render it acceptable.

From the first intimation you were pleased to

ijive me of this institution, I conceived the most
favorable ideas of its utility ; and the more I have
seen, and reflected on the plan since, the more con-
vinced I am of its importance, in a national point

of view, not only to your own country, but to all

others which are not too much attached to old and
bad habits to forsake them, and to new countries

that arejiiM beginning to form systems for the im-
provements of their husbandry.
Mr. Strickland has not been idle since he came

to this country. To him, therefore, for a descrip-

tion of the climate—the soil—the agriculture, and
the improvements generally; the modes of car-

rying them on—the produce of the land—the

drauiiht cattle— domestic animals—and the farm-

ing implements which are used by our people in

the eastern and middle states, through which he
has passed, I shall refer you. Nothing; I believe,

has escaped his observation that merited notice.

You will add to the obligations already confer-

red on me, by directing your bookseller to sup|)ly

me regularly with all such proceedings of the

Board, as are intended tor the public; and when
they are in a fit state for it, that they may be neat-

ly bound. To this request, I pray he may be de-

sired to add the cost, which shall be paid at sight,

to his order here, or remitted to him as may be
most convenient and agreeable to himself.

* » * * « « *

[Note.—The remainder of this letter, was mere-
ly a conclusion in the usual terms, and is wanting,

having been cut oH" and iiiven to a gentleman,
who requested it, as a particular favor, "there be-

ing nothing, he declared, he wished lor more, thim
to have in his possession a specimen ofthe hand-
writing and above all, the sijrnature of the illus-

trious Washiniiton." John Sinclair.]
London, 10th Feb. 1800.

Philadelphia, 20ih February, 1796.

Sir:
When I last had the honor of writing to you, I

had hopes, though I must conless they were not

ofthe most sanguine sort, that I should have been
enabled ere this, to have given you a more satis-

factory account of the business you had been
pleased to conmiit to me than will be conveyed in

this letter.

Doubts having arisen, from peculiar calls on
the treasury of this country for money, (occa-
sioned by the expenses of our wars with the In-

dians, the redemption of our captives at Algiers,

obtaining peace with that regency and Morocco,
together with other demands, in addition to the
ordinary expenditures of government), that funds
with difficulty would be provided to answer them,
without imposing additional taxes ; a measure
wished to be avoided. I was constrained (after

consulting one or two influential members of the

legislature), fi-om introducing your plan for a con-

tribution: and, under these circumstances, I avoid-

ed communicatintr the "Extracts from the Minutes
of the Proceedings of the Board of Agriculture,
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respecting Mr. Elkincrton's mode of draining,"
]

&o. except to one gentlcmiin only, in vvlioni I liad
|

entire coiifiilence, luui who I knew was always
j

disposed to promote measures ol' utility. Thcso. i

being the grouiuls ot' my proceeding, I shall ho[)e,
;

although your expectations may be liisappoiuleci,
;

you will receive the inlormation as an evidence oi"

my candor.

Agreeably to your desire, I have put the "out-

lines ol' the 15tli chapter of the [iroposed General
Report irom the Board of Agriculture, on the sub-

ject ot" manures," into the hands of one of the

most judicious liirniers within my reach, and when
his observations thereon are received, they shall be

transmitted to you. I wish my own engagements
would allow me time to attend, more than I do, to

these agreeble and useful pursuits; but having
been absent from what I consider my proper home
(except on short occasional visists) for more than

seven years; and having entered into my 65th

year, aperiod which requires tranquillity and ease,

I have come to a determination to lease the farms
of my Mount Vernon estate, except the mansion-
house larm, and a grazing one, three miles olf,

wh.ich I shall retain in my own occupation lor

amusement, whilst lile and health is dispensed to

me. And as many larmers from your country
have emigrated to this, and many more, according

to their accounts, are desirous of Ibllowinu;, if they

know beforehand where and on what terms they
could fix themselves compactly in a healthy and
populous country, I have taken the liberty to en-

close you the copy of a notification which I have
published in some of the gazettes of the Uniteil

States; that in case any farmer answering the

descriptions therein contained are about to trans-

plant themselves, to whom you might be inclined

to give the infornialion, that you may have it in

your power to do so. But let me en'reat you, sir,

to believe, that I have no wish to its promulgation
farther than I have declared; that I have no in-

tention to invite emigrants, even if there are no
restrictive acts aijainst it—and even if there be,

that I am opposed to it altoaether.

As wheat is (he staple produce of that part of
the country in which this estate lies, I shall fix

the rent therein, at a bushel and a half for every
acre of arable land contained v.-ithin the lease; to

be discharged, in case of fiiilure of that crop, at

the price the article bears in the market.
I have but little expectation that arrantrements

will be made by the time limited, for givintr pos-
session of the liirms next year; nor should I wish
to do it with such unskillul tiirmers as ours, if there

was a prospect of obtaining them from any other
country, where husbandry was better understood,
and more advantageously practised. It is time,

however, to conclude; for I leel ashamed at hav-
ing employed so much of it, in matters interesting

to myselfonly; and I shall do it with assurances
as sincere as they are warm, of beinir, sir,

Your most obedient and oblisjed servant,

G. VVasuington.
Sir John Sinclair, Bart.

Philadelphia, 12th June, 1796.
Sir:

A long and interesting session of congress,
which did not close until thefirst day of this month,
and the laws, which required to be carried into ex-
ecution promptly, will, I am persuaded, be admit-

ted as a reasonable excuse for my not writing to

you since the 20th of February last, agreeably to

jissurances ihen given. But what apology can I

offer, n<nv that I am about to give you the result

of the inquiries you requested me to make, when
it will be found to fall so far short of what you

miirht have expected from the time which has

been taken to render it.

Your wishes on this head, I communicated to

Richard Peters, esq. who is one of the most intel-

litrent and best practical as well as theoretical far-

mers we have; with a desire that he would advise

with others, and condense their observations in a

summary statement.

Why this was not done, and why he could do

no more, you will find in his own original letter,

with the questions and answers therein enclosed.

To Mr. Peters's experience with respect to gyp-
sum as a manure, let me add the following as an

unequivocal evidence; that it has no effect on stiff

heavy land that does not absorb or permit the wa-

ter on the surface occasioned by superabundant

falls of rain or snow to penetrate quickly; which

is the case generally with the soil of my estate at

Mount Vernon. The experiment and proof to

which 1 alluded, were made eight or nine years_

atro; at the rate of from one to twenty bushels of

the plaster paris to the acre, (among other things

to ascertain the just quantum to be used). I

spread it on grass grounds and on ploughed land;

on the latter,'part of it was ploughed in; part har-

rowed, part scratched in with a light bush, while

another part lay undisturbed on the surface; all

with oats in the spring. But it had no more ei-

(i^ct in any instance then, or since, than so much
of t!;e earth it was spread over would have had,

if it had been taken up and spread again.

I have the honor to be. sir, &c.

G. Washington.
Sir John Sinclair.

Philadelphia, March 6th, 1797.

Sir:

On the llth of December, 1 wrote you a long

letter; and intended before the close of the last

session of congress, (which ended on the third in-

stant, conformably to the constitution,) to have ad-

dressed you again; but oppressed as I was with

the various occurrences incident thereto, especial-

ly in the latter part of it, it has not been in my
power to do so during its continuance ; and now,
the arranfjemenfs necessary to my departure from
this city, for a more tranquil theatre, and for the

indulgence of rural pursuits, will oblige me to sus-

pend my purpose until I am fixed at Mount Ver-

non, where I expect soon to be ; having resigned

the chair of government to Mr. John x\dams,

on Friday last ; the day on which I completed my
second four years' administration.

Under the circumstances here mentioned, I

should not have troubled you, at this time, with so

short a letter, but lor the purpose of accompany-
ing it with two or three pamphlets on the subject

of agriculture ; one of which treats more exten-

sively on gypsum as a manure, than any I have
seen before. The other two will only serve to

show, that essays of a similar kind are making
in this infant country.

I am sorry to add that nothing final in con-
gress, has been decided respecting the institution

of a national Board of Agriculture, recommended
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by nie, nl the optMiimjof (he session. But this did

tio , I believe, proceed from any disinelinrition to

thi> lOHiit^ure, but from their limited siilinur, and a
fircssure of, what tl)ey (;oiiceived. more im|)oriaMt

i>. r-iiiess. i think it hiirhly probable that next
session will bring this matter to maturity.

I have the honor to be, sir, &f..

G. VVashiivgtoiv.
Sir John Sinclair.

Mount Vernon, July \5th, 1797.

Sir:

Since mv last to you, dated in Philadelpliia the

6fli of March, I have been hononui with your's

ami Lord Hawke's joint liivor of the 2Sih of

March, 1796, introductory of Doctor Scandalla
;

who gave me the pleasure of his company in June
last, and whom I found a very sensible and well

inlbrmed man.
I have also received your separate f]ivors of the

21sl of February, and 29ih of March, in the pres-

ent year. 'J'he last accompanying your printed

account of the origin of the Board of Aiiricullure

and its progress for the three years after its estab-

lishment. For 3'our kindness in forwarding of
them. I pray you to accept my best thanks.

I will keep one copy of this work myself, and
shall read it, I am sure with pleasure, so soon as [

have passed through my harvest, which is now
nearly finished ; the other copies shall he put into

such hands, as I conceive will turn them to the
best account.

Your not having, in either of the letters ac-

knowledged above, mentioned the receipt of two
from rne, dated the 10th and llih of December,
17i>6 ; the last a private and very Innir one, fills

n)\' mind with a[)prehension of a miscarriage, al-

ihontrh I do not see how it should have ha(ipened,
as they went with several other letters under cover
to Mr. King, (our Minister in Ijondon.) who in a
letter to me. dated tlie6ih of February Ibllowing,

after giving information of what he had done with
my other letters, adds "and as soon as Sir John
Sinclair returns to town, I will also deliver the
letter addressed to him." Was it not for this in-

formation r should by this conveyance, have for-

warded a duplicate.

The result of my inquiries of members of con-
gress, attending the December session, varied so
little from the details I had the honor to give you
concerning the prices of land, &c. in my private

le'ter of the 11th of December, as to render a sec-

ond edition unnecessary. The reduction how-
ever, in the price of our produce since last year,
(flour having fallen from fifteen to seven or eiijht

dollars a barrel, and other articles in that propor-
tion,) iTiay occasion a f;\ll in the price of lands : a
stagnation it has already produced : and, F have
been told, a reduction also, in some of the latter

sales.

Our crop of wheat this year, from the best in-

formation I have been able to obtain, will be
found very short, owing to three causes; an un-
common drought last autumn, a severe winter
with but little snow to protect it, and which is still

more to be regretted, to what with us is denomi-
nated the Hessian fly, which has spread devasta-
tion, more or less, in all qutirters ; nor has the lat-

ter wheat escaped the rust. The grain however,
except where the rust appeared before it was hard,
is extremely fine. We are equally unluck}- in

our oats, occasioned by a severe droiisjht since the
month ot April. With sentiments of high esteem
and regard,

1 have the honor to be, sir, &c.

G. WASHUVGTOHf.
Str John Sinclair.

Sir:
Mount Vernon, 6ih JVovember, 1797.

Since 1 had the honor of writing you on the
15ih July, I liave been favored with your letter of
the 13ih ot' February, introductory of Thomas
Macdonald, est), and your note o!' the 9lh of
June, by General Kosciusko; together with the

surveys, and papers accompanying both. For
your goodness in sending them, I pray you to ac-

cept my best thanks, and that I may not be a
burthensome member of the board, I enclose a
small bill of exchan<ie, to be deposited in the

hands of your bookseller, to defray the cost of the

several copies of your works which may be for-

warded to me. VVhen this is expended, I will

make another deposite for the same purpose.

As neither of these notes, the receipts of which is

acknowledged above, nor any other has intimated

in the most distant manner, that nty letters of the

10th and 11th of December, (the latter a private

one) had ever reached your hands, I now do, as

well for the purpose of evincing that 1 was not in-

atten'ive to your request, as to give information

which may yet (though late) be useful, forward a
duplicate of the private letter, liom a press copy
taken at the time, and of my last also, of the 15th

of July; being more disposed to trouble you with

a repetition of the sentiments then expressed, than
to lay under the suspicion of inattention to your
commands.

I can now, with more certainty than on the 15th

of July, inform you that lands havt; fiillen in price;

ascribable to two causes, liie shockinir depreda-
tions conmiitted on ourconmierce (within the last

six or eight months by the French,) and the re-

duction in price of our produce.

Our crops of grain are, in places, tolerable, but

upon the whole below mediocrity.

An eight years' absence fi-om home (except oc-

casional short visits to it,) has thrown all my
building and other matters of private concern,

into so much disorder, that at no period of my
life have I ever been more engaged, than in the
last SIX or eight months, to repair and bring them
into tune again : this has prevented me from look-

inir into the agricultural surveys of the counties of
Enoland and Scotland, with the attention I pro-

pose to do the ensuing winter. I shall certainly

be very desirous of having a complete set of
them, and if any are missing will apply according-

ly, as it is my intention to have them classed, and
bound neatly. With great pleasure, I received a
visit from Mr. Macdonald a few days ago, who
liilly answers the character given of him, as a po-
lite and sensible man.

I have the honor to be, sir, &c.
G. Washingtok.

Sir John Sinclair, Bart.

Since this work was sent to the press, I find that

one of General Washington's most interesting

letters has been lost. There is fortunately,

however, an extract from it, in the first volume
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ul" th(» commuiiicaiions published by the Board

ot" Aii'i-icdliure (p. 374,) a cnpy of wliirh I Iti'ir

leavf, 10 lay before the reader, I'ruin that publi-

cation.

Philadelphia, lOth December, 1796,

"The results of the experiments entrusted to

the care of Dr. Fordyce, must be as curious as

they may prove interestiuix to the science ol" hus-

bandry. Not less so, will be an inlellijient solu-

tion of those queries relative to hve slock, which
are handed to the public.

" A {t^w months more, say the 3d of March
next (^1797,) and the scenes of my political life

will close, and leave me in the shades of retire-

ment; when if a tew years are allovvetl me to en-

joy it (many I cannot expect, being upon the

verjxe ot' sixty-five,) and health is continued to

me, [ shall peruse with pleasure and edification,

the fruits of the exertions of the Board l()r the im-

provement of ao;ricullure ; and shall have leisure,

1 trust, to realize, some of the useful discoveries

which have been made in the science of husban-
dry.

*' Until the above period shall have arrived, and
pnr'icularly during the present session of congress,

which commenced the 5th instant, I can give but

liitle attention to matters out ot the line of my im-

mediate avocations. I did, not, however, omit
the occasion, at the opening of the session, to call

the attention of ihat body to the importance of

agriculture. What will be the result, I know not

at present ; but if it should be favorable, the hints

which you will have it in your power to give, can-

noi jail of beinnj frratelully received by the mem-
bers who may constitute the board."

CONCLUSION.

On the Character of General Washington.

Whoever has perused the preceding letters,

will, I trust, concur with me* in the folio vving re-

flections.

1. That nothing could possibly place the char-

acter of this distinguished statesman in a more
estimable light, than that of beholding the same
individual, whose nnlitary exploits had spread his

fame over the universe, and who had been invest-

ed with supreme power in the country where he

was born; in the midst of all his various public

avocations, carrying on an extensive correspon-

dence, with the native of distant country, on ag-

ricultural and other general inquiries of a similar

nature.

2. That those who are blessed with a reflecting

and phiIoso[)hical mind, must contemplate with

pleasure and delight, a person elevated, by the

voice of his fellow-citizens, to the summit of po-

litical authority; who, instead of wishing to ag-
grandize himsellj and to extend his power, was
anxiously bent to quit that situation, to which so

many others would have fondly aspired, and to

return to the comfort and enjoyment of private

life : belying thus the insinuations of those malig-
nant spirits, who are perpetually railing airainsl

the talents and virtues which, conscious of want-
ing themselves, they do not believe that others
can possess.

3. Is there, on the whole, any individual, either

• Sir John Sinclair.

in ancient or modern history, who hne prouder

claims to distinction and pre-emnience, than the

great character whose letters this volume con-
tains? His military talents were early celebrated;

first in the service of (ireai J{riiain, and after-

wards in that o(" America. His powers as a states-

man, and as the founder of a constitution, which,
with British prejudices, I may consider as inferior

to our own, but wliicli promises to secure the hap-
pniess of the great nation it was fiirmed logovern,
cannot possibly l»e quesiioned. His public virtue,

as the uncorrupted magistrate of a free people,

who reluctantly received supreme authority, when
it was judged necessary lor the public good for

him to assume ii,and who anxiously wished to re-

sign it into their hands when it could be done with
public safely, can hardly be equalled in history.

His literary endowments were unquestionably of
a superior order : his letters in this collection, his

addresses to the American Congress, and his liire-

well oration, when he f|uitted, lor the last time,

the presidency of" the United Slates, are models
of each species of com[)Osilion, His closing a
well-spent lile, atier a short illness, without having
his strength or faculties impaired by any previous

disorder, or any untoward circumstance having
occurred, that could materially afliect his feelings,

or could possibly tarnish his fiime, is an uncom-
mon instance of good fortune. The scene in

which he acted also, and the object which he
achieved, are the most memorable which history

fijrnishes. For it was such a man alone, who by
combining the li)rce, and commanding the confi-

dence, of thirteen separate states, could have dis-

solved those ties which siibjecied America to Eu-
rope, and to whom the political separation of two
worlds is to be attributed. Bui, above all, what
distinguished this celebrated warrior and statesman
is, that to all those military and public talents,

and to those literary endowments, which are so

rarely united in the same person, he added the

practice of every virtue that could adorn the pri-

vate individual. It were in vain for me to attempt
adequately to express the ideas I entertain of a
character, in every respect so peculiarly splendid.

The pen of the immortal Shakspeare, is alone com-
petent to the task, and on the tombstone of the

illustrious Washington let it be engraved,—

•

"His life was gentle, and the elements
So mixed in him, that Nature mi^ht stand up
And say to all the world—This was a man,

take him for all in all.

We shall not look upon his like again.*"

From tlie British Farmer's Magazine.

ON RAISING MIXED CROPS, WITH A VIEW OP
SECURING OR INCREASING PROFITS.

Although, in general, the different species and
varieties of field crops are sown or planted by
themselves, they are, in a few cases, intermixed;

that is, two sons are sown, reaped, and thrashed

together. This practice depends on a few circum-
stances which are favorable thereto, such as suit-

ability to the same soil; sowable at the same sea-

son, and in the same manner; ripening together;

separable, if necessary, in the barn; or, if not,

that may be used or sold together.

*Julius Cesar, Act V. Scene 5—and Hamlet, Act I.

Scene 2.
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The idea, that mixed seeds always succeed bet-

ter than any one by iiself, is founded upon the

supposition, that every diH'erent species of plant

imbibes Ibod peculiar to itself, and as there must
be less rivalry amonj; a heterogeneous than in a
homogeneous assemblage, each sort will secure
for itself a more abundant share of its natural food.

That this notion is not merely suppositional, but a
reality, is often proved by the fact, that a mixture
of red and white wheat always yields a heavier

crop both of grain and straw than if kept and
sown separate in the saine field; and, moreover,
if sown separately, the plants, at the Ime of junc-

tion, where the sorts are in some degree accident-

ally mixed, are the strongest in the field.

It was ibrmerly a custom to sow spring wheat
and barley together, in order to be ground into

meal for baking into bread; but this practice has
been long abandoned.
Peas are always considered a precarious crop,

especially in dry summers ; and, lest any loss

should be sustained by peas alone, oats are fre-

quently mixed and sown with them. These
grow well together; the oats supporting the peas,

and the peas shading the ground, and thereby
nursing the oats. Three quarters of peas and
four quarters of oats are frequently obtained by
growing them totrether; and a vast quantity o(

excellent fodder either for the cribs or racks in

winter, or for cutting into chaff'. The grain is

easily separated in the barn, by simple thrnioing

from one end of the thrashinir-ffoor to the other.

The larire black Poland, or Tartarian sorts of oats,

and either the maple or common hog-peas, are

best (or growing together.

Instead of oats, common horse beans are some-
times sown to great advantage; the beans serving

to prop the peas, and, consequently, rendering
them more prolific. This mixture answers best

on strong loamy soils, it never being attempted
on thin or light land. This mixed grain is chiefly

used for pig feeding; and, in the market, is called

polls or poults.

In some rich, loamy districts of the kingdom,
where the early nimble pea can be cultivated, a
cast of turnip seed is thrown over belbre the last

hoeing, and when the peas are off, the stubble is

first harrowed, and the turnip plants, it enough
have risen, are regularly thinned by the hoe. The
same thing is done among beans. The turnip

seed is sown in June or July, before the last hoe-
ing; or, il" there be no weeds, the surface is chop-
ped over, to bury the seed. By this extra labor,

a fair sprinkling of turnips for spring feed will re-

main alter the beans are off. This, however, is

only done when wheat does not succeed beans,
and where the soil is moist and very mellow.
Where buck- wheat is cultivated, and which is not

intended to be (bllowed by wheat, turnips may be
sown at the same time, and which sometimes an-
swers very well in raising—not large bulbs indeed,

but a fair bite of herbage to help out the main
crops of turnips in the spring.

Sowing grass-seed with barley or oats, or har-
rowing and rolling it in upon wheat in the sprinir,

are every-day practices, and have long been es-

tablished by custom as the best methods ofculture,

from the economy of putting in two years' crops,

by the same labors, in one. Some agriculturists

prefer laying down permanent pasture seeds with-

out corn, and sowing them, not in the spring, but

in the month of August. Their reasons for this,

are, first, that the ground intended (or permanent
grass should receive a thorough cleansing from
weeds, and which cannot be effectually done with-

out a summer fallow; secondly, the heat of the
sun so destructive to young grass, as well as the
turnip ffy at the same time, are less to be feared

in the autumn than in the earlier months of the

year; and, therefore autumn-sown seeds seldom
fiiil.

J.G.

From the Farmer's Magazine.

ON MANURE FOR WHE.4.T.

We can strongly recommend the following

paper, on the choice of manure, to the notice of
our readers. It is from an able work on the varie-

ties, properties, and classification of wheat, by
Colonel LeCouteur:

—

"The effect of different manures on wheat is

very remarkable; it will not be necessary to say
much on the subject, as it is almost exhausted,
having been fully treated by far more able pens;
but having made some experiments on the sub-
ject, I may be excused from publishing their

results.

" I confine my observation to those manures
which are within the reach of most farmers, with
one or two exceptions.

" Stable manure will, in ordinary good soils have
the effect of causing the plants to tiller much, or to

make straw and grass, thereby diminishing the

produce in grain and meal considerably.

"Liquid manure, one third stable drainings, and
two-thirds water, which I caused to be poured
once over wheat that was just tillering, made the

straw grow rank and coarse, the grain of every
variety of wheat was dark and thick-skinned,

hence containing less meal. The same quantity
and mixture of liquid manure poured a second time
over another portion of wheat, caused it to grow
so rank and full of leaves, rather than straw, that

only a few of the plants produced ears of wheat,
some having run up into sharp points, with merely
the rudiments of ears indicated. The few ears

that produced corn, displayed in its worst form,

hardly in the shape of meal, of a doughy soft text-

ure, evidently unfit for the food of man; besides,

some of them were smutty. Thus, an over appli-

cation of manure, excellent when judiciously ap-
plied, becomes a poison, precisely in the same
manner as in the human constitution, a surfeit is

usually the parent of some disease.
" The wheat on either side of these experiments,

which had only been manured with the ashes of
kelp, or sea-weed, was henlthy, productive, and
farinaceous in the highest degree.

" JV'ly attention was particularly called to the
proper application of manures by an old and ex-
perienced farmer, who considered kelp or the ashes
of rock sea weed, that which is cut, the best of all. I

am convinced by subsequent experience, that two
or three pounds worth of it per acre, spread at the
proper period, about two months before sowmg
time, would always more than repay itself.

"It attracts moisture from the atmosphere, it

materially increases the volume of the grain, and
fineness of the sample ; but does not add to the

weight of the straw, though rendering it whiter

and more nourishing to cattle. It causes the wheat
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to assume a rich healthy appearance, and is an

excellent application after a crop of potatoes or

parsnips, both of which require land to be richly

dressed wiih stable or other stron>^ niamires, and

has not the eH'ect of decomposing them, us lime

does.
" [t is also destructive to insects and their efri?s,

which lie in the soil or turf; it forces the earth-

worms and wire-worms from their lurking places

to come to the surface and die
;

particularly When
laid on in a larijer quantity than I have named,
some farmers beinfj in the habit of putiinir on

double, even treble the quantity above stated

—

bit I believe without havinsr produced proportion-

ahly larixer crops from inferior land; though it has

been asserted that its etl'ect is very permanent,

bciniif especially apparent on the succeeding clover

crops.
" I am inclined to believe that paring and burn-

injran old ley will almost produce an equidlygood

e(li?ct where the land is suited Ibr it ; for although

the ashes may not be ol' that superior quality, or

possessing all those virtues peculiar to kelp ashes,

and the much greater portion of ashes that can by

this means be spread on the land may make
amends in quantity for quality.

" An additional circumstance in favor of parino;

and burning is, that all the seeds or weeds, or the

eggs and insects which lie concealed in the turfj

are thereby destroyed more efTectually than by
any repeated ploughings.

'•The careful ex|)erience of five years on this

head has convinced me of the propriety of (his

practice occasionally, especially on ground infested

with couch or knot-grass. From three acres of

land that had been pared and burned, which pro-

duced five hundred and forty smgle horse loads of

ashes, I obtained a very heavy crop of turnips : the

followinffyear I raised ninety-one thousand pounds

of potatoes, and by an application ofabout forty-five

bushels of lime per acre, I have since reaped fifty-

one imperial bushels of wheat per acre ; the straw

also was of very fine growth, five feet high, and
exceedingly white and bright.

"Kelp ashes should lay on the surface of the

soil a month or two previous to sowing time, in

order to weaken their caustic power, or they are

otherwise apt to burn the young and tender shoots

of the corn, as well as the larvie of insects ; but by

laying a certain length of time on the surliice ex-

posed to the action of the atmosphere, or perhaps,

what would be better pract.ce, merely liirhily

turned into the soil, they become eminently bene-

ficial.

"I am so partial to the use of ashes, that I

should recommend those who have lar<re woods or

forests to employ women and children to collect the

dry and broken boughs and under shrubs to be

burned for the sake of the ashes, which would be

found nearly equal to those of the sea-weed, and
could thus be procured at a much cheaper rate

;

besides gaining the advantage of converting what
is now wasted, or neglected, into a most valuable

and permanent manure, perfectly free from weeds,

and destructive to insects and worms.
" Ashes are further beneficial, inasmuch as they

attract the moisture from togs and dews, and retain

it a considerable length of time.

"Lime is so well understood as a manure for

wheat, that it would be a mere waste of time to

say more on the subject than as far as my own

I

experience goes, it appears to impart n greater

ilcgree of whiteness lo the straw than any other

i miuiiire. Its other excellent (lualities cfnl)sorbing

moisture from the atmosphere in dry weather, on

j

lijrht or (jravelly soils, and increasing the weight
of the fjrain, are well understood ; it is to be la-

mented that some general rule for its application is

not made known, as, in the best books I have
consulted on the subject, if varies in the extraordi-

tiary [jroportion from fifty-six lo five hundred

j

bushels per acre, which last appears to me to be

an absurd quantity.
" I have found it to answer perfectly at the rate

of forty or fli'ty bushels an acre on a ixood loam,

and I should apprehend that double that quantity

ouiiht to be sufficient Ibr the poorest land, unless it

be to destroy moss, when a still larger top dressing

is required, which, if well harrowed in, does it

effectually. This commixture of turf and lime, if

soon after ploughed in, in turn, becomes itself a

rnanure Ibr the very soil the turfpreviously render-

ed barren.
" Soot is said to be an excellent top-dressing. I

have tried it but once, without having perceived

the advantageous results that are said to be de-

rivable from it ; it is only in the environs of towi^s

or villages that it can be obtained in sufficient

quantity to be available to a large farmer."

AN EXTRAORDINARY MODE OF HATCHING
CHICKENS.

No one, whilst at Ghizeh, should omit seeing

the chicken manvfactnry, where two old men per-

lijrm the maternal duties of as many thousands of

the ffallinaceous tribe. The eggs are spread out

on a flat surface of clay, in ovens, kept of course,

night and day, at a uniform degree of heat. The
old men visit their charge constantly, turning the

egi^s with long poles, so as to bring every part of

their surlaces in occasional contact with the clay

bottom of the oven, which is somewhat warmer
than the atmosphere. It is an extraordinary sight

!

Every instant some little animal, in his struugles

to enter this world of troubles, bursts its shell, and
starts into life, (an orphan from his birth !) keep-

ing the surfiice in a constant state of agitation.—
They are immediately taken out of the oven,

placed in baskets, and sold by measure—every old

woman in the neighborhood buying a pottle of the

miserable little creatures to take home and dry

nurse, until they are of an age to shift for them-
selves. 1 believe this method of hatching chickens

is common throughout Egypt, althousih I cannot

state on my own authority, that such is the case

;

if so, it may account for the degeneracy of the

breed of fowls, for they are invariably small,

though the egcs are not much less than those

usually met with in other countries.

—

ScotVs

Rambles in Egypt and Candia.

From tlie Fanner's Magazine.

TAPE WORM IN THE POINTER AND SPANIEL.

On an estate where a orreat quantity of rabbits

are annually destroyed in the month of November,
1 have observed that several dogs who were pre-

viously in ifood health and condition, soon became
weak, listless, and excessively emaciated, fre-

quently passing large portions of the tape-worm :

this induced me to examine the intestines of
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several hares and rabbits, and, with very few ex-

ceptions, I found each to contain a perfect tape-

worm, from three to lour feet in length. I then

caused two ol'the dogs, whose cases appeared the

worst, to be separated from the others, feeding

them on potatoes, &c. ; and in eigiit or ten days,

after voiding several feet of the worm, they were

perfectly restored to their Ibrmer strength and ap-

pearance. The vermicular disease, hitherto so

formidable to the spaniel and pointer, may there-

fore in a great measure to be liiirly attributed to

tlie custom of giving them the intestines of their

game, under the technical appfKUiiion of "the
paunch." The fiicts above stated, in ex|)laining

the cause of the disease, at the same time suggests

tlie remedy.

From ihn Fiirnicr's Magazine.

THE FEUUKT.

This animal, which is a sort of domestic in

Europe, was said to be originally brought from

Africa into Spain, which being a country abound-

ing in rabbits, required an animal of this kind more
than any other; however this be, it is not to be

found, except in a domestic state, and it is chiefly

kept tame for the purposes of the warren.

The ferret is about one foot long, being four

inches longer than the weasel. It resembles that

animal in the slenderness of its body, and the

shortness of its legs ; but its nose is sharper, and
its body more slender in proportion to its length.

The ferret is commonly of a cream color, but

there are others ofa dark chocolate, which ignorant

people assert are the offspring of the polecat and
the ferret.

As this animal is a native of the torrid zone, so

it cannot bear the rigors of our climate without

care and shelter, and it generally repays the

trouble of its keeping by its great utility in the

warren. It is naturally such an enemy of the

rabbit kind, that if a dead rabbit be presented to a

young ferret, although it has never seen one be-

fore, it instantly attacks and bites it with an ap-

pearance of rapacity. If the rabbit be living, the

ferret is still more eager, seizes it by the neck,

winds itself round it, and continues to suck its

blood till it be satiated.

The female of the species is usually less than

the male, whom she seeks with great ardor.

They are usually kept in boxes or pens, and
plentifully supplied with straw or other materials

of which to make themselves a warm bed, which
serves to defend them from the rigor of the climate.

They sleep almost continually, and the instant

they are awake they seem eager for lood. They
are usually fed with bread and milk. They breed

twice a year, and some of them devour their young
as soon as brought forth. Their number is usually

from five to six in a litter.

Upon the whole, this is an useful, but a dis-

agreeable and ofTensive animal ; its scent is fetid,

its nature voracious ; it is tame, without any at-

tachment, and such is its appetite for blood that it

has been known to attack and kill children in the

cradle. It is easily irritated, and although at all

times its smell is very offensive, it then is much
more so, and its bite is very difficult of cure.

The ferret is principally bred by warreners and
rat catchers, and in the pursuit of rats and rabbits

it will encounter any difficulty or danger when

once put upon the scent. It has a natural and
instinctive propensity for burrowing, and vvhere-

ever the head can enter the body wdl follow.

Whenever the ftjrrit has secured the prey he is in

pursuit o\] he extracts the blood with uncommon
eagerness b}' suction, but seems indifl'erent to the

flesh. When used in warrens, their mouths are

sewed up, that they may alarm the rabbits, and
drive them from the burrows to the nets, without

being able to seize them ; ap, if they were enatiled

to seize ihem under ground, they would with diffi-

culty be got fioin the burrows. When they
are used lor the purpose of" rat catching, they are

put into the holes, and if there are any rats in the

neighborhood, I hey will soon be seen scampering
away from their most dreaded enemy. Terriers

are stationed at the mouth oi" the holes to receive

the rats, and the latter will sooner encounter every

danger, and face dogs or men, or both, than wait

lor the ferret. If the ftjrret happens to seize one
in the hole, it immediately sucks the blood, goes

to sleep, and the owner will have many hours to

wait before he is able again to obtain his ferret.

Experienced warreners, however, seldom make
use of a ferret, but prefer taking the rabbits with

hay nets; as where the ferret is used, it gives the

rabbits a dislike to the burrows, for a long lime

afterwards.

VALUE OF THE WILLOW.

The importance of the willow to man has been
recognized from the earliest ages ; and ropes and
baskets made from willow twigs were probably

among the very first of human manufactures, in

countries where these trees abound. The Romans
used their twigs for binding their vines and tying

their reeds in bundles, and made all sorts of

baskets of them. A crop of willows was con-

sidered so valuable in the time of Cato, that he

ranks the salictum, or willow field, next in value

to the vineyard and the garden. In France, the

leaves, whether in a green or dried state, are con-

sidered the very best food for cows and goats
;

and horses, in some places, are fed entirely on

them, fi-om the end of August till November.
Horses so fed, it is stated, will travel 20 leagues a

day without being fatigued. In the north of

Sweden, and Norway, and in Lapland, the inner

bark is kiln-dried and ground, for the purpose of

mixing with oatmeal in years of scarcity. The
bark of the willow, and also the leaves, are astrin-

gent ; and the bark of most sorts may be employ-

ed in tanning.

—

Jlrhoretum Britannicum.

ON THE NATURAL SUCCESSION OF FOREST
TREES IN NORTH AMERICA.
By J. M.f Philadelphia.

In Vol. III. p. 351, an extract is given from

Evelyn's letter to Sir John Aubrey, stating that

beech trees grew in place of oaks which had been

cut down by his grandliither, and that birch suc-

ceeded beech which his brother had extirpated.

In the United States, the spontaneous succession

of timber, of a different kind from that cut down, is

well known. In the Memoirs nf the Philadelphia

Society for promoting j-Jgriculture, Vol. I., there

are several papers on this subject, by the president,

the late Richard Peters; by Dr. Meas'^. ; by Mr.

John Adlum, who had long been a surveyor in

the new settlements in Pennsylvania; by Dr.
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CaMwt'lI, ill ivll-roiicf. to'.he fiicl in North Curolina,

ill M:iss;iriiu?eltrJ, iuiil ill Nf'vv Jorsey ; and u

confirinatii)n-ol' it in the. lacii inontioncil slate, by

Mr. Thomas F. Leaniinir. In '1ip 'liii'fl volnnio,

Mr. Isaai-, Wayne, son of the Anierie.an jjeiu^ral,

the late A. Wayne, also ijivea some iniereatin^r

details respectiniX the appearance of limber trees,

ol" a kind dilli-rent Irom those which formerly

covered the irround in his vicinity, and which had

been cut down by the American army, when en-

camped tiiere in the autumn and winter of the

year 1777. and spring of the rollowiii<r year. One
of the above writers refers to the relation of jMr.

Hearne, {./ourney in the yurthcni Ocean, p. 452,)

f()r the tact of strawberries irrowiii^ up wild near

Churchill rivt'rj and in the interior parts of the

country, particularly in such placea as have been

formerly set on fiie ; and lor that of hips anJ rasp-

berry hushes shootinir up in great numbers, in

burnt places, where nothing of the kind had ever

been seen belore. CartwriLrht is also quoted, in

proof ol'the point. He observes, " liiat ii'ihrough

carelessness the old spruce woods are burnt, or by
lightning, Indian tea first comes up. currants fbl-

\o\\\ and after them birch." (^Jour. of Trans, at La-
biadnr, Vol. I. p. 225.) Nine years after the [lub-

lica ion of this last work, M'Kenzie stated, that

"land covered with spruce-pine, and white birch,

when laid waste by fire, produced not hint; but

poplars;"* and yet th? Edinburgh reviewer of his

work very indelicately declared his disbelief of the

relation. Rec^ently, we have additional testimony

on this subject. In the -Manual on the Culture of

Silk,' prepari'd inconsequence of a resolution ofthe

House of Refiresentatives ofthe American Con-
gress, and published in thesession of 182S, it is stat-

ed (p. 38) that "in Tennessee, when a native forest

is cut down, if the land be enclosed, a growth of

red mulheiry trees soon takes place." All these

statements do not admit a doubt to be entertained

ofthe natural succession of forest, timber ; the fact

is moreover familiar to every man who has lived

in the country, and to almost every Intelligent

person in North America. 1 regret that the enter-

prising voyager did not live to shame the northern

critic (or his rudeness, and to enjoy the satislaction

of seeing his own testimony of a curious and in-

teresting fact in natural history confirmed by others.

— Gardener''s Magazine.

From tlie Horticultuial Register.

THE FIG, AND THE PROCESS OF CAPUIFI-
CATIOIV.

The fig tree is a low shrub naturali?:ed in Italy

and the south of France, and enduring the open
air in the mildest parts of Britain and the United
States. This tree in France and Italy, grows as

large as our apple trees, but in England and this

countryt seldom exceeds two yards in height ; the

trunk is about the thickness of a human arm ; the

wood is porous and spongy ; the bark ash colored;

the branches smooth with oblong white dots ; the

leaves annual in the temperate zones, but perenni-
al within the topics, cordate, ovate, three or five-

lobed, thick and the size of the hand. The fi'uit

is a berry, turbinate, and hollow within; produced
chiefly on the upper pan ofthe shoots of the fbrm-

* Voyage from Montreal to the Frozen and Pacific

Oceans. London, ISOi. | Massachusetts.

Vol. V—50

er year, in the axils of the leaves, on small, rormd

peduncles. The flowers are proiluced within the

fruit, what is considered as the fi-uit being a com-
mon calyx receptacle; the male flowers are lew,

and itiseiied near the openinij, in the extremity of

the receptacle, or li'uit ; the female flowers are ve-

ry numerous, anil fill the rest of the hollow space

within. The iireater part prove abortive, both

with and without the process of caprificution.

The fig tree is distinguished from all other trees,

with which we are acquainted, by its bearing two
successive and distinct crops of' fruit in the same
year, each crop beinii- produced on a distinct set of

shoots; hut this climate rarely allows the second

crop to come to maturity, except where they are

forced bv hot- house culture.

The caprification of figs was practised by the

ancients in the same manner as it is now attended

to by the inhabitants of" the Archipelago; and it

is described by Theophrastus, Plutarch, Pliny, and
other authors of anti(]uity. It is too curious a cir-

cumstance in the history ofthe fig tree to be omit-

ted, as it furnishes a convincing proof of the real-

ity of the sexes of plants. In the cultivated fig,

the receptacles are found to contain only female

flowers, that are fecundated by means of a kind of

gnat {cuhXi //.,) bred in the li-uit of the wild fig

trees, which pierces that of the cultivated, in order

to deposite its eirirs within, at the same time difl'u^

sing within the receptacle the farina of the male
flowers; without this operation, the fruit may ri-

pen, but no etl'ective seeds are produced. Hence
it is, that we can raise no fig trees from the fruil

of our gardens, having no wild figs to assist the

seed< They are consequently raised by cuttings,

layers, suckers, roots, and by ingrafting; the most
general method is by layers or cuttings, which
come into bearing the second and even the first

year.

In many partsof the Grecian Islands, theinhab-

itants pay such attention to the caprification ofthe
cultivated fiifiS, that they attend daily for three

months in the year to gather these little flies fi-om

the wild fiu' trees in their gardens, by which means
they not only get finer fruit, but fi-om ten to twelve

times the quantity ; thus one of the most minute
insects is, by the attention of man, made a princi-

pal cultivator of fruit.

It is a curious liict, that freshly killed venison,

or any other animal food, being hungupina fig

tree, ibr a sin<rle night, will become as tender, and
as ready Ibr dressin<i, as if kept for many days or

vveeks, in the common manner. We are told of a
gentleman, who made the experiment of suspend-
ing a haunch of vension which had lately been
killed, in a fiir tree when it was in ILill fbliaire, at

about ten o'clock in the evening, and was removed
in the morning before sunrise, when it was found
in a perfect state for cookinii ; and he adds, that in

a \'gv; hours more, it would have been in a state of
putrefaction.

We import the best dried figs from Turkey, It-

aly; Spain and Provence. In the south of France,
they are prepared by dipping- them in scalding hot
lie, made of the ashes of the fig tree, and then
dried in the sun.

The most suitable kind to raise in Great Britain
or the northern parts of the United States, is the
Brunswick fig, {Ficus Indica.) In a south enai
corner, trained against a wall, it ripens in Eng-

;
land by the middle of August, and about a raonth
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later in New Eno-land. It is necessary, however,
in this country, to secure it from the frosts during

the winter, and to remove it as early in the spring

as the season will admit. The leaves are very

deeply five-lobed, the lobes narrow, and of nearly

equal width. The fruit is very large, ohovate,

fleshy, with an unusually obliq\ie apex. The eye
is rather depressed. The stalk short and thick.

The skin pale green on the shaded side with a

tinge of yellow; next the sun, dull, brownish red,

eprinkled with small, pale brown specks. The
flesh is pinkish in the interior, nearly white to-

wards the skin, but chiefly semi-transparent red-

dish brown, extremely rich, sweet and highly fla-

vored.

THE SUBSOIL PLOUGH.

The subsoil plough was designed, some nine or

ten years ago, by James Smith, Esq., of Deans-
ton Cotton Works, Stirlingshire, for the purpose of

opening up the close subsoil of the farm of Deans-
ton. In the design, two essential points were
kept in view—first, the construction of an instru-

ment that would eflectually open up thy subsoil,

without throwing any of it to the surface, or mix-
ing it with the active or surfiice soil; second, to

have an implement of the easiest possible draught
for the horses, while it was of suflicient strentjth

and weight to penetrate the firmest ground, to a
depth varying from fifteen to eighteen inches, and
resist the shocks on the largest stones. This
plough is, therefore, on a gigantic scale, in compa-
rison with the light ploughs in ordinary use. Its

extreme leni^th is fifteen feet. From the socket at

the point of the beam, to the first stile or upright,

six feet ; from thence to the back of the second
Btyle, nineteen inches ; from thence to the outer
end of holding handles, seven feet; from the sole

to the bottom of beam at stiles, nineteen inches;
length of head or sole bar, thirty inches ; from
heel of sole to point of sock, forty six inches

;

broadest part of sock, eight inches. The coulter

is curved; and, in order to prevent its point from
being driven from its place by stones, it is inserted

to the depth of an inch in a socket. The lateral di-

mensions of the sole-piece are two inches sfjuare,

this is covered on the bottom and land side with a
cast-iron sole-piece, to prevent wear. The .sock

goes on to the head in the usual way, and from its

feather rises the spur-piece, for the purpose of
breaking the subsoil furrow. When the subsoil
consists of very firm clay, or other hard and com-
pact earth, the feather and spur-piece may he dis-

pensed with, and a plain wedge or spear- pointed
sock, such as those of the old Scotch plough, may
be used. The draught bar, of one and iTquarfer
inch round iron, is attached to the beam at the
strong eye, and, passing through an eye in the up-
right needle, is adjustable to any height or lateral

direction, being moveable in the socket, at the
point of the beam, and can be made fast at any
point Dy a pincing screw, wrought by the lever.

By the proper setting of the draught rod, the di-

rection of the power of the horses is so regulated,
as to render the guiding of the plough easy at any
depth or width of furrow. The beam is aboiu. five

inches deep at the middle, and one and a quarter
inches in thickness ; towards the draught end, it

tapers to three inches deep, and one inch thick ; at
the holding end, where the handles branch ofT, it

is two inches by one. The whole, being iron,

weighs four hundred and forty pounds, imperial.

This appears an enormous weight, and most peo-

ple are alarmed at the strength and weight of the
implement; but, after repealed trials with lighter

plouiihs, those of the dunensions and weight now
described, have been found !o be at once the most
etTicient, the most easy of draught, and the easiest

for the ploughman to manage. Four ordinary

farm horses are generally sufficient to draw this

plough, in breaking up subsoil of oi'uinary firmness;

but, on very tough clays, or in hard till, it may be
found necessary to use six horses. When lour are

used, they are yoked two and two, by draught
bars and chains. When six are used, they are

yoked three and three, by draught bars and chains.

The mam chain, for the leading horses to pull by,

is hung, in both cases, by links fi-om the collars of
the rear horses, to keep it up from their legs, and
the trace bars of the leaders are kept close up to

their hiuns, by cross-straps on their quarters.

Chambers' [iicZi/t.] Journal.

From the Britisli Farmer's Magazine.

ON THE VARIOUS IMT'LEMENTS USED IN HUS-
BANDRY.

Every operation required in the cultivation of
the ground is much facilflated by the use of pro-

per implements and tools. The aration of the sur-

face is one of the most important operations; and,
of late years, mechanical science has been much
em[)!oyed in assisting the plough and wheel-
wrights to construct their machines on the best

principles; and yet, perhaps, we have not arrived

at the lie plus ultra of invention.

In early times ploughs were, as they still are in

uncivilized countries, of the rudest construction; all

that was done, or expected of them, was merely
to siir, or raiher scratch the sur'i^ce across and
across, till a thin stratum of mould was obtained
to half cover the seed cast thereon.

In process of time, and especially since horses
were employed in husbandry, ploughs became
much more complicated machines, fitted with iron

shares and coulters, with handles, mouldboards,
and carriages on wheels for supporting the beam,
and by which the share was elevated or depressed
according to the required depth of flirrow. These
carriages were invented for relieving ihe plough-
man in ploughing gravelly clays, or very hard, te-

nacious soils, where the share must necessarily be
set deep to keep it in the ground, and prevented
from going too deep by the moveable bolster of the
carriage.

But the action of the plough in passing easily,

and the position in which the turned ILirrow or flag

is laid, has called for the greatest ingenuity in the

construction or inclination of the mould-boards of
ploughs. There are several effects required in the

action of ploughs. The first is, sinqjiy removing
a slice of about nine inches wide, and laying it up-
on a space of equal width to the right of the

plough. Secondly, it is required that the slice

should not only be removed, but completely turned
upside down. Thirdly, that it be not only remo-
ved and turned, but as much shattered as possible

in the act of turning. All these eflects are produ-
ced by the form of the mould-board and point of
the share. The latter is pointed, and acts like a
wedge ; and, together with the sheath to which it
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'js attached, is iipri<rlitor perpendicular on the land

side, (that is, the firm or unplouirhed side,) and
bevcll(Hi oli' on the \vorl< si(i(>, where it nniies

with the Ibiir-edire ol' tlie niould-lioard, or hreasi

of the plou<;h. Tiie mould board is either con-

vex, concave, or twisted. In whichever Ibrm the

acting lace ol' the breast may he, it is always set

at a iet^s or (jreaier an<>-|e liom the line of drauirlit.

A convex mould-board is a thicn slab of touirh

wood, two or three feet in lenu'th, and a foot or

fourteen inches wide. It is worked or splayed ofi'

lul()re, where it is fitted closely to the beam and
sheath in ihint, and held out nine or ten inches

from the line or drauiiht behind, by pins inserted

into liie tail ol the beam. This, and all other

wooden mould -boards, are liiced with plates of

w'routi'ht iron, bent to the shape and nailed on.

These boards have, moreover, what is called a

ground-rise ; that is, a bar of iron one inch s(|uare,

bent similar to the mould-board, having a spur be-

fijre, by wliich it is fixed to the share, and an iip-

rii.rht winiT behind, by which it is nailed to the tail

of th(! board.

From the position of this breast, it may easily

be perceived that its action through the soil is on-

ly \o push asideAh-dt opposed to it, and is particular-

ly useful in working clean fallows where no turn-

ing is required. This plough has also a peculiar

rutihing or grinding action upon the clods which it

moves, tending to reduce them to powder— a most
desirable effect.

A concave breast is narrow and contracted at

bottom, and hanging over at top, particularly at

the alter part. This first raises the slice from its

bed, and in its progress gradually turns it com-
pletely over ; and is most effective for burying a
crop of weeds or stubble.

But the most approved form of mould-hoard is

that called the twisted breast, and tor the manutiic-

tnre of them in cast iron, several patents have been
granted by government. They are said to unite

ease of draught with efiective work, m turning the

slice not completely over, but laying one upon an-

other at an iuigle of about thirty decrees, thereby
leaving a right angle of the slice to be acted on by
the harrows. These ploughs are favorites with

ploughmen, whether used with wheels or swing-
ing ; because they make, when well held, remark-
alby neat and regular-looking work, particularly

in ploughing leys, or in l)reaking up old sward. It

is true they clear the furrow completely, and the

slice is sufficiently turned— the grass undermost

—

and laid in the best position ; but the slice is so en-

tire, fiom end to end, that it may. if the sward he

tough, actually be, as the ploughmen say, "drawn
out of the field."

The slice being raised and turned so neatly in

one entire piece, can be of no advantage to the

crop; because the body of the slice remains as

firm and Cfj.'Ji/ja^i as it was beibre the operation;

and it is only among the loose mould raised by the

harrows, that the seed can be nourished during the
first stage of its growth. Another detect of these

neatvvorkinri: ploughs is this : as each slice leans

U|/on the former, there is a small angular vacancy
under each, and which, when slugs are plentiful,

form secure retreats lor these destructive animals.

Hence, the necessity for heavy pressers to consoli-

date the soil between the furrows, in order that the
seed might have a firm bottom to lie on, and not

hang loosely on the interstices.

That the surface of the soil being turned over

in such entire slices is unfiivorable to the crop, is

exemjilified bj' the great diflerence observable in

the results of crops raised on ground stirred by the

plough, and that diirged with the spade. The su-

periority of the latter is entirely owing to the more
perfect comminution and disruption of the soil, by

which all atmospheric influences are more readily

admitted, and an ampler space given for the more
easy range of the roots. It ismanitf-st, therefore,

that the more the slice is disturbed and shaken in

Ijloutjhing, so that .the grass and weeds are suffi-

ciently buried, the better ii is for the crop. And it

is questionable, whether leys would not be better

ploughed (or wheat or jjcas by the convex boarded

plough than by the twisted breast, even if it were

necessary to hand-pick the weeds off afterwards.

It is perfectly true, that when wheat or any oth-

er crop is intended to be drilled, the surface must,

in the first place^ be deeply harrowed, which in a

great measure obviates the objections made to the

twisted plough laying the suriiiceso firmly togeth-

er. But if not harrowed equally deep lor broad-

casting, the crop will certainly be inferior—rising

and npenjng unequally.

The coulter is an efficient member of the plough;

it is jjlaced a little in advance ol the point of the

share, and cuts through the turf, or matted sur-

face, while the share is'slipping under and raising

the slice from its place. The coulter is always set

a litile into the land. The skim coulter will be no-

ticed hereafter.

Much has been written on the most suitable

length of the mould-board, and at what angle it

shiiijld project fr-om the line of draught. The
working part of a filough has always been form-

ed on the principle of a wedge, having one straight

side to correspond with the line of draught, and

the other diverging from that line at an angle more
! or less acute. "But the action of a plough and a

j

wedge are not exactly similar ; the last operates m
I

the cleft along its whole length, while it is the fore-

part or breast only of the first which is constantly

acting, and where the principal force or impulse of

the machine should be concentrated. A wedge
has a double lateral action, while the plough has

but one. Loose soil may be considered a fluid
;

and, we are quite certain, that all solid bodies im-

|;elled through a fluid move with greater celerity

with the large endforerun st than with the smaller.

As proof of the truth of .this fact, we need only ap-

peal to the general form of birds and fishes; and

even the finest graduated wedge itself may be im-

pelled easier through water vvith the base, leather

than the point, foremost. The form of ships is

|)roof. A mast, or sf)ar, as seamen call it, is tow-

ed with the greatest difficulty with the small end

t()remopt.

From these observations it will appear, that the

greater the length of the sole or share-tail be, the

steadier will the plough move in the work ;
and

the longer the mould-board, to open a furiow of

nine in'ches, the heavier must be the draught.

And, moreover, it appears, that a mould-board

fourteen inches ion^, set at an anrile of forty- five

degrees from the line of draught, would open a

furrow nine inches wide with much more ease

than a board, three feet long, to open the same fur-

row.

These particulars are worth the attention of the

[)lough-vvright; for, notwithstanding all our im-
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proveineriis in plouffli-makinp'. tliprf is still room
ibr an)eii<lnieiits, either in lespeniiijithc ilmutrht, or

m;t!(infr tlie ojicraiion more eflectuui {()rtiie pnrpo-
sep ')( the liirnier.

J)iffereiit soils require very dif^rent kinds of
ploughs: ill jiirht, loamy soils, ii<^!itly-cnnstructed

e\viiig-[)loui2,'lis, drawn by two horsps a-breast, and
without a driver, are the most convenient and eco-
nomical. Ill St roil ir, heavy clays, both ploiisrhs

and teams iiiiisi ht; proporiionabh.' stiono'. Land
ol a thin slaple, and on a gravelly subsoil, requires
skeleton-lurmed plouirhs, having a share fixed on
a sheath, with a long ground-rise, secured by a
tuck behind. The only parts of this plouffh in

contact with the pan ofthesoil, while at work, are
the point, of the share and the two rises ; for if the
bottom were not open, the plough would be every
instant thrown out of the ground.

It is inifiossible, however, to describe the many
different kinds of [}|ough& in use in these kingdoms;
every district havintr its own plouofh-wright, his

ploughs are said to be the best in h^ntjland. It is

quite true, that local circumstances impose on the
resident tradesman the task of torming his ploughs
to the work required to be done ; but, we very of-

ten find him wedded to his lather's plans, rather
than altering them to suit the more ameliorated
state of the soil. On this subject one thing is per-
fectly clear, and that is, the working of the land
may be eti'ected by much lighter implements, and
less horse-strength, than as it is now (iracticed.

A Farmer.

From Jameson's Edinljurgh Pliilof^opliical JournaJ.

FRIBOURG BRIDCK.
The town of Frihourg is built on the left bank

pi' the Savine. Both sides of this small stream
are very steep, and rise to the heiirhi of about 220
feet (FntrlishJ above its bed, and travellers from
Berne to Frihourg were formerly obliged to descend
the hill in order to reach a small wooden bridge
which crosses the river, and immediately. after, by
a steep ascent of about 220 feet, reach the top of the
opposite bank before coming to the centre of the
town. The passage through Friliourg thus occu-
pied nearly an hour ; but the case is changed since
the erection of the new suspension bridge. These
difficulties were long considered the unavoidable
consequence of the local situation of the town, un-
til some bold spirit conceived the idea of uniting,
by means of a suspension bridge, the steep banks
of the Savine. It was necessary that the bridge
should pass over a great part of the town itself,

and the scheme was considered completely Uto-
pian

;
yet, certain of the authorities and some ac-

tive citizen determined to submit the measure to

the consideration of engineers of difierent districts.

Various designs were accordingly offered, and the
jiTOvernment of the canton gave the preference to

tliat of M. Challey, ol' Lyons, whose plan has since
beene.xeciitedunderhisinmiediate superintendence.
The gateways at either end of the bridge are of

Doric architecture, and are about 6o feet high.
The tops of their arches are about 42 feet afiove

the roadway, and the arches have a span of 20 feet.

The masonry of the gate is 46 feet in width, and
its thickness is about 20 feet; and although the
hardest blocks of the hard limestone of Sura were
employed in this work% iron cramps were iiseri to

complete the union of the stones, and about 24 tons
of iron were used tor thiis purpose.

The width of the valley of the Savine at the

point where the bridge is built, or, in other words,
the distance between the inner lace works of the

two gateways on either bank of the river, and con-
seqently the span ol the suspended roadway is

87] feet. It may be easily conceived that a good
deal of doubt was entertained as to the propriety

of trusting to a span of so great extent, and the

idea of suspending the bridge at the middle, at

first occured to M. Challey, as the best mode of

Ibrming the communication. On weighing the

difficult}', however, of obtaining a solid foundation

f()r a pier 220 leet in height, in the bottom of an
allin'ial valle\', he soon relinquished tiiisidea; and
the bridge has, therefore, been constructed with a
single span of 871 ft!ef.

The road-way is suspended in the manner now
universally known, by firujr cables, of iron wire, (in

France ropes formed of wire are employed, and
not solid links as in England.) passingover the up-
per part of the gateways. Each cable consists of
1200 wires, each about 1-lOth inch in diameter,

and about 1400 feet in length. To avoid the diffi-

culty of moving these heavy cables, each wire
was brought separately lo its place, and there uni-

ted on the spot by the workmen, who were sus-

pended during the work. We are ha[)|)y that no
accident of any kind occurred during the operation.

It is calculated that the lour united cables are ca-

pable of sustaining a weight of 2946 tons. The
lour cables are fixed in chain fits or shatis cut out

of the solid rock, on either side ol' the river—on.

each of these fits four cables pass through a verti-

cal cylindric chimney oi" pillar, which bears three

heavy domes resting upon it, and at the same time
abutting against grooves, cut with much care in

the rock, to receive the springing stones. At the

bottom of the pillars, the cables are made fast to

blocks of very hard stone, which are cubes of 6^
feet. The cables therefore cannot slide without
lifting the whole of these enormous buildings^,.

strengthened as they are by their connection with-

the solid rock.

jNl. Challey began this work in the spring of

1832. He brought out of France with him only

a foreman, who had assisted him on former occa-

sions, and engaged in this arduous work with the

inexperienced workmen of the country, who had
never seen a suspension bridge : he completed the

work in spite of" all these difficulties, and on the

15th October, 1834, fifteen pieces of artillery,

drawn by 42 horses and surrounded by three hun-
dred persons, crossed the bridge, though they
united in one body as well on the middle as on
the ends of the road -way. Nor was the least ap-

pearani^e of derangement discovered on the closest

exan)ination. Some days after, the whole of the

inhabitants of Fribourg and its suburbs passed

over in procession, so that there were no fewer than
1800 persons on the bridge at the same lime, and
all classes, of travellers, mercantile and curious,

have since united with the natives of the Swiss
cantons in testilying their entire satisftiction with
the bridge. Although the severe proof to which
the constructor of this new work subjected it, by
loading the road-way with about 20 pounds on
each s(iuare toot, did not take place, till the month
of October, 1835, yet it may safe-ly be said that the

collossal bridge of Fribourg was completely finish-

ed in two years and a half The whole expense
was only about £24,000 ($115,000.

J
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Tlie only liriiliitt which can he. compured lor its

d;mi'iisions wiihlhiit of M. Chnllin', is ihf iVlenai

or B ni:.''nrhriti^e, which joins liit^ Isl(> ol" An<jlt'sc;\

toiliH main land of I'^H.'^iaiul. The larir<'st vessels

s:iil below il with foil canvass set. It wasconsinicl-

0(1 hy liie eelelirated en<itneer Tellbni ;
hni the

RIenai hriJire is only five lunnlred arul fitly t'eet in

leniiMli, while the htiilge of Frihourir is eijjht hun-

dred and seventy-one. The roadway of Mr. Tel-

lord's hridire is ahont. one hundred and six leet

ahove the level ofl\i>xh water, and M. Challey's is

two hundred and twenty above the level of the

river Savine,
("Comparisons wilh certain points in the city of

Paris uive a more lively idea tlian any numbers
of the niaijnitude ol" the work. Only conceive a

bridire ol" one arch as lonflf as the rai!in<r oCthe Ca-
rousel, and a rond-way as hi^h as the tower ol

Notre Dame, or The column in tlie Place Vendome,
•and yon may have some idea ol'the bridge ot'Fri-

bourj^.

From tlie Mining Journal.

niCEPKST MIXK IX GREAT BRITAIN

Our readers may perhaps recollect, that some
time ago a coal pit, said to be deepest m Great
Britain, was sunk at Monkwearmouth. to the

depth of" 264 liithoms, or 1,5S4 leei below ihe sur-

litce ;* and that in November, 1834, Professor

Phillips of New York, along with a number of

other scientific persons, descended t!\e pit, and
made a series of very interesting observations on
the variations of the barometer and thermometer
in the course of their descent anil ascent. The
temperature, by these observations, increased in

proportion to the depth, and a thermometer sunk
into a hole, drilled to the depth of two and a half

leet into the Hoor of the workings, from which hole

the air was carefully excluded, after remainiiiir in

that position fortv-eight hours, stood at 71.2.

Since the date of Professor Phillip's visit, the en-

terprising ovvners have sunk it still deeper, and the

average temperature has increased to seventy de-

gress, a degree of heat which makes it difficult tor

the men to work beyond six hours at a time.f In

addition to this inconveniencr, a species of fly,
{

about an inch long, has .appeared, by the bite of
which both men and horses are much, annoyed.

From Loudon's Gardeners' Magazine.

Owen's animalized carbon.

Five or six years ago, Mr. Owen happening to

he at Copenhagen, and observing that the emp-
tying of the privies, and the bones, and such like

domestic refuse, had been for many years, perhaps
for centuries, deposited in ibur or five large pits in

the outskirts ol' the town, conceived the idea of
usinsitas manure. He purchased the contents of
all these pits, and is now selling it m the form of
compressed powder, as a most' valuable manure,

* There are more shafts than one at the Consohdation
Mines in Cornwall, which are nearly 300 fathoms in

depth, or 1800 feet.

t At the bottom of Wolfs shaft, at the Consolidated
Mines, the temperature is said to have been as hi^rh as

which it doubtless is. In 1835, 700 tons of this

manure were sent from the mainifactory at Co-
penhagen ; ill 1826, 1600 Ions, and in 18."^7, up to

about the middle ol" June, when our inl()rinant,

iNlr. Petersen, left Coiienhagen, 3000 ions were
exported.

From th« Farmrrs' Magazine.

NEW MA.\UHE.

To ihe Editor of the Mark Lane .Express.

Sir.— I notice in your valuable paper of the

15th inst., you allude to the unquestionable and
eminent cfiemist, Lavosier, as to the example in

cullivatii>g lands on chemical principles. I have
had ocular ilemonstration of the (act, both in

France and Engrantl ; and am sorry the limit of

time prevents me giving you a more lengthened
account, which I shall liave pleasure in doing in a
short period ; and I beg to state, from the know-
ledge I obtained ill France, and regular correspon-

dence since I left that country, added to which ihe

successful experimenis ihat have been Iblluwed in

En<iland ; it will not be difficult to nrove land man-
aged vvifih chemical compost we should uliimately

[)ro(luce one-sixth more grain and seeds than we
do this time, without any additional expence to

the larEiier. Relerrinir you to the annexed.
I remain, sir.

Your obedient servant,

J. II. Shepherd.
Uhslet, June 15, 1837.

IMPORTANT TO FARMERS.

Patent animalized black, which has proved so^

efl'ectua! in all parts of France, where adopted, for

upwards of eighteen months back, possesses the
Ibllowing advantages over bone manure :

—

Firstly, It is applicable to the strongest as well
as the lightest soils.

Secondly, One ton is equal to thirty tons of
common fold-yard manure; can he drilled with
the present drills as used tor corn or seed ; or ap-
plied as a top dressing, immediately alter the plant
appears above ground.

Thirdly, The proportion is as half a ton English
per hectare French, heing equal to about two
acres two roods English land measure.

Fourthly, Insects do not lotlge in carbonized
substances, the animalized black being nothing
else.

Fifthly, To use half animalized black, and half
boiled bone-dust, is a certain preventive against
insects.

Lastly, Five cwt. of animalized black costs no
more than the same weight of bone-dust, but pro-
duces much greater effect, in point of produce, on
all soils.

N. B. It is necessary to state, to prevent mis-
understanding, this is a different manure to what
is selling for animalized carbon, as a sample of the
latter was taken by the writer from a sea-port in
England, and given to one of the first French
chemists to analyze, who pronounced it not to
have a particle of carbon in it, observing, at the
same time it possessed qualiti"s superior to bones
as the latter he called the refuse of the animal.
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FISHING WITH BUCK-EYE.

It may be already known to some of" our read-

ers, but it was new to us to learn tbat the shrub

called buck-eye was fatal to the fish of our rivers

and creeks. Peter Dick says he and Dr. J. M.
Worth Tied the experiment very successfully a

lew days ao;o, in a little pool of water, on the

Doctor's plantation of JMoinifomery county. The
•only preparation consisted of a basket part full of

the leaves, roots and balls of the buck-eye, beat

and bruised u[) toijether and then dipped a (ew

limes into the water; when instantly the fish, big

and little, beixan to throw themselves aimulia-

neousiy on the sjion'. 'I'his pool, of not more
than three or liiu,- rods surface, is not far distant

.from a creek; but there did not appear to have been

lany connexion tietween them, even in the times

o! hiirh water. In this way they cauu'ht 230 fish

in a few minutes. And some hundreds more of

the smaller order lay round the marijin of the

pool. The fish weresostupified that they nuule no

;resistanre in beintr canjflit in the hand.

—

j-Jshho-

jrough (iV. C.) Citizen.

From the Lexington (Va.) Gazette.

REMARKABLE ATTRACTION OF BIRDS.

"Birds of various kinds, are .seen to fly with

such impetuosity ajxainst a certain house not two
miles east of Brownsburg, in this county, as to

extinguish lite instantly. The walls are stuccoed,

and washed with a beautiful white lime. In one
instance, a pair of partridges, rushed with great

violence against the wall, and fell dead instantly.

On examination, it was ascertained, that the craw
of both had burst by the concussion. Two doves,

on another occasion, met a similar fate. Larks,

eparrows, robin red breasts, wnh other of the

leathered tribe, are alike the victims of this lalal

encounter. The number of dead picked up, does

not fall short of thirty. It would appear, that the

exceeding whiteness of the walls destroyed the

instinctive sense of danger. In no case noticed,

has an individual escaped death, whose fiiglit was
directed towards the buiUHng."

[The foregoing communication is from one of

the most respectable gentlemen in Rockbridge,
whose statements need no confirmation fiom any
one. We have, however, the most abundant
confirmation of his assertions from, other equally

respectable sources. We know not why we
shoukl not state that the house referred to, is the

residence of Capt, Henry B. Jones, who commu-
nicated the facts to our informant. Ed. Lex. G.]

From tlie Gardener's Magazine.

HINTS ON RAISING ASPARAGUS.

Hy John fVighton, Gardener at Chssey Hall.

Asparagus, grown in the (rardens, of private

gentlemen, is often inferior to that raised by mar-
ket-gardeners. The superiority of the latter is

caused by tlie greatest richness of the soil, in

which it is raised. Market-gardeners being un-
der no control of masters, generally spare no ex-

pense in enriching their soil ; and their beds are

more frequently renewed. But gentlemen's gar-

deners, not being always free to act as they judge
most jiroper, are often without the means of im-

proving the soil ; their beds are frequently old,

and the soil in them exhausted ; when new beds

are made, from the want of more materials, they

are generally formed in the same way which pre-

vailed fifty years ago. The sod is made good

about two feet deep, and laid out in beds lour jeet

wide, with paths two feet wide between them;
the plants being set in rows one loot asunder.

Treated in this manner, no asparagus will be fit to

cut before three years; and by that time the beds

will have become a mass of roots, and two or three

years afterwards the soil will be exhausted.

To raise large asparagus, the soil should be

made good to the depth of five or six leet ; then

laid out in beds ii-om lour feet to six leet wide,

with paths between them, of the width of two
and a half feet. The phmts nuist be put in two
leet a|)art, and the stems not allowed to approach

each other much nearer than two leet ; or beds

three li?.e1 wide, with one row of plants down the

centre, and the plants one and a half feet asunder

in the rows would be preferable. It is a very

common error to allow too many stalks to grow
close to each other. If this be |)ermitied, howe-
ver good the soil, the asparagus is sure to be

small ; as the stalks, when so close, draw upon
each other. Weak and small stems produce in-

variably weak asparagus ; for it is at the bottom of

these that the asparagus springs.

Happening, lately, to take up some asparagus,

which had been planted five years, I found the

roots at the depth of six feet, in a poor sandy soil.

Cossey, Feb. 10.

From L'E'cho du Monde Savant.

EFFECT OF FORESTS ON THE SIZE OF RIVER
CURRENTS.

M. Boussingault, in a memoir recently present-

ed to the Academy of Sciences at Paris, has en-

deavored to show the effects which tlie clearing

away of Ibrests has upon the force and abundance
of the river streams in a country. He thinks that

the current of water diminishes in proportion as

the clearings extend ; and was led to take this

view from observation made in America, espe-

cially in the lake of Tftcarigna or Valencia, in

V^enezuela, which has no outlet. I'his lake, in

fi^ict, diminished in depth as last as the forests were
grubbed up ; but as soon as, on account of politi-

cal troubles, the grubbing up ceased, the waters

t)egan to assume their primitive level. Similar re-

sults have been furnished by the Lake of Ubate,

in New Granada, and even by those of Switzer-

land.

M. Boussingault also thiidss that clearing away
the liircsis h-as a direct tendency to diminish the

quantity of rain. In tlie provinces of San Bue-
naventura, of Choco, and of Esmeralda, which

are situated to the south of Panama, and where

niins are almost continual, the soil is covered with

thick forests; whilst towards Paita, beyond Tum-
bez, the Ibrests have disappeared, and rains may
be said to be utd<nown. This want of rain is in

like manner observed in all the country near the

desert of Sechara, and even to Lima
;
yet these
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two countries eiijoj'' the Piiine temperature, they

present nearly I lie same purliice, and liavc a like

l)osilion relatively the mounlains.

M. Arago remarks that a contrary result lias

been observed at Viviers, in tlie department of

Ardoehe, where the quantity of rain fallen has

augmented since the clearing ot* the forests from
the country.

On the other hand, M. Deveze of Chabriol has

come to the conclusion, li-om the examination of

several historical documents, that in the depart-

ment of Carilal, in the environs ol' Saint Flenr,

there has been an abatement of temperature since

the disappearance of the forests. For example,
from the records of the 13ih and 14th centuries, it

is proved that at this period the vine was cultiva-

ted on the slope of the hill of Saint Fleur, and this

culture will not succeed at present. The chestnul

has also disappeared- from many of the cantons
where it formerly flourished; and many villages

situated near the summits of mountains have been
abandoned. It is also remarked that, in this coun-
try, man\^ streams have been dried up, in conse-
quence of the clearing of the forests.

PURIFICATION OF TAR.

Tar contains a certain quantity of pyroligneous

acid from the wood which produces it, and which
in time occasions the destruction of cordage by
thickening, in the manner of pitch, as soon as the

oily portions have disappeared. This change pre-

vents the threads from stretching, and of course

they must break, although they may siill be sound.
The acid should iherelbre be carefully extracted

from the tar. This is effected by washing it in

clean lime-water. They are to be well agitated

together in any suitable reservoir,' by a convenient
instrument of any kind, changing the lime-water
Irequenlly, and continuing the operation until a
good test paper indicates a freedom from all acidity.

Tar thus purified is a good preservative of wood,
which it defends from decay much longer than
common tar, because the. acid attracts moisture
from the air, and reiains^ it in the fibres of the wood;
but purified tar repels moisture, and thus acts as a
preservative.

—

Jour, des Conn. Usuelles.

From tlie British Farmer's Magazine.

MANUFACTURE OF BEET-ROOT SUGAR IN
FRANCE.

From the French of M. Duhi uirfaiit and others.

[Continued from p. 91] *

CHAP VI.

Concentration of the Juice.

. If after defi^cation, the juice were only a cryslal-

lizable matter, composed but of liquid sugar and

* The delay of our continuation of this article has

been caused by the miscarriage of the No. of the Eu-

ropean journal, next in order, from which we copy. If

the loss had been total, we should not only have been

placed in the disagreeable position of commencing an

article without being able to complete it, but, unwit-

tingly, had seduced sundry of our brethren into the like

water, all that would be necessary could be accom-
plished by evaporation. Hul this is not the case,

ii)r when the juice is subniiited to tliis operation, it

soon becomes turbid, I hough clear at first, and
presents to the eye a number of lumps similar to

those produced by delineation, and which are held

in solution, and only f)recipitaied as the wafer
evaporates. These solid particles contribute to

the alteration which takes place in the sugar. One
inconvenience attendiuir them is this: ihat if it

were wished to proceed at once to boil the juice

without iiilerposinfj between the defncalion and
this same boiling, some process by which the syr-

up can be purged fi'om the imjiurities which are

held in suspension in it, we should obtain nothing

but a thick substance which would burn beliire it

perfected its sugar, and from which, in fiict, not an
atom of crystallizable matter could be extracted.

It is this circumstance which dislin<ruishes, in beet

root su(jar works, concentration fi'om boiling ; oth-

erwise these two operations have the same end in

view: namely, the s(>paraiion of the water from
the juice by evaporation. The. difference between
them in the order of the proceedin<Ts is— 1. That
concentration precedes ooiling. 2. That the one
operates on larger Inxiics than the other. 3. That
the process of clarification intervenes, the object of

w'hich is to separate the substances precipitated by
concentration, iri order to produce a clear, limiiid

juice fJir boilinir. 4. That the concentration takes

ihejuice at the density of defi^caiion to carry it to

20 or 25° hot, while boiling takes it at this density

to carry it to 40 or 41° (areometrical,) a point near-

ly sufficient for a good crystallization.

The process of deiin^ation generally causes a
loss in the weight of the raw juice of 1° or 1-|°; for

instance a juice that weiglied 7 areometrical de--

grees at 10° (55°) of the thermometer, would not
weigh, after defecation, more than about 6°. If it

weighed 10° the defecation would reduce it to 8^°;
in fiict the loss ol' weight in this case is nearly it>

proportion to the density of the juice.

difficulty; for nearly all the editors of agricultural pa--

pers in this country have copied the commencement

from the Farmers' Register, relying of course upon

this journal for the means to furnish to tlieir readers the

conclusion. So far as we know and believe, the copy

of the British journal from which we take this piece

is the only one received in the United States. And
therefore, if we had remained under the privation of

the loss of the continuation, all those who have profit-

ed by our provision in this matter, woTifd have been

placed in the same awkward predicament.

No pains and expense have been spared, on our part,

to obtain the best foreign agricultural periodicals,

and other new agricultural works; and yet none of our

elForts have been attended with more disappointment.

Delays in receiving new publications are generally en-

countered, and total losses frequently, and we pay for

all lost packages, as well as all received. And after

all the cost, and the trouble added of selecting articles

from the m^ss of worthless matter, the pieces so select-

ed are copied into other agricultural journals of this

country, and generally without the slightest acknowl-

edgment of the source whence they are immediately

derived.

—

Ed. Far. Reg.
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Concentration operates by the intervention of

fire, which reiluces the waier to the stale of va-

por; and as the tension of vapor is reiTulated by

the temperature, it follo\vs that, to produce the

qnici<est pos>ihle evaporation, under the atmos-

pheric pressure, it will be necessary to ex|)ose it to

the highest teirijierature that it can lake under this

pressure, which is that, of ebullition.

There are oilier n)elhods of producinj? concen-

'tration. Achard, for instance, by steam, (not

hiiih pressure, J actinj? on tiie boiler which con-

tained the juice to be evaporated. This he eli'ect-

-ed without ebullition, but very slowly. In Euirland

syrups are often evaporated by means of sieam ;

but there it is so hifrbly compressed ihai the liquor

enters into ebullition as if it were exposed to a na-

ked fire. All these means of evaporation are more
or less complicated, and on that account rather de-

viate from the common routine of atrpicultural op-

erations. The author therefire confines himself

to the most simple mode of evaporation f()r con-

centrating the juice of the beet root. The great

problem is,

"To exhibit the simplest apparatus for concen-

trating the juice in the shortest possible space of

time, and with the least alteration in the quality."*

§ 1. Of Evaporating /Apparatus, or Boilers for
Concentration.

Boilers of cnpperare thought to be the most suit-

able li)r this purpose. It has been proved both by
theorv and practice that the vapori?;ation of liquids

is best effected in wide open vessels. It is then

important that the evaporatmirsurlaces should be

-as large as possible, and exposed to the direct ac-

tion of the tire. But herein a difficulty presents

itself, which is this :

—

The beet root juice will suffer by concentration

a reduction nearly equal to four-fifihs or five-sixths

of its volume, according to its richness, and this

reduction ouirht to take place in a very short time,

wliich, of course, is only to be effected by a fierce

fire. The irreat difficulty in this case is to prevent

thesuirar from burmiii''. But the better way per-

haps will be to give a brief analysis of the several

modes actually in use.

I. jfcharcfs Plan (f Concentratinn.

This chemist recommended from experience the

concentration by steam, for which purpose he had
two boilers (ilaced for one delineating boiler. These
were charired only about six inches deep, conse-
quently the process is very slow, and, in the au-
thor's opinion, by no means advantageous to fol-

low.

2. Plan adopted at Chatillon-sur- Seine.

Here the concentration is effected in boilers

equal in capacity to those of defecation, thus each
defecating boiler has its evaporating boiler. The
process of concentration requires ten or twelve
hours to bring the juice to 22 areometrical degrees
boiling. This is a very imperfect systetn.

3. M. ChaptaVs Plan of Concentration.

This chemist employs one evaporating boiler for

* In the process of boiling, f^reat improvements have
recently been made in France, steam beinjj now g;en-

erally employeil for that purpose in the several sugar
estdliiiishnieiits.

one of defecation, and this boiler, 15 inches deep?
receives all the juice of one operation. The sur-

fice of I his boiler is calculated to contain about
8G10 Enu'lish sijuare inches, (SoS^ square decime-
tres^ capable of evaporating per hour as many
killoiri'ammes of water (555^ killo n: r2211bs.3

M. Chaptal concentrates the syrup to 28° boiling,

which corresponds with 32^ cold. To obiain this

result it was neces-sary to reduce the body nearly

to a sixih, which would require three or t()ur hours,

a period considered to be too long. M. Dubrun-
ti^iut therefijre does not advise a single boiler tor

ihis oj aeration.

4. Plan nf Concentration generally in Use.

This method consists in the adoption of two
evaporating boilers, jbr one of defecation. All

three have boitotas of the same dimensions; and
as the two former are capable of receiving all the

juice furnished by one defecation, they are made
rather more than half the height of ihe' latter.

'I'lms admitting that the one contained 2000 hires,

(Id cubic feetjj each of the others world contain
rather more than 1000 litres, (^5 cubic feet).

This plan is practised iit many of the mannfacto-
ries. Siill some are of opinion that it is not the

most advantageous to adopt.

5. M. Crespefs Plan of Concentration.

Each boiler of concentration is 2m.32 Cabout 91
inches) lonir, nnd Im.OG (39inclresJ wide, and pre-

sents a surface of 3000 square inches. There are

six of these for one of defincalion. An evaporaiion

takes place during the defe-cation of about an 18th

part of the mass.* About 280 to 300 litres (62 to

67 callonsj are poured into each concentrating

boiler, which is nearly four inches deep. The
juice is kepi boiling till it had reached 31° of
Heaume. This operation will require five hours.

The ISOO litres (400iral|ons or so) contained in the

si.K concentrating boilers will be reiluced to 220 or

240 litres (50 or 54 gallons) of syrup, according to

the richness of the beet foots in saccharine matter.

The above is !VI. Crespel's own account, but

since it was written he has made many improve-
ments, and particulaily in bis evaporatinu; appara-
tus, which is conjposed of" two rows (batteries) of
six boilers each, fomiing a set for each of the two
defecating boilers v»'ith which they are intended lo

act.

Each of" these boilers may be about four ftnet in

diameter by one foot in hei<rht. The following is

the mode of using them: The chargeof one of the

defecating boilers being drawn ofi clear, is distri-

buted by equal portions over the six boilers which
compose one of the batteries. They are then sub-
mitted to a brisk evaporation till the juice has ac-

quired a density of 20° or nearly so. The con-
tents of the six boilers are then united in one, to

be clarified, which process will be described here-

after. The concentration thus advanced but lo

20° (areometrical,) does not expose the juice tO'

the risk accruiiiir from too thin a body.t
This JVl. Dubrunfaut thinks the best plan he had

hitherto seen adopted, although in his opinion it

* This reduction arises not so much from evapora-

tion as from the scum and froth removed during the

defecatinsc process.

f M. Crespej, I am informed, has materially altered

his plan since this wa^ written.
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still inltniiteil ot'improvtmoiifs. lie tlicielbrc pro-

poses the lollowiii;! ;is his own :

—

6. Plan, of Concentration.

ft has received the sanction of expenencp, and
will he ()iiriicul;)rly advanlaixeou.-? in lar<re concerns:

three hoilers are su[)posed to he nec(>ssary. each
alibriliiio; a chanre of 500 litres (114 irallons) eve-

ry iialf hoiu-, malting 24,000 litres, or 5472 gallons

in the 24 hours.

The author has ascertained that the syrup, to

underiro a suitable evaporation, ouijht never to

present in the boilers a laver reduced to more than
5 centimetres (2 inches) in depth. This is the

minimum of reduction to which it can he hroufrht

without danirer ; Ibr beyond that, the ebullition will

not operate well.

It is well known that to produce the greatest

evaporatiniT etfect, the puce outrht to be spread
over the larirest possible surliice, 'but that this nnist

necessarily be limiieil by the reduction in bulk

which the juice will under<ro in concentration.

The inconvenience arisinsf therefrom is overcome
in the lollowiuii; manner. First, the piice is so dis-

tributed over the suriace as not lo complete its

evaporation there; but when the layer shall be re-

duced to 5 centimetres (2 inches,) this same juice

is removed to a vessel present ini; a smaller surface,

and where, consequently, it undergoes a new evap-
oration; then, when on this new suriace it shall

again be reduced to 5 centimetres (2 inches,") it is

removed to anoiher still smaller, and so on. How-
ever, three of these removals have been found to

be sufficient, in the progress of which the juice

has been exposed lo the action of the fire but an
hour and a half

It will be well to asc<^rlain the quantity of water
evaporated fi-om a given quantity, say 500 litres

(114 gallons) of juice, the mean richness of which
is 6 areometrical decrees, and which by concentra-
tion is raised in density to 30 degrees when cold.

A calculation is then given, by which it appears
that these 114 gallons will be reduced to 18| gal-

ions (82 litres,) 9 gallons of which are water.
There must then have been evaporated durinnr the

concentration 95^- ijallons = 919 lbs. of water.
In adoptinir vessels of three different calibres to

effect the coticentrat.ion of 500 litres (114 irallons)

of juice, antl the coiisecjuent evaporation of 95.^-

gallons of water in half an hour, it has been taken
lor granted that the boilers were worked simulta-

neously and continually. It would, of course, be
necessary in such case, that they should be dis-

charg 'd and recharired every half hour. But in

ordf^r to do this properly, their evaporatino; sur-

faces should be exacilv proportioned to the quan-
tities of liquid received by each of them, and to

the effect which they are intended to produce.
Thus the first (500 litres) ought to have an evap-
orating surface equal to 861 square feet. The
juice will be distributed over abed of 10 centime-
tres (4 inches) in depth, and as it ouaht not to con-
tinue in a state of ebullition more than half an
hour, after this time it will have lost half its bulk
of water, and will thus be reduced to 5 centimetres
(2 inches) in depth. The juice will then be trans-
ferred into a second boiler, the surface of which
will be equal to 430 square feet. From thence it

will be removed to a bed 4 inches deep, as in the
first instance, and after evaporatinn; half an hour
this will also be reduced to 5 centimetres, losing in

Vol. V-ol

the above lime. 275lbs. of water. There then re^

main 2S (gallons of syrup, which will be taken to

a third boiler, presenting a surfice of 215 square

feet. This last vessel wii'l be cajjahle of evapora-

ting 14<ralloiis in half an hour, making a total of
437 litres (100 trallons) of water eva[)orated,

whereas only 95;} iialloiis were wanted. II" the

size ol these vesseU be ob|ecied to, it is very easy
to provide aL'";nnst this evil; l()r instance, instead

of one boiliM- of ^^OO superficial feet, one miij;ht em-
ploy l()ur of 215 leet, and in place of No. 2, which
is said lo contain 430 square Ihel, two of 215, and
so on.

§ 2. Oftfioj^ppendagestothe Evaporating Vessels

The walls of the fiirnacee ou<rht to be stronirly

built, and protecied on their u|)per edges by sheet

co|)per.

A skimmer is wanted (breach boiler, proportion-

ed to their resjiective sizes, and also some good
areometers, to indicate in a constant and uniform

manner the point of concentration. Each evapo-

rating boiler should have a wooden orearthern ves-

sel to receive the skimmings, which are removed
during the process of" concentration.

§ 3. Process of Concentralioii.

The apjiaratus f()r this purpose, it has already

been stated, should be so placed that the clour

juice from the defl^cation f)oiler should be deliver-

ed to it by a natural declivity, with a view to

economy of labor.

The process of" concenirafion is extremely sim-

ple, except, perhaps, in the evaporaiing' battery,

(^batlerie evajyoratoire) wh'n:h will be described by
and bv ; in the meantime there are some partic-

ulars relatinfr to the management of the syrup

common to all methods, and these are as follow :

—

When the piice leaves the defecating for the

concentratiniT iioiler, it irenerallv froths a good deal;

but this frolh is oflen occasioned simply by the fall

of the juice in the air. However-, if"this froth, in-

stead ofsubsiding immediately, have a sort of con-

sistence— if lilt and iireasy to the touch, it would
be a certain proof that the juice had been badly

defecated. In the defecation boiler, the juice often

fidls, when left to settle, from a temperature of 80"^

Reaumur (212^ Fahrenheit) lo 50 or 60=^ R. (145
or 167" F.,) esfieciall}^ when a lartre quantity is

operated upon. Tl will be well therefore to prolong
this period of settlement Ibr two hours. The juice

in that case will never enter the concentration boil-

er in a state of ebullition, and beflire boiling, it is

covered wilh a white scum, the formation of which
it is advisable to encourage bv not forcing the fire

too much at the outset. This scum is composed
of albuminous matter, which, coaixulatinir, thus

I
envelopes all the panicles held ih solution in the

!

liquid, and carries them to the surfitce with it. It

is generally white, but grey when the juice has
not run perfectly clear, a circumstance that now
and then will occur, even with the most experi-

enced hands. In this case a little blood, or white
ofeo-cT, issorifietimes applied with eff'ect to the juice.

The scum will then rise more abundantly; but
care must be taken so to manage the fire as that

the boiling shall only he visible on a point of" the
surface, and that very gently, oihervvise the scum
will mix again with the liquid, and in that case
can only begot rid of by filtration or precipitation,

both of whicli, on every account, ought to he, sed-
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ulously avoiiied ; but Avhen all the Bcuni is remo-
ved the fire may be Ibrced, and aonceniration will

proceed rapidly.

Duririj; the evaporation it always happens thai

the juice has at certain tin)ee a great pro|>ensity to

rise in the boiler. This disposition will be the

greater when the juice is not o(" the best quality, or

has not been well deiecated. However, all juice

is more or less subject to it. This rising is occa-

sioned by a number of bubbles, formed by the dis-

engagement oC the steam, and the resistance ofler-

led to it by the viscous nature oi' the juice. These
bubbles rapidly succeed each other, and form

such a head, that they would soon overfl''W the

boiler, unless means were taken to prevent it.

The simplest, is to throw in any fat substnnce, as

oil, suet, or butter, the last generally preferred,

which soon disperses the bubbles. It is sometimes
necessary to repeat this operation several limes du-

rinsr the process of concentration.

To asceriain the period when the juice has arri-

emptying ought to be performed regularly every
half hour, if the evaporating surfaces of the dit-

(erent boilers be rightly calculated; but if anything
should occur to prolong the operation, (from half

an hour to three quarters tor example,) it would
not affect the general result, such is the advantage
of the harmony in the arrangement above recom-
mended.

In this evaporating battery, the scum should be
carefully removed during 'the process of evapora-
tion, and this is easily managed, owing to the

comparative smallness of the dimensions of the

boilers. Should the charging and discharging

take place every half hour, one may calculate on
working off in 15 or 16 hours 12,000 litres (up-
wards of 3,000 irallons) ofjuice. But if the work
20 on night and day, 24,000 litres (more than
6000 srallons) may be calculated on as the result.

Again, supposing that the year's work last 4

months, or 120 days, and that 70 per cent of juice

was e.xlracfed, it would require, to maintain a
ved at a proper degree of concentration, and when

{

similar mnnufiictory, about two millions of kilo-

evaporation ought to cease, the areometer must be
i grammes (1970 tons) in the first case, and double

made use of These are the general features of

this operation, by whatever process it is accom-
plished. A few particulars follow, of details pecu-

liar to different systems and apparatus.

1. The Customary Method of Concentration.

Care having been taken to obtain the juice clear

from the defecation boiler, and proper attention

paid to skimming the li(|uor, management of the

fire, &c., as has been described, the suiiable point

at which clarification should begin ought to be

particularly attended to. This, according to the

rule generally adopted, is at 26*^ of Beaume, boil-

ing, or 30o cold.

2. Process by the Evaporating Battery, (Jmtterie

evaporatoire.)

The battery consists of seven boilers, all of the

same size, four boilers forming the first surface,

No. 1, two on the second line placed below the

first, so situated as to receive their charge bv the

simple movement of the ra])e and pulley. They
are called No. 2 ; then a little lower stands No. 3,

or the darifying boiler, for it also serves for this

purpose.

In beginning to work, the four boilers (No. 1)
are first charged with the juice furnished by the
defecation. Each of them should have 28| gal-

lons (125 litres; making 114 gallons (500 lures)

for the four, and which absorb the juice furnished

by one defecmtion boiler. The fire is then lighted,

the albumen added, if necessary, and the surface

skimmed. While these four boilers are in a state

of ebullition, the two boilers. No. 2, are charged
with water, in order that fire may be ready in the

furnace, and when the boilers. No. 1, have under-
gone their half-hours ebullition, the water is dis-

charged from those of No. 2 into No. 3, and they
are charged with the juice of No. 1, which latter

are instantly filled with a fresh charge from the
defecating boiler. Fire is then put under No. 3,

and half an hour after the operation about to be
explained, No. 3 is emptied of the water it con-

tained, and into it is poured the syrup from the two
boilers. No. 2. These again will in their turn be
recharged with syrup from the boilers. No. 1,

which latter will have a new charge, and so on
eonlinually. These operations of charging and

that quantity in the second.

If the smallness of the apparatus be considered

in reference to the magnitude of the labor per-

formed, it will exhibit a striking example of the

advantages of a cnntiniied work, which certainly

allows of greater results than can be obtained by
any other method.

it may be objected on this point, that the ap-
paratus which has been described is fitted only to

a large undertaking, and would not do for instance

for a small building where not more than a million

of kilogrammes (985 tons) are required to be

worked up in lour months ; this is true enough,
but the system is not less applicable to this last

case. It is only necessary to dmiinish the number
of the utensils. Thus, instead of four pans, No.
1, use two, and so on in proportion, by which
about half the quantity can be obtained that has
been stated in the first instance, and this may ac-

cord very well with a small establishment. In

fact there are many of these which do not work
above 5 or 6000 litres, (1150 or 1500 tons.) Below
this it could not well be reduced, because then the

pan No. 3 would be too small to be used with
eflect, and would render the clarification very
tedious and difficult.

CHAP. VII.

Of the Clarification of the Syrup.

Clarification is intended to separate the juice

concentrated nearly to 30° from the substances
which it holds in suspension, and to carry off by
certain agents the coloring and other extraneous
matters fbrtned during the concentration process,

and which would otherwise affect the quality of
the sugar. Clarification is obviously then an im-
portant part of the process of sugar making, and
may be divided into two distinct operations, the

one chemical, whose object is effected by clarify-

ing agents, such as animal charcoal, albumen,
&c., and the other, mechanical, intended to sepa-
rate from the syrup the carboa and the solid sub-
stances collected by the albumen. This last opera-
tion, which may be performed by precipitation, or

better still perhaps by filtration, will, from its im-
portance, form the subject of a particular chapter.

It will be distinguished from clarification, properly

60 called, which term will be applied solely to the
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clieniicnl operation. It is ihie latter whifili is treat-
| a Ijquiil stale to an inJetinite lenortli of time, and

ei3 of in the present chapter, and it will be well to t|iig precaution is ilie mure necessary, as it is

note, that every tia)e clarification has been, or may
{ often advisable to jirovide ii befbreluuid lor ten or

nl)erwardf» be spoken of, it is this, and not the lua- i fii'tecn days.

chanical operation that is alluded to. The best blood for clarification is that of bnl-

& 1 Clarifier
locks ;

next, thai of cows, sheep, and calves : pigs'
" ' "^ '

• 1 •( ' blood is always rejected as bad. I^elbre applyinfj
In manufactories where two concentratmtr boilers ' -.

the blood it should be mixed with about two parts

of water.

i

3. Milk.

I

The mill( employed lor clarification should be
.skimmed. Thi.s auent is certainly a very con-

venient one for ajrricultural esiablishments, not

do the work of one of delineation, one of these acts

as a clarilVinjj pan or boiler ; and with this view,

when '.he concentration is arrived at the re(]uired

areometrical density, oneof ihese boilers is emptied

into the other. All the syrup is thus brought

to<:ether, and the clarification is proceeded with.

In the batterie evaporatoire, hel'ore meniioned, I only frofn its cheapness, but because it is always

No. 3 forms the clarilyini; pan. i at hand.

The utensils used 'in the clarification are :-l
|

.
3_ q ^^aUon of aarifylng.

An areometer: 2. A skimmer; 3. A stirrer ; 4. A
I

• ,-, i^ k . i
• r^ru\

1 r ,u „•„. ,1 „!,,... „.,! <; 4,i^fi.un The quantity supposed 10 be operated on is 500
wooden cup (or the animal charcoal: o. Anoluer

i

' ..-' •('/••
.i . • . an \-

, r\ .„ .u„ K ii„„i.„' K>„„ I „,. ,v,a r,,;iir 1

itres (114 gallons) of luice, that IS to say, 82 hires
cut) to dilute the bullocks btood, or the niuk. Ltoi m \ . oco i -i i- i i .' '

1
(18^ iral onsj al 26° boiling, which corresponds o

§ 2. Clarifying jlgents

Oflhese, animal charcoal <tnd albumen or curd

linjr matter are decidedly the best and most effect

ual, as well as the simplest.

1. Charcoal.

30*^ cold. When it is ascertained that the right

j

proportions of lime and acid have been added to

' the syrup, the animal charcoal may be applied :

of this, about half a pound may be reckoned to

! each p-allon. It is then put into the boiler, the
' syru,' beiuir at the time in a slate of ebullition,

M. Derosne was the first who applied animal
j

stirred, and skimmed vvell. The black substances

charcoal to the refining of suirar. It possesses a ;

thus taken ofi' are braided together and mixed

discoloring property very far su[irrior to that pos- with the licjuid. When the carbon is well incor-

ppssed by'vegetable charcoal, but its operation is
J

poraled with the mass, it is left to boil lor some

not confined to this object merely, but to react on |

minutes. Take care to examine, lest the black

the extraneous substances remaining in the syrup,
I

lumps are not precipated lo the bottom of the

and to promote its crystallization. The quantity
i

boiler. The char-re above recommended is a

matter of the while of an egg, ,

of sugar is materially increased by its use.

2. jllhuminous Matters.

Albumen is one of the most prevalent substances

in the animal oriranizalion, constituting nearly the

whole of the solid

and is found in blood in large quantities.

Alcohol, acids, and heat, have the property of

precipitating albumen. It coagulates in lumps,

which float in the liquor, and may be easily se-

parated by precipitation or filtration. It is this

property that has made it so desirable for refining,

and particularly the beei-root sugar. Here it is

only coagulated by heat, after being dissolved and
distributed ihroush the mass about to be clarified,

carrying with it all the impurities therein con-

tained.

1 . fVhites of Eggs.

medium one, but, for a general rule, ihe better the

syrup, the less carbon, and vice versa.

In this stage of the process, the syrup appears
black and muddy. On examination, the juice is

anything but clear, or likely lo be so; and in this

stale it is, that while of eggs, blood, or milk, are
applied to such advantage.

Whilst the black is thus operalinir in the boiler,

let 8 decilitres of blood (about 1^- pint) be prepared,
and mixed with water, or four eggs, or one litre

six decilitres (rather more than 2^ pints) of skim-
med milk, being after the rate of one litre (not quite
two pints) of blood, two litres (3| pints nearly) of
milk, or five egss, (or one hectolitre (22J gallons of
syrup. One of ihese ingredients is then put inio

the boiler, stirring the whole up briskly, and afier

boiling lor a short time, the syrup is thus prepared
for cleansing :-

The juice is examined in a spoon, and if the
These contain the largest quantity of albumen . clarification be good, the syrup exhibits flakes

of any other substance, and accordinirly would be which are easily precipitated, leaving a clear

the best agent of" clarification, but for their great
j

limpid juice. If this is not the case, the quantity
expense as compared with blood. 'J'he proportion i

of albumen is not sufficient, and the filiration will

is as five escrs to a litre (Ij't pinO of blood. They
i

not be complete.

must be well beat up, and mixed with water at
i

In this case, it will be requisite to add a fresh

the rate ofTour pints to five eggs.

2. Blood.

Blood, when it first issues from the veins of the

animal, contains, besides albumen, a sort of fibrous

matter, which must be separated, otherwise the

blood will become clotted and unfit for the purpose
of clarification. To prevent this, the blood, when
collected, should be beaten up with a sort of rod;

the fibrous substance will soon separate in the

form of long filaments, which may easily he got

our by passinir it through a hair sieve. The blood,

thus separated from the fibre, may be preserved in

lose of ego;s, blood, or milk, until the liquor be
no longer found dark and muddy.
The refiners generally prefer old to fresh blood,

and though even ofl^ensive to the smell, it does not
in the least affiect the quality of the syruj).

CHAP. VIII.

filtration.

A mode adopted in some manufactures. In-
stead of clarifying the syrup at 30'^ of concentra-
tion, this process takes place at a much less

density, say 20'^, after which the syrup is put into

cisterns, or else left lo settle in the boiler. In order
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thai this riinj' be done eH'ef.lively, it is obvious

thnt the juice Hhoiikl not be very thick, lor it is in-

di^;pell^•able thiit tlie operation sliould i>;o on as

briskly as possible.

Filters are of various descriptions and sizes, ac-

conlinir to the maLmilude of the woik lo be done
bvfhem. For the most part they arc composed
offlannel.

In adoptinir the halterie evnporainlre^ already

described, and vviiich yields 18.^ irallons of evapo-

rated syrup, the fillers should be equal in capacity

to one hectolitre, (3.\ Eriijlish cubic feet,) or even

two, without inconvenience : and, indeed, this last

size is to be preferred, as it admits of a double

charjje, and consequently, a greater facility of

filtration.

We shall then suppose a deal vessel, of a cubic

form, firudv pot lotrether, to which we shall give

for the inner side, six decimetres, nearly two feet.

This cube will be open on the u()per side, except

when covereci by a lid. The inside of the vessel

shoidd be lined with thin copper. At the bottom
is fixed a cock to collect the liquor furnished by
the filter. In this cube is placed a wicker trellis,

exactly fitted to it ; and haviutr, like it, five sur-

faces only. In this wicker frame is placed a flannel,

the upper edire of wliich should be secured by a
border of strong canvass.

Under the cock of this filter is placed a bascule,

intenfled lo separate the thick from the -clear

liquor, which should be carried to a common re-

ceiver.

A filter of this kind will be able to carry two, or

e\'en three successive charges of 18;^ ijallons, but

not beyond this, without impeding the operation

of filterina'. Two charges will pass in about three

hours, if the clarification has been gooil. At this

rate, about eight fillers will lie found amply suffi-

cient lor the scale above mentioned. These eight

fillers should be arranged in one line, or at most in

two. Their cocks should be placed over a copper

pipe or trouoh destined lo convey the clear juice

into the reservoir.

It will be as well to provide plenty of these

flannel lininixs ; say one for each charge.

§ Appendages to the Filters.

. These are, 1. The bascule, or moveable spout,

to draw the liquor clear, with llie cock on a larcfer

scale. This is intended to chaii<je suddenly the

direction of the syrup, which ap|)cais black when
the cock is first opened. The liquor can be con-

veyed into the moveable boiler, (of whi(di more
will be said hcreafier,) or into the clear syrup

pipe. Each filter cock ought to be provided with

a suitable bascule, which is easily moveable.
2. The clear syrup drain should be of semi-cir-

cular form, and of copper, or wood lined with

copper. It serves to receive the clear syrup, by
means of the bascule, and to convey it into the

reservoir. It is coraiected with all the filters, and
of course should have a slight fall lowards the

reservriir.

3. The black syrup cistern ouirht to lie of cop-

per. It receives the syrup which flows from the

filters when the cock is opened. This is always
more or less discolored when first set running;

and ouiiht to be collected by itself till if runs clear.

4. The reservoir intended to receive the clear

syrnp should be of copper, and of a circular form

like a boiler. It should have a small well-hole at

bottom, that all the liquor may be drawn ofl' by a
punq) if necessary. It ought lo have a cover. As
to its size, it should be large enough to contain all

the syrup clarified in a day. Thus, with the

evaporating battery, 12 hours work will yield 450
gallons of clarified .syrup. The reservoir, then,

ouiiht to conlain this quantit)'. IfJ on ihe contrary,

with this same battery, the work is continued day
and nii>ht, one-lfiiid of the above size will be
sufficient.

§ 3. Operation ofFiltenng.

The charge being put into the filter, the hascule

should be turned. The cistern of black syrup is

then placed over the spout, and the cock is opened
full. The syrup at first runs thick ; after tlie first

flow, Ihe cock is half shut, and it is left to run till

the fiqiior is quile clear. When at this point, the

bascule is loweied, without touching the cock, and
the syrup is conveyed by means of the channel
into the reservoirs.

A second charce is then laid to ihe filler, and,

in some cases^ even a third, in succession ; but

this is not advisable, on account of the time the

last charge requires to drain through, owing to Ihe

previous depositions. When no more liquid can
be obtained from the rough juice, (if one may so

call it,) the strauier and its conienis are removed,
and the latter is thrown into the defecation boiler.

A liille water is passed through the filter, d" neces-

sary, and a new strainer applied.

CHAP. IX.

Boiling the Syrup.

The syrup, in the state in which it is fiirnished

by the filler, at 30° cold, is not sufllciently concen-

trated to crystallize; and the object of boiling is, to

carry off the superabundant water which it may
yet contain, and thus prepare the syrup for crys-

tallizing as it cools.

This boiling is but the end and object of the

concentration process; and the most convenient
utensil lor this latter ofieration is also the best

adapted lijr that of boiling.

The fire must not be forced loo briskly, or the

syrup will be liable to burn ; consequently tlie

evaporation will be slow, compared with that ob-

tained during concentraiion.

§ 1. Boilers.

Two pans or boilers are necessary, each con-

taining 66 square decimetres (1023 square inches)

of surlace at bottom, about 3 feet in diameter, and
10 inches in height. They will be thus capable
of receiving tooether, every half hour, 82 litres

(18| gallons) of syrup.

These boiling [lans should be of solid copper,

and the bottom, which is constantly exposed to the

fire, thicker than Ihe sides.

§ 2. /Jppcndages to the Boiling Pan.

These are, 1. A ves.^el for the skimmings. 2.

A skimmer. 3. A thermometer.

§ 3. Of the different methods of taking Proof.

These are, technically, first, by the thread; se-

cond, by the breath ; and third, by the thermometer.

The fiist is managed by taking a small portion of
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the s\ ru|) (u lifM iioi hiohoi) hetwe.en two finuiTs;

lif'iiijjf ;ii fliiil tinif 111 a viscous stale, a llirt'ad is

formed by ilie ijrailuiil se|taiMlioii of the fiiiyeis,

and ii is ilic sireiiiriii ol ilii^ tliread lliat iiidicaie?;

such a stale of coiicenlralioii as is re(|iiired lor a

good «-rysiallizali()ii ; but, il, when the fiiiirers are

separated, llie I bread is vveai<, and snaps oH'iinine-

diaielv, ibe c.oni-i'nn-alion is not ()erli'i-,t, and the

syrup will not crystallize. Tbe Iblluwinif method

is prelerred by some.

2. Bxj the Breath.

This is mnnaL'"ed by the aid of the sl<iminer,

which is plunged into the hoilintj syrup, stirred a

little, and then withdrawn quickly; then brinixiiiir

the skimmer within a few inches of" the mouth, it

is blown upon stroiiijlv, all over the surface. If'the

s\Tup is arrived at ih(" point of crystallization, a

number of bubbles will escape fi-om each of the

holes of the skimmer, and become inHated like so

many little balloons, but burstinir almost instantly.

The number of these bubbles, and the time they

remain without breaking, indicate the ffradntions

between a strong and a weak boiling. They are

seldom or ever formed but in a state of the syru[)

necessarv to a good crystallization.

'I'his mode of proof, as in the former case, is

founded on the viscous nature of the syrup. A
little practice will soon explain the manner of per-

iJtrmingthe opei^ation. and its utility.

3. Proof by the Thermometer.

^Vhon the thermometer is plunged in the boil-

ing syrup, it ought to indicate 00° R. (234 F\), to

c.onsiitute what the P""rench call une citite con-

vcnable, a suitable boiling [loint. If short of this,

the boiling is reckoned weak. On the whole,

idiereltjre, the thermometer may be considered a
safe guide. In flict, when the syrup, at 30 (areom.)
beiriris to boil, tjie thermometer stands at only 81°

R. (214 F.), but gradually rises to 90° R. At
first, the fire may be Ibrced pretty strongly, but

when the syrup is at 85° or 86° of temperature, it

is necessary to check it, because it is then nnore

liable to burn.

§ 4. Operation of Boiling.

When the clear syrup is collected in the reser-

voir in siifTicient quantity for boiling, which, in a
continued work, may be about 200 or 300 litres

(4-5 or 67 gallons^, this operation is proceeded

wiili. The boiling pans are charged with 41 litres

(9 gallons) of syrup each. The fire is then ap-

plied to the furnace, and the thermometer sus-

pended, "^rhe syrup is soon in a slate of ebulli-

linn ; for it is nearly at the boiling point from the

fillers.

If, by any chance, the syrup in the reservoir

should be at all troubled, the white of an ecriT nuiy

be applied to each charge of the pan, and then

carefully skimmed.
When the syrup is good, it gives out, after hav-

ing thrown up its first scum, a white pearly froth,

which covers the surfiice, and ought to remain all

the time of boiling, only that it should turn brown
towards the end. There are always, during the

boilins:, some moments in which the syrup rises,

and threatens to overflow the pan. To hinder
this, small lumps of butter are d'ccasionally put

into the syrup.

The workman who is changed wilh ihe iiianaire-

ment of the fires ouirbl to vvaich Ihe thermomeierj
as ihe period ti)r proving the syruf) advances.

—

When, l<)r insianre, it is at 89'\ proof should be

taken. At 89.1" i>r 90° it is linie to discharire ihe

pan. The proof point of molasses, when relioiled,

is generally 91° or 92^ l{.

When ihe boiling is linishcd, the pan should be,

discharged. This may be done iunncdialely into

the cooler (nifrulrhi^noir). or into some; iniernie-

diaU* vessel adequate to receive such a charge.

Two charges of 41 Hires ^9 gallons^ eucli, will

give ai)oul 11 gallons of boiled syrup.

Cooling of the Boiled Syrup.

When poured out of tlie boiling pan, the syrup'

is put into a vessel capable of holding all the i)oil-

iuiis fiimished during 10 or 12 hours. In its [)ro-

irress thither, the syrup undergoes two movements,
and two airings, by the mere pouring from the

pan into an intermediate vessel, then from this

latter into ihe cooler.

When the syrup is thus not together in the

cooler, it remains there 10 or 12 hours beiiire it i."^

nm nto moulds. It outrht to fall duririir this lime

to 65° or 70° R. (180 to 190 F). Il then is time

to run it into moulds. If the syrup is good, one

ought to find many crystals at the sides and bottom

of the cooler. These crystals, distributed through-

out the liquid mass, are carried into the moulds,

and the syrup thus nnder.iroes a new airing and a
new movement, which assist the crystallization.

It is necessary to be careful not to suH'er the

syrup to be carried at too low a temperature into

the moulds.

§ 1. Cooler avd its appendages.

The cooling pan (rafraichisseir), is a sort of

moveable copper, only that instead of heating, it

serves to cool the syrnp. There is, of course, no
fire-place attached. It ought to be of solid copper,

round, and rather wider than it is high. The size

ought to be proportioned to the quaniitj' of svrup

that can be boiled in 12 liours' work. Wilh the

evaporating battery of" seven boilers and two
bascules, one should be able, in 12 hours, to obtain

1176 litres (265 gallons) ofboiled syrup, and wilh the

small battery, in the same time, 132 gallons. In

the first case, therelbre, the cooling pan should bo
capable of containing 14 or 1500 litres ("340 gallons

or sn^, and in tiie second half that quantity, or

170 li'allons.

Diameter. Heif^ht.

The former - - - 59 inches - - - 35 inches.

The latter - - - 47 do 27^ do.

It will be well to have two or three of these pans.

A sort of spatula [of iron] is used with the above,

which serves to detach tlie iirain. It should be

about 4 teet long. Also, two filling pans or basin.«.

These basins are of copper. There ought to be a
ladle or spoon, [also ofcopper,] and a thermometer

to each pan.

§ 2. Operation of the Cooler.

When the first boiling is discharged, it would
very soon cool were not a second soon added, a
third, and so on, in succession. Wlien two boilers

are used, the charges are supposed to come every
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quarter of an hour, whereas if only one is used,

the interval between these will he half an hour.

—

Experience has phovvn that the most suitable

temperature lor fillinir the pans is from 60*^ to 70*^

R. [167 to 190 FJ. The boiled syrup should re-

main 10 or 12 hours in the pan, provided that the

temperature does not fall below 60"
;

to [)revent

which, it may be advisable, besides a lid, to cover

the sides with flannel, wliich preserves it trom con-

fact with the air. In case these precautions should

fail of preventing the pan from cooling too fast, it

can be charired every 6 or 8 hours; by which
means, thoutrh it wonid not be full, yet this is a

matter of no great consequence, [n any Ctase, it

will be advisable, every fliur or five charges, to

Btir up the mass wiih the iron spatula.

CHAP. XI.

Filling the Moulds.

The operation of filling the moulds consists in

pourinir the syrup into certain vessels, where il is

mtended to crystallize. This immediately Ibllows

that of the coolinij pan (rafraichissoir); but before

we proceed to filling them, it may be as well to

Bay something of the moulds themselves.

§ 1. Moulds.

These are principally of common earthenware.
Those most commonly in use tor beet-root sugar
are of the largest size, and are known by the name
of bastards. They will hold from 10 !o 12 gallons

each. They are cone-shaped, and have a hole at

the bottom of them. Each mould should have a
pot, made of burned clav, placed underneath the

point ol the cone, [as will be herentter e.xplained,]

to receive the molasses which drains from it.

A mould of this kind, full of well-boiled svrup,

will purge itself of molasses in a month. Thus
the number of moulds requisite for a work of any
given size, may be easily ascertained. For in-

stance, in such an one as has been imagined, in

which 21,000 litres [6000 irallons] of juice are pro-

duced daily, yielding 2370 htres [610 gallons] of

syrup, it would be requisite to have 48 moulds for

each day ; or, as each mould requires 30 days to

clear itseii; it will be necessary to have 48x30r=
1440 moulds, and as many pots or receivers, for a

manufactory capable of working off 4000 Ions in 4

months. Each mould thus serves four times in

the season ; but perhaps the salijr way will be, to

have about 1800, to provide against contiuirencies.

In many beet-root sugar manufiictories they make
use of large oaken moulds, well-hooped, contain-

ing 200 litres [45 gallons] ; but care must be taken
to keep the hoops tight, lest the syrup should
escape at the joints. However, it is next to im-
possible entirely to prevent this, and therefore this

kind of mould is not to be recommended.

§ 2. Operation offilling the Moulds.

When a pan containing 1 185 litres [305 gallons]

of syrup has been poured into flie moulds, it will

be necessary to prepare a number of moulds cor-

respondinir to this quantity;— which will be 24,

each containing 12 gallons. Eight or ten hours
before filling, these 24 moulds should be hi id in

water, for which purpose a large wooden cistern

(bac aformes)\s provided in a convenient situation.

These moulds have all a hole at the bottom,

through which the molasses drains; but as they

are to be filled with sugar in a liquid state, this

hole is tem|)orarily stopped up, either with clay or

a cork.

When they are all corked, the workmen pro-

ceeds to the planting (^plantage) of them, which
means the setting them on end ready to fill, and
this usually occupies two rows.

A workman then, by means of the iron spatula,

detaches the grain which adheres to the bottom of
the coolitig pan, and continues stirring the contents

till the pan is emptied.

A second workman then takes a sort of basin

suited to the purpose, called a filling-out basin,

{hassin d^cmpli) which is filled by a third man, by
means of the ladle, with syrup from the pan to

within a lew quarts of its capacity. It is then

poured from the basin into the moulds, taking

care not to give it all to one, but to divide the

charge between two or three moulds. After this,

a similar quantity is poured into other two or three

moulds, and so on till the whole 24 have received

nearly an equal quantity. This is called a round.

WMien one round is finished, another is begun in

the same manner, till the moulds are full ; and this

ought to complete the discharge of the cooler. To
expedite the work, two men should be employed
at the basins ; whilst one is filling the moulds, the

other may be charging the basin at the pan.

Whilst filling, a moderate temperature ought to be

kept up ; say 15 to 20° R. (67 to 77 F).
In a general way, the syrup, in a few hours after

the moulds are filled, is covered by a crystalline

crust, if of good quality, but with a mere skin if

not so rich. In every case, the sugar ought to

begin to crystallize at the bottom and sides of the

mould, layer on layer; so that in 24 hours after

filling, all the crystallizable matter, which ought
to form in this first operation, is nearly precipitated.

During this time, the sugar cools, a contraction

takes place in the mass, and if the moulds have
been filled at a suitable temperature, this contrac-

tion manifests itself at the surtiice by a slight de-

pression towards the middle. This bespeaks a
good boiling (^bonne cuite^, and a good filling (ion.

empli').

CHAP. XTI.

On, conveying the Moulds to the Refineries, (Pur-
geries,) and Purifying the Brown Sugar.

The moulds, after cooling, contain crystallizable

matter saturated with a mother liquor or syrup,

which must be got rid of. To this end, 36 or 40
hours after the filling out, and when the tempera-
ture has fallen to about 20" R. (77 F.) they are

taken into the refinery No. 1, where they undergo
the first purgation. There the corks or other

stoppers are taken out of the bottoms ofthe moulds,

and each mould is placed on its receiver in a verti-

cal position. The moulds, as soon as they are

unstopped, jiive out molasses, which runs into the

receivers below, and as this at first is a tolerably

rapid operation, the pots should be carefully

watched, in order to change them when full.

They are emptied into a cistern capable of holding

a large quantity.

These moulds ought to remain a fortnight in the

refinery No. 1, where the temperature should only

be 12 to 15° R. [60 to 66 F]. There they give

out full two-thirds of their molasses. Both the
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refineries [No. 1, anil No. 2,] oiii^ht lo be situated

at a convenient distance from the filling place, and,

il'possiltle, mljoining each oilier.

No. 1, which is only at a temperature of 12 to

15° R., has not the power to separate the sugar

from all the molasses which it contains, because,

lo do this a higher temperature is necessary to

liquefy the molasses, and make it flow more
readily.

For this purpose, the moulds, after 15 days'

running, in No. 1, are removed into the refinery

No. 2. where a temperature of 40 or 50*^ R. [122
to 145 F.] is kept up. There, they are placed

evenly on the pots ; but before this, to lacilitate the

flow of the molasses, it is advisable to run an iron

bit into the openini; at the bottom of tlie mould, in

onier to make a circular hole in the cone of sugar.

The moulds remain for a fortnight in the re-

finery No. 2, aher which time, they will be well

purged, and the brown sugar may then be sepa-

rated,

I(, whilst changing the pots, it is observed that a

mould does not run, and that ti'om its weight, &c.,

there is reason to suspect it is stopped up, it should
be re-opened with the iron bit. This is ohen
necessary.

To expedite the emptying of the pots in the

molasses cistern, they are arranged in some place

adjoining, and in each refinery is a sort of tunnel

furnished with a long pipe which carries the

molasses into the great cistern or reservoir. This
is very convenient, and saves much hand labor.

The process of claying sugars is not described

here, but the author is of opinion that the brown
beet-root sugar may be clayed to advantage, and
he has no doubt that in point of quality it may vie

with fine Havannah sugar, so much esteemed by
refiners.

CHAP. XIII,

f^mpiying the Moulds, and collecting the Brown
Sugar.

When the moulds are thoroughly purged, which

is easily ascertained by their weight, and by the

quantity of syrup which they have furnished, it is

necessary, in order to obtain the brown sugar, to

empty them (les locher).

This operation consists in placing the cones, or

moulds on their bases, in which position they are

left for an hour or two, then lifted up and down,
striking them smartly against the floor. These
Khock« eventually separate the mass of sugar from

the mould, and it comes out in the lorm o( a loaf.

The loaf being thus detached from the mould,

the latter is taken away, and the loaf left un-

covered. If it come out whole, it is of a conical

form, of which the color, more or less light, is

always diH'erent from the base to the head. The
finest and dryest suffar is at the base or widest

part of the cone. The point is generally moist.

When the moulds are thus emptied (lochees)

the syrupy heads are cut off", and put into one of
the moulds, because if they are mixed with the

loaves in general, they would alter their quality,

and might impart to them a moisture which would
be very hurtful.

It sometimes happens that the loaf instead of

coming out of the mould whole, tumbles into

pieces; in which case, it must be knocked till no
more sugar can be obtained ; but this is rarely the

case if care be taken to cut round the edges of the
loaf with a knite.

The syrupy heads, collected in the moulds, may
be put to purify in the refinery No. 2, and after a
long time they will yield an ordinary brown sugar.

The author thinks that the best way is to return

Ihcrn to the syrup li>r clarification.

The loaves, and all the brown sug-ar taken from
the moulds, are then put into the store or ware-
house, li"om whence they are taken to market, or

to the boiler, if refined on the premises.

If the brown sugar proceeds from juice defecated

with lime alone, it will be good enough of itself,

but the molasses will have a disagreeable flavor

and smell, and cannot on that account be reboiled
;

but this is not the case where sulphuric acid has
been employed.

In general, there is a difr<irence between the

beet-root sugar manufactured at the beginning,

and that made at the end of a season. This, as

has been stated, proceeds from the inevitable al-

teration which the root undergoes during its pre-

servation. It is no uncommon thing to see the

roots worked immediately af'er harvest, yielding a
strong, clear, well crystallized sugar, whilst at the

end of the year the same roots will yield only a
brown, weak, and pasty sugar.

With all this gradation of quality, the beet-root

sugar is always preferred for refining, to the brown
sujrar of the Antilles, and atl'ords a greater profit

lo the refiner. It appears that the refiners are be-

ginning to find this out, lor it is much in demand
in the markets.

On the hypothesis of a daily manufacture of2370
litres (610 jrallons) of boiled syrup, from 24.000^^

litres(say 6000irallons)()fiuice, at70° R. (190 F.>
represent the daily produce of 34,285 kilogrammes

(.33| tonsj of roots, the sugar may be extracted at

the rate of 3^ or 4 per cent— if we say, 3^ per

cent, there will be made 1200 kilogrammes ("2^

tons) of brown sugar daily, without reckoning

molasses: of these, more in the next chapter.

CHAP. XIV.

Re-hoiling the Molasses.

In most wiann factories the molasses are not boil-

ed till the season for susar-making is over, or
nearly so; therefore, very large cisterns are wanted
in which to store them. They should be kept in

vaults, rather than in the warehouse, at the tem-
perature of 10° R. (55 F). These reservoirs

should be of wood, lined with copper, or lead ; or
they are sometimes of tarras, or Roman cement.

It appears from calculations not necessary here
to panicularize. that the daily quantity of 24,000
litres (5120 gallons) of juice produces in 120 days,
149,000 litres (33,663 gallons) of molasses, from
which data are ascertained the size of the reser-

voirs to be as follows :— II ten are employed, they
will each require to contain 15 cube metres C525
cubic feetj—lif only one, nearly 150 cube metres
(5250 cubic feet).

As these reservoirs cost a good deal, it will be
for the manufacturer to determine whether he will

not work up the molasses as he proceeds with his

sugar-making; which is now done in the best

manufactories. Each method has its advantajres
and disadvantages. In the first, large reservoirs

must be erected, and the syrup, having to be kept
tor 3 or 4 months, is exposed to changes which
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may render tlip. subsequent operations difFioult,

vviihout clarifiiMition and filtraiion, especially in a

bad season. In ihe !?eennd, an addiiional number
o( copper boilers, of coolintj apparaius, of ninukls.

&c., are required; but tbe molasses beini^ close

worked up, is less liable to chanire, and works
reailily without clarification or filtr.ntion.

'I^be author ho^vever i^ives the prelt^.rence to the

larije reservoirs, and to wait till the rest of the

work is uone, before they are reboiled. [t is on
the whole the least expensive f»lan, and instead ol

requirinir ar» aildiiionai number ol" hands as the

other woulil do, reipiiries only the same, to be
kept on two or tiiree months longer.

CHAP. XV.

Is occupied by a description of .-Vchard's method
ofcrvstalli/inif i)y steam, as succcssfuliv practised

by IVi. Crespei, who iu iliat year (1S35 ) \ve learn,

had workeil up 5,(){)U,000 litres (about '2 t5l) tons);

but as various improvements hav(! been made on
this plan since that period, it is perhaps uimeces-
sary to defaii the method here described. There
•can be no doubt, however, of the excellence of Ihe
principle, au<l we may say fiirfher. that tiie per-

fection which the manufiiclory of beet-root sus^ar

lias attained in France at this day, is mainly at-

tributable to the application of steam, as an agent
-both o( crystallization and evaporation.

CHAP, XVI.

Use of the Pulp for feeding Cattle.

It has long been ascertained that tlie beet-root

'is an excellent article /or fattening cattle, and con-
ise(|uently, there are few agricultural districts in

which it is not cultivated more or less exlensivel}',

ifbr this purpose.

The manutiicture of beet-root sugar, besides its

advantages in a commercial point of view, |)re-

sents this important one to the agriculturist, that
it takes frora the beet-roots only a part of their nu-
tritive mailer, at the same time that it furnishes lor

three or (bur mouths of the dead season, a moist
food, capable both of lattening beasts, and of keep-
jiiig cows in milk.

An ox consumes daily about 25 kilogrammes
^(551bs.) of pul[), and a sheep 5 k. [lUbs.] It is

advisable to add to this about 2lbs. of linseed cake
:per day. A ton of pulp will thus last 40 days, du-
iring which time ^ cwt. of linseed cake will be
consumed. The beast both takes lu belter, and
>tiirives faster Ibr it.

An idea has been started that the pulp may be
rendered more nuirilive by boiling, which it is said
can be readily accomplished by steam. The suc-
cess of tliis plan musi however depend greatly on
the price of fuel ; though we are quite ready to

admit that it is not so extensively pracriscd by
liirmersas it might be: where, however, there is

a steam apparatus (or other purposes, on the prem-
ises, it can be managed with very iiitle difficul-

ly,—a large tub, close covered, with a pipe lead-

ing from the steam boiler, being all that is neces-
sary for common agricultural |)urposes.

In estimating the juice extracted li-om the beet-
root at 70 per cent, 1000 kilogrammes [say 1 ton]
of root will yield 30 per cent of pulp, or 300 kilo-

grammes [6 cwt.] Thus a manufactory which
works 34.000 kiloirranuiies [34 tons] daily, will pro-

duce 10,200 kilogrammes [10 tons] of pulp.

Pigs are said to be very (ijnd of the pulp of (he
beet-roof. The time and season usually allotted to

suirar-making, accord very well wilh tiie liitiening

of cattle ; for beasts bought in lean at the beirin-

niu'j; of the season, [ihe end of autumn.] may be
returned by the month of February.

Il"the manufacturer docs nor wish to keep cattle,

he can always dispose of the pulp to the neighbor-
ing farmers.

iM. Crespei is stated to have sold his at 15 francs

12?. 6(/.] the 100 kilnarammes [2 cwt.,] and says
tha' what he used himself paid him 24 fi-. [20s.]

ihe 100 kilogran; nr.es ; but taking it at \%i. 6d. a
maniifictory which works up 34 tons of root daily,

will turn out (»ulp to llie amount of 153 fr. [£6
7s. Gr/^.) in the same time.

The pulp will keep very well for two or three

months, if deposited in holes, closely packed, in

the same manner as brewers' irruins are preserved

in some places. They both acfpiire a sourish taste,

which does not seem at ail unpleasant, nor un-
wholesome to cattle.

CHAP. XVII.

Of the Requisite Buildings.

A buildino; suitable for the manufiicture of beef-

root suirar should coniain—horse-works, equal to

four horses ; a rasp Imuse and press room; a pan
and filter room ; a room for fillini; the moulds; a
molasses store ; two purgeries. No. 1 and No. 2

;

a brown suorar extracting room ; a brovvn sugar
store; a molasses distillery

; a beet-root store; a
place f()r cleaning the roots; a stable; and sheds for

the flitting of beasts

The reservoir in the molasses store should be be-

low the level of the ground, that a floor may lie

thrown over it, on which the syrup may be depos-
ited in hogsheads ; so that in case of any leakage
from them, the syrup will naturally flow into the

reservoir below, Ibr which purpose the floor should
haveaslight inclination towards one of itscorners.

Purgery No. 1 is intended to receivi; the moulds
during the first fortnight of their pursing, and
should be large enough to hold 8 or 900 moulds.

An air stove should be placed in the middle of tliis

room to maintain a temperature of 66° to 77°

Fahrenheit.
In purgery No. 2 the moulds, after remaining

for 15 days in No. 1, finish purging themselves
;

and here also they finally remain. This romn
should be large enough to co»rilain 11 or 1200
moulds A high temperature should be kept up
here, say 40° to 45° Reaumur, [120 to 133 Fah-
renheit,] in order to separate the brown sugar from
the molasses, which can only be done thorouorhly

by means of a strong heat ; for vvliich f>urpose two
stoves will be required.

After the moulds are purged of their molasses,
they are taken to the sugar extracting room, emp-
tied, and then disposed in piles.

CHAP. XVIII.

Question of Economy.

We have seen exhibited in the early pari of thie

article, the average rate at which the beet-roof is

furnished to several larire establishments. The
price will appear high to the English farmer, but

be will please to rememberlhat one cause of suidi

high price is the very light crop;5 the Frencli ILirui-
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ers are in the habit of <;ro\vin<r. Were tlie crops

heavier, I hiive no doubt tiie price would be lower;

because, if 10s. per ton would pay tl\e grower in

Enejianil, [as I believe it would,] it certainly ought

to \n\y in France, where the expenses of every

port are much liixhter; and it" it does not p-ay, it is

not owitm to ihe low price so much as to want of

skill in tiie ijrower; not thai I would advise the

goinn; into the opposite extreme, of lorciniia crop

By heavy manuring. A root may in garden cul-

ture be Ibrced to an extraordinary size and weight.

but of what does this weight consist? Of a great

deal of watery matter, worse than useless for su-

gar-makiuiT, inasmuch as it displaces the saccha-
rine juice so abundant in roois of smaller size.

No where perluips is beet raised of such vast

weight as in the neighborhood of London. I last

year weighed two or three roots, in company will)

my friend Mr. Philip Taylor, which, if I recollect

riijht, varied from 35 to 3S lbs. each root. The
produce of an acre at this rate is enormous ; and
yet no man would say that roots like these, are the

better lor the purposes of sugar- making: certain-

ly not; nay I very much question whether the

proportion ot saccharine matterin ihem, would pay
forihe labor of rasping, boiling, &c., to get at it.

It is this [)ropensity of the I'armer to (brce his crops

to the utmost, especially in the neighborhood of

large towns, that tends to thwart the views of the

manufacturer. His interest and the farmer's are,

as we have said, diametrically opposed, if the one
buys and the other sells by loeight; perhaps a bet-

ter way would be that adopted by some of buying
by number, the manutactiu-er taking only such
sized roots as he likes. In this case, there is no
inducement on the part of the farmer to manure
over hitjhly, because all the largest roots would
either be rejected by the manufiicturer, or if taken,

would be worth no more to the giower than if of

halt; or probably one third the size. But to the

question of profit and loss.

M. Chaplal calculates that to fit np an estab-

hshment capable of manufiicturing 10,000 lbs. of
beet-roots a day, would cost 20,000 francs [£833
6.S. SfZ.] ; but he reduces this expense to 16,000

[£666 13s. 4(/.], if there is a convenient water-
course, and a good wine-press on the premises.

He reckons the expenses of such an establishment
for eachdav. for roots, [say 12,000 lbs. in order to

have 10,000 always ready for the rasp], cleaning
and other hand labor, horse v^^ork, animal charcoal

and fuel at £8, or for the season of 120 days,

£960. The chai'ires for refining the sugar are ad-
ded to, and are totally independent of, the above,
but as this is a distinct branch of business, and one
by no means advisable (or sugar makers in com-
mon to enter into, I purposely omit them. Pro-
duce of the above 10,000 pounds of root, 210 kilo-

grammes [4 cwt. 141bs.] of brown sugar, worth
at market £ 12 5s.

M. Matthieu de Dombasle has a manufactory
calculated to work up 4,500,000 tons in 150 days.

The first cost of buildings, machine-
ry and utensils [in which are in-

cluded those necessary for refin-

ing] 70,000 francs, or - £2916 13 4

The produce and expenses of this establishment
are not stated here, because they are so mixed up
with refined sugar, with vvhich we have nothing
now to do, that they cannot well be separated. It

Vol. V—52

may however be observed, that M. de Dombasle
reckons on obtaining 4 per cent of brown sugar,

whereas JM. Chaplal only admits 3 |)er (-ent.

M. Crespel—Expenses on 1000 kilo-

grammes [2209 lbs.] Roots [being

at 12s. Sd. per ton] 12 6
Labor and other charges - - - 1

£1 12 6

Produce of 1000 kilogrammes.

5 per cent of brown sugar—50 kil.

[llOlbs.] -------- 2 18 4
Molasses—40 kilogrammes [88 lbs.] 2 8
Pulp—300 kilogrammes [nearly 6
cwt.] - 039

Deduct expenses
3 4 9

- 1 12 6

£1 12 3Balance profit - - -

In the above statement, if the value of the pulp

and the molasses [6.s. 5d.] be deducted from the

expenses [ £1 12s. 6d], it will leave £1 6s. Id.,

which sum divided by 110 [the number of lbs. of

sugar] leaves a trifle over 3d. as the cost price of

the sugar.

The Duke of Ragnsa at Chatillon [1822].—
Consumption 8000 kil. [7 tons 17 cwt.] of roots

per day, since more than doubled.

Daily expenses 174 francs - - - £7 5

Daily produce 150 kilogrammes [330 lbs.] brown
sugar.

330 lbs. molasses, 14 francs - - lis. Sd
2200 lbs. pulp - 6 francs - 5

16 8
Deducting this 16s. Sd. from the expenses, £7

5s., leaves 4|c?. per lb. as the cost of the 330 lbs.

of suirar.

JM. Cafler, of Douav, thouirh on the small scale

of 1000 kilogrammes [2200 lbs.] in 150 days, does

not estimate the cost of his brown sugar at more
than 3|d to 4d. a pound.

In the above statements, there is only one in-

stance [M. Crespel in which so large a produce
has been obtained, as 5 per cent of sugar upon the

gross weight of the raw root; [that is, if the weight
of the crop be 20 tons an acre, lor example, that

of the suirar will be 20 cwt. or 1 ton.] But im-
provements of late have made such rapid strides,

that this is now generally reckoned an average
produce in France, and even as hitrh as 6 per cent
has been obtained, but as the beet-root, according

to my friend Mr. Philip Taylor, actually contains

8 per cent*, who shall say that the maximum of

improveiTient has been arrived at?

CHAP. XIX.

TTie adaptation of this manufacture to Great
Britain.

The British farmer will perceive, from the

previous statemenis, that this is no air-built

speculation, no vision of the imagination ; but,

for the most part, a plain narrative of what has
occurred, and what does actually uccur every

year in upwards of one hundred susar-mak-
ing establishments at this time in operation on

'See Farmer's Journal, March SO, 1829.
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the other side of the channel. From these one
hundred manufaclories were obtained last year,

five thousand tons of brown sugar, worth in the

market £60 per ton, makinir a total of £300,000,
and such is the spread of improvement, and the

expected increase in the number of sucii establish-

ments, that a much larger produce may be calcu-

lated on in future.

From ail that hns been said, there certainly ap-

pears every inducement to make the experiment
in England ; and though I hold it to be unsale to

trust too much to analogy in practical agriculture,

yet I.see no just cause why, if the making ofsugar

succeeds best, as it is ibund to do in the north of

France, or that part where the cimiate most re-

sembles England, it should not succeed at least as

well in England itself But we have no occasion

to rely wholly on analogical reasoning in this

matter. The beet-root of both couniries has been

carefully analyzed by practical chemists, and the

English found to be fully equal to the French in

amount of saccharine juice. There is then no
natural obstacle to the conversion ol'this juice into

sugar. But will not the government interpose to

prevent the manutacture ol'an article which m.ust,

if carried to any great extent, interfere with our

West India colonies? It is impossible at this

time to say what course government may think

proper to pursue in such a case. All we know is,

that there exists at present no law to prevent the

making of sugar in Great Britain. But the specu-

lator will not, and ought not to rest satisfied with

security like this. He must have lull assurance

that no after act of the legislature shall molest or

injure him in the quiet enjoyment of his property.

VVithout this assurance, no prudent man would
embark his capital in such an undertaking. 1

would wish, therefore, not to be misunderstood on

this point ; for highly as I think of beet-root sugar

as a business, I should be sorry to induce any one

to adopt it inconsiderately and unavisedly. The
prohibitory measures adopted by the government
in the case of tobacco, have been instanced as an
example of what would be done in that of beet-

root sugar ; but though I would on no account

shut my own eyes, or those of others, to every ob-

jection likely to be raised against it, I own I do not

think the two cases exactly similar. The cultiva-

tion of tobacco is attended with no additional out-

lay. It can be grown just as easily as beans,

without materially interfering with the rotation of

crops on a farm. The duty, it will be observed, is

very heavy; and this circumstance, combined
with the facility of obtaining the ariicle, called for

a porportionate rigor in the administration of the

laws: in fact, a direct prohibition was the result;

and those who had commenced the speculation,

found themselves under the necessity of abandon-
ing it; though, for the reasons above stated, the

loss to individuals was not very heavy. That
similar obstacles would not have to be encountered

in the case of beet-root sugar, I am by no means
prepared to deny. At the same time, it ought to

be borne in mind that the circumstances differ

widely from those under which tobacco was at-

tempted to be raised in this country. A beet-root

sugar manufactory necessarily requires the invest-

ment of a large capital ; and, consequently, it is

not very likely ever to become so general as the

unrestricted culture of tobacco would have been.

The duty (27b. a cwt.^ is not so heavy, but that

even if enforced to the utmost, the grower could
still compete with the West India planter; there-

fore, the consumption remaining the same, the
revenue would not suffer by the partial substitu-

tion of beet-root, for cane sugar. The only objec-

tion then, as it appears to me. is in the danger of
its interference with the interests of our colonial

possessions. That it would so interft^re to an ex-
tent proportioned to the mairnitmle of the home
manufacture, no one will attempt to deny, but evea
supposing that in a certain degree this should be
the case, let us look to the. situation of the British

farmers, and through them to the increased and
increasing wretchedness of the laboring poor, ta

the depressed slate of our markets for almost every

article of home production ; and then ask if they

ought in jusiice to be called upon to forego the

advantages which are oflered to them by an allur-

ing though hitherto untrodden field of enterprise,

merely because, at some distant period, the inte-

rests of the West India planters may be more or

less aH'ected by it ? Injustice forms no item in my
creed; but if the only alternative is a diminution,

or even a total annihilation of slave labor abroad,

and an encouragement of li-ee labor at home, I can
have no hesitation which to choose.

The follovviiig extract from an official document
published in France, entitled, '' Report of the

Commission of Inquiry, constituted fiy Royal /lu-

thority under the direction of the Minister of Com-
merce and Manufactures, to investigate certain

questions of Commercial Legislation,''^ will show
the importance there attached to the home sugar
manuliictory. After recommending that the import

duty upon iron should remain the same, in order

to give a preference to their own manufactures, the

report goes on to say

—

" As regards sugar, the state of the question ia

ve.y nearly the same. The object in view was to

secure a preference in our markets to the sugar
grown in our own colonies, over that coming from
those of other couniries, and at the same time to

take care that the very low price of either should

not become an obstacle to the propagation and the

proiiress of a branch of the national industry alto-

gether new, and the creation of which arose from
the continental blockade at a time when colonial

sugar cost five or six times more in France than in

any other country. We speak of the art of ex-
tracting sugar from beet-root, the first attempts at

which did not, as will be remembered, make the

fortunes of those who engaged in them, and were
very liir from promising what we have good
grounds at present to expect, or indeed the success

tliat has been already obtained.
" One of the manufacturers examined before the

commission has stated, that the beet-root sugar
which he sells in the market at 1 Crane 20 centimes

the kilogramme, with a profit of 11 per cent, stood

him 5 francs in the year 1811, on which he was
satisfied to sustain a loss of 10 per cent. On the

other hand, it appears from tables laid before the

commission by the minister of commerce, that

there are at present in France 89 sugar factories,

the produce of which may be estimated at 4,400,-

000 kilogrammes ; that is to say, equal to about a
fiflh of the quantity of foreign sugar consumed in

France. This industry, it is said in the expose of

the minister, makes this very moment, as well by
the preparations which are making for the erection

of new factories ae by the adoption of new pro-

H
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cesses, an advance calculated to give a very rapid

increase of production.
" But lor tliis purpose it will be necessary that

the duty should assist it I'm some years to come.

The makers of native suiiar insist, then, upon the

keepini; up of the present tarili's. Moreover, these

manuliicturers, admitting fully that beei-root sugar

may and ought at some period to be taxed, mam-
tain that to subjtxt it at present to any duly what-

ever would he to ruin almost all the lactories in

existence, while it would at the same time prevent

the creation of any new establishment. They also

argue, that as long as we have colonies, it will be

but justice to secure their produce a prelerence in

our markets.

"To sum up, the commission of inquiry has

come to this conclusion— that without at all di-

minishing the duty of 24f. 75c. upon the sugar of

our own colonies, which raises their price on com-
ing out of bond into the market to 71f 75c. the

quintal, the duty upon the sugar of foreign colonies

has been fixed at 4111 25c., so that they shall not

be able to come into market at less than 78f. 75c.

per quintal.

''And with respect to the home-made sugar

—

that from beet-root—while the just right to impose

a dutj' upon it at some time or other, similar to

that now imposed on wines, is not ijiven up, the

commission has thought fit to anticipate nothing in

this respect ; their wish is, that until an altered

state of circumstances shall arise, the home-made
sugar shall be free from all duty whatsoever.

"Thus the most important result of these

branches of the inquiry will be, that for the present

there is to be scarcely any change in the tariff' of

duties, and in the slate of affairs, so far as iron

and suiiar are concerned."

But it has been argued, and with some degree
of plausibility, that a general adoption of this man-
ufacture in England is unadvisable, inasmuch as

every acre of land so occupied, will subtract so

much fi-om the breadth of corn grown ; and, con-

sequently, that a positive injury will be inflicted, in

exchange for at best an uncertain good. This, I

say, is the drift of the argument ; but to those who
are acquainted with the management ol' land, it

will be sufficient to remark, that the mangel wurzel
intended for sugar will form, as now for cattle,

only one certain defined portion of the farm called

a shift, generally consisting of about a fourlh of the
arable land— fijr instance, if 200 acres are under
the plough, they will be thus divided

—

50 acres mangel wurzel,

50 " barley or oats,

50 " clover,

50 " wheat.

I am aware that the substitution of man2:el wurzel
for turnips may be objected to. as not afibrdinsr a
sufficiency of food for sheep, without which Ihe
land cannot be kept m good heart. On this I

would only remark, that for the sake of ensuring a
produce so important and so profitable as sugar, it

is not unreasonable to expect that some sacrifice

should be made on the part of the farmer; and I

readily admit, that to a certain extent, this sacrifice

must consist in an abridgment of the supplies of
winter food for the flock, and an infringement on
the customary mode ofconsuming it on the ground.
I have called it the custnmary mode, but it is well

known that such is only the case on light dry

soils, and that on those of a contrary descri[)tion,

the whole crop is not unfreciuently carted off tlm

field
; the larger roots to be consumed by bidlocks,

in yards and home-stalls; and the tops, offal, &c.,

by sheep and lean stock on the pastures, or some
dry contiguous inclosure, usually a wheat stubble.

Now, the offdl ofthe manucl wurzel, consisting of
the tops and cuttintis of the ()lants, may bi» dis-

posed of in a similar manner f()r the stock sheep;
and those intended for fattening must be provided

with oil-cake, corn, or other artificial food, a prac-

tice which, however undesirable, and even inde-

fensible in common cases, is both allowable and
desirable where a crop so profitable, as sugar is

said to be, furnishes the means ofpurchasing them.

In like manner the making of sugar on a flirm

has been objected to, as tending to the permanent
injury of ttie land by the abstraction of the best

|)arts of the roots, viz. their saccharine juices;

thereby depriving the land of so much manure as

these, ifconsumed by cattle, would produce. How,
it has been asked, can we reasonably expect that

the pulp, the mere residuum after the nutritious

particles of the root have been taken from it,

should possess any powers to fatten cattle, much
less any powers at all equal to those possessed by
the root itself when given whole, as it grew 1 I

know of no better answer to this question, than by
appealing to the practice of those who are in the

habit of using it, year after year, on a large scale.

From 100 to 150 bullocks are not unfi'equently

fattened in a season in one of these sugar-making
establishments in France. They are there usually

bought in at £5 and sold out at £ 11 each. " But
the weight ofnutriiive matter is so much diminish-

ed by pressing out the juices, that surely a great

loss much be occasioned thereby." A loss in

vjeight of root there undoubtedly is, as we have
already shown, 34 tons of root yielding but 10 tons

of pulp. A beast is allowed bo lbs. (say in round
numbers \ cwt.) of pulp per day. The same
beast would consume of raw root 1 cwt. in a day,

therefore the 10 tons of pulp would last as long as

20 Ions of root. But there were 34 tons pressed
;

consequently these 34 tons ought, if these premises

be correct, to be equal to 17 tons, instead of 10

tons of pulp. We have therefore a loss, or an
apparent loss of 7 tons of pulp, eijual, for fattening

purposes, to 14 tons of root. This deficiency con-

sists in the sugar and the aqueous matter; one
part of which is turned to profit, the other it is well

to be rid of; it being injuiioiis rather than other-

wise, especially for fattening cattle. The ques-
tion, therefore, is, whether 20 tons of root, in which
is included a considerable weight of aqueous and
extraneous matter, are equal in point of nutriment
to 10 tons of pulp which, though much of the sac-

cliarine juice has been extracted from it, has also

been deprived of every particle that would tend to

counteract the fattening properties of the roof? I

hardly think it would, and am inclined to the belief

that 10 tons of pulp would, in a given time, pro-

duce much more beef than double the weight of
raw root. In this opinion I am corroborated by a
practice which, I am told, has of late obtained

in Gloucestershire and part of Monmouthshire,
namely, that of rasping and pressing the roots of
the mangel wurzel, solely with a view to getting

rid of the watery particles—the whole of the juice,

sugar and all, (at least so much of it as with the

common presses they can abtain>) is thus throwa
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away. If this pays, surely the retaining the sugar,

and only partiii<? with the deleterious particles, will

pay piiil better; fur, as to the expense of the

operation, it will cost no more to periorrn it well

than inpfliriently.

It will he recollected, too, that the aninnal char-

coal, ashes, &c., made use of in the manufactory,

are valuable additions to '.he manure of a farm,

and, in the opinion of n)any, fully counterbalance

any loss occasioned by the deprivation of the sac-

charine matter contained in the roots.

From the Papers of the Agricultural Society of Albemarle.

AN ADDRESS DELIVERED BEFORE THE AGRI-
CULTURAL SOCIETY OF ALBEMARLE, (VA.)
ON TUESDAY, MAY 12, 1819. BY MR. MAD-
ISON, PRESIDENT OF THE SOCIETY.

It having pleased the Society to name me for

their presiding member, I leel it a duty, on my
first appearing among j'ou, to repeat my acknow-
ledgements, lor tliat honorary disiinciion; with

, the assurances of my sincere desire to promote
the success of au establishment, which has in

view so valuable an object as that of improving
the agriculture of our country.

The faculty ofcultivating the earth, and of rear-
ing animals, by which food is increased beyond
the spontaneous supplies of nature, belongs to

man alone. No olher terrestrial being has re-

ceived a higher gift than an instinct, like that of

the beaver or the ant, which merely hoards for

future use the Ibod spontaneously furnished by
nature.

As this peculiar faculty gives to man a pre-emi-
nence over irrational animals, so it is the use
made of it by some, and the neglect of if by other

communities, that distinguish them from each oth-

er, in the most important features of the human
character.

The contrast between the enlightened and re-

fined nations on some parts of the earih, and ihe

rude and wretched tribes on others, has its foun-

dation in this distinction. Civilization is never
Been without agriculture nor has agriculture ever
prevailed, where the civilized arts did not make
their appearance.

But closely as agriculture and civilization are al-

lied, they do not keep pace with each other.

There is probably a much higher state of agri-

culture in China and Japan, than in many other
countries far more advanced in the improvements
of civilized life. It is surely no small reproach to

ihe latter, that with so great a superiority in sci-

ence, and in the fuller possession of the auxiliary

arts, they should suffer themselves to be outstrip-

ped in the very art by which both are essentially

distinguished from the brute creation.

It must not be inferred, however, from the capa-
cities and the motives of man for an artificial in-

crease of the productions of the earth, that the
transition from the hunter, or even the herdsman
state, to the agricultural, is a matter of course.

The first steps in this transition are attended
with difficulty, and what is more, with disinclina-

tion.

Without the knowledge of the metals, and the

implements made of them, the process o( open-
ing and stirring the soil, is not an easy operation;
though one, perhaps not requiring "more effort

and contrivance, than produced the instruments
used by savages in war and in the chase.

And that there is a disinclination in human na-
ture to exchange the savage lor the civilized life,

cannot be questioned. We need not look for

proofs beyond our own neighborhood. The In-

dian tribes have ever shown an aversion to the
change. Neither the persuasive exaniples ofplen-
fy and comfort derived iVom ihe culture of the earth

by their white brethren, nor the lessons and spe-

cimens of tillage placed in the midst of them, and
seconded by actual sufferings from a deficient and
precarious subsistence, have diverted them from
their strong propensities and habitual pursuits. In
the same spirit, they always betray an anxious dis-

position to return to their pristine lile, atier being
weaned from it by time, and apparently moulded
by intellectual and moral instruction, into the ha-

bits and lastes of an aiiricultural people. A still

more conclusive evidence of 'he bias of human
nature, is seen in the lamiliar fact, that our own
people nursed and reared in these habits and
tastes, easily slide into those of the savage, and
are rarely reclaimed to civilized society with their

own consent.

Had the Europeans, on their arrival, found this

continent destitute of human mhabitants, whose
dangerous neiirhborhood kept them in a compact
and agricultural siate, and had their communica-
tion with the countries they left, been discontinu-

ed, they might have spread themselves into the

forests where irame and fruits would have abound-
ed; and gradually forgetting the arts no longer

necssary to their immediate wants, have degene-
rated into savage tribes.

An admired historian,* in his inquiry into the

origin of the American savages, represents any
such degeneracy as impossible. He lays it down
as a certain principle, that the necessary arts of

life, when once introduced among a people, can
never be lost, that the dominion over inlerior ani-

mals once enjoyed will never be abandoned; and
that America, consequently, must have been peo-

pled fl-om a country as uncivilized as itself Yet
he derives the American savages, generally, from
the Tartars, whose example must have taught

ihem the use of certain animals, for which a sub-

stitute might have been found in the bison or

buffalo at least, (the same animal with tlie cow,)
if not in the elk, the moese, or the caraboo.

And he regards the Esquimaux, a tribe distin-

guished in several respects for their rude condi-

tion, as descendants from the Greenlanders, of

the same modes of life with themselves who
were a colonj' fi-om Norway, planted in the 9tli

century; an epoch prior to which the Novvegians
iiad made such progress in the arts as to be capa-

ble of formidable maritime expeditions. The
Greenland colony, therefore, must have under-

gone a degeneracy Irom the condition of its pa-

rent country. Without supposing the possibility

of a transition from a better state of human soci-

ety, to a savage state, how would the learned his-

torian have accounted for the introduction of the

savage state at all?

The bent of human nature mav be traced on

the chart of our own country. The manufactu-

rer readily exchanires the loom for the |»loui>h, in

opposition often, to his own interest, as wefl as to

*Dr. Robertson.
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Ihat ol" his counirj'. The cnhivaior, in situations

|irosoiitin<r an option, nrelerr: to ihe labors ol' the

fit'lil, the more easy einploytiien; of rparinji a

h(M-(l. Arui as the name of the tbrest is approacli-

eil, tlie liuntiniT lile displays tlie force of its at-

tractions. Where do we heiiolil a march in the

opposite liirectioii— lite hunter heconiintr the iienls-

niaiithe latter a liillower nl the plough—and the

last repaiiing to the niaiiufiiclory or the, work-

shop?
Such indeed is tlie fiiscination of that personal

independence which belonos to the uncivilized

S!ate, and such the disrelish and contempt of the

monotonous labor of tillas;e, compared with the

excitiriiT ocru[nitions of the chase, or with the in-

dolence enjoyed by those who subsist chiefly on

the mere bounties of nature, or on their migrratory

flocks, that a voluntary relinquishment of these

latter modes of life, is little to be expected. We
certainly perceive nothinir in the character of our

savage neiirhbors, I'rom which it could be inferred

that even the germs of agriculture observed in their

spots of maize, and a ihw other cultivated plants,

would ever be developed into the extent implied

by an agricultural lile. To that little resource

combined with the game furnished by the forests

and by the lake or the stream, their population

and habiis are adjusted. There may be said, in

fact, to be a plenum of the former; because it is

commensurate with their food and this cannot be
increased without a change of habiis, which be-

ing Ibunded in natural pro])ensilies, do not change
of themselves.

The first introduction of agriculture among a

savage people appears, accordingly, never to have
taken place without some extraordinary interposi-

tion. Where it has not been obtruded by colonies

transplanted h'om agricultural countries, as Irom

Phoenicia and Egypt into Greece, and Irom Greece
herself aniongsl her savage neighbors, the revo-

lution has proceeded from some individual whose
singular endowments and supernatural preten-

sions had given him an ascendency lor the pur-

pose. All these great reformers, in ancient times,

were regarded as more than men, and ultimately

worshipped as gods. A very remarkable exam-
ple of modern dale, is found in the revolution from
the savage to the agricultural state, said to have
been brought about by Manco Capac, among the

Peruvians, to whom he represented himself as tlie

ofispring of the sun.

Agriculture once effectually commenced, may
proceed, of itselfj under impulses of its own crea-
tion. The mouths ft-d by it increasing, and the
supplies of nature decreasing, necessity becomes a
spur to industry, which finds another spur, in the
advantages incident to the acquisition of property
in the civilized state. And thus a progressive
agriculture, and a progressive population ensue.

But, although no determinate limit presents
itself to the increase of food, and to a population
commensurate with it, other than the limited pro-

ductiveness of the earth itself, we can scarcely

be warranted in supposins that ail the productive

powers of its surli^ice can be made subservient to

the use of man, in exclusion of all the plaiits and
animals, not entering into hi? stock ol' subsistence;

that all the elements ai!,l coiubinaiioii of fli'iUi":i',-

in theeanh, ih« atmosphere and r!ie water, wfiich

now support such various and such numerous des-

criptions of created beings, animate and inani-

mate, could be withdrawn from that general desti-

nation, and appropriated to the exclusive support

and increase cf the human pari of ihe creation;

so that the whole haliitable earih should be as full

of people, as the spots most crowded now are or

niiyht he made, and as destiinlc as those spots, of
the plants and animals not used by man.
The supposition cannot well be reconciled with

that symmetry in Ihe face of nature, which derives

new beauty from every insight that ctin be trained

into it. It is forbidden afso, by the principles and
laws which operate in various departments of her

economy, lidlinir within the scope of common ob-

servation, as well as within that of philosojihic re-

searches.

The earth contains not less than thirty or forty

thousand kinds of plants; not less than six or sev-

en hundred of birds; not less than three or lour

hundred of quadrufieds ; to say nothing of the

thousand species of fishes. Of reptiles and in-

sects, there are more than can be numbered. To
all these must be added, the swarms and varie-

ties of animalcules and minute vegetables not vis-

ible to the natural eye, but whose existence is

probably connected with that of visible animals

and plants.

On comparing this vast proflisiun and multipli-

city of beinirs with the few grains and grasses,

the few herbs and roots, and the few fowls and
quadrupeds, which make up the short list adapted

to the wants of man; it is difficult to believe that

it lies with him, so to re-model the work of na-

ture, as it would here-modelled by a destruction,

not only of individuals, but of entire species, and

not only of a few species, but ol every species,

with the very lew exceptions which he might

spare (or his own accommodation.
Such a multiplication of the human race, at the

expense of the rest of the organized creation, im-

plies that the food of all plants is composed of

elements equally and indiscriminately nourishing

all; and which consequently may be wholly ap-

propriated to the one or lew plants best fitted for

human use.

Whether the food or constituent matter of ve-

getables, be furnished from the earth, the air or

water, and wheiher directly, or by cither, through

the medium of the others, no sufiicient ground

appears for the inference that the food tor all is

the same.
Difl'erent plants require different soils ; some

flourishing in sandy, some in clayey, some in

moist, some in dry soils, some in warm, some in

cold situations. Many grow only in water—and

a few subsist in the atmosphere. The forms, the

textures, and the qualities of plants are still more

diversified. That things so various and dissimi-

lar in their organizations, their constitutions and

their characters, should be wholly nourished by,

and consist of precisely the same elements, re-

quires more proof than has yet been ofi'ered.

A case which has been relied on to prove that

different foods are not necessary lor diflerent plants,

is that of grafiing or inoculating one kind of plant

on another kind; the sap obtained by the stock

for itself, being found to feed and perlt'ct the

Sfraft. But this operation has i's liiiiiis. I;,l;)i'„-

.-i! cxteiid beyond p'anis having a c^rtUiii uiiinny.

The apple tre'.- may be planted on the pear or the

quince. It will not succeed on the peach or the

cherry. If the cases prove that the same food
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suffices for the apple and the pear, lliey equally

prove that diH'ereiU foods are required for the ap-

ple and the |)each. It is said even, that the fruit

I'rom the peach-oTafton the ainnond, is not precisely

the same with that from a peai^li-^iraft on a plum.

It may be offered as another ar<j;uinent 1o the

same eilcci, that all animal and vegetable decom-
positions answer indiscriminately as manure?.
The fact is not precisely so. Certain manures
succeed best with certain j)lants. It is true, never-

theless, that animal and veijetable sabslances in

a decomposed state, are ofenerally manures for

plants. Fish even, an animal ti-om the water, is

Buccessfully used as a manure for Indian corn and
other crops. But this and similar exam|)les prove

only that some ingredients are the same in nil ani-

mals and plants, not that all the ingredients in

each are the same.

The chemist, though as yet a fellow student as

much as a preceptor of the agriculturist, justly

claims attention lo the result of his processes.

From that source we learn that the number of

known elements, not 3-et decomposable, is between
forty and fifty; that about seven or eio'ht belong to

the organs of plants, that different elements enter

into the composition of the same plant; and that

they are combined in different numbers and in

ditlerent proportions, in ditierent plants. Suppos-
ing then, as must be supposed, that these differ-

ent elements, in their actual quantities and pro-

portions, are adapted to the quantities and the

proportions of the existing varieties of plants; it

would happen in so great a change as that in

question, with respect to the number and variety

of plants, that the quantities and the proportions

of the elements, would not be adapted to the par-

ticular kinds and numbers of" plants retained by
man for his own use. Like the types of the alpha-

bet, apportioned to the words composing a par-

ticlar book, when applied to another book ma-
terially ditierent in its contents, there would be, of

some a deficiency, ol" others a useless surplus.

Were it less difficult to admit that all the sour-

ces of productiveness could be exclusively appro-

priated to the food of man, is it certain that an
obstacle to his indefinite multiplication would not

be encountered in one of the relations between the

atmosphere and organized beings?

Animals, including man, and plants may be re-

garded as tlie most important part of the terrestri-

al creation. They are pre-eminent in their attri-

butes; and all nature teems with their varieties

and their multitudes, visible and invisible. To all

of them, the atmosphere is the breath of Wfe.

Deprived of il, they all equally perish. But it

answers this purpose by virtue of its appropriate

constitution and character. What are these?

The atmosphere is not a simple, but a compound
body. In its least compound state, it is under-
stood to contain, besides what is called vital air.

others noxious in themselves, yet without a por-

tion of which, ihe vital air becomes noxious.

But the atmosphere in its natural state, and in its

ordinary communication with the organized world,

comprises various mgredienis or modifications of
ingredients, derived from the use made of it by
the existing variety of animals and plants. The
exhalations and perspirations, the effluvia and
transpirations of these are continually charging
the atmosphere with a heterogeneous variety and
immense quantity of matter, which together must

contribute to the character which fits it for its

destined purpose, of supporting the life and health

of organized beings. Is it unreasonable to sup-

pose, thiit if, instead of the actual composition

and character of the animal and vegetable crea-

tion, to which the atmosphere is now accommo-
dated, such a composition and character, of that

creation, were substituted, as would result from
a reduction of the whole to man and a lt;w kinds

of animals and plams; is the supposition unrea-

sonable that the change might essentially afi'ect

the aptitude of the atmosphere for the functions

required of it; and that so great an innovation

might be found, in this respect, not to accord with
the order and economy of nature?

The relation of the animal part, and the vege-
table part of the creation to each other, through the

medium of the atmosphere, ccmies in aid of the

reflection suggested by the general relation be-

tween the atmosphere and both. It seems to be
now well understood, that the atmosphere, when
respired by animals, becomes unfitted for their fur-

ther use, and fitted for the absorption of vegeta-

bles; and that when evolved by the latter, it is

refitted for the respiration of the former: an inter-

change being thus kept up, by which this breath

of life is received by each, in a wholesome stale,

in return for it in an unwholesome one.

May it not be concluded from this admirable ar-

rangement and beautiful feature in the economy
of nature, that if the whole class of animals were-

extinguished, the use of" the atmosphere by the

vegetable class alone, would exhaust it of its lifis-

supporting power; that in like manner, if the whole
class of vegetables were extinguished, the use of

of it by the animal class alone, would deprive il

ol"its fitness for their support? And if such would
be the efiect of an entire destruction of either

class, in relation to the other, the inlijrence seems
to press itself upon us, that so vast a change in

the proportions of each class to the other, and in

the species composing the respective classes, as

that in question, might not be compatible with the

continued existence and health of' the remaining
species of the two classes.

The immensity of the atmosphere, compared
with the mass of animals and vegetables, forms

an apparent olijection only to this view of the sub-

ject. The comparison could at most suggest

questions as lo the period of time necessary to ex-

haust the atmosphere of its unrenewed capacity

to keep alive animal or vegetable nature, when
deprived either, of the support of the other. And
this period contracts itself at once to the imagina-
tion, when it is recollected lliat the immensity of
the atmosphere is the efiect of its elasticity and
rarefaction. We know, from the barometer, that

condensed to the specific gravity of mercury, its

rise above the surface of" the earth would be but

about thirty inches; and from the well pump, that

condensed to the specific gravity only of water,

which is nearly the same with that of ihe human
body, its rise would be little more than as many
feet; that is, a little more than five limes the hu-

man stature. It is liiund that a single human per-

son employs in respiration not less than sixteen or

eighteen limes his own weight of common air, in

every twenty-four hours. In difierent degree.",

some greater, some less, the case is the same with

most other animals. Plants make a correspon-

dent use of air for their purposes.
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Oilier views of the economy of nature coincide

with the precedinff. Tiiere is a known tendency

in all organized beings to multiply heyond the de-

gree necessary to keep up their actual numbers.

It is a wise provision of nature— 1, to guard

against the lliilure of the species; 2, to afford in

tlie surplus, a Ibod for animals whether subsisting

on vegetables, or on oilier animals which subsist

on vegetable. Nature has been equally provident

in guarding aixainst an excessive muliiplication of

any one species, which might too liir encroach on

others, by subjeciingeach, when unduly multiply-

ing itselli to be arrested in its progress by the ef-

fect of the nmltiplicalion— 1, in producing a defi-

ciency of tbod; and where that may not happen

—

2, in producing a state of the atmosphere unfa-

vorable to lile and health. All animals, as well

as plants, sicken and die in a slate too much
crowded. It is the case with our domestic ani-

mals of every sort, where no scarcity lor food can
be the cause. To the same laws, mankind are

equally subject. An increase, not consisting with

the general plan of nature, arrests itself. Accord-
ing to ihe degree in which the number thrown to-

gether exceeds the due proportion of space and
air, disease and mortality ensue. It was the vitia-

ted air alone, which put out human life in the

crowded hole of Calcutta. In a space somewhat
enlarged, the effect would have been slower, but

not less certain. In all confined situations, from
the dungeon to the crowded work-houses, and
from these, to the compact population of over-

grown cities, the atmosphere becomes in corres-

ponding degrees, unfitted by reiterated use, for

sustaining human Hie and health. Were the at-

mosphere breathed in cities, and not diluied, and
displaced by fresh supplies from the surrounding
country, the mortality would soon become general.

Were the surrounding country, thickly peopled

and not refreshed in like manner, the decay of

health, though a later, would be a necessary con-

sequence. And were the whole habitable earth

covered with a dense population, wasteful mala-
dies might be looked for, that would thin numbers
into a healthy proportion.

Were the earth in every productive spot, and in

every spot capable of being made productive, ap-
propriated to the food of man; were the spade
substituted for the plough, and all animals con-
suming the food of man, or food for which human
food might be substituted, banished from existence,

60 as to produce the maximum of population on
the earth, there would be more than an hundred
individuals, for every one now upon it. In the
actual population of many countries, it brings on
occasional epidemics to be traced to no other
origin than the state of the atmosphere. Increase
the numbers to ten or twepty fold, and can it

be supposed that they would, at any time, find the

breath ol lile in a condition to support it; or if that

supposition be admissible when limited to a sin-

gle country, can it be admitted, when not only the
contisruous countries, but the whole earth was
equally crowded?
Must we then adopt the opinion entertained by

some philosophers, that no variation=whatever, in

the numbers and proportions of the organized be-
ings belonging to our globe, is permitted by the
system of nature; that the number of species and
of individuals in the animal and vegetable em-
pires, since they attained a destined compliment,

has been, and must always be the same; that the

only change possible is in local nngmentations and
diminutions which balance each oilier, and thus

maintain the established and unalterable order of
thinirs?

This would be the opposite extreme to that

which has been rejecied. Man, though so simi-

lar in his physical constitution to many other ani-

mals, is essentially distinguished from all other

or<faiiized beimrs, by the intellecuial and moral
powers with which he is endowed. He possessesa

reason and a will iiy which he can act on mailer or-

jxanized and unorgaiiizf^d. lie can, by the exer-

cise of these peculiar powers, increase his subsist-

ence, by which his numbers may be increased

beyond the spontaneous supplies of nature; and
it would be a reasonable conclusion, that making
as he does, in his capacity of an intelligent and
voluntary agent, an integral part of the terrestrial

system, the other partsof the system are so framed

as not to be altogeiherunsusceptible of his agency,

and unpliable to its efi'ects.

This reasonable conclusion is confirmed by the

fact, that the capacity of man, derived fi'om his

reason and his will, has effected an increase of

particular plants and animals conducive to an in-

crease of his own race; and a diminution of the

numbers, if not of the species of plants and ani-

mals displaced by that increase.

Most, if not all of our domesticated animals pro-

bably exceed the numbers which, without the in-

tervention of man, would be their natural amount;
whilst the animals preying on, or interfering with

them, are proportionably reduced in their numbers.

The case is the same with cultivated plants.

They are increased beyond their natural am.ount

;

and banish, or proportionally reduce such as inter-

fere with them.
Nor can it be said, that these changes made by

human art and industry in some regions, are bal-

anced by corresponding changes made by nature,

in other regions. Take for examples, the articles

of wheat, rice, millet, and maize, which are the

chief food of civilized man; and which are now
spread over such immense spaces. It is not pos-

sible to regard them as occupying no more than

their original and fixed proportions of the earth:

and that in other parts of it, they have disappear-

ed in the same degree in which they are thus ar-

tificially extended. These grains belong to the

torrid and temperate zones only; and so great a
proportion of these zones have been explored,

that it is certain, they could not have been dis-

placed from other parts of the globe, in the degree

in which they abound where they are now culti-

vated, and where it is certain they owe their abun-

dance to cultivation. There must consequently

be an absolute increase of them produced by the

agency of man.
Take more particularly for an example, the arti-

cle of rice, which constitutes so large a portion of

human food. The latitudes to which iis growth
is limited by the nature of the plant, are for the

most part so well known, that it may be assumed
tor an unquestioned (iict, that this grain cannot al-

ways have prevailed any where, in the extent in

which it is now cultivated. And it is equally cer-

tain that the vegetable productions belonging to

the same climates, which must have been dis-

placed by its cultivation, have not received an
equivalent introduction and extension elsewhere.
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It is remarkable that the vegetable productionts

most extensively used as human food, are but lit-

tle, if at all found in their indigenous state; whe-
ther thai state b« the same as their present one, or

a state floin which they were improvable into

their present state. They seem indeed not likely

to flourish extensively in situations not prepared
by the hand of man. The potato so recently

brought into use, and now spreadini^ itself over so

great a surface, can barely be traced to a native

state in the mountains of Chili, nor can it be be-

lieved, that previous to its adoption by man, it

ever existed in the extent to which cultivation is

now carrying it.

These views of the subji^ct seem to authorize

the conclusion, that although there is a propor-

tion between the animal and vegetable classes of

beings on our globe, and between the species in

each class, with respect to which, nature does not

permit such achangeas woidd result Iromadestrnc-
tion of the animals and vegetables not used by
man; and a multiplication of the iiuman race,

and of tlie several species of animals and vegeta-
bles used by it, sufficient to fill up the void; jet
that there is a degree of change which the pecu-
liar faculties of man enable him to make, and by
making which, his fund of subsistence and his

numbers may be augmented; there beinijatthe
same time, whenever his numbers, and the change
exceed the admitted degree, a tendency in that

excess to correct iiself.

Could it, however, be supposed that the estab-

lished system, and symmetry of nature, required

the number of human beings on the globe to be
always the same; that the only change permitted
in relation to them, was in their distribution over
it; siill, as the bles'^ing of existence to (hat num-
ber would materially defiend on the parts of the
globe on which they may be thrown; on the de-
gree in which their situation may i^e convenient
or crowded; and on the nature of their political

and social institutions; motives would not be want-
ing to obtain for our portion of the earth, its fullest

share, byimprovingtheresourcesof humansubsist-
ence, according to the fiiir measure of its capacity.
For, in what other portion of equal extent will be
found, climates more friendly to the health or con-
genial to the feelings of its inhabitaiiis? In what
other, a soil yielding more food with not more la-

bor? And above all, where will be found institu-

tions equally securing the blessings of persona!
independence, and of social enfoyments? The
enviable condition of the people 'of the United
States, is ofien too much ascribed to the physical
advantages of iheir soil and climate, and to their
uncrovvded situations. Much is certainly due to

these causes— but a just estimate of the happi-
ness of our country, will never overlook what be-
longs to the fertile activity of a fi-ee people, and
the benign influence of a responsible government.

In proportion as we relax the hypolhesi-; which
makes the aggregate number of mankind unsus-
ceptible of change, and believe that the resources
of our country may not only contribute to the
greater happiness of a given number, but to the
augmentation of the number enjoying a great-
er happiness, the motives become stronger for the
improvement and extension of tiiera.

But whilst all are sensible that agriculture is

the basis of population and prosperity, it cannot
be denied that the study and practice of its true

principles have hitherto been too generally neg-
lected in the United States; and that this state

has at least its full share of the birime. Now only
for the first time, notwilhslanding several merito-

rious examples of earlier dale, a general atten-

tion seems to f)e awakened to the necessity of a
reform. Patriotic socieiies, the best agents lor af-

fecting it are pursuing the object with the anima-
tion and intelligenc^e which characterize the efforts

of a self-governed people, whatever be the ob-
jects to which they may be directed.

Among these promising institutions. I cannot
glance at the names of those composing that of
Albemarle, wiihout being assured, that its full

(|uoiaof iiiibriuation will be furnished to the gene-
ral stock, f regret only, that my own competen-
cy bears so little proportion to my wishes to co-

operate with them. That 1 may not be thought,

however, deficient in good will; as well as in other

requisites, I shall venture on the task, a task

the least difficult, of pointing out some of the
most prevalent errors in our husbandry, and which
appear to be among those which may merit the

attention of the society, and tlie instructive exam-
ples of its members.

1. The error first to be noticed is that of culti-

vating land, either naturally poor or impoverished
by cultivation. This error, like many others, is

the effect of habit, continued after the reason lor it

has failed. Whilst there was an abundance of
fresh and fertile soil, it was the interest of the cul-

tivator to spread his labor over as great a surfiice

as he could. Land being cheap and labor dear
and the lantl co-operaliny; powerfully with the la-

bor, it was profitable to draw as much as possible

from the land. Labor is now eomfiara.ively cheap-
er and land dearer. Where labor has risen in

price fbur-lbld, land has risen ten-lbld. It might
be profitable, therefore, now to contract the sur-

face over which labor is spread even if the soil

retained its freshness and feriility. But this is not
the case. Much of the fi^.rlile soil is exhausted,
and unfertile soils are brought into cultivation;

and both co-perating less with labor in producing
the crop, it is necessary lo consider how fiir labor

can be profitably exerted on them; whether it

ought not to be applied towards makinirthem fer-

tile rather than in further impoverishing them;
or whether it miixht not be more profitably applied
to mechanical occupations or to domestic manufac-
tures.

In the old countries of Europe, where labor is

cheap and land dear, the object is to augment la-

bor and contract the space on which it is employ-
ed. In the new settlements takifiir place in this

country, the original praciiee here may be ration-

ally pursued. In the old settlements, the reason
for the practice in Europe is becoming daily less

inapplicable, and we ought to yield to the change
of circumstances by forbearing to waste our labor

on land^ which besides not paying for it, is still

more impoverished and rendered more difficult to

be made rich. The crop which is of least amount
gives the blow most mortal to the soil. It has not
been a very rare thing to see land under the

plough not producing enousrh to feed the plough-
man and his horse; and it is in such cases that the

death blow is given. The goose is killed without
even obtaining the coveted egg.
There cannot be a more rational principle in the

code of agriculture, than that every i'arm which is
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in ijocxl heart, slioultl \n'. kept so; that, every one

not in ijooJ heiirt slioiilil he made so; and that

what is riirlvt as to the tiirn) ij^onerally, is so as to

everv part of every tlirni. Any system, therefiire,

or want of system, which tends to make a rieh

farm poor, or does not leml to make a |)oor fiicm

rich, cannot he ijood lor the owner, whalever it

may be tor the tenant or su|)enntendant. who lias

a transieni interest only ia it. The profit, where
there is any, will not halance the loss of intrmsic

value sustained by the land.

I[. The evil of pressing too hard on the land

has also been much increased by the bad mode of

ploughing it. Shallow ploughiuir, and ploui^hing

up and down hilly land liave, by exposing the

loosened soil to be carried o(f by rains, hastened

more than luiy thing else, the waste of its fertili-

ty. When the mere sul'ace is pulverized, mode-
rate rains on land but little uneven, if ploughed

up and down, gradually wear it away .And hea-

vy rains on hilly land plo'<ghed in that manner,
soon produce a (ike edect, notwithstanding the im-
proved practii-e of deeper plouiihinij. How have
the beauty and value of this ridge of country suf-

fered from this cause? And how much is due to

the happy improvement introduced by a iriember

of this society, whom I need not name,* by a cul-

tivation in horizontal drills, with a plough a(Japted

to it? Had the practice prevailed from the first

settlement of the country, the sreneral fertility

would have been more than the double of what
thje red hills, and indeed all other hilly lands now
possess; and the scars and sores now defacing

them would no where be seen. Happily, experi-

ence is provinir that this remedy aided by a more
rational njanagement in other respects, is adequate
to the purpose of healing yvhat has been wound-
ed, as well as of preserving the health of what
has escaped the calamity. It is truly gratifyinsr

to observe how fast the improvement is spreading
from the parent example. The value of our

red hills, under a mode of cultivation, which
guards their fertility against wasting rains, is pro-

bably exceeded by that of no uplands whatever;
and without that advantage, they are exceeded in

value by almost all others. They are little more
than a lease for years.

Besides the inestimable advantage from horizon-
tal ploughing, in protecting the soil against the
wasting effect of rains, there is a greater one, in

its preventing the rains themselves from beinc
lost to the crop. The Indian corn is thecrop which
most exposes the soil to be carried off by the
rains, and it is at the same time the crop, which
most needs them. Where the land is not only
hilly, but the soil thirsty, (as is the case particular-

ly throuffhout this mountainous range) the pres-

ervation of the rain as it falls, between the drilled

ridges, is of peculiar importance: and its gradual
settling downwards to the roots, is the best pos-
sible mode of supplying them with moisture. In
the old method of ploughing shallow with the
furrows up and down, the rain, as well as the soil,

was lost.

HI. The neglect of manures is another error

which claims particular notice. It may be traced
to the same cause with our excessive cropping.
In the early staijes of our aorriculture, it was more
convenient and more profitable to bring new land

*CoI. T. M. Randolph.
Vol. V—53

j

into culiivafion, than to im[>rove exhausted land.

I

The litilure of new land has lonix called ftr the im-

provement of old land; but habit has k<'pt us deaf

to the call.

Noiliiiig is more certain than thai continual

cropping witiio-ut manure deprives the soil ol" its

fi'rtility. Ii if^ ecjuaily certain, that IfTiility may
be preserved or restored, l)y giving to the earili

animal or veixetable manure equivalent to the mat-

ter taken li'nm it; and that a [jcrpetual lerlility is

not, in itseli; incompatible, with an uninterrupted

succession of crops. The Chinese, it is said,

smile at the idea that land needs rest, as it" like

animals, il had a sense of fatigue. Their soil

does not need rest, because an industrious use is

made of every teriilizing particle, that can contri-

bute towards replacino; what has been drawn fi-om

it. And this is the more practicable with them, as

almost the whole of what is grown on the fiirms

is consumed within them. Tliat a restoration to

the earth of all that annually grows on it, prevents

its impoverishment, is sufficiently seen in our for-

ests; where the annual exuvRe of the trees and

plants, replace the fiirtility of which they deprive

the earth. Where frequent fires destroy the

leaves and whatever else is annually dropped on

the earth, it is well known that the land becomes

poorer; this destruction of the natural crop having

the same impoverishing effect as the removal of

a cultivated crop. A still stronger proof that an

annual restoration to the earth of all its annual

r)roduct will perpetuate its productiveness is seeU

where our fields are left uncultivated and un-

pasiured. In this case, the soil receiving li-oill

the decay of the spontaneous weeds and grasses;

more fertility than they extract from itj is lor a
time at least, improved, not impoverished. Its

improvemiMif may be explained, by the fei'lilizing

matter, which the weeds and grasses derive Irotii

water and the atmosphere, which forms a net gairl

to the earth.. At what point, or Irom what causej

the f()rmation and accunmlaiion of vegetable

mould fi-om this grain ceases, is not perhaps very

easy to be explained. That it does cease, is prov-

ed by the stationary condition of the surface of the

earth in old forests; and that the amount 6i' the

accumulation varies with the nature of the subja-

cent earth, is equallv certain. If seems to depend

also on the species of trees and plants which hap-

pen to contribute the materials for the vegetable

mould ;.

But the most eligible mode of preserving the

richness, and of enriching the poverty of a farm i§

certainly that of applying to the soil a sufficiency

of animal and veiietable matter in a putriffed stalej

or a state ready ibr putreliiction, in order to pro-

cure which, too much care cannot be observed iti

savifig every material furnished by the farm.

—

This resource was among the earliest discoveries

of ttien living by airriculture; and a proper use of

it has been made a fesi of good husbandry in al!

countries, ancient and modern, where its princi-

ples and profits have been studied.

Some liirmers of distinction, headed by Tullj

supposed that mere earth, in a pulverized state;

was sufficient without manure, for the growth of
plants; and consequently, that continued pulveri-

zation would render the soil perpetually produc-
tive; a theory, which never would have occurred
to a planter of tobacco or of Indian corn, who
finds the soil annually producing less and less, un-
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der a constant pulverizina; course. The known
experiment of Viin-Hehnont, seemed to favor the

opposite theory, that the earth parted with noth-

ing towards the plants growing on it. If there

were no ilhision in the case, the earth used by him
must, at least, have been destitute of vegetable

mould. For, in an experiment by VVoodhouse, a
garden mould was diminished in its weight by a

plant which grew in it. And the latest chemical
examination of the subject coincide with the ffenera!

opinion of practical husbandmenthat the substance

of" plants, partakes of the substance of the soil.

The idea is, indeed, very natural that vegeta-

matter which springs liom the earih, and of itself

returns to the earth, should be one source at least

of the earth's capacity to re-produce vegetable

matter.

It has been asked how it happens that Egypt
and Sicily, which have for ages been exporlinir

their agricultural produce without a return of any
equivalent produce, have not lost their re-produc-

tive capacity. One answer has been, that thev
have lost no small degree of it. If the fact be
otherwise with regard to Egypt, it might be ac-

counted for by the fertilizing inundations of the

Nile. With regard to Sicily, there may be some-
thinsrin the system of husbandry, or some parti-

cular local circumstances, which countervail the

continued asportation of the fruits of the soil. But
it is ti^r more probable, that the island is less pro-

ductive than it once was. Ft is certainly less of a

granery for other counties now, than it was when
it received that title from tlie ancient Romans.
And its population being diminished, the internal

consumption must also be diminished. If a suigie

farm is rendered less productive by a continued re-

moval of its crops without any adequate returns,

no reason occurs why it should not happen to a
number of farms multiplied to the extent of a
whole country.

And that individual farms do lose their fertility

in proportion as crops are taken from them, and
returns of manure neglected, is a fact not likely to

be questioned.

If it were, Virginia, unlbrlunatelv, is but too

ca|)able of furnishing the proofs. Her prevailing

crops have been very exhausting, and the use of"

manures has been particularly neglected.

Tobacco and Indian corn, which, for a long time
on the east side of the Blue JVlountains were the
articles almost exclusivel}^ cultivated, and which
continue to be cultivated, the former extensivel}^, the

latter universally, are known to be great im])over-

ishers of the soil. Wheat, which has lor a number
of years, formed a large portion of thegeneral crop,

is also an exhausting crop. So are rye and oats,

which enter occasionally into our fLirm system.
With so many consumers of the fertility of the

earth, and so little attention to the means of re-

pairing their ravaafes, no one can be surprised at

the impoverished face of the country; whilst every
one ought to be desirous of aiding in the work of
reformation.

The first and main step towards it, is, to make
the thieves restore as .much as possible of the sto-

len fertility. On this, with other improvements
which may be made in our husbandry, we must
depend for the rescue of our farms from their pres-

est degraded condition.

Of tobacco, not a great deal more than one half

©f the entire plant is carried to market. The resi-

due IS an item on the list of manures: and it is

known to be in its quality a very rich one. The
crop of tobacco, however though of great value,

covers but a small projtortion of our cultivated

ground, and its offal can of cour^^e contribute but
mconsiderably to the general stock of manure. It

is probable also that what it does contribute, has
been more carefully used as a manure, than any
other article furnished by our crops.

The article whicu constitutes our principal ma-
nure is wheat straw. It is of much importance,

therefore to decide aright on the mode of using
it. There are three modes: 1'. Carrying it from
the farm yard, after having passed through or be-

ing trodden and enriched by cattle. In that mode,
the greater part of it must be used, if used at all;

the straw going through that process, being a ne-

cessary part of the Food allotted to the catde.

To derive the fijil advantage ti-om it, it ought to be
hauled out before the substance has been wasted by
rain, by the sun, and by wind; and to be buried in

the earth as soon afteras possible. 2. Spreading the

straw on the surface of the ground. Many res-

pectable farmers are attached to this mode, as pro-

tecting the soil ii'om the sun: and by keeping it

most, favorinsr the vegetation underneath, whe-
ther spontaneous or artificial; whilst the straw
itself is gradually decomposed into a manure.
The objection to this mode is the loss by evapora-
tion, before this last eflect is obtained. 3. Turn-
ing the straw at once under the surlace of the

earth. This would seem to be the best mode of

managing manures irenerally; least of" their sub-

stance being then lost. When the grain is trod-

den out fi"om the straw, it is left in a state easily

admitting this operation. Some difficulty may
attend it, when the gra.in is thrashed tirom the

straw by the flail, or by the machines now in

use, neither of which break the straw suiBciently

to pieces.

It may be remarked with regard to this article

of manure— 1. That its weighl is barely more
than that of the orain. 2. That the grain is the

part which makes the greatest draft on the fertili-

ty of the earth. 3. That the grain is lor the most
part not consumed within the farm. It is found
on trial that a stalk of wheat, as generally cut, in-

cluding the chaff, and the grains borne by the

stalk, are pretty nearly of equal weight. The
case is probably the same vvith rye, and not very

ditferent with oats. The proportion of fertilizing

matter in the straw, to that in the grain, has not,

as far as I know, been brought to any satisliicto-

ry test. It is doubtless much less in the straw,

which alone in the case of wheat, is with us re-

turnable in any form to the earth. This considera-

tion, whilst it urges us to make the most of the

article as a manure, warns us of its insufficiency.

The stubble and the roots of the small grains,

not being taken from the earth, may be regarded

as relapsing into a fertility equal to that of vvhich

they deprived the earth. This remark is applica-

ble to all cultivated plants, the roots of which are

not an esculent part.

An eminent citizen and celebrated agricultu-

rist* of this state, has among other instructive

lesons, called the public attention to the value

of the corn stalk as a manure. I am persuaded

that he has not overated it. Audit is a subject

*CoI. John Taylor.
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of aiireeable reHeolion that an article which is

so extensively cultivated as that of Indiati corn,

and which is so particulaiiy exhaustiiiir sliouid

be the one so capable ot repairini; tlie injury it does.

The corn stalk as a fodder is ol" irreat value.

Not only the leaves, but the husk inclosing the

ear, and the cob enclosed by it, are all more or

less valuable Ibod when duly preserved and dealt

out 10 cattle. There is no better Ibdder than the

leaves or blades lor horses and o.xen; nor any
so much approved lor sheep. The husk or shuck

is a hiirhly nourishing food for neat cattle. And
the [lickings of the stalk, even at a late season,

and after much exposure to the weather, support

them better than any of the straws. From tlie

saccharine matter in the stalk, which is long re-

tained about the joints, it cannot be doubted that

it" cut early, or before exposure to th6 weather,

into parts small enough for niastification. it would
well repay, as a fboil for cattle, the labor required

for it.

The ureat value of the corn stalk, in all its parts

as a fodder, was brought into full proof, by the use

made of it during the late <reneral lailure of crops.

It is to be hoped that the lesson will not be suHijr-

ed to pass into oblivion.

But it is as a resource for re-fertilizin<r the soil,

that the corn slock finds the proper |)lace heiv;

and as such, it merits particular notice; whether it

be passed throuijh animals, or be prepared by ler-

meniation in the farmyard ; or be merely spread

on the surliice of the earth, the mode in which
its efiiect must be least considerable. The same
qualities which render every part of it nutricious

to animals, render it nutricious to the earth, and
it is accoaij^anied with the peculiar advantages: 1,

that the grain itself is mos'ly every where, and
altogether, in places distant from navigation,

consumed witliin the farms producing it; 2, that

as the grain is in greater proportion to the space
on which it grows, than most other grains, so

the rest of the plant is in greater proportion to

the grain, than the rest of any other grain plant.

The straw and chaff of the smaller grains, as al-

ready remarked; is in weiirht hut about one half

the grain. The corn stock with all its appurte-
nant oHkl, is of not less than three times and if

taken early from the field, probably of not less

than tour or five times the weight of the grain
belonging to it. 3. The fertilizing matter "con-

tained in the corn stalk is greater, in proportion to

its weight, than that contained in the straw and
ofi'al of other grains is to the weight of the straw
and ofi'al.

Would it be hazardinsr too much to say, that

where a level surliice, or the mode of cuhivating
a hilly one, prevents the rains from carryiuir off

the soil, a restoration of an entire crop of Indian
corn, in the form of manure, to the space pro-

ducing it fthere beinsr no other intervening crop
not so restoredj would replace the fertility consum-
ed by the crop, and maintain a perpetual pro-

ductiveness? Reason, the case of forest and fiil-

low fields, where the spontaneous crop fiills back
of itself, to the earth atid the Chinese example,
where the cultivated crop is restored to the earth,
all pronounce that such would be the efhact. And
yet the fact stares us in the fiice, that our most
impoverislied fields, even the most level of them,
owe their condition more to the crops of Indian
corn, than to any other crops.

Tiie articles of fodder, which are least neglect-

ed as a fund of manure, are timothy and clover

hays. But the avtuage quantities on liirms, is

not as yet, very gn^at; and seldom yield more
than stable manure Ibrirardens and culinary crops.

The cotton f)lant, whiidi is so extensive a crop

in the more southern and the south-western states

is but little cultivated in Virginia, and scarcely at

all in this part of it. I am not able to say how
far it is conq)aratively an exhaustmg crop. But
it would seem to be more cajjable than any other

crop, not wholly consumed within the fiirm, pre-

serving its fertility. The only part of the plant

carrried away, is the cotton fibre or wooly part,

which bears an inconsiderable proportion to the

other parts in weight and as may be inferred, in

fertilizing matter also. The seed alone, passing

by the ball and the haulm, is three times its

w'eight, and contains the chief part of the oil in

the plant. In the countries where cotton makes
the principal part of the crop, the superfluous

seed must deserve great attention as a manure.

Where the fields are level or cultivated in hori-

ziontal drills, it might go tar torwads supporting a

continued cropping witliout a diminished fertility.

The sum of' these remarks on cultivating poor

ftnd, ami neglecting the means of keeping or mak-
ing land rich is, that if every tiling grown on a

soil is carried fi-om it, it must become unproduc-

tive; that if ever_v thing grown on it be directly or

indirectly restored to it, it would not cease to be

productive; and consequently, that according to

the degree in which the one or the other practice

takes place, a fiirm must be impoverished, or be

permanently productive and profitable. Every
acre made bj' an improved management to pro-

duce as much as two acres, is in effect, the addi-

tion of a new acre; with the great advantages of

contracting the space to be cultivated ; and of

shortening the distance of transportation between

the fields^ and the barn, or the fiirm-yard. One
of the Roman writers, * on husbandry, enforces

the obligation to an improving management by

a storv of one Paradiiis who had two daughters

and a vineyard. When the elder was married he

gave her a third part of the vineyard; notwith-

standing which, he obtained from two thirds the

same crop as from the whole: when his other

daughter was married, he portioned her with the

half of what remained; and still the produce of

his vineyard was undiminished. 'I'he story, short

as it is. contains a volume of instruction.

The plaster or gypsum, though not a manure
within the farm itself, has been too long neglected

as a fertilizing resource. It is now beginning to

take a high and just rank as such. The proofs of

its efficacy are as incontestible as the causes of it

are obscure. The experiments of a very distin-

guished chemist, t led him to the opinion, that its

substance enters into the substance of the plant.

Without doubling the fact, it does not sufficiently

account for the addition made to the size and
weight of the plant, which greatly exceed the

quantity of the plaster. It must, therefore, have
some further mode of operating. Whether it

be by neutralizing some noxious ingredient in

the earth, one of the modes by which lime is

supposed to operate; or by attracting and convey-

Cohimella.

fSir H. Davy.
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veying to the plant, tbod from the earth, the

air ur water; or by excitinn; the plant to a more
active use of its feeding powers, whatever they

be: or by iis accretion and assimulaiion to parti-

cuhir parts ol' plants on which these powers de*

pend ; thereby augmenting and strengthening

those particular parts, and enabhng the leeding

powers to give proportional augmenialion to every

Q her part ; whether by any one or more of
these processes, or by some other or others dis-

tinct lioni them all, the growth of plants be pro-

moted by this mineral, remains, it would seem, to

be yet explained. In the mean time, a more ex-

tensive use of it, promises much advantage to our

agriculture. I take it, however, that this advan-
tage cannot be permanent without making the in-

creased product of the soil, a source of manure to

the soil. That the eifect of the plaster will be
continued indefinitely, under a constant removal
of the whole crop fi-om the soil, surpasses belief.

It can scarcely fail to exhaust at length, the pro-

ductive powers of the earth. The period of time ne-

cessary for the purpose, may be uncertain; but that

as in the case of other mineral manures, lime and
marl, such must sooner or later, be the result, can-
not well be so. The effect of pulverizing the

earth by tillage, as practised by Tull, is stated to

have been uninterrupted crops of wheat, without
manure, for more than twenty years; which was
regarded as a demonstration, that tillage was a
complete substitute for manure. Supposing the

statement to be free from error, the inference is

certainly not warranted by the fact. We know
that some of our soils, not naturally richer than
the hilly manured soils on which Tull probably
commenced his tillage, will bear a succession of
crops for an equal period; and we know as well,

that their fertility will not hold out forever. How
long plaster, whatever be its mode of operation,

will hold out, may not yet have been fully tried.

But to make it permanently successful, it will be
wise to take for granted, that it must be made a
source of future manure, as well as of immediate
productiveness. If the crop, as acifrmented by
the plaster, be given back to the soil, the soil may
be benefitted more than it would be fiy the return

of a crop not augmented by the plaster. And in

this way, fertility may be accelerated. The res-

toration of a crop, increased by ordinary cultiva-

tion, to the soil on which it grew, would, I pre-

sume, fertilize it more than the restoration of a
smaller crop spontaneously produced; although
in both cases, the whole taken from the soil would
return to it.

IV. Among the mearis of aiding the produc-
tiveness of the soil, which have not received merit-

ed attention, is irrigation. In scarcely any coun-
try does this resource abound more than in the
United States; nor is there any, where there is so

little sensibility to its value. The inconsiderable

use made of it, is chiefly by emigrants, particu-

larly Germans, or the immediatedescendaiits of
them. 1 have understood that the market of Bal-
timore, has been much benefitted in dry seasons,

by the irrigation introduced by exiles from St.

Domingo. For a distinguished proof of the im-
portance of the practice, I may refer to the fact

which has been stated in the neighborhood of Bar-
celona in Spain, where a part of the land is under
irregation, and a part is not susceptible of it, both

being otherwise of equal fertility, the part irrigated

is of double the price in market. It is to be noted
indeed that the climate is a dry one, and that the

article cultivated is lucerne. But this is a plant,

which though much aided in its growth by mois-
ture, is at the same time remarkable for the length

of a tap-root, and fitted by that, as well as by the

absorbent quality of its leaves, to flourish in a
thirsty soil, and warm climate. Our particular

district of country, abounding in springs, small

streams, and suitable declivities, admits greatly of
irrigation; and being generally of a thirsty nature,

the more strongly invites the use of it.

V, I cannot but consider it as an error in our

husbandry, that oxen are too little used in place of
horses.

Every fair comparison of the expense of the

two animals, favors a preference of the ox. But,

the circumstance particularly recommending him
is, that he can be supported when at work, by
grass and hay, whilst the horse requires grain

and much of it; and the grain generally given

him, is Indian corn, the crop which requires most
labor and greatly exhausts the land.

From the best estimate I have been enabled to

form, more than one-half of the corn crop is con-

sumed by horses, including the ungrown ones;

and not less than one half, by other than pleasure

horses. By getting fiee from this consumption,
one half the labor and of the wear of the land

would be saved, or rather more than one half; for

on most fiirms, one half of the crop of corn grows
on not more than two-filths, and sometimes a
smaller proportion of the cultivated fields; and the

more fertile fields would of course be retained for

cultivation. Every one can figure to himself the

ease and conveniency of a revolution which would
so much reduce the extent of his corn fields; and
substitute for the labor bestowed on them, the

more easy task of providing pasturage and hay.

But will not the ox himself when kept at labor,

require grain food as well as the horse? Cer-
tainly much less, if any. Judging from my own
observation, I should say, that a plenty of good
grass or good hay will suffice without grain where
the labor is neitJier constant nor severe. But I

feel entire confidence in saying that a double set

of oxen alternately at work, and therefore half the

time at rest, might be kept in good plight without
other food than a plenty of good grass or good
hay. And as this double set would double the

supply of beef, tallow and leather, a set off is

found in that consideration for a double consump-
tion of that kind of food.

The objections generally made to the ox are

—

1. That he is less tractable than the horse. 2.

That he does not bear heat as well. 3. That he
does not answer for the single plough used in our

corn fields. 4. That he is slower in his move-
ments. 5. That he is less fit for carrying the pro-

duce of the farm to market.

The first objection is certainly founded in mis-

take. Of the two animals, the ox is the more do-

cile. In all countries where the ox is the ordinary

draught animal, his docility is proverbial. His in-

tractability where it exists, has arisen fi'om an oc-

casional use of him only, with long and irregular

intervals; during which, the habit of discipline be-

ing broken, a new one is to be formed.

The second objection has as little foundation.

The constitution of the ox accommodates itself, as

readily as that of the horse, to diflerent climates.
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Not only in ancient Greece and Italy, but through-

out Ay:ia, as presenteil to us in ancient liistory,

the ox ami the plouirli are nspociaied. At this

day. in the vvarni pans of India and Cliina, the ox

not t!ie liorse is in the drau<rht service. In every

part ol'lndia, the ox always appears, even in the

tntin of her armies. And in the hottest parts of

the West Indies, the ox, is employed in haulina;

the weiirhty produce to the sea-ports. The mis-

take here, as in the Ibrmer case, has arisen from

the effect of an occasional employment oidy, with

no otlier than green tood. Tiie lermentation of

this in the animal lieated by the weather, and
fretted by the discipline, will readily account for

his sinking under his exertions, -when green food

even, much less dry, with a sober habit of labor,

would have no such tendency.
The third objection also, is not a solid one.

The ox can, by a proper harness, be used singly

Hs well as the horse, between the rows of In-

dian corn ; and equally so used for other purpo-
ses. Experience may be safely appealed to, on
this point.

In the fourth place, it isalledged that he is slow
er in his movements. This is true; but in a less

degree than is oflen taken for granted. Oxen that

are well chosen for theirform, are not worked after

the age of about eight years, (the age at which
they are best fitted for beef,) are not worked too

many together and are suitably matched, may he
kept to nearly as quick a step as the horse. May
I not say, a step quicker than that of many of the
horses we see at work, who on account of their

age, or the leanness occasioned by the costliness

of the food they re()uire, loose the advantage
where they might have once had it?

The last objection has most weight. The ox is

not as well adapted as the horse to the road ser-

vice, especially ibr long trips. In common roads,

which are often soft, and sometimes suddenly be-
come so, the form of his foot, and the shortness of
his leg, are disadvantages; and on roads frozen or

turnpiked, the roughness of the surface in the
former case, and its hardness in both cases, are
inconvenient to his cloven hoof. But where the
distance, to market is not great, where the vary-
ing state of the roads and of the weather can be
consulted; and where the road service is in less

proportion to the farm service, the objection is

almost deprived of its weight. In cases where it

most applies, its weight is diminished by the con-
sideration that a much greater proportion, of ser-
vice on a farm may be done by oxen, than is now
commonly done; and that the expense of shoeing
them, is little different fiom that of keeping hou-
ses shod. It is observable, that wfien oxen are
worked on the farm, over rough .frozen ground,
they suffer so much li'om the want of shoe's how-
ever well ted they may be, that it is a proper sub-
ject for calculation, whether true economy does
not require lor them, that accomodation, even on
the farm, as well as for the horses.

A more important calculation is, whether in ma-
ny situations, the general saving by substitu-
ting the ox lor the horse, would not balance the
expense of hiring a carriage of the produce to

market. In the same scale with the hire, is to be
put the value of the grass and hay consumed by
the oxen; and in the other scale, the value of the
corn, amounting to one halfof the crop, and of the
grass and hay consumed by the horses*. Wheie

the market is not distant, the value of the com
savtul. would certainly pay lor the carriage of (he

market portion ol' the crop, and balance, moreover
any dilierence between the value of the grass and
hay consumed by oxen, and value ol the oxen
when slaughtered for beef In all these calcula-

tions, it is doubtless proper not to lose sight of the

rule, that liirmers ought to avoid paying others for

doing what they can do for themselves. Eut the

rule fias its exceptions: and the error, if it be com-
mitted, will not lie in departing from the rule, but
in not selecting aright the cases which call for the

departure. It may be remarked, that the rule

ought to be more or less general as there may, or

may not be at hand, a market by which every
produce of labor is convertible into money. In

the old countries, this is much more the case than

in new, and in new, much more the case near

towns, than at a distance from them. In this, as in

most other parts of our country, a change ofcircum-

stances is taking place which renders every thmg
raised on a farm more convertible into money than

formerly; and as the change proceeds, it will be

more and more a point for consideration, liow far

the labor in doing w,hat might be bought, could

earn more in another way, than the amount of

the purchase. Still it will always be prudent for

reasons which every experienced farmer will un-

derstand, to lean to the side of doing, rather than
hiring or buying what may be wanted.

The mule seems to be in point of economy, be-

tween the ox and the horse, preferable to the lat-

ter, inferior to the former, but so well adapted to

particular services that he may find a proper place

on many farms. He is liable to the objection

which weighs most against the ox. He is less

fitted than the horse for road service.

VI. A more manifest error in the husbandry of

the older settlements, is that of keeping too many
neat cattle on the farms. As alarm should not

be cultivated farther than it can be continued in

good heart, the stock of cattle should not be in

irreater number than the resources of food will

keep in good plight. If a poor liirm be unprofita-

ble, so are poor cattle. It is particlarly the case

with the milch cows. When the whole of the

food given them is necessary to support a lean ex-

istence, no part can be spared tor the milk pail.

The same food, given to the proper nuud)er, will

not only keep them in a thrifty state, but enable
them to supply the dairy. Even the manure from
several poor cattle is worth less than that from a
single fat one. The remark holds equally good
with respect to the hide.

The misjudged practice in question, is another

effect of inattention to the change of circumstan-

ces through which our country has passed. Ori-

ginally, the forest abounded in rich herbage which
fed and fatted, without expense, all the cattle

that could be brought through the winter into

the spring. It was natural, at that time, to keep

as large a stock as could be preserved through the

winter. For a long time past, the forest is scarce-

ly any where, a resource for more than two or

three months, and in many places, no resource at

all. A greater difficulty is often felt in finding

summer, than winter subsistence. And yet, where
no inclosed pasturage is provided to take the place

of the extinct one in the Igrest, the habit, founded
in reasons which have enlii'ely ceased, is buf too

generally retained. The same number oi cattle
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is aimed at, as if the forest was ready to receive

and fatten ihem now, as formerly. The size and
appearance of ourneal cattle, compared with those
for which nature or good husbandry has provided
sufficient Jbod, are prools that their food is not in

proportion to their number; and (hat where the

food cannot be increased, the number ought to be
reduced.

VII. Of all the errors in our rural economy,
none is perhaps so much to be regretted, because
none is so difficult to be repaird, as the injudicious

and excessive destruction of limber aiidfirewood.
It seems never to have occurred that the fund
was not inexhaustible, and that a crop of trees

could not be raised as quickly as one of wheat or

corn.

Here again, we are presented with a proof of
the continuance of the practice tor which the rea-

sons have ceased. When our ancestors arrived,

they found the trees of the forest the great obsti-

cle to their settlement, and cultivation. The
great effort was of course to destroy the trees. It

would seem that they contracted and transmitted

an antipathy to them; for the trees were not even
spared around the dwellings, where their shade
would have been a comfort and their beauty an
ornament; and it is of late years only, that these
-advantages have been attended to. In fact, such
has been the inconsiderate and indiscriminate use
of the axe, that this country is beginuino; to feel

the calamity as much as some of the old coun-
tries of Europe; and it will soon be forced to un-
derstand the "lifficulty of curing it. A vast propor-
tion of the farms on the eastern side of the Blue
Ridge, and some even, on the other side, have but
a scanty fund lor present use, and are without a
fund for permanent use. And to increase the evil,

the remnant of timber and fuel on many farms, in-

adequate as it is left in situations remote fi-om the
dwelling, and incapable of being divided, accord-
ing to the divisions, and sub-divisions, into which
all the large farms must be rapidly forced by the
law of descendants, the impulses of parental af-

fection, and other causes.

It is high time for many farmers, even in this

quarter, and still more so in the country below us,

to take this subject into serious consideration.
Prudence will no longer delay to economize what
remains of wood land; to foster the second growths
where taking place in convenient spots; and to

commence, when necessary, plantations of the
trees recommended by iheir utility and quick-
ness of growth.

I wish I could more satisfactorily estimate the

proportion of wood land which ouixht to belong to

every farm, as a permanent fund of timber for

building and repairing houses; for fiances, where
live or stone ones may not have been introduced;
for wheel carriages, and the other apparatus
needed on farms. The estimate is the more dif-

ficult, because it must be varied according to ma-
ny circumstances; particularly according^ to the

nature of the soil, and the kind of trees at once
suited to it, and to the uses to be made of them.

Estimating the crop of wood yielded by an
acre at twenty cords, the period of re-production

at twenty years, and the average number of cords

annually consumed at a fire place, including the
culinary consumption, at ten cords; everv fire

place on a farm will require ten acres for a per-

manent supply of fuel. For the other necessi-

ties of the farm, several acres more ought to be
added.
An estimate in a very sensible publication, enti-

tled "the New England Farmer," makes seven-
teen acres necessary for a fire place. The win-
ters there are longer, and the climate may be lesa

favorable to the quick growth of trees. JBut their

houses are generally closer than with us; to say
nothing of a more judicious management than
can be enlorced on most of our farms.

To this catalogue of errors in our rural econo-
my, considerable as it is, many, I flear. might be
added. The task of pointing them out, I gladly

leave to others, less incapable than I have shown
myself to be by the very imperlect manner in

which I have performed the one on which I ven-
tured.

A PLAIN EXPLANATION OF THE DIFFERENT
OPERATIONS OF BANKING, AND THEIR EF-
FECTS ON THE INTERESTS OF THE COM-
BI UNITY.

Extract from the. Report on the Renewal ofBank
, Charters,

Made to the Senate of Pennsylvania, by Mr. Raguet, Chairman,
on the 15tli of January, 18-21.

The numerous evils which have been inflicted

upon the people of the United States, within the

last lew years, by the abuses of the banking sys-

tem, make a strong appeal to the fet-lings as well

as to the understandings of those, who are invest-

ed with the power of legislation ; and imperiously

demand of them, so to direct their attention to the

subject, as that their constituents may not again
be visited by so destructive a calamity as that

which has involved so many thousands in irre-

trievable ruin. Your committee are aware of the

difficulties with which this subject is surrounded

—

of the confficting opinions in relation to it enter-

tained by our most respectable citizens—and ofthe

impracticability of'their beino-ubleso to elucidate the

question, as to carry conviction to the minds of all.

They flatter themselves, however, that they have
it in their power to advance some principles con-

nected with the matter referred to them, which, if

adopted by the legislature, will in a great degree,

if not eti'ectually, guard the community against the

inordinate and dangerous influence of raonied in-

stitutions. The present moment is one peculiarly

adapted for a cool, dispassionate investigation of

this momentous subject. Some of the banks,

whose charters will expire io the years 1824 and
1825, have already made applications for renewals
of'their charters, and as the public mind is in a

great degree divested of those tumultuous passions,

which during the pressure arising from the rapid

reduction ot bank loans, every where prevailed,

our citizens can now soberly reflect upon their

condition, and deliberately judge ofthe true merits

ofthe case.

An opinion is almost universally entertained.

That banks are useful to the public, inasmuch
as they afford facdities in the safe keeping of

money—in the payment of large sums by checks

or translers on their books— in the transmission of

funds—in the furnishing of a convenient and por-

table currency—and in the loaning of money to

merchants, farmers, and others who have occasion

to borrow.
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Thnt they increase the capital of'tlie conununity

bv tlie. einiijfiiijn of their notes, and all'ord liicilities

to holTuwcrs whicli could not exist without tliem

—

and
That they improve the country wherever they

are located, as is exemplified in the number of

turnpiUe roads, bridires, houses and barns, which
have of late been constructed.

How liir tiiese positions are true or incorrect,

wdl appear in the course oi'the Ibllowing: remarks.

The rirst point to be attained, is to have a clear

analytical view of the nature of banks, and .of the

distinct operatinns which thev are capable of per-

Ibrminf;, lor unless these be properly understood,

the mind will necessarily be confused, and the

conclusions drawn as to their beneficial or injurious

tcndenc}', will assuredly be unsound.
Banks may be of three different ki)ids, which

are desiixnated thus:—banks oi' deposite, banks of

discount, and banks of circulation ; the particular

properties of which are wholly dissimilar, as well

as relates to their uses, as to their infiueiice upon
the pidilic prosperity.

yj hank of deposite [s an institution established

under the guarantee of a state, or of one or more
individuals, solely for the deposit and sale keeping
of money, wherein each person who makes a de-

posite, has credit on the books of the bank lor

the amount of the same, which amount he can
again at pleasure.draw out, or transfer by a check
or order, to the credit of another. Of the utility

and convenience of such an institution, no one can
entertain a doubt. It is calculatetl to protect the

coin or bullion of the, community, from the losses

incident to fire or pillage, and enables merchants
and others to settle extensive cash transactions

without the labor of counting, or the expenses and
risk attendant upon the transportation of coin from
place to place. Such a bank might even issue

notes for public convenience, without producing
any prejudicial effect upon the currency, provided
that such notes were mere certificates that corres-

ponding sums had been deposited in the bank, in

coin, which were always subject to the demand of
the holders. The onl}' objection against the estab-

lishment of a bank of this description is, that it

could not be supported without a small contribu-

tion from each deposite and transfer, and such an
expense would not, perhaps, be willingly borne by
our citizens at the present day. The state, in-

<ieed, might make an appropriation for such a
purpose, but the present is not possibly a period
when such a measure is required.

ji bank of discount is an institution established
by an individual, or a number of capitalists, who
have money to loan, and who associate themselves
iogether tor the purpose of finding a more ready
market for their capital, or of saving themselves
the trouble of looking out lor borrowers. As the
loans of such banks are limited to the actual amount
of its capital, its operations are entirely favorable
to the interests of the community. As it makes
no addition to the circulating medium by the
emission of its notes or credits, it has no tendency
to depreciate the currency, and as it keeps in con-
stant activity a considerable amount of capital
which would otherwise lie unemployed in the
hands of its owners, it may be considered as instru-

mental in the promotion of national wealth.
If the operations of the banks of Pennsylvania

and the other states of the UnioUj vven_' limited to

those above described— if they would afford facili-

ties in the deposit mg, sale-keeping, and transfer-

ing of money, as banks of deposite, and as banksof
discount confine their loans to iheir absolute capital,

without in either case, issuing any note but what
should be the true rcprescntalivc of gold and silver

in their vaults, then your conmiillee would unite

in regarding them as national blessings, worthy of
legislative protection, and entitled to the support

and confidence of the public. But untbrtunalely,

the emoluments resulting liom a mere loan oftheir

capitals, do not consittule, in our country, a suffi-

cient inducement ibr the establishment of banks.

The expenses of management consume a portion

oftheir profits, and a resort is had to the expedient

of creating a revenue fi-om the lending of credit, at

the same annual interest as is derived from the

loaning of capital. This gives rise to the third

species of bank which has been enumerated.

u'jf bank of circulation is one, which, in addition

to its capital, undertakes to loan its credit, either

in the Ibrm of credits on its books, or of bank notes,

which are promises to pay on demand, certain

quantities of gold and silver. ^11 the banks in the

United States are of this description, and it is this

particular branch of their operations which has

occasioned all the calamities which have been

ascribed to the banking system. Your committee

do not wish to be understood as declaring that the

power of lending its credit may not be exercised

to a certain extent, with advantage to the public.

If a bank be established in a community where
coin alone had beibre c6nstituted the currency, the

credit given to its notes may enable them to supply

the place of apart of the coin, which may then be

sent abroad as commercial capital, and be thus

rendered productive of profit, instead of being re-

tained at home in the unprofitable employment of

circulation. If the pa|)er credits emitted by the

banks, do not exceed the quantity of coin displaced

by them, or in other words, if the quantity of coin

and convertible paper united, does not exceed the

quantity of coin which would circulate if there was
no paper, then there is no evil resulting from the

exercise of the power to loan credit. But so strong

are the temptations to overtrade, grounded in a
desire to elevate the price of stock by declaring

exorbitant dividends, and so pernicious the conse-

quences which result to the community, from the

existence, in the hands of any set of men, of a
power to contract or expand the currency at plea-

sure, which is virtually the power of altering at

will the value of every citizen^ s property, that the

most approved writers on public economy unite

in the declaration, that the evils attendant upon
banks of circulation so far outweigh all their ad-

vantages, that that nation will be the most happy
and prosperous which has the least to do with

them. To render this position more intelligible,

your committee subjoin the Ibllovving remarks.

The total quantity ofgold and silver in the trad-

ing world, in the course of a peaceful intercourse

between nations, becomes distributed amongst
them all, in the proportions called for by their

population, commerce, and other relative circum-

stances. Each nation, which possesses the means
of paying (or it, will have its share, and neither

governnient or people need be under any appre-

hension, least they may not receive that quantity

which will place their currency upon a level with

the averaire currencies ol" oilier countries. Wiien
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the currency of a country is composed entirely of
coin, it is then the most sound and invariable, of

which the nature of thin<z;s will admit. It is then

subject to no fluctuations but those which, arise

from the increase or diminution of the quantity of

the precious metals throughout the world, which
can never be rapid, and upon those genera! laws

of supply and demand, which are the sure regula-

tors of value. The prices of property and commo-
dities utider such circumstiinces, remain steady for

long periods toii-elher. Speculative fortunes are

rarely heard of, and the mass of The people, aware
that indti^ti-y is the only legiiimate source of

wealth, apply themselves to their respective em-
ployments, and depend upon their labor, not upon

chance, for support. Such would be the state of

things, even if there were bard<s of deposite and

discount. As no power ofcreating artificittl money,

of investing a shadow with the appearance of svh-

stance, would any where exist, the solidity of the

currency wouhi not b6 disturbed; for after the

organization ofsuch banks, there would be neither

more nor less money in the community than there

was before. Such might even be the state of

things if the circulating power was exercised to

the extent we have prescribed, but only permit the

boundary of prudence to be passed, and there is an

end to stability. JElouses, lands, commodities, and
produce are alike cast upon the waves of specula-

lion. The price of to-day is no criterion for the

price of to-morrow, and the community, instead

tjf having solid ground to move upon, resemble

travellers treading upon quicksands, which threaten

every moment to swallow them up.

So soon as bank notes or credits are issued be-

yond the point we have designated, the currency

becomes depreciated Irom excess, below the cur-

rencies of other countries, inasmuch as we then

have more coin and paper united, than the propor-

tion which is required to maintain it at its proper

level. With the depreciation of money, the nomi-
nal prices of propeity and commodities experience

a rise, which having Ihe appearance of a real en-

hancement of value, deceives the community, and
invites to all the speculation, overtrading and im-

prudence, which are ever attendant upon fluctua-

tions. The coin, soon finding itself involved in

the depreciation brought on by an excess of paper,
leaves the country, in order to seek eibroard that

value to which it is fairly entitled, and which it

can no longer command at home. Export follows

export, and the increasing demand made upon the

banks by the returning oftheir notes for payment,
finally compels them to make unexpected and ur-

gent calls upon their debtors, which are followed

by a general fail ot prices to a point below what
they originally stood at. Lands which before had
been elevated to an artificial height, are suddenly
depressed below their former i)rice. Agricultural

produce, merchandise, and other commodities, ex-
perience the same reduction, and a stagnation of

trade, a suspension of industry, an unsettled state

in the pursuits ofthe whole community, and the ruin

of thousands, are the inevitable consequence. All

these effects may take place from the overtrading

of banks, even whilst they shall be enabled to

meet the payment of their notes in coin, but they

will be experienced in their most destructive stages,

when a suspension of payment is the result ofiheir

imprudence and mismanagement, j^gainst such

suspension the public have no guarantee, but in the

imposition of the most rigorous restrictions.

Having thus given an analysis of the hanking
system, your committee will proceed to consider
how far the arguments in favor of banks above
adduced, are in accordance with sound reason, lor

by no other criterion is it possible to judge of their

trill h or fallacy..

.In the first place, then, it is said that banks are

u.seful to the public, inasmuch as they afford facili-

ties in the safe keepins of money, in the payment
of large sums by checks or translijrs on their books,

in the transmission offiinds, .in the furnishing of a
conven ent and portable currency, and in the loan-

ing of money to merchants, fi^irmers, and others

who have occasion to borrow, j^ll this is true;

and your committee mosf heariily concur in the

declaration, that as far as banks perform these

operations, they merit the support of the putilic

and of Ihe legislature. But it will be recollected,

that all these services are rendered to the com-
munity, in their capacity of banks (f deposite and
discount, against which objections can scarcely be

raised, even by the most cautious, and not in their

capacity ofbanks of circulation, the exercise of the

power of which, is, as has been before observed,

what produces all the evil which banks are capa-
ble of creating.

In the second place, it is asserted that banks in-

crease the capital of the community, by the emis-
sion of their notes. This position your committee
are prepared to show, is in the highest degree er-

roneous, and entirely at variance with the acknow-
ledged principles of political economy. The capital

of a community consists of the capitals, or in other

words, of the property, merchandise, products,

commodities, coin, and all articles possessing value,

which belong to all the individuals who compose
that community. A mere promi.^e to deliver a

given quantity of provisions, clothing, or materials,

on demand, is not capital, or otherwise the whole
wealth of a nation might be doubled at pleasure,

by the mere emission of written promises. Neither

is the creation of a promise to pay on demand a
certain quantity of gold and silver, capital. A
bank note, when it is not the actual representative

of coin deposited in the vaults of a bank, is in fact

nothing but the credit of a bank in a visible, nego-

tiable, and convenient form, to which the public

are willing to ascribe the properties of money.
But it is said, that inasmuch as bank notes are

considered as money, their plentiful emission, at

least makes money more plenty. Strange as it

may appear, even this is but partially true. When
notes are first issued to excess, money, as it is

called, is plenty loith those to whom it is loaned,

but after the notes are once distributed throughout

the channels of circulation, the rise which takes

place in the prices of property and commodities

from the depreciation of the money, is ji'st in pro-

portion to that excess, so that it requires the whole
quantity of medium to perform the functions which
were before performed tiy the less quantity. This
position may be exemplified thus : if the whole
quantity of gold and silver in the world were to be

suddenly doubled, it would require two dollars to

purchase what could be before bought for one, and
alter the prices should become settled upon the

new scale, money would be no more plenty than it

was before. Plenty of money does not so much
depend upon the absolute quantity of coin or bank

notes which are in possession of the public, as upon

the quantity of saleable products and commodities
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traiislerreii, and upon the sleailiness of deinand

anil rogularity ol'iiJiwjIy, all orwiiich are disturbed

by cvory expansion and contraction of a currency.

One million ol'dollars, wiien a currency is expand-

ing, niav be a |)lenty of money, whilst two mil-

lions, when the currency is contracting, will be a

sc.u'city.

It is, however, further asserted, ihat banks of

circulation atFord Jiicililies to borrowers, which

could not e.\ist without ihein. This is admitted to

be true, but your committee will attempt to show,

that the facilities allutled to, are more injurious

than beneticial to the public.

The capital of a society, by which is to be un-

derstood, as above mentioned, all its valuable pos-

sessions, accumulates by a comparatively slow

progression. The annual consumption of a people

goes very tar to destroy all its annual proiluction,

and the surplus which is left is all that ran be ac-

cumulated. In every thriving community, there-

fore, it is ot' essential importance that the greatest

possible proportion of its ca{)ital should he produc-

tively cmpluijed, that is, devoted to the support of

productive laborers, who, by their industry and
enterprise, are able to reproduce with profit what
they consume in their miiintenance. Now it must
be evident, under this view of the subject, that it

makes a great dilference to a community, as re-

gards its prosperity and its capacity to increase in

population, whether its capital be loaned with dis-

cretiuii or not. If money be loaned to the indus-

trious, prudent, and frugal citizen, to assist him in

extending his an-ricultnre, his manufactni-es, or his

commerce, he will add to the wealth oi'the nation,

by the increased products of his labor, and be able

to supp'ort himself, replace the borrowed capital

with interest, and lay up a fund liM' himself. ,0n

the other hand, if money be loaned to the idle, the

unskilful, or the imprudent projector, he may sink

it by niismanagement and the want of proper

knowledge of his business,, or mav waste it by im-

providence or extravagance. Every dollar thus

consumed has a tendency to retard the progress of

a society, and to check its population, which must
n(?eds ever be limited by the means of subsistence.

Now, it must be observed, that if there were no
banking associations, all the funds belonginij to the

individuals who compose the mass ofstockholders,

would be in the hands of those individuals, mui the

very persons who now apply to banks, would be
able to borrow of individuals. There would, in-

deed, be this dilference, thai those only would be

able to borrow, in whose prudent and economical
manao;ement of their concerns, the lenders had
confidence ; but instead of borrowing lor sixty days,

they would he enabled to procure money for a year,

or for as long a time as they continued to maintain
their punctuality, and the confidence of the lender.

Your committee would then ask, whether it is not

manifest that capital would always be loaned with
more judirment and discretion by its individual

owners, than by a dozen or more directors of a

bank, between whom and the borrower, explana-
tions as to the ol)]ect of the loan are rarelv made.
Before the establishment of banks iii the interior,

the farmer who possessed credit and character,

experienced little dilBculty in borrowing, on his

simple bond, for one or more years, any sum
which it was thought could be pradeiuly loaned to

him. Embarrassments and failures in those days
were scarcely known amongst our husbandmen,

Vol. V—5'4

and society moved on by a regular, sure, and
happy march. In our cities, on the contrary,

where loans have been chiefly made by incorporat-

ed banks, we have seen a coniinued succession of
bankruptcies, and hail it not been lor the practice

so umversally prevalent amongst merchant^;, of

securing the banksfor the sake of endorsers, bank-

ing long since would have been abandoned as an
unprofitable trade. It is true, that these objec-

tions against the practice of loaning money by
boards of/iireciors, many ofwhom are very little,

or not at all. interested in the stock as bona fide
holders, will ap[)ly as well to a bank of discount as

to, a bank of circulation ; but there is this diffierence

between the two, tiiat in the former, a stricter at-

tention would be paiil to the responsibility of the

borrowers, inasmuch as fi"om the limited extent of

its discounts, which cannot exceed its capital, it

would have a greater choice amongst the ap[)li-

car.ts, and from the impossibility of making up its

losses from any other source, the interests of the

proprietors would comjjel a more rigid system of
caution.

But it may be asked, cannot a bank discount

upon its deposiies, and loan the money which has

been placed there lor sale keening, instead of its

notes, without adding to the mass of the currency?

We answer in the negative. The right to draw
a check upon a bank payable on demand, is as

much a part of the currency as a bank note. One
is just as available for all purposes of money,
as the other, and whatever influence the one has

in depreciating the currency, is equally possessf d
by the other; lor there can be no difference between
a bank note in a man's pocket, and the right of
procuring such a note by sending to a bank. Now,
where ilie specific money of depositors has been
loaned by a bank, it is clear that the right of the

depositors to demand their money, at any moment
they please, is still reserved to them. Of course,

the amount which stands to their credit on (he

books of the bank, constitutes a part of the cur-

rency, inasmuch as it can be applied to any pur-

pose to which bank notes could be, if drawn out
by checks. Your committee are of opinion that

the want of a proper understanding on this sub-

ject, has caused many of the abuses of banking,

and although the amount of the average deposites

may be, in some degree, a guide f(jr the limitation

of discounts, yet every loan made of deposit?,

money, is, in reality, an indirect loan of the credit

of the bank.

The third and last position we have to combat,

That hanks improve the country wherever they
arelocaied,as is exemjilified in the number ofturn-

pike roads, iiiicfges, houses, and barns, which have
of late years been constructed.

Had no banks been established in the country, it

is reasonable to presume, that the capital of the

people would, in seeking employment, have natu-

rally liiimd its way into the most profitable chan-
nels. This will usually be the case, when men
are suffered to pursue their own interests, without
the interti?rence of governments, or the enactment
ol injudicious laws. Now, if the existence of banks
has not diverted capital from its natural course,

and uiven if a new direction, if has merely assisted

in doing Ihat which would have been performed
witliout if, and is, therefore, entiUed to but little

credit. But if
J
on the other hand, the existence
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ofbanks has diverted capital from its most produc-

tive pursuit, and wasted or sunk it in such a way
us that it is deprived of the power of reproduction,

then we saj', the system has been most pernicious.

Every house that has been buih, which was not

called for by the increcise of population—every
barn which has been raised, wifiiout beinn^ requir-

ed by the accumulating crops ot iheliu-mer— every
turnpike road and bridge which has been prema-
turely constructed, and which does not save to the

community, in the reduction ol the expenses of

transportation, a sum equal to the re\eime that

could have been derived from the employment of

liie same funds in other pursuits—are visible monu-
ments of the annihilation of capital. As far as ihe

banking system has been instrumental in these

results, and your committee are constrained to say,

that in their opinion it is deeply implicated, so far

has its tendency been adverse to the public pros-

perity ; and as banks have not the power of pro-

ducing the necessaries of life, the real capital which
makes turnpike roads, it would appear that the

most they have accoiTiplished, has been, to induce,

by false allurements, some unwary people to em-
barrass themselves by subscribing their capital and
credit to unproductive turnpike roads and bridges,

and others to lend their money and labor to cor-

porations which can never repay them. Improve-
ments thus forced and extorted, and by no means
resulting from the ordmary course of the employ-
ment ofcapital, are not at all to be desired; and when
we reflect upon the power ofmoney to accumulate
at compound interest, and estimate the difference

between a sinking of capital and its profitable em-
ployment in some productive industry, we cannot
but regret the cause which has been instrumental

in producing such a wanton destruction of pro-

perty. If any confirmation were wanting of the

truth of our assertions, it might be found in the

fact, that most of our turnpike companies are

deeply involved in debt. Much of the amount is

due to contractors and laborers, and no small sum
to the banks ; and it thus appears that they have
been in a great degree constructed witii the capital

of those, who never voluntarily consented to such
a permanent iiivestment.

Having thus shown, as your committee con-
ceive, that all the benefits which the community
can experience from the existence of bunks, are

derived from them in their capacity of banks
of deposite and discount, and not in tfieir charac-
ter of banks of circulation, it remains to be
shown in what further particulars they are objec-

tionable.

The very nature and essential character of
monied institutions are hostile to the spirit of free

government. The power and influence which a
combination of wealth is capable of begetting, are

of so commanding a nature, as scarcely to admit
of being controlled. Tlie want of an indi\idual

moral resj)onsibility on the part of the persons as-

sociated, often destroys all the protection which
the public can possibly possess against abuses and
oppression. Men have been known, as component
members of a corporate body, to acquiesce in mea-
Bures which would have wholly destroyed their

reputation in society, had they given them coun-
tenance in private life. Public o|)inion is the most
powerful shield ofthe citizen against the encroach-
ments of injustice, and whenever individuals are

invested with immunities which screen them from

the public view, there is danger to be apprehended?
as the certain consequence of a divided responsi-

bility.

Your committee are fully of opinion, for the rea-

sons here laid down, that banks of circulation oc-

casion much more injury to the community, than
they produce of good. Still, however, they are

compelled to admit, that, considering the vast

amount of debts now due by the public to the

banks, it would be highly injudicious in the legis-

lature, to refuse to allow to any of the banks such
a number of years after the expiration of their

charters, to collect their debts, (strictly prohibiting

all new loans and issues of notes,) as would render

the operation as little oppressive as possible to tlie

great mass of debtors. Three or five years would
aflisrd ample time to mn' solvent individual to meet
a debt which he had contracted to pay in sixty days;

and when it is recollected that the capitals of the

banks might be directed by law to be divided

amongst the stockholders, after the payment of all

their debts, in instalments of five or ten per cent, as

liist as collected, it will be perceived, that the

money thus paid to the banks, would be immediate-

ly in the hands of the individual stockholders, seek-

ing employment as before. 'J'he winding up of a
l)ank is, in itself, a simple jjrocess, and by no meaps
accompanied by those awful consequences which
interested persons are so apt to depict. If banks
have been unfortunate in their operations, let their

losses fall upon those Avho have reaped the profits

of their prosperity. Let no artificial rise in the

price of their stock, usually resulting fi'om the re-

newal of a charter, be sufliered to deceive the

ignorant and unwary into ill-advised speculations,

under the delusive hope, that a simple extension of

a charter can restore lost capital, or in other words,

make bad debts good.

Your committee are clearly agreed, that in no
event should a great jiroportion ol the bank char-

ters which will expire in the year 1825, be renew-
ed. What particular institutions should be select-

ed from the mass, must depend u[)on the wisdom
of future lesrislatures, who will have a proper re-

gard to locality, stability, public convenience, and
the calls of trade. But your committee conceive

that it is a duty incumbent upon all such legisla-

tures, to protect the community as far as lies in

their power, against the pernicious operations of
the banking system, by introducing into all new
charters, such provisions as will be efficient in re-

straining them fi'oni excessive issues, and from
those destructive acts which have hitherto proved
so ruinous in their tendency, jifuture suspension

ofspecie payments, either through design or miscon-

duct, must be rendered impossible, and with such a
principle wisely and resolutely adhered to by the

legislature, the evils resulting from the system will

be greatly diminished. Your committee would
recommend as absolutely essential to the public

welfare, that no charter be granted or renewed
without embracing the following provisions, some
of which already exist in some of the acts of in-

corporation :

Pirst. That a penalty of twelve per cent, per

annum be imposed upon the amount of all notes

and deposites not redeemed or paid on demand, in

gold or silver coin ; that the charter be forfeited,

except for the mere purposes of winding up, and
that during any suspension of payment, no divi-

dends shall be made.
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Sccnmllij. That no note of a less donomiiialioii

llian live dollnrs sliall be issued.

Thinllij. That no bank shall purchase its own
notes, or the notes of any other bank, or receive

them in deposltC; lor a less sum than iheir par

value.

Fourthhj. That no hank shall hold any stock or

eecuriiies of' the funded lieht of the United Slates,

or its own slock, or the stock ofany other hicorpo-

rated company, except companies incorporated li)r

purf)nses of internal improvement, to ivhich they

may have suhscribed, or shall hereafter subscribe.

Fifihhj. That no director or cashier of a bank,

siiall he entitled to loans, directly or indirectly, be-

yond a limiteil amount, or shall be a meujber of

either branch of tiie Icifislatuie.

[The effects of improper and fraiidident banking,

and the flooding the country with an irredeemable

paper currency, {depreciated, because not truly the re-

presentative of coin,) have again, for the third time

within sixty years, plunged our prosperous young

coiuitry into embarrassments and losses, not far short

of temporary ruin. The present condition of things,

(as yet at least,) ife not quite so bad as it was in 1315;

and that again, was not so total a bankruptcy, and

change of property, as followed the old government

paper issues during the war of the revolution. But

the present calamities, already incurred, and in almost

certain prospect, would probably be cohsid'U'ed as

equivalent to a full abatement of all the alleged benefits

of our always bad system of banking, for the last twenty

years, if the same individuals who have secured the

past profits, had now to pay the penalties incurred.

But this seldom happens ; and numerous individuals

profit enormously by the maintenance of a system

which may ruin as many others, and be more or less

injurious to the community in general.

The interests of every class are deeply and injurious-

ly affected by these revulsions, and none to so great

extent as the greatest interestof the country—the agri-

cultural interest. Merchants, speculators, and stock-

jobbers, may play at the gaming table opened for all

adventurers by the banks, and have more or less

knowledge of the chances by which they win or lose.

But the property of the agricultural class Constitutes

the greater part of the stakes for which others play,

and is risked without the consent or knowledge of the

owners. Hundreds of millions were added to the

prices of agricultural property by the last transient

expansion of bank credits and paper currency—and

still more lost by the reaction which necessarily fol-

lowed. In every sale of agricultural property made

during these changes, either the buyer or seller was

cheated and robbed by the operation of a system

which he did not understand, and could not control.

And even in the few cases of individuals who have not

bought or sold, they have suffered the evil moral effects

of believing their wealth suddenly doubled, and then

finding it reduced far below the fust low estimate. This

part of the effect alone, (which is rarely estimated,) is

enough to contaminate and corrupt a whole nation.

We therefore have no reason to apologize for thus

referring to this subject generally, (and as a question

of political economy, and disconnected with the exist-

ing party politics and party contests,) in a journal de-

voted to the support of agricultural interests. What we
proposed by publishing the foregoing report (—which

we read and approved when it first appeared, and have

never had cause to retract the approval

—

) is merely

what is indicated by the heading above—to give a

plain and simple explanation of the three different

and quite distinct operations which are confounded

and combined in all the banks of the United States

—

and which serves to show that two of these opera-

tions are always beneficial to the public, and that the

other alone is always to be suspected, feared, and

ought to bo closely and securely restrained.

We have chosen to give this report, in preference to

any thing of latter date, not only for its clearness, but

also because it was first used to suit another and a long

past time, and other (though very similar^ circum-

stances—when the present party questions, (with

which the subject of banking is now so closely inter-

woven that they are deemed inseparable,) had not

arisen—and when the present political parties, indeed,

had not come into existence—and therefore it cannot

be charged, as a new production might be, with being

designed to subserve or oppose existing interests, or to

enter into the arena of party contests—contests which

we have long deemed as seldom otherwise than dis-

graceful and detestable, and never more so than in

these times, in which banks and banking have been so

mixed with party movements.

Mr. Raguet, the author of the report, has since been

distinguished as a writer and controvertist on po-

litical economy, and has been eminently serviceable

in maintaining the doctrines and principles oifree trade,

which is truly the same thing in effect with the main-

tenance of the interests of agriculture, and of the

southern states. If names and dates were omitted, the

statements would pass as descriptive of the present

times. But it is easy for the truths of political economy

to be so correctly applied, in advance of facts, as to

^eem to be evidence of the gift of political prophecy.

Very many, without such lights, foresaw and could

have predicted such disastrous results of expanded

pap^r circulation ; but, unluckily for the country, those

who gain, or hope to gain, by the expansion, form a

different class from those who sutler by the final burst-

ing of the bubble. If they were always the same per-

sons, one such revulsion would be enough to satisfy a

nation with the operation of an unlimited paper cur-

rency.

Nearly all the restrictions recommeniled at the close

of the foregoing extract, were adopted by the legisla-

ture of Pennsylvania ; and restrictions very similar

(and which were then deemed sufficient to guard

against a recurrence of the evil of an irredeemable

paper currency,) were also enacted in Virginia. It is

needless to add, that all the restrictions yet imposed

have been found insufficient.

In addition to these old views of Mr. Raguet's,

which are so applicable to the present time, and to all

times,we beg leave to present again some old expressions

of our own—made on the only other occasion on which
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the policy of the banking system of this country came

directly under considerdtion or notice in this journal.

We quote the editorial remarks iVom pp. 618, 619, vol.

I. Far. Retf. They were written in March, 1834, dur-

ing the then existing "money pressure," and were

called forth by the remark? of a correspondent in

reigard to what he deemed the best currency and

banking system for the country. Nothing is now

changed, except in marking some passages by italics :

—

"The foregoing communication treats principally of
a subject wiiich is so closely, and to so great an extent,

connected with the interests of the whole agricultural

community, that we could not, with either justice or
propriety, have excluded it from a journal devoted to

the promotion and maintenance of those interests.

Nevertheless, we would gladly have avoided the neces-
sity of discussing the present " money y)ressure," be-
cause it has been improperly made a party question,

and very generally debated upon the ground of one or
the other side subserving the views of particular in-

dividuals, in theiretforts to acquire, or to retain, place
and power. But though dt-termined not to permit the
Farmers' Register to be connected with party struggles
—to become involved in the despicable game which is

played by "the madiiess of the man3S for the sain of a
lew"

—

still we will not yield our right to discuss anv
question of political econom}^ or of general policy, hav-
ing an important bearing on agricultural interests,

merely because political partizans have seized on it, to

forward their own interested ends, or tliose of the

leaders whom they slavislily follow, and implicitly

obey. If every subject were prohibited, that had been
used by others to aid party purposes, it would be ne-
cessary for us to abandon the defence of every general

and important interest of agriculture as' soon as it was
assailed: for what measure of government has ever
been acted upon, that has not been, converted to party

uses ? Nay, what question can be started, that may
not be used as a weapon, or a defence, in party warfare!'

Our correspondent's expressions are not obiroxioiis to

the charge ot beHhg dictated by the feelings or the in-

terests of a partizan. His reasoning and statements are

simply those of an experienced and well informed mer-
chant. To the facts derived from his acquaintance
with commercial affairs, we pay the utmost respect.

But our politico-economical views as to the currency,

have been acquired in a different school—and whether
it is from our want of commercial knowledge, or that

we are behind the lights of the present day, we rem.ain

of the opinion long entertained, that it would be far

belter if our currency was principally metallic. And
we would zealously contend for a return to such a cur-

rency, proyj^en! (what we certainly do not believe to

be the case now, if it will ever be,) that there was a
sincere disposiiiou on the part of either the people, or their

niters, to establish and adhere to 'Such a rule ofgeneral
policy. Wliatever may be the immediate cause of the

present alarming and general state of distress, the re-

mote and efficient cause is the existence of a paper
currency. Without denying the alleged advantages of

the system of paper money, and its concomitants, while
prosperity and public confidence continue, it may well

be doubled, whether those advantages are not more than
counterbalanced, by such effects as are now felt, and
such destruction of credit, depreciation of the currency,

lo^s ofproperty to individuals and to the nation, as were

suffered in 1814, and some years after."

En. Far. Reg.]

From tlie Farmer's Magazine.

BF.ET ROOT SUGAR IN FRAIVCE.

The French Ministry is pl;iced in an extraordi-

nary position by the turn which the sugar question

haa taken. The measure under discussion is

pretty nearly the same with that ' proposed last

session by M. Duchatel ; hut the rapid improve-
ments which have taken place in the domestic
manufiicture have' so far alarmed M.de La[)lagne,

the new Minister of Finance, as to the safety of
an important branch of the revenue, ifsomething
more were not done than the mere reduction of

one iialf of the dutie.* on colonial suo:ar, that he
has found it necessarj'-, in the interest of his de-

partment, to declare that the new law must con-
tain at least an acknovvledfiment of the principle

that snijar, wherever or however manufactured, is

an article emhiently suited to the purposes of

revenue and taxation. The Minister of Com-
merce, on the other hand, M. Martin (du Nord,)
from the circumstances of his representing in the

Chamher one ofthe departments of France where
the culture of beet and the manufiicture of sugar
have of late been carried on so successfully as to

have added in a rerharkahle degree to the profits

of the farmer and the rent-roll of the landed pro-

prietor, finds that his corivictions are all on the
side of high import duties, to the extent of the

statu quo, combined with the absence of all fiscal

restraint on the development of the domestic

manufacture. As the treasury cannot afford to

sacrifice the fifty or sixty millions of revenue which
it now draws from the article of sugar, and which,
in the face of a greatly increased consumption, has
falien off during the last year to the extent of five

millions, as compared with lb35, M. de Laplagne
is desirous of warning all those who may be pre-

paring to embark in this prosperous branch of in-

dustry that they must not expect. the continuance

of such an amount of protection as even the halfof
the present duties would afford. Without this

salutary warning, he is afraid that his fifty millions

may escape from him alfotjether, and that the

sugar interest may find itself in the situation of
the Greek philosopher, who resisted his mother's

entreaties that he should think of marriage so

long, under pretence of his being too young, that

he found himself too old before he could he pre-

vailed on. It is probable, however, that the

Chamher will content itself for the present session

with a sort of mezzo termine, in the recognition of
the principle sutrgested by the Minister, and that

no attempt will yet be made to levy an excise on
the produce of the beet. As to foreign sugar, the

new law contains a series of provisions for its ad-

mission in a raw state for the purpose of the refiner,

on security being found lor its subsequent expor-
tation.

This plan of M. Duchatel is, 1st, to protect the

colonies, by not allowing beet root sugar to he

made and sold without paying a duty. 2nd. To
protect the beet root sugar manufacturers by im-
posing a duty on colonial sugar, so as not to allow

the home manufacturers to be ruined by a super-
abundant supply from abroad. 3rd. To protect

the colonists from the evil consequences which
would arise from their sugar being taxed too high,

or from beet root sugar being taxed too low. 4th.

To encourage this new and useful, profitable, and
national manufacture of beet root sugar on condi-

tions which shall prevent it from being injurious to

vested interests. 5th. To relieve the pressure

which weighs down the colonists, in consequence
of the heavy duty on sugar, by diminishing that

duty, and by equalizing, as near as possible, the

duties on colonial and home sugars. 6th. To
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r»ko care of the inlcrest of the treasury, which
would ^5<l(fo^ from the reduction of the duty on

cn!.>ni:i! sairar, nnh^ss counto.rtiiilancctl hy the duty

laid oti<:uirar made in France from beet root.

In the course of Wedne^iiay's^ debate, wiiich

was almost exclusively kept up hv ifenilemen who
are either c;uididates for the otiice of Minister ol'

Finance, or have already eiijoved that distinction,

same allusioii was made by .\I. Passy to a recent

improvement in the manuliu-ture of sugar from

beet root, by which no less than 10 per cent, has

been obtained on the weijjht oi'the root, instead of

something like 1 per cent., which has hitherto

been the avera<xe product." Two companies, the

one in Baden, the'otherin Wirtemberg, have been
Jormed under the patronage of the two govprn-
inents, mid provided with sufficient capital for

carryintif the new system of M. Schuzembach into

effect; and as its efficacy h;ls been proved by' ex-

periments on a large scale, performed in the course

of" the present season, it can scarcely be doubted
that slave-made sugar is destined, in a very lew
years, to be driven out of the market by the

cheaper and better produce of fi-ee labor. Besides,

by the system of 31. Schuzembach a much greater

portion of the work than heretofore can be execut-

ed by machinery ; thus afibniing another iruarantec

in liivor of the interests of humanity, althouuh it

may possibly take the businessout of the hands of

the small farmer to throw into those of the landed

proprietor in the sha[)e of rent, and of the monied
interest in the form of i)rofits oncapital.

GOVERNMENTAL ACTION IN AID OF AGRI-
CULTURAL IMPROVEMENT IN THIS COUN-
TRY.

We have already lieard of expressions of approba-

tion, and even delight, from intelligent persons who
have seen Washington's correspondence for the first

time, in our late republication. If there were nothing

else therein to interest the agriculturist, there would

be enough to make the work highly valuable in the

evidences it affords, in addition to all belonging to his

public services, of the great and solid worth of Wash-
ington's character. These letters were evidently de-

signed to be private; they are not onlyiree from eyery

appearance of display, but they are full of marks of

haste, and even of gross inaccuracies of style. But

still, there is not a page that does not help to increase

our admiration of the writer's sound, practical and

useful wisdom ; and the whole serves to heighten any

previous just appreciation of his worth, mental and

moral, founded upon liis historical and public charac-

ter alone. Compare these private thoughts, and the

private life and labors of Washington with those of

the great men of modern times, who have striven

or are now striving to obtain and hold the rank and

power which he was so anxious to resign—and how
immeasurably superior will his worth appear !

The latter part of the correspondence, given in the

first pages of this No. shows how highly Washington

prized the operations of the British Board of Agricul-

ture, and how anxious he was that similar works should

be effected in this country, under patronage of the fer

deral governmeut. The now every-day objection of

"unconstitutionality" had not then 'been thought oi",

either in this case, or in the manj' others to winch thfit

objection has been successively urged, to be trampled

under foot by those Who urged it, whenever it stood

in the wny. of their interest, or cherished objects.

But as no pohtical leader can forward his ambitious

views by aiding agricultural improvement, and no mer-

cenary camp-foilcweis can make much by an}' jobs it

would furnish, there is no doubt but it will remain

the undoubted construction of tlie federal couhtitution,

that the government has no right to aid agricultuie hy

any general and useful sj'stem of encouragement.

Nor would we (being of the "straitest sect,") wish

this single case of strict construction to be overthrown

or assailed, even to gain the greatest boon it might in-

sure to agriculture. But we would most earnestly re-

commcMidthis subject, sustained by Wash! n;iton's deci-

ded approval, to the state legislatures, where no con-

stitutional objectibns oppose full and beneficial action.

In Virjrinia, Washiugton's own birth-place and home

we believe any such early action is now utterly hope-

less. The legislature would spend ,$100,000, in de-

bating empty and worthless abstract resolutions, tend-

ing to no practical or useful result whatever, or in le-

gislating for the indemnity and perfect security of bro-

ken banks for any violations of their chartered obliga-

tions, with less grudging, than give the hundredth part

as much money to spread agricultural knowledge, in

any manner, or with the best prospect of success.

The legislature of New York has appropriated large

sums, and during many years, in aid of agricultural im-

provement, and with undoubted good and profiiable

elfects. The legislature of Massachusetts, at the last

session,' adopted a still more commendable , and yet

cheaper means for the. same aid, in directing a gene-

ral agricultural survey of that state. Even the bar-

ren and poor state of Maine gave more, last session, in

a bounty for raising wheat, than would serve for 20

years of liberal and proper appropriation for the spread-

ing of agricultual knowledge in the great and rich

state of Virginia.
,
And though we disapproved of the

mode and direction of that bounty, we cannot but ap-

plaud the spirit which induced the oifef, and hope for

better reward for it than we anticipated and predicted.

North Carolina has appropriated $200,000 for draining

the immense swamps possessed by that common-
wealth ; a liberal and noble expenditure indeed—and

which, ifjudicioady directed, will be returned dou-

bled, or perhaps quadrupled in value, to the state.

These are subjects for congratulation for eveiy friend

to agriculture, eveh though there still be no green spot

on which to rest the eye, in the wide field of V^irginiau

legislation on agricultural interests.

It may be stated, in denial of our previous remarlcs,

that the Congress of the United States has, on several

occasions, aided agiicullure, by ordering and paying

for the publication of treatises on agriculture, for ex-

tensive gratuitous distribution. This is true; but it

is believed that these measures were adopted, or suf-

fered to pass, merely as a few of the numerous jobs

authorized for the benefit of private individuals, and

certainly not upon the jiound of Ibrming parts of a de-

libeiately designed plan ol' aiding and extending agricui-
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tural improvement and knowledoe. And as little be-

nefit has resulted from these publications as might be

expected from the motives supposed. Without dis-

cussing the right or the propriety of any such action

of Congress, it may be granted that the publication

and wide circulation of sound and wanted instruction

would be one of the most efficient as well as the

•cheapest possible modes of aiding agricultural improve-

ment. But it would seem that the national legislature,

while willingly incurring all the requisite expense, al-

ways takes especial care tliat it shall do no good. It

seems that to be fitted to write or digest a treatise

•or report on any agricnitural subject, by order of con-

gress, an indispensible qualification for the writer or

compiler is to be totally unacquainted (practically at

least,) with the the subject to be treated. Thus, the

first order of the kind, the preparation for publication

of a ' Manual of Silk Culture,' was entrusted to a lite-

rary and professional gentlemen of a great northern

•city, who was totally without knowledge on the subject,

except such as he or any other well educated man
could afterwards compile from books—and who, more-

. . . .
I

.over, was notoriously deficientin the useful application

.of practical knowledge, on almost every subject. A sim-

ilar treatise on the culture of the sugar cane, and man-

ufacture of its products, was afterwards ordered, and

its preparation confided to a distinguished profes-

sor of a northern college, whose scientific and literary

attainments we hold in very high estimation, and would

be among the last to detract from, but who was fitted

for this particular work by having no practical or par-

-ticular acquaintance with any part of the subject, and

who, most probably, had never in his life seen a growing

sugar cane, or a sugar mill. The voluminous report

on the production and trade of cotton, though less ag-

ricultural in its character, than commercial and statis-

tical, was also enough connected with agriculture to

require some knowledge of the culture—and therefore

it was required of a member of the cabinet from New
Hampshire. If there are any exceptions to be found

in other cases, we are ignorant of them; and therefore

think that our inference is fairly made, that whenever

the government of the United States orders the prepa-

ration of an agricultural treatise forpublication, thataZ-

most iolal ignorance of the subject has been invariably

one of the qualifications of the writer selected.

From the Southern .Agriculturist.

OBSKRVATIONS IN^ REPLY TO AN "uPPER
COUNTRY RECLUSE," WITH AN ACCOUNT
OF AN EXTRAORDINARY PRODUCTION OF
GRAPES ANU WINE.

To the Editor of the Soutlicrn Agriculturist.

Columbia, S. C. Sept. 9th, 1837.

Dear sir—You guessed rightly vvlien you sup-

posed I should be inclined to nmke a few observa-
tions on the communication of an "Upper Coun-
try Recluse,'" in one of your last numbeis. I

height as soon as possible— I do noi look upon a^
an error, although two would have been safer'

but this shoot should have been secured beyond
the possibility of its being destroyed. It is gen-
erally better, however, before a vine is much
extended, to wait till it is three or lour years old,

keeping as much of the growth, the first and se-

cond year, as is practicable. The effect of this is

to strengthen the roots and enable them thereaf-

ter to assist the etJbrts ot the cultivators in ex-
tending the vine either vertically or horizontally,

according to his plan. This gentleman, I suspect,

does not remember clearly what he has read on
the subject, when he says, "I had read that each
eye would produce me a bunch of" grapes," &c., or

1 misunderstand his meaning. Each eye or bud
lelt at the winter pruning, produces one shoot, and
each shoot, two, three, and even lour bunches of

grapes. Astothelear of a vine's bearing more
grapes than necessary, or that it can bring to per-

tection, I look upon this as Nature's business, and
never interfere with it, except in making experi-

ments, in which I never have found that the sup-
pressinif a part of the bunches of grapes either

as soon as they ap| ear or afterwards, was attend-

ed wuh any benefit.

I must say that I come to a different conclusion

from that of the 'Recluse,' as to Nature's object in

giving great luxuriance to the vines. It appears
to metliatshe intends thereby to form large plants

of them, and that the business of the cultivator is

to direct Nature's operations towards the attaining

of his own views; but without a direct opposition

to her efforts. Young vines, in a thrifty condi-

tion, grow with astonishing luxuriance, particular-

ly fi'om the age of five or six years to ten or

twelve. I have frequently seen, during this pe-

riod, shoots that would extend thirty or forty feet

in length, with a proportionate thickness. I think

it more prudent, at the winter pruning, to leave

such shoots several feet long, so as not to oppose
Nature's evident object loo violently, and I think I

never had cause to repent my [)ursait of this plan.

As \Q pinching off", or cutting off the shoots, 1

must say a few words. I must begin by making
the necessary distinction between the main ones,

from those usually called "side-shoots," "suck-
ers," "gourmands," and "robbers." As they
grow in the axils of the Jeaves, between the

stem and the leafj I have adopted Bosc's name
Centre feiiilles) lor them, and call them "inter-

leaves." These, all vvriters on the subject re-

commend to be pinched off'as soon as they appear;
but the practice of most cultivators is somewhat
(iiH"erent, for many of" them only break them off,

when they have attained a considerable length,

and then leave one or two leaves on them. On
vines growing most luxuriantly, this last may be
the better practice; for I have sometimes observed
that the suppressing them altogether, on very vig-

orous shoots, has caused the" bud, which they
seem intended to protect, to grow and bear fruit.

This effect is almost always produced by shorten-

ing the lonjr bearing shoots, which is a very bad
practice, and whu'h I suspect had been the case
with the vines which the Recluse mentions thus:

was so inclined, and would have done so at the "Guess my surprise, Mr. Editor, on now observ-
time, had 1 not been prevented by indisposition. inir, as the f"rui; came out, that instead of a bnnch
The errors ot the "Upper Country Recluse" of grapes at each eye, a new fruit stem put out

were but liiw; for one of them—the leaving only there, on which there were sometimes three, some-
one leading shoot for the purpose of gaining times four, and I verily believe sometimes five
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bunches." I may liavc inisiiiulorsUKHl llie writer;

but this is PXiU-.iiy the cU'oct oC shdrtoniiifr the

bearing or other vigorous shoots, by which means,

a second crop ol' grapes is ohiaineil, whicli, iiow-

ever, seldom come to perlect matin-ity. In order

to perceive tlie nature of the injury done by tins

operation, we must i<ecp in mind that the buds

that are at the junction of the leaves with (he

stem, are tliose intended by Nature to produce the

loilowing growth of bearing slioots. If you

force them to push by cutting olf the end of the

shoot, there will be no bud left lor the Ibllowing

year's crop, and the vine will thereby be materi-

ally injured. This shows also the impropriety

of pulling off the leaves, as inexperienced people

recommend; for the leaves protect and support

the bud at the foot of them, and by breaking or

cutting them off, you deprive these buds, which
are intended lor the following year's growth, of the

nourishment necessary to enable them to perlbrui

their intended functions.

I think 12 leei is inconveniently high for an ar-

bor lor vines, and find eight, or eight and a hali'

feet much more convenient, and sufficiently high

to allow a li'ee circulation of air below, particu-

larism as 1 do not suffer any of the grown vines to

have any thing crowing below the top of the ar-

bor, which is level on the top, and on which the

vines are made to spread evenly, and are tied

down.
Mr. Recluse's precaution of locking his garden

gate and keeping the key in his pocket, is very

good. I hope that, to coincide with this, his

fence is sufficiently high to keep off all two-foot'ed

thieves, except those that can fly. As for his

having neglected to have his frame made at first

full and complete, I consider it not as an error; for

the vines do not need it for two or three years,

and sometimes a longer time, during which, they

may be supported by poles. My practice is to put

three poles to each strong vine, sinking them in

the ground at some distance from the vine, fornr.-

ing thereby a triangle in the middle of which is the

vines. These poles are strongly tied together at

the top with a willow twig, and the wmd cannot

blow them down. These will last about three

years, and when the frame or arbor is made, three

years of its duration is gained.
# * » *

I have thus, sir, candidly and fully given you
my views of the 'Upper Country Recluse,' (or

his benefit, and that of others, if any such a

thing can be gleaned from this letter of mine. I

take the liberty of exhortintr him and all others, to

persevere in this most interesting culture, and as-

sure them that my experience proves to me that

it is as wholesome an exercise for the body, as it

is most pleasantly exciting to the mind. I am at

this very moment under the influence of these

very benefits, for I have been for two weeks past

busily cutting my grapes, and mnking wine, both
at my farm and in my garden. I was much in-

disposed when 1 began, and would most probably
have got sick, but for the great exertions and fa-

tigue 1 unavoidably put upon myself, 1 had no
time to think of sickness. In consequence of this

I have much improved in health.

Do pray, my dear sir, recommend my remedy
to all the good people of the low country, particu-

larly to those who are in the ])ractice of spending
their summers at the north among the abolition-

ists, with whom ihey leave all the money liiey

can spare, and sometimes even a little more.
Send liiem up the country to establish vineyards,
and gain strength, vigor, and health, together

with wine, which they niay warrant to be genu-
une. liy way of encouragement, I must tell you
that I have this very day ierminated my vintaire,

except a few odd gra|>es, which I shall gather
next week, which will add 50 or 60 gallons of

wine to that already made. I made at my farm
750 gallons, and in my garden 528 gallons. This
last is a most enormous crop; for the vines that

produced that quantity are on one sixth part of an
acre. This is, iherelbre, at the rate of 3168 gal-

lons to the acre, which is perhaps a greater crop

than ever was made any where; at least, I never
have seen any account of any one more than

2000 gallons, and ihat is exceeding rare. I have,

moreover, reasons to believe that the wine will be

of a very good quality. The produce of two
of the vines in my garden is so great, that if I

had not the most respectable witnesses of the (act

I should hesitate to name it. They produced 130
gallons of wine, and even more. After this, and
my paper being lull, I have only to assure you
that 1 am, very respectliilly, sir.

Your obed't setv't.

N. Herbemont.

From Stepliens' Irrigator and Drainer.

STRATGHTEXING WATER-COURSES, PROTECT-
IJVG RIVER BANKS, AKD BANKING HAPGH?-
LANDS [or low-grounds.]
This is a subject of the greatest importance and'

of the highest interest to landed proprietors.

The natural licence of mountainous streams is

not only destructive to landed |)roperty, but fre-

quently to lands of the best quality; and is ofien-

the cause of disputes, and not unli'equently of le--

gal contentions between neighboring projirietors.

A river is the most unlbrtunafe boundary line of
an estate, unless where the water is unlbrdable

;

but a river or a rapid stream which is liable to high,

floods is continually making devastations.

Yet this subject, so important and interesling~to'

landholders in ijeneral, has had less attention paid

to it, and is certainly less understood than any oth-

er branch of equal importance within the circle of
rural economy. It has never, I believe, been
treated of in detail as a distinct subject as it ought
to have been ; and in jiraclice, I have too jrener-

ally found it in the hands of men who have not
paid that attention to it which they ought to have
done, or have left it to ignorant workmen, whose
aim, lor the most part, is to get through the work
in the easiest way, without considering the conse-
quences.

The great mischief which is constantly going
on, and the very expensive attempts that are inef-

liictually made lo apply a remedy, are equally to

be lamented.*

* To prove this assertion, I could produce several in-

stances which have come within my knowledge with-
in these lew years, but need only mention two. The
one happened in draining some bogs near Peebles,
where a considerable sum of money was thrown away
on account of one rivulet being carried into another at
right angles, instead of being carried obliquely into it

further down the stiTani, which every engineer ac-
quainted with the impetuosity of mountain streams
would have done.
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In all niounuiiiious dislriuts of this island, the

haiiii;h lands arc peculiarly liable to the ravaijes of

tioods. They have evidenlly been lljrtned by

stroni^ currents, and the ailuvi;d depositcs of water

in a slate oi" extreme agitafioii. They are gener-

ally composed ol' soil, grttvel. sand, and stones. of

considerable size. In ihany iur^tances, these sub-

stances are deposiied [)relty rc<j,'u!arly, accordinir

to their several specitii; gravifies.

The surface, however, is olten covered with

-earthy matter, dei)0;-jiredby the overfiovvi-nij'pr wa-
ter since their Ibrniation, the soil in many instances

being very deep and of the most Viduable descrip-

tion.

Through these valleys the rivers arc (bimd to

flow in devious courses. In some instances ' they

are confined in deep channels, whose banks they

-seldom overflow; but more lre(|uenily their chan-

nels are very shallow, little below the general siar-

tace of the lauds they pass through. Hence, in

high floods, their immediate banlis are generally

the victims of their rag©.

There are instances in altriost every valley, hut

more especially where they are- iwuch contracted,

of the torrents rushing out of their confined chan-

nels into flat haughs, and ravaging several acres

of the best land in a single flood.

I hope the (bllowing short treatise will be found

serviceable, and be the means of |)reventing those

3and-owners whose properties are situated on the

banks of rivers ii'oin allowing their most valuable

alluvial soil to be washed away, when, mostlikel}',

if a few pounds had been judiciously applied in

time, it would not only have saved the lands on

the one side of the river, but would have protected

those on the other side at the same time.

To simplify the subject,, I have divided it intp

'three branches: first, straighteijing water-courses
;

'Secondly, protecting river lianks ; and, ihirtlly, em-
•bunking haugli and other lands.

Straightening water- courses.

The difficulties and expense attending the alter-

<ation of the course of a river, depend on the par-

ticular circiimstances belonging to it.

If ttie river is the boundary line between the

properties of diflerent proprietors, the first step is

'to obtain the whole of the proprietors' consent to

the alteration. Secondly, it nmst be considered

whether the ground will admit ofthe proposed line

to be straight, or whether it will be necessary to

make one or more bends in it, so as to divide the

land equally between the different owners, without

being under the necessity of transferring small

7)ortions of land Irom the one to the other, which,
in genend, is very troublesome, esf)ecially where
the lands are entailed, in which case it oilen pre-

vents improvements of the greatest consequence.
Thirdly, in a water-course where mills occur, and
the fall of the water is not more than Irom (bur to

The other instance was in straighteninsj the Lyne riv-

er, immediately below the village of West Linton. A
laboring man was both engineer and contractor for the

worlc, which was executed according to his plan, with
stone walls built on each side of the new cut, and
banks raised half-way up the walls, to prevent the wa-
ter at high floods from finding its way through them in-

to the haughs; but, alas I the first ilood swept nearly

the whole before it, for the dimensions of the new cut

•were only hall" of what it ought to have been.

six liiet ill a mile, the dams that are erected across

it for supplying tlie mills with water arej in many
instances, of the greatest injury to tlie improve-

ment ol' the adjacent lands. This is the case with

many of the water-courses in this countiy ; there

are even cases where the nulls have not only a

dam for ihrowino' the water into the mill-lead, but

have other dams larther up the river, for collecting

water in drouirhty seasons in the bed of the river,

so that the miller can let it down to the mill at his

pleasure. These dams are more injurious to the

Gd-untrv than.iaeople are in genera! aware of. In

many instances, they completely prevent all drain-

ing of the surrounding lands.* I know cases

where the proprietors are so blind to their own in-

terest, that, Ibrthe sake of a paltry mill, only worth

from £40 to JCGO per annum, they allow land to

be. destroyed that Would yield ten times the

amount of that sum yearly.

It is certainly the interest of every land-owner to

make the most of his properly, in such a way as

he may find most suitable to his circumstances.

Therelbre, in cases wher^ a mill-dam cannot be

avoided, and it is necessary to straighten and deeji-

en the water-course as a preparative to other im-

provements, the engineer lias only one choice, and
that is, to Ibrm an embankment on each side of

the river, as fiir up as the water is thrown back,

and high enough to i'ree the site of improvement
l>om being overflowed at the highest floods; and
by means of back drains, and, in some .cases, an
a()ueduct laid under the bed of the river to com-
municate with- the drains, the whole of the land

(although lying under the level of the water in the

null-lead) might be drained, by carrying the out-

le't drain into the- river below the niiil-dam.t

In such cases, it is true, the expense becomes
higher, but not so very dear if the site of improve-
ment be extensive, for the whole expense will be

repaid in two or three years.

In vale ^districts, and other low huid situations,

the currents of rivers are generally sluggish.

There the cutting of the new channel is merely
the work of manual labor, being attended with no

other difficulty than what may arise from the ex-

pense, which will depend on the size of the river,

the nature of the ground to be cut through, and
the value of the labor in the given district. This
is irenerally to be ascertained with sufficient accu-

racy by previous calculations.

it is to be observed, that the size of the new
cut depends on several circumstances ; such as the

extent of country" it is to drain, whether a flat or

mountainous district, and particulai'ly the natural

fall of the district the river runs through. One
great mistake whicli is often committed in straight-

* F6r example, the North and South Medwins in

Lanarkshire. In the former of these rivers, dams of

both descriptions are to be found, and, in the latter, a

dam exists which prevents the draiiung of several hun-

dred acres. The ndli, with sixty acres of land, is let

for £60 per annum ; the mill, without the land, would
not let for £10 per annum. Since the publication of

the last edition, the South Medwin has been straighten-

ed and made deeper, whereby a sutficient fall for the

drainage of five hundred acres has been gained.

t An operation of this kind has been executed by
me at Dahpiharran, the property of T. F Kennedy,
Esq., where the river Girvan has been straightened and

embanked, and the outlet drain carrried by a tunnel un-

der the flower garden into the river below the mill dam
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Fig. 2. Perpendicidar section.

eiiiiiij: water-r.ourses if, in not giving the. new chan-

nel sutficient dimensions, whereby the water is

forceJ over its banks into its forn)er course; and in

not giving the sides sufficient slope, whereby the

banks are undermined—larire pieces tumble down
and occupy a portion of the bed of the river,

whereby a current is excited between it and the

bank, which, in a very short time, widens the

breach and forms a new channel.

To give particular directions for forming the

slopes of river banks, depends on the nature of the

poil it 2oes through ; however, I have generally

found from one and a half to two feet on each side,

for every loot in depth, to be suffiL-ient. I have al-

ways found the greater the slope the better; and

for want of this precaution, many a valuable un-

dertakintr has been completely destroyed.

We even find, where some little attention has

been paid, the method used to obviate the evil lias

been more injurious to the preservation of the

banks than of service, for instead oi'smo'ithing the

inequalities of the banks to letthe water puss with

the least friction, we often find a quantity of stakes

driven into the sides of the river with their heads

several feet above the surface of the lowest water-

mark; the consequence is, at floods they collect

weeds, slicks, &c., whereby the water is penned
up, thereby mnking a fall, which scoo|)s out a hole

in the side of the slope immediately below, and,

in many instances, forais a current between the

stakes and the solid bank, which, in a few flootis,

has so widened itself, that we often see the remains
of the stakes standing in the middle of the bed
of the river. It is true, there are cases where stakes

are unavoidable, either from the softness of the bot-

tom or want of other materials; but, in such cases,

the greatest care should be taken to drive their

heads down to the level of the lowest water-

mark.
In soft soils, after havino; given the sides of a

new water-channel the desired slope, I have gen-
erally found (^if the operations have been done ear-

ly in the spring) a covering of good turfto be one
of the best protections against, the agitation of wa-
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ter, especially if the turf has been taken from a

place aboundinir with rushes, and gets time lo

grow together before the floods come—it is then

almost impregnable.

In particular parts, as at sharp bends, where ordi-

nary sward or pasturable turf is notable to prevent

the current from breakinir up the soil, the whole an-

gle of the slope should be removed, and the space

filled with small stones, (^ee fig. 2.) In situa-

tions where stones cannot be procured, ribgrass and
the, biuterf)ur (^tussHago petasiies) are singularly

well adapted for the protection of river banks. On
examinintj into Nature's practice in protecting the
sides of river banks, we find it carried on with the
best effiscts by those plants. When they gain
possession of a river bank, barely above the level

of low water, and, of course, exposed to every
rise and fall of the water, it becomes, in manv in-

stances, at least, as securely sheltered from the ef-

f^^cts of the current as if it were cased with stone.

They appear to be singularly proper to he cultivat-

ed on the lower margins of grassy slopes—a sit-

uation in which they seem to de!io;ht.

Toiiliistratethis suliject, let us suppose the river <f

d (fig. l.)to l>e the boundary line between the pro-

prieiore A and B, and the land and mill F belonginor

to a third propriptor, who has a privilege to a dam
across the river Ff b. A and 15 are desirous to iin-

prove the botr^y land lying bet\\'een the risinc

ground and the river; but beflire that can be con-
veniently done, it vvill be necessary tost raio'hten the
water-course it-omthe inill-dani/to/i, a distance of
a mile.

In straightening the river so as tomake the new
channel the hoinidary line between the propertieji,

a small bend will be required at g; and as the
liillfromg-to the top of the mill-dam/ is otily

f)ur feet, it is evident that the descent is insuffi-

cient lor drainiriir the ground without the assis-

ttmce of embankn)ents on ei\ch side of the riverto

protect the adjacent land from the injurious effects

of unrestrained floods. The fall from the bend g
being only four feet, and the water at high flooda

being known to rise nearly the same height abuva
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the dam, it is obvious that the height of the banks
ehoiiUl be the same.

I II this case, it is evident that without making the

back-drains a ab, immediately behind the embank-
ments, neither A nor B will have an outlet to carry

a'way the water collected iu the greater pari of the

land lying between the river and thehi>i:h ground.

The proprietor X has no dilficully in carrying

the back-drain into the river below the dam c,

whereby he will gain the whole fall of the dam;
but B has no other alternative than by means of

an aqueduct laid under the bed of the river at e e

to communicate with the back-drain a b, for the

situation of B is such, that it is impossible to car-

ry the water through the ground of the mill F to

the river below.

As all the stuff' taken out of the new channel

has been previously deposited in the old water-

course, the stuff' taken out of the back drains is

generally sufficient to form the embankments.
When the old water-course has many crooks,

the earth taken out of the new channel is seldom

enough to fill the whole of it without levelling

down the banks, which have become higher than

the adjacent ground, by the water depositing its

sediment in time of floods. Without filling the

old water-channel, the proprietors cannot derive

the advantage from the undertaking they other-

wise would; therefore, in operations of this nature,

1 have always Ihund it advisable to finish the

whole before the men leave the spot, otherwise it

too ollen happens (especially when the filling up

is left to the discretion of a tenant) that this part

of the work is finished in a very slight manner,

which is not only a considerable loss to the occu-

piers of the land, but throws discredit on all the

parties concerned.

By shortening the length as well as straighten-

ing the course of the river, the force of the current

at the bend g will be considerably incre-ascd, and

the lands in that part will be thereby endangered;

therefore every precaution should be taken in se-

curing the slope, fcir should i'. once break, it will not

only "injure the lands of A, but, in a very short

time, a bay will be scooped out a little below on

the opposite lands of B, and, in the course of a

lew years, the river will gain its original serpen-

tine ibrm. However, although every precaution

has been used by the engineer, breaches will oc-

cur for one or two years, (especially il' the bottom

be graveJIy,) or until the bottom and sides become,

as it were, puddled by the action of the water.

If the subject of improvement be of magnitude,

it is generally prudent to contract with a responsi-

ble person for the entire execution, a conditional

clause being inserted in the contract, binding the

undertaking party to uphold the works during a

specified number of years affer being completed.

For the want of these precauuons, large sums of

money are often thrown away.
Havirin; shown the method and necessity of

i'traightening water-courses in situations where

Fig. 3.

the soil for the most part is deep, and the descent

of water generally sluggish, we will proceed, on
the same plan, to point out the method and neces^

sity of protecting river banks in mountainous sit-

uations, where the soil is mostly gravel, and the

currents in general rapid.

Protectiiig Bivcr Banks.

If we examine the valleys dispersed through
this country, we shall find thousands ol acres of

the richest soil torn to pieces by the impetuous'

floods—a devastation that is constantly going on,

fiir there are very few landed proprietors who pa}'

that attention to the ravaijes conmiitted on the

hauiili and other lands near their residences which
their interest seems to require, without once call-

ing in question the more remote lands. And if

we make an impartial survey of the havoc that is

constantly going on, we shall hardly ever find a

water-course but we shall be apt to think that ma-
ny districts have no owners, or that they have
more property than they know what to do wiih.

If we inspect any one ol" the numerous water-

courses from the Tweed to John o' Groat's, we
shall find very lew instances of that attention hav-
ino- been paid" which the interest both of the pro-

prietors and the country seems to demand. In the

few attempts that have been made to remedy this

evil, we find most of them doing more injury than
any permanent good.

The most extensive operations of this kind, and,

at the same time, carried on in a systematic man-
ner, are on the banks of the rivers Tay and Earn.
The banks of these rivers being very much expo-
sed to the rapid rise and fall of the water, which
mostly runs in a gravelly bed, the ravages com-
mitted by the currents are often very alarming, so

as to have caused some of the jiroprietors to j)ay

more attention to protecting them than is Ibund in

most other districts.

His Grace the Duke of Athol and the Riffht

Honorable Lord Willouiihby de Eresby, in par-

ticular, have expended considerable sums of mon-
ey in protecting different portions of the banks of
the above-mentioned rivers, by means of sheath-
ing the aff'ected places with small stones—experi-

ence having shown that to employ any other meth-
od ivould be ineffectual.

Those operations, with a k\v others on the
Earn and Almond, are perhaps the most perma-
nent in the country.

The means generally employed by people not
acquainted with the currents of water for protect-

ing river banks are, f^jr the most part, piers or jut-

ments, run out at right angles into the beds of the
rivers, which, in most cases, increase the evil in-

stead of remedyinjr it. Another method is by
driving long stakes into the affected part of the
banks, as mentioned above in page 433, which
is equally if not more injurious than jellies.

I know instances where an ill-directed jetty or an
ill-judged piling has caused the river to take a con-
trary direction from what was intended.

To guard against these mistakes, it is to be con- 1 be made evident and safe to be pursued: therefore,

eidftred that the patk is to be elestred as well as to I to simplify the subject and endeavor to render it
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plain, let us suppose the current of a straight part of

the river a a (fiir. 3.) to be interrupted by a iarije

stone, i)r the root of a tree brou<i:ht down and lodijed

by a Hood at 6. This, in rivers in poneral, is ihe

cause of mischief Tlirough this triHiii<); incident,

the current loses its direct course ; lor when the

flood falls to the level of the ohslniction, the water

becomes contined in that part, its height above the

obstruction is conse(]ueiitly increased, an<l its cur-

rent opposite anil below it not only accelerated,

but irently turned Irom its direct course towards

ihe opposite bank of i;s natural channel, which, if

it be of an earthy matter, becomes undermined,

and the upper part of the bank fUls down, and is

carried away by succeedinir floods. What tends

to increase the evil, is the channel immediately be-

low the obstruction, as at c, becoming occupied, in

minor floods, with comparatively stagnant water.

It is, in consequence, filled up with sediment there

deposited, whereby an additional weiijjht of water

is thrown on the ojiposite bank, which, if the in-

creasing cause of mischief be not soon removed,

will, in a very short time, be greatly torn away ;

and, in a few years, a bend at (Z will be scooped

out in the grounds of tht; proprietor A, with a cor-

res|)on<iintr l)auk of sand, united vvilii and becom-

iuir 'he property of Ihe proprietor 1). If the lands

of B are eiiually valuable with those of his oj)po-

site neighbor, he has no reason tor cxultini>: in his

iuL'rease of territory ; lor while the current is leav-

inijhim, perhaps, a worthless sand-bank at c, it is

scooping out a bay at c, and giving to his neigh-

bor an increasing territory at/;, thus a mutual loss

of lands is incurred; and the evil is constantly in-

creasinir, until the banks are protected, or the cur-

rent is restrained, and directed into its original

channel. In this view of the subject, it is evident

that there are several remedies for the evil. The
one is to sheath the sides of the injured banks of

the bays d and e with stones until they Ibrm a slope

of lorty-five degrees, which will resist the circuit-

ous current; and the river should be alJowed to re-

mam in its crooked state. This is the most per-

manent of all remedies; and where stones are

Fig. 4.

plentiful, it ought never to he neo;]ectcd. Another
is, to erect a pier or jetty, as at the point g in fiir-

ure 4, to ward ofl' the force of the current from the

bank d, and direct it straight, with the intention of
preventing more mischief, and briuiring back the

course of the river to its original straightness.

The diverting of the current may frequently be
accomplished at a comparatively small expense,
and its efl^ects be rendered permanent; lor it is plain,

that if the accidental obstruction mentioned had
been timely removed, no bad effect would have
ensued, as the river would have continued its di-

rect current. In many cases, by timely and judi-

ciously placing in a sunikir manner an obstruction

proportioned to the magnitude of the power to be
counteracted, the like effect might be produced.
Thus, if in the case supposed, the river-guide

above mentioned were to be erected by the propri-

etor A, and to be inclined towards the stream in a
degree proportioned to the rapidity of the current,

not only the banks A A would be defended, in a
great deiiree, trom the action of the water, but the
sand bed c (figure 3) v/oukl be carried away, and
its materials deposited in the bay d, and thus, in a
twofold way, be refilled and brought back to its

original state.

And further, if, when the gravel bank c is remo-
ved, the profirietor B were to erect a similar barrier

at the point /, the sand bank /would, in like man-
ner, be carried off, the bay c be returned to its

former proprietor, and the straight course of the
river be nearly regained, when The barrier ought
to be removed, whether belonging to one or more
proprietors, they all having a general interest in

directing the river which separates their properties
into a straight course, or keeping it in its natural
channel.

In protecting river sides, there are certain princi-

ples and particulars of practice to be observed.
The position of the barrier should be ?uch as to

produce the desired effect, with the least possible

resistance; for the current, of a river, as the waves
of the sea, should be subdued by stratagem rath-

er than by force—resistance serves only to increase

their fury. A wave falling on a flat shore seems
to die without a struggle, while one that is stem-

med by an abrupt rock or bank, strikes with ten-

Ibid force and breaks in pieces. In like manner,

a rapid river will glide smoothly along the sides of

an even bank, though it may somewhat deviate

from the direct course, without perceptibly disturb-

ing the current or injuring the banks that direct it,

even though they are merely of turf; but when a

strong current meets with an abrupt projecting or

sharp bend in its channel, its fury is increased, and

stones are sometimes hardly sufficient to resist its

force. Hence, in erecting a barrier with this inten-

tion, it should always be made to unite evenly with

Ihe natural bank of the river, v\ith a smooth hollow

curve, that the fall of the current may not be

checked. The outer or lower end of the barrier

should be directed in a line with the straight part

of tlie bank below the bay, which, in most cases,

if carried far enough down the river, prevents the

stream from doubling the end, and falling back in-

to the bay; for, in cases of this nature, the current

of a flood and that of low water take different

courses, according to their different heights and
strenirth. The one rushes f^jrward in the line re-

quired, and the other, unable to surmount the ob-

struction for want of strength, at the point of the

barrier, doubles it, and falls back into the bay with

an accelerated current, directed, perhaps, straight

to the injured bank, which may thus increase, in-

stead of preventing the injury. To remedy this

bad effect, and to guide the current at all seasons

into the same channel, it is sometimes necessary,

where it can be conveniently done, to cut a chan-

nel, through Ihe obstructing sand-bank, deep
enough to admit the stream at low water. By this

procedure, although the bay d should not be so

completely filled u"p, yet the advantacje of putting
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an iinuiediaie yiop to tlie mvuges boili of floods

and low waler, niighi couuleibalance thai de-

fect.

But, in moa:t hilly disJtricta:, the, currents are ve-

ry rapn!, and, cunse(|nently, the sand-beds are so

liequendy renewed by the action ot the vvaier, that,

in many insiancef?, it is exlienicly ditficuh, and
dangerous lo meddle with tiiem. And miless the

eiie of improveuienl be of such a magnitude that

it will allow i-he new channel through tlie sand-bed
to be large and deep enough to contain the largest

flood without rising over its banks, it should never

be meddled with. The strengih required depends
on the weight of water, the Ibrce of tiie current,

and the angle of deviation from the given direc-

tion of the current immediately above. If the re-

quired direction of the barrier be nearly the same
as that of the current above it, as in the last dia-

gram, it has little more than the weight of the wa-
ter to withstand; whereas a jutment run out ab-

rupUy into the natural course of the current, as is

conmionly done, has not only the wei<j:ht but the

force of the water to sustain, and requires ten-fold

the strength of structure.

The height and base of tlie barrier also require

particular atiention. The greatest care ought to

be talcen in giving it a sulficient base and height,

)S0 that the highest floods do not make their way
over the top contiguous to the hank; fiir if it be not

raised high enough to prevent the water of floods

from making its way over it, not only the founda-

tion may be endangered, but a large hole might be

scooped out behind, especially in a place where
the general fiill ofthe river is considerable; so that,

instead of protecting the injured part, more dam-
age would be done.

The materials of a river-guide ought to be suit-

ed to its occasion. Where stones can be procured,

they make the most permanent defence; but in dis-

tricts where they cannot be got but at an immense
expense, brushwood and whins wattled together

with short stakes make a tolerable suostitute. In

most hilly districts large rough stones are plentiful.

A long pile of loose stones laid flatly, sloping

against the bank of" the river, or a flat ridge run

out from it, may form a cheap and durable barrier;

for should they be disturbed by an extraordinary

flood, they may be readily replaced when the wa-
ter subsides.

It may be proper to noticeanother casein which
a barrier, or river-guide, may be employed with
good advantage, namely, where a stream of the

above description falls down a crooked valley, and
necessarily takes, at certain points, a winding
course, as in flgureo.

If the quaniity of water is considerable, its fall

rapid, and especially if it is. conducted to the bend,

as at a, down a straight unobstructed reach, scarce-

ly anything but substantial mason-work can resist

its Ibrce in that part.

In situations of" this sort, it is not uncommon to

see earth banks scooped out and undei mined, un-
til a perpendicular precipice of twenty or thirty

feet high be formed.

But if a barrier be erected at b, with an easy

curve fl'om the natural course above, so as to bend

the current without breaking it, and direct it into

Its natural channel in the valley below, it will have
nothing to contend with but the loose gravel-beds

c and a, which, if cut through, as in the lormer

case, will be gradually removed, and the principal

part of their materials be deposited in the bays e

andj^, but more especially in the latter; in this as

well as in that case, both sides of" the river will be

benefited by the alteration.

There are cases, however, in which nothing but

sheathing the whole of the injured part can be

properly used to prevent further depredations ; as,

first, where the river runs through a valley whose
substratum is mostly gravel, as it f"requenily is in

mountainous districts ; and, secondly, where a deep
pool of water occurs in any part which may require

to be bent and protected to an unalterable channel.

In such cases, it is extremely difticnlt to get a
proper foundation for a barrier. In hilly situations

stones are generally plentiful, and they ought to be
applied in such a way as the given case may require.

If the foot of the injured bank be covered with
a pool at low water, shelve ofi" the brink of" the

bank, and pour down loose stones f"rom the top of
it, suflering them to form their own slope in the

action of iidling, continuing to pour them down
until ihe whole spare ofthe injured side of the riv-

er form a slope of fbrly-five degrees.

But where a built barrier cannot be avoided, as]

at 6 in figure 5, the foundation ought to be laid

pretty deep, to guard tigainst any accidental scoop-
ing of the Hoods. The wall ought to be carried up
dry, or without mortar, the stones being laid with
their smaller ends outwards, and their inner ends
pointing to the centre like those of an arch, back-
ed with hard materials. In forming a barrier of
this sort, the largest stones should be used where
the current strikes most forcibly against it; there,

likewise, the greatest elope should be given to the

wall.

The coping, or uppermost course of stones, is to

be secured with tough sods, whose surface ought

to be even with that of the stone-work; and similar

sods require to be laid, with a gentle rising elope,

until they unite smoothly with the natural turf of

the land defended, so that the water of floods,

when It rises above the stone-work, may have no

projection to lay hold of, but may glide away
smoothly.

A bulwark of this sort, like every other species

of river ftjnce, requires to be attended to from time

to time, especially after great floods, if the fbun-
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datioii be injured, it requires to be repaired vvitli

P'Uiill stones thrown loosely uujiiinst the bottom ol

i,. l\' any of the I'acinif stones be displaced or

Iooscm'^nI, they are to be replaced with others ; or il

the turl" which hinds theni at the (op be disturbed,

the torn p irt should be cut out square vvitli tlie

suriiice, ami be conij)ieiely filled up with fresh

turl.

Althouixh instances iliay occur where the cut-

tinir iliroiiijh a sand bed, or the erecUng of a bar-

rier, may be employed to ad^'antatre in protecting

river banks, yet, in most cases, the sheathing of

the whole of the injured part of the bank with

Ftones is preii;rable lo every otiier species of de-

ience. In most cases it is. hardly possible to erect

a single barrier so as to defend the whole of the in-

jured bank, without a reirular succession of them
placed along tnc damaged part, so that they throw
or ward off tiie water li'om one to the other, until

the current has passed, or gained the straight

course of tlie stn'ain; and. even in this case they

cannot be so eliect.ual as sheathing the whole of

the injured bank; for let the barrier be ever so ju-

diciously placed, the water is apt to make a whirl

behind it, which not only endangers the foundation,

but scoop.? out a hole in the solid bank mimediate-

]y below, which it is impossible to hinder without

placing them very near each other, the expense of

which would be greater than sheathing the whole
angle of the injured bank with stones. If we care-

fully observe the banks of rivers, we shall have no

difficulty in remarking that the ravages are always
greatest where the banks are perpendicular to a

pretty considerable heiirht above the ordinary sur-

face of the water, and seldom at those places

where the banks shelve down gradually towards
the water edge; lor when tlic water is swollen to

a gieat height by rains, and ruits with a rapidity

greater than usual, it strikes violently against the
per|)e!!dicular banks, undermining them, and car-

rying olf prodigioiis quantities ol their materials^

but when the river rises to any consideralile height,

it ijently glides along the suriiice of those j)arts of
the baidi that shelve gradually downwards to the

water-edge, passing along without doing scarcely

any datnage at all.

These are facts which no one who lias bestow-

ed the least attention upon this subject can fail to

have observed; and they clearly point out, that the

first and most necessary step toivards a cure is, to

level down the edge of the bank next the water,

ixiving it a regular slope lo the surface of the water

at the driest lime of the year. This operation

ouixht to be performed as early in the spring as

possible, and the slope should he either immediate-
ly covered with turf, or, if the turf cannot be easi-

ly had, it should be sown very thick with the seeds

ol' some small mat-rooted <>:rass—the creeping

meadow-grass, (poa reptaas,) is a proper grass lor

this purpose. The bu.uk being thus prepared, and
level with the surlace of the water in dry seasons,

tlie breast of the bank below the water should be

filled with stones, carefully thrown in. till they be

near the surface of the water, and Ibrm the same
slope irom the bottom of the river as the bank
above, as at a in figure 6. Stones collected on tlie

Fipr. 6.

surface of cultivated land are best for this purpose;
but where thej"- cannot be obtained, any kind may
be used, provided they are broken, next the wa-
ter, to the size of a man's hand. The smoother
the sides of water-courses are made, whatever the

materials are, the current will glide more easily

along without being ruffled; where there is no re-

sistance there can be no friction.

Where the current is not too violent, a small
portion of earth mixed with gravel ought to be
thrown in with the last layer of stones next the

water-edge a, which will not only fill up the crevi-

ces, but it' a lew aquatic plants be planted near the

water-edge, they will sooner strike root among the

stones. For example, the water spiderwort will

grow in water four feet deep, and the roots of the

yellow-flowered water iris form so strong and com-
pact a covering upon the surface of the soil on
which it grows, as to bealinost impregnable to the

action of water. This plant has another advan-
tage attending it, that it grows on a firm bottom,
and chiefly delights in running water.
The sheathing or protecting of river sides with

small stones is so very simple in itself, that where
stones are to be had there is not the least difficulty

in preserving their banks at a trifling expense, pro-

vided the injured part be immediately filled. In-

stead of putting a few cart-loads in heaps at ran-

dom into the affected place, they ought to be laid

regularly along the afl'ected part ; for, in the first

case, they only serve to break the current, forming

[)arlial walerlialls where there were none, whereby
the injury is increased instead of being diminished;

but, in the latter case, the bank will be secured.

Even in districts where stones are not to be had,

half the ravages committed by water-courses

windiniT through low grounds might be prevented

by timely and judiciously keeping down the per-

pendicular banks, and sowin<; or planting the slopes

with small-rooted aquatic plants, such as bog reeds,

sedges, water spiderwort, rushes, and seeds of any
kind of plants which are known to thrive in £md
near water.

IJelbre any work of this nature can be prudent-

ly undertaken, the given site or subject of improve-

ment should be maturely studied, in order to dis-

cern the true method of procedure, especially if the

river be the boundary between two proprietors; for

althongh every man has a right to defend his pro-

perty, it does not follow that because the one pro-

prietors lands are damaged, works should be run

out into the river to the injury of the lands on the
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opposite side; such a step would not only be im-

prudent, but [iiiihly reprebensible.

In ordinary cases, opposite proprietors have one

and the same interest; and. by amicable and judi-

cious arrano,'emenls, a conside.'-able portion of" the

damatijee committed by the floods may be reme-

died at a triflinij expense. How incumbent, then,

is it upon the manatjers of estates to examine, from

time to lime, the state ol" the river banks, and, by

afipropriate means, to preserve them in due condi-

tion, and especially to be watchful of those which
separate properties.

Enihanklnp; hmigh and other lamh, to prevent them

from being inundated by land-floods, or the tide.

HaviniTj shown the necessity of straightening

water courses, and the best method of protecting

their banks, we now come to the third branch of

the subject, which is ihe embanking of haugh and
other buids, to prevent tiiem from being inundated

by land-floods, or the tide.

Ahhouo'h this branch ofcouritry business is bet-

ter understood than either of the former, yet con-

siderable mistakes are olten committed iu the exe-

cution. Tliey sometimes occur from the engineer

not being able to discover the highest water-mark,

but obliged to depend on the veracity of people

who, although they mia'ht be brought up on the

spot, never [laid any particular attention to Ihe rise

and fill of the flaoil or tide, whereby a sure calcu-

lation could be made for the height of the proposed

bank, even though it should be made considera-

bly higher than the water-mark pointed out.*

Another mistake is in not giving the bard\ a suffi-

cient base, but, by way of saving expense, the

slopes are carried up nearly perpendicular, so that,

,in a ihvf years, it fails down, and the re|)aration

iCosts more than it would have done had a proper

plan been adopted at the first formation.! Al-
though the theory of embanking low <;round& is

simple in itself, there are particulars of inquiry ne-

cessary to be made belbre such an operation can
be properly commenced; such as its situation, size,

materials, and form of construction, which are, in

a great measure, given in the particular circum-

stances of every case: there are, nevertheless, gen-
eral principles that are applicable in all cases.

The situation of the bank should be such, that

its base may not be exposed unnecessarily to the

A case of this kind happened to the author in the

year 1S23, in the neighborhood of Edinburgh. The
embankment was made considerably hio;her than the
water-mark shown by the proprietor and his gardener,
but they havini;^ mistaken the flood-mark, the first

land-flood carried away a considerable part, to the

great damage of the crop, which the proprietor was
obliged to makp good to the tenant.

t An embankment of this description was thrown
round t!ie small island Mogdrum, in the river Tay, to

protect the land from being overflowed by the tide; but
it was made so steep, that the first spring tides level-

led the greater part of it to the ground. A second at-

tempt was made, with the additional expense of a stone
wall facing the water, which shared the same fate with
the former bank. Since these /H/wres, a third em-
bankment has been erected with nothing but the nat-
ural soil of the land, and the whole covered with thin

turf. The length of the present slope next the sea is

five times the perpendicular height of the bank, and
the inner slope three times; the water, meeting no re-

sistance, rolls up and down the lonig slope without do-
ing any injury.

immediate action of the waves or the current, fn

embanking rivers that run through a flat country,

as the water is mostly sluggish, the embankment
in such situations ought to be carried up in one
slope, from the level of the surface of the lowest

water in the river to such a height as may belbund
necessary tor the protection of the land; and should

the river be too much contracted, so as not to con-

tain the water in time of floods, it ou<rht to be en-

larged, and the stuff taken out in forming it, or in

cutting off any obtuse anizle, (ibr it is always ne-

cessary to make the side of a river as smooth and
regular as possible,) to be applied in forming the

banks ; but in situations where a river runs throusrh

a hilly country, whose sub-soil is, (or the greater

part, lira vel, and the current of the water rapid,

(as the Tay and Earn,) the embankment should

not only be placed at a distance from the water

edge, to admit of a cart to pass between the bank
and the river, for repairing the sides of the river

banks, but the small promontories the windings of

the river have made should be left without the em-
bankment; f(ir should the embankment be placed

so near as to confine the water too much, and pro-

per attention not have been paid to the protection

of the river banks, a single flood might undermine
the emoankment in a niijht's time, and thereby

ruin the whole crop that was meant to be saved.

The line of embankment should he smooth and
free from acute angles, so as to occasion the least

possible resistance to the current, whether of a land

flood or the fide.

In the construction or form of the bank, there

are certain principles to be observed. Its height

and strenirth ou<rht ever to be proportioned to the

depth and weight of water which it will have to

sustain.

The height of an embankment on the side of a
river, or in any place where the water is not expo-
sed to the action of the wind, outrht to be at least

ei<xhteen inches above the highest known land

flood; but, by the sea, the height depends on sever-

al circumstances, for not only the highest spring

tides must be taken into consideration, but the rise

of the waves by the action of the wind must be
calculated, for if' the height is not sufficient to pre-

vent the spray fi^om gomg over the to|), the whole
bank will be in danger of being washed down.

It is on the width of the bottom or base of the

embankment that the strength, firnmess, and du-
rability of the bank principally depend. The slope

ouslit to be made to a degree of flatness, for the

twof()ld purpose oi" preventing resistance and ta-

king qff'dl'i the weight of water.

In difficult cases, the length of slope from the

centre of the bank, on the side next the river or

sea, ou<rht to be five times its perpendicular height,

and the inner slope fi^om two to three times the

perpeniiicular height, .as represented in figure 7, A
B C, or according to the force to be guarded
against, and the materials to be employed. But in

less difficult cases, such as on the sides of small

rivers, where the current of the water is sluggish,

and it does not rise more than lour or five feet high,

the length of the slope next the water may be
three times the perpendicular height of the bank,

and on the side next the land, twice its height will

be sufficient, as shown by figure D E F.
In makingembankments of this kind, the whole

of their slopes next the river or sea should be cov-

ered with thin turf; but if the formation be done
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early in the sprinff, and turf not easily to bi; pro-

cured, the inner and np|)er part iniiiiil be sown
with grass seeds. In most cases, turl" is prelerahlo

to all other materials lor covering the slope; Ibr il

the turf is tough, and gets time to grow together

belbre the autumnal tloods set in, it will stand the

agitation of the water better than a thin covering

oi' stones. There are instances, however, such as

in reservoirs, of the water often standing so long

that the turf becomes rotten, and where the surface

of the water is much exposed to the agitation of

the iui'/i(fs, that a covering of small stones, from
twelve to twenty inches deep, is unavoidable.

It is likewise necessary, in situations where an
embankment is carried up from the hjwest water-

mark, that the loot of the slope should be protect-

ed with small stones, to prevent minor floods from
undermining its base.

In the construction of an embankment, it is

sometimes advis;ible to form part of the inner slope

with stone and lime, tor the twofold purpose of sa-

ving earth and making a fence to the land within

the embankment; and, in executing a work of tins

kind, the wall ought to be carried up upon its own
foundation, and sid)stantially cajjable of resisting

the pressure of the bnuk, whose earth ought to be

well rammed down, immediately on its back, to

prevent vermin from luuboring behind the mason
work. By not paying proper attention to this, ma-
ny an expensive operation has been iiiiuediuafew

years.

Fence embankments are vvell adapted where the

river makes the inarch between two proprietors'

lands, or where it runs through lawn ground, or

near a residence; Ibr, in d.-'y seasons, there are ve-

ry few rivers whose water is sufficiently deep to

prevent cattle Irom making depredations without

some other lence, which often causes ill-will, and
not unfrequently creates expensive litigations be-

tween neighboring proprietors or tenants, amount-
ing to more than would have both embanked and'

liinced tlae lands.

Fig. 8.

To illustrate this subject, let us suppose figure 8

to be a river running through the grounds of A
and B, whose water at floods overflows its banks.

A is desirous to embank the land on his own side

of the river, and, at the same time, to enclose

them, so as to prevent the stock pasturing there

from intruding on his neighbor. This is eflxicted

by means of the embankment C, with a stone wall

raised five feet high in the inner slope D of tlte em-
bankment; but although this completely protects

the lands of A from floods, and, at the same time,

keeps the stock within its own bounds, it does not

prevent the stock of B from Ibrcinir its way through

the river in dry seasons, and jumi)ing from the top

of the wall D into the field of A ; therefore the

proprietor B has no other alternative lefl than

either to make a lence along the side of the river

to prevent his stock from injuring A, or throw up
an embankment E, with a sunk fence on the inner

side F, as already done by the proprietor A.
Again, should the proprietor B make a common

fence by the side of the river, to keep the pasturing

stock within bounds, the land will be more exposed

to the ravages of the floods than it was previously

to the embankment on the opi)o?ite side of the riv-

er. Therelbre, any proprietor who studies his own
interest, ought to go hand in haml with his neigh-

bor in guarding against all kind of encroachments
on river banks, whether by water or pasturing

slock.

j
The small portion of land lying between the riv--

{er G and the bank Itjnces D F, can either be cut

j
for hay by each pro|)rietor, or grazed conjunctly.

I Some good specimens offence embankments are'

to be Ibnnd on the river Clyde, on the property of

David Sim, esq., and on the Tweed, on the prop-

erty of Sir James Montgomery, Bart. These em-
bankments, but more especially the former, are ve-

ry eubstaniially made, so that there can be no

doubt of their durability, and they are a good pat-

tern to imitate.

Some very substantial earthen embankments
have, wittiin these lew years, been made on the

rivers Clyde and Tay, and on the Frith of Forth,

which have given satisiaction to all ftarties ; but

there are others in diiierent parts of the country

that have been so superficially made, that they not

only disgrace the planners, but every one who has

been any way concerned with them. The failure

of such undertakings is sufficient to prevent pro-

prietors from laying out their capital in one of the

most important branches of rural economy; and it

is very much to be regretted that better advice is

not obtained before an undertaking becommenced,
when the whole success of the improvement de-

pends on a \^id\w pounds more being expended than

may be thought necessary by improper judges.

To prove this assertion, I could point out many in-

stances where embankments have been made with-

in these lew years, whicli, for want of proper di-
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nieiision?, are either lying in a ruinoug slate, or

their reparation has cost nearly as much as the first

formation: but it is not my intention to criticise, but
rather endeavor to put hniileil prc)[)rietors on their

guard airainst entering into an improvement of
this nature, until every circumstance be properly

weighed.

From the Farmers' Cabinet.

THE CUT WORM.

A writer in the Cabinet, vol. 1, p. 6, says that

the cut worm " is the o'lspring ofthep/taZffi«a des-

tnicior; wings horizontal, white, with small dark
spots, under wings, orange." The phalana thus

described may, tor auglit I know, produce a cut

worm, but I am quite certain that it does not pro-

duce the worm commonly so called, in Pennsylva-
nia. It is quite probable that more than one spe-

cies of the worm may cut corn, and thence, acquire

the name of" cut worm. This is a point worthy of
accurate investigation. I am acquainted with the

insect described by " Senex," but not with its cater-

pillar.

Several years ago, I confined a number of cut
worms in a box of earth, during their transforma-
tions, and succeeded in obtaining tiie moths, or

phalfenfe from them. Some of my agricultural

iriends made similar experiments. \V"eall obtain-
ed the same result; hut our phaltenns were totally

different from that of "Senex." I determined to

repeat the experiment the present year. About
the end of the fifth month, when the cut worms had
nearly acquired their growth, I placed a number of
them in a glass jar half filled with moist earth,

and loosely covered. They were fed on the leaves
of the common elder, fsambucus canadensis,) of
•which they appear to be immoderately fond.*
During the day, they lay concealed in the earth,

and at night feed on the leaves. Some of the num-
ber died, but the larger part completed their larva
state, and entered the earth to undergo their first

metamorphosis. I examined the earth in the jar
some days after, and fiund that the pupfc were
each enclosed in a ball or follicle of clay. These
follicles were composed of the common earth, ce-
mented together by some adhesive fluid which the
worm had furnished for the purpose. They were
of a roundish oval figure—near an inch in their
longer diameter, and smooth on the inner surface.
The walls were about an eighth of an inch thick,

and loosely connected with the exterior earth.
They were somewhat impervious to water, as on
trial, a drop placed on the surface, did not readily
enter.

Nearly all the phalfenn? made their appearance
on the two first days of the present (7th) month.
The Linna^an genus phala^na, contains such a

numerous assemblage of insects, and withal, so di-

versified, that subsequent entomologists have divi-

ded, and subdivided it, into a great number of ge-
nera. The number of the species, and the near
resemblance of many of them, renders a distinct

classification and description of them extremely
difficult. Many of the modern genera have their
•characters drawn from the larvae. Possessino* lit-

* Hence, it is the practice of some farmers, when
the cut worms are numerous, to strew bunches of elder
kaves over their corn fields, and in the mornini^, ^o
round and destroy the worms which are found coiiected
under them in large numbers.

tie knowledge of entomology— not having accesss

to any description of my phatena, (if such exists,)

and having neglected to preserve a description of
the worm, I cannot attempt to determine its posi-

tion in the systems, or to give its specific charac-

ters. The following general description, taken

from a number of specimens now before me, will

give some idea of the insect.

Pupa.— Ijength, about seven-tenths of an inch;

smooth, shining, at fist dirty white, or yellowish,

becoming brown, or almost black—rudiments of
the wings strongly defined—abdomen tapering,

abruf)tly terminating in a short, bristle-like point;

annuli or rings distinct, and quite movable—spira-

cles, or breathing holes, on tiie sides of" the rings,

projecting in Ibrm of short flattened tubes. Dura-
lion of the pupa state, about three weeks.

Perfect Slate.— Color, variable shades of black-

ish gray

—

length, three-fourths of an inch

—

body

stout

—

movements sudden and rapid

—

habits, noc-

turnal, jlnicnnoi, long, setaceous «r bristle-shaped,

eyes, lateral, large, black: palpi, projecting for-

wards, hairy, last joint very small, scaly; fovtgite,

very long, horny, spirally rolled up beneath the

head; thorax, tulted with long hairs, marketl ante-

riorly with a transverse, wavy, black line; wings,

horizontal, incumbent, the superior ones overlap-

ping, ciliate or fringed behind, with long scaly hairs,

andi ornamented above with faint lines, and spots

of different shades of gray and brown; infericjr

ones lighter colored, the inner margins folded and
fringed wit!i long whitish hairs; thighs, covered
with long hairs; legs, hairy above, sjiinosi, ciliate

on the posterior edges, the hind ones, with a pair

of long spines near the middle 'jfeet, with two sim-

ilar spines at the first joint; spines, white, with a
black ring in the middle; articulations of the feet

white.

Supposed female—upper wings, silvery gray,

with the lines and spois similar, but less distinct

than in the male.

Habits.—I am not aware that the manner in

which the cut worm phakena deposites its eggs,

has ever been observed. I can, therefore, only ar-

rive at probable conclusions. As a very lew pha-
IcBUtP survive the winter season, it is probable that

the eggs are deposited in autumn, among the

grass, at or near to the surface of the ground.
The eggs appear not to hatch until spring.

The correctness of this view, is inferred from
the success of fall or very early spring ploughing,
in preventing the ravages of the cut worm. It

may be proper to inquire a little, how winter

ploughing produces this result. I apprehend that

the eggs become buried so deep in the earth, that

the vivifying influence of the sun and air does not

reach them, or if they do hatch at such a depth,

they must perish before reaching the surface,

where alone food is to be found to nourish them.
In late spring ploughing, the same thing would
not so certain!}' happen; vegetation having start-

ed, the proper Ibod lor the worms would be buried

alotig with them, and the loose state of fi-esh

ploughed land not only admits the fi-ee passage of
warmth and air, but would greatly facilitate the

egress of the worm to the surface. Even should

the moth survive the winter, and not deposite its

eggs till spring, the foregoing explanation will ap-

ply equally well; or if the moths should find the

ground sdready ploughed, they would probably

seek some other feeld in which to depoeite their
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effjjfs. It is jrenerally admitlod, llial yJi// or early

spring plotigliing does, in some way, prevent llie

Cut worm truiii injurinif otircorn crops.

Some preler havinir the sward imperfectly turn-

ed down, so as to have a portion of gijrass remain-

ing on the surlace for the worms to teed on. But
these should remember, that this practice may pre-

serve alive a niiniber of worms suiniMont to do the

corn a serious injury. By tuniiuii: all down, they

niiifjit destroy the worms, and render the precau-

tion of feedinix thorn unnecessary.

Another means of lessening the injury from the

cut worm, is to plant deep. The heart of the

plant remains Ioniser in the ijround, and il" the

worm should cut il oH' above, the growth is but lit-

tle retarded.

I hope others will investitrfite the subject, and
make known the results.-^/^ar?/ters' Cabinet.

For ttie Farmers' Register.

ACCOUNT OF THE SOILS AND AGRICULTURE
OF WESTERN NEW YORK.

DuriniT a recent visit into tlie interior of New
York, [ had an opportunity of forming some idea

of the extent and lertility, the agricultural products

and resources, of that interesting portion of our
countr}'. As there is a natural desire amonirst the

intelligent part of the agricultural community, to

be informed of the comparative advantages and
the practices of other states, I venture to submit
the result of my observations to the readers of the

Farmers' Reiiister.

The western part of New York is undoubtedly
one of the most ,'ijrtiie and productive districts in

the United Stales. From Utica to Niagara, a
distance of two hundred miles, the soil is capable,

with some inconsiderable exceptions, of sustaining

a population as dense as that which exists in any
part of the old world. Even now the number of
inhabitants is very great, notwithstanding the con-
stant tide of emigration to the new and ti^rtile re-

gions of tlie west; and this cause alone will proba-
bly prevent it from reaching its maximum during
the present century. With unexampled facilities

for the transportation of produce to market, and
with abundant means at hand for the continual

improvement of the soil, nothing is wanting but

intelligence and stability to make a garden spot of

this extensive region. The climate alone may be

regarded as unfriendly: for winter intrudes upon
nearly halftheyear, which causes a heavy draught
on the labor of the country during the season of
veirelation.

In estimating the agricultural merits of a coun-
try, its natural structure may be regarded as an
important object of consideration. I shall, there-

fore, introduce such remarks on this subject as

would probably occur to any person whose atten-

tion might be directed to it. I reo;ret, however,
that I was not able to have access to the report of

the geolouists of the state, made to the last session

of its legislature, that I might avoid tliose errors

into which a traveller may inadvertently fall, from
the slight examination it is in his power to make.
But I trust that if my description shall be thought
erroneous in some of the details, it will yet be
found sufficiently accurate to answer the purpose
lor which it is introduced.

A traveller then would naturally lay off the

western part of New York into three divisions:

Vol. Y—56

], from Lake Ontario to the Gravel Ridge, com-
monly called the ridge road: 2, ir-om lite ridge

road to the mountain ridge: and 3, from the moun-
tain ritige to the Pennsylvania line. Upon each

of these d!visioi\s I will oiler some remarks.

The tract of country lying on the shore of lake

Ontario, and extending to the ridge road, may be

from five to ten miles in width. It is but slightly

elevated above the level of" the lake, and so per-

fectly Hat and unbroken, that the motion of the

streams is slugu'ish in the extreme. The soil how-
ever, which is a black santly loam, does not ap-

pear to be retentive of moisture; and having a

sliilht admixture of lime in its composition, is very

productive of corn and oats, when it can be efi'ec-

tually drained; and moderately so of wheat. Its

low situation must render it injurious to health.

The ridii'e, which constitutes the soutliern boun-

dary of this division, prevents a curious and re-

markable It-ature; and indeed is perlt:ctly anomal-

ous, as ftr as my information extends, with the

exception of a similar embankment on the south

side of Lake Erie. It is apparently elevated

about twenty-five or thirty leet above the level of

the land on the north, and something lees above

that on the southern side. It is almost wholly

composed of sand and gravel. At one place

where there had been an excavation lor the ()ur-

pose of getting materials to construct a road,

there was only a small portion of sand on the sur-

face. The pebbles, which are smooth and formed

of red sand-stone, were without a particle o! oth-

er matter amongst them, except a deposhe of

lime, which served to cement them slightly togeth-

er. This fact alone, shows the presence of lime

in the adjacent soils. It was, no doubt held in so-

lution by the waters, which once covered the

country, and deposited equally over every part.

To what cause this natural embankment is ow-
ino;, it may perhaps be difficult to explain. It

will be perceived from the description, that it is

of diluvial formation; and many persons have
supposed that it constituted the former boundary

of the lake. To this theory, however, there are

several objections. One is, the absence of a cor-

responding; formation on the northern shore of the

lake; another is, that the bank is considerably

elevated above the land on its southern border;

and a third one is, that near the western extremi-

ty, there is an entire interruption for several miles,

where no traces of it can be found. Towards the

western termination of the eastern portion, the

ridge deflects suddenly to the south, and shortly

becomes merged in the general suface. Travel-

ling thence to the west, it is met with again at

the distance of six miles, when the ascent to the

summit, is some what abrupt. Thatiis existence,

however, was connected with the vast bodies of

water to the north, cannot be questioned. At a dis-

tant era, and during the convulsive throes of na-

ture, we may suppose that a tremendous wave
or succession of waves rolled in from the north,

sweeping the earth as they advanced, and that

they exjjended their force at this point. But to

whatever cause its origin may be referred, il forms

during its whole length, a natural road, not to be

surpassed in excellence, nor equalled in durability

by the most approved work of artificial construc-

tion. Its summit is not more than sufficiently broad

lor a road ofconvenient width, and generally speak-

ing, the surlace is equally smooth in winter and
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summer. Alorii; such a great thorouffbl^u-e, it may
readily be sup[)ose(l that the population is very
numerous. Accordingly each side presents some-
what the appearance of a continuous village.

The houses are generally on the declivities, and
so near to the road as only to allow of yards of
the most contracted dimensions.
The next division, embraced between the ridsje

road and mountain ridge, presents a more varied sur-

fiice than tlie one I have just described. In some
parts it is quite broken, with sandy and gravelly,

hills of diluvial formation running from north "to

south, and plainly marking the direction of the cur-

rents which once swe|)t over it. For the most part,

however, it is a beauiiful undulating country, with

a soil of good texture, sometimes rather heavy: im-
pregnated with lime, but not belouijingto the lime-

stone formation. The red sandstone forms the. basis

of this region as well as of the other. A great

number of granitic boulders are scattered over the

surfiice, which, I'rom the total absence of such ori-

ginal formations in the western part of the state,

were evidently brought from beyond the lakes.

Broken limestone rocks are also to be met with.

It is through this tract, that the Erie canal is ta-

ken for a considerable distance; and (he benefits,

which have resulted from that great public work
are no whf^re so strikingly displayed. Villatres

have sprung up along the wliole line, as if by
enchantment, and the industry of man is devel-

oped in a thousand ways.
There are, ho'.vever, some portions of this dis-

trict that are very imperfectly drained—larire

swamps of fertile land, yet remaining in a state

of nature. The chief obstacle to effectual drain-

ing is the gravel ridge, through which the streams
have, in some instances, ibund a difficulty in effect-

ing a passage. It was hiirhly interesting to wit-

ness the abortive efforts of one of these in' parti-

cular, repeatedly made during a distance of cirrfit

miles. Approaching the embankment in the first

instance rather obliquely, it was repelled, after

having made a considerable excavation into its

side, when it fiowed back as if to acquire fresh

strength to return to the attack. This was re-

newed at various intervals, with the same partial

success; but at length the object was achieved,

and it pursued its sluggish course to the lake. At
some points it has been found necessarv to open a

passage through the ridge, to let oft' the superflu-

ous water; and much yet remains to be done, ow-
ing to the small number and size of the streams,

seeking f()r an outlet, and finding but iew.

The southern boundary of this division is not
so distinctly marked towards the eastern, as it is

at the western extremity. At Williamston, on
the Niagara river, and at Locfcport, the moun-
tain ridge is probably a hundred and fifty or two
hundred feet in heiirht, presentiriff to the eye the
appearance of a bluff. Travelling east from
thence, its relative altitude becomes gradually

less conspicuous, until at length it is difficult for a
casual observer to distinguish the line of separa-

tion.

But the most important portion of the state is

the one which remains to be considered, whether
we refxard its extent, its fertility, irs population, or

resources. The other districts arc deservedly

thought to be fertile, and would be eminentlv en-

tiilcd to that character if they were situated on (he

eastern side of the mountains; but this fiir trans-

cends them in every natural advantage. After
ascending the mountain ridge, a vast table land
stretches to the south, high, dry, and gently undu-
lating, and possessing a climate remarkable for its

salubrity. This is the limestone region of the state;

and it is here that the beautilijl and pic(uresque
lakes are found, which from so unique a feature in

the geographical history ofNew York. The lime-

stone overlies the red sandstone to the depth of
perhaps five or six hundred i'eet ; and in many
places the soil is covered with broken fragments
of the same, mixed with boulders of ditlerent va-

rieties of granite. Where these occur in consid-

erable numbers, it requires great labor to subdue
the land and prepare it for cultivation; but they
are nor considered such a serious objection as one
miirht suppose, who has not been accustomed to

them, 'i'hey furnish materials lor building hou-
ses and makintr enclosures; the latter of which,
when put up with skill, require but little trouble to

be kept in repair. This, however, is but a small
portion of the service they have performed; ex-
poseil, for ages, to the action of the elements, they
have become obviously disintegrated, and have
afforded such an abundant supply of lime to the

soil, that it may be truly said to be inexhaustible.

So great is the amount of" calcareous matter, it

contains, particularly at a few inches below the

surface, that a brisk effervescence ensues when
mixed with acids. I would not wish, however,
to be understood, io sa}- that this is uniformly the

case; but the qua,lity of the land is apparently so

nearly the same, and the disjointed limestone is

distributed so regularly over the surface, that I can
only regard the absence of an equal proportion of
the carbonate of lime, as an occasional exception

of the fact I have stated. When we add to the

knowledge of this f;\ct, that there is never any
parching of the eartli by drought, as is'so often the

case in more southern latitudes, it can no longer

be a matter of surprise, that the crops are so

abundant, or that the farm,ers of New York, on
tracts of land from one hundred to a hundred
and filiy acres in extent, should grow rich by the

cultivation of the soil. Of their system of agri-

culture I shall speak in the proper place.

The lakes. I have said, form a remarkable fea-

ture in the geography of the state. They lie pa-

rallel to each other, extending from south to north;

and every great natural Valley is a reservoir lor

the waters of the neighboring streams. They
are of very unequal elevation; the surfiice of ihe

Cayuga, for instance, being forty feet lower than
that of the Seneca, lying by its side, not more
than twenty miles distant. This is obvious from

the fiict, that the outlet fi-om the Seneca empties

into the lower end of the Cayuga; and along its

margin there is water power, to considerable ex-

tent. The deepest part of the Cayuga lake is about

two hundred and fifty feet, which renders it pro-

bable that the red sandstone forms the basin of

these interior lakes, as well as those of Ontario

and Erie. Near the extremities, however, the

depth is not so great. Tliey were formerly inha-

bited b}^ shell fish in large numbers, as is evident

from the extensive bed of marl found at the low-

er end of Cayuga. It is very pure and of such
whiteness that it was formerly used for white-

washing the. farm houses; but it is latterly substi-

tuted by stone lime. No use has been made of it

for agricultural purposes.
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These. lakes, besides aliordiiiff fjrcat (iicilities (or

intercoiiiiiiuiiicatioti, anrroeably diversily thecoun-

irv, ami n^iniei" it (ioiihly cliai'niin<j: to ilie lover ot"

the |)iciurt'S(|ue. Tiiey are iVeqiiently seen l)y tlie

iravelier Ibriniii-s before he reaches them, and in

connection with thecountrv, lyin^r in the distance

on the opposite side, they I'urnish landscapes, truly

enchanriritr. Perhaps I conid not convey a bet-

tor idea of the beauty and situation of the counlry

in tlieir vicinity, liian by briefly describin<p one of

th;'se landscapes.' It svas on a deliyhtful after-

noon, in the month ot Auyust, when 1 approach-

ed the west bank- of the Cayuu'a lake, with the

iritemion of crossinir over in the liitie sieamer,

which incessantly plies li-oni one side to the other,

a distance of three miles. Beiiiir detained longer

than I expected, [ had a favorable ojiportunity of
contemplatinji; the scene beliire me. The trans-

parent siieet ot water stretched far to the south, and
on iisunrulHeil bosom lay the little crafts, without

a breath of air to move them; the opposite shore

was sprinkled witii numerous villaifes, whose
while houses glittered in the sofi rays of the eve-

ning sun ; while beyoiKl, in the iiack ground,

the country rose from the water, for five or six

miles at a regular slope" of a hundred feet to the

mile, showing to infinite advantage the num-
berless small farms, and neat liirm-houses, like

patches in the distance. It was altogether unri-

valled by any tliinu; I had even seen, though [

bad scalea the summit of the Peaks of Otter (or

the purpose of havinii: a view of the surroundmij
country, and had uazed with delight from the brow
of Laurel hill, which overlooks the western part of
Pennsylvania.

In describing a country, it is proper to say some-
thmgofthe natura.l irrowth of the soil, as it is

considered an indication of its quality. The for-

ests ot New York. are extremely dense, and re-

markable for the size, and particularly for the
height of the trees. In summer, their foliage pre-

sents a shield throu'^h which the suti can seldom
penetrate. The most magnificient production is

undoubtedly the American elm (ulmus aincrica-

na); and the ic. racemosci, a species peculiar to

that locality, is scarcely inferior to it. The sunrar

maple and black maple—the tulip tree or poplar
of the south (liriodsndroii)—the bass wood (tj-

lia glabra)—the beech and the two species of
walnut—are the ftttinir com|)eers of the elm. Be-
sides these, there are many of the second class,

an)ongst which, may be enumerated the cucum-
ber tree (magnolia acuminata), the Avhite and
black ash, the cotton wood (popuhis angolata),
and several species of oaks. 1 was rather morti-
fied to see these monarchs of our southern forests

hiding iheir fliminished heads beneath the'elm and
the maple. The soil is doubtless less conjienial
to the oaks ihan it is in the south, which are
scrubby and stunie(i in comparison with the size

they attain in Virginia. The species are, more-
over, limited to a small number. The pines are
only occasionally seen in the western part of New
York; and when they do occur, it is in sandy dis-

tricts of hmited extent, between the limestone
lands and the lake. The white pine (pinus strn-
bus,) is the most ma)estic. as well as the most val-
uable. The hemlock (pinus canadensis)—the
Norway pine (p- resinnsa)—the hack-match (p.
pendala), afld some inferior species, toirether with
the arbor vitte (^thuja occidentalis,) grow in the
same localities.

Tlie extreme luxuriance of the deciduous Ibrests

on a hitrhly calcareous soil, struck me as being
incompatible with the theory of an ingenious and
distingushed writer published in a Ibrmer viilume

of the Farmers' Register. In treating of the ori-

irin of the western prairies, he endeavored to sus-

tain the position, that the presence of carbonate
of lime was uniriendly to the growth of timber.

If the position was assumed without any (lualifi-

calion, the facts I have stated must go to invali-

date it; but if he had rclerence only to the oaks,

which constitute (he principal growth amongst the

prairies, the limited number and small size ot

those growing on the limestone soils of New
York may measurably tend (o support it. Be-
side:^, there are many hardy southern plants, as

I was informed, which will not flourish, or even
irrow in the calcareous soils of that state. I re-

gret that I cannot now enumerate them.*
I should not omit to state that the precipitous

banks of the Niagra river afford an interesting

and imposing view of the geological structure of
the contiguous country. In the ia)men.«e chasm
which the current has worked out, we have, al-

most, at a glance ot'" the eye, a siu'hi of the difii^r-

ent rocks which are found in the western part of
the state. The strata are disposed so nearly ho-
rizontally, that we' must su])pose the elements to

have been in a state of almost entire quiescence
tliuiiig their deposition. There is, however, a
jiradua! tiip to the south, which becomes appa-
rent in ascending the river. Eegininirat the base
of the mountain ridije, the red sandstone forms
the substratum, which is distinctly visible lor

two or three miles up tlie 'river. Overlying this,

and commencing at the mountain ridire, is the
common limestone, risingsuddenly to the height
of some two hundred feet. Ascendinfi; the river

some miles, this denosite gradually sinks, and an-

* The position assumed in tfie 'Essay on the forma-

tion of prairies,' (p. 321, voliii.) wliich is referred to

above, was not meant or stated as unqualified, oruniver-

sally true. The writer b^dieved, indeed, tliat a calca-

reous soil was less favorable to the growth of most
ibiest trees, than a soil not calcareous. To soihe kinds,

(as specified above by our correspondent,) such' con-

stitution of soil may be positively as well as compara-
Itvelij unfavorable—and to others, as of the most iisual

kinds and numerous pines, a calcareous soil is alto-

gether unhospitable, and seldom permits a single ti-ae

to live. On tie other hand, some trees thrive best on
soilcontaiuingmild calcareous earth, and will hardly live

where that ingredient isaltog/ther deficient, and great-

ly wanting to tlie constitution of the soil: of these, the

common locust {roblnia pseudacacia) is the mo- 1 strik-

ing example.

But the mode in which the calcareous quality of
soils was supposed (in the theory of the formation of

the prairies,) to prevent the growth or continuance of
trees in gene'ral, was not only, nor principally, by be-

ing directly unfavorable—but indiredly, by favoring, in

a much greater degree, the growth of rank grass,

which furnished every winter more and more fuel to

the fires, as the trees more and more gave way to their

effects, and to the mora vigorous and increasing growth
of grass.

—

Ed.
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othi^r of iho (ipii;.! liniivtone commeoL-es. and con-
liriiii^? \vit!i tx|iial rpo-r,larit,y. At the lalls, whir.h
;in^ sin-on ijiiles from the mounlairi riil<rp, lliis is

ihrt only rock to he, seen, wliifh in its turn is over-

laid by the liornPtone or cnrnilifoi'ous limeslone,

upon wliich the water!? of t lie Niaijara flow, af;er

heino; discharired irom Lake Erie. It", therefore,

as some writers suppose, the (alls are Gradually

recedinij, the iiornstnne will oiler a barrier at

which I heir proi^ress will be arrested, and which
thev can never by [)osdibility overcome.

Havinrj dwelt, perharis too lon<r on subjects of a

iieneral character, I shall defer, until another
month, the remarks I propose to offer on other

niatiers.

[To be continued.]

COMPARISON OF HORSKS AND OXEN.—ESTI-
MATR OF THIi WORTH OF CORN-STALKS
AS MANURE.

To the Editor of the Farmfirs' Register.

I observe that in j'our last number there is a let-

ter to you from Mr. Burfoot, menlioninir a passage
in Sir John Sinclair's 'Code of A<rriculture,' in

which a paper on horses and oxen, by the late Pre-

sident Madison, published in the American Far-
mer, is mentioned with approbation, as well as

two papers published in that work from G. W.
Ervinu, and T. Pickering, on ihesame subject, and
requesting you to publish ihese writings in your Re-
gister, to which you add a note that they shall ap-
pear in your next number.

Mr. Madison's paper, as it is called, is no doubt
his address to the Agricultural Society of Albe-
marle, on various topics of husbandry—a respec-

table essay certainly, and written in a style of pu-
rity and neatness that generally belongs to Mr.
Madison's writings. It contains some very good
advice to cultivators, but I think a number of errors,

which is not extraordinary, considering- that Mr.
Madison's time was engrossed by public affairs.

That part of it which relates lo the comparative
value of oxen and horses in cullivation, I think the
most strikingly erroneous, and I rather believe that

you yourself would regret to find that Mr. IBur-

foot, or any other respectable farmer, should be led

away by it, to discard the use of horses, and sub-
stitute that of oxen. That both are valuable in

their places, I have no doubt; but for the main ob-
jects of husbandry, on a wheat and corn plantalion,

I think horses, beyond all question, preferable.

As Mr. Burfbot has relerredyou to the 'American
Farmer,' I would ask your attention to the latter

part of a letter to the editor of that work, vol. 2d,

p. 140, which presents such views as I have al-

ways had on this question, though perhaps rather

more favorable to oxen than they ought to have
been; still I think them in the main correct.*

It would be a remarkable and extraordinary
fact that Sir John Sinclair and Arthur Young,
who have both written a great deal on agriculiure

with ability, and have given much usefulinforma-
tion to farmers, should have taken up the question
in favor of oxen with so much zeal, in opposition

to the general and almost uniform practice of the
most judicious cultivators of ilie soil in i)oih Ens:-
land and Scotland, were it not understood that

neither of them was considered a good practical

*The article referred to will ha copied below.

—

Ed.

farmer. The point, so far as 1 understand, is now
settled in England, as well as Scotland ; and
horses are employed for all kinds of labor that re-

quires long and severe exertion, though oxen are
occasionally used with advantage Ibr short dis-

tances, with fiecjuent interruptions to load and un-
load.

In Virginia there may be examples of active

and successful husbandry on grain farms, where
oxen are used instead of horses, lor the principal

crops ; but 1 have never met with any such on
farms of a good size; and am willing to believe,

and indeed io hope, that no material change in this

respect is likely to take place among us.

Ot)servinn: in your Register, various and contra-
dictory opinions on the value of corn stalks as a
manure, I will ofi'er my views of the subject

;

they are probably of little or no value, but you can
take them tor what they are worth.

That the corn stalk is of some value by itself for

manure, 1 have no doubt, as it is a vegetable sub-
stance ; but I should rank it very low in the scale

of vegetable manures, if it were turned in, or spread
on the soil, in jls natural state ; still I consider it as

a highly valuable manure, when used as it is by
the most judicious farmers of my acquaintance.
In a firm pen, with a good clay foundation, hollow
in the centre, corn stalks hauled in from tin>e to

time in the winter season, and trampled by cattle,

become saturated with the urine, and more fluid

dung ; and in this way, a single htrht load of corn

stalks, may be converted into seveial heavy loads

of rich manure. 'Tis true the stalk iiself furnishes

but a small proportion of this substance, but as
much the greater part of" it consists of a pith that

absorbs fluids like a sponge, and, as I think, in a
considerably greater degree than straw, leaves, or

any other vegetable substance that can be used
for the purpose, it is in proportion more valuidile.

In England, Flanders, and other well cultivated

countries in Europe, we are infbrn)ed that flind

manures from cattle, are carried out in casks lor

irrigating their lands, and sand and earth are fre-

quently carried into farm pens, that they may be-

come impregnated with this kind of manure, and
then spread on their lands. I think corn stalks

unquestionably preferable for this object, and in-

deed am so partial to them, employed in this way,
that I verily believe if two grain liirms were equal-

ly well managed in other res|)ects, one of them
with, and the other without the fi-ee use of corn
stalks in the farm pen, the former might be in an
improving, and the other in a declining condition.

My notions on this point, may be carried too flir,

but I thitdv it unquestionable that, used in this

way, corn stalks are a most useful and convenient
vehicle lor a highly valuable manure.

Extract from the American Farmer, of July 28,

1820.

"This subject brings to ray recollection the

opinion of another foreign writer of great celebrity,

upon a question that has been much canvassed in

your pa[)er ; whether horses or oxen are preferable

for the plough? In the middle states, horses I

believe are very generally employed, while in New
England oxen are almost universally preiJ^rred,

and most of the writers whose opinions are eriven

or quoted in your paper, are in favor of the latter.
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In Eniilaiiil, while the cultivators of (he. soil very

treiierallv ii-*e horses, most of those who write on

the suhjeet coiKifiiin the prar.tii-o, ami sironjjly

roi-oiniiieiul the employiMCut of oxen. In the

olil edition ol' the French Encyelo|urdia nncler

ihe anicie Fermier, is an essay by the celehrated

Qitc>inay, (who hasheen caHed the ^'' Falher of the

FcDiiomists,^'' and to whom Adani Smith is saii to

owe many of the principles contained in his

'Wealth ofNaiions,'ym order to prove that horses

are jxreatlv prelerithle in a'Jincuilure to oxen, and

Ihattlie general use of the latter in France is

a public misl'ortune, occasioned by the poverty

of the fanners. The subject is treated at large

and as mii:ht be expected, with much ability, and

there are ariihmeiical calculations showing clearly,

if the data are admilied, the great superiority in

netl profit of horses. I do not send you a transla-

tion, as well from tlie want ot leisure, as because it

might occupy too large a space ih your paper.

The work no doubt can be met with in BaltiiTiore.

My own opinions on this subject are of no author!

very little hesiiation in liiving the prelererice to

horses on a iiiir conipinison. These loose hints

are hastily thrown together, you will mal<e what-

ever use of Iheni you may think proper."

For the FiuimTs' Register.

rROPOSAT. TO PUBI-ISII,

TTTK IIUSBANnUY AND HORTICU I.TIRE OF
TEIE ATLANTIC STATKS, DKDUCFO FUOHr

T!I10 MOST AUTHENTIC SOUKCES, AND FIIOIH

PERSONAL OBSERVATION DUUING AN AGRI-
CULTURAL TOUR,"

By James 31. Garnett, of Virg'min.

Several years ago, it was proposed to publish,

by subscription, a work under a title somewhat
similar; but the number of subscribers, although

very respectable, proved inadequate lo defray the

necessary expenses of the undertaking, and it was
abandoned for the time. The author's desire,

ty,'and are' probably of no value ; but I am strongly i however, to make such a publication has not

inclined to think that the practices in Francefand ! been extinguished by former dissippointment ; and

in England, in the wheat country of the middle

states, and in New Eoirland, although opposite to

each other, grov/ out o(" the situation of these dif-

ferent countries, and their inhabitants. In the

greater i)art of France, oxen were used from ne-

cessity ; the rndayers, or farmers on shares, by

whom the lands were generallj^ cultivated, having

too little capital to provide horses. In England
where there is no want of capital, the farmers

prefer horses, as though they cost more, and are

maintained at a greater expense, they do much
more work, itnd, on the whole, yield a greater

profit. In the New England states, there being

much more land occupied in pasturage and

meadow, than under the plough, they have large

stocks of cattle, and little or nothing is lost by
working their steers till they are of a fit age for the

slaughter house; and the plough being subject to

frequent interruptions, and a slow draught through

an uneven soil, encumbered with stones, oxen are

peculiarly fitted tor that work, while in the wheat
country of the middle states, where a large propor-

tion of the lands must be subjected to the plough at

particular seasons, and within short periods, horses

are generally much more useful (or this purpose

than oxen. Indeed the form and action of the horse,

compared with that of the ox, would leave little

doubt of the superiority of the former, wherever
strength and long-continued exertion should be

wanted. Most of the calculations which go to

show that oxen are preferable to horses, proceed

on the admitted fact, that an ox costs less than a

horse, and is maintained at a smaller expense
;

but I think without a sufficient allowance ibr the

greater number of the iormer that must be em-
ployed to do the same work, and the additional

number of hands that they require. Still there are

various uses to which oxen may be employed on

a grain farm to advantasre, as in hauling wood,
grain, hay, manure, &c. when the draught is slow,

and frequent mterruptions to load and unload al-

ford lime to rest ; and when not wanted tor other

purposes, they may occasionally be employed with

the plough or harrow ; but any judicious and ac-

tive farmer, preparing in the hot months of August
and September for a large crop of wheat, on lands

free from roots and stone, I believe would have

he has been encouraged to renew his proposal by

the fact, that the spirit of inquiry, so important to

the great cause of American husbandry, is now
far more active and widely diffused, (thanks to our

excellent aiiricultural journals, both north and
south,) than at any former period.

All who have studied rural economy, must have
observed our great want of some book containing-

something like a connected system of North
American husbandry—to comprise the various

improvements ra.ide within the last half century^

in this hiuhly important branch of human know-
ledge, and to condense them in a form sufficiently

compendious ami intelligible to serve as a con-

venient manual tor the agriculturists ofthe United;

States, We have numerous and very valuable

tiireign works—comprehending all, perhaps, that

was known on the subjects of which they treat, at

the time of their publication. This knowledge

however, (to which much has been added since,)

is scattered over many volumes, comparatively ex-

pensive to procure, and blended with various other

matters havinix little or no interest for the cultiva-

tors of the American soil. No work of the kind

relative to our own country, can any where be

found ; at least none of recent date, and sufficient-

ly comprehensive to be well adapted to all the At-

lantic states, and devoted exclusively to illustrate

the present most approved practice in every branch

of American husbandry. To ascertain this, there-

fore, no other mode can be adopted by individuals,

but to make a tour through them, for this special

purpose. Very few, however, can afibrd either

the time or the money, to accomplish such an ob-

ject, highly desirable as it certainly is ;
although

all might "attain the end at a very small expense,

by contributing to enable some one in whom they

could place confidence, to execute for them, that

which they could not individually do for them-

selves.

It is true that our numerous agricultural journals

furnish much valuable information, but not unfre-

quently adulterated, (as their best friends admit,)

with irrelevant matter, and prolix, fanciful specu-

lations, which their editors cannot well avoid pub-

lishinfT, witfiout giving unnecessary offence to their

i
correspondents, who are tlie authors of these com
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munications. Moreov^er the circulation of these
journals is confined chiefly to ihose particular sec-

tions ofcountry to which they are supposed to be
best adapted,, and consequently treat much more of

local thiin general husbandry. Their contents, too,

consist, in a great measure, of anonymous articles,

in spite of ever\^ thing their editors do to prevent
it; and thus necessarily fail to acquire that degree
ofauthority and influence which they might other-

wise p'.'ssess. No one, therelbre, of our agricul-

tural papers could well be used as a manual of

husbandry lor every part of the Atlantic states,

and hence the necessity of such a work as the one
here proposed, in addition to those highly useful

and. uiteresting periodicals. An additional argu-
ment in its (itvor is derived from the fact, which
must often have been noticed by all who have
travelled to improve their Icnowledixe of rural af-

fairs, that there are many valuable machines, im-
plements, processes, and practices of husbandry,
the knowiedn-e of which is yet confined within

very narrow limits; simply, because those who
enjoy the benefit of them, either believe them to

be common, or have too little public spirit to make
them generally known. With all such matters
the author designs to become as thoroughly ac-

quainted as he can, during an agricultural lour

through the best cultivated portions of the Atlantic

states, pre()aratory to the completion of his work
;

provided the number of subscribers will warrant
the expenses which must necessarily be incurred

lor such a purpose. He will rely upon his own
personal observation ns fiir as practicable, lor all

iiicts and details; and where that cannot be made,
upon mlbrmation carefully collected among the
best inlbrmed and most experienced acrriculturisls

lie can find in the different states throiiirh which he
intends to travel. In his whole book there shall

be nothing of those fanciful theories, and abstract

speculations, surcharged with scientific terms,
which have contributed so largely to bring all

kinds of agricultural works into ridicule and ne-
glect, by those opinionated sciolists in husbandry,
who seem to take a pride in their ignorance of
every thing which has ever been printed and pub
lislied on the subject. Under the cant term of
^^bnok-farming,^'' all have been confounded to-

gether in one indiscriminate denunciation; and
consequenil}^ their circulation has been, in a great
measure, confii'ed to those who have really least

need of them. It may possibly be deemed very
presumptuous in the author to hope for any better

success than his predecessors have had, in his

efforts to disabuse his agricultural brethren of the
United States, in reifard to that most irrational

prejudice entertained by so many of them, against
bocks on husbandry. But when he assures them
that his sole object is to collect and publisli litcts

which will prove highly useful to us all, and which
probably may never be generally known, unless
somebody will make it his special business to no
in search of them. He trusts that the result of his

labors may meet with a more favorable reception,

than ifhe tendered his services rather as a teacher,

(to which character he makes no j)retensions,J

than a mere reporter of the best practices of others

in every branch ofhusbandry. Of this he believes

himself capable, and also of giving the requisite

details wiih sufficient minuteness and accuracy to

make his book, a convenient manual for all who
desire such a guide. On the score ol'execution, he

promises nothing more than diligence in research?

fidelity of representation, and a constant effort to

render all his statements perfectly intelligible to

the most illiterate reader.

It is a part of his design to aim at relieving the

dryness of details relating merely to rural affairs,

by occasional remarks on state |)eculiarities, and
prejudices, than which nothing has'more impeded
the progress among us of all useful knowledge,
but especially ofhusbandry. In this vital an

—

the ever bounteous nurse of all the rest—it is un-

deniable that some portions of our union are a
century or more behind others ; and that the sole

cause of it is, the prevalence of those violent and
senseless antijxiiki'es, (as the\' may well be called,)

which a very large part of the citizens of the dif-

ferent stales indulge against each other. They
have prevented, to a most injurious extent, that

harmonious and frequent intercourse between the

members of the great American family, so essen-

tial to their peace and happiness ; they have made
enemies of natural liiends ; and they have kept

the great mass of each community utterly ignorant,

not only of their true interests as component parts

ofour grand confederacy, but of the progress made
by each state in all the uselLil arts of'lile. Destroy
this ignorance—cure these antipathies, and the

ties which should bind us together as a nation,

will prove as indissoluble as they are endearing.
It is a consummation which every true friend to

his countr}' must desire most ardently; and no
means appear better calculated to accomplish it,

than first to expose each others frailties and limits

with candor and impartiality; and secondl}, by
making known to all the various improvements
made by each in that vital art which, far beyond
every other, conduces most to individual and na-
tional prosperity. This is the art of good hvs-

handry. How far the author's labors may con-

tribute towards the attainment of the great objects

he has in view, remains to be proved. He may
possibly share the fate of those volunteer peace-

makers who interfere between man and wile ; but,

in any event, he will console himself with the

consciousness of having been the first to plan and
to undertake a work which cannot possibly fail to

be highly useful, if properly executed.

Estimates derived from the most authentic

sources of the present netl profits of husbandry in

each of the Atlantic states, will occupy a portion

of his work ; together with |)Iain drawings of such

agricultural implements and machines, as appear
to him best calculated lor their destined purpose

;

provided he believes they can be made from linear

representatioriv without models. To this will be

added some cursory views of our manufacturing

establishnients, 'and their effects upon our agricul-

tural interests.

The whole will conclude with an appendix of
approved receipts in rural econotliy, either tested

by the author himself," or by such other persons as

are deemed fully worthy of confidence.

Conditions.—Should the amount ofsubscriptions

be sutfii'ient to defray barely the necessary ex-

penses of the undertaking, the work will be pub-

lished, (if the author lives,) in the course of the

next year. It will be in one large octavo volume,

the price to subscribers S3 in boards, and $;3 50
lor a well bound copy, lettered on the back.

Any person who will procure subscribers for 10

copies, and guarantee the payment, shall be en-
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titled to one copy lor his troublo. The snme shall

he iriven to any person who will Ibrward the pii>'-

natures ol' 20 subscribers, his own bein<i at the

At present, the little specie that circulates in our

small community is "fradually collected into the

post olfices and custom houses, whence it is not re-

head ot the list, but without ixuarantce. No issued; the payments made by the «jovernment be-

money will be recinired until the delivery of the

book,"but letters addressed to the author by any

person or persons wishinir to subscribe, must be

post paid, and directed to Loretto, Essex county,

Viminia.
Subscribers are requested particularly to dcsirr-

iiate the state and county or town in wdiich they

reside, their respective post oirices, and whether

they want copies in boards or ready bound.

N. B. Tlie editors of our agricultural journals,

lh!-ou<]jhout the L^nited States, are requesieil^ (li' it

be compatible wiih their terms,J to give this pro-

spectus one insertion in their respective papers.

Oct. 7, 1S37.

[It is not onl}'- in compliance with the request made

above, but on account of the vahie and importance of

the proposed work to agricultural interests, that we

insert the proposal at length in the body of this journal,

though it may perhaps be deemed, in some degree, in

opposition to our rule to exclude every thing in the

nature of an advertisement. Mr. Garnett's long and

zoalous efforts to stimulate the improvement of agri-

culture, his extensive reading, and general information

on the subject, and his talents as an accurate observer;

and excellent writer, form very high qualifications for

executing well the work he proposes to undertake
;

and if he is enabled, by sufficient aid, to prosecute his

labors, we hazard nothing in predicting that his full

report will make a valuable addition to the agricultural

information of Virginia.]

COMaiERCIAL REPORT.

ing by checks on their deposite iianks, or in other

words, in bank notes. The inconvenience is thus

constantly increased, and il" the revenue of the go-

vernment were as great now as heretofore, so that

a large surplus could accumulate, a specie curren-

cy coidd not possibly exist. Government, instead

of creating, would destroy it. Fortunately, there,

will be no surplus to enable the treasury to hoard

up specie.

Exchange on England, which has been as high-

as 22 per cent, premium, has declined to 1(5, and

specie in the same pro|)ortion, liom 12, to 5 or 6

per cent. Between dilFercnt parts of the country

a great difference in exchansre still prevails—even

between New York and Philadelphia, 1 to 2 per

cent.; and between other places, various rates, from

2 to 10 or 15 per cent. All sorts of small bills are

in circulation, iirorn five cents up to as many dol-

lars, whether legal or illegal.

Prices of domestic produce of all descriptions

have improved. The diminished quantity of to-

bacco, compared v/ith last year, as shown by the

inspections in Virginia and New Orleans, has

caused an advancein that article, though it is be-

lieved that a larger quantity than usual remains in

the interior, primarily owing to low prices in tlie

spring and summer, and subsequently to the inter-

ruption of internal navigation. A drought of long

duration has dried up the smaller streams, and sus-

pended the navigation of our rivers above tide

water. Sales of tobacco range from $2% to 8|.

The inspections, &c., in Virginia, exhibit the fol-

lowing results, for the years ending 1st October.

Inspections, 1836—4.5.300 hhds 1837—36.000 hhds

Exported, 30.700 18.700

Stock, 14.000 10.000

The busines.? of the past month has been fo a

tolerably fair extent. The reduced terms of credit

on sales in New York, and other northern cities, and
the ddTicuIty of exchanging southern tor northern

funds, have induced many of the country dealers

to obtain their supplies in Richmond and Peters-

bur<T.

If adequate importations of goods be hereallcr

made into these and other southern ports, there is

no doubt that a larije portion ol" the trade of the

interior may be retained at home, and our denen-
danceon the north be proportionably diminished.

Capital and enterprise cannot be more profifably

employed, if we may judge by the success of those
who have made the experiment.

Importations fi'om Europe, during the last six

months, into New York, &c., have been iticonsider-

able in consequence of the almost total destruction low
of American credit durino; that period, and of the
indisposition 6f those whose credit was unimpaired
to risk it, until the consequences of the general de-
rangement of commerce should be ascertained.
The worst, it is believed have now been seen, and

Received, 1836

Exported
Stock,

III A'ew Orleans.

-49.934 hhds. 1837-

43.941

7.277

-28.196 hhds,
32.72.5

1.511

Prices in New Orleans and in Kentucky, were
at one time so low, and the scarcity of money so

great, that tobacco of interior quality would scarce-

ly sell lor enough to pay the charges, and, conse-

quently, the planters ceased to send it to market.

Prices have recently advanced, hut the tobacco in

the interior cannot probably reach market very

soon.

^V heat has advanced to 170 fo 175 cents per

bushel. The crop east of the mountains proves

deficient in quantity, and although the price in the

western states (on the Ohio,) is comparatively

supplies of flour from thence do not usually

arrive until the spring. Meanwhile, the western

part of New York is relied upon as the most abun-
dant source of supply, and the daily receipts from

thence have recently been 6.000 to 10.000 barrels;

but the demand has kept pace with the supply,

unless some new experiment be made, the effects
j
which is considerably less to this period than in

of previous ones may be gradually removed,
Large exports and moderate imports will reduce
the rates of foreign exchange, and consequently,
tlie exportation of specie, and enable the banks fo

resume the payment of it, with safety to them-
selves and benefit to the community.

fcTrmer years, and will require some weeks ot open
navigation to make up the deficiency. Flour of

country mills in Virginia, commands $8— but ow-
ing fo the drought, the supply is inconsiderable.

There will be imporlations of grain from Europe
again tliis season, wliich is fo be regretted on va-
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rious considerations; one oC which is, the effect it

has on Ibreiirn exchaniies, by creatinii; a debt

aojainst us. Tiie quantity of wheat imported into

the United Stales, from Ist October, 1836, to 1st

July, 1837, exceeded 3.500.000 bushels, according

to official documents.
Cotton has not varied much in price for some

weeks past. The crop of the U. States, brought
To market during the year endinij 1st insl., is

1.423.000 bales. The export during the same pe-

rioil lo 1. 167. 42.5. 'I'lie quantiiy rnanuliu^tured in

the U. Statrs was 222.540 tiales. A larger quantity

than usual remains in the interior, which will go to

swell the receipts of the ensuintr year. The price

of the old crop closed at 7 a 9^ cents, and that of the

new opened at lOv^, in Petersburg. The stocks in

England are larirer than fur several yeans previ-

ous, but the price being low may increase the con-

sumption.
X.

October 24, 1837.

SEASON AND CROPS.

For nearly or quite two months, there has been no

rain sufficient to moisten the dried earth, or to cause

any other than very slight and very transient benefit.

After some early cold weather, and frost, wliich injured

tobacco on low grounds, (where frost is always soonest

felt,) the general temperature has been as unusually

warm, as the weather has been unusually dry. Even

on this day, (Oct. 24th) and the preceding, the heat

of noon is Hke that of summer, and quite oppressive to

the feehngs. This drought has been a very serious

obstacle to fallowing for wheat, unless where done

Very early ; but on early and good fallowing, the ab-

sence of rain has greatly facilitated the sowing of

wheat—and, unluckily has the process been forward-

'ed, unless the extreme dryness of the earth will pre-

vent the sprouting of the seed, until steady cold weather

shall have set in. If the present warm weather con-

tinues until the wheat is generally up, legions of the

Hessian fiy will still be alive and active, and their

worst ravages may again be feared and expected on

the crop.

The corn crop through eastern Virginia, to near the

mountains, is very irregular, on account of the very

partial effect of rains, but general!}' will be worse than

we supposed two months ago, and will probably fall

below an average product. Tobacco in exposed situa-

tions, has already been damaged by frost, and probably

much of ttie crop was cut prematurely, to guard

against that disaster.

Grain and grass crops have seldom sold better than

through the past year, and high prices may be expect-

ed for the year to come ; and this, added to other cir-

cumstances of a more certainly durable continuance,

make the present time especially profitable to the cul-

tivators of grain, grass, and stock farms, and inviting to

the investment of capital in land, and its improvement

and cultivation.

From ttie Farmer's Cabinet.

PKKSICUVIKG PUMPKINS.

A correspondent at Union Bridge, Maryland,
under date of May 9th. says—"in looking over
the Farmers' Cabinet to-day, I find a request from
one of your subscribers, for information as to the

best method of preserving pum[)kins through the

winter. I answer that the way to pre.serve them
one or more years, is, to pull them bofbre the t>ost

comes on, and keep them in a warm dry room.
This is my method, and I have now several large

ones in my house, in a fine state of preservation
;

and my neighbor, Mr. Davis Lightner, one of"

your subscribers, has them two years old at this

time, weighing 43 lbs. each. They are very
fine.
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From Lewis's Observations on Experimental Farming.

ON THE PURIFICATION AND CLASSIFICA-
TION OF SKKDSj ROOTS, &C.

It has been alreariy stated that farmers are ex-

tren)ely cautious, and even backward, in the adop-

tion ot' anytiiing new. Potatoes, for instance, al-

though hrousht Mito England about the end of ihe

16ih century, were long confined to the gardens

ol' the nobiliiy and gentry; and in Scotland were
not planted in the open fields until the year 1792,

upwards of 200 years after their first introduction.

So prejudiced, indeed, were the Scottish peasantry

against their admission, that they attributed the

origin of every disease, no matter of what nature,

to the influence of this vegetable. Turnips, also,

although known in Britain before the potato, did

not come into general cultivation until long after

the days of Tull, a Berkshire airriculturist, who
introduced the system of drill husbandry in the

year 1701. He obtained very i'ew tbilowers lor

more than 30 years, and Scotland was the first to

reduce his system to practice. In 1760 it was
tliere in pretty general adoption. Hence it was
introduced into Northumberland in 1780; and if

has since slowly found its way into the more south-

ern parts of the island. Such has been the intro-

duction of two ot the most valuable roots tiiat are

now in cultivation; and assuredly we could not

have well adduced a stronger practical illustration

of the probable usefulness of an experimental
fiirui for [jromulgatini; a knowledge, and exjiedit-

ing the culture of those vegetables whose quali-

ties and merit?! have been previously untested, or

partially ascertained.

The introduction of potatoes and turnips, it mav
be said, took |)lace when education was at a very
low ebb, and when the supineness of our agricul-

turists was at its height, and therefore, that any
deductions drawn li'om this subject are inapplica-

ble now. But we shall shortly make it more than
probable that, even wiih all the science and en-
terprise of modern times, there is yet a wide
field of discoveiy lying before us, and which hith-

erto has been almost wholly neglected.

We allude more particularly to the classification

and purification ol" seeds. In hviduals no doubt
have at difi'erent timef?, directed their attention lo

this subject, but their l.ibors, instead of remedying
tlie existing deltjcts, have only tended lo show
the almost unlimited extent to which improve-
ment in this department mi^rlu be carried. They
have failed, not from the iiiili-uitlulness of the sub-
ject, but fi-om the inadi'quacy of individual exer-
tion ibr the task, and their fiilure is a powerful
practical argument in favor of"a combined and
collected etlbrt for the full developement of the
latent and hitherto dormant susceptibilities of the
vegetable kingdom.
The grand dislinguishing characteristic of plants

over inorganic matter— that which characterises
their latent powers and living iiinctions— is their

susceptibility of improvement; animals have it to a
certain degree, but not nearly to such an extent a?

Vol. V—57

plants, for the productive faculty of the former

cannot be increased like that of ihe latter. As is

well remarked by Mr. Sharon Turner, most agree-

able and surprising transformations have arisert

from this property. The rose is the product of

cullivation; the original plant from which all our

beautiful varieties have proceeded is considered

by botanists to be the common wild brier. Our
|)iunis are cultivated descendants of the sloe; the

peach and nectarines, of the common almond tree;

filberts are the improvements of the wild hazel;

the delicious apiiles, whose species may now be

reckoned by hundreds, are cultivated successors of

the small austere crabs and wildings which swine
will scarcely eat; the original pear is a petty fruit

as hard and crude as the former; our cauliflowers,

cabl)ages, and ol her domestic vegetable"!, may be

regarded as almost artificial products, so much
has human skill had to do in tiieir procluction.

IfJ then, so great a susceptibility of improve-

ment exists in the productions of horticulture, i(

becomes a question of great interest, and momen-
tous importance to ascertain whether or not the

difierent sn('cies of grain, roots, and grasses, em-
ployed in agriculture are possessed of a like inhe-

rent susceptibility. It is a well known fact, that

grain, if allowed to degenerate, reiurns into a
stale very similar to that of some of our coarser

grasses, which of itself is a very strong argument
tor the point at issue. But we have still more
unefjui vocal evidence that, even in what may be

denominated iis present improved state when com-
pared with the inleriorty of its supposed original,

it is possessed of the principle of productiveness

to an extent fully as great as the vegetables men-
tioned in the above quotation. To prove this we
shall insert the following statement being the re-

sult of the experience of Colonel Le Couteur, one
of the deputies fr*oni the island of Jersey. Three
years ago this ijentleman became acquainted with

jjrofcrssur Le Gasca, one of the most celebrated

botanists of Europe, who had been curator of the

Royal Gardens at Madrid, and oblifred to leave

Spain, where he is now again restored to hia

friends and former situation. The professor was
'.hen grov/ing about eighty sorts of wheat in the

garden of Mr. Saunders, nurseryman in Jersey.

The variety, classification, and beauty, struck Co-
lonel Le Couteur, who sought to procure all the

irifijrmalion he could from professor Le Gasca.
'I'he latter told him that tor the last twenty-five

years he had been employed insiudying the pro-

perties aiid characters of wheat, and had collected

in the Royal Gardens nine hundred varieties and
sibvarieties. He came lo Colonel Le Couteur'a

farm, and picked more th-^n Hventy sons out of

three fields then (in August) growing and gave
daily all the instruction and information wanted
by Colonel Le Couteur, who resolved to profit by-

such an opporlimity, and heiran seriously to culli-

va'e the important plant of wheat, so aa to pro-

cure the several sorts distinct from each other, and
keep notes of the experiments made on the cul-

ture, produce, weiirht of the grain, and qualities ol

the corn, flour, and straw.
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Colonel Le Couteur has kept a most minute ac-

count of his experiments, and taken the great-

est care to preserve the best sorts in their purity.

He has in London nineteen varieties of the great-

est beauty and such as the frequenters ofMark liane

say could not be matched in England lor purity.

The Colonel, after three years' experience, has
arrived at this conclusion—that the proper mode
of cultivation of wheat is yet unknown or un-
practised.

That it is of consequence to keep the several

sorts to grow apart, because they all ripen at dif-

ferent periods, and that bread made ot" ripe and
unripe corn could neither be so wholesome nor

nutritious as when made of ripe corn without the

mixture ot that which had not been well ripened.

That each sort will thrive best on a particular

soil and situation adapted to it.

That one ear of a particular variety, sown grain

by grain, and suffered to tiller apart, produced 41b.

9 oz. of wheat; whereas another ear of an inferior

sort, treated in the same manner, produced only lib.

13 oz. Hence it is of importance to select the

sorts that are the most farinaceous and productive.

That by sowing each sort apart, they might be

easier saved and harvested in rotation, some sorts

ripening a fortnight belbre the others. That the

same quantity of wheat of a larinaceous kind may
maintain afamily of filteen persons twelve months,
where the same quantity of another kind, though
apparently fine corn, will maintain them only nine

months.
The following extract from an article by Mr.

Gorrie, in Messrs. Drummond's third rejiorf, will

show that nature has been equally profuse in pre-

senting to the attention of the tiirmer an ample
variety of plants, wherewith, to improve his mea-
dows and pastures:—"out of more than two hun-
dred grasses suitable to our climate, it may be said

that only one genus, the rve-grass, has as yet re-

ceived general culture. From among sixty spe-

cies of clover, only three or four species receive

general attention. Of the genus lotus, sixteen

s|)ecies are hardy; and in waste lands two species

contribute to enhance the value of the pasture;

but in agriculture, they are seldom noticed. The
species of mnlilot are as numerous, many of
which vie with our common clover, and form ex-

cellent substitutes when land is clover sick, yet

that genus is almost quite neglected. The same
may be said of many species of vicia, lathyrus,

orobus, medicaf:;n, and other diadelphous plants,

which point out the apathy and remissness of the

tarmer. Hence ii is obvious that agricultural so-

cieties, as hitherto conducted, however efficient

in other departments, have lailed in excitinji suffi-

cient attention to the nature of vegetables."

The statements demonstrate most satisfactorily

the vast capabilities, which exist in the living

functions of grain and grasses, and the successti,il

results of horticulture go far to establish the exist-

ence of a like susceptibility in the roots available

for agricultural purposes. Indeed, the selection

and propagation of improved agricultural sepds

has till lately been very little attended to. But
the subject has been taken up by Mr. Sinclair, of

New Cross, Mr. Sherrilf, of Muniroswells, Mr.
(iorrie, of Rait, and otliers; and we have little

doubt some iireatly improved varieties oi" our more
useltil field plants will be the result. Mr. Sher-

nd' mentions (Quar. Jour. A^.^., vol. i. pa^^e 356,)

that the variety of the Swedish turnip, cultivated

in East Lothian had, by judicious selection of
roots from which seed was saved, been improved
in nutritious value upwards of 300 per cent. "Po-
tatoes and Swedish turnip," Mr. Sherriff says,
" appear to be susceptible of farther improvement
by judicious selection, as well as the different

grains so long cultivated in this country, and
which in almost every instance have become spu-
rious. But whatever may be the degree of im-_

provement of which the agricultural produce of

the country is susceptible, by the propagation of
genuine seeds of the best varieties of plants, one
remarkable feature of such an improvement is,

that it could be carried into effect without any ad-

ditional investment of capital, or destruction of
that already employed.
The facility of prapagating genuine seeds will

become manliest I'rom a statement of my prac-

tice. In the spring of 1823, a vigorous wheat
plant, near the centre of a field, was marked out,

which produced sixty-three ears, that yielded

2,473 grains. These were dibbled in the autunni
oi' the same year, the produce of the second and
third seasons sown broadcast in the onlinary way;
and the fourth harvest put me in possession of"

nearly forty (juarters of sound grain. In the

spring of this year I planted a fine purple top

Swedish turnip that yiekled (exclusively of the

seeds picked by birds and those lost in thrashing

and cleaning the proiluce) 100,296 grains, a num-
ber capable of fiirnishing plants lor upwards of
five imperial acres. One-tenth of an acre was
sown with the produce in the end of July for a
seed crop, part of which it is in contemplation to

sow for the same purpose in July, 1829. In short,

if the produce of the turnip in question had been
carefully ciiltivated to the utmost extent, the third

year's produce of seed would have more than

supplied the demand of Great Britain for a season.

Plants and animals equally belong to the class

of organic beings—both are endowed with sexual

organs, from whose germs an offspring proceeds,

which in its turn exercises a propagating power;
so that in taking a comprehensive view of the sub-

ject of agricultural improvement, and especially of
what may be effected through the agency of seeds,

we find the same laws to a considerable extent act-

ing in both cases. However important we may
deem a knowledge of the subject of the propaga-
tion of live stock, attention to the selection of the

seeds of plants is no less so, but, on the contra-

ry, is of still greater moment, in as far as it em-
braces the improvement not only of the herbage
which supports the inferior animals, but of those

plants, part of which forms the direct ingredients

of human sustenance. The analogy just advert-

ed to, existing between animal and vegetable life,

is exemplified in the sexual union, which, under
certain favorable circumstances, takes place be-

tween varieties of the same species of plant, giv-

ing rise to a new race partaking of the properties

of boih parents, and which is termed hybrid.

New hybrid varieties of agricultural plants, when
suffered to intermingle with the original kind, dis-

seminate their influence around theiTi like cross-

bred animals, unrestrained in their intercourse

with the ireneral herd, till the character of the

stock becomes changed, and consequently deteri-

orated or improved. In either case, propagation

li-om the best variety alone, would be attended
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witligooil oHects. The. principles of propiigatioii

ill vo^eti\l)lp and animal lilo arc, as has jusi boon

hintiui, nearly iho same; bat the propa<fation of

voiretables must exceed that of animals in impor-

tance in an economical point ofvievv, as nmch as the

veixelable produce of the country surpasses that of

Its animals in value. Inileed, animals may justly

be considered mere machines Ibr converting our

interior herbage into a higher species of rmtri-

ment; grasses and roots being likened to the raw
materials, butchers' meat to the manufactured

commodity.
The importance of attending to varieties of cul-

tivated plants has been ably pointed out by Mr.
Bishop, at once a scientific botJinist and an expe-

rienced practical gardener. "i3y n)eans of varie-

ties," he says, "the produce of our gardens and

fielils are not only increased in a tenfold det^ree,

but the quality of the produce is improved in a

still ijroater proportion. In them we perceive the

labor and assiduity of man triumphing over the

sterility of unassisted nature, and succeeding in

giving birth to a race of beings calculated to sup-

|)ly his wants in a manner that original species

never could have done. The difference between
varieties that have sprung from the same species

fits them for difierent purposes, and for different

soils, situations, and climates. Some, by reason

of their robust nature, are winter vegetables; and
others, by being early, are spring vegetables

;

while some are m perfection in sumtrier, and oth-

ers in autumn. The fruit produced by some is fit

to eat when pulled off the tree;_ while the fruit of

others is valuable by reason ol'its keeping till that

season when naturie rests to recruit her strength.

Thus, in edible plants and fruits, we are supplied

with an agreeable change throughout the year,

from a diti'erence m varieties that have sprung
from the same species. In the earlier ages of

the world, no idea could have been entertained of

the excellence, some varieties have attained over

(heir originals. Who, upon viewing the wildcab-

baixe that grow along our sea-coast, would ever im-

airme that cauliflower or brocoli would have been

produced by the saine? Or who would expect

the well-formed apfile of a pound weiijht fi-om the

verjuice plant in our hedges? Many instances

might be noticed of original species that are

Si-.arcel}' fit to be eaten by the beast of the field,

the varieties of which afford a nutritious and
wholesome food for man. Upon comparinij the

oriiriual variety ofthe Daucas carota, the Pastinaca
satira, and some others indigenous to our climate,

with their varieties produced by culture, we are

struck with their great inferiority, and cannot help

reflecting on the hapless condition of that hun-
gry savage who first tauirht us their use ; (or

nothing short of the greatest privation could ever

have led to that discovery. Indeed, nothing is

more obvious, upon comparing original species

with their varieties produced by culture, than that

we, by means of the latter, enjo}'^ a veffelahle

food far preferable to our forefiithers—a circum-

stance, from vvliich it may be inferred that poste-

rity is destined to enjoy a better than that which
we do now. For although it is reasonable to be-

lieve that there exists a degree of excellence at-

tainable by varieties over the species whence they
have sprung, yet as that degree is unknown, and
as it is probably beyond the power of man, of

cultivation, or of time, to determine the same, we

are justified in regarding it as progressive, and in

considering the production of a good variety as

the sign or harbinger of a better.

The power of distinguishing varieties, and of

forming some idea of their worth at sight, is an
attainment nmch to be desired, because valuable

varieties may sometimes appear to those who
have it not m their power to prove by trial; and
il'they have, the probability is, that the nieans to be

employed retiuire more care, time, and attention,

than they are disposed to bestow on plants, the

merits of which are doubtfid; whereas, were such

persons capable of forming an estimate of the

worth of varieties fi-om their appearance, then

would they use nieans for their preservation,

whenever their appearance was found to indicate

superiority. That this is an attainment of consi-

derable importance will be readily allowed; yet,

that it, in soaie cases, requires the most strict

attention, appears fi'om the circumstances of va-

rieties being oftentimes valuable, though not con-

spicuously so. Let us suppose, for instance, that

in a field of wheat there exists a plant, a new va-

riety, having two more fi-rtile joints in its spike,

and equal to the surrounding wheat in every oth-

er respect: a man accustomed to make the most

minute observations would scarcely observe such

a variety, unless otherwise distinguished by some
peculiar badge; nor would any but a person versed

in |)lants know that it was of a superior value if

placed before him. How many varieties answer-

ing this description may have existed and escaped

observation, which, had they been observed and
carefully treated, would have proved an invalable

acquisition to the community! The number of fer-

tile joints in the spike of the wheat generally culti-

vated, varies from 18 to 22; and the inhabitants of

Great Britain and Ireland amount to nearly the

same number of millions; therefore, as the wheat
produced in those islands has been of late years

sufficient, or nearly sufficient, to supply the inha-

bitants thereof with bread, it is evident that a va-

riety with two additional fertile joints, and equal

in otfier respects to the varieties at present in culti-

vation, would, when it became an object of gene-

ral culture, afford a supply of bread to at least

two millions of souls, without even another acre

being brought into cultivation, or one additional

drop of sweat from the brow of" the husbandman.
The same varieties are not repeatedly produced

by culture; if they were, there would not exist

that necessity for strict observation and skill on
the part of the observers, because, if a variety be

lost or destroyed, we might look forward to its re-

appearance; or did we possess the power of pro-

ducin<r varieties, and of producing them late or

early, tall or dwarf', sweet or sour, or just as we
mi<j:ht wish to have them, then might we plead

an excuse for inattention. But experience shows,

that when a variety is lost, it is lor ever lost, and
the slightest reflection cannot fliil of convincinir us

that our power of producing th^ni is most lim-

ited. Indeed, our knowledii'e only enables us to

produce rhose of the intermediate kind, while va-

rieties that confer extension or excellence are as

likely to be produced from the seed sown by the

humble laborer, as from that sown and treated

by tne ablest horticulturist, the most skilful bota-

nist, or most prol!)und philosopher of the age.

From these remarks it is obvious that the benefits

mankind derive from the varieties produced by cul-
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lure are nunierous and imponant, and that the dis-

covery of those of merit is an object highly de-

serving ol" our attention. They also prove more
especiidly that of Colonel Le Couteur, that the

development of these is a niaiter attended with

no small difficulty, Irom the delicacy, the niinute-

ness, and the science wilh which the experi-

ments require to be conducted, and here the im-

mense superiority of an experimental establish-

ment lor the accomplishment of these ends, will

appear in a very prominent point of view. Not only

could the observations of such men as Colonel

Le Couteur, iV'Jr. Gorrie, Mr. Bishop, and Mr.
Sherriff be most carefully attended to and prac-

tically applied; but by means of the subsiduary
associations the whole would be conducted on a

(Bcale commensurate to the wants ol" an extensive

country.

By assifrnint; to each variety a distinct space,

the difl'erent sorts would be kept apart while grow-
ing, and a series of accurate observations institu-

ted as each successive development took place

during their growth, as well as after they had ar-

rived at maturity, which could not fail to be at-

tended with the most successful and beneficial re-

sults. And not only so; by means of the local

institutions the situation and the soil best adapted
to each might bediscovered, and the differentvari-

eties would thus not only be purified, but, what is

perhaps of equal importance, characterized. In
this way the uncertainty at present inseparable
from the practical results of every airricultural

operation would be removed, (or the fiirmer could
elect wilh the most unerrins; accuracy the particu-

lar sorts best adapted to his climate, soil, &c.
It has been ohjected by some that no sinirle es-

tablishment could he made applicable to the va-
riety of soi's, clmiates, &c. of Scotland. This ob-
jection, however, may be completely obviated by
attending to what may be termed the working
machinery of an experimental farm, as tlilly de-
tailed in the original suggestions. It is there
elated that a connected line of communication,
by means of lateral branches in every country, is

essentially necessary to the success, and, indeed,
forms part of the scheme; and we would here
farther sugo;est, that the ground set apart lor ex-
periments by these local associations, and the dif-

ferent museums in connection wilh them, should
be entrusted to the management of an experi-
enced nurseryman or gardener We have no
doubt that many anjontj this numerous and intel-

ligent class mii{ht be found both competent and
willing to undertake the task, more especially as
the details ihey would be called upon to superin-
tend are so Ultimately connected with the subject-

matter of their own prolt^ssion; and, if so. those
Bcientific attainments which have hitherto been
confined to a comparatively circumscribed sphere,
would be broiiijht to bear upon the rural economy
of the country, and the co-operation of individu-

als would be secured who were in every way
qualified both to act as a check and an assistance to

the parent establishment—as a check, by testing

and verifyinff the report of the chief manatjer^
as an assistance, by turnishirifj accurate and sci-

entific statements of the several matters intrusted

to their care.

h has been also objected that from the richness

and hit^hly pulverized nature of nursery and gar-
den grounda, no just ©stimate could be formed of

a specimen from the grain produced on them.
Now, were the method of preparinsrthe soil, which
we have detailed so fully in a preceding article,

generally prvicti.«ed and properly executed, it is

not too chimerical to expect that the whole ara-

ble land of the country would eventually become
almost as rich and as highly pulverized as any
garden or nursery grounds can well be. As a
consideralile time, however, even under the most
liivorable circumstances, must elapse before this

can be accomplished, the uncerlainty arising from
the above cause might, in the meantime, be easi-

ly removed. Suppose, for example, that some
particular variety has been discovered, evincing a
decided superiority in iis apparent productiveness,

&c., over the rest, the manager has only to obtain

permission from some of the neighboring farmers

(which we are certain would be most cheerfully

granted) to allow it a place for trial, on such soils

and ill such situations as may be deemed best adapt-

ed to bring its virtues to tiie test. By this simple
arrangement the peculiar qualities of every variety

would be practically certified before it received the

recommendation of the establishment, and the

nurserymen or gardeners, while they operated as

a check and an assistance to the parent establish-

ment, would themselves be operated upon in like

manner by those individual fiirniers with whom
they found it necessary to hold communication.
The whole country would thus be converted

into one wide field of experimental inquiry, which
could not fail most effectually to correct at the true

source all those evils which arise from the sudden
and frequently injudicious introduction of any new
variety of seed. For at present it often happens,
as every agriculturist knows, that a newly discov-

ered variety is approved of or condemned, not

from its own intrinsic qualities or merits, but from
the treatment it receives, or the accidental state of

the weather during the season in which it might
have been introduced. This has been the case

wilh several varieties of oats since the commence-
ment of the present century; and who can tell

whether or not the chevalier barley, which has
been lately introduced into this country so rapidly

and to so great an extent, would maintain its

vaunted superiority over the other varieties if sub-

jected to the ordeal of a series of late seasons.

We shall now briefly advert to the national ad-

vantages which might reasonably be anticipated

from the operation of such an establishment. In

order to perceive these, the annual amount of
grain, potatoes, turnips, grasses, &c,, would re-

quire to be ascertained.

According to M'Ci>lloch the annual consumption
of grain in the United Kingdom amounts to 52,-

00(3,000 quarters, and the imports of foreign corn

in 1831 amounted to 3,541,809 quarters, being the

largest quantity ever brought into Great Britain in

any one year.

Now assuminff that the annual consumption ia

52,000,GOO quarters, inclusive of seed, and that

the annual average of native growth amounts to

50,000,000 quarters, let us advert to the results of
Colonel Le Couteur's experiments. There we
find one variety of wheat 250 per cent, more pro-

ductive than another, and it will certainly not be

thouirht unreasonable to assume that the produce
might be increased to the extent ot 10 per cent,

not only on grain, but also on roots, grasses, &c.
We thus perceive that in a national point of
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view the stiheme is preijrmiit with the niost im-

portant advcuita<fes to tlie British empire, and
therelbre well worthy the attoiiiion of the cnliyrht-

ened and philanihro[)ic. statesinaii. If may also

serve to show how rinmerical and crude Uie the-

ories of those alarmists are, wiio would terrily us

with tile dread o(" a superabiuidaut [)npulation.

In tlie laiiwuaiife of tlie eloquent author whom
we have ah'oady had occasion to quote. "Culti-

vated produce has hitherto outrun population, and
to all ap()earance will always do so. From the

increasiuoj enterprise and science of agriculturists,

not only the merits of many of the varieties of

grain, roots, and <frasses. &(;., now in existence

and as yet very little known, will be more fully

elicited, but new varieties, and even genera pos-

ses.sed of more uset\d properties than any of those

now cultivated, will continue to be discovered.

From the tiicts we have adduced, and the extra-

ordinary phenomena constantly occurring in the

vegetable kingdom, this is by no means improba-
ble. Be this, however, as it may, two laws are

visibl}' operating in nature—one that its produce
shall always be increasahle by human labor and
skill. Ordinary but diligent exertions of these

have hitherto abundantly sufficed for all that has
been needed. Local distress, indeed, may arise

from temporary seasons, but never Irom a failure

ot the powers of vegetable nature."

From ttie Maine b'armer.

INCREASED USE OF LIME IN MAINE.

It is gratifying to notice the increasing inquiry
respectmg the best mode of raising grain crops,

and the consequent call liir, and application of those
articles which are found essential to the growth and
perfection of the kind of seed sown. The dispo-

sition which now manilests itseltj is greatly owing
to the stimulous which has been given by the
state in the shape of a bounty on the wheat crop

;

and farmers, who have thus become roused to the

importance of cultivating this crop themselves,
very naturally turn to the means tor doinsi it best.

Wherever lime has been properly used it has been
found to be a profitable and even essential article,

and there is much enquiry for it. Hitherto the
trouble of obtaining it, has prevented many from
using it as they would. We hope that this diffi-

culty is vanishing, lor it has been found that in

every county large deposites of limestone exist ; if

not pure enough for many of the purposes of the
arts, yet sufficiently so for all agricultural wants.
Even if this were not the case, the imnjense for-

mations of the best of limestones in the counties
of Waldo and Lincoln, and in other places on the
seaboard, can supply the whole union with this ar-

ticle for centuries to come ; and it is with pleasure
that we learn that some of our Kennebec friends
are making arrangements to keep a large quanti-
ty of fresh burnt lime- constantly on hand, and to

be sold at a rate which will satisfy every farmer
and induce him to lay in a store of" it lor the use
of his farm and compost heap.

While upon this subject we would refer the
reader to the following" remarks of Mr. Ruffin,
Editor of the Farmers' Register, who has done
more than any other man' to enlighten people
upon the nature and uses of lime or calcareous
manures. In commenting upon a letter written
by our venerable friend, Charles Vaughan, esq.,

upon culture of winter wheat, he says, "The
reader of the foregoing piece (Mr. V.'s letter)

should bear in n)ind the great ditliculty and uncer-
tainty of raising wheat in Maine, which have ope-
rated so strongly on most liirnaM's, as almost lo

stop the culture, and on others to seek relief in the
suhstituliun of spring wheat and other inefficient

remedies.

The legislature has entered upon the field of
controversy, and by ihe olier of a bounty on every
bushel raised, expect to bear down the existing ob-
stacles to wheat culture in Maine.
This bounty, (on the policy of which we com-

mented at page 692, vol. iv. of the Register,) it is

said will have the eli'ect of increasing enormously
the crops of wheat raised in Maine— hut will not
remove or lessen the true and great obstacle, (//le

want of lime in the sinl.) and the increase will pro-

bably be purchased at a dear rate by the treasury
bounty. Let the legislature of Maine induce
(whether by bounties, instruction or otherwise,)
the application of calcareous manures on the lands
now so deficient in that necessary ingredient, and
their thence newly acquired fitness f^jr wheat will

cause the culture and success of that crop, without
a distinct legislative bounty for its production. In
the last paragraph of Mr. V.'s letter, there is a
strong confirmation of our opinion upon this sub-
ject, (which we have stated more at length before,

in the remarks referred to above,) in the fact that

newly cleared wood lands on which the wood has
been burnt, produce wheat with great certainty.

Now the only cause of this, is that the ashes of
the trees supply the land for one year with a suffi-

ciency of carl)onate and phosphate of lime to be
taken up by the wheat, and which ingredients, in

unusually large proportions, are essential to the
healthy existence of that crop. If the intelligent

and public spirited editor of the Maine Farmer
will exert his influence to have the trial of calca-
reous manures fairly and fully made on proper
soils in Maine, we will hazard any reputation that
we may possibly possess, by the prediction that
the alleged obstacles to that culture, of climate,
&c. will be (bund no longer to be very important."

In answer to the above remarks of Mr. Ruffin,
we would with deference say—that we difier only
in the means of obtaining the same object. After
some seven or eight years' labor in the cause with
but partial success, we found it necessary to
change the shape of the contest, and rouse our
fiirmers by some immediate and personal incen-
tive to the production of wheat. This has been
effected by the bounty.
There is no better way to rouse a people to si-

multaneous action than by touching their inter-

ests. M ake it evident to them by the shortest and
least possible amount of reasoning that it is for

their interest to do this or that, and they will soon
start an inquiry into the ways and means for doing
it. Hence the increase call for lime, arid conse-
quently the increased exertions made to supply
the call, and, beyond a doubt, the increased supply
of bread raised within our borders in fiiture.

From the Genesee Farmer.

TENDENCY OF SOILS TO DETERIORATE.

The natural, the inevitable tendency of all cul-
tivation of the soil, is deterioration. The richest
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and most lertile, contain but a certain proportion

fit for the purposes of vegetation ; and every crop

taken ii'oiii the soil, sensibly lessens this quantity.

The result therefore must be, that continual crop-

pintij will reduce the best soils to barrenness, until,

where circumstances admit, nature by her fjradu-

al method of repairing wrongs, imparts a degree

of lertJity. It is however possible to counteract

this tendency to sterility in soils ; to prevent the

exhaustion of the qualities necessary to support

vegetable life ; and the dilierence between good
and bad farming, or proper and improper cultiva-

tion, may be lietermined mainly by a reference to

this single result.

In this country we can hardly form a correct

idea from anything around us, of the frighlful

barrenness to which fertile soils may be reduced

by improper management. Cultivation is here so

young, that had it been of the worst description it

would hardly have been possible to have exhaust-

ed so soon the treasuries that had for centuries

been accumulating in our soils. Still there are

examples in the United States, where soils have
nearly reached that point from which a restoration

to fertility is impracticable. Soils of a silicious

nature, or that are inclining to sand, are the most
easily and quickly reduced. 01' this the south-

east part of Massachusetts, and parts of the sou-

thern stales at the present time, and parts of Long
Island as it was some thirty years ago, turnish

striking proof. When cultivated without regard to

consequences, the nutritive part of such soils is

quickly exhausted ; the little vegetation produced

is not sufficient to prevent the burning effect of

the sun ; the roots of the grasses are unable to

fix and bind the soil ; it becomes loose and float-

ing
;
plants root themselves with more and more

diificulty, and at last what was once a fertile plain

becomes a sandy waste, where cultivation is im-
possible.

It is in the old world that this process of deteri-

oration may be the most clearly traced. To reno-

vate, seems to have formed no part of the ancient

profession of agriculture. In all the writings of

antiquity there is scarcely a hint that manuring, or

in any way improving cultivated lands, was prac-

ticed to any extent. Now and then, where nature

had set the example of imparting fi^rtility by the

annual overflow of rivers, man seemed inclined so

far to imitate her works, and irrigation for amelio-

rating land was frequently adopted. But this

was about the extent of ancient attempts at im-
proved cultivation, and the result has been such
as might confidently have been predicted. The
regions of the east that two or three thousand
years since were as the garden of Eden for beauty
and fertility, have gradually become sterile and
worthless; and tracts of country that once sup-

ported a thriving and industrious population, have
from the action of the causes alluded to above,

become deserts, in which the solitary camel can
scarce find a shadow of vegetation to supply his

easily satisfied wants. Mesopotamia
;
parts of

Syria and Palestine; Edom, and parts of Arabia
Felix ; many parts of the North of Africa ; and
no inconsiderable portion of Asia Minor, have
thus become hopelessly barren. The finest of

wheat can now no longer be grown, on the plains

where once the reaper filled his arms with the yel-

low sheaves. They were ceas(^lessly cropped,

until the soil was so exhausted, that the unaided

efibrts of nature were unable to restore fertility'

and the result is perpetual barrenness.

To counteract this tendency to sterility, is the

business of the firmer ; and on the possibility of do-

ing this, rests the whole system of improved agri-

culture. Science has here come to the aid of the

cultivator of the soil, and by revealing the agents
and [)romoters of fertility has greatly assisted and
simplified the processes without which all would
be siill doubtful and uncertain. The action of
manures has been ascertained ; the value and ac-

tivity of the various salts formed by llie decompo-
sition of animal and vegetable matter in part de-

termined ; the aid which the mineral earths af-

ford vegetation has been carefully examined; and
these combinations of soil the best calculated to

induce fertility been accurately investigated. It

has been shown that to take from the soil, without

making corresponding returns, is suicidal policy
,

and that if this point is properly attended to, land

can be cropped without danger of deterioration.

Manure then, is the sheet anchor of the farmer.

It is to this source of fertility he must look for

the renovation of the soil, and the means of con-

tinued productiveness. And it is to manures pro-

duced from his fields, from his herds and his flocks,

from decayed vegetable and animal matter, that

he must look for this result. These are the true

fertilizing ingreilients ; and though other agents

may be useful as exciting these to action, yet these

maj^ be considered as constituting the food of

plants, the cause of growth and nutrition. The
application of the exciting mineral manures, such
as lime and gypsum, is productive of the happi-

est effects, lor the reason assigned above
;
yet they

are not so absolutely essential to the improvement
of the soil as those that have a vegetable or ani-

mal origin. Matter which has once lived, which
has already taken the forms of organized exis-

tence, more readily assumes the forms of organ-

ized lile, and is more easily assimilated, than that

which has never undergone such a change. It is

the office of the vegetable to take the crude atoms
of matter as they exist in the soil, and prepare

them for the support of animal life ; and when
(his has once been done, though a partial decom-
position may have been eflected. a renewal of the

process is comparatively easy and certain.

In connection with the preparation and appli-

cation of manures, the next most important step

which modern agriculture has taken to prevent a
deterioration of the soil, is rotation in crops. Ju-
diciously conducted, the result is certain ; ex-

hausted lands are restored, and the profits of the

agriculturist greatly increased. It was formerly

the custom to let land suitable for grass remain for

that purpose alone ; while those suitable lor the

plough were annually subjected to its use until ex-

haustion forbid. It was then left to the restoring

processes of nature. There were at the begin-

ninir of this century, lands in the farming sections

of England which it was well known had lain in

grass for five hundred years, and there were other

tracts which had been as constantly submitted to

the plough, or at least as often as the soil promised

to repay the expense of cultivation. This sys-

tem has been abandoned; a more enlightened sys-

tem of agriculture has prevailed ; and the pro-

ducts in consequence have been more than dou-

bled. The course of rotation is indeed variable

in diflerent districts, both in Europe and in this
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country, but it is louiuled on the same great prin-

ciple, iliat (liliereiit plants take up ilitl'erent ingre-

dients Ironi the same soil, and from (UU'erent

depths, and tliat a new plant will Hourish in a soil

where one ot" the same kind previously cultivated

could not succeed at all. Thus in England, in

Holland and Uelgium, in some parts ot" Germany
and France, and in some lew instances in this

country, a regular course of cro|)piiig adapted to

the soil, has been adopted with tl;e happiest eH'ect.

This course which varies from three to six years,

according to circumstances, embraces roots, grains,

and grasses, and taken in connection with tho-

rough manuring, which this system enables the

iiirmer to practice, not only improves the quantity

and value of each kind of crop, but is deepening,
enriching and iertih/ing the soil. Manure, and
the rotation of crops, are then the great means to

which we nnist look to preserve our now lijrtile

plains liom the fiite which has overtaken so large

a |)art of the east ; and they are fortunately both

easy ol" applicatiou, and entirely within our reach.

From the New England Farmer.

FATTENING SWINE.

Judge Peters of Pennsylvania, formerly Presi-

dent of the Philadelphia Agricultural Society,

stated that ''sour tood is most grateful and alimen-
tary to swine. One gallon of sour wash goes
larlherthan two of sweet. I mean the wash acid-

ulated to the degree necessary for distilaiion, not

aceteous." Mr. Arthur Young likewise observes
that "the most profitable mode of converting corn
[grain] of any kind, into food ibr ho<rs, is to grind
it into meal, and mix this with water in cisterns,

in the proportion of five bushels of meal to one
hundred gallons of water ; stirring it well several

times a day, for three weeks in cold weather, or a

fortnight in a warmer season, by which it will

have fermented well, and become acid, till which,
it is not ready to give. The mixture should al-

ways be stirred immediately before feeding, and
two or three cisterns should be kept fermentinij in

succession, that no necessity may occur of giving
it unduly prepared."

Judge Peters also observed that "dryrotton
wood kept constantly in styes, for fattening hogs
to eat at pleasure, is a good thing ; but I will take
the liberty to mention what I think a better. We
have blacksmiths in this town, and my hogs eat

up all the ashes or cinders they make ; we haul it

into the pens by cart-loads, and tlie hogs will de-
vour this at times, with more avidity than their or-

dinary food."

Charcoal it has been said, will answer as good
or a better purpose than either cinders or rotton

wood, [f Skvine are supplied with a quantity of
coals, (accordin<^ to the statements of several per-
sons wlio have tried the experiment, say two pieces
a day to each, about the size of a hen's egg,
they will discontinue rooting, remain more quiet,

fatten faster than they will "otherwise. Charcoal
will operate on the human frame as a cathartic,
and probably will have the same effect oh the an-
imal of wliich we are treating. If so, it may su-
percede the necessity of using brimstone, antimo-
ny, and other dungs, with which hogs are often
dosed. At any rate, it will cost but little to give
them constant access to coals, which may he sifted

or raked Iroin your fire-place, and they will be

induced by instinct, to consume such ()uanlities as
will promote their health and ex|)ediic their iat-

teiiing.

Wlien you first commence fattening swine, care
should be taken not to give them more than they
will eat with appetite. If they become gorged or
cloyed, their thriving is retarded, and there is dan-
ger liom staggers and diseases consequent on re-

(iletion, or the gormandizing propensities of those
ibur-tboted epicures.

The practice in Scotland, is to rear swine chiel-

iy on raw potatoes, and to fatten them on these
roots, boiled or prepared by steam, with a mixture
of oats, barley, or bean and pease meal. Their
troughs should be ofien replenished with a small
quantity of food at a time, and kept always clean,

and seasoned occasionally with salt.

An English farmer fattened eight pigs in the
following manner, which may be recommended
in case where a constant and regular attention

cannot be given to leeding the animals. He
placed two troughs in the stye : one he filled with
raw potatoes, the other with peas, and gave no
water. When the pigs were thirsty they ate the
potatoes. In this way, it is probable; that the an-
imals could not only do without water, but like-

wise needed no brimstone, antimony, nor any
other medical substances, for raw potatoes are

cooling and drastic ; and may serve at once for

food and physic. Instead of peas, probably dry
Indian corn, or dry Indian meal might be substi-

tuted.

Rubbing and currying the hides of fatting hogs,'

is not only gratelul to the animals, but conducive'
to their health and thriltiness. In every stye, »-

strong post should be fixed for them to rub against.

They should have plenty of litter, which will not
only be the means of contributing to their com--
tbrt, but increasing the most valuable manure.
The following mixture Ibr fattening swine, has'

been recommended, and we believe would prove
useful

:

Wash potatoes clean, boil and mash while hot,

mix in at the same time, oats and pea meal. Put
the mixture into a large tub, which must stand till

it become a little sour, but not very acid, nor in

the least putrid. Keep a quantity of this on hand'
fermenting, and give ii to your hogs as often as
they will eat. It is asserted that pork may be fat-

tened in this way, and making a paviii<r of one-
third of the food and time consumed in the usual
mode.

From tlie Horticultural Register.

BARTRAM, THE SET.F-TAUGHT AMERICAN
BOTANIST.

John Cartram, the celebrated and self-taught
philosopher and botanist, was born iiv 1704, at Dar-
hv, in the county of Delaware, Pennsylvania.
His grandfather ol'thesame name, came over/i'om
Derbyshire in Enirland, with the adherents of
William Penn, in 1G82. Early in life he manifest-
ed an ardent thirst lor knowledge; but the great
distance from Europe, then the seat of arts and sci-

ences, and the infant state of the colony, rendered
it (lifTicuIt to obtain even a moderate education.
The diiriculties of his station, however, yielded to
the resources of his own mind, and intense appli-
cation. Associating with the most respectable
characters, he obiained the rudiments of the learn-
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ed lanaruages which he studied wilh extmordinary
industry and success. So earnest was he in ihe

pursuit of learning, I hat he seldom sat at his meals

without his book; his victuals lieiuix in one hand
and his book in the other. He had an early incli-

nation li)r the study ol" surtjery and medicine, and
ac({uired so nuich knovvledge as to administer

great relief to the indigent and distressed in Ids

neighborhood; and as mo^t of his remedies were
drawn from the vegetable kingdom, he had an op-

portunity to prosecute the study of botany, which
was his favorite object, toiijether with natural his-

tory. Bred a husbandman, he cultivated the

ground as the principal means of supporting a

large (i.imily, and attentive to the economy of na-

ture, and observing the minutest operations he

prosecuted his labors as a philosopher. When
ploughing or sowing his fields, or movvina: his mea-
dows his inquisitive mind was exercised in contem-

plating the veirelable system and animated nature.

He was the first American who conceived and
carried into effect the design of a botanic garden,

for the reception and cultivation of American ve-

getables, as well as exotics, and of travelling for

the acquisition of them; and for the pur|iose of ac-

complishing this scheme, he purchased a planta-

tion in a delightful situation on the banks of the

Schuylkill, about five miles from Philadelphia,

where he laid out with his own hands, a large gar-

den, containing six or seven acres, comprehending
a variety of soils and situations, which he soon

furnished with an abundance of the most curious

and beautiful vegetables, collected in his numer-
ous excursions in difi'erent parts of the country,

from the Florida^ to the Canadas. Botany being

his fivorile pursuit, he soon made such proficiency

in it, that the great Linnaeus, said in one of his let-

ters, that he was the trreatest natural botanist in

the world. His progress in botany, natural histo-

ry and philosophy, attracted the notice and esteem

of the principal literary and eminent characters of

America; amonfj whom were James Logan, esq..

Dr. Franklin, and Dr. Kennersley, of Philadel-

phia, Dr. Colder of New York, and Dr. Clayton

of V^irginia; and introduced him to the correspon-

dence and Iriemlship of Peter Collins, esq., which
continued for nearly fifty years, and terminated on-

ly with life; Lord Petre, Dr. Dellenius, Dr. Hill,

Gronovius, Linnaeus, Professor Ralni, Sir Hans
Sloane, Mr. Casteby, Dr. FotheririH, Mr. Wran-
gle, &c.. who furnished him with such books,

philosophical apparatus, &c., as his genius and sit-

uation required, thereby lessening the difficulties

wilh'which he had to strugijle in a newly settled

country, and promoting the object which his be-

nevolent mind had contemplated, in communica-
ting his discoveries and collections to Europe.
These communications occasioned him to be em-
ployed in collecting whatever was nevv and curious,

to furnish and ornament the European gardens
and plantations wilh the productions of the New
World. His industry and success in the pursuit of
science procured him fellowship in many literary

and scientific societies in Europe, as those of Lon-
don, Edinburgh, Stockholm, &.c., and at last he
was appointed American Botanist to George the

Third, in which appointment he continued till his

death, in September, 1777, in the 76th year of his

age.

He employed much of hie time in excursions

through the provinces then subject to England,

chiefly in autumn, when his agricultural avocations

least required his presence at home. The object

of these journeys was to collect rare and nonde-
script veuetables, fossils, &c. His ardor was such,

that at the age of seventy he made a journey into

East Florida, to explore the natural productions of

that country. His travels among the native In-

dians were attended with much danger and diffi-

culty, and the difierent parts of the country, from

the shores of lake Ontario and Cayuga, to the

source of the river St. Juan, contributed through
his hands to enrich and embellish the grounds and
Ibrests of Europe with elegant flowering shrubs,-

plants, and useful and ornamental trees.

He vvas an ingenious mechanic. The house in

which helived he built himselfj after quarrying the

stone; and he was often his own mason, carpenter,

blacksmith, &c., and generally made his own farm-

ing utensils.

His stature was rather above the middle size,

erect and slender, of a sandy complexion, and
cheerful countenance, with an airof solemnity, his

manners were modest and gentle. Amiable of

disposition and liberal in mind, he was a lover of

charity and social order; and active and temperate,

I'.e always maintained a plentiful table; and annu-
ally, on New year's day, he gave an entertain-

ment at his own house, consecrated to friendship

and philosophy. He was an advocate for liberty;'

and born and educated in the society of friends, he

led a peaceful, useful and pious lile.

—

South. Paper^

From tlie Horticultural Register.

ON THE GERMINATION OF OLD SEEDS.

The germination of seed, supposed to have losH

their vegetative principle, may be greatly accele-

rated by immersing them in oxalic acid, or put-

ting them in a cloth moistened with the acid.^

They are not to remain in the cloth any longer af-

ter the germination has commenced. By attend-

ing to the Ibretroing, seeds have vegetated ailer

being kept thirty years.

From L'E'cho du Monde Savant.

DEEP ARTESIAN WELL.

The Artesian well at the abbatoir, near the

Barriere de Grenelle, becomes every day more
interesting. The boring has already reached the

enormous depth of 1360 feet. Whatever may be

the result of this undertaking, says the Prefect of

the Sein?^, in his last report to the municipal

council, It cannot but be interesting to geologist,

from its connexion with their science; and to the

industrious, from its pointing out the chance of

success in similar trials. Success will lead to an-

other result, already foreseen by philosophers,

which consists in the high temperature of .''uch a
well; consequently, the water may be instantly

employed in warm baths.

This well was commenced on December 30th

1833 ; and, during the 1200 days which have
elapsed since then, the works have been directed

by M. Mulot, jun.. and have not been discontin-

ued for a single day. From this it appears that

the average progress has been upwards of one

foot one inch per day.

It seems that the administration are about to

make an eniragement with M. Mulot to bore to

the depth of upwards of 1800 feet, if water be

not met with before reaching this depth.
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From tlie Aiiit'ricnn 'I'uif Register.

OESTRUS KQUI—BOTS OR GRUBS.

Hanover, Va. March 10, 1833.

iMr. Kditor: As I think it probabl*^ that much
mischief is altribuied to the hots or grubs, which,

if correctly understood, would be justly ascribable

to olher causes, I have thouo-ht the Ibllowiuir nc-

couiil ol' that insect, its production, and the circum-

stances of its existence, might not be unacceptable

to the public.

The bofs are the larvtp of a fly known to nat-

uralists as belouijiuu to the family ol'the oestrus or

gadfly, and is called in natural history oestrus equi,

and more extensively known to tlie people of this

country under the vulgar denomination of the nit

fly. The oestrus cqui makes its appearance, in

our climate, from the latter part of July to the mid-

dle of August. The female becomes impregna-

ted very soon after her escape from the chrysalis,

and soon begins to deposite her eggs, which she

continues to do from that time to the end of au-

tumn, when she falls a victim to the chills of the

season. It requires but little talent for observation

to discover that this fly, on her arrival in a field

where there are several horses, soon manifests a

preference for some one of them, and attaches her-

eelf to this one with so much constancy, that

though she irtay be driven off repeatedly, she will

still pertinaciously return, though she may iiave

uninterrupted access to others. It is impossible to

point out withcertainty the circumstances on which
this preference depends. Whether the oestrus

possesses the instinctive fiiculty of discovering cer-

tain marks of cutaneous irritation about one ani-

mal, which renders him more disposed to bite and
pinch at the integuments with his inouth than an-

other, and thereby more certain to give her egirs a

conveyance to the future nidus of the larva-; or

whether she observes that the hair on one horse is

arranged in a manner that renders it more easy of

access for the deposite of her eggs than that of an-

other; or lastly, whether her attachment depends
on the iTiore or less patient civility with which dil-

ferent horses receive her buzzing addresses, must
be left tor the determination of the sajracious read-

er. The fact, however is so; and the insect hav-
ing fixed on the object of her choice, commences
immediately the deposite of her ejjgs in the fol-

lowing manner, which no doubt is periectly famil-

iar to most of your readers.

Having poised herself in the air in the vicinity

of the part on which she inliMids to deposite the

^S^''' (and this is most generally about the knee,

the inside of the fore leg, the rear of the shoulder,

and more rarely on the mane,) with her head ele-

vated, her body in nearly an erect position, and
her long and slender tail curved inwards and up-
wards in a manner that brings it nearly in contact

with the erect abdomen, she every now and then
darts at the subject with great quickness, at the

I

same time suddenly throwing her tubular tail from I

its approximation to her body, so as to form a riiiht
{

angle with her erect position, and shooting forth

the egg from its capsule, (by means of certain
|

muscles that perform that ofTice,) it is attached to

a single hair, (which she strikes with unerring
certainty,) by a glutinous fiuid, which also answers
the purpose of lubricating its exit from the viscu.s

containing it, and when dry, of confining it firmly

to its new situation. The egg thus deposited has
Vol. V-58

been supposed by the unobservant to be licked or

pinched ofl occasionally by the animal, and swal-

lowed with the hair to which it is attached., and
hatched in the stomach. A little reflection, how-
ever, would satisly us of the improbability of' this :

lor the inanimate egg would most probably blend

with the food, and pass oil' with the excremenii-

(ious substances from the bowels, without hatch-

ing; thereby li'uslrating the object ol nature in the

whole arrangement.
Mr. Clark has discovered, and communicated

to the LinniPii .Society, among other interesting

facts in respect to the oestrus, that the egg becotnci>i

ripe lor aniinalization in (bur or five days from it.i

deposite, and thai at its highest state of maturity

it is almost instantly quickened on meeting with

warmth and moisture. There can be no doubt,

therefore, that the egg, ifreceived into the mouth,

or even licked with the tongue, at this auspicious

period, is instantly hatched, and that the small lar-

va, ejected fi'om its operculum, readily attaches it-

self to the parts about the mouth and fiiuces, and
is either carried to the stomach with the saliva, or

with the water or food in their passage thither,

where it soon attaches itself to the villi of its inner

coat by means of two hooks or tenfacula; one of

which is situated on each side of the longitudmal

aperture, through which the larva? evidently re-

ceive their fijod. Hooked in this manner to the

inner coat of the stomach, its residence may be

considered fixed: for I imagine these larvit never

leave the situation they chance at first to occupy
in the stomach of the horse till they arrive at the

insensible state of the chrysalis, when they drop

off as a matter of necessity, just as ripe fruit drops

from the tree. Loosened from its hold on the villi

of the stomach, it soon blends with the contents

of that organ, passes into the bowels, and is eject-

ed with the excrementitious matter. Incapable of
locomotion, it is now dependent on chance for its

future destinies. Should it happen to be thrown
into the dunghill, along with the excrementa with

which it was voided—or should it be dropped
amongst thick luxuriant herbage, or in the thickest

grass of some rich pasture, where it will remain
undisturbed, under the protection of the alvine de-

posite made at the time of its ejection, it will, in

the course of three or four weeks, produce the per-

led oestrus or gad fly, capable of reproducing its

species. Happily, however, for the animal whose
stomach itinlests, tiut few of the hundreds of eggs
that are deposited on a single horse arrive at this

state of consummated existence. A variety of
hazards await 1;hem through all the various stages

and circumstances of their progress frnrn this state

to that of the fly. Such is their fecundity, when
fully matured, that the slightest touch of warmth
and moisture causes the little flBtus to burst

through its prison; and should that warmth and
moisture chance to proceed from a light shower,
under the genial influence of the autumnal sun, in-

stead of the lips or tongue of the animal, it falls to

the ground and perishes. Should the little larva

arrive safely in the horse's mouth, it has there to

pass through the lottery of the teeth, and incur the

hazards ol' mastication: and even should it draiv a
prize, and pass safely from this situation to the

stomach, enveloped here in the huge mass of in-

gesta, there are great odds in favor of its passing
on to the bowels, where, subjected to the action

of the bile, it generally prefers a premature death
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to a life of gall and bitterness; though you will

now and then find a few hooked on to the duode-
num, a httle below the pilorus, or lower orifice of
the stomach, that <irow to maturity there in spite

of badfood and an impure atmosphere.

Afier they arrive at the chrysalis state, numbers
are lost for one that produces a fly. Dropped on
some highway, in some naked pasture, or some
pool of water, they are either crushed to death,

picked up by birds, who keep a sharp look-out for

them, or washed away; or they die for want of the

protection of a nidus, indispensable to naked chrys-

ales, and especially such as have been nurtured in

the high temperature of the stomach ol' a warm
blooded animal. The larvas may generally be
found adhering in groups to various parts of the
inner coat of the stomach of the animal: but the

greatest number are generally near its lower ori-

fice, where the chyle is purest; their number vary-
ing from very few lo (as some have affirmed) ma-
ny hundreds. Here they hang in a pendulous
manner, and live most probably on the chyle pre-

pared by the stomac-h for the nutrltnent of the
horse, until they arrive at mature aixe, which gen-
erally happens from the middle of May to the first

of June; and they are passing from the horse from
this time to the first of July, when such as chance
lo fall into suilable situations remain for some six

or seven weeks in the chrysalis state, and then
produce the fly again.

It has been slated that the larva^ of this insect

most probably feed on the chyle in the stomach of
the horse. A question, however, arises out of the
vulgar opinion on the subject: do they ever prey on
the coo^s of the stomach themselves? I confess
that I have never had an opportunity of making
any satisfactory investigation of the subject; but I

incline to think not, because I am satisfied that the
larvse of this insect are not armed with any ap-
paratus about their mouths, fitting them for ma-
king destruction of solid parts. The aperture
through whicli they take their food being a simple
longitudinal slit, between the two tenlacula or

hooks, by which they hold on to the villi of the
inner coat of the stomach, brings us to the una-
voidable conclusion that they m.ust take their food
by the most simple of all processes, and that they
cannot take it at all, unless it be in a fluid or pulpy
state. The idea, therefore—a very common one,
in this part of the country at least—that the bots
prey on the solid structure of the stomach itself^ is

most probably erroneous.
Another question then naturally arises: are

liorses killed ever by bots or grubs, as they are call-

ed? and if so, in what manner are they instru-

mental in producing the death of the animal? To
doubt that horses are killed by bots would be, with
most persons, almost as great a heresy as to disbe-
lieve the ordinary doctrines of theolocy. Still,

however, I think the fact admits ofa doubt: at any
event, I am sure the occurrence is not so fi'equent

as it is generally thought to be, and that when it

does happen, it is the result of gastric irritation, su-
perinduced by the presence of great numbers of
these larva?, and not from their laying waste the
coats of the stomach by preying on th.em, as is

usually believed. The bodies of these larvas seem
to be composed of segments of bands, the majori-
ty of which are armed with a double row of short,

stiff, horny bristle,", of a reddish color, curved back
tovvarde the truncated end. The hooks by which

they are attached to the stomach must of course
communicate some irritation; and it is quite possi-

ble that the pendulous manner in which they hang
from the villi of its inner coat may cause addition-

al irritation, by means of the li-iclion that must ne-
cessarily take place between these short hooked
brisdes and the delicate structure of the inner coat.

The irritation, therefore, produced by the presence
of a vast number of these larvee may., lor auirht I

know, and very probably sometimes does, produce
inflammation and mortification of the stomach,
and necessarily the death of the animal. But still

I am satisfied, that where the numbers are not

great, and the horse is healthy in other respects,

their presence produces neither mischief nor incon-

venience; as the}^ are only occupying a nidus
equally natural to them and the animal they inltjst.

S. of Ghncairn.
Addenda.—I write this postscript for the purpose

of calling the attention of gentlemen to a variety

of the oestrus equi, or horse nit-fly, that has not

been observed or treated on by any writer that \

know ol! Tliis variety difi'ers in several remarka-
ble particulars fi'om that described in the above
communication. It is a full size smaller, and dark-

er colored than that, and differs materially from it

in its habits. The oestrus described is remarkable
lor depositing its eggs on no part of the horse that

cannot readily be reached and pinched by his

mouth. Indeed it seems instinclively to place

them on parts most likely to be pinched or licked

b\' the animal; and when they are laid elsewhere,
it must be considered as an exception to the gen-
eral rule, caused perhaps by the urgency of the

stimulus of the egg on the parts containmg it, de-

manding its mslantaneous depositein the very first,

situation that can be commanded. But the small-

er fly, now under consideration, deposites its eggs
no where, it is believed, but under the throat of
the animal, and along the fissure leading from the

throat in the direction towards the chin—a part

that it is impossible he can get at wi'h his mouth.
Its manner ofmaking the deposile is also entire-

ly difl'erent from that first described. It does not

buzz about tiie horse as the other does, nor does it

poise itself in the air for a moment, in the vicinity

of the part on which it intends to attach its egg:
hut rising suddenly, either from the ground or from
something on which it has alighted, it darts with
great boldness and rapidity at the horse's throat,

or the parts between that and the chin, causing
him at first to throw up his head suddenly and
shake it, and then to drop his ears in a semi-pendu-
lous posture^ and to hold his head remarkably still,

as if listening for another attack of the fly; on the

repetition ol which he throws up his head still

more violently, often raising his fore feet from the

earth and bringing them near his chin, as if to

frighten away the insect.

This variety of the oestrus is much more keen-
ly and actively formed, and its movements are

more rapid than those ol that lately described.

Still, however, if the rider will stop his horse, and
practise a little patience when he perceives him at-

tacked by one of tliese insects, he ma3\ by watch-
ing acutely, discover the flv, and most probaby its

retreat between the times of its attacks: for as soon

as it has deposited an egg, it alights on some con-

venient oljject, or the ground, most probably to pre-

pare another ior deposile, when the attack is re-

pealed, causuig the horse again to act, not very
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unlike he might be expected to do, if he were

stuiiiiutuler the chin by a bee, whieli the writer

tiiouiflit WHS really the case when his attention

was lirst invited to this subject. The egg of this

is smaller, longer, and more oval-shaned, than thai

of the tly first'spoken of- as may be readily seen

by a comparison botwocn such as may at anytime
be taken from the throat of a horse and those ta-

ken from the knee or other pans of the body.

Whether the larva> dilFcr in any thinii else, than

in being smaller, Irom those of the common oes-

trus, (lor that first described is by far the most nu-

merous and common variety,) must be determin-

ed by future and better opportunities for observa-

tion than have occurred to the writer of these

hints. It may be remarked, however, that the

greater sparcity of this smaller variety of the in-

sect most probably results from the peculiarity of

tlie situation in which it deposites its eggs; as the

contingency of their gettiuix into tlie horse's stom-
ach is certainly much greater than that of the oth-

er, and tnust defiend chiefly on accidental circum-
stances about the manger.

S. of G.

From the Farmer and Gardener.

THK HOLLOW HORN.

A writer in the ''Farmer's Cabinet," who signs

himself "A Montgomery County Farmer," sives

the follovvino; as a remedy for the disease in cattle

commonly called "hollow horn:"

—

About 9 years since, my cattle were afflicted

with the hollow horn, and it afflicted me very sore-

ly, I assure you, as several of them died; but I

bored AWiiy . One morning while engaged in this

business, I was accosted by an intelligent farmer,

recently Irom England—he was surprised at the

operation, 1 told him that it was the only way of

saving my cattle—that several had already died of

the hollow horn, and the others assuredly would,
unless bored. He absolutely laughed at me. I

felt provoked, but was still willing to hear him, as

I might get an original idea. He stated that the

"hollow horn" did not exist in England. That it

was not a disease of the horns, that hornless cat-

tle had all the symptoms, &c. He advised me to

desist boring. After much persuasion I did so; and
he recommended me to give each of my cows a

half a peck of potatoes twice a week, lor three or

four weeks in succession, and then occasionally,

as circumstances might require—and by all means
to keep my cattle well sheltered, and in good con-
dition. I obeyed his directions—and the conse-

quence is, that my cattle have not been troubled

with the hollow horn since that time. I have,
therefore, conte to the conclusion, that cattle well

housed in bad weather, and kept in good heart, at

all seasons, and properly attended to, stand in no
danger of hollow horn.

From the Wilmington (Del.) Journal.

A PRODUCTIVE PEACH FAR3I.

Mr. Jacob Ridgeway has a farm near Dela-
ware city, in this country, on which he com-
menced planting a peach orchard in the year 1831.

A neio-hbor of Mr. R. gave us, a lew days since,

the Ibllowing accoant of the condition and product

of the pe.ach plantation during the present year.

In the seven years which have elapsed since he

commenced the plantation, Mr. Ridgeway has

l)lanted 140 acres— 100 trees on the acre. The
produce of the present year is eslimated, by our

inli)rmant, at 100 baskets of peaches per acre, or

14,000 baskets of peaches. The peaches, of

which he presented us some sjiecimens, are of the

finest kind, large and of delicious flavor. Two
schooners are constantly employed in transporting

the fruit to the Philadelphia and New York mar-
kets : where we understand, it meets with ready

sale at ig;3, ^4, to jft'S per basket. It is eslimated

that his peach crop will yield a profit, during the

present year, of twenty thousand dollars ! We
add to this statement, that there is no part of our

country which is tuore favorable to the produc-

tion of this delicious fruit than the vicinity of Del-

aware city, and the whole district of country ly-

insr along the western sliore of the Delaware, and
extending frotn the Christiana down to Bombay
Hook.

From (Loudon's) Gardener's Magazine.

ON THE FORCING OF EARLY CUCUMBERS.

By John ff'ighton, Gardener to Lord Stafford
at Cossey Hall.

One great complaint among the growers of

early cucumbers is, that the plants are often weak
and yellow. This is occasioned by the beds beins^

kept too warm, and too much covering being

placed over them at night. The heat of the betla

causes the plants to grow too fast for the small

supply of light which they receive while the days
are short; and which are rendered shorter still by
the coverinss beinij put on so early in the even-
ings, and left on so long in the mornings. I have
always found that so much covering was rather in-

jurious than beneficial. My practice is to cover

up only in very cold weather, and then only with

a single mat.

Crown glass should be used for very early for-

cing, and the surface should not be puttied. The
glass in old lights is, like horn, almost imper-
vious to the light.

In mixing up the soil for cucumbers, fresh dung
should be used, and it should be allowed to rot in

the soil. The common method of employing rot-

ten manure is bad, because in that state the
streni^th of the dung is already exhausted.

The old notion is still prevalent, that it is best to

sow old seed, because plants raised from new
grow too vigorously. There is no sense in such a
prejudice : my own invariable practice is to choose
new seed.

The usual method of putting three plants into

one pot is also wrong. My plan is to out only

one, and one plant only under a light. One fjood

plant will fill the space of a light sooner than three

set together.

It often happens that the plants are drawn up,

as it is termed; having long stems. This has
been attributed to the want of air, and to the plants

being too far from the jrlass. But it arises, in re-

ality, from there being too much heat in the bed
below; for the plants never grow so, however far

removed from the glass, and scantily supplied

with air, if there be not too much under-heat.

Cossey, Feb. 10, 1837.
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ON THE LANDS AND FARMING OF AMHERST.

To the Editor of tlie Fanners' Register.

yJmherst County, October 9th, 1837.

Dear Sir— F herewith inclose you the amount
of one year's subscription to the Register; and
with the commenceaient ol" the relations which
are hereafter to subsist between us as eiJitor and
subscriber, I shall venture to submit a few cursory
remarks touching tlie quality of the soil and the
state of agriculture in the I'egion "I hail from."
There is, perhaps, no county of equal dimen-

sions in the stale which contained originally a
greater proportion of rich land than the county of
Amiierst. In addition to the very large and fer-

tile body of James river low-grounds, I may men-
tion the fine bottoms bordering on Piney, Bufi'alo,

and Pedlar rivers, as also those lying on Thrasher's
creek. The general quality of the high land very
nearly resembles the Albemarle lands so well
known to the agricultural public. Indeed there is

a continuous vein of land commencmg in Orange,
and running parallel with the eastern base of the
Blue Ridge, through the counties of Albemarle.
Nelson and Amherst, and which is known as the
famous "red land district." The quality of this

'

land will be best known by reference to those who
j

have had ample opjjortunities of testing its merits,
and the estimate placed upon it, when improved,
will be the best evidence ol" its value. To ofreat

fertility in its virgin state—and I believe it is not
surpassed by any land in Virginia— it superadds
the valuable property of durability. But it is its

adaptability to improvement which in my estima-
tion constitutes its greatest value. It seems some-
how to contain inherent in its composition, the ma-
terials admirably adapted to its resuscitation when
worn out and exhausted. I am aware that were a
stranger to see a great portion of this land in its

present unimi)roved and dilapidated condition, he
would naturally be led to the conclusion that the
encomiums I have pronounced upon it were exaff-
gerated; and, indeed, it is not to be concealed that
the present appearance of a larnre moiety of it is

not prepossessing. The original owners of this
soil, (peace to their ashes.) and I regret that it is

the case with too many of their descendants, ap-
pear to have been either wofully ignorant of the
value of land, or reckless as to'the consequences
of their vyretched and land-killing mode of culti-
vation. The culture of tobacco has been general-
ly charged with all the mischief, but, in n'ly opin-
ion, not correctly. Let us do justice to the great
staple of the "Old Dominion;" "and it: as I confess,
it is fairly entitled to bear its just and equitable
proportion of the blame, I must, nevertheless, pro-
test against its being held responsible for all. Its
cultivation on a large scale, I admit, is incompati-
ble with a very high degree of improvement; but
I deny that, when prutZen^Zj/ cultivated, it is incom-
patible with a degree of improvement fully equal
to that which can br attained when wheat is made
the exclusive market crop. The truth is, agricul-
turists have of late been too hasty and too u"niver-
sal in their condemnation of the growers of tobac-
co. It is the excess of the growth of the article
and not any exhausting quality in the article itself
which deserves condemnation. A highly manured
tobacco lot is perhaps the very best preparation for
wheat, as it doubtless is lor every species oforass.

But it appears to me that our best policy is to cul-

tivate a mixed crop. The farmer »h/usZ have money,
and no other than a mixed crop can regularly in-

sure this great desideratum. Do not understand
me as opposing a liberal system of improvement;
on the contrary I urge its indispensable importance.

But this I would etiect, not so much by the total

exclusion of the tobacco crop, as by the improved
mode of cultivation—deep ploughing—the raising

and judicious application of manures— clover and
plaster, together with other artificial grasses, (both
as a vast improvement to the soil, as a great source
of profit, and also as an important addition to our
comfort,)—the Ibur-shift system, &c.
Many enterprising and intelligent gentlemen in

this county are making praise- worthy, and, in many
instances, eminently successful efforts to improve
the system of farming among us. We have a t^ew

specimens of the short-horned Durham, and also

of the Devon cattle—also the Berkshire, Surrey
and Mackey breeds of hogs, besides several varie-

ties of improved sheep. I think the spirit of im-
provement is becoming general in our community,
as well as elsewhere through the state; and the

time, I trust, is not far distant, when Virginia, re-

deemed, regenerated, and disenthralled, shall re-

occupy her proud position in the front ranks of this

grand confederacy.

From tlie Medico-Cliirurgical Review.

ON THE INSALUBRITY OF THE AIR OF MARSH-
ES IN COMMUNICATION WITH THE SEA.

By M. Georgini, of Lucca.*

The deleterious influence of marshes on the

health of those who live in their neighborhood, is

but too well known ; and is a subject which well

merits the attention both of the physician and the le-

gislator. It IS also well known, though hitherto not

clearly accounted for, that all marshes, even when
close together, and consequently under the same
climatorial circumstances, are not equally inimical

to human health and human life. Of this fact It-

aly offers a striking example. In certain parts of

that interesting country, the vicinity of marshes
does not diminish the fertility or the population

;

while, in other localities, it exercises the most
baneful powers. It was long ago conjectured, but

not proved, that admixture of sea-water with that

of marshes, increased the malignity of the exha-
lations issuing thence, and the problem would now
appear to be solved by events which have taken

place in Italy.

Between the Ligurian Appennines and the Med-
iterranean sea, lies a marshy tract of coast, about

twelve Italian miles in length, and varying from

two to four in breadth, traversed by several moun-
tain streams or rather torrents, which are dis-

charged into the ocean, or into the morasses bor-

dering thereon. The marshy plain in question

may be considered as an alluvion deposited by the

rivers Arno and Serchio, and is bounded on the

sea-line by a sort of embankment, only a few feet

above the level of the ocean. The waters collec-

ted by rains, &c. are discharged from three basins

into the sea by natural or artificial canals. The

* Archives Generales.
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level of the stagnant waters is below high-water

mark, anil somewhat above the ocean during ebb

tide. In conscqnence of tliis cia-iinislance, and

belore any hydranlie, works were consirucled, the

flood tide changed the currents of the ditierent ex-

ulories, and caused them to ruti backwards! into the

morasses, mixed, of course, with a proportion of

sea-water. While this was the state ol' things,

the population of this wretched district was very

seamy; and Viareirgio, now a large town, consis-

ted of' only a few huts. The natives, who were
few in number, were constant victims to diseases

of the liver and spleen—the children were sickly—
and old men were no where to be seen. The un-

he'dthiness of the place hail, in liict, arisen to such

a height, that the culture of the olive tree, with

which this fertile tract abounded, was almost en-

tire! j' abandoned to strangers, who, of course, lell

annual victims to the malaria oi' the marshes.

Various gttempts were made to remedy the evil

;

and at length, about the year 1741, a complete
stop was put to it, by the construction of valvular

gates, which permitted the efflux ol" the waters

irom the marshes, but prevented any reflux of wa-
ter from the ocean. The effect was instantaneous

and surprising. The insalubrity disappeared im-

mediately these flood-gates were completed, and
only partially re-appeared when they were out of

order, and permitted the admixture of salt and
flesh water in the marshes. Viareggio is now so

salubrious as to be much frequented by the neigh-

boring wealthy inhabitants, as a place for sea-ba-

thing and enjoying the delightful sea-breezes in

the heat of summer. The population has rapidly

increased, as a matter of course, since the happy
change in the climate, and Viareggio, which, in

1733, contained only 330 inhabitants, now shows a
population of between four and five thousand.

That this fiirtunate change was owing to the

means above-mentioned, we are not disposed to

deny ; nor do we doubt that the admixture of salt

and marshy water may have a deleterious influ-

ence in the production of malaria ; but it is also

unquestionable that the most deleterious exhala-
tions issue from morasses which have no comnm-
nication whatever with the sea.

From tlie Papers of the Peiin. Horticultural Society.

BLIGHT IN PEAR TREES.

If the blight in Pennsylvania is the same as that

which prevailed in Connecticut, between the years
1808 and 1823, (where I then resided as an agricul-

turist,) or the same as that which has appeared in

this section of country, since 1830, the cause of
the disease is a small, slimy, disgusting moth, or

worm, which will be found enveloped in a closely

woven web, underneath a leaf, usually on the top-

roost branch of the tree. Pluck off' the leaf and
destroy the moth, and the tree is preserved ; or if

more than one of the leaves are turned brown, (the
first indication of the presence of the moth and its

deleterious effects,) you may be sure that the

branch is tainted, and must, therefore, to eradicate

the taiiit or poison, cut off' the branch until the

pure white of the wood, and the clear green of
the inner coating of the bark, appear. The moth
does not, apparently, feed on the leaf, for at no
Reason of the year, is it perforated ; but its effects

appear to be of a deadly poisonous nature. The

I leaf, underneath which it is sheltered, fiist turns

brown, and the poison appears to be commnnica-
I

ted through its fibres to the stem to which it is at-

I

tached, and then conveyed down the stem be-

I

tween the inner bark and wood, lurningthe leaves

i ol' a brown color, and the stem oi' a blackish hue,

I

until it reaches the main body of the tree, when
death ensues. Cutting off' the stem even below

where it appears to be dead, a dark ring between
the inner bark and the wood will be perceived.

jJll this discoloration must be cut away, or the

poison will still operate, and the taint go on. It is

like gangrene in animal life.

While in Connecticut, I had a fine thriving

young orchard of fifty-three pear trees and twenty
three varieties. I was very choice of them, and
by attention in plucking off' the discolored leaves,

and topping off' the diseased branches, I preserved

them aZZ during the most iiital season, (and indeed

during the whole time I was on my larm,) while

my friends, during that season, and beiiire I was
aware of it, had lost from one-third to two-thirds

o( their trees. I communicated the result of my
observation and experience to an agricultural soci-

ety in that state, and I am strongly under the im-

pression, that by its direction, that, comnmnication
was given to the public through the papers of the

day.

The trees should be watched (according to the

season,) from about the 10th of May to near the

close of June, and on the appearance of a leaf

turning brown, it should be immediately plucked
off'; and if the branch is diseased, it should be as

speedily topped off'.

I have not satisfied myself what insect depos-

ites the eizg which produces the moth, although I

conjectured that an active, nimble winged bug,

with a reddish head and about the size and shape
of a winged pismire, might be the depositor, as on
the trunk of every tree where I found the moth, I

discovered this insect.

Lest I should tire you, I will close, merely add-
ing that if you should hereafter wish for a more \

detailed account of the discovery of the moth and
its fatal effects, (which were purely accidental,)

I will freely give it, or answer any queries wliich

you may be disposed to put to me,
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient ser-

vant,

Hezekiah Belden.
Lewisburg, Va. j^pril 17, 1837.

republication of Johnstone's account
OF elkington's system of draining, &c.
and aiton's essay on peat or moss
SOILS.

Having obtained from England the late edition of

Johnstone's 'Theory and Practice of Draining and

Embanking,' we shall commence its republication in

the next number of the Farmer's Register; and (as we
have a strong aversion to cutting up articles into se-

parate fragments "to be continued,") we shall bring it

to its end as fast as the engravings of the plans and

figures can be procured. Even should this part of the

work be badly and imperfectly executed, (as is al-

ways to be feared, under existing circumstances,) the

cost of engraving alone will amount to about $200.

We shall cheeifully submit to this additional tax, for
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the purpose of presenting to our readers the best trea-
j

For the purpose of laying before our readers the

tise of drainino- known, in its latest and most perfect two works above named as soon, and each as much in

form, and of which very few copies even of the early '

and less perfect editions have ever reached this side of

the Atlantic. The new English edition is in quarto,

and cost f6 in England, and would scarcely be furnish-

ed by booksellers here, importing at their own risk, at

much less than $10. We shall republish the whole, in

about 90 pages of the Farmers' Register, and at a cost

to our subscribers of about 65 cents. A few hundred

copies will be also piinted separately, for gratuitous

distribution and for sale—but without any expectation

being entertained that this separate publication will

yield any direct profit— as such a result would be dif-

ferent fi-om any heretofore obtained by us, from any

such separate publication.

The first edition of this treatise consisted principally

of the account of Elkington's system of draining,

which was referred to in Washington's correspondence

with Sinclair, and in various other parts ofthe Farmers'

Register. The present edition presents the same in"a

much improved form, with the addition of much other

kindred and valuable matter. The first publication

was drawn up by Jolinstone by order of the British

Board of Agriculture ; and by the recommendation of

that body, a parliamentary grant of £ 1000 sterling was

made to Elkington, on account of his valuable discovery.

As a suitable introduction to a treatise on draining

which has reference principally to peat, moss, or bog

soils, we shall first give Alton's essay on this very pe-

culiar (and in this country very rare) kind of soil.

The information furnished by this piece will be highly

interesting to all who study agriculture as a general

science, and not merely as a body of recipes, applica-

ble only in local and particular practices ; and even if

there was not a peat soil in this and the more southern

parts of the United States, (as we had believed until

our recent examination of the Dismal Swamp,) there is

much in regard to the nature and phenomena of peat

soils, from which a thinking agriculturist may profita-

bly make deductions, that will apply to other soils, and

to their fitness or unfitness for improvement. Alton's

Essay on this subject attracted our attention and in-

terest many years ago, and it would, long before this

time, have been transferred to the pages of the Far-

mer's Register, but for the consideration of the very

prevalent (and often groundless) objection of most

readers to the discussion of subjects which are not ap-

plicable in practice. Such objections might have been

formerly made, in our view of the subject, as then en-

tertained—but not now, when it is known that even as

far south as Virginia, there are many thousands of

acres of peat soil, and probably still more in North

Carolina, among the vast swamps, for the draining of

which the legislature oi that state has lately instituted

measures, and made liberal appropriations. The pro-

per and full knowledge of peat soils, and oftheir chemi-

cal constitution, may possibly save to North Carolina

the loss of half of the .$'200,000 appropriated by law

for this noble object.

The foregoing remarks were in type for the last

sheet of the November number, but were excluded to

make way for other communications.

connexion, as possible, and at the same time not to fall

in arrear as to communications of con-espondents, and

newer selected articles of immediate interest, the two

next numbers will be issued in the course of one month.

Ed. Far. Reg.

From the Farmer's Magazine.

ON THE ORIGIN, QUALITIES, AND USES OF
MOSS [or peat] earth.

By William Aiton, Writer, Strathaven.

No, I.

Strathaven, 20th June, 1811.

Sir—The celebrity which your Magazine has

so justly acquired, and the great extent of its cir-

culation, renders it the most proper channel through

which I can attempt to direct the views of my
countrymen to a branclvof agriculture, which, I

humbly think, has not yet met with attention any
way suitable to its vast importance—I mean the

reclaiming of waste land, particularly that part of

it which is covered with moss earth. If we con-

sider the prodigious extent of surface now covered

with moss-earth in Scotland, and the injurious

effects which it has upon the climate, the subject

will not appear unworthy of serious consideration.

Unless an actual survey were made, it is nor.

possible to speak with any sort of accuracy as to

the extent either of that species ol soil, or of

other descriptions of waste land in Scotland. The
Board of Agriculture, on the authority of county

surveys, and other inlbrmation considered to be

correct, stated the waste land in North Britain,

some years ago, at upwards of fourteen millions

of acres. But from the investigations and sur-

veys which I have made on that subject, to ena-

ble me to draw up a rough draught of the chap-

ter on wastelands, in the General Report to belaid

by the Board, before the King and both Houses
Parliament, I am inclined to estimate the waste

land in Scodand at upwards of twenty millions of
acres; and that a ve.'-y large proportion of that

species of land is covered more or less with moss-

earth. The recovery of even a small part of

these extensive wastes must, therelbre be a mat-

ter of great importance, not only to the proprie-

tors and occupiers of such land, but also to the

public.

The injurious effects which such vastly extend-

ed ranges of uncultivated moss-earth have upon
the atmosphere, by the chilling damps that they

send forth, which lower its temperature, and be-

numb vegetation in the neighboring fields, ren-

der the subject deserving of notice, and ought to

stimulate proprietors to make every exertion to

remove these injurious elfect by cultivation.

Leaving the other species of waste land to be

noticed in some future communication, I shall of-

jer a Icivv remarks, 1. On the origin, 2. On tne

qualities, 3. On the uses ot moss-earth, and, 4.

Mention a few instances of successful moss-cul-

ture in different parts of Scotland and England.

1. On the origin and classification of Moss.

This subject having been in some measure ex-

plained, in the answers written by me to some
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queries antMit that substance, which appeared in

the XXXVIIIth niunber, ami which you iiail the

o-ooilnor=s to insert in the Xljlhi lunnber ol" your

Mairazine; ami the subject beini; more connected

vvilli natural hislory than agriculture, I shall not

at this time enlarge on it. Let it suliice to say,

lliat moss is neither an original earth, a subma-

rine production, a collection ol" anteililuvian her-

bage brought together by Noairs Hood, nor a

oTowiug plant sal generis; but that it is an im-

mense collection of vegetable matter, the remains

of many successive crops of tlie aquatic plants

which have grown on the surlace, year after year,

in places where too much moisture lor the growth

of more valuable herbage was dciaineii, and

where the temperature was low. Whereverland
in the frigid or temperate zones is laid under much
moisture, all the rich grasses disappear, and marsh
or aquatic plants lorm the chief or only herbage.

These do not, like the more valuable plants, yield

speedily to putrefaction; but, from the acids, tan-

nin, extract, or other antiseptic qualities which

they possess, hold out against all the powers of

this destroyer of plants, and preserve, for many
centuries, something of their organic texture; or, if

that be destroyed, at least some part of their

substance remains in a mucous state, and adds,

one crop after anolher, to the depth of the raoss-

earth.

The depth of the moss stratum will be always
found to be in proportion to the extent of the stag-

nation of moisture over the surlace. Where the

ground has considerable declivity, or the subsoil

is open and permeable, the plants that form moss-

earth, are but partiallj'' introduced. Along with

the heather (^erlca vulgaris et Utralix), the yel-

low fogs (Jiypnum squarrosum, filicimim et ruta-

bidarn), goldilock {polijtridion commune), stool-

bent (juncus Sfjuarros us), whitebent(;iartZ«s stric-

ta), tormentilla, &c. which contribute to the for-

mation of moss-earth, several of the sedge grass-

es, (car(ces), and even some of the richer grass-

es, as bents (^agrostes), fescue {fesiuca). hose

grass (Jitdcus lanatus), &c. grow in a dwarfish

state; and the accumulation of moss-earlh is so

slow, that, even in places neglected as to culture

since the commencement of vegetation, moss-
earth has only attained to a few inches in thick-

ness, and is not fit for fuel, but is merely a black,

friable mould, formed over the original soil. This
species of moss-earth I shall have occasion to no-

tice, in course, under the denomination of moor-
ground, or hill moss.

Where the surface has less declivity, and the

subsoil of a clayey nature, through which the

moisture does not so readily percolate, tlie stool-

bent (^juncas squarrosus), turfy club-rush {scir-

pus ccBspitosus), goldilock (polytrichon commune),
sedge grasses (carices), blue mountain or blow-

ing grass {inelica ccerulea), lormentilla, yellow logs

(hypna), &c. are the most prevalent plants; and
there, moss earth will be found to have accu-

mulated li'oiTi one to three feet in thickness; to

be more firm and solid than any other species of

moss; and to make the best fuel. This, in the

western parts of Scotland, is usually denominated
bent-moss; and I shall give it no other name.

But where, from the surface being still more level,

and the subsoil close and impenerable to water,

and where, by the rising of springs, overthrow of

trees, or other obstructions, a still larger quantity

(ioldilock.

Drab-colored fog,

Cotton heads,

Turfy club-rush,

Yellow logs,

Heather,

of moisture has been long detained, and continues

to be constanlly ke|)t on the surliice, every thing

in the shape of grass or green herbage is ban-

ished; and the ibllovving plants grow up, viz:

Marsh fog, Sfihagnum |)a!ustre,

Polylrichon commune,
Bryuin hyjinoides,

Eriopliorum polystachion,
' vaginaluin et anguslilb-

lium,

Scripus cff-spitosus,

Hypnum rutabuluin el fili-

cinum,
Erica vulgaris et tetralix,

and some smaller plants.

In such situations, moss-earth will be found

from two or three to fifty feet in thickness, and
where the supply of moisture on the surface is

siill more abundant, the depth of the stratum is

fast increasing.

JVloss of this description is always loose, open,,

light, and of a drab color, the vegetable fibre be-

ing still perceptible; and, though it readily burns,

makes but a weak fire. This, in all parts of
Scotland, is denominated ^oto-7/ioss.

These three descriptions seem to comprehend all

the arrangement, or classifications of moss-earth

that are necessary, or can be of the least utility ta

the cultivator. All of them are abundantly percep-^

tible; and, indeed there is no other description of"

moss-earth that is not included in one or other

of them. Hill-moss is dry and firm, with a stra-

tum of black earth of only a lew inches deep; and,

except the heaths, the plants it produces are stunt-

ed and dwarfish. Bent-moss is distinguished

fi'om all others by its solidity and firmness, and the

rough green herbage, resembling coarse grasses,

with which it is uniformly covered. Flow-moss
is in every respect different from either. It is

nearly void of any thing resembling grass or

green herbage : heather and fogs are the chief

plants. It is always wet, soft, frequently uneven

on the surface and sometimes abounds with hags,

or natural gullies, of considerable depth.

None of these in the least resemble each other;

nothing that I know is to be found in nature,

which the simplest rustic could mistake for any
one of them; each requiring a different mode of

treatment, when improved tor pasture or cropping.

By some learned doctors, who have written on
this subject, moss-earth has been divided and
subdivided into many different species; distinguish-

ed from each other by their color, density, inflam-

mability, acidity, admixtures, supposed chemical

I

qualities, &,c. &c. To these they invent a nom-
enclature, extremely perplexing, in which no two
of them agree; and they tell us, ''that it is clear to

a demonstration, that these different genera must
require different treatment, either as a soil or ma-
nure;" that "it were equally absurd to cultivate all

these difl'erent kinds of moss in the same way, as

to apply one -plaster to all sores." In fact, it would
seem, they think nobody can cultivate moss with

success, or with certainty, until they have ascer-

tained not only the plants on its surfi^ce; the de-

gree of its solidity; its color; ho\v fiir the organic

texture of the plants have been reduced; how
many admixtures may have got into it; whether
it has been transported by water, or by what
other means it may have been deposited: and un-
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til they have called to their aid some well-paced
chemist, with the iiecesi?ary apparatus, and made
a complete analysis of the moss, to see if it is fit

for fuel, manure, or a cultivated soil; and to say
whether, Irom its nature and qualities, it must be
manure(l vviih lime, dunir, or what else. And as

all these diversilies of moss, according to their

arrangements, may frequently be found, not only
in the same nelil, but generally within a few yards
of each other—as, that of a dark and light color

—a dense or fibrous texture—this or that admix-
ture or diversity of chemical qualities may be

found above, below, and near to each other, in

the same stratum; the whole moss would lall to

be dug up, and a new analysis made, wherever the

color, solidity, &c. were found to vary, before the

humble cultivator could with safety proceed to la-

bor or crop any part of it. When it is considered,

however, that none, even of these learned doctors

themselves, have yet been able to make a proper
analysis of any moss; that such operations are te-

dious, laborious, and very expensive; and that, in

the still imperfect state of science, the results can-
not always be depended upon; these distinctions,

which, in so far as regards the cultivation of moss
seem to be fanciful, unnecessary and unintelligible,

instead of promoting, cannot fail greatly to retard,

the improvement of that species of soil—intimi-

date and bewilder the cultivator—and deter him
from so much as attempting to reclaim any part of
these unsightly wastes. Like the road which
some have pointed out to heaven, these learned
gentleman mark off so many turnings and wind-
ings, stiles and traps, the least deviation from any
one of which will be forever fatal, that the far-

mer, when he has read their learned theories,

will abandon moss culture as a foolish and dan-
gerous project.

An ingenious, intelligent, and highly respectable
author (Dr. Rennie), has in p. 617 of his Essays
on Moss, objected to the arrangement made in my
publications, and which is the same as herestated,
as deficient and indefinite; and after reducinii; the
plants I had mentioned to the form of a table,

he adds, "according to this table, hill moss con-
tains all the plants which grow on the other two
kinds, except three. The first four plants are
common to the first and third species; the next
eight are common to the first and second. To
suppose, therefore, that thissraaZZ difference should
constitute a ground of arrangement, either intelli-

gible to the natural historian,^ or useful to the cul-

tivator, appears doubtful.

But if the doctor had duly attended to what I

stated on that subject, he would have found, that,

though I gave a list of the plants which each of
these sorts of moss produces, I did not classify

moss according to the vegetables which grow on
the surface. I say, in page llfh of the pamph-
Jet he quotes, "the only rational and useful classi-

fication of moss-earth, seems to be that which
arises from the aspect it presents to the cultivator."

The diversity of the plants that grow on hill-bent,

or flow-moss, are not so great, as Dr. Rennie
seems to have expected. Heather, the most
bulky of all the moss plants, is found on hill and
flow moss, but scarcely ever met with on bent-
moss. The yellow fogs (hypna) abound on all

sorts of moss, and every other soil; the goldilock
grows on all kinds of moss, and upon every kind
of moorish land in all parts of Scotland—on the

|

dry sands at the sea-side, the tops of stone-dikeS;

and the wettest sianks in flow-moss. In dry pla-

ces, however, it is but short and dwarfish; in mosa
gutters, it grows long and luxuriant. The sphag-
num palusire, bryum hypnoides, and cotton-heads,

never grow but on very damp places, either on flow-

njnsses, or where that species of moss is begin-

nuiiT to be formed.

JJut whatever similarity there be in the plants

that grow on their surface, the general aspect of
these three species ofmoss are so very d iffierent from
each other, that no man who can point out one
species of soil from another, could have the least

difficulty in distiniruishinti thtm. A piece of hard
dry, heathy ground, on the skirts of a hill, having
a firm open bottom, with heath and stunted dwarf-
ish herbage, and only a few inches of black earthy
mould, has no resemblance to solid firm moss,

two or three fi^et in depth, forming the best tijel,

and covered with coarse green lierbage, eaten by
all sorts of cattle; and still less resemblance to a
deep soft flow-moss, which does not support the

foot of a man, scarcely of a dog—on which no
green herbage appears, and which is intersected

with deep hairs. Tliere is no other species of
moss that bears the least resemblance to any of

them : and though they are found lying in alter-

nate patches, and like the other productions of

nature, do not change abruptly, but gradually,

and almost imperceptibly; yet they arc all so

different in their general appearance, that when
they are only named, every laborer will point

them out. it is not necessary to bring men conver-

sant in science, with re-agents, or chemical appa-

ratus, to point out the distinctions; for they are

so obvious, that he who runs may read.

I am not, however, to be understood as despis-

ing science. On the contrary, I have taken every

opportunity in my power, to show the intimate

connexion that subsists between chemistiy, natu-

ral history, and agriculture; and to express my
wishes, that something of the rudimental parts

of these sciences were taught in all our churches
and parochial schools. 1 have lamented, that the

qualities of moss-earth have not been beiter as-

certained, by men of science. The researches of

Lord Meadowbank; who is an adept in science

and in agriculture, has led to the most useful re-

sults, in converting moss into manure; and I trust

still greater discoveries will be made. But I ex-

pect no good from a divided and subdivided clas-

sification, and greatly extended nomenclature of
moss. This can only serve to perplex the cultiva-

tor—deter him from proceeding to reclaim his

mosses, and mar the usefulness ol' publications

that otherwise might do much good.

IL On the qualities of moss.

It would certainly be desirable to scientific men,
and might lead to some usellil results in agricul-

ture, if a more complete knowledge were atiained

of the qualities of moss. The natural historian

would no doubt be profited by further knowledge
of the essential qualities of substances, of which
the plants, which form moss-earth, are composed;
how these are collected, and united into plants by
vegetable organization; what are the chemical prin-

ciples to be found in these plants, either when in

the vigor of their growth, or when partial or more
complete putrefaction has taken place. Such in-

formation, would no doubt lead to useful results in
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nniuriil hisitory, in cheinistiy, aiid in njj;riciiltiire.

It vvoiilii probiilily discovor more period and easy

nudes or overconiin.'r tlie aiitiseplic qualities of

nu).*s-eartli, and ihcroby render it still more cfli-

cient as manure; and perhaps shovv vviiat sub-

stances operate most powerl'ully as manure to

a moss soil.

Till such information can be procured, we must
content ourselves with that portion of Nnowled^e
to whicli we liave already atiained, and to which
we are daily addiuij, by well conducted experi-

ments. To retail the partial experiments, or at-

tempts at analysis ot" that substance, which have
been already laid betijre the [)ulilic, and in the

technical form in wliich they are generally given,

Could be of no use to the great body of" your rea-

ders, or that valuable class of men, the practical far-

mers, to whom we are to loolc lor the improvement
of" our extensive wastes. All that I shall attempt,

and indeed all that in my opinion can he useliil to

the cultivators of that species of soil, is merely to

name the qualities that are most perceptible to an
aoriculturist ; as, iuiflammabiliiy—acidity—insolu-

billly, or antiseptic quality—tenacity, <^c.

1. Infiimmabilty, or the quality of catching and
bemg consumed by fire, which is Ibund in all sorts

of completely formed moss-earth, no doubt pro-

ceeds li-om one or other of these substances, which
chemists term simple inflammables ; as carbon,
sulphur and ph 'sphorus, with the binary com-
pounds into which they enter.

To which of these the imflammnhilily of moss-
earth is to be chiefly imputed, has not probably
been well ascertained; and as the fict, of its being
hishly inflammable, is well known to all ranks;

and as further iufjuiries regarding that quality are

no way connected with its improvemeni as a cul-

tivate(l soil, it can serve noenfl to dwell on it here,

were \ even better qualified than I am to do jus-

tice to the subject.

The plants which contribute to the formation of

moss-earth possess, when growing, no more in-

flammability than recent vegetables of any other
description. But, while the inflammabtlity of oth-
er vegetables is diminished in proportion as putre-

faction and decomposition advance, the plants

which compose moss-earth, kept together in a
mass, become more inflanmiable, in pronortion a.s

they have come under putrefacn'on, and a disso-

lution of the orrjanic texture. How nature con-
ducts these processes, so different in the putre-

faction of" difi'erent kinds of plants, has not, I be-

lieve, been jet ascertained, though the fi^ict can-
not be doubted. As there seems to be no materi-
al difference in the degree of inHammabilitv in all

kinds of plants, at the time they attain fall growth,
either the moss plants must, by some process in

nature different fjom those of other species, reiain

all their inflammability, when under putrelaction,

and only yiehi up the higreilients of adifferent na-
ture; while other plants first give up with that

quality, and retaui thoselhat are uninflammable; or

the former must attract and acquire inflammabirity,
asputreiaction advances, while the latter liaverio

such powers. Dr. Rennie thinks the inflamma-
bility of moss arises Irorn its retaining, while un-
der decomposition, a large portion of /M/(/rcig-en.

Bui Dr. .lamicson says, that many facts lea<l him
to conclude, thai the common peat is veoelaWe
matter, deprived nf a considerable purlidn of its

hydrogen. iMoss earih, however, soon loses much
Vol. V—59

of its inflanmiability when it is dug up. and long

exposed, separately from tlie general mass, to al-

ternate rains, droughts, frosts, thaws, &c.; but, if

dried when recenii) dug up, and keptdry, it will

liear to be exposed to the air lor centuries, with-

out losiiiiT any part of its inflammability.

1 cannot concur in the opinion of Dr. Rennie,.

fi. 507 of his 'Essay,' that "moss is more inflani--

maiile in proportion to the moisture it contains.''

The reverse seems tome to be uniformly the case.

The more level that moss is, and the more mois-

ture it is laid under, the less valuable will it be as

pasture, as a cultivated soil, as manure to other

land, or as fuel. If the water is raised two or

three ft^ct over the surface, none of the plants

that have been named above can grow. Lake
plants, as the fotamageion nntans, Nymphcea lu-

tea et alba, ylrundo pliragmites, Scripvs lacustris,

u-ilisma planiagn, Pedicularis pah/sti'is, Sfc. are t he
ordinary plants that grow, till they accumulate in,

and fill up the lake to the surface. These Ibrm,

not properly moss, but a sort of lake turf, scarcely

inflammable or fit for fuel. If the surface is not

covered with water, but kept extremely wet, the

Sphagnum palustre, Polytrichon commune, and
Bryum hrjpnoides, will be the chief herbage.

These form a sort of light, fibrous, drab-colored

moss, that when dry. will catch fire and burn,'

but which is the least inflammable of all sorts of
peat, and scarcely deserves the name of fuel..

From that state to the driest moss that is to be

met with; the desiree of inflammability is gradual'-

ly increased. Hill moss is too thin for being cut up'

lor peat; but bent moss, which has always as

much declivity as prevents water stagnating on
the surface, ibrma the best of all peats. One
square foot of the driest bent moss, will go far-

ther as fuel, than ten foot of the drab-colored peat

composed of sphagnum, and which has been form-

ed in a stank of water. In a word, moss-earth is

inflammable, and valuable as fuel, just in propor-

tion as it has been relieved of stagnant water.

The trees that are found buried in moss, are not

inflanmiable in proportion to the progress that pu-
trefiiction lias made upon them, as some have as-

serted, but the reverse. The rotten birch trees,

and those parts of the oaks that are most com-
[iletely dissolved, will kindle and burn; but they
do not make nearly so good fuel as the firs, and
the more solid parts of the oaks, that have not

yielded so much to putrefaction.

2. Acidity in moss is evidenced by its smell

when newly dug; by the pungent acrid odor of
peat smoke; the smell of clothes, or any thing

that has remained lonirin a house where peats are

used as fuel, the i)ain felt in their eyes by peo--

;ile going among the smoke of peals, who are

not accustomed to breathe in such an atmosphere.-

Some have termed it the gallic acid, some the su-

beric; and others have mentioned the carbonic,

the acetic, and the svlpharic acids, as abounding
in moss-earth, &c. But, as Dr. Rennie justly

observes though the acidity of moss is abundantly
obvious, the pailiciilar acid found in it has not yet

been sufficiently ascertained: and probably difler-

ent acids may he trailed in different mosses.

All that seems necessarv for the hiisbandmnfti

to know, is that moss contains a considerable por-

tion of some acid or other. Whichever of the

kinds it may be, lime will neutralize it, and convert

it into manme; and the destruction of the acid by
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U me will accelerate the decomposition of the ve-

getable matter of which the whole mass of moss-
earth is composed; and, as putrefaction advances,
the food of plants will be prepared, and the moss
will be gradually formed into a black mould.
Lime is the best re-agent that the farmer can ap-
ply; and a shovel to put it on, with a spade to dig

up the moss, are all the apparatus he can as yet use
to advantage.

3. Insolubility, or an antiseptic quality, forms
the distinguishing peculiarity of moss. All other

plants, whenever they cease to grow, are liable to

be dissolved by putrefaction. It is appointed for

all vegetables, as well as animals, to die, and,
after death, to be subjected to decomposition.
That terrible power begins where vegetation ter-

minaies; and steadily pursues its course of des-

truction, till it completely reduces the beautiful

works of vegetable organization, sets the whole
substances of which plants were composed at liber-

ty, and either restores them to the elements from
which they had been collected by vegetable or-

ganization, or crives them an opportunity to enter

into new compounds. While vegetation is rearing

and perfecting a nevv crop of plants, putreliiction

is reducing and separating the component parts

of that which preceded it; and as growing plants

are fed upon the remains of former crops, when
reduced by putrefaction, that awful power may be
considered as the feeder and supporter of plants

while they remain in life, and their destroyer

whenever they die.

The plants whieh grow upon, and contribute to

the formation of moss- earth, are the only ones in

the whole vegetable kingdom that oppose any
thing like a successful resistance to the all-subduing
powers of putrefaction. Their resistance, howe-
ver, does not prevent the destroyer from advan-
cing so far, as in all cases to disfigure the plants,

and, in many cases, to nearly annihilate their or-

ganic texture; but its powers are not adequate to

the complete reduction of that tribe of plants. A
considerable portion of the organic texture of some
of the plants, and a sort of mucus, which is form-
ed of others, baffles the powers of" puirelaciion;

and one crop of these accumulating over another,

the moss stratum ha> risen to the height we now
Bee. The plants that grow in the greatest quan-
tity of moisture, are those that present the most
powerful resistance to putrefaction.

The insoluble antiseptic qualities of moss are so

powerful, that they will prevent putrefiriction trom
making the least progress on wood, metals,

clothes, leather, or even on animal matter, when
buried in moss. The trees found in moss are

often much rotted, especially in the upper side:

but this must have happened before they were
covered over by the moss. The clothes on dead
bodies buried in moss for more than a century, have
been found as sound and fi-ee from rottenness, as

if they had only remained there for one month. I

have in my custody, a shoe evidently of Roman
manufacture, and a species of cloth formed of hair,

both found under moss in this parish, which
though they must have remained there for many
centuries, are as free from corruption as those now
in the shops for sale. JVlany luimam bodies have
been dug up from under moss, in various parts of
Britain and Ireland, after remaining a century,

and some of them several centuries in the moss;
all of M'hich have been found as entire and free

from corrup;io;> as when they were buried.

So far as I know, it has not yet been ascertained

what are the particular ingredients of these plmus,
or in the moss-earth formed fiom them, that with-

stand the powers of putrelaction. Dr. Walker
thinks It cannot proceed from the mineral or vege-
table acids; but Dr. Ronnie mentions the carlxm-

ic, the gallic, and the sulphuric acids, and Dr.

Jamieson, the suberic acid, among the chief cau-

ses of the antiseptic quality of moss earth.

Be this as it may, I am humbly of opinion that

tannin, though not mentioned by either ol' them,
contributes powerfully towards the resistance

which moss presents to the dissolving powers of

putrefaction. Many of the plants which grow
upon moss, and contribute to its formation, con-

tain a larire portion of tan. Tormentilla, which
is found growing in all sorts of moss, contains

more tan than any other plant, and is the most
powerful astringent known in the vegetable king-

dom. Probably resin, gum extract, and the bitter

principle, will also be found insonieof these plants

and contribute to their aniisejitic qualities.

As moss is wholly composed of vegetable mat-
ter, and, of course would f()rm the best of manure
if it were or could be rendered soluble, a discovery

of the means, by which iis antiseptic and insolu-

ble qualities could be removed, and the moss ren-

dered as septic and soluble as other vegetable mat-
ter, would be of greater importance than any dis-

covery, either in agriculture, or any other science,

for a century past. It would, in fitct, enable the

farmer toextend the volume of his dunghill at plea-

sure, and add several millions of acres to the

range of cultivated and productive soil.

4. T^^e /e/7ac('/i/ of moss, in the natural mass in

which it is found, and when it has been dried

into peat, has been noticed by all who have writ-

ten on the the subject. While moss remaire un-
broken, it is so close and adhesive, that, if lef: one
or two inches in thickness, and duly supported, it

will hold water like a dish; and when good l)lack,

well decayed moss, is cut into peat, and dried, be-

fore its tenacity is loosened by frost, or much rain,

it becomes so hard and firm, that it is not afier-

wards so easily formed into a soil, or melted down
by the weather. But this quality in moss seems
to me to have been much overrated.

Degner, a Dutch philosopher, author of the

opinion afterwards retailed by Dr. Anderson, viz:

that moss was a growing plant siii generis, as-

serts, that when moss is dried, it becomes a hard
tenacious substance, insoluble in water; and that

his countrymen sometimes lay the foundations of

their houses on peats; and when the buildings

have decayed through age, the peats remain
sound. Dr. Anderson, who implicitly follows

Degner, repeats the same story; and Dr. Rennie,
who has devoted a section to that subject, asserts,

that "after peat is thoroughly dried, it is one of the

most insoluble substances, and the least liaf)le to

change or dissolution." He then adds, under a
quotation mark, but does not say from what au-

thoritv, that "a piece of dried peat was put into

the boiler of a steam-engine, for three months;
yet, though exposed to a heat greater than boiling

water, it remained unchanged." The surliice of

the peat was covered with something like the

powder of iron; but "the centre, and all but the

surfiice, was unchanged." This tenacity, the

Doctor thinks proceeds from the bituminous qual-

ities of the moss; and he says the adhesion of
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the peat can b« destroyed by removal of the bitu- 1 are found; and it is upon that which they live. In

men, and airain restored by the "application oi li-
j

unbroken moss, there is scarcely snch a thinir as

quid biluiiieii, ore^'en by iinniersiiiij it in a quanti-

ty of water scjueezed out of another piece of moss."

I have never seen peats that liiid remained li)r

a<rtis as the tbuittlation of a iiouse, nor tliat had

been three months in a boiler; tint i havepeen |)eais

of as irood quality as the best in Holland, or an}-

other place, when exposed to the vicissitudes of

a soil. There is little or no lermenlation or de

composition of vetxet.able matter, even on the sar-

liice of unbroken moss, which is close and solid,

;md where the vegetable matter is insoluble and
antiseptic; and. there being no Ibod for them, the

iininialcula are not found there. Neither is the

mole Ibund in such moss. That creature lives on

the weather for three or four years, lose their Lena-
j

the animalcula, as they do on the veiretable mat-

citv, becomes loose and triable, and m(juider into ter when under putreliiction. That being awant-

eanh, beinir as desiiiule of indammability as so
|
ing in moss, there are no animalcula, and as lew

uuich old larm-yard duiiir. The ends of those I
moles. Bui whenever the moss is dug up, and

tliat are in a «taek exposed to the vveatiier ibr a lermentation and decomposition brought on the ve-

vear or two, become loose m their texture, vuid lose gelable matter, by the acid of manure, exposure

the irreatest |)art of their intiammability. Vege- to the atmosphere, or either means, armies ol

tables will soon begin to .<rrow in thetii; and the
|

worms and animalcula are raised, and troops of

whole stack would "crumhle down to earth, in
j

moles are fbund in chase of them,

a shorter time than a well built house in Holland
j

Dr. Rennie says—'' Certainly living animals

could be sujiposed to decay of age. Tiie ends of
|

may be detected much deeper in other soils than

the peats that are [)laced next to the cjround in the i in moss." The Doctor is certainly correct in that

slack, are always damp, and their adhesion loos-
j

assertion; and the reason is obvious. Other soils

eiied; and peats are always so, whet) |)iaced fbr ' are generally more open and permeable than so-

a lew mouths iu any daiiip place. \^nien any,
|

lid unbroken moss. The herbage that grows on
even of the driest an<l the best peats that ever

were cut, are led on the spread-field over year,

they are not worth !akin<r home Ibr ftie! next sea-

feon; and in two or three years more rhey have
lost all Ibrm ol peats and adhesion, and are crum-
bled into earth, nearly desiititufe of inflammabili-

ty. I never tried ilie cementing powers of any
other liquid bitumen; but the water scpieez^^.d out

out of any other spe(-ies of moss hasi no elTect

with me in restoring the tenacity of weatlier-

beaten peat. I will venture to assert, tliai all the

juices that can be squeezed out of an acre of moss-
earth, will not cement and render adhesive one
peat of an ordinary size, madeupofthe remains ol

those that had remained two years exposed to the

weather, or of the crumbs of peats on the peat-

stack-stead. If these were again reduced to pul-

py mucus, or as soft and void of granulated matter,

them is not of an antiseptic quality, like that on
moss; but, whenever it ceases to grow, it yields to

complete dissolution by putrelaction. The vege-

table matter so dissolved, Ibrms and enriches the

soil; and the vegetable juices are washed in, and
sink into the earth to a considerable depth, accord-

ing to the permeable nature of the ground; and
wherever these go, the animalcula will be Ibund.

But, in moss, there is no such thing as vegetable

matter under putrelaction. If it were, the close

texture of that earth, would prevent it from sink-

ing even a few inches; of course, there can be no
worms nor animalcula there. The want of them
does not ptoceed from any noxious quality in the

moss pernicious to animal life.

Fishes, and every sort of living ceatures that

occupy stanks, and small streams, where there

is no moss water, are found in those which

(a thing by no means easy to be done with good ! are entirely composed of that species of water,

peat), it might be baked into peat, which would
j

There are hundreds of burns, nils, and standing

be somewhat adhesive when drv; but I do not I
lakes or pools of water, in all the counties in

suppose that the water squeezed out of moss
|

Scotland, situated in the ndddle of deep moss, and
would have any eflects in that operation, more
than that taken from a si)ringor river

Degnerand Dr. Anderson have endeavored to

support their favorite theory, by an argument de-

duced from the circumstance, that no worms, nor
animalcula, are found in solid unbroken moss, more
than a loot or eighteen inches below the surtace.

into which nothing but moss water can ever fall;

and yet these streams, pools or stanks, are stored

with various sorts of fish, and all the living crea-

tures that occupy places where there is no moss.

The Blackburn, parish of Crawfordjohn, rises in,

and runs through moss, is composed of moss-
water, and nothing but moss-water, dark and

Dr. Rennie, takinij their story fbr his text, hiis dis- ! brown; yet it yields the largest, the best, and
played much ingenuity and knowledge of science, i the greatest number of trouts that are to be
to show that the want of reptiles in moss is a I

found in any stream of the same size in Scotland,

proof of some peculiarly noxious quality in that
j

The lochs, streams, and stanks, that abound at

earth. And in page 564, he says that no species
i
the head of Loch-Dum in Ayrshire are entirely

of fish do exist in liquid moss; and neither fishes,
|
composed of moss-water; yet fishes, and many

nor any living creature, can be detected in moss living creatures, abound in all of them.
water, il stagnant and unmixed.

But, with due submission to authors of superi-

or erudition, I can discover no mystery in the
want of worms and reptiles in solid unbroken

I did not intend, when I began to write, to have
occupied so much of your valuable room on this

part of the subject; but an ardent wish to render

every thing regarding that substance clear to the

moss below the soil. If I understand reptile econ-
i

simplest cultivator, and to remove objections that
omy, they are never fbund beyond the bounds of

j

seemed to stand in his way, has carried me fur-

the soil, or the reach of the moisture that passes
i

ther than I intended to have gone.
from it, and is impregnated with vegetable matter. ,,, rr>L i ^\i ,x.W„ 1 „ii. ^„^ c "^

. ,. \\\. Ihe I'Ses of Moss-earth.
orms, and all* sorts of anuTialcnla, live upon

[

'

vegetable matter in the soil that has come under i
Are, 1. Fuel; 2. Pasture j 3. Plantation ; 4.

fermentation. It is in such situations that they
|
a G///rt;rt/>?</ so//; and, 5. Manure. I shull otiei a
tew remarks on each ol these in their order.
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1. Moss is, next :o coal or wi.o.l, ilie Iiest fuel

yet disi-overed. VVlitre either oi' the turmer can
^be obtained, it will seldom be used; but vviiere

these are not plenty, or far distant, peat, is the
best siibslilule.

The mode of cutting and (hyin<]j peats is so

well known to every laborer in all parts of Scot-

land, that it would be trespussinii' upon your pa-
tience to s|)end time in describinu; it. Except in

.some parts of Galloway, where moss fir tor fuel is

scarce, the mode of bakinir peals, so common in

Ireland, is not known in Scotland. The superior

qiialjty of the peat, however, in some measure
indemnifies the adilitional labor.

The o'reatest improvement that I could suirf^est

in the manajjement of peats, would be to erect

shades to keep them in durinjx winter. When
set up in the ordinary way, in stacks, alfoirether

without cover, every heavy shower renders thern

unfit, for a time, to be used as fuel. When a
course of rainy weather happens, it becomes ex-
tremely difficult to ii!;et the cookery f^)r the family
carried on with peats; while the smoke which
they emir, fills and darkens the house in which
they are burnt; and every time that peals are wet-
ted and dried, their adhesive texrnre is so much
loosened, and rheir inflammabiiily, and durability

as fuel, diminished.

A shade to hold peats for one year, mio-ht be
formed of couples of an old house, or other old

limber, which is frequently left to rot, and thatch-

ed with heather, broom, or rushes, in the time
that the farmer and his servants spend at races,

fiiirs, roups, &c. where they have no interestioij

bi]siness; or in the time they are employed build-

ing the peats into a stack. It ou^ht to be so con-
structed, as to adufit acurrent of air to pass through
the shade.

2. Moss-ground is used as pasture, chiefiv for

sheep stock. The improvement that seems prac-
ticable on this species of pasture is, to adjust the

quantity of moisture, and to provide shelter for

the stock.

By far the greatest part of the sheep-walks in

Scotland, composed of moss, are greatly injured
by being overcliarged with moisture, wiiich ban-
ishes the valuable grasses, and raises the moss-
fogs; and the sheep are much hurt, and fretpjent-

ly drowned in the gutters. To remedy these
evils, the whole moss-ground ought to be surfiice-

drained. The mode of doing so with spades is

well known. Perhaps some part of it mighr, in

fiivorable situations, he executed bv the plough.
By opening the surface drains where necessary,

the value of the pasture mav frequently be more
than doubled—the growth offlow-moss retarded

—

the moss consolidated and pre|iared for more im-
proved culture—the climate bettered, and ihe con-
dition of the stock jjreatly meliorated. I know
no improvement by which so nmch ixood could be
done, at so small expense, and with as much cer-

tainly of beiniT refunded. In many cases, the
pasture could be surface-drained by llie shepherds,
in the course of a lew years, without interfer-

ing with their duty to their flo('ks. But the indo-
lent habits of the pastoral life are not easily over-
come; the herds continue to loiter, half iille, on the
hills, and the sheep to wade in the gutters as for-

merly.

In some situations, larire tracts of sheep pas-
lure and n)oss ground could bo n)uch improved,

by turninir streams or rills of water over it. Earth,,

sand, njud, &c. might frequently be thrown upon
such pasture by means of a mountain rill, that is

neszlccied. or suffered to do much injury. I saw
an improvement of that nature, execiited by the

Bishop of Llandaff, whereby he had reclaimed
a few acres of moss, of the least value, near
Colgarth House, on the side of the Windermere
lake, and converted it into pasture, which grazed
a large milk cow on each acre, fbrmerly not worth
one shilling. If every acre in Scotland, capable
of being reclaimed in that way, were brought to

as great periection, the profit of the occupier, the

proprietor, and the public, would be beyond calcu-

lation.

When I survej'^ed the county of Ayr, I w;is

much pleased with an improvement of that nature,

executed by J. Cochran, esq. of Lndylands, on
some hiifh land of his, near to the head of the

Garnock. By turning a rill from the hills, over a
piece of bleak iiround, which produced little her-

bage but white bent (nardus stricta), stool bent

(fnncus squarrosus), wiih yellew logs (hypna),
and some grasses of a dwarfish size, he was en-
abled, two years alier, to cut 4500 stones, Eng-
lish, of good hay from 11 acres, formerly not

worth in all 2/. sterling of rent. Like other im-

provements, ir only excited laughter and clamor
among the country people; bni now that it has suc-

ceeded so well, I trust they will Ibllow hisexample.
Many thousands of acres might be improved in

that way in Scotland, so as to yield 50or 100, per-

haps .300 per cent, on the expense incurred.

3. Plantations may be raised to great advan-
tage, and with much success, on a moss soil. I

have seen many different kinds of forest trees

ijrrowing with great luxuriance on mosses of con-
siderable depth, in almost every county of Scot-
land, and in all the counties of England, in which
I found moss. Not only birch, mountain ash,

saughs of various kinds, alders, and other aquat-
ics, but firs, larches, spruce, limes, beecf:es, elms,
and oaks, grow well on mosses of great depth;

and all of them, with several other kinds of trees,

may be seen in many deep mosses.
When plantations of any kind are to be raised

on moss, it is necessary not only to relieve the sur-

face of moisture; but, if the moss is deep, and has
little declivity, ditches also ought to be cut, three

or four feet deep, at the distance of filty or sixty

feet, at mosr, from each orher. The moss-earth
taken from the ditches should be laid into hollow
parts of the intermediate ridges, which should be
smoothed, and raised in the centre, that the rain-

water may run speedily into the ditches; and these
ought to communicate with the principal drains,

so that no water may remain in tlie ditches. If

the ditches are properly formed, and kept clear,

and the surface of the ridges to be planted kept

smooth, and free fi'om stagnant water, planting
will grow well, and turn to irood account, in any
kind of moss not more than lOOOfeetabove the level

of the sea. Even in greater altitudes, trees can
be raised, in convenient spots, to a sufficient height
lor ornament to the country, and shelter to the

sheep. What beauty would it give to the coun-
try, and melioration tothe condition of moorstock,
were a few clumps or belts of any kind ol" trees

raised on the sheep walks! A plantation to the

extent of half an acre, may be enclosed with a

dike of sod sufficient to turn cattle, and shelter
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1lie, yuurii; trees, lor 40s. or 31. Thirty or (brty

such cliuiip.s ruiirlit he raised over a shocp-wulk for

.about lOU/., or less than one year's rent; while

the shelter they woulil atl'ord, and ilie beauty they

would u'ive to the aspect ol' the counliy, not to

mention the value of the trees, would niucii more
liian compensate that trilling expense. It shows
rrreat want of taste to ne<j;lect an improvement so

cheap, so necessary, so valuable, and teruiintrso

much to ornament tl'je face of those dreary re-

gions.

4. Moss may also he used as a cultivated soil,

fJir the raisino; ol" grain crops. Until ol" late, the

•proprietors anil possessors of moss-land, were ig-

norant of its value as a cultivated soil, and con-

tented themsidves with the pasture it yielded, and
the ga;;if it produced. Those who first talked of

raisiuii irraiii, or roots, from moss, were held up to

derision; and to this day moss-culture is laughed at,

and considered as a whim, even by the generality

ot farmers. Fortunately, however, lor mankind,
anil particularly fir Britons, it has been ascertain-

eil, bevond all doubt, that moss is as capable- as

HI1V other soil ot" being reclaimed, and rendered

productive of all sorts of grain, grasses, and use-

ful roots. Convinced of tiiese facts t"roni my own
experience, and from that of others, who, for

ne;tr thirty years past have raised the best crops

from even the worst o( mosses, [ turned my atten-

tion to the subject with much ardor; and having
travelled several thousaml miles to see how these

operations were conducted, I now beg leave to lay

the result ol" all my studies and inquiries on that

subject before the public, through the medium of

your valuable Magazine, with thesincerest wishes

that they may be reduced to practice, and that mv
countrymen may reap therefrom that benefit which
I have the f"ullest conviction it is capable ol"yield-

hig.

1. When the cultivation oniill-mnss is attempt-

ed, all that is necessary is, to reduce the land to a

proper form, ap[)ly manure, .and ado[)t such a

mode of cropping as that species of" soil can admit
oi; In this kind of moss, the subsoil is the chief

thing to be attended to. The incrustation of

moss, or black mould approaching to moss, is sel-

dom of sufficient depth to form a soil. The sub-

soil may be added to that of the moss; and the ope-
rations will fidi to be regulated by the quality and
condition of that subsoil. If it be clay, it would re-

quire to be ploughed and exposed to ihe weather, a

year or two before it is cropped; if sand or gravel,

as is most f"re(]uently the case, it will fall to be

treated like other new or poor land of that des-

cription. This subsoil will, like all other newly bro-

ken up ground, be almost void of vegetable mat-
ter; (hat on the surface is sufficient to supply the

defect; but, being insoluble, it would need to be
reduced by caustic lime, or other stimulants, which
tend to accelerate the decomposition ot moss-
earth. If the soil is sandy, too much exposure to

the summer drought would tend to render the

moss-earth still more insoluble, and could do no
good 1o the sand. Af"ter one or two crops, it ought
to be laid down with grass-seeds, and pastured lor

three or four years. Potatoes and turnips are pro-

per crops for such land. These may be followed
by barley or oats, with orrass-seeds. Green crops

would, by overshadowing the ground, bring the
original moss-earth in the soil into a state ofgreater
solubility, and accelerate its decomposition.

No. II.

Slrathaven, 1st October, 1811.

Sir—My Inst communication concluded with di-

rections lor breaking up, antl ii;claiiriing /t///-moss,

or that species of waste land where, from its de-
clivity, or the permeable nakireof Ihe subsoil, the
moss earth has only risen a Itiw inches, not in pro-

per moss, but in a sort of" dry, ileafj inert, black

mould, approaching to moss. The method there

recommended in cultivaiing such land, is the same
as would be proper to t)e pui'sued if the ground
had been altogether free of' such incrust;uion of
moss; with a due application of hot lime, and
other stimulatinir manures, to render the vegeta-

table matter, which has grown over the surface,

soluble; reduce and separate its organic parts, and
convert it into manure for succeeding crops. If

the soil, over wliich the incrustation of black earth

has risen, be clay, or of a dense quality, it would
require to be fallowed for two seasons, to dry it,

open its pores, and render it lt.'rtile; but if" the soil

be sandy, as is most common under that species

of moss, fallowing could be of no use, f"urther than
one course, to reduce the surface to proper form.

A crop of" potatoes or turnips, with dung and some
hot lime to bring the moss-earlh into putrefaction,

followed by a white crop with grass-seeds, would
be the most proper course in sarnly or dry soils.

VVith these directions I intended to have closed

that part of" the subject. But as I find, from a
correspondence which I have had with the Board
of Agriculture, for whom I iia\e undertaken to

draw up the chapter on waste lands, of the General
Report lor Scotland, that the honorable Board, and
their intelliirent Sei^retary, are partial to the Eng-
lish mode of reclaiming every species of waste land
Iw pan"/)g and biirning,l find it necessary to say
a few words more on the subject.

I am not a stranger to that mode ot" reclaiming
waste land, having seen it practised in many
parts of England, and sometimes in Scotland, and
read many excellent communications to the Board,
county surveys, and other agricultural writings,

wherein paring and burning was recommended,
nor only on waste land, but also on the richest

and best old pastures. But as these plans of im-
provement did not seem to me the most eligible, I

endeavored to shun disputes on that subject, as to

the breaking up of waste land; disapproved of
burning fespecially in the way it is generally ex-
ecuted in Scotland) as to moss; and reprobated,

111 stroniT terms, the practice of" paring and burn-
ing old rich pastures.

My observations on these subjects did not meet
with the approbation of the intelligent Secretary;

but whatever may be my opinions on that, or any
other subject, it would be presumptuous, and most
unreasonable, for me to insist on their being pre-

servetl in a General Report; which, though the ori-

irinal sketch be drawn up by individuals, is ulti-

matley to be laid before the Sovereign and both

Houses of Parliment, as the result of" the labors

and opinions of the honorable Board.
In communications, however, of this nature,

written and signed by myseltj I trust i shall give

no offence even to those who may difi^er from me
in opinion thereanent, by staling with candor,

and all manner of freedom, my sentiments on that

subject. I am still humbly of oninion, that to
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pare and burn the accumulated vegetable matter
formed on (lie surface of rich old pasture, is a prac-

tice as barbarous as any that ever sprang from
conceited ignorance. I shall state my opinion of

burning deep moss, when I come to treat of re-

chuminir fl'iw-mossj but it is also necessary to no-

tice here, how lar it seems proper, in the species

of waste under consideration.

I am humbly of opinion, that, wherever a thin

incrustation of moss-earth, or black mould ap-
proaching to mo^s. is Ibund incumbent on, or has
been .tiixed, by the plough, with a cold, damp, ad-
hesive, meager clay soil, and that moss-earth or

vegelahle mould has become (ns it generally is in

such situations) more insoluble than ordinary moss,
and cannot be reduced to putrefaction by the caus-
tic powers of lime, or others the most stimulating
manures; burninirthe moss or black mould, and
torreiying, with it, as great a portion as pos-^ible

of the steril adhesive clay, is the most proper
course that can, in all such cases, be followed In

all other situations tlial I know, burning produces
a luxuriant crop or two, at the expense of those

that t()llow; but, in ihe case here recommended,
the burning corrects the greatest defect in the soil,

and renders it capable of permanent fertility.

The great defect of a poor, damp adhesive clay
soil, is, that it is so close in its pores, that njois-

ture cannot escape, or the roots of vegetables pe-
netrate. It is cold, chillinu morlar, when wet,
and adhesive clods when dry. The veojetable

matter formed from the crops that grow on such
soils, in high districts, and even the dung that is

applied to it, is chilled, and kept stationary, by the
cold clay, and moisture which it retains, liutil its

pores are opened, it will not become fertile or pro-
ductive.

Burning the moss, or insoluble vegetable mould,
,on such land, and torreiying as lartre a portion as
.possible of the clay, is, of all other methods, the
most proper, with land of that description. The
ashes of the inoss, or vegetable matter, which
could not be rendered sufficiently soluble, by any
other means yet known, will yied a crop or two;
and the burnt earth, being mixed into the soil,

will open its pores, to let the chilling moisture
escape, give scope to the roots of plants, and ren-
der it capable of permanent fertility.

As the burning must have exhausted the whole
vegetable matter in the soil, and as no ground can
be productive until it is impregnated with such
matter, in some degree disposed to yield to putre-
faction, I would recommend to apply, after the
first crop, a good dressing of moss compost, that
has been brought under Itjrmentation by being
mixed with dung, lime, or some other stimu^
lant, before beinir spread on the soil. After the
pores of the clay have been opened by torrefaction;

and the mass brought into a proper state of pu-
trescence, by dung, &c. before it was applied to

the soil, there will he no dantrer of that moss be-
coming again insoluble, like that which had been
formed on the adhesive clay soil where its de-
composition was retarded by the chilling damps
in the soil.

It does not often happen, however, that a thin
incrustation of black mould, like ill-formed moss,
is Ibund upon a damp, cold, adhesive clay; but,

more generally, over a lighter and opener soil.

When the soil is close and retentive, the bent or
the flow-moss, of much greater depth than that
here treated of, is generally formed.

Where the soil is already sufficiently open to

the escape of moisture, burning, to render it more
loose, would be injurious; and to burn any black

mould or moss collected over a sandy or gravelly

soil, would be a gross error, and lolly. The
black mould, steril as it may be, that covers sand
or channel, forms a much better soil lor cultiva-

tion than that of sand gravel, or rock: and as by
far the greatest part of hill mosses is incumbent or>

a sand}' or open soil, burning ought to be practised

on such land with caution.

Some have recommended burning, in all cases

where the soil was covered with coarse bulky her-

bage that could not be otherwise reduced to pu-

trefaction.

Wherever coarse herbage, or vegetable matter

of any kind, is found to be so insolul»le, as to batHe

the fermenting powers of lime, or other stimlaling

manures to bring it into putrelaction, it certain-

ly may be burnt, unless it be tijund that the sub-

soil on which it rests would Ibrm a worse soil than

the vegetable earth. But I am humbly of opinion

that, except when it is incumbent on a cold, adhe-
sive, damp clay, neither the coarse bulky herbage
which grows on such waste land, nor even the

black vegetable mould or moss formed from them,

when under a slow and partial decay, are so com-
pletely insoluble as not to be made to yield to Ihe

dissolving powers of hot lime, or the fermenting

qualities of' good dung.
If either recent vegetables, however, or vegeta-

ble earth, loruied chiefiy from plants that have
grown on the surface, is found to be so insoluble as

to resist the powers of lime, they ousfht certainly

to be reduced by fire, in all cases where the sub-

soil is belter adapted to cultivation as an improved
soil, than that of the vegetables or vegetable mat-
ter by which it is covered.

In situations, too, where the moss-earth and
coarse vegetables on the surface are abundant

—

no lime nor stimulating manures at hand to accele-

rate their decomposition—and where the subsoil

cannot be injurea by the burning, or admixture of

the ashes, and charred or torrefied pe-at or earth;

some part may no doubt be burnt to raise crops,

and bring on better herbage. But these seem to be

the only cases in which that operation can be

executed with advantage—or, I would rather say,

without injury; as will be more fully stated when
I come to notice the effects of burning on flow-

moss.

I do not advance these doctrines to provoke

controversy, but merely as candid opinions which
I have deliberately formed, after the fullest inves-

tiixation of the subject, both in theory and prac-

tice, for many years. Others will judge for them-
selves.

II. Of the cultivation of bent-moss.

When bent moss, which is always covered with

a bulky sward of green herbage, is to be cultiva-

ted, all that is necessary, is to relieve its surface of

moisture by furrows opened with spades, or drawn
by the plough; apply lime in a caustic state^ and
labor and crop the ground.

The ground ought to be completely surface-

drained, at least six months before the lime is put

on. The best method is to form furrows in the

directions wherein it is proper to carry the ridges;

or, at least, one furrow lor every two ridges; and
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the turf taken Irorn them may be applied to fill np

the low phuMis on the surtaco. And it" miu'li inc-

qnaiily shall still prevail, some ol' the knolls may
be |)ared, and what is taken lioin them laitl into

the lower places.

The lime OLiu'ht, b}"- all means to be applied in

its most caustic stale, that it may the more pow-
erfully reiluce the coarse herhaije to putreliiction,

and convert if into the food of plants. If the

hme has become eflete belbre it is spread on the

sward, its etlec's in reducin<r the coarse herbage
will be much diminished; and the lime outrht to

remain a year or so upon the sward belbre it is

labored.

If the surface of the jrround be tolerably smooth
and equal, the bent-moss may be plouiihed; but

if it abounds with inequalities, it will be much bet-

ter to diu; it with the spade. When ploughed the

first year, some delve it with spades the second,

to break the extreme tenacity of the furrows, and
reduce every inequality of the surlitce which can-

not be so easily done by the plouirh. But I would
rather advise the cultivator to labor the bent moss
with spades for the first year; as, in that case, the

soil can be cut and lormed much deeper than can be

done by the plouo-h; and when once it is cut into

spadefuls, it can be much easier ploui^hed for next

crop, than when it remains in tough liirrows, lorm-

ed by the plough. It ought to be labored in har-

vest, so as it may get the benefit of the winter

frosts, to reduce its texture, before it is dried into

peat. The earlier it can be sown, the better; and
as the mould will not be properly lormed, the

seed ought to be covered chiefly by hoeing for the

first year; and the roller ought to follow the hoe
CM" harrow, as it completes the covering of the

seed, and consolidates the soil to keep out the

drought.

The ridges ought to be formed about thirty or

forty feet wide, made as regular as possible, I'ree

of heights and hollows, raised a few inches only

in the centre, and the furrows about a Ibot wide,

and eight inches deep. Nothing is more hurtful

to any species of moss, than the slightest inequal-

ity on the surlace of the ridges. The low places

^ill be injured by two much damp, and the heights

by want of moisture.

Three crops, at least, are necessary for the right

formation of the soil in bent moss. They may be

all of oats—that being the most certain and gen-
erally the most profitable crop; and it is impos-
sible the soil can be in the least degree exhausted
by such a course. I have known moss cropped
with oats, without rest, or intermitting crops, for

eight or ten years. But though the soil may not

be exhausted even by that barbarous course, it

becomes too loose, dry and open, and overrun
with couch grass. JVloss is always most productive

when kept in short rotation shifts, and in a moist

condition.

Bent moss may be sown with grass seeds in

the third year; cut for hay one year and pastured

for two, or at most for three years: a small quan-
tity of hot lime (say thirty bolls or so, per acre)

may then be put on the sward; one, or at most two
crops of oats taken, when the field may be again
sown with grass-seeds. If moss is kept more
than two years (after the first course) in crop, it

becomes dry; or what the country people call

deaf : and if it is more than two or three seasons
in pasture, the rich grasses die away; the rushes

and marsh logs spring np in the low; and the dry

i(_)gs, and even heather, in the higher places, and it

soon becomes wild. But ii one or I wo crops of oats

are taken; one crop hay; and one, two, or at most
three years pastare; the moss will be kept in most
productive slate; and, by the aid of a very small

(luanlity of lime, every five or six years, it may be

made to yield more grain, more hay, and as much
pasture-grass, as can be raised on any other des-

cription of soil. VV hat lijlly and misconduct must
it not then be, to allow one single acre of such

land to remain neglected! There are linv coun-

ties in Scotland, where there is not as much hcnt

and hill-moss, capable of high cultivation, as would
give employment to hundreds of liimilies to culti-

vate, and raise food lor thousands of additional inha-

bitants. Yet we continue to keep loo many of

our people coofied up in loom-sho| s, conon-niills,

and other unwholesome manuliicturies, to the in-

jury of their health and morals, while a market

cannot be found for the goods which they manu-
facture; and we are paying millions of our gui-

neas, every year, lor corn, to our most implaca-

ble enemies. The population of Scotland might

be o-reatly increased; the Ibod of man multi|)lied;

and the physical strength o[' the nation augment-
ed, to an incalculable extent, by the cultivation of

hill and bent moss.

Of Flow Moss.

Flow moss presents an aspect to the cultivator

so extremely Ibrbidtling, that, till within these lew

years, it was considered by all ranks of farmers as

incapable of being reclaimed, or rendered produc-

tive of grain or good grasses ; and it coniinued to

be, as it were by mutual consent, altogether aban--

doned as to improvement. Hapnily, however, it-

has been ascertained, beyond all manner ol doubt,

that flow moss, if it can be laid dry on the surface,

is as capable as any oilier soil of being made to

yield the most valuable crops of the best ol grain,

roots, and grasses.

Even the venerable Lord Karnes, the great

patriarch of agriculture, seems not to have per-

ceived that flow moss was capable of being re-

claimed, when he invented the ingenious mode,
still carried on by his son, of floating it into the

sea, in order to recover the subsoil which it cov-

ered.

I was anxious to have ascertained who it was
that first discovered that flow moss was capable of

being lormed into a productive soil ; and, after

making much inquiry;; I have not been able to

procure evidence of that species of soil being

brought under cultivation, in any other place in

Scotland, so early as at Strathaven in the county

of Lanark ; and the person who first set the ex-

ample, was the late John Hamilton of Collin-hill,

at, or soon after the year 17-50. If it should be

alleged, as Ibrmerly, that I have discovered " a
sort ofdistrictal vanity" in this matter, I would an-

swer, that I should have been equally happy to have
traced that honor to my native couniy of Ayr.

But, though the agriculturists of that county began
early to improve bent moss, Mr. Hamilton, and
others about Strathaven, were before them in the

improvement of flow moss. If any other can claim

it prior to the middle ot'last ceniury, let iheiTi take

the honor, to whatever district it may be Ibund to

belong.
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Happil}', the cultivation of even that most fbr-

biildiiiix of all specii^s of soil, does not now rest on

mere specuiarive theor}', but is a matter of fact,

well founded, and ascertained beyond all manner
oi"doubt ; not in a iew, hut in man}' instanqes, and

to the extent of thousands of acres, in many differ-

ent counties of Scotland and England. The man-
ner in which that has been done, liills to be made
known and attended to, that others may Ibllow the

examples set betbre them.

Of Draining Moss.

Draining is the first step towards improvement

of flow moss; but this requires to be executed

with caution. Such moss, in its natural state, is

too wet, and too soft ; and, to remedy these evils,

proper channels ought to be opened, to relieve the

surt'ace of every drop of stairnant water. If the

surface of the moss is nearly level, the drains

ouiiht to be deeper, and more numerous ; but

wherever it has a tolera'ule declivity, fiirrows, of a

foot in width, and six or eight inches deep, lead-

ins; into cross drains, and these into a main drain,

in the lowest courses of the moss, is all that is ne-

cessary, or can be of service. Under-draining,

trenching, or any other operation to render the

moss dry, more than merely relieving all parts of

the surface of sfaunant water, is not only labor

losr, but highly injurious to the moss as a cultivated

soil. Moss is no doubt too soft when wet ; but is

also too hard when it is dry. It takes in too much
moisture in winter, but it is always too dry in

.spring and summer. Where the surfiice is so

;fbrnied, as to allow the water to run off as soon as

it tails Irom the clouds, cultivated moss cannot be

kept too wet. A cultivated moss soil always
yields the best crops, in a wet, and the worst in a

dry season. Moss, after being dug up and form-

ed into a soil, will dry more in one day, than clay,

or even loam, will do in a week. Theoretical

writers have said much about under-draining,

trenching, &c. to render moss dry; and many, in

the outset of their cultivation of that species of soil,

have thrown away large sums in cutting deep
ditches, under drains, &c. But ihey have gene-

rally discovered their errror, and restricteu their

draining ot' moss, merely to a removal of the

-springs, and relieving the surface of stagnant

water.

Of Laboring Moss.

The ridges ouirht to be formed broad, and near-

ly level. If the moss is very damp, with little de-

clivity, the ridijes may be formed twenty or twen-
ty-five feet broad at first; and two of these may
be put into one, the second time the moss is crop-

ped. The ridges may be raised about six or eight

inches in the centre; and here, as in the bent moss,

care ought to betaken that there be no heights

or hollows in the ridges, if any such are formed,

the heights will be unproductive, by being too

dry, and the hollows, by beinij too wet.

Flow moss has generally, when first broken up,

been delved with spades: but Mr. Lauder, over-

seer to General Graham Stirlinir, of Ducher}',

and James Hume, esq., from East l^othian. who
has reclaimed some deep moss near West Linton,

have found means to break it up with lite plough.

A concise account of both methods falls to be

given.

When dug with the spade, the soil is cut a pros-

per depth, .uid ridires are cornplelely formed at

the first. The moss ought to be labored during:

the latter part of harvest, or early in winter, so as*

it may be reduced to soil by the frosts and show--

ers of winter, before it is formed into peat. In-

this descripiion of moss, it is best to allow it tO'

remain exposed to the weather, for at least two

winters, after being delved, and before cropping,

so as the soil n)ay be more completely formed.

The manure may be cartied on, in time ofdrouchi

in summer, or frost in winter; and a deep hoe-

ing, or slight delving given, about the Martin-
mas time, the winter befbre the seeds are sown.

Mr. Jvauder's method is, to cut a drain round

fbur or five acres which also serves as a fence,

and to fbrm as many small drains, as to relieve

the surflice of moisture. After these have been

open Ibr a year or two. he ploughs the enclosure in-

lime of the greatest drought, and leaves it ex-

posed to the weather for one or two years more;'

then taking the advantage of dry weather he
gives it two or three ploughings, puts on manure,

forms the ridges, and leaves it ex|)osed till the

next spring, when he sows oats. If the soil is

well formed by these operations, he sows grass

seeds on the first crop; but if it is not formed lo

his mind^ he ploughs immediately after the corn

is reaped, and takes a second crop of oats, with

which he sows grasses.

Mr. Gow, overseer lo Neil Malcolm, es(]. of
Pohalloch and Duntroon, Argyleshire, who had,

when 1 surveyed his improvements in 1809, re-

claimed more than 1000 acres of deep flow-moss,

and who had tried many exf)erinients, now gen-

erally delves and forms the ridges, from fifty to

one hundred feet broad, and nearly level; leaves

the moss, so dug exposed to the weather, Ibr eigh-

teen months or two j'ears; then gives it a good
dressing of lime, or sea shells; digs it over a sec-

ond lime, breaking the turfj and smoothing the

surface and sows grass seed^ in tlie month of July

fbllowing, without taking any other crop; pastures

with sheep the first year or two. and with cows
afterwards. When the pasture begin to fail, he

applies a new dressing of hot lime; I am humblj'

of opinion, liowever, that a crop of oats migiit be

taken to advantatje, afier the second liming.

Though several other modes of breaking up
and cultivating moss, have been pursued, and
with considerable success, these seem to me to

be the most advisable, and safest courses of pro-

cedure. Some have cropped even deep flow-ninss

the first year afier it was dug up; but the crops, in

such cases, have seldom been equal to the seed

sown. It is much better to allow the moss to re-

main exposed, Ibr a year or two, to every change
of the weather, till the peat be reduced to soil by

the alternate frosts and thaws, rains and drouirhts.

When it gets frost immediately after bcMug duu up,

it more readily fills into soil, than it does al ler be-

ing first dried into peat.

Of Manures.

The manures most proper for flow moss, are

those best for any other soil; as dung, lime, and

compost. lOven earth, sand or any oiIkm" sub-

stance that the vicissitudes of the weather can re-

duce to the stale of earih. will operate as an ex-

cellent manure to moss. Dr. Anderson, and the
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frenileman who depcribos the mosa cultivation at i niire. Scarcely any other manure has ever been

Swinriiii^emuir, both seem to doubt the effects i applied, either lo the bent mosses on the estates

ot' (hiniT as a manure to moss; but nolhing,has
[

of Grnu!j;ar, Glesnoek, and many oiheKs in Ar-

been better aseertaincd respeetinii it, than the pow-
1

jryleshire: or even to tiie deep flow mosses, that

erful etlects of dung; as manure to tiiat species ol'j have been reclaimed at Riccarton, Shoahon,

soil. No other manure will operate, so speedily,
i

MontjL^reinan, Giesnock, &c. &c. The most ex-

so powerfully, and with so much certainty, as tensive, and best. conducted improvements ot'niot^s,

duni; upon flow moss. Dunir was the Only ma- to be met with in Scotland, are on ilie estate of

nure applied to Strathaven moss, lor fifty years Ilarlfield, near Paisly, executed by Robert Ful-

afler it was first broken up. And when it is con- ton, esq.; and lin)e has been alrtiost the only ma-
sidered, thnt more tlian three-f.turth parts of what nure applied, euher to the hill, bent or How moss-

had beirun to be cidiivated, was, durin<2; that pen
od, (Tcnendly in crop with oats, and yielded from

ten to Ht'teen bolls |)er acre, with no ot!ier itlanure

than about five or six tons of dunt^ per acre, put

on with the seed, every second year; it is but lair

to conclude, liom that instance alone, 'hat dung
oper.ates as an excellent and powerful manure to

the deepest and worst of flow moss. But many
other instances could be fj^iven, if necessary, of

the efiecl of dunij as a

soil.

es. No other manure but lime has been used in

the im[)rovement of the dee'>est flow moss at Red-
nock house in Monteith, Perthshire, or at Dtui-

troon, and many others that I have carelully sur-

veyed, and described in my last publication.

Earth, clay, sand, rolten-rnck, and every sub-

stance whatever, that linlls into powder, by the m-
flue.nces of the weather, forms an excellent ma-
nure to moss. Rich mould will no doubt have

anure to that species of; the spediest and o;reatest effects; but any other

earth, however sleril, or however liir below the.

If dun^: can be obtained, a moderate dressing ! surface it may come, will penetrate the moss-turf;

ought, by all means, to be applied to flow moss, ' divide its vegetable fibres; give ii solidity; which,

the first time it is cropped. Other manures may !
it much wants; bring it into putrefaction; and reii-

(especially if it is exposed to the weather till the ' der it productive of grain and rich grasses. John
soil be well Ibrmed,) render even flow moss pro- i Mackenzie, esq. of Gariikirk, James Hill, esq. of

duclive; but nothing will produce an effect so } Gartsheugh, Dr. .Jefler}-, and others, who have
speedy and certain as dung^-which not only en- | made extensive and spirited improvements on
riches the soil, by communicating to it, its lertil-

{

deep flow mosses, in (he vicinity of Glasgow, and
izing qualities, but also bnnus the moss into a rendered them productive of the best crops of ail

stale of putreliiclion, thereby converting it into a sorts ofgrain^ applied considerable quantities of
manure tor itself. f'^yj or other earths, as manure to their mosses;
Dung is generally spread on moss at the time 1 and with great success. Burnt elavj is said to be

the seeds are sown; and it usuall}' aets no other
j

a powerful manure to moss ; but I have not been
covering, but by the harrow. But as dung, when able to discover that it has ever been used to sucli

exposed to the sun and drought of spring, loses its
j

extent as is necessary to ascertain its effects,

best qualities, which are exhaled and carried off compared with the expense of preparing and lay-

in gas. It would be much better to put it on in Oc- Inn if on.

tober or November, that it might be washed into

the soil before the Irosts come on, which are sup-
posed to injure the dung.

Lime, and every species of calcareous earth,

operates as a powerful manure to moss. John
Naismith, esq., an author of much intelligence

Tiionias Leislj, esq. of Luna in Shetland, in-

formed me, some time ago, that some mosses in

that part had been rendered productive and brought
into a state of putrefaction, by the application of

sea-ipater.

Burning part of the moss, for manure to that
and respectability, seems to have entertained

1

or any other soil, seems to me to be, of all modes
doubts of the elfects of lime as a manure to moss, ! of improvement, the most exceptionable.- When
from its not having succeeded \n some of his flow- 1 pure moss is burnt in the open air, nineteen parts
er-pot experiments, where he mixed one-fourth of out of twenty of its substance, is sent ofl'in a gas-
hot lime with three-lburths of moss. But, what
ever might be the results, in experiments' where
the proportion of lime was by i'-Av too great, ! can

eoiis state, and irrecoverably lost to ihe cultivator.

The real asfies of a ton of pure mo.sis, would not
fill a man's hat. The salts, &c. which they ccn-

ventuteto say, with rtie utmost certainty, that lime, ' tain, ofenerally produce one threat crop, and one of'

and every calcareous =ubsTance, forms the very
!
a very moderate value; after which, the moss be-

best of manure to moss. The acid in moss, and come.=^ very steril, and cannot so' easily be again
the alkali of lime, encounter, effervesce, destroy : rendered productive.
each other, and form a neutral salt, which is

j

It is scarcely possible to redace peat "ompletely
highly propitious to vegetation. As the acid in

' to ashes,- even in a grate, and when perfectly dry.
moss is One of the chief causes of iis insolubility,

,
The one half of what falls into the ash-pit, is not

the reduction of that acid renders the vegetable
;

ashes, but cinder, or ehar; and when the damp'
matter, of which moss is composed, soluble, and :

moss is set on fire, without either being cut up or
thereby converts it into the food of plmits. It'j dried, as is generally done in Scotland, the pro-
moss is entirely destitute of a green sward, the portion of cinder, or char, must be greater, amt
operations o!' lime as manure, though certain, will

I
that of the real ashes smaller. These cinders,-

be slow. But on moss covered, with coarse her- i left in the soil, nre as insoluble as so much water-
bage, as bent moss, or where a sward of grasses,

I

sand, and nearly as light as their bulk of cork,
or green herbage, has been brough.t on by cultiva- i rendering the moPs soil more open and permeable"
tion, lime, and nothing but lime, ought to be ap- '

than belbre, the greatest ifefect to which it is iia-

plied. I have seen thousand? of acres of mop?:, of, ble. The 'consequences are, that wherever part
all descriptions, reclaimed, and rendered highly i of the moss has been burnt, the chief plant that it

productive, by the application of lime alone as ma-
\

produces, in a lew years aficr, is the bryumpurpj -

Vol. V—60
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reum of Linna?us, or dicranum purpureum of Dr. '

Smith; a plant of no manner ol' use, and which is

only found orowintr on the turf riJjiCes of houses

or slone-dykes, parapets of bridges, the rubbish of

old buildin<>;s, or other places so destitute of mois-

ture, that they cannot be made to yield any valu-

able herbage.

Cropping.

The crops raised on cultivated moss are, grain,

roots, and grasses; all of the very best quality.

Of grain raised on moss.

Wheat has wrown most luxuriantly, and of the

best quality, on Trafford moss, near Manchester,

improved by William Roscne, esq. of Liverpool,

and others; at Castle-head, in Lancashire, iiTi-

proved by John Wilkinson, esq.; at Gartsheugh,

near Glasgow, improved by James Hill, esq.; and
on many other mosses, of great depth, and of the

worst quality.

Oats, vvliich seem to be the crop best adapted to

that species of soil, have been raised on many
mosses, in various parts of Scotland and England.
Ten bolls per acre have been considered as no
more than a medium crop, on the moss of Strath-

aven. Seventeen bolls of corn, which yielded

more than twenty bolls of meal, was, in 1803,

reaped li-om two fields of Paisley moss, improved
by Andrew Moody, esq. In 1808, that gentle-

man, from two acres, two rood.s, and twenty-seven

falls of deep moss, which had received no manure
during the three preceding years, obtained thirty

bolls of oats, which brought seventeen pecks ol

meal each boll; and the (odder sold at 13/. 10s.

M. Bell, who improved part of that moss, sold a

field of oats, crop 1806, at 1.5L per acre; and from

one acre and two roods of said field, twenty-six

bolls of good oats were reaped. I have never

seen belter crops of oats grow from any species of

soil, than upon some fields of very deep moss,

near Rednock House, in 1809. and on the farm of

Rushaw, on the estate of Grougar, Ayrshire, as

well as on Strathaven moss, and many others.

Oats, and indeed every other crop, put upon a

moss soil, ought to be sown and hurrovved in as

early in the season as possible, before the ground
gets too dry. As drought will make greater pro-

press on a cultivated moss soil, in one day, than it

will do on some other land in a week, it is best

to put in the seeds in moss, when between wet
and dry, so as it may be sown and harrowed
beti)re other lands are ready to receive the seed.

Harrows, made to be drawn by luen, are requisite

in mosses for a few years after being broken up.

Horses would mire, at first; and even when moss
has become more solid, their feet make holes,

which are afterwards filled with water, to the injury

of the crop. After the moss has been formed into

a soil, thfe seed may be covered with a liarrow of

brushwood, drawn by men.
Early oats ought to be sown on moss; not be-

cause the crop on that soil is late of growth, but be

cause the oats that are late run tuo nmcfi into

straw, and lodge, if the season is wet.

In all cases, the roller ought to fc)!lovv the har-

row ; to smooth the ground; cover the seed;
pqueeze up moisture to the surface ; consolidate

the soil ; and prevent drought from so readily pe-

netrating : and the oftener the roller is drawn
over the moss, from the time the crop is sown,
and before the growth is too far advanced for that

operation, the better crop may be expected. Rye-
grass and clover on moss, ought to be frequently

rolled in autumn and spring, to prevent the plants

being thrown out of the ground. A roller for

moss ought to be made of wood, three or four feet

diameter, light, and mounted to be drawn by men.
The moss is too soft to liear a heavy roller; and
the ground, by sinking under it, and rising before

and behind, would rend, break the fibres and roots

of the crop, and make openings to let in drought.

Barley and bear grow well on moss. I found,

in 1805, an excellent crop of bear, growing on
moss, near the Ord of Caithness, improved by
the right honorable Sir John Sinclair.

liyc has proved a valuable crop on many differ-

ent mosses. At Scalesby Castle, in Cumberland,
it yields sixty times the seed sown.
Peas have turned out an excellent crop on moss;

on the estate of Garnkirk, improved by John
Mackenzie, esq. ; on Strathaven moss, and else-

where.
Beans, as good as ever grew on any soil, were

shown me, that had grown on part of Trafford

moss, where they form a common crop. The
long tape-roots of the bean, sinking into the soil,

secures them against drought; fiy which oats and
other repent or fibrous rooted plants, are oflen

injured.

Potatoes were raised on the mosses and bogs
in Ireland, about the beginning, and in Galloway
about the middle of last century. They grew
as well upon cultivated moss, as on any other

soil. Mr. Moody, after delving part of Paisley

moss, planted potatoes lor the first crop, and reap-

ed, from 17?^ acres, part of which, was occupied

by roads and ditclies, 774 bolls of good potatoes,

which he sold for 481/. 6s. Sd. From one part

of the field, he took up at the rate of ten pecks
per fall. Mr. Bell had more than sixty bolls, per

acre, on part of the same moss.
Turnips, no way inferior to the best that ever

grew from any soil, have often been raised, on
the deepest mosses in Scotland and England. I

found them excellent on the mosses in Caithness,

cultivated by the Right Honorable Sir John Sin-

clair. Captain Dunlop, factor to Lord Montgo-
mery, took up, in 1803, from a part of Shoalton
moss, near Irvineat the rale of 4620 stones weight,

[ler acre, of Swedish turnip. The common field

turnips were still more bulky on that moss, and
equal to the best in the county of Ayr.

Carrots grow better on cultivated moss, than

on any other soil. I saw part of a crop, raised on
a flow moss, of great depth, at Castle-head, near

Lancashire, which could have been sold at 70/.

per acre. They yielded 19 lib. per square yard.

Some of them were three feet long, and eleven

inches round at the neck.

Parsnips are said to be well suited to moss soil;

hut I never saw the trial made. Greens, cab-

bages, and cavliflowers, liave been found to grow
well on Paisly moss. I saw coleseed, growing
luxuriantly, on the Right Honorable Sir John
Sinclair's moss in Caithness, in 1&05; and seve-

ral large stacks of the former crop remained on

the field.

The grasses, suited to a soil of cultivated moss,

are, hose-grass (holcus lanatus'); a grass so well
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known, that any description ol it here would be

euperfiunu?.

Timothy grass, (phleiim pratensis) has been
tried by Huiih Jlainilton, esq, of Pinmore, on a

piece of' mot.-s or deep damp {.Tound, near Bellois-
!

Jie Houf?e, in the vicinity of Ayr, and lurned out a !

weighty and vaUiable crop. VViiliatn Parker,

esq. of Asioss, sowed some part of Riccarton mo?s
in Ayrshire, which he had unproved, with timo-

tiiy grass seeds, which produced the most ample
return; and though it Avas allowed to ripen the

seeds, the hay was preferred b}' his horses to rye-

grass hay. Captain Dunlop found it to do well on
Shoalton moss, near Aucliens House.

foxtail, (alopecurus pratensis), and cats-tail

(phleum iiodosinn), both native irrasses, found in

great abundance in all parts of Scotland, seem to

be well adapted to a moss soil.

Clover and ryegrass have grown well on itn-

proved moss. 1 have seen the most luxuriant

crops of both, on Paisley, and some other mosses.

Mr. Bell has sometimes sold his crops of clover

and ryegrass, growing on Paisley moss, at Is. 6c?.,

2s. and sometimes as high as 2s. 6d. per fall. And
Mr. Tart, overseer to John Wilkinson, esq. of

Castle-head, pointed out to me a field of improved
moss, of great depth; the crop of ryeurnss and
clover thereon, in the precedinir year (1S06), he
had sold at 10/. per acre. liihgrass (plantago
lanceolata) has been often i«own on improved
mosses at Hartfield, and found to grow well.

Though I never saw the experiments made, I

am of opinion that couch-grass (Jriticum repens,)

would grow well, and yield a valuable crop on
moss. It is no doubt a weed in gardens, and cul-

tivated land; but rye-gras?:, or even oats or wheat
would be also a weed among onions or garden
plants; oats is a weed among near, &c. Every
plant is a weed when it is not in its proper place.

The foliage of this grass is bulky; it is relished

by cattle, and makes a weight}' crop of the best

hay. Its seeds are as easily coliet-ted as those of

any other grass; audits couchy roots would soon
extend themselves over the moss.

If the httle patches of moss, lying amons, or

near to, our arable field, in the hiuher districts,

between the moor and dale, were only dug up, re-

duced to proper f^irm, some lime or rlay put on,

and either the seeds of couch-grass sown, or its

roots strewed over the moss, it would rise in place
of the heather and fogs now growing. Alter it

has swarded over the black face of the moss, it

would form a subject for a new dressing of hot
lime to act upon; and which, when brought under
putrefaction by it, would prove the richest food of
a future crop of grain, rools, or better grasses.

I have not made due experiment myself of the
florin grass (agrostis stnlonifera) to enable me
to speak from my own knowledire. But, from llie

accounts given by many different people, well
qualified to appreciate its merits, it. appears that
this grass is well adapted to a cultivated moss
soil.

Hemp and flax have been found to grow well
upon moss. The long tape-roots of the former,
sink deep into the soil, and secure the [)lant from
the injuries, which grain crops sustain by drought;
and the bulky foliage of both, would overshadow
the ground, and rot the soil. I saw some hemp.
of a promising appearance, growing Chatt moss,
a kw miles fi-om Manchester, improving bv Wil-

liam Roscoe, eeq. of Liverpool; and the best flax

ever seen in that part of the couiury, was raised

on flow moss, by Mr. Sohn James, on the estate

of Springkcll, Dumfnesslnre. The rotations ad;ipt-

ed to bent moss, as mentioned above, are also the

most proper for cultivated flow moss.

IJelbre I cpuclude this paper, I beg leave to men-
tion, that though moss culture has hitherio been
laughed at, or treated as a whim, by the general-

ity, even of intelligent farmers; yet it no longer

rests oh mere theory, but has been carried into ef-

fect, in so many instances, in diflerent parts of
Scotland and England, and with such success,

that it may now be held as an inconfrovertable

reality: and those who first set the example, or

recommended tl;e practice of moss culture, may
now safely laugh, in their turn, at those who for-

merly sneered at their theories. Improvements
in airricullure began, as thej' ought, and might
have been ex[)ected, not on the moors and mosses,

but in the more arable districts; while the mosses
were considered as irrecoverable wastes. The
great rise in the prices of" all sorts of cattle, and of

their produce, enriched the occupiers of waste
land, and made them not only careless about

breaking them up, but induced many to allow

land, that had formerly been under grain crops, to

return to the condition of waste. Industry was
confined to the arable dicfricts; and indolonce,

like a certain people of old, was driven to the hill-

country; where it still generally operates so pow-
erfully, that few store-famers can keep in good
temper, if you only hmi to them that any part of

the extensive wastes which they occupy, are ca-

pable of being reclaimed; or ol" supporting an)'

other species of stock, or adapted to any mode of

culture, different f"rom that which they have hith-

erto pursued. To talk of" raising grain, from deep
flow moss, cannot fail to excite their contempt.
Even when you point out the crops raised on
such land; having no other refuge, they will tell

you, that nothing of" that kind could be done
on any part of" the mosses on tlie farms which
they possess.

To attempt to argue with the ignorant, indo-
lent, and prejudiced, would be to very little pur-

pose. One instance of successful practice, is bet-

ter than a volume of the best formed theory.

Ten or fifteen bolls of good grain, raised in one
season, from one acre of moss, will speak home
to the pockets of the occupiers ofsuch land, where
their feelings are as strong as those ol other men,
and have more weight llian all the theory that

can he advanced. It is much better to show
what has actually been accomplished, than to

talk of what an ardent mind may think practica-

ble. The one is only speculation; the other is re-

ality. I shall therefore mention a few instances,

among many more that I liave seen, and detail-

ed, in my last publication, of" the profits arising

from the cultivation of moss, in hopes that it may
excite many others, who occupy that species of
soil, still in a state of neglected waste, to follow

such laudable examples.
Strathaven moss, Ijanarkshire, extending to

200 acres, much of it f"roni ten to sixteen feet in

depth, was, in the recollection of" some people
still alive, set \'ov half-a-crown per annam. After
part of it had been improved, the rest, which had
not been broken up, set at lOs. per acre, on leases

ol" twelve or fifteen years, the first year rent-free;
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and the tenants drew anriple profits during these
leases. Some part of it was lately set, ibr nine
years, hy auction, at from 2Z. to 3/. per acre.

I'he whole now set at 21. 10s. per acre, on an
average. Here the rental has been raised, hy the
industry of tenants, without a penny haviho- het\n

advanced hy the propnetors, ii-oiri 2s. 6d. to 500Z.

per annum, or 4000 per cent—a profit to the pro^

prielor alone, that iar exceeds even the golden
dreams of commerce. The profit, to the occu-
piers atiil the public, has been slill greater. Some
j)ait of the crop on Straihaven moss, sold, in the
year 1800, at upwards ol' 30/. per acre.

Mr. Moody, on 17.^ acres of Paisley moss, of

many teet in depth, and which (till he beijan to

improve it) w.is not won h si.xpence per acre of
rent, nearly one acre of which is occupied with
roads and ditches, has, in the course of si.x crops,

viz. from ISOl to 180G, with about nine acres
which were in crop in ISOO, raised various species

of grain, roots, and arasses, which have brouiiht
him upwards of 1800Z. sterling. James Baird
now pays, during a lease, 41. 4s. per acre for part

of that moss; on three roods of which he grazed
in summer ISOG, a large milk cow, and cut 30
stones of hay from under her leet. Mr. Bell was,
Bome years aijo, otlijred 41. 4s. per acre, dnriiig a
lease, Ibr that part of the moss which he has re-

claimed; but he would not set it under 4/. 10s. per

The crops niised by Mr. Lauder, on the mosses
near Rednock House, in Monteath, which is a
wing of Moss-Flanders, (so termed from the vul-

gar opinion that it floated over the sea fi'oni Flan-
ders.) and about twenty feet in depth, have, for

the fiist crop, with no other manure than a mode-
rate dressing of hot lime, yielded always fl-om

five to ten boils; and subseque'tit crops from twelve
to flfieen bolls, and oHen mOre, per acre.

Sonte of tlie ftiosses on the estate of Grougpr,
Ayrshire, have yielded, in oats, potatoes, hay,
and pasture, equal to tlie best land on that fine

barony. The pasture on the cultivated ino?;? at

Duntroon, was, when I surveyed it, in August,
1808, equal in value to the best I saw in the coun-
ty of Argyle. A piece of Locher-moss, near
Dumfries, reclaimed by Nicol Shaw, esq. fias

yielded as valuable crops, anil was, when I last

eurveyed it, in 1809, as fine pasture as any in that

neighborhood.
r could have mentioned many other inst.tnces of

successful moss culture, in other parts of Scotland
that I have surveyed, solely with a view of pro-
curing information as to that species of irnjirove-

nient.* But as the accbunts of them have been
laid before the public in my last publication on
moss, those here p'iven, may serve as a sample;
referrinijto that publication, those who wish for

I'urther details. And as I have already drawn

• Those made by the Rigjht Honorable Baronet at

the head of the Board of Aj^riculture, on the skirts of
the Ord of Caithness, several himiireds of feet above
the level of the sea, and almost inaccessible to ma-
nure, where the native inhabitants are indolent, and
much prejudiced a!i;ainst wiiat tliey term innovations
in agriculture, oui;ht to be held up as a pattern to

other proprietors. If every species of waste, of the

same value, and equally unpropitlous to the cultivator,

were improved to the sam^ degree, tiie food of man,
from that circumstance alone, would be doubled, or

tripled, in Scotland,

this paper to too great a size for your ptiblication,

I shall conclude, with merely mentioning one in-

stance of successfiil cultivation in England.
The iiriprovemenls at Casile-head, those of the

Bishop oI'Llandhlf, and some by Jolin Sutton, esq.

of Materdale, on Uls water, have been remarkably
well, and successfulfy ctinducted. But as the first

of these has been detailed by the Rio-hl Honora-
ble Baronet at the head of the Board of Agricul-
ture, in the 5th volume of the 'Communications
to the Board,' and it and the others are also de-

scribed in my last publication, I need not detail

them here.

Traffbrd moss, near Manchester, was rented from
the proprietor, by William Roscoe and Thomas
Wakefield, esqs., on a lease Ibr ninety-nine years,

fand of which about fifteen or twenty years only
are yet run), at one shilling per acre per annum;
and by the twelfth year, or so, of the lease, that

part which belonged to Mr. Roscoe was set to a
tenant, at 41. 4s. per English acre, per annum,
for the first seven, and at 51. per acre for the re-

maining thirteen years of the lease.

Mr. Roscoe, thoiiixh he owned to me that he
and Mr. Wakefield bad run inio many blunders

in their operations on Traflord mos.s, has notwith-

standing, taken a lease, Ibr ninety-nine years of
Chait-moss, of between two and three thousand
acres in e.xtent, at Is. per acre; and when I tra-

versed it with him, in May, 1808, he had about
one hundred men and many horses at work, drain-

ing, ploughiuij-, delving, manuring, &c. This
may serve to show the idea entertained by that

worthy and enlightened gentleman, as to the pro-

priety of moss culture, and, the profits it yields.

When he first entered on that species of improve-
ment, he ma}' fairly be supposed to have been a
mere theorist. But afier he had cultivated several

hundred acres of moss, and run into many errors in

the execution of that improvement, he siill Ibund

it to be not only practicable, but profitable; and
he seeks out for a new job—takes no less than
between two and three tlioiisand acres—and en-
ters, with redoubled assiduity, on its improvement.
He cannot now- be tertned a visionary theorist, but

an intelligent and experienced itnprover.

If a gentleman, bred to a literary and laborious

profession, who has made such a respectable figure

as a historian and a politician, and raised himself,

by his own industry, to the first eminence in the

literary world, and in societj'—a stranger to agri-

culture, and iiviny; at forty miles distance from the

place where liis improvements are carried on—can
reclaim, to advantaire, several thousand acres of
the deepest and worst moss in England, and turn

it into a source of gain to himsell^—a fortune to

his family for nearly the present century—and re-

turn it to the Trafibrd family, at the end of the

lease, worth 20,000Z. per annum more than when
they granted the lease—what might not be effiicl-

ed by many proprietors of that species of soil, in

all the counties of Scotland, and their tenants,

who have acquired, Irom experience, more exten-

sive and correct knowlodire of agriculture, and
have mosses less forbidding, mixed in small patch-

es, with their cultivated lands, with abundance of

manure, and every other means of improvement
within their reach? Under circumstances so fiivor-

able. .many of these mosses nnght be reclaimed at

much less expense, and with a greater certainty of
profit, than Mr. Roscoe could expect. The con-
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(J'lct of that respectable rjenllem in oonveys a se-

vere ro|)roof' to those who neglect tlie improve-

nii'iit ol" llieir mosses; iunl happy woiilil I he, if I

coiilil riii<r thai neijrleet in iheir cars, till Hiey were

shatned out of their intioience, and set about re-

ciaiiiiiiiir liie mosses on their estates in good earn-

esi! Tiiey would thereby add to thi'ir own reni-

rolls, without dinnnisiiinir those oftheir neighbors.

They wouM create employment lor liiousunds ol

peo[)le, niueh more wholesome and profitable, in a

pecuniary and mora! |)oint ol" view, than that ol

spinning or weaving coitpn, so unfavorable to

health and morals; while the resources and physi-

cal strength ol" tiie nation would.be more aug-
mented by such improvements, than ever they

have been, or can be, by overdriven manufactories,

or conunei'ce too much extended.

These bring a temporary, but very uncertain gam;
but, by the improvement of moss, and other waste

lands, in Scotland alone, the arable and produc-

tive part ol" this kingdom may be more than tri-

pled ; the tbod of mankind quadrupled; the popu-
lation proportionally increased; and the climate

mended.
An increase of population has ever been justly

considered as the strength and best security of any
stale. That must be more than ever desirable

and necessary, when our colonial system has
been so wonderfully enlarged, and when we may
be considered as at war, unaided, with Europe

—

and but little better "with Americ;?.—headed by
the most consummate and successful general, and
most ambitious and unprincipled tyrant, of modern
times.

But, inadequate as our population certainly is,

to the supply of such immensely extended colo-

nies, and to the force with vvhich we are threaten-

ed, it is much more tlian can be supplied with

food, either raised within the island, or that can
be imported l"rom our own colonies. We must
pay annually, even in ordinary seasons, five,

sometimes seven or eight millions of our guineas,

already too scanty for our extended commerce, to

procure grain to support the present population;

while millions of our acres, capable of raising

that grain, are neglected, and many thousands of

our inhabitants, who might improve that land, are

buried alive, in unwholesome factories, to the ruin

of their health, and contamination of their mo-
rals.

This may do in ordinary seasons, and while it

is possible to procure from our enemies the grain

which we need; at least the injury it does, is slow
and not immediately perceived : but if a great

failure of the crop should happen when we are at

war with all Europe, and denied intercourse with
America, we must eitherencounter famine, or lie at

the mercy of our most inveterate and unprincipled

enemies, for the staff of lile. And who knows
but they might demand from us, the same sacri-

fice that was exacted from Esau; compel us to

barter our naval superiority—the birth-right which
we inherited Irom our fathers, and of which we
are so justly proud—for a morsel of pottage!

These evils, I hope and trust, kind heaven,
which has so lonir held this happy island under its

protection, will continue to avert. But they must
be mentally blind indeed, who do not perceive the

dangerous consequences of paying away so many
niilliona of our fifuineas for grain, annually, at a
lime when our manufactures, and colonial pro-

duce, are excluded from the continents of Europe
and America; and they certainly want a prudent

and necessary (()iesi<j:ht, who do not perceive the

extreme danger to which we would, under exist-

inircircustances, be ex[)osed by any material failure

of a crop.

Every improvement in airricnlture has a happy
tendency to secure us against these evils. But
that of reclaiming mosses and wastes, as far as

(hey are capable of improvement, would not only

raise Ibod lor the present inhabitants, but for thou-

sands, and hundreds of thousands more, which
would in that case be procrealed and brought into

existence.

The quantity of manure that might be made
from moss, lor the arable land, is also a matter of

irreal importance. But as this pa[)er has already

t)een too nmch extended, I must leave that sub-

ject, and a particular account of the modus operan-

di pursued by some ofihe most successful improv-

ers of moss, to be inserted, if you think proper, in

some subsequent mmiber.
Meantime, I am, &c.

William Aiton.

From tlie Farmer and Gardener.

CULTURE OF THE MORUS MULTICAULIS, SILK
WORMS, &C.

Mr. Roberts—The following paner on the sub-

ject oi'-'ninfiis multicaulis, silk, &c., has been
liravvn up in consecpience of the numerous appii-

ca'ions made to me for infbrmation on the various

branches of the subject; and for the purpose of
correcting numerous errors that continually per-

vade the public press. Eivery word I write is

founded upon my own experience. Another ob-

ject in drawing up this paper, is to endeavor to res-

cue the credit of many valuable improvements in

the business, which have been filched fiom the

author of them.
Tliere can be no doubt with those who have

made themselves acquainted with the qualities of
the various varieties of the mulberry, that the new
Chinese s/)ec?es, or morus multicaulis, is the best

fi)r feeding silkworms. I estimate the compara-
tive value of the morus multicaulis and the best

white or Italian variety, as one to two; tiiat is, I

consider the morus multicaulis worth one hundred
per cent, more than the while [talian. It saves

nine-tenths of the labor in gathering the leaves,

on account of their being at least ten times the

size of those of the white. One pound of morus
multicaulis leaves contains one-third more nutri-

tive matter tlian a pound of the best white mul-
berry leaves; the reason of this being, there is ve-

ry little woody fibre in the morus multicaulis leaves,

and in the best white there is a very large portion,

all vvhich passes off in the form of excrement.

The morus multicaulis affords leaves, and is not

injured by the loss of them, the first season—all

they require is a Cew to be lel"t on the tops and ends

of the branches. The white requires to be 3 or 4
years old before it can be used. The morus mul-
itHiaulis is perfectly hardy, when grown on its own
peculiar and natural soil, which is light, dry, and
not over rich. On low rich soils, tfieir growth is

protracted to so late a season that they do not ri-

pen their wood, and of course they are killed to the

ground in winter. I have uni!i)rmly grown them
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on high dry rather s-andy soil, and never lost a
branch or a bud; while others, who planted them
on low alluvial rich soils, have lost them every
winter. Mr. Robert Sinclair, in the Farmer of

the 8th of August, inst, gives the result of an e.K-

penment he tried last year in cultivating them on
high ground, in which they proved perfectly har-

dy; whereas heretoibre vvhen he planted them on
low rich soil, they had been killed down by the

frost of winter. Mr. Sinclair forgot to state that

this was an oWjorac/^'ce with me, and that I had
frequently remonstrated with him tor planting them
in this low rich ground. He states that it was an
"experiment" leavin<T the public to infer that it

originated with him; whereas he was well aware
that I had long practised it with invariable success,

and had frequ'^ntly recommended it to him, as

well as to the public.

The moras multicaulis is propagated with more
facility than any other kind. A piece of last

year'sgrowth an inch lonsr, with only one bud, is

all that is wanted lo make a tree 5 or 6 feet high
in one season. Make a hot h*^d in the ordinary

way, as for raisit)<r cabba^je plants, about the 1st

to the middle of March; take the limbsthat grew
last year, cut them in pieces, with one bud on
«ach piece, stick them into the bed in a slanting

position, inclining to the north with the bud on the

south side, its point just even with the surface of

the soil; water them every eveninsj, shade them
when the sun is powerliil in the middle of the day,

and about the 1st of May they will be abont the

.size of cabbage plants, and ready to be set out

where they are to grow; take them up as you do
cabbage plants, set them out, water them freely

for a few days, put a cabbage leaf or any such
thing over them for a day or two to shade them,
and they will grow off, and form fine trees 4 to 6

feet high the same season. This has always been
«ny method of propairaling them, and the plan

originated with me. I was sui prised to fina last

year, Mr. Sinclair endeavored to obtain the credit

of suggesting this method of propagating morus
multicaulis trees. He published in the Farmer
and Gardener and other papers that he had suc-

ceeded in propagating them from single buds, and
in this, as m the case above noticed, leaving the

public to infer that he was the discoverer of the

new method, when the fact is that / instructed

him in the whole process. It is to me a matter of

no moment in a pecuniary point of view, for my
only object is and has been the furtherance of my
country's interest in this respect; but it is rather

mortifying, afier laborious experiments and study
—working for noihmg and finding one's selij to

have even the credit of our labors and discoveries

filched fl'om us.

In extending the mulberry orchard, take the

whole top of the tree raised as above last year, cut

off three or four inches from the ground, cut it up
and plant the cuttings as above. The old root will

senduphalfa dozen shoots, each of which will be as

large as the whole tree was before it was cut down,
and thus furnish more cuttinjxs lor the next year.

If the trees are raised on the proper soil, they
will want no protection; if they are growing on
low rich, or any low soil, they must be taken up
in the fall, and "laid by the heels," either in a dry
cellar or a shed open to the south. Lay them in

a slanlint? position, close together, burying the
roots perl'ectly in the ground.

If cuttings are desired to be kept through the
winter, the best way is to dig a hole in some high
dry place and bury them a foot or two in the
ground. They may be kept also by being wrap-
ped in green live moss from the swamps, and pla-

ced in an ordinary cellar. I have kept them all

winter in my otfice by tying them in a close bundle
and setting the butt ends in a basin of water so

that the water covered about an inch of the ends.

In this way they were not only preserved, but the

buds began to grow too soon, from the warmth of
the office.

Many persons recommend that the trees be cut

down to within three inches of the ground, and
the stumps covered to protect them, and feeding

silkworms from the leaves o(" the young shoots.

This is bad practice, and should not be followed

—besides, it is not necessary, as, properly cultiva-

ted in a proper soil, as above stated, they want no
protection. The objections to the practice are

—

the lateness of the season before the shoots will

be large enough to afford a sufficient supply of
leaves; and the succulence of the leaves from
these young shoots. Both these objections render
the practice inadmissable—your worms will starve

to death before the shoots will afford leaves; and
if you can keep them alive till leaves are produ-

ced, you will be very apt to lose them by disease,

produced froiTi feeding them vvith the too succu-
lent leaves.

The morus multicaulis cannot be propagated to

any extent from seed, simply because the trees

produce so little that it will not pay lor saving even
if it sold at its weight in diamonds. The whole
of the seed that has been sold for some years in

this country, as morus multicaulis seed, was spu-

rious, and I was so well aware of its spurious

character that I have never bought or used a
grain of it. I have used all m}' influence to pre-

vent my friends and correspondents from being

imposed upon by it; but untbrtunatelj^, self-expe-

rience is the only school for some people. I assert

that no genuine morus multicaulis seed can be of-

fered lor sale here or elsewhere; and time will

prove the truth of the assertion. I would not be

uncharitable, but I verily believe that the idea that

the morus multicaulis was a variety and not a spe-

cies, and therefore that its seed would not produce

its like, originated with those who were engaged
in speculating in ''morus multicaulis seed,' and
that its object was to cover the imposition of oth-

er seed upon the public for morus multicaulis seed.

As it produced all sorts of mulberry trees, except

morus multicaulis, it was desirable to attempt an
excuse. And this was resorted to—lame and im-

potent as it is. I assert positively that it is a dis-

tinct species, that its seed produces its like exactly,

as I can at any lime satisfy any person, having
trees raised from seed by himself Rut it is of lit-

tle importance whether the seed will produce the

true morus multicaulis or not, as the seed cannot

be obtained. I have the oldest tree in America,

and it never produces good seed enough to make
it an object worthy of notice; besides the trouble

of keeping weeds down, &c. and the ease with

which it is multiplied by cuttings, would prevent

my using seed if ever so abundant and cheap.

There are many mulberry trees in this country

called morus multicaulis, that are not the true

kind. I have seen hundreds of such. They are

the broad leaved variety of the white mulberry.
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The morus muIticaulisdifTers entirely from all oth-

ers in several respects. Its specific name points

out one ot' its peculiar characters, viz. muHicaulis.

While all others form single bodied trees, the nuil-

ticaulis continues acndinij^ up new stalks from the

crown of the root, and thus s};rowiuiif in clusters of

bushes like the lilac, hazle, &c.—lionce the name
multicaulis, many stalked. The leaves are not

only larirer than any other kind, but their Corni is

different ti'om all others. The leaf is invariably

bowled., so much so that it is impossible to spread

it out flat wiihoul tearini; ihe sides. This form is

not seen very conspiculously in the young seed-

linjl, but as soon as the plants get a foot or two
high and the leaves attain half their proper size,

it is very distinct. The leaves are so large that

they always hanir pendulous, when fidi grown,
and somewhat folded length-wise. These pecu-

liarities will enable any one to distinguish the true

tree from all others.

Let me advise purchasers of multicaulis trees to

be cautious m receiving budded or grafted trees.

The J'' are worth nothin<r hut for cuttings, their

roots are of no use; while those on their own roots

have the advantage of the roots to furnish new
supplies of cuttings from year to year. Budded
and grafted trees also may be lost altogether by
the perishing of the tops in transportation; while
if the whole top of a tree on its own roots perish-

es, only the cuttings of one year will be lost, the

root will live and furnish abundance of cuttings

for another year.

No other preparation of the ground is necessa-

ry than turning it over once to destroy grass and
weeds, and then keeping the ground clean during
their growth. The poorest ground need not be
manured, though it would be best if in tolerable

condition. Any ground that would produce ten

bushels of corn to the acre, will be good enough
for them. The fall season is the best time to ob-

tain the trees, and the spring the best to plant them
out. I would recommend them being obtained in

the fall and kept "laid by the heels" till April, and
then set in their proper places. The reason they
ought to be obtained in the fall is, that they may
be ready to set out at the proper season in the

spring; whereas, if not obtained till spring, various
accidents and delays may cause them to come too

late, and they may llius be lost or retarded in their

growth, so that the next winter may injure them.
Silkworms—A radical error of our countrymen

in commencing the culture of silk, is their begin-
ning at the wrong end. Almost all of them ob-
tain a supply of silkworm eggs first, and then go
in search of mulberry leaves to feed the young
worms with. Because the forest is full of the na-
tive mulberry, and the fields studded with white
mulberry trees, they think they can readily obtain
a sufficient supply of leaves for two or three hun-
dred thousand worms "to begin with;" and so they
can for the first two or three weeks, but during the
3d, 4th and 5th week, when the worms eat almost
their own weight of leaf every day, and when it

is absolutely necessary to the full accomplishment
of their object that they should have a full supply
of fresh leaves continually before them, the sup-
ply fails; the labor of gathering a suflicient quan-
tity from trees scattered through the woods and
almost inaccessible from their height, is found to

be insurmountable, and the worms are stinted in

their food, dwindle along 3 or 1 weeks more half-

starved, and at last spin an imperfect cocoon that

is (.rood lor nothing. IVIany persons do worse than

this. When the worms enter their fourth stage

find consume a full quantity of leal, they are aban-
doned altogether iind starve to death. Millions

upon millions of these interesting insects have per-

ished in this way within my own knowledge.
Some years since I visited a person a few miles

'rom the city, who had been boasting of his large

number of worms a week or two previously. I

found them scattered over the floor, walls and ceil-

mg of the large room, wandering about in search

of food, and half famished. He said he found he
could not iiet leaves to ibad a tenth part of them,

and had abandoned them in despair. There must
have been a million at least. They all perished.

He never could have obtained leaves enough to

feed 50,000 worms fiom all the trees within his

reach.

The proper way is to secure a convenient mul-
berry orchard. It should be as near the laborato-

ry as possible, and should be sufficiently extensive

to supply twice the number of worms you calcu-

late on keeping, as a security against accidents,

&c. After you have secured the mulberry trees

then obtain the silkworms. If you have no ex-

perience with them begin with ten thousand; and
the next year increase the number. Ten thousand
worms vvill be enough to learn you how to manau^e

a larger number, and they will fiirnish cocoons

enough for you to learn to reel silk with, and a
sufficient supply of eggs for another year. Use
all these cocoons to learn to reel with—don't try to

make the finer qualities of silk, but learn to reel

anything. The object is to "get the use of your
tools." Learn to catch the fibre and join it to the

thread expeditiously; adapt your sense of touch in

the fingers to the extremely fine fibre that you
may be able to feel it; enable yourself to under-

stand the proper temperature of the water for dis-

solving the gum of the cococns, that you may be

able to make the fibre run or unwind well. All

these little details, simple when understood, and
easily acquired, but absolutely necessary to a good
reeler, are to be learned only from practice—pa-

tient, persevering practice, unchecked by feelings

of interest or fear of losing cocoons. But a lew
weeks, even a few days, are sufficient for the ac-

complishment of the object.

It is not my purpose now to give instructions in

the whole art of reeling, or managing silkworms;
that object has been fLilly accomplished in various

publications in the Farmer, in pamphlets, and
books. The present paper is merely intended to

supply deficiencies in other pufilicaiions, to call at-

tention to some prominent points, and to correct

certain errors.

Let me urge attention to cleanliness in the la-

boratory, essential to the comfort and health of the

proprietor and his assistants, as well as to the suc-

cess of his business. Always keep a box or some
other vessel of chloride of lime in the room with
the worms. A jar with a pound or two of it

standing open, will keep the air in the room sweet,

and thus protect the worms from disease. If from
inattention your worms become affected vvith the

tripes,* lose not a moment in sprinkling the floor

* The tripes is a disease amono; silk worms anala-

goiis to the plague in the human family. It is caused
by foul air, in the room, generally in damp weather.
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with a solution of chloride of lime, and set saucprs

of it in various places. It will speedily cjre those

that are siciv, and prevent any further extension ol

the disease.

This remedy for the tripes is also my own dis-

covery. It was pulilished in the American Farm-
er, and the Farmer was re<rularly received by sev-

eral ttiembers of the society of Agricultural

Science in Paris; noi vvithsiandinix which, many
months afier ifs pubiicaiion in the Farmer, a pa-

per was read before tliat society o'ivingthe delails

of the important discovery by a citizen of France,
that chloride of lime was a sure remedy for the

tripes. However, it matters little to the public

who is entitled to the credit of so im|)ortant a dis-

covery, so long as that public has the advaniaire

of it. But I would siiiiwest that there will be lit-

tle encouragement to lal)orers in (he ileids of scien-

tific discovery, if they are to derive milker inter-

est nor credit from the results. The public is so

prone to tbrgetjulness on this subject, that most
discoverers now-a-days resort to patents to enforce

their claims, and ii the public will not be volunta-

rily just, it seems no more than proper that some
such process should be adopted.

In their anxiety for improvements, those who
enter upon the silk business are too apt to adopt
useless if not injurious innovation. There are

many parts of the French and Italian practice

that may well be improved, some of ivhich are
useless and some k\v ridiculously so. But we
must not inU?r tuence that their whole practice is

wrong, and that we are capable of substituting an
entire new one. Aaiong all our experimenters we
finil no one th.at tries the brush or twigs univer-

sally used by the French and Italians tor the

worms to climb and spin their cocoons on. We
are continually inventinij; new plans lor this part of

the work, such as building frames, &c. IBut it

seems to me that the simple brush that has an-
swered the purpose for hundreds of years in other

parts oi the world, might besalely adopted in this,

I have escaped this symptom of the mania so far

as only to propose the use of broom-corn brush, as

being more convenient and simple than the brush
of the French* It answers the purpose admira-
bly with me.
Again, our people are endeavoring to make

themselves and the public believe that we can pro-
duce successive crops of silkworms in the same
season, so that the work of producing cocoons may
be extended through the whole summer ii>slead of
being confined to about six weeks in May and
June. If this could have been profitably done,
the French and Italians would have long since
found it out; but we are not left with the conjectu-
ral uncertainty of an if— It was fiiiiiy tried years
ago, and resulted, as any body but one gifted with
the sanguine mind of a new beginner rriight have
known, in an unprofitable expenditure of time and
labor. The eggs may be forced to hatch the same
season they are produced; but it is unnatural, and-

The foul air proceeds from putrifyino; vegetable sub-
stances, such as stale leaves, &c. The first sympton
shows itself in the worms ceasing to eat, throwing
their heads back, aad becoming of a black color.

Thpy soon turn quite black and die in an hour or two,
and mortify in another hour, when they smell very
badly. The disease will spread over the largest estab-
lishment in 24 hours, if not suppressed by the free

use of chloride of hme.

they iiatch so irregularly that a profitable result

cannot be obtained.*

I see by the newspapers that one of our new'
beginners has discovered and taken under his care

a new species of silkworm, an American silkworm
—whose cocoon is some eight or ten times as

heavy as 1 hat of the common—and from which
he exp.ects to produce wonderful results. Many
years since niany of these American silkworms
were sent to nie irom the south and the north

—

(rom the east and the we?t; and I was then, as he
is now, elated at the idea of' introducing this new
and valuable improvement in the silk business;

but the 'worms would not iked kindly, the moths
flew away as soon as thjey escaped the cocoons,

and the cocoons could not be reeled. Worse than
that, even when reeled the silk was coarse and
harsh. Nothing that I could think of would dis-

solv;ie the gum of tlie cocoons, even with twenty-
four hours ?oaki.ng. Of course I let the moths fly

away. There are several varieties of worms that

make cocoons in tliih country, but it does not fol-

low that the fibre of those cocoons is as valuable

as that of tiie true silk worm.
The best and simplest hurdle for the accommo-

dation of silkworms is that suggested in my trea-

tise published in 1830 in the American Farrner,

and in pamphlet form, apd which I have always
used when I had worms. It is made as follows

—

a frame 5 or 6 feet long and 3 wide, made of plank
2 inch-^s wide and 1^- thick; like the outside of a
window-sash; make holes through both side and
end pieces with a brad awl about three-eiiihths of
an inch apart; pass'str-ong twine through the holes

lengih wise and then crosswise, and thus Ibrm a net

work bottom for the hurdle-. This will allow the

dung of file worms to fidl through upon a similar

frame with a paper bottom that should be placed

under it. It saves a good deal of labor in cleaning

off the litter, and permits air to pass up among the

worms and leaves.

I perceive that this hurdje is also claimed by our
ingenious countrymen at the east, as of their in-

vention. Pity that their ingenuousness did not

equal their ingenuity.

It is a common error to suppose that the young
worms require young and tender leaves to feed on.

They, on the contrary, eat the most mature leaf

with as much greediness when a day old as they

do when full grown. The French recommend
cutting the leaves into small pieces, and have a
knil(3 lor this pupose; this practice I Ibund injudi-

cious, as the worms press upon the mass and make
as it were a carpet of it, and much leaf is lost. I

preler laying on the leaves whole—the worms will

speedily cut them up for themselves. This prac-

tice is only equalled by the French recommenda-
tion, to separate the male and female moths after

having been together six hours in the act of cop-

ulation. Following their directioiiSj for in those

times I had no other guide than the French books,

* Since,the above was written t have learned that

some gentlemen in New Jersey are enabled to pro-

long the-beason of feeding worms, by keeping the eggs

in an ice house, and biinging out portions as they

want them through the summer. If put into an ice

house immediately after they are produced, and kept
there, this plan may answer the purpose; but if put

there on the approach of warm weather in the spring

they will hatch, even in the midst of the ice, as I know
from experience.
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I separated all my moths afier six hours, and to

my moriification one h.ilCmy etrirs were not fecun-

dated. A Tier that, I allowed tlu; mollis to take

their own coursi-; m this affair, and all my eggs

were ihencelbrlh good.

In conclusion. I wo. ild recommend lliose who

desire to enter upon the silk Imsiness, in the first

place to secure a supjily of njorus malticaUlis trees,

and establish an orchard; then go ahead—leavinji

experiments and improvements upon the well

known and successful methods and furniture to be

suggested by experience as they |)rogres5.

GiDEox B. Smith.

TO TAKE OUT WIRE GUASS.

In Hlilyard's 'Practical Farming' there are the fol-

lowing directions for getting rid of the very trouble-

some weed cd^Wed couck ov twitch grass in England,

and well known as wire grass in lower Virginia.

"When land has become very full of twitch, it is a

good plan to half-plough it—that is, turning over one

furrow, and then another opposite, to meet it; this done

in November will check the growth of the twitch du-

ring the winter. The land when ploughed in a contra-

ry direction, early in the spring, will lie in heaps, and

thus become qiite dry, when the twitch may easily

be got out, and a gooJ turnip fallow made. A sandy

soilis the most liable to be overrun with it,; but it is

one from which it is easily extirpated."

From the Turf Register.

TAJIIXG WILD HORSES—AGAIK !

Mount Farm, Clinton. County, III. ?

June 10, 18.37. S

Mr. Editor:—In your March number, at pasfe

316, you have made so.ne remarks on an article ol

mine on the subject which is at the head of this

communication, calculated to inspire doubts as to

the truth of my statements, although you vouch

for the respectability of my character. Your cor-

respondent 'G.' in the same number, also seems
to question their accuracy, and not only those of

mine, but also those of previous correspondents on

the same interesting subject. A desire is also ex-

pressed, both by yourself and him, that pains

should be taken to obtain the secret by Tvhich

Mount was enabled to conquer, in so short a time,

that most vicious animah Since the receipt of

that number of the Magazine, I have been to

Kaskaskia, my former residence, and made more
particular inquiries into the case reported to you,

and of which I was an eye-witness, and have
held conversations with those who are in posses-

sion of the secret. They all concur in my account

of it, and further assure me that they are in the

constant habit of u=:ing the menns with which
Mount operated, and have never failed of success,

no matter how devilish the horses were* I amal-
80 in possession of the secret, and can teach any
man acquainted with horses to subdue and render

tractable the most ungovernable, in one or two
hours, jlbout this there is no mistake. By the

same means, the most baulky horse can be made
to pull as true as the best dray horse in your city,

and oxen can be broke to the yoke, and to pull

without flinching, in an hour or more.

Some further facts in relation to 'the roan' on
which Mount operated at Kaskaskia were given

Vol. V—61

to me, in sulisiance thus: that the next day, in ta-

kinir him 'roui the wagon, the driver went behind

his loiTs, uahdrheil the traces, gave him a kick,

and he iroited oil to the slal)le like an old stage

hors;^.; and furihor, when he left town, 'Roan' was
turned loose and trotted after the wagon, never of-

fering to run awav, and this, a horse raised in the

woods, and but for a few hours under the domin-

ion of man! All this, I admit, is a severe draft up-

on credulity, but it is as true as that control has

been liiven" to us over the whole brute creation.

I have ascertained to my perfect saiisiiictionj

that liie means used have no injurious etlects what-

ever, on the spirits of the horse; upon his disposi-

tion they act like a charm, and seem to attach him

to the person who administers them.

A gentleman who has practised the art assured

me tluU he caught, for his little sister, a wild Point

horse, and in one week had so completely gentled

him that she rode him every where witli the most

perli-ct safely. That the means used, properly ad-

ministered, will produce the eti'ects spoke of, there

is no more doubt than that you have an exis-

tence. SiG.WAi

Remarks by the Editor of the Turf Register.

The subject of the above article from 'Sigma'

becomes more and more interesting every dayi

Thp facts slated by various persons are so strange,

so "out of the usual course of things" that "Sig-

ma" himself need not wonder that many people

continue to doubt, though they are affiirmed to by
persons ever so respectable. The facts asserted

by "Sigma" and various other respectable gentle-

men, are neither more nor less than what are al-

most universally believeil to be impossibilities. If

we were to assert that we could take a wild horse,

and in one hour so completely chanire his disposi-

tion and habits as to render him docile and tract-

able, so that he can be ridden by any person or

driven in a carriajre, there are iew people in the

world that would believe us; and yet this is simply

the very tact asserted by "Sigma," and which we
now candidly believe can be done. We did not

intend to cast a shadow of doubt on the statement

of "Sigma," nor do we believe that 'G,' did. We
know the character of '-Sigma" too well to doubt

what he asserted as a fact within his own knowl-

edsre.

The editor of the Turf Register has now the

pleasure of announcins; that he is in possession of
the secret; it has, however, been acquired at too

late a day for a trial before the present number
goes to press. He is not at liberty at present to

publish it, nor communicate it to others, but hopes,

after a lair trial shall have been made of if, to ob-

tain permission for its publication. Not having
Tied the experiment, we cannot speak practically

of its results; but we are led to believe, from recoU

lections of analofjous things and circumstances,

rhat not only horses may be rendered docile, but

many, if not all other animals may be domesticated

and tamed, or stripped of their wild ferocious pro-

pensities by the application of this singular prac-

tice. We vvo.dd remark to 'G,' and several oth-

ers who have suggested what they supposed wa»
; he secret, that nothing mentioned by any them
forms any part of it. There is no stoppinrr the

ears with wool, nor applying the effluvium from
'he arm pits to the nose of the horse, nor •ever*
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flngeliation, nothing of ihe kind nor any thing like
j
the trees in healih, promotes tlieir longevity, pro-

ihem in ''the secref" By the way, we must in- ! moles the growth of the fruit to almost double its

vent a name for it, for it will make a noise in the i size, and greatly increases the richness of its

world yet. flavor.

For the Farmers' Reaister.

LOSS CAUSED BY STRIPPING CORX FODDIiR.

In yournumberfor August, you recommendedto
the farmers, who had not f^aiii^fied themselves of

the mischief done by slritipiriir Indian corn of its

green leaves, to test it by experinjent. This I

have heretofore done, and have no doubt upon the

eubject. I now gather only a lew blades, which I

find useful as a change ol" fijod (or my horses. 1

have, fiom some observation, formed the opinion,

that where corn has an early vigorous growth, in

a propiiious season, that the injury done by strip-

ping, is not so serious; but retarded in its growth,

by a cool summer, or a dry season, I believe that

more loss is sustained ihan would pay the taxes

in I^Iarviand. I was from home, from the last of

July, till the tenth of Septen)her, in upjier Virginia,

and 1 never before e.xperienced the weather so

warm in the mountain region. I learnetl, wiih sur-

prise, upon my return, there had been a
|
revalence

of easterly winds, and an unusual cool season

here. I ibund, in my neighborhood, stripping the

corn in active |iro<jress, and by consequence, the

shuck and the stalk soon iiecame brown and d/y
;

the tops and blades of tnine. which were permitted

to stand, retained some verdure, till the occurrence

of a sharp frost, on the 14ih of this monih ; they

are now dry, but the sialk is stiil green in a ilegree,

which manifests a continuance of circulation, and

I apprehend will contribute to the maiuration of

the ear. The evidence against my system is, that

no one has ado[)ted it. It is hard to part with old

habits; vvhen I was vounir, I knew an aged

farmer who recollected the introduct'on of the

wheat fan ; and he told me that its progress was
bIow.

I sow no wheat in my corn fields, and my horses,

cattle, and sheep, after the corn is ualhered, find

in them ample provision till January. Many
farmers are deterred from the fallow system, from

the apprehension of its cost and expense. I be-

lieve if the profit, cost, and labor, were accurately

estimated, it would be in fiivor of the fallow.

My corn fields receive their lijll cultivation before

harvest, as I find the time which I formerly de-

voted to gathering fodder, more usefully employed
in marling and manuring my fallow. Formerly,

in a hot season, when the grass had taken posses-

sion of my corn fields, I have been engaged thirty

days in sowing wheat. I can now accomplish it

in ten, and can select the most favorable time,

and the loss sustained by treading down the corn,

would, in sowing wheat, form no inconsiderable

item in the account of profit and loss.

Queen Jim's County, Md. I9ih Oct. 1S37.

From Ihe New Jersey Banner.

MARL FOR PEACH TREES.

A eubscriber informs us, and wishes the fact

nnnde public, that marl, put roimd the trunks of

peach trees, a bushel and a half to each tree,

protecistbem firom the attacks of worms, preserves

From ttie Riclimond Enquirer.

PRODUCT OF SPRING WHEAT.

To the Editor. Bremo, Sept. 4, 1837.

< bservinir several notices in the 'Enquirer' of
experiments with the Italian (Florence) spring

wheat, I send you the results of the seeding of

several parcels, under dilierent circumstances, by
which the agricultural community mayjudixeof
the value of this new species of the most valuable

of our grain crops.

From three bushels of this wheat, after tobacco,

upon James River boitom, one-half of the quanUty
sown in December, and the other half the first

week' in March, I have thrashed and measiu'ed

forty bushels of merchantable wheat. The quality

of tfie grain is inferior to that sown.
From eight bushels of the same, sown on ihin

high Ian I, I got only twenty-seven bushels. This
parcel was seeded in the latter part of February.
Of the seedinij' on the bottonj land, the produce of
(hat sown in December was Itetter than that in

March—this latter beinir injured somewhat by the

rust, which the other escaped.

John H. Cocke.

From the Journal of Science and .^rts.

ROTTING OF TIMBER IN CERTAIN SITUATIONS.

In the year ]801, I built a ware-house on my
lot in Union street in Seheneciady. The cellar

was dug about fliur fJ^et deep, and the stone wall a

foot or two deeper. 1 left no opening in the walls

for door or window. The floor beams were of

excellent pitch pine timber, of twelve by twelve

inches, slit, and were six by twelve inches when
placed in the wall, and about eighteen inches

above the ground. 1 laid a floor of three inch oak
plank, loose, neither jointed nor nailed, alihouuh

they were square-edire, and lay close to each
other. Five years thereafter, 1 observed a jostling

in a place in the floor, and raised one ofthe planks

to learn the cause, and found one of ihe six by

twelve inch beams rotted oft' and fallen on the

bottom ofthe cellar. The f)lank was rotten below,

except about an inch sound on the upper side. I

lifted the whole floor, ibund most of the planks

rotten, except a shell on the top ; and the timbers

were rotten, and so decayed, that I took them
out and put in oak, after making windows and

a door in opposite sides of the wall. I thouszht

the depth of the cellar would have prevented in-

jury to the timber, hut found it the cause of the

destruction, as fine shavings and slivers lying on

the Itottom. of the cellar, were perfectly sound,

while the timbers, were beautifully ornamenled

with curtains of white mould, hanging in festoons,

nearly to the depth ofthe cellar, as white as snow,

very thick, and appeared like bleached muslin.

In the year 1817, I took down an old kitchen on

the same lot. The floor had lain on saplings of

about 6 by 8 inches, such as are used for scaflbld

poles. They were bedded in the ground, so that

the pine fioor came next the ground, and excluded

air. They had lain there from 1794, and both the
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timbers ami flnorintf were very little injured by rot.

I coiicliiileii, tlv.\t a free circulation of air must

be. allovvfd, or uir must be entirely excluded, to

save timber I'roiTi decay.

It lias been found, that when posts are set. in

the i>round and ca.=ed with hoards lor heller ap-

pearance, tlie confined air destroys them. Even

red cedar, which last* an -auje when set open, if

cased, which is often done lor ornament in ira'«

posts, decays as soon as any other wood, by the

confined air.

deveiope resources ol" groat variety and value.

Without pretendinir lo bn a judije, I tiinik that an

unaienso portion of tlie capiial anil (Miterpiise of

'lie .•?iatc of Virjiinia might llnd profitable employ-

ment within tiic.-:e ten miles' square, onihiacing

the mouths of Hico, Banis'er, Dan and Staunton,

and the town of Clarksville. I tirop thc-e hmls,

Mr. Editor, with a view to improve upon them at

.-^ome future day, or to awaken the attention of

those better qualificil to examine into such matters.

A. C. AJORTON.

For the Farmers' Register.

LEWES AND GYPSUM, AS MANURi: FOR TO-

BACCO.—XATLR.VL ADVANTAGES (of PART
OF MECKLENBURG.

JSliiefifone, Mecklenburg, }

October ISih, 1837. 5

I promised last spring, to report the result of an
experiment, in manuring with leaves tor tobacco.

It has not been, altogt^ther, as successful as I ex-

pected ; but has not been so much a Ikilure, as to

discourage future efforts in that way. The scrap-

ing from the wood-pile proved much less efficient

than the leaves. I am encouraged by a remark

made by you, in the last ' Register,' to hope that

what my tobacco, made on land manured with

leaves, may want in size, will be made up in

richness and flavor. I used plaster, freely, in

April, on voung clover, seeded in March, without

visible efl'ect. But that used on tobacco, was per-

ceptible in eight days, and on the tenth day was
so obvious, that a visiter at my house pointed out

the unplastered row, instantaneously, without any
guide except the size and complexion of the |)ianis.

This was new land, with the first crrap. The crops

of corn and tobacco in this neighborho jd are very

good. The crop of wheat, though not very abun-

dant, was first-rate in (luaiiiy.

While I am writing, I will call your attention

to some of the features of this region. I never

saw any country more inviting to caiiitalists.

There are four navigable rivers coming together,

in five miles' compass. The same compass em-
braces Hico and Tally's fills, affording most splen-

did water power, and sif^s lor mills and manufac-
tories, besides tour or five creeks immediately be-

low, and one just above the first mingling of the

l>an and Staunton, at Ablteville, a deserted town,

and a beautiful location fi)r a town. While the rail

road mania raned so furiously, it is strange that

nobody ever thought of constructing one fi'om

Abbeville to Farmville, a distance of about fi!ty

miles, on a continuous ridge, unbroken by a single

ravine, and on which, might be constructed a road

without excavation or embankment. There is

said to be another ridge, which strikes the yVppo-

mattox still lower down, that seems equally well

adapted to such a purpose. There are three

large manuliicturing mills now operathux within

three or four miles of Abbeville, and water power
for an almost countless number of ma!Mlf;^.ctories.

The lands on both sides of the Dan and Staunton,

frcm the first junction or thorouixhlare to ih^ir

final confluence, and as far below as I know them,
are very productive, but not at all im[iroved. I

think if Mr. Ruffin and Professor Rogers could

each spend a few days in this region, they might

For tlie Farmers' Register.

EXPERIMENT OF THE PRODUCT OF TWIW
CORN.

To James M. Garnett, Esq.

Dear Sir—The parcel of twin corn you had the

kindness to send u)e last spring, came sati^ly to

hand ; and I adopt the mode of thanking you
through the ' Register,' for the favor, and of stat-

ing, at the same time, the result of my experi-

ment. The corn, with the exception of a few
grains given to two of my nciirhfiors, was planted

about the 8th or lOih of April, in good ground,

which had been bedded f(ir tob;icco, the Ijeds be-

ing about three fi^et two inches wide, which was evi-

dently too narrow to give the corn its best chance

of fruitfulness. It was hoed twice, superficially,

and ploughed once only, throwing the furrow-shce

to the corn. I have just harvested the crop, and
ti-om a small fraction less than the sixteenth of an

acre, containins 354 stalks, harvested 739 ears, or

tour and a half bushels of corn, four bushels be-

ing sound, merchantable corn, and half a bushel,

nubbins. One remarkable stalk, including suckers,

produced ten ears, viz: the main stalk tour, two
suckers, each two ears ; and two others, each one
ear. This stalk I have hunn- up in my porch, to

convince the incredulous. The two suckers that

produced two ears each, grew there as ears ordi-

narily grow on the corn stalks— the other two, had
i^ach an ear on top. One stalk produced six ears

—

[six produced four each, and Ibrty-eight produced

[hreeeach. Forty-fiour good ears were gathered

from the su<M<ers, and some nubbins. This state-

ment includes all the ears harvestetl. The corn-

!>lants that were thinned out, were transplanted,

and the stalks irenerally yielded two or three ears

each ; but as this soon partly lidl a prey to a mis-

chievuiis hog, I.cannot give the exact result.

Dr. PaulC. Venable,' and Dr. U. L. Jeffries,

to each of whom I gave a i'ew grains, were
very much pleased wilh the corn through thesum-
mer ; but I have not seen them since it was iza-

ihered. The twin corn was two or three weeks
earlier than the common crop of this neighbor-

iiood, and I think it prouii.ses to be a great acqui-

.<ition. Every gentleman who has seen it grow-
ing, was highly pleased with it, and bespoke an
ar to plant. I have thus, sir, given the result of

m experiment, which proves highly satisfiictory

o me, and which, 1 hope, will prove useful to tliia'

region of connlry.

Your obliged, humble .sservant,

A. C. Morton.

P.S.—A pinchinrr droiio'ht, about the time thft

car began to fill, lessened the crop perhaps a
liMirth.
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QUERCITRON BAKK.
To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

In the Septeniber nunilier of the 'Farmers' Re-
gister," ther*" i? iiii exinict from the 'Journal ofihe
Aniericiin Institute,' on the u?e unfl value of" the

quercitron hark. The notice would have been

complete, if any direction had heen <riven to dis-

tinguish the quercitron from other species, which
founder the general name of WacA: or red oaks.

In common parlance, there are three species con-

founded together, under this vague denomination :

namely, the red oak, (gvercus rubra) j the turkey

oak, {'Q. falcata) j and the quercitron, ( Q. tincto-

ria.) A practised eye may readily discern the

ditierence ; but as every jarmer is not a botanist,

so it is not to be supposed that he can, with cer-

tainty, pronounce u|)on the species in question.

The bark is generally reo-arded as the best crite-

rion for judging of the kind, but the leaf offers a

much saler one. The quercitron has the largest

leaf" of any of the tribe : it is oblong, slightly lob-

ed, and covered with down on the under side.

The red oak has a glossy leaf, of a strong texture,

deeply lobed and attached by a long leaf-stalk.

The leaf of the turkey oak resembles the track of

a turkey, and from thence, in all [irobability, ac-

quired the name. These three species a!:)Ound in

our fiirests, though the two former precfominate
;

and they are, I believe, used without distinction,

for tan hark. The quercitron, however, is of very

little value lor tanning, while for dyeuig, and pre-

pared in the mode described in the extract alluded

to, it commands a good price, and is always in de-

mand for ex[)ortation. Previous to the present

embarrassments, it was worth ^40 per ton. The
price is now something less ; but still it is in re-

quest in the northern cities, as it answers the pur-

!)06e of making remittances to England. These
acts I had from a dealer in the article, whom I

lately met with in Maryland. It is matter of re-

gret, that our tanners do not separate this from
the other kinds in their purchases, and prepare it

for market in the manner recommended. As
things are managed in Virginia, a (Treat difference

is made in value, between the Spanish oak and
red oak barks. This is not properly owing to any
inferiority in the latter, but rather to its mixture
with the black oak^ which is almost worthless as

&n agent in tanning. The quercitron, when pre-

pared for dyeing, yields a handsome profit ; and I

em informed, that this process is a retrular branch
of business, at most of the large tanneries, to the

north of the Potomac. As well as I recollect, it

takes about three cords, after being chipped and
ground, to make a ton. The profit, therefore,

would be something like a hundred per cent. ; for

the price per cord never exceeds ^4 delivered, and
\» often less. P,

Goochland^ Oct. 9.

from the British Farmer's Magazine.

APINIONS OP GYPSUM, AKD ITS EKFECTS AS
A MAKURB IIV ENGLAND.

Sir—The subject of gypsum as a top-dressinsr

for clover, appears to have sustained a revival, if

I mny he allowed the expression, in some of our
n^pieultura! districtB, particularly the East jfng-
jWn; from whence there haa lately issued, I will

pot say a deputation, but a visitation to some of
the counties where it is now in use, and, if report

speaks true, in deservedl}^ high repute. One Gen-
tleman, a neiiihbor of mine, brought with him
finm Hants, a small quaiuity, which, on his re-

turn, he applied to a clover layer; soil, light and
dry; and the effect was soon very apparent in the

darker green exhibited hy the part so dressed. I

perfectly well remeniber the sufiject of gypsum
being brought forward at the Holkham sheep-
shearing, in 1818. liy the late Mr. Benjamin Hol-
dich, (afierwards editor of the 'Farmer's Journal')

who detailed many interesting particulars of the

use of it in America, twenty years previous to

that period. The following letter was addressed
to him by a friend of his in the United States.

"I do not recollect" says the writer, "what was
the state of agriculture when you lel"t the United
States; whether plaster of paris" (gypsum) "was
in general use or not. Certain it is, that article has
changed the whole face of the country since our
first landing in 1793. All the eastern, or maritime,

part of this state was in a great measure exhaust-
ed, and worth comparatively little. About twelve
years ago, the best lands in Chester and Mont-
gomery counties could be bought from £10 to

£12 per acre; but such has been the effect of
this stone, where pulverized and sown, that the

same lands have been sold at £60, £60, and
£70 per acre, by the firm, with the buildings

thereon. During the late war, this article could

not be brought from Canada, which set our own
people of the west to explore the country about
the smaller lakes in the New York state. Tho-
mas Cooper our countryman, formerly Councellor,

but now Judrre Cooper, from Manchester, about
seven years ago visited the Falls of Niagara, and
being skilled in mineralogy, he carefully examin-
ed the countries about the great lakes, and pro-

nounced that he had discoved genuine plaster, or

gvpsum, and exhibited specimens on his return.

When the country, by the war, was deprived of
this article from the usual source, the account of
Mr. Cooper was remembered, and in a short time
they discovered immense beds of it about the

small lakes of New York, particularly the Cayu-
ga and Seneca lakes, not for from the head waters
of the east branch of the Susquehannah. Thou-
sands of tons were quickly transported down that

great river, and distributed, by means of its tribu-

tary streams and its communication with the

Chesapeake, to the whole eastern parts of Penn-
sylvania, and to all Delaware and Maryland, and
bv the Potomac to Washington and Virginia.

The advantages are incalculable ; enriching and
fertilizing the whole country in an astonishing

manner

—

millions of acres, which never could

have had the benefit of this plaster from Canada,
on account of the expense, will now be restored

to better condition than when originally cleared,

which would otherwise have been good for al-

most nothing."

—

Lebanon, May 1, 1817.

In 1819 the first trial of it took place at Holk-
ham, under the direction of Mr. Blaikie and Mr.
Holdich, on part of a field of sainfoin, from which
it was thought full one third more had been mown
than on the part undressed. The powder was ap-

plied by the drill, and its effects might be seen to

an inch, even at a great distance. Mr, Coke used
six bushels an acre. He procured the gypsum
from Derbyshire, delivered at Wells, (the adjoin-
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injr port), al 30 shillings a Ion. Mr. IJoldicli took

considerable pains on tiiat occasion to ini|)art such

inlbrniaiion as he possessed respecting its use and

properiics. and, aniono-other things, slated the ne-

cessity of" leilucinix the stone to powiler without

bafxin'g, as it had heen ascertained thattlie action

of tire was decided!}' injurious to the gypsum as a

manure.*- He observed that there were several va-

rieties of gypsum, hut there is liille dili'erence in

their eliect as manure. The Newark he reckoned

as good as any. "It is,"' observes Mr. Holdich,

'most immediately serviceable on land of a dry,

graveliv, or sandy nature, and is most exceedingly

useful to an old sainlbin layer, as has been proved

at, ilolkham VV here clover iiiils, having fiirmerly

succeeded, it will restore the crop; and lor this

purpose it would be proper to sow on the barley,

when the newly sown clover is just getting into

the broad leaf Probably it might not be so effi-

cacious on land of a limestone bottom, if the soil

be deep and mellow; at any rate it can da no

good where it is not wanted; that is to say, on

good soils that are plentifully dressed with good

larm-yard compost and pulverized bones. Lastly,

on a clover ley in spring, that looks pining and

yellow, a dressing of this powder will almost dou-

ble, the crop. In this case it should be sown
about May-day, and early in the morning, or in

moist weather." Mr. Loudon in his 'Encyclope-

dia ofAgriculture,' says, "Gy[)bum has been much
use(i in America, where it was first introduced by

Franklin on his return (i'om Paris, where he had

been much struck with its efTects. He sowed the

words, ^'thishas been sown with gypsum,^^ on a field

of lucern, near Washington: the efiiects astonished

every passenger; and the use of the manure
quickly became general and signally efficacious."

/». 847. t

"It is possible," adds Mr. Loudon, "that lands

which have ceased to bear good crops of clover or

artificial grasses, may be restored by being ma-
nured vvitli gypsum. This substance," he says,

"is found in Oxfordshire, Gloucestershire, Somet-
setshire, Derbyshire, Yorkshire, &c. and requires

only pulverization for its preparation.

—

lb. p. 847.

On the whole it appears to be most efficacious as

a top dressing for clover, sainlbin, or lucern crops;

and the quantity may var}"^ fi-om four to eight bush-

els an acre.

I have heard of its being successfully applied to

other crops, as wheat, turnips, &c. Of the latter

crop I have read somewhere an account, of every

alternate row being manured with gypsum, and

that the difference between the dressed and un-

dressed rows was very striking. Any of your

readers who have tried its eflects on these and other

plants, will do a public good by publishing their

observations thereon, and at the same lime confer

a favor on,

A NORFOLK FARMER.
Norfolk, March lOth, 1837.

* This anecdote is evidently of European fabrica-

tion, and its falsehood is equally evident; yet it is pre-

cisely such a falsehood, as will go farther, and be more

known and believed, than any truth yet published in

regard to gypsum.

—

Ed. Far. Reg.

t Which opinion, as we conceive, is altogether er-

roneous. See Far. Reg. pp. 603, 631, vol. ii. and pp.

126, 260, vol. lii.—Ed.

From tlie AnitTican Juunial ol' Science and Arts.

ACCOUNT OF TIJE EUROPf:AN OYSTER—OS-

TREA EDULIS (l.INN.)

Ancient history.—Theoystor has probably been

used from the earliest periods. As they lie in

comparatively shallow water, quickly increase in

numbers and size, andoflier a very nutritious and
refreshing food, we may reasonably supipose that

the aborigines of those countries where they are

f)und, were in iieneral well acquainted wiihihem.

From Aristotle we learn that the Greeks in his

time ate them. * It was as early as A. U. C.

633, that the mode of fattening them, by laying

them in pits and ponds, was nitroduced to Rome.
At that lime, one Sergius Orata first tried the ex-

periment on the Lucrine oyster, and as he made
much money by it, and his plan succeeding well,

ii rapidly spread into different dislricts. As Rome
increased in luxury, the supply from the immedi-

ate coasts was not sufficient, and all the shores of'

the Mediterranean were ransacked lor the shell fish.

They were frequently brought from a great dis-

tance, and at much expense, to be fiittened in

Italy for the Roman fe-asts. They abounded at

Abydos on the Hellespont
; t but the most cele-

brated appear to have been procured at Circeeum,

theLacusLucrinus, and from Brundusium. Much,
however, of the liune of these places appears to

have arisen li-om fashion, as we find writers of

difl^erent times praising as the best, those from,

difi'ercnt districts. The most generally esteemed,

however, seem to be those fi-om Rutupias, (now
Sandwich, in Kent, England,) and which were
carried to Italy in great numbers. If we consider

the difi^culties of land carriage, and the slowness

of sailing vessels in those times, we may Ibrm some
idea of their price, and the height to which luxury

in eating had attained. In latter times ihey appear

to have been chiefly used Ibr supper.| That many
difi'erent species were used is |irobable. Pliny in-

forms us that those fiom CircEeum (Cape Cieceji)

were black both in the flesh and shell, those from

Spain reddish, and those from Sclavonia brown
and dusky.

II
It was supposed that the fish fiit-

tened during the liill moon, and grew thin as it

waned; we are not aware ihut this has been ob-

served in the present day, but it may have hap-

pened in particular situarions, owing to the differ-

ence in the tides. The Roman epicures were in

the habit of icing thenr. belbre eating them, and
the ladies used the calcined shell as a cosmetic and
depilatory. To the doctors this fish was most

valuable, being recommended in a great variety

of diseases, and prepared in various ways ; and
though it could, generally speaking, do no good,

it certainly could do little harm.
Modern history.—In England, the oyster fish-

eries are chiefly carried on at Colchester, in Es-
sex, celebrated for its green oysters, at Fever-

sham and Milton in Kent, and in the Isle of

Wight. They are also fished for in the Swalea

of the Medway, in the Tenby on the coast of
Wales, and near Liverpool, as well as around

Portsmouth, and in many of the creeks of the

southern coast. The best are found at Purfleet,

the worst near Liverpool. They are very plenli-,

* Aristotle de Hist. Animal lib. v. cap 15.

t Virgil, Georg. i. 207.

i Juvenal, Sat. vi. 301.

II
Phn. Hist. Nat. lib. ix. cap. 82.
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fully but partially distributed, and are found to ex-

1

tend Jurther north on the western than on the

eastern side of the island. In Scoiland they also

abound, but appear likewise to prefer the north-

eastern to the northwestern coast. While ihey

are every where plentiful and hiniily flavored, fi-orn

the Clyde to the Zetland, Orkney and Western
Islands, it does not appear that they breed hiixher

on the other side than in Friih of Forth. Those
on the iveslern shores are, however, compara-
tively Utile used, and with the exception of a few
sent from Loch Farbert lo Greenock, they are

consumed by the natives on the spot. Those of

the eastern coast, on the contrary, are carried to

Newcastle upon Tyne, Hull and London, and
have been exported in large quantities to Holland.

The best are procured near Preston Pans, Port

Seaton, and the Isle of Iiichkeith, in Musselhursfh
bay, Friih of Forth; and vessels from Milton,

Lee, and other parts of England come to dredge
fjrthem, and carrying them away, afterwards fat-

ten them for the English markets. Those from

fifteen thousand bushels. They are at tinice im-
ported in considerable numbers, but the yearly

quantity is subject to important fluctuations. In

the season of 1801-2, one hundred and eighty-

eifht British vessels, carrying from six to nine men
each, were entered at the customhouse ofCan-
cale^in France, and carried back one hundred and

nineteen millions lour hundred and seventy-three

oysters, chiefly to London. On an average of

of 1831—1832, the imports into the same city

aujounted lo lifty-two thousand and ninety-five

bushels a year. In or about 1786, Glasgow con-

sumed twenty thousand annually, which were

carried bom Leith. on horseback or by carls, across

the country. The quantity in the present day
must be much greater. In 1803, the consump-
tion of Paris was estmiated at one million dozen,

selling on an average at six sous [ler dozen.

Natural habits.—The European oyster is small-

er, thinner, and more rounded than the American,

while the lower valve is less concave or vaulted,

it IS not beaked, and the fish, compared with the.

Preslon Pans are known by the name of Pan- size of the shell, is smaller and of a ditl'erent fla-

doors, as being Ibund at the door of, or near the vor; there are besides, various other difl'erences,

Pans, and ti'om the quantity of fi'esh water are and their habits are so very dissimilar that tliere

the fittest and best flavored. In Ireland, Milford can be no doubt at all oftheir being distinct species.

Haven is celebrated for its oysters. The European oyster is found only adhering to

Oysters are Ibund on most parts of the French rocks and stones, or occasionally to very strong

coast, but they are most plentiful on those of Bre- clayey bottoms; and should these be washed
tagne and Normandy. The most extensive fish- away, the oyster beds perish. The fish is vivipa-

ery is that which is carried on at Granville, in the rous, and the young produced with a perfectly

bay of which, and for six leagues to the north-

ward, they abound. The fishermen bring them to

the town and dispose of them to women, who,
after having fattened them, dispose of them, either

pickled or in the shell. Paris, Dieppe and Rouen
are chiefly supplied from this place, for which
purpose boats are continually arriving from other
parts. The oysters fi"om Rochelle and Bordeaux
and generally from the coast of Bretagne. are

however by ihr the most esteemed ; being fatter

and more highly flavored, owing to the quantity
of fresh water there running into the ocean.
Here they are grec/ied in the same manner as in

England, and requn-e about the same time to

come to perfection. They are all to be met with
in Paris, butthosefrom Normandy in the greatest

numbers. The appetite lor shell fish of all sorts.

formed shell. They are, when first emitted, quite

transparent, and they swim with great quickness,

by means of a membrane extending out of the

shell. So small are they in this state, that Van
Leeuwcrdioek computes that one hundred and
twenty of them in a row would extend an inch,

and consequently a globular body, whose diam-
eter is an inch, would, if they were round, be

equal in size to one million seven hundred and
twenty-eight thousand of them! The vulgar

opinion, and that on which the restraining laws

have been fi'amed, is, that the period of spawning
is JVlay, at which time the young, or spat, is found

adhering to the rocks. But as the young, as de-

scribed above, are found in the parents perfectly

formed and alive in the month of Aufrust, this is

most prooably the period of parturition, though
which seems peculiar to the natives of the southern it be not till May that they become fixed or suffi

provinces of Italy, is such as to appear exaggera- ciently grown to be seen by the common obser-

ted to a foreigner, accustomed to consider but a
few of them as eatable. So great however is it,

that at Taranto, the government draws a revenue
of twenty-four thousand ducats annually ii-om the
shell fishery alone. In the Mare Picolo, on
which thi<; place is situated, the spawn of the oys-
ter is received on large conical earthen pans, se-

cured at equal distances by ropes tied to them
and sunk in difft?rent parts of the bay. Their ap-
pearance is equally singular and beautiful; the
vessel become entirely hidden by the shells, when
the whole assumes the form ol'one solid but irregu-

lar mass of rockwork. The young oysters being
rubbed ofl' are scattered through various parts of
the bay, and finally, when sufficiently grown, are
collected by means of iron rakes.

Of the quantity of oysters consmned in Eng-
land, we have no certain or continuous statistics.

In 1824, the quantity bred and taken in the coun-
ty of Essex, and consumed mostly in London,
was supposed to amount to fourteen thousand or

ver. At this time they are about the size of a six-

pence, and comparatively hard and firm, and have
been well compared to a drop of candle grease in

water. In two, or at farthest three years, they are

fit for the table. The age to which it attains is

probably great, but after having arrived at its fiill

size, the valves are thickened, instead of being

increased in length or breadth. From May to

July, both the male and female or oysters are

said to be sick, and are in thin and poor condition,

but by the end oJ" August they have again re-

covered, are fat and in season. The sexes are

distinguished by I he fishermen, by the color of the

fringe, that of the male being black, or dark col-

ored, that of the female white. Sand is prejudi-

cial to them, a mixture of fresh water advantage-

ous. The shell, according to Mr. Hatchett, is

formed of carbonate of lime and a great propor-

tion of animal triuten, but more intimately mixed,

and not lying in regular layers, as in the perla-
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on which the animal feeds. A very common and
very mistaken opinion exists, especially among
lurei'Z'tiers, that not only lliose, but all Enijii.sh

oyslers are impre<rnateti with cop|)er, " vuhich

hictalis, Linn.^ which clasps
|

they get front, feeding off copper banks ;" such
R'.ll and perseveres till it has we believe would be quite as irijurio(iS U) the ani-

nmi itself as it could be to us, ami the fancy can
only have arisen from iheslrong flavor peculiar to

this fish. Green oysters are comparatively little

esleeined in the present day.

Lse.—The irreat value of this animal is for

diet. The shell was at one time supposed to pos-

sess peculiar medical properties; but analysis has
shown that the only advantatie animal carbonates

have over those ofthe mineral kingdom, arises I'rom

their containini^ no metallic or foreiixn substance.*

The inhabitants of the shores of Hindooslan did,

I wo centuries since, and perhaps still may. use it

in the same manner. The fish is recommended
by the (lectors where great nourishment and easy

ditrestion are required, the valuable quality beinj^

the quantity of L'luten it contains. In the north-

eastern parts of England, old houses may be seen

with their tops and gable ends ornamented with

these shells, only the inside being exposed; a cus-

tom which is said, we know nor with what truth,

to have been introduced Irom Holland. In some,
parts of Scotland the shells are used as manure,
and Ibund very excellent and stimulating; in other

places they are burned as lime.

In 1768, Mr. John Canton discovered that a
very good phosphorus \ couKi be made from
oyster shells. He added a little sulphur to them,

men, and they dredge in water from fjur to filteen
j

and by calcination produced the substance. A
fathoms dee[). The grec/i oysters are all procured I long account of the process and his experiments

ceous shells. * The oyster frequently contains

shining mtestinal worms, or aifimalcules, which

may be seen by opening the shell in the da rk. A
most destructive animal in an oyster bed is the

eea-slar (^/sterias

its rays round the

sucked out the inhabilant. Another enemy is said

to be the nuiscle, (^Myliliis editlis, Linn.)

F'ishcry.— In both Eiiglaiul ami France the

season tor fishing lor tlie oyster is restricted by

Jaw. In the lormer country the lime allowed tor

collecting the spawn from the sea is May, when
the dredgers may take all they can procure; but

alter that month, they are liable to be convicted of

felony if they disturb it, and only allowed to take

such oysters as are the size of h;df a dollar.

The spawn, or spat, as it is technically called, is

dredged up, and if not too small, they separate it

from the shells and stones to which it is adhering,

and these they are obliged airain to throw into

the water to prevent the beds being destroyed.

The spat is thrown into creeks or into shallow

water on the shores, to.increase m size and laiten,

and in such situations is considered private pro-

perty. At Preston Pans the oysters are not bed-

ded, but are entirely procureii fi'om the sea, and
in dredging, those which are too small are thrown
back again. The season begins on the first of

September, and lasts till April. The dredgers

make use of a peculiar kind of net, which is very

strong, and fastened to three spikes of" iron; this

they drag along the bottom of the sea, and thus

force the oysters into it; each boat requires five

at or near the neighborhood of Colchester. When
they wish to giveihein this color, they throw them
into pits duu" about three feet deep in the salt

marshes, which are overllooded only at spring

tides, and to which they have sluices to let out the

salt water till ii be about one and a half feet deep.

These pits become green, and communicate their

color to the fish \u four or five days, although

they commonly let them continue there six weeks
or two months, in which time tliey will become
a dark green. The color has recently been as-

certained to arise from confervfe, and other marine
vegetable matter, decayed by the heat of the sun.

* Professor Rogers doubts the accuracy of this

analysis, as regards the quantity of animal matter
contained in this shell, ami he supposes that there only

exists a very minute portion of gluten. In this opin-

ion he states that he is supported by the experiments
of Bucholtz and Brandes, and those he himself made
on the Ostrea Virgiiiica. What the sliells were which
were used by the former gentleman, we are not in-

formed; but with all deference we would suggest that

he himself seems to have forgotten that the American
and British shells are quite distinct species, from
which most probably arises the dinerence he has dis-

covered, and which instead of proving Mr. Hatchett's
experiments to be in the main incorrect, only tends to

prove that the species are perfectly distinct, and not

mere varieties. The quantity of gluten contained in

the ostrea edulis, is well known to even the most su-

perficial observer, where the shell is common, and
may be found in the large and thick specimens, or on
decaying of the shell, between the inner and outer

laminae, frequently in great quantities. It is of a dirty

yellow color, and thick and clammy in its consis-

tency. See yiliiman's American Journal, Vol. xxvi.

p. 361.

IS given in the 'Philosophical Transactions' of

that year. The French have a proverb drawn
from this animal which they apply to an awk-
ward person, "fZ parte, uii joue, ^"c. cumme une
huitre a VecaiUe.'''' \

Besides these, oysters are found in most coun-
tries; the (bllowing are a lijw of the species.

The West Indies have, according to Hughes,
two oyslers, a large one in deep water, which is

seldom eaten, and the mangrove oyster, which^
adheres to the roots of the trees in the wash of
the tide, whence the old fable of oysters growing
on trees. The same are found in Sumatra, where
we are told that they are by no means so good as

those of Europe. § Round the shores of New
South Wales, oysters are extremely plentiful, and
though generally small, are of delicate flavor.

Every rock is covered with them, and Mr Mar-
tyn informs us he has seen parties of young la-

* Iodine is found in some them.

—

Ed.

t So called from its emittine,- light in the dark after

exposure to the sun's rays.

—

Ed.

I In compiling this article, the following works are

those which have chiefly been referred to and quoted
from:—Plin. Hist. Nat. lib. xxxii. cap. vi. lib, ix. cap.

36. Rees' Cyclopaedia, Art. Oyster. McCulloch's
Comm. Diet. Art. Oyster. Brewster's Edinburgh
Encyclop. Art. Fisheries. Encyclop. Americana,
Appendix, vol. viii. Art. Oyster. Postlethwaite's

Diction. Art. Oyster. Sinclair's Stat. Hist, of Scot-

land, vol. i. p. 358. vol. vi. p. 196 vol. X. p. 202.

vol. xvii. pp. 69, 102, &c. Keppel Craven's Tour, p.

184. Statistique generale, 8tc. par. P. E. Herbin,
vol. i. p. 3S6. Diction.de Trevoux. Philosophical

Transactions, vol. viii. 5.51 Iviii. 337, ii. 606, &,c. &c
§ Marsden'? Hist. Sumatra, p. 121.
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dies, with small hammers, seated on a hirge rock

and leasling wiih great gout on these dainties. *

In Soulhern Africa the oysters of Mossel Bay,
are much celebrated, and their flavor considerecl

BO fine, that epicures have been induced to visit

the bay from Cape Town, (Caps of Good Hope,)
for the express purpose of enjoying a lt;ast of

them. Th'd ilistance is about three hundred miles,

so that ihey onirht to be good to repay the trou-

ble, t

WASHINGTON S AGRICULTURAL NOTESi

[Notwithstanding the numerous public avoca-

tions and duties, in which Washington was en-

gaged !br a lame portion of his lile, it is known,
that to no one object did he give so much of his

time and attention as to aijriculture. The fre-

quency and minuteness of his directions to his

manaircrs on this head, and tlie unceasing corres-

pondence which he kept up during his absence
from Mount Vernon, are truly astonishing, when
it is considered in what important and absorbing

interests his mmd was perpetually occupied. We
have selected a (ew particulars from his manuscript
papers, which, at the same time they illustrate his

agricultural habits, may in part serve as practical

hinlSj or salutary maxims, to farmers in creneral.]

j^Im. j^lmanac.

1. Directions to the manager of hisfarm.

A system closely pursued, although it may not

in all its parts be the best that could be devised, is

attended with innumerable advantages. The con-
ductor of the business, in this case, can never be
under any dilemma in his proceedings. The
overseers, and even the laborers, know what is to

he done, and what they are capable of doing, in

ordinary seasons. The Ibrce to be employed may
be in due proportion to the work which is to be per-

fornfied, and a reasonable and tolerably accurate es-

timate may be made of the product. But when no
plan is fixed—when directions flow from day to day,
the business becomes a mere chaos, IrequenlJy

shifiing, und sometimes at a stand, for want of
l<nowing what to do, or the manner of doing it.

Thus is occasioned a waste of time, which is ol

more importance than is generally imagined.
Nothing can so eflectually obviate the evil, as

an established system, made known to all who are
actors in it, that all may be enabled thereby to do
their parts to advantage. This gives ease to the
principal conductor of the business, and is more
satisfactory to the persons who immediately over-
look it^ less harassing to the laborers, as well as
more beneficial to the employer.

Under this view of the subject, the principal

service which you can render me, is to explain to

the overseers (who will be furnished with dupli-
cates,) the plan, in all its parts, which is hereafter
detailed; to hear their ideas with respect to the
order in which the different sorts of work therein
pointed out shall succeed each other, for the pur-
pose of carrying it on to the best advantao-e; to

correct any erroneous projects they may be dis-

posed to adopt ; and then to see that they adhere
strictly to whatever may be resolved on, and that

* Martyn's Hist of the Br. Col. vol. iv. p. 295.

t Webster's Voyage to the S. Atlantic Ocean, 1830,
Tol. i- p. 223,

they are always (except when otherwise permit

-

ed) on their fiirms, and with their people. The
work, under such circumstances, will go on
smoothly; and, that the stock may be well fed,

littered, and taken care of according to the direc-

tions, it will he necessary to inspect the conduct
of the overseers in this particular, and Ihuse also

whose inmiediate business it is to attend upon
them, with a watchfid eye; otherwise, and gene-
rally m severe weather, when attention and care

are most needed, they wdl be most neglected.

Economy in all things is as commendable in the
inanairer, as it is beneficial and desirable to the

employer; and, on a farm, it shovvs itself in noth-

ing more evidently, or more essentially, than in

not suffering the provender to be wasted, but, on
the contrary, in taking care that every atom of it

be used to the best advantage ; and, likewise, in

not permitting the ploughs, harness, and other im-
plements of husbandry, and the gears belonging to

them, to be unnecessarily exposed, trodden under
foot, run over by carts, and abused in other res-

pects. More good is derived from attending to the

minutiae of a farm, than strikes people at first

view ; and examininir the farm-yai'ds, fences, and
looking into the fields to see that nothing is there

but wliat is allowed to be there, is oftentimes the

means of producing more good, or at least of avoid-

ing more evil, than can be accomplished by riding

from one workinij parly, or one overseer, to another.

I iiave mentioned these things not only because
they have occurred to me, but because, although
apparently trifles, they prove far otherwise in the

result.

To request that my people maybe at their work
as soon as it is light, work till it is dark, and be

diligent while they are at it, can hardly be neces-

sar}-, because the propriety of it must strike every
manager, who attends to my interest, or regards

his own character, and who, on reflecting, must
be convinced that lost labor is never to be regained.

The presumption is. that every laborer does as

much in twenty-four hours, as his strength, with-

out endangering his health or constitution, will

allow. But there is much more in what is called

head-work, that is, in the manner of conducting
business, than is generally imagined. For take two
managers, and give to each the same number of
laborers, and let the laborers be equal in all res-

pects. Let both these managers rise equally

early, go equally late to rest, be equally active,

sober, and industrious, and yet, in the course of
the year, one of them, without pushing the hands
under him more than the other, shall have per-

formed infinitely more work. 'J'o what is this

owing? Why, simply to contrivance, resulting

fi^om that forethought and arrangement, which
will guard against the misapplication of labor, and
doing it unseasonably. In plou<ihing, for instance,

though the field first intended for it, or in wliich

the ploughs may actually have been at v.-ork,

should, fi'om its situation, be rendered unfit (by
rain or other cause) to be worked, and other spots,

even though the call for them may not be so

urgent, can be ploughed, this business ought to go
on, because the general operation is promoted by
it. So with respect to other things, and particu-

larly carting, where nothing is more common,
than, when loads are to go to a place, and others

to be brouffht from it, though not equall}^ neces-

eary at the same moment, to make two trips,
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when one woukl serve. Tliose rliing:5 are only

nienlioned to slunv, thnf the uiiinaucer, who takes

a coiuprehtMisive view of his business, will throw

no liil)or away.
For these reasons it is, that t have endeavored

to <;;ive A geni^ral view orniy-|)lans, as to the bnsi-

ness ot" the year, that the concerns of the several

plantations may <to on without application daily

ibr orders, unless it be in particular cases, or wliere

these directions are not clearly understood.

2. Particular directions for cultivating a farm
near Mount Vernon.

[The dirpctions alluded to . in the precedinir

article, for the management of the (arms in the

neighborhood of Alount Vernon*, were' fjiven in

December, 1799, a few days before Washington's
death, and intended for the year 1800. We shall

select here the part relating to one farm only

(called \ht^. River /'arm,) wliich may serve as a

sample of the whole.]

Crops for the River Farm, and operaiionsthereon}

for the year ISOO.

Field No. 1— Is now partly in wheat; part is

to be sown with oats ; another part niay be sown
with peas, broad-cast

;
part is in meadow, and

will remain so ; the most broken, washed, and in-

/JifFerent part is to remain uncultivated, but to be
harrowed and smoothed in the spring, and the

worst portions (if practicable) to be covered with
litter, straw, weeds, or any kind of vegetable rub-

bish, to prevent them from runninginto gullies.

No. 2.—One fdurth is to be in corn, and to be
sown with wheat j another fourth in buckwheat
and peas, half of it in the one, and half in the

other, sown in April, to be ploughed in as green
dressing, and by actual experiment to ascertain

which is best. The whole of this Iburlh is to be

sown with wheat also ; another fourth part is to

be naked fallow lor wheat ; and the other and last

quarter to be appropriated lor pumpkins, cymlins,

turnips, Yateman peas, (in hills,) and such other

things of this kind as may be required ; and to' be
sown likewise with rye, after they are taken off,

for seed.

No. 3—Is now in wheat, to be harvested in the

year 1800 ; the stubble of which, immediately
after harvest, is to be ploughed in, and sown thin

with rye; and such part* thereof as are low, or

produce a luxuriant growth of grain, are to have
grass-seeds sprinkled over them. The whole for

sheep to run on in the day (but housed at nicht)

during the winter and spring months. If it should
be Ibuiid expedient, part thereof in the spring
miirht be reserved Ibr the purpose of seed.
No. 4— Will he in corn, ant! is to be sown in

the autumn of that year with wheat, to be har-

vested in 1801 ; and to he treated in all respects as

has been directed for No. 3, the preceding year.

It is to be manured as much as the means will

permit, with such aids as can be procured during,
the present winter and ensuing sprin-r.

Nos. 5, 6, 7, and 8—Are to remain as they are,

but nothing suffered to run upon ihem ; as giound
will be allotted for the sole purpose of pasturage,
and invariably u^^ed as such.

Clover lots.

No. 1—Counting from the spring branch, is to

planted in potatoes.

Vol. V—62

No. 2.—Thai part thereof which is now in tur-

nips, is to be sown with oats and clover ; the otiier

part, being now in clover, it; to remain so until it

comes into potatoes, by relation.

No. 3—Is also in clover at present, and is to

remain so, as just mentioned, for No. 2.

No. 4— Is partly" in clover and partly in timothy,
and so to be, until its turn-fbr potatoes.

The rotation for these lots invariably is to be, 1.

potatoes, highly manured ; 2. oats, and clover

sown therewith ; 3. clover; 4. clover. Then to

liegin again with potatoes, and proceed as before.

Tiie present clover lots nmst be plastered.

All. green sward, rough ground, or that which
is hea\'ily covered with weeds, bottle brush grass,

and such things as being turned in will fijrment,

[)utrefy, and meliorate the soil, should in aututmi
be ploughed in, and at such times in winter as can
be done while the ground is dry, and in condition

lor it.

Pasture grounds.

The large lot adjoining the nefrro houses and
orchard, is to have oats sown on the potato and
pumpkin ground ; with which, and on the rye
also io that lot, and on the melon part, orchard-
grass seeds are to be sown; and thereafter to be
kept as a standing calf-pasture, and for ewe.-?

("which may require extra care) at yeaning, or

alter they have yeaned.
The other large lot, north-east of the barn lane,

is to be appropriated always as a pasture for the

milch cows ; and probably working oxen during
the summer season.

The woodland, and the old field commonly cal-

led Johnston's, are designed for common pasture,

and to be so applied always. To' which, if it

should be found i»ndequate to the stock of the

farm, field No. 8, and the woodland therein, may
be added.

Ifeadows.

Those already' established and in train must
continue, and the next to be added to them is the
arms of the creek which runs up to the spring-

house, and forks', both prongs of which must be
grubbed. up, and wrought upon at every convenient
moment when the weather will permit, down to

the line of the ditch, which encloses the lots for

clover,, &c.
And as the fields come into cultivation ; or as

labor can be spared from other work, and circum-
stances will permit, the heads of all the inlets in

them must be reclaimed, and laid to grass, whether
they be large or small, forasmuch as nothing will

run on, or can trespass upon or injure the grass;
no fencing being required.

3Iud for compost.

The season is now too flir advanced, apd too
cold to be engaged in a work, that will expose the
hands to wet; but it is of such essential impor-
tance, that it should be set about v«eriously and
with spirit next year, for the summers sun and
the winter's frost, to prepare it for the corn and
other crops of 1801, that all the hands of the farm,
not in<lispensably engaged in the crops, should, so
soon as corn-planting is completed in tne spring,
be uninterruptedly employed in raising mud li-oiiri

the pocosons, and fronj the bed of the creek, into
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the scow ; and the carts, so soon as the manure
Ibr the corn and potatoes in 1800 is carried out,

are to be incessantly drawing it to the compost
lipaps in the fields, whir/h are to he manured by it.

What number of hands can be set apart tor this

all-imporiant work, remains to be considered and
decided upon.

Penning catlU andfolding sheep

On the fields intended for wheat, from the first

of May, when the former should be turned out to

liasture, until the first of November, when they

ought to be housed, must be practised invariably;

and to do it with regularity and propriety, the pen
for the Ibrmer, and the fold for the latter, should

be proportioned to the number of each kind of

stock ; and both these to as much ground as they

will manure sutficiently in the space of a week for

wheat, beyond which they are not to remain in a

place, except on the poorest spots ; and even these

had better be aided by litter or something else,

than to depart from an established rule, ol' remov-
ing the pens on a certain day in every week. For
in this, as in every thing else, system is essential,

to cany on business well, and with ease.

Feeding.

The work-horses and mutes are always to be in

their stalls, and all littered and cleaned, when they
are out of harness; and they are to be plenteously

fed with cut straw, and as much chopped grain,

meal, or bran, with a little salt mixed therewith,

as will keep them always in good condition for

work ; seeing also, that they are watered as-resTji-

iarly as they are fed ; this is their winter feed. For
spring, summer, and autumn, it is expected, that

soiling them on green tbod, first with rye, then

with lucern, and next with clover, with very little

grnin, will enable them to perform their work.
The oxen, and other horned cattle, are to be

housed from the first of November until the finstof.

May ; and to be fed as well as the means. on the

farm will admit. The first (oxen) must always be
kept in good condition; housed in the stalls de-
signed for them ; and the cows (so many of them
as can find places) on the opposite side. The
rest, with the other cattle, must be in the newl}^

erected sheds; and the whole carefully watered
every day ; the ice, in frozen weather, being
broken, so as to admit them to clean water.

With respect to the sheep, they must' receive

the best protection that can be siven them this

winter ; against tlie next, I hope they will be
better provided (or.

And with regard to the hogs, the plan must be,

to raise a given number of goorf ones^ instead ofan
indiscriminate number o\^ indifferent ones, half of
xvhich die or are stolen before the period arrives

ibr putting them up as porkers. To accomplish
this, a sufficient number of the best sows should

be appropriated to the purpose; and So many pigs

raised from them as will insure the quantity o(

pork, which the farm ought to furnish.

Whether it will be most advisable to restrain

these hogs from running at large or not, can be

decided with more precision after the re^sull; of those

now in close pens is better known.
The exact quantity of corn used by those, which

are now in pens, should be ascertained and regu-
larly reported, in order to learn the result.

Stables andfarm pens.

These ought to be kept well littered, and the
stalls clean ; as well for the comfort of the creatures

that are contained in them, as for the purpose of
manure ; but as straw cannot he afibrded for this

purpose, leaves and such spoiled straw or weeds as
wiir not do fbr food, must serve for the stables

;

and the first, that is, leaves and corn-stalks, is all

that can be applied to the pens. To do this work
effectually, let the corn-stplks be cut down by a
lew carei'ul people with sharp hoes, so low as
never to be in the way of scythes at harvest ; and
whenever the wheat will admit carts to run on it

without injury, iet them be brought oft'and stacked
near the farm pens. In like manner let the people,

with their blankets, go every evening, or as often

f\s occasion may require, to the nearest wood, and
fill them with leaves Ibr the purposes above men-
tioned ; bottoming the beds with corn-stalks, and
covering them thick with leaves. A measure of
this sort will be, if strictly attended to, and punc-
tually performed, of great utility in every point of
view. It will save food, make the cattle lie warm
and comfortable, and produce much manure. The
hogs also in pens must be well bedded in leaves.

Fencing.

As stock of no kind, according to this j Ian, will

be sufiered to run on the arable fields or clover lots,

(except sheep in the day on the rye fields, as has
been i^ientioned before,) partition fences between
the fields, until they can be raised of quicks, may
be dispensed with. But it is of great importance,

that all the exterior or outer fences should be sub-

stantially good ; and those also which divide the

common, or woodland pasture, from the fields and
clover lots, are to be vej-_v respectable.

, To accomplish this desirable object in as short a
time as possible, and with the smallest expense of

timber, the post and rail fence which runs from
the negro quarters, or rather from the corner of the

lot enclosing them, up to the division between
fields Nos. 7 and 8, may be placed on the bank
(whicli must be raised higher) running to the

creek. In like manner, the fence from the gate,

which opens' into No. 2, quite down to the river,

along the cedar hedge row, as also those rails

which are between Nos. .1 and 2, and between
Nos. 2 and 3, may all be taken away, and applied

to the outer fences, and the fences of the lanes

from the barn into the woodland pasture, and from
the former ("the barn) into No. 5 ; ibr the fences

of all these lanes must be good, as the stock must
have a free and uninterrupted passage along them,
at all times, from the barn-yard to the woodland
pasture.

All the fencing from the last mentioned place,

(between rae and Mr. Mason,) until it joins Mr.
LeaV's fiirm, and thence with the line between
him and me, until it comes to the river, will require

to be substantially good ; at its termination on the

river, dependence must be placed in a water fence;

fbr if made ofcommon rails, they would be carried

off" by boatmen fbr fire-wood. The ftinces separat-

ing fields Nos. 1 and 8 from the woodland pasture

must also be made good, to prevent depredations

on the fields by my own stock.

Crops, 8rc. for 1801.

No. 5, is to be in corn, and to be invariably in

that article. It is to be planted (if drills are
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thought to be ineligible until the ground is much
improved,) in rows, 6 feet by 4, or 7 li^et by 3^,

the wide part open to the south. These hills are

to bo manured as highly as the means will admit

;

and the corn planted every year in the middle ol

the rows of the preceding j'ear ; by doing which,

and mixinij the manure and earth by the plough

and other workings, the whole in time will be en-

riched.

The washed and gullied parts of" this field

should be levelled, and as much improved as pos-

sHile, or left uncultivated. Althou<j;h it is .more
broken than some of the other fields, it has its

advantages. 1st. It has' several inlets extendiiig

into it, with easy ascents therefrom. 2dly. It is

convenient to the mud 'in the bed of the creek,

whensoever fby means gf the scow) resort is had
thereto, and good landmg places ; and; 3dly, it is

as near to the barn as any other, when a bridge

and causeway shall be made over the spring

branch. To these may' be added, that it is more
remote from squirrels than any other.

Nos. 6 and 7, or such part thereof as is not so

much washed or guliied, as to render ploughing
ineligible, are to be fallowed for wheat. One of

which, if" both cannot, is to have the stubble

ploughed in and sown with rye, and the low and
strong parts to have timothy or orchard-grass

seeds, perhaps both, in different places, sprinkled

over them, for the purpose of raising seed. ' On
ther3^e pasture the^sheep are to be fed in winter

and spring, and treated in all respects as No. 3, in

ISOO.

Ill the years 1802, 1803, and so on.

The corn ground remaining the same, two
fields, in the followmg numbers, will be fallowed

Tor wheat, and treated in all respects as 'mentioned
above; and if pumpkins, cymlins, turnips, peas,

and such like growth, are found beneficial to the

land, or useful and pi:ofiiab!e for stock, ground
may readily be found lor them.
These are the great outlines of a plan,- and the

operations of it, for the next year, and for years to

come, for the River Farm. The necessary arrange •

ments, and all the preparatory measures for carry-

ing it into effect ought to be ado^jted without'

delay, and invariably pursued. Smaller matters

may, and undoubtedly will, occur occasionally,

but none it is presumed, that caii militate against

it materially.

To carry it into effect advantageously, it becomes
the indispensable duty of him, who is etnployed to

overlook and conduct the operations,4o take a pro-

spective and comprehensive view of the whole
business, which is laid before him, that the several

parts thereof may be so ordered and arranged, as

that one sort of work may follow another sort in

proper succession, and without loss of labor or of
time ; for nothing is a greater waste of the latter,

and consequently of the former, ftime producing
labor, and labor money,J than shifting from one
thing to another before it is finished, as if chance,
or the impulse of the moment, not judgment an(i

foresight, directed the measure. It will be ac-

knowledged, that weaiherand othercircumstances,
may at times interrupt a regular course of proceed-
ings, but if a plan is well dijjested beforehand, ihf*y

cannot interfere long, with a man who is acquaint-
ed with the nature of the business, and tlie crops

he is to attend to.

I

,
Every attentive and discerning person, who has

the whole business of the year laid before him, and
is acquainted willx the nature of the work, can be

at no loss to lay it out to advantage. He will

know that there are many things which can be

accomplished in winter as well as in summer;
others, that spring, summer, and autumn only are

fit lor; in a word, to use the wise man's saying,

that •' ih^re is a time and a season for all things."

and that unless they are embraced, nothing will

thrive or go on smoothly. There are many
sorts of ill-doors work, which can be executed in

hail, rain, or snow, as well as in sunshine ; and if

they are set about in fair weather, (unless tliere

be a necessity for it,) there vyill be nothing to do

in foul weather ; the people.therefore must be idle.

The man of prudence and foresight will always

keep these things in view, and order his work ac-

cordingly, so as to suTler no xvaste of time or idle-

ness. The same observations apply with equal

force to frozen ground, and to ground too wet to

work in, or which, if worked, will be injured

thereby.

These observations might be spun to a greater

length, but they are sufficient to produce reflection;

and reflection, with industry and proper attention,

will produce the end that, is to wished.

There is one thing, however, I cannot forbear

to add, and in strong terms; it is, that v/henever I

order a thing to be done, it must be done; or a
reason given at the 'time, or as soon as the imprac-
ticability is discovered, wliy it cannot be done,

which vyill produce a countermand or change.
But it is not for the person receiving the order to

suspend, or dispense with its execution ; and after

i^ has been supposed to have gone into effect, to

be told, that nothing has been done in it, that it

will Be done, or that it could not be done ; either

of these is unpleasant and disagreeable to me,
havirig been all my lilii accustomed to more regu-

larity and punctualily. Nothing but system and
method are reqiiired to accomplish any reasonable

requests;

'

From Mr. Slacker's Prize Essay.

THE QUESTION OF A SUPERABUNDANT POP-
ULATION IN IRELA-JSD COKSIDKRED, AND
REASONS GIVEN FOR DECIDING IN THE
NEGAtlVE.

I have already extended this treatise to a length
much beyond my original intention, but I cannot
conclude without endeavoring to answer one ob-

jection, which may be made to the opinions 1 have
supported in the fbregoinir; f allude to my objecting

to the expulsion of small holders, for the purpose
of consolidating farms; in regard to whicli it may
be asked, if this is not done, the population is in-

creasing so rapidlj", that as families grow up, sub-

division must go on, until at length the whole
community will betome paupers? I might fairly

ask in return, how the plan of turning out these

families will prevent pauperism? It seems to me
that the latter plan is by much the surest way to

produce such a result. But the most satisfaciory

answer to the question will perhaps be arrived at,

by endeavoring to ascertain how far the apprehen-
sions of a superabundant population, at present so

generally entertained, may or ma\' not be jusiified

b}- facts; for if it should appear that there was
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lund enoijgl) in the kingdom for all its inhabitants,
no\v' exi^Ung, and lor as many more as could be
anticipated in any reat^onaiile tinie, and that no-
thaig more was wanting but proper regulations to

niake it avaii;iS-)le tor their wa'nls, then tiie objec-
tion may he fairly considered to he set aside. In
a laie publication entitled "Ireland as it was, is,

and ouirlil to he," a table is given of the acreable
contents and popniaiiori of each county in Ireland,

which may be supposed, at least, so ihr relatively

accurate, as to atiord data lor the following calcu-

lations. From this table it appears that the coun-
ty of Armairli contains 212,755 acres, and a pop-
ulation of 220,t)53 souls, and that the entire lunir-

dom contains 17,190,725 acres, and 7,839,469
eouls; now, in the county of Armagh, by a recent
survey, more than one-seventh of the surlhce is

taken up by lakes and unprofitable land, and the
remainder is, lor the greater part, but inditrerenjly

cultivated, and yet the peasantry are better cloth
ed, lodged, and lf;d than they are in most other
counties in Ireland. I cannot, therefore, be ac-
cused of taking away from the comforts of the
rest of the kingdom, by taking the county of Ar-
magh as a standard, and its proportion of unpro-
fitable surface is not very remote. I believe from
the average of others ; U] then, 212,755, the num-
ber of acres in Armagh, give a population of 220,-
653 souls, 17,190,726 acres, the entire contents of
the kingdom, oiirrht tosive a population of 17,828,-
888, in place of 7,839,469, the population at present.
It therefore appears, that supposing the other parts
of Ireland to be as well cultivated a.s Armagh, it

would support about two and a halftimes the num-
ber of its present inhabitants, and be able to export
provisions largely besides, for Armagh, notwith-
standing Its population, exports pork, butter, and
grain in great (juantities. But before deciding finally

upon the population which the kingdom could sup-
port, it ought to be examined how far the county of
Armagh (the standard taken) has arrived at its

full complement; and in reg;ird to this, I would say,

fi-om a pretty general knowledge of it, that under
an improved system of agriculture, and a regular
rotation of crops, the produce would be treble of
what it yields at present, and I think this may be
considered as practically proved, if I can shoiv
farmers possessing land of average quality, who
bein(^ induced to change their manner of cultiva-
tion in the way already described, are now receiv-
ing fully treble produce from the identical same
farm, to what it formerly yielded; but supposing it

only to yield double as much, it would follow, that
the population of Armagh, if that beneficial

change became general, might be doubled also,

without, in any degree, lessening the comforts of
the inhabitants; which increase being taken as the
basis of the calculation, and applying it to the
whole of Ireland, would make it adequate to the
fsupport of better than thirty-five million of souls.

"VVhen, therefore, it is considered what unexhaust-
ed, I might say unexplored, resources remain for

the maintenance of any increase of inhabitants
that can be expected in any definite period, it

must, I think, be evident to every reflecting person,
that all fears as to a surplus population are per-
fectly ideal, and that it is its unequal distribution,

and not its aggregate amount, which is to be de-
plored. It may be said that the quantity of waste
land in the country of Armagh is below the ave-
rage of the kingdom, and this I have not the ne^

cessary returns exactly to ascertain; but the pro-
portion in Armagh would give an amount of
3,000,000 t)f acres 6f unprofitable land in the
whole of Ireland, which cannot be so far from the
truth, as in any maferiwl degree to affect the re-

sult of the Ibregoing calculation.* If then such
be the real state of the quf>stion, what, it will lie

demanded, can prevenl the population now in ex-
istence from seizing upon comlorts so com|)letcly

within their reach, and applying tJiemselves at

once to the cultivation of these immense tracts of

improvable lund, al present lying useless? The
ansvyer to this will lead me to 'the point I wish to

arrive at, and the rfply I slioujd give would be,

that the chief reason was, the want of security for
person and property, which deters the working
classes from attempting to settle in any place re-

mote from their own connexions, and thereby pre-

vents the population i'rom extending itself to liie

more unculiivated parts of the country; and being
thus pent up in particular districts, it occasions

land to be almost unattainable, where there is the

greatest wish to cultivate it, and leav'es it lying

idle, where it exists in the greatest abundance.
Any one, who knows anything of the slate of Ire-

land, knows that it is not sale in a farmer to emi-
grate even to an adjoining parish, without paying
largely for what is called the good will of the per-

son to whom he succeeds, which explains fiilly

the reason why a sum of money, nearly equal to

the value of the fee simple of the land, is ofien

given to get into possession of a farm under a
respectable landlord, in a quiet neighborhood, al-

though the land may be subject to its full value

in rent. But to the want of securit}' for person

and property, may also be added, the want of skill

and capital in the working population, and the

consequent incapacity of those who have neither,

to attempt the business of reclaiming, which re-

quires both, and thus (even where land might be
acquired) they cannot pnoceed, without meeting
that support and assistance fi-om the landlords

which they are, generally speaking, unwilling or

unable to afibrd; and thus things have been left to

take their own course from century to century, the

local improvement creeping on by degrees, as it

happens to be pushed forward by the advancing
tide of population in each particular district, with-

out almost an instance of any thing being under-
taken upon an extended scale, to bring into culti-

vation the numerous tracts of country, which
would so well repay the sums that might be judi-

ciously e:tpended on them; and the land is. left

waste, which alone is capable of affordinrr the ne-

cessary employment, and the people are left turbu-

lent, discontented, and disaffected, and will always
remain so, until employment is provided for them.
The existing state of things, therefore, operates

as cause and effect : the land lying waste leaves

the people lawless and turbulent ; and again, the

lawlessness and turbulence of the peojile is the

causes of the land beino; left so.

From the American Journal of Science and Arts.

ON SPONTANEOUS COMBUSTION.

By James 3fease, M. D.

n my 'Archives of Useful Knowledge,' vol.

iii. p. 167, I recorded three cases of ihe sponta-

* The Commissioners of Bogs, in their fourth report^
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neons combuisfion of larjie masses oT bituminous

Cdiii from Virjriiiiii, two in cellars, and a third un-

der a close arch, all ql" which occurred in Phila-

delphia.* A fourth ca>'0 was stated of one thou-

sand two hundred chaldrons ot coal "in a close

oouipact inaiiazine" in Paris, and a filth of one

thousand six hundred ions of the same article in

the royal s!iip-yard in Coficniiagen and ail con-

sumed, toiTeiher with one thousand four hundred

houses. This happened in the year 1794.t
Bituminous coat has on other occasions taken

fire. In the \'ear 1822, October and November,
three cases occurred of tliis in the navy yards of

Brooklyn, New York, Portsmouth, New Hamp-
shire, and Washington city. The coal was Irom

Virginia, and lay exposed to the. air and rain.

In the year 182S, one hundred chaldrons of coal

which had been placed several weeks before on

wet trround in Boston, took fire, with a volume of

Pul|)iiurous matter risinir in a state of ebullition.

It was reaiarked that this i was the third instance

of the kind within liie past year in that city.

Another case was meationed in the newspapers
as having taken place in Ridgley^s coal-yard, Bal-

timore, some years since, in the month of August.
This coal also was doubtless from Virginia. A
similar accident has recently occurred in the coal

yard of Nutter & Co., New York, to sixty tons ol

Virginia coal. (Julv, 1837.)

Mr. Dupont, the late extensive manufacturer of

gunpowdpr, inlormed. Dr. Seyberf, that charcoal

was also liable to spontaneous combustion when in

powder and piled in -a heap. Fie had sqfTered loss.

irom this cause, and a similar accident had occur-

red near Paris.

The French commissioners charged b,y the

French government to examme into the causes of
the explosions of powder factories, ascertained

that charcoal in the lump, by attrition took fire.

Charcoal inflames according to M. Caussigni, by
the pressure of mill-stones, and has taken fire, in

the box of the .bolter, into which it had been
sifted ; the coarse powder experienced no altera-

tion. jlnnaUs de Chimie, No. 35.

Mr. Sage saw the roof of one of the low wings
of the mmt at Paris set on fire by the spontaneous
combustion of a large quantity of charcoal that

had lain in the garrets.

Two instances of spontaneous combustion took

place in the powder manufactory of Essone, in the

year eight and ten of the French republic ; the

first in the box for silting the charcoal, and the

second in the charcoal repository. Bartholdi at-

tributes them to phosphorus in the charcoal.

IN'lay not one or more of the conflagrations of
powder mills, which have taken place in the
United States during the two past years, have
been caused in this way 1

Linen, cotton, and woollen cloth, or the raw ma-

calculate the extent of waste land that might be re-

claimed at 2.830,000 acres, which coincides pretty
nearly with the calculation here made.

* This last was from Dr. Seybert's paper on Spon-
taneous Combustion, in New York Medical Reposi-
tory, Hexade .3d, vol. iii. Two similar facts are given
by Bartholdi, Jlnnales de Chimie, No. 144: and transla-

ted in Tilloch's Philos. Mag. vol. xviii.

t In my additions to the article "Inflammation," in

Willich's Domestic Encyc, 1 have given nine cases of
spontaneous combustion from various causes.

terials o»' these fabrics, impregnated whh flax-seed

oil, or paint, or vaVnish, have frequently proved the

causes of spoulaneoiis inllammation.

Several years since a piece of canvass, forty

j'ards in lenjrth, painted with white lead and oil,

itnd exposed to the sun lor soine hours, was rolled

up and put under cover. The next morning it

was found smoking, and the whole, except a yard,

burnt to cinder, with a hole through the bottom of

a wagon. I'his happened at Mount Pleasant,

Virifinia. A large piece of coarse muslin, tho-

roughly oil^d for the purpose of making covers for

boxes, was left over night, folded loosely in a shed

in a yard in Market street, Boston ; in the morn-

incT, it was found burnt entirely through, and
about to blaze. (1831.;

A quantity of wool prepared with the usual

proportion of oil for carding, and thrown into a

iieap in the evening, was found the next morning
ifrnit6d, and the floor to a considerable extent on

fire. This happened at Harrilin & Bates' factory;

and another insiance occurred at the establishment

of Warner & VVhetton.* Lamp oil was used.

(1831.") A quantity of cotton clothing for sea-

men's suits, had been oiled and hung up at Dux-
bur}', Massachusetts, for a fortnight to dry, and
were then taken dovim, rolled together, and placed

in a shed ; the next day they were found on fire.

(]831.)
The Schr. Hiram, laden with wool, when on a

voyage from Bilboa to New York, in March 1825,

was set on fire, in consequence of some linseed oil

having been spilt on the cabin floor.

Two pounds of wool greased with flax-seed oil,

neftr Germantown, Pennsylvania, set fire to the

building next morning. (1818.) The closet in

which the paint and oil were kept at Bosher's car-

riage factory, Richmond, Virginia, having been
smeared with linseed oil, burst out in a flame.

(1832.)
Some cotton used in cleaning the cabin of the

ship Birmingham, became partially filled with

flax-seed oil, and after some time it ignited. An
express experiment proved that cotton thus im-
prefrnated would inflame in two hours. CNew
York, 1831.)

Cotton rags, while delivering from the cellar of

a store, 24 Broad street. New York, were found

on fire. Oil had been spilt on them. (June, 1834.)

Mr. Durant's large balloon, varnished for the

first time, exposed to the sun through the day,

and rolled up in the evening, and deposited upon
chairs in a house in Jersey city, was found the

next morning entirely consumed. I'he varnish

v/as composed of oil, turpentine and caoutchouc.

(June, 1832.)

Mr. Atkinson of Ellicott's mills, near Baltimore,

stated that flax-seed oil spilt on [wood] ashes in

an iron kettle, caused the ashes to inflame in

twenty four hours. He made an experiment to

test the fact with success. Mr. Patterson, Presi-

dent of the United States' Mint, repeated the ex-

periment with cold hickory ashes, and one pint of
flax-seed oil; in forty six hours after, the nuxture
was fairly ignited, and in a short time emitted

flame, which continued upwards of an hour.

After the flame had ceased, the ignition continued

* Both at Plainlield, Massachusetts. Ample expe-
rience has taught European mancfacturers that no oil

should be used for greasing wool, but that of rape
seed.
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for eiirhteen hours, and the ashes were then
poured out ol" the vessel. (1820.)
A canvass recently painted with flax-seed oil,

and then dried and rolled close, took fire after

being three hours exposed to the sun on the deck-
of the Schooner Olive, at Troy, New York. C Au-
gust, 1820).

A piece of old packing-sheet, which had lain
long about an oil and color warehouse, and was
besmeared with different kinds ol vegetable oils,

on being thrown behind some casks pretty much
confined from the air, m^dmed.—Edinburg Phil.
Jour. vol. vii. p. 219.

A cask of oat meal left from May to August in
a kitchen in Glasgow, caugiu fire and was totally

consumed, together with the hm-v^l.— Thomson's
jinnals, Vol. xvi. p. 390.
A parcel of hops Vvfell dried, were put into a

home-spun cotton gown and placed on a heap of
cotton seed; after three months they inflamed.
Cotton it was remarked has frequently been known
to take fire spontaneously in a mois't and heated
atmosphere.—i3////w?i, JY. Carolina papsr. (1824.)

Certain ochres ground in flax-seed oil, inflamed
during the act of trituration.

Alder charcoal has taken fire in the warehouses
in which it was stored.* One of sixty three casks
of lampblack on board the ship Catherine, bound
to India from England, itrnitcd, but was disccN-er,.

ed by the fumes before it had burst into a flame.

—

Old Monthhj Mas;. Lon., 1827. p, 91.
Wei Cotton.—The ship Ear! of Eldon,in Au-

gust, 1834, was set on fire, by reason of having
shipped cotton in the rain at Bombay.
A similar occurrence took place in 1836, on

board a vessel which had taken in;cotton at Apala-
chicola, Florida, during rain.

A piece of red cerdar about two ounces in
weight, broken in two, and lai<l upon the shelf of
the store of Air. Adam Reigart in Lancaster,
Penn. inflamed after two years h^d elapsed, in
June, 1834. It was part of a tree Ibund in exca-
vating the deep cut of the rail road, at the '-Gap
in the Mine Ridge," Lancaster county, thirty feet
below the surfiice. The combustion v-'as pro-
ceeding so rapidly, that the shelf would have been
in a k\v^ minutes on fire, and it evidently com-
menced in the interior of the wood, as some of
the outer fibres were sound.—i?a2rard's Jlsgister
of Pennsylvaaia, vol. xiii, p. 399.
Haussman relates that several dozens of skeins

of cotton, dyed red, and impreiinated with an al-
kaline solution of alumina, with excess of boiled
Jinseed oil, were placed on a straw-bottomed chair,
under a window, and at midni<rht they inflamed.!
A heap of horse manure inflamed in the month

of May, 1822, at Sharon, in Connecticut. The
fire was two feet in circumference. Jlmerican
Journal of Science, vol. v. p. 201.

|

Ftom Loudon's Gardener's Magazine.

A SUMMARY VIEW OF THE PROGRESS OF GAR-
DE^^ING, AXD OF RURAL IMPROVEMENT
GENERALLY, IN BRITAIN, DURING THE
YEAR, 1836; WITH SOME NOTICES RELA-
TIVE TO THE STATE OF BOTH IN FOREIGN
COUNTRIES. By THE CONDUCTOR.

The progress Of a science, or of an art, is not so
readily measured by the advances made in it, du-
ring the comparatively short space of a year, as
by a comparison of its present state with its state

at some former and more distant period. Accord-
ingly, if we vyere to look back six years, and to

compare the state of gardeninnr in Britain in 1836,
with its state in .1830, we should find a wonderlul
-difl^erence between the too periods; more especial-

ly with reliirence to public institutions. In 1830,
there Avere only two zoological gardens in Britain,

and these were both in the metropolis. Now we
have zoological gardens established at Dublin,
Liverpool, and Bristol, and others are projected,

or commenced; at Cheltenham, Birmingham,
Manchester, and various other places. Tne num-
ber of provincial horticultural societies has, also,

been nearly doubled during the same period.

But, though surveys of the state of an art made
at difl'erent intervals may afford the most striking

views of its progr'ess, surveys at short and regular
periods appear better calculated to stimulate to im-
provement, by speedily making known to all what
is done by a few; and hence the utility of an an-
nual summary view like that which we are now
about to submit to the reader. Our notices under
each separate head will be .very slight, but the

reader who wishes to enter into the details of any
particular subject or improvement, has only to look

tor it in the table of contents.

Gardening: as a science.

* B. G. S. Walker's Archives, vol. iii., p. 80.

t His theory of this is as follows : "In all cases
where the oxygen of the atmosphere is rapidly attract-
ed and absorbed, the caloric, which serves as'a base to
the oxygen, giving it the qualities of gas, or elastic
properties, is disengaged in suchabundan"ce, that if the
absorbing bodies are susceptible of taking fire, or if
combustible bodies are in the neighborhood, a sponta-
neous inflamation will take ]il?ice.'"—Jln7iales de Chi-
mie. No. 144. Tilloch, Vol. 18.

Jit appeared subsequently, that this .case of .sup- cendiaiy; th? communication of both facts was from
posed spontaneous combustion was the work of an in- I the same person, a respectable physician.

—

Editor.

The education ofgardeners.—The most remark-
able circumstance which has occurred during the
past year is, the determination of the Horticultu-

ral Society of London to admit no young men in-

to their garden, as journeymen, who have not re-

ceived a certain degree of school education; and
to recommend no journeymen from the gardens,
to fill situations as head gardeners, who have not
been regularl}' examined as to their physiological

and other scientific knowledge, and received a cer-

tificate stating the degree of proficiency they have
attained. The details of this measure, with our
remarks on it, will be found at p. 610. We con-
sider this as by lar the most important step for the

improveraeat of gardening that lias been taken by
the Society since its commencement; and this

step, by its immediate influence on the young men
who may be candidates for admission into the gar-
den, and by its indirect influence in other places,

in consequence of the plan being imitated by other

societies, will speedily be felt, not only in Britain,

but on the continent, in North America, and, in

short, throu2;hout the world.

It has appeared to us that the rules and regula-
tions of the London Horticultural Society adopted
in 1826, with reference to gardeners employed in
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their gardens, had a tendency to depress, and even

degrade, yourii^ men desirous of becoming profi-

cients in gardening, rather than to encourage

them; and to lower the art of gariiening, and the

profession of a gardener, in the eyes ot' the coun-

try gentleman, their employers, rather than to ele-

vate both. In tiu-t, it ajipears to have been thought

by the influential party connected with the Horti-

cultural Society, about the time the garden ,at

Cliiswiclc was commenced, that it was possible to

improve the art of ganlciling without at all im-

proving either the mind::! or the condition of gar-

deners; and that, while the latter were to be kept

stationary as tiir as respected themselves, the pro-

ductions of the gardens they cultivated were to be

greatly increased in excellence, orenhanced in val-

ue, by being produced at unusual seasons. We
reter, for the grounds of our opinion, to the Report

of the Garden Ctunmitiei, i^c. published in IMarch,

182u, an abstract of which will be Ibund in V^ol. -1,

312—316. In that Report two conditions only are

stated with reference to young men desiring ad-

mission into the garden; viz. first, that\ the party

should be reconmiended by a subscriber; and, sec-

ondly, that he must be between the ages of eigh-

teen and twenty-six, educated as a gardener, un-
married, and ''capable ofreading and writing mod-
erately well.'''' These young men are designated

in the regulations as "laborers," and the terms
"gardener" and "under gardener" ar£ only applied

to the head gardener and the foremen of the differ-

ent departments.

It is curious and interesting to look back to the

time of the commencement of this Magazine
(182B,) and to mark the difl^erent opinions which
now prevail amongst the higher ranks respecting

the working classes of society, from what were
prevalent even at that short distance of time. The
working classes, and more especially servants of

all sorts, were then considered as the^ natural ene-

mies of the wealthy and independent classed; and
the great object of government, and of individuals,

was to keep them ignorant of every thing beyoncl

the kmd of work in which they were employed.
The contrast between these times, near though
they be, and the tinifis at present, is indeed most
remarkable; and not l^s remarkable than it is grat-

ifying. We find, in 1886, a committee of the

House of Commons recommending the establish-

ment of a general system of education, in which
all useful knowledge is to be taught to all persons;

and another committee (that on the fine artsj re-

commending the establishment of schools of de-

sign, museums, and libraries, for the benefit of the
working mechanics and manufacturdrs; and also

the establishment of botanic gardens, &c., for the

same purpose. We find, too, a benevolent indi-

vidual in the House of Commons, and a hitrhly

respectable committee under the presidency of the

Earl of Euston (see Architectural .Magazine, vol.

iii. p. 360;) recommending the establishment of
public gardens and public baths, and promenades
for the health and recreation of the inhabitants of
towns. It is evident, from these appearances, that

the working classes are now looked upon in a very
difl'erent point of view from what they were for-

merly; and that, instead of attempting to keep
them under as slaves, or useful living machines,
Ihey are now considered worthy of enjoying life,

as well as the rich, and of being raised to the
moral and iniellectuai level of their employers.

Such is the wonderful chano-e of opinion that has
come over the lace of society in this country du-
ring the last ten years!

It is highly satisftictory to us to find the London
Horticultural Society keeping pace v,-ith the spirit

of the limes; anilco-operaiing with the general de-

sire fijr improvemenl. The idea of examining
gardervers in ihe manner before slated, we have no
doubt originated with Dr. Lindley, who has thus

rendered a most important service to the garden-
ing world. It afibivls us some satisliiction to reflect

thai, ti-om the period of the publication of the first

edition of the Encyclopaidiu of Gardsiving, in 1822,

to the present moment, we have always been an
advocate for a general system of education appli-

cable to all; and especially for highly educating

gardeners. We have persisted in recommending
this, both in the Gardener''s Magazine, and in the

Magazine of Natural History. Mr. Denson, in

the year 1834 (see vol x. p. 59.), also strongly re-

commended that candidates for the curatorshipsof

public gardens should be examined by a professor

of established reputation, either belonging to the

institute, or hired for the occasion; an excellent

idea, which may afford a valuable hint to provin-

cial societies of various descriptions, both with ref-

erence to their curators, and to the recommenda-
tion of young men from their gardens.

The London Horticultural Society ha,ving ad-

vanced in their conditions of qualifications for the

admission of young gardeners, from "reading and
writing moderately well" (see vol. i. p. 315.). to

"vvriting, arithmetic, land-surveying, mapping,
and geography" (see p. 610.), the circumstance

will not only tend to raise the character of jrarden-

ers but to show the real practical value of school

education to working men generally. This will

consequently aid in accelerating the progress of
measures for establishing a national system of ed-

ucation; a part of which system will consist in^

the examination of pupils, and the grantincj of cer-

tificates from Ihe masters and managerss of the na-

tional schools to all persons whatever that have
been educated in those schools, after the}^ have
been publicly examined. These certificates, by
showing the natural taste and acquired knowledge
of the pupils, will regulate the kind of profession,

or employment, to which they are most likely to

apply with success. This is the case at present in

Wirlemburg and other parts of Germany. See
vol. V. p. 692.)

Vegetable Physiology and Systematic Botany.
We have not much to saj' under these heads.

The facts that plants may be kept alive in the

smoke of cities, and in close rooms, by covering

them with glass cases, the lower rims of which
are placed in water, so as to exclude the free en-

trance of air; and also that they may in this man-
ner be transported in a livinsi state from any one
part of the world to any other part, have been
proved by the indefatigable zeal of Mr. Ward,
whose experiments we have noticed in former vol-

umes, A curious fact, which bears on the subject

of the duration of the vitality of seeds, will be
found noticed in a paragraph in a fiiture page, res-

pecting some raspberry seeds which vegetated af-

ter having been buried many centuries. A hybrid

plant between cytisus purpureus and c. labur-

num has reverted to its original parentage; by one
part.of the plant becoming cytisus purpureus, and
the other cytisus laburnum; which seems to
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show that permanent hybrids cannot be produced
between genuine species; and to confirm that part,

of the definition of a species which desijrnates it

as a form which cannot be obliterated either by na-
ture or art. A botanical society has been estab-

lished in Edinbiirijh, and another in London.
(See '^Domestic Notices.'''')

New agents of culture.—Of these the most val-

uable which has been produced during the year is

Reid's new iiydraulic machine, which combines
all the advantages of a syringe, and most of those
of a garden watering-engine. In this machine, a
great acquisition of power is obtained by having
two cylinders, in one of which the air is compress-
ed as in Montgolfier's engines. We regret to ob-
serve that, owing to the imperfection of the pre-

sent laws relating to patents, iMr. Raid's invention

(the most important, we think, that he has yet
made for garden! n<r) has been pirated by two in-

dividuals. A double action garden puirip, invent-

ed by Mr. Greene of Sheffield, has been exhibi-

ted at some of the provincial shows; but we have
not had an opportunity of seeing it. A pruning-
knife for vines, and a botanist's spud, with some
other articles belonging to this department of gar-
dening, will be found figured or described under
their appropriate heads.

Landscape-gardening.—We are not aware of
any remarkable improvement that has been made'
in this branch of the art, as such; but we think
we may refer to several papers in the preseVit vol-

ume, to show that a knowledge of it is making
considerable progress among practical gardeners.
Nothing contributes more to the improvement of
any young man in landscape-gardening, than vis-

iting country seats and gardens, endeavoring to as-
certain the causes of their beauties and delects,

and committing his criticisms and remarks on
what he has seen to paper. One advantage of
writing down our opinions, accompanied by our
reasons lor having formed them, in this as in eve-
ry other case, is, that the doing so obliges us to ex-
amine our opinions with more care; and thus to
test their justness and propriety. By this means
a habit is attained of thinking correctly, as well as
of writing correctly; and these will ultimately lead
to habits of order in every thing.
In Garden jlrchitecture, some very useful de-

signs appear m the present volume, accompanied
by highly instructive remarks. A plan for laying
out a public cemetery well merits attention; and
there are various designs for different descriptions
of forcing houses. The practice ofjieating by hot
water continues to increase; and the two^ modes
most generally in use about London are, that with
common horizontal pipes and an open boiler; and
that practised by Weeks, by which the water is

first raised to a level varying in heiirht according to
circumstances, and afterwards circulated in small
tubes on the same or on different levels; every in-
equality being overcome which is below the level
of the elevation to which the water is raised.
Cast-iron tubes are in most general use; but zinc
is employed in some places, and eartlienware in
others; and at Vienna, glass, as will appear by
the design of a house so erected, which will be
given in our succeeding volume. The use of iron
eash-bars, and of curvilinear surfaces, in the con-
Btruction of hot-houses, appears tg be on the in-
•crease.

.Arboriculture.—The advantage of girdlino- trees

has been pointed out by Mr. Ward; and Mr,
Gorrie has illustrated Mr. Lawrence's plan for

fbrming plantations with a view to fiicilitate their

afier-management. The difference between the

stalked fruited oak, and the sessile-fruited oak, as

painters' trees, has beeh shown, for the first time,

we believe, by the Re.v. W. T. Bree. The es-

tablishment of the pine and fir tribe, in situations

where they are liable to be blown down by high
winds, n)ay be efli-cted by increasing the number
and strength of then- roots; and this, it is said, is

to be done by pi^nching off the leading shoot of

the tree for sever;*! years in succession. A paper
ilhjstraliiig this theory was read by Mr. Nuttall at

the Biilish Association; and we expect to be able

Lb give the essence ol' it, together with some other

interesting particulars respecting the pinte and fir

tribe, in our succeeding volume. A number of

papers on the study of trees, on their culture, on
the dimensions which they have obtained in dif-

ferent parts of the country, and on the compara-
tive progress which they have made in different

soils and situations, are distributed throughout this

volume; and some of them, we think, are ex-
tremely interesting. No new trees have been in-

troduced from foreign countries during the past

year; but some old trees, and some new shrubs,

will be mentioned in our Arboricultiiral notices for

January, 1837.

Floriculture, as a branch of cultivation, may be
considered as advancing, both \n the ordiuary and
in the hiu-her departments. Great progress is

yearly making in raising new sorts pf ro.ses, dahli-

as, pansies, &c., from the seeds produced by flow-

ers which have been cross-fecuiulated; and great

progress, also, ,is making in the difficult culture of
the tropical orchidecB. .New orchideous plants

are being continually introduced, chiefly from
South America; and hardy herbaceous plants,

which l)ave been raised from seeds sent home by
Douirlas, Drummond, and -other collectors, or

brought to England bj^ travellers, are coming into

flower from time to time, and are thus added to

our collections, and recorded in our catalogues.

All of these which have bpen fiixured, in the bo-

tanical periodicals in the course of the year will be
found enumerated in our Floricultural and Botani-
cal notices. The' most beautiful hardy annual of
\\ie year is phlox dnmimondi; a.nd (he most beau-
tiful new dahlia Dod's Mary. The most interest-

ing modes of cultivating flowering plants given in

the present volume are, those applied to the brug-
7nansia by Mr. Spence, and to the solandra by
Mr. Sympnds.

Horticulture.—A notice by Mr. Thompson,
the fruit-gardener in the London Horticultunil So-
ciety's Gardens, qfthe new fruits which have been
lately proved, and deserve culture, will be found
in a succeeding article, followed by Ane on the new
culinary vegetables of the past year. By far the
most remarkable tropical fruit which has been
brought into notice for many years is the musa
cavendishii, which, produces abundance of highly
flavored fruit, at an early age, with less care and
attention than either the pine-apple or the melon.
From the difficulty of procuring plants, this 7nusa
has not yet been nmch cultivated; but the reader
will find in p. 316, the higii anticipations that have
been fijrmed of it by Mr. Paxton, who, in a letter

to us dated Nov. 8., informs us that after nine
months' trial he has no reason to suppose that his
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niost siimjuiiie expectations will not be realized.

We are not, aware of any remarK-abie culinary ve-

getable havinff lately attracted attention, though

some new modes oi' nianaginiT those in general

cultivalion will be found treated of by diOerent cor-

respondents. The articles on cropping kitchen-

jjardens, on the nianaixcinent of fruit trees, and on

iruit tree borders, by iMr. lirrinirlon; those on the

cultivation of the pine and vine, by JNIr. Forsyth,

that on the cultivation of chicory, by Dr. Lip|iold;

and various others, will be Ibund highly instruc-

tive to the practical gardener. The quinoa can

scarcely be considered as having answered as a

spinach plant; but it ripens abinidance of seeds,

which may, perhaps, form a useful substitute for

rice or millet. In our notices of the provincial so-

cieties, it will be seen that Sir Charles Lemon is

cultivating the quinoa on a large scale. Few ex-

periments have been made during the past year

with the oxalis crenata.

Statistics of Gardening.

Botanical Collectors.—We are hap|iy to find

that the Horticultural Society, altera pause of sev-

eral years, has revived a practice which has been
attended with so much success; viz. that of send-

ing out botanical collectors. In October last, M.
Theodore Hartweg, the son of the late M. Hart-
weg, director of the Botanic Gar(ien at Carlsruhe,

sailed from Liverpool for Vera Cruz; whence he
will proceed to Mexico, and remain there three or

four years, collecting specimens, and other objects

of natural history, all of which will be sent home
to the Horticultural Society. From the Kew Gar-
dens, a collector was sent out to Soutli America
during last year. Mr. Knight of the Exotic Nur-
sery, Ki[ig's Road, has also a collector in that part

of the world, chiefly in search of orchidecz; and
Mr. Low of the Clapton Nursery lately had our

correspondent Mr. Henchman as a collector in

Demerara, and still has Mr. Anderson as a resi-

dent collector in Australia. The Earl of Mount
Norris. we have elsewhere stated, has sent out a

gardener to collect in New Zealand; and Mr.
Bateman, who obtained so many new orchidece

through Mr. Colley. has. we believe, sent out an-
other collector, in pursuit of the same objects.

We are surprised that no collectors are sent out to

California, and to other parts visited by Doiifflas;

where, as stated in our bioirraphical notice of that

indefatigable botanist, it is known that there exist

many plants, not 5'et introduced, of which he sent

home specimens, but could not procure seeds; or,

having prociared them, was unliirtunate enough
to lose them, or even, as he himself has told us,

to be obliged to eat them, for want of other food.

Provincial Botanical and Horticultural Socie-

ties and Exhibitions c.onUnue in prosper, and even
to increase, since the summary view of their exhi-
bitions given in our last volume. We refer to an
article headed 'London Horticultural Society and
Garden', to show the increase of visitors to the ex-
hibitions of the society, and the excellence of the

articles exhibited. The most interesting provin-

cial show of the season appears to have been that

at Sheffield, which attracted commercial and pri-

vate gardeners fi-om almost every part of England,
and from several parts of Scotland; above 150
master-gardeners, and more than that number of

journeymen, having been present. The sub.-?iilu

Vol. V-63

tion of books and ;»rticles of plate, as [)rizes, in-

stead of medals, is an improvement which is ta-

king place generally both in the London and pro-

vincial societies.

Public Gardens. We have noticed, in various

places, the progress making in tlie establishment

or projection of zoological gardens; and the cir-

cumstance of the Bristol Zoological Garden being

finished, and a plan published. The provincial

botanic gardens, and the gardens of provincial

horticultural societies, are, in general, in a prosper-

ous state. In the garden of the London Horticul-

tural Society some new pits are constructing, and
the tent for the exhibitions has been extended. In

the Royal Gardens at Kew a new palm-house is

nearly completed; and in the Bolanic Garden at

Oxford various improvements are making, under
the direction of the active and profoundly scien-

tific professor of botany. Dr. Daubeny, and the su-

perintendence of the excellent curator, Mr. Bax-
ter. The new Liverpool Botanic Garden is com-
pleted; and considerable progress' is making to-

wards the removal of the Cambridge Botanic Gar-
den to a more eligible site. The public garden at

Gravesend is completed. At Exeter^ some public

walks have been commenced; and we have just

seen a plan, by Mr. Forrest, which has been ap-

proved ofj for the Cheltenham Zoological Garden.-

In the Edinburgh Botanic Garden, the erection

of additional hot-houses, so as to complete the

splendid range which forms such a fine object in

that establishment, is nearly finished; and we hopej.

in our next volume, to give a plan and elevation of
it; with, possibly, an isometrical view of the whole!

garden, like that given of the garden of Canon-
mills Cottage. Tlie Glasnevin Garden is under-
going most important improvements, under the cu-
ratorship of Mr. Niven, one of the most active

and intelligent gardeners in Ireland. Mr. Niven
expects shortly to be able to carry into execution
the plan for a natural arrangement, which he obli-

gingly furnished us with some months since, and
which will be found in the present volume. The
report of Mr. Niven on thisffarden, made in No-
vember last, is of very great interest; and we re-

gret we are obliged to defer its publication for want
of" room. A great many cemeteries are projected

in different parts of the country: that at Kensall
Green, near London, is in a higfdy prosperous
state; and, independently of its use as a burying-
ground, it is rapidly becominga school of improve-
ment in architectural taste, and of instruction iri

trees and shrubs.

Private Gardens. Those private gardens, the
improvement of which is most likely to be noticed
in this summary, are, such as areso extensive, and
so well known, as almost to eniitle them to be
considered public. The greatest encourager of
gardening in England, at the present time, is,

without doubt, the Duke of Devonshire: he has
already planted the extensive arboretum described

in our former volume, and is now erecting a house
!br palms and other tropical plants, which, it is

said, is to cover nearly an acre of ground. The
plan and elevation of this house may be compared
to those of a cathedral, the central ailes being
wider and higher than the two side ailes. The
roof is of the ridge and furrow kind, first described

in our remarks on hot-houses (4to, 1816, p. vi.),

and which is admirably calculated lor uniting
strength with lightness. The Duke of Devon-
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Bhire's large house is expected to be completed in

the course of the year 1838.

The next greatest improvements making in pri-

vate gardens are those at Woburn Abbe_v; where
the Dul<e of Bedlbrd has recently completed a
large rustic structure for the protection of arauca-
nas during winter, and where an extensive range
of glass, includmg a palm -house, has been com-
menced. The beauty, and hia'h order and keep-
ing, of all the wardens of the different persons be-

longing to the Woburn Abbey eslablishment, in-

cluding the cottage and village gardens, are be-
yond all praise; and we are not aware of any
landed estate, of similar extent, on which it is

equalled. Extensive improvements are making
at Bagshot Park, by the J3uchcss of Gloucester;

at The Deepdene, by H. T. Hope, Esq; and at

Gunnersbury, by Mrs. Rothschild. In the
grounds of different noblemen's and gentlemen's
residences throughout the country, many altera-

tions are going forward under the direction of Mr.
Nesfield, a landscape-gardener who only requires

to cultivate a botanical and horticultural knowl-
edge of trees and shrubs to place him at the head
of his profession. Mr. Nesfield perfectly under-
stands the difference between the picturesque and
the gardenesque; between fac-simile imitation of
nature, and imitation on artistical principles; and
between lowering and caricaturing real scenery,
and elevating and ennobling it. The pervaditig
error of one class of landscape-gardeners (lliose,

viz: who have arisen from being painters) is, that
of aroruing, or seeming to argue, that there is only
one kind of^ beauty applicable to natural scenery,
viz: the picturesque; and the pervading deflect of
those landscape-gardeners who have arisen from
being cultivators is, that they do not know correct-

ly what constitutes either the picturesque or the
gardenesque. The error of supposing that the
only kind of beauty adapted for garden scenery is

the picturesque, was a very natural one to fdl into

in the early days of Price and Kniirht, after the
long prevalence of the very opposite kind of beau-
ty in garden scenery, viz: the ffeomefresque, or
the architecturesque, if we may be allowed these
terms. At present, however, the picturesque is

found to be only a beauty among other beauties;
and, though appropriate for some kinds ofartificial

ecenery, such as extensive parks, dells, dinirles,

&c., it is much less adapted for scenes of cultiva-

tion, such as shrubberries, lawns, and flower-gar-
dens, than the gardenesque; and by no means so
suitable for the immediate vicinity of a mansion as
the architecturesque. It is a happy circumstance
when the architect and the landscane-sjardener
operate harmoniously together; and this has been,
and is lonir likely to continue to be, the case with
Mr. Nesfield. and his brother-in-law, Anthony
Salvin, Esq., architect. The latter is an artist of
real genius; and, though not regularly initiated in

the profession of architect, and still a young man,
he is, perhaps, next to Mr. Barry, more extensive-
ly employed by country gentlemen than any archi-
tect in England. Another landscape-gardener
who has been, and continues to be, extensively
employed, is Mr. Forrest, than who no artist in

England is more thoroughly acquainted with the
executive part of his profession; and particularly

with the various kinds of trees and shrubs adapted
for different soils and situatiouvS, without attending
to which, the execution of the most elegant de-

sign would lose half its interest. As a garden ar-

chitect, we know no man to be compared with Mr.
Forrest. Among many examples, in different

parts of the country, we may refer, as a standing

proof of his abilities in this department of his pro-

fession, to the admirable range of forcing-houses

and pineries erected in the kitchen-garden at Syon
(see the plan, &c., vol. v. p. 509,) and lo the

walks and general arrangennent of that garden.

Mr. Forrest has, also, had more experience in

laying out zoological gardens and arboretums than

any other artist.

Commercial gardening, taking the country gen-
erally, is in a more prosperous state than it has

been for some years; though, as we have else-

where observed, a large portion of the business of

the metropolitan nurserymen is transferred to the

provinces; a change which cannot fail to be high-

ly beneficial to the public as a whole, and ultimate-

ly so even to the metropolitan nurserymen, by in-

creasing their wholesale business with the trade in

the country.

The nurser}^ business in the neighborhood of
London, to be carried on with success, must now
be established on a different principle from what
it was fnrmerly; and, instead of the main object

being to get business by keeping an extensive

stock, and by travelling through the country to so-

licit orders, it must be sought by having the arti-

cles composing that stock true to their names, and
by exhibiting specimens not only of fruits and
flowers, but of all the more remarkable trees and
shrubs, to ijentlemen and country nurserymen who
jiropoee becoming purchasers. Facilities must al-

so be given toyouni; gardeners to acquire a great-

er knowledge of the articles jirown and sold by
nurserymen, than they have hitherto enjoyed; oth-

erwise, how is it possible that they can order them
after the}^ have entered on situations as head gar-

deners? The London nurserymen, in short, would
do well to take a hint fi'om the horticultural and
agricultural exhibitions made by some of their

brethren in Scotland. Mr. Forrest, who (as ob-

served in a future page) has lately commenced
nurseryman at Kensington, appears to us to have
set out in a manner likely to be attended with suc-

cess. In the first place, he undertakes, with the

name of every plant, seed, or root, which he sends
out, to add the authority for that name in the man-
ner done by Messrs. Audibertof Tarascon. Sec-
ondly, he intends having specimen plants of all

the hardy trees and shrubs, and, as far as practi-

cable, of all the fi-uit trees and fruit shrubs, which
he sells. Thirdly, he intends, in every month of
the year, to exhibit in his shop gathered speci-

mens, correctly named, of the best fruits, flowers,

flowering plants, and culinary vegetables, which
are in perfection at that particular season; so that,

by visiting Mr. Forrest's shop, any person, though
totally ignorant of the art of gardening, may be-

come acquainted with every uselul gardening pro-

duction which the open air of this country will af-

ford; and will know the season, or the different

seasons, at which each production will arrive at

perfection. Fourthly, he intends to have a col-

lection of garden implements, machines, utensils,

and articles used in gardening, foreign and domes-
tic, both for show and for sale. This was the

practice about a century ago, as may be seen by
the gardener's calendars and nurserymen's cata-

logues published about that time; but the practice
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has gradually been left, off, and, in consequence, I

tlio sale of jjiirdeii implements has fiiiloii into the
i

hands of iron-moiitjors and agricultuial implement
j

nialvors, to the injury ot" the youiifr gardener, who
|

has ilins no opportunity of seeing any tools, but

;

those used in the garden where he is at work'.

Filihiv, he proposes i,o have a library of rrlerenc-e

of tiie best gardening and botanical worl<s; and
he intends to keep a small stock of all such works,

and to sell them to working gardeners at very little

more than the trade price. Sixthly, in the library

of reference he_ will [dace his own very complete
hortus siccus, and collect specimens ol'seeds, fruits,

cones, &c., of useful and ornamental trees and
shrubs; and also specimens of woods, com-
mencing with a copy of the holz bibliothek from
Germany. And, lastly, he intends to devote a

room to the use of young gardeners, either work-
ing in his nurser}', or elsewhere, 'or them to meet
in to read, discuss, or otherwise to improve them-
selves; the young men being at the expense of

their own fire and candles, and paying a small sum
per volume for the loan of" books.

xMr. Forrest will not be able to accomplish all

these things at once; but such is his activity of

mind, his ambiiion, and his perseverance, that, if

heal I h permits, we have no doubt he will carry the

whole into effect, and that sooner than any other

man we know.
In no article sold by seedsmen has there been a

greater increase of consumption, durin;; the past

year, than in that of bulbous roots, which are now
imported fi'om Holland to more than double the

extent to which they were seven years ago. Of"

all the flowering plants in existence, bulbs are the

best adapted tor sm-,dl gardens, for street gardens,
and for all gardens that are not under the care of a

professed gardener. They are desirable lor street

and suburban gardens, because thev flower early

in the season; and gratify the citizen at a time
when the distant country is less inviting than du-
ring summer and autumn, when he may leave his

town or suburban residence for a watering-place
or a villa at some distance; and they are desirable

to all gardens whatever, because they are certain,

with little or no care, of flowering well for the first

year at least; and, with very little care, for several
years in succession. The transactions between
the London and American nurserymen and seeds-
men continue greatly to increase; and we only re-

gret that country gentlemen m Britain are not
aware of the very low prices at which American
tree seeds may be purchased in London, and by
which they might add some hundreds of new spe-
cies to their collections, at a far cheaper rate than
they could do by purchasinop plants. The only
diff'erence between seeds and plants is that of time.
The connexion oeiween British nurserymen and
those in France and Germany is steaclily on the
increase; and what will contribute to this perhaps
more than any thing else is, the now greatly ex-
tended cuhivalionof the English language in Ger-
many, and of the German in England. Conti-
nental gardeners, and the sons ofFrench, German,
and Dutch nurserymen, are now very frequently
to be met with in this countr}^, either on a visit, or

on immediate business, or residing here for im-
provement. In the course of the "past year, the
gardener of Prince Metternich made a tour of up-
wards of two months through the diflerent coun-
ties of England at his master's expense (see p.

550;) and Mr. Rosenthal, the son of a Vienna
nurseryman, now resident in this country for his

instruction, has visited a number of gardens and
nurseries, not only in England, but m Scotland

and Ireland. A New York nurseryman has had
his son for some years in Paris with iNI. Vilmorin;

and the son ot a London seedsman is now work-
ing in a garden in the neighborhood of Paris.

Mr. Booth of Hamburgh makes a commercial
journey through Great Britain and Ireland every

year.

T7t.e condition of gardeners may, we think, be

considered as improving rather than otherwise;

partly from the greatgeneral prosperity of thecoun-

trv, and partly from the increasing knowledge in

gardening of" the employers of gardeners: since

nothing can be more certain than this, that the more
a proprietor knows of gardening, the more anxious

will he be to employ afirst-rate;gardener; and this,

too, whether his garden' be large or small. Howe-
ver paradoxical it may appear, it is, nevertheless,

strictly true, that to manage a place ofgreat extent

does not require one whit more gardening skill than

than to manage a very small place, even one of a
single rood; supposing the object to be to bring the

gardening of both places to the highest degree of

perfection. But to manage the large place, other

qualities in the gardener are required, in addition

to those of a knowledge of his art; such as fbre-

thought, unity of design in contriving work, and
system and vigilance in the management of men,
and in otherwise carrjnng work into execution.

These are qualities totally distinct from a knowl-
edge ofgardening, and may, and often do, exist in

an individual who is belovv' mediocrity m his profes-

sion; while, on the other hand, a man may be a
first-rate cultivator, and yet below mediocrity in

comprehensive views, and in a system of man-
agement. When the beauties and enjoyments
of" gardening come to be duly appreciated by the

em[)loyers of gardeners, those who have small

places, of a quarter of an acre or less, will be just

as anxious to have first-rate gardeners to manage
these places, as those who have a walled-in gar-

den, and pleasure-grounds of one hundred acres.

For example, to make the most of our garden
here at Bayswater, which, exclusively of a few
square yards ibr culinary crops, is onl}^ fifty feet by
our: hundred and six'y feet, would require a man
with just as much scientific and practical knowl-
edge of gardening as Mr. Paxton, head garden-
er to the Duke of Devonshire, who has, perhaps,

2000 acres under his care; or as Mr. Marnock, cu-

rator of the botanic garden at ShefHeld, who has
the management of one of the most extensive bo-

tanical and horticultural establishments in the

country; though, in these two last situations, high-
er qualities of mind would require to be added,

than could ever be brought into use in taking care

of our garden, in order to insure proper general

management. Hence it follows, that, as a small

garden requires as much gardening knowledge as a
large one, all gardeners whatever ought to be
highly educated and scientific men; and that all

ought to have certificaies as to their physiological

and physical knowledge. This will raise the gar-

dener in the scale of society; and, as the love of
gardening and agriculture takes the place of the
love of dogs and horses in country gentlemtin,

and the cullivatidn and improvement of a man's
own estate or farm, affords him a deeper interest
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than hunting or shooting, driving or gambling,

the enjoyments of gardening and farming will be

niore higliiy prized, and the professions of gar-

dener and of IVirmer will be more respected.

Whoever will give huiiself ihe trouble of com-
paring what passes at the meetings and exhibi-

tions of the provincial horticultural societies wiih

what was transacted at similar meetings ten years

aixo, will be convinced that such a change is gra-

dually taking place.

Ohltuanj.—Among the eminent men connected

with botany and gardening who have died in the

course of the year, are the celebrated Jussieu, the

founder of the natural system of botany; Deleuze
the historian of the introduction of ornamental

plants into European gardens; Richard Cunninij-

ham, the colonial botanist at Sydney; and Dr.

Hosack of New York, the founder of the Elgin

Botanic Garden, in the neighborhood of that city.

Besides these, we have lost Sir John Sinclair, one

of the greatest agricultural and economical writers

that has ever appeared, and an active-minded and
benevolent man; and the Rev. Henry Berry, pro-

prietor and editor of the ^British Farmer''s Ma-
gazine,'' and an excellent judge of live stock.

Among the practical gardeners who have died

during the last year may be mentioned, iV'lr. Mal-
colm, Mr. Young of Epsom, and Mr. Falla of

Gateshead, all eminent nurserymen. Some llir-

ther particulars respecting the death of the la-

mented Douglas, proposals for erecting a monu-
ment to his memory, and a biographical notice of
him in three languages, will be found in the pre-

sent volume. We are happy to find that the in-

tention of erecting a monument to the memory
of this botanical collector, to whom fjardeningand
botany are so much indebted, has excited the sym-
pathy of gardeners both at home and abroad.

No very large sum will be raised; because the

subscriptions, though numerous, are limited to

very small sums; and it is not (o be supposed that

the same exertions will be made to erect a monu-
ment, as would have been done if Douglas had left a

wife and family to be provided for, or, indeed, any
one dependent on him. Enough, however, will

be collected to show the respect in which his

memory is held; and to do this has been our great

object in furthering the subscription, both at home
and abroad, to the utmost of our power. It is

highly gratifying to us to observe the spirit with
"which this subscription has been entered into at

Paris, Vienna, Berlin, and Gottingen. fSee '^n-
nales de Frnmont,'' a.n(\ Otto's 'Garten Zeitung,^
vol. iii. p. 294.^

Garden Literature.—A work on landscape-gar-
dening, by Prince Puckler Muskau, from which
we have given copious extracts, contains some
remarks which may be usefiU in Germany; but

the work is strikingly deficient in every thing
that relates to fundamental principles which
would be of imiversal application. Dennis's
'Landscape- Gardener'' is written with great care-

^ lessness, considering that its author is a clergy-

man, and is of little value in either a scientific or a

practical point of view. The best agricultural

work which has appeared in the course of the

year is Lawson's '^Agriculturist''s Manual,'' which
every gardener who acts as a farmer or land

eteward ought to procure. Two new botanical

periodicals have been commenced, viz: ihe'Bir-
mingham Botanic Garden^ and the 'Botanist ;^

and the 'Floricultural Magazine,'' by Mr. Mar-
nock of ShelTield, adds anuiher to the number of
|)r()vincial magazines already in exisience. The
excellent work of Mr. Kojie, on the 'Botany of
the Himalayan Mountains,' ^'c, of which nine

parts have already appeared, and will be comple
ted with the tenth part, at the end of the year. Of
the foreign garden literature, it may be sufficient to

observe, that with the exception of a work on fruit

trees by Van Mons, and Otto's ' Garten Zeitung,''

there have been very few books published, either

in France or Germany, that are not mainly made
up of translations; or, as in the case of the 'Ameri-

can Gardener's Magazine,^ of verbatim co|)ies of
articles fi-om English books.

Rural improvement generally.

Agriculture is certainly in a pros|)erous state in

Scotland ; and from the increasing intercourse be-

tween the influential encouragers of agriculture

in England and the first agriculturists of the north,

great improvements may be anticipated through-
out both countries. *

.

The observations on the subject of agricultural

improvements, by Mr. Shaw Le Fevre, quoted in

a future page, under general notices, are remarka-
ble for taking a new and masterly view of what is

called agricultural distress, and showing that the

only permanent remedy for that distress must be

* Mr. Handley, well known for his exertions, with
a view to promote the employment of steam in culti-

vating the soil, in a speech made at the public dinnner
of the Highland Society of Scotland, in October last,

adverting to the present state of agriculture in Eng-
land, expressed a wish that a "public bod}' like the
Highland Society of Scotland existed there, to stimu-
late the activity of the farmers, and take the lead in

improvement." He hinted, and the 'Scoisman,' from
which we quote, adds, he "might have stated in the

broadest terms, that such an institution would do more
good to the landed interest than fifty pai-liamentary

committees. The value of the Highland Society is

not to be measured by the premiums it bestows, or the

immediate effects of its patronage; but by the spirit of
improvement which it spreads abroad, and the activity

it gives to the circulation of useful ideas among a class

of men whose situation renders them, in most countries,

the slaves of prejudice and routine. So rapid and ea-

sy have the means of communication now become in

Scotland, and so numerous are the intelligent active

minds stationed in every quarter of the country, that

any useful discovery, in husbandry or the kindred arts,

will find its way from Maidenkirk to John o' Groat's,

in half as many months as it would have required years
at the end of the American war. It is a striking fact,

in illustration of the want of a great institution of this

kind in the south, that every year new inventions ap-
plicable to agriculture are sent from various parts ot

England, to the Highland Society, as the best means of
bringing their merits into notice. If Mr. Handley's
entiments are shared by his countrymen generally,

the want may, perhaps, soon be supplied; and, if the

attempt is made, there is one piece of counsel we
would tender to the parties concerned in it: it is, to fol-

low the example of the Highland Society, in carefully

excluding, not only all political topics, but all theoreti-

cal questions upon which a division of opinion exists.

Had the Highland Society engaged in discussions about
the wisdom of the corn laws, or the propriety of abol-

ishing the malt tax, it would soon have made one half

of the people its enemies, and its utility would have
been at an end. The improvement of agriculture, as

an art, presents an ample field for the employment of

its funds, and to this it wisely devotes itself." {Scots-

rruin, Oct 12. 1836.)
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found amonsr the ihrmers thenisselves. The em-
ployment ofslefim in agriculture seems lo be no

lonutT u chiiuera, US it wns thoiiirht to i)e at the

lime when vvc lirst moniioned the suliject in our

third volume. We reler lo the article ''jiloutihino;

by steam," j). 4S8.; and to various; sub.-^equeiit

paraijraphson the suhject ill this volume. The ed-

itor ol'ihe ^Saiisman'' truly observes that, "ifeveii

half the advantages of the steam plough are real-

iz>^d, some millions of acres of boif in Scotland

will be reclaimed, and the arable surllice of that

country doubled ; and we have seen in p. 489,

that about 3,000,000 of acres would be added to

the arable surface of Ireland."

The important uses of the Deanston subsoil

plou<rh fsee p. 1308, fig. 1187, of the ' First Jd-
ditional Siipplemenf lo our 'Encyclopaedia of y/g-

riculture,^ cannot be too strongly impressed on the

minds of gardeners as well as fiirmers; because

loosening the subsoil, without bringing it lo the

surface, is fully important to oardeners, especially

in arboriculture, as it is to farmers in agriculture. *

Another agricultural improvement, perhaps of
equal importance to the use of the subsoil plough,

is the system of thorough under-draimnfr adopted

in Scotland. This system will be found described

in the • Quarferly Journalnf ylgricultare,' vol. vi.

p. 325, and 51-5.; and also, in a concise and mas-
terly manner, in Mr. Le Fevre's ^Report.'' To Air.

Smith of Deanston, is alsodue the invention of this

itnproved mode of effectually draininir land; and
his plan will be found noticed in our ninth volume,

* To show how well the use of the Deanston plough
is understood by Mr. Shaw Le Fevre, we quote his

own words—"Smith's subsoil plough is a necessary
accompaniment to draining; and, when that is done
eliectively, it seems calculated to render the most ste-

rile and unproductive soil fertile and profitable. There
is no difficulty more fatal to the practical farmer than
that of cidtivating a thin shallow soil with a stiff reten-

tive subsoil. Whatever pains may be taken with the

tillage of the former, however expensive the dressing
which may be used in its cuitivation, the nature of the

subsoil will always counteract its beneficial effects.

Many persons have endeavored, by trenching, to obvi-

ate this difficulty; but, where the subsoil is of that ste-

rile nature which requires exposure to the atmosphere
for along period to malve it productive, few farmers
have been found bold enough to repeat the experiment.
Mr Smith's most ingenious invention, by breaking the

subsoil without bringing it to the surface, renders it

pervious both to air and water. The same chemical
changes which take place in a fallow, owing to its ex-
posure to the action of the wind and rain, are thus
brought into operation in the subsoil, whilst the surface
soil is in the ordinary course of cropping; and when,
after a few years, by a greater depth of ploughing, the
subsoil is mixed with the upper soil, it is found to be so
completely changed in its nature as to be capable of
producing every kind of corn.
"The advantages of this sj-^stem of husbandry are so

apparent, that no farmer will be at a loss to appreciate
the merit of the invention. I believe it to be quite as

important an improvement in the management of clay
lands as the introduction of the turnip system has been
W!th reference to light soils; and, as the experiment
has been tried for twelve years, and with uniform suc-
cess, I cannot but anticipate its ultimate adoption in

those districts of England where, from the cold reten-
tive state of the soil, the greatest extent of agricultu-
ral distress has hitherto prevailed, and where draining
is essential to preserve the soil in a state of cultivation."
{Le Fevre's Remarks on the present Stale of Jgricvl-
ture, Sfc.)

p. 448., and ffiven at lenjitii in the 'Firsst Atldi-

tinnal SiipplemenV to our 'JUncyclopadiu of y/gri-

cidturc,'' p. 1347.

The greatest agricultm-al novelty of the past

year is the cultivation of beet ft)r the purpose of
manulacluring sugar. We refer to a paragraph
on this subject in a fiiture page; and, also, id an
article in the British Farmer^s Magazine lor Oct.

(1836 vol. X. p. 3li9.) We cannot conceive it

possible that this manufacture shoidd answer in

any country where there is a trade in the sugar of
tropical climaies, subject to only a moderate duty;

bni more especially in this country, where, we
should thinii, there is not a sufficiency of solar

liirht and heat to produce a maximum of sugar in

any plant whatever. It is possible, however, that

we may be mistaken in this supposition, since it

is alleged thai more sugar is produced fi-om a o-iv-

en qnantitity of beet-root grown in the temperate

pans of France, than in that grown in the warm-
er provinces of that country; and since we know
that the cultivation of the beet, as a sugar plant,

has been tried in the Isle of France, and turned

out far from satisfiictor}^ While this is passing

through the press, we find that the French have
succeeded in procuring potash from beet, in the

proportion of one sixth part to that of the suijar

which the root yields.

The exhibitions of agricultural and horticultu-

ral produce, by the seedsmen of Edinburgh, Stirl-

ing, and Perth, are continued, as usual, with the
same successliil results; and the 'Hiijhland Soci-

ety,' who hold their exhibitions in different parts

of Scotland, had, this year, the one before men-
tioned in the month of October, at Perth, which
was remarkably well attended by the practical

farmers of that district, and by many proprietors

from different parts of Scotland, and also from
England. The partial failure of the potato crop,

for three successive years, in many parts of Scot-
land, and also in several districts both of England
and Ireland, has called forth various remedies; the
most rational of which appears to us to be, that of
burying the tubers intended lor sets in thin layers,

mixed with soil, in a cool cellar, or in thoroughly
drained soil, in the open air, where they will be
kept plump, till wanted to be cut into sets. Tak-
ing up the tubers before they are quite ripe, and
exposing them, thinly strewed on the ground, to

the action of the atmosphere, will [)e found a use-
ful adjunct to this practice. Afler the tubers are
cut into sets, care should be taken never to let

them lie together in such quantities as to endan-
trer their heating. The supposition of insects be-

ing a cause of failure of the sets, and, also, that the
kinds and varieties in cultivation are worn out,

appear to us alike unsupported by facts. Insects
seldom attack either plants or animals till they are
in a state of disease or decay; and there is no rea-

son to suppose that healthy sets from a healthy
potato, of any given variety, or healthy cuttings

ol"any healthy variety of willow, poplar, or vine,

will not produce healthy plants to the end of
time.

The most curious piece of agricultural quacke-
ry, which has occured diiring the past year is,

the success which has attended the sale of the
seed of the variety of borecole called the cow
cabbage, which has been brought forward under
the highly sounding nameol the "Waterloo (Jaesa-

rean evergreen cow cabliage." (See p. 441.)
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In agricultural science, the only point that we
can recollect worthy of notice, that has occurred

duriniT the past year, is the advancement of the

principle, by the American a<j^ricu!tural writer,

Mr. Riiffin, that no soil whatever will continue

fertile, lor any length of time, that does not con-

tain calcareous matter. This, we believe, was
never distinctly stated as a principle by Kirwan,
Chaptai, Davy, or any other European chemist or

agriculturist. We refer to the review of Mr.
Rutfin's book, in p. 156.; and those who wish to

peruse his work entire will find it copied in vols,

viii. and ix. of the ^British Farmer^s Magazine,^

where it is given a>: a series of originahcommuni-

cations to that periodical ! New -gricultural

machines are every year coming into notice, and
others every year Jailing into disuse. Such, we
may readily anticipate, will be the fate of the mill

for chopping turf, noticed in a future page, which
affords a fine example of the applicaiion of main
force, instead of skill, in the improvement of agri-

culture. A syphon to facilitate the milking of

cows has been patronized by the ' Society of
Arts;' and may, probably, lead to some useful

purpose. At the meeting of the 'Highland Soci-

ety of Scotland," at their great agricultural show,
held at Perth, on October 7, a trial was made of
two reaping machines; the one the invention of

Mr. Smith of Deanston, and th'^ other of our

correspondent, Mr. Bell. Mr. Eell's machine
clips, by means of fourteen pairs of scissors (see

the engravings and description of tin's machine
in vol. vi. p. 296) ; and Mr. Smith's cuts, or mows,
by means of a circular plate with a sharp edge.

(See the description and enijravino of this ma-
chine in our ^EncydopcBdia of yJgriculture,^ sec-

ond edition, p. 422.) Both these machines seem
to answer; but which is the most likely to come
into general use. does not appear from the report

of their trial. A gentleman who was present,

however, M. Rosenthal of Vienna, now in Lon-
don, inforn)s us that Mr. Bell's machine did deci-

dedly the most, and the best work. (See the
' Constitutional, and Perthshire j:/gricultural and
General Advertiser,'^ lor October 8.) An eco-

nomical mode of forming furrow-drains, and of

making draining tiles of peat, will be found in the
' Quarterly Journal of Jigriculture,'' for Septem-
ber last (vol. vii. pp. 244. 256).

Rural Architecture is making considerable pro-

gress in every part of the country; and the 'High-
land Society of Scotland' have lately adopted an
admirable mode of improving both cottage archi-

tecture and cottaije gardenino;; viz. that of offer-

ing premiums for the neatest cottages and the best

kept gardens; and limiting the competition to par-

ticular districts, and even, in some instances, to

particular parishes. This mode of makinir the

competition lor premiums local, deserves the par-

ticular attention of all societies the object of which
is rural improvement; and it shows the much
greater advantages to be derived from provincial

societies of every kind, than from central societies

alone, however wealthy and poweiiii! the latter

may be. This is admirably illustrated both in the

case of the provincial horticultural societies, and
in that of the 'HiiTthland Society.' What effort of

the 'London Horticultural Society,' lor example,
could have produced the results which we see in

Cornwall, Jersey, Yorkshire, and a hundred other

places more or less remote from the metropolis?

The 'Highland Society,' for several years, had of-

fered premiums for improvements in cottages; but,

as the competition extended to the whole of Scot-

land, it produced no result; for a competitor in

those places where cottage-building was in a

backward state, though lie miglit produce a far

better cottage than any of those in his vicinity,

might yet find his cottage as far behind those in

another district, as it was in advance of those

around it. A great improvement in agriculture,

and in rural matters generally, lias taken place in

Scotland since the 'Highland Society' have adopt-

ed the plan of holding their shows in different

parts of the country; and this has taken place

precisely on the principle above mentioned; viz.

that of stimulating locally one part at a time, as

well as in endeavoring to stimulate tiie whole coun-

try at once.

The improvement offurniture, domestic uten-

sils, and clothing is si ill kept in view by the gov-

ernment; and a 'Report of the Committee of Arts
and Manvfactures,^ forming a thick folio volume,
with illustrative plates, has just been published.

A summary of this ^Reporf will be found in the

'Architectural Magazine,'' for December, 1836.

A gardener would not expect to find much in this

'Report'' that would be of any direct use to him;

but in this he will be mistaken. In vol. iii. p. 250.

ofihis Magazine will be found an article compiled

bv us from a lecture given by Mr. Reinairle at the

'Royal Institution,' "On the Original Beauty of

Lines and Forms," which will, we think, be al-

lowed to be extremely interesting and valuable to

any gardener who profissses to lay out grounds.

Now, in the 'Reporf referred to (p. 51—53.) Mr.
Reinagle has given the essence of his system,

illustrated with figures.

Railroads.—The number of railroads and com-
mon roads, in progress or projected, cannot fail to

have a wonderflil influence on the general im-

provement and prosperity of the country for ma-
ny 3'ears to come. The grand and characteristic

efi'ect of railroads is that of equalization. Not
only will the value of landed property be render-

ed comparatively the same every where; but the

comforts and enjoyments of each particular class

of society will becomparatively raised to the same
level. An immediate effect of the completion of

every line of railroad will be, the erection along

its margin of numerous villas ; and thus rural

architecture and landscape-gardening will be call-

ed into exercise, and displayed to advantage.

The prosperity of the country, it is now generally

acknowledged, has been promoted by the work-

ing of the 'New Poor Law;' and we look for-

ward to the establishment of' a rural police as a
beneficial public measure.
An improvement which, we think, would be

second only to that of the railroads, and before

them, as far as (jardeners are concerned, would
be the equalization of the slopes of public roads;'

a subject on which we have alreadj' said much in

different volumes of this 'Macrazine.' (See vol.

vii. p. 450, and vol. xi. p. 627.) Were all hilly

roads reduced, so that no part of their surface

were sleeper than the steepest parts of the Holy-

head road, viz. one in thirty-six, it would be as

easy for three persons to travel from one point to

another in a gig, or any two-wheeled carriage

with one horse, as it is now with a four-wheeled

carriage and a couple of horses. This would
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greatly facilitate garJeners in visiting one another;

anil would enable many, who now seliinni leave

their own neighhorUooil, or see only those gar-

dens, which they can approach by stage-coaches,

to inspect the principal gardens throuixhout the

connlry. This they cannot do by travelling by
stage-coaches alone, because many ol' the first-

rale .'gardens are situated at a distance (too far for

walking) from the main roads. We have often

had occasion to regret the loss which fijreign gar-

deners who have come over to this country solely

for the purpose of visiting our gardens, have sus-

tained Irom this circun.stance; it being a well-

known fact that a person ma}' be conveyed fifty

miles on a stage-coach along a main road, for

less than he can go five miles in a post-chase, or

in a gig, on a cross road. Another improvement,
which would greatly facilitate the travelling of the

working classes, including both artizans and ar-

tists, would be the removal of all turnpike-gates,

and the taking off' the present heavy tax on stage-

coaches and gigs, and on horses drawing in them.
Slaije-coaches and gigs are the carriages of the

middle and working classes ; and by means of

them nearly all the important business of the

counrry is transacted. Let the taxes, therefore,

be removed from them, and placed on the post-

chaises, and other carriages of the wealthy. An-
other improvement which we should like to see

take place, is the increased stability of every de-

scription of public carriages by widening them,
and allowing no luggage whatever to be placed

on the roof, or even above the level of the axle-

tree. There ought, also, to be a law to regulate

the number of outside passengers, the rate of

driving, and the length of stages, so as to lessen

the great number of coach accidents which annu-
ally occur. (See an excellent article on this sub-

ject in the 'Scotsman,'' October 12, 1836.)

Gardening and rural improvement in foreign
countries.

In France, in the 'Jardin des Plantes,' a new
palm-house has been completed, and the hot-

houses in that establishment generally have been
altered and improved. The new variety of mul-
berry, moras multicaulis (see ^jtrboretum et Fru-
ticetum Britannicum,'' art. morus') has been late-

ly extensively propagated by the nurserymen,
both for planting in France, and for exportation to

America and other countries. The maclura has
ripened fruit at Lyons and Marseilles; and the

leaves have been employed to feed the silk-worm
in the latter place. Young plants of the Salisbu-

ria have been raised from liuit produced in the

neighborhood of Monlpelier. All these facts will

be found in detail, at more length, in their appro-
priate departments in this Magazine. (See 'Fo-
reign Notices,' in the tar^le of contents.)

Holland, in consequence of the increased com-
merce in bulbus roots, and the quantity of mel-
ons, grapes, and other fruit grown in that coun-
try, and sent annually to the London and Brighton
markets, may, we conclude, be considered as pros-

pering in a gardening point of view. The cele-

brated Botanic garden at Leyden, is still carefully

kept up, as appears by Professor Reinvvardt's let-

ter, in a future page.
In Belgium, we understand, few horticultural

improvements are goincr forward; and we refrret

much to learn that the botanical and horticultural

garden at Brussels, is slill suffering from want
of lands. Gardening seems rather in a more pros-

perous state in the neiixhhorhnod of Ghent, where
our correspondent, Mr. Maddison, inlbrms us, a
hall for horticultural exhihilions has been erected.

A valuable communication liom Mr. Maddison,
on this subject, will appear in our succeeding vol-

ume.
Germany.—A uumher of plants, new to the

irardens of Vienna, have been sent thither from
Swan river, and from the south coast ofNew Hol-
land, by Baron Hiigel. just returned from a sci-

enlific voyage to the East Indies and New Hol-
land; and Prince Metternich's gardener has, also,

introduced several new species, which he carried

with him from England. (See 'Otto's Garten-
Zeitung,^ vol. iv. p. 199.) The grand centre of
landscape-gardening and architectural improve-
ments, in Germany, continues to be Munich,
where the Enolish garden has recently under-

gone various changes, and an Ionic temple has
been raised on the summit of an artificial moutit,

and finished interiorly with polychromic, or many
colored, paintings. This new and singular mode
of interior finishing is at present engaging the at-

tention of architects throughout Europe. It seems
a revival of an art practised by the ancient Greeks
on, and within their temples, and continued

through the dark ages, by painting the ceilings of
cathedrals andjchurches with blue, and varying the

surlace with golden stars, the sun, moon, and other

figures, and also by the stained glass of church
windows, and the illuminated missalsofthe church.

A detailed account of the process will be found in

the ' Foreign Quarterly Review,'' for October,

1836; in the 'IVansaciions of the Institution of
British jlrchitects,'' vol. i.; and in the 'jlrchitec-

tural Blagazine,'' vol. iv. A splendid new coun-
try house has been built by W. Von Marenholtz,

at Wilhemsburg, near Brunswick (see '/Irchi^

tectural Magazine,'' vol. iii.); but we have heard
nothing respecting its gardens.

The botanical sjarden at Berlin is acknowledged
to be the first in Germany. A correspondent (ap-
parently G. Bentham, esq., secretary to the Lon-
don Horticultural Society) of the ' Companion to-

the Botanical Magazine,'' writing, in August last,

says of this garden, that it is, he believes, "still

the most important in Germany in the number of
species, trees excepted, in which respect the Vien-
na garden excels." "Californian plants," he
adds, "thrive remarkably well in it." Speaking
of ihe Hamburgh botanic garden, the same wri-

ter observes, that, "in r»ointof situation, it is, next
to Edinburgh, the most heautitLil one I know. It

occupies about sixty EnL^lish acres, of which the

greater part is on the old outer ramparts of the

town, planted with a good deal of taste. The
old town ditch is here broad, and the water clear.

The walks and plantations cotue down to the wa-
ter's edge; and on the opposite side, the bank ia

laid out as a promenade, wiih flower-beds, shrubs,

and plantations that conceal all the town, except
the end of a very handsome new street, which,
from several parts of the trarden, looks like a fine

chateau in an extensive park. The whole cir-

cuit of the ancient rampart of Hambugh is, in the

same manner, converted into promenades, full of
flower-beds and of flowerinij shrubs, neatly kept,

and perfectly open to the high road; which has a
beautiful effect, especially near the large lake call-
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ed tlie Alstei. In a purely botanical point of

view, the o;ar(ien is chiefly rich in Cape plants, in-

troduced by M. Ecklon, vviih a fair proportion of

the Chilian and other new thiniri!, which have
been miich raised, of late, in German gardens;
several very interesting Califoniian plants from
the Petei^sburgh garden, and the oniinary quan-
tum of ill-nanied, ili-defined garden species, which
infest continental, and especially German, bo-
tanic gardens. Aaiu.igst the Cape plants, the
most curious are the palms, introduced by Ecklon,
and published by Professor Lehmann, under the
name of rnkathia. There are six or seven spe-

cies, chiefly in small specimen^^, but, amongst
those receiveil h.st December, 4here are two or

three, above eight feet high, that are now shoot-

ing leaves trora the top. There is also a very ex-
tensive collection, lately introduced, of medicinal

plants. The whole is kept up at the expense of
the state or town of Hamburcjh, and is open to

the public, nominally, on certain days, at certain

hours; bat, really, all day, and every day, with-

out fee or payment. If is under the immediate
arrangement of an active and intelligent curator,

JVl. Ohlendp.fl', and under the general superin-

tendence ol"'the professor of botany. Dr. Leh-
mann." (' Cohpanion to the Botanical Magazine,'
vol. ii p. 74. )J

Booth's Nursery, atFloetbeck, near Hamburgh,
the same writer observes, continues to jje the first

in Germany, and has received extensive additions

since 1 last saw i», especially ip the houses. It

contains, altogethoj, 105 E n. 'Lis h acres atFloet-
beck, and ten more at some distance. I was
•surprised to hear fi*om Mr. Bo ith, that a great

part of his commerce is novV with America. This
nursery is, however, also the great entrepot of the
nursery commerce between Germany and Eng-
land {^Companion to the,Botanical Magazine,''
vol. ii. p. 75.)

Denmark, Sweden and "Norway.—A very in-

teresting work has lately been published on Nor-
way, entitled the 'Journal of a Residence'' there, bv
Mr. La\ng; but, as the subject of it belongs more
to agriculture and to general improvement, than to

gardening, we shall pass it over, strongly recom-
mending its perusal, as a work lull of practical in-

formation, and of liberal and benevolent views.

Some curious extracts from it, on the subject of
the uses of the pine and fir tribe, will be found in

our 'jJrboretum et Fruticetnm Britannicum.''

Russia.— It is in contemplation to erect a splen-

did palm-house in the Im[)erial Botanic Garden at

St. Petersburgh; and Dr. Fischer, the director of
that garden, has been some months in England,
for the purpose of inspecting the different modes
of construction, and of heating. We understand
that Mr. Kewley is li'ke to be employed for the

latter purpose. A railroad is forming from the
very centre of St./ Petersburgh to the village

Tzarskojeselo, and continued to the great parkof
Pawlowzk, of which details will be found in the

^Architectural Magazine.'' An agricultural school

has been fliunded by the government in the pro-

vince of Moliiloff', which will be found noticed in

our succeeding volume.

In Poland, we have been agreeably surprised,

during the past year, with the account of Count
Wodzitzcki'a arboretum, at Cracow, which has
been established upwards of twenty years, and
of which details will be found in our succeeding
volume.

From Switzerland we have received some no-
tices of remarkable trees, by Mr. Strutt, the emi-
nent artist; who lately resided there; and we learn

irom othrr sources, the botanic garden of Gene-
va, is in its usual state. The paper, by M.
Adolphe de Candolle, on the ligneous flora of
Switzerland, given in this volume, will be read

with interest.

From Italy we have received some most inter-

esting communications, from our highly scientific

and intelligent correspondent. Signer G. Maneiti,

which will be found undertheir appropriate heads.

There can be no question that gardening is in a
prosperous state in Lombardy. In the kingdom
of Naples, we are informed by an English gen-
tleman, who has resided there many years, that

very great general improvement has taken place,

in cos-^quence of excellent Macadamized roads

having been formed all throuffh the interior of the

country. It is now practicable, in the kingdom
of Naples, to live in a country house apart from

a village or a town; which was not the case till

these roads were formed, and the banditti either'

employed on them, or deterred from pursuin^^

their avocations, by the facility these roads afford

of detection. If is difficult for a native of Britain,

in the present day, to form an idea of the great

additional comfort which such a state of things

must be to the owners of property in the south of
Italy. From Signor Manetti we have received,

this autumn, a quantitj' of seeds of the Lombar-
dy poplar, which we have distributed; and, if they

should vegetate, and plants should be raised from
them, there will doubtless be found among diem,
the female, which has not hitherto been intro-

duced ; the Earl of Rochfbrd, in 1758, having
only brought over cuttings of the male plant.

On the state of gardening in Spain, Portugal,
Sardinia, Greece, the Ionian Isles, Malta, Gib-
raltar, and other parts of Europe, we have noth-

ing to state. It is gratilying to find at Gibraltar

a descendant from the family of Andrew Heron
of Bargally, as noticed in a future page, imbued
with the same taste as that eminent botanist and
horticulturist, and cultivating there "florists' flow-

ers," pelargoniums, and other cape shrubs, with
the plantain of the tropics, and the raspberry of
the north of Europe, all in the same garden.

From Africa and Asia, we are without garden-
ing news; unless it may be considered as belongs

ing to this head, that plants, in boxes covered
with glass, and hermetically closed, have arrived

safely, with all the plants alive, at Calcutta, from
London ; and at Messrs. Loddiges's, London,
from Dr. Wallich, at Calcutta.

" CSee p. 263.J
The discovery of the tea plant in Assam, in great

abundance, was announced in our preceding vol-

ume; and, as we have since learned that this im-
mense tract of country abounds in botanicdl riches,

we hope it may be found to contain many plants

which are likely to prove hardy, or halt-hardy,

in the temperate climates of Europe and North
,

America.
In North America, gardening, in common with

every other description of rural improvement, is

making rapid progress. Two magazines, exclu-

sively devoted to gardening, are published, one in

Philadelphia, the other at Boston; and, as we be-

live they have both reached a second volume, we
may consider them as established. In these maga-
zines, accounts are given of the improvements
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made in tne country seats ot several men of

wealth, and of various extensive ranges ot glass,

lieated In' hot water; and includinir all the mod-
ern European improvements. We reler to tiie

otiier articles heatled 'North America,' under our

'Foreign Notices.'

Froiii the British fi'est India Islands a new
orchideous plant is occasionally received; but we
have had no accounts lately of the progress of

garden cultivation in that cjuarter; though, hap-

pily, the new law respectinix the emancipation ol"

the slaves is s'aid to work well.

From Si)uth ^-/merica Mr. Matthews continues

to send home splendid specimens; and the 'Hor-

ticultural Society' of London, have lately sent to

JMexico a zealous young naturalist, M. Hartvveg,

who will probably penetrate into Colombia. En-
gravings of some new species of pines and firs,

brought from Brazil and Mexico by J)r. Coulter,

are about to be published by Mr. Lambert.
yJustralia has lost the curator of the Sydney

Botanic Garden, Mr. Richard Cunnigham; and a

notice of the distressing manner in which he met
hi<: death, will be ibund in a preceding page. Mr.
Allan Cunningham, the brother of the deceased,

has been appointed his successor, and sailed from

London, in October last. From the new colony

established in Southern Australia, much is expect-

ed, in consequence of the adoption of the new
principle of concentration; by which means, in a

very short period, a distant colony may be made
to unite all the essential advantages of an old

country with those of a new one. This principle

consists in government assuming, the prorietor-

ship of the land, and allowing no person to settle

who does not become a purchaser, or an occupier

at a fixed rent, and show that he has sufficient cap-

ital to bring what he purchases or hires into pro-

per cultivation. It is easy to conceive that the ap-

plication to this principle will have a tendency to

produce a great number of small estates, all lying

near together, and within easy distance of a town
occupied by tradesmen and laborers, who will

supply the wants ol' the agriculturists, in return

for a portion ol'the produce of their farms. In such
a- colony, it will be long before there can be any
overgrown estates; and it may probabl}^ grow up
a second Norway, where every head of a family,

among the rural population, is an owner of land,

which he cultivates himself A number of port-

able houses, such as those fiirured and described

in our ^Encyckrpadia of Cottage^ Farm, and Villa

jirchitedure,'' p.2ol.; a portable school and church;

and a portable banking-house, of two stories;

have been constructed at London, and sent out to

this colony, lor the conveniance of the first settlers.

Mr. Allen, an early correspondent of this 'Maga-
zine,' has gone out as a nurseryman and garden
architect; and w» have already seen, in a South

'Australian newspaper, one of hi.? advertisments,
offering his services m laying out and planting
small gardens. From the lalitude of Southern
Australia, we should expect the climate to be
more analogous to that ol' Van Diemen's Land,
than to that of Sydney; and, consequently, that

it will be found better adapted for the health of

British emigrants, and for the growth of British

productions. The great article of export from
Australia to Europe continues to be w^ool; but it is

highly probable that, at no great distance of time,

cotton and silk will be added. Wine and oil may
Vol. V—64

doubtless be produced there in sulTicient abunt

dance lor home consumption, ii" not lor exportion-

IIIGH PlllCr.S OF DURHAM CATTl^E.

[The following statement, (from the Chillicothe Ga-

zette,) appears to us not so much an evidence of judi-

cious and valuable improvements in stock farming, as

an indication of tlie commencement of a speculating

cattle-mania in this country, which will be at least equal

in violence and etfect to the merino-mania which raged

about twenty -five years ago, and the high-blooded-

horse-mania, which is raging in Virginia now.

The allusion to a "sham sale," below, has reference

to an account of a sale of 50 liead of short-horned cattle,

which has recently been published in half the papers

of the United States, and will be copied into the other

half. That report is pronounced by the same paper to

be false in sundry particulars—and it attempts an expla-

nation of the mis-statements, which is any thing but

satisfactory, and therefore not worth repeating here.]

"Seventeen head of improved short-horned cat-

tle, belonging to the Ohio Company, being mostly

of this year's importation and the produce of

others, took place at the Sugar-Grove in this town
on Tuesday last, [Oct. 24.] The attendance was
numerous, comprising a larger number of actual

bidders than the previous sale. Among the indi-

viduals present who are pre-eminently noted for

their agricultural enterprise, were Governor Vance
Ex-Governor Trimble, the Messrs. Renick, Mn
Sullivant, and indeed nearly all of the large farm-

ers of this valley and the adjacent country. The
bidding was consequently very spirited, and the

prices obtained for the cattle plainly show, that the

kind of stock sold, is rapidly advancing in public

estimation. By the following list from the auc-

tioneer's book, our brethren of the press will dis-

cover, that the cattle enumerated were even more
highly valued than those of the sham sale they

were of late parading in their columns, copied

from the Cincinnati Gazette.

Bulls.

Acmon, 3 years 8 months, M. L. Sullivant &
Co., Columbus, ^2,500
Comet Halley, 5 years, George Renick & Co.,

Chillicothe, .S2,500
Hazlewood, 1 vear 6 months, Allen Trimble

and R. R. Seymour, S700
Bouncer, 1 year 7 months, John "Walke, Pick-

away county, Ohio, • $453
Powhatan, 1 year 19 days, Harness Renick,

Pickaway county, Ohio, $500
Santa Anna, 3 months 21 days, Joseph C. Vance,

Ohio county, Va., $425
Cows. ,

Flora, 7 vears 6 months, M. L. Sullivant, Co-
lumbM.«,

"

$1,300
Matilda, 6 years 6 months, Allen Trimble,

HiL^hiand county, Ohio, $1,220
Fidelia, 7 months 18 days, Allen Trimble,

Hiiihland county, Ohio, $610
Elizabeth (and calf,) 5 years, J. & Wm. Vance,

Champaign county, Ohio, $1,450
Charlotte, 4 years 7 months, Joseph G. White,

Ross county, Ohio. $630
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Arabella (and calf;) 3 3-ears 7 months,

Blush, 2 years 9 months,

Emily, 2 years 8 months,

Victoress, 1 year 9 months.

8875
$700

THE MARL OF VIRGINIA NOW IN USE IN

CONNECTICUT.

In the October No. of Silliman's 'Journal of Sci-

ence,' in an elaborate review of Prof. Sephard"s, 'Re-

port of the Geological Survey of Connecticut,' there is

stated, in the following words, an important agricul-

tural fact, the details and progress of which we

should be much gratified to be made acquainted with.

"The rich marls of the Chesapeake, and its influent

rivers, are now beginning to be introduced into the port

of New Haven, as a manure to be transported by the

Farmington canal into the interior. It remains to be

seen whether the price and efficacy will sustain the

undertaking. If this material should enable us to re-

store the culture of wheat, it would be a very impor-

tant advantage."

There is no doubt but that the application of marl

will restore, or produce, the wanting fitness of the soils

of Connecticut for the growth of wheat ; as their pres

ent general unfitness is owing solely to the deficiency

of lime—an essential ingredient of, and therefore spe-

cific manure for, that grain. Nor do we entertain much

doubt as to the economy and eventual profit of making

this improvement, by applying the richest marls of

Virginia, though sea-borne for so great a distance. It

might be put on board sea vessels, under proper ar-

rangement, at a total expense of 1^ to 2 cents the heap-

ed bushel. It will be a strange, though by no means an

impossible event, if the true and full value of the

southern marl should be taught to the farmers of the

south, by their enterprising brethren of the north

transporting it hundreds of miles by sea, to use for ma-

Aure.

REPORT OF THE SOUTHERN CONVENTION

[A convention of delegates of the merchants of the

southern states, and of all others interested in the com-

mercial prosperity of the south, some months ago was

invited, and accordingly was held, at Augusta, Ga., on

the 15th of October. The delegation was numerous,

and able—and there is ground for hope that their move-

ment will be zealously follovk'ed up, and sustained, by

the entire south, until our agricultural and commercial

interests are released from paying tribute to New York.

Whether the particular measures, first proposed, will

be of much or any effect, we know not ; but the spirit

which dictated them, if sufficiently diffused and active,

must bring about liberation from our present state of

commercial bondage. The southern states, and more

especially Virginia, formerly possessed a fair propor-

tion of ships, and of foreign trade : now, both have

almost ceased to exist : and though southern agricul-

ture still furnishes much the greater part of all the pro-

ducts exported from the United States, yet nearly the

whole trade of the south, both of import and export, is

carried on by northern merchants ; and every bale of

^1,200
I

merchandize exchanged, by a southern planter or mer"

^1,015 chant, is made to pay a heavy transit toll, or tax, to

New York.

If the great preponderance of bank capital, and gov-

ernment deposites, in the northern cities, have caused

this deplorable state of southern trade, the present

wretched state of the currency, and distressed condi-

tion of the people, may produce a more than compensa-

ting benefit, by destroying, forever, this artificial and,

to us, ruinous course of trade. The bubble of paper

money has been recently so distended as to burst ; and

much as the accompanying and consequent calamities

are to be deplored, they at least offer benefit to the south,

if properly availed of, in putting down the unnatural

and factitious advantages given to the north, by the com-

bined operations of banking and of government.

The following report was prepared by Gov. McDuf-

fie, as chairman of the committee to which the subject

was referred; and was adopted without opposition.

The convention also passed a resolution recommend-

ing another meeting of delegates from all the south-

i

em and south-western states, in Augusta, on the first

Monday in April, 1838, to continue the consider-

ation of the objects of this convention, and the inter-

ests of the people represented. We hope that the call

will be properly responded to, and that the south will

not lose the present opportunity to recover and main-

tain her lost ground.

Numerous and respectable as was the attendance at

this meeting, there were no delegates except from

South Carolina and Georgia. The absence of all

others was caused, not by a want of interest in the ob-

ject, but by the doubt whether it would be possible to

reconcile the conflicting claims of various towns—and

the belief that it was better not to be represented in

the convention, than to be represented and out-voted.

It was therefore best, perhaps, that the first meeting

was so constituted as to be unanimous, and not to be

drawn off from the consideration of the great object, to

the discussion of conflicting and petty sectional interests.

It is hoped that the next convention will exhibit a full

representation of the southern people and their inter-

ests—and that every member will be actuated by a

patriotic determination to forego, if necessary, the ef-

fort to gain any separate and minor benefit, that may

conflict with the great objects of general interest to

the whole south. Such separate efforts would, indeed,

be totally fruitless ; for if the united influence of the

whole, cannot give a new direction to their trade, for

the general benefit of the south, it will be a vain and

hopeless attempt for any fragment of the south to urge

its peculiar and separate interests, in opposition to the

majority. Our great commercial channels and marts

had better be any where in the south, (on the Atlantic

coast,) than where they have long been fixed.—Ed.

Far. Reg.]

The select committee raised for the purpose of

ascertaining and reporting, what measures will, in

their opinion most efiectually contribute to the ac-

complishment of the great object of this conven-

tion, ask leave to submit the following report.

The committee are deeply impressed with the
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importance of the duty assigned them, and have
bestowed npon it ail the attention iheir limited

lime would permit.

They regard the present derangement of the

currency and exchanges of the country, however
we may depreciate its causes and deplore its imme-
diate eti'ecis, as (uriiishing an occasion, which, if

wisely improved, will relieve the staple growing
etates from a stale of commercial dependence,
scarcely less reproachJiil to their industry and en-

terprise, than it is incompatible with their sub-

staniial |)rosperity.

The staple-growing states, while they produce
two-thirds ol' the domestic exports of the Uniled
States, import scarcely one-tenth of the foreign

merchandise which is received in exchange for it.

Almost the whole ol the ibreign commerce which
is founded upon ihe productions of our industry, is

carried on by the citizens of other states, causing

their ciiies to flourish, while our's have been sink-

ing into decay.

In the opinion of the committee, the period has
arrived, when our citizens are invoked by the

united voice of interest and patriolism, to put an
end to this voluntary tribute, amounting annu-
ally to something like ten millions of dollars. Il

is believed that the quota of Georgia and South
Carolina alone, amount to noi less than three mil-

lions of dollars. It may not be disguised, howe-
ver, that this extraordinary and unequal state of
commercial relations, had its origin, more in the

fiscal operations of the government, than in any
supposed deficiency in the industry and enterprise

of our citizens. The high duties imposed by the

tarifl" of 1S16 upon the productions of southern
industr}', and the still more enormous duties im-
posed by those of 1S34 and 1828, combined with
the unequal system of depositing and disbursing

the revenue, thus collected, almost exclusively in

the northern cities, operated as a bounty to the

commerce of these cities, which the most perse-

vering industry and enterprise on our part, could
not have overcome. Great and obvious as were
the natural advantages of our southern cities, they
were more than counterbalanced by these opera-
tions of the government. And whilst we stood
amidst the ruins thus produced by mis-govern-
ment, many of our own citizens were utterly un-
able to account for the phenomenon; and some of
our charitable neighbors supposed it to be owing
to the curse of heaven upon our domestic institu-

tions.

Every practical man, however, will at once per-
ceive, that the deposite of almost the whole of
the government funds, in the banks of the north-
ern ciiies, was equivalent to a loan of a like sum
without interest; and that the immense sums dis-

bursed by the government at the same points, op-
erated, even more decidedl}', to give those ciiies an
undue ascendency. One of the most obvious and
salutary consequences which we may confidently
anticipate from the reduction of the duties and the
withdrawal of the government deposites from the
banks, will be the restoration of the southern cities

to a condition of comparative equality, in the busi-

ness of foreign commerce. !n a fair and equal
competition, it cannot be doubted, that they will

be able to exchange our domestic productioris for

the manufactures of Europe, by a direct trade,

more advantageously, than the northern ciiies

can do it by a circuitous process, involving imme-

diate transfers and agencies, all increasing the risk

and expense of the operation.

There never was presented to the capitalists of
the south and soulh-wesf such an opening for prof-

itable enter|)rise, and they are invited by the most
powerful consideration to improve it. Now that

the fiscal operations of the federal government
have been so greatly reduced, and the field of
competition fairly opened, if they should still look

on with listless apathy, while the mighty current

of our own peculiar commerce is flowing literally

by them, to nourish distant cites and fertilize the

barren hills of distant communities, we must then

acquiesce in the judgment which the world will

pronounce, that we deserve our destiny. But the

committee indulge the confident belief that such
a reproach will no longer rest upon us. The pub-
lic spirit of our people has been roused into ac-

tion—they have been awakened to a sense of their

condition, and all are prepared to co-operate, in

their respective spheres, in the great work of

throwing ofl' the shackles of our present colonial

condition and establishing our commercial inde-

pendence upon a lasting foundation.

The staple growing states never can be practi-

cally independent, and enjoy the full measure of
the bounties which providence has so abundantly
provided for them, until the commerce which is

ibunded upon their valuable productions shall be
carried on by our own merchants, permanently
resident amongst us, whether they be native or

adopted. The pursuits of commerce must be lib-

eralized; the commercial class must be elevated m
public opinion to the rank in society which prop-

erly belongs to it. The avocation of the mer-
chant requires as much character and talent, and
is of as nmch dignity and usefulness, as any other

pursuit or profession ; and the senseless prejudice

which would assign to it an inferior rank, has been
blindly borrowed from those ancient republics and
modern despotisms, whose policy it was to regard

war as the only honorable pursuit. As agricultural

productions, which find iheir market principally in

foreign countries, constitute the almost exclusive

source of our wealth, the mercantile class is as

indispensable to our prosperity, as the agricultural.

Their interests are inseparably identified, and
whatever afll=-cts the prosperity of the one, must
have a corresponding influence on the other.

How much, then, does the general wellijre of the

staple-growing states depend upon diverting into

the pursuits of commerce, a large portion of the

capital, the character and the talent, which have
been hitherto directed, too exclusively, to agricul-

ture and the learned professions 7 It is the delib-

erate opinion of the committee that no one change
could be made it", our pursuits, that would so large-

ly contribute to the public prosperity ; and that

those public spirited citizens who shall take the

lead in this new career of useful enterprire, will

deserve to be regarded as public benefactors.

The prevailing habit ol investing almost the

whole proceeds of our cotton crops in land and
negroes, has produced a constant tendency to

over-production in this great staple ; and nothing

but the extraordinary increase oi" its consumption

in the great markets of the world, has prevented

us from experiencing the ruinous consequences of

our mistaken policy. In this view of the subject

every dollar that shall be diverted from the pro-

duction of cotton, or some other profitable pursuit,
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will be so much clear gain to the planter, and to

the country.

It is a well establi-jlied principle in political

economy, that an excess ol" supply beyond ihe ef-

ficient demand, diminishes the price ot' an article

more than in proportion to the excess, and that a

deficiency of supply increases fhe price in a cor-

responding degree, For example, it is believed

that if the present cotton crop of the United States

should be only 1, 200,000 bales, it would produce

a lar<rer aggregate sum to the planter, than if it

should prove to be 1,500,000 bales, the price being

more enhanced, than the quantity would be dimin-

ished. It was upon this principle that the Dutch
East India Company, actually burnt one half of

their spices, that they might obtain more for the

remaining half than they could have obtained for

the whole. Let us pursue a still wiser policy. In-

stead of burning our surplus, let us direct the cap-

ital and industry that produce it to other profitable

pursuits, which will open new sources of wealth,

and at the same time increase the value of those

already in existence. In connection with this view
of the subject, the policy of raisinir every supply
which the soil will produce, cannot be too strongly

recommended. By whatever specious reasons a
contrary policy may be countenanced, experience
proves them to be fallacious. If every planter

would raise his own supplies of various produc-
tions of the soil, and of the animals which feed

upon those productions, it would fend greatly to

limit the excess of production of our great staples,

and increase at the same time Ihe independence
and the income of the agricultural class.

The committee will now proceed to examine, a
little in detail, the relative advantages of the
southern cities lor the business of Ibreiijn importa-
tion, compared with those of the northern cities.

In the first place, house rent is much higher in the
latter than in theformer,a very important element
in the calculation, In the second place, freiuht is

habitually higher from Europe to the northern,

than to the southern cities, for the plain reason
that ships coming to the south lor cotton would
have to come in ballast if they were not freighted

with merchandise. All the other elements that

constitute the cost of importation, are believed to

be as cheap in the southern as the northern cities.

It is thus demonstrable that foreign merchandise
can be actually imported and sold in the former at

cheaper rates than in the latter places. When to

this we add the expenses of trans-shipment at New
York or Philadelphia, the loss of interest, the
freight and insurance to the southern cities, and
the expenses of landing and storing there, it will

be apparent that the merchants of the south and
south-west will find it greatly to their advantage
to make their purchases ol" fbreinrn merchandise in

our own cities, in preference to New York or Phil-
adelphia. The same course of reasoninji will

show that our cotton can be exported directly

from our own seaports, with similar advantages
over the more circuitous route of the northern
cities.

It seems, therefore, perfectly clear to the com-
mittee, that our capitalists who shall enter into the
business of importing /breign merchandise, can-
pot fail to realize ample profits, and yet supply the
merchants of the interior on terms more advanta-
geous than they can obtain from the northern im-
porters. They have every natural advantage in

the competition, and are invited by every motive,

public and private, to embark in the business, and
reap the rich harvest that lies before them. It can-
not be doubled that the merchants of the interior

will give them a preference, since, to the motives

of interest, those of patriotis^m will be superadded.

Among the measures which will most elfectu-

ally promote the great object which has brought
this convention together, none are more promi-

nent, in the estimation of the committee, than the

completion of theoreat works of internal improve-

nient, by which the southern Atlantic cities are to

be connected with the valley of the Mississippi.

In aid of the individual capital and enterprise en-

gaged in these works, it is believed that the pat-

ronage of the states interested, might be wisely

and beneficially bestowed. Their completion

would greatly promote the system of direct impor-
tations through our own sea ports ; and these im-
portations would equally promote the completion of

the works in question. They are parts of one
great system, and will mutually sustain each other.

W Georgia and South Carolina, with that harmo-
ny and concert of action which the inseparable

identity of their interest so strongly recommends,
would bring their individual energies and resources

to the completion of those lines of communication
connecting their Atlantic cities with the navigable

waters of the west, the day would not be distant

when our most ardent hopes and sanguine antici-

pations would be realized.

The committee beij leave to suggest to the con-

vention, another measure, which m their opinion

would be eminently conducive to the great object

we have in view. One oftheobstacles in the way
of establishing a system of direct importations, is

the want of the requisite capital applicable to that

object. The country, it is believed, contains a suf-

ficiency of capital, if motives could be presented to

give it a proper direction. To etiect this, the com-
mittee can suggest no measure which in their

opinion would be so effectual as a law limiting the

responsibility of copartners to the sums which they
shall put into the copartnership. A large portion of

the capital to which we must now look tor carrying

on the business of direct importations, is in fhe

hands of planters, and men of fortune who have
retired from business, who would be willing to put

a portion of their surplus capital into importiug

co-partnerships, under the management of men of
character and capacity, but would never consent

to make their whole fortune responsible for the suc-

cess of fhe undertakino;. If they actually contri-

bute a certain amount of capital, and fhe public is

apprised that their responsibility extends no fur-

ther, it is obvious that the credit of the concern

will rest upon the substanial foundation of thecap-
ital paid in. Nothing can be more fair, as it re-

gards fhe public, and nothing would so effectually

direct the capital and enterprise of our citizens

into channels where it is so much wanted. The
committee think it would be expedient to memo-
rialize the legislatures of the southern and south-

western states on this subject, and recommend to

the convention fhe appointment of committees for

that purpose.

Another measure which would greatly facilitate

the establishment of a system of direct importa-

tions, would be the formation of a connection and
correspondence between some of our banks and
some of those in England, by which each should
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liave a siaiuiiiij^ credit with the other. This

w.)uM eii.il)le tlie banks here to rurnish the nier-

chaiitbJ, who ini^ht vvit^h to puchase <2;oo(ls in Eiig-

Iniui with letters of credit, upon receiving ade-

quate sL'curitv. The bearer of siicli a letter would

have to pay interest only li'oni the time he actual-

ly drew the money to pay (()r his purchases. This

would prevent the loss of interest which he would

incur, if compelleil to provide himself with money
belure he sets out on his adventure. Cotton pur-

chasers li-om England n'ould derive the same ben-

efit, by oblaininiT sinfilar letters from tlie banks

there, upon those of our banks with which they

should have an established credit.

If, in addition to these facilities, our banks would
establish agencies in Europe, and advance a lim-

ited amount upon cotton, consigned to them, it

would greatly contribute to accomplish our common
object, by enablino: our citizens to export their

own cotton, as well as to import their own mer-

chandise, without the intervention of any north-

ern agency.

In concluding their report, the committee can-

not but express their strong conviction, that the

success of this great movement towards the eman-
cipation of the staple-growing slates, from their

commercial trammels, will depend more upon in-

dividual enterprise, sustained and supported by an

enlightened public opinion, than upon any mea-
sure of legislation, howsoever important these may
be. The business of direct importations must be

commenced at once; for if the present occasion is

permitted to pass away unimproved, one equally

propitious may never occur. The committee re-

commend the convention to adopt the Ibllowing

resolutions, in furtherance of the views expressed

in the foregoing report:

1. Resolved, That in the opinion of this con-

vention, the present conjuncture in our commer-
cial affairs is eminently propitious for the establish-

ment of a system of direct importations, through

our southern and south-western cities, and that

we are called upon by every consideration cf in-

terest and of patriotism, to throw off the degrad-

ing shackles of our commercial dependence.

2. Resolved, That with a view to induce pub-

lic spirited capitalists to embark in this business,

the people of the staple-growing states be recom-

mended to give public manifestations of their de-

termination to encourage and sustain importations

through their own seaports.

3. Resolved, That two committees be appointed

by the president of this convention, to memorialize

respectively, the legislatures of Georgia and Soutii

Carolinia, on the subject of limited partnerships.

4. Resolved, That a committee be appointed to

prepare an address to the people of the southern

and south-western states, setting forth the advan-
tages and practicability of carrying on a direct

trade with foreign nations—exhibiting in detail the

extent of their resources.

5. Resolved, That said committee, in preparing

such address, embody and conform to the views of

the convention, as expressed in the preamble and
resolutions adopted.

of all the counties in wiiich marling has yet been com-

menced, in Virginia, Maryland, ami Nortli Carolina.

It is desirable to have answers from every individual

who is well qualified to furnish information, by liis

having had extensive practical experience, and facili-

ties for making correct observations on this subject,

(or from the most experienced in each county, where

the practice has been very recently commenced)—
and as our personal acquaintance with, or information

by report of, such persons, must necessarily be very

limited and imperfect, no doubt we have omitted

many to whom we would otherwise have certainly

directed copies of these queries. We therefore request

that the letter and queries may be considered as a.

circular, addressed generally to all such farmers as are

eminently qualified by experience to aid the general,

object, and not by any means intended to be confined

to those only to whom separate copies may be specially

directed.

If the answers returned to these queries, should be

sufficiently numerous, and full and explicit, a digest

of them, though limited to a single important branch

of agricultural practice, will constitute, a full and

clear agricultural report—such as ought to be made on

every branch, and which, if properly done, by order

of an enlightened and patriotic legislature of any one of'

the United States, would be eminently beneficial to the

promotion and progress of agricultural improvement

and profit throughout its territory. We grieve to say,

that in Virginia, there is no present prospect of any

such noble and beneficial work being undertaken and

executed by the legislature. But if there is, indeed,

the least ground for hope of such results, either in this,

or other neighboring states, there will be nothing

better calculated to nurse and cherish that hope until

it grows into the fruition of all the benefits contem-

plated, than presenting to the public the special report-

now proposed, and for which the agricultural public

will be indebted solely to private zeal and labor, and the

gratuitous expenditures of private individuals.

It is desirable that the answers may be returned as

early as February 1st, at latest. Any delayed until-

that time, may be sent to Richmond, through members

of the legislature, and placed in the care of the clerk

of the Committee of Agriculture.

(circular.)

Peiersburcr, Va. Nov. 1837.

PLAN FOR PROCURING AND PUBLISHING A
GENERAL REPORT OF THE PRACTICAL EF-
FECTS OF MARLING.

Copies of the following circular letter, and list of

queries, have been sent to one or more farmers in each

-ESQ.

It is desired, as an important means of promoting

agricultural improvement, and of exhibiting the true

value of the resources of the tide water region, to obtain

full information of the facts ascertained, and opinions

formed, by some of the most experienced and judici-

ous users of marl, in every county where the prac-

tice has been introduced, in regard to the action and'

value of that manure.

In aid of this object, you are requested to send

answers to the annexed queries, numbered in like

manner, for ready reference, and as soon as your con-

venience may permit. Should answers be obtained in

full, and from as may different sources as it is hoped,

it is proposed to condense and digest the whole for

pubhcation, (but so as to preserve every important fact
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and opinion of value, and stating the authority on which

€ach rests,) so to present what may be considered the

statistics of this new and important branch of agricul-

ture, so far as its use has yet extended. If this move-

ment-is properly sustained by you, and others who are

best qualified by experience to give correct informa-

tion, it is b?lieved that a body of evidence will be pro-

duced, that will most effectually urge on the progress

of this great improvement, and serve well to raise to

its proper estimation, the value of the lands of the coun-

try so greatly favored as to possess accessible beds of

marl, or other calcareous manures.

Though much has been already done for improving

the soil, by marling, in Maryland and Virginia, and

something in North Carolina, and though wherever

the effects are seen, the practice is rapidly extending,

and its profits and advantages universally acknowledg-

ed—still, the cultivators of a much greater extent of

land in these stales, and having the facilities, have not

yet commenced marlino;, simply because they have not

yet personally witnessed its effects. Throughout the

whole extent of South Carolina and of Georgia, (with-

out including Florida, and other newly settled regions,

in which the improvement of land is as yet totally dis-

regarded)—marling is equally practicable, and as

much wanting, as in lower Virginia, and as yet not

even an experiment has been made of the practice.

Next to seeing the effects of marling, the most in-

structive lesson on its value, and the strongest induce-

ment to its use, will be presented in such full testi-

mony as these queries may elicit. But full as they

have been made, for the purpose of saving trouble in

writing answers, and for directing them to certain and

like points, it is not to be expected that answers can

be given strictly correct, or otherwise than on belief

and supposition. But no one should be deterred on

this account, from answering ; as so many different

expressions of opinion, of different individuals, even

though each may vary somewhat from the others, and

all somewhat from perfect accuracy, Cif that were

attainable,) yet will, by their comparison, serve to

show a close approximation to correct views and well

established facts, on every particular point.

Respectfully,

Edmund Ruffin.
Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Ql^ERiES TO ASCERTAIBf THE ACTION AKD
EFFECTS OF SHELL MARL AS MANURE.

1. When was the use of marl as manure commenced

on your farm, in counts^?

2. Whose property was the farm, and under whose

direction was its general management, (if not your

own,) th°n, and since ?

3. What do you suppose was the number of acres

marled previous to January, 1820—after that time

and before January, 1830—and from that time to Jan-

uary, 1838—and making altogether what total num-

ber of acres ?

4. What was the usual strength of the marl used,

or its proportion per cent, of carbonate of lime, or

pure shelly matter ?

5. Was there any peculiar quality or ingredient, be-

sides the carbonate of lime, that served to give addi-

tional value to the manure—as "green sand," or g3'p-

sum, or a large proportion of fine clay, &.c.

6. Or was there anything that served to lessen the

value, as stony hardness of many shells, or of masses

of marl, &c. .'

7. What have been the usual quantities of marl ap-

plied to the acre?

8. Have there been made trials of anymvch lighter

dressings of marl than the usual quantities—and if so,

whatwere the results, compared to the usual quantities?

9. Have there been made trials of any mvch heavier

dressings than the usual quantities—and with what

comparative results?

10. Was the cropping and general management of

the land, for a few years immediately previous to its

being marled, such as might be considered meliorat-

ing, or improving, (or at least as presen-ing its degree

of fertility,) or wa.s it impoverishing, and wasting of

fertility in general?

11. The same question as to the few years immedi-

ately after marling ?

12. What have been the usual and general results

of the applications of marl on the increase of the crop

next following, on land in different conditions—and

afterwards 1o the present time ?

13. Have the fertilizing effects of marl (or its early

increased production) been subsequently increased or

decreased by lapse of time—and in either case, under

what circumstances ?

14. Is it your opinion, founded on experience or ob-

servation, that the early increased product ofyour marl-

ed land (say for the first three or four crops,) has been,

or will be, subsequently diminished, under any rota-

tion of crops, or course of cultivation, that would

not have been decidedly exhausting, and injurious

to the land, if marl had not been applied ?
*

15. Has sterility, or other damage, been caused on

any part of the land, by applying marl too heavily, or

in any other manner—and under what circumstances

of soil, tillage, &,c. ?

16. Has it been found that any other manures,

eitlier vegetable and putrescent, or mineral, are more

efficacious, or durable, on poor natural soils, fl/?cr marl-

ing them—and if so, under what circumstances ?

17. Taking such general grounds for the estimate

as may be satisfactory to your own judgment, state

what you suppose to be the present general or average

nett product of the land marled, caused by, and owing

to marling—per acre, and also in total amount from

the whole farm ? f

* The object of this query is to obtain opinions as to the

duration of the effects of marl; or whether the improvement

made thereby is permanent, or temporary and transient.

t N. B.—To answer the last query, it is not necessary to es-

timate the whole cost of tillage, or management, thence to cal-

culate the former and present nett product. It will be suffi-

ciently accurate to estimate, by supposition, the gentral in-

creas'd lahor of cultivation, &c. after marling, and the general

increased production; and the statement of the excess of the

latter, over the former sum, will be the increase of nett profit,

required by the query.
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18. Does your experience or observation serve to

confirm or contradict any of the important theoretical

doctrines in regard to, or any statement of practical

effects of marl presented in the 'Essay on Calcareous

Manures'—and in either case, in what respect ?

19. Which and whose was the the earliest experi-

ment of marling, and also regular use of this manure,

in county ?

20 As nearly as you can learn by inquiry of, or

concerning the various individuals, how many acres

of land are supposed to have been already marled in

county ?

21. State any other facts, within your knowledge,

{not embraced under the foregoing queries) which

may serve to throw important light on the first intro-

duction and subsequent use of marl in your county,

and on its value as manure ?

ADDITIOIVArj QUERIES, ADDRESSED TO PER-
SONS WHO HAVE USED " GREEN SANd"
EARTH, NOT CALCAREOUS, OR NOT EFFER-
VESCENT WITH ACIDS.

22. In what quantities, per acre, have you used the

earth called "green sand" as manure ?

23. On what extent of surface, and for what length

of time ?

24. On what kind of soil—and especially, as to

whether naturally rich or poor, and whether marled or

not—has this manure been operative, or of no eftect ?

25. What crops is it beneficial to, and on what has it

little or no effect ?

26. Is its beneficial effect durable or transient—and

to what known extent ?

EFFECTS OF MARL, AND OF GREEN SAND.

fValnut Hill, Charles City Co. Va. ?

October, \ltli, 1827. 5

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

The promise I made you, to crive the result

of some experiments I had been mak%ig in the use
of marl and green sand, would have been com-
plied whh long since, had I not been so much en-
gaged during my recent visit to Virginia, in mak-
ing preparation lor my speedy return; and now,
whilst on a visit to a friend and neighbor, who is

absent on a visit to myself, and whose return I

await, I have resolved to relieve mysellj during
the short interval, of my experience on this sub-
ject; and should my communication fail in inter-

est to you, or your readers, let the occupation
which I have chosen in another state, in exchange
for the most independent, honorable, and virtuous
calling in the world, be my apology.
The period at which I commenced transporting

marl, horn Coggin's Point, (as stated in the Fai-^
mers' Register, vol. i. p. 567) I thinl? was in
April, 1833. In the fall of ihat year, at the so-
licitation of one ofmy tenants, a lot of land con-
taining about 5 acres, was covered with marl
in the proportion of two hundred and fifty bushels
per acre, sown in wheat, and in the spring toliow-
ing sown in clover. This land received^a slight
top-dressing of barn-yard manure, which I did not
conceive worth the hauling that distance, and, as

I had suspected, not the smallest appearance of
benefit li-om it to the growing crop of wheat could
be observed. t did answer, however, as a cov-
ering lor the clover seed, and prevented them
Irom being washed into the water furrows, by se-

vere heavy rains, that lell soon alter they were
sown. The crop of clover was not an abundant
one, by any means, and was permitted to lidl on
the land. In 183G, the same land was planted in

corn; and the season was a very favorable one,

as you know. In my opinion the crop was about
•5 barrels to the acre; and I hazard nothing in say-
ing tliat the same lot of land has never yielded

me, since 1820. in any one year, more than five bar-

rells of good corn [or one barrel to the acre]. By
all my neighbors, the piece of land had been
observed, and the last product, was by them es-

timated higher than I have done. There was
land adjoining, on which 1 had used the same
quantity of marl, which I had obtained from Surry
county. This land had been marled immediately
before it was put in corn; and although the im-
provement was very great, compared to the crop
of the same land, when before in corn, yet I could

not say that increase was more than enough to

pay the expense incurred.

In an adjoining field, I had used fifty bushels of
green sand, in addition to the 250 bushels of marl
on a single acre; and on examination, made a ^evf

days since, I discovered not so much difierence in

the clover as I had hoped for; but still was ena-
bled to trace the boundary of the acre, on which
the green sand was scattered, by a slight diff'er-

lerence in the appearance of the clover on the
land adjoining.

The greater part of the marl which I obtained
from Coggin's Point, was used in a field which is

now in corn, the second crop since the application;

and although the drought has injured, very materi-
ally, tlie whole corn crops of the neighborhood, the
crop on this field is a very good one; and ii-om

my summer residence, on the hill overlooking
the field, a distance of half a mile, the bounda-
ry line of marl is very plain to be seen, and the
difference would at once be pronounced, on ex-
amination, to be at least 200 per cent, on the crop
across the line, cultivated in the same manner.

I rejoice to learn that marl has been found very
abundant on the middle ridge ot our county, lying

between the rivers James and Chickahomony,
and that the inhabitants are ti'eely using it; some
are hauling a distance of one mile, and I hope, soon
to know that the energies of our people, in Old
Virginia, generally, are being roused on this sub-
ject, as I feel confident, that by its use, the very
poorest land in the state may be made rich, by
the combined use of naarl, clover, and plaster, in

small quantities.

I am still engaged in the transportation of marl
from the county of Surry, almost seventeen miles
by water; and shall continue it until the whole of
iny land, now open, shall be covered with at least

250 bushels per acre.

C. H. MiNGE,

EXTRACTS OF PRIVATE CORRESPONDENCE.

Hampshire county, Virginia, Oct. 26, 1837.

Sir:
I herewith enclose you five dollars, the subscrip-

tion price of your Farmers' Register for one year.
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You will perhaps recofjnize in me an old subscri-

ber, or at least a subscriber lor one yeiirhereiorore.

I was takiuiT so many political papers and monthly

publications, when I discontinued your valuable

paper, that I could not find the means to spare to

continue it; but now that 1 have got rid of my
nonsensical trash, I resume my subscription to you

for your Reffisrer, which I consider ol' more value

to the farmer ihan all the Yankee publications put

toijether in the United States.

You will discontinue at the expiration of my
time, unless otherwise directed, as I never will take

any publication unless I can pay in advance.

[We shall again obey our subscriber's direction,

while we assure him that we desire from him no such

security against his falling too much in arrear of pay-

ment.]

Nottoway, November 12, 1837.

Dear Siu:—You will perceive by the inclo-

eure that I have read thelast No. of the Register,

and, to use a mercantile phrase, ^hmted its con-

tents.'" I wish you to send me "Johnstone's Treatise

on DrainiuiT Land, &c." if it will not be published

in the Register.

You will confer a fivor by writing me who
manufactures the best machines for cutting stalks,

straw, &c. I see many advertisements, but they

are all best.

I am desirous of purchasing an hundred or two

sheep. If you could assist me in the purchase, I

would esteem at a great favor. Perhaps an ad-

"vertisement on the cover of the Register would be

the means of providing them—especially a ram of
the best breed. 1 find sheep the most profitable

investment I have yet made—a large flock, pur-

chased last Itill, having already paid for them-
selves this year, and leaving a bailance. I noticed

in the last No. of the Register a remark of Gen,
Washington's, that his sheep, when he was at

home in 1789 yielded 5^ lbs. the fleece, and in 1794
they yielded 2| liis. only. So much for attention.

iMiiie yielded last year 2^ averacre, and this year
6 lbs. So much lor the diflerence in sheep.

[We are unable to inform our correspondent which

is the best straw-cutting machine. We have nothing

to do with the contents of the advertisements on the

covers, and in no case do we assume any responsibility

as to their statements. Johnstone's work on draining

will be republished entire in the Farmer's Register, as

well as in a separate form—and but for the delay of the

engraver in furnishing the plates, the greater part of the

treatise would have already been printed, and ready to

be issued to our subscribers.

We concur entirely with our correspondent as to the

probable profit of sheep farming, in his part of the

countiy. We have several times before, in this jour-

nal, recommended that branch of business, especially,

for the range of hilly middle country of Virginia,

which is unfortunately deprived of the aid of calca-

reous manures. We have no doubt but that a New
England farmer cou d make more nett profit by keep-

ing sheep on a single poor farm in Nottoway, than is

made by tillage on all the poor farms in the country.]
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PREFACE
TO THE FIRST AMERICAN EDITION.

Bij the Editor of the. Farmers' Register.

The theory and general principles of draining land

present one of the most interesting subjects to the sci-

entific agriculturist—and, when correctly applied and

put to use, is one of the most beneficial and important

processes of practical husbandry. Every cultivator of

the soil has need of such knowledge, and yet scarcely

one in a hundred applies it correctly or carefully, or to

the greatest available profit. And in a national point

of view, there are losses of wealth, and of blessings

better than wealth, which are as enormous as they are

deplorable, in consequence of ignorance of the princi-

ples and effects of draining; and which benefits might

be easily secured by the exercise of proper knowledge

and proper consiileration of the subject. The immense

quag-mire swamps of lower Virginia and North Caro-

lina, and of the more southern Atlanlic States—the

equally extensive flat pocosin lands, saturated, if not

inundated, by the usual winter rains—the moss or peat

bogs of the north—the marshes on all the tide waters

—

the rich cane-brakes, and periodically miry prairie lands

of the west and south-west—all oiler subjects strongly

claiming, though in various modes, and almost totally

wanting, the proper application of the principles of

draining. Correct views on the subject would often

teach sanguine projectors to avoid schemes of drain-

•age, as unprofitable, and in which nearly all the zeal and

money have been expended, that have yet been devo-
Vol. v.—65

ted to large works of this kind in Virginia. The labor

that has been thrown away, in vain efforts to drain and
cultivate tide marshes, and swamps of mere vegeta-

ble and therefore putrescent and perishable soil, if pro-

perly directed elsewhere, would have added millions to

the agricultural wealth of the country.

In this first publication in America of the follow,') g
treatise, and in its latest and most improved form, we ha-

zard nothing in claiming for it the rank awarded to it

in Europe, as the best work extant, on draining in ge-

neral—and especially on Elkington's method, in regard

to a particular and very important branch of draining.

But while fully concurring in the general approbation

of this work, awarded by European writers and agri-

culturists, and maintaining that it ought to be read by
every one who desires to know the ground-work and
the essential principles of draining, we are very far

from recommending it as a body of directions for the

most usually and e.xtensively required operations in

practice. On the contrary, Elkington's principles,

and peculiar plan of draining, important to be known
as they are, would be seldom applicable in practice in

lower Virginia, and the more southern Atlantic states;

and even the more usual and best modes of surface

draining, in England, as described in this work,

might be changed for the better, in many partieularSy

in this country, where difi'erentand cheaper filling ma-
terials may be commanded—and where tne more sandy

and permeable soil, and warmer sun, make draining

less generally wanting on arable lands. It is proba-

ble that the latter ground of difference will not be
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found, or at least not to so great extent, in the northern

states. It depends on the geological structure of a

country, in the nature and the inclination of its strata,

whether Elkington's plan of draining, by boring, will

be found fiequently or generally applicable and profit-

able, or otherwise. But it is not only to arable and mea-

dow lands that this plan is applicable. Under suitable

circumstances, it is also used to sink the overflowing

water in mines, which otherwise must be drawn up-

ward at great expense, and by never-ending labor.

The reader who may require further inducement to study

a subject which may be at first difficult and repulsive,

will do well to turn first to the end of Part III, which

contains concise statements of some of the most re-

markable effects produced by Elkington's operations.

In offering this work to the farmers of America, we
have scrupulously a\oided using a liberty very com-

monly taken by those who republish expensive English

works, in a cheaper form, in this country—that is, of

omitting portions of the matter, or the illustrations, of

the original, and that without warning the reader that

he is furnished with an imperfect work. Every word

and e\ery plate of the last edition will be here correctly

copied, with no other changes than those in regard to

references to the figures and plans—made necessary by

the change of the form of publication.

Editor of the Farmers' Register.

ADVERTISEMENT
BY THE BOARD OF AGRICULTURE, PREFIXED

TO THE FIRST EDITION.

The Board of Agriculture had hardly been es-

tablished, belbre it received intelligence, from vari-

ous parts of England, of" the singular success with

which Mr. Joseph Elkington, a Warwickshire

farmer, practised the art of draining land ; the

publication or discovery of which was represented

to be one of the greatest means of promoting the

improvement of this country that could be sug-

gested. It is unnecessary to trace the various

steps taken by the Board for attaining so miportant

an object. It may be sufficient to mention, that

in consequence of a motion made by itsPresident,

on the 10th of June, 1795, the House of Commons
voted an address, "That His Majesty would be

graciously pleased to give directions for issuing to

Mr. Joseph Elkington, as an inducement to dis-

cover his mode of draining, such sum as his Ma-
jesty in his wisdom shall think proper, not exceed-

ing the sum of £ 1000 sterling ; and to assure his

Majesty that this House will make good the same
to his Majesty."

Mr. Elkington's health being extremely precari-

ous, there was a risk that the public might lose

the benefit of the knowledge he had acquired, by

the experience of above thirty years, in a species

of improvement, which, in these kingdoms, ought

to be considered as the basis of every other. To
prevent so unfortunate a circumstance, the Board

resolved to send Mr. John Johnstone to visit, in

company with Mr. Elkington, the principal drain-

ages he was executing, and to take drawings

thereof. It is to be hoped that the following

report, the result of that journey, with the annexed
views and sections, will furnish the reader with

very satisfactory information upon the subject of

this art, and will sufficiently explain the various

modes of draining land, whether practised by Mr.

Elkington or others,

London, May, 1797.

PREFACE.
Though the value and rent of land has decreas-

ed very considerably since the publication of former

editions of this treatise, and, on that account, both

landlords and tenants have less inducement to lay

out money on draining, and otherwise improving

land that is at present wet and unproductive; yet

such outlay will at all times be a safer speculation

than any other in which money may be risked.

A rapidly increasing population must require an

increased supply ; and money expended in adding

to the productiveness of the soil, can never be said

to be thrown away, when judiciously laid out

;

which is not the case with many mercantile and

other adventures, where capital is often lost. Since

the publication of former editions, the author's

practice and experience have been much extended;

and those editions being now out of print, he has

been solicited to publish the present, to which

many additions have been made, to render it more-

full, accurate, and generally useful. The subject

must always be an interesting one to every agri-

culturist, and the knowledge of it productive of

the greatest advantage to every practical farmer,

whether landlord or tenant. The nature and ob-

ject of the work are further explained in the Intro-

duction.

INTRODUCTION.
Of all the arts that have excited the attention,

or called tbrih the exertions of man, none have
been discovered so valuable, or so generally useful

as agriculture ; not only by rewarding the skill

and industry of individuals, but by exalting the

prosperity of a nation. It is, undoubtedly, the

most ancient, and the Ibundation on which all other

arts depend ; a Ibundation every day becoming
stronger and more respectable, by acquiring the

support and encouragement of the highest person-

ages in the United Kingdom.
Having now attained that degree of superiority

which its utility as a great national object deserves,

it can never li:iil of exciting a very general atten-

tion to its practical application, as the means by
which the permanent interests of the country may
be so much advanced. Agricultural pursuits, are,

of all others, the most conductive to health and
vigor. The study of its theory, and principles on
which it is (bunded, enlariie the intellectual, and
its practice employs, in useful exercise, the acnve
powers of man. By much the greatest part of
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this islaiiil, both with reijanl to soil and climate, is

very liworahle to aijriculture. and capable orimicli

improvemciil ; the means ol which aie now almost

every where at command.
It is not, however, the intention of this treatise

to show what are the u^eneral improvements con-

nected with a<iricnltiire, but to explain an<i de-

scribe chielly, that branch of it which may be con-

sidered the most important, and one, on tiie proper

performing of which, most of the others, in certain

situations, depend.
The necessity and advantages ofdraininrr have

long been acknowledsred, though tiie principles

and practice ol'it have been but imperfectly under-
stood. Since the establishment, however, of the

Board of Airriculture ("m 1793), by whose means
and influence, the sj^stem discovered, and so suc-

cesstlilly practised, by the late intrenious JVlr. Klk-

inffion, has been generally introduced, more has

The extension of its knowledge was likewise

greatly promoted by the persuasive ami perspicu-

ous lectures of the late Prolessor ofAgriculture in

the University of Edinburgh.*
To particularize every individual who has use'd

extraordinary exertions in promoting the practice

of draining, would exceed the limits of this treatise,

and might be oHiMTsive to some, and tiisagreeable

to others ; it will therefore be better to mention, in

general, some of those counties, and extensive

estates, where the greatest works have been exe-

cuted, ;ind where the various branches of it have
been conducted on a large scale, and with com-
plete success. These will accordingly be noticed

in the sequel.

In dividing the subject into parts and sections,

it appears eligible to adopt the following arrange-

ment :t

—

Firftt. To give an account ofthe various methods

been done in a scientific and perfect manner than ' in i)ractice before the introduction of Elkington's

hitherto; and by its being now introduced mto
|

system ; stating the imperfectioti of these, which,

_

most parts of the kingdom, many thousand acres

have, within the last forty years, been brought
Into useful culture, that otherwise might have re-

mained in a waste and unproductive state. In-

deed, the suj'eriority of this system, wht^n condnct-

ed on the proper principles, is now so generally

known and acknowledged, that there are it'w

land-owners or intelligent farmers who are not

anxious to adopt it. So sensible now are the great

proprietors of liind in Scotland, of their interest in

having this improvement executed on a liberal and
extended scale, that it is the practice with many
of them, to have a general plan for the drainino;

and subdividing the different farms, on new letting

their estates. By this means, the work is execut-

ed in a more regular, substantial, and permanent
manner, than it possibly could be, if left to the

management or direction of the tenants them-
selves. On this great scale, the connection of one
farm, or part of an estate, with another, renders the

effect more complete, and the ultimate expense
much less, than if done in small and unconnected
portions ; and the additional rents thereby obtain-

ed, produce a profit much greater than the same
sum would do in any other mode of outlay. The
tenants, too, are so sensible of the advantage of
this system, that they readily give a higher rent,

in preiiirence to their havinir *he work to do at

their own expense, and in their own manner.
The Highland (and now also) Agricultural Socie-

ty of Scotland, have, by their liberal encourage-
ment in giving premiums for essays, and for the
greatest extent of drains executed in a successful

manner, been the means of promoting the best

system of that science, as well as every other
branch of rural economy.
To the indefatigable exertions of Sir John Sin-

clair, when President of the Board of Agriculture,
the country is much indebted tor the many publi-

cations on agricultural subjects, particularly for

that wherein the various modes of husbandry
practised in Scotland, are so minutely described,

and the merits of draining so clearly set forth.

The many farming clubs and societies now
constituted in this part of the island, have, by
their rules and premiums, contributed much to the
circulation of agricultural knowledije, and to the
removal of r!.>any obstacles and prejudices, both
among their respective members, and the com-
munity at large.

though injudicious, and therefore productive of

little good, are, in many places, still prevalent.

Secondly. To enter at large into the principles,

and to give a full description of the manner of

draining the various kinds of wet ground, accord-

ing to the approved system of boring, lapping, and
cutting much deeper than what is practised accord-

ins to the old method.
T/n'rdly. To state the various modes of forming

and filling drains ; the general expense of execut-

ing, and manner of forming contracts for the work;

with the obstacles whicli sometimes occur to pre-

vent its general extension, and the probable means
of lessening or removing them.

This latter section is applicable to both the pre-

ceding ones.

The whole is illustrated by explanatory plates;

for without the aid of such, it would be impossible

to convey a just idea of the nature and principles

on which any system of draining is founded. Such

plans, thereflire, are given of the various situations,

and sections representing the inclination of those

internal strata that produce springs and wetness,

as will be useful in facilitating the knowledge of

this important art.

Fourthly. There is given a description of the

difitirent modes of hollow and of surface-draining,

as more especially practised in the southern coun-

ties of England: and, lastly.

An appendix, in which are given practical direc-

tions for the culture and improvement of bog, moss,

moor, and other unproductive ground, alter being

drained.

As the former editions of this work were written

under circumstances not so favorable to perspecui-

ty and detail, it is now offered to the review of the

public, with such corrections and additions, as the

writer's extensive practice and experience have

enabled him to make, and wiiich, he hopes, will

render it more useful. The plates have been re-

vised, and for the sake of fiirther elucidation, several

new ones have been added, and the whole now
arranofed in a better manner.

* In almost all the ao;riciiltural publications and en-

cyclopjEdias, from the time of the first edition of this

treatise, the article ''draining''' has been cliiefly taken

from it, with due acknowledgment.

t The subject beins; closely connected with culling,

secUon is used as a better division than chapter.
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To the Hii^'hland and A yricullural Soc-iely ot

Scotland, ii is now dedicated, as a mark of llie

auihor'fi higli reppect for that usellil body ; and if,

throuifh its nseans by such infiueiice, a desire to

[)r)seriite the irnprovenient this treatise recom-
niirnds fshali be excitei], he will leel a saiislaction in

haviu<T, ill gome degree, contributed to establish so

important an object ; hoping that the knowledge of
it will he thus so much extended, as lo render the
practice of it general, in every situation where it

iniy be applied with advantage.
When he has ventured to propose any thing

neio, or that do?s not strictly come within the

bounds oi" Mr. Elkinirtorrs practice, he has done
so, not wiih a view o['prefarring his own, but from
a desire ofgiving hints that may be uselui to others.

The observations he has ventured to impress,

with regard to the importance of" the object he is

describino-, and the real advantages to be derived

from JVlr. Elkington's mode of draining, he has
eniieavored to establish, by authentic quotations

from the agricu'iurai reports of those counties in

England, where these advantages are taken notice

of in detail, and from other salitfiictory sources ol"

information.

It cannot be expected that he is to enter into a

learned disquisition on the nature of springs, a
physical intjuir}' into the cause and formation of

bogs, or into a chemical examination of the quali-

ties ofsoil. These are the researches that would
exceed the limits of this treatise ; hut as they are,

in some degree, connected with the sul>)ect, he
wdl confine himself to a brief statement oi' simple

fiicts. so as to explain the principles of the art
;

and will endeavor to convey their meaning in the

best Iaii2;uage the nature ofthe subject admits of".

The origin of the discovery of this system, he
has thought proper to explain ; which, thouujh im-
material in other respects, formeil the subject of

much controversy at the time when the reward

(£1000) was voted by parliament to Mr. Elk-
ington.

When it comes into the hands of those intelli-

gent individuals who have seen, and are acquainted

with the nature and method of the sysiem it de-

pcribes, tlie writer hopes they will pa>s over any
imperfections this treatise may contain, and will

not hesitate to correct its errors, or to supply its

defects. In a georgical vvork of this kind, provin-

cial terms are unavoidable, Ijecause they are those

commonly apjilied; but to such, he lias added an
explanation, which makes their meaning general-

ly understood.

The subject of embanking is so nearly connect-
ed with that of draining, that the writer (having
also experience on that Jiead*) has thought it pro-

per to include, in this volume, a treatise giving a
practical description of all that relates to the prin-

ciples, and secure construction, of such safi^guards

against the encroachment of these excellent ser-

vants, but obstinate masters—the sea, lakes and
rivers.

* An embanlcnjent is often termed a "head," as it

makes head, or resii=f3nce, against the encroachment of

high tides, or ri\'er floods.

PART I.

ACCOUNT OF THE VARIOUS METHODS OF
DRAINING, BEFORE THE INTRODUCTION OF
elkington's SYSTEM.

SECTION I.

Of til e benefit derived from draining in general.

That the knowledge and utility of draining is

almost as ancient as that of agriculture itsellj ap-
pears from the Roman writers, " De re rustica,"

for it is mentioned as early as the times of Cato,
Palladius, Columella, and Pliny,* who mention it

particularly, and describe some circumsiances in

the modes of draining at that time, that were lately

considered as modern improvements.
From the description given l)y these writers, it

is evident that they were sensible of the advan-
tages, and were acquainted with various methods
of constructing drains (fbssas) both open and cov-
ered ; and that our British agriculturists had little

to boast of in that science till the discovery by
Elkington, with whose system tliey were wholly
unacquainted. Of all the improvements by which
the value of land is advanced, to tlie equal benefit

ofthe owner, the occupier, and of the community
at large, there are none fnun which so many ad-
vantages have been, and may be, derived at a
moderate expense, as that of draining when skil-

fully applied. In the first instance, the owner is

benefiied by the increase of rent, the occupier by
that of the produce, and the community by a
greater supply of useful commodities, and by its

affording a source of employment to many indivi-

duals in the lower ranks of life. The climate is

rendered more healtliy and genial to both animal
and vegetable life, by the removal of stagnant
water, and the prevention of those noxious exhala-

tions arising from large tracts of moss and marshy
ground, where the herbage gives little nourish-

ment, and only promotes disease.

Since the introduction of draining into this coun-
try, the health ofthe inhabitants has been greatly

improved ; agues and other distempers being now
comparatively unknown, that were formerly so

frequent, occasioned by the humidity of the soil,

and consequent impurity of the atmosphere, pro-

ducing that miasma which so often proves fatal.

The pastures that have been laid dry, maintain

a larger stock of cattle and sheep than formerly,

superior in size and quality, and less subject to

disease. The rot, that destructive malady, is un-
known in drj/ pastures; for wetness alone is the

cause that produces it ; and as no cure has hitherto

been found, draining is the only preventive. The
produce of the harvest, formerly precarious on
such land, becomes, by draining, ample and pro-

ductive in quantity, and the quality of the grain is

improved also. If land that is in tillage remains
wet, every manure that is applied to it loses its

effect to a certain extent, and ftiils to produce that

abundant crop, which a less quantity would yield,

if such land were laid dry.

In wetland, seasons of tillage are lost, the labor

is greater, and the return less. The seed is, in

many cases, nearly lost ; the produce is always
scanty and inferior in quality ; but when land is

* Pliny, in his Natural History, says, " It is very

advantageous to cut, and make wet land dry, by means
of ditches," (drains.)
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])ropeily drainoil, every exeriion of ffood hiis-

L)a;iiliy"is attciuled with succeps ; and the farmer

thrives where liis predecesifior was ruined!

Arable laud is fit. lor tillaiie earlier in spring, and

later ill autumn; it is easier nianaged, and kept

clean at less expense, than when chilled with

water, and only in very dry seasons accessible tu

the plough. Its effects on jjrass land are no less

remarkable. By draininrr alone, it is wonderful

to see the verdure that soon takes place; and it is

worthy of remark, that a bog of the worst, kind,

after being thoroughly laid dry (without any other

melioration whatever,) will spontaneously i)foduce

so many new and fine grasses, the seeds and roots

of which have hitherto lain dormant owing to

superfluous moisture; but now spring forth, and

afiervvards continue to flourish and increase I The
rushes, that formerly occupied the whole surface,

soon ilecline, anil better grasses rise in abundance.

The advantages also of draining the boiJ-s, mosses,

and other tracts of swampy ground which are met
with in so many even of the fertile districts of the

country, are of great importance in other respects.

Besides the benefit that is actually derived from

the drainage of such land that is afterwards con-

verted into a state of cultivation, a great deal might

be done in contributing to the im|)rovement of the

cliaiate and surrounding soils of the districts in

which they are situated. By large open drains,

these pestilential morasses might be freed of stag-

nant water, the extraction of which would not

onlv render them dry, and productive of better

herbage; but would afford an acquisition to many
streams that have a scanty suppl}^ of water for

various kinds of machinery that are, or might be,

erected upon them. For inland navigation, too, a

more abundant and permanent supply might be

procured b}' this means.
The great extent of these bogs or mosses, many

of their boundaries and divisions ill defined or dis-

puted, and the want of co-operation among the

several proprietors, prevent individuals, who have
both the spirit and the means, fiom engaging in so

troublesome, but otherwise not expensive under-

taking; for one main drain, properly conducted,

would lay dry a very great extent of such ground.

This is a branch of the subject that would not

he unworthy the consideration of the legislature,*

and well deserves ihe attention of the society

above mentioned, as will be further noticed in the

sequel.

Trees grow readily in such low situations, when
the noxious water is removed, and would in time

yield profit, where the cultivation of corn or pas-

ture would be more hazardous. In grazmg coun-
tries, the benefit of this would be much felt in

meliorating the condition of stock, by the shelter

which such plantations afford. It is perhaps a

longer period to look forward to, than may arrive

within the lifetime of the person who plants ; but

it is a certain fact, that tracts of moorish and

The merits of fiorin gra.ss (agra^Hs slohmifera')

being now so well known, is an additional induce-

ment to the drainage of even the most steril kmds
of moss and moorish soils ; lor ni these it thrives

better than any other species of grass, and is

known to yield a very al)undanl and profitable

return.

Tlie draining of one large tract of land may fur-

nish water for the acconnnodation of another;

which, il' collected in sufficient quantities, may be
converted to its imf)rovement liy irrigation. By
the same means, a more abundant and regular

sup|)ly of water may be obtained for mills and
other machinery ; Cor sup[)lying houses, jionds,

inclosures, &c. Drainage may also be ai)plied

with great advantage in the case of mines and
quarries, by diminishing the, quantity of water

fbimd in them, both by cutting ofi' the resources

above, and by letting down that which often im-

pedes and obstructs their woi'kings, into more po-

rous strata below. In short, the benefits that result

from a general and conqilete system of draining, to

the agricultural and general improvement of this

country, are so many, that the i'ew instances in

which they are neither seen nor acknov»'ledged,

can only proceed fi'om prejudice, or fiom invincible

obstinacy and blindness

!

SECTION II.

On the principles of draining, both of surface-

water, and of that proceedingfrom springs.

There is no desideratum in agriculture of more
importance, than a knowledge of the principles on

which the draining of land depends; for without

that knowledge, the practice must not only be

limited, but often fail, where it would otherwise

succeed. It is remarkable, therefore, that those

principles should have hitherto been so fiitle

known or attended to, when improvements in the

other branches of husbandry have been brought to

the greatest degree of perfection. However intri-

cate these principles may have been considered

by unthinking agriculturists, they are founded on
circum.siances easily comprehended by an intelli-

gent mind, and naturally point out that mode of

practice, the success of which, their knowledge
cannot fail to secure. To proceed with certainty

in the art of draining, it is necessary to ascertain

the causes which produce that wetness in land, of

the different appearances, which, acccording to

soil and situation, it assumes. It proceeds either

ii-om rain-water stagnating on the surface, where
that is impervious, and has no descent ; or from

the water of springs issuing over, or confined

under it. On clay soils, wetness is commonly
produced by the first of these causes, but in a varie-

ty of cases ir proceeds from the latter.

A knowledge of the causes and nature ofsprings,

therefore, is so closely connected with the princi-

ples of draining, that it is necessary in the first

swampy ground, planted when but imperfectly i

place to explain these, in order to enable the prac

drained; have been ("when the trees have come to
|

tical drainer to proceed with success
;

for, when
maturity and were cut down^ converted into good
arable land, with the aid of only a slight additional

drainage. This, the writer, in several instances,

has seen during the course of his employment.

* Commissioners and surveyors were appointed, and
many thousand pounds paid by government, some
years ago, for drainage-surveys of the bogs in Ireland.

the wetness is produced by subjacent water, any
number or kind of surface-drains can have no good

effect. From the appearance of its surface, and
by the internal researches that have been made
by subterraneous pits, wells, quarries, and other

perforations, the earth is known to be composed
of various strata, which being in their nature and

quality of opposite consistence, have acquiied the
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distinguishincp names of porous and impervious.

Sand, gravel, rock, and such calcareous earths as

are of an absorbent quality, from their open com-
position, are denominated porous. Clay, and cer-

tain kinds of (•ravel, iiaving a proportion of ad-

hesive matter in their composition, which, binding

and cementing the particles together, render them
equally close and tenacious as clay ilself; with

such rock, as is of a solid and compact nalure and
without fissures, are the principal strata that resist

the admission of water, and are hence termed im-

pervious. It is evident, theretbre, that springs

must oriiTinate from water fallino' upon such porous

and absorbent surfaces, and subsiding downwards
till it is obstructed in its passage by these impene-
trable substances; li there forms reservoirs of con-

siderable mauifitude, which afterwards issue out

in all those ditierent appearances which are so

often met with. This is evident, from the observa-

tion, that rain fallini; on some parts of the ground

suddenly disappears, while it remains stairnant on

other still earned off by evaporation ; and from the

issue of springs beino; stronger in wet than in dry

seasons. Hence, after long continued rains, they

burst out in higher situations, and, as the weather
becomes drier, give over running out, unless at

their lovvest outlets. The strength of s[)rings also,

depends on tlie extentof high ground that receives

and retains the rain-water, which forms larwe re-

servoirs, and affords a more regular supply. Thus.
bog springs, or those that rise in valleys and low
situations, have a more copious and regular dis-

charge, than those which break out on high

ground, either on the sides, or near the summits of

hills. Abundant springs are never met with in

countries that are deeply covered with sand, nor

in those where the soil consists of clay to a great

depth. From the former cause, such is the case

in the sandy deserts of Arabia, and in the plains

ofLybia ; and from the predominant depth of clay

in the carses of Gowrie, Stirlini;. Clackmannan,
and others, springs are scarce, wells are often sunk

to a great depth, and the water of an impure
quality. Independent of the causes that have been

stated, as producing springs, there are certainly

other receptacles of water in the bowels of the

earth, to supply the many streams and rivers that

flow through it, the rains and dews that descend

being inadequate to that purpose ; but, as inquiry

into the nature of these would go beyond the depth

of this subject, what has already been explained

may suffice lor the present.

A frequent cause of wetness is the stagnation of

water in the ditches that surround fields, particular-

ly in such as lie along the upper side of the in-

closure, where the water, being confined, finds its

way downwards into the open parts of the subsoil,

and oozes out to the surface, forming, in wet
weather, all the appearance of, and producing

nearly the same effect, as a natural spring. This
frequently happens where water is conveyed in an
open drain, or lead, or confined in a dam,* the land

lying adjacent to it, and lower, being always more
or less wet by that means. The remedy in these

cases, is simply the removal, or lowerins; of the

stagnant water, by giving more depth and declivi-

ty to the ditch or hollow in which it is conveyed or

* Dam is the name used in Scotland for what is call-

ed, in the south, lead or race. Here, it means an arti-

ficial lake, pond, or collection of stagnant water.

confined ; and, if in a lead, by making a cut on the
lower side, to intercept any water that may ooze
therefrom.

Lakes, lochs, and stagnant water in hollows, are

often the cause of springs, and of wetness in ground
at a considerable distance from them ; and where
such are neither objects of pleasure nor use, they
ought to be drained. This will be further treated

ofj in the section allotted to that part of the subject.

SECTION III.

Of the various soils that require draining, lohether

injured by surface-water, or by that of springs.

To enumerate all the various soils that require

draining, would be to mention every species of

earth composing the upper stratum of land ; as

every kind of soil is more or less liable to be wet
from particular circumstances in its formation,

when it comes in contact with water, eittier from
the clouds, or from the diflTerent kinds of springs, or

subjacent water by which it may be afl^ected.

It is the object, however, of the present inquiry,

to describe only those that are most subject to

injury; and to explain shortly their nature and
texture, so far as tiiat knowledge is useful in guid-

ing the application of the proper drains which they

require.

The particles of the various natural bodies that

are met with, being reduced by the successive in-

fluence of the atmosphere, and agency of other

causes; and being mixed together in diffii'rent

ways and proportions according to these operations,

constitute the compounds that form the bases of
soils in general ; while the materials of numerous
animal and vegetable substances, united with such,

compose the superficial mould, from which plants

in general derive their nourishment and support.

Thus, soils vary much in their composition, ac-

cording to the qualities and proportions, both of

the natural and artificial ingredients of which they

are formed, and also, according to the favorable

situation in which they may be placed. The im-
preonation of different matters, proceeding from
bodies considerably below the surface, has likewise

great influence in varying the properties of soils,

where no external appearances are perceptible by
which their qualities can be ascertained. Thus,
soils apparently dry and of good quality, that lie

at a considerable height above water, are often so

aflected by its influence, as to be kept cold and
moist, and, although they may have been drained

to a considerable depth beiow the surface, still

remain in a great measure unproductive. To
these the system ol' tapping particularly applies.

Soils also, that exhibit every appearance of fer-

tility fi-om the nature of their composition, are often

so deficient in depth, and deposited on beds of cold

and wet clay, rock, or Avalery gravel, that they

are by no means so favorable to vegetation, as

others of an inferior quality, but thicker, and, lying

on a dry and kindly subsoil, are rendered more
fruitful and productive. The superficial appear-

ance of soils, and the natural plants which they

produce, may, in many instances, ascertain their

quality and texture ; but it is by chemical analysis

alone that these can with certainty be known.
This mode, however, can only be put in trial, by

those acquainted with chemistry; and as most

practical fanners are not conversant in that science,

and consider such experiments tedious and expen-
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sive, llieir only mode ot deciiiiiii; on the nature and

merit of soils, is by the reqmsitc application of

nianure, and their jndi^aient of the quality is Ibrni-

ed by tiie (juantity of produce.

SoiU' are described under numerous classes, and

distiniiuished by a useless variety of terms ;
but as

much as is necessary for the present purpose, may
be arranged under the lollowing heads, being those

most subjected to injury from water.

Clays.—These are of ditferent kinds, and vary

both in their color and texture. They are found

in their natural state, of the colors red, white, blue,

and yellow. They all jiossess more or less of the

heavy and adhesive qualities, and this depends, in

a great measure, more on their contiguity or dis-

tance from the water ofsprings that may be lodged

under them, than from any quantity ol" rain that

may partially fall upon their surface. The latter

is soon counteracted by exhalation ; but the re-

moval of the other, can only be atiected by means
ol' under draining.

Clays ofevery description are retentive of water

;

and in many situations reijuire the aid of surface-

drains, to relieve them from saperincanibent mois-

ture, even al'ter that of springs may have been

effectually extracted from under them. The blue

and the yellow clays are the most pure, ductile,

and tenacious ; the red or brown, when freed from

water, and meliorated by culture, become the most
friable, and consequently the most productive of

any. In the fertile districts ofthe carses of Govvrie,

Falkirk, Stirling, Clackmannan, and other parts of

Scotland, these strong clay soils predominate ; but

such have been the improvements in those places,

by draining and other approved modes of hus-

bandry, that the nature of the soil, in many parts

of them, partakes at this time more of a rich and
deep loam, than that of clay.

Such clays as are distinguished in Scotland by
the appellation of till, are the most barren, obdu-
rate, and unproductive. In this kind of clay, there

is always a mixture both of large and small stones,

which render it more ditficult to excavate, and are

the means of its receiving, and retaining moisture,

in a greater proportion than any of the others. It

is on that account more spouhj,* and difficult to

cure. Its quality too, when laid dry. is so inferior,

that its produce, when cultivated, seldoms repays

the outlay. The flat moors, and even the declivi-

ties of many hills in Scotland, consist of this per-

nicious till, particularly in northern exposures,

and where the adjoining land, exposed to the

south, is often of a light, dry, and kindly soil.

The natural sterility ol" this kind of clay, where it

has little or no covering of any other soil, is always
apparent, either from its total want of herbage, or

from the poverty and scantiness of the plants it

produces. The only object, therefore, in draining

it, is to relieve the better soil adjoining, from the

effects of its wetness ; and, in pastures, to render

it by that means, less injurious to the stock that

may at times feed upon it.

Loams.—These may be considered the most
manageable, useful, and productive of all soils.

They are compounded of different materials ; but

the substances that contribute most to the forma-
tion of loams, are clay, sand, gravel, and vegetable

* In England, this may be called spongy. In Scot-

land it means, where there is a small oozing-out of

water, but no permanent spring.

mould ; and as these prcMlominate, they have ac-

quired their distinguishing names accordingly. In

proportion as the argillaceous or clayey part exists

in the soil, the nearer it approaches to that sub-

stance, and hence it is denominated clayey loaja.

The difference in the lightness and friability of

soils of this class depends on tlie relative propor-

tions of the other ingredients; and where the pro-

portion of these lighter substances prevails, hence

thev are distinguished by the names of sant/y or

'j^ravelly loams. Ft would appear, therefore, that

the proper admixture of these ingredients must

constitute the excellence of this soil, and must

render it morepulverizuble and prolific, than when
one or other of the dililjrent ingredients predomi-

nates. When allowed to rest, loam acquires a

degree of cohesion, little inferior to clay ; and al-

though it absorbs water freely, and swells with it,

it retains only a proper quantity of moisture for the

purposes of supporting vegetation, and allows the

superfluity to run off where there is a descent; or

yields it readily to drains that may be necessary to

draw it ofT. With regard to the color of loams, it

varies, from the application of the means used lor

their improvement, by cultivation and manure.

In situations where it has undergone little chancre

by these artificial additions, the color is generally

a light brown, or hazel ; but where much culture

has" been bestowed, and large and frequent manur-

ings applied, particularly in the vicinity of towns,

the texture is altered, and the color approaches to

that of^black. Considerable tracts of natural loam

are found in many parts of the kingdom, particu-

larly on the sides of rivers , and as they are often,

in these situations, injured both by floods and other

water, it becomes an object ofiniportanceto remedy

these defects, by proper drains and embankments.

Sandy and Gravelly soils.—These differ consi-

derably from each other in respect of color, and in

the nature of their consistence, and other qualities

;

but they may not improperly be classed under the

same head. Sands are of various colors—brovvn,

red, white, and yellow. In an agricultural point

of view, however, it may only be necessa-i-y to

notice the two first. The difference of color,

weight, and quality, depends on the nature and

quantity of other substances, with which they

may be combined. These ingredients may be

clay, loam, or other earthy substances, and ac-

cording to the quantity of each, sands are either

heavyor light in proportion. Those of the first

description,'vvhere clay is the most prevalent, ap-

proach nearest to loam, and are, although more

tenacious of moisture, the most valuable on that

account. Such as are chiefly sand, and with less

mixture of clay or vegetable mould, are too light,

insipid, easily saturated with water, and seldom

very productive. They are also, as well as the

light gravelly soils, apt to be scorched in hot sea-

sons, which is not the case with soils of a more

retentive (juality. They absorb water greedily,

though they do not retain it long; it soon filtrates

through them to the nearest declivity, which ren-

ders their drainage an operation of easy and cer-

tain efl'ect.

Gravelly soils partake nearly of the same quali-

ties as those that are sandy ; but the particles that

compose them being larger in the first, there must

be a less proportion of animal, vegetable, and

earthy substances intermixed, consequently a

greater deficiency of the nutritive qualities, than in
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the latter. They are equally absorbent of water,

and easily drained; and where this is done, with

proper cultivation, ihey acquire considerable fer-

tility. This soil fi'equently abounds in Scotland,

which is in a great measure the means of the

turnip husbandry beini^ now so prevalent, and
brouirht to such a state of perfection.

Peaty and Moorish soih.—These cover exten-

sive tracts in Scotland, where they are coninionlj-

called mosses, and in [reland, hous. They differ,

like all other kimls of soil, by the nature ol'the in-

gredients that Ibrm their composirinn, the propor-

tion of these that prevail, and Iroui the nature and
induence of the wa'er with which in every situa-

tion they abound. Indillerent localities, the moss
or peaty substance is found of different depths,

and of various dei2;ree3 of consistence, proceeding

from the difference of the original aquatic produc-

tions of which it has been formed, and to its later

or more remote date of decomposition and decay.

Under most of the deep mosses in Scotland, the

substratum is clay, of a blue color, and ofa tough,

heavy, aud^spongv texture, which renders drain-

ino-, where it is necessary to go through this clay,

a very arduous undertaking, both on account of

the difficulty of excavating and throwinn; out such

stuff, and its being apt to spew up from both bot-

tom and sides, impeding the work, and sometimes
choking the drain. Tlie remedy, however, will

be noticed in its proper place. The different

layers of moss or peat earth are observed to lie in

a regular stratified order, and are more or less

compact as they approach the surface. Next the

bottom, they exhibit the appearance of a solid

dark-colored earth, which most probably formed
the original soil or surface of the ground, before

the accumulation of the superincumbent moss.

Above this, to a considerable thickness, the peat,

though compact, is of a less solid consistence, par-

takes of a mixture of loam or earthy particles, and
appears in a less state of decomposition. The
uppermost stratum is always of a loose, soft, and
spongy texture, from the aquatic plants, leaves,

and other vegetable substances, ofwhich it i- com-
posed, not being in so complete a stage of decay
as the lower strata have attained.

From these observations it appears, that all

peaty soils are formed by the gradual decay of

vegetable matter, produced by the dissolution of

aquatic plants, that grow in low wet situations,

and by other substances brought down by water
from the higher grounds, and deposited in a state

of stagnation, where obstructions have impeded
their farther progress. In other situations, there

are peaty soils of less thickness, also formed by
length of time, from the decay of coarse ffrasses,

heath, and oiher plants of that kind, and where
the under-soil is tolerablv good, and at no great
depth from the surface. These are more properly

called moorish soils, and are more easily drained,

and made accessible to the plough, and other
means of cultivation, than deeper mosses or bogs.

Besides these soils that have been described, there

is a variety to be met with, comj)osed of a mixture
of all the others; particularly in the fens, downs,
and chalky districts of England ; but all require
the same mode of draining and cultivation to ren-

der them more productive.

SECTION IV.

Of draining bogs according to the old method.

It has been stated in the introduction, that al-

though the mode of draining practised by the late

Mr. Elkiiiixton applies particularly to bogs, espe-
cially those that are injured by springs

;
yet in

some places, it is still the custom to drain them
according to the old method, as described in this

section, and the plan. No. I, explanatory thereof
From the tiivorable situation of bogs, their being
olten of great extent, and their giving interruption

to the improvement and regular cultivation of
many estates and farms, their drainage becomes
an object of the first attention. As their wetness,
in almost all cas^s, proceeds from the water of
springs, either confined under them, or oozing over
their surface, the first thing is to consider the

means by which this may be removed, by drains
in a proper direction, and of no greater number
than is necessary to effect the cure. This, how-
ever, has not been the method in general practice;

and many unnecessary cuts are made, which
otherwise might be saved. A mistaken notion

prevails with many drainers, that too uiany cuts

cannot be made; and that, besides makintj drains

to lead off" the principal springs, it is requisite to

have others, to carry off all the appearances of
water that may be seen on the surlii(;e. IMie
error of this is, making the principal drain n^iiher

in the proper direction, nor of the requisite depth
;

of course, its effect is partial, and in many cases
useless. There is also a general mistake in sup-
posing that the water is to be let down from the

surface into the drain, and that in this case the
depth may be less ; but the materials with which
it is filled must nearly reach the top. Most bogs
are situated near the sides of rivers, burns,* or

smaller streams of water, and have generally a
descent sufficient to allow the necessary drains to

be cut to the lull depth. The sprinirs, lor the most
part, rise along the upper side of the boa:, and
discharge their water promiscuously over its sur-

face. The common method is, to draw a number
of drains from the lower side to the upper, where
the springs break out, in straight lines, and
parallel to one another. These drains are com-
monly at the distance of forty feet from each other,

and when not effectual of themselves, have side

branches drawn at acute angles from them, as re-

presented in plate No. I, figs. 1 and 2. The effect

of these drains is simply the lowering and carrying

off' the spring-water to a certain depth ; often

leaving, both below and above, a quantity suffi-

cient to render the drainage imperlect and defi-

cient. The mode of filling them, either with stone

or brushwood, is also defective ; and, consequently,

in a few years they require to be renewed. The
expense of these operations, from the great length

of cutting, and waste of materials in filling, is very
considerable, and much surpasses the profit. It

therefore becomes an object ol serious considera-

tion, belbre engaging in a work that is so doubtful

of success. This much may suffice on the subject

of lai'ije and regular tracts of bog.

In the smaller ones, that so offen interrupt the

regular cultivation and improvement of many
fields, drains, guided by the same mistaken princi-

ple, and equally inefficient, are applied in the same-

Brooks, in England.
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Drainmg bop:s accarding to

the old nieihvd.

Platf. I. Fiq. \.

AAA D''y Porous eroiind.

C C C Sloping dry ifroiind.

s s s Springs broakins; out ;it bot-

tom of sloping ground.
B B B liog!r> land.

d d d Drains.
D D D Brook or dilfh.

^^f:'ijm

Fig. 2.

AAA High dry ground.
C C C Sloping ground.
s s s Line of upper sprinss.BBS Boggy land with .springs

breaking out in various
places and on different
levels.

dd d Drains.

D D D Brook or ditch.

rrianner. Drains, in both these case.^, are often

left open for a length of time, to show their effect.

This, in one sense, is a wise plan, ibr it often saves

the labor of filling them, which would only increase

a useless expense. One drain, properly conducted,

has often effected a cure, where these numei'ous
cuts have failed ; and in many cases, where they
are imperfectly executed, they only puzzle the

person who is to lay out the work a second time,

by the artificial appearance of springs, which their

bursting out may exhibit. The |)riiiciple on which
their drainage is founded, with the practical direc-

tions applicable to it, will be fully explained in

Part II. of this treatise.

SECTION V.

Of under and surface draining clays, loams, peaty
and moorish soils, sand, and other porous soils,

on a retentive bottom.

Clays.— In proceeding to the drainage of clay
eoils, it is first necessary to observe whether the
field is perfectly flat, or whether it has a declivity,

and in what direction
; for by this it may be ascer-

tained, whether the wetness proceeds from under,
or from surtace water, and consequently what
kind ol" drains to apply. If the surface be "flat aiid

almost level, the wetness may proceed only from
the stagnation of rain water ; but if it has a de-
scent, it is a sure indication that the wetness is

produced by the overflowing, or soaking of water,
from springs in the upper ground, or from subter-
raneous water in the field itself; for no water will

lie on a surface that has a descent. The not ai-

Vol. V-66

tending to these circumstances is the reason why
so many failures happen in the draining of clay
soils, by a misapplication of the proper means.
Fewer errors can be committed in the direction of
surface drains, especially if they are open ; ibr

where there are hollows, and consequently sta'T-

nant water, it requires little nicety of judgment To
discriminate what is the proper line inWhich to
conduct them ; but much labor and money is olien
expended in applying an improper remedy, by
making deep covered drains, when small open
cuts, or a lew covered drains of no extra depth,
might efiectually succeed. When the wetness
that injures clay soils proceeds from the water of a
neighboring spring, it may be cut off by one drain
of proper depth

; but where there is a General
oozing out of water li'om a porous subsoil, and
where the field has little descent, several drains
may be necessary across it, three or four feet deep,
with two feet of stones at bottom. Where the
wetness is occasioned by fiatness of surface, and
no regular descent lor the water to pass from it, it

is often kept dry by a proper form and direction of

the ridges and furrows, with small cuts or water-
furrows, in the hollows that cannot be levelled or
filled up. In the carses* of Gowrie, Stirling, Fal-

* There is no terra in England that corresponds
exactly with "carse." It is used to designate an exten-
sive stretch of flat or level land, on one or both sides of
a large river where the tide fiows, and which has, at
one time, been covered with the salt water. Its soil
consists chiefly of a strong clay loain, formed b)' allu-
vial deposite

; and the substrata is always found mixed,
more or less, with shells and other marine productions.
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kirk, and Clackmannan, where the draining ofclay

soils is so well understood, much has been done;

particularly on the valuable estates belonging lo

Mr. Paterson of Castle Huntly, Lord Dundas, and

the Ear! of Mar. The genera! drainage of these

carses has been accomplished chiefly by open cuts,

and the proper formation and direciion of the

ridges and furrows. As a description of the

method adopted for draining one of these extensive

clayey tracts, applies to all of a similar nature, the

following mode, that has been practised in the

carse of Gowrie, will sufficiently explain it.

In the first place, the proprietors, by mutual con-

sent, marked out the most eligible lines where
there was any apparent declivity, or where the

water stagnated in greatest abundance ; and in

these lines cut large drains, called pnws, resem-

bling small canals, as deep as the level of the Tay
would admit, and of a correspondin£i width, to re-

ceive the water from the adjacent fields, and con-

vey it to the river. These pows are so sloped at

the sides to prevent their falling in, that the plough

goes within a little of the bottom of them. Such
iarge receptacles being dug, ditches of a smaller

size, surrounding and intersecting the farms, were
drawn so as to serve for divisions of the ditierent

fields, and to empty their water into the adjoininir

pows. The size of these ditches was regulated

by the extent of the fields, and the quantity of wa-
ter they were to convey ; their depih seldom less

than four feet; their width at top six, and the bot-

tom, from one, to one and a half feet. All these

ditches are scoured annually, to prevent that stag-

nation of water to which so level a surface is Ha-

ble, and give it as easy a discharge as the situa-

tion will admit. Where the fields adjoining the

ditches, are of a uniform level surf ice, the common
furrows between the ridges, if kept sufficientl\'

clear, will serve to keep the ground dry ; but as it

seldom happens that any field is so free of inequal-

ities, the last operation, after it is sown and har-

rowed, is to draw a deep furrow throuirh every hoi-

low of the field, in such a direction as to commu-
nicate with the other furrows that divide the

ridges, and with the ditches at the extremities of
the inclosure. When this track is once opened
with the plough, it is widened, cleared out, and so

shaped witii the spade, that it may discharge the

water freely. Where there are several inequali-

ties in a field, it is necessary lo have as many of

these open cuts as will take the water out of the

whole. They are called gaas, and to keep them
clear, is a very essential part of every carse farm-

er's attention. Experience has also taught them
the propriety of ploughing so, as to .prevent any
inequalityin the fields, and to form the ridges so that

the crown shall not be too much elevated and en-

riched, nor the sides next the furrows low and im-
poverished, but that every part may be rendered

as equally dry and fertile as possible. Indeed,

the chanse that has taken place in the beauty and
fertility of the carses, by draining, squaring, and
equalizing the fields, straighting the ridges, remo-
ving the baulks* and other improvements, make
them now appear equally rich and productive

with any similar districts in the south of England.

'Baulk. A narrow waste space betwixt each ridge,

which certainly baulked the operation of cross-plo'igb-

ing, &c., and so interrupted the improvement of the
soil.

Loams.—From the excellence of the soil, and
their general fertility, the drainage of loams de-

serves particular attention. The soil of haiighs or

holms (as they are called in Scotland) which lie

along the sides of rivers and brooks, is. in most
cases, composed of loam, or rich alluvial earth,

and is frequently injured both by springs issuing

from the adjoining banks, and from water lodging
on the surliice where the field is level, as is gene-
rally the case. As the subsoil of loams is ior the

most part of a porous naUire, from which water is

drawn freely, they may be considered the easiest

of all soils to drain. The method is, to proceed

by making a cut of proper depth (from ibiu" to six

feet) along the upper side of the flat, and immedi-
ately under the bank or risins ground from whence
the sprinirs issue, giving it a lall and outlet to the

nearest point of discharge. If the field is exten-

sive, a parallel drain of similar dimensions may be

necessary across the flat. In surlace draining

loams, fewer cuts are necessary than in clays, for

the water is easily extracted from every part of the

soil. In the surfiice drains, the stones require to

be filled to a greater height than in those for

springs; but the depth of the trenches require to

be less ; from three to four feet is sufficient.

Peaty and Moorish Suits.—These are more fre-

quently wet from surlace, than from spring water.

As the upper soil is generally not more than fi-om

a foot lo two feet deep, and under that a retentive

clay, the whole body of this soil gets filled with

water by heavy rains ; and as it cannot subside, it

remains soaking and chilling the upper earth till

carried off by exhalation, or proper drains. These
drains require to be many in number, if the ground
is flat, and should always be cut at least a loot in

the clay that is below the upper soil. There are

manv moors in Scotland of large extent, whe/e
this kind of soil forms the upper stratum, which,

if drained, might be turned to good account, by
being converted into arable land, or laid down in

ffrass. The first thing to be done, in draining such
ground, is to lay out proper open drains or ditches,

in such a direction as to subdivide it into regular

fields or inclosures, and to intercept the springs

(where these may be,) or pass through such hol-

lows as may retain the most stagnant water. Into

these ditches, it will be easy to conduct any cov-

ered drains, or smaller open ones, as circum-

stances may point out. The ridges in land of this

description should be very narrovv, but not much
raised in the crowns, otherwise the accumulation
of soil there will impoverish the furrows, make
the middle of the ridire soft and poachy, and,

when in pasture, the fiirrows full of rushes. These
are the soils, when drained, where paring and
burning is an essential aid to their improvement.
More will be found concerning them, in the Ap-
pendix.

Sand, and other porous soils on a retentive bot-

tom.— It is evident, from the nature of these soils,

that surface draining applies to them more prop-

erly than deep cutting; for, as the water is all

lodged in the upper stratum, there is no necessity

for going any deeper than a few inches into the

clay that supports it. Where a sjjring or springs

do arise in such, they spread their influence to a

considerable extent, and therefore by cutting them
ofi" completely, one or Cew drains may have a
wonderful effect. The whole upper soil being po-

rous, the water of the springs either rising along
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the upper side of the field, or bursting from under

the clay in any part of it, will How thronirh the

loose soil in every direction, and will keep it in a

constant slate of wetness. Cutting oif these

springs, therefore, in tiie first instance, may effect

the cure, and is always on that account to be first

attended to. But liie wetness in these soils, pro-

ceeds more ln>m the absorption of rain water, than

from that of springs ; and therelore surface drain-

ing applies to them with more propriety. As the

water, alter it has saturated these soils, will read-

ily flow to any drain that may he made in them, a

cut in the middle, if the field is flat, will answer
the purpose ; or, if it has a descent to one side, a

dram at the lower end may draw oti' the injurious

water. This drain may, without inconvenience,

be lelt open ; but as the looseness of the soil is apt

to crumble down and fill ii, it will require to be

Irequenily looked at, and cleared out when neces-

sary. The interior drains that may be wanted,
should all be covered in the usual manner; and as

they are liable to choke in a sandy soil, their out-

lets will re(]uire to be frequently examined.

SECTION. VI.

On the draining of mixed soils, or those composed

of alternate beds of clay and sand, Sfc.

Besides the soils that have been mentioned,

there are others of an intermixed variety, and
where the changes of clay and sand, or of ihose

strata that are porous, and those that are not so,

take place within the limits of the same field.

Draining, in these cases, is aitendeil with more
dillicully and expense, than where the surliice and
internal strata are more regularly disposed. In
these kinds of soil, where every reservoir of water
is unconnected with another, (being separated by
intervening beds of clay,) the partial collections of
water ihey contain are so augmented in ti)ue of
rains, that being full to the level of the surrouTid-

ing clay, the water so overflows, as to render it

wet, sour, and unproductive. As these sand beda
have no coinmunicaiion with one another, it re-

quires as many drains as they are in number, to

extract the water from each of them. From the
nearest and lowest [>art of the field to be drained,

a trench is cut, up to the highest and most distant

sand bank, in such direction as to hit on some of
the intermediate sand beds, which saves making
a side-cut that might otherwise be necessary.

But, where this would give many awkward wind-
ings to the main drain, and would consequently
lengthen it, and where crossing the beds of sand,

that are higher than the surface of the surround-

ing clay, would considerably increase the depth,

and, if rock, or runninir sand, would add to the dif-

ficulty and expense of working it; in such cases,

drains in form of the letter Y must branch off to

these beds, to draw out the water they contain,

and convey it to the leadina one, as represented in

plate No. II. Although ihe sand beds throw out

Draining of mixed soils.

Plate II.

D D Dry ground.
A A, A A, A A, A A, A A, Porous

rocli or sand.
« s s s Various springs.

C C C C C Clay soil, wet and rusliy

d d d Leading drain and brancties.

o Outlet iuto brook or ditcli.

.ii^««uww.t.ij«ittjw-..-.-^-*, vr^twanrm

.*.-\^''« i_-^^v>.-'. j:rS:i7.,

--^ _><. ^^,

«'#^i^^^'-"'-/4'S-^—— - jc.zj^-^ iTiov. _-..i=^

.i.ft>r.- ^rr^ ^..,.,^ ^,.^ ^,\^..

.i^w^ —s-vO... -.oa>Er c»lVi».^v-^ ~xO'^ -.^7=^ ,vNA-.

<^a£: -WZrti^.,&:e> .-.^_ V,:sWo, _-V;/-. -,..1.^ ^-U^,

-i*^^ -^S.=L ..)*=%. _—*^^*^rt.^ iiv .ixift.?, -^2

j?v'.a-^ — VyT.

the water on all sides, so as to wet the clay that
surrounds them, a drain on one side will take the
water from the whole, if that, where it is cut, be
the lowest. But, it must be observed, that unless

the drain is so cut, it cannot have that effect, while
the water on the oposite side of the bank can find

an outlet lower than the drain. It is of conse-

quence, therefore, to consider this by previous ex-
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aniination of the ground ; and by applying the

spiiV-Ievel, where it is not apparent to the eye, the

lowest and proper side (or the drain, is thus readi-

ly ibuiid. If the water issuing from the sand-

baiiks, has been observed to flow in dry seasons,

at one side, and not at the others, it is a proof of

that, being the lowest, and consequently the proper

liiii^ for the drain. By cutting it in this direction,

the water will be prevented from afterwards rising

tu the height of the upper outlets, even in the wet-

test seasons. In many cases, in ground of thi^

description, the whole water tiiat causes the wet-

ness may proceed from the upper springs passing

over the upper soil, and //troi/g/i the different sand-

beds, being prevented from descending lower than

the retaining bed of clay. In this case, the drain-

age of the whole field, may be accomplished with

less difficulty and expense, than in the former; as

the upper drain from A to B, in plate No. III. will

intercept and carry off the principal springs, and

Drainimg of mixed soils,

Plate III.

JF.'>. 1. Horizontal Plan.

A B f )<'pp covered drain to cut off

ti;f principal springs.

G G G Dry ground,

n o o Fprings.

H H H Vlie dividing line between
wet ar.d dry ground.

K K Snndbed.
1 1 I I iJrv Surface.

L L L L Wet swampy land.

M Oiitl! t of diain.

N .\ IJiicli.

C C, D D, E E, F F, Branch
drains emptying into the main
drain D M.

Fig. 2. Sedion.

p I Drain (A Li in lig. 1 )

c d Drain (C D in Fig. 1.)

e / Drain (E F in Fig. 1.)

g Ijry ground.

A Porous strata.

i Upper poil, partly porous—wet
and rushy.

k Smid bed through which the

water of the principal spring

passes.

I Wet and rushy ground.

fi^ Sand bank.

n Wet and rushy.

ol o2 o3 Springs.

pp ji Ketaining bed of clay.

render the lower drains C, D, and E, F unneces-

Bary, unless merely to extract the partial supply of

water, which the lower sand-beds may imbibe in

time of rain, and which, if they be of small ex-

tent, can do little injury to the adjomipg surface.

From thisitappears, that the line of one spring,

in tlie highest tract of the ground, may be the sole

cause of injuring a considerable part below, from

its water overflowing tlie surlaceat one place, and
enbsiding under it at another, according to the te-

nacity or openness of the soil ; and therefore, in

euch cases, the upper spring or li^eder should be

first cut off, and the effect of' that seen, before any
more drains are made in the low ground. See
Bection of plate No. III. Besides the soils corres-

ponding to this description, there are others of

nearly a similar nature, but each bed being of

ltt~p extent, and lying more regularly together,

ihej' may be drained with less cutting and ex-

pense. Under the beds of sand and clay that thus

lie alternately together, and almost parallel to one
another, is a general body of impervious clay, that

keeps up the water in the sand always so full, aa

to moisten, and in wet seasons overflow, the sur-

face of the adjoining clay. This general substra-

tum being seldom more than four or five feet be-

low the surface, a drain cut to that depth through

the middle of the field, (if it has a descent towards

it from both sides,) will lay it dry ; but if the

ground declines to one side, the drain must be cut

there, where the water will more easily discharge

itself into it ; and unless the field is of considera-

ble extent, and has several hollows in it, one drain

will answer the purpose effectually ; for, by cross-

ing all the beds that hold the water, it will draw it

from each. See plate No. IV. Fig. 1. The dif-

ficulty, however, of draining land of this descrip-

tion, is, when the alternate beds of clay and sand

lie in a direction across the declivity of the field:

one drain, in this case can have no other effect
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Draining of mixed soils.

Plate IV.

in J^'Ye/. 2

AAA Drain cut in the hollow part of the field.

B B B Ditto.

C CC C &c. Branch drains.

than carrying off the water, after it haf3 passed

over the "ditlerent strata, and would lodge in the

hollow, if there was no outlet given to it. When
the ground lies in this manner, therefore, besides

the drain in the hollow, others must be cut li'om it

in an oblique direction across the declivity, which,
crossing all the different veins of sand, will extract

the water li'om each. See Fig. 2 of plate No. IV.
The first thing to be considered, in draining these

j

mixed soils, is to examine minutely the inclination

of the alternate strata, and how they lie with re-

gard to the slope or situation of the field to be

drained, lor on this the proper direction of the

drains depend. The external signs that distin-

guish the different beds, are easily perceptible from
the appearance of the surface, and nature of the

herbage that each produces ; and this object is at-

tained with least difliculty, when the ground is in

pasture. When in tillage, however, it can also

be ascertained, by observing the darker and wet-
ter appearance which the soil, affected by the wa-
ter, exhibits. One thing more requires attention

in completing the drainage of these soils. If the

field lies very much on a descent, care must be ta-

ken to lay out the side drains in a direction suffi-

ciently horizontal, so as not to make the ILtll too

precipitant, by which the bottoms of them would
be worn uneven, and the passage of the water ob-
structed ; but, to give them just fall enough to

make the water clear its course. Where alternate

strata are of greater extent, and where the wetness
produced by stronger springs forms swamps at dif-

ferent levels, on the sides of hills and sloping

grounds, and where deeper cutting, and the use of
the auger is necessarry, the modes of draining will

be explained in Part 11.

SECTION VII.

On ihe draining of grass-lands not intended for
Ullage^ as depastured with cattle or sheep.

This branch of the subject forms an important
part of the system of draining.

In high countries, where black cattle and sheep
are reared and led, less attention is paid to the

drainage ol' the pastures, that are wet and unpro-
ductive, than to that of the arable ground, although
the eflects in the one case be equally beneficial

with those in the other. This neglect is often at-

tended with serious loss. From the nature and
unwholesome quality of the grass, which a super-

abundance of moisture produces, whether stag-

nant on the surface or confined under it, proceeds

that incurable malady, the rot, and other diseases,

to which many thousands of valuable animals fall

a sacrifice every year. For this, draining is the

most infallible preventive, and in such situations

is attended with little expense, as the drains do not

require to be of that depth which is necessary for

tillage land, and may in all cases be left open, ex-

cept in such places where the depth requires cov-

ered passages, to enable the sheep to cross over
them in safety. In the southern districts of Scot-

land, particularly in the counties of Berwick, Rox-
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burgh, Selkirk, and Peebles, most of the principal

sheep-farms have been very much drained, and

the consequence is, that the size, quality, and

healtlunessofthestockin these districis, have been

thereby so much improved, as appears almost in-

credible to those who v/ere acquainted with the

former state of sheep-iarming in those parts.* In

many of these firnis, the rent has increased four-

fold, and the rot is now hardly known. The mode

of draining fidopted in these paslures is simple, yet

eti'ective. The wetness arises chiefly from the

springs that issue from the sides of the hdls, and,

spreadmg over the surface of the descent, Ibrm

such an accumulation of water in the hollows, or

flats at the boitnm, as to render them often so

boggy, and productive of noxious iirass, that the

sheep are in danger of being drowned, and are al-

ways subjected to disease. The first thing,

therefore, is to cut off the source of the springs by

a drain carried along the uppe.r side of the decli-

viiy, and to have as many others in a parallel di-

rection, as the extent of the wetness requires.

with such conductors in the hollows, as serve to

lead the water to the burns at the bottom.

These drains seldom exceed two feet in depth,

and therefore require to be the more numerous ; and

the stuff is always thrown to the lower side, to srive

access to the water that may come into them fi-om

the upper. The watit of depth, however, ren-

ders them less effectual in most cases, particularly

where the upper soil is sof\ and boggy ; but if the

depth was greater, (which it might be without

risk,^ the effect would be more certain, and the

expense less, as fewer cuts would answer the pur-

pose. The water collected by these drains is olten

turned to useful purposes, by irrigation. By con-

ducting the upper drains, so as to lead it on a level

as far as the nature of ground will admit, it is

turned out, so as to run over such parts of the sur-

face below, as are dry and covered with heath,

where it has the effect of extirpating that plant,

and encouraging luxuriant grass. This is so

great an improvement, in addition to the draining,

that the annexed plate, No. V. is given, to repre-

sent it more clearly.

t

Besides the draining of sheep pastures in hilly

districts, as has been thus explained, there are

many extensive plains overrun with water, and

•covered with noxious grass, which, if subdivided,

and drained by open cuts, would soon naturally

produce better herbage, and maintain more and

better stock. The small rivulets that run through

them, are often so crooked, and incapable of con-

taining the water, that these alone beiiiffstraighted

and deepened, would add greatly to their improve-

ment. This indeed is the first thing to be done

towards their drainage, after which, conducting

the water by smaller courses into these, becomes

a simple and easy process. They may be situated

in such parts of the country unfavorable to their

cultivation otherwise; but surely their drainage

would be attended with advantage, by meliorat-

ing the climate, improving the pasture, and main-

taining a greater and better breed of cattle ; or,

* The writer of tliis Treatise drew up, (along with

his father,) the 'Ao;ricultural Reports' of Peebles and

Selkirkshires for the Board of Agriculture, in 1794.

He is therefore enabled to state the above fact from

personal observation.

t See plate No. V. on page 529.

as meadows for producing hay for winter proven-
der, they would pay amply for their improvement,
where that commodity is so useful for rearing

stock. In their natural state, they are often re-

served for that purpose ; but then the produce is

so coarse and so scanty, that it ill repays the labor

of cutting and preserving it. If drained, and af-

terwards limed on the surface, their produce would
be greater, better in quality, and liable to less

risk; for in floods, when the streams that pass

through I hem overflow, the hay, such as it is, ia

oflen swept away or greatly injured. In many si-

tuations, such ground might advantageously be

converted into water-meadow, by which, a still

greater supply of grass and hay might be obtain-

ed ; but this is a species of improvement, not

much attended to yet in Scotland, except, on some
parts of the Duke of Buccleuch's estate, and on
that of Pittbur in Aberdeenshire, where, indeed,

it has been successfully practised, and is now ge-

nerally understood. The influence of such exam-
ples, bids fair to extend its practice, in situations

where it is practicable ; for, like many other im-

provements in agriculture, there is a prejudice

against it, arising from the want of knowing, or

an opportunity of' seeing, its effect.

In the itnmediate vicinity of Edinburgh, there

are several hundred acres of the richest water
meadow, producing about £40 an acre annually;
part of which, in its original state, was not worth
a shilling per acre. The discharge from the com-
mon seivers that drain the city, affords 'dfull sup-

ply for this foul irrigation ; but there is a maxim
in husbandry, "Let nothing be lost!" But,

though this species of irrigation adds to the rental

of the owners, it contributes nothing to the health

of those who live near it. In the summer
months, the malaria is almost insufferable. Part
of these meadows lie within a few hundred yards

of the royal palace and the horse barracks !!!*

The cholera of 1832 was more. prevalent in the

districts adjoining these mires, than in other loca-

lities. Milk-cows are chiefly fed with the product

of these fields, which must afli2Ct the flavor of

that most useful fluid, as much as it does the salu-

brity of the air !

A '• Board of Health"' would certainly recom-
mend their drainage, and the ground being con-

verted to other useiul purposes, like that in the site

of the North Loch.

SECTION VIII.

On the draining of corn-land, pastures, and plan-

tations, with open cuts and subdivision fences ;

and of the form and construction of open drains

in general.

It often happens, that corn-lands and rich culti-

vated pastures, although inclosed and divided into

regular fields, are imperfectly drained, by not, at

first, attending to the proper direction of laying

out the ditches, so as to serve the double purpose

of drains as well as fences. A frequent error also

occurs, in not making the ditches of a proper

dep.h, especially if the ground is flat ; and conse-

quently any interior drains that lead into them,

must be subject to the same fault. Where the

ditches have been cast in a good direction, the

simple remedy is to deepen them where there is

level to do so ; and if the direction is improper, it

* A hint to Government.
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may he preferable to make them anew; but ifl example and spirited exertions, introduce the prac-

hed"'es or lenccs are already planted alonjr their lice ot drainin<r, in all Us brunches, into tiiat

liiie^they may not be so easily altered. In that

case, auxiliary cuts may be necessary, and il' the

inciosures are larije, these cuts may remain open,

as lesser sulidivisi )ns of the field. Where it may
be necessary to deepen the ulii, and open these

new cuts that are not to be lenccs, the earth

thrown out should be all removed, and spread in

the lowest part of the field ; lor ii'Ieft on the sides,

it occupies trround unnecessarily, prevents the free

admission ot" surliice water, and presses down the

sides of the ditch or drain. If the water, which
it is the intention of tliese drainis to carry off,

should proceed from springs, and their depth on

that account requires to be the greater, there may
be some risk of their fi\lling in ; but to lessen the

depth, pits may be sunk, or the auger may be ap-

plied, successfully. There is no dangi^r of the

holes filling up in these open drains, provided no
great quantity ot flood, or of surface water, is ad-

mitted into them ; for such is often the force of the

spring, that it will throw up any sand or sludge,

that may get into them ; but the better to secure

them against any obstruction that might ensue,

small openings may be made along the upper side

of the drain, at the height of six inches above its

bottom, and in these the perforations may be made,
and covered over with a flat stone at top. This

country, on a very extended and lilieral sc;ile.*

At Grlaminis in Angus, and at Blair-Aciam. in

the county of Kinross, where the plantations are

on a very extensive scale, draining has been parti-

cularly attendetl to, which marks the proixress of
the late planted wood, in a very remarkable de-
gree. In young |)lantations, open drains are the

only kind applical»ie; as the roots of the trees get-

ting among the stones, and leaves ch(jking their

outlet, would soon render covered drains of very
little use. In lawns, and among thin grown-up
wood, covered drains itiay be more prof)er lor cut-

ting and carrying oH' sprinirs, where tliey are not
so liable to any delect, fi'om the interruption of
roots and leaves, and as they do not present so

disagreeable an object to the eye, as open drains.

It is unnecessary to give minute directions for

the depth and width of open drains, as these must
depend on the nauire of the soil, and situation

where the drains are to be made; but one general'

rule ought always to be attended to, that the width'

at top should be //tree times as much as that

which is necessary at the bottom; lor the width at

bottom is always according to the quantity of wa-
ter the drain has to convey. This width at top'

is requisite, to give a sufTicient slope and sta-

bility to the sides, to prevent their tailing in ;.

will eflectually guard them against any injury that
I

and the fail or declivity should always be such,.

might arise from the influx of surface water, or

from the falling down of any substance from above.

Passages, by means of small bridges of wood or

stone, should be made at convenient places where
cattle may pass, as nothing is so detrimental to

open drains, as cattle passing over and breaking
down the sides; and where very deep, it may be

dangerous to the cattle themselves. This precau-

tion, therefore, cannot be too much attended to, in

all pastures that are intersected by these drains.

The proper management of woods and planta-

tions, is a matterofgeneral importance. Draining
is an improvement of essential consequence to

them, as well as to land in cultivation or in grass.

It is often, however, so little attended to, that

ground considered so wet as not to pay for the

expense of draining, is covered with trees to pre-

vent its being a disagreeable object in its particu-

lar situation. The result of this is what might
be expected ; the trees never come to perfection,

and, in fact, give a more steril and unpleasant as-

pect to the surrrounding grounds, than the surface

of that part of it did, before being planted. In
short, wet ground that is intended for planting, re-

quires as much to be drained, or even more so,

than that either for corn or grass ; for the roots or

trees penetrating deeper than those of any other
plant, the necessity of renioving the under, ns well

as the surface water, is evident. On the es-

tates of Cariston in Forfarshire, and of Skene in

Aberdeenshire, many extensive and thriving plan-
tations of the various kinds of trees have been
made ; and in every situation, where the ground
was in need of it, drains were first cut, and are
frequently renewed or repaired, as circumstances
require. The consequence is, that these woods,
are not only in the most forward and thriving
state, but of a growth and size remarkable lor

their age. The late proprietor, who was a great
advocate for planting, as well as an active promo- which his estates lay, have also lost one of their most
ter of every rural improvement, did, by his own 1 zealous and active iraprover.s.

as to allow the water to run off without stag--

nation, but not with so rapid a motion as to-

injure the bottorn. The firsi is necessary to carry

off any sludge, grass, or other obstruction which'

the water may meet with ; but, if the descent is

too great, the water will form inequalities in the

bottom, and also endanger the sides. In moss,-

and in very soft soils, even a greater degree of

slope may be necessary than what is above men-
tioned ; and in all cases, where it is meant for a
drain only, (i. e. to receive and carry ofl water
without any regard to its being a fence), none of
the earth thrown out should remain upon the

sides, for the reasons already stated. In soft

marshy ground, where it may be proper to make
tlie line of drain a fence, the bank of earth thrown
out, (which should always be on the lower side),

may remain, and a small parallel cut be made at

the back of it, to receive the surface water from
that side, and to convey it to a proper place, where
it may be admitted into a larger drain. In all

cases where the admission of surface water, or

what may be much increased in the time of rain,

is unavoidable, the drain must be open, to prevent

the risk of chokmg or filling up, which would al-

ways happen if it were covered. This, however,
in the middle or hollow of an improved field,

would be hurtful to the eye, and obstruct the act

of ploughing, it" formed in the ordinary shape

;

but may be remedied by giving the drain such an
additional slope, that grass may grow on the

sides, and the plough pass over it with little ob-

struction ; and if the direction of the lidges is laid

in a line parallel to it, there will be less interrup-

* The author bavins^ enjoyed the patronage and
friendship of the late Skene for upwards of twenty-five

years, he cannot resist the desire of recording here, his-

unfeigned regret for the loss of such an inestimable

friend. The counties of Aberdeen and Forfar, in
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tiori to the cultivation of tlie field. When the

field is in pasture, this drain can have no bad ef-

ftjcl whatever, as the cattle pass over it with ease
;

and being covered with grass to the bottom, no-

thing is lost. If there be a constant run ot^ water

in it, that may be confined to a narrow channel,

cut a Ittle deeper in the middle; but however
great the slope, the sides should never be plough-

ed with the rest of the field, hut should remain al-

ways in grass ; as a sudden or yreat run of water,

after heavy rains, passing throuL''h it when loos-

ened by [)lougliing, would vvash down the sides,

and destroy iis shape.

Very small and narrow cuts, commonly called

grips, are very useful ia the wet hollows of smooth

pastures, to receive, and carry oil' from the sur-

face, the rain water as it falls. They are com-
monlv one foot deep, eight or ten inches wide at

top, and the sides so contracted as to meet in a

point at the bottom. They are easily stopt by

the feet of cattle, but are very soon cleared out.

Sunk li^nces, (commonly called ha, /ia's), vvhieh

are used in parks, for the division of lawns and
pleasure-grounds, come under the denomination

of open drains, being always useful in that re-

spect ; but as tiieir form and manner of construc-

tion are so generally known, and vary according to

situation and other circumstances, it is unnecessa-

ry to give any further description of them here.*

It may be added, however, that when required for

a drain in such situations, they shoulil be deeper

than in ordinary cases, and that the earth thrown

out, in place of being heaped upon the side, and
raised above the level of the surliice, should he

removed, or so spread, as not to appear so bulky as

it is sometimes allowed to do. All open drains

require to be scoured out, and cleared, at least once

a-year; for when this is neglected, they lose their

effect, and the operation afterwards becomes
more difficult and expensive.

Large open drains for the purpose of straight-

ing, deepening, and confining the water of rivers

and streams that are apt to overflow, being con-

nected with embankments, will be described in

the part allotted to that subject.

SECTION IX.

On the Draining of Lakes, Land-locked Moras-
ses, Sj-c.

The objects in the draining of Lakes (or Lochs,

as they are called in Scotland), are threefold:

First, for the sake of the land that may be gained
when the water is removed ; second, for the marl
and rich earth that may be got in the bottom ; and,

thirdly, for the purpose of obtaining level, to drain

extensive tracts of meadow and marshy ground
adjoining, which cannot otherwise be accomplish-

ed. Add to these, the beneficial effects of also

improving the climate in their neighborhood.
In many cases, all these objects are acquired at

the same lime, which renders such drainage of

the greater importance. In Scotland, many lakes

of considerable extent have been drained, and all

these objects fully attained ; and there are others

equally practicable, several of which it is now in

* The name Ha, Ha, must have originated thus

—

In passing (for the fust time) from one part of a lawn
to another, and finding an unexpected and unforeseen
interruption, the person would naturally expiess his

surprise by elaculating ha, halt I

the contemplation of the proprietors to drain. One
drawback that frequently happens to the draining

of lochs is, several owners, having an interest in

different mills, that are supplied with water from
that source ; and where that is the case, they may
remain lono; in their present state. In many parts

of this coimtry, small lochs and dams are kept up
for tiie sake of mills under old tenures ; which, if

drained, the land gained by that operation would,

in many instances, be worth ten times the rent of

sucli mills. The most considerable drainajres of

lakes that have taken place in Scotland, are the

lollowing: the lochs of Spynie, Leuchars, and
Coats, in Morayshire, where above one thousand

acres of valuable land have been irained, and level

afforded to drain the adjacent grounds, firmerly

impracticable. The drains from these lochs have
very little fall, being near to. and having a direct

communication with the sea. From the nature of

the loose and blowing sand through which they

are cut, they have likewise been an expensive and
difficult operation. The lochs of Kinnordy, Res-
tennet, Rescobie, Lundie, and others in the county

of Forfir, have been drained for the sake of the

vast quantities of shell-marl which they contain,

and which has been the means of accelerating, in.

no small degree, the agricidtural improvement of

that country. The great loch of Forfar has also

been partially drained, or lowered, on that account.

The meadows of Logie. and of Belmont, in the

same county, formerly lakes, have lately been
completely drained; have produced an immense-
store of marl, and are now converting into arable

land, the most fertile and productive in that part

oi' the country. Lochore, in thft~ county of File,-

has been completely drained, nnd is now turned

into arable land ; and Loch Leven, in Kinross-

shire, has been lowered as many feet as will relieve

from wetness, and give fidi to drain many liun-

dred acres of useful land adjoining. The Loch of

Strathberg, in Aberdeenshire, was some years ago
attempted to be drained, by an enterprising mdivi-

dual of that county ; but after an outlay of many
thousand pounds, the obstacles to its completion

were found so great, that the further prosecution

of it was abandoned. It is close to the sea ; but

the tract through which the drain had to pass, be-

ing a loose and blowing sand, filed up soon after

being excavated. Wind -mill pumps were next

tried, which threw up the water of the loch over

the bank, at its lower extremity; but the nature of

the sand being such, the water was absorbed by it,

and returned again to the loch. In Roxburgh and
Selkii'kshires, and in the counties of Dumfries and
Galloway, several small lochs have been drained

for marl ; and in these counties, many others are

capable of being drained, where marl is also to be

found. In the northern counties, there are many
lochs, where, although no marl has yet been dis-

covered, draining, or at least lowerinir their water,

would be attended with beneficial consequences to

the atljacent fields and meadows. In the county

of Aberdeen, there are several, where it would be

particularly so, on account of the valuable land

that would be gained. In the instances above
mentioned, many thousand acres have been added

to the productive soil of the country, besides the

immense store of marl that has been obtained;

and although this was attended with considerable

outlay at first, the result has been very profitable to

those concerned.
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Draining Sheep Pastures, Sfd

Plate V.

I'/f^'"' /A
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A A A A Open drain in the wet h«llow.
B B flooding trendies for irrigating the dry ground.

The difliculty and expense of draining lakes

must depend on their depth, the nature of the

ground through which the drain has to be cut,

and the distance to whicii it must be carried, to ob-

tain the requisite fall and outlet. These circum-

stances are easily ascertained, by exploring the

depth of the water, and the materials to be cut

through, and by taking levels accordingly. W hen
this is done, an accurate estimate of the expense
can be formed; and when that is compared with

the probable result, the utility or impropriety of

the undertaking can then be determined. It may
often occur, that it ie preferable to make the cut for

draining a loch in a new and different direction

from that in which the water has its natural outlet,

and this can be readily ascertained by the means
that have been stated; Lakes have also been
drained by opening a mine or subterraneous tun-

nel from the nearest outlet to the level of the low-
est part of their bottom, and this may in some
cases be done at the least expense ; but in others,

it may be a hazardous, and sometimes a danger-
ous undertaking. In these cases, shafts or pits

should be sunk from the surface down to the mine,
at certain distances, which would give light, air,

and less risk during the operation. It may some-
times be advisable to arch the drain, and cover it

in when very deep, which adds to its security, in

situations vvhere the ground is soft, and liable to

fall in, and when it also lessens the labor of rais-

ing the stuff from the bottom, which must other-

wise be carried to a distance from the sides. By
this means, the width of the cut may be less ; and
as a few yards are arched, the stuff of the next
few yards is thrown above that part of the arch

last made ; and eo on, in this manner, through the

whole length of the line.

That lakes may be drained by boring, or sinking

pits to some absorbent strata below, is impractica-

ble, on account of the great body ai' water, which
Vol. V—67

no pit, nor any numbef of auger holes, could re-

ceive. This, however, has been imagined by

some, and has been described in a treatise by the

late Dr. Anderson, but has never in any case been

put in practice.

Besides lakes containing a great body of water^

to which the foregoing observations particularly

apply, there are, in many parts of the country,'

bogs and watery morasses, surrounded by fertile

grounds, which it would be an object of no less

importance to drain. These are neither produced

by water rising in themselves, nor by that of

springs in the adjoining banks ; but became wet,

by an accumulation of rain water stagnating on

an impervious subsoil, through which it can have

no descent, and being surrounded by higher

ground, through which there is no vent nor natu-

ral discharge for the water.

Such are commonly called land-locked bogs, or

morasses. In the eastern part of the county of

Peebles, there are many bogs of this description,

and some of them have been drained in the man-
ner to be described ; and on the estate of Mount-
Annan, in Dumfries-shire, General Dirom suc-

cessfully drained one of considerable extent, in a

similar manner.
The situation of these bogs being often much

lower than the ground that surrounds and confines

them, the cutting a drain or conductor through the

bank, for conveying the water collected withirt/

would be attended vvith an expense greater than

the value of the land when gained. The thick-

ness and closeness of the retaining stratum of clay

is olten such, that although the strata under it M
of a porous and absorbent nature, as rock, sand,-

or gravel, the water can find no passage by which
to descend ; and therefore, by its long stagnation

causing the decay of the coarse vegetation that is

produced, it forms a morass, equally soft, and less

productive than any spring bog, is seldom pastura
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ble by cattle, unless in very dry seasons, when its

moisture is partly exhaled, and is never at any
time accessible to the plough. The method then

ol'draining these bogs is, by perforating the imper-

vious bed of clay, and letting the water down-
wards. The first drain should be made in the

middle or lowest part, and into this the others must
be led. The number and direction of these de-

pend on the extent and tbrm of the bog to be

drained. They must be all cut, through the peat

or mossy soil, to the clay below, and this, perlbra-

ted, either by pits (if the stratum is not very deep),

or by an auyer, which will give a ready outlet

downwards, for the water to be absorbed by the

porous strata below. See plan and section of

plate No. VI. The drains may be cast as nar-

Draining of Land-Locked Morasses,

Plate VI

—

Horizontal Plan.

vK ffif iififff» ^//

The letters A B C D, in tlie Section, correspond to tliose in the plan above, and re-

present the drains cut through the peat earth, and filled up with loose stones to within a
foot and a half of the top. E F G H represent the perforation of the clay by the auger
holes, and the descent of the water into the rock below.

'ow as possible, and should all be covered ; for if

open, the rain-water might carry in sand or mud,
and choke the auger holes or pits that are made.
They should be tilled, to within a foot and a half

of the top, with small loose stones or coarse gra-

vel, that the water in the peaty soil may find its

way readily into them, and subside downwards to

the holes or pits that are to convey it to the porous
strata below.

Before proceeding to drain this land in the man-
ner above described, it is proper to consider, whe-
ther the porous strata under the clay may not al-

ready contain water, and, in place of receiving

that from above, may throw up a greater quantity

from below, and thus, instead of curing the evil,

render it worse. This may sometimes be the case,

and the sabstrata may contain water that makes
no appearance at the surface in this place ; but

being connected with, and supplied by some high-

er springs, may flow up, when a vent is thus given
to it. If the surrounding ground declines lower
than the bog, though at a distance, by means of a
•pirit-level, and the appearance of the surface, the

nature of the under strata may with certainty be
discovered; and though it should already contain

water, a cut may be made to take it off, with what
is let down from above; at the point marked K, in

the section of plate No. VI.

It frequently happens, that springs, or spouts, as
they are sometimes called, rise in the middle of a
field, at a distance fi'om any ditch or open drain

into which they may be led; so that a covered
drain, brought trom the nearest outlet, would pass
so far through dry ground, as to make the expense
of conducting the water from the spout greater

than the injury done by it. To remedy this, the

water may be cut off by a drain along the upper
side of the spout, and led into a pit sunk through
the clay ; or, where the retentive stratum is not

deep, the drain across the spout may either be cut

through this substratum to the porous one below,

or bored through, to let the water escape down-
wards. But, if the ground is steep, and the stra-

tum into which the water is let down terminates at

the surface, somewhere lower down on the declivi-

ty, the water will again burst out, and form a similar
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Bpout, or wet place, in that part of the field.* This,

however, may seldom happen, and may be easily

remedied, bein<i near the exlrcmil}' of the field.

In Dr. Nu<xent's Travels through Germany in

1766, and in the Agricultural Report of the county

of Roxburgh, an account is given, of similar

modes of draining ground in a land-locked situa-

tion, of which, as they prove the practicability of

that method, the following extracts are given :

Dr. Nugt>nt says—"The draining of marshes is

conducted in much the same manner as that of

lakes; but here I have seen the operation only

per/ormed on what we call moor or turf grounds.

These are most easily drained by carrying trenches

through those grounds, when the disposition of

the country is such that the water can be conveyed
to some neighboring stream. The first thing

they do, is to carry a ditch to the middle of the

moor in a direct line, its depth and breadth adapted

to the extent and wetness of the ground, and thus

to the supposed quantity that is to be carried off.

Every six, eight, or ten perches, as the ground is

more or less swampy, cross trenches on both sides

are drawn in a direct line, and communicating on
both sides with the main trench. But, in case of

water coming from an}" neighboring eminences,

they dig a trench round the whole ground as a re-

servoir ; and this likewise communicates with the

main trench, &c. In case the draining of the wa-
ter into some natural receptacle be not practicable,

at least not under a very great expense, then they

have recourse to sinking ponds or reservoirs in

Bome neighboring bottom, and to these they carry

all the trenches. It is tine nature of moors in ge-

neral, that, beneath the turf or moss, there is a
loam which hinders the moisture from penetrating

;

and this indeed is what makes the marsh, and
causes the luxuriant growth of the turf or moss

;

but this loam or clay is only a stratum, and far

from being of an immense depth ; under it is gene-
rally a sand, or some other stony or loose soil.

Here reason readily informs us, that a middling

morass may be drained, hy perforating the clay,

and thus making way for the moisture to penetrate.

In order to this, a pit is dug in the deepest part of

the moor, till they come below the obstruciiiifr

clay, and meet with such a spongy stratum, as in

all appearance will be sufficient to imbibe the mois-

ture of the marsh above it.

•• Into this pit, the ebbing of the mnrass is con-

veyed through a trench, and both the trench and
the pit are filled up with large broad stones, set-

ting them edgewise, so as to leave interstices ibr

carrying off the water : then such stones are laid

over breadthwise, and covered with loose earih,

like that on the surface. This is a matter of no
great expense, the pit being as near the morass as

the water will admit, and the trenches but short

:

thus they have a drain unperceived, which leaves

the surface of the trenches lor the plough ; and in

middling marshes, especially in such moors as are

only wet and damp, this method, though some-
times slow, never fails taking effect ; and many
tracts are thereby made serviceable to the farmer
or grazier."

In the Roxburghshire Report, it is thus stated :

"In the first place, it will be necessary to premise,

that from one to six feet deep, below the surface

* The author has seen several instances of this in

tho course of his practice.

of the waste lands that might be made arable in

this county, is found a large seam of black slaty

or metallic substance, generally from twenty to

twenty-five feet in thickness ; and below this is

found a mass of whinstone rock, both lying in a
tolerably regular straight line. The thickness of

the whinstone rock, I presume, is unknown,
as I have not heard it was ever bored into.

The black slaty or metallic substance is ge-

nerally found so closely cementcil, as it were,

without chinks or fissures, that it is impenetrable

to water or any other liquid ; while, on the con-

trary, the whinstone rock, when come at, abounds
with chinks and fissures, and will .receive and
swallow up any quantity of water poured into its

bosom. The surliice of the earth, at)ove the slaty

or metallic substance, is every where of a light,

kernelly, and mossy nature, apparently having, in

the course of ages, been produced and formed

from the vegetable substances which had attached

themselves to it: falling in the autumn seasons,

and having no receptacle to receive the rain-water

as it falls below this stratum, it preserves it on its

surflice, and in the winter months becomes swell-

ed and enlarged in a considerable degree. In
the spring months, when the sun and wind exhale
it, the moss becomes of a tolerable firmness, and
produces a coarse kind of unprofitable grass, mix-
ed in many places with short heather, of no use
either for the rearing or feeding of sheep or cattle.

"Having, in a brief manner, thus given an ac-

count of the several strata of which the waste land
of this county is composed, which every person in

the habit of improving should be well acquainted
with, I shall now proceed to give an example or

two of the method of cultivation I took, and then
add a ih\x observations. In the latter part of Oc-
tober, I ploughed up twenty acres of waste land of

the above description ; and as one part of it lay

nearly on a level, and the other on the slope of a
hill, i divided it into two parts, judging it might be
necessary to cause each part undergo a different

course of cultivation. The level part I gathered
up in small ridges, and ploughed it pretty deep,

making the furrows narrow, keeping two laborers

followiiisr each plough, as well to remove any ob-

structions that might arise liom stories or roots, as
also to turn the upper rim or surface below, when
the plough was in tault. This done, I allowed it

to lie till midsummer following ; but, in the spring

months, as soon as it would bear my sheep and
cattle, I drove them up and down the ground, as

often as occasion would permit, as well to nip off

any sprouts of grass that might appear, as to

tread it to a firm consistence, and which was at-

tended with most beneficial effects. At midsum-
mer, I gathered it up again'; but finding, although
the ridges were getting high, being only set out
eight feet at first, the plough did not get to the

slaty substance in the hollow of the ridge, I was
obliged to lay out the ridges sixteen feet. This
cost me a deal of trouble, but I eventually got the

ploush down to the slaty substance. When my
work was done so fiir, my next thoughts were di-

rected, how to get the water drawn out of the hol-

low of the riilges, b ing at least four feet below any
level I could obtain. To remedy this, I got a pair

of bore-rods, which I put down through the slaty-

substance, to the whinstone rock, at sundry places,

and which effectually answered my purpose, keep-
ing the tops of the holes covered with a basket of
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loose stones, which 1 allowed to remain, or remov-
ed at pleasure, as the weather proved more or less

wet. In the sprint following, I had the pleasure

to find my waste land was in a condition to sow,
0.S early almost as any other part of my farm : the
winter rains falling through the soil upon the ridges,

into the bosom of the slaty substance, which was
laid bare in many places in the hollow of the
ridges, it was gently drawn off, and glided regularly
into the holes or canals which I had made."

In the Agricultural Report ofHertfbrdshire, it is

also stated, that land has been drained, by perfo-

rating the retentive stratum in the manner that

has just been described ; but the detail is too long
to be inserted here.

SECTION X.

Drainage oflow flat ground, without any practica-

blefall or outlet.

The most expensive of all modes of draining is,

(where no natural fall or outlet can be found,) by
superinduction or compression ; as has been done
on the ground that was formerly the site of the
North Loch, between the old and new towns of

Edinburgh. The situation and substrata of this

ground being different from that treated of in the
last section, another mode must be adopted. The
first thing to look to in this case is, to the nearest
place where material may be got to fill up. to the
required height, the surface of this low ground,
which it is wished to raise above the influence of
the water. Indeed, the whole depends on this,

and whether the expense of transporting it to the
place where it is to be deposited, will be repaid by
the value of the ground when thus raised above
the wet level. The operation itself is simple.
The first layer or artificial stratum should be stones
or any loose matter, gravel, or sand, as a reservoir
to retain the moisture so far below the surface as
to prevent any injury from it to the crops, or to the
pasture, that may be produced on it. It will also

be necessary to make a drain of outlet from the
surface to the lowest practicable level, in case of
injury from rain-water, which it may be apt other-
wise to retain. In short, no further specific direc-
tions need be given ; only, in depositing the dif-

ferent layers of stuff, to raise it to the proper height,
the best must be reserved for laying on the sur-
face.

Such draining, or rather Buperinduction, can
only be useful in cases like that of the North Loch
just mentioned ; where the object is something
more than that of making it dry for the sake of a
money profit; and where it may be injurious to
the health of those living near it, by the noxious
vapor and miasma which arise from such stag-
nant wetness, particularly in closely inhabited lo-

calities, and in the vicinity oftowns, &c.

SECTION XI.

On draining by the plough, and the proper forma-
tion of ridge andfurrow.

The invention ofany means by which labor may
be diminished and expense lessened, is an object
desirable in every mechanical process, and has
always been liberally rewarded when found to be
useful. In the various branches of manufacture,
piachinery has been invented to facilitate the
operations, and to lessen the necessity of manual
labor; and the thrashing machine has been found

successfully introduced into every part of the king-
dom. It is imprudent, too hastily to prescribe a
limit to human invention

; but the probability of
an effective hollow draining plough, to work so

much cheaper than the spade, as to render it an
object of economy, is not very flattering. There
can be no difficulty of making one to prepare lor

the narrow draining spade, where surface drains

of no great depth are required ; but beyond that
the attempt would be fruitless. Various ploughs,
indeed, have been invented, and premiums given
to the inventors ; but all, or most of them, have
been found deficient, and have been therefore laid

aside. From the number of horses or oxen re-

quired to work them, ploughs calculated lor this

purpose are more expensive than the spade, and
never can come into general use, In lawns and
smooth pastures, where only grips or small sur-

face-drains are useful, the common draining
plough may be employed with advantage ; but in

soils that are strong, and where a greater depth
is necessary, the interruptions that would be met
with are insurmountable. The method followed
by some good farmers, who do not possess ploughs
constructed on purpose for such work, is this :

With theircommon plough drawn by four horses,

they turn a double furrow, about six inches deep,

throwing the earth on each side, and leaving a
baulk, or space untouched, in the middle. This
baulk they remove by a second bout or turn, in

the same manner ; they then go in the wide fur-

row or space thus opened, twice with their com-
mon double-breast plouirh, getting what additional

depth they can. After tliis, they remove, with a
spade or shovel, all the loose mould, so as to

smooth and form the bottom to about a foot in

breadth ; and thus having gained more than a
foot in depth, according to the soil, and strength of
the plough, they dig one portion with the draining
spade, sixteen inches deep, and after that another
of twelve inches, making in the whole a drain

forty inches in depth, two feet wide at top, and
very narrow at bottom. This is filled with stone

or brush-wood, as comes most readily to hand,
aud forms a cheap and useful drain in certain soils

and situations.

The ploughs called the miner and mole-plough,

as also a machine of cast-iron, in form of a wheel,
are used in several parts of England, and said to

answer well ; but as they have not been intro-

duced into general practice, drawings or descrip-

rions of them, are here unnecessary.
It has been already observed, that on some

soils, where the surface is flat and very retentive,

no number of covered drains can operate efl^ectu-

ally in keeping it dry. In such land, therefore,

much may be effected by a proper formation and
direction of the ridges and furrows. JMuch has
been written against high ridges, without consi-

deration of their propriety ; and because they
have been applied on dry soils absurdly, and being
the custom in some pans of the country, no dis-

crimination has been made ; but their being im-
proper in some cases, and ill managed in others,

afllbrds no just argument against them, when
adapted to the soil and wetness of the climate.

One objection, indeed, and that not a slight one,
against raising ridges too high, is, that the rain

falling, washes off more easily the finer particles

of the soil and manure from the sides into the fur-
eo useful in that department of husbandry, as to be | rows, in which it is carried off the field ; and that
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ihe seed cannot be so equiilly sown, and may be

drawn into ihe furrows by tl\e linrrowinir ; iuid it

likewise renders cross-plonirliinirnioreditliculi. In

many instanees rid<res are laid too broad and flat,

and fbe furrows neiilier properly directed, nor o(

eiitfi.;ient deptli. By this means, water slao;nates

both on lite ridires and m the furrows, wiiich, in

wel seasons, makes the ploufjhiiii!; laborious, and

proves injurious to the crnji. In the carses of

Gowrieand Stirling, as has already been observed,

the practice of Ivavinij the ridyes of a proper

breadth, enough, but not too much rounded, and

(he furrows in such a direction, and of such depth,

as (0 carry off readily all surface water, is now so

much more attended to than formerly, that their

present lertility has been very much advanced by

these means. The simple operation of water-

furrowing is attended with such beneficial conse-

quences, that wetness may often be removed by

that means alone, without the aid of drains, and
Where the omission of if frequently causes the loss

of part of a crop. Waler-furrowintr also is of

great use in pasture fields, where, by scouring out

and clearing the furrows before winter, the water

is prevented from lodging, and soaking into the

soil, making it easily poached; and chilling the

roots of the grass, renders it later in coming for-

ward in spring.

PART. [I.

elkington's mode of draimng.

section. i.

JBrief account of the discovery by Mr. Elkington,

and principles of that system.

The author having, in the summer of 1796, ac-

companied Mr. Elkington on a tour through those

counties of England, where he was executing the

most remarkable drainages at the time, had, in the

course thereof, an opportunity of examining the

farm and field, in which he first made the discove-

ry of that particular mode of draining, which has
Bince been so successfully practised, both in that

country and in Scotland; and was enabled to lay

before the public, by means of the Board of Ag-
riculture, an 'Account' of the whole system,

which was published in the year following. As
doubts were entertained by many, of the origin of

that discovery, and its merit was claimed by the late

Dr. James Anderson, the author of many inge-

nious and useful publications on husbandry, a de-

tail of its particulars, with the explanatory plan

(copied on next page), was given in the 'Account'

alluded to. This set the public mind at rest with
regard to the merits of that claim, and put a stop

to all further controversy on the subject. The au-
thor having carefully perused Dr. Anderson's
work, where the subject of draining is treated of,

which was published in the year 1775, acknowl-
edges the merits of the Doctor's claim, so far as it

is founded on similar principles; but, as to its pri-

ority, the following narrative will briefly explain
the fact. In the year 1763, Elkington was left by
his father in the possessionof a farm called Prince-

Thorp, in the parish of Stretfon upon Dunsmore,
and county of Warwick. The soil of this farm
was go poor, and in many places so extremely
wet, that it was the cause of rotting several hun-

dreds of his sheep, which first induced him, if pos-

sible, to drain it. This he began to do in 1764,

(consecpiently ten years prior to Dr. Anderson's

publication), in a field of wet clay soil, rendered

almost a swamp, or shaking bog, by the springs

which issued Imm an adjoining bank of gravel and
sand, and overflowed the surface of the trround be-

low. To drain this field, which was of considera-

ble extent, he cut a trench about ibur or five feet

deep, a little below the upper side of the bog,

where the wetness began to make its a|)pearance;

and after proceeding with it in this direction, and

at this depth, he found it did not reach \hc princi-

pal body of subjacent water fi-om which the evil

arose. On perceiving this, he was at a loss how
to proceed, when one of his servants came to the

field with an iron-crow or bar, for the purpose of

making holes for fixiiiiT sheep-hurdles, in an ad-

joining' part of the farm, as represented on the

plan. Having a suspicion that his drain was not

deep enough, and desirous to know what strata lay

under it, he took tiie iron bar, and having forced it

down about four ftjet below the bottom of the

trench, on pulling it out, to his astonishment, a

ereat quantity of water burst up throuijh the hole

he had thus made, and ran along the dram. This

led him to the knowledge, that wetness may often

be produced by water confined farther below the

surface of the ground than it was possible for the

usual depth of drains to reach, and that an auger

would be a useful instrument to apply in such

cases. Thus chance was the parent of this dis-

covery, as she often is of other useftil arts; and for-

tunate it is (or society, when such accidents hap-

pen to those who have sense and judgment to

avail themselves of hints thus fortuitously given.

In this manner he soon accomplished the drainage

of his whole farm, and rendered it so perfectly dry

and sound, that none ol his flock was ever after af-

fected with disease.

By the success of this experiment, Mr. Elking-

ton's fame as a drainer was quickly and widely ex-

tended; and after having successfully drained sev-

eral farms in his neighborhood, he was at last

very generally employed for that purpose in va-

rious parts of the kingdom, till about thirty years

ago, when the country had the melancholy cause

to regret his loss. From his long practice and ex-

perience, he became so successful in the works he
undertook, and so skilful in judging of the internal

strata of the earth, and the nature of springs, that,

with remarkable precision, he could ascertain

where to find water, and trace the course of

springs, that made no appearance on the surface

of the ground. During his practice of more than

thirty years, he drained, in various parts of Eng-
land, particularly in the midland counties, many
thousand acres of land, which, from being origin-

ally of little or no value, soon became as useful aa

any in the kingdom, by producing the most valua-

ble kinds of grain, and feeding the best and
healthiest species of stock.

JVlany have erroneously entertained an idea,

that Elkington's skill lay solely in applying the

auger for the tapping of springs, without attach-

ing any merit to his method of conducting the

drains. The accidental circumstance above stated

gave him the first notion of using an auger, and
directed his attention to the profession and practice

of draining, in the course of which he made va-

rious useful discoveries, as will be afterwards ex-
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Plan of Lang Harol Pits, part of thefarm of Prince-Thorp in Warwickshire,

Beino- the field in which Mr. Elkington first discovered his mode of draining, A. D. 1764.

Plate VII.

Fig. 1. Horizontal Plan.

P Field that was in turnips at the

time Mr. Elkington was cutting

the first trench, and to which
the man was going with the iron

bar, with which Mr. E. first dis-

covered the spring.

D D D Gravel and sand bank con-

taining sprmgs.

E E A E Line along which springs

broke out, before the drain was
cut.

M M M Clay, boggy and covered

with ruslies, caused by the o-

verflowiug of the springs in the

gravel and sand above the up-

per trench.

H H H Here the water of the

springs was absorbed by porous

rock, after flowing over the sur-

face of the clay.
|

L Dry ground above the porous i

rock.

Ill Lower side of the rock, I

where the water again broke
\

out.

K K K K Clay, boggy and cover-

ed with ru.shes, caused by the
|

water flowing from the rock, i

O The ground here also affected

by the drains in the adjoining I

close, the same strata lying
|

across it.
IN Ground here also affected. '

A The place where the clay point-

ed up on the surface above the

line, and below the bottom of

the trench; the depth of which
not reaching the spring, induc-

ed Mr. Elkington to pu;--li down
the iron bar; which at four feet

below the bottom of the drain

caused the water to burst up;

and this was the first means
that led him to think of apply-

ing the auger as a more proper

instrument in such cases, where
the depth of the drain does not

reach that of the spring; and up-

on this, all his future practiceis

grounded.
F E First drain or slough made by
Mr. Elkington, which entirely

cuts offthe springs, and preyent-

ed their overflowing the clay

surface.

G Orifice of the drain where the

water is discharged into the

ditch G a Q.

p Gravel and sand.—a Upper drain at A in fig. 1.— 6 Lower drauis at B and C in fig. L—d Outlet of the springs (before drain-

ing).—e Ditch.

—

ff Wet boggy surface covered with rushes.

—

g Where the water was drunk in by the rock.—A Where the water
again broke out of the rock.—i i Clay and peat.— i Auger hole.—m Level of the outlet.—n Porous rock with dry surface.—3 Upper
level of the water.—r Level of tlie drain's bottom.—s s Clay and peat.—« Tail of the sand.

Fig. 2. Section.

plained. With regard to the use of the auger,

though there is every rea.son to lielieve that he
was led to employ that instrument from the cir-

cumstance already stated, and did not derive it

irom any other source of intelligence; yet, there is

no douht that others might have hit upon the

same idea, without being indebted tor it to him.
It has happened, that in atteinps to discover mines
by boring, springs have been tapped, and ground
thereby drained, either by letting the water down,
or by giving it veal to the surface; and that the

auger has been likewise used in bringing up water
in wells, to save the expense of deeper digging;

but that it had been used in draining land,before

Mr. Elkington made that discovery, no one has

ventured to assert. That it wqs used in Italy, for

the purpose of procuring water in wells, appears
from BufTon, who in his Natural History, states,

"that in the city of JVlodena, and four miles

round, whatever part is dug, when we reach a cer-

tain depth, and then bore deeper with an anger,

the water springs up with such force, that the well

is filled in a very short space of time. This water

flows continually, and neither increases nor dimin-

ishes by the rain or drought." It is not probable,

however, that Elkington received any hint from

this, or any other publication in the English lan-

guage, as Dr. Nugent's Travels in Germany were

printed in the year 1768, and Dr. Anderson's Es-

says were not published till 1775; whereas his dis-

covery was made in 1764.

Draining, according to Elkington's principles,

depends chiefly on three points:

1st, Upon discovering the main spring or source of

the evil;

2d, Upon taking the level, and ascertaining iti

subterraneous bearings; and,
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^dly. By making use of the auger to reach and tap

the springs, when the depth of the drain is not

sufficient lor that purpose. The nature of

Bprings, and the causes of wetness, have already

been explained in Section ii, of Part I.

The first thing, therefore, to bo observed is, by

: examining the adjoining high grounds, to discover

jwhat strata they are composed of, and then to as-

certain, as nearly as possible, the inclination of

these strata, and their connection with the ground

to be drained; and thereby to judge at what place

the level of the spring comes nearest to where the

water can be cut ofl', and most readily discharged.

The surest way of ascertaining the lie or inclina-

tion of the different strata, is. by examining the

bed of I lie nearest streams, and the edges of the

banks that are cut through by the water; and any
pits, wells, or quarries that may be in the neigh-

borhood. Afier the main spring has been thus

discovered, the next thing is, to ascertam a line on
the same level, to one or both sides of it, in which
the drain may be conducted, which is one of the

most important parts of the operation, and one, on
which the art of draining, in a scientific manner,
essentially depends.

Lastly, The use of the auger, which, in many
cases, is the sine qua nnn of the business, is to

reach and tap the spring when the depth of the

drain does not reach it; where the level of the out-

let will not admit of its being cut to a greater

depth; and where the expense of such cutting

would be great, and the execution of it difficult.

According to these principles, this system of
draining has been attended with extraordinary
consequences, not only in laying the land dry in

the vicinity of the drain, but also springs, wells,

and wet ground, at a considerable distance, with
which there was no apparent connection.

SliCTION II.

Its particular application to spring bogs.*

The draining of large tracts of bog or marshy
ground, injured by springs, Ibrms a part of this
system, deserving of the greatest attention, and
is, in every point of vie iv, the most important.
Many extensive tracts of ground of this descrip-
tion are at present lost to every useful purpose to
which they might be converted, fi-om the mistaken
notion of those to whom they belong, that their
nature is such, as either to render tlicm incapable
of being drained, or that it is only possible at an
expense jjreater than their value. However im-
practicable the draining of such bogs may appear,
yet by attention to the proper mode of domg it,

their drainage may be easily effected, and at Httle

expense; and, when made dry, they become the
most valuable of any. Their cause and formation
have already been explained. They may be divi-

ded into two classes, according to their situation,

and the different mode of drainmg that applies
to each. Those of the first class are easily distin-

guished by the springs issuing from the adjoining
higher ground, in a regular line, along the upper
side of the wet surface. The second class of
these bogs has the appearance of beincr still more
difficult to drain, althoutrh, in several respects,
they are less so than the former.

In these last, the many springs that break out
are not confined to a regular line alonsr the upper
side, as represented by Plate No. VIII., but burst

* So called, in contradistinction to such as are wet
and bogey from surface water alone; and also to
such peat bogs or mosses, as do not derive their origin
from springs.

Horizontal Plan.

Plate VIII.

—

Drainage ofBogs caused by springs.— Class 1st

iii^'^."^^/*^/^. ^^\\vSv\^)y/^ //, ..^,/csoui .. --j^

Section.

C D Drain for carrying the wa-
ter to the nearest outlet.

E Dry porous, soil receiving
the rain water.

F Gravel, sand, or porous rock,
containing springs.

G Where the water breaks out
when the springs are full.

H Outlet of the spring.

If the stratum of Clay where
the trench is cut be thicker
than the level of the outlet will
admit, the depth of the drain to
be (A representing tlie depth of
it, at that level,) Uie remaining
part of that clay from A to B
must be perforated by the au-
ger to the tail or lowest point of
the sand or rock at B, when the
spring will immediately rise up
into the trench, by the pressure
of its water above the drain's
Ifcvel,

i^.:s^^/^'S^?§S:^^"'
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out promiscuously over the whole surface, forminor

quagmires that shake all around, over which it is

dangerous for the lightest cattle to pass, and which

show themselves at a distance, by the verdure

they produce. Of this grass, which is luxuriant

even in winter, sheep are remarkably fond, and,

devouring it greedily, never fail to be attacked

with the ro<. Under the moss or peat earth, ihat-,

for ten feet or more, forms the upper part of these

bogs, is found a bed of clay, (seldom of great

depth), below which there is generally a stratum

of sand, gravel, or rock, according to that o

which the adjacent eminences are composed. The
clay iumiediately above this, and between it and

the peat, beinir in many places thin, and in some
degree porous, the constant pressure of water, con-

tained in the high ixrounds above, forces that un-

der the bog (with which it is connected), through
;

these more porous parts of the clay and peat,

where it bursts up, forming those appearances just

described, as represented by Plate No. IX. Aa
there are a variety of circumstances to be attended

Plate IX.

—

Braining of Spring Bogs.— Class 2nd.

Horizontal plan. uaiMillMlimi,iiii,mit,,M,,,:..,,,.,:^i'

A A A, B B B, C C C Springs.

m^j-rnn ail- caf-'^'J^Hjp^li^'^

[Oulie!- ^"

lij ue i

-Ifi'ljoli.

Section. yf;:::'--:v,;;-n- •.,

A B and C Springs. -

t) Auger hole. ' !*>

E Higli porous ground.
(•' Upper level of tlie water.

G Level ofmitlet. .-.

H Gravel or sand containing :. _._!__..

L

springs. -r:;^,. . .r^

lo, in discovering the proper line of the springs,

and guiding the direction of the trenches in drain-

ing these bugs, as well as every other description

of wet ground proceeding from the same cause, it

will be best to arrange them in the order in which
they follow, previous to describing the manner of
executing the drain itself.

In the first class of these bogs, where it is evi-

dent that all the springs arise along the upper
edge of the wet ground, one drain, cut in that di-

rection, will effectually cure the whole; but where
other springs make their appearance, as in class 2,

the lower may be the main springs, and the drain

should be cut in the line of these accordingly.

It is of material consequence, therefore, to as-

certain which of these are the main springs, or

those Irom which the others are supplied; and it is

therefore one of the principal circumstances on
which the true direction of the drain depends. If,

on the surface where the different springs appear,
they break out at different levels, according to the i

wetness of the season, and those lowest down'

continue running while those above become dry,

it is a sure indication that all the different outlets

are connected with, and proceed from, the same
source ; and consequently, that the line of the

drain should be conducted along the level of the

lowermost ones, which, if properly executed, must

keep all the others dry. These lower are there-

fore the main springs, and those above, the over-

flowings of them.
But if, as has been the too frequent practice,

where this discrimination is not attended to, the

drain was to be made along the line of the high-

est outlets, or places where the water breaks forth,

without being sufficiently deep to reach the level

of those below, the overflowings only of the

spring would be carried away, and the wetnesa

proceeding from these removed; while the main

springs still continuing to run, would render the

land below the level of the bottom of the drain, aa

injuriously wet as before.

[To be continued.]
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From the proceedings of the Agricultural Society of Albemarle,
Virginia.

ON THE USE OF OXEN.

Extract of a letterfrom Geors;e IF. Erving, esq.,

late minister at the court of Madrid, to a ami-

miltee of the society^ dated at Paris, July loth,

1819.
(Kea<1, May 81I1, 18-JO.)

I noticed in the very interest inff address (of May,
1818,) to your society by Mr. Madison, a recom-

mendation to encourajre tiie nse of oxen in pre-

ference to horses, lor airricuitiiral labors.—As
oxen are very jjenerally used 111 tiie greater part

of" Spain, I was induced, by the president's obser-

vations, to examine, as tar as 1 could, into the es-

timates made in that country of the superiority oC

those animals, and in the course of my inciuiries

met with a small work containino; a great deal of

important matter, and some curious detail's and
calculations, fully justifying the preference which
ought to be given to them. I beg leave herewith

to offer it to you, persuaded that you will have
much satisfaction in the perusal of it, and that if

the society be disposed to adopt the ideas of the

president, you may very much promote the ob-

ject, by causing to be translated and laying before

it, if not the whole, the most interesting passages

of this little work, which as far as I can find, is

the only one of any merit on the subject which
has hitherto appeared. You will observe, that

the writer insists upon the still more general use

of oxen in Spain, as well as on the substitution of

horses for mules in those labors where oxen can-

not be so advantageously employed. 'Though a

great part oi' his argument is founded upon cir-

cumstances peculiar to Spain, and all his calcula-

tions will not therefore apply to all countries, ne-

vertheless there is much general reasoning which
is applicable to every country where agricultural

economy is studied ; and which, as appears to

rae, will tend very much to establish a preference

of horned cattle over horses and mules in the

United States. I say " horned cattle," because,

as you will notice, the cow in Spain bears her

proportion of the labors of the field, even during
the lime of her pregnancy.

All that I have otherwise learnt from the most
intelligent persons in this matter, goes to confirm
the view taken of it by Mr. Madison. Oxen may
not only be kept in lull strength without grain,

but in Spain on straw principally
;
perhaps the

straw there, has more saccharine juice in it than
ours. But may not our corn-stalks be a substitute

tor, or even a better nourishment than straw?
As to the tractability of the animal, the president

has fully answered the objections ordinarily pro-

duced, and it may be added that the ox. "when
once subdued, is always to be depended on,
whereas, the horse, when high fisd, or alter a long
repose, is likely to have accesses of disobedience.
That the ox may be used singly with a proper
harness, as the president says, is abundantly
proved in Castile, where nothing is so common,
as to see in the light lands a single ox or a cow be-
tween a pair of small shafts. The superior cele-

rity of the horse is amply compensated by the
other qualities of the ox ; this last ploughs more
steadily and deeper ; the horse's vivacity jerks

the plough out of the ground, and tor the vcrv
reason that he is lighter, he vacillates more in the
direction that he takes ; whereas, where the ox

Vol. V—68

plants his foot, his weiirht fixes him, and as his

logs are sliorf, and his head is always carried low

towards the ground, he cannot well deviate li'om

his riirht line. In this way he will plough a " iit-

nega" (somewhat less than our acre) per day
;

horses and mules will plough a fanega and a

hall, but not so deeply, or so well done. The ox
works in the field from dawn till the heat sets in,

about 11 or 12 ; he then rejjoses, eats, and rumin-

ates for three hours, alter which he works till

night-liill. Some persons give him two spells of

repose, but that is considered as a bad method.

For the field service, it is not necessary to shoe

him : on the road, his shoes last a long while, and
cost only about forty cents.

Mr. Madison seems inclined to allow, that the

ox is less fit for the road service, than the horse or

mule. As to the disadvantage which belongs to

his movement, and to the Ibrm of his hoof, in a

frozen road, I suppose that the objections must be

considered as solid ; but in a sandy or muddy
road, (not frozen, J the broadness of his hoof, as

well as its cloven Ibrm, is a manifest advantage.

On the roads of Castile, which are dry and hard,

oxen will go with loaded wagons, a league in two
hours; horses go the same distance in an hour

and a half Their usual day's journey is Iroin

tour to five leaixues, when the weather is not too

hot; but though certainly the ox suffers more from

heat than the horse, yet, it is found in Spain that

this disadvantage is counter-balanced, by his ex-

emption from numerous disorders to which the

horse is subjected ; and perhaps the greater num-
ber of accidents to which he is exposed, ought
also to be taken into the account.

Allow me to offer to you my best wishes for

the success of your patriotic institution, and as-

surances of the very great respect, with which
I am.

Gentlemen, your very ob't. servant,

George W. Erving.
To J. A. Coles, i /Icommittee ofthe Agri-

Tho: M. Randolph, > cultural Society of yil-

P. Minor, esquires. ) . bemarle, in Virginia.

From the Plough Bojr.

FLEMISH HUSBANDRY.

To the Editor of the Plough Boy :

Sir—Much has been said in praise of English
husbandry, yet it is a well known fact, that this

vaunted system is surpassed in many countries

which do not possess equal natural advantages.
In Scotland, agriculture has progressed at least

half a century beyond that of England, where
the soil and climate is far more congenial to the
productions of the earth than the " bleak moun-

i tains of Caledonia." But no where in the world
is the contrast so marked as that between the

Flcntsh "and English mode of cultivation.

The average produce of a crop of wheat in

England, is lvventy-li.Tur bushels per acre. In
Flanders, it is thirty-two bushels. In England,
the system offallows almost universally prevails.

In Flanders, it has been unknown from time im-
memorial ; two crops, in many cases three, being
uniformly raised annually upon the same field.

The llillowing comparative tables, as exhibited in
' Vanderstraeten's Sketch of the Flemish Sys-
tem,' show cleaily and correctly its su[>erior atl-

vaniagee over that of England ;
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Produce of the Flemish /armer r Piodnce of the En -Ihh farmer,
from one acre, for 12 yearn.

Wheat, 32 bushels per
acre, - 4 crops

Barley, 60 bushels per
acre, - 4 do.

Flax, hemp, cole-seed
and potntops, 4 do.

Roots and vegetables
for the food ofcattle, 10 do.

In 12 years. 24 crops

accoidina to ihc Norfolk
course, fo' the same period :

Wheat, 24 bushelji per
acre, - 3 crops

Barley, 32 bushels per
acre, - 3 do.

Turnips, - 3 do.

Clover, - 3 do.

In 12 years. 13 crops

This immense (llflerehce in favor of the produce
of Flanders, does not arise, asmifiht hp. supposed,
from its possessing a better natural soil, or a milder
climate than England, hut entirely from the dif-

ferent mode of cultivation pursued in these two
countries. At no very distant period, the fields of
Flanders, now so productive, we^e little else but
loose sand and (Travel, whereas, the soil of En;j- I

Flemish husbandry, merits farther amplification,

quire, every forty years, a sum of money equal to

the soil ; to say this, appears, to other than Flem-
ish readers, to repeat a tissue of fables.* The
less informed, attribute this uninterrupted succes-
sion of harvests lo the inexhaustible fertility of

the soil ; but intellitjent and well informed travel-

lers attribute it, on the contrary, and with the
best reason, to the indefatiirable industry of the
inhabitants, and to a hig'hiy improved mode of
culture, of the details of which they are them-
selves ifTiiorant, and which beside, from their com-
plication, and the great variety of the productions
of the soil, require a profound study, of many
years duration, to which few of them have either

the inclination or the leisure to apply."
This correct, though " bird's eye" view, of

land was always naturally fertile, and in part, lies i" "^der to furnish distinct data to the intelligent

under a more southerly parallel than Flanders
The rich, abundant, and healthy crops obtained

by the Flemish farmers, may be traced to the
following causes :

1. The abundance and judicious application of
manure. 2. Digcring all the lands on their farms
with the spade, every six or every three years.

3. The comj)lete extirpation of weeds and noxi-
ous roots. 4. Regular and repeated hoeing. 5.

A careful choice, and alternation of grain and
seeds for sowing. 6. An improved rotation of
crops.

" The whole secret, ("observes Vanderstraeten,)
respectincT the superiority of Flemish agriculture,
consists in this : the farmers procure plenty of
food for their cattle—food which, excepting clover,

is raised from the same lands, which have already
yielded their crops of grain, &c. They keep the
greatest possible number of cattle, feed them in

the stables plentifully, and render their food pala-
table. They collect the greatest possible quanti-
ty of manure, oi which they preserve the fertiliz-

ing salts by a suitable process of fermenlationi
They weed their grounds thoroughly and repeat-
edly. They totally extirpate noxious plants and
roots, every six or every three years, by digging
all the lands on their respective farms—an opera-
tion by which they revert to the surface a stratum
of li-esh soil, that for three or for six years has
been absorbing the salts of manure as they filtra-

ted to the bottom of the roots ; a stratum of soil

whirh has produced no crop during the snme pe

and enterprising agriculturist. My subsequent
communications will be directed to that subject.

Respectfully, yours,

Geo. Houston.
iVew York, Jpril 18, 1820.

FLEMISH IIUSBAKDRY. KO. 2.

Sir— I shall now, as promised, give some de-
tails, I'especting the Flemish mode of cultivation.

1. Manure.
A Fleming spares no costf nor labor to obtain

this necessary article. What his domestic ar-

rangements do not produce, he supplies in the
neighboring towns and villages; but it is chiefly

upon his cattle that he relies. Of these, he rears

an immense number : five times more in propor-

tion, than is done by the English farmer, by
which he obtains at least triple the quantity of"

dung. He is equally careflil to preserve the li-

qmd portions of this manure, which contain the

greatest proportion of fertilizing juices. For
that purpose, the stalls and stables where the cat-

tle are kept, are paved with a cement impervious
to water ; a precaution, by which no part of the

urine of the animals is lost ; while dung pits, to

which there is a communication by little channels

from the cattle-stalls and privies, are formed and

*ln Flanders, wheat yields 20; rye, 26; barley, 26 :

and oats, 40, for one. Wheat fields only the fifth

rank in value in the harvest of Flanders. In England,
riod. They, moreover, dress their grounds to the ' wheat never yields more, on an average, than 10 or 11

precise point of perfect pulverization. These are

inestimable advantages, which cannot be obtained
bv any plough whatever: hence, the drift of the

Flemish adage—"Never to let the naked ground
lie open to the sun in summer for more than three
days."

" In truth, to say that there exists a vast prov-
ince, in which the price of lands has been quad-
rupled within fifty years, and which is neither

for one ; barley, something less than ten to one ; and
oats only between eight and nine for one. In some
highly ameliorated farms in the connty of Suffolk, Ar-
thur Young reports a produce of 36 bushels of wheat,
and sixty-four bushels of barley to the acre ; and that

in the county of Kent, soils of middling quality,

ameliorated, yield per acre, fifty-two bushels of wheat,
and the same quantity of barley. But in Flanders,

there are soils which yield inuch more than this

—

namely, seventy-two bushels of wheat, 120 of barley.

placed under a more favorable climate, nor enjoys
j

128 of beans, and seventy-two of cole-seed. These,

a greater fertiliiy of soil than England ; from
which fiillows in general have been banished
from time immemorial ; in which the greater part

of the lands produce in nine years at least fifteen

harvests, of which, those of grain, yield one year
with another, as high as thirty-two bushels of
wheat per acre, those of barley, sixty bushels,

and those of oats, ninety bushels ; and where the
borders of the fields are planted with trees in such
numbers, that by their sale the proprietors ac-

however, are extreme cases, which do not affect the

general question of comparative growths ; while,

however, they show that the amelioration of land, in

any country, is calculated greatly to increase its pro-

ductiveness.

t
" It is within my knowledge, (says Vanderstrae-

ten,) " that villages of 6,000 acres of surface expend,
in the purchase of dung and other manures, more
than Ji 26,000 sterling, besides the enormous quantity

of dung from their own cattle. This expense is im-

mense, but it is returned with the greatest usury.
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liiuHi with the same cement to receive this valua-

ble lieposite. This liquid manure is commonly re-

served to enrich the *rround durintr the second and

third year's croppinij, an abundance of the more
solid manure having been spread the first year of

the court^e.

Nor is the Flemish flirmer indifierent to the

conversion of weeds, waste straw, and other ve-

getable matter into manure. These he collects,

a:id disposes in such a manner as to produce fer-

mentation, by which the whole mass is decom-
posed and converted into a fertilizing substance.

2. Digging.
Under this head, 1 shall content myself with

th(^ following quotations Irom " Vanderstraeten's

Survey:"
" In Flanders, before the introduction of the

operation of digging, tew lands, or rather none,

had a stratum of vegetable mould of eighteen

inches deep. It is art and industry which have
created this. The greater part of her beautiful

fields were then onlv moving sands, or soils even

still more ungrateful. Observe, then, the meth-
ods which were used to raise them to their great

fertility. In the beginning, they were du<r to a

smaller depth, and upon the moving sands was
spread a great quantity of dung, ol" which the

grosser parts, as well as the straw which was
mixed with them, were decomposed info fertile

soil. It was the sahie with the grain and stubble

lef't by the crops, with the noxious weeds and
roots. All tliose vegetable remains began to give

fertility and consistence to the sands, and in pro-

portion to the fertility and consistence which the

soil acquired, the spade was pushed to a greater

depth. The sand, of which the spade increased

the veiretablesiratum, was already no lontjer bar-

ren, because it was enriched^ with the juices of

the dung, which the rain had carried below the

depth to which the spade had not yet reached.

The abundance of dung and the annua! supply of

vegetable matter, changed, in the end, this mov-
ing sand into the blackest mould, which can possi-

bly be seen, in some places of a depth ofeighteen

inches, and in others of two feet

!

*'The methods taken with the other soils,

more unixraleful slill, were nearly the same. The
amelioration which the Flemish' agriculture pro-

duces in soils almost steril, is annually visible;

but, in all cases, the greatest possible degree of'

fertility can only be the work of lime. This auie-

lioration, however, may be produced very rapidly

in soils which have, at their commencement, only

four inches of verretable mould, and which repose

on a stratum of good earth, though rendered as

hard as a rock by the plough-share. A similar

low straium exisied in Flanders before the intro-

duction of (liutjing.

" Periodii-ally, every three, four or seven years,

the spade, in Flanders, raises upon the surface a

stratum of earth, which, under the stratum that

has produced the crops, has enjoyed a fallow of

three, four, or seven years, and, in consequence,

has yielded no crop itself; a stratum already fer-

tilized, in some degree, by the decomposition of

the weeds wliir.h grow upon it till the moment
when it was buried, and enriched with the salts of

the dung, caused by the rains to filtrate, during
the interval, throuirh the upper stratum. This
stratum may, therefore, inconsequence, be regard-

ed as a virgin earth, possessing the most extreme

degree of fertility, through the manure it has re-

ceived, and to which more is now to be added.
" The operation of digging, especially in light

Soils, is performed with great rapidity. A good
workman can dig in the space of a day, the

Iwenty-fifth part of an acre, to the depth of eigh-

leen inches, at one stroke of the spade. He thus

buries the upper layer, and brings to the surlace

the lower layer, which has produced no crop for

three or for seven years, nor the same crop for six

or for fourteen."

I shall embrace the earliest opportunity of re-

suming this interesting subject.

Yours respectfully,

Geo. Houstoh.
Neiv York, Maij 1, 1820.

ADDRESS TO THE DORCHESTER (mD.) AG-
RICULTURAL SOCIETY,

By Joseph E. 3fuse, Pesident.

Delivered on November 2nd, 1837.

Requested by Resolution of the Society, to be published in th«

Farmers' Register.

Addressing an audience so highly respectable,

intelligent, and informed—and too, upon a thenift

so fulTof dignity, utility and science, as the pre-

sent, it is natural that I should feel embarrassed

in the undertaking, and solicit their favorable in-

dulgence; resting my claim upon the integrity of

the purpose and the excellence of the cause, rath-

er than upon the hope of a successful performance

of ;he task.

The character of agriculture, the great object

of our present devolion^s, has, fi-om the earliest me-
morials of man, been highly estimated— because,

it had been ordained by the author of all good,

and was co-essential and coincident with human
lile and sustenance; from the remotest periods of

civil history, it has occupied an elevated rank, cor-

respondent with that of the human intellect; and at

the present day, the impress of its divine authori-

ty, is to be found in the loftiest eminence of the

natural sciences.

In this sublime group of omniscient creation,

we behold the faithful conftjderates of agriculture,

in unremitting attention upon tliis '^alma mater'' ol

the unrverse. At the shrine of this dignified ma-
jesty, we behold her numerous votarists, geologv,

mineralogy, zoology, chemistry, physiology, bota-

ny, meteorology, and a host of others, ofi'ering

up their daily contributions.

Before an audience so enlightened as that by
which lam now honored, to dwell upon the me-
rits and excellence of an object of universal admi-
ration, by all whom providence lias blessed with
capacity to admire, would be vain and superflu-

ous. To demonstrate the importance of agriculture,

it has been justly said, would be"like demonstra-
ting the advantaofe of having food to eat, and
clothes to wear, " and the classic Ovid, belbre

the period of the christian era, has registered in

strong and comprehensive terms, the devotion of
the Roman citizens to this tutelar divinity, 'prima
dedit fniges—prima dcdit leges— Cererissunt om-
nia munus.''

I shall therefore call your attention to puch to-

pics as may appear to come within the immedi-
ate scope of the purposes of our society, and to

form the great motives of our institution—the pro-
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motion of this dignified characler—a tew of the
reasons why she slumbers—and some oC the mea-
sures which may contribute to her revival.

These are iiie ijrave and vA'eighly subjects! of

consideration, which hang upon the minds of all

her advocates—of all who are worthy of estima-
tion in the community. Who is not her friend, is

her Ibe; and tier foe is the foe of mankind. Will
this sentiment be controverted by the plea, "1 am a

lawyer—a physician—a divine?" Are these not
concerned, deeply concerned, in the promotion of
agriculture? Shall these honorable members of

society say. "We have no crops—no stocks—no
articles fbrexhibuion. or premium, and our moneys
shall not be wasied in this idle pageant?" 1 hope
the day may not arrive, when experience too late

may teach the error of this evasion—when too

late, they may revoke theirjudgment, and expiate

their delinquency, by the adverse destinies of their

country, themselves, and their posterity.

[n taking a view of the agricultural interests of
Dorchester—indeed of the Eastern Shore of Ma-
ryland, and perhaps of the state at large—the first

alarming tact, presented to the mind anxious for

the welfare of its native home, is the rapid emi-
gration of its citizens, to oth.er growing and rival

sections—and the menacing prospects of depopu-
lation and impoverishment.
The question naturally occurs, whence comes

this fatal course of events ? Why should Mary-
land, whose geographical position and geological

resources are equal to any in the union, loiter in

the rear of other sections of our promising territo-

ry, and when they are swimming in the flowing
tide of successful experiment, is slie sinking in the

stagnant pool of adversity? W^iih every natural

advantage, which providence could reasonably be-

stow upon her, she is on the brink of perdition

—

yes, merited perdition—spontaneous and suicidal.

Whence comes then, this imminently impending
fate, at once so wanton and so unnauiral?

This is a grave question, full of consequences,
and one which it becomes our duty to our coun-
try, to ourselves, and to our children, to investigate,

and remetly, by all the moral force we can com-
mand; by all the intelligence and information we
can acquire—by all the physical abilities we can
bring into action. WithouUhe concurrent influence
of these powers, our native and beloved state will

be abandoned, forlorn and desolate—our children
impoverished, and our memories handed down to

posterity as just and fit subjects of desecration
and contempt.
Whence comes then, I repeat these physical

and moral evils?

With due respect to the honorable body of our
legislature, I maintain thatth(!ir apathy and their

injustice have contributed largely to these misfor-
tunes.

i am conscious of the obnoxioiisness of this

sentiment— but I wish to be understood as apply-
ing my remarks to the princi|)le— 'adrem^ and not
*ad personam,''—not to the agent, but to the action.

That honorable body have refused a fostering

hand, when supplicated for assistance, and under
circumstances of the most imminent peril, when re-

demption and preservation were within their com-
mand. When other interests were regarded and
sustained—rail roads and canals indefinitely coun-
tenanced—rocks and mountains excavated—em-
bankments ereeted upon valleys, at the cost of

millions—all these bounteous acts of beneficence

have been conferred upon other interests, when
the needy and suppliant farmer has been rejected,

and retiised a dollar from the munificent chamber
and its oveYflowing coflers; with a sad and omin-
ous veto upon his fast hope—yes, upon his right-

ful claim and demand—he is told to retire. ''We
have other bantlings to nourish, more deserving of

our favor, more congenial to our fancy; you are a
passive subordmate creation, others tiiere are more
bold, more prominent—when they are satisfied,

you shall have the fragmentSj if any there be,

remaining of the least."

When this key-stone of the ark of safety,

wealth and independence, is already loosened, and
the great fabric is tottering before the eyes of that

honorable body, when in this perilous condition,

this devoted class, the tillers of the soil, are driv-

en from their native attachments, b}' successive

and continuous losses and misfortunes in their pro-

fessional occupations, to a land of strangers, to

the west and south, where the youthful vigor of

nature has not yet lieen impaired, or to the north

and east, where, under the auspices of a more lib-

eral and propitious policy, the menacing approach
of decay is arrested, and the consequent impend-
ing evils averted by legislative wisdom, by boun-
ties, and premiums (or the growth and manufac-
ture of new species of crops, which an altered cli-

mate and other circumstances had demanded, in

place of the old and accustomed routine; when
these things were known to the most uninformed,
this depressed class is rejected, unassisted, un-
heeded, and unregarded.

While I have the faculty of speech, to utter the

sentiments of my heart, and to express the con-

victions of my mind, I will denounce, because I

abhor, this action of our legislature, as a violation

of the principles of political justice, and true po-
litical economj^, and leading to the ruin of the

best interests of our country. It inclines me to ex-

claim with the astonished poet, ^proh superi;

quantum vwrtalia pcdora, cceccb noctis habent.''

In concurrence with otlier causes of a physical

character, this policy, this false judgment, of that

honorable body, has nearly extirpated the last

hope of agriculture in Maryland. And without a
speedy relief; this radical interest, from which all

others spring, and upon which they subsist, with
its numerous reiinue of dependants, will Ian

guish, and irrevocably be lost.

In regard to the physical causes of the mena-
cing condition of our a<rricultural interests, the

most general and prominent may be found in the

fluctuations of climate and the present unfitness of
'station' for the wheat crop—a term used by geolo-

gists, to denote that locality of animal and vege-

table existence, where a combination of physical

circumstances, fiivorable to the development of

their repective organization, may have established

them.
Many centuries ago, the classic farmer of Man-

tua, the immortal Virgil, impressively taught the

importance of this inquiry, the fitness of station,

and to learn the winds and the various qualities of

the climate, for successful cultivation: 'Ate segetes,

illic veniunt felice wt'ffi,' and he adds, these laws
and eternal regulations, nature, from the begining,

ordained.

Without occupying your time to dwell upon the

beauties of this arrangement, upon this conspicu-
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ous instance of providential wisdom, goodness and
power, which all nature is daily iinf()ldin>i to our

view, it itJsulIiciiMit, li)rihe prt'scnt [>iir[)i)sr, to no-

tice the iLict ol'the ireoirraphical distribulion ol'tlie

wholt! or^iraiiic worM, by this iiile of specific sell-

aiiaptalioii, implied in the icrai, station— it is one
which is aoccpte<l as a truth, iiy the common con-
sent of mankind, because it is Ibunded m the nat-

ural and necessary sequence of cause and eHect;

it is one which oHcrs a rational solution to the

dilRcidt problem, that ^qiiesiio vexaia,^ the loss of

our wheat crop— and it is full of interest to all,

more immediately, perhaps, to the agricultural

class of our community. On this important fact,

geologists too have instructed us—differing only

on some relative questions of theory and individu-

al opinion.

At that eventful olden time when the first crea-

tive hands, converting chaos into form, consumma-
ted the great work by organic life, innuinerable evi-

dences are furnished, in the fossil remains, that the

animal and vegetable structure was simple and
imperfect, in conformity with the rude condition of

the earth, climate and other physical circumstances
under which they were placed. As this condition

altered and improved, so did their structures he-

come more perfect and more complex, until by an
uninterrupted succession of physical events, we
behold nature as she is, enchanting to' admira-
tion, and in her sublime works of mechanism and
design, bespeaking her divine authority; and by
her infinite wisdom and power, confounding the

mfidel, and establishing the conviction of his folly

and his imbecility.

Whether this progressive improvement of ani-

mal and vegetable life was effected by a succes-

sive creation and destruction of new species, or by
a transmutation of the originals, and their pro-

gressive advancement to a more perfect state, are

questions not essential to our purpose; as the im-
portant truth remains in either case unaffected,

that fit stations are essential to the lile and prospe-
rity of the respective species, and they must find

them, or perish, by the established laws of nature.

That many animal and vegetable species have
become extinct, since their first creation, cannot be
reasonably questioned; numerous fiissil evidences
establish the fact; yet in the general, the doctrine

of progressive improvement and transmutation, is

consistent with experience and daily observation;
and in the instance of our wheat plant, we have
many of us witnessed, and I have long since main-
tained upon good authority, its partial "transmuta-
tion"' against the bold assertions and inveterate
dogmas of adversary opinionists, who seem to

hold their creed of physiology as a code of moral
law; and from their sentimental asperities it would
seem, under equal penalties for transgression.
Upon the fiicl of transmutation of the wheat

plant, much evidence might be adduced; it is suf-

ficient for the purpose to name that of a learned
friend, Mr. Featherstonhaugh, the United States'

geologist, whose acute observation, and high and
well-rnerited fame, and acquirements in the natu-
ral sciences, are ample pledges of its accuracy,
that he has seen stalks of cheat developed from a
grain of wheat, under the most infallible circum-
etances; and I might name others which leave no
doubt, on my mind, of the fact of transmutation
occasioned by the influence of variout physical
accidents.

The famed Lamarck quotes many examples
of the changes of plants in their forms, liicui-

ties, and even in their organization, by a charge
of the [ihysical conditions under which they arc
[)lace(l; and he justly observes, what nature brings

about in a great la[)se of time, we may occasion
suddenlj'. Some plants are made to lose their

thorns; some, the acridness of their juices; others-

have their ligneous, ct)iiverled into herbaceous
stems, and some, which are perennials, become an-
nuals; an unfavorable climate, exposure to wind»,

and other accidental causes, may jrive rise to a
stunted and altered race; and ^'rnvtatls niuiaiidisJ'

The extravagance to which Lamarck has car-

ried out this doctrine, should not vitiate his truths,.

That man shoulil have sprung from a monad of'an-

imated matter, and by progressive improvement
have arrived at his present state of superiority, is

absurd; yet it is unphilosophic to reject, absolute-

ly, physical, moral, or religious truths, because
they may have been mingled with fanaticism, or

extended to absurdities. Gold is not contamina-
ted by the base matrix in which it may be found,

nor should the lights of truth, which this talented

author may have thrown upon this interesting

question, be extinguished by his casual follies; his

lucid intervals make ample amends fbr his odious
hallucinations.

We will leave this controversy, and revert to the
important and settled truth, that plants as well as
animals require certain physical conditions for

their well-being, an essential point of which is

climate, which for causes not fully known, has
been, and continues to be, suffering variations

throughout the globe, and tending to a diminution
of teihperature; and consequently no locality con-

tinues to be suitable for the same vegetable or an-
imal at all times; and if our crops are not changed
with the change of climate, by the force of intel-

ligence and judtjment^ they will perish and disap-

point us; they will change themselves by the force

of the laws of nature.

In the present regions of Siberia, and many
other northern countries, are found direct proofs of
this fact, in the fossil remains of living species, the
elephant, the lion, the tiger, the tree fern, the
palm, and many others, as we are informed by
Mr. Lyell and other distinguished naturalists, in-

habitants now, only of more temperate climates.

To this cause, then, this gradual but continued
lowering of the temperature of the globe, may be
refiirred the failure of our wheat crops; and hence
may be seen the necessity to supply the loss by
others, adapted to the new physical condition of
the country.

Twenty years and more have borne witness to

the fact, that this great staple with us, is annually
declining; the progress of this evil, though gradu-
al, has been with few exceptions constant, and
within the last few years, alarmingly conspicuous.

The progressive revolution of the climate has been
equally manifest, to all who are in the habit of
observation, clearly indicating the cause and the

effect; this essential incident of station, once so
congenial to the development of our favorite plant,

has assumed a new character adversary to its

physiological constitution.

With the decline of the general temperature of
the globe fbr ages past, and established upon ac-

cunmlated and unquestionable evidences, collect-

ed by distinguished naturaliits already named, an-
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other important and relevant fkct is equally attest-

ed, that under the influence oC this change, plants

and anin:ials, with the exception of a few individ-

uals, have been I'rotn the most ancient periods of
time, regularly and irradually migrating from high-
er to lower latitudes; the latter, from the general
decline of heat, having acquired that degree for

which they had been constituted; and which the

former had previously possessed and now lost;

hence, we have no reason to flatter ourselves with
ihe hope that our wheat plant will continue, and
resist the instinctive impulse given it lor its own
preservation, by the commanding hand of nature.

And a priori— it is deducible ii'om causes, ob-

viously siill in operation, that a comparatively
short period, perhaj:s half a century or a litlle

more, will find the wheat plant flourishinir only in

the most scutliern secilons of our vast empire: and
another period still longer, may in all probability,

cancel it from the cataloiaie of vegetable life.

Our sister states of higher latitudes, have long
since experienced the efiiicts of this mutation of
climate upon their wheat crop; the 'Northern Far-
mer', of New England, informs us that fifty years
ago, their wheat was a certain and profitable crop;

and that now, they carmot by any mode of prac-

tice produce enough of this grain to defray the
costs of cultivation.

Thus, by a diligent review of the past, we are

enabled to direct our course for the future; we are
furnished with a key to unlock the magnificent
temple of nature, disclose her enclianting seci'ets,

and contemplate her wise and providential plans,

lor the general good of her creation.

A fallacious ground has been assumed, and on
very respectable authority, agait;st the continuance
of our wheat crop, which though leading to the
purpose of my proposition to abandon this plant,

is wholly untenable—that land tires of a species.

This, in the sense designed, is an unphilosophicno-
tion, and may produce much error in practice.

The theory of rotation of crops rests not upon
this principle, but upon the appetency of plants for

ultimate principles, peculiarly essential for their

sustenance, and respectively consumed in the dif-

ferent ratios of their natural demands; by a fresh

supply of manures, the consumed principle will ne-
cessarily be furnished, and the capacity of the land
ibr reprotluciion, be restored, or perpetually pre-
served. But it is said by the advocates Ibr the land-
tiring doctrine that the remedy of manuring is in-

competent Ibr a wheat crop, where fbrmerly the
plant flourished; true, because the station has be-
come materially modified, and for reasons already
given, we must adopt others whose habits and
constitutions are conlbrmable to this modification.

Our desire to retain this crop, is founded on an
amiable principle in man, often conducive to his

interests; that of a venerable attachment to the
prescriptive law of usage, yet it is a law, which
like all others, has its numerous excepiions, to be
found in the absence of the reasons from which
they derived their validity. In regard to this in-

ed station. The longer the time it shall have oc-

cupied its new domicil, the greater will be the hos-
tilearray of these predatory tribes uj^on it. No bet-

ter evidence can be required of this truth, than the
instance of the Hessian fly, which Ibr many years,

had not annoyed our wheat crop—yet, has accu-
mulated, until, alone, it is now competent to its

destruction: and annually, we hear of new ene-
mies, multiplying uponlhis plant; and. which,, too,,

will never abandon their post, while we supply
them with the choice forage, for which, they had
made their incursions.

From a chanixe of climate, and other incidental

circumstances, our rich harvests v.diich, to our-

selves, and our ancestors, had yielded a bounteous
equivalent, Ibr cost and labor, have degenerated
into a fi-uiiless heritage, continued solely, from an-

cestral veneration, and the irrefragable bond of
usage.

For occupying so much of your time, upon sub-

jects of natural science, which may have appeared
abstract, and irrelevant to that of agriculture, i

must make the apology of its necessity to demon-
strate an itnportant proposition, that our wheat
crop should be, at least, considerably curtailed

—

and new crops, from other countries, substituted

lor it.

From the view 1 have taken, too, some useful

rules may be drawn, for the direction of those

whose enterprise may lead them to discover, and
introduce such new crops, as may, with the great-

est prospect of success, supply our necessities.

The most obvious rule, that grows out of the

premises, for this purpose is, that the selection of

plants be made from higher latitudes, than those

to which they may be transferred.

Since we have seen, that the mean temperaturs
of the globe is diminishing; and, with this cause,

necessarily, a general migration of the vegetable

and animal species, regularly, though slowly pro-

gressive, from Ihe poles towards the equator, in

quest of new stations, which may have become
more suitable to their habits and constitutions—it

follows, that our selections must come from higher

latitudes, in conformity with the physical laws, un-
der which they had been heretofore moving; and,

with as wide a difference of climate as experiment
may prove them capable of beuring: this removal
will be only in anticipation of their natural im-
pulse; and what this impulse would, in a longer

lime, have accomplished; and this principle of se-

lection will afford a reasonable hope, cateris pari-

bus, of a longer enjoyment of the plant, than had
it been found in the south, and brought back to a
station, which, possibly, it may have deserted ibr

its unfitness.

It has been wisely said, we may command na-
ture, only by obedience to her laws: under her well-

defined laws, as we have seen, the physical geogra-
ph}' of the whole globe has been sufl^ering a se-

ries of changes, fi-om the earliest history of time

—

and, by a rule, based on this fact of natural science,

the cultivator of the soil must select his crops, and
teresiing question of the policy of continuing our graduate his system of cultivation

wheat crop, another consideration may be oflered, Under this rule, the only hof)e remaining for a
enti^lled to much weight. continuanceof our favorite staple crop, will be found
Every individual plant, as well as animal, has in seed wheat fiom higher latitudes. A spring

its respective tribes of parasitic insects, which pe- wheat from Switzerland, and another from Flor-
culiarly belong to it, and which follow it, in its pro- ence, have recently attracted public attention; yet,
gressive migrations, before mentioned, at a less or but little is known of them; the common spring
greater period after its removal to its newly adopt-

j
wheat has heretofore disappointed us; how far
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these new varieties may supply the desideratum,

is a quosiion ot" intense intcrcsi, iuid merits the

most prompt, and earnest invosliixation: I have
purchased some small parcels for experiment, and
ehafi he enabled, at the next aututtmal exhibition,

flir I lie Eastern Shore of Maryland, to be held at

Easion, to report liie result.

The hope ol" a chan<re of climate, propitious to

our winter wheat, is delusive and irroundless.

The extent of our continent, and its connection

with the polar circle by a vast chain of hiirh lands,

have fixed upon us a climate of excessive rigor and
nmtability; when the continent of Europe, sepa-

rated from these arctic re<rions by an ocean, enjoys,

in the same parallels of latitude, a climate more
temperate and more equable; and it is nmch to be

apprehended from well known physical causes,

that the excessive character of our climate will in-

crease, rather than diminish.

The fellincr of our forests and the cultivation oC

our lands, a? Mr. Lyell, and others have inliirred.

and the well known principles of philosophy teach

us, will allow a copious absorption of heat, under
our nearly vertical sun; which, radiated into the

Titmosphere, will rarity it, and bring in upon us an

influx of the condensed, freezing currents of the

norlhern mountains; and, the transilions from heat,

to cold, will probably become more frequent, more
sudden, and more considerable, in the direct ratio

of those causes, which are progressive.

The same authorities too, teach us, and the gen-
eral principles of mettrorology su|)port the doctrine,

that forests have the effect of promoting rain: they

cool and condense the atmosphere around them;
which, minnfling with the aerial currents flying

over them, arrests their progress, and supplies us

with genial showers, that otherwise might have
passed in vapor.

From these considerations, it, would seem too

clear to be questioned, that our climate will not im-

prove; but, on the contrary, will become more ex-

cessive, and the mean temperature, lowered—our

winters more rigorous—our summers more subject

to intense heat, and frequent drought, and wind;
and the fluctuations greater than formerly, or at

present.

Hence, the necessity to summon fortitude—and,

by future wisdom, economy, and perseverance, to

expiate our past follies—adopting the golden mot-
to, 'ne cede 7nalis, sed contra, andentior itoJ

Under a conviction of this truth, and fi'om re-

peated abortive attempts with the old routine, I

have made the experiment of many new crops

—

and I regret to acknowledge I have not yet ac-

complished my views; yet, I have the consolation,

that by the detection of many errors, I have ad-
vanced so many steps to my final purpose.

A cotton crop which 1 continued three years,

produced, on the second, a strong hope of success,

yielding twent3'-five thousand pounds of seed cot-

ton, from thirty acres; the third crop, on seventy
acres, was almost a total failure; the texture was
fine, and it commanded a better price than the

upland southern; yet I found it too precarious for

profit.

An experiment, a few years past, with hemp,
was flattering. I have no doubt, that in our low
black lands, the hemp crop would be a valuable
acquisition.

I have, this season, grown the sugar beet—the

white Silesian, and have a large product of fine

roofs which I contemplate manuti^cturinc, when I

receive niy mill, which is coniracted l()r— having
prepared all the other necessary implements. A
laithfiil report will be made of the result.

Upon a liiir trial of the shipping bean, which
had been highly commended, I experienced almost
a total tiiilure—under the most favorable circum-
stances, it did not pay costs.

An experiment with the palma chrisli, convin-

ced me, thouirh the growth was fine, that the

tediousness of the gathering was nearly equivalent

to the product of the crop, and I have denounced
it, as interruptinir more lime than it is worth.

Mv crops of Spanish tobacco, from seed directly

from Cuba, which I have, lor the last two years,

extended, in the growlh and manufacture, to a

lame amount, have far exceeded my most sanguine
expeclalions, in respect to both quality and num-
ber— the impediment to this crop arises from the

difficulty of obtaining the seed, annually, (which
is essential,) from its native soil and clime; in

which, 1 have been disappointed, eight years in

the last ten, either l)y the failure of the orders for

it, or by its not vegetating, when received.

I have a finv thousand mulberry stocks, multi-

caulis and white Italian, yet too young for the

worm, without injury to their grow'h. This article,

with its manulacture, needs no comment—produce

it, and, pro tanio, you produce wealth—yet, with
arms folded, we invoke the aid of Hercules; un-

conscious of our own resources—of our own abili-

ties, to extricate the wheel.

Some saccharine and farinaceous roots—pota-
toes—beets—parsnips—carrots—though not profit-

able for field culture, might occupy a few acres to

advantage, and would enable us to send to mar-
ket more of our Indian corn, which, for several

years, has been a scarce and costly article.

The turnip, the ruta baga, and all its varieties.

-

though its introduction into England, is said to

have made a memorable era in the agriculture of
that country, 1 hold to be the most worthless of the

cultivated roots. Its fibres are chiefly ligneous

—

its juices, aqueous. Without meanuitj any disres-

pect to Its numerous eulogists, I might, fitly and
technically, term it a simple hydrate of wood. It

may answer the mechanical purpose of filling the

stomach, and enabling it to grapple the nutritive

matters received in it, and but little else. One of
the best analysts in England, Sir Humphrey Davy,.
reports the common turnip to contain only forty-

two parts of soluble, or nutritive matter, in one
thousand—the ruta baira but little more.

In respect to the Indian corn, a crop of the first

magnitude, it may seem superfluous to make a re-

mark. Though well cultivated, on this shore, par-

ticularly, yet, it is a singular fact, that in the

northern states, where the climate cannot be so fa-

vorable to its growth as that of Maryland, their

crops are much more productive, yielding 80 to

100 bushels per acre, on lands of moderate capaci-

ty: when, on our f)est lands 30 to 40 is considered

a good field average—and one-half of this quanti-

ty IS more than an ordinary product. It follows,

tliat we are defective, in some material point. It

is possibly, in the sort that they excel us. I have
this year, tried three of their varieties—but will

say nothing decisively of them, until further ex-
periment.

It is more probably, in the unnatural practice,

of stripping the blades, and cutting the tops, be-
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fore the grain is fully matured, hard, and firm.

Under this ireneral practical error, much is lost:

and the present season, (rom my own ohservation,

and the candid acknowled^fement nC many, a sac-

rifice of 20 per cent, at least of the corn of Dor-
' Chester, has been incurred, by ihis fishionable op-

eration. This practice is considered essential to

good economy—and to be performeil, at a precise

period of the sun and moon's places in their res-

pective orbits; and all, who are, unforiunately in

' the rear, ti-om accident, or design, are denounced

as slothful farmers.

This Ibrce of prejudice, or, rather, this 'hxlocV

is one of the most msuperable impediments to ag-

ricultural improvement; and in no instance, per-

haps, more pernicious, than m the practice in

• question—that of fodder-savinij.

The vegetable leaves, or blades, are the lungs,

or onians of res|)iration; and very analogous, in

their functions, to those of the animal. They serve

to oxygenate the juices of the plant, and prepare

them lor nutritive secretion, whicli is effected by

clusters of elands at their base, or junction with

the stock, thence to be transmitted throuirh the

system. Extirpate, or wound these organs, and
their functions necessarily cease, or are impaired.

While green an 1 succulent, nature desio-ns them
to perlbrin their res[)ective offices—when withered,

and dry, they are useless, as fodder. Hence the

practice is indeli^^nsible, and it is one of the most

unnatural, singular, and palpable errors, that ever

obtained credit and currency in agriculture: and I

verily believe, it is one of the principal causes of

our short crops. Moreover, the blades above the

'ear, continue, longer, fresh and succulent, than

those below it; hence, the clear inferrence—as the

designs of nature, are never idle and superfluous

—

that their physiological purpose is longer required;

and, the stalk having already attained its full

growth, at the time the practice commences, the

remaining purpose must, of necessity, be to elab-

orate the sap, for the nutriment of the grain alone.

If it be asked, what substitute for this fodder?

the plain answer is to be found, in a few acres of

the grasses, of which we are strangely deficient,

at the present: with less trouble, and less cost,

these would, abundantly, supply us.

I am aware of the hazard incurred by an en-

counter with popular prejudices—and by multi-

plied experiments with multiplied disappointments
openi}' avowed—from a class of soi-disant pruden-
tials, of whom it has been said, 'indncti stolidique,

et depugnare parati'—to these I willingly concede
the palm.

In regard to live stock, though much improved
by the previous efibrts of our institution, yet much
remains to be done. A tijw stocks carefully select-

ed, well fed, and protected from the rigors of the

winter, will be found most profitable. The latter

conditions are generally held unessential to that

valuable animal, the hog, which is supposed to

possess the rights of ubiquity, and of subsisting

by its own faculties of enterprise. It may be true,

it is hardy and enterprising; and it is equally true,

that the owner, who forces it to exercise these

rights and these faculties, to the annoyance of oth-
ers, is a moral as well as a legal agent of trespass

—and to his own injury. Did he supply from his

own resources, food and protection to this useful

animal, he would be greatly profited, and his con-
science would approve the act.

The subject of manures, and their peculiar fit-

ness for different soils, would fill a volume. Upon
this, I shall only remark, that calcareous matter, in

all its combinations, with whatever acid, or derived

from whatever source, is directly or indirectly an
essential constituent of all manures—and without

it, all are, at least comparatively unavailing. I

cannot resist, on this subject, the impulse to pay a

tribute of resnect and acknowledgement to Mr.
Edmund Riiffin, of Petersburg, Va. for his able

'Essay on Calcareous Manures', the fruit of much
labor and research—and too, for his 'Farmers Re-
ffister,' a monthly periodical devoted to the inter-

ests of agriculture, and sustained by the best talent

and experience of the state.

Upon the subject ofcalcareous tnanures, 1 could

add but little useful. I may simply illustrate one

of its modes of operation, by the analogy, in a
chemical view, to the action of alkalies on oils,

with which they make a homogeneous mass, mis-

cible with water; so does lime with putrescent

tnanures, make with the soil, a ter'iary compound,
easy of solution, and well adapted for veijetahle

nutriment, when, without this intermediate sub-

stance, the mixture is merely mechanical, loose,

and destructible by every shower or rivulet that

mav come in contact. Lime, too, is a constituent

of the vegetable pal>iilum, thoiiirh in proportions

differing with the peculiarity of tlie plant, and like

all other manures, it must be in a state of solution,

to be admitted throush the very delicate absor-

bents into the vegetable system—by its aireni'-y,

the soil, the manure, and itself are placed in this

condition.

I have witnessed with astonishment a very

prevalent error, in fivor of half burning shells for

manure. It is too palpable to dwell upon the fact,

that the more complete the calcination and conse-

quent comminution of the particles, the greater

space they will occupy, and the more efficient will

be every particle in the space occupied; because

more of its surface is exposed to action. If partial-

ly calcined, the space covered will not only be

smaller, but it will contain much inoperative mat-

ter, and the general remark that in time, it will

come into operation, is not rational. We surely

wish it, when applied, to operate in the shortest

possible time, with the smallest possible quantity,

and with the greatest possible effect,

I have used the half-decomposed shells of the

old Indian deposites, twenty years ago. which ap-

pear not to have advanced in calcination, more
than one per cent, at the present day—requiring

rateably for the full attainment ofmy purpose, the

fearful lapse of about two thousand years, and con-

sequently a goodly share of the king-becoming

grace of patience. I confess, gentlemen I would
rather have an earlier result—some may prefer to

wait, yei, omnia 11011 pariter reram omnibus apta.

In respect to the quantity of lime, fifty to one

hundred and fifty bushels per acre, are, upon the

best authorities, stated to be the minimum tind max-
imwn, that may be used to advantage—dependent,

chiefly, I presume, on the quantity of putrescent

matters with which it is to combine—somewhat,
analogous to the law of chemical equivalents.

I prefer lime to mari, in general, because it has

more identity in its composition, and consequently

more of a definite uniformity in its action. Mari

is often found in a gangue of ferruginous salts and

other substances, fatal to vegetable life, and it v*-
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ries in its conteiils of" the calcareous matter from

five «r ten to sixty per cent, or more, and consiJ-

eralilv often in iliesaine licil.

Of manures in <j;eneral, we have unlimited if^-

sources: l)et>ides those ol' tiie reffniar farm yard,

we iuive liie surlaee soil of the lorest, the bottom

mud of marshes, branches and ponds—these re-

quire to be |)assed throuii;h the farm yard, to re-

ceive a i)ortion ol' the saline offal, or to be heaped

in the fall previous to their ap|)lication with lime

or allies to correct their acidity—the oxalic acid

prevailing, it is generally believed, in the former,

and the sulphuric in the three latter—and to allow

time lor their intin)ate incorporation and maturity;

which method, be the rationale right or wrong,

the experience of many years has assured me. is

essential to a good result.

^
Surface manuring, which is apparently at va-

riance with every known relative principle, has

some able advocates in experience—the adversary

principles appear to be well established; yet the

inli?renc.cs drawn iiom them, may possibly be fal-

lacious; or, others )et to be discovered, ma}^ pre-

ponderate. It is a question of primary importance,

to ascertain the facts in the case, which may ena-

ble us to adopt the true jM-actice, and arrive ai. the

true principles on which a correct theory may be
settled.

This leads me finally, to remr»rk upon the invet-

erate antipathies, of many, to the very name of

theory, and of books, and agricultural science.

Upon this subject I have belore dwelt with much
earnestness, in the full belief of the marvellous
and pernicious prevalence of the sentiment.

I assume 'consensu omnitim,'' that facts are es-

sential to this, as well as to every art or science

—

a graphical history of facts, records and preserves

them from being lost or forgotten, and necessarily

accumulates and virtually multiplies what is essen-

tial to the art or sciences. Theory digests, ar-

ranges and makes inductions, from the facts collec-

ted and preserved, and thouirh the conclusions

may be as various as the minds that draw them,
and therefore cannot all be correct

;
yer they con-

tain the various views and best judgment of those
who are in the habit of reflecting and reasoning
upon such suhjecis—and they present for the con-
sideration of others, a comparative view of the
various relations and indaclions, of which the

facts are susceptible. And thus they enable a
very untutored mind to form a correct judij^ment,

upon subjects which it coidd not have attained,

without the assistance of books and the elucida-

tions of science.

Of these advantages chemistry and geoloiry af-

ford well marked instances.

By chemistry, we learn the ultimate principles

of bodies, and their several combinations ; and.

by a detection of those, which, in point of fact

are conducive to vegetable life, as well as those,

which are inimical to it, we are enabled to correct

the one and supply the other, as interest may in-

cline us—and, often by the agency of Ibreign "sub-

stances, cheap and easily obtained, to convert ran-
corous poisons into salutary nutrunent. Sulphate
of iron, for instance, is a deadly poison to the ve-
getable system ; the metal itself is innocent

;

chemistry teaches, that the acid having a stronger
affinity for lime, than for iron—by its addition, the
poisonous compound is converted into sulphate of
lime, or plaster of Paris, a valuable exciting ma-

Vol. V—69

nure, leaving its Ibrmer base, the iron, in its unof-

liMiding metallic stale: innumerable instances

mi«:hl be adduced to the same eflect.

The science oi' geology, for many practical

purposes is useful to the firmer; as cliemislry

teaches the uliimaie, so does geology intbrm us of

what may be termed the proximaie ])riiiciples of

the earth: by geology we may learn the propor-

tions of the lour primary earths present in the soil;

silica, lime, alumina, and magnesia—which, com-
bined with animal and vegetable matters, consti-

tute the soil: and by their various proportions,

make the various qualities which we daily wit-

ness.

A mode of geological analysis has been pro-

posed by Professor Eaton, wliich I have found

very convenient and simple; pursuing the course

of geological deposition in miniature; that is, soils

may be deposited from water, in a common tum-
bler, after a suitable preparation, so that the pro-

portions of these earths maybe ascertained; lor

which, he has given an excellent formula.

The advantages to be gained fiom these and
other branches of science, notwithstanding the

popular prejudices, are too obvious to need further

remark: rest assured, that sell-conceit, and vanity,

have much agency in the adversary sentiment;

and, as in the physical man, so in the moral and
intellectual, the more inveterate, the more incura-

ble the affection.

If any feel disposed to the fatuity, he should

arrest it in the germ ; he should make the earliest

efforts to resist the vicious habit of his mind ; to

such I would address myself in the emphatic lan-

guage of St. John, "sin no more, lest a worse thing

come unto thee."

From these views, it is obvious, that books, as

well as ploughshares, are fit instruments of agri-

culture; and, that this ancient, useful, and honora-

ble profession is based upon, and essentially con-

nected with science, in the broadest import of the
term, extending to all the intricate plans and op-
erations of the supreme architect of nature, com-
prehended within the vast orbs ol"the heavens, and
of the earth; they are ail directly, or indirectly,

subservient to the great purposes of agriculture.

We have, then, it will be conceded, a learned
profession, as well as a useflil art, of which, its vo-

tarists may boast. Yet, as if to rebuke ingrati-

tude to the great author of all good, we have in

[irospect, some black and ominous clouds, it is

not my duty, if it were my will and power to dis-

cuss their origin, or foretell their issue. It would
seem that not only the laws of the material world
are working a deleterious revolution in our cli-

ujate—but, that nature herself, had suffered a
concussion, had lost her centre of gravity, and is

tottering on the eve of perdition; and, "that the
whole machinery of the universe, with the inge-

nious developements of the human faculties, the

fruits of time and experience, in moral and political

discipline, for the social and individual liappiness

of man, are in imminent perd.

But it is consistent with true philosophy, to dis-

miss those grave and solemn forebodings—and to

exert the best faculties of mind and body to avert

approaching evils, and confide the issue to the
great God of nature.

'Who knows, but be ?—whose hand the lightning

forms.

Who heaves Old Ocean, and who wings the storms,
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Pours fierce the ambition in a Cffiser's mind,

Or turns young Ammon loose, to scourge mankind.'

From the Cambridge (Md.) Chronicle.

CATTLE SHOW, &C. OF THE DORCHESTER
(mD.) AGICUl/rURAL SOCIETY,

The cattle show, agreeable to previon? notice,

took place on the 2nd and 3d ult. The following

is a list of persons who received premiums on that

occasion.

Committee on crops award :

For the most profitable species of crop,

and its manufacture, upon one acre:

—

Segars made of Spanish tobacco,

grown by Joseph E. Muse, and man-
ufactured on his iarni; nett profit of

$504 99 cents on one and a hall acres,

or S336 66 cents on one acre.

To Joseph E. Muse,
For the greatest quantity of wheat on

five acres, 90 bushels.

To James Dixon,
For the greatest quantity of Indian corn
on 5a. Ir. 24ps.—293 bushels,

To Thomas Haywood,
For the greatest quantity of Irish potatoes

on la. Ir. 29p's.—254^ bushels.

To Martin Goldsborough,
For the larirest (juantity of sugar beet,

23^ barrals on 25 square perches

—

epecimen wt. 17 lbs.

To Joseph E. Muse,
For the greatest number of mulberry

stocks above three leet high.

To A. C. Thompson,
For the greatest number of cocoons,

To A. C. Thompson,
For the largest quantity timothy hay, up-
on 2a. Ir. 4p's.

To Edward P. Lecompte,
For the greatest quantity Spanish tobac-

co, upon SIX acres.

To Joseph E. Muse,
John C. Hexry, Giai

$21 00

$10 00

$10 00

$6 00

$6 00

$6 00

$6 00

$6 00

$6 00
rman.

Horses.

The committee on horses, award to E.
N. Han)bleton, the premium tor the
best stallion, ^10 00

For the best brood mare.
To Tench Tilghman. $8 00

For the best colt.

To Salisbury Collins, $6 00
John R. Keexe, Chairman.

Cattle.

The committee on neat cattle, not having seen
on the ground, a bull over two years of aire,
which they deemed worthy of u premium, decid-
ed as follows

:

That Martin Goldsborough, of Talbot county,
was entitled to the premium of $6 for the Dest
bull under two years of age.
That the same gentleman was also entitled to

the premium of ^6, lor the best milch cow.
That VVnj. T. Goldsborough, of Dorchester

county, was entitled to the premium of $6, for

the best heller, under two years of age.

That Thomas Hayward, of Dorchester county,

was entitled to the premium of .^6, lor the best

pair of well broke oxen, under five years of age.

All, which is respectliilly submitted.

James B. Steele.

Swine.

The committee on swine award to John
Dorsey the premium for the best boar

over one year old, $6 00
To Thomas Esgaie, for the best brood

sow, with a litter of nine pigs, $6 00
To Thomas Hayward, lor the best sow

pig, under ten months, $4 00
To Allen Vane, for the boar pig, under

ten months old. $4 00
To Allen Vane, lor the fattest and heavi-

est hog, $4 00
Levin Mowbkay, Chairman.

Sheep.

The comiTiittee on sheep, award to Samuel
Stevens, of Talbot county, the premium for the

best ram $4—for the best ewe, $4, and also for

the best lot of wethers, $4.

A. C. THoaiPSON, Chairman,

Domestic Manufactures.

The committee on domestic manufactures, af-

ter a careful investigation of the articles submitted

to their inspection, beg leave to report that they
have awarded the premiums as lollows, to wit

—

For the best 12 yds. domestic flannel, to

Mrs. James Dixon, $4 00
Forthebestl6 yds. of linsey, to Mrs.

Robert Rawleigh, $4 00
For the best 28 yds. of carpeting to Mrs.
Benjamin Woodard, $4 00

For the best hearth rug, to Mrs. Joseph
Byus, $4 00
The committee also awarded to Mrs. J. Bayly,

Mrs. Leah Goldsborough, and Mrs. Mary Slaugh-
ter, a premium each for hearth rugs.

Best counterpane, to Mrs. James Vick-
ars, $4 00

Best sheeting linen, to Mrs. Thomas
Barnelt, $4 00

Best table linen, to Mrs. Benjamin
Woodard, $4 00

Best pair of knit silk stocking, to Mrs.
Susan Thompson, $3 00

Best pair of woolen stockings, to Miss
Emily Dorsey, $2 00

Best pair of cotton stockings, to Miss
Elizabeth W^oodard, $2 00

The sewing silk exhibited by Mrs. Henrietta
Tilixhrnan, of Talbot county, and Mrs. Sarah
Goldsborouixli, (Shoal Creek) were superior spe-

cimens of the article, and equal to any we have
ever seen of the imported Italian silk, and we
think it highly deserving a premium.

Dr. A. C. Thompson, exhibited one and a half

bushels of cocoons, from 5,000 silk worms, also a
report of 1,000 mulberry trees raised by him, who
for his zeal in promoting the interest of the far-

mer and agriculturist id eminently deserving of a
premium, and the thanks of the society.

i
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The conimiitee on airricultuml implpmonts,

award a prcniimu to Tench Tilgliinaii, of Tallioi.

for a wlieat cultinjx niachiiie, invented by Mr.

Hussey. ^^S 00

James A. Stkwaut, Chamnan.

The roinmiltee on butter, award tn Mrs. Mar-

tin GoldshoroLiiih, ibr the best 51bs. of Iresh but-

ter, S4 00.

To Mrs. James Vickars, for the best lOIbs. of

potted butter, $4 00.

S. W. I^KCOMPTK. Chairman.

The rommitteeon fermented liqnors, award Ibr

the best barrel of cider, to Benjamin Woodard,

$4 00.

JosiAH Baily, Jr., Chairman.

The committee on plonphing, award to J. C.

Henry, a premium for the "best ploughing m the

shortest time, 83 00

And to the ploughman, $4 00

The committee would also, had they the power,

award a second premium to Tench Tilghman, of

Talbot county.

E. P. Phelps, Chairman.

KYANIZING TIMBER FOR RAIL-AVAYS.

[The following remarks were appended to a repub-

lication of the article on this subject which first ap-

peared in the 'Farmers' Register' at p. 24.3 vol. 5.]

An article on the application of "Kyan's process

for preveniin!>: dry rot"' to the timber used in the

construction of rail roads, communicated by me
to the "Farmer's [le<rister," having been repub-

lished in the National Gazette of the 10th inst. a

few additional observations seem to me to be re-

quired.

That article was written especially for the sec-

tion of country in which it was first published,

where all the rail roads which have yet been made
are graded only lor single tracks, and the super-

struciures are composed of timber, capped with

plates of iron. In this section, where more e.xpen-

sive works are sometimes constructed, and more
durable materials em|)loyed, the vsubject does not

at first come so directly home, in all its bearings,

as it will upon more particular investigation.

j4 permanent work, so liiras practicable within

the means of the state, corporation, or individual

executing it, is of the first importance and the uni-

versal aim. With this view, Ibr a lonff time tim-

ber was entirely thrown aside in the construction

of rail roads designed to be of this class; and va-

rious plans, involving every possible combination

of stone and iron, were devised and put in opera-

tion.

But the wear and tear of cars and engines upon
rail roads composed of such rigid materials, and
the difficulty and expense of keeping those roads

in repair, have been Ibund to be so enormous, that

stone is now almost entirely abandoned in the

plans of new works, and timber makes a compo-
nent part even of those which are intended to be

the most perfect. So that at the present time, ve-

ry commonly in England, and almost universally

in our country, wooden sills and iron rails Ibrm the

first class of rail roads, and entire wooden super-

structures, with iron plate rails, form the second

class.

Economy has led to the adoption of the latter

kmd of rail road very generally in this^country;

and experience has proved that in a mechanical

point of view, it is far preferable to the former.

The superior connexion of its parts into one com-
plete whole, of which the material admits, and the

comparaiively small liability of its becoming de-

ranceci by climate, settlement of the banks, or any
other evil to which works of this kind are exposeti

—decay excepted— places it first of all in the scale

of usefulness. Then, to preserve from decay the

limber which enters so largely into the economy
of these works, and thus rendering this simple,

and, to us, most convenient plan of road, one of

the most /)ern2a,'ic?/^, as well as the most i/sp/uZ and
economical, is of the utmost consequence.

That this can be done, is placed beyond doubt

by t'le experiments which liave been made in

England for the last ten years upon 'Kyan's pro-

ces.s,' and the full confidence reposed in it by men
of science in that country who have witnessed its

operation.

How long the prepared timber will last in com-
parison with the unprepared, has not been ascer-

tained. All that can be said on this score is, that

no prepared timber has yet been known to decay,

although it has been subjected for years to a dele-

terious atmosphere, where unprepared timber al-

ways decays in a iL'w months. For all the purpo-

ses of rail roads, tfierelbre, we shall not err in

classmg it with the most durable materials.

In the article published in the 'Gazette' it is

shown that the expense of |)reparing the timber for

a rail road on the plan of the Petersburg and
Roanoke road, (and the same estimate may be

applied \o sinp;h track woodan roads in general)

will be .^762 50 per mile; which, by various expe-

dients therein mentioned, it is assumed, may (re-

quently be reduced to .'§250 per mile. But sup-

pose no reduction is possible; still great benefits are

to be gained at a very small expense.

By the a|)plicaiion of this process to its full ex-

tent, the savings in^rsf cosi, in rail roads of the

first class, or what are usually denominated per-

manent roads, may be put at 3000 dollars per
track per mile, or 600 dollars per mile for a double

track road; and the annual saving in repairs, ta-

king the Columbia and the Portage rail roads as

standards, mu--t be at least 200 dollars per track

per mile. At the same time, as has been said be-

fore, tliat we have a better road.

These roads however, have stone blocks for the
rails to rest upon, with only an occasional sdl of
timber, an<l, therelbre, do not afford a fair criterion

on which to esiimate the repairs of a road of this

class constructed at the present time, which would
have all its sills of timber. But the repairs of a
road even of this kind supposing also the sills to

be of prepared timber, would exceed, by a consid-

erable amount, the repairs of a road composed en-
tirely of that material, Ibr reasons which I have
be lore given.

Viewed in any light, the subject is of the great-

est consequence to tliis country, and I trust it will

be Ibllowed up by experiment and investigation as
it deserves.

G. M. ToTTBIf.
Philndelphia, October \7lh, 1837.
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From the Genesee Farmer.

WATER POWER.

The discovery of a new applicafion of wnter
power, the repulti? of which promise to he of an
important character, has been made hy a trades-

man of Greenock, and is tlius described in the
Greenock Advertiser:

Like all truly valuable discoveries, it is distin-

guished alike lor simplicity and efficiency. It con-
sists of a cylinder and piston similar to those em-
ployed in a steam enijine. To the cylinder there
are two entrance and two discharge pipes, one of
each on either side of he stuffinn; box of the pis-

ton. The same turn of the cock that admits the
water into one part of thecylintler opens the dis-

charge-pipe ill the other, and thus a vacuum is

formed. To work this, advantage is taken of the
pressure of the Shaw's water, the height oi'

the reservoir of which gives it a force of 60 lbs.

to the inch in the lower parts of the town. A
short time ago we witnessed an experiment with
a cylinder two inches in diameter, worked with a
jet of wafer somewhat less than a quarter of an
inch in diameter, and the piston, although loaded
with one and a halfcwt. rose and fell sixteen times
in the minute. In this case the entrance and dis-

charge-pipes were equal in size, and the cylinder
was placed in a vertical position. Since then, the
discoverer has had another model made with the
cylinder laid horizontally, and with the discharge
pipes nearly three times as large as the entrance
ones, and by this means the motion was increaseil

to twenty-six double strokes in the minute. The
cheapness of an aparatus of this kind and its effi-

ciency wherever there is a sufficient heiirht of wa-
ter to work it, must be obvious to ail, while its

managebieness, and fi-eedom fi'om daiigei-, are no
less coiispicuous. The merit of the discovery is

due to JMr, W. Allison, a mason of this town, who
first suggested this novel application of a well
known power to ]Mr. Eaird, engineer, and !Mr. A.
Fairfrrieve, who have materially aided him in re-

ducing it to practice.

One use to which Mr. Allison conceives it to be
peculiarly applicable, is the hoisting of heavy
goods into warehouses. The Shaw's Water
Company, tor 7Z. a year, give a supply of wafer
equal to 1000 gallons per day. Tliis water, in-
jected info acylindiM- ten inches in diameter, he
calculates will ra/se to the second floor 390 tons
per day, to the third floor 200 tons, to the fourth
150, and to the fitih 100 tons. The cost of the
water for each day's work is about 5d. The
goods in question will be raised 39 leet per minute.
These calculations have proceeded upon the pres-
sure on the water introduced into the town for do-
naestic purposes; but a pipe from the Compensa-
tion Dam at the paper mill (rom its superior heiiihf,
would give a pressure of about 200 lbs. on the
inch.

From tlie Riclimond WTiig.

DKCREASE OF THE TRADE OF Til R SOFTH-
ERN, AND INCREASE OF THAT OF THE NORTH-
ERN PORTS.

[The followiiif]; extract is from orn:! of the numbers
-of a series, now in the course of publication, by a wri-

"ter who signs himself "Patrick nry," It forms an

appropriate appendage to the report given in our last

No. on the 'Southern Convention.']

It is a melancholy truth which ouiiht long since

to have been impressed upon the mind of every
southern politician, that while the north has been
gradually advancing in prosperity and wealth, the

south has been as gradually declining. What-
ever may be the cause, the tact is undoubtedly so.

Sure it is not from the want of resoiu'ces. We
have all the elements of commercial greatness.

The staples of the south fijrnish by lar the largest

item in our domestic exports. Let us see the
facts.

The value of exports from this to European
countries, in the year 1832, amounted to 5^44,676,-

463. Cffthis aiTiount, cotton, rice and tobacco,

(articles of exclusive southern production.) were
of the value of 838,506,257, leaving that of all

other domestic articles exported, only ^6,170,206.
But, as it may not be considered lair to take, as

data, the exports of a single year, we will adopt
the averaire amount of domestic exports for a se-

ries of years, viz : from the year 1821 to 1830.

That average, in rour.d numbers, according to au-
thentic statistics, may be put down a' .§53.000,000.

The averaire amount of cotton, rice and tobacco
exported during the same period, is estimated at

833,000,000, in round numbers.
Now the population of the staple growing

states, (or that portion of the population of those

states engaged in the production of the southern

staples,) may be put down at $4,000,000. The
balance of the states not growing these staples,

may be estimated, on point of population, at

§8,000,000. So that a district of the southern

country, with a population of four millions, ex-
ports thirty-three millions of domestic produce

;

while the rest of states, with a population of

eisht millions, furnish for exfjortation only twenty
millions, Irotn which must be demicted the amount
of domestic manufactures exported, say five mil-

lions, and the amount of domestic exports of all

the states, save those which grow the southern sta-

ples of cotton, rice and tobacco, will be fourteen

millions only. The result is, that the staple grow-
incT states, with one-third of the population, pro-

duce more than two-thirds of the domestic ex-
ports of the country.

It is not, therefore, that nature has not been
bountiful to the south, that she has been doomed
to commercial inferiority and 'dependance. Nor
is it the want of enterprise. There is as much in

southern character, education and temperament, to

stimulate enterprise as in the northern. The
only difference is, that while the spirit of enter-

prise, comV'On to the people of both sections of the

union, has been repressed in one case, it has been
stimulated and ericouratied in the other, by the un-
equal fiscal operations of the government.
But let us continue the picture of southern de-

cline. While the south is the producer of the

irreat articles of domestic export, she has dwindled
in respect to import trade, to a point of insignifi-

cance which is absolutely disgracellil. Producing
more than two-thirds of ilie articles which are

<jiven in exchaniie for foreign merchandise, she is

the importer of not one-tenth of the merchandise
thus received in exchange for her staples.

The southern reader, unaccustomed to statisti-

cal examinations, will be astonished, when he
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coniP'5 fo hnhoM in fi'Tiires, tlie almost iiicrodible

doprcciatinn ot" PHiitherii tnule. Willi ihe hope

that it may exi-itp, serious refloriinn, ntul open tlie

eyps of the sdiithorn propio to their Inie coiiditmn

of mmrnorcial vnj;sala<ic, I will illustrate thesub-
jrrt hv artiial statistics.

Pcriiaps it is not known that; prior to the revo-

hition, the import trade of VirLnnia and South Ca-

rolina each flir exceeded that of New Ymk,
Pennsylvania, or anyone ofthe northern colonies.

Yet such is the fact.

From the 'Virginia Gazette' of July 2nd.

1747, I find the l(>llowinnf :
" A list of ships and

ve.ssels which sailed from Hamnton roads, under

convoy of his majesty's siiip, Follcstone, Captain

Gregory.'' Then follow the names ofthe several

ships, their commanders, and ports of destination,

concludinrr with the liillowintr sentence :
" There

are besides Ihese. manv others, which had not re-

ceived sailinfj orders when this list was made out,

the whole amountinij to filTy-lwo sail." All of

these ships were bound for foreifrn ports, princi •

pally London, Liverpool, Glascow and Bristol.

Scarcely, a number of the Gazette, too, that did

not contain a list of foreign arrivals in the ports of

Virtrinia, from the year 1747, to the hreakinir out

of the American Revolution. Then V^irtrinia,

hut a colony, enioyed a lartje export and import

trade. Tn one day, fifty-two sail left her waters,

freishted with domestic produce, to brine back in

return rich freiL^hts of Enoflish mannfiictures.

When (h(l we last see, or when shall we asrain

see, a fleet of fifty sail frlidinfj from our waters in

pursuit of n-)reirrn ports ? Never, until the fiscal

action of this crovernment shall have been chanfjed.

Then, be it recorecterl, there was no connection

of (jovernment with banks ; there were no bank^'

at all ; one colony was not cherished and built up,

at the expense of another, by the unequal fiscal

action of the irovernment ; each colony was upon
a level ; each could compete with the other; each
relyinof upon its native means and resources ; and
hence the trade of Virtrinia at that period. But
to continue the statistics.

In 1769, the value of the imports of the several

colonies was as follows :

Of Viririnia, £851,140 sterling.

New England States, 561,000 do.

New York, 189,000 do.

Pennsylvania, 400,000 do.

South Carolina, 555,000 do.

The exports were in about the same proportion,

Virijinia exportincj nearly lour times as much as

New York, and South Carolina nearly twice as
much as New York and Pennsylvania together,

and five times as much as all the New England
states united.

The same relative proportion of imports is pre-
served until the adoption of the (ederal constitu-

tion, when we find them to be in the year 1791, as
follows

:

Of New York, $3,222,000
Virffinia, 2,486,000
South Carolina, 1,520,000

The above is the amount of imported merchan-
dise which paid ad valarem and specific duties.
But as there were few ooods at that time admit-
ted free of duty, the data given approximates to

the truth. There are none to show the imports
into the several states from the year 1791 to 1820,

but the ffeneral fact may be assumed, that the im-
port trade of New ^ ork and other northern states

has been constantly [irogrcssiug, while that of Vir-

ijlnia and South Carolina has as iCLndarh- dimin-
ished. From 1821, to the present tlni'>, we have
sufficient data, and they exhibit the following, as

the state of the import trade :

N.
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the jiovernnient. These causes are amply, suffi-

cieiii. lo account for the phenomenon.

MISCELLA>EOUS RIOMARKS ON PRACTICAL
AGRICULTURE.

Taken from Vie loose memoranda of a Frederick

Fanner.

A perfect knoiviedge (if farming can only be ac-

quired from practice. Volumes of essays may be

pul)li5he(l aiul read—tlie science.s of chemistry,

geology and bolany, which beaalily and aid the

pursuits of airncnhure, may be attained to profi-

ciency—but the only true light which reriecis an in-

terest as well c'.s profit u[;on the piolession, is shed

by experience.

'How universal is the error touching this pur-

suit, and how many fail in consequence of its

prevalence! That it is the easiest thing in the

world to become a good farmer is the common be-

lief; every ihinir which is necessary to be known
is soon acquired. Egregious and fatal mistake!

The law requires the study of a moiety of our

manhood (lucubraliones viginii annorum) to

reach excellence in adjusting the conflictingclaimes

of meum et tinnn. Medicine and theology de-

mand the mental discipline of many years, with the

aid of lectures, experiments, zeal, and devotion, to

teach the respective duties in which to improve or

cure the physical, or moral condition of mankind.

With the march ol" mind, the old law, even that

every man is horn a legislator, is exploded, though

we still find untutored asses braying in melodious

discord. The thrifty mechanic who plies his^^ick-

ly trade acknowledges the advantages of a seven

years apprenticeship^ but the delusion still linij;ers

with a majority of the world, that every man of in-
j

dustrious habits and of a good share of common
j

sense, is competent to manage a liirm.

Industry and common sense are certainly indis- i

pensable elements of success; but what but expe-

rience, and habits acquired by attention througli a

series of years, can compass the infinite details ol'

a pursuit, dependinir on variety ol" soil, diversity of"

product, and vicissitude of weather—what are

tuanagement of laborers, together with the judi-

cious distribution of labor. To adapt to useful

purposes, the chemical analyses of dilferent soils

— the rotation of crops— the best application ol'

manures suited lo soil and season. The practical

power, in fine, of making "two ears of corn, or

two blades of grass to grow upon a spot of ground,

where only one grew before." Nothing sir, noth-

ing but experience will avail!

Well written essays—the judicious experiments

of others.—are certainly usefLil auxiliaries; but the

farmer who depends solely on the experiments of

others, and lakes no counsel from his own observa-

tion, nor resorts lo a trial of his own skill, leans

upon a fragile reed.

He hears, lor example, of the productiveness of

the orchard gniss—of its yielding two tons of hay

per acre, after 20, 30 or even 40 bushels of seed

have been gathered, which will command about

two dollars per bushel—that it afi'onls, frequently,

a second crop—delights in shade, and in moist land

&c. He luxuriiites in golden dreams. He sows

his seed in a thin, wet soil, overshadoioed with

trees. Half the grass perishes the first winter, and

the second year, a linv bleached, and uprooted tus-

socks indicate llie failure of his experiment. In

disgust he orders his overseer to sow no more. Is

he a practical, persevering farmer'? he tries again.

He selects a soil moist, but tenacious; naturally

fertile or enriched by a heavy coaling of stable

manure. He encreases the quantity of seed sown
to Iwo bushels, per acre, for he has discovered that

in its infiincy it is a reaiarkably tender and delicate

plant, and Ihat much will bo lost under the most
favorable circumstances. He forbears pasturing it

the first year, until its roots and branches are ram-
ified over the surliice of the ground. Surely he
will then be rewarded for his pains.

In regard to timothy grass. He may have to

combat the prejudice of good cultivators, for this

genenil opinion prevails, that low and alluvial

grounds are alone suited to its culture. Is he a
novice? influenced hy there opinions, he goesjon in

the old way. He neglects his uplands, or sows
clover and wheat, wheat and clover, until in our

valley vernacular, the land becomes clover sick.

He ascribes the yellow hue and diminished quan-

tity ol the grass, with a corresponding diminution

of the succeeding crops, to a deterioration of his

land. Let experience again perform her office,

and point out to him the remedy. Relieve ttie

land of a surfeit of one kind of diet, and create an
appetite fiir another. By alternating his grasses,

he will find the increased quantity of vegetable

growth, in the substitution of timothy, for clover,

will sustain his upland, and renovate the product

of the subsequent crops of wheat, oats or corn.

Let me, sir, in connection with the above, state

a fict, within the range of my own experiments.

I have about 1000 acres of cleared land, most of

it well adapted to wheat, and all to grass—the lat-

ter is one of my staples, and I pay great attention

to the different varieties. Upon a portion of my
upland some years ago during a wet season, clover

grew ft he sapling clover,) six feet in height, a
size which savors so much of the marvellous, that

I procured, and have preserved the certificates of

some neiglibors who measured some of the stalks.

For the last few years, however, I discovered,

with all the appliances of manures and plaster, a

gradual decline of that grass. In harvesting my
wheat, I observed here and there a volunteer

branch of timothy of vigorous growth, mixed
with my wheat. It suggested to me an experi-

ment. Aller ploughing my land in Juneand July,

as is my. custom, ami stirring for wheat, which I

ploughed in, and then harrowed, I sowed timothy

seed at the rate of about one gallon to the acre. It

came up well, but fearing the effect of the winter

frosts; and in order that my land should be sup-

plied with ihe pabulum of the clover roots, I sow-

ed the usual quantity of clover seed in the spring

upon the timothy. The timothy however vegeta-

ted finely, for it was rather in the way of the cra-

dlers during harvest. The succeeding fiill it afford-

ed the finest pasturatre, which I used sparingly.

This year, from a stifi'clayey limestone field of fifiy

acres thus treated, I secured 73 tons of excellent

hay, after gathering 90 bushels of seed, and from

an other field of 30 acres of the same description

of soil, and more hilly, prepared in the same way,

I mowed 45 tons. I must not omit to remark that

I did not secure this hay until after harvest, about

the first of August, and that the clover which was
mixed with the timothy, had moulded, and fallen

down, and consequently a small portion only of it

secured. Had it not been for the intervention of
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harvest, 1 have no doubt I might have secured an

average of 2 ions to \\\e acre— a product equal to

my rich ineaiiow alluvion. At all events I am
sa'tislied willi results, althon<>h the experiment

when first projecieil, excited ihe incrediiliiy ol' my
(riends, who are now satisfied, and coidd not but

admire duriaix ilie past siuumer, two of the most

beauiit'ul fields of upland irrass I ever saw.

Now, every fact discovered by a liirmer himself,

assists him more than all the theories, or all the ex-

periments ever made by a hundred others. They I ihe'ir proper names— his reason lor which, I do

sink deep m his memory, ami supply data for safe ,iot coiisiiler very good; although he may be riiiht,

calculation. The Ibrce of example in agriculture, I

j,nil I wrong. He says, in his communication,

as in morals, has no wide limits. It is apt to be that he did not know that the ravages of the wee-

THJ3 BLACK WKKVIL—AM) ANONYfltOUS CON-
TUIBUTOUS.

To tin; Editor of Uio Fanners' Uuuistcr.

Nuvcmber 2\st, 1837.

In your June No. of the Register, I discover

that there is a piece written on the n.eans of des-

iroyinir llie black weevil, by an "Eastern Shore-

man ()l' Maryland," who is disposed to find lault

of persons who write for the Register and sign

circumscribed by our casual vision

Untiirtunatel}', sir, the cases of failure, amonsr

agriculturists, are more numerous, than in most of

the other avocations of lile. In the mercantile com-

munity, it may be assumed, that one in lour suc-_

ceed;inthe learned prolessions, especially that of

law, one in six; perhaps one third of those en-

gaged in mechanical employments; but probably

in our traterniry, not more than one in leu succeed.

I mean success of ;» clear decided kind—the por-

tion of him who improves his larm, and adds to it

—makes money, rears a family and educates his

children liberally. And why is it so? Themeansof
puceess are more attainable than in anj'ofthe other

pursuits of lile. One cause has already been ad-

verted to. It is engaged in under the delusive

hope that it is a life of perfect leisure, and needs

no application.

The romantic spirit of hundreds, invest a hand-

some estate, with the pleasurable ease of another

Mantua, where the possessor can recline in pas-

toral simplicity, under his wide spreading beech

tree, his flofks gambolling about him, and the

vil extended as far south as Virginia, North and

South (Jarolinia. I think he must be a man that

si.iysalhome close, reads but little, and tries to

find out less. I su|)pose if Mr. Webb, of North

Carolma, had not have written his [)iece en the

weevil, that we never should have heard any thing

from the gentleman on the subject; but alter his

piece contes out, we hear of many who know llie

same remedy he prescribed lo be good, and others

know other things equally as good, and preferable,

to prevent, but vvould not let it be known. As I

am personally acquainted with Mr. Webb, and

know that he is no man who wishes to shine by

writing lor the Register—or any thing else, except

lor the'good of his country, and mankind general-

ly, when lie thinks by doing so in a plain and legi-

ble manner, he can do it— 1 am disposed to be-

lieve that be wrote his remedy through a pure and

disinterested motive, and not to blazon his name
before every reader of the Register, as ihe "East-

ern Shoreman" is disposed to believe, as "conquer-

or of the back weevil." Now, lor my part, when-

ever I see a remedy for any thing prescribed vvith-

green clad hills of nature "spread out before him, lout the proper signature, I do not place hall the-

to his delighted vision. These are all pretty no- confidence in it I should do, if otherwise. Now,
tions ; but there is unhappily more poetry about Mr. Webb, nor no other person, I presume, has-

them than truth. Farming is a prosaic concern

It is a life of toil. I doubt not that Virgil was
more indebted for his wealth to his writings, and

the munificence of his patrons, than to any practi-

cal skill at hedging and ditching : and I cannot

imagine worse farmers than Thomson or Cowper
would have made.

Let no young gentleman, then, retire to his pat-

rimonial estate, indulging in the vain hope of

finding there another Campania Felix, where na-

ture, unaided by the plough and the harrow, will

pour into his lap plenty and profusion. Impover-

ished fields, and perhaps protested notes in bank,

will, in a lew years, rouse him from his dreamy
existence. We are no more exempt than others

any right to doubt the remedy prescribed by the

"Eastern Shoreman of Maryland," but why, we
ask the question, did he not come out sooner, and

let his remedy be known? Simply, I suppose,-

because, as he says that he did not know these

ravases extended to Virginia, North and South

Carolina. Well 1 we ask still further, did he

ever publish his remedy in Maryland, where he

knew Ihey did great injury? (I would state here

that this piece is not written against the remedy

prescribed by the "Eastern Shoreman" at all; but

merely against his opinions relative to the signa-

ture 10 be annexed. The reason why this has^

not come out sooner, is because the 'Register' of

June failed to come to hand until very recently.)

from the operation of that eternal decree, " that Mr. Webb may not have written as correctly as
"

some others, yet I am disposed to believe that the

•Register' is published to benefit the farmer, as

welf as the scientific man, and we all know
that the most of farmers, are plain, and require

plain things, to be undersiood correctly by them.

I do not pretend to be a learned man, yet I

think any man may read Mr. Webb's remedy for

the weevil and understand it. If that is done

his object is accomplished. As lor "Dr. Syntax,"

or any other person, if they feel disposed, they

can make just as much sport of my communica-

tion as they please, as I shall be like the "East-

ern Shoreman of Maryland," concealed in the

dark.
Graxville.

man was made to live by the sweat of his brow
But, sir, I am tedious. I have not been in the

habit of writing communications for a number of

years. If the experience of more than fi'teen

years' farming, disturbed occasionally by the duties

of public and professional life, give me possession

of any fiicts worthy a place in your valuable pa-

per, I will reduce my scrap book to a little method,

and, in future numbers, offer it for what it is worth.

At best, my thoughts will be crudely conveyed, and

as my name would add no value to the opinions

advanced, I take leave to subscribe myself,

A Frederick Farmer.
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From the Cultivalor.

BLIGHT IN PEAR TREES.

Several competitors have already appeared for

the five hundred dollars Pliiladelphia premium,
lor a preventive of the bliiiht in the pear tree.

Two of thecommunicaiions have appeared in the

Farmer's Cabinet;* one irom N. H. Watkins, of
Prince Edward, Va. and the other I'rom T. Emory,
ol" Poplar Grove, IV] d.

Mr. Watkins, ascribes the blight to plethory. or

too great a flow of sap, caused by prunmij and
plouirfunii;; and the preventive he siiyiresis, the

utility o!' which he considers he has liiily verified,

is neither to prune, nor plonrrh among; the trees,

after ;hey have become well established, in growth.
He reconmiends that manure, if the land is poor,

and the trees require it, be ap|ilied to the surface;

and thinks ashes constitute a good dressing.

Mr. Emory is o!" opmion, "that the cause of

blii^ht and destruction in the pear and apple tree, is

almost always what the French term coup de so-

ieil, (stroke ef the sun;") and to avoid the stroke of
the sun, he recommends that the trees be planted
in a moist, but not wet soil, so as to he sheltered on
the south-west by '-tall, dense Ibresl; trees, or a
house or /ii7Z."

We notice these communications, not because
we think that either assigns the true cause of the
blight, or recommends an efficient remedy or pre-

ventive; but rather to point out their fiillacy.

The blight is not confined to the apple and pear,
but extends to many species of the natural order
of Pomaceae, as the quince, service, &c. and ap-
pears and disappears at intervals of some years;

!

and hence we infer, that it is not caused by a
stroke of the sun, nor abundant flow of sap.
Tliese causes are continually operating; and if

they produce blight in one season, they would pro-
tluce it any season, and these trees would long
since have been extinct among us. Both of these
theories are contradicted by the well liuown laws
of vegetable physiology. But we are not left to

conjecture upon this subject. It has been satisfac-

torily shown, that the blight is owing to an insect,

which is described and figured in the 'Memoirs of
The Massachusetts Agricultural Society.' The first

appearance of the blight, that we have noticed on
record, was in 1780. We hear nothing flirther of
il until about 1802, when we witnessed its eflccls
during that and four or five sub.?equent years. It

appeared in our grounds again in 1824 to 1828—
since which it has scarcely' been noticed, though it

may have appeared in other sections of the coun-
try. During its last visitation, we lost, perhaps, a
hundred pear trees, some apple trees, and most of
our quince bushes. Of the pears, some grew in
dry, and some in moist ground; some in ploughed,
some in grass ground, and some in lanes vvhere
the ground was trod hard. The blight aflected
all alike. The only remedy that we thought
beneficial, was promptly to cut off" and burn all The
diseased branches, taking care to cut below the
discolored bark and cambium.

From the Mark Lane [Eiig.] Express.

BEET ROOT SUGAR.

When the prospectus for the formation of a

First in the Farmers' Regrister—En.

"Beet Root Sugar Company" was first issued, we
cautioned our ayricultural readers liom embarking
in the speculation, noiwiihstanding the flattering

prospeds which were held out. We did so upon
two irrounds :— first, Irom a conviction, that should

the manuliicture be entered u|)on, a duty would be

imposed, so as to p'lace beet-root sugar upon the

same liioting with colonial sugar; and, secondly,

because the cultivation of beet-root for the pur-

pose of making sugar would derange the system of
husbandry, and tend to impoverish ihe land. Beet
can only be grown by a liberal application of ma-
nure; that very manure which sliould be employed
in the production of roots, as turnips or mangel
wurzel,to be consumed by slock; thereby creating

a new stock of manure. It may perhaps be said,

that a crop of beet for making sugar is more valu-

able than the ordinary produce. The produce of

an acre of beet, sold of! the land, may produce a
larger amount of money than a crop ol' grain or a
crop of turnips consumed by cattle or sheep ; but

in land of ordinary quality, the extra amount ob-

tained must be exfiended in manure, or the soil

will become gradually deteriorated. The cultiva-

tion of land upnn the lour course system, vvhere

the nature of the soil and the means of the tenant

will admit, is, almost by common consent, consid-

ered the best. The great merit of the system
consists in an extended growth of green ciops,

thereby enablino; the farmer to keep a large stock

of cattle and sheep, which will produce manure
upon the spot, and maintain the li^'riility of the

soil. It may be fairly stated, that, under judicious

management, the larger the quantity of cattle and
sheep kept upon a tillage farm, the greater will be

the produce ot' grain. The sale of beet-root ofl'

the farm lessens the supply of ibod for cattle, and
thereby strikes at the root of good farming. In
making these observations, we would have it borne
in mind, that we do not deny but that in some
isolated instances beet-root may be cultivated lor

this purpose with success. But we with confi-

dence assert that the introduction of such a system
generally, would he in the end injurious, both to

the landlord and the tenant. It will be seen from
our parliamentary report that a bill has been read
a second time in the House of Commons, for im-
posing a duty of 24s. per cwt. upon sugar manu-
factured from beet-root in this country.

From the Farmer's Magazine.

TO GUARD AGAINST HORSE FLIES.

In order to prevent horses being teased with
flies, take two or three small handfuls of walnut
leaves, upon which pour two or three quarts of
soft cold water, let it infuse one night, and pour the
whole, next morning, into a kettle, and let it boil

for a quarter of an hour; when coId.it will be
ready for use. Nothing more is required than to

moisten a sponge with the liquid, and before the
horse goes out of the stable, let those parts which
are most irritable be smeared over with the liquor,

viz. between and upon the ears, the neck, the
flank, &c. Not only the lady or gentleman who
rides out for pleasure, will derive benefit from the
walnut leaves thus prepared, but the coachman,
the wagoner, and all others who use horses during
the hot months.
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For tlic l';iiiii(.rs' Uc^'ister.

OiV BfAXURES, SOILS, &C.

(Subject continued from page 9, volume v.)

Nelson county.

A gall isoneoflhc most striking Oi' the dis-

eased s|)ots, spoken ol' in my last coininiinication,

wliicli is unable to cover itself with vetrelation,

througli Its own unassisted eH[(.)rts. Tin; earili

seems to have lost its cohesion. The sur-

face consists of a fine, powdery matter, which is

blown oti" by the windsV and readily washed away
bv rains, until a iruily ol'ten is Ibrmed. Wiien that

is the case, the disease increases, the gully be-

comes wider and deeper, other gullies tbrm near

it, where the gall is extensive, and often whole
acres are ruined, lor all purposes useful to man.
And yet the sub.soil, before the o-all or gully

reached it, possessed the principles of ttjriility, and
if thrown to the surface by excavation, and ex-

posed for a year or two to the atmosphere, would
have covered iiseif with a rich coat of vegetation.

The writer, some years since, had occasion to cut

a road from the base to the top of a hill, worn out.

(in the janauage of the country,) and liaving ex-

tensive galls on its surface, of some years' dura-

tion. The road ascended at an angle of fi'om five

to six degrees vv'ith the plane of the horizon, and
the excavation, on the upper side, was, conse-

quently, several feet deep. In two or three years'

afterward, tfie earth, thrown from the upper side of
the road, was covered with luxuriant green-
sward, (poa viridis,) and presented tlie appear-
ance of a ricli fringe, along the lower side of the

road, whilst not a particle of that grass was seen
any where else on the f"ace of the hill.

The earth, taken from cellars, in the red clay

region, although raised six or eight feet below the

surface, is known to be highly fijrlile, after a few
years' exposure to atmospheric influence. But
the bottoms and sides of gullies at all depths, and
alter every exposure to the atmosphere, produce
nothing in a similar .soil, without the aid of stimu-

lating manures. The generally received opuiion

is, that vegetable matter is produced, exclusively,

by seed deposited in or on the earl h. But there

seems great difficulty in regarding this as the onl}''

source of vegetation, when the facts come to be
examined.

If a spot of land is cleared in the forest, far re-

moved from any other that is open, it puts up
weeds and grasses of entirely a new character to

tlieir location, which could not have sprung
from seeds recently derived ii'om a distant cultiva-

ted country, and which, if derivetl from seed pre-

viously deposited in the soil, must have remained
in a dormant state for many hundreds, perhaps
thousands of years, before the moment of spring-

ing into life. Now, we know of all the seed vve

are acquainted with, that unless buried very deep
in the earth, and beneath the influence of vegeta-
tion, it either rots or comes up, within a short

space of time, in a genial climate. In the case,

however, of land cleared in the wilderness, (if we
imagine the weeds and grasses to be derived fi'ora

seed), we nmst also suppose this apparently uni-

versal law of nature reversed, and that the seed re-

mains near the surface for ages, in a dormant state,

until the fiivorable moment occurs for vegetating.

In this part of the country, the locust, (rohinia
pseudo acacia,) is rare as a forest tree : but

Vol. V—70

when the land is cleared, it at once springs up in

great numl)ers, and grows with such extreme ra-

pidity, HI the intervals between the hoed crops, as

to recjuire considerable labor to keep the land in a
state of proper sid)jection to the plough. But as

the land begins to be reduced by cultivation in a
considerable degree, when the surfiice soil is much
washed, and galls and gullies become abundant,
the disposition to put uj) the locust is changed

;

another species of growth, a dwarf pine, makes
its appearance, although nothing of the pine kind

had grown on or near the land before ; and if per-

mitted to remain undisturbed, will cover the

ground with dense thickets.

This seems to be a provision of nature, to re-

medy the evils which may be inflicted by any of

the circumstances that destroy the surfiice soil.

The pine first appears on some spot where a little

tiM-tility is left. It sheds its long and round leaves

profusely, which are not blown away by the winds,

as the leaves of other trees, but adhere to the spot

where they fall, and catch other things that move
over their surface. Their decay produces some
amelioration, and soon more pines appear. The
process advances with proportionate rapidity, and
the injured land becomes covered with a pine

thicket. The leaves are lodged abundantly m thd

gullies. Their liariher deepening is arrested
;

they begin to fill, and, after some years, the land is

rendered fit again for cultivation. The capacity

to throw up pines, is withdrawn, as the land is

enriched
;
poplars, dog-wood and other growth,

indicative of fertile soil, then grow where pinea

alone were seen before. On the farm of the wri-

ter, there is a triangular sjjot, covering about an
acre and an half of ground, and extending from
the base towards the summit of a hill, of gentle

(ieclivity. This spot, twenty years since, was co-

vered with galls and small guilies partly filledj

and had a Ihick growth on it, of small pines^

The ground, on the hill above it, bore a lofty and
dense growth of oaks and other trees, and was
excellent soil, as was also the land generally

around. The spot in question, had probably been
the site of a hunter's or squatter's cabin, in the

early settlement of the country ; but no certain in-

formation could be obtained how the land had
been injured. The ground, above the pines, was
cleared tor tobacco, and the pines on the exhaust-
ed spot, cut down, and sufiisred to lie, that their

decay might produce some improvement. An in-

tention was entertained, at the time, of adding
other manures ; but that was neglected. After

some years, the ground was covered with another
crop of pines ; but its other productions, such as
weeds and grasses, indicated improved fertility.

This second cover, was cut down also, and permit-

ted to remain where felled ; and, during the pro-

gress of its decomposition, the ground received

some aid by the washing of the soil from above,
(but in a very slight degree,) during the cultiva-

tion of the tobacco, which was tilled there every
fourth year. Now there is a dense cover again
springing up, where the pines were, but it eonsista

of poplars, dog-wood, walnut, oak, sumach, &c.:
not a pine is to be seen. The land seems so far

ameliorated, that with a slight manuring on a few
spots weaker than the residue, it may be added
for the purpose of a crop, to that which is conti-

guous.

Strongly stimulating manures, will produc« a
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growth of weeds, where they are deposited, that

seem entirely foreign to the soil, and such as are

found no where else, in similar situations, without

adventitious aid. The Jamestown weed, {datu-

ra sirammonium.,') and the poke (phytolacca de-

candria,') are, spontaneously, the produce only of

the richest soils. Yet, if a horse or ox stable is

placed on the summit of the poorest knoll, in a

year or two an abundant growth of the James-
town weed and poke, is found near them. The
seeds are surely not conveyed there by the ani-

mals, and the origin of the weeds must "be referred

to the action of the manure on the lands. As no

where else, on spots of similar fertiUty, do these

weeds make their appearance.

A plant, well known to cultivators of tobacco

in this country, by the name of cotton-weed, comes

up the first year after the lands are cleared, in

great numbers, about the fences, and on every spot

not worked. If the timber is cut away, and the

ground not cultivated, whole acres are sometimes

entirely covered. In a year or two it begins to di-

minish, and soon after disappears sometimes en-

tirely, and always to so great an extent, as to be

scarcely noticed. It furnishes vast quantities of

winged seeds, which are carried about in every

direction by the winds, to the great annoyance of

those exposed to them, and would cover the whole

country, if it were capable of ffourishing any
where but upon lands recently reclaimed from the

forest. I will add only one more fact, although

many might be adduced, of a similar character,

and 1 shall take that from a foreign country, to

show the law is general. It is the striking one

presented by the poor heaths and moss ground of

Scotland, where white clover follows the applica-

tion of limetothesurface. without seed being sown.

I do not presume to enter into the examination,

how vegetation is produced by the action of stimu-

lating agents on the earth's surface, with or with-

out the agency of seed. Both are intrinsically

equally mysterious ; but one from being familiar-

ly known, attracts little notice, whilst the other

being much less observed, awakens curiosity in a

higher degree, when the attention is called to it.

The fact seems to me above quest ion, that the earth

possesses the capacity of being acted on by stimuli,

and some agents have the property of exciting it,

more than others, to put Ibrth certain products.

It is interesting to agriculturists, because by at-

tentive observation, the appropriate manures to

each of our crops, may, perhaps, be discovered,

and a great deal of labor saved, which is now
wasted, by our operose and indiscriminate mode
of manuring, while larger results may be obtained.

Gypsum, for instance, possesses the power, in a

remarkable degree, of stimulating the production

of red clover ; and no farmer will now doubt, that

a bushel of it will produce more effect on an acre

of that grass, than fifty or an hundred bushels of

Btable manure.
Bone manure seems to possess an analogous

character. Sir John Sinclair, in the 'Code of

Agriculture,' says, " from fifteen to twenty bushels

of bone dust per statute acre, when drilled, have
been found to surpass, both on light soils and on
peat, the ordinary dressing of farm yard dung,
and even to exceed pigeon's dung and lime in

producing fertility.*"

He adds, (page 144,) " it is an immense advan-

tage, ('if bones are properly used), that a severe

drought will not prevent a crop of turnips, even in

seasons when all other manures fail.* A number
of valuable animals are thus preserved from pe-

rishing, and manure obtained for tiie succeeding

crops, in the rotation."

The introduction of manures, like gypsum and
bone dust in agriculture, is analogous to the use

of improved machinery in manufiictures. Larger
results are obtained, and the saving of labor is

immense. Indeed, 1 apprehend we have a very

imperfect idea of the capacity of the earth to pro-

duce articles usei'ul for man : and when a highly

scientific agriculture shall apply to each article,

desired to be produced, its specific and appropriate

manure, the capacity of the soil to sustain a large

population will far exceed our most sanguine ex-

pectations at present. Bone manure has enabled

England, formerly so largely an importer, to pro-

duce enough at home, for the subsistence of her

people. t It is dilficult to conceive a national ad-

vantage of more magnitude for her independence

and happiness. I need not enlarge upon the bless-

ings an improved system of cultivation would
confer on Virginia; and how much better it would
be for her sons, instead of crowding the already

over-loaded professions of law and medicine, to

devote themselves to agriculture, conducted on
scientific principles. The increase of wealth

would be immediate. But fiir more—men would
be wiser, better, happier, for employing themselves

in studying the phenomena of nature, amidst her

richest beauties, and having their minds directed

by a contemplation of the bounties that surround

them, to the great Author of their being, who, (to

use the beautiiul observation of Eranklin,) " bless-

es the labors of the husbandman, by a continued

miracle wrought in his favor, as a reward lor his

innocent life, and virtuous industry."

For the Farmers' Register.

ON DIFFERENT BREEDS OF ENGLISH CAT-
TLE.

Dear Sir.—Having desired my friend, Mr.
Rush, on his late departure for London, to obtain

such authentic information for me as he could, as

to the best breeds of improved English cattle, I

send you, herewith, a copy of a letter from the

largest cattle breeder in England, on the subject
;

the publication of which, I think, will be accep-

table to your subscribers.

Very truly yours,

J. Mason, Jr.

Georgetown D. C, Nov. Bd, 1837.

Extract of a letter from Earl Spencer, to R.
Mush, dated December 1836, ylUhorpe, North-

amptonshire :

I am so much interested in breeding cattle,

that I never think it any trouble to write upon the

subject, and therefore feel most happy in giving

yoii the best information I can, upon it. 1 am,
however, so much engaged with one breed, that I

fear my authority would be disputed by the advo-

cates of the other improved breeds in this coun-

try ; but I will endeavor to give you as impartial

Code of Ariculture. Add. p. 142

* Such is the action of gypsum on most crops, where
it is beneficial.

1 t Code of Agriculture. Add. p. 141.
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an opinion as I can. In my opinion, there are

only four breeds of cattle in this country, upon

which so much pains and attention have been be-

stowed, and in which so much improvement has

been effected, as to render them worthy the atten-

tion oi'iistnmsier. These are the Devon, the West
llio'hland Scot, the llerclbrd, and the Sliort-

horned breed. The Devons havetiiree varieties
:

the North, the INlidland, and the South.' Tlie first,

are an excellent breed, fattening very quickly,

and producuig lite best quality of meat. They
£;ive, however, very little milk, and are of very

small size ; consequently, as it costs nearly as

nuich to breetl and rear a small animal as a larire

one, they are not calculated for those parts of ihe

count rv, where the soil is good enougli to produce

larrrer "cattle. I believe them to be the only cat-

tlethat can keep themselves in good condition,

during a dry sunmier, on light and sandy land.

The Midland Devons have not the same merits.

The South Devons come to a larger size, and are

the Devons generally used for draught. For this,

they are excellent ; but they are very slow feed-

ders, and when at last far, are far from being fa-

vorites with the butchers. The North Devons are,

as I have said, the best calculated for light dry

soils ; but they are not fit fbr exposed and bleak

situations. The West Highland Scot, is also an
excellent sort of cattle. They are calculated for

poor soils ;
but their merit is in bearing cold and

exposure. The Devons would heat them as much
in a dry, hot summer, as they would beat the

Devons in a cold winter. I believe they do not

produce much milk; but as the practice, in their

native country, is to allow them to rear their

calves on the foot, upon the sides of the moun-
tains, and not to use them at all, I believe, as dairy

cows, I am not able to speak positively on this

point. They do not fatten very quickly •, but

when fat, the quality of the beef is excellent, and it

bears a higher price in the provision market,

than any other beef which is sold there. No
one, I believe, has ever bred the West High-
land Scots any where but in mountainous di^ftricts

;

and their size is so small, that it could not be ad-

vantageous to do so. The Hereford, are a very

valuable, large breed of cattle, and cannot be sur-

j assed fbr the purpose of grazing, in land of mo-
derate or superior value. But they are the worst
milkers of any of the English breeds, because

(bey do not give so much milk as the Devons,
and what they do give, is very poor.

In the Short-horned breed, there are three va-
rieties ; but all evidently of the same family :

the Ayrshire, the Holderness, and the properly

called Short-horned or Durham. The general

characteristic of this family appears to be, that of

being very good dairy cows. The milk they give

is certainly not rich ; but the quantity is very

great. The Ayrshire and the Holderness, retain

. this characteristic in its original perfection; The
Ayrshire having been located in a more northerly

and cold climate, have fallen oflT in point of size,

but retain the qualification of being very good
dairy cows. The Holderness have kept the size

of the breed, and possess, in great perfection, the

propensity to give a large quantity of milk ; but

neither of these varieties have much tendency to

fatten, or to produce oxen profitable to theirrazier.

The Short -horned, or Durham, having been located

in the rich valley of the Tees, have acquired, from

constantly feeding in rich pastures, the propensity

to fatten, which ihe other two varieties want; and

although they have fallen off in their value, as

milch cows, yet they retain so much of the family

characteristic, as to render them generally much
better dairy cows, than are to be found in any
other of the grazing sorts of cattle. This is so

much the case, that much the largest number of

the dairy cows, from which London is supplied,

are of this breed. The dairy men tell me, that

although they might find cows that would give

more milk, yet they fatten so much easier than

such cows would, that it answers to them to sacri-

fice a portion of the dairy produce, for the purpose

of being able more profitably to dispose of the

cows to" the butcher, when they are no longer in

milk. The Durham or Short-horned oxen, are

fully equal to the Herefbrds fbr grazing purposes,

and I think when great perfection in shape and
quality is required, combined with large size, aa

in the case of striving fbr prizes, the Durhama
will generally be fbund to be best. I am endea-

voring to give you as impartial an opinion as I

can ; but it is right for me to tell you, that I am
the largest breeder of short-horned cattle in Eng-
land. With respect to other breeds of cattle,

(hey are hardly worth mentioning. The Gallo-

way is a good sort, but its merits are of the same
nature as those of the West Highland, and very

inferior in degree. The Alderney milk and
cream, is a great luxury from its richness ; but

the cattle possess no one qualification which a
grazing animal ought to have; and I believe no
one who farms fbr profit, ever has Alderney cat-

tle. The Sufiblk, produce probably as much milk

as the Holderness, and of the same poor quality
;

hut they are inferior to them in size and propen-

p\\y to fatten, to the greatest possible degree.

The Glamorganshire, and indeed all the Welsh cat-

tle from being very cheap, are frequently purchased
by the graziers ; but no man who has ever tried

any of the improved breeds, and can aflord the

out-lay of capital necessary to buy them, ever

continues to graze W elsh oxen. The Lancashire,

are a thick-hided, coarse race, with bad quality of

flesh, and having no merit of which I am aware
;

and the Sufiblk, though good, are only an inferior

variety of the Devon.

For the Farmers' Register.

OBSERVATIONS ON THE AGBICULTUUE AKD
HORTICULTURE OF WESTERN NEW YORK.

(Continued from page 441.)

The soil of the interior of New York is well

known ; and is not perhaps to be surpassed either

in fertility or durability, by any tract of similar ex-

tent, in the United States. In some of the conti-

guous states, and in other parts of the same state,

the system of agriculture is doubtless move perfect.

Where nature has been less bountiful, a greater

necessity has existed for man to exercise his in-

dustry. Improvement being once begun, a spirit

of emulation carried it on ; and every farmer felt

a pride in at least keeping pace with his neightjors.

Such are the circumstances under which some of
the finest districte of Pennsylvania and eastern

New York, have attained their present state of

productiveness, which, under an opposite treat-
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ment, would long since have become impoverish-
ed, and turned out as waste land. But the soil of
western New York has borne up, and may lonff

continue to he extremely productive, under a rigid

eystem of exaciion. Even in the oldest settled

districts, the fertilizing properties of the soil exist

in flill vigor, without ever having received mate-
rial aid from the proprietors. Relying, as they do,

on its natural strength, which, indeed, can scarcely

fail them in the most disastrous season, the most
abundant crops continue to be grown, whilst the

gratitude for such unmeasured bounty has not

been manifested by making that careful return to

the land, which, in less favored countries, is neces-

sary to perpetuate its fertility. Such being the

course of^ cultivation, some of the distinguished

agricultural writers of that state have apprehend-
ed that the soil might shortly suffer a rapid deterio-

ration, by the abstraction of the particular food,

necessary to the growth of their chief staple.

Judging, however, from the quantity of lime in

the land, it may be regarded as almost inexhaus-
tible ; and all fear, therefore, of its becoming im-
poverished for a considerable length of time, must
arise from ignorance of the fijrtilizino- ingredients

which Ciller into its composition. Rut it is the
part of wisdom to look ahead, and to provide in

lime against the possible occurrence of such a
contingency. If western New York would con-
tinue to be the granary of an immense extent of
country, the productiveness of its soil should not
onlj? be maintained unimpaired, but every effort

should be used to increase it. It cannot be deni-
ed, that, bountiful as nature has been, the products
of the soil might even now be much enlarged, by
a judicious use of putresent manures, and by oc-
casionally giving an additional supply of lime, to

repair the gradual waste occasioned by the heavy
cropping to which the country has been subjected.
So little necessity has yet existed, however, for

the application of lime, that its value and impor-
tance cannot be supposed to have claimed jiene-
ral attention. Indeed, it is more than probable,
that but a comparatively small number of persons
are fully aware of the source whence the fertility of
the soil is derived. But amongst the intelligent

cultivators, an interest has been awakened on the
subject; and experiments have been made to as-
certain its effects, even on lands already highly
calcareous. Should the result be found as bene-
ficial as is anticipated, a stimulus will thus be
given to a more extended application ; and the
example of practical agriculturists will doubtless
be followed by a people alive to their interests.
The limestone lands of New York may be esti-

mated as capable of producing on an average
from twenty to twenty-five bushels of wheat per
acre. In some mstances, as much as forty have
been grown, and an approximation to this might
be more frequently realized, if the system of farm-
ing, were, in all respects, judicious. Of oats and
corn, the yield may be from fifty to seventy-five
bushels. There is, however, not that appearance
of luxuriance in the crops, which we h^cive been
accustomed to see growing on lands made rich by
manure alone. A traveller, therefore, in passino;
through the interior of New York,' v;ould fee]

some incredulity, or at least surprise, on being in-
formed that the fields within his view would yield
the above mentioned quantities, unless he 'had
^nme knowledge of the products of calcareous

soils. It appears to be an admitted fact, that the
action of lime does not tend to increase the quan-
tity of straw in the same proportion that it imparts
nourishment to the grain. For this reason, the
effect of putrescent manures on calcareous lands,

is not so obvious in the appearance of the crop
while growing, as it is in the product, when it

comes to be measured. The most productive
lands in eastern Virginia, can never, except under
the most favorable circumstances, be relied on for

a greater return than twenty bushels of wheat,
and forty or fifty of corn to the acre, accompanied,
in most cases, by a vast amount of straw or stalks ;

while these are the minimum products of land
containing any considerable portion of lime, and
the quantity of straw such as to promise only an
indifferent product of grain.

The most serious evils which the farmers of
New York have to contend Avitli, in regard to the

crop of wheat, are, the liability of the plants to be
winter-killed in so r^igorous a climate, and the pre-

valence of that formidable pest, the Canada this-

tle. The f-Iessian fly is only to be dreaded on
lands of inferior quality ; and the rust or blight is

induced only by extraordinary seasons, when the

period of harvest is protracted beyond the usual

time. The comparative exemption from the rust,

is doubtless to be ascribed, in part, to the calcare-

ous nature of the lanil, which does not promote
the too luxuriant growth of the stem. To over-

come the effects of" climate, the culture of spring

wheat has been partially adopted in some districts

within the last few years ; and the results, in

most cases, have been highly encouraging. It is:

a beautiful crop, and is readily distinguished from.

the other varieties. The success which has at-

tended the culture of this grain in New York,,

has caused it to be introduced into more southern,

climates ,•• and the most sanguine expectations:

have been formed of its advantages, without duly
considering the character of our seasons. But
even there, the spring wheat is rejected by many

:

and if it is profitable any where, it must be so in

a soil and climate so propitious, where the scorch-

ing rays of our southern sun, which frequently

dry up our latter grain, are seldom felt ; and
where an excess of moisture, so far fi-om producing
an over-growth of straw, and its consequent atten-

dant, the rust, is accompanied with no other ill

effect than a temporary suspension of the labors

of the farmer. Although the spring wheat suc-

ceeded so well in Virginia, and even farther south,

during the past season, yet it should be borne in

mind, that in many of its features, that season was
like a northern summer ; and it should not be
hastily inferred from thence, that this wheat will

do equally well during a series of years. On the
contrary, the successful results of repeated trials

should be regarded as indispensible to the general
adoption of this crop, in the agriculture of the
south. It is true, our discouragements have been
very great ; and it is natural that almost every
alternative should be resorted to, by our farmers,

which may promise relief from the continued fail-

ures of the wheat crop, like those we have been
subjected to, for the last four or five years. But,

on the other hand, let us not despair. It is not to

be supposed that these failures are to be of lasting

duration. And even if they are, the season that

would destroy one crop, would also destroy the

other, except in so far as one of them would be
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f xeni] t from iho. action of the winter's frost, ft

'p an old reniarW, Ibundeil upon accurate obsorva-

tiop, that RPasoiiP of tbe same cliaracter cluster

tPiretlu'r. Until the last few years?, our crops of

wiieat were abundant, and of good quality.

Their lailure cannot be ascribed to any other

cause, tiuin the unliivorable seasons ; and by no
means, as some have supposed, to a sudden dete-

rioration of the soil. From the character of the

last winter and sumn)er, we may now reasonably

conjecture tliat more propitious seasons are at

hand, and that the eyes of the farmer will once
more be ijladdened b_v bountiful crops. It is earn-

estly to be wished that the spring wheat may real-

ize the most sani^uine expectations ; but it is

greatly to be feared, even if it should be Ibund

fully to succeed, that its introduction may bring

with it a pest, which will more than counterbal-

iince all its advantages. If the (Canada thistle

should ever effect a lodgment in Virginia^ where
we have so much waste land, it will be impossible

ever to eradicate it. This species of thistle is a
congener of our common downy thistle, (cricvs

Uinceolatus), and has so little preference in regard

to soil, that it flourishes equally well in all situa-

tions. It is a perennial plant, and every effort to

destroy it, either by digging up the roots, or culti-

vating the land, serves only to invigorate it. It

abounds extensively in New York, though hap-
pily its progress is partially arrested by birds ex-
clusively seminivorous, which ft^-ed on it iti great

numbers. It was first discovered in Canada, by a
Jesuit, who, thinking it might be an acquisition to

his botanical friends in Europe, transmitted it thi-

ther ; and li'om this small beginning, it has spread
pver England, and several portions of the conti-

nent, where it is known by the appropriate name
of the "cursed thistle."

The small size of the Indian corn on lands so

fertile as those of New York, is calculated to ex-

cite a feeling of surprise. It may, in part, be ow-
ing to the influence of climate, but in some mea-
sure, and perhaps chiefly, to the character of the

soil. A field which came under observation, con-

taining two varieties, namely, the Dutton, and a

kind fri)m Vermont, exhibited a greater growth of

the latter than of the former, though if climate

had alone operated, the relative size should have
been reversed. The southern varieties are diffi-

cult of acclimation, and attain a much larger size

than those in general cultivation ; but this might
be expected to continue only for a few years, and
may be attributed to the constitution of the plant,

which cannot at once, adapt itself to tlie change.
On the other hand, the small northern corn, when
brought to our southern climate, is at first small, but

gradually increases in developement, until, after a
due course of cultivation, it exhibits the gigantic

proportions of our own varieties. The opinion has
been entertained, that the introduction of seed
corn from the north, to take the place of the large

southern kinds, together with the consequent
change of culture Jrom thin to thick plantiajj,

would be followed by an increased product. Ex-
perience, however, does not sanction the correct-

ness of this opinion, except on land of the best

quality. The close planting, which is requisite in

the small kinds, to produce a full crop, would here
be attended with disastrous consequences, in a dry
season. Under a similar constitution of soil, the
result might be more favorable ; for the small va-

rieties are certainly more, productive than the
large, under circumstances equally conducive lo

the growth of each. The size of the ear ia

gnuiter m the former, in projioriion to the stalk,

than in the latter; and the ntuuber of stalks is

nmltii)lied several times beyond the closc.-t plant-

ing that is ever practised in Virirjiiia. When the
corn attains its full siz(% it isdilTiculi to distiniruish

the rows, and the field is then termed " a swamp."
If the crop is sufficiently luxuriant to merit this

appellation, a heavy yield is aniicipated. The
largest product to the single acre in Virjiina, has,

perhaps, seldom exceeded senventy-five bushels,

after the utmost care and attention have been be-

stowed in the preparation of the land. On the
calcareous soils ol' New York, from seventy-five

to one hunured bushels are frequently gathered
;

and, in some remarkable instances, as much as
a hundred and twenty, and even a hundred and
fifty, have been obtained. The chief obstacle to

the production of full crops, is, the shortness of the

season, and the consequent liability to early au-
tumnal frosts. Of late years, the corn has been
materially injured li-om this cause; but wlien the

earliest varieties come to be generally cultivated,

less danger is to be apprehended. The crops are

seldom affected by drought.

The product of oats is extremely abundant.
They are more extensively cultivated than corn,

as they constitute tfie principal grain fcir horses.

Peas mixed with oats, are a tavorite food for hogs :

whole fields are sown broad-cast, the oats serving^

lo support the vines, or rather to prevent them
from trailing on the ground. It is the larger va-,

rieties of the garden peas that are used in field

culture, and the product is about twenty-five bush-
els to the acre. It is objected to them, however,
that swine are so fond of them, as to acquire a dis-

taste for other kinds of food.

The system of agriculture, in the interiorofNew
York, is so different from that which is practised

on the eastern side of the mountains, that is diffi-

cult to institute a comparison between them, with
a view to practical results. Here, we have, or

ought to have, a regular rotation of crops, as in-

dispensible to the improvement of our lands. The
field that is now in wheat, must be followed i:»y

clover, the ameliorating eflects of which during a
rest of one or two years, are intended to prepare it

for an undiminished, perhaps increased product,

when it is brought into cullivation again, assisted

by the auxiliaries of plaster and manure. It i'o\-.

lows, therefore, of necessity, that a considerable

part of every well managed fiirm—say fi"om one-
fourth to two-fifths—must lie in an unpruductive
state, which is equivalent to an unproductive in-

vestment of that portion of our capital. The
practice of this system exists in the nature of our
soil ; and where it is not adhered to, the penalty

of ultimate impoverishment must be paid, as our
extensive waste lands too plainly demonstrate.

On the calcareous lands of New York, no such
nurture has been found necessary. None of the

fields, on any of their fiirms, are suffered to lie at

rest, for the purpose of acquiring renewed energy
;

but every acre is in profitable cultivation, either

for grain or meadows—a judicious alternation of
crops being scarcely attended to, or even thought
of. Allowing, therefore, that one of their farms
was three-fifths of the size of ours, and their land

of the same quality, their profits would be the
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eame that are realized in our prain districts. But
when we consider that tlieir lands are Jour or five

times as productive as ours, the tjreat advantage
that is thus enjoyed in the saving of labor and ex-

pense, with the increased amount of products, is

at once obvious ; and conclusively shows how
their farmers become independent and even rich,

by the cultivation of one hundred or one hundred
and fifty acres. A firm of (his size, by the above
-estimate, may be regarded as equal in vahae and
profits to one of six or eio'ht hundred acres, of the

medium lands of Maryland and Virginia, under
good manatrement. These remarks, also, may
show the ai)surdity of recommending small farms

as the most profitable to our agriculturists, in imi-

tation of those at the north. Small farms can
only answer where the materials for enriching the

soil are at hand, both mineral and vegetable.

When one acre can be made permanently as

productive as three or four were belbre, our exten-
sive farms may be divided to more advantage.
But under present circumstances, and with our
species of labor, we shall be obliged to makeup
in quantity what we lack in quality, satisfied with
gradually improving the soil, or, at least, keeping
it up to its original fi^rtility. Lime is unfortunately

beyond the reach of a considerable portion of the

farmers of eastern Virginia, however desirous they
might he to use it. In one district, however, it is

accessible in the form of marl, to a large extent of
country, where it seems to have been deposited

for the purpose of rescuing that beautiful region

fi-om the curse of sterility, and of adding incalcu-

lably to the many natural advantages it already
(•enjoys. If it should be duly appreciated, a cen-
tury hence may see a wonderflil change wrought
upon its surface, and hail it as the garden spot of
the Atlantic states.

From the denseness of the forests of New
York, the clearing of land is a business of great
labor, which is often materially increased by the
-quantity of rock to be removed. The preparation
of the soil is also rendered more difficult by the
irregularity of the surface, caused by the blowing
down of trees by the roots, and thus forming what
are termed " cradles." These cradles have to be
filled up, and the corresponding mounds reduced,
before the land is ready f^^r the reception of a
icrop. In many places it is now the work of years
to prepare a piece of new irroimd Ihr cultiva;ion.

Afi.er the wood is taken ofi', the stumps, too thick

to admit the passage of the plough, are left to de-
cay ; but, in the mean time, excellent pasturage
is afforded by the natural grasses. In two or
three years the roots are sufficiently weakened to

admit of the easy extraction of the stumps.
During the early settlement of the country, how-
ever, the wants of the inhabitants compelled them
to adopt a more speedy process, and to encounter
difficulties in the preparation of the land, which
must have been extremely discouraging to any
but the most industrious and enterprisintj race.

Girdlmg, the usual practice of early settlers, was
necessarily resorted to, and other parts of the ope-
ration were probably performed in a hasty manner.
A field in Cayuga county, of four hundred and
eighty acres, was thus opened in one year for the

cultivation of wheat, which produced the enor-
mous crop of forty bushels to the acre. The me-
mory of an achievement that bespoke so nmch
energy of character, is perpetuated in the name of

the place, which is called " Great-field," to the

present day. It was a far greater triumph over
nature than that which has been recently extolled

in the public papers, as having been made in Mi-
chigan, where a thousand acres of prairie land had
been broken up and laid down in wheat, by the ef-

forts of one company.
The champaign appearance of the country,

would lead a traveller to suppose that there might
be a deficiency of timber ; and the temptation to

bring the greatest quantity of land into cultivation

that can be spared, must be very great. The
roads scarcely ever pass through the woods in the

older settled parts, so that the reservations of tim-

ber lands are always in the rear of the farms.

This dis[)osition shows the various improvements
of the country to infinite advantage. From the

amount of timber in the forests, and the rapidity

of its growth, it is only necessary to reserve a
small proportion for the uses of the farm. The
greatest economy is practised in the consumption
of fuel. The winter's supply is cut during the

summer in time fir it to partially season, and af-

terwards deposited in wood-houses, to be used as

wanted. The construction of the houses is also

adapted to the practice of economy in the use of

fuel. The rooms are small and very close, and
fire places have been superseded in a great mea-
sure by stoves. Where the winters are so long,

and the summers consequently short, and where
land is so extremely valuable, it becomes doubly

important that every operation should be managed
with the strictest regard to a saving of labor, and
that the products of the forest should be carefully

preserved fi'om waste. Notwithstanding the pro-

tracted winters, the quantity of fuel consumed in

New York by a given number of families, is pro-

bably not half so much as is used by the same
number in the southern states, where the crackling

fire, the capacious fire place, and wide stretched

door, are so ol'ten seen in the same apartment.

Trere is also less timber used in the construction

of fences, than in those places where the worm-
fence is in use. If there was no other objection to

the worm-fence, the space it occupies would con-

stitute a sufficient motive lor disusing it in a coun-
try where every foot of land is an object of re-

gard, and where the divisions between the fields

are so numerous. But to establish it, and keep it

in repair, requires an amount of timber much
greater than a direct line of board fence, or post

and rail—four or five rails serving instead of

twelve or thirteen in a worm-ftjnce. An ordinary

post and rail enclosure, however, might not be a
sufficient sale-guard asainst the depredations of

swine, if these mischievous animals were suffer-

ed to roam at large; but fortunately they are

mostly confined in orchards, or in styes. For
other kinds of stock, it will amply suffice.

In connection with the agriculture of New York,
some notice of the mills at Rochester, for the

manufacture of flour, may not be out of place.

Rochester is situated at the falls of the Genesee
river, and commands an extent of water power
almost unrivalled. The falls are ninety-six feet per-

pendicular, and a long line of mills is erected im-
mediately below, rising from the bed of the river,

to above the summit of the bank, against the

walls of which they rest. The buildings are

therefore considerably more than a hundred feet

high, which allows fall enough for the water ta
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be ustvl, as in (act it is, two or three times, before

it is finally discharii;eii info the river. A canal,

common to all the mills, conducts the water in

front of the doors, and is extended on the erec-

tion of a new mill. It is a fortunate circumstance

that this immense water power should exist in the

midst of an extensive wheat growing country,

and on the margin of the Erie canal, with every

iiicilit}' lor the reception of grain, and the ship-

ment of flour to the Atlantic cities. From Ro-

chester, there is also a lateralcanal taken up the val-

ley of the Genesee river, and a rail road to Batavia.

The agricultural enterprise of New York has

received a powerful stimulus in the Erie canal,

which traverses the state from east to west, a

distance of more than three hundred miles; and

in the numerous lateral branches which are con-

nected with it. . Without this improvement, there

would have been no outlet for the produce of that

fertile country; and it would have remained, like a

giant with his limbs in fetters. With it however, no

country has ever made more rapid strides in popu-

lation and wealth. Itis already found to be too small

to (urnish a prompt and ready transportation lor

the increased amount of product and merchandize;

and it is accordingly, under a process of enlarge-

ment. Internal improvement and agricultural en-

terprise, reciprocally acting on each other, have
developed resources which even the projectors of

this work could not distinctly have foreseen. The
products of the state have been many times mult-

iplied in value and amount, while the revenues de-

rived from the public works have filled the treasury

to overflowing. The successful enterprise of New
York has naturally stimulated other states to imi-

tate her example, and to project systems of inter-

nal improvements on a scale of smiilar grandeur.

But it is next to impossible that any of them can
ever derive the same profits. The existence of

an immense back country of inexhaustible fer-

tility has been wanting to insure results equally

successful to new undertakings. Posterior im-

provements, therefore, have been in some instan-

ces an actual expense, instead of a profitable in-

vestment. The order of things has been revers-

ed. The back country was to be enriched, or in

other words to be made, while in New York, it

had already been perfectly formed by the hand of

nature. If this diversity of circumstances has
not been properly considered in every new enter-

prise, still we are warranted in believing, that ul-

timate good will be effected.

Along the whole line of the Erie canal, nume-
rous and flourishing villages have sprung up and
every thing bears the impress of industry and pros-

perity. Its completesuccess, and the triumph it has
achieved over Ibrmer prejudices, and the asperities

of party spirit, vindicate the right of its projector

to be considered as one of the wisest and most dis-

tinguished men of his age. It is no longer termed
in derision, as it was formally "Clinton's big ditch;"

it is now "Clinton's noble fine, more immortal than
any of Homer's."
Of the state of horticulture, in the western part

of New York, not much can be said. The im-
provements in this department, have by no means
been commensurate with the progress that has
been made in the more useful branches of in-

dustry; and the deficiency is rendered the more
obvious by the contrast which exists between these

and kindred improvements. JVlens' minds are

yet too deeply mtent on the acquisition of wealth,

(or matters of mere taste and luxury to be at) ob-

ject of much attraction. In our new countries

the necessaries of lilii must first be sought after

and obtained, bef^ire much attention can be de-

voted to its condbrls ami elegances; and even in

those which are comparatively old, the unsettled

slate of the population, the continual changes in

•he possession of property, and the consequent

removals to distant regions, exercise an unlriendly

influence on the progress of horticultural improve-

ment. In the United States, there is no abiding

place for our citizens ; restlessness and locomo-

tion are their chief characteristics. In England,

on the contrary, vsdiere local attachments are

stronger, and where the same occupants and their

descendants remain on the same spot for a length

of time, the inducement to rural embellishments is

greater. The children inherit from their parents a

taste for the elegant and ornamental, and every

garden and cottage bears the evidence of neatness

and taste. No part of the United States, therefore,

can be compared to England for the interesting

combination of the beautiliil with the usetul; nor

can the more recently settled portions of this coun-

try exhibit the same progress that has been made in

those of an older date. If these observations are

correct, it is not to be expected that the interior of

New York, has yet evinced much predilection for

horticultural taste. The neatness and elegance and
comfort of the dwellings are deserving of all praise.

In the innumerable tovvns and villages whicli

meet the eye in almost every neighborhood, and!

in the splendid churches, equally numerous, are be-

held the decorations ofarchitecture, and all the ar-

tificial appliances of worldly comibrt, accompan-

ied by no general improvements in the science of

horticulture. The commodious and handsomely
finished farm houses lose half their charms, by
their want of contiguity to extensive and fruitful

orchards, and by the almost entire absence of orna-

mental trees and plants. Ajiple orchards it is

true, of greater or less extent, are found on nearly

every (arm ; but there is no general cultivation

of a variety and succession of fruits. The peach,

the apricot, and the pear, the cherry and the plum,

the strawberry and raspberry, are strangers, one

might suppose, which would not always be re-

cognized by a portion of the inhabitants. The
contracted dimensions of the yards and gardens,

but especially of the yards, are out of all taste;

and impart an aspect of nakedness to the buildings,

which like some other objects, lose half their at-

tractions, by too great exposure to the eye. A
yard of sufficient size, set in a verdant truf, and ju-

ciously planted, with handsome and well grown
trees and shrubbery, is an indispensible auxiliary

to the elegance of a rural mansion. It aflbrds

the only mode by which the proper degree of

light and shade, concealment and exposure, can

be happily effected; and oftentimes lends an inde-

scribable charm, when other things are wanting.

This parsimony in the laying out grounds is in

strange contrast with the expenditure which has

been lavished on the buildings, and with the libe-

ral appropriation of land in the location of roads. 1

There is probably no distinct in the United

States susceptible of a higher state of horticultu-

ral as well as agricultural improvement, than

western New York; certainly no soil could be bet-

ter adapted to most of the delicious productions
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above enumerated, and to aofreat variety of plants

deservintr of culture for their beauty alone. As
soon as tiiey are cominitled to the earth, they

begin to repay the labors of plantinir, by the ra-

pidity oftheir growth. A few years would suffice

to effect a wonderful change; as an impulse has

been given to the work, by the example as well

as writings of men of tasle and science, it is ex-

pected that it will not be long before the arts of

horticulture are more generally practised. Noth-
ins: exercises a more ftivorable influence on its ad-

vancement than the establishment of nurseries.

They naturally create a desire for the possession

of fine plants and fruits, by affording the ready

people. In the neighborhood of cities, they are
sometimes, though not invariably, the objects of
some care—reluctant though it be; but in the
country, those of a private as well as public de-
scription are either filled with briers or other nox-
ious plants, or exposed to the continual intrusion of
CHitle. A better feeling has prevailed in New
York, where a public burying ground is laid off

for the use of every township, and a particular ap-
propriation made to preserve it fi-om injury. Aa
far as the duties of the sexton exteijd, they appear
to be performed with commendable fidelity—no
mounds of fresh earth indicating the recent inter-

ments: but the beauty of these lovely spots would
means of gratification. As yet, the number of be sreatly enhanced by being set with a suitable
these is inconsiderable, so far as any information number of appropriate trees. These simple and
could be obtained; but that of Asa Rowe, near

|
natural emblems have, fi'om time immemorial, been

Rochester is of considerable extent, and conduct-
|
recognized as peculiarly adapted to the solemnity

ed with great neatness and taste. At Albany, the of such scenes. The cemeteries of Turkey, cov-
long-established nurseries of Buel and Wilson, ered with the mournful cypress which is planted
are well known, and are capable of supplving an

j
by the priest on every ffrave, have suirtrested the

extensive demand. The fidelity of all these gen-
|

plan of the celebrated /*ere la Chaise in Paris, from
tlemen is unqueslioned. The nursery business,

however, as conducted in the United Stares, is

not always managed with that precision by which
it should be characterized. New fruits are exten-
sively propagated and sold under imposing names
without allowing time to ascertain their merits;

:and even the older varieties are not at all times
propagating from fruit- bearing trees. After the

lapse of a few years, when the young trees have
been distributed over the county and nursed with
the greatest care—and when anticipation is to be
succeeded by enjoyment—ihey are oftentimes

found to be of so little value, as to be an actual

€umbrance to the ground. By such a loose prac-
tice, the vender, who imprudently commits him-
self on the faith of another, inflicts an injury on
his customers, which it is impossible to repair.

There are probably h\v extensive nurseries in

this country, which can guarantee the identity of
their fruits. The general distrust in their accu-
racy, has probably contributed not a little to re-

tard tiie extension of horticultural enterprise.

If the business were elevated to that state, which
its importance justifies and demands, no species
of fruit would be sold until its merits had been
actually tested; and standard trees of every vari-

ety would be cultivated on the (grounds of the nur-
seryman from which alone his scions would be
taken. If this should be thought too tardy a pro-
cess for the impatience of the seller, as well as the
purchaser, yet it must be confessed, there is no
safety in any other course; and the nurseryman
who established his reputation on his fidelity and
accuracy, will ultimately find it to redound to his
own interest, to adopt this system, not less than
to the interests of those who entrust him with the
execution of their orders.

Amongst the numerous objects which claim
some share of horticultural taste, may be enumer-
ated the public burial grounds, which are situated
on the sides of the roads, neatly enclosed and cov-
ered with a luxuriant sod. NotwithstandinfT the
melancholy purpose to which these spots aie ded-
icated, their neatness, and cleanliness from all

weeds and unseemly plants, make it pleasant to

look upon them, and witness the attention that is

bestowed to keep them in order. The neglected
state of the repositories of the dead in nearly all

parts of our country, is a reproach to a civilized

whence has been subsequently derived the model
of those of JVIount Auburn and Laurel Hill, at

Boston and Philadelphia. There is a melancholy
pleasure induced by the contemplation of the pen-

dent willow and ever verdant trees flourishingover

the remains of moitality; and the mind, instead of

being repulsed, turns with a pious interest to the

sacred repository so nearly connected with the in-

extinguishable affections of our nature—which in

a few short years is to offer an asylum of rest to

our own wearied and exhausted limbs.

[After tfie first part of our correspondent's com-

numication, in No. 7, had been printed, we received

from liim, as specimens of tlie small pebbles wliich

form a large part of the very singular ridge, soutli of

the Lake Ontario, and which is described in the sec-

ond column of page 441. Tfie pebbles were com-

pletely encrusted with a thin hard coating of carbon-

ate of lime (tested by its solution in acid,)—and the

same substance had even penetrated and filled the in-

terior pores of two of them, which were of a porous

and soft texture. Another was a close and hard sili-

cious pebble, of which the lime only covered the sur-

face. The accompanying note of our eorrespoiident,

state that " the quantity of lime deposited on them ex-

tends through the whole mass, [of the ridge,] as far

as I had an opportunity of observing. I think we
may suppose that the adjoining lands received quite

as great a deposito. But this, however is not from the

limestone region of the state."

The inference of our corrrespondenf, that all the ad-

jacent lands, of a higher elevation, must have been

equally furnished with calcareous matter, by the then

covering limestone waters, is inevitable. And the curi-

ous fact serves to show, on a large scale, how nature

has operated to give to the soils of some regions the

ingredient of lime, so necessary to productiveness. If

the contiguous arable soil was examined by chemical

tests, we presume that it would be found that none of

the carbonate of lime now remains; and this would

furnish an additional and very striking proof of the

truth of our doctrine of the disappearance of thatform
of lime, and of the formation and constitution of neu-

tral soils. See 'Essay on Calcareous Manures,' 2nd ed.

ch. vii.

—

Ed. Far. Reg
]
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For the Farniera' Register.

RAT PROOF SMOKK-IIOUSES.

In conversation with a frieni.1, sometime since,

I was sLirpriseil to find tliat he liad never heard

of any plan of construction, lor a smoue house,

which would render it proof a<i;aiiist rats, and tiiat

he did not think, there was one such house in his

county, Alhemarle, which, in an agricultural point

of view, ranks ainoni^ the torernost in the state.

This roiniiided me of a remark often repeated in

our agricultural journals, that there are many
matters in very common use, in some localities, of

which the public at larire know nothing, and
from which no general benefit is derived. Are-
collection of this conversation, now reminds me
of another thing, which produces some shame.

This conversation occurred two or three years

ago; and though I was able to suggest two plans

for the construction of rat-proof smoke-houses,

and was fully resolvm."-, as soon as I got home, to

communicate them, for the "Register," yet I have
deferred it, from time to time, until the present.

This is the way we all do; but better late than never.

The house should be raised about three feet from

the ground and rested on a wall, or on pillars: it

should have a floor of thick strong plank, closely

laid, with a hole cut in its centre, about four feet

square, under which, should be a close strong wall

of brick or stone, forming a pit m which to build

fires for smoking. The door, weather-boardmg,
cornice and shingling, should, of course, be so

close as to prevent the entrance of rats. For the

sake of cleanliness and safety from fire, the floor

should be covered over several inches deep with

sand and well paved with brick, flat stone or peb-

bles, [f it is deemed important to save the mis-

tress of the household from the trouble of person-

al attention, whenever a smoke is made, a flue

may be constructed, extending from the central

pit, tar enough beyond the outer walls of the house,

to avoid the danger of fire-. In this case, strips of

sheet-iron should be placed on the walls of the pit,

jutting over in such a manner, as to prevent rats

from climbing into the house, should they pass

through the flue. A house constructed in this

way, if well made, will effectually keep out rats,

and the additional expense incurred beyond the or-

dinary cost of a smoke house, but litttle, if at all,

transcends the loss frequently sustained from the

depredations of ratSj in one year.

The same end may also be obtained by making
the sills of the house so deep, that space enough
may be allowed for counter-sinking its strong

sleepers sufficiently low down to give room for a

good bed of"sand and a good pavement above the

plank floor, and beneath the upperjsurface of the

sills.

Or, perhaps the cheapest plan would be to give
to the house a good unJer-pinning of stone and
lime mortar, sunk in the ground to a good founda-
tion—to dig out the earth on the inside to within a

few inches of the bottom of the wall, then pave
with stone and lime mortar, and throw upon the
pavement suitable clay or earth for making a

good dirt-floor, and ram it well. By this plan, the

expense of sleepers and a plank floor is saved, and
the barriers against the rats, seem to be equally
eflfectual. A gentleman recently showed me such
a house, which, though new, had so far, perfectly

fulfilled expectations. The floor was a foot or two
Vol. V—71

below the top of the wall, and strong planks vver6

laid upon the sills at each end of the house, form-

ing shelves, on which barrels and other lumbei'

could be placed, and affording an airy space be-

neath, which was neatly swept, where no strag-

gling rat could find a hiding-place, should one ac-

cidentally gain admittance. The under-pinning of
tliishouse, and the floor, as my friend assured mcj
were made by the laborers on his firm; and al-

though a little rough, wouldj as 1 felt convinced}
answer the purpose intended, as well as the neat-

est masonry. The foregoing subject is acknowl-
edged to be humble; but I do not consider my-
self exonerated from the obligation to contribute

my mite, merely because I feel unable to instruct

in the higher concerns of agriculture. Humblej
however, as it may be, it is also important. Our
brethren in Pennsylvania, I have learned, when
first settling a farm, de novo, build excellent out-

houses, before incurring much expense on the

dwelling, and are never satisfied until all their build-

ings are good. Were we to imitate them in this,

we would doubtless think more of improving our
lands, and be less tempted to expatriation.

The stale witticism, that " the best way to

make your corn house rat-proofj is to keep it

empty," may also be applied to the meat-house.
But those who have comfortable experience in

both rat-proof corn and meat-houses, feel that

"he who wins, may laugh," and can well afford to

leave to the jokers, their hearted corn and hollow
ham-skins.

For the Farmers' Register.

BEAVERS ON THE NOTTOWAY RIVER.

Another small matter, which has not, to my
knowledge, been communicated to the public, is

the fact, that beavers live, in great numbers, on
the Nottoway river and its tributaries. Not resid-

ing in that region, I am unable to afford much
minute information on the subject. Should the
editor of the 'Register' think it sufBciently im-
portant, I suppose he may easily investigate the
matter more fully.

While at the house of a friend in Lunenburg
county, several years ago, I observed the fresh

tail of^ a beaver nailed to a tree in his yard. He
told me, the animal was shot a few days previous-
ly by a member of his fltmily, and assured me,
that there were many of them on the river before
mentioned, and, I think, remarked that they were
rapidly increasing. The hunters for them lie con-
cealed on the bank, before day in the morning,
and shoot them with large shot; such as are not
very suddenly killed, are almost certain to es-
cape, by diving under the water. It was also

stated lo me, that they were fi-equently baited
with poles and limbs of the young sweet-gum,
being very fond of eating its inner bark. Many
of them are caught in traps, which were impor-
ted for the purpose, by Messrs. Van-Lew and
Morton, of Petersburg. The number of such
traps, sold by these gentlemen, was stated to be
great; but is not distinctly recollected. The most
curious fact in relation to these animals is, that
being compelled to live in a settled country, and
finding themselves unable to indulge, without in-

terruption, their wonderful propensity for buildinf*

dams, they should have the sagacity to accom^
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modate ihemBelves to circumstances, and, like

musk-rats and otters, resort to caves in the bank,

for a habitation. A question might occur, as tiiere

is a probability that, ti-om the progress of civiliza-

tion, tlie beaver may become extinct, wheiher it

might not be well, if practicable, to transfer them

to other streams. The propriety of this, would

depend on the habits of the animal, which, as far

as I could learn, are harmless—and the prospect

of f h^ir value, i saw somewhere, perhaps in one

the earlier numbers of the 'Register,' that some
gentleman in Ohio, had enclosed and lamed the

otter, in a wall around a pond. The remarkable

facility with which the beaver accommodates

himself to circumstances, the superior value of

his fur, and the great delicacy of his flesh, while

young, might render him a more valuable mem-
ber of civilized lile.

From the Penny Cyclopffidia.

ARABLE LAND,

So called from the latin word arare 'to plough,'

is tliat part of the land which is chiefly cultivated

by means of the plough.

Land in general is divided into arable, grass

land, wood land, common pasture, and Vv^aste.

The first of these is by tar the most important in

agriculture. In this article we shall briefly explain

the principles on which are (bunded, the most im-

proved methods of cultivating arable land, by

which the natural produce of the soil is greatly in-

creased, and many productions are obtained in

perfection, which are foreign to the soil and cli-

mate.

We shall, first, consider the nature and proper-

ties of various soils.

2. The be.'^t modes of preparing and improving

the natural soil, so as to increase its produce.

3. The most advantageous succession of crops,

BO as to obtain the Greatest returns, witii the least

diminution of fertility.

Of soils.—When the snriace of the earth is

penetrated, we generally find that the appearance,

texture, and color, vary at dilFerent depths. There
is a layer of earth nearest the surface, of (jrealer

or lessthickness, which covers the more solid and

uniform materials, which lie below it. Tliis maybe
particularly observed wherever there are natural

or artificial excavations or pits. A distmet line,

nearly parallel to the surface, generally marks the

depth of the upper soil, and separates it li'om the

sub-soil. The soil is more or less composed of

minute parts of various kinds of earih, mixed
with anhnal and vegetable substances, in differ-

ent states of decomposition; and to these, in a

great measure, it owes its color, which is general-

ly darker than that of the sub-soil. Except where
iron, peat, coal, or slate, abound in the soil, a dark

color is an indication of corresponding ii;rliiity.

The rich soil of gardens, long cultivated and high-

ly manured, is nearly black. As the soil is the

bed in which all vegetable productions are to be

reared, and in which they are to find their proper

nourishment, its texture and composition become
objects of great importance to the cultivator; and,

without a competent knowledge of these, no practi-

cal rules can be laid down or depended upon.

All soils are composed of earths, * metallic ox-

* We retain the old division, although the earths

have been ascertained to be oxides of peculiar metals;

ides, saline substances, vegetable and animal mat-
ter, and water. The earths are chiefly clay, or

alumina, flint or silica, and lime.

Magnesia, barytes, and other earths are occa-

sionally met with, but in so tew instances that

they may be omitted in the list.

Of the metals, the most abundant is iron in the

state of peroxide. The other melala are rarely

found near the surface.

Saline substances form a small part of a soil,

but an important one.

Potassa exists in almost every vegetable, soda

in a few, and ammonia is produced by the decom-
po.=ition of animal matter, but from its volatile na-

ture it is not long retained in the soil, except when
it forms a fixed compound with other substances.

The v^egetab'e acids, as a general rule, are per-

haps limited to small portions of acetic acid in

combination with some base, as lime or potash.

The mineral acids are found united with earths

and alkalies, in the state of neutral compounds.
These saline substances haVe a powerful effect

on vegetation, and a knowledge of their propor-

tions in the soil, and of their various qualities, is

indispensible, in order to modify or correct their

action, by other substances, for which they have
an affinity.

Water, in a state of combination, or of mere
mechanical diffusion, is essential to the growth of

all plants; '.vithont it, and atmospheric air, there is

no life, either animal or vegetable.

Of the earths.—Clay or alumina, bo called be-

cause it is obtained in its purest state from alum,

in which it is combined with the sulphuric acid,t is

the basis of all strong and heavy soils. When it

is minutely divided, it is easily suspended in water;

when dried slowly, and stirred while drying, it be-

comes a fine powder, soft to the feel, and when
kneaded with water, a tough ductile mass, easily

moulded into hollow vessels, which retain liquids.

This property, of being impervious to water, gives

the specific character to clay as an ingredient

of the soil. In a pure and unmixed state it is ab-

solutely barren. When clay is heated to a great

degree, it parts wiih the water combined with it;

it is then said to be baked, as we see in bricks. It

is no longer diffusible in water, and differs litffe

from silica or sand, in its effects on the soil.

Silica, or the earth of" flints, suflers no change
in water. It consists of crystals, or fragments, of
very hard stone, forming gravel or sand, accord-

ing to their size; and the finest silicious sand,

when examined with a magnifying ijlass, has the

appearance of irregular fragments of stone, with-

out any cohesion between them.
Silicious sand holds water in its intertices by

simple cohesive attraction, in proportion to its fine-

ness. It heats and cools rat;idly, letti; g the wa-
er pass throuo-h it readily, either by filtration or

evaporation. Its use in the soil is to keep it open,

to let the air and water, as well as those other sub-

stances on wliich the jjrowth of plants depends,

circulate throuixh it. Unmixed, it dries so rapidly

that no vegetation can continue in it, unless a con-

but as they are never found in the soil in their metallic

state, the results and reasonings are not affected by
this circumstance.

t Sulphuric acid, commonly called oil of vitriol, is

composed of sulphur and oxygen, which is the pure or

vital part of the atmosphere. (See Air.)
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Btaut supply of moisture be triven by irrigation.

A small i)orrion ol' clay will much improve light

eauils; it takes a large quantity of sand to correct

the tenacity of clay.

Lime, in its pure state, is familiar to every one

as the basis of the morJar used la huildinif. Ii is

proi'vuced by burning marble, chalk, limestone, or

shells, in a great lieat. In the stones which are

formed principally of lime, it is cambined'vvith

some acid, most generally the carbonic acid, which
separates li-om it by the operaiiun of burning, in

the form of an air or gas, hence, called fixed air,

from its being thus/ix.^a' in a stone. These stones

of various degrees ot hardness, are now all class-

ed under the name of carbonates of lime.

Lime unites readily vviili water, which it also

absorbs from the atmosphere. It then becomes
slaked. By uniting with carboriic acid, it returns

to its tbrmer state of carbonate; with this differ-

ence, that, unless much water be present, it re-

mains a fine impal|)able powder. Pure lime is

soluble in water, though sparingly; a pint of water

cannot dissolve more than about twenty gr;uns:

the carbonate is not soluble in water. Carbonatf^

of lime has a powerllil effect on the fertility of a

soil, and no soil is very productive without it. It

is consequently used extensively as an improver

of the soil, otherwise called a manure ; but its use

in this respect, and the mode in which it acts, will

be given in the articles ^'manure''' and 'Hhne.''''

Carbonate of lime, as an earth, is neither so te-

nacious as clay, nor so loose as sand. In propor-

tion to the fineness of its particles it approaches to

the one or the other, and when the parts are large

and hard, it takes the name of limestone gravel.

Its distinguishing feature, is its solubility in

acids, which it neulraiizesj depriving them of their

noxious qualitii's in the soil. A proper mixture of

these three earths, in a due state ol" meclianical

division, Ibrms a soil well fitted to the growth of
every species of plants, especially those which
are cultivated for Ibod; and nothing more is re-

quired than a proper climate as to heat, a proper

degree of moisture, and sutFicient nourishment, to

make all the plaats generally cultivated thrive

most luxuriantly in such a mixture, which is usu-

ally called a loam.

But there are some soils, which, besides a pro-

per mechanical texture and mixture of earths,

contain a large proportion of a natural manure,
which renders them extremely fertile. This is a

substance produced by the slow decay of animal
land vegetable matter. It can be separated from

the other parts ot the soil, and has been accuu-

rately analyzed and described by many of the

•most experienced chemists, particulaly by Four-
<croy, Davy, Chaptal, and Theodore de Saussure.

(See ^Recherches Ckimiques siir la Vegetatiun,'

Paris, 1804, 8vo.) This substance has been call-

ed vegetable mould ; but, as this is not a very dis-

tinct term, we shall, after Thear and other eminent
writers on agriculture, adopt the name of humus
when speaking of it. Humus is a dark, unctu-

ous, friable substance, nearly uniform in its ap-
pearance. It is a compound of oxygen, hydro-

gen, carbon, and nitrogen, which, with the ex-

ception of nitrogen, which is (bund only in some
substances, are the elements of all animal and ve-

fetable substances. It is the result of the slow
ecompositions of organic matter in the earth, and

is found in the greatest abundance in rich garden

mould, or old neglected dunghills. It varies eome-
what in its qualities and composition, according
to the substances from which it has been formed,

and the circumstances attending their decay. It

is the product of organic power, such as cannot be
compounded chemically.

Besides the lour essential elements in its com-
position, it also contains other subslunccs in small-

er quantities, viz: i)hos!)horic and sulphuric acids

combined with some base, and ako earths and
sahs. Humus is the product of living matter and
the sounie of it. It affords food to organization.

Without it, nothing material can liave lili!. The
greater the number of living creatures, the more
humus is formed; and the more humus, the great-

er the supply of nourishment and lili;. Every or-

ganic being in life adds to itself the raw materials

of nature, and forms humus, which increases as

men, animals, and plants increase in any portion

of tlie earth. It is diminished by the process of
vegetation, and wasted by being carried into the

ocean by the waters, or it is carried into the atmos-
phere by the agency of the oxygen ofthe air, which
converts it into gaseous matter. (See Thaer.
^Gnmd-saize der Jiationellen Landwirthshaft,^
Berlin, 1810, fhur vols. 4*o.)

Humus, in the state in which it is usually found
in the earth, is not soluble in water and we might
have some ditliculty in comprehending- how it en-

ters into the minute vessels of the roots of plants;

but here the admirable provision of nature may
be observed. Humus is insoluble and antiseptic;

it resists further decomposition in itselfj and in

other substances in contact with it. It remains
for a Ions: time iti the earth unimpaired; but no
sooner is it brought into contact with the atmos-
phere, by the process of cultivation, than an action

begins. Part of its carbon uniting with the oxy-
gen of the atmosjjhere, produces carbonic acid,

which the green parts of plants readily absorb;

while its hydrogen, with the same, forms water,

without which, plants cannot live; and in very

warm climates, where this process goes on more
rapidly, the moisture thus produced keeps up ve-

getable lii(3, when rains and dews fiiil. The resi-

due becomes a soluble extract, and in that state is

taken up readily by the fibres of the roots. But
the changes still goon; the extract absorbs more
oxygen, and becomes once nnore insoluble, in the

tbrm of a film, v/hich Fourcroy calls vegetable al-

bumen, and which contains a small portion of ni-

trogen, readily accounted for. By bringing fi-esh

portions of humus to the surface and permitting

the access of air to it, more carbonic acid, water,

extract, and albumen are formed, and give '-a regu-

lar supply to the plants, which, by their living

powers, produce the various substances found in

the vegetable kingdom of nature. Hence we see

the great importance of frequently stirring the
surface of the earth between cabbages and other

vegetables.

It is to the patience and perseverance of the che-
mists above-named, that we owe this insight into

the wonderful process of vegetable growth. What
we here state is on their authority.

We can now readily understifud the great im-
portance of humus, and of those rich manures
which are readily converted into it, when not im-
mediately absorbed by plants. But it has stil Ian-

other property, highly important to fertility
; it

renders stiff clays porous, and consolidates loose
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Bands. It does so more than lime, or any other

earth. Hence a poil with a considerable propor-

tion of humus is much more fertile than the quan-

tity ot" alumina, or o( sand, in its composition

would lead one to expect, as we shall see when
we come to the analysis of soils of Known lertilily;

and we see the irreat advantage of animal and
vegetable manures, not only as nourishment to

vegetables, but as mechanical improvers of the

texture of soils.

The greatest enemy of humus is stagnant wa-
ter; it renders it acid and astringent, as we see in

peat; and soils abounding with vegetable matters,

from which water is not properly drained become
sour as is very justly said, and produce only rush-

es and other useless and unpalatable plants. The
remedy is simple and obvious; drain well, and
neutralize the acid with hrae; by these means
abundant fertility will be restored.

In very light soils, humus is seldom found in

any quantity, being too much exposed to the air,

and rapidly decomposed; the extract is washed
through them by tlie waters, and as they waste
manure rapidly, they are called hungry. Such
soils are very unprofitable, until they are improved

and consolidated by clay or marl, which makes
them retain the moisture.

With calcareous earths, hummus acts well, provi-

ded they are pulverized, and of sufficient depth.

Some chalky soils are rendered very fertile by ju-

dicious culture and manuring.
In order to ascertain the probable fertility of a

Soilj it is very useful to analyze it, and find out the

proportion of its component parts. To do this

with great accuracy requires the knowledge of an
experienced chemist; but, to a certain degree, it

may be easily done by any person possessed of
an accurate balance and weights, and a little spir-

its of salts, or muriatic acid. For this purpose,

pome of the soil, taken at different depths, not too

near the surface (from four to eight inches, if the

Boil is uniform in appearance,) is dried in the sun
till it pulverizes in the hand, and feels quite dry;

the small stones and roots are taken out, but not

minute fibres. A convenient portion of this is

accurately weighed; it is then heated in a porce-

lain-cup, over a lamp, or clear fire, and stirred,

till a chip or straw put in it turns brown. It is

then set to cool, and weighed; the loss of weight
is the water, which it is of importance to notice.

Some soils, to appearance quite dry, contain a
large portion of water, others scarcely any. It is

then pulverized and sifted, which separates the

fibres and coarser parts. The remainder, again
weighed, is stirred in four or five times its weight
of pure water; after standing a iew minutes to

eetlle, the water is poured off, and contains most
of the humus and soluble substances. The hu-
mus is obtained by filtration, well-dried over the

lamp, and weighed. The soluble substances are

obtained by evaporating the water; but, unless

there ia a decidedly saline taste, this may be neg-
lected. The humus may be further examined by
heating itjred hot in a crucible, and stirring it with
a piece of the stem of a tobacco pipe, when the
vegetable part will be consumed, and the earths

remain behind; thus the exact quantity of pure
v^etable humus is found. Some muriatic acid,

diluted with five times its weight of water, is ad-

ded to the deposite left after|pouring off the water
containing the humus and soluble matter; the

' whole is agitated, and more acid added gradually,

as long as efli^rvescence takes place, and until the^

mixture remains decidedly acid, which indicates

that all the calcareous earth is dissolved. Should
there be a great proportion of this, the whole may
be boiled, adding nmriatic acid gradually, till all

effervescence ceases; what remains, after washing
it well, is siliceous and argillaceous earth. These
are separated by agitation, allowing the sili-

ceous part to settle, which it does m a lew seconds.

The alumina is poured off with the water, filtra-

ted, heated over the lamp, and weighed—the

same with the silicious sand. The loss of weight
is calcareous earth. In this manner, but with
greater care and more accurate tests, various soils

of known fertility have been analyzed, of which
we will give a lew examples.
A very rich soil near Drayton, Middlesex, ex-

amined by Davy, consisted of three-fifths of sili-

cious sand and tivo-fiths of impalpable powder,
which, analyzed, was found to be composed of

Parts.
Carbonate of lime, - - - - 28
Silicious earth, ----- 32
Alumina, ------ 29
Animal and vegetable matter, - - 11

100

This is a rich sandy loam, probably long and
highly-manured, fit lor any kind of produce, and
if deep, admirably fitted for fruit trees.

Another good turnip soil, by the same, consist-

ed of eight parts of coarse siliceous sand, and one
of fine earth, which [nith part] being analyzed
consisted of

Carbonate of Hme,
Silica, _ - _ -

Alumina, - - - -

Oxide of iron, - _ -

Vegetable and saline matter,

Water, - . - .

63
15
11

3
5
3

100

This is a very light sandy soil, and owes its fer-

tility to the fine division of the carbonate of lime

and the vegetable and saline matter. It may
probably have been limed or marled, at some time

or other.

The best loam in France, according to Mr.
Tillet, consists of

Parts.
Fine silicious sand, - - - - 21
Coarse ditto, ----- 25
Carbonate of lime, - . - _ 37.5

Alumina, --_.-- 16.5

100

A loam at Chamart, highly prized by garden-
ers about Paris, as the basis of their artificial

soils, consists of

Argillaceous sand.

Finely divided clay,

Silicious sand.

Carbonate of lime, coarse,

Ditto, fine, - - -

Woody fibre,

Humus and soluble matter,

Parts.
57
33
7.4

1

.6

.5

.5

100
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The ar<rilIiiceous sand is composed of fragments

of sott stone, which retain moisture, and do not

bind hard; tlie small proportion of humus is of no

i;o.isi>()uencc wliore [uanure is to lie had in any
quantity.

A very rich heath or bofr-earth found at Meu-
don, and in irreat request for flowers and in com-
posts, consists ol"

Gritty silicious sand, _ _ -

Vegetable fibres partly decomposed,
Humus, - . _ - -

Carbonate of lime, - _ _

Soluble matter, _ _ _ -

Parfs.

62
20
16

.8

1.2

100

This soil, like our bog-earth, would be very un-

fit l(jr the growth of corn; but, Irom the quantity

of humus and vegetable matter, is hiizhly uselul

in composts and artificial soils; mixed with lime,

it would make an excellent top-dressing for moist

clay soils.

Mr. Thaer has given a classification of soils of

known qualities, which, we think, worthy of no-

tice. It is as follows :

—

T*o.
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No. 1 standing vvei<5hed lbs 62|, and had 239 ears.

No. 2 cut up, '' 63i, " 145 "

No. 3 lopped, " 55^, " 135 "

We then equalized the number of ears, by tak-

insf lour /i'om No. 1, and ten from No. 2. leaving

135 in each. The weiuht was then as (bllovvs :

No. 1 standing,

No. 2 cuf^up.

No. 3 topped,

61J pounds.

55i "

The field having been planted precisely three

feet distant between tlie rows, and about two
and a half (eet the other way, would average

6,808 hills on the acre. The acre would, there-

fore, according to the above results, give the Ibl-

lowing product in pounds:

The standing corn, - - 10,616 pounds.

The cut-up do. - - 10,436 "

The topped do, - - 9,982 "

It follows, that the loss by topping an acre would
be 634 pounds; do. by culling up 181 pounds;

and that cutting up has an adranlatre over top-

ping of 453 pounds, independent of the important

gain in the forage.

We then siielled a bushel, which required 78
pounds in the ear,—the grain weighinff 53 pounds
and the cobs 25 pounds. When perlt^ctly dry the

corn weighs 60 to 62 pounds. Dividing the total

pounds per acre by 78—the number of pounds of

ears required for a bushel of shelled corn—the pro-

duct in bushels, under the difterent modes of man-
agement, would be as follows:

Standing corn, - 136 bushels 8 pounds.

Cut up do. - 133 " 62 "

Topped do. - 127 " 76 "

Deduct ten per cent for shrinkage, on drying to

a merchantable condition, and the product would
then be as follows, omitting fractions:

The standing corn, per acre, - 122 bushels.

The cut otr do " - - 120 "

The topped do. " - - 114 "

That our southern patrons may understand the
cause of this great product, it will be only neces-
sary for us to state, that in our mode of planting,

we produce on an acre, if there are no deficien-

cies, as there need not be if plenty of seed is put

in, 23,2.32 stalks, which on the assmption that

each stalk produces an ear, and that the ears av-
erage a gill each, which is much under the mark
with the Dutton corn, the product would be about
90 bushels. The southern corn, at tour and a
half feet distance, two stalks, in a hill, would give
only about 4,300 stalks; now supposing this to be
the Baden variety, giving four ears on a stalk; the

total uumber of ears would be but 17,200 on the
acre, or about 6,000 ears; or gills, less than our
Dutton crop, with one ear on a stalk.

From tlie Cultivator.

TO HARVEST BEANS.

Lake County, la. 9th Oct. 1837.

The following simple and easy method of sav-

ing; a crop o{' beans, is worth the price often years'

subscription to the Cultivator, to every person that

never practised it, who wishes to cultivate that val-

uable crop. By this method, beans may be plant-

ed in a field by themselves, may be pulled while
the vines are entirely green; and will be perfectly

cured, no matter how wet the weather; and what
is more, need not be housed or thrashed until such
time as may be convenient. This is the plan.

To cure beans.

Take poles or stakes, (common fence stakes)

into your bean field, and set them stiff in the

ground, at convenient distances apart, which expe-
rience will soon show you, and put a kw sticks or

stones around lijr a bottom, and then, as you pull

an arm-liill, take them to the stakes, and lay them
dvound. the roots always to the stake, as high as

you as can reach, and tie the to[) course with a
string, or a litlle straw, to prevent them from being

blown off, and you never will complain again,

"that you cannot raise beans, because they are so

troublesome to sav^e." They are the easiest crop

ever raised, to take care of. Try if, and you will

then know it, and thank me for telling you of it.

Your friend,

Solon Robinsoiv,

For the Farmers' Register.

REMARKS ON THE ACCOUNT OF MR. SAMPSOn's
FARMING. ON THE PROPER COMBINATION
OF STOCK RAISING, WITH IMPROVEMENT OF
SOIL.

The rich treat lately afforded me in the perusal

of the account of Mr. Richard Sampson's farm-

ing, has pressed so heavily on my conscience the

obligation to contribute my portion to the pages of

the 'Register,' that I feel impelled to commence
the discharge of this duty, without feeling certain,

that I have any thing worth communicating. All

must know that no one man could flirnish all the

original matter, which such a work ought to con-

tain. And if the editor is willing to travel through
the country, that he may the better qualify him-
self occasionally to treat his sabscribers with such
a repast, they certainly ought to endeavor to in-

demnify him, for the time lost from the labors of
his pen, by writing as much as they can for him.

We all feel, perhaps too .sensibly, that we know
but little worth communicatinsj. But there is hardly

one among the numerous subscribers, who does

not know something valuable, which is unknown
to a majority of the rest. This arises from the

multiliirious objects of agriculture, and the wide
expanse over which these subscribers are spread.

I know not by what rule the editor has been gui-

ded, in the direction of his excursions through the

country. I presume, however, that he has some-
times been urged by other business than agricul-

ture, but that, generally, he has gone where he
could derive most information for his readers, with

the least expenditure of time. Perhaps if he
would visit those most, who furnish most for his

pages, it might stimulate us to write much more
than we have done. In that case, I know that

the region in which I live, could have no right to

expect him. But hoping that we will do better in

future, I am electioneering for a visit with every

word 1 write. True, it is not for me to set the

value on the contribution. The editor has a per-

fect right to throw it in the fire, and it all goes lor
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nothing. In this, I am on a perfect equality with

those who seek the i'avor of the sovereign people,

and the candiilates tor the smiles of the lair.

Love's labor may be lost ; but I will be chival-

rous enough to irive notice to the other leaders of

the Reijister, that I have commenced my cam-
paign, and hereby challenire competition. But,

besides the inadequac}^ of what I may contribute,

my chance tor success is nuicli marreil, by the ag-
ricultural condition of the region in which I reside.

The editor could glean but little hereabouts, wor-
thy the imitation of others. Hn might, how-
ever, instruct us in better ways, excite us to great-

er and better directed exertions, and even were he
,to hold up our mismanagement as a beacon to

others, I am sure it would be taken in good
part. 1 believe that our section was once a
fine one, and though perhaps as much damaged
by the old lashions of agriculture, as any part ot

the state, with an industrious, moral, generous
and frugal population, I trust it needs but a little

stimulus and encouragement, and much instruc-

tion in agriculture—which would be joyfully re-

ceived—to make it, in some measure, what it

should be.

One of the most striking points in Mr. Samp-
son's management, appears to consist in the pro-

vision made lor feeding stock, on his own farm.

When Virginia was first settled, it is said, that

from the luxuriance of pea-vines and other vege-
tation, a man on horse-back could not be seen, at

the distance of ten steps, in the woods. Horses
were ploughed all day, and received no other feed-

ing than such as nature had placed in reach of

their necks, through the night. They needed no
shoeing, for a soft carpet was every where fur-

nished tor their feet, by the mould on the surface.

This carpet is worn out, and much of the floor

needs mending. There is necessity for proportion

in every thing. By annually increasing our stock,

and diminishing our woodlands, need was soon
created for grazing our fields. These, by a
scourging cultivation and muchgrazingandtramp-
ling, were soon killed dead, dead, dead—at least,

most of them. And thus, was not only the year-

ly supply of cattle-food, which nature was afl'ord-

ing, soon destroyed, but the stores of tertility

which she had, for ages, been hoarding. Like
the merchant who trusts out his whole capital, to

bad debtors, we soon found ourselves frightfully

embarrassed. The business was now to be carried

on upon credit. It is one of make-shifts and
expedients. The law of inclosures, permitting
grazing on the commons, and in many neighbor-
hoods, in common, enabled us, (while there was
any grass in the conmions,) to get along tolerably

during the summer season. But, for the bitter

suffering of stock in winter, I fear this state has
much sin to answer for. Our cattle being com-
pelled to subsist through the winter on the mere
ofl'al of the grain crops—corn tops, shucks and
wheat straw—a meagre food at best—and often

damaged by bad weather—could reach the spring
season, with little besides skin and bones. The
rule, in those days, and they have not past

yet, with all of us, was, to attempt raising as

many cattle as we could possibly drag through
the winter. Within the last thirty or forty years,

the proportion has been gradually changing. The
majority of us, perhaps, now keep as many as we
can sustain, on pasture, through the summer

;

finding that the offal of our grain crops will gen-
erally suliice in winter tor this number. To this

change of rule, we have not been led by judicious

efforts at improvement, but by necessity. INlost

of the lands which were formerly turned out in

connnons, have been inclosed and converted to

pasture, or again subjected to tillage; and the

woodlands, instead of pea-vines, yield under-
growth and worthless weeds, and indeed, much of
tliem have deteriorated almost as rapidly as the

arable lands, li-om the trampling of animals, the

blowing away of their leaves by the winds, and
the evaporation, and, especially, by the washing ofi'

of their accumulated surtiace mould, by the rains.-

Moreover, Heaven—in mercy, as I believe—has

sent the distemper among our caitle, which has
swept ofi' thousands, that might, otherwise, have
died in a more lingering manner, and we thus

have been compelled to keep 1(3wer, than an im-
provident avarice might have dictated.

The individual who had the intelligence to de-

vise, and the courage and energy to practise a
good rule on this subject, deserves honor from hia

countrymen. The rule, as I would infer Irom the

account, seems to be, to make ample provision for

keeping as much slock, in good order, as the ne-
cessities of the fi;irm require. This requisition, in

this county, would amount to a sufficient supply
of manure, of teams, of meat, wool, milk and
butter. Of course, the demands of a very poor

farm, for a sufficient supply of manure, could not,

in the beginning, be expected to be satisfied.

But the proprietor should be making as ample pro-

vision for it, as the nature of the case will admit.

He should make every exertion to gel as much of
his land, as he can possibly spare fi-om other

crops, in grass, and other kinds of cattle food, with
the assured expectation, of increasing the fertility

of his land, and of course, its profits, in proportion

to the increase of his manure. I allude only to

such lands as have once been good. Those which
were originally poor, will, of course, be more dif-

ficult to keep in good heart—without facilities for

the application of lime. But we find that Mr.
Sampson has improved poor land, by means of
gypsum and putrescent manures. And, there

is much land, which is not perceivably ben-
efited by the application of gypsum, yet, 1 am
led, by some experience, to believe, that after a
slight application of ashes, all, at least in the cen-
tral portions of the state, may be. I have not

known plaster, when mixed with a little drawn
ashes, to guard it against decomposition, to fail

actino; beneficially on corn, on any land.

Many persons, wilfully or ignorantly, misun-
derstanding the remarks made by the great 'Ara-
tor' on the system of inclosing, have entirely under-
rated the eti'ects of animal manure. The Eng-
lish maxim, that " the more stocks, the more
crops," cannot be expected to hold good, in this or

any other country, where the stocks are permitted

to remain constantly in a starving condition. But
certainly, the larger the number of slocks, kept in

fjood condition, the greater will be the facility af-

forded the managing farmer of making large

crops.

The methods of management, suited to the
agriculture of England, and those for Virginia,

should vary much, in accommodation to the difier-

ence in the soil, climate, and circumstances of the

two countries. But general principles remain the
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same every where. Now, there is no principle,

which appears to be more completely settled

among the liest linglish tiarmers, than that the

more cattle there may be well led on any farm,

tlie more productive vhe arable parts of it may be
made in crops. There must, however, in this

matter, as in every well-managed concern, be

held a just regard to proportion. It is, by no
means intended, that nearly all the farm should

be devoted to catile-raising. The proper propor-

tion must be settled by the discretion of eaidi pro-

prietor lor himself. Were we to fix a general rule

on the subject, we would say, aim to raise manure
enough to supply each tield once in every rota-

tion. Of course, the quantity of land applied to

raisino; cattle-tbod, would vary with the increase

of fertility of the farm, and changes made in rhe

size of the fields and the length of the rotations.

By the way, miAch has been said about the proper

rotation of crops, for this region; and here, also,

it appears to nie, that Mr. Sampson has disco\'er-

ed the true secret, that until the liirm has reached
its mEiximum ttertility, the rotations should vary
with circumstances. No rotation, however, will

cause the majority of our fields to exert their high-
est capabilities, without the employment of ani-

mal manures. While there was a spontaneous
production of cattle-food for nearly the whole
year, many parts of the country were over-run
with stock. And, though there was scarcely any
trouble devoted to the spreading of manure, yet
there was enough of it, accidentally distributed,

to render our lands much more productive in

wheat, than they have been recently. It is true,

that of late years, the weather has been unpropi-
tious to the wheat crop ; and while much of the
deficit in product may be ascribed to this cause,

yet, ffom the fine crops occasionally afforded by
well-manured lots, we may fairly infer, that the
failure has, in a great measure, arisen from the

great scarcity of animal manure. It has, lor some
years, been a matter of common observation, that

a very slight top-dressing of this material will

greatly increase the crop. And all of us have
seen lands, rich in vegetable matter, yielding very
poor returns in this crop.

Lime being unattainable in the central portions

of the state, at a remunerative cost, there is pro-

bably no other means by which our lands can be
restored to, and kept at, their primitive fertility,

but by applications, of anim.al, and indeed, of
every species of procurable manure. To obtain
a suflicient supply of animal manure, we must
make it a special object to provide food in abun-
dance for a suitable number of animals. This
may be ditBcult, but it must be done, or the alter-

native is—farewell to old Virginia!

At the prices of meat, for some years past, it is

somewhat questionable, whether, or. the score ol

immediate profit, it might not be advisable to con-
sume the provender at home, with a view of sell-

ing meat. It is admitted, that if all were to do
this, meat would soon be much reduced in price.

But who can calculate the comfort, and the profit

too, accompanying the ability to supply all the
mouths on a farm with an abundance of food ?

This might induce the necessity of greatly cur-

tailing or abandoning the tobacco crop. But, if

Mr. Sampson cannot afford to make tobacco, who
can ? It is also admitted, that this is, by no means.

strumentality of grass, chiefly, we are lo look for

the means of creating and preserving the fertility

of our lands, this should be the reason why our"

exertions to raise it should be greater. It is fur-

ther admitted, that fi'om the frequency of drought
in summer, this is far from being a good lurnip

country. But the ruta baga will generally grow
to a fine size, if sown on rich and well-prepared
ground, by the middle of June. When sown
much later than this, it commonly fails. The beet

crop, also, requires early sowing. The young
plants cannot thrive after the weather gets hot.

The writer has some, sown the first of March,
weighing twenty pounds, dry as the season has
been ; while his main crop, sown not until late in

April, li'om inability to procure seed earlier, has
been almost a total failure. These, and other

root crops, with proper management, might be
made iujportant adjuncts to grass, in sustaining

cattle.

Many persons have insuperable objections to

srazing. Although it is believed by many others,

that grazing may be^so managed as to increase

the producing qualities of the land in certain

crops, yet the objectors may more rapidly improve,
by a resort to soiling.

Most of the fbregoino; thoughts may be found
in preceding numbers of the 'Register ;' but the

writer, considering the great importance of the

subject, hopes to be pardoned, for so tediously

urging it. While he would, by no means, depre-

ciate all the other available means of improving,

he trusts that the farmers of middle Virginia will

seriously investigate the importance of carefully

apportioning the number of their domestic ani-

mals, and the means of sustaining them, to the

wants of their farms, in the way of manure. He
hopes that the progress of internal improvement
may develope new sources of derivinij manure

;

yet he, perhaps, differs a little from the best au-
thority, in believing that most of our lands are ca-

pable of attaining great l!?rtility, from those al-

ready within our reach. The proper proportion

between stocks and crops, and the beauty of sys-

tem in the ol>jects of agriculture, have been
much deranged, by our local condition. The ac-

tion of government— whether designedly, or not,

is left to politicians—has also greatly tended to de-

press our agricultural prosperity. Evils often

work their own cure. Pie must have been an in-

attentive observer, who has not noticed great

changes in the state, within the last ten years.

And he must have slight claims to a spirit of pro-

phecy, vvho does not look forward to still greater

changes. Agriculture may suffer for a while,

but she has a versatility in resources, which,
while she feeds the world, will enable her to serve

up her table to her own convenience.

A leading motive to this communication, was to

press the importance of more original matter in

the ' Register.' It is hoped, there can be nothing
amiss in stating, that to readers in this region,

whatever comes from the pens of the writer in

Philadelphia county, Pennsylvania, and of our

own J. M. G., is particularly pleasing.

In conclusion, we would notice one obstacle to

furnishing contributions to the pa^PS of the ' Reg-
ister,' better known, perhaps, to those who oc-

casionally write, than to the editor. It is an un-

willingness to tax him with postage. Perhaps
a good grass country. But if, through the in- j this difficulty might be nearly removed, if some
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friend in each of tlie towns?, trading; with Peters-

1

burii;, were designated, who would receive and
j

transmit to the eihior, ail comnuinicalious that i

niiijlu be iodij^ed with him. A better phm would
|

be, tor Congress to liirect by hiw, that all letters 1

directed to the editors of agricultural papers,

should be transmitted free of |)ostage. The pat-

riotic vocation of these trentlemen lliirly entitles I

them to such an immunity. The liberal-hearted
i

old gentleman, often called " Uncle Sam," miglu
exert his generosity much more unworthily.

Should these remarks be lionored by the perusal

of a member of Congress, he would acquire the
gratitude of at least one citizen, by attending to

subject, and what is of vastly more importance,

he might promote a cause, which has, not without
reason, complained of inattention from " the pow-
ers that be."

[Our correspondent has correctly guessed that the

routes of nearly all the excursions of which notes

have been published, were directed by the pressure of

other business, more than by our own choice. It is very

gratifying to learn that these crude and very defective

notices have been approved by our present correspon-

dent, and many others of our readers; and if so, of notes

collected hastily, and irregularly, and almost under

close constraint, it may readily be inferred that sim-

ilar excursions, directed by choice, and conducted leis-

urely, and without distraction, would be very far more

interesting and instructive. We have numerous readers

and friends, (as well as subscribers) to the Farmers'

Register, who sometimes have opportunities to make
such excursions, and prepare better reports of their

observations; and in no other way could they more ef-

fectually aid this journal to forward its great object, of

serving agricultural interests. An excellent article

of this general character, was commenced in the 7th

No. and is concluded in this, of the notes of a corres-

dent taken during an excursion through western New
York. Much instruction, as well as entertainment,

would be furnished to our readers, by similar fruits of

other journeys, made for pleasure, health, or business.

If it were possfole (which it certainly is not, unless

effected by the action of government,) to obtain full and

correct reports of the agriculture of Virginia, precisely

as it is, with all its defects exposed, no less than its com-

mendable features, the agricultural instruction that

would thereby be conveyed, would be of incalculable

value to the country.

If any communications have failed to be sent to the

Farmers' Register, for fear of taxing us with postaga,

we beg that that obstacle may no longer be permitted

to operate. It is true, that we are taxed both enor-

mously and unjustly in postage—but it is not on com-

munications,' theae we would be glad to obtain at far

greater cost than the expense of postage. We have,

however, felt the injurious operation of this tax, as

a prohibition to that free intercourse by correspondence

with the agriculturists of the country, which is all-im-

portant to the properly conducting of a journal devoted

to agricultural interests. It is on this score, far more

than for relief fram the pecuniaiy tax of postage ac-
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tually paid by editors of agricultural journals, that the

plan of our correspondent, would be greatly beneficial.

But it is not only on the correspondence of agricultu-

ral editors that the prohibitory tax of postage operates

severely. There is still a heavier payment, and a

most unequal and unjust one, levied on the copies of

our publication, compared to newspapers, and all such

other publications as, by law, or by favor, arc declared

to be newspapers. This unjustice and hardship, under

which this journal suffers peculiarly, is a subject, which

we had before thought of exposing, however des-

perate might be the chance for redress. But its con-

sideration is of sufficient importance to require a sep-

arate and substantive article—and we shall therefor*

refrain from giving our views in full, for the present.]

from the Northampton Courier.

MANUFACTURE OP PAPER*

The Northampton paper mill, has just com-
menced operations. It is on the old paper mill site,

and is one of the most commodious buildings in the
county. If the reader will follow we vvill lead
him through the successive stages of the process,
and show him how they manufacture an article,

in the hands of every one, the manner of making
which, is a sealed book to "the many." The first

object of attention in the operations of the mill, is a
gigantic overshot water wheel in the basement
story—16 leet in length, and 20 feet in diameter.
This drives the eng/ne lor grinding the pulp, the
cost of which is nearly $'3,000. The paper ma-
chines, are driven by a smaller tub wheel, the lat-

ter producing a more unilbrm and regular mo-
tion.

But few of our readers, we imagine, are aware
of the beauty and simplicity of the processes im-
(iergone in the manuhicture of paper by machine-
ry. The rags after being sorfed in the third story,

are thoroughly dusted in a large revolvintr wire
cylinder. From thence, they pass to the cutting
machine, which reduces them to mere shreds.
From this they are transferred to the engines in
the second story, where, by the revolution of cut-
ling rollers in large oblong tubs of water, they ard
in the course of a few hours converted into a fine
homogeneous puip. In these engines, also the
pulp is bleached and changed from its original
dusky hue, to a most pure and beautiful white.
From the engines, the pulp is now conducted

below through troughs into cisterns of immense
size, by which the machine is supplied. Fromt-
one cistern, a thin stream of pulp is constantly
flowing upon the machine, and by passing ujKi'er

a succession of rollers, comes oat at the e'xtremi-
ty of it in the form of paper—dry, and rerniy fbr
use. As it issues from the cistern, it is received
upon a horizontal moving sheet of the fi-r^est wire-
gauze, having a quick, vibratory raonon, which
permits the water to strain through, but retains
the body of pulp on its surface, f l li^en passes un-
der a solid iron roller, which actir^g with the pres-
sure of more than a thousand pounds, forces out
the water, and gives the pulp consistency, whicb
consistency is furilier increased by the passage of
the pulpundersuccessivesimiiarrollers. The paper
is now made. But that'it may be dried, it passer
immediately from these rolrers over and under sev-
eral large hoHow polishact copp«r cylinders, wh©«©
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interior is heated by steam and being thus speedily

and effectually dried, is received upon a reel, from

which by machinery it is again immediately un-

wound and cut into sheets ol" uniform size, ready

for use.

The machine just described, is called, from the

name of its inventor, the "Fourdrinier Machine,"

and certainly in the whole range of the mechanic

arts there does not exist a more beautiful or im-

pressive example of the advantaires resulting Irom

tlie application of science to those arts. The
whole process, from the time that the |)uip leaves

the cistern, until its formation into sheets of dry,

finished paper, occupies less than two minutes I

Whereas, under the old process of manutiicture

by hand, several days were required to accom-

plish a similar result. The cost of each of these

machines is about $5,000. The paper is thrown

off in a continuous sheet, and it may be manufac-

tured to any length the manufacturer chooses.

VARIOUS SOILS OF ALABAMA.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

I have just returned from a visit to that part of

Alabama called the Creek Nation, and the south-

western part of Georfjia. My business was to

look at the country. The three counties that I

examined in Alabama, present the greatest varie-

ty of soil that I ever saw—from the poorest to the

richest, li-om the levelest to the most broken; but

the greater variety is in the character of the soil,

and, notwithstanding this great variety, it is all

impregnated with lime to a greater or less extent.

On the western side of the Chatahoochie, and im-

mediately on the river, the lands are commordy
rich—some places of a chocolate color, and at

others, of an ash color. The river has high blufi's,

and never overflows. The trees are stately and

thick: this is called hammock land. The lands on

the large creeks are somewhat of the same char-

acter, but are not so rich, it being a rare thing to

find the chocolate lands on them. The lands on

the Uchee and Big-swamp creeks, have generally

a beautiful ash-colored soil, from six to ten inches

deep, with a 2:ood clay under them. You will,

however, on Big-swamp creek, find a good deal

of mulatto or brown soil, mixed with isinglass;

this I think the better land. The lands near the

water courses are commonly hammock, and soon

verge into hills and a broken poor country. This,

however, does not hold good with the land on and
between the waters of the branches of Big-

ewamp in that region. After you get out of the

hammock, the land is gently undul iling, with a
scrubby post-oak growth, occasionally a short leaf

pine, a hickory, and a white oak, with a beautiful

loam soil from four to eight inches deep, support-

ed by a strong yellow clay, which is considered

preferable to the red for the growth of cotton.

The lands, however, in the highest repute in this

country, are the hammock lands on the Uachee-
huby and Cowakee creeks ; but I must beg leave

to depart from that opinion lor the reason that they

have too much sand on the surface. There is a

vegetable formation which has a beautiful loamy
appearance; but on examining further down, there

appears to be nothing but sand; and at the depth
of li-om ten to sixteen feet, you come to a sandy
clay, or, in other words, a clay having in it a con-

siderable portion of grit. In this land, the sala-

manders work freely, and the hammocks in places

are literally white with hillocks of sand thrown up
by them; while other land within one hundred
yards and havinnr the same sightly growth will

have a stiff steril, clay within one inch of the sur-

face, and sometimes rising to the surface; this latter

is called cow-hide land. The lands between those

streams are generally poor and broken, some
places very sandy, and at others, have a very thin

ven-etable nmuld, and under it, a stiff joint clay.

The long moss grows plentifully on the trees

throuffli all this country. It is worthy of rentark,

that none of those waters overflow their banks

—

that the marl may be seen in the batdis of those

creeks, conmiencing from within eight to twelve

feet of the surliice, and the depth has not been as-

certained; and it would take a man but a few
minutes to gather a bushel of" oyster shells out of
the marl, by walking on the water's edge.

The above remarks have been hastily thrown
together: they are, however, true, so far as facts

are mentioned ; and as I differ in opinion with

many others, I am willing for my views to go for

what they may be worth.

H.

From the Genesee Farmer.

MIGRATION OF BIRDS.

Passing a lew weeks since along the margin of
one of the smallest of that beautiltd chain of lakes

that form so remarkable a feature of the lake slope

of western New York, and admiring the splen-

did rainbow colors of the autumn woods, reflected

Irom its tranquil surliice, we were greeted by the

well-known cry ol the loon, colymbvs glacialis,

several of which were fioatinff within sight, their

wliite breasts contrasting finely with the dark
mirror-like color of the water, and the rich hues of
the reflected woodlands. They had called to rest

themselves for a few days, on their annual migra-
tion from the lakes of the far north to a more fa-

vored clime, and when overtaken by the chill

blasts they had left behind, were ready at a mo-
ment's notice to resume their ffight. "VVe shall

have rain," said a respectable old gentleman
whom we met a few minutes afterwards, "the
loons are too musical for fiiir weather;" and his

prediction was verified in a lew hours.

Nuttall says— "far out to sea in winter, and in

the great western lakes, particularly Huron and
Michio'an, in simimer, I have often heard on a
calm fine moining, the sad and wolfish call of the
solitary loon, which like a dismal echo seems slow-
ly to invadi'. the ear and rising as it proceeds, dies

away in the air. This boding sound to manners,
supposed to be indicative of a storm, may be
heard sometimes lor two or three miles, when the

bird itself is invisible or reduced almost to a speck.

The Indians, nearly as superstitious as sailors, dis-

like to hear the cry of the loon, considering the
bird, Irom its shy and extraordinary habits, as a
kind of super-natural being. By the Norwegians,
its long drawn howl, is with more appearance of

reason, supposed to portend rain." The loon has
one peculiarity we have witnessed in no other bird,

that of swimm.ing, or flying under water, as it

were, with the rapidity of an arrow, a feat we
have often witnessed when the fine days of the
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Indian summer seemed to invite all the birds that

had linixered on their passage, to sports aiul

pastirni's.

The! iniixmtion of birds is one of tliose extranr-

diiiary pro\•i^:iolls ol' nature, dcpondinn; lor its ac-

conipli.-iiinent on wliat we, lor want ol" a lietter

name, are acciistuined to call instinct; but wliich

in m;uiy cases seems more like one direet nnd lui-

errmg emanation ll-om tiie Deity, than the boasted

reason oCman. ''When certain species of birds,"

savsihe Rev. Mr. Bachman, "at their first season

of lireedinir, heinix without experience, huild ail

their ne.sis alil<e, both in Corm and materials, this

may be called the result of instinct. On the other

hand, when man <ruards against danger, ormalces

provision lor the wants of lilt;, or seeks re'ief from

diseases, by the application of medicines, he acts

from reason, because he is instrut^ted by the expe-
rience of the past. When birds at certain seasons

of the year, chanije the climate, in anticipation of

heat or cold, they act from instinct, because, to

many of them it is their first mirrration; and as they
often miijrate singly and not in flocks, in such cases

no experience can aid them. On the other hand
when man makes provision for the chanjjes of
season and climate, he acts from reason, and is in-

structed ti'ora his own experience or the experience

of others."

A very larire proportion of birds miffrate, food

or clinuue being usually the exciting causes, and
this is particularly true of such as live or breed in

northern latitudes. There are very few that are

able to resist the cold and snows of our lalitiule,

though birds have blood of a high temperature
compared with man. Those that remain with us

are mostly carnivorous, living on such animals as

chance or the hunter may throw in their way;
such as owls, hawks, ravens, the Canada jay, and
the crow. Some retnam that live on the buds of
trees, as the partridge or grouse, the crossbills, and
the grosbeaks; and a few of the smaller birds gain
a precarious subsistence fi-om the seeds scattered

in barnyards, and from weeds rising through the

snow. Two or three species of sparrow, familiar-

iy denominated snow-birds, are of this class. Rut
all the flycatchers, and warblers, those beautiful

tenants of our groves and orchards, that feed on
worms and insects; all the difl>^rent fimilies of the

swallow, the night hawks, and whippoor-wiil, the

tanager, and the oriole, early obey the wondt^rfid

instinct of nature, and seek in more Hivored climes

the food denied them in this. They are followed

by the divers, the snipes, wildgoose, ducks, the

sand birds, in short all that freipjent our waters
and subsist on food from our fresh water po'ids

and rivers.

The habits of migratory birds were but imper-
fectly understood, until it was found that many
kinds travelled mostly by night; and experiments
made on the rapidity with whiidi birds fly, and the

time they are able to sustain themselves on the

wing, have dispelled many of the errors which
were formerly entertained on this subject. The
wild pigeon of our forests, flies at the rate of a mile

in a minute and a half, or forty miles in an hour,

and his flight is con'inued by night as well as by
day. This woalil enable him to pass from Geor-
gia to our latitude in a few hours, and at a single

flight; and hence the fact that geese, ducks, and
pigeons have been taken in the northern .states

with undigested rice in their crops, which must

have been gathered in the rice fields of the south.

The swallow is able to fly twelve or filteen hun-
dred miles in twenty-f()ur hours, and is thus ena-
l)!eil to reach his winter resi(lence in Cuba or

South America with ease. To avoid inconve-

nience during their night flights, birds fly much
higher by night than by day; and almost every
one has heard the hoarse notes of the night heron,

or the harsh carl-wheel crake of the snipe, when
high in the air: they were on their night migration.

The great hooping crane can be occasionally

heard during the day, as he passes without paus-

ing over mountain and river, but at such a height

as to he wholly invisible. We witnessed a cu-

rious illustration of the height at which the Cana-
da goose sometimes flies, a year or two since.

The night had been cold, with squalls. The morn-

ing was fair, with an occasional fleecy cloud at

great height. About 9 o'clock the cry of wild

geese was distinctly heard, but it was a longtime

before the}^ could be seen, as against the blue sky

they were invisible; at length a glimpse of them
was caught against a white cloud like a row of

small specks, and after they had passed through

it, they were again seen with a glass. They had
evidentlj' lost their course during the li'ght, and
were seemingly unable to regain it, ast >ey con-

tinued wlieeling round thirough and ovei I ne clouds

for nearly a quarter of an hour.

One of the most astonishing as well as pleasing

facts connected with the migration of birds is the

regularity with which they revisit their former

breeding places, after an absence of several

months, and a flight of thousands of miles. Birds

marked so as to be known, have been observed to

return to the same nest for many successive years,

as the martin, swallow, bluebird, and wren. A
phebe bird has been known to occupy the same
arch of a bridge or the same cavern by the river

for years: and it is very rarely indeed that the

rights of the migratory birds are intruded upon, or

they are obliged to expel usurpers li-om their for-

mer habitations. That welcome bird, the cliflf

swallow, so lately domesticated in the United

States, tlie common barn swallow, and the chim-

ney swallow, are found to return to their cluster of

mild huilt nests, the barn, or the chimney they oc-

cupied the year before, with as much regularity,

and certainty almost, as the seasons. The little

song sparrow opens its song on the same hedge
and builds m the same thicket of grass and leaves;

and the meadow lark, and bobolink, wander as

little as possible from their former breeding places.

We greet them on their return, as old fi-iencis, and
listen to songs that awake the remembrance of by-

gone years, and think as we hear their warbling

—"what would this world be, without songs and
flowers."

Closer and more extended observation has ex-

ploded the notion that some kinds of birds hyber-

nate, or spend the winter, without migrating, in a
torpid stale. This was supfiosed to be Mie case

with the rail or soree of Virginia and the barn and
chimney swa'lows. The rail appears early in

August in great numbers on the reedy shores of

the southern Atlantic bays and rivers, and remains

uniil October, when it disappears suddenly and
completely, not an individual remaining where
the day before they might be counted by thous-

ands; and it was supposed they took reliige in the

mud of the rivers. It is now ascertained they al-
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ways niii»mte by night, which accounts for the

iuildenness of their appearance and disappear-

nnc.e. In our forests we sometimes find hollow

trees nearlv filled with leathers, bonesand remains

ol' decayed birds, and it was supposed that in these

trees the chimney swallow lay in a state of torpid-

ity through the winter season. It is now known,

however, that these trees are the favorite resort or

roosting places oi" these birds, while collecling lor

Iheir migrations; the trees serving the purpose of

chimneys in older countries. A Tew years since,

a (lock of these swallows collected for migration

on Long Island, made their rendezvous in a chim-

ney near Brooklyn, and i)eing driven into a room

beiow were captured to the number of several

thousands. The bank or cliff swallow also col-

lects in great numbers previous to migration, and

these birds are so sensitive of cold, that sometimes

before their arrangements are completed a prema-

ture fr-ost will so benumb them that they may be

taken in creat quantities. The hint thus received

is not tlisregarded: and about the lime they disap-

pear in th'e United States, they appear in the

equatorial resions of Amerif^a, where it is ascer-

tained that they, in common with many other mi-

gratory birds, rear a second brood of young.

It sometimes happens that birds of delicate hab-

its and very sensitive to a depression of tempera-

ture, return from their residence in the south be-

fore the Slate of the seasons in this latitude war-

rants such a movement, and the consequerice is

that numbers perish. In the j^ear 1S34, during

the severe frost and snow of the 14ih of May,
numbers of tlie scarlet tanagers were picked up

in the woods and fields, enticed from their winter

homes by the previous warm weather; and last

spring, alter some fine warm weather in the same

month, followed by a low teiriperature, we ob-

eerved at one time some sixteen or eighteen of

these birds, on the sunny side of a piece of woods,

scarcely able to dy and evidently repenting their

premature movement.
The changes in appearance which many birds

undergo previous to migration must have been no-

ticed by all. These occur in a striking manner in

that familiar bird, the bobolink or meadow black-

bird, as he is called in the north, or rice bunting of

the south. At the time of their arrival li-om the

south, and during the fore part of the year the

male is easily distinguished by his eprightliness,

his variegated and brilliant colors, and his spirited

•ong. After the young make their appearance

abroad, his song gradually ceases, his color fades,

and before the period of migration arrives, he has

assumed the brown sombre hue he wears through

the winter, and in voice and appearance is with

difficulty distinguished from the young or the

females of the flock. Such is his appearance,

when in countless thousands on the progress

eouthward, they find liiod and rest in the rice

fields of Carolina and Georgia.

There ares^ome kinds of birds that perform their

migration in such flocks as to be productive of se-

rious injury to farmers by depredating on crops not

houped and secured at the time. Late sown oats

not unfrequently attract the blackbird in multi-

tudes; and we have seen sad havoc made m the

fields of golden corn by these same nu'gratory

hordes. The crow too, since its numbers have so

greatly increased, is becoming seriously trouble-

toma tt tfee period oi' annual migration. It not

only attacks the cornfield, or such grain as may be
lingering in the fields, but ftlunders orchards of
their sweet apples, and ravages the fields of new
sown wheat. Immense flocks, almost rivalling"

those that during the winter congregate in the

swamps and marshes of the Delaware bay and
the eastern shore of Maryland, have this year
shown themselves in various parts of the country,

and wherever they have for a few days located

themselves, they have done great damage in the

ways enumerated. We have this year heard our

liirmers speak of their orchards in which every
sweet apple was destroyed, and of their new sown
wheat fields in which every uncovered grain was
picked up, and the just sfirouting ones gathered to

such an extent that much injury it was feared in

some instances would ensue. The distance to

which the crow retires from our latitude is so limi-

ted, that a day or two of moderate weather and a

south wind usually brings up more or less of them
to feast on the animals that, during our winters,

owing to the want of proper food or great negli-

gence, perish in far too great numbers on our

farms. It is indeed probable from their hardy
habits, and carnivorous natures, that some of these

birds do not leave the country at all, but during the

most severe weather shelter themselves in the

thickest pine or hemlock swamps.
Every one must be sensible of the pleasure he

has experienced, when alter our long and gloomy
winters the approach of spring and summer is an-

nounced by the sweet song of the sparrow, and
the familiar notes of the robin and bluebird. These
birds are the earliest to show themselves with us,

and announce that the stern dominion of winter

has passed away. Later comes the tanagers and
the oriole, the barn swallows and the other fami-

lies of the fly catchers; but we can hardly deem
ourselves secure from the sleet and snow, until

the shrill twitter of the chimney swallow is heard

nearly the first week in May, a gratifying proof

that 'the winter is over and gone,' and that the

labors of the husbandman may with safely be re-

sumed. The song of the brown thrush, like the

blossomins: of the dog-wood, is by many consider-

ed as indicating the lime to commence planting in

the north, while in the south, the cry of the night

hawk, serves, with the cotton and corn grower, to

announce the proper period of commencing opera-

tions. Whatever justice there may be in these

suppositions, it is clear that birds by their myste-

rious instinct appear to decide in most cases cor-

rectly on the weather; and that a knowledge of

their habits, independently of the many sources of

pleasure the pursuit opens to us, may be of esaien-

lial use in the prosecution of agriculture.

REMARKS ON THE INJUSTICE AND ILL-PO-
LICY OF THE HIGHER RATES OF POSTAGE
CHARGED ON PERIODICAL MAGAZINES IN

GENERAL, AND ON THE FARMERs' REGIS-
TER, IN PARTICULAR.

A correspondent, for wli03e inteJligence and judg-

ment, we entertain very hii^h respect, suggests (page

561,) tfic propriety and good policy of tlie correspon-

dence of agricultural journals being permitted by law

to pass through the mails, witfiout being subjected to

postage. Considering the proposition simply as affect-
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ing the existiiijj impediments to frt'e comiminicalinn ol"

information, it is plain eiioiigli that such relief vvouki

be worth more to those journals, and to the agricul-

tural interest, so far as they subserve that interest,

than five-fold the amount of money now paid lor post-

age by the publishers. Thcr.' is not the slijhtest

hope, however, of any such favor being conferred on

agricultural journals; and for our part, we would be

content if the work we publish, and other periodical

magazines, could receive bare justice from the post-

office law, and usage, by being made to pay no greater

tax than other publications. We beg attention to the

•exposition which will be here offered of the grievance

complained of, and its effects.

By the existing law of the United States, each

newspaper is charged one cent per sheet postage, for

carriage by mail, any distance within the state where

it is printed—or to any distance without the stale, not

exceeding 100 miles from the place of publication.

" When the mode of conveyance and the size of the

mail will admit of it, such magazhies and pamphlets as

are published periodically may be transported in the

mail, to subscribers, at one and a half cents the sheet,

for any distance not exceeding 100 miles, and two and

a half cents for any greater distance." (Section 39J
The rates, tor these distances, on magazines and

pamphlets not published periodically, are, respectively,

four and six cents.

Pamphlets and magazines, to be executed as neatly

as required for " book-work," must be printed on

small sheets ; the largest convenient size, under usual

circumstances, being that used for the 'Farmers' Reg-

ister.' Smaller sized sheets, would, of course, be

charged so much the more, in proportion to size, for

postage.

The ' Instructions to Postmasters' from the Post-

master General, define "a newspaper" to be " a print-

ed paper, giriV;^ an account of political and other oc-

carrences, published in numbers, once a iveekor oftcner,

and regularly." Under this interpretation, and by fa-

vor of the decision of the Postmaster General, (as is

stated on every number of the publication,) the ' Cul-

tivator' of New York has found shelter, and thus has

been enabled to avoid at least haif the tax of postage

to which it would have been subjected as a monthly

periodical, though issued in a single sheet of sixteen

pages. We do not grudge our brother editor of the

' Cultivator' the benefit of this very liberal construc-

tion ; but we may be pardoned for wishing that the

'Farmers' Register' had as much the favor of con-

struction, as its postage would thereby be lessened

some eight or nine hundred dollars a year.

The evident object of the law is especially to facili-

tate, by less charges, and give a preference to, the

conveyance of newspapers—though their contents are

principally advertisements of mere local interest—of

political disputation, and party wrangles and calumny

—

and, but for the smaller part, of news, and other arti-

cles furnishing something to truly inform, or properly

entertain, the minds of readers. It may be safely as-

sumed, that, on an average, one-half of the amount of

matter printed in every mailed newspaper, is of no

interest whatever to the reader who receives it, and

that one-half of the remainder is calculated to spread

error, or foster evil passions—thus leaving, (and we
believe it to be a very liberal allowance,) only one-

fourth of the contents of each sheet to be of any va-

lue. It is to publications of this character, that the

law gives a marked and unjust preference over maga-

zines and periodicals—which may be useful, or

worthless—entertaining, or dull—but of which the

contents are at least free from the objections stated

above to newspapers, and fully as much deserve the

favor and bounty of government.

But, besides the diflerence of the rate of ))osfage

per sheet, between newspapeis and periodical maga-

zines, and the still greater difference caused by the

far greater size of the former

—

tiiere is yet another

difference, in the universal usage, though an abuse of

the law, in putting up and mailing newspapers as wet

as they come from the printing press, and thereby hav-

ing about one-third added to their dry weight. The
' Instructions,' it is true, (as well as the law) require

th :t all " newspapers are to be well dried by the print-

ers" before being wrapped for mailing—and that if the

requisition be not complied with, the papers are to be

returned to the printer, by the postmaster in whose of-

fice they are deposited for mailing. But these requi-

sitions are never complied with, either by printer or

postmaster ; and it is notorious, that papers which are

carried 500 miles in the mails, or more, are opened

still quite damp.

The carriage of this additional weight of water,

thus enclosed in every newspaper mail, is, by no

means, its greatest evil. The wet packages rub

against and injure each other, and also moisten, and

then, in like manner, rub and injure the packages of

magazines, which are necessarily dried perfectly be-

fore being wrapped ; and in this manner is the great-

est part of the damage in the mails caused, on routes

where the contractors do not expose them to be soak-

ed by rains and floods, as is the usage in the south and

south-west.

It would be greatly to the advantage of printers

themselves, if they were strictly compelled to obey

the order to dry their papers. But unless obedience

was general, there is no inducement for any one printer

to dry his own, merely that they may absorb moisture

from the other packages ; and there would be caused,

by that care, some delay, and much more trouble, in

mailing his papers, both of which every printer is

most solicitous to avoid. If any postmaster, in one

of our large cities, were to attempt to obey this

positive but obsolete instruction of the head of the

department, he would bring the corps editorial,

like a roused community of hornets, about his un-

lucky head; and the city which was the scene of ac-

tion, would be thrown into a state of uproar and con-

fusion, seldom surpassed by the excitement of the

greatest political wrongs, or calamities.

Newspapers are received, either with or without lim-

it as to number, free of postage by numerous func-

tionaries of the government, including the 800 post-

masters ; and each of the publishers of all the news-

papers in the United States, which it is said are not less

than 1200, may receive by mail, free of postage, as

many othernewspapers as he chooses, in exchange for
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his own. Why this exclusive privilege to private in-

dividuals, (which is so costly to the government, and so

profitless to publishers of newspapers themselves,)

should have been granted, it would be as difficult to an-

swer satisfactorily, as to justify. No other periodicals

enjoy any of these privileges of free carriage, in any

case ; and yet if governmental favor is to be thus given,

and the pretext be, to spread useiul knowledge and in-

struction, surely the contents of some other journals

deserve favor on that score, at least as much as politi-

cal newspapers. If the number of newspapers pub-

lished be 1200, and each, on the average, exchanges

for only fifty others, (and some exchange for several

hundreds,) and those, exchanged for, average a tri-

weekly issue—then the whole number sent free of post-

ao-e to editors, and as a discriminating bounty to the

trade of publishing newspapers, will amount in

number to 180,000 exchange papers sent by mail,

mail, weekly, through the United States ; and tlie ave-

rage (wet) weight of this weekly freight would

not be less than 16,000 lbs. Now, as the whole ex-

pense of the post-office department is borne by its in-

come, or, in other words, is paid by the whole amount of

postages received, (and does not, and ought not to re-

ceive any thing more than is necessary to pay the ex-

penses— ) then the gratuitous carriage given to ex-

change and other newspapers, is afforded by the gov-

ernment, at the expense, and to the disadvantage, of

all others paying postage—and the heaviest, as we

.shall more fully show, is imposed on magazines—the

rpublishers of which, therefore, are not only debarred

from equal favor with their brethren, but'are made to

pay a large proportion (in the tax on their publications,)

of the bounty given to newspaper publishers.

For the purpose of ascertaining more precisely the

inequality of the burdens of postage, we compared, by

carefully weighing, a newspaper of the largest size,

taken at hazard, (it was a copy of the 'Journal of

Commerce,' of New York, for the country,) a copy of

the ' Cultivator,' and a number of the ' Farmers' Re-

gister.'

Largest sized newspaper, weight of sheet,

diy, - - - 33 dtvt.

Same, made as wet as usual, when mailed, 46 "

Cultivator,' weight of sheet, dry,

ditto wet,

19

26

'Farmers' Register,' four sheets and cover,

72| did. or one-fourth of that amount to

the sheet, - - - 18| "

Then, comparing the rate of postage of each with

its weight, as mailed:

The newspaper, sent to any place in the state

of New York, or without the state, if not

farther than 100 miles from the city, pays,

on every weight of 46 dwt., - 1 cent.

The ' Cultivator,' pays in like manner, for an

equal weight, 46 (Zwf., - - 1| cents.

The 'Farmers' Register,' over 100 miles, and

whether in or out of Virginia, on the

same weight, 46 dwt., - - 6 cents,

within a very small fraction.

Thus, for the distance that nearly all the copies of

the ' Farmers' Register' are mailed, and for those

which it is supposed the other named publications are

also mostly sent by mail, the proportion of payments

stand thus. The 'Farmers' Register' pays, in proportion

to their respective weights, more than thrice the post-

age of the 'Cultivator,' (charged as a newspaper) and

six times as much as the largest sized newspapers.

After these experiments, and to bring the matter to

the test of practice and usage, we weighed 32 news-

papers, at the nearest office, taken together, and while

they were in the course of being directed, and put up

for the mail. They were believed to be then fully as

dry, if not more so, than those of all large establish-

ments usually are, when mailed. These 32 papers,

(imperial size) weighed, wet, 45| oz. avoirdupois, and

when dried, only 34 oz., or less by 11| oz. This dif-

ference of weight, (or proportion of water) is a very

little less than in the two preceding experiments.

Again. The average annual postage paid by the

subscribers for the ' Farmprs' Register,' amounts to

fully $1700, and the total cost of paper used to print

the same number of copies, is only $800, or less than

half that sum—an amount less than half the tax paid

to government afterwards, for the carriage alone, by

the subscribers. The slightest consideration of these

facts will show, that this tax, discriminating and pro-

hibitory in its operation, is enormous, both in its

amount, and in its injustice—and that on every score, of

policy no less than justice, the grievance calls loudly

for legislative reform.

There are but few agricultural publications in the

United States, in the magazine form, and therefore

subject to this very unjust rate of postage. The greater

number have assumed the much cheaper sheet form,

so as to come under the newspaper indirect bounty.

If no other consideration should operate to prompt a

change, there would be enough inducement in the ad-

vantage, in prospect, to the revenue of the post office

department. The changes called for, are these :

1. To compel the execution of the existing law, as

to drying all papers before their beiiig mailed.

2. To charge the postage on all publications convey-

ed by mail, according to their average weight, instead

of by the sheet—and to permit no difference in charge,

in favor of newspapers.

3. To put down the system of exchange newspapers

being sent free of postage.

4. To have, on all important routes, a slow mail, to

convey whatever may be committed to it in prefer-

ence, at a lower rate, than where the usual expedition

of conveyance is given.

This last plan would be a far greater benefit to the

people, and to the government, than the express mail,

made faster than the ordinary mail. The existing

rates of postage are not too high on the present sys-

tem ; as it seems no surplus is left after defraying the

expenses ; the greatest objection to them, is their ine-

quality. If equalized, as justice requires, there might

be no general or considerable reduction, nor can that

be, while the expenses remain the same. But if the

greater part of the weight of the mails were carried as
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slowly as fifty miles a day, by horses, (which, by

relays, would travel that distance in a walk in twen-

ty-four hours)—and on railways and in steamers, as

ordinary freight, by not demanding particular hours of

departure, orspeed—it is manifest that a far greater pro-

fit might be made by carrying the freight at half the

postage charged for the present mail expedition, and

punctualit}^ of arrival. By this slow mail would be

sent all periodical publications ot whieh very rapid

transportation is not so important as cheapness, and se-

curity from loss and injury on the passage. The ex-

pense of contracts for carriage in the modes proposed,

need not exceed triple the ordinary freight of wagons,

railways, or steam vessels. In this manner, (added to

the excluding wet papers,) the fast mail might be

lightened by one-half, and kept at a more regular size,

by throwing all congressional documents and such ir-

regular luggage into the slow mail. They would still

travel fast enough to serve their main, if not sole pur-

pose—that of electioneering.

One of the reforms proposed above, is to abolish

the franking of exchanged newspapers—and it was

intimated, that the privilege, as it exists, is of little ser-

vice, even to the publishers of newspapers themselves.

If it is a benefit to any, it is to the small low-priced

and ephemeral papers, which are established on the

most pitiful footing—which are generally unprofitable

to their undertakers, and seldom fail to lead them from

poverty to acknowledged bankruptcy—and, (if in the

country, or small villages,) while they live, are worth-

less as public journals, but fruitful sources of calumny
and mischief, in their otherwise quiet neighborhoods.

Such nuisances as these, and all other infant and weak
newspaper publications, receive a bounty from govern-

ment, in their franked exchanged papers, as they thus

get a part of their necessary capital free of cost. But
if the great majority of those new, low-priced, and in-

ferior newspapers, are not actually injurious, in the ge-

neral, to the public, and a loss to their proprietors

—

their establishment is certainly a greater injury, (by
dividing and withdrawing patronage) to existing and
really valuable newspapers, than is repaid by all that

the latter class gain by being relieved of postage on
all the exchange papers they would care to receive.

Besides, the desire to oblige applicants, and various

other considerations, induce the publishers of the most
valuable papers to extend their exchanges to numer-
ous inferior papers which they do not want, and sel-

dom even glance at. The carriage of all this super-

fluous burden, is a dead loss to all concerned. Now if

exchanges, free of postage, were not suffered by law,
the publishers of the most valued papers would reduce

the number of their exchanges greatly in number,
without losing any thing of worth, and be relieved

from much injurious competition.

The whole tax of postage imposed unjustly and
without necessity on periodical magazines, is, to its

extent, orohibitory to their publication. The excess

of tax of postage paid on the 'Farmers' Register,' over

and above what would leave the government equal pro-

fit, on a reformed and improved system, cannot be less

than $1200 a year. The exaction of this sum operates

as so much impediment or prohibition to its circula-

tion—and is, so far, an injury to the agricultural inter-

est, without any comparative advantage to the govern-

ment. The magnitude of the injury thus inflicted, is

sufficient to ser\eusasan excuse for offering these

remarks ; and for respectfully requesting for them the

attention of members of the Congress of the United

States.

If the carriage of letters and periodical publications

were open to jjrivate enterprise and competition, there

is no doubt but that it could be eflectcd, on all the

principal or important routes, much chea])cr than for

the postage now paid thereon. But govi^rnincnt pos-

sesses and exercises a close monopoly of all this great

business ; and all etfective private competition is for-

bidden by heavy penalties. This is not to be objected

to, inasmuch as this monopoly, with its profits, is ne-

cessary to be maintained, to enable the benefits of mail

carriage to be afforded to the routes and localities giv-

ing little business and no profit to the post office de-

partment. But on the other hand, in return for this

monopoly, (a kind of privilege always odious in itself,

and which never should be exercised by any power,

without good reasons,) the government owes it to the

payers, that mail carriage should be afforded as cheaply

as may be done without lessening the net! income of

the department. Hence, the equity of the claim for a

cheaper and rlower mail, in addition to the reasons on

the ground of expediency.

There is another kindred subject, well deserving the

consideration of the government, in the enormous

losses caused to all publishers ol' newspapers and ma-

gazines sent by mail, and also to the post office de-

partment, by the gross neglect of many postmasters of

existing regulations. On this subject we may offer

some remarks at another time.

COMMERCIAL REPORT.

An active business has been done in VirfTJnia',

during the last two months. The moderate extent
of importations, enabled merchants to sell their

stock of goods. Confidence is. in a great mea-
sure restored, and notwithstanding the heavy
losses, which were sustained by the almost un-
parallelled revenues in the great commercial cities

of London, Liverpool, New York, and New Or-
leans, with which manj'ofour merchants have in-

timate connections, few failures have occurred in

Virginia, and the regular course of trade is al-

most resumed.
Tobacco commands good prices; tlie crop of

1836, proved small, and that of the prct^enf yearis
considered moderate. The quotations are $3 to

•sS—embracing all qualities. A large portion of
the Kentucky crop of 1836, was not carried to

market, and the extremely low price caused the
cultivation to be diminished this year. Still, the
aggregate of the old and new crops, will afibrd an
unusually large supplj^

Cotton has not varied much in price, since the
new crop began to appear : the early receipts

commanded 11 cents, and the miraediate wants of
northern manufiu^.tures being supplied, the price
has gradually declined to 10 cents for good quali-

ty; it is exported nearly as fast as it is brought
to market. The crop of the United States, is es-
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tiiTiated to be very larsre, and induiiinir the stock

of old, wliich remained iti the interior, the lowest,

estimate is l,6U0,O30 bales. An increased con-

sumption of American cotton will be re(iuired to

absorb so iar<re a qiiantiiy, and this can only be

attained by low prices, anda resumpiion of regular

commerce—one ilem ol" which is importations of

goods into this country, which liave been sus-

pended since May last.

The price of wheat advanced in November to

S2 to $2 10 per bushel, and of flour to .S9to.S9 50,

York canals, would deprive the northern and
eastern states of an adequate supply fur the win-
ter; but the weather continued mild until within
the last lew days, and the vast granary of the
Genesee counlry was emptied into the city of
New York. The price of wheat, has consequent-
ly, declined 25 to .0 cents, and of flour about
$1. Large importations of wheat li-om Europe
are expected. It may not be uninteresting to re-

cord the receipts at New York, of the principal

articles of produce, brought down the Hudson du-
under an expectation that the closing of the New I ring the continuance of navigation this year

Bbls. flour.
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SKETCHES OF THE HABITS AND MANNERS OF
OLIJ TIMES IN VIRGINIA.

(Fragment of a manuscript.)

When Mr. M had been a few weeks at

his new home, it was pro|)osed by Mr. C
that ihey should ride throii<rh the neighboriiood,

that M iniirht see the many changes which

had taken place durini^ his lonii absence of twenty-

five years. AccorJuigfy ihey set out, on horseback,

that they might tbilow any unli-equented path, as

well as the public roads. M though not

curious about the aHairs of others, nor fond of

gossip, was glad to learn the present state of

thinors around hiin, and their tendencies ; and

C was well pleased to describe and descant

on things, of which he had been so long a silent,

yet close and accurate observer.

" First in order then,'' said M ,
" while

we are riding through my own land, the theatre of

his devastations, you should tell ine of my prede-

cessor B , of whom I know scarcely any

thing, except tlie mischief which he has here

committed, and the decay and ruin which he has

permitted to take place."
" B 's course," answered C —,

" has

been similar to that of thousands in Virginia, who
have either gone, or are going, afier running their

course here, to people the new western states.

His father was a miserly skin-flint, who had no

earthly enjoyment except that of hoarding money,
and adding to his lands. He bought, as you
know, your father's land, when it was sold to sa-

tisly the mortgage which he held. He died not

many years after; and this iarm was part of the

large and then productive estate which was inhe-

rited by his youngest son. The old man, like

many other fathers even less tainted than himself

by avarice, never would give to his children any
share of his property so long as he lived. He had
supported them in idleness and in extravagance,

and at a far greater annual cost to himself that

would have been the income of a reasonable capi-

tal given among them, and judiciously managed.
But he could not bear the ihouirht of divesting

himself of any part of his capital during his life
;

and, moreover, he feared to trust his sons wi;i\the

direction of what was to be theirs in the course of

time ; until they were, by the consequences of his

distrust, actually rendered unfit to be so trusted.

Alany young men, who would soon learn to be

careful and economical in the management ol'their

own properly, will as certainly be wasteful of the

funds of others, which thev cannot use otherwise

than byspendinrr, and have no inducement, of self-

interest, whatever, to economize. Old B
continued until his death to undergo daily toil and
vexation in attending to all the details of his exten-

sive business ; and thus, in labor and privation,

was acting as a steward for the future enriching oi'

sons, whom, while he lived, he kept entirely de-

pendent, and poor, though prodigal, idle, and
greedv of the father's money ; and, ultimatelv, (as

Vol. V—73

a natural consequence) anxious for his deatli, as

the cnly means of getting more money than was
frnidginirly doled out to them Ibr daily expenses.

They engaged in no business, because ol theirex-

pectations of wealth— and they were extravagant,

as well as idle, because as each son could have no
more than he spent, it became (as he thought) his

interest to spend as much as could possibly be
squeezed out of the old man's gripe. Thus were
they kept as dependants and paupers—prodigal

and luxurious, but not the less paupers—until, at

last, death gave to them the long-expected posses-

sion of the father's large property. The two

oldest sons were then between 'd5 and 40 years of

age, and the habits contracted and nurtured during

their long state of idle and expectant pauperism

had quite unfitted them Ibr increasing or preserv-

ing their late-acquired wealth. No man can

give up a large portion ol' his life to idleness, and

the mere pursuit of sensual indulgence, (which is

miscalled pleasure,)withont adding to the sacrifice,

his morals, and his fitness to resume proper and

business habits. One of these heirs lived just long

enough to spend, by gaming and other pleasures,

the whole of his property ; and the other avoided

the like result, by dying of drunkenness before the

work had been half completed. Their sister had

married a man who sought her hand on account

of her rich expectations* and who ceased to exert

himselt; and labor in his previous employment, as

soon as he had secured such snug quarters. The
old man had given him nothing, except bed and

board Ibr himself and a rapidly growing family;

and his wile having died a short time before her

tather, the husband received not a penny of her

long-expected share, which was all secured to his

children—and he was left loaded wjihdebts, incur-

red on the ground of his expectations of wealth.
'• Your predecessor was too young, when his fa-

tlier died, to have sutl'ered materially by the length

of his pauper traiuins. And he was so disposed

that he would have made a provident and thrifty

farmer, if he had been sustanied by enough ofpro-

per examples, or had possessed the moral courage

to resist the idle and spendthrift habits of this

county, and to live for his own gratification and
benefit, and not for the service, or to gain the aj)-

plause, of the spongers and idlers of his neigh bor-

liood. Young as you then were, Mr. M
,

you knew what were then the habits of this part

of the country ; and which, though much im-

proved, still are existing habits in almost every

county on the tide waters. Every gentleman's

home was open to every visiter who thought pro-

per to make use of it, to enjoy the enteriainer's

hospitality. Manyyoungmen (whose connexions

vvere too respectable to permit their being treated

as they deserved,) had no other employment, or

means of living, but by sponging; that is, they

visited from house to house, wherever there was
pleniitiil atid good fare, and that appearance of

welcome which hospitality accorded to Ihem, even
when they were heartily despised. 'lliose

spofisrers, together with many other persons who,
though not, like them, destitute of property or em-
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ploymerit, yet visited almost as much for pleasure,

88 did the others as a matter of business, would suf-

fice to eat up a good e&tate before it had passed

through the hands of two generations, if it was not

husbanded with more than common care. With
B , owing to his numerous acquaintances of

this kind, contracted befiire his lather's death, the

work of waste went on with such unusual rapidity.

that he soon saw, that, without a change, his es-

tate would scarcely last through his own life. To
a man of firmness and moral courage, the proper

change and remedy would have been obvious and

eeisy. But not so "to B . Retrench Aere he

could not bear to do—though convinced that it

would have saved his property, without causing

scarcely any privation of comlbrt to his family.

But he could do this in the western wilderness,

where economy was held as meritorious, and pri-

vations were universal; and, accordingly, to the

west he fled—and, (as most other emigrants from

Virginia do,) not so much to get possession ofrich

land, and to reap great profiis, as to escape frorn

the presence of his " troops of friends" here, and

and the so much lauded exercise of '' old Virginia

hospitality." From living here not only in the en-

joyment of every comlbrt, but of luxury and splen-

dor, he changed to a residence in a log-hut,

ecarcely securing its inmates from the violence of

the wind and rain, and without the conveniences

and comforts wliich the houses of his own slaves

had possessed in Virginia. Every article of furni-

ture, the Iodizing and the food, for his previously ten-

derly nurtured family, were coarse and mean— even

to the loss of ordinary necessaries and comf()rts,

moral as well as physical. There, on the outer

borders ol civilization, and far beyond the limits ol'

refinement, and of well organized society and good
government.

—

destitute of almost every social plea-

sure— but li-eed from Iriends and vi^iilers, and every

temptation to idleness and expenr=e—B
je again becoming rich ; and with half the amount
of the sacrifices he has there submitted to, he might
have accumulated Avealth here, if not as liist as in

the western coutitry, at least fast enough for hap-
piness, and to satisfy any reasonable man. He,
however, is one of the fortunate class ofemigrants

;

and the extent of his cood fortune will be to leave

great wealth to his children, afier haviuij debarred

them from all the best means of ohtaiuiiKj educa-
tion and instruction ; not literary instruction only,

but fecial, moral, and religious. The\' vvdl he

trained very dilierently, it is true, but scarcely bet-

ter, than was done in regard to himself and
the other children of his father.

" Some legal difficulties, and other circum-

istances, at fi.rst prevented B 's selling this

farm ; and it was, therefore, rented out, to tenants

for a single year. Each occupier, of course,

aimed to make as much as possible for himselfdur-

in'g his short term, and to expend as little as possi-

ble in repairs, and nothing lor improvement or pre-

servation of ft-riility. Of course, it did not require

many years for the farm to reach the present state

of dilapidation ; and which, indeed, was well ad-

vanced before B left it,"

« Those who, like B — ,'' said M
,

" thu3 waste the products of the earth, and destroy

its fitness to [jfodiice in fiiture time, 1 hold to be

guilty of hii/h crimen against society : and if I was
jv lav>--fTiver, like Solon or Lycurgiis, these ofifences

slwuld certainly have their.place in my penal code."

" I am afraid then that your code would be
mure bloody than that of Draco's ; and that,

in lower Virginia, there vi'ould scarcely be found so

many persons clear of all such ofiences, as would
serve to judge the cases, and to inflict the penal-

ties on the gmlty. For, injurious and destructive

as may be the course pursued by B , it is

but one of many operations, by which our habits,

and sometimes our laws, are continually acting to

destroy the fruitfijhiess of the earth, and to lessen

the ed'ect of the blessirigs offered by our Creator

to man's acceptance and use. Some examples, of

a diflt?rent character, will be ottered to our notice

during the day's excursion."
" Yonder house," said Mr. M ,

" was
formerly the residence of an industrious farmer,

doing well, and rearing his children to habits of
industry. They, at least, ought to have been
prosperous, though the houses and the farm cer-

tainly do not appear to be the abode of the pros-

perous."
" Neither are they so. Old S died with-

out a will, leaving a widow and six children, of

aiies from twenty-five to less than five years.

His farm, when in his own hands, and well man-
aged, as it was, had served to maintain his family

in comfort, and to enable the owner every year to

increase his store. But as soon as it was divided

into seven shares among the widow and the six

children—or rather, thirteen shtu'es. in the end—as

the widow's dower of one-third, will, at her death,

have to be divitled into six other shares—the land

lost half its productive value, and the fannily sunk
fi'jm a state of comfort and independence, to

want. The farm was well arranged for a single

property, but, for that very reason, was (|uile unfit

to be cut up into seven, or into tliirteen separate pro-

perties. Two of the children only were over
twenty-one years, and theiefi)re cafiable of selling

their shares. They drew detached pieces, both of
laud entirely cleared fur cultivation, and wiiltout a
house, or a tree fiir fencing or fuel, on either share,

or any means ofprocurinir what was wanting,close

by. Both were oblined to sell their shares : but of
course they could iret no more [irice tfian the land
was worth under the then existinirdisadvantagcs

;

and each received about half the price that the

land would have been worth to the owner of the

whole farm. Nor did the new purchasers make
any thing by their bargains, on account of reduced

price, as the price was really high enough for the

new value, as reduced by division. The like

course will have to be taken by each other child,

as they successively come of age ; and thus it

will take more than fifteen years to have the farm

finally a<jain arranged, and then as biully as it well

can be, parts being attached to perhaps three or

four other adjacent farms. The loss of' value, to-

tal and uncompensated to any one, cannot be less

than one-ftjurth of the whole estate. And before

the new arrangement will be finished, perhaps si-

milar new cuttings up, for division of the same
Ian', will be yoing on, in consequence of the death

of some one of the purchasers of the shares, and
the division of their estates. Hall" the number of

all such impoverished heirs are also seekers of

wealth in the west."
" You observe the delapidated condition and

1 cheerless appearance of the extensive and form-

1 eriy excellent farm buildings. It is sufficiently ex-

I plained by its being in possession in right ofdower.
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The widow hus all the buildinjrs, with but a third

ot" the larin in value, and |)erhaps a sixth in ex-

tent, and in proi'.uct. Her's is only a iilo estate,

and obvionsly she has not the means to keep ihe

huildiniis in repair; and it' site had the means, it i

would not he to her inierest to do so. This is also

a very reirnlar part oi' the systoni." i

" SiK-h evils as liiese," said M ,
" must he

|

very t'requenliy produced to more or less exient, in
]

the division of every Hirm anion<j se\eral lieirs.'"

"So they are, unless it was much too hirije lor

one larin before—hutseldoin lo sucii a ruinous ex-

tent, as in this case. The smaller the larrn and

the shares, the ixreater the loss to the pro[)rietors.

" Is there no remedy, or means, to prevent sach

enormous losses, public; as well as private ?"

"A very easy and sure means would be, to di-

rect b)' law the sale of every estate, both land and
slaves, as well as other profieriy, unless divided,

and tne distribution specially directed, by the will

of the deceased proprietor. I would not inlert'ere I

witli the privilejxe of every man to in|ure or des-
j

troy the value of his estate by his own deliberate

act; but I would not so frame laws as to do this

act for him, and indeed almost compel its beinir !

done ill every case."
" Weil, if the loss is so irreat and the means of

safety so easy, why are they not adopted by the

letjisiature?"

" They have never even been proposed, and if

proposed, probably would not oet the support of

twenty votes. It is a general feature of our code

in Virginia, to take such special good care of the

estates of deceased persons, that it will condemn
the heirs to certain and great loss, and often pro-

bable ruin, lest they should incur a risk of loss in

some other wav. The law is so fearful that heirs

would spend ilieir estates, if sold, and in money,
that it preft'.rs to ruin the heirs by compelling them
to hold land, that is incapable of yielding, in sepa-

rate shares, halt' its proper |)roduct, whether by
sale, rent, or tillage by the owner.'"

They next had a view of a larire mansion
house, which seemed newly repaired ani painted,

and the odices, larm buildings and fences in ex-

cellent order. " I knew this estate," said

M ,
" when its condition was much worse

;

indeed something approaching to that of my own
at present, except that its lertiliiy had not been
near so much exhausted. What has produced a

change so different from what is seen generally ?"

" This farm was bought about fifteen years

ago, by Mr. L , one of the heirs among
whom it was to have been divided, to prevent the

loss of value that such division would have inevi-

tably produced. A rare conjunction of fivorable

circumstances permitted such a purchase to be
made—all the heirs being of age, and willing to

sell together, and a purchaser being tbund rich

enough, anu willing to make so large a purchase.
No larmer of the county, owing to, the prevailing

habits of waste, could have found the means lo

make such a purchase. Mr. L -, though
born in an old and wealthy fiimily in this country,

and still regarding it as his home, was placed in

early life, in acouniing house in , where
he has continued to reside, and is now in the pos-

session of considerable weahh, gained by com-
merce. A towns-man and a riierchant could not

know much of practical agriculture
;,
but he, had

Bound and correct opii^ions as to the general value

of the lands of his native county, and of die gross

delects in the tillage, and still more in the economy,
of the land-holders. He brought his systematic

commercial habits to bear upon his iiuvning, and
ihoiiirh he was under the additional great disad-

vantage of not residing generally on his land, and
of course yieldingthe management loan overs(»er,

both his success and profit fiave been remarkable.

Me lias been throughout as [)ariiciilar and exact

in keeping the accounts of liis farming, as ol his

commercial transactions—and he hucly assured

me that he had made a neit annual [)rolit of eig'it

per cent, on the whole cost of purchase, stockiiig,

and cultivating the land."

"Is there any peculiar merit, or mode of im-

provement in his practice, besides industry and
general attention being paid to method and econo-

my ?"
"" None—unless it be this : he is abundantly

cautious in testing the value of any new improve-

ment— but when once s itisfied of its being good
and f)rofitable, he pays for it to as great an extent

as circumstances permi; the use, without a lessen-

ing of profit. Such things, he very properly re-

gards as the investment of capital in a stock

yielding more than ordinary profits, and makes no
limit to the investment as long as there is such
stock to buy, and he has money to buy it. It is

obvious, that to hie mercantile education and ha-

liiis, this course is owinir, and that his large avail-

able capital enables him easily to make such in-

vestments. But siill, every lurmercould, to very

great exient, act according to the same rule ; and
there are very few who do not lail even to make
theatiem|n. Ask of all these wretched managerg,
whose lands we shall pass by in our day's ride,

and you will learn that every one is perlectly as-

sured that if he could "find lime," or "spare
money,"'"' lo ado[)t some particular improvement to

sufficient extent, that he could make a large pro-

fit, say twenty per cent, and ol'ten much more,

uj)on the outlay. And yet all these persons are,

in various ways, devoting far greater an)ounls of

time or expense to, other labors on their iarms,

which do not biitig them 3 per cent, clear profit,

if indeed, any. Now the notions of these menaa
to the profit of practices, which they say they are

not able to adopt, are, in some instances true, and
in many others, j/crlvaps, false. Nevertheless,

they all fully confide in ihe truih of their several

opinions, and ought to do as Mr. L would
doy undertake them v.-iih as much certainty as he
would sell out a six per cent, stock, lor the purpose

of buyiiiff in another that would yield ten per

cent, on the same capital."

The next fiirm was very diflerentfrom the last,

but yet afforded equally strong evidences of coin-

Ibrt and a thriving condition. The dwelling house

had originally contained one small room and a gar-

ret, and this had been added to, at different times,

by sheds, and wings, and new apanments, some
of which were longer than the original body, so

that the whole formed an odd and ludicrous arclii-

tectural juiuble. Yet eve:y thing showed the

hantl of industry and care,, and that economy was
consulted in every arrangeiuent.

'In this liouse," said C , "a very poor

man of the name of O ~ , began his nu.rried

!i"e, and on the surrounding land, his unreniiiting

labors for thirty years have been applied. Hi*
house and ius clearings, his tamily and hi* naoney.
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have, all been continually growing during the

whole time. Yet he has had no unusual flieilitie?

to make profit, nor e.xhibiied any unconnnon in-

telliirence in devisintj or fonduciing his tarnriinir.

or other laliors. His whole means iiave been, to

work every day, regularly, and to raise and train

every child to do the like—and la spend nothing

that'was not necessary, or that could not be well

afforded. Still his labors have never been greater

than probably conduced both to pleasure and

health, and his liimily have been in want of no

necessary of life, or plain comfort, though other-

wise living as cheaply as possible."

"Thererare lew such intelligent and judicious,

and wealthy improvers, oC their own and the pub-

lic wealth, as L , the owner of the liist

farm we passed by ; but there are nimierons indi-

viduals of the same class, and general habits, of

this poor and laborious man. And it is well that

there arc; lor, but lor the general waste and de-

struction of God's bounties, caused by others, be-

ing partially repaired by the humble, unostenta-

t;ons, (otten ill-i!irected,) and scarcely noticed la-

bors, of such economists as O , this would

already have been a ruined country."

AN OUTLINE OF THE FIRST PRINCIPLES OF
HOKTICL LTURE; OR VEGETABLE PHYSIOL-
OGY, APPLICABLE TO CULTIVATION.

By John Lindley, F. R. S. &c. Lc.

Professor of Botany in ttie University of London, and Assist-

ant 6ecretary of tlie Horticultural Society.

Preface.

It has long been thought by intelligent men
that it would tend essentially to the advancement
of Horticulture, if the physiological principles,

upon which its operations depend tor their success,

were reduced to a series of simple laws, that

could be readily borne in mind by those who
might not be willing to occupy themselves with

the study, in detail, of the complicated phenome-
na of Vegetable Life.

The importance of these laws is so great, that

there is not a single practice of the gardener, the

farmer, or the forester, the reason of which, if it

relates to the vegetable kingdom, can be under-

stood without a knowledge of them.

It has happened, indeed, thai many very inter-

esting flicts in Horticulture, Agriculture, and Ar-
boriculture, have been discovered fortuitously; and
that improvements in them still continue to be oc-

casionally the result of accident ; but it cannot be
doubted that these discoveries or improvements
would have been long anticipated, had the exact

nature of the laws, from which they necessarily

result, been earlier understood.

There can, moreover, be but little mental inter-

est in watching the success of operations of which
the reasons are unknown, compared with that

which must be felt when all the phenomena at-

tendant upon practice can be foreseen, their re-

sults anticipated, or the causes of failure exactly

appreciated.

It must also be manifest, that, however skilful

any person may become by mere force of habit,

and by following certain prescribed rulesj which

experience ha.=, or seems to have, sanctioned; yet
that much more success miijht he expected, if he
acted upon ceriain fixed principles, the truth of
which has been well asceriairied, instead of lollow-

ing empirical [)rescriptions, the reason of which he
cannot undersiaml.

It is not, however, to be undersfood from this

last observation, that rules of cultivation are to be

neglected because they cannot be physiologically

explained. On the contrary, the mere fact of a
iriven mode of culture having been followed for a
length of time by persons deeply interested in the

success of tfieir operations, and of much experi-

ence, ought to give it very great aut'hority; for it

is well known that there are many important facts,

the reason of which is either extremely obscure,

or altogether unintelligible. This may, be owing
either to the defective state ol our knowledge of
the exact nature of many of the phenomena of
life, or to the great difficulty of appreciating every

circumstance connected with the lact in question, or

to constitutional peculiarities in particular species,

which, like animal idiosyncrasy, form exceptions

to the ordinary laws of nature, and baffle all phi-

losoph}'.

Ii is in the writings of Vegetable Physiologists

that is to be found what is known of the relaticjn

i;f Botany to the cultivation of Plants; but it is

always so mixed up with oiher matter, that an
ordinary reader is unable to tell what bears upon
Hurticullure and what upon other subjecls.

I am not aware that there is at present, in any
langut3ge, a work exclusively designed lo separate

that pari of Vegetable Physiology, which relates

to the Science of Cultivation, from what apper-'

tains to pure Botany, or to other subjects; nor can
[ learn that such an undertaking is in contempla-
tion.

I am, therefore, induced to lay the following lit-

tle work before the public; firsi, by a persuasion

that it is better that the attempt should be made
imperfectl}', than not made at all; and, secondly,

by the very favorable reception that has been giv-

en to a few hasty ideas upon this subject which I

ventured to sketch out for a work * published

some months ago.

The followintj propositions are prepared upon
the same plan as those of an elementary work
upon Botany j, originally drawn up for the use of

the botanical class in the University of London.
A similar object has here also been kept in view.

My intention has not been to write a work on the

Philosophy of Horticulture ; but simply to point

out in the briefest manner, consistent with clear-

ness, what the fundamental principles of that

Philosophy have been ascertained to be.

The application of these principles has been ne-

cessarily, in all cases, very concise; but there will

be no disadvantage if the work acts as an exer-

cise of the reasoning powers, as well as a guide to

practice.

It may, perhaps, bethought that several points

have been omitted, which it would have been de-

sirable to introduce, such as the influence upon
vegetation of electricity, manures, pruning, train-

ing, and the various modes of grafting.

* Guide to the Orchard and Kitchen Garden, by
Georo;e Lindley, C. M. H. S. 8vo. 1831.

t|Out ine of the first principles of Botany. 18mo. 2d

edition. London, 1831.
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But it is possible that a little consitleraiioii may
show ih;it these suhjpetf do not s'rietiy come with-

iusr I lie brope of the lollowiiiix paijes.

In the firpt place, a distinction irnist he drawn
between the ^/rt and the Sr.ieiice of Horliculture;

the Ibinier i-eaches the manner, the laiter the rea-

sons ol" cnhivation; and it is to the laf.er only thai

these propositions apply. Secondly, ihe plan of

thissketch excludes every thini^that is merel}- spe-

culative, or that is incapable of being reduced wiih-

in certain fixed pruiciples.

Electriciiy is a power of which we know al-

most nolhitiij certain, with relerence to vegetation;

if manv thiiiijcs have been written about it, it

must be admiitedj at least, that very little has

been proved.

The same may be said of mannres: the theory I

of their action isexi)Iained at paragraphs 19, 262,
!

and 266. !

Pruning and training are a part of the Art of
i

Cultivation, dependent upon a great variety ofi

physiological laws, the brief explanation of which I

is the object of this work. A few hints upon the
j

subjpct wi'l, however, be found in chapters iii,
|

IV. vr, and viii. 1

The various modes of grafhng are also a part i

of the art of Horliculture: and are deduced fi'oiu i

Jaws explained in the xivth chapter.
I

To conclude; the reader should, above all ihingg
|

bear in mind, that he ought not lo form his opin-
j

ion upon any point from the mere consideration ofi

one -or two isolated propositions, but of the whole
of the phenomena which is to be the object of the

followinir pairee to explain. For lie will find that

the vital actions of plants are so dependent
upon each other, and of so complicated a nature,

that, while the whole can be only understood by

a study of the parts, neither can any of the parts

be exactly understood, without a knowledge of

the whole.

I. General Nature of Plants.

1. Horliculture is the application of the arts of

cultivation, nniltiplication, and domestication, to

the vegetable kinirdom. Aijricullure and Arbori-
culture are branches of Horticulture.

2. The vegetable kinirdom is composed of" liv-

ing beings, destitute of sensation, with no power of
moving spontaneously from place to place, and
called plants.

3. Plaiits are organized bodies, consisting of

masses of tissue that is permeable b}' fluids or gas-
eous matter.

4. Vegetable tissue consists either of minute
bladders, or tubes adhering by their contiguous
surfaces, and leaving intermediate passages where
they do not touch.

5. Tissue is called Cellular when it is composed
of minute bladders, which either approach the

j

figure of a sphere, or are obviously some modifi- I

cation of it, supposed to be caused by extension or
|

lateral compression.

6. When newly formed, it is in a very lax state,

and possesses great powers of absorption; proba-
[

bly in consequence of the excessive permeability of
its membrane and the imperfect cohesion ol' its

cells.

7. Cellular tissue, otherwise called Parenchy-
ma, constitutes the soft a; id brittle parts of plants;

.such as pith, pulp, the spaces between the veins

of leaves, the principal part of the petals; and the'

like.

8. Succulent plants are such as have an exces-

sive developement ol' the cellular tissue.

9. It may be considered (he most essential kind

of tissue, because, while no plants exist without

it, tnanv are composed of nothing else.

10. Tissue is called JVoiuhj Fibre when if is

composed of slender tubes, which are conical and

clo-^e at each end. and placed side by side.

11. Wood v Fibre is what causes si illness and
tenacity in certain parts of plants; hence it is

fbniid in the veins of leaves, and in bark, and it

corislitutes the principal part of the wood.

12. Vascular Tissue is that in which either an

elastic tough thread is generated spirally within a

tube that is closed anil conical at each end ;
or

rows of cylindrical cellules placed end to end,

finally becoming continuous tubes by the loss of

their ends.

13. The most remarkable form of vascular tis-

sue is the Spiral vessel, which has the power of

unrollinij with elasticity when stretched.

14. Other kinds of vascular tissue are incapa-

ble of unrolling, but break when stretched.

15. Spiral vessels are not Ibtmd in the wood or

bark, and rarely in the roots of plants.

16. Vascular tissue of other kinds is confined to

the root, stem, veins of leaves, petals, and o,th,eir

parts composed of leaves. It is not found; in,

bark.

17. The common office of the tissue is to con-

vey fluid or air, and not to act as the receptacle of

secretions.

18. Cellular tissue conveys fluids in all direc-

tions, absorbs with great rapidity, is the first cause

of the adhesion that take place between contigu-

ous parts, and is the principal receptacle of secret-

ed matter.

19. Adhesion will take place at all times during
the growing season, when the cellular tissue of

twodiff'erent parts, or of two different plants, is

kept for sometime in conlact; but as none but tis-

sues of nearly the same nalure will adhei:e, graft-

intj and budding, which are caused by the adhe-
sion of contiguaus parts, can only take place

either beiween difleretit varieties of the same
species, or between nearly related species ; and
even ihen, only when the correspondmg parts of
the scion or bud, and the slock, are placed in con-
tact.

20. Woody fibre conveys fluid in the direction

of its length, gives stiti'uess and flexibility to the

general system, and acts as a protection to spiral

and other delicate vessels.

21. Spiral vessels convey oxygenated air.

22. Other vessels piobably conduct fluid when
young, and air when old.

23. As the bodies of which all tissue is com-
posed are perfectly simple, unbranched, and regu-
lar in figure, having when elonga»ed, their two
extremities exactly alike, they are more or less

capable of conveying gaseous matter or fluids in

any direction; and, consequently, a current may
be reversed in them without inconvenience; lience,

inverted cuttings or stems will grow.
24. All parts of plants are composed of tissue,

whether they be soft, as the pulp, or hard as the

bony lininff of a Peach.
25. With regard to Horticultural operations, the

parts of plants should be considered under the
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heads o( Root (ii); Stem (iii); Leaf-buds (iv);

Leaves (v); Flowers (vi) ; Sexes (vii); Fruit

(viii); and Seed (ix).

II. Root.

26. The root is flie prirt Hint ptnkes into the

earth when a seed beirins^ lo (jeniiinaie, ami vvhi. h

al'tervvanls cnnlinues to leiisMieii beneath tlie soil.

27. It ig also the i)art whu-h is sometimes emit-

ted by tiie stem, lor the purpose o( ahsorbinif nu-

triment from the utmosph.ere; as in I vy, Air-[)lants,

Vines, &('.

28. It is distinjui^iied Irom the stem by .he ab-

Fence of leaves in any slate, of reyuiar leaf-buds

(iv.); of evaporatinir pores (or siomataj (131);

and of pith in Exoirenoiis plants.

29. Therelore, such underixround bodies as those

called Tuber (16) in the Potato Bulb
;
(96.) in the

Onion; and solid Bulb orCormus (61.) in the Cro-

cus, are not roots.

30. The office of the root is to absorb food in a

fluiil or gaseous state; and also to fix the plant in

the soil, or to some firm support.

31. The latter offii'.e is essential to the certain

and regular perlbrmance of the Ibrmer.

32. It is not by the whole of their surface that

roots absorb food; but only by their young and

newly firmed extremities, called Spongioles.

33. Hence the preservation of the spongioles in

an uninjured state is essential to the removal of a

plant from one place to another.

34. A Spongiole consists of very young vascu-

lar tissue (12.) surrounded by very young cellular

substance. (5.)

35. It is therefore one of the most delicate parts

of plants, and the most easily injured,

36. Hence whatever is known to produce any
specific deleterious action upon leaves or stems,

such as certain gases (298.) and mineral or vetje-

table poisons, will produce a much more fatal ef-

fect upon the spongioles.

37. These organs have no power of selecting

their food, but will absorb whatever the earth or

air may contain, which is sufficiently fluid to pass

through the sides of their tissue.

38. So that if the spongioles are developed in

a medium which is of an unsuitable nature, as

they will still continue to absorb, they cannot fail

to introduce matter which will prove either injuri-

ous or fiital 10 life, accordinsrto its intensity.

33. This may often explain why trees suddenly

become unliealthy, without any external apparent

cause.

40. Plants have the power of replacing spon-

gioles by the formation of new ones; so that an in-

dividual is not destroyed by their loss.

41. But this power depends upon the co-opera-

tion of the atmosphere, and upon the special vital

powers of the species.

42. If the atmosphere is so humid as to hinder

evaporation, spongioles will have time to form

anew; but if the atmosphere is dry, the loss by
evaporation will be so much greater than can be

supplied by the injured roots, that the whole sys-

tem will be emptied of fluid belbre the new spon-

gioles can form.

43. This is the key to transplantation, (xv.)
44. As roots are destitute of leaf-buds (vij,

and as leaf-buds are essential to the multiplication

of an individual (108.), it should follow that roots

can never be employed tor the purpose of multi-

cation. •

45. Nevertheless, roots, when woody, have, oc-

casionally, the power of generating adventitious

leaf-buds (iv.) ; and when this is the case, they

may be employed fir the purpose of multiplica-

tion; as those of Cydonia. Japonica, &c.
46. The cause of this power existing in some

species, and not in others, is unknown.
47. It is therefore a power than can never be

calculated upon; and whose existence is only to

betliscnvered by accident.

48. Although roots are ireneraled underground,
and sometimes at considerable depths, yet access

to a certain quantity of atmospheric air appears

indispensable to the healthy execution of their

functions. This is constantly exemplified in plants

irrowing in the earth at the back of an ill-venti-

lated forcing house, where the roots have no means
of finding their way into the earth on the outside

of the house.

49. It is supposed by some, that the introduction

of oxygen into their system is as indispensable to

them as lo animals.

50. It seems more probable that the oxygen of

the atmosphere, seizing upon a certain quantity of
carbon, forms carbonic acid, which they absorb,

and feed upon.

51. It is at least certain that the exclusion of air

from the roots will always induce an unhealthy
condition, or even death itself This may be one
of the reasons why stift' tenacious soils are so sel-

dom suited to the purposes of the cultivator, until

their adhesiveness has been destroyed by the ad-

dition of other matter.

52. Spongioles secrete excrementitious matter

which is unsuitable to the san.e species alter-

wards as food; for poisonous substances are as

fatal to the species that secrete them, as to any
other species.

53. But to other species the excrementitious

matter is either not unsuitable, or not deleterious.

54. Hence, soil may be rendered impure (or as

we inaccurately say, worn out,) for one species,

which will not be impure lor others.

55. This is the true key of the theory of rota-

tion of crops.

56. This also may serve to explain in part why
light soil IS indispensible to so many plants, and
heavy or tenacious soil suitable !o so few, for in

the former case the spongioles will meet with lit-

tle resistence to their elongation, and will conse-

quently be continually quitting the place when
their excrementitious matter is deposited; while in

the latter case, the reverse will occur.

III. Stem.

57. The stem is that part of a plant, which i>

developed above-ground, and which took an up-

ward direction at the period of gemination.

58. It consists of a woody axis, covered by bark

having stomata (131.) on its surface, bearing

leaves wiih leal-buds, in their axillae, and pradu-

cinir flovvers and fruit.

59. The points where leaves are borne are call-

ed Nodi J the spaces between the leaves are Ih-

ternodta.

60. The more erect a stem grows, the more vig-

orous it is; and the more it deviates from this di-

rection to a horizontal or pendulous position, the

less is it vigorous.
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61. Some stems are developeil underrrrounil,

6tich as the Tuliers of the Poialo iiml the Corums
of the Corcup; but they are kiiovvii Irom roots hy

the presence ol' leaves, and regular leal-buds upon
their snrliice.

62. Sumus increase in diameter in two ways.
63. Eiihcr by the addiiion ol' new matter to the

outside of the wood and the inside of the bark;

when they are Exoi^enous; example, Oak.
64. Or by the addiiion of new matter to their

inside; when \\\ey nw lundogenous ; e.x. Cane.
65. In E.xoixenous steins, the central portion,

which is hanler and darker than that at the cir-

cumlerence, is called Heart-wood; while the ex-

terior, which is softer and lighter, is calleJ Albur-
num, or Sapwood.

66. The inside of the bark of such stems has
also the technical name of Liber.

67. The Heart-wood was, when young, Albur-
num, and atierwards changed its nature, by be-

coming the receptacle of certain secretions pecu-

liar to the species.

6S. Hence the greater durability of Heart- wood
than of Sap-wood. While the latter is newly
formed euipty tissue, almost as perishable as bark

itself, the tbrmer is protected against desiruction

bp the introduction of secretions that become solid

ma'ter, which is olten insoluble in water and never
permeable to air.

69. The secretions by which Heart-wood is so-

lidified are prepared in the leaves, whence they

are sent downwards through the bark, and from

the bark communicaLed to the central part of the

stem.

70. The channels throuffh which this commu-
nication takes place are called Medullary Bays, or

Silver Grains.

71. Medullary rays are plates of cellular tissue,

in a very compressed state, passing from the pith

into the bark.

72. The wood itself is composed of tubes, con-
sisting of woody fibre and vascular tissue, imbed-
ded longitudinally in cellular substance.

73. This cellular substance only developes hori-

zontally; and it is to it that the peculiar character

of different kinds of wood is chiefly due.

74. For this reason the wood of the stock of a
grafted plant will never become like that of its

scion, although as will be hereafter seen (iv.), the

woody matter of the stock must all originate in

the scion.

75. The stem of an exogenous plant may there-

fore be compared to a piece of linen, of which the

Ave ft is composed of cellular tissue, and the warp
<of fibrous and vascular tissue.

76. In the spring and autumn a viscid substance
is secreted between the wood and the liber, called

!the Cambium.
77. This Cambium appears to be the matter

•out of which the cellular horizontal substance of
the stem is organized.

78. In Endogenous sterns the portion at the

•circumference is harder than that in the centre;

and there is no separable bark.

79. Tneir stems consist of bundles of woody
matter, imbedded in cellular tissue, and composed
of vascular tissue surrounded by woody fibre.

80- The stem is not only the depository of the

peculiar secretions of spocies ("67.), but is also the

medium through which the sap flows in its pas-

sage from the roote into the leaves.

81. In P^xogiMious stems (63.) it certainly rises

through the alburnum, and desccuds through the

bark.'

82. In Endnijrnoua stems (64.) it probably
rises IhrouL'h the bntidlcs of wood, ;u)d descends
through the cellular substance; but this is uncer-

tain.

83. Stems iiave the power of propagating an
individual only by the means of the Leal-buds.
If destitute of Leai-linds, they have no power of
multiplication, except fortuitously.

IV. Leaf-Buds.

84. Leaf-buds are rudiments of branches en-
closed within scales, which are imperlectly lurmed
leaves.

85. All the Ieaf-bu(;s upon the same branch are
constitutionally and anatomically the same.

86. They are of two kinds; viz: regular or nor-
mal, and adventitious or latent. (119.)

87. Regular leal-buds are formed at the axillae

of Leaves.
88. They are organs capable of propagating the

individual from which they oriixinate.

89. They are at first nourished by the fluid ly-

ing in the pith, but finally established lor them-
selves a communication with the soil by the woody
matter which they send downwards.

90. Their Ibrce ol developenient will be in pro-

portion to their nourishment; and, consequently,
when it is wished to procure a young shoot of un-
usual vigor, all other shoots in the vicinity are
prevented growing, so as to accumulate for one
shoot only all the food that would otherwise have
been consumed by several.

91. Cutting back to a lew e3'es is an operation
in pruning to produce the same efiect, by directing

the sap, as it ascends, into two or three buds onlv,

instead of allowing it to expend itself upon all the
others which are cut away.

92. When leaf-buds grow, they develope in

three directions; the one horizontal, the other up-
ward, and the third downward.

93. The horizontal developement is confined to

the cellular system of the bark, pith, and medul-
lary rays.

94. The upward and downward developements
are confined to the woody fibre and vascular
tissue.

95. In this respect they resemble seeds; from
which they difi'er physiologically in propafratin"-

the individual, while seeds can only propagate the
species.

96. When they disarticulate from the stem that
bears them, they are called bulbs.

97. In some plants, a bud, when separated from
its stem, will grow and form a new plant, if placed
in circumstances favorable to the preservation of
its vital powers.

98- But this property seems confined to plants
having a firm, woody perrennial stem.

99. Such buds when detached from their parent
stem, send roots downwards and a stem upwards.

100. But if the buds are not separated from the
plant to which they belong, the matter they send
downwards becomes wood and liber, (66.^, and
the stems they send upwards, become branches.
Hence it is said that wood and liber are formed by
the roots of leaf buds.

101. If no leaf-buds are called into action, there

will be no addition of wood; and consequently,
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ihe destruction or absence of leal-buds is accom-
panied b)' the absence of vvood: as is proved by a

shoot, [he up|)er bud of wiiich is destroyed, and
the lower allowed to develope. The lower partol

the shoot will increase in diameler: the upper will

remain of its original dimensions.

102. The quantity of wood, therefore, depends
upon the quantity of leaf-buds that develope.

103. It is of the greatest importance to bear this

in mind in pruning timber irees: for e.xcessive

pruning must necessarily be injurious to the (juan-

tity of produce.

104. If a cutting wilh a leaf-bud on it be placed

in circumstances lilted to the developement of the

latter, it wiil grow and become a new plant,

105. If this happens when the cutting is insert-

ed in the earth, the new plant is said by gardene re

.to he upon its own botionu

106. But if it happens when the cutting is ap-

plied to the dissevered end of another individual,

called a stock, the roots are insinuated into the tis-

sue of the stock, and a plant is said to be grafted,

the cutting being called a scion.

107. There is, theretbre, liltle difference between
cuttings and scions, except that the former root

unto the earth, the latter into another plant.

108. But if a cutting of the same plant, without

a leaf-bud upon it , be placed in the same circum-

stances, it will not grow, but will die.

109. Unless iis vital powers are sufficient to

enable it to develope an adventitious leaf-bud.

(119.)

110. A leal- bud separated from the stem will

•also become a new individual, if its vital energy
iis sufficiently powerful.

111. And this, whether it is planted in earth,

iinto which it roots, like a cutting, or in a new in-

dividual to which it adheres and grows like a scion.

In the former case it is called an eye, in the latter

a bud.

112. Every leaf-bud has, therefore, its own dis-

itinct system of life, and of growth.

113. And as all the leaf- buds of an individual

are exactly alike, it follows that a plant is a collec-

tion of a great number of distinct identical sys-

tems of life, and consequently a compound indi-

•vidual.

114. Regular leaf-buds being generated in the
^axillaj of the leaves, it is there that they are al-

ways to be sought.

115. And if they cannot be discovered by ocular

inspection, it may neverlheless be always inferred

with confidence that they exist in such situations,

anil may possibly be called from their dormant
state into lile.

116. Hence, wherever the scar of a leaf or the

remains of a leaf can be discovered, there it is to

be understood that the rudiments exist of'a svstem
of lile which may be, by favorable circumstances,

called into action.

117. Hence, all parts upon which leaves have
ever grown, may be made use of for purposes of

propagation.

118. From these considerations it appears that

the most direct analogy between the Animal and
Vegetable Kingdoms, is with the Polypes of the

former.

119. Adventitious leaf-buds are in all respects

like Regular leaf-buds, except that they are not

formed at the axilla^ of leaves but are developed
1

occasionally from all and any parts of a plant.
|

120. They are occasionally produced by roots,

by solid wood, or even by leaves and flowers.

121. Hence roots, solid wood, or even leaves

and dowers may be used as means of propaga-
tion.

122. Bu' as the developement of adventitious

buds is extremely uncertain, such means of pro-

pagation can never Lie calculated on; and form no
part of the science of cultivation.

123. Tlie cause of the formation of adventious
leal-buds is unknown.

124. From certain experiments, it appears that

they may be generated by sap in a state of great

accumulation and activity.

125. Consequently, whatever tends to the ac-

cumulation of sap, in an active state, may be ex-
pected to he conductive to the formation of adven-
titious leaf-buds.

V. £, eaves.

126. Leaves are expansions of bark, traversed

by veins.

127. The veins consist of spiral vessels enclos-

ed in woody fibre; they originate in the medullary
sheath and liber; and they are connected by loose

Parenchyma [7.] which is full of cavities contain-

ing air.

128. This parenchyma consists of two layers, of

which the uj'per is composed of cellules perpen-

dicular to the cuticle, and the lower of cellules pa-

ralled with the cuticle.

129. These cellules are arranged so as to leave

numerous open passages among them lor the cir-

culation of air in the inside of a leaf. Parenchy-
ma of this nature is called cavernous.

130. Cuticle is formed of one or more layers of
depressed cellular tissue, which is generally har-

dened, and always dry and filled with air.

131. Between many of the cells of the cuticle

are placed apertures called stumata, which have
the power of opening and closing as circumstances

may require.

132. It is by means of this apparatus tha' leaves

elaborate the sap which they absorb ti-om the al-

burnum, converting it into ifie secretions peculiar

to the species.

133. Their cavernous structure (129.) enables

them to expose the greatest possible surfiice of

their parenchyma to the action of the atmosphere.

134. Their cuticle is a non-conducting skin,

which protects them from great variations in tem-
perature, and tiirough which gaseous matter will

pass readily.

135. Their stomata are pores that are chiefly in-

tended to fiicilitaie evaporation; tor which they are

well adapted, by a power they possess of opening

or closinjj as circumstances may require.

136. They are also intended for facilitating the

rapid emLssison of air, when it is necessary that

such a function should be performed.

137. l^he functions of somata being of such

vital importance, it is always advisable to exam-
ine them microscopically, in cases where doubts

are entertained of the state of the atmosphere,

which a particular species may require.

138. Leaves growing in air are covered with a

cuticle.

139. Leaves growing under water have no cu-

ticle,

no. All the secretions of plants being formed
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n the knives, oral least ilie <irealor [)art, it lollows

that secretions cannot lake place il' leaves arc des-

troyed.

141. And as this secretiniT property depends
upon s|)eciHc vital powers connected with the de-

com!)osition of carbonic acid, and called into ac-

tion only when the leaves are li-cely ex|)osed to

lii^ht and air (279. J, it also lollows that the quan-

tity oi' secreiion will he in direct proportion to the

quantity of leaves, and to their iree exposure to

light and air.

142. The usual position of leaves is spiral, at

reijularly increasing or diminishing distances; they

are then said to be alternate.

143. But if the space, or the axis, that separates

two leaves, is reduced to nothing, at alternate in-

tervals, they become opposite.

144. And if the spaces that separate several

leaves be reduced to nothing, they become verti-

cillate.

145. Opposite and verticillate leaves, therefore

differ from alternate leaves only in the spaces that

separate them being reduced to nothing.

VI. Floivers.

146. Flowers consist of two principal parts, viz.

Floral Envelopes (149.) and Sexes (vii.)

147. Of these, the former constitute what is

popularly considered the flower ; although the

latter are the only parts that are absolutely essen-

tial to it.

148. However different they may be in appear-
ance from leaves, they are all formed of those or-

gans in a more or less modified state, and altered

in a greater or less degree by mutual adhesion.

149. The Floral Envelopes consist of two or

more whorls of transformed leaves; of which part

is calyx, its leaves being called sepals, and part co-

rolla, its leaves being called petals.

150. The Sexes are also transformed leaves.

cm.)
151. The calyx is always the outermost, the

corolla is always the innermost whorls; and if

there is hut one floral envelope, that one is calyx.

152. Usually the calyx is green, and the corol-

la colored and more highly developed; but the re-

verse is frequently the case, as in Fuchsia, Ribes
sanguineum, &c.

153. A Flower being, then, an axis surrounded
by leaves, it is in reality a stunted branch; that is,

one the growth of which is checked, and its pow-
er of elongation destroyed.

154. That Flowers are stunted branches is

proved, firstly, by all their parts, especially the

most external, occasionally reverting to the state

of ordinary leaves ; secondly, by their parts being
often transformed into each other; and thirdly, by
the whorls of flower-buds being dislocated and ac-
tually converted into branches, whenever any
thinij occurs to stimulate them excessively.

155. Their most essential distinctive character
consists in the buds at the axillte of their leaves

being usually dormant, while those in the axilla?

of ordmary leaves are unusually active.

156. For this reason, while Leaf-buds can be
used for the purpose of propagation, flower-buds
cannot usually be so employed.

157. Being stunted branches, their position on
the stem is the same as that of developed branches.

158. And as there is in all plants a very great

ditt'erence in thedevelopement of leaf-buds, some
Vol. V—74

growing readily into branche.--, others only unfold-

ing their leaves without elongating, and many re-

maining altoirclher dormant, it follows that flower-

buds may form upon plants of whatever age,

and in whatever slate.

159. But to produce a general formation of
flower-buds, it is necessary that there should be
some general pretlisposing constitutional cause, in-

dependent of accidental circumstances.

160. This predisposing cause is the accumula-
tion of sap and of secreted matter.

161. Therelbre, whatever tends to retard the
fiee flow of sap, and causes it to accumulate, will

cause the production of flower-buds, or fertility.

162. And on the other hand, whatever tends
to produce excessive vigor, causes the dispersion

of sap, or prevents its elaboration, and causes ste-

rility.

163. Transplantation with a partial destruction

of roots, age, or high temperature accompanied
by a dry atmosphere, training obliquely or in an
inverted direction, a constant destruction of the
extremities of young growing branches, will all

cause an accumulation of sap, and secretions; and
consequently all such circumstances are favorable
to the production of flower-buds.

164. But a richly manured soil, high tempera-
ture, with great atmospheric humidity, or an un-
interrupted flow of sap, are all causes of exces-
sive vigor, and are consequently unfavorable to

the production of flower-buds.

165. There is a tendency in many flowers to

enlarge, to alter their colors, or to chanse their

appearance by a transformation and multiplication

of their parts, whenever they have been raised
from seeds for several generations, or domesti-
cated.

166. The causes of this tendency are probably
various, but being entirely unknown, no certain
rules for the production of varieties in flowers
can be laid down, except by the aid of hybridi-
zing. (210. ji

167. It often happens that a single branch pro-
duces flowers different from those produced on
other branches. This is technically called a sport.

168. As every bud on that branch h4»s the same
specific vital principle (113.^, a hud taken from
such a branch will produce an individual, the
whole of whose branches will retain the charac-
ter of the sport.

169. Consequently, by buds, an accidental va-
riety may be made permanent, if the plant that
sports be of a firm woody nature. (98.)

170. As flowers feed upon the prepared sap in

their vicinity, the greater the abundance of this

prepared iood, the more perfect will be their devel-
opement.

171. Or the fewer the llowers on a given branch,
the more food they will severally have to nourish
them, and the more perlbct will they be.

172. The beauty of flowers will therefore be in-

creased either by "an abundant supply of fbod, or
by a diminution of their numbers (thinning), or
by both. <The business of the pruner is to cause
these operations.

173. The beauty of flowers depends upon (heir
free exposure to light and air, because it consists
in the richness of their colors, and their colors
are only formed by the action of those two agents
(281.;

174. Hence Flowers produced in dark or shady
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confined situations, are either imperfect, or desti-

tute of their habitual size and beauty.

175. Double Flowers are those in which the

stamens are transformed into petals; or in which
the latter, or the sepals, are multiplied. They
should not be confounded with Proliferous C183.)
and Discoid Compound Flowers. (184.

J

176. Although no certain rules for the produc-

tion of double flowers can be laid down, yet it is

probable that those flowers have the greatest

tendency to become double, in which the sexes are

habitually multiplied.

177. In Icosandrous and Polyandrous plants

either the stamens or the pistilla are always very

numerous when the flowers are in a natural state;

and it is chiefly in such plants that double flowers

occur, when they become translbrmed.

178. It is therelbre in such plants that double

flowers are to be principally expected.

179. In proportion as the sexes of flowers ha-

bitually become few in number, do the instances

of double flowers become rare.

180. Double Flowers are therefore least to be

expected in plants with fewest stamens.
181. Whenever the component parts of a flow-

er adhere by their edges, as in monophyllous ca-

lyxes, monopetalous corollas, and monadelphous,
or di-, or poly-adelphous stamens, the tendency
to an unnatural multiplication of parts seems
checked.

182. Therefore, in such cases Double Flowers
are little to be expected; they are in fact, very
rare.

183. Proliferous Flowers, are those in which
parts that usually have all their axillary buds dor-

mant, acciilentally develope such buds; as in the

Hen and Chickens Daisy, in which the bractese of

the involucrum form other Daisy-heads in their

axillae; or, as in certain Roses, in which the car-

pellary leaves develope leaf-buds in their axillae,

BO that the flower becomes a branch, the lower

leaves of whidi are colored and transformed, and
the upper, green, and in their ordinary state.

184. Discoid compound Flowers are those in

which the central florets of a flower-head acquire

corollas, likt* those of the circumference, as in the

Dahlia; the cultivated variety of which should be
called discoid, and not double.

185. These two last are so essentially different

from double flowers, that whatever laws may be
supposed to govern the production or amelioration

of double Flowers, can have no relation to prolife-

rous or discoid compound Flowers.

VII. Sexes.

186. The sexes consist of two or more whorls

of transformed leaves, of v.'hich the outer are

called Stamens (188.^, and the inner Pistillum.

cm.)
187. They are known to be modifications of

leaves, because they very frequently are trans-

formed into petals which are demonstrabiy such

C149.); and because the.y occasionally revert to

the st^ite of leaves.

188. The stamens bear at their apex an organ,

called the J/niher, which contams a powder called

pollen.

189. When the anther is full grown, it opens

and emits the pollen, eitJier dispersing it in the air

in consequence of the elasticity with which it

opens; or depositing it upon the stigma (191.J ;

or exposing it to the action of wind, or such other
disturbing causes as may liberate it from its case.

190. The pollen consists of exceedingly minute
hollow balls, or cases containing myriads of mov-
ing particles, which are the fertilizing principle of
the stamens.

191. The pistillum has at its base one or more
cavities or cells, in which bodies called ovula are
placed; and at its apex, one or more secreting sur-

faces, called stigmata.

192. The ovula are the rudiments of seeds.

193. If the fertilizing powder of the pollen

come in contact with the stitfma, the ovula in the
cells of the pistillum are vivified, and become
seeds.

194. But if this contact does not take place,

the ovula cannot possibly be vivified, but shrivel

up and perish.

195. The phenomena of vivification takes place

in consequence of the descent of a portion of the

moving particles figO.) of the pollen into the
ovula, where such panicles form the commence-
ment of future plants.

196. In wild plants, a stigma is usually acted

upon only by the pollen of the stamens which be-

long to it.

197. In this case, the seeds thus vivified, will,

when sown, produce new individuals, differing

very little fi-om that by which they were them-
selves produced.

198. And, therefore, wild plants are for the

most part multiplied from generation to generation

without change.

199. But It is possible to cause deviations from
this law, by artificial means.

200. If the pollen of one species is placed upon
the stigma of another species, the ovula will be
vivified; and what is called a hybrid plant will be

produced, by those ovula when they shall have
grown to be seeds.

201. Hybrid plants are different fi-om both their

parents, and are generally intermediate in charac-

ter between them.
202. They have little power of perpetuating

themselves by seeds, but they may, if wood, be
perpetuated by cuttings (312.), buds (354.) scions

(335.), &c.

203. Therefore, no hybrids but such as are of

a woody parennial character can be perpetuated.

204. It usually happens that the hybrid has the

constitution and general aspect of the pollenife-

rous parent; but is influenced in secondary charac-

ters by the peculiarity of the female parent.

205. This should always be borne in mind, in

procuring new hybrid plants.

206. Real hybrid plants must not be con-

founded with such as are spurious, in consequence

of their origin being between two varieties of

the same species, and not two species of the same
genus.

207. Hybrid plants, although incapable of per-

petuation by seed, are often more abundant flow-

erers than either parent.

208. This is, probably, connected with consti-

tutional debility. (162.J

VIII. Fruit.

209. Fruit, strictly speakings is the pistillum ar-

rived at maturity.
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210. When the calyx adheres to the pistillum.

and grows with it, to maturity, the fruit is called

inferior; as ilie a[)ple.

211. But when the pistilkim alone ripens, there

beui(T no adhesion to it on the part of the calyx,

the fruit is called superior; as the peach.

212. The fruit is, therefore, in common lan-

guaife, the flower, or some part of" it, arrived at its

most complete state of existence; and, consequen-

Iv, is itself a portion of a stunted branch. C153.)
"
213. The nature of its connection with the stem

is therefore the same as that of the branches with

each othi^r, or of leaves with their stem.

214. A superior fruit, consistin^j; only of one, or

of a small number of metamorphosed leaves,

has little or no power of formiiiira communication

wi'h the earth and of feeding itself^ as real branch-

es have. (89.)
21-5. Ft has also very little adhesion to its

branch; so that but slitjht causes are sufficient to

detach it from the p'ant, especially at an early age,

when all its parts are tender.

216. Hence the difficulty of causing peaches

and the like to sfone, or to pass over that age, in

which the vascular bundles that join them to the

branch become woody, and secure them to their

place.

217. For the same reason they are fed almost

entirely by other parts, upon secreted matter

which ihe'y attract to themselves, elaborate, and

store up in the cavities of their tissue.

218. The office of feedin<j such fruit is perfi)rm-

ed by youniz branches which transmit nutriment

to it through the bark. (69.)

219. But as yoiiuo; branches can only transmit

nutriment downwards, it follows that unless a fruit

is formed on a part of a branch below a leaf bud,

it must perish.

220. Unless there is some active vegetation in

the stem above the branch on which it grows:

when it mav possibly live and feed upon secretions

attracted by it from the main stem.

221. But inferior fruit, consisting at least of the

calyx in addition to the pistillum, has a much
more powerful communiration with the branch;

each division of its calyx having at least one bun-

dle of vascular an.i fibrous tissue, passing from it

into the branch, and acting as a stay upon the

centre to prevent its breakinji off.

222. Such fruit may be supposed much more
capable of establishing a means of attractin'cr se-

cretions from a distance; and consequently, is less

liable to perish from want of a supply of Ibod.

223. It is therefore nor so important that an in-

ferior fruit should be furnished with growing
branches above it.

224. Fruit is exclusively fed by the secretions

prepared for it by other parts; it is therefore af-

fected by nearly the same circumstances as

flowers.

225. It will be large in proportion to the quanti-

ty of food the stem can supply to it; and small in

proportion to the inability of the stem to nourish it.

226. For this reason, when trees are weak, they

should be allowed to bear very little, if any. fruit;

because a crop of fruit can only tend to increase

their debility.

227. And in all cases each fruit should be so far

separated from all others, as not to be robbed of its

food by those in its vicinity.

228. We find that nature has herself in some

measure provided against injury to plants by ex-

cessive fecundity, in giving them a power of

throwing ofi' flowers, the fruit of which cannot be

supported.

229. The flavor of fruit depends upon the ex-

istence of certain secretions, especially of acid

and sugar; flavor will, consequently, be regulated

by the circumstances under which fruit is ripened.

230. The ripening of fruit is the conversion of

acid and other substances into sugar.

231. As the latter substance cannot be obtained

at all in the dark, is less abundant in fruit ripened

in diffused light, and most abundant in fruit expo-

sed to the direct rays of the sun, the conversion of

matter into sugar occurs under the same circum-

stances as the decomposition of carbonic acid.

(141 and 279.)

232. Therefore, if fruit be produced in situa-

tions much exposed to the sun, its sweetness will

be aucrmented.

233. And in proportion as it is deprived of the

sun's direct rays, that quality will diminish.

234. So that a fruit, which when exposed to the

sun is sweet, when grown where no direct light

will reach it, will be acid; as Pears, Cherries, &c.

235. Hence acidity may bo corrected by expo-

sure to light; and excessive sweetness, or insipid-

ity, by removal from light.

236. It is the property of succulent fruits which

are acid when wild, to acquire sweetness when
cultivated, losing a parr of their acid.

237. This probably arises from the augmenta-

tion of the cellular tissue, which possibly has a

greater power than woody or vascular tissue of

assisting in the formation of sugar.

238. Asa certain quantity of acid is essential

to render fruit agreeable to the palate, and as it is

the property of cultivated fruits to add to their sac-

charine matter, but not to form more acid than

wiien wild, it (bllows, that in selecting wild fruita

lor domestication, those which are acid should be

preferred, and those which are sweet or insipid re-

jerted.

239. Unless recourse is had to hybridism; when
a wild insipid fruit may be possibly improved

f204.). or may be the means of improving some-

thing else.

240. It is very much npon such considerations

as the foregoing that the rules of training must

depend.

IX. Seed.

241. The seed is the ovulum arrived at perfec-

tion.

242. It consists of an integument enclosing an
embryo, which is the rudiment of a future plant,

243. The seed is nourished by the same means
as the fruit: and, like it, will be more or less perfect-

ly formed, according to the abundance of its nu-

triment.

244. The plant developed from the embryo in

the seed, will be in all essential particulars like its

parent species.

245. Unless its nature has been changed by
hybridizing. (204.)

246. But although it will certainly, under ordi-

nary circumstances, reproduce its species, it will by
no means uniformly reproduce the particular vari-

ety by which it was borne.

247. So that seeds are not the proper means of

propagating varieties.
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248. Neverthelegs, in' annual or biennial planip,

no nieniis can he employed for propno-aiinfr a vari-

ety, ex,cept the seeds; and yet the variety is pre-

served.

249. This ii? accomplished solely by the great
care of the cultivator, and happens thus.

250. Alihouirh a seed will not ahsohitely pro-

pasate the individual, yet as a seed will partake
more of the nature of its actual parent than of
any thintr else, its progeny may be expected, as
really happens, to resemblethevarielj'- from which
it sprung, more than any other variety of its species.

251. Provided its purity have not been contam-
inated by the intermixture of other varieties.

252. By a careful eradication of all the varie-

ties from the neighborhood of that from which
seed is to be saved, by taking care that none but
the most genuine forms of a variety are preserved
as seed-plants, and by compelling by transplanta-
tion a plant to expend all its accumulated sap in

the nourishment of its seeds, instead of in the su-
perabundant production of foliage, a crop of seed
may be procured, the plants produced by which
will, in a great measure, have the peculiar proper-
ties of the parent variety.

253. By a series of progressive seed-savings
upon the same plan, plants ivill be at \eng:th ob-
tained, in which the habits of the individual have
become as it were fixed, and capable of such ex-
act reproduction by seed, as to form an exception
to the general rule; as in Turnips, Radishes, &c.

254. But if the least neglect occurs in taking
the necessary precautions (252.) to ensure a uni-
form crop of seed, possessing the new fixed pro-
perties, the race becomes deteriorated, in propor-
tion to the want of care that has occurred, and
loses its characters of individuality.

255. In all varieties, those seeds may be expect-
ed to preserve their individual characters most dis-

tinctly which have been the best nourished (243.);
it is, consequently, those which should be select-

ed in preference (or raising nevv plants, from which
seed is to be saved.

256. When seeds are first ripened, their em-
bryo is a mass of cellular substance, containing
starch, fixed carbon, or other solid matter in its

cavities; and in this state it will remain until

fitting circumstances occur to call it into active life.

257. These fitting circumstances are, a temper-
ature above 32 degrees Fahr., a moist medium,
darkness, and exposure to air.

258. It then absorbs the moisture of the medi-
um in which it lies, inhales oxygen (278.), and
undergoes certain chemical changes; its vital

powers cause it to ascend by one ^extremity for

the purpose of finding lidit, and of decomposing
its carbonic acid (279.), by parting with its accu-
mulated oxygen, and to descend by the other ex-
tremity for the purpose of finding a constant sup-
ply of crude nutriment.

259. Unless these conditions are maintained,
seeds cannot orerminate; and, consequently an ex-
posure to light is fata! to their embryo, because
(278.) oxygen will not be absorbed in sufficient

quantity to stimulate the vital powers of the em-
bryo into action, for the purpose of parting with it

again, by the decomposition of the carbonic acid
that has been formed during its accumulation.

X. Sap.

260. The fluid matter which is absorbed either

from the earth or from the air is called sap.

261. When it first enters a plant it consists of
water holding certain principles, especially carbon-
ic acid, in solution.

262. These principles chiefly consist of animal
or vegetable matter in a state of decomposition,

and are energetic in proportion to their solubility,

or teridency to form carbonic acid by combining
with the ox3^gen of the air.

233. Sap soon afterwards acquires the nature,

of mucilage or suo-ar, and subsequently becomes
still further altered by the admixture of such solu-

ble matter as it receives in passing in its route

through the alburnum, or newly iormed woody
tissue. (65.)

264. When it reaches the vicinity of the leaves

it is attracted into them, and there, having been
exposed to light and air, is converted into the se-

cretions peculiar to the species.

265. It finally, in its altered state, sinks down
the bark, whence it is given off laterally by the

medullary rays, and is distributed through the

system.

266. No solid matter whatever can be taken up
by the roofs; for this reason, metals, which in the

state of oxydes are poisonous, are perfectly harm-
less in their metallic state, as mercury; and this is,

no doubt, the cause why liquid manure, which
contains all the soluble parts of manure in a fluid

state, acts with so much more energy than stimu-

lating substances in a solid state.

267. The cause of the motion of the sap is the

attraction of the leafbuds and leaves.

268* The leaf-buds called into growth by the

combined action of the increasing temperature and
!i,Q:ht of spring, decompose their carbonic acid

(279.), and attract fluid from thetissueimmediate-

Iv below them; the space so caused is filled up by
fiuid again attracted from below, and thus a mo-
tion gradually takes place in the sap from one ex-

tremity to the other.

269. Consequently the motion of the sap takes

place first in the branches, and last in the roots.

270. For this reason a branch of a plant sub-

jected to a high temperature in winter will grow,
while its stem is exposed to a very low tempera-

ture.

271. But growth under such circumstances will

not be long maintained, unless the roots are se-

cured from the reach of frost; for, if frozen they

cannot act, and will, consequently be unable to re-

place the sap of which the stem is emptied by the

attraction of the buds converted into branches,

and by the perspiration of the leaves, (xri.)

272. Whatever fends to inspissate the sap, such

as a dry and heated atmosphere, or an interrup-

tion of its rapid flow, or a great decomposition of

carbonic acid by full exposure to light, has the

property of causing excessive vigor to be dimin-

ished, and flower-buds to be produced.

273. While, on the other hand, whatever tends

to dilute the sap, such as a damp atmosphere, a
free and uninterrupted circulation, or a great accu-

mulation of ox3'gen in consequence of the imper-

fect decomposition of carbonic acid, has the prop-

erty of causing excessively rapid growth, and an
exclusive production of leaf-buds.

274. Inspissated or accumulated sap is, there-

fore, a great cause of fertility.

275. And thin fluid, not being elaborated, is a

great cause of sterility. .

276. The conversion of sap into difleren-t kinds
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•of serreiion is elfecipd by the combined action of

jfir (xt.), Light (xi.), and Temperature.

Xf. Air and Light.

277. When an omhr\-o plant (242.) is farmed

wiihin its inlPixunientP, it iis usually colorless, or

nearly so; but, as soon as it boixiiis to arow, that

part which approaches the litrhl (the stem) he-

comes colored, while the opposite extremity (the

root) remains colorless.

278. The parts exposed to the air absorb oxy-

gen at niirht, absorb carbonic acid and part with

oxvii'en Hirain in dayliixhi; and thus in tlie daytime

purify the air, and render it fit for the respiration of

man.
279. The intensity of this latter phenomenon is

in proportion to the intensity of solar light to which
leaves are directly exposed.

280. Its cause is the decomposition of carbonic

acid, the extrication of oxygen, and the acquisi-

tion, by the plant, of carbon in a solid state: from

which, modified by the peculiar vital actions of

species, color, and secretions, are supposed to

result.

281. For it is found that the intensity of color

tmd the quantity of secretions are in proportion to

the exposure to light and air, as is shown by the

deeper color of the upper side of leaves, &c.

282. And bv the llict that if plants be grown in

airlrom which lijiht is excluded, neither color nor

secretions are formed, as is exemplified in blanch-

ed vegetables; which if even naturally poisonous,

may, from want of exposure to light, become
wholesome, as Celery.

283. When any color appears in parts develop-

ed in the dark it is generally caused by the ab-

sorption of such coloring matter as pre-existed in

the root or other body irom which the blanched

shoot proceeds, as in some kinds of Rhubarb
when forced.

284. Or by the deposition of coloring matter

formed by parts developed in light, as in the sub-

terranean roots, of Beet, Carrots, &c.

285. What is true of color is also true of flavor,

which equally depends upon light for its existence;

because flavor is produced by chemical alterations

in the sap caused by exposure to light. (229.)
286. The same thing occurs in regard to nutri-

tive matter, which in like manner is formed by the

exposure of leaves to light. Thus the Potato

when forced in dark houses contains no more am-
ylaceous matter than previously existed in the ori-

ginal tuber; but acquires it in abundance when
placed in the light, and deposites it in proportion as

it is influenced by light and air. Thus, also, if

Peaches are grown in wooden houses, at a dis-

tance from the light, they will form so little nutri-

tive matter as to be unable to support a crop of

fruit, the greater part of which will fall ofl^ And
for a similar reason it is only the outside shoots of

standard fruit trees that bear fruit. Considerations

of this kind form in part the basis of pruning and
traininsr.

287. Light is the most powerful stimulus that

can be employed to excite the vital actions of

plants, and its energy is in proportion to its inten-

sity; so that the direct rays of the sun will pro-

duce much more powerful eflfects than the diffused

light of day.

288. Hence, if buds that are very excitable are

placed in a diffused light, their excitability will be
chocked.

289. And if buds that are vt-ry torpid are ex-
pof^ed to direct light, ihey will be stimulated into

action.

290 So that what parts of a tree shall first be-

gin to grow in the spring may be determined at

the will of the cultivator.

291. Th.s is the key to some important practices

in fiircinij.

292. This should also cause attention to be paid

to shading buds from the direct rays of the sun in

particular cases: as in thai ofcuttiniis, whose buds,

if too rapidly excited, might exhaust their only

reservoir of sap, the stem, belbre new roots were
formed to repair such loss.

293. As plants derive an essential part of their

food from the air (280.) by the action of liirht, it

follows that in glass-houses those which admit the

greatest portion of light are the Irest adapted for

purposes of (uiltivation.

294. The proportion of opaque matter in the

roof of a glass-house constructed of wood varies

trom a third to a seventh— that of an iron-house

does not exceed one twenty-third.

295. Therelbre iron-rooled houses are in this

respect better suited for cultivation than wooden-
roofed houses.

296. And it has been found by experiment, that

liffht passes more freely through a curvilinear

than through a plane roof, and through glass

forming an acute angle with ihe horizon than

through perpendicular glass; it follows that a cur-

vilinear roof is best, and a plane roof with glass

perpendicular sides the worst adapted to the pur-

poses of the cultivator.

297. For the same reason common green glass

is less fitted for glazing forcing- houses than white

crown glass.

298. Poisonous gases in very minute quantities

act upon vegetation with great energy. A ten-

thousandth part of sulphurous acid gas is quickly

fatal to the life of plants; and hence the danger of

flues heated by coal fires, and the impossibility of

making many species grow in the vicinity of

houses heated by coal fires, or in large towns.

XII. Perspiration.

299. It is not, however, exclusively by the ac-

tion of light and air that the nature of sap is alter-

ed. Evaporation is constantly going on during

the growth of a plant, and sometimes is so co-

pious, that an individual will perspire its own
weight of water in the course of 24 hours.

300. The loss thus occasioned by the leaves is

supplied by crude fluid, absorbed by the roots, and
conveyed up the stem with great rapidit}'.

301. The consequence of such copious perspi-

ration is the separation and solidification of the car-

bonized matter that is produced for the peculiar

secretions of a species.

302. For the maintenance of a plant in health,

it is indispensable that the supply of fluid by the

roots should be continual and uninterrupted.

303. If any thing causes perspiration to take

place faster than it can he counteracted by the ab-

sorption of fluid from the earth, plants will be dried

up and perish.

304. Such causes are, destruction of spongioles,

an insuflicient quantity of fluid in the soil, an ex-
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posure of the spongioles to occasional dryness, and

a dry atmosphere.

305. Tlie most ready nneans of counteracting

the evil consequences of an imperfect action of

the roots is by preventing or diminishing evapo-

ration.

306. This is to he effected by rendering the at-

mosphere extremely humid.

307. Tlujs, in curvilinear iron hot-houses, in

which the atmospiiere becomes so dry in conse-

quence of the heat, that plants perish, it is neces-

sary that the air should be rendered extremely

humid, by tlirovvinir water upon the pavement, or

by introducing steam.

308. And in transplantation in dry weather,

evergreens, or plants in leaf, often die, because

the s'ponifioles are destroyed, or so \hr injured in

the operation as to be unable to act, while the

leaves never cease to perspire.

309. The greater certainty of transplanting

plants that have been growing in pots is Irom this

latter circumstance intelliirible,

310. While the utility of putting cuttings or

newly transplanted seedlings into a shady damp
atmosphere, is explained by the necessity of hin-

dering evaporation.

XIII. Cuttings.

311. When a separate portion of a plant is

caused to produce new roots and branches, and to

increase an individual, it is a cutting.

312. Cuttings are of two sorts—cuttings proper-

ly so called, and eyes. ("319.^

313. A cuttintj; consists of an internodiuni, or a

part of one, with its nodus (59.) and leaf-bud.

314. When the internodium is plunged in the

earth it attracts fluid from the soil, and nourishes

the bud until it can feed itself

315. The bud, teeding at first upon the matter

in the internodium, gradually elongates upwards

into a branch, and sends organized matter down-
wards, which becomes roots.

316. As soon as it has established a communi-
cation with the soil, it becomes a new individual,

exactly like that from which it was taken.

317" As it is the action of the leaf-buds that

causes growth in a cutting, it Ibllows that no cut-

ting without a leaf bud wifl grow.

318. Unless the cutting has great vitality and

power of forming adventitious leaf buds (119.),

which sometimes happens.

319. An e>e is a leal-bud without an interno-

dium.
320. It only differs from a cutting in having no

reservoir of food on which to exist, and in emit-

ting its roots immediately ti'om the base of the

leaf-bud into the soil.

321. As cuttings will very often, if not always,

develope leaves before any powerful connection is

li)rined between them and the soil, they are pecu-

liarly liable to suffer from perspiration.

322. Hence the importance of maintaining their

atmosphere in an uniform state of humidity, as is

effected by putting bell or other glasses over thein.

323. In this case, however, it is necessary that

if air-tight covers are employed, such as bell

crlasses, they should be from time to time removed

and replaced, for the sake of getting rid of exces-

sive humidity.

324. Layers differ from cuttings in nothing ex-

cept that they strike root into the soil while yet ad"
heniigto the parent plant.

325. Whatever is true of cuttings is true of lay-

ers, except that the latter are not liable to suffer by
evaporation, because of their communication with
the parent plant.

.326. As cuttings strike roots into the earth by
the action of leaves or leaf-buds, it might be sup-
posed that they will strike most readily when the

leaves or leat-buds are in their greatest vigor.

327. Nevertheless, this power is controlled so

much by the peculiar vital powers of different spe-

cies, and by secondary considerations, that it is im-
possible to say that this is an absolute rule.

32S. Thus Dahlias and other herbaceous plants

will strike root freely when cuttings are very
young; and Heaths, Azaleas, and other hard
wooded plants, only when the wood has just be-

gun to harden.

329. The former is, probably, owing to some
specific vital excitability, the force of which we
cannot appreciate; the latter either to a kind of tor-

por, which seems to seize such plants when their

tissue is once emptied of fluid, or to a natural

slowness to send down woody matter, whether tor

wood or not, which is the real cause of their wood
beincT harder.

330. If ripened cuttings are upon the whole the

most fitted lor multiplication, it is because their tis-

sue is less absorbent than when younger, and that

they are less likely to suffer either from repletion

or evaporation.

331. For to gorge tissue with food, before leaves

are in action to decompose and assimilate it, is as

prejudicial, as to empty tissue by the action of
leaves, before spongioles are prepared to replen-

ish it.

332. For this reason, pure silex, in which no
stimulating substances are contained (silver sand)
is the best adapted for promoting the rooting of
cuttings that strike with difficulty.

333. And for the same reason, cuttings with
what gardeners call a heel to them, or a piece of

the older wood, strike root more readily than such
as are not so protected. The greater age of the
tissue of the heel renders it less arjsorbent than
tissue that is altogether newly formed.

334. It is to avoid the bad effect of evaporation
that leaves are usually for the most part removed
fi-om a cutting, when it is first prepared.

XIV. Scions.

335. A scion is a cutting (311.) which is caus-
ed to grow upon another plant, and not in earth,

336. Scions are of two sorts, scions properly so

called, and buds. (354.)
337. Whatever is true of cuttings, is true also of

scions, all circumstances being equal.

338. When a scion is adapted to another plant,

it attracts fluid from it for the nourishment of its

leaf buds, until they can feed themselves.

339. Its buds thus fed gradually grow upwards
into branches, and send woody matter downwards,
which is analogous to roots.

340. At the same time the cellular substance of

the scion and its stock adheres (19.) so as to form

a com[)lete organic union.

341. The woody matter descending from the

bud passes through the cellular substance info the

stock, where it occupies the same situation as
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would have been occupied by the woody matter

supplied by buds belon>ririg to the stock itself.

342. Once united, the scion covers the wood of

the stock with new wood, and ciuises the produc-

tion ol' new roots,

343. But the character of the woody matter

sent down by the scion over the. wood of the stock

being determined by the cellular substance, which
has exclusively a horizontal developement (73.),

it Ibllows that the wood of the stock will always
remain apparently the same, although it is furnish-

ed by the scion.

344. Some scions will grow upon a stock with-

out being able to transmit any woody matter into

it; as some Cacti.

345. When this happens, the adhesion of the

two takes place by the cellular substance only, and
the union is so imperfect that a slight degree of vi-

olence suffices to dissever them.
346. And in such cases the buds are fed by their

woody matter, which absorbs the ascendinj? sap

from the stock at the point where the adhesion

has occurred; and the lat er, never augmenting in

diameter, is finally overgrown by the scion.

347. When, in such instances, the communica-
tion between the stock and the scion is so much
interrupted that the sap can no longer ascend with

sufficient rapidity into the branches, the latter die;

as in many Peaches.

348. This incomplete union between the scion

and its stock is owing to some constitutional or or-

ganic difference in the two.

349. Therefore care should be taken that when
plants are grafted on one another,their constitution

should be as nearly as possible identical.

350. As adhesion of only an imperfect nature

takes place when the scion and stock are, to a cer-

tain degree, dissimilar in constitution, so will no
adhesion whatever occur when their constitution-

al ditierences are very decided.

351. Hence it is only species very nearly allied

in nature that can be grafted on each other.

352. As only similar tissues will unite (19.), it

is necessary, in applying a scion to the stock, that

similar parts should be carefully adapted to each
other; as bark to bark, cambium to cambium, and
alburnum to alburnum.

353. The second is more especially requisite,

because it is through the cambium that the woody
matter sent downwards by the buds must pass;

and also because cambium itself, being organizing
matter in an incipient state, will more readily Ibrm
an adhesion than any other part.

354. The same principles apply to hids, which
are to scions precisely what eyes ("319.) are to

cuttings.

355. inarching is the same with reference to

grafting, that layering (324.) is with reference to

striking by cuttings.

356. It serves to maintain the vitality of a scion

until it can form an adhesion with its stock; and
must be considered the most certain mode of graft-

ing.

357. It is probable that every species of flower-

ing plant, without exception, may be multiplied by
grafting.

358. Nevertheless, there are many species and
even tribes that never have been grafted.

359- It has been found that in the Vine and the
Walnut this difficulty can be overcome by atten-

tion to their peculiar constitutions; and it is proba

ble that the same attention will remove supposed
dillicullies in the case of other species.

XV". IVansplantaiion.

360. Transplantation consists in removing a
plant from the soil in which it is <irowin<r to some1*1 OB
otjier soil.

361. If in llie operation the plant is torpid, and
its ppongioles uninjured, the removal will not be
profiuctive of any interruption to the previous rate

of ijrowlh.

362. And if it is growing, or evergreen, nnd the

spongioles are uninjured, the removal will produce

no further injury than may arise from the tempo-
rary suspension of the action of the spongioles,

and tlie non-cessation of perspiration during the

operation.

363. So that transplantation may take place at

all seasons of the year, and under all circumstan-

ces, provided the spongioles are uninjured.

364. This applies to the largest trees as well as

to the smallest herbs.

365. But as it is impossible to take plant? out of

the earth without destroying or injuring the spon-

gioles, the evil consequences of such accidents

must be remedied by the hindrance of evapo-
ration.

366. Transplantation should therefore take place

only when plants are torpid, and when their respi-

ratory organs (leaves) are absent; or, if they

never lose those organs, as evergreens, only at

seasons when the atmosphere is periodically

charged with humidity for some considerable

time.

367. Old trees in which the roots are much in-

jured, form new ones so slowly, that they are very

liable to be exhausted of sap by the absorption of

their very numerous young buds before new spon-

gioles can be formed.

368. The amputation of all their upper extremi-

ties is the most probable prevention of death; but

in most cases injury of their roots is without a
remedy.

369. Plants in pots being so circumstanced that

the spongioles are protected from injury, can,

however, be transplanted at all seasons, without

any dangerous consequences.

From the Cincinnati Daily Gazette.

Lake County, la., August 20, 1837.

Editor Gazette: Sir— I am a dweller upon and

cultivator of a part of the great western prairies.

As often as they have been described, there are

many of your readers who have a very erroneous

idea of a prairie country. Perhaps a plain de-

scription of the native appearance, and mode of

breaking up and cultivating, may interest them as

much as the history of a quarrel among a society

of peace-makers, or a dissertation as to whether it

would be better for this humbugged nation to be

humbugged by one great humbug, or a thousand

little ones.

The most eastern prairies are found in the cen-

tral parts of Ohio; generally flat wet land, which

many suppose is the ruling feature of all prairies.

The great chain of prairies commences in Michi-

gan and extends south-westerly to Mexico, increas-

ing in magnitude as they extend west. There is

every variety of prairie land, from the "grassy
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lake?," like tiie ever-nrliides of Florida, to the

highest rolling, dry land that abounds in thecoun-

try. In the prairies in the north of Indiana, the

streams are generally boniered with "marsh prai-

rie," sometimes very soil and miry, extending the

whole width of what you would call the first bot-

tom, or interval heiwe"en the bank and high land,

and often covered with the most luxuriant growth

of grass and rushes, and in shallow streams ex-

tending entirely across, so that the old proverb of

"can't set the river on fire," dont apply here, for

streams of three or four leet depth often burn over.

Some streams have no banks—the ground rising

in a true grade from the boiloni of the river for

miles—such for instance is the celebrated Kanka-

kee, the marsh of which in places is several miles

wide, and a stranger would approach near the

channel without once conceiving of the presence

ot' a river which is as large or larger than the

Licking, or Great Miami.

This marsh is interspersed with islands of dry

prairie and timber—some of which are celebrated

in Indian history as having afforded an almost un-

approachable retreat (or the discomfited army of

Tippecanoe. A pursuit of the retreating foe alter

that battle, would have been found as impracticable

as a pursuit of the same kind of foe has been

found in Florida. The Kankakee being entirely

inaccessible, except in two or three places, from

the upper rapids, near the Illinois state line, to the

south bend of the St. Joseph; so that the only

method of pursuit would have been by boats up

the river, past the very muzzles of the Indian ri-

fles, the ov/ners of which could have lain conceal-

-ed in the tall grass on the banks within ten yards

•of the passing boats.

It is from the burning of these or similar marsh
prairies, that the thousand and one poetical flour-

ishes have been painted, to convey an idea to the

uninitiated, of the "sublime and awfully grand

spectacle of a burning prairie." And 'tis these

descriptions that have conveyed the idea that all

prairies are covered with grass so tall that a horse-

man is in danger of losing himself if he happens
to get "off the trail;" when in truth the ordinary

growth on a dry prairie is only about 8 or 10 inches

of thick, fine grass, that resembles timothy when
about half grown, and is usually called "buffalo

grass." And when burning, which it generally

does about Noventiber, it makes a fire about as

large as the burning of leaves in wood-land and
occasions no more danger; as it rilns through an
oak rail fence without creating blaze enough to set

it on fire.

The prairies hereabouts are moderately undula-

ting, surrounded or interspersed with groves of

timber at no inconvenient distances, and watered
with durable mill streams and small creeks, springs

and lakes, and ponds, varying in size from the

fourth of an acre to a thousand acres. Wells of

good water are easily obtained, at all depths, from
five to a hundred feet, of clay and sand digging.

The quality of the soil is very various, or rather

the subsoil—for the whole country appears to be

covered with a rich, loose black mould, varying in

depth Irom three to four inches to as many leet.

In some places this mould rests on a bed of loose

sand, almost quicksand, with a surface as level as

water—in others, it rests on a more compact bed of

sand and gravel, that takes up the water as fast as

it falls, leaving the soil at all times dry and pleas-

ant to work, though very liable to be exhausted.

In other places a bed of sandy loam lies belovv

the top soil, and this sometimes rests on sand and
gravel, and sometimes on a compact bed of strong

white clay, from one to fifty feet through to the

sand. In other places the soil is exactly similar

to the upland ol' Ohio, very strong and durable,

and very muddy in wet wea'her.

Stone is scarce. On some prairies you could

not find one as big a;s your head in a month. On
others, detached masses ol" granite are so plenty

as to maki' ploughing, at first, difficult. Limestone
is scarce—thouixh it is beginning to be found, and
undoubtedly will be discovered in sufficient quan-
tities as the country grows old. Marl is very

abundant, and is used as a substitute for lime.

You may think that the want of stone subjects

the new settler to serious inconvenience in build-

ing his first cabin, where neither brick nor stone

can be had to build a fireplace—but "want is the

mother of invention." It rnay be curious, if not

to you, who have grown up with log cabins and
clearings of the west, yet to some, t(j know how a

good fireplace can be built without either brick or

stone. Here then is a specification, and one of

far more importance than many a one tor which a
patent has been granted. After having made the

cribbing or wooden frame which forms the outside

of common cabin fireplaces, mark ofi the exact

size you wish to have the fireplace, and then set

up posts and nail clapboards on to form the shape
of the back and jambs, and fill up tlie space with

dry dirt, which must be pounded compactly to-

gether as fast as put in, and when of sufficient

height; put on the wooden mantle, which should

be of white walnut, (butternut) if possible, fas
this wood is almost incombustible) and continue

the chimney with sticks and clay in the ordinary

way. The hearth is made by pounded clay in the

same manner as the fireplace, and then a fire be-

ing built, gradually burns out the frame of the

mould; and if the dirt used was of a quality of

clay that would answer for making brick, the fire-

place will stand as long, and answer every pur-

pose except in the looks of things, as brick. The
hearth will want repairing once a year. With
such a fireplace, in a room 16 or 18 feet square,

built of round poles or small logs laid up in the

form of a rail pen, one above another, and notch-

ed together at the corners, and the cracks filled

with chunks of woods and daubed with mud, and

the floor made of logs split in halves or quarters

and roughly hewed, the roof formed of clap-

boards splitabout 4 feet long and 6 or 8 inches

wide, laid upon poles and held in their places by

other poles on top, a door made of the same kind

of stuff, hung with wooden hintres, and a ^ew

shelves put up on pins fixed in the logs, have lived,

and still live, nianv of the best citizens of the

west. You, Mr. Editor, if I mistake not, can

speak experimentally upon this matter. Do any

of the cits, who have been reduced by the

"grippe" from high life above, "to high lile below

stairs," ever think that as good men as them-

selves, who have enjoyed life in a parlor, draw-

ing-room and dining-hall, are now enjoying life

better in such a cabin as above described. And if

the deranged state of commercial business should

have a tendency to drive a few thousands more

into the same kind of enjoyment of life, and to the

cultivation of such a soil as I have described, you

might truly say that good had sprung from evil.
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I conceive that 1 he greatest benefit tluxt could be

bestowed upon this jjation, would be to cau.«eii\nd

cultivation to become as fashionable as land spes-

ulation.

Specie pavmenis, or specie, currency, or a re-

charter of the U. States Bank, would not bring so

great a biessintT upon the country, as a recharter

of that good old fashion, of farmers, bringing up
their sons and dauijhters to their own trade, and
teaching them that it would not be ungentcd to

follow it. But so long as fashion calls such hosts

from the plough and cheese tub, to the counter

and milliner's shop, so long the non-producing
class should never complain of "high prices" of

the necessaries of lile. They may cry "flour

must come down" until they are hoarse, but it

will not come down till their own pride comes
down— till they could be contented in the aforesaid

log cabin, and become makers of their own flour

BtutT; and then lo them the price would come
down.
But I have digressed from my text. I had in-

tended this letter to have been altogether descrip-

tive. However, who shall deny the truth of my
ehort sermon? and let those who realize its truth,

profit by it. Is it not the duty of editors, in these

times, also to preach these truths constantly? To
urge the surplus population of your cities to flee

while they can fi-om the trouble yet. to come; and
if they are unable to buy a small lot of govern-
ment land, let them become "squatters," and cul-

tivators; and by thus assisting to raise a surplus

of grain, prevent its importation, while they at the

same time are adding riches, health, and happi-
ness, to themselves and families.

The difficulties of getting a farm under cultiva-

tion in a heavy timbered country, deters many
from the undertaking; and the inability of many,
in a pecuniary point, to purchase a cultivated farm,

keeps thousands in the cities who would be better

away, and who add nothing to the wealth of the

community where they get their precarious living;

and who would make valuable members of com-
munity, if properly situated in a proper place.

HavintT stretched this to an unreasonable length,

I shall defer, to the next communication, to tell

you how prairie is "broke up," and how f(?nced

without stone or timber—and how crops are put in,

how they grow, and sundry other interesting

items, perhaps.

With much respect I am your old friend,

S. R.

From tlie American Farmer.

LOUDOUN FARMIXG.

Communicated by Gtn. W.Jeffreys, esq., of North
Carolina, far publication inthe vlmerican Far-
mer.

Aldie, March Isf, 1819.

Dear Sir—In fulfilment of the promise made
you some time ago, I embrace the first leisure

moment to answer your anxious inquiries on the
Bubject of Loudoun husbandry, &c. ; and in do-
\ni, so, I shall confine myself entirely to the prac-
tice, without attempting to reason from efl^iecta to

causes; for he who endeavors to recommend to

the farmer's practice, a method of cultivation,

founded only upon theory, though supported by
the most plausible deductions, will be much more

Vol. V—75

likely to lead liiin into error, than the man who,
by the observation of what has happened to him-

self and others, from one uniform method of prac-

tice, ventures to pronounce that the like will hap-

pen to all, if all, in like circumstances, will be per-

suaded to pursue the same course. I will endea-

vor to answer your (jueries in the order you have
submitted them.

Query 1.—Oa what soils does plaster succeed

best?

yinsrcer.—It is believed, that a hilly, dry, gra-

velly or loaaiy soil, that will sink the water quick

in winter, to be much the best. I have seen great

effects from plaster, when the land was moderately

undulatory, and even level, when raised into beda

with waler-flirrows, eight or nine feet apart.

Cold, flat, Wack-jack land, is seldom favorable

to it.

Q. 2.—What kinds of crops does it benefit

most ?

jf.—I esteem it most efficacious on tobacco and
clover, though its effects are great on all kinds of

grass, grain, and plants.

Q. 3.—When is the time, and how is the plas-

ter applied '?

y/.— It is almost the universal practice with the

Loudoun farmers to roll all kind of seeds in plaster;

even potatoes cut and plastered, produce more
abundantly. I soak my seed wheat for twenty-

four hours, in strong brine, and, after draining it,

roll it in plaster, at the rate of a peck to a bushel

of wheat. As soon as the wheat branches in the

fiill, I strew a bushel of plaster to the acre, and irr

the spring, immediately after sowing my clover

seed, I strew an equal quantity of rotten or leached

ashes and plaster to the acre, say an half bushet

of each. I soak my seed corn for tvventy-four

hours in strong manure water, and when dropped

in the hill, throw the half of a table spoonful of

dry plaster on the corn before it is covered ; the

usual practice is to roll the corn in plaster before

plantinor, and to drop the plaster on the young
plant, after the firat hoeing, or to strew it broad-

cast over the whole field. I greatly approve of

fall plastering <f wheat, and am confident in my
fir-st experiment, I more than quadrupled my
crop fi'om a field of twenty acres.

Q. 4.—When is the best time of applying it

to clover and other grasses'?

/I.— It is best to commence early in the spring
;

and as plaster is of a capricious nature, its appli-

cation in small quantities, say an half bushel of
less to the acre, and frequent repetitions, is most-

efficacious.

Q. 5.—Is it a'cuiTent opinion in Loudoun, that

there is any thing peculiar to the soil of" that

coiinty. which fiivors the effects of plaster?

A.— It is not ; as it is a well known fact, that

the efl^ects of plaster are equally great in neigh-

boring counties. It is believed, that the renova-

tion of the soil, by the application of plaster, has
been more rapid between the Cotoeton and Blue
Ridge mountain, than any other part of thij

county. This embraces a country from twelve to

fifteen miles wide, and about thirty miles iff

length.

$.6.—When is the time for sowing clovef
seed ?

ji.—Our farmers are governed much by f&e
weather, in sowing their clover seed ; some sow
in the fail, but most of them in t&e spring, upow
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wheat, rye or oata. They have their favorite

months—many of them sowing in all three
of the monihs of February, March and April.

Some prefer sowing the seed when the ground is

covered with snow, as it can be seen whether the
seed is strewed evenl3\

Q- 7.—What is the manner of sowing clover
seed ?

y/.—The most of our farmers sow the seed
broad cast, as they do turnip or any other kind of
email seed. I have seen a box used lor sowinir

clover seed that ansvyers extreniely well. If

was invented by Mr. Bordley, of Maryland,
and consists of a box seven feet long, five inches
wide and three inches^deep, made of light half
inch boards. Tjie box is divided info seven ) arts,

each division having two holes bored through the

bottom, haif an inch in diameter and placed diag-
onally. Square jjieces of strong writing paper
are pasted over the holes, on the inside of the
box. A hole is burnt ivith a coarse knitting nee-
dle through each paper. At about a third of the
distance from each end of the box, were fastened
strong leather straps, by which the box was held,

and a little agitated in carrying before the seeds-
man, walking along the lands.

The Pennsylvania farmers sow in the propor-
tion of a bushel of clover seed to eight acres of
land. Our proportion is a bushel to ten or twelve
acres, when it is intended ibr hay or seed; when
for pasture, a bushel to twenty acres.

Q- 8.— VVhat are the modes practised in Lou-
doun, for gathering and cleaiiinsr clover seed ?

^-—The most common practice, is, to cut the
clover with a scythe: and as soon as it is mown,
to rake it into small heaps, and expose it in the
field for several weeks, to promote the decay of
the husk ; these heaps are turned during wet wea-
ther. When the husks are sufficiently rotten,"

which may be ascertained by rubbing the heads
between the hands, they are "housed and thrashed
or trod out by horses, during the cold dry wenther
in winter. It is then blown gently through a
wheat fin, to separate the pug or chafi' fi-om" the
seed. The seed and chaff are sown separately

;

but as a large proportion of the seed will always
remain in the chaff, the field sown with the chaff
is generally thickest set with clover. Some of our
farmers make use of a machine invented in Npw
York, which is very simple in its construction.
The machine is drawn by one horse, and is guid-
ed by a man or boy. It' consists of an open'hox,
about four feet square at the bottom, and about
three in height on the two sides and back part

;

the fore part is open, and has fingers fixed to it, ei-

ther of hickory or steel, like a comb, about thirteen
inches long, and so near as to hrenk of}' the heads
from the clover stalks between them, which are'

thrown back into the box as the horse advances.
The box is fixed on an axle-tree, supported by
two small wheels, two feet in diameter. Two
handles are fixed to the hinder part, by means of
which, the driver, while he manngps the horse,
raises or lowers the machine, so as to take off all

the heads of the clover. It is the second crop of
clover that is saved for seed, that is of the same
year

;_
and when saved for seed, the heads should

be quite brown or dead ripe.

Q. 9.—What is the modeofcurinu clover hay?
^.—When the half or more of the clover

keads are turned from red to brown, and on the

decay, it is the right time to mow it. Some
make clover hay, by following the mowers, and
spreading the swarths as soon as the dew is off,

anil making it up into cocks before night—some
make it into cocks immediately after the mowers.
It is a hay that requires great attention in cur-
ing, as the heads and leaves will bear little stirring

without crumbling; it is therefore best to rake it

after the dew falls in the evening. The hay is

put into the stack or barn the day. after it is mown,
and to secure it from beconiiuij over-heated or

mildewed, some sprinkle salt alternately tielween

each layer of hay, which, assimilaiinu wiih the
juices of' the hay, prevents too great a fermenta-
tion. Some put a layer of straw between, load

and load of it. The straw contracts so much of
its moisture, that the cattle eat it very freely.

Where straw or salt are not used, it is usual to

make a funnel in the centre of the stack to admit
the air. This tnay be sim|)ly done, by placing or

leaniiiiT five or six rails against a centre pole, to

stack the hay around.

Q. 10.—Is clover much used for raising hogs'?

^.— It is : and our liirmers are making it a pro-

fitable business. Tlie hogs are turned in when
the clover is in blossom, and thrive exceedingly
on it. They graze without attempting to root.

The averajre quantity of corn allowed in former

times to make a hog good bacon, was two barrels
;

since the introduction of clover, a barrel, and
sometimes less, is found sufficient.

Q. 11.— Is (\eQp ploughing much practised?

J?.— It is : and has done as much in my opi-

nion, to improve the soil of Loudoun, as the clo-

ver husbandry, and plaster. We seldom use less

than three, frequently tour, and sometimes five

stroni? horse's in a ploush, and ploush as deep as

ilie plough and the sirenjj^lh of the horses will

admit. Mr. Arthur Young, by attending parti-

cularly to the depth of ploughing in various towns
in Eniiland, found that the average depth in

sandy soils was four inches, in loamy soils four

and three quarters, and in clayey soils, three and
an half In Loudoun, we plough much deeper

;

sometimes not less than ten or eleven inches.

Great rejjard is paid to the situation of the land,

by our best farmers ; they never plough when the

land is so wet that it will not easily crumble ; be-

cause the principal design of ploughing, is to

break the cohesion of the soil; and. if in plough-

ing, you turn over a wet mass, the ploughing can
be of no advantage, as the soil becomes no lighter

or locscr by if, Imt rather heavier and more com-
pact. Regard is also had to the shape of the

land, by ploun-hing the hills horizontally, and
making the ftinows as nearly parallel to .the base

as possible. Owiuir to this mode of ploughing, it

is rarely that you now meet with a gully.

Q. 12.—At what time of the year is the land

broke up deep?
yf.—We plough deep for all kinds of crops.

For corn and oats, we break up our land early in

the spring or late in the fall. When the land is

broke up (or corn in the fall, we often plough it in

the sprinir, and cross running a heavy harrow
over it, either lay it off from three and an half to

four feet each way, or in drills, from five to eight

feet wide, and plant the corn from twelve to eigh-

teen inches apart. The deep ploughing not only

retains the moisture from rains and dews, pre-

vents gullies by absorbing the water, but burie*
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the roots and seeds of the weeds so eirectually as

to require but hltle cidlivation for iheconi-, a

coninion liiiht harrow run over the corn when it

is ahout six inches tuf^h, and one plouirhinir witli

a hoe, harrow, or cuiuvator, will he sufficient.

From such a system of cuhivaiion, I liave, tliis

year, made (i-om a !ar<fe field, more barrels to

the acre, ihan ii would have produced bushels ol

corn, eiii;ht years ajio, when 1 purchased it, and

there has not been five cart loads of nianure on

the field since it came into mv possession.

Q, 13.—What com-se ol'" crops are generally

pursued in Loudoun ?

jj.—l believe (he five year's rotation is the most

common ; that is, corn,' wheat, clover, clover,

wheat. The mist productive and impruvin<2; ro-

taiion in my opinion, is the six year's rotation
;

that is, corn, wheat, clover, clover, wheat, clover.

By this rotation, one sixth of the plough land

will be in corn, one-third in wheat, and one-half

in cloverevery year. Each field is to be cultiva-

ted in corn, once in every six years. The follow-

ing is an illustration of the whole round oi" crops

during six years

:

Ninaber of I'^ields.
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The clover fielti in course, to be cultivated in to-

bacco, should be broke up deep, late in the iail,

and during ihe dry and frozen weather, all the

slock should be fed on it. By pursuing such a

system as tiiis, I fl-el confident, you have no land

that cannot he reclaimed so as to produce more to-

bacco at the end of one rotation, than it did in its

ori<rinal state.

Q. IS.—What kind of plough is most used in

Loudoun '?

^.—The most approved plough, is otie made
in this village, by a Mr. McKinzie. It has an
arched or crooked beam, to prevent its choaking in

clover or foul land. The mould-board is much
upon the principle of the Jefferson mould-board,

&s are the Peacock, Chenovveth and Freeborn pa-

tent ploughs. We have several very good
plough makers in this county, all of whom use

cast-iron mould-boards, made irom their own pat-

terns. The Freeborn plough of New York, is

highly recommend'^d, and will suit your land. It

can be had in any of the seaport towns.

Q. 19.—What kind of harrows used ?

j^.—There has been but little improvement on

the harrow. The square harrow is the most com-
mon. Each farmer has two or more harrows,

light or heavy, to suit the ground or purposes for

which they are used.

I have endeavored, in a hasty manner, to an-

swer your inquiries on thesul)ject of Loudoun hus-

bandry. Should I not have been sufficiently ex-

plicit, or should you, or the society, of which you
are so zealous a member, wish further information,

it will give me great pleasure to impart any know-
ledge I may have gained from my own experi-

ence, or the experience of my neighbors.

I am, with sentiments of

Great respect, yours,

William Noland.
George TV. Jeffrexjs, esq.

THE PERSIMMON TREE.

—

Dwspliyros Firgi-

niana.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

I am somewhat surprised, that the persimmon
tree of Virginia has not attracted more general

attention. It is certainly one of the most valuable

trees we have, being a great annual bearer of quick

and vigorous growth, producing fruit from the seed

in four years, attaining great age, very hardy, and
Bubject to no disaster. This tree, according to the

Linnsean system, belongs to Polygamia Dioecia.

persimmon trees are in pairs, each bearing flowers,

male and female. The fruit is not found in per-

fection beyond the 40th degree of north latitude:

hence, we find southern persimmons in great de-

mand, when ofl'eied lor sale in northern markets.

I will now give a synopsis of this tree, as far as

it has come under ray observation. First, the

Bark.—The bark of the persimmon tree, makes
a permanent and lasting dye, with salme and me-
tallic mordants ; with alum, a beautiful yellow is

obtained. The extract of the bark, rubbed down
with olive oil, stands highly recommended <n

chronic inflammation of the eyes. When pound-
red, and given in doses of a tea-spoonful or more,

it cuts short the period of intermitting fever. It

is also used in ulcerous sore throat.

The Ltavea arid flowers.—The tender leaves,

soon after they bud, if carefully gathered and
dried in the shade, make an agreeable lea, not in-

ferior in flavor to the coarser teas of China. The
flowers also, when dried, make a pleasant aro-

matic tea.

The Ripe Fruit.—There is a great variety of
this fruit, as great, perhaps, as we find among the

apple. The best persimmons ripen soft and
svv-eet, having a clear, thin, transparent skin, with-
out any rough taste. This should he attended to

by the cultivator, as it is highlv important to have
select fruit. A good ripe persimmon is a delicate

nutritious morsel ; most animals liitten upon them,
the chicken, duck, turkey, goose, doer, bog, sheep
and cow, all eat them greedily. The fruit, well

mashed, and strained through a coarse wire .«eive,

makes delightl'ul bread, pies a. id puddings. Wheu
,

kneaded with v.'heat-bran, and vvell baked in an
oven, the bread may be put away for winter use
in making beer, and used when wanted.
The (bllowing I consider a good receipt for mak-

ing persimmon beer:

Sweet ripe persimmons,
mashed and strained, - 1 bush, or 8 galls.

Wheat bran, - - |- bushel.

Mix them well together, and bake in loaves of
a convenient size; break them in a clean barrel,

and add 12 gallons water, and two or three ounces
hops ; keep the barrel in a warm room. As soon
as fermentation subsides, bottle off the beer, hav-
ing good long corks, and place th:em in alow tem-
perature, and it will keep and improve lor twelve
months.
This beer, when properly made in a warm

room, and boitied as above, is an ex(]uisitely de-

lightful beverage, containing no alcohol, and is, to

the connoisseur of temperate taste, superior to the

fermented juice of the vine. The persimmon
contains much sugar, and I have no doubt, when
a fair experiment is made, that it will be found to

yield more sugar, in a given bulk, than the beet or

pumpkin. Ripe persimmons may be kept through
the winter in pots, having layers of dry sand, or

strained and bottled.

The Persimmon Seed.—I have no hesitation in

saying, that the seed of the persimmon is the best

substitute for coflise, yet discovered. They should

be parched in an iron vessel, until they become
perfectly brittle, and ground in the usual way. A
small cup full, boiled in one quart of water, makes
strong coffee ; those who like it weaker, may add
more water. The persimmon coffee exerts a
friendly influence on the whole system, particular-

ly the head; respiration becomes free and easy,

and pleasurable sensation is produced. The only

disagreeable effects arising from its use, is a ten-

dency to constipation of the bowels, if used in

large quantities.

The Wood.—The wood of this tree is very va-

luable ; it burns freely, with a steady, uniform

heat : the only objection to it, is, that it consumes
away, without leaving live coals. The ashea

contain nearly as much potash as the oak. The
wood of the persimmon is close, hard and white,

inclining to yellow, having a fine grain, and re-

ceives a beautiful, shining polish. It is useful

when manufactured into plane stocks, gun stocks,

bed-posts, plough beams, mantel-pieces, handles

for instruments, map-rollers, picture-frames, canes,

fifes, flutes, flageolets, combs, &c. &c.
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pie has) a slightly acid ta.^te ; bur ihat is always

ppiToptible in iho conimo!! cane-innlnpscs, wliere

no lime has been used in the process ol' making it,

to oorret^t its acidity. After reiiiaining Fome lime

in the vessel which contains it, I understand, from

inilisputable aiilhorily, Ihat the persimmon-molus-

Dr. Brnianiin S. Barton's 'Collections' part 1st, I ses deposites a substance precisely similar to that

Piure llih and pari 2d, pa.re 5-2(1. See also, Pro- which we find at the bottom ol hogsheads of the

fessor Woodhouse's 'Inaugural Dissertation' on
|

cane-molasses. This substance is-sugar, capa-

A tree, having so many peculiar advantages,

ought to bec:iltivated by every farmer in Virginia.

Two acres ol" grourui in persimmon trees, would

alford sustenance lor hoo-s, and other anmials, from

October to January, three months. For a more

particular accoinif of this tree. I reler the reader to

this subject.

Wii.MAM B. SanTn.
Cumberland, Dec. I2lh. 1837.

For tlie Farmers' Register.

MOLASSES AND SUGAR FROM PERSIMMONS.

Dear .Sir—Although, in this hobby-horse-ical

acre, every man who recommends a new thing,

incurs the risk of being suspected to make a hobby

of it, I shall venture to slate to you two interesting

facts, as I think them, relative to the persimnjon :

facts which are certainly new to me, although iii-

miliar to several old people, with whom I have

lately conversed on the subject. I do this upon

the principle, that if I—a sexagenarian, have been

ignorant of this matter, until a few weeks ago

—

many—if not all younger persons—may be equally

ignorant ; and that the reverse of the law-maxim,
^ de minimis nnn curat lex,'' should always gov-

ern the true friends ol" husbandry and political

economy.
I had long known that the wood of this very

common tree in Virginia, was equal to any fire-

jrior to it tor makingwood ; that none was supe

plane-stocks and shoe-lasts; that the inner bark

makes a pretty yellow dye ; that a good substitute I clothes, good soup, candles and combs

blc by purification—nay, without ?<— of beiifg very

useful and airrceable for conmion purposes, to our

negroes
;
produced too, at a less expeiice than we

inciu-in purchasing the lowest priced cane-sugar.

In by-uone times, f perlectly lecollect, that, in

clearing land, it was the universal practice to leave

all the'"persim.mon trees standing ; and why they

should now be extirpated I'rrtm our fields, I cannot

understand, unless it be to show our contempt for

ancient usages. They certainly injure any crop

which grows under them, less, (if at all,) than

any other tree, while they will greatly over-pay

that injury—even admitting it to be certain—by
ihe various uses to which the wood and the l"ruit

may be applied. These are so multilbrm, and

woiild seem so marvellous, I think, to any one

who had not heard of them belbre, as to be almost

as incredible as the hoax, which I once heard a

cute Kentuckian, that had been travelling " down
east" in search of adventures, play off, upon a

green-horn acquaintance from his native state,

who had come as far as Washington, " to see the

toorZf/," and pick up wonders to carry home. The
hoaxer told him, that he had seen, in Yankee iand,

a late invention, called a mutton machine, into

which, if a live, fat sheep were thrown, the fleece,

flesh, suet, and horns, would, in rapid succession,

be returned to you in ready-made broad clotfi

Yet the

for ink might be made of the green fruit and

leaves ; that the ripe fi-uit was greedily and most

beneficially eaten by horses, hogs, cattle and sheep;

that} it would make beer, which, after being pro-

perly hopped and bottled, I prefer to any cham-
paigne I ever tasted—much as the assertion may
horrify our dandy-wine-bibbers—and that it would

produce more brandy per bushel, than any other

fruit—for it contains so much of the alcoholic prin-

ciple as never to freeze—brandy loo, which many
deem equal to that distilled from apples or peaches.

But it was a matter never even " dreamt of in my
philosophy"—although I might have known it

—

that the two first runnings~of the beer may be

converted—by boiling down, in a copper-kettle,

into very good molasses, at the rate of a gallon

from less than a bushel of the fi-uit—and that the

third watering of the casks would produce excel-

lent vinegar for table use, although too dark for

pickling.

In regard to its convertibility into molasses, I

have had, within a ihw days past, not only ocu-

lar, but paZaie demonstration, (if I may so express

myself",) for I have just tasted some of a bottle

f"ull—presented to me by a niece of mine, who is

quite as great an amateur of farming and garden-

ing as I am, with much more of the requisite zeal,

ardor, and energy, than old men can possibly pos-

sess. To my taste, this persimmon-molasses is as

good as any common cane-molasses, and so much
like it, in every respect, that no person, I think,

could distinguish the one from the other, unless

previously told which he was tasting. This sam-

atter is a Baron Munchausen tale, while all that

I have stated of the persimmon, can be verified by

hundreds of perfectly credible witnesses. Per-

haps the whole may be already known to you,

who live in a persimmon country; and to many of

your subscribers similarly located. But should

you think that the facts will have any interest for

any of them, you are welcome to make the fore-

going statement in your next ' Register,' on the

authority of your old friend,

James M. Garnett.

LIMESTONE DISCOVERED NEAR CHARLESTON,
SOUTH CAROLINA.

[The following account is interesting, and deservps.

notice, for more reasons than the value attached to the

discovery by the writers below. We infer, both from

the locality of the rock, and the description and state-

ment of its chemical analysis given, that it is not lime-

stone proper, but a better thing, if rightly used—that

is, a very rich concretion of fossil shells, or of their in-

durated remains, such as may be seen in the oldest

formation of what is called " marl," in many places on

the banks of James river. We attach but little value

to this stone, as a material for paving streets, in its di-

rect and designed object. It is obviously too soft to

form a durable pavement. But if so used in Charles-

ton, even its waste, as a pavement, will produce far

more valuable effects, in combining with and locking
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up for use as manure, all decomposing putrescent mat-

ters, which now act freely in producing disease, and

which produce nothing else. When we recently pub-

lished, in this journal, at much length, our views on

this subject, we had struck off several hundred extra

copies, for gratuitous distribution, and sent one to each

of the mayors cf all the considerable towns in the U.

States. It would seem that our elforts on that head,

as in many other attempts to act on the public mind,

were totall}' thrown away, and have remained unno-

ticed by any of those authorities. We now see some

faint prospect that the end proposad, may in Charleston,

(as has already been done in Mobile) be produced, in-

directly, if not direclly, and in proper mariner for eco-

nomy and ed'ect.

One of the mo?t striking things to remark, in this

account, is, tliat in treating of the discovery of so rich

a material for manure, in a region that may be so much
•benefited by its application, neither the editor of the

agricultural journal, nor the professor, of chemistry,

even so much as allude to the possible uses and value

• of this calcareous deposite, as manure for the soil. It

is for this, its far most profitable use, that the softness

of the rock adds to its value.

[Ed. Far. Reg.

From the Southern Agriculturist.

We cannot deny ourselves the pleasure of re-

cording tlie successful exertions by our city autho-

rities, to avail themselves of the <reological re-

sources ol our own state. Within u itiw niontlis,

many thousands of bushels of shells, which for

centuries, for aught we know, have been laying

uselessly blanching and undergoing decomposition

about our harbor, have, under tlieir orders, been
advantageously employed in fiilino; up low places,

raising streets, and forming side-walks. This, as

may be supposed, has been attended with very
considerable expense, as every bushel has cost the

council Irom three to four cents, besides the cart-

age to the points requiring the shells.

We are now happy to learn (i-om a correspon-
dence between his honor, the mayor,' and Dr.
Hume, professor of chemistry, in the Medical
College of South Carolina, that an apparently in-

exhaustible body of lime-stone, adapted to the
permanent improvement of our streets, has been
discovered within a very lew miles of this city.

As the subject-matter of the mayor's letter may
he inl(3rrei) irom the reply by Dr. Hume, we pub-
lish only the latter, as affording all the information
we possess on this interesting subject, e.xcept that

we have learned fiom another source, entitled to

credit, that the lime-stone has been offered our au-
thorities at the low price of %2 50 per ton, deliver-

able at any point on the Ashley side of the city.

£d. Suit. Jfgrkul.

November 14fh, 1837.

Dear Sir—I have received 3'our favor of the
13th, accompanying a box, containing specimens
of a rock, from Mr. Francis' plantation on Ashley
river, which you request me to examine, and re-

port upon, relative to its capabilities of improvinc
the streets of the city.

It gives me pleasure to inform you that I have
devoted myself to the examination of its physical
and chemical properties, and am prepared to furn-

ish all the information, which has been suggested
by this examination. Simple inspection exhibits

the rock to be a concretion of marine shells, most
commonly in fi-agmeiits, but many remaining suf-

ficiently perfect lor distinct recognition. Scattered

throughout the mass, are small Jhigments of
quartz, in the form of coarse gravel, distinctly vi-

sible to the naked eye, while other fi'agments, still

smaller, require the aid of a lens to be seen. The
external fiirm of the nodules, for such they appear
to be, is various, but in general they possess the
irregular surface, which woijld naturally be sup-
posed to arise ii'om an airgregaiion of hemisphe-
rical bodies, such as shells usurlly are. The in-

ternal structure is clearly indicative of its compo-
sition. Its cohesion is variable, according to its

moisture, I'nr it is apparent that those sjjecimens

which were obtained from the bottom of the creek,

are softer than those obtained on the surface of ihe
dry land. Its hardness is less than marble, but
greater than chalk. It is easily broken into fi'ag-

ments about the size of the component shells, but

it is not easily reduced to an impalpable powder.
When submersed in water, it does not ftill to pow-
der as the marls commonly do, nor does it become
fi'iable by excessive dryness. Chemical examina-
tion proves it to be of testaceous origin, for it

yields, on analysis, 80 parts of carbonate of lime,

20 of silex, (which is mechanically mixed) and a
trace of iron and animal matter.

In answer to your several questions, I bee: leave

to reply, that 1 do not consider it to be sufficiently

hard and firm, to resist the action of the wheels o(

heavily laden vehicles, nor even of lighter ones,

when moving rapidly. It will certainly not be du-
rable, if used as paving stones, for the percussion

of the wheels will soon reduce it to fragments. 1

am induced to think that it could be advantage-
ously used as a foundation for a road. If defend-

ed from the repeated blows and attrition of the

wheels, there cannot be a doubt about its fitness

and durabilit3'fcr improving the streets. It is cer-

tainly able to support the actual weight of the

wdieels, but it is too brittle to resist the percussion

of the wheels.

The plan which appears to me to be most pro-

per, is, to make a substratum of this limestone,

thus securing a solid and unyielding foundation,

over which may be placed smaller fiagments of the

same, or broken stones of greater hardness, or

even shells, taking care in the arrangement of the

strata, that the wheels are not permitted to strike

directly upon the Ashley river lime- stone. If the
surface of the road is level and smooth, percussion

cannot take place, and of course comminution of

the stone cannot occur, and the road will not be
impaired. The principles of McAdam can be

fully carried out with this stone, and it will prove

beneficial, and the road will be durable, provided

care is taken to repair commencing irrcffularities,

and removing displaced stones which occasion

jolts, and consequently pound the surface in spots,

and produce the above mentioned irregularities.

I should suppose this material to be valuable for

filling up holes, occasioned by mud-puddles ; it

would consolidate and form a smooth surface,

which would not be again dug out in wet weather

by the passing wdieels.

In the emergencies of the city for materials for

improving the streets, I cannot but think that this

stone will prove highly valuable, and be an acqui-
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silion to the city. In conclusion, I (io think it ad-

visable to hriiiij to the nolico ol' council the pro-

haltly adviintairoous (Miiploymeiit of this material

for iai;)rovin<; the street^;, and to recommend that

ex]ierinie,nls he instituted to test its (jualifications

in a practical maimer.
I do not maintain that this stone is exactly, nor

admirably adapted Io the purpose in question, but

in the absence of better, it is deserving ol" notice.

Lime-stones, in other countries, are not selected

for road-maUinu", because other and harder male-

rial can be obtained ; but I remember upon the

Salisbury plains, in Eniiiand, I travelled upon an

excellent road made of chalk ! Similar roads I

saw near Dover, and in France.
The stone in question is harder than chalk,

possesses the same chemical composition, and is

endowed with the property of consolidatinij by
pressure, and cementinirby the percolation of wa-
ter through its interstices.

In the absence of other and acknowledged bet-

ter materials, it is proper to experiment upon this,

and I sincerely hope and confidently trust that suc-

cess will attend your endeavors. If ray sugges-
tions are of any value to you, it will afford me
pleasure, and if I can be of any assistance to you
in furtherance of your laudable desire to improve
the city, you are at liberty to command my servi-

ces, in the mean time, i have the honor to be.

Very respectfully, yours,

Wm. Hume,
The Honorable Hknry L. Pinckkky,

Mayor of Charleston.

From the Buckeye Plough Boy.

IMPORTANCE OF AGUICULTURAI. PAPERS,

Propridy of legislative aid being granted to y^gri-

culturul Societies J importance of rotation of
crops, §-c.

North Bend, Oct. 2Sth, 1837.

Dear Sir,— I duly received the first number of the

Buckeye Plough Boy, which you was good
enousxh to send me. I should have made this ac-

knowledgment sooner, and requested to be placed

on your subscription list, but have boen prevented
by sickness in my family, and pressing calls upon
my time by my agricultural operations. I sin-

cerely wish you success in your laudable undertak-

ing to diffuse information upon the important sub-
ject to which you have devoted your paper. It is,

however, true, (and I regret to say it,) that many
of our farmers appear to be insensible to the ad-

vantages of such publications. I believe, how-
ever, that an improvement in this particular is

gradually going on, and that the benefits which the

agricultural interest derive from them will soon be

generally felt and acknowledged. In this particu-

lar, some of our sister states east of the Alleghany
ridge are considerably ahead of us, and a corres-

pondent improvement in the management and
product of their farms has been the consequence.
The agricultural societies established in various

parts of the states have done somelhing towards
correcting this inequality, particularly in the im-
provement of the domestic animals ; and if our le-

gislature would lend its aid, we might soon be
able favorably to compare the character ofour hus-
bandry with that of any of the states. The state of
New York allows to each of their county societies

a sum equal to what they receive Iro.-n private con-
tributions. In France the trovernment bears all

the expenses ol" a society established m that capi-

tal, with ramifications in every part of the king-
dom. It is under the patronatie of this society, es-

tablished by Na[?oli'oti, thai the cultivation of the

sugar-beet has been so widely extended to the

irreat benefit of this nation. Oiiio has appropriated

large simis to the construction ofcanals and roads

lor litcilitating the tiansporialion of the products of
agriculture to market. I can see no reason why
ihcy should not do something towards increasing

the quantity and improving the quality of those

products. Our auri^-ultural societies are most of
them in a languishing state, and without legisla-

tive aid many of them will, unquestionably, dis-

continue their operations. Appropriiitions of this

kind are like those which a larnier makes in ferti-

lizing and improving his soil, adding ilequently to

his income an hundred-fold. Thus it is with an
expenditure from the treasury for improving

the products of husbandry ; the wealth of the peo-

ple beinir increased, they will be enabled to return

those advances, with immense interest, wli *'iever

the exigencies of the government may require it.

The agricultural products of Ohio are, indeed,

very considerable, but this is due more to the

bountv of Providence in having furnished us with

so fertile a soil, than to the character ofour tillage.

Many of our flirmers seem, indeed, not aware of

the extraordinary results to be produced by a judi-

cious course of tillaae, and how soon a naturally

poor soil may be eminently productive, whilst one
naturally rich, may be brought down in ilsyield tc

the standard of the poorest, by bad management.
In England innumerable instances of the former

constantly occur ; and the process by which it is

effected being disseminated throush the country

by means of the airricultural societies, and the pe-

riodical publications supported by them, the num-
ber of such instances are constantly increasing,

whilst with us the eye of the traveller often lighls

upon fields whose products are din)inished 50 per

cent, li-om what they yielded when first cleared, by
injudicious management. A single instance of

what I have said in relation to England may suf-

fice. The county of No folk has, perhaps, more
poor land than any other in tliat kingdom, and it is

not only poor, but sandy. In a district of this kind,

Mr. Coke, celebrated lor his constant support of

the liberties of the people in parliament, as for his

knowledge of agriculture, purchased a large tract

of land. When it first came into his hands,

he says, that there wire scarcely any living ani-

mals upon it but rabbits, and they were in a starv-

ing condition. An American citizen, who haa

lately visited his seat, says, that he had, last year,

between six and seven himdred acres in wheat and
barley ; and that the product of his fields was of-

tener forty bushels to the acre than under that

quantitv. Althouch various means were adopted

by the sagacious mind of Mr. Coke, to effect the

refuh, the bases upon which it rested was the cul-

tivation of turnips. Upon such a soil, grass

at first wasout of the queshon ; but, by much labor

in the cultivation, turnips might be raised, and
sheep be sustained by turnips. So the turnips fed

the sheep, and the sheep fed the land ; and in a
short time the land was strong enough to bring

both grass and grain. Byajudicious managemenl
of these, the land was still further improved until
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it reached the perfection above stated. But in

nineteen-tvvenlieths of our fine state all tliar is re-

quisite is to iccpp the land in the condition in

which we found it ; and to do that, all that is ne-

cessary is to adopt a proper succession of crops.

This alone will do, wyhout the trouMe and ex-

pense of manurini;. All o'' our practical farmers
know very well that the continued growth ol" the

same kind of grain upon the same fitild will, in

time, greatly impoverish it, and lessen the product
;

but that by alternating the various kinds of grains,

good crops may be obtained for many successive

years. Siiil the land will be deteriorated unless re

course be had to manure, or some vegetable which
will give to the land more than it takes from it. There
are various articles which have been employed for

that purpose ; but, perhaps, the best of them all is

red clover. This grass has proved one of the

greatest blessings to the agriculturalists both of
America and Europe. With the aid ot'this grass

many farms in the Atlantic states have been
brought from actual barrenness to become very
productive. To accomplish this, however, plas-

ter, I'oiie, vegetable, or animal manure, are neces-
sary'. The Ohio farmer, however, wants none of
these, at least none are necessary to keep up the
natural fertility of his land. A crop of clover suc-

ceeding three successive g-rain crops, and remain-
ing two years, will efl'ectually answer the purpose,

and the faimer, who follows this course, will deli-

ver his land to his successor, after a forty or fifty

years use of it, in better condition than when he
received it. Every good farmer knows this ; but,

unfortunately, many understand the theory who
do not carry it into practice. Many, too, suppose
that if they change the crop from corn to small
grain of some kind or other, that they may then
go back again to corn, without injuring the land.

This is a mistake. The best of land will be
injured in time by this process. The fact that

a change of crops was necessary to produce
a good yield has long been known ; but the rea-

son of its being so was never guessed at until the
discovery of it lately by a French chemist. By a
series of ingenious experiments this gentleman dis-

covered that most vegetables fthe farinaceous
grains more particularly,) not only receive nourish-
ment from the earth, through the agency of the
vessels of their roots, but that they also' by the
same, or a diiferentset of vessels, made a deposife
•of a substance in the earth, which remained there
until taken up by the roots of other plants. This
substance being convertible into food for a different

vegetable, but not for that by which the deposite
was made. This sat isfiictorily explains the reason
why a good crop, (of wheat, for instance.) cannot
be raised for a succession of" years fi-ora the same
field. If the land is remarkably strong, two and
even three good crops, may be raised ; the plants,

, in this instance, finding sufficient nourishment
from the natural strength of the ground. But
it (the ground) from the yearly deposite becomes
at length so completely saturated with it, as no lon-

ger to afford the required nourishment, and the
plants, of consequence, are weak, sickl}', and un-
productive. Seeds of another kind, however,
committed to this same field will reward the sower
with an abundant crop; and after the lapse of a
lew years, it will be again ready to receive
another crop of wheat, the intermediate crops hav-
ing exhausted the wheat deposite, and left others

peculiar to themselves, which been taken up by the
roofs of the latter plants, are elaborated in their

vessels, and formed into a suitable and wholesome
nourishment. As I have remarked, however, al-

though the white grain crops (corn, wheat, oats,

&c. ) may succeed each other for some years with-

out greatly injuring land that is naturally of good
quality, still it will be ultimately impoverished, un-
less some other crop is occasionally intervened, of
a character altoiiether dilTerent. These grains^

although essentially different in their qualities,

and manner of growth, are still of the same class;

and there must, of course, be a considerable coin-

cidence in the character and support which they
draw from the earth, and the manner in which it is

converted into the farinaceous substance which is

the common and essential part of the perfected

grain in all of them. The plant, of all others,

which seems best calculated to exhaust deleterious

deposites left in the earth by the grain crops, and
to form a fresh supply of"fbod for them by the mys-
terious operations of its roots and vessels, is red

clover. To make the most of this plant, as a reno-

vator of the soil, it shotdd be (as is the prac-

tice with good fiirniers) ploughed in after it has at-

tained its full maturity. In this way it furnishes a
large mass of vegetable manure, which greatly

contributes to the fertility of the soil. But if this

were all the good it does, it would do no more than
ploughing in any other equally succulent plant. I

contend, however, that it imparts to the soil a de-

gree of fertility which cannot be accounted for

li'om the rotting of ils stalks, leaves, and roots af-

ter they are ploughed in, and that the mere grmo-
hig of the article upon the ground adds greatly to

its fertility. I do not know that any experiments
have been made to ascertain the quantity of depo-
site made by clover, as was the case in relation to

the farinaceous grains by the French chemist
above referred to ; but I am certain that any very

careful observer ofthe effect ofclover in improving
the soil, will come to the same conclusion that 1

have; which is, that it possesses a fertilizing qua-
lity, which is totally independent of that which is

given by tiie decay of its roots, stalks, and leaves.

The best farn:\ers, as I liave said, plough in the

clover when it is at maturity, or at least when it has

attained a considerable part of its growth ; but the

greater part feed it down to the ground before it is

ploughed, leaving nothing to be convened into ma-
nure for the support of the crop about to be sown,
but the roots. Now the decay of these roots,

in the ground, could not alone produce the great

fertility which a two-years' growth of clover is

known to give. Three years ago I sowed a field

with clover, upon wheat, in February. It was re-

markably fine, being half-leg high in September.

It was fed down, and in the succeeding winter it

was entirely killed by the fi'ost. In the spring the

field was ploughed up for corn. The roots of the

clover were dry and withered, and would, of them-
selves, have given little or no assistance to the

crop ; but yet it was fine, and the land had
evidently been improved by the clover. It is for-

tunate that the theory, which has been established

in relation to the farinaceous grains, is true also, as

to many of the noxious plants, and those most

troublesome to the agriculturists ; such as the

common dock, the thistle, the dog-fennel, and the

thorn-apple, or Jamestown weed. Some years

ago a friend of mine, who was very desirous to rid
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his farm of the first-memioned plant, told me that

he liad cut up all ihe ilocU in tlir greater part ol

one of his meuiiows, ieaviiisi; only a email pan
where It was so thick that there was no jirass on
it. To his astonishment, he tounJ the next year
that in this last nicrrtioned spot all the docU
was dead ; whereas, a iT;<)0(i deal of that which he
had cut up, and, as he supposed, had extirpated,

veixetated afresh. I was unable to account Ibr it

at that tune ; but the ditficuliy now a|)pears to be

of very easy solution. The spot, whei'e the

dock was thickest, had, no doubt, Iteen ijrow-

ing there ibr sonie years, until the ^-round had be-

coiiie so saturated with its depositethat it could no
longer find nourishment to suf)port it, and, there-

fore, died. Ten years airo, the thistle, that
" votress of the trales," as Darwin calls it, was
unknown \n this part of the country. But it soon
came to us in clouds " home on broad wings,"
and created the apprehension that it would take

entire possession of our pastures ami meadows. I

beiran to make war upon if, as my lliend did upon
the dock ; but I Ibund it lasted hut a short time, al-

ways disappearing after the second year, fi'otn the

spot where it hail been previously thickest, al-

though the ground was covered with its seeds.

I could add many more (itcts to confirm the the-

ory I have supported, but have already written

enough to tire your patience.

Accept [iiy best wishes, and believe me with

great respect, your humble' servnnt,

W. n. Harhisox.
Dr. jR. Fry.

From tiic Asiatic Journal.

HUMAJV FOOD.

Wlien man is considered with reference only to

his intellectual part, it i*! not without reason that

he is styled by Shakspeare, "the beauty of the

world—the paraxon ol' animals." A beino-, that

is able in some degree to scan the work ol" crea-

tion—that can measure the glo-be on which he
lives, and calculate the motions of the njighty

orbs which roll in the immensity of space—that

has subjugated the elements to his us«!j and made
fire, air, and water his vassTvIs, may be said to be,

"in apprehension, like a god." To bringdown our
admiration of this '-paragon," toajuster standard,

however, it is unnecessary to enteV upon anestimate
of his moral imperfeclions—the specks which dark-

en ;uid disfiirure the brightness of his undertaking
— it is suifii-.ient to coUlemplate him in his animal
character, in order to tree how neailv, with ail his

intellectual pretensions, he is allied in habit to the

brutes. How moriilying is it to human vanity, to

think that there is scarcely any species of matter,

animal or vegetable, hi any state of immaturity or

corruption, which i.? not eaten by the human ani-

mal, and capable of assimilating with his sub-
stance, and thus forming an integral part of the

compound machine ol" mind and matter called

man! iMr. Donovan in his treatise on dumestic
economy, has devoted' a portion of the last vol-

ume to the subject of" human food, and has enu-
merated the various substances, animal and vege-
table, which constitute, or have constituted it,

amongst diH'erent nations. A more disgusting
catalogue it is scarcely possible to read.

In his "accoiuit ol" utii-iuals used as foot'i'bv the

Vol. V—76

vtifions nations of the world," he finds it conveni-

ent to arrange tbem in a natural order, beginning
with man himself. It has been long doubled, he
observes, whether human beings could feed on
their fellow-creatures tor the mere sake of the

flesh, without any other incentive; but it has been
incontrnverlibly established, that man will devour
nian as his ordinary food, and often with a higher

relish; that leasts of human tiesh are resorted to

as sources of animal gratification; that the canni-

bal has not only his favorite parts of the human
bodv. but prefi?rs certain modes of cookery. Our
own ancestors were of the numberof these horrible

epicures. Diodorus Siculus charges the Britons of
Iris with being anthropophagi; and St. Jerome
(who lived so late as the fif^h century of the

christian eraj accuses a British tribe, fiom his

own personal knowledge, not only with a partiali-

ty for human tiesh, but a fastidious taste for cer-'

tain delicate parts of it. Not only in the Poly-

nesia, but in Africa, human flesh is still con-

sumed as ordinary food; and Stedman states that,

in the interior of the African continent, human'
limbs are hung up on shambles for sale, like

butchers" meat in Leadenhail market.

This isrevoliing enough; but it is little less offen-

sive to consider the other animal food, which serves'

to allay the undistinguishing voracity of man.
Monkeys are esteemed delicate eating; the Che-
valier de Marchais says, that in South America,
monkey-flesh is allowed to be nourishing and very

delicate. The heads are made into soup, and are

served with it; and although a person at first ex-

periences some ditnculty in accustoming himself

to see heads which resemble those of little chil-

dren; when this repugnance is once conquered,-

he finds that monkey-soup is as good as any
other," Amonast other animals, the following

are eaten in different parts of the world; bats and
vampires, the sloth, the rhinoceros, the elephant,-

the seal tribe, the dog, the wolf, the foul jackall,-

the voracious hy;cna, the rank fox, the fcEtid'

skunk, the eat, the rat, the hedgehog, the camelj-

the horse, the ass, the tin-er, the lion, the whale,-

the shark, the crocodile, lizards, frogs, the 6oa con-

sirictor ("which is perierred by the negroes, to'

any other food J, the rattle -snake, the viper, or

adder. Mr. Donovan might have added to his'

list of nations who are serpent-eaters, the Chi-
nese, who liitten snakes as we do oysters, for the"

table.

More discrinunation appears to be used in the'

insect tribe. A peculiarly disgus'inir insect is ea--

irerly devoured by the Chinese and Hottentots:,

caterpillars are cooked into a dish in some parts of

Australia, and the people of New Caledonia eat

spiders. Ants and thi-ir egL^s are eaten by seve-

ral uationfT, and this kind oi'diet has been eufogizerf

by Eurof)eans who have partaken of it. In sornfe'

parts of the East Indies, it is said that vast qanti-

ties of' termites are collected and made with flou/.

info a variety of pastry ; but an inordinate use of
this food occasions colic, dysentery, and death.-

Mr. Srneaihman states that the Afi-Icans eat these'

auLs roasted by handl"uls, and several Europeans
have declared that they are most delicious— like'

sugared cream, or paste of sweet almonds. Lo-
custs are eaten in almost all the countries #here'

ihey a])pear, either fried, pounded with toflli,-

trroiind into fluur, and baked into cak<3s,. ot ai^Jt'S?

into soup.
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or fishes and birds, there appears to be scarcely

any species excluded; and Mr. Donovan observes

that, "although particular animai.s have been re-

ported by travellers to constitute the Ibod of na-

tions whose history they write, we micrht perhaps

extend the catalogue to all living creatures, with

the exception of a tevv that are known to be ac-

tually poisonous."

The object of Mr. Donovan was merely to de-

tail those articles which were the ordinary ibod of

large classes of men. But there are many, of a

disgusting kind, which he has not thought it ne-

cessary to notice, which are the ordinary aliment,

or delicacies, amongst nations. The Cochin-

Chinese are fond of hatched ecgs, the Chinese

and other eastern people, of putrid eggs. There
are nations of dirt-eaters—the Ottoniacs, for in-

stance, who diet upon clay. Worms, crubs, and

maggots are the food of others. The Dyaks and

Battaks of Sumatra a.id Borneo drink human
blood. Raw blubber is prized by the Esquimaux,
and game in a state of putrefaction gratifies the

palate of the polished European gourmand.
When vve select instances of peculiar and de-

praved appetite, they are disgusting indeed. We
have seen individuals in Europe who can devour

vast quantities of raw liver, tallow candles, and

tobacco-pipes; but what are they to tiie eaters of

carrion, putrid offal, and excrementitious substan-

ces amongst the religions ascetics of India

!

Perhaps the most repulsive, as vveil as prodi-

gous, instances of outrageous voracity, is the

eheep-ealer of Oude, described by General Hard-
wicke, in the ^Transactions of the Royal Asiatic

Society.' This man, or rather monster, in the pre-

sence of several gentlemen and ladies, ate, at one
meal, two sheep, one weighinsr from twelve to

thirteen pounds per quarter. His mode of tle-

vourins: the anitnals was this. He seized the live

sheep by the fleece with his teeth, and lilied it from
the ground; then by a swing ol' his head fiung it

on its back upon the ground. Ii\ this position he
held the animal down, pulling the leg? apart with
each hand. He then tore the abilomcn with his

teeth, by stripping off the skin li'om the flank to

the breast, removed the intestmes, and buried his

head in the body to drink the warm blood, which
clotted round his hair and beard. He next strip-

ped off the rest of the hide, separated the joints,

and, rubbing them in the dust, tore the meat from
the bones, swallowing one niouthlul after another
with all the dust and dirt adhering to it, laying
aside the ill-picked bones for his supf)er

!

The cruelty which this indiscriminate voracity of

man inflicts upon the inferior animals, is friirhtfid.

The horrors of the Roman kitchen are detailed in

Mr. Donovan's book. V^itellius and Heliogaba-
lus regaled on a dish composed of the tonii-ues

and brains of peacocks, the bodies being thrown to

the hogs. The combs torn ti'om live cocks were
a dish of exquisite relish to the latter, because
seasoned with cruelty. The heads of parrots
were served up at his leasts. Vitellius had a large
silver dish, the filling of which, lor one of his en-
tertainments, occasioned wholesale slaughter, be-

ing composed of insignificant pails of various

small and rare birds and fishes. Vedius Pollio,

a gentleman ot' Rome, and a favorite of Augustus
Csesar, contrived a method of givnig a flavor to

lampreys, which all his friends, and Augustus
himseli; highly relished, whilst a secret; it was

by feeding them on human flesh! One Claudius
^sopus, a tragedian, was renowned for serving
up, on a large platter, worth £4,800, all kinds of

singing and speaking birds. At a feast given to

Vitellius, by his brother Lucius, there were 2,000
diflerent kinds of fish, and 7,000 of birds. The
celebrated Apicius expended nearly a million

sterling on his kitchen, and findinff his properly
reduced to only £80,000, fearful that he should
starve, he took poison. A small dish of his, call-

ed rninvtal apicianum, or 'Apicius's Mince,' is

made up of the excerpts of three or four dozen
animals. But cruelty in the kitchen did not cease
when Apicius administered to himself the saluta-

ry draught. His successors have caughl his spirit.

Dr. Kitchiner quotes from Wecker's ^Secrets of
Nature'' " How to roast and and eat a goose
alive." The goose, after bemg plucked, is to be sur-

rounded by burning fuel, and cups of water are to

be placed within the circle: "she is to be larded and
basted; but she is to be roasted slowly. By walk-
ing about, and flynig here and there, being cooped
in by the fii'e that stops her way out, she will fail

to drink the water, and cool her heart: and when
she roasteih and consumes inwardly, always vvei

her head and heart with a wet sponge; and when
you see her giddy with running, and begin to

stumble, she is roasted enough. Take her up,

set her before her guests, and she will cry as you
cut off any part from her, and be almost eaten up
before she is dead: it is mighty pleasant to behold!'''

After reading this, what a satirist does Shak-
speare seem, in the passage fi-on; which we quo-
led at the beijcintjing!

ARTHUR VOUNG S OPINION OF THE USUAL
PROCEDURE OF AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES.

Extracts from ^Travels in France.''

Went to the Royal Society of Agriculture,

which meets at the Hotel de Ville, and of which
being an assccif', I voteil, and received a jetton,

which is a small medal given to the members,
every time they attend, in order to induce them
to mind the busines of their institution; it is the

same at all Royal Academies, &c., and amounts,

in a year, to a considerable and ill-judged expense;

for what good is good is to be expected from men
who would go only to receive \he'ir jetton? What-
ever the moiive may be, it seems well attended:

near thirty were present; among them Parmen-
iier, vice-president, Cadet de Vaux, Fourcroy,

Tillet, Desmarets, Broussonets, secretary, and
Crete de Paliuel, at whose farm I was, two years

ago, and who is the only practical farmer in the

society. The seci-etary reads the titles of the pa-

pers presented, and gives some liitle account of

them; butlhey are not read unless particularly in-

teresting; then memoirs are read by the members,
or reports or references ; and when they discuss

or debate, there is no order, but all speak together,

as in a warm private conversation. The Abbe
Raynal has given them 1200 liv. (521. 10s.) for a

premium on some important subject ; and ni}' opi-

nion was asked what it should be given for. Give
it. I replied, in some way ibr the introduction of

turnips. But that they conceive to be an object ot

impossible attainment ; they have done so much,
and the government so much more, and all in
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vain, that they consider it as a hopeless object. I

did not tell them that ail hitherto done has been

absolute lolly ; and that the riyht way to be^nn,

was to undo every thintj done. I am never pre-

sent at anv sorieiiesofafrrirAilture, either ni France

or En^rland, but I am much in doubt with myself

whether, when best conducted, they do most

good or miscliief; that is, whether the benefits a

national agriculture may by great chance owe to

them, are not more than counterbalanced by the

liurni they effect; by turning ihe public attention

to frivolous objects, instead of important ones, or

dressing important ones in such a garb as to make
them trifles. The only society that could be really

useful would be that which, in the culture of a larire

fitrm, should exhibit a perli^ct example oi' good
husbandry, lor the use of such as would resort to

it; consequent!}' one that should consist solely of

practical men ; and then query whether many
good cooks would not spoil a good dish.

# # # * #

* * * At noon, to the society of a<rriculture

(called the Patriotic Society), which fortunately

for me, who am a member, had a meeting to-day:

the iMarchese di Visconti in the chair, wiih ten or

aiiozen members present, to all of whom Sijrnore

Amoretti introduced me. I never expect much
from societies of this sort ; but this of Milan was
to-day employed on a button and a pair of scis-

sors : it seetns they want at this city to make tiie

finer sorts of hardware, in order to rival those of

England, and lessen the in)port, which, in spite

ot every obsiaole, is very great : the idea origi-

nates with the govertmient, and is worthy of its

little ideas; a true peddling spirit at present

throiiirhout Europe. An artist in the town had
made a button and half a pair of scissors, one
half English and tlie other half of his own man-
uliicture, for which he claimed and hail a reward.

Similar are the eniploymenls of societies every

where! In Enirland, busied about rhubarb, silk,

and drill-ploufflis: at Paris, wiih fle<is and butter-

flies; and at Milan, with buttons and scissors! I

hope I shall find the Georgofili, at Florence, em-
ployed on a top-knot. I looked about to see a
practical farmer enter the room, but looked in vain.

A goodl}' company of i Marchesi, i Conti, i

Cavalieri, i Abati, but not one close clipped wig,

or a dirty pair of breeches, to give autiiority to

their proceedings.

From tlie Journal of the Fraulilin Institute.

Davenport's ELECTRO-]VIAG^"ETIO machine.

[The following remarks by the editor of the 'Jour-

nal of the Franklin Institute,' are appended to the spe-

cification of the patent, in the last number of that pub-

lication. It is gratifying to know that so favorable an

opinion is entertained of this discovery, by so compe-

tent a judge.

—

Ed. Far. Reg.]

The subject of the foregoing specification is one

of great interest, and it has arrested a corres-

ponding portion of public attention; we are

likely soon, therefore, to have the question solved,

whether this new power can be advanlaL'eonsly

applied to the propelling of machinery as a sub-

stitute for the steam ensine. Most of our readers

it is presumed, have seen Professor Silliman's no-

lice of Mr. Davenport's machine, published in

the Journal of Science, in April last, which con-

tains much information respecting the attempts

which had been made tor the producing of mo-
lion by electro-magnetic apparatus. Mnce that

[)eriod, advice has been received from Europe,
showing that experiments upon this subject are in

progress under the direction of some of the most
distinguished philosophers in various portions of
that quarter of the globe.

We do not know by whom, or at what date, the

first successful experiment of producing a direct

rotary motion, by the electro-magnetic apparatus,

upon a principle analogous to that upon which
Mr. Davenport has proceeded, was performed.

As early, however, as June, 1833, an article ap-

peared in the London Mechanics' Magazine, pro-

posing such an apparatus, and giving a figure of

one which, it was supposed, would answer the

purpose; a supposition which was, undoubtedly,

well founded. Not long after this, Mr. Saxton,

v/e believe, produced a rotative machine by elec-

tro-magnetism, but we are not informed respect-

ing iis particular arrangements.

The history of tiie production of the machine pa-
tented by Mr. Davenport, is a history of the suc-

cessful efibris of an individual, who to an in domi-
table perseverance, must have superadded, extra-

ordinary natural abiliiics. His business is that ofa
blacksmith, and his advantages in point of educa-
tion were not greater than usually falls to the lot of
persons in country places, engaged in such pur-

suits. Accident brought to his notice, one of Pro-
fessor Henry's electro-magnets, which he eagerly

purchased, under a conviction that he could ren-

der it available as a n.olive power; this was in the

year 18.33, and in July 1834 he had so far suc-

ceeded as to produce a rotative machine, and this

he effected in ti country village, unaided by scien-

tifiic knowledge, by books, or by the encourage-
ment of men of superior attainments, or with
kindred spirits. Whatever may be the final re-

sult of his labors, his merits are of high order,

and he has proved himself well worthy of the

most splendid success. Should his machine final-

ly accomplish that which he and many of his

friends anticipate, its values will be incalculable,

for although he may have been superseded in Eu-
rope, his claim as inventor, will undoubtedly prove
valid in his own country, and ambition need not

carry him beyond it. We have twice seen his

machine in operation, formerly in New York, and
recently in Washington, where it was exhibited

to the President, and the Heads of Departments.
So far as the evidence ol a model is to be taken,

its perf()rmance is quite satisfactory; and Mr. Da-
venport is now occupied in constructing one which
is intended to drive a Napiei press, requiring a
two-horse power. This, should it succeed, will

be a fair test of its value, and we confess that, al-

though our expectations do not generally partake

of the sanguine in such matters, not only our
hopes, but we may say our confidence has increas-

ed as we have become acquainted with the pro-

gress of the experiments which are being car-

ried on.

We are well aware, that should it be eventu-
ally proved, that an available power may be ob-
lained, which may be substituted for that of steam,
its adoption would depend entirely upon its econ-
omy, with respect to which we cannot have satis-

factory data, until a machine of several horses

power shall have been produced: the probability^
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liowfiver, is, that the cost of operatiriir the electro-

maLnieiic apparatus, will be iiiucli below that ol'

the steam engine.

From the Maga/.inr. of Populru Science.

THE PINE-APPLE PLAXT AND ITS FIBRE.

This plant, which has hiilierto been vaiueil

dolely as ministering to the luxuries of the table,

has lately had a new Interest attached to it Ironi

tlie discovery of a fibre contained in its leaves,

possessing such valuable properties, that it will,

in all probility, soon form a new and important ar-

ticle of commerce.
This fibre is found, on comparison, far to sur-

pass in delicacy of texture, those materials which

now form the basis of our woven manufactures:

.of these the principal are silk, wool, cotton, and
flax. Silk is a continuous fibre, often extending,

without interruption, to the lenirih of 1000 feet;

viewed under the microscope, it is found to be

perfectly cylindrical, beautitliliy smooth, glossy,

«nd transparent. The best kind of prepared silk

\'aries fi'om one-seventeen hundredth, to one-

two thousandth part of an inch in diameter.

Wool, on the other hand, is a rough cylindrical

fibre, which appears as if plated with irregular

scales, the edges of which overlap each other;

though invisible to the naked eye, its roughnes
may be easily detected, bydrawinga fibre between
the fingers, in a direction from its end to its root.

It varies greatly in both length and size, the diame-
ter of very fine wool being from one-seven hun-
dredth to one-twelve hundredth part of an inch.

Cotton, being the down of a seed-pod, has pecu-

liar characters, a thin conlinu)Us tube, presenting

the appearance of a flattened and twisted cylin-

der, arising from the compression which the fibre

undergoes before the opening of the pod: its di-

ameter is about the thousandth part of an inch.

Flax, in many repects, ditii^rs from the foregoing

materials; a filament of silk, wool, or cotton, ad-

mits of no division, while, on the other hand,

each filament of flax is a fasciculus or bundle of

fine fibres, connected by a thin membrane, and
the natural gluten of the plant. These fibres

may be termed ultimate, as they admit of no fur-

ther subdivision: they are cylindrical tubes, dis-

posed parallel to each other, and having the ap-

pearance of innumerable joints ; their diameter
varies, in difl'erent flaxes, from one seven hun-
dreth to one two-thousand five hundreth part of

an inch.

The fibres of the pine-apple plant are also dis-

posed in fasciculi, each apparent fibre being an as-

semblage of fibres adhering together, of such ex-

ceeding delicacy, as only to measure from one
five-thousandth to one seven-thousandth part oi

an inch in diameter; viewed under the micros-

cope, they bear considerable resemblance to silk,

from their glossy, even, and smooth texture.

They appear altogether destitute of joints, or

other irregularities, and are remarkably transpa-

rent, particularly when viewed in water: they are

very elastic, of great strength, and readily receive

the most delicate dyes. This last fact appears
singular, when we bear in mind the resistance, it

we may be allowed the expression, which flax of-

lera to dyes. With much trouble, and long pro-

cesses, flax will receive a few dark dingy colors;

all light and brilliant ones it wholly resists, they

do not enter the fibre, but merely dry upon it ex-

ternally, and afterwards peel, or rub off—in short,

it mivy he said to ha painted, and not dyed.

The preparation of the pine-fibre is exceeding-
ly simple. If a leaf of this plant be examined, it

will be found to consist of an assemblage of fibres

running parallel, from one extremiiy of the leaf to

the other, embedded in the soft ptibulum. All the

process necessary is to pass the leaf under a "tilt

hammer," the rapid action of which, in a few sec-

onds, completely crushes it, without in the slight-

est degree injuring the fibre, which remains in a
lame skein, and then requires to be rinsed out in

soft water, to cleanse it horn its impurities, and be

afterwards dried in the sliade. So simple and so

rapid is the process, that a leaf, in a quarter of an
hour after being cut from the plant, maybe in a
state, fit for the purposes of the manufacturer, as

a glofsy, white fibre, with its strength unimpaired
by any process of maceration, which, by inducing
partial putrefiiciion. not only materially injures

the strength, of flax, but also renders it of a din-

gy color.

The pine-plant abounds both in our East and
West India possessions, and may be easily propa-

gated from the crown; the offsets fi'om round the

base of the fruit, which ofien amount to upwards
of twenty in number; and fi'om the young plants

which spring from the parent stem; its cultivation

requires but little care or ex|)ense, and the plant

is of such hardy growth, as to be almost indepen-

dent of those ctisualties of weather, which often

prove so detrimental to more delicate crops— it is

one of those plants which nature has scattered

su profusely through tropical regions, whose leave

are thick and fleshy, to contain a large su|)ply of

nourishment, and covered by a thick glazed cuti-

cle, which admits of so little evaporation, that

many of the tribe will thrive upon a barren rock,

where no other plant could live. From the large

portion oj" oxalic acid which the leaves also con-

tain, no animal will touch them, and they are,

therefore, exempt from the trespasses of cattle,

&c., indeed, no greater proof of the hardiness of

the plant can be given, than the fact, that in many
places where lands have been under tillage, and
have afterwards been abandoned, and allowed to

to return to a state of nature, the pine-apple plants

form the only trace of former cultivation; every

other cultivated plant has died away before the

encroachmeats of the surrounding wood, while

they alone have remained increasing from year to

year, and have spread into large beds.

In adverting to the present state of our West
Indian colonies, we cannot but; hink that the dis-

covery of this fibre will prove to them a most val-

uable acquisition. The small amount of labor

and capital requisite for the cultivation of the

plant, its hardy growth, its abundant produce, the

iticility with u'hich the fibre may be prepared from

its leaves, the trifling cost at which it can be

brought to market, and the value attached to it, as

an article of coiiimerce, by those manufacturers

to whom it has been submitted, seen fully to jus-

tify the opinion that it is calculated to open a new
source of wealth to the colonies, and become a
staple and valuable article of British manufac-
ture.
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From the Cultivator.

MiLOKW OX THF. (;oosi;ni:uuY and gkapk.

Wo find in JMr. Reed's communication a sug-

•reslioM in reirar>l to mildew on the iroo.seherr3' iind

•riJip'e, wliicli in a measure corroborates the cor-

rect mcpp ol' the opinions we have lienMoibre ex-

pressed on t ids sul)jecl. The snji^eslion is, that

pah will prevent the mildew on irooseberries. and
proiiably on tlioiira[)e. A [)int ot" strong hnne,

flit at the root of each plant m the si)rinir, he in-

forms lis, lias not only prevented miKlew on the

gooseberry, hut has restored to th(! berry, before,

diseased and diminutive, its oriiiinal size. All we
otiject to is the mystical mode of application.

"'I'he brine should be put on without stirring the

earth," say-jJtheRev. writer, "so as [not] to wet

the roots, as in that case it kills the plant: but

there is no danger if poured on the earrh undis-

turbed." The plain English of which seems to

be: that the saline ])roperiies of a strong brine, if

brought into immediate contact with the roots, will

not only destroy the seeds of the parasyte, for

such we consider mildew, but the vitality of the

plant itself—the undisturbed surface arresting a

great i)orlion of the saline matter, which is subse-

quently carried down, by rains, in moderate quan-

tities. This prescription is based upon the theory

that mildew, in the gooseberry and ijTape, i-? a pa-

rasytic plant, the germ or seed of which ah des at

the roots; that salt destroys the vitality of these

germs or seeds ; but that, when applied in excess,

it also destroys the plant. The great object is,

therel(3re, to graduate the remedy to the cure, and
this MJ^ould seem to be best accomplished by ap-

plying the brine in winter or early spring, when
the plant is dormant, and not absorbing the mois-

ture of the soil—or in a diluted form, when it is

in the progress of (jrowth. Partial experiirients

with the grape had induced Mr. Reed to believe

that a like application ol" brine to the grape, would
produce results alike i'avorable.

A REMARKABLE CASE OF DISEASED BRAIN
IN AN OX.

Charlottesville, December 12, 1837.

To ttie Editor of the Farmers' Register.

The principal object of this communication is to

bring to 3'our notice an extraordinary case (to me
at least) ot" disease in cattle. Early last spring,

one of the work steers on my mother's planta-

tion, was discovered to be affected with what was
supposed to be the common hollow-horn; and the

usual simple remedies were applied, which afford-

ed relief so lontr as the horn was kept open for

the discharore of the matter. I soon ol^served that

the case differed in many respects from the ordi-

nary disease before mentioned, inasmuch as when
fresh bored, the horn bled profusely, and was not

cold to the touch. &c. As the animal was in fine

order, and eat freely, &c., he v/as kept at work
eeveral months, and finally turned into the pasture.

In each case, whenever the orifice became stopped
the animal soon manifested signs of great distress;

but so soon as opened, instant relief was afforded,

and iireat quantities of very offensive matter vv^re

discharged. The disease continued to increase,

though every pains were taken to effect a cure;

but still the ox coniiniied to improve in flesh until

a f(?w weeks since— it beinu fine tieeli and as
wii.ter was fastapproachintr, all prospect of recov-

ery seemed to have become extinct—as it was
evident fi-om every appearance that ihe whole of
one side of the head was a(li>cled—one eye hav-
wasied away, and the matter runniriof consianily

from the ear. I determined to have him killed.

On examination atier it was slaiiLihiered, it was
discovered that one half the brain was eniirelj'

gone 1 And a piece ol" the skull in the fiice, two
inches square, had also disappeared; one horn
and one ear, were only sustaineii by the skin— the
litrmer beinir knocked off, when the animal fell.

The other half the brain, and side of ihe head,

were (]uite sound, as was everv other part ol the

beef, which was very (at. I did not ihink it pos-

sible that an animal could sustain lile alter losing

half, or indeed any part of its brain.

I am inclined to tliink the disease was produced
by some injury sustained durinir the previous win-
ter—probaby a shot, as several were found in the
hide. I communicate this case, which appears
so extraordinary to me, with the hope that you
will be enabled to explain the phenomena, and
suggest a remedy.

Wm. TOUIPKINS,
Editor of yidvocate.

DIFFERENCE IN THE KINDS OF LIME FOR
MANURE.

A correspondent desires to be informed whether it

will be most profitable for him to buy and use stone-

lime, or shell-iime, for manure. In answer, we say,

the cheapest is the best; or that kind, of which a cer-

tain expenditure of money and labor, will serve to ap-

ply the greatest quantity of manure to the land. The
comparison maj- be made between the two kinds, by

weight, either before burning—when perfectly and re-

cently burned—and before the commencement of sla-

king—or after slaking, but before any re-absorption of

carbonic acid, which follows slaking very soon. But
it will be very incorrect to compare any lime in one of

these states, with some in another—as the weight is

greatly increased by being combined with water, or

with carbonic acid.

In this mode, which is safest and most correct, as a

general rule, the materials for limes are supposed to be

pure. This is never the case however; but the small

and variable proportions of worthless matter, always

contained in limestone, and generally among oyster-

shells, will not materially aifocl the estimate; and their

measure could not be precisely fixed, without a A'ery

accurate chemical anah'sis in every particular case.

For the F.iniiers' Register.

MOUNTAIN GRAZING FARMS. USE OF LIME
IN FAIRFAX.

Fairfax County, Dec. 6th, 1837.

Mr. Editor— I enclose you ."$5—money, or

shin -plaster, as you ma}' please to call it.

After my wheat was thrashed and deliver-

ed, which was early in Ausrust, [ gave my-
self a furlough for four weeks. In this time,
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I papsed through a part of Maryland, a part ot

our lirDe-stone valley, and some of our mountain

country. The whole line of my travel, was
through a blessed and noble country. Every

thiuij like larming- and crope, was marked criti-

cally; and I was the more watchfial because of

mv expenses, that 1 might get as much informa-

tion as would be worth the money expended.

Since then, I have made an excursion into the

mountain country, upon a short visit to some

friends near Salem, in Faucpiier county, much to

my satisliiciion and profit. No |)oet's fancy could

imagine a more beautiful or liealthy country. At

a sinifle glance of tbe eye, you see hundreds of fit

cattle, fieedin^ in rich pastures, or drinking of the

pure stream which winds its way through the val-

leys like a tlucad cf silver. Much ol' this coun-

try, as it should be, is devoted to grazing. It is

too precipitous for the free use of the plough.

Wash, however, as it may, under careless cultiva-

tion, it is easy to see that the plough brings up

as good land, as the floods had previously svvepi

away. I must believe that those hills are as old

almost as mother earth ; else why should they be

so rotten, ripe, so admirably fitted" f)r the produc-

tion of bread and grass ? Compare them with

the plain, from the base of the hills to tide-water,

and what a meai^er result you have ! The one,

from its constituiional combinations, indestructi-

ble—the other, young, and in its very callow-fea-

ther, havinif neither constitution nor skin, that

can be wrought into valuable uses tor man or

beast. But, sir, permit me to return to the hills. I

first visited the farm of Dr. Loughborough, who
pursues a mixed business of larming and grazing;

^:he latter particularly cla med my attention. His

/fiVi;caUle were yet upon the fields, being daily fed

^ witJTL.corn, but were soon to be sold. His stock

cattle were also upon the fields, but soon to be

taken into his barn, which is warm, and well con-

structed Icr feeding 150 head, two to a stall, each

confined to an upright post, upon the opposite side

of each stall. At the rear of the stalls, is a long,

tight trouo'h, to receive the urine and excrement;
in fi'ont, for containing food, was a capacious

trough. The cattle are fed upon hay, straw, corn-

stalks, &c. &c., all passed through a cutting box,

operated by horse-power. Such quantities are

given, of this cu' food, two or three times a day,

as will keep them in thriving condition. The
urine and excrement are laken every morning in

carle to the field, and lifflitly spread upon grass or

grain. It is not intended that the cattle shall ever

leave their stalls before the clover begins to blos-

som. They receive their water, as often as want-
ed, ii'om pipes comniunica'ing vvhh fine, clear

water.

Immediately adjoming, is the grazing farm of

Mr. Baker, whose feeding establishment is yet

more extensive. His arrangements are for feed-

ing 300 head, in nearly the same manner. These
are new things in Viririnia, and well calculated to

show that our march is onward. I conless that

my mind was much perplexed in relation to cut-

ting so much food ; but when I came to results

—

when imagination saw two or three hundred tons

of hay, and straw, and corn-stalks, reduced to an
animalized batter— and that iuunedialely returned

to the land— I w^as absolutely overwhelmed. I

became breathless from wading throu,o;h rich crops

of grain and grass, and was near forgetting to re-

commend to them a dressing of lime, of which
they have a mountain. By the way, let me say,

that I am suspected of insanity, upon the subject

of lime. It has become a sacred and inviolable

rule with me, to plough no land that is not previ-

ously limed. In this year I have limed more than

200 acres, and now have ten or twelve thousand

bushels of shells in my yard, !or winter and s|iring

operations. It is laborious work to haul so many
shells six or eight miles ; but when ! look at re-

sults, hard work becomes perfc^ct play. My ser-

vants are as mad as mysell^ lor ihey now think

that nothing can be done williout lime ; and 1 am
free to sav, tha' without lime, I would not receive

worn-out land as a iiifl. Your book upon " Cal

careous Manures" will give you immortality, and
your country, millions.

Lime.

From tlie Genesee Farmer.

HINTS OJV MAKING PORK, DERIVEn FROM EX-
PER1E>CE.

3Ir. Tucker— I have heard some farmers say,

only give them hogs and corn, and they could

make pork. This is true, perhaps; but two indi-

viduals with hogs and corn of the same quality

and ffoodness, one will make the fbittening of pork

a profitable business, while with the other it will

be a losiiiir concern. This is owing to their difi'er-

ent manao;ement: and as all liirmers love to have
some profit for their labor, I have arranged a iew
hints for the farmer, which you can dispose of as

you please.

In the first place he carefiil to select a good breed

of hogs for your farm. There is more difference

in breeds of swine than most larmers seem to ima-

gine, or I am very certain the long nosed, long

shanked, forever restless animals that we so fre-

quentlj- see, would by common consent be banish-

ed from our farms and our pens. It is not saying

too much, that one third of the feed required for a

given quantity of pork is saved, when fed to the

China or Berkshire swine, or a cross of these

breeds, rather than the squalling skeletons that

disiirace the very name of porker.

Do not delay fattening your pork till winter.

All animals take on fat much more readily in a

proper temperature; and with the hogs, this

should be warm rather than otherwise. The
greatest care will not make a hog as comfortable

in January as in October, and the fattening will

be in the same proportion.

Z,et your hogs be kept as quiet as possible.

Some li:irmers adopt a mode of feeding, by which
what is gained in eating, is mostly lost in travel-

lin<x. Their peas or corn are fed to them from the

field, some half or three quarters of a mile from

the house; and the trough and pen to which they

come for the wash of the kitchen or the refuse of

the dairy being at the latter place, this distance

must be travelled over some (bur or six times a

day by the animal, to get his meals. This course

may make healthy hogs, but it is not the best way
to make fiit ones.

Do not fear that cleanliness will injure your

hogs. To be kept in good health while fattening,

hogs should be permitted to come to the ground,

or a substitute provided; but the idea that to make
a hog liilten, he must be permitted daily to case

over his carcase in mud, is absurd. (Jive him in
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his pen daily a handful of weeds or vei^jetables

with their roots, or when these cannot be had, a

6Ui)|)ly of fine charcoal with a little flonr of sul-

phur once a week, and you need not fear keeping

his exterior too clean and sleek.

Never feed a hog on unground or uncooked food.

Farmers" diminish their profits more perhaps by a

netflect of this rule, than any other. Grain led

to animals whole, is much of if lost to the purpose

of nutrition, as the process of nias;ication renders

but a small part of it sutliciently fine for the juice

of the stomach to act upon advanta<reousIy. The
more eft'ectualiy hard (Train can be pulverized, the

better, and when divided in this way as much as

possible, cookincror boiling should be added to ren-

der the process as perfect as possible. Allow me
to ask the farmer, who sneers at the idea of making

his corn into pudding for his hogs, what his tiimi-

ly would say were he to order a quart of meal and

ii lit'le water to be dealt out to them, instead of al-

lowintT its conversion into suitable and nutritious

fiiod by boiling. Our efibrt in flattening animals

should' be, to relieve nature fr-om ail unneces-

sary labor, and this is most effectually done by
grindinir or cookincj.

Feed hogs at a time no more than they will eat.

We are apt to consider swine as not very particu

ridiculed. I allude to what is sonietiniee, in deri-

sion, termed hook fanning, but which in reality

offers the most substiiniial fitcilities to improve-

ment, and the acciuisition of wealth. Let us in-

quire what ibis book firming is.

A German, by means of study and observation,

aided by a lonii' course of practical experience in

husbandry, has been able to ascertain the ilegrce-

of exhaustion in fertility, which soils ordinarily un-

deriTo, fi'om the growth of conmion grain crois—
and how much their fertility is increased by given

quantities of manure, and by pasture—thusteach-

inir how to maintain, or to increase, the fertility of

the soil, anci consequently its products and its

profits, from the resources of the farm.

Other men have been assiduously engaged, for'

years, in studying, and have satisiiictorily ascer-

tained, the laws by which heat, air and water, are

made to exert their best agency in preparing the_

food, and acceleraiin!.r the growth and maturity of

plants—and have published directions how lu de-

rive the highest advantage from these primary

agents of nutrition.

And others have invented new and improved

implements and machinery, calculated to relieve

acrricultural labor of half its toils.

A farmer in Ohio, raises fifteen hundred bushels

lap in matters of taste; but a well fed porker is oc- 1 of Swedish turnips on an acre of ground, enougti

to feed and fatten ten bullocks seventy-hve days.

A farmer in Massachusetts, by a new mode oi

managing his corn crop, has realized a nett profit

of 8 150, on little more than an acre of land, while

his neiolibors, in the same season, and in adjoin-

ing fields, have not been remunerated, in rheiu

crop, for the expense of culture. A farme2 im

New- York, has proved by experiment, that by a'

tiew process of making hay, he can save ten per

cent m weight, something in labor, and other ten'

per cent in the qualify of his forage. Another'

fiirmer of my acquaintance, has cultivated twenty

acres of Indian corn, and eight acres of beans the-

present season;—the former, estimated to average

forty bushels the acre, and the latter giving more'

than an ordinary yield—without enqiloying a

plough, or a hand hoe, in the planting or culture—

the whole work having been performed \vith the

drill barrow and cultivator, implements of modern

introduction, thus economizing from one-halt to

two-thirds of the labor ordinarily bestowed.

These are all matters of recent record, but as

Ihev happen to be printed, they very properly fall

under the denomination of book fanning.
_

But

are they, on this account, less true, or is the infor-

mation they contain less useful in your practice?

If a neighbor makes a palpable im|)rovement, by

which he doubles the value of his labor, you read-

ily avail yourselves of his discovery, though you

do it by stealth. Through the means of agricul-

tural publications, the entire farming community

stand in the relation to you of neighbors—you be-

come acquainted with all their improvements, and

are enabled to profit by their skill and science. I

might detain you fbrfioiirs with details of improve-

ments in husbandry, which are essential and ac-

cessible to the farmer. Hundreds of men of pro-

found science, and thousands of the best practical

farmers, in ihis and other countries, are engaged

in improving agriculture— in making two, three

and lour blades of grass, and two, three and four

bushels of grain grow, where but one blade, or one

bushel, grew before; and they are tendering you

casionally very fastidious in his food, and nothing

at such times disgusts a swine sooner than to have

his trough too deeply replenished. They should

have enough at all times, however, and enough in

fattening pork, means just as much as the hogs

will eat.

Reserve your best and sweetestfood for the last.

If vou use. as most farmers do—and without it,

making pork would be a dead loss to the fiirmer,

at the prices corn and other grain has borne for

some years past—apples or potatoes for feeding

hogs, let them be given for the purpose of bring-

ing them forward, and the filling up and finishing

of the process be done with the corn or peas they

are to receive. Apples will make as sweet pork

as any feed in the world; but neither these, or po-

tatoes, will give pork of the hardness and consis-

tency of that made from sound corn, and of course

where any of this is to be fed, it should be reserv-

ed to the time when its good effects will be most

sensibly felt.

Experience has convinced me, that by following

these few and simple directions, more pork, and of

a much better quality, can be made from a given

amount of food, than is now usually done; and

when it is recollected that at the rate of only 50 lbs.

to an individual—a small allowance—one hun-

dred millions of pounds are required in this state,

it will be seen that a saving of twenty per cent, in

the feeding, or an increase of that amount in the

product, amounts to a sum handsome in itself, and

worthy of the notice of the producer as well as the

consumer.
An Old Farmkr.

BOOK-FARM IMG.

Extract from Judge Buel's Address to tlie Berlvf-liiro Agricul-

tural Society.

Allow me to take a farther disgression, to speak

of a means of improving our husbandry, which is

too much neglected, and loo often contemned and
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the benefits of their labors, in the agricultural

\v0rk3 of the day. The accumulated experience,

and the itiiprovements of centuries, have been re-

gistered by the press, and liieir benehis are tender-

ed to all who will read and profit by them, almost

\vithout money and without price. He thai, will

read, may lea-iii.

From the Ohio Farmer.

The common wikl plum, furnishs^s the best of

Blocks, fjr the propagation of the choice varieties.

It is hardy and fiee iVoni most diseases. As its

growth is slow, it somewhat dwarls the grafis of

The finer kinds, ihat are naturally more luxuriant.

This tends not only to render them more fruitful,

but to prevent the Iruitfrom rotting befjre it comes

to full ma'urity.

The gralis will, in a lew years, oul-ffrow thti

stocks, but the wood of the latter is so tough, that

I have never known them to break oil} after the

wound, from the operation of engrafting, was en-

tirely healed. Every r.eighborhood at the west,

abounds with the wikl plum. The thriftiest trees,

li-om an inch to an inch and a half in diameter,

should be selected and transplanted in autumn to

the places where it if? intended they shall remain.

Care should inj taken to preserve every root if |)o?-

sible; the tops should be thinned out, but no larire

limbs should be amputated. The hole to receive

the roots should be at least three I'eet in diameter,

atid eighteen inches deep; this should be filled

with the richest earth, but not with manure. They
require a rich soil, and it is best to cover the sur-

face, for a lew ieet around the tree, with compost,

tanners' pates, lime ai>d bark, horn-tips, bones,

coal-ashes, or any other articles that will keep the

ground loose, moist and rich.

When the trees have entirely recovered from

the shock of transplanting, engraft them, and not

betore. It will require at lea.^t two years tor them
to get over it.

In performing the operation of engrafting, saw
ort' the main stock or the leading branches, as the

size of ihe tree may rei^uire; where th-ey are not

over an inch or an inch and a half in diameter,

pare oif the surface of the stock with a sharp

knife, split it down two inches through the centre

with a thin butcher kniie or other convenient in-

strument, and then keep open the split by driving

ill a polished iron wedge, which every firmer
should keep for the purpose. A shoulder should

then be cut on each side of the ffraft, two inches

from the lower end; and from these shoulders, it

should be gradually sloped olf, by a clean cut, so

as to Ibrm a wedije that will exactly fit the clelt,

in the stock. Next insert the gralt into the stock

60 that the inner barks of the two will be parallel

to each other. In this manner, a great extent of

surface comes in contact between them, not only

on the whole length of the vvedge, but between
the shoulders of the graft and ihe top of the slock;

and the iiraft is at once supplied with a full flow of

eap. This is not the case with those set by the

transient engrafters that infest our country every

spring, who insert their grafts obli(]ueiy to the

stocks, and leave them to half starve, tf we may
use the expression, lor the want of support. In

one instance, the grafts will ^vow Irom three to six

feet; in the other, not as many inches.

The next process is to protect them Irom the air'

and weather. This is best done by carefully sur-

rounding the top ol' the stocks with grafting ce-

ment (resin 73 parts, beeswax 17, and tallow 10,}
warmed to the right consistency. Over this, place
a thick coai of well worked day, and confine the

whole by surrounding it with some pliable cloth

and tyiiia it on with |)ack-thread; the cloth should
be about eiiiht inches square, and should be per-

forated wiih two small holes near its centre, at a
suiiable distance apart, Ibr the grafis to pass

through, when it is placed over the top of the siock.

Two grafis should always be inserted— if both

live, one can be shortened fi'om time to time, so as
to finally give th^*. nourishment to one. In this

method tl>e wound heals better than if only one is

inserted.

If cement alone be used, it will often destroy

tho cri-iitis in our hot summers at the west. Glay
without cement does not sufficiently exclude the

air and wet; combined ihey actio the best adcan-
tacre. When tow is employed in place of cloth,

birds are apt to strip it off, for furnishintj their

nesis. This, hov/ever, can be remedied by coat-

intT it over with thin mud.
Plum trees should, if possible, be set where'

swine can have free access to them. The curculio

insect that stings the fruit will be in a great meas-
ure exterminated on a country liirm, if swine can
have an opportunity to eat up the premature drop-

pings. When this cannnot be done, the method'

of shakini; the tree, with sheets placed under it at

the time the itrsects are perfbrminir the operation,

will succeed, as I have tested fully for a number
of years.

Old and exhausted varieties are not worth cuhi-

vatini;. Much care should be used to select those

that are young, healthy and li-uilful.

From the Horticultural Register.

ON TRAXSPLAXTING OKXAMENTAI^ TREES, IJV

TOWiVS A^D CITIES.

There are but k\v subjects of a more engaging

and useful nature in the environs, and indeed in

the interiors of towns and cities, (where a proper

space can be admitted,) than the presence of orna-

mental trees that at once give a pleasing variety to

the scene, and add to the comlurts of the citizen

by their cooling shade in the suiTimer season.

But, althoutj;h this branch of arboriculture is so

much cherished, in almost every part of the

union; by freueral observation it will be seen,

that, many failures happen in planting; and that,

niiuiy trees are altosether misplaced, owing to a
mere want of consideration, at the tii:;e of plant-

inff and a trifling additional expense.

The first consideration in this, and inueed in all

other descriptions of ornamental planting, is, in the

selecting of the proper kinds of trees adapted to

the purpose,- that will thrive and have a healthy

appearance in the situation (hey are planted in.

The best and surest method to this method of

planting, is, to select such trees as are of an orna-

mental character, and thrive well in the neighbor-

hood of the town or city they are to be planted in':'

Ihe choice of the kinds should be made from trees

fully Grown, from which the true characteristic

and /!fl6(7 can be seen. There are many kinds of

trees well adapted Ibr this purpose in the dificrent
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sections of this couniiy and although, perhaps the

very kimls that are the most fuhiptcd and oriia-

menial ui one town are not so in another. This
dopend.s on climate at)d location. Tlie yllianUius

gluiiJdlosa or Tree ol' Heaven and the catalpha

s(/r(7i3:i/i'/('a answer adniirahlv well as ornamental

trees in Now YorU city; their habit heini:^ well

adapted and hardy enouy-h to withstand tiic cli-

mate; bat in Boston, Albaayand the colder places,

the winter's severity acts on their systetn and in-

jures them materially; on the other hand, the

maple, the lime, the horse-chestnut and elm
thrive well in New York and almost every city

they are planted in.

The kinds of trees being decided upon, the next

thinir is the selectinn: ihem ior plantiuij, which in

all cases I should recommend to be taken irom

nurseries: allhongh in many cases, trees do well

taken fi'om woods, it cannot be recommended as a

general mode to be ii)llowed in planting. Trees

taken from woods rarely possess the proper quali-

ties lor this kind of planting; in woods, trees gen-

erally grow thickly toixether, consequently their

bark is thin, the roots large, with ['aw fibres, and
their tops slim and weakly; these consequences

arise from their being excluded Irom a free access

to the sun and air; which so much improve the

habit and constitution of trees for transplanting

purposes. In the act of planting trees of this kind

they are generally divested of their roots and tops,

the very or<ra:is that draw food and noarishmant to

the tree, therefore, without very favorable circum-

stances it must eventually die; on the other hand,

trees grown in a nursery are mostly well rooted

and have fine, healthy, well liirmedtops, and other

requisite properties for removal.

Having selected and |)rocured the trees, the next

thing is the planting, which is olten done by dig-

ging out a few shovels full of gravel and placing

a tree in a liole not sufficient to receive the roots of

it. In this situation a tree being deprived ol"raost

of its roots and branches, makes a feeble effort oi'

growth in the spring; but, so soon as the dry sea-

son commences, it presents to the planter dead

leaves and a liltjless pole. The proper manner to

plant a tree in such places is, to lake out a large

hole say two cartloads of gravel and like, which is

to be filled in with the same quantity of good loam
with a portion of well rotted manure incorporated

therewith. The tree is then to be carefully plant-

ed therein, observing well, to spread the roots in

tlieir natural position and tread the earth carefully

about them, which, if very dry, pour into it a pail

or two of water, to make it adhere more closely to

them.
The trees being planted they should immediate-

ly be protected by boxes, stakes or otiierwise, in or-

der to guard off cattle or other things that are lia-

ble to come into contact and move them li'om their

position, which will deter them from taking root

and growing freely in the spring.

When the trees begin to grow in the spring, ap-

ply a pail or two ol' water to each, every two or

three days through the months of May and June,

when they will be well established and need no

other care than being well protected and occasion-

ally pruned.

The best time for planting trees on dry bottoms
is at the fall of the leaf; in most low situations ear-

ly in the spring.

Vol. V—77

PROCEEDINGS Or THE FREDEKICKSBUUO AG-
RICULTURAL SOCIETY.

Friday, N'ovember 10.

The society was called to order at 12 M, when,'

on motion, the late officers were unanimously re-

elected.

Itlany persons proposing, were severally admit-
ted members of this society. Afier some arrange-

ments pre|)aratory to ihcshow, the society adjourn-

ed to the field to witness the exhibition, and met
again at 4 P. M.
The reports li-om the several committees were

read and adopted.

The committee on riding horses, brood mares
and colts, rejjorl, that Col. Robert Crutclifield \ii

entitled to the premium for the best riding horse

—

that Mr. Wm. H. Tayloe is entitled to the pre-

mium tor the best blooil(\d brood mare—and also,

that Mr. Tayloe is entitled to the premium ibrthe

best blooded colt, not exceeding 3 years old—that

Mr. Charles Tayloe is entitled to the premium lor

the bests years old colt, without regard to blood

—that Dr. E. P. White is entitled to a premium
for the best mule colt.

The committee on stallions and jacks, report—
that Robert Stanard's horse. Accident, is entitled

to the premium lor the best thorough-bred stallion

— that Richard H. Pulliam is entitled to a premi-

um for his horse Sir Bolingbroke, as the best com-
mon stock horse— also, the premium to Spencer
ColeiTian, for his very superior jack.

The committee on bulls and milch cows, award
the premium to Col. Payne Todd's North Devon
bull, and a milch cow of the same stock. There
were many fine milch cows shown, and by the

rules, (there being no certificate of blood,) they

were excluded fl"om competition for a premium.
The committee on beef, mutton and sheep,

award their premiums to Francis W. Taliaferro,

lor the best fitted work-ox—to William Jackson,

for the best ram and ewe—to Wm. Jackson,

ibr his imported Lincolnshire ram and ewe—to

John Gray, for his grass-falted mutton.

The committee on flour, award the premium to

John A. Porter, of Oranfre.

The committee on aL''ricuItural implements,

award a prefniumto George Washington Bassett,

li)r his newly invented and highly valuable axle,

for carts and wagons.
The society awarded the premium to Geo. Mor-

ton, of Orange, for the best 10 contiguous acres of

Indian corn, the same yielding 101 barrels, 3 bush-

els, 1 gallon, and 2 quarts.

A very interesting communication was read by
the first Vice-President.

The society then adjourned till to-morrow, 9

o'clock, A. M.

Saturday, N'ovember 11.

Pursuant to appointment the society met. On
motion, twenty i)ersons were admitted members of

this society. The society then adjourned to the

Town-Hall to witness the exhibiti<%tof domestic

manufactures, and to hear the Presicrent's annual

address.

At 1 P. M. the society convened—the Presi-

dent in the chair. Reports from committees were
received and adopted.

The premium for butter was awar-ded to Mrs.
Agnes Sanlord.
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The premiums for domestic manufactures were
awarded: For the best carpet, to Mr?. Virginia

Scott—for the best counterpane of wool and cot-

ton, to Miss Mary Hooe; the best of cotton, to

Mrs. Rebecca Wharton—the best stockings, to

Miss S. C. Hill—the best piece of flannel, to

Mrs. M. Rothrock—the best piece of negro cloth-

ing, to Mrs. Hamilton—for the best 4 ounces of
Bewingsilk, to Mrs. Shackelford— tor hearth rug,

a discretionary premium to Miss E. Catlett; also

one to Mrs. Mary Dickinson, for a piece of jeans.

After much discussion, the following resolutions

were severally adopted:

Resolved, That a premium of ^10 bo awarded
to the best acre of corn, to measure not less than
15 barrels.

Resolved, That a committee of three be ap-
pointed to examine the outstanding debts due this

society, and place the same in the hands of some
attorney with directions to sue if necessary. As
the accounts are small, the committee are direct-

ed to contract for their collection upon the best

terms.

Resolved, That the members of this society be
earnestly requested to make written communica-
tions on agricultural subjects at each annual fall

meeting.

Resolved,—That the report of the committee to

whom was referred the old constitution and by-
laws, be committed to a select committee of five,

(any three of whom to act) with instructions to

revise the same, and report at the next fall meet-
ing. The chair appointed Wm. P. Taylor,
George W. Bassett, George Hamilton, Dr. VVm.
Browne and Francis W. Taliaferro.

Resolved, That the next annual meeting of this

society be on the 2nd Thursday ofNovember next,
which day is to he dev'oted to the consideration of
the report ordered to be made by the revising com-
mittee. The members of the society, now pre-
sent, are considered as pledged to attend on that
day.

Resolved, That a premium of .^10 be offered to

the wife, mother, or sister of the member who shall

wear the neatest suit of domestic clothes at our
next meeting—the same to be manufactured at

home.
Resolved, That the thanks of this society be

presented to the President for his able, interesting
and appropriate address, and that he be requested
to furnish a copy tor publication.

Resolved, That the proceedings ofthis meeting,
with the President's address, be'published in the
Herald and Arena, and Farmers' Register.
The society then resolved itself into a commit-

tee of the whole, "upon asrricultural subjects, gen-
erally," when a most hi():hly interestincj ancf in-

structive "talk" ensued, which lasted till 9, P. M.

:

whereupon, the society adjourned.

Jam£s M. Garnett,
Rresidcnt.

Rob't B. Semple, Sec'ry ^ TreasW.

exceptions to some positions in ijr.

biuse's address.

It is seldom that we express our dissent to the opi-

nions of correspondents, as, in general, it is deemed
more respectfid, both to the writers and their readers,

to leave such opinions to the judgment of the laller,

without any bias produced, or attempted to be pro-

duced, by accompanying editorial objections. Still

less would we be willing to avail ourselves of the cus-

tomary editorial privilege of answering apiece in ad-

vance of the piece itself; and sometimes without giv-

ing it a place at all. Several considerations induce us,

in this case, not to remain silent ; though our dissent

from some of the opinions of Dr. Muse, as presented in

his ' Address,' published in No 9, will be concisely

stated, and not argued at length.

First—as to Dr. Muse's belief in the transmutation

of wheat to cheat, and the supposed fact adduced for its

proof— (and which, if not mistaken, would, indeed, be

most abundant proof)—we shall not renew a contro-

versy, in which far too many mere words have already

been published. Facts are wanted ; such facts as no

scientific investigator could question, or refuse to ad-

mit—and such as, if true, can be certainly produced,

and offered to the observation of men of science, in such

manner as to fix the truth beyond the possibility of fu-

ture question. We offered, in this journal, several

years ago, an honorary reward to any person who
would clearly trace the product of heads of cheat from

a grain of wiieat. We now repeat that offer , and if

the effect is so easily produced, as is generally sup-

posed, and by so many different causes, surely, by em-

ploying any one, or all of these causes, such scientific

intestigators and believers in the transmutation doc-

trine as Dr. Muse, Mr. Featherstonhaugh, or Judge

Buel, miijht both produce and prove the effect.

We believe, with Dr. Muse, that the earth is gradu-

ally becoming lower in temperature ; that the now fri-

gid zones once bore the animals and vegetables which

live now only in the torrid, or temperate ; and that when
the now still burning and melted interior of the globe

shall have cooled, our present temperate station will be

covered with eternal snow. But we differ greatly

as to the rate of the progress of this change. The lapse

of the last 2,000 years has shown (in historical

records,) so slightly the effects of the change, that

most investigators have assumed the reverse result to

be the true one—that is to say, that the world (at least

the part improved by agriculture,) has been gradually

becoming warmer, instead of colder. We, therefore,

infer that the cooling process is at all events so slow,

that no perceptible effects on our crops would be ex-

pected in " half a century"—and scarcely in two or

three centuries. If this was the cause of the frequent

failures of our wheat crops, the effect would be the

more striking as we advanced to colder stations—which

is not the case, as we believe—and if Dorchester, in

Maryland, was already becoming too cold, we might

suppose that some where in the Carolinas there would

even now be the best clLmate for, and the best pro-

ducts of wheat.

The fact stated by Dr. Muse of the very slow pro-

gress of disintegration in the old and " half decom-

posed" oyster shells, which he used for manure, from

old Indian banks, though undoubted in his particular

application, ought not to be deemed likely to be ge-

neral. We will hazard the guess that the soil to which

he applied these shells was not such as we have

termed " acid ;" or, if the soil was, indeed, acid, that

the manure was more in quantity than was wanting to
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neutralize that quality. The progress of disintegra-

tion, by the mers mechanical action of the elements, and

of tillage, is, indeed, very slow ; but vvh(?n the chemical

decomposing action of the soil, (or of putrescent ma-

nures, in compost,) is added, the reduction of all

" half decomposed shells" is so rapid, that no objec-

tion to their use will be found on that score. Such is

our experience of fossil sea shells, such as the marl

beds usually present ; and they are fully as firm as the

old oyster shells of the Indian banks have appeared to

our view, and as they are described to be by Dr.

Muse.

In regard to the remarks of the author of the ' Ad-

dress' on the importance and need of legislative aid

to agricultural improvement, we have only to join

our ardent wishes that his success in stimulating such

action may be equal to his zeal in urging the great end

of the support of agricultural interests. But our wish

can scarcely be termed a hope— unless the legislature

of Maryland is composed of very different materials

from that of Virginia. But we shall not cease to raise

our voice, and exert our efforts, for this object, whether

with or without hope.

From the Genesee Farmer.

FOOD.

It appears to be a wise dispensation of Provi-

dence, that has provided that each slep in the ad-

vance and developement of matter, shall furnish

the means of a higher and more complicated ma-
terial existence. This truth can be disiinctlv^

traced in every species of organization, but in

none more conclusively than in those which are

intended for food, or a supply of nutrition to ani-

mals and man. The ox could not appropriate

the simple elements that constitute fiesh and
bones directly from the soil; it was necessary that

the vegetable organization should intervene, to

take up and prepare these elements lor his use;

and man, onmivorous as he is, shows little incli-

nation to resort to herbage when he can get roast

beef, and the example of Nebuchadnezzar in go-

ing to grass, has as yet, obtained but few follow-

ers.

That man was destined to eat meat, is demon-
strated from his anatomical conformation ; and
euch destination agreeing with his inclination, it

is probable, in spite of fashionable lectures on ve-

getable diet, that he will eat meat whenever it

can be procured, which, fortunately for the labor-

ing man of this country, is very easily done.

Such being the case, it becomes an important
question in domestic economy, so to cook or pre-

pare this essential part of sustenance so as to

have it the most nutritious, and at the same time
waste the least in cooking.

Flesh, in all its varieties of muscle, membrane,
and tissues, is composed of gelatine, fibrine, albu-

inine, and ozmazome ; but these principles do not

exist in al! flesh in the same proportions, and they
vary according to the age and species of the ani-

mal. Gelatine abounds in young animals— in

older ones fibrine prevails. Albumine is found
more or less in all. Ozmazome is scarcely pre-

eent in the flesh that is white, as veal and pullets;

but in beef or full grown animals, is abundant.
To this last substance both jowe its color, its aro-

matic odor, and agreeable flavor. To the proper

proportion and combination of these substances the

nutritive properties of flesh are owing, and when
these are destroyed or dissipated in cooking, the

value of meat for food isinthesame proportion less-

ened.

Meat is usually prepared for food by boiling or

roasting, yet whatever the mode may be, there

must be some loss, consisting chiefly of juices, so-

luble matter, and fat. Prelessor VVallace of

Edinburgh, instituted a series of experiments to

ascertain the relative amount of loss by the pro-

cesses of boiling or roasting, and admitting the

quantity of bone in each case to be the same,
which was near the fact, the result was as fol-

lows :

100 lbs. of beef lost in boiling, 26| lbs.

100 do. do. in roasting, 32 "

100 do. do. in baking, 30 "

100 do. of legs of mutton, averaging
about nine and a half lbs. each,

lost in boiling, - - - 21^ "

100 do. shoulders of mutton, averag-

ing ten lbs. each, lost in roast-

ing, - - - - 31J
•-'

100 do. ol loins of mutton, averaging
eight and three-fourth lbs. each,

lost in roasting, - - - 35^ "

100 do. necks of mutton, averaging ten

pounds each, lost in roasting, 32| "

By the.se experiments it appears that in boiling

beef or mutton, the loss is less than in roasting
;

and that meat loses in the cookitjg from one-filth

to one-third its weight. The average loss in boil-

ing and roasting, according to Professor Wallace,
was 28 per cent., but while legs of mutton only
lost 21 pounds in boiling per hundred, loins of
mutton in roasting lost per hundred 25 lbs.

In preparing his volume on domestic economy
for ' Lardner's Cyclopedia,' Professor Donovan
insituted a more extensive and rigorous set of ex-
periments, in order to ascertain the actual loss in

cooking by different methods, and the cost to the
consumer of each pound of meat of the various
kinds, divested of bone, and purchased for cooking
at the usual market price. This examination
gave rise to some curious results, embodied in

a table, a few items of which we have selected as
showing the difl'erence in price between raw and
cooked food, and the average loss in cooking.

Cost p. lb. Cost p. lb. Lossp. ct.

Kinds of food raw. cooked. in cookinj

nd 13Sailed beef boiled, Qd.

Salted brisket of
beef boiled, 6

Legs of mutton do 8
Salt pork, do. 8
Shoulders of mut-

ton roasted 7
Ribs of beef, do. 8
Legsof mutton do. 8
Sirloin of beef do. 8
Haunch of ven-

son do. -

Woodcocks do. -
Quails do. -

In the experiments the meat was carefully dis-
sected liom the bones, so as to ascertain tlie exact

8^
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amount of flesh, and the loss in cookino', and con-

sequently the difference in prir-e before and after.

In Slimming up his results. [Vir. Donovan says:

''It appears that the ttesii ol' a woodcock some-

times costs 16s. per pound. Ent the fiesh of the

quail is still more expensive. This bird fattened

is frequency sold at 3s., nnd when allowance is

m-ide for tiie loss in conkino; and the bones, the
j

meat may be estimated at two ounces, which

brings the cost of the cooked flesh to £l 4s. per

pound, (or about six dollars.) Those to whom
such morsels are necessary, are not to be envied."

The price of venison cooked does not vary much,

from one dollar a pound; dear buying surleits we
should think.

From these experiments of iVIessrs. Wallace

and Donovan, it is clear that where economy is

consulted the greater part of the meat cooked will

be boiled; as the loss is decidedly less than by

roasting, and experience has shown it to be nearly

,or quite as digestible and nutritious when cooked in

this way as in any other. In whatever way flesh

is cooked, it should be done; but this does not

mean that it should be roasted, or fried, or baked,

to scraps. Cooked properly, it is more easily di-

gested, and far more nutritious, and the loss is gen-

erally less, than when devoured raw as with the

Abyssinian, or roasted to a crisp as is the custom

in 'Furkey. Every thing that relates to domestic

economy should attract the notice of the farmer;

and where flesh is as much an article of food and

of comfort as with us. the daily saving that may
be effected by boiling in preference to roasting

should not be overlooked. The rich may be al-

lowed to consult their appetite at the expense of

tlieir health if they choose; that man is fortunate

who is able to gratify the first without endanger-

ing the last.

tVorn ttie Genesee Fanner.

CONTAGIOUS TYPHUS AMOKG CATTLE.

Such is the name given by Professor Dela-

fond, of the veterinary school at Alfort, to a dis-

ease among cattle, the history of which, from its

first well authenticated appearance about a hun-

,dred years since, he has been engaged in investi-

gating, and which at each periodic return appears

to have been as fatal to cattle as the black death,

email pox, plague, and cholera, have proved to

the human race.

Tlie best accounts of the epizootic typhus,

jnakes it originate in Hungary, in 1711, whence
it spread into Italy, Germany, Switzerland, Pied-

mont, Holland, France, and England ; taking

about seven years in its circuit, and setting at de-

fiance every effort made to check its advance. In

Piedmont 80,000 cattle died in a few months; in

Holland more than 200,000 beasts perished; and

in other countries it visited, it was equally fatal,

the total number destroyed during the seven years

:being estimated at more than 600,000.

Twenty years afterwards the saaie disease ap-

peared in Bohemia, among the cattle collected liir

the use of the French army occupied in the siege

of Prague. It again overran Europe, taking

nearly the same course as before, and was con-

veyed from Holland to England. All the skill of

the most cebrated physicians of Europe was put

In requisition to arrest its ravages, but without the

least effect; and when after ten years it ceased

of itself, it was estimated that not less than three
millions had been swept away.

During the next twenty years Europe was free

from this epidemic, but in 1771 it reappeared

in Holland and committed the most dreadful rava-

ws. In one year in the Province of Friedland,

96,000 cattle died; in South Holland, 115,665: in

North Holland, 225,831; and it spread into Flan-
ders and France, but the whole number of cattle

that died in these countries was never correctly

estimated. Scarcely cattle enough, however, were
left to till the soil, and on the borders of the Medi-
terranean, which had escaped the last visitation,

mote than 150,000 cattle died.

During the wars of the French Republic, in

1793, 4 and 5, and of which Italy was the princi-

pal theatre, the typhus again broke out, and follow-

ing the course of the armies, destroyed in a few
years 3.500,000 cattle. In 1790 it appeared among
the cattle collected lor the French army of the

Rhine, and spread with li'ightlul rapidity over the

departments of that part of France and part of Hol-
land destroying not less than 200,000 cattle. At this

time a detailed calculation, made from authentica-

ted statements, was made by Dr. Faust, and it

appeared by these returns, that the number that

had perished in Belgium and France alone, since

its appearance in 1711, was not less than ten mil-

lions.

In 1814-15 the combined armies arrived in

France, with these hordes of Hungarian bullocks,

and contagious typhus soon broke out and spread

with fital rapidity. The return of peace, howe-
ver, checked its progress, and it soon disappeared;

since which time it has scarcely been heard of as

an epidemic, in any country.

The researches of the professor have estab-

lished the following facts: 1st. That from 1711 to

1814 contagious typhus has appeared about once
in twenty-three years. 2d. That on each ap-

pearance it seems to have arrived in the train of

Hungarian cattle. 3d. That it is strictly conta-

gious, and spreads in this way alone.

Wherever war long continues to rage, typhus
fever breaks out among cattle. These two des-

troyers of men and cattle appear in some manner
inseparable. A comparison of the times specified

above as the period of its ravages, with the his-

tory of the same time, will fully establish these

facts. The causes of this connexion between the
march of armies, and the propagation of the tv-

phus have been detailed with great force in a re-

port by M. Rodet. Crowded together in large

masses—breathing an impure and vitiated air

—

forced to make long and iiitiguing marches—at

onetime sleeping in the cold open air, and then
ctammed into stables or enclosures—forced by
thirst, to drink at times of the most impure and
stagnant water—their food scarce, or of bad qual-
ity, it is scarcely possible they should escape ty-

phus; or that when once the disease has origina-

ted, it should become fatally contagious.

In the origin and spread of this disease, the far-

mer will find a strong argument for the necessity

of regular feeding, pure water, free ventilation,

and plenty of room for his flocks, and herds, if he
would avoid the origin or spread of disease among
them. American liirmers are unacquainted with
many of the diseases that exist in the older coun-
tries of Europe; but there can be no doubt that

fatal diseases among sheep and ewine in this
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coiiiilry may be sometimes traced to the same
caiiso:' liosigiialcd above., viz: crowded enclosures

and inifuire air; errors, which, wherever they ex-

ist, should be caretully corrected

AnVANTAOKS OF I.TMK.

T) the. Editor of the Farmer and Gardener.

Dear Sir,— Althouixli unaccustomed to writins

for the public, it wives me pleasure to comply with
your reciuest, m my plain way, in jrivintr you my
views, in relation to the value of lime, and the re-

sult of my experience and observations in the use
ofit. Few have been more benefited by the ex-

perience ofothers, and none more willing to profit

by the good example of a neighbor; I cannot, of

course, object to offering my mite to the common
stock, truslins!' that, like the widow''s mite, it will

be received with the same liberal feelings with

which it is offered. At the age ol'eighteen I rook

possession ofa large farm, within six miles of Bal-
timore, which had been tenanted out for upwards
of forty years, without any restrictions. To you
who have a personal acquaintance with it, it

would be unnecessary to say, that it was com-
pletely worn out ; but a stranger may form some
idea of its miseraole condition, when I assure you
that for several years belbre I took charge ofit, the

income from 600 acres did not amount to ^1-50 per

year. I soon discovered that it was perfect tblly to

farm poor land, and directed my energies to im-

proving. Mv attention was soon directed to lime,

by an old Fnglish gentleman vvho had lately

bought in my neighborhood ; but so strong were
the prejudices of the farmers generally to trymg
" visionary notions," that it was thought only

those who had money to throw away could afford

to use it; and, as I had none to spare, I con-
cluded to follow the example of my '• old experi-

enced and most thrifty neighbors," by sending a
load of wood to the city, and bringing back a load

of ashes. This f continued for several years, by
which time I was iially convinced it was too slow a
business, for I discovered that by the time I would
reach the third or fourth field, I should have to go
the rounds again ; besides, with all my industry

through the winter, we could not get up more
ashes than would manure nineteen or twenty
acres, consequently requiring twelve years to im-
prove 200 or 240 acres. This, I thought, would
never do ; to look forward to growing gray at so

slavish a business, was rather a dull prospect for a
man of my sanguine temperament. In the mean-
time I had been watching closely the effect of lime
on my old English neighbor's liirm ; and was by
this time convinced that there was something
more than " visionary notions" in the use of lime,

and at once looked to lime as the only way for me
to get along; but how to manage it was the diffi-

culty— I had not the ready cash to buy with, and
was afi-aid to go in debt.

"
I saw an abundance of

limestone about three miles above me, which
seemed to be little valued, and knowing I had
plenty of wood, soon went to calculating^what it

would cost me to haul the stone and burn the lime,

and at once satisfied myself that by doing the
work " within myself" the cash expenses would
not exceed eight or ten cents a bushel, whilst
I should have to pay the lime burners twenty-four
cents. I at once went to work to build a kiln that
would burn 1,-500 bushels, and never shall I forget
the concern it occasioned among my fi-iends.

Those who lived in the midst of limestone,

thought it impo.-^sible my experiment would suc-

ceed, having such a distance to haul the stone,

whilst " my old experienced neighbors" still

thought it monej^ thrown away to put lime on the

land ; and, never shall forget the earnesttu'ss

with which an old and valued li-iend, Mr.
T , admonished me of the hazard I was
running, and the seriousness with which he at-

tempted to dissuade me from my " wild no-
tion:" the boy, he was sure, would ruin him-
self—for the old gentleman knew that my cash
means were very slender. " The boy," how-
ever, persisted ; and, I am sure, T would not

exchange the profils of my lime kiln ibr that

of some of the gold mines. Every day convinces

me more strongly, that but ibr my lime kiln,

I should have been a broken iiirmer. My kiln was
scarcely under way before the example was fol-

lowed by another; and now, after a lapse of

eight or ten years, they are as thickly dotted over

the neighborhood as you will find in any part

of the country where they have limestone on
the spot : and it has become a proverbial saying,

that wherever you see a lime kiln, " That man is

well to do." As to the mode of applying it,

I have ever pursued the same system; viz.,

spreading it on the suiitice, the quantity depend-
ing on the condition of the lanu ; on very steril

soil, the quantity should not exceed fifty bushels

per acre, and I doubt very much whether the pro-

duct of any land will be increased for the first few.

years by a larger quantity ; but where (as is the

case with myself) it is important to save manual
labor, you may safely put on land that has a sod
on it from 120 to 150 bushels per acre ; and,
no doubt, the effect vviil continue many years
longer than if a smaller quantity was applied. On
my fijrm, I have two kinds of soil, the gray rock
and a gravelly soil ; lime acts powerfully on
either, but most so on the sray rock : and, I find,

will admit ofa much larger quantity being used at

a time. On land that would not bring more than
three barrels of corn to the acre, I am confident has
often, by one dressino; of lime, been made to pro-

duce the first year from five to seven barrels ; and
land that a few years since was covered with po-
verty, grass, and briar bushes, now produces me
fine crops of timothy, corn, and wheat. It is

highly gratifying to see the eairerness with which
the yomtg farmers of my neighborhood are im-
proving with lime, and the white heaps in the
spring afford a delightful variety to the appear-
ance of the neighborhood. As long communica-
tions are never read, I will cut this short, with the
promise to write to you again. Yours, &c.

W. G.
Baltimore cnunty, N'ov. 28, 1837.

From tlie Fanners' Cabinet.

LIME.

The discussion respecting the application of
lime as a manure, reminds me of the anecdote of
the old man giving advice to his son. " Put
your lime," he said, " if possible, on your sod be-

fore it is ploughed. If you can't put it on before

it is ploughed, put it on as soon as possible after-

wards. And if you can't put it on after it is

ploughed, then put it on the best way you can."
My design, at present, is to communicate a few

facts, whicTi have come under my immediate ob-
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servation, and the result of the experience of

others, in the application ofhme as a manure.

In this vicinity it is becoming; ahiiost universally

the practice, 1o apply the lime to the sod, the year

previous to its being planted with corn. With

this method several" advantages are connected.

First, The jlinie may be hauled and spread,

at any convenient time during the season—say, in

May "and June, between corn planting and hay

harvest. Second, The cro|)s will derive much

more benefit from its being put on the land some

length of time betore it is ploughed, than to put it

on lust at the time of putting in the crop. It has

been duly ascertained, that one of the principal ef-

fects of lime is, the decomjiosition and bringing

into action, the inert vegetable matter in soil.

When lime is spread on the sod, it comes into im-

mediate contact with the grass, and grass roots,

than when the ground is first ploughed ; in fields

which have been partly litned oi. the sod, then

ploucrhed, and the remainder limed at the time of

planUng with corn. I have observed in plough-

ing up corn stubble, that the part limed on the sod,

ploughed up much mellower, than that limed

a/fer'the sod was ploughed ;
presenting a rich ve-

o-etabie mould not observable in the other part of

ihe field.
, . , . , . . ,

There a;e no kmds oi crops which have come

under my observation ; namely, corn, oats, barley,

wheat, rye, potatoes, clover, and timothy, but

what are benefited by lime, with the exception of

flax. Where flax was formerly raised to great

perfection, a very inferior article is now produced,

since the application of lime. This has almost led

to the abandonment of its cultivation in many sec-

tions of the country.
,, , ^ , ,

Oats, however, if the hme is applied fresh the

season it is sown, will rather be injured than bene-

fited by it, in preventing it from ripening. I have

seen oats, in fields which had been recently limed,

send up an indefinite number of suckers or young

stalks from the roots ; which, together with the

parent stalk, would scarcely ripen if allowed to re-

main the whole season in the field ; and the stub-

ble would sprout up |)rofusely after a crop was

taken ofl'. But when the lime has been applied a

year or two previous, it isdecidedl3'a benefit to the

oats. Lime can be applied with advantage,

whether put on fresh, or left exposed to the

elements till it becomes cold. This has been ex-

emplified in the application of mortar fi-om old

buildings, which has been known to produce last-

ing effects. I have been told by a person who has

ha'cl much experience in liming, that he has had

clover to succeed tietter, aiier putting it on fresh

slacked and hot, than in any oiher way.

The Lancaster turnpike, in the vicinity of the

Great Valley, is supplied with stone fi-om the

quarries of primitive limestone in the south side of

the valley. I have observed a field adjoining the

turmike'of a thin slaty soil—the subsoil of which

is composed entirely of a slate gravel, (and, per-

haps, there are many others of a similar nature and

similariy situated ;) which has had no burned

lime applied to it tor, perhaps, an age, and yet is

remarkable for its productiveness—being far supe-

rior to many others in its vicinity, which are pos-

sessed of a much richer natural soil. Part of this

field receives the flood of the turnpike, by which it

becomes overspread with the pulverised limestone

of the road; and the other part is visited, in

dry weather, by clouds of dust—which, in my
judgment, is the great stimulant to its vegetable

productiveness.

If these facts amount to any thing, it appearsthat

lime, applied in whatever form, is a stimulent to

vegetation. But (he form and manner in which it

may be most advantageously applied, I leave for

others yet to determine. A.

Chester county, November 2d, 1837.

REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF THE CEN-
TRAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY AND ME-

CHANIC INSTITUTE.

[Ordered to be publisfied in tlie Farmers' Register.]

Jliursday, October 26, 1837.

The society held its second anniversary in

Lyni^hburg, according to the adjournment of last

year. The day was ushered in by torrents of rain,

which continued, with slight intermissions, from

an early hour until evening
;
yet such was the in-

terest lelt on the occasion by the members, and by

the public generally, that, at the usual hour, the

avenues leading to the places of exhibition were

thronged with persons moving to and firo, to wit-

ness the improved productions of the country,

which had already been assembled in considerable

numbers.
Preparatory to the show, the members of the

society convened in the Methodist Episcopal

Church ; Odin G. Clay, of Campbell, President.

The meeting was called to order, and the va-_

rious committees received their respective lists of

articles on which they were to award premiums.

A communication was received, with feelings of

regret to the society, fi'ora the rev. John Perci-

val, staling his illness, which would prevent him
from delivering the annual address.

The meeting then adjourned, for the exhibition,

till to-morrow, 12 o'clock.

The remnant of the day was employed by the

society, and by a numerous collection of citizens,

from town and country, in examining the fine

stock of various kinds, which were collected in gen-

erous emulation, at the places appointed for them.

There were the Durham, Devon and Alderney

cattle, wrought in the finest mould, and of the

largest size—(we speak, of course, for our own
country)—the Bedford, Barnitz, Chester, Berk-

shire, Mackey, and Surry breeds of hogs, greatly

improved in appearance, and profit over our hi-

therto neglected Virginia stock ; the Bakewell and

Mead's improved sheep, which stand Ibremost,

the one for the shambles, and the other for the

amount and texture of the fleece; and lastly,

(though without a rival exhibition of the kind, per-

haps, m this section of the country,) ihere was a

display of that noble animal—the horse, in every

variety of age and degree of improvement, that

mijiht have claimed respectability in the best farm-

ing districts of the south. In a word, we will

veTiture the assertion, that a better collection of

domestic animals was never before viewed in Vir-

ginia, from beneath a greater host of umbrellas.

Faiday, October 27.

At an eariy hour, the members of the society

and the citizens assembled in the long room of the

Franklin hgtel, for the examination of the ladies'

manuliictures. And here a scene presented itself,
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of which the society may well be proud, as having

been the organ through whicii it was given to the

vast crowd of spectators assembled to witness it.

The long line of tables, which had been erected for

better display, and every corner, teemed with

silk, cotton, and woollen liibrics, purposed for every

form of utility, and lor the gratification of every

freak of ii\ncy ; all combining taste, beauty, and
usefulness, in their appearance ; and telling of in-

dustry, ingenuity, and improvement, in their ma-
kers. The display of counterpanes, blankets,

woollen cloths, fiannels, carpets, table linens, &c.,

&c., comprised a host of articles of various grades

and texture: and many who examined them,

were doubtless led to inquire, why should the far-

mers of Virginia give their money away for the

foreign fabric, when the little household fiictorics,

by their own fire sides, impelled by the hands of

their own fair wives and daughters, can thus yield

all that comfort can require ?

Various other articles of fine workmanship, as

saddles, harness, cabinet furniture, chairs, &c.,

were likewise exhibited, which reflected great

credit on their manulticturers.

Of implements of husbandry, only two ploughs
were shown, and these by professed makers. Are
there no new inventions or improvements in the

thoughts of our farmers'] Where are the rollers

for meadows and for clover seed—the improved
harrows and cultivators, and ploughs for the sav-

ing of labor, and tor more successful tillage—the

forage cutters for the economy of time and food

—

and the many other inventions which men have
thought ofj and yet from inertia, or the fear of the

jeers of the ignorant, have been suffered to remain
intangible and unknown? Cannot these be

brought to the light and test of experiment another
year?
Many beautiful and well-wrought articles of va-

rious kinds, were sold at auction, which the secre-

tary intended to notice, but could not from the im-
mobility of the crowd which surrounded the auc-
tioneers. It is hoped they brought good prices

;

if they did not, the excuse must be found again
in the density of the multitude, which prevented
even the slightest examination ; for we are sure
the fault cannot be charged to the want of a proper
regard for home industry.

After the citizens had dispersed, and the com-
mittees had completed their labors, the society

met in the ball room of the Franklin, and was
called to order by the president.

The secretary proceeded to read the awards of
premiums by the committees, which, with some
amendments and revisions, were adopted. These
have already been published, and the secretary

deems it unnecessary to repeat them here.

But before the completion of the business of the

society, it adjourned till to-morrow, 10 o'clock.

Saturday, October 28.

The society was called to order at the hour ad-

journed to yesterday.

After some discussion on various points, on mo-
tion of the Rev. John Earley, the 11th article of

the constitution, which provides for the election of

speaker of the annual address by the society, was
repealed, so as to make it the duty of the execu-

tive committee to select the orator, at least two
months before the anniversary.

On motion, Resolved, That persons residing

without the bounds of the society, who trade to

Lynchburg, and who may desire to become mem-
bers, with a view to the exhibition of their crops

of tobacco or Hour, for premium, be allowed the

privilege of doing so, on or before the day of such

exhibition.

Resolved, That all reports of the committees,

recommending special premiums, be referred to

the executive committee for future action.

The society then went into the election of offi-

cers for the ensuing year, which resulted as fol-

lows, by nomination, and unanimously; viz.,

Odin G. Clay, President ; Elijah Fletcher, 1st

Vice President ; Benj. Wigginton, 2*/ Vice Pre-
sident ; Thomas M. Bondurant, 3rf Vice Presi-

dent j Henry S. Langhorne, 4//t Vice President;

Achilles D. Johnson, Secretary ; Georse D. Da-
vis, jjssistant, do.; John H. Tyree, Treasurer ;

Dr. Wm. Ow^ens, John M. Warwick, Rev. John
Early, Nathaniel I. Manson, Dr. Robert Withers,

Champe Carter, James A. Merriweiher, John
Thurman, Amnion Hancock, John G. Meem,
Benjamin Wilkes, George Markham, Jehu Wil-

liams, Richard Perkins, Charles H. Lynch, Dr.

Henry Latham, Dr. David Patleson, Charles H.
Moorman, Maurice Langhorne, jr., Maurice H.
Garland, Paschal Butbrd, James W. Morgan,
Executive Committee.

Resolved, That the 6th article of the constitu-

tion be so amended, as to authorise five of the ex-

ecutive board to constitute a quorum, instead of a

majority.

Resolved, That the secretary report the proceed-

ings of the meeting for publication, under the su-

perintendence of the officers.

Resolved, That the next anniversary be held on

the last Tuesday in October, 1838.

And then the meeting adjourned sine die.

Remarks.

The arrangements by the executive committee

for this, our second anniversary, though not so

ample as experience might have taught, were yet

the best that could be made on the occasion ; and
the thanks of the society are particularly due to

Samuel Burch and Chesley Hardy, for their acti-

vity in making the mechanical preparations ne-

cessary. If, from the want of ample space, the

density of the crowd of spectators, and the multi-

tude of things exhibited to some of the commit-

tees, rendering the duties of these most arduous,

some articles escaped attention, it is the misfortune

of the society, rather than the efit^ct of error, or

want of proper attention to duty. We will only

say to those, if any, who were overlooked, try

again on another occasion, when the experience

of our present defects will have taught us how to

avoid them. Sagacity is the graduate of occa-

sional misfortune. And the growing strength of

the society, enables it to promise arrangements,

space, and order, most adequate in future.

Shall this society continue to flourish'? We
ask those who have already enjoyed its amuse-
ments and felt its impulses. We ask those who_
witness, at its anniversaries, a development of

home resources and industry, which before they

had not thought of—-those'who have become feint

with toiling on their ancestral heritages without

profit, and who have already fi^lt, under its influ-

ence, the generous impulses of improvement, and

of consequent endearment to their native land.
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These wii! doubtless answer in the affirmaiive,

and will lend increasing eneriry to the enterprise.

But what shall be said to the great public, who
have not yet teltits influences, or who have as yet

enjoyed only its amusements I We say, join the

society—extend its operations

—

niuliiply its ener-

gies by producing honorable eniulation, and by

teaching a greater reliance on our own resources

ofindusiry and ski;l, than we have I'elt. It cannot

be denied', that the society has already done sonie-

thing towards the mijjrovement of our stock, our

domestic fabrics, and even of our farms. It can,

and will do much more, by a proper exercise of hs

functions. It promises to increase the value of

lands, and to augment I he supply of the necessa-

ries of life ; and its moral operation is to make the

profession of farming so res[)ectable by its pro-

ducts and profits, that men will be taught, by in-

terest, not to forsake it. We appeal, then, to an

enlightened community, not only to sustain it, but

to extend its influence by becoming members.
AcHiLLKS D. Johnson. Sec'i/.

DOMESTICATING BEAVERS.

The account givon in a communication to the last

number, of the returning of beavers to Nottoway river,

is an interesting fact in natural history; and the sugges-

tion of our correspondent of the plan of domesticating

them, for profit, is well worth attention. If, instead of

their being incessantly persecuted by trappers and

hunters, some ten acres of hilly wood-land, on a

stream, or pond, was given up to them for a secure

fplace of refuge, it seems likely that their future in-

. crease would pay a good profit on the cost of the

ground. It is probable, that if sufficiently protected,

in such a situation, these animals would again use

their wonderful instmct for the construction of dams,

and houses for their dwellings ; and if so, the colony

would exhibit one of the most curious and remarkable

cases of the habits and instinct of animals, in addition

to the possible profit from the high priced furs of the

surplus stock.

We beg that some land-holder on the waters of the

Nottoway, will give the use of a few acres of his

waste-land to the beavers, and by leaving them free

from annoyance for several years, try to induce them
to resume their social and building habits, which their

dispersion, and continual alarm, have forced them to

abandon. It is also worth the trial, on some of their

young, as to their fitness for a state of complete do-

mestication, in which they may yield their rich furs

annually, without losing their lives, or without suffer-

ing more than sheep, when sheai-ed. No domestic

animal would be fed so cheaply, compared to its rich

products, as the beaver : and none would be more
harmless, and offer more amusement to curious ob-

servers.

tunnp seed. I have found it of some value, as it

has been the means, by which I have saved good
seed lor tiie last two years. He had the kindness
to send me a small parcel of seed three years ago,
and at liie same lime instructions lor saving seed.

1 have grown the hybrid, and another sort of tur-

nip procured fi'om Baltimore, but have found Mr.
Walker's so superior, tliai in future I shall grow
none other; it is not so large, but its superiority

consists in its soundness and richness. Perhap'S

tills would have been better done, two months ago;

but it did not occur to me till last week, when I

was pulling my turnips.

Wbi. Caumichael.
fVye, Queen Jlnn^s county Aid. lOih Dec. 1837.

"When pulling your turnips, ni the hill, select

the best formed turnips, not very large, with tlie

strongest tops, and leaves, and whhout necks; the

crown red, or purple, and the skin below the

grouiid yellow; cut off the leaves, one and a half

inches above the crown; leave all the roots; place

them careiuily, in a shallow hole, in a pile, cover
them with straw, and then with earth well beaten
down, to preserve them from the wet. As soon as

the weather will permit, plant them out in the

spring in good ground, close to each other, in rows
thirty inches tipart, as deep as the crown. When
planted, cover tlicm with short Utter, lo protect

them from the frost; no other seed turnips, or cab-

bages, to be near them; they ought to be handled
careiuily: the breaking or bruising the crown, skin

or roots, is a serious injury. VVIien the seed is

sulTiciently matured, the tops to be cut and hung
up to dry."

For tlie Farmers' Register.

G. H. walker's INSTRUCTIONS FOR GROWING
TURNIP SEED.

I send you a copy, of the instructions of George
H. Walker an English farmer, now residing
near Holmesburgh in Pennsylvania, lor growing

PRESERVING PUMPKINS.

A correspondent at Union Bridge, Maryland,
under dale of May 9th, says—"In looking over

the Farmers' Cabinet to-day, I find a request from

one of your subscribers, for information as to the

best method of preserving pumpkins through the

winter. I answer, that the way to preserve them
one or more years, is, to pull them before the frost

comes on, and keep them in a warm dry room.

This is my method, and I have now several large

ones in my house, in a fine state of preservation;

and ray neighbor, Mr. Davis Lightner, one of

your subscribers, has them two years old at this

"time, weighing 43 lbs. each. They are very fine.

Farmers^ Cabinet.

MR. STEENROD S FAR3IING.

Correspondence communicated for publication in the

Farmers Register.

To Daniel Steenrod, esq.

Washington City, D. C. ?

December 31s<, 1887. \

I received your kind favor of the 2Sth, giving,

as I requested you, some account of your last crop

of wheat, which seems to have been so very fine.

You mention the profit per acre; but did not men-
tion the price per bushel, the number of bushels,

nor the extent of ground.

As I am inlbrmed that you are a farmer, in

fact, and have made your estate by that means;

(not a farmer in theory, who has spent a fortune
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in experiments.) I would be much obliged to

you to trive me an account of your farm and

mode oC fiirminir, product, stock, &c. especially

vvhellior tlie lands be high or low, subject to inun-

dation or not.

As F may wish to tjive the 'Farmers' Rejiister'

the benefit of it, as well as myselt, I would be

pleased that it be as particular and minute at* may
be, without reasons or ariftimenls; but only the

facts. If it should 20 to the •Register,' enough ar-

gutiKMit will, of course, be raised over it after-

wards. As to myself, I care little about the rea-

sons— I want the crops.

Very respectfully, your most
Obedient servant.

James VV. Bouldin.

Washington City., D. C. }

January 2d, 1838. ^

Hon. J. JV. Bouldin,

Dear Sir—The interest which you evidently

take in the practical operations of farming, and
the regard which you entertain for "the farmer
in i'act, and who has made his estate" in that way;
"not a farmer in theory, who has spent a fortune

in experiments," heightens the pleasure with

which I sit down to answer your note of the 30th

ultimo. All I profess to know, is farming, and that

from an experience of forty years, without any
information derived from books upon the subject.

At a very early aire, I was left entirely dependant
upon the world, and all I have, is the fruit of my
own care and diligence in/arming.
My farm is divided into first and second creek

bottom, and hill, intersected by Wheeling creek;

the bottom land approaching within a half a mile

of the Ohio river, the hill land considerably near-

er. The hill land is very finely adapted to iixass,

and is generally used for grazing: this land will

run into natural grass in a few years, of that kind

usually known with us as "blue-grass." This
portion of my ground 1 seldom work; but when I

do, the crops are corn, sometimes oats, and then
wheat with timothy; clover in the spring. I mow
it two or three years in succession, and then use it

exclusively lor pasture until the timothy and clo-

ver are rooted out by the natural grasses, and the

stiffness of the sward requires tillage, which hap-
pens in six or seven years, then I plough it up
and pursue the same round. This land 1 have
never manured, and have never seen the necessity

of doing so.. This hill land is generally a rich

black loam, or limestone, and some sandstone
strata lyinir horizontally, and occasionally ap-
pearing at the surface, but not to incommode the

farming operations.

The second bottom is a stiffer soil, not so rii-h

as the hill land: this land retjuires manure. My
first crop is corn; then oats; then wheat with tim-
othy, and in spring, clover. This is kept in mea-
dow two or three years, then one or two years in

pasture, and then my crops in rotation.

The first bottom is a deep, rich, black, soil.

This portion is occasionally inundated and when
this is the case, the crops are much lieavier; the

inundation having no current, owing to the black-
water from the Ohio river, a rich deposit is made
varying to two inches. This ground I do not ma-
nure, unless occasional spots. This ground I gen-
erally work in the same manner as the other, some-

Vol. V—78

times taking off two crops of corn in succession. I

keep no more stock than what is necessary for my
own convenience, incarryiiiir on the farm and sus-

taining the domestic operations; but being located

near the city of Wheeling, I tnke in for grazing

(ai>;ist) as much stock as I deem necessary, and

which is more piotiiable to me ihan kee|)ing stock of

my own; this slock runs on my old pasture grounds,

reserving my meadows after harvest, tor the nu-

merous droves of cattle, which pass along the

great thorough- fare of the national road.

I commence my |)lon<Thing as early in the

sprinjr as possible, and which is done with crane

ploughs, turniriLf deep in proportion to the soil, har-

row twice, then in the last of April or first of

May, as the season permits, plant my corn in

light cross-furrows, from three and a half to fmr
ttjet wide. On the hill-sides I plant my cocn liir-

ther apart, and sow less small grain to tlie acr»';

for on level lain], furrows four feet wide will do,

while on a steep hill-side furrows measured flmr

feet on the surface will not be near four feet wide

in a straight line between the grown corn. II time

and circumstances admit, I cut my corn off, and

either haul it off, or shock h up in rows. The
next spring, as soon as the season will permit,

(which requires some knowledge of the particu-

lar climate,) I sow about one bushel and a half of

oats to the acre on the naked ground, and then

with crane ploughs put them in shallow, say three

or four inches; if the ground is very light, I mere-

ly brush it over with a small brushy tree-top; but

if the ground is hard, I harrow in the same way
I plough, and if I want clover as the principal

grass, I now sow the seed, mixed, however, with

a little timothy, and brush it lightly. If I do not

want the ground put down, I reserve it for wheat.

Alter having turned in stock and grazed it as bare

as possible, I plough it once, deep; and having

sown my grain, harrow it twice, on ground which

does nol'throw or spew out with the frost; but if the

ground is liable to this, I prefer harrowing the

ground afler il is ploughed, tfien sowing my grain,

anil ploughinsj it in lightly. If I do not wish to

put It down, I leave it so; and next fiill pursue the

same process, and then put it down in grass as be-

fore stated. When I sow grass seeds in the

spring I put fbur quarts of clover and one quari of

timothy seed to the acre, mixed together and
sown at once; in the fall I sow fbur quarts of timo-

thy seed to the acre, and the next spring a quart

or three pints of clover seed.

The abundant crop of wheat to which you al-

lude, grown by me the past season, I managed
somewhat differently, I first put the ground in corn

as usual, and early in the lall (as soon as the corn

was hard enough) I cut it off and cleared the

friound, and applied a very heavy harrow and
smoothed it all down, and then sowed my wheat at

the rate of one bushel and one peck per acre, then

with crane ploughs covered it about fbur inches

deep; then brushed it all level, and sowed on this

timothy seed. This was on a first bottom; this

crop I thrasfied from the shock and sold to Mr.
Penkin, who kept an account of the affgregate

amount of wheat and of the proceeds of sale.

He considered tlie crop so abundant that he mea-
sured the field and made the calculation and pub-

lished the statement, which you have seen, aver-

agiiiir the crop at .'^GS per acre; the wheat was
one dollar per bushel; the flour $6 50 per bane'.
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The straw was bound in bundles and sold for §12
per acre in Wheelinjr. [ also had a large field ol"

second bottom this last season of which no account
was kept, nor any admeasurement made, and
which was but little inferior to the otiier. JVIy

oat crop yields from fifty to eighty bushels per
acre; the corn fi-om sixty to one hundred and thir-

ty-one bushels per acre, which 1 had this last sea-

eon; the meadows yielded from two to four ton

per acre, all depending on season, &c.
I apply my manure generally in the fallimme-

ately after harvest and well rotted. It is hauled
out and thrown in piles and so remains until

spring, when it is spread out aad the ground bro-

ken up for corn.

Any information, I can give you, will at all times
be cheerfully afforded. I leave the reasons to

others, and de'ail only tacts, of which thus far J
have no reasun tn complain.

Respectfully, your
Obedient servant.

Daniel Steenrod.

From the last edition of the Complete Grazier.

ON THE 1)ISEASP:S OF CATTTE.

Diseases incident to cattle in general.

The brute creation are, in general, liable to

fewer maladies or complaints than mankind ; and,
as their diseases are less complicated, they are, of
course, more easily to he relieved : yet among the
various phenomena in the history of man, it is not

the least singular, that the treatment of sick cattle

has hitherto been confined chiefly to the most illite-

rate and ignorant peasants—men equally unac-
quainted with comparative anatomy and with the
relative powers ofmedicine. Hence many thousands
of valuable beasts have necessarily perished for

want of thai assistance which attentive observa-
tion, aided by sedulous inquiries, might have re-

medied, ifnot altogether prevented.

Various, indeed, are the maladies, to which cat-

tle are liable
;
and thouirh constant and carelijl ex-

amination of their health will ixreatly conlribiite to

the (ireventionofdiseasos.yntitwill fre(]iieii!ly hap-
pen that they become sickeither from the effects of
our variable cl mate, or ji-oin causes which all the
vigilance of the tarni: r cannot possibly control. Il

would greatly swell the limits ot the present work,
were we to enumerate every malady inciilent to

cattle; we shall, therefore, confine our attention
to a lew of those which are of most common oc-
currence, and for the rest can wilh confidence re-

thr the farmer to Mr. Clater's useful work on
the Diseases of Cattle—the result of (i)rty years'
jiractice and experience. Bat it cannot be sufiici-

ently impressed upon the owner of cattle, that in

all sudden cases, il will be his real interest
promptly to call in the aid of some expert cattle-

doctor.

Colds are frequent attendants in the reariiiii

of numerous animals, and are too well known tore"-

quire any minute description. In these affections.

as in every oiher malady, prevention is preferable
to cure ; it will, theretijre, be necessary to pre-
serve cattle from undue exposure to sudden blasts
of wind, particularly from the north-east, and not to

eulTer ihem to lie in wet pasmres ; and particu-
larl\' in those seasons when fbirs are prevalent ; as,

by chilling the surface of the body, they cause an
uiidui' delonninatian of blood to some internal or-

gan, which, not unfrequently, terminates in acute
inflammation. The kings and bowels are more lia-

ble tosufltjr from cold and wet than any olher|)art

ofthe body, and hence it is thai colds often lead to

diseases of these parts. When they become con-

firmed, or settle on some interna! part ol'lhe body,
the aflected cattle may be easily discovered by the
hollowness of their flanks, the roughness of their

coats, the running or weeping of their eyes, and the
heat of the breath. Colds |)revail chiefly in ihe

brute creation, as among mankind, in those springs

which follow mild winiers ; and as they become
contagious if long neglecteil, the diseased beasts
should be selected as early as possible, and sepa-
rated from the rest of the herd. Formerly it used
to be the practice to keep beasts affected with colds

as warm as possible, and no doubi many have fal-

len sacrifices to this very improper mode of treat-

ment. Unless sweating can be excited, the warm
atmosphere in which animals were kept, only
tended to increase the inflammaiion which is ever
an attendant on a cold ; and thus the disease,

which at first was confined, perhaps, to the wind-
pipe, has extended to thelung-s, and has either pro-

duced inflammation offhe membrane lining the air-

cells, or of the siilistance of the lungs themselves.
As those medicines generally termed sudorificsare

not alvvavs, indeed seldom, found to excite sweat-
ing in animals, they, of course, never can be relied

on for producing that efl^ect ; and, therefore, it is

better to keep the beast aflected with cold in such
a situation as that he may breathe a perfectly pure
and cool, air wiihout being exposed to draughts, or

wet ; and, in order to relieve the lungs and other

parts of the body finm the load of blood they are

forced to receive on account of the contraction

of the capillary vessels, from two to four or more
quarts of' blood may be drawn, according to the

uro-ency of the symptoms, and a clyster, made of
six ounces of Glauber's, epsom, or common salt,

dissolved in three or four quarts of warm water, or

thin irrue.l, with four ounces of oil, may be thrown
into the rectum ; after which the beast may be cur-

ried or well wisped, in order to excite the circula-

tion of the blood in the cutaneous vessels. This
mode of treatment may be repeated, if ihe breath-

ing become labo-nous, and the inside of the eyelid-

be ofa bright red. If the bowels be inflamed, the

beast will evince symptoms of great uneasiness, ly-

intr down and rising np directly, rolling on its back,

kicking its belly, and smelling its flanks. Tlie same
treatment is necessary as iiir inflammation of
the luiiffs, and as it is often difficult I'ot an inexpe-

rienced person to disiinixuish between inflamma-
tion of the bowels and flatulent colic, it is always
better to give ihe above clvster, than to administer'

stiniulanis, which are olten highly dangerous in the

hands of ihe ionorant. The symptoms of the two
diseases are much the same, but the pu'se is dif-

ferent, and in colic, the florid redness of the inside

of the eyelid is wanliniT. Before the clyster

IS uiven, it is a i^ood plan to remove, by the hand,
any hanlened Irpces that may be lying in the rec-

tum. The drink ought to consist of water, in

which nitre is dissolved.

The colic, or gripes, may be ascertained by the

restlessness of the diseased animal, which rises up
and lies down almost incessantly, continually

striking its head and horns against any object that

occurs. Young cattle are chiefly affected by the

colic ; which is attended either with scouring or
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with costiveness, ami which, of course, must be

ircated according to those, two circumsianccR. In

the loriner case, there is i^enerally an acid in

the stomach, which should be corrected by (head
tninisiratiori of about an ounce or more of magne-
sia in a (luart of tepid water ; and this should

shorilv be lollowed by a dose of castor oil. Should

the scouriniT continue afier the proper use of pur-

irativcs, and the coal be staring and rough, the ani-

mal should be housed ; its diet should be nutritive,

and wheat-Hour gruel, with a drachm of lauda-

num, if ner.essarv, should be given three or four

times a day. The following astringent drench

should also be administered :

—

Powdered catechu and fresh ditto allspice, of

each two drachms; powdered carraways, half an

ounce
;
good ale or red wine a pint.

When the colic is accompanied with cosdve-
ness, the iollowing purge should be given as early

as possible :

—

Dissolve from fovr to six drachms of fine Barbadoes
aloes (accordin»; to the size of the beast, and the ur-

gency of the case) in two quarts of water-gruel, and
administer the drauijlit in a lukewarm state, and give

the clyster recommended in colds.

In both cases, great and speedy attention is neces-

sary, to prevent inflammation of the intestines,

which must otherwise prove lata! ; the beasts

should also be kept dry.

FnuL—Tins disease affects the feet of cattle,

chiefly inconsequence of hard drivino-, where they
travel through much ,iirt, and is generally caused
by gravel, or some other hard substance (retting

between the claws. The part aifocted n)ust be
cleansed by washing, in order to discharge the of-

fensive matter contained in theclees. or claws ; af-

ter which they should be dressed with a mild di-

gestive ointment, and kept perfectly clean from all

filth, or other extraneous articles. Should, how-
ever, ulceration supervene, some local stimulant

may be a|)plied, and the part should be dressed

with a saturated solution of alum, or, if that be in-

sufficient, with a solution of blue vitriol. Ifthedis-
ease spread under the horn, this must be freely

pared away, and the part dressed with some
mild caustic or detergent ointment, according
to the state of the parts. A laxative drench may
be given where there is costiveriess, and, il'the lo-

cal irritation induce lever, from two to lour quarts

of blood may be drawn (iom the jugular vein.

Hoven.—No distemper is ot more frequent oc-

currence among cattle than that of being swollen,

blown, or hoven, as it is usually denominated
by farmers. It is induced either by too sudden re-

moval from an inferior to a rich pasture, or by eat-

ing too eagerly of turnips, clover, or any other suc-

culent food, especially before the dew is ofl^ in the

morning; thus the stomach is loaded with food,

and the process of rumination, or chewing the

cud, being prevented, decomposition takes place,

gas is generated, and the animal becomes
swollen vviih confined air, which distends the sto-

mach and intestines. Its preventive is obvious,

and consists simply in turning cattle into such
rich pastures only when they are not pressed

by hunger, so that their appetite may be soon gra-

tified ; or they should be gently driven about for a
few hours, that the dew may not only have time

to evaporaiej but also the animals being thus suf-

fered to graze a very short time at once, the sto-

mach will become gradually accustomed to it.

Various remedies have been tried and recom-

mended (or this malady, which, if not opportunely

discovered, frequently proves fatal. Of these,

the most common is to make an incision with

a pen-knile, into the rumen at that part where it

projects most, (that is, on the left side, be-

tween the last rib, and the haunch bone,) when
a (luill, or small tube of ivory or smoothed elder, is

introduced in order to give vent to the confined air ;

the wound is then covered with adhesive plaster, to

prevent it from being afl'ected by the external

cold, and thus the danger is in general quickly re-

moved.
The" method here noticed appears to be the re-

sult rather of absolute necessity than of mature

thought, though sanctioned by custom ; and, as it

is liable to be attended with fatal consequences

through the ignorance or inexpertness of the ope-

rator, it becomes necessary to resort to more easy

remedies. Medicines, indeed, are seldom of any
particular service, on account of the distance

to which country people are often obliged to go, in

order to procure them ; but the following recipe,

(which we communicate Irom Mr. Young's ' An-
nals of Agriculture,' vol. xxxiii,) being composed
of simple, cheap, and common ingredients, pro-

mises to be useful. Let three quarters of a pint of

olive oil, and one pint of melted butter, or hog's

lard, be mixed together, and given to the animal

by means of a horn or bottle ; if no Itivorable

change be produced in a quarter of an hour,

the same quantity may be repeated. This dose is

calculated lor neat cattle : for sheep, when hoven
or blown, a wine-<rlass full and a half, or two
glasses, will be sufficient to be given in like man-
ner. And it is asserted in the communication
above cited, that this remedy is a specific for the

malady in question, effecting a cure within

the short period of half an hour. We know not

whether this be really the case or not, and are cer-

tainly at a loss to account for its modus operandi;

iulded to which, where the stomach is greatly dis-

tended, the dose is too large, and must greatly ag-

gravate the symptoms if not speedily beneficial.

Carminative medicines, as ginger or other spice,

strong spirit and water, or peppermint water, are

liequently efficacious in the beginning o( the com-
plaint, and often suffice without any other re-

medy. A laxative clyster should be adminis-

tered, and the beast be made to walk about. Per-

haps well wisping the paunch may assist in pro-

curing an evacuation of tiie confined air.

Various instruments have likewise been con-

trived, with the view of relieving hoven cattle, two
of which merit to be particularly noticed. The
first of these is a flexible, metallic tube, invented by
the celebrated professor ofanatomy at Edinburgh,
Dr. Monro ; by whom it was announced to the

public in 1793. It consists of iron wire, about

one-sixteenth of an inch in diameter, twisted

round a polished iron-rod three-eigliths of an inch

in diameter, iu order to give it a cylindrical Ibrm
;

the wire, after being taken off', should be covered

with soft, smooth leather. To tlie end of the tube,

which is intended to be passed inio the stomach, a
brass pipe, two inches long, of the same size as, or

rather larger than, the tube, is to be firmly con-

nected ; and, to prevent the tube from bending too

much within the mouth or gullet, an iron-wire,
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one-eighth ol" all inch in diameter, and of equal
Jenirtli wilh ihe tube is placed uiihin it, and with-

drawn when such lube lias entered the stomach.
Dr. JMonro h;l^^ loiind, that the distance from the

fore-leeth to the hottDm of the first stomach
of a large ox is about six feet; the tube
ought, therefore, to be six (eet, or tivo yards
in length, in order that it may operate effectually

with the largest uxen. When ihe tube has entered

the stomach, it may continue there lor any length
ol'lime, as it does not impede the respiration of the

animal.The greater part of the confined air will be
discharged through the instrument; and, in case

it should be thought necessary, the remaining
condensed air, or the superfluous moisture in the

stomacli, may be absorlsed thence, by fixing a

bellows to the upper >nd of the tube, with two
valves, one at the muzzle, the other at the side oi

it, and so disposed, as to allow the air to pass in

the direction i'rom the stomach upwards. At the
same time, should it be deemed advisable to inject

any ardent spirits, or other liquor calculated to

check the lermeiitaiion, that operation may be per-

formed with the utmost snfety ihrough this tube.*

Equally usetlil with the flexible instrument
of Prolessor Monro, is the instrument invented by
JVlr. Eager, lor relieving hoven cattle and sheep

;

tor which tht> Society for the Encouragement
of Arts, &c., in 1796, voted to him a premium of
fifty guineas. ********
When any beast is swollfen, or hoven, Mr. Eager
directs a person to lay hold of it by the nostril and
one horn, while an assistant steadily holds the
tongue with one hand, and wiih the other pushes
Ihe cane down the animal's throat. Attention
must, however, be paid, that the animal does not

get the knob of the cane heuveen his grinders, and
that it be thrust to a sufficient depth, because its

whole length will do no injury, and likewise that

It be passed into the cullet, and not into the wind-
pipe. As an obstncle will occur at the entrance of
the paunch, the cane should be gradually pushed
with additional force , and, as soon as a fetid smell
is observed to issue from that place, and the body
of the beast sinks, the cure is performed, and
nature will complete the rest.

Mr. Eager, in his communication to the respect-
able society above-mpntioned, adverting to the
cause of this disorder, attributes it to the super-
abundance of air introduced into the stomach
by eating too large quantities of succulent food at

one time, which occasions a more than usual por-
tion of air to ascend from the paunch of the beast.

This forces the broad leaves before the passage at

the end of the stomach, and these leaves prevent
the wind from passing upwards in its regular
course; consequently the paunch begins immedi-
ately to swell ; the air becomes rarefied by the
heat of (he body, so rapidly as to impede the circu-
lation of the blood ; and "the beast, whether ox,
cow, bullock, or sheep, inevitably expires, unless
speedy relief be procured. It only remains to

add, that Mr. Eager's plan and instruments have
been sanctioned by the Earl of Egremont, as well
as by several eminent farmers, who have at-

tested their efficacy in relieving blown or hoven
cattle.

* Much further information on tliis subject may be
found in Marshall's Works, and the Transactions of the
Society of Arts.

Cheap and economical, however, as both these

iiselul contrivances confessedly are, yet as two per-

sons may not always be on the spot, to give relief

to the animal, it becomes important to have re-

course to other more portable and prompt mecha-
nical assistance that may be given by one indivi-

dual. For this purpose, Mr. Mason Cof Good-
res; Lodge, near Warwick,) in a communication
to the Society for the Encouragement of Arts,*

advices ll;e use of the trocar and canuia commonly
employed by surgeons, for the relicl'of hoven cat-

tle ; and to penetrate with the trocar and ca-

nuia through the beast's hide, to the (launch, on
the near side, about six inches from the back-
bone,at an equal distance li-om the last rib. and from
the hip-bone. The trocar is then to be withdrawn,
and the canuia left in the wound, until the air has
escaped from the paunch, when the canuia may
be taken out, and the wound covered with a plas-

ter ofcommon |)itch, spread on leather, about the

size of a crown-piece. Mr. Mason states, that this

operation is neither injurious to ieedinir oxen, nor

even dangerous to cows in call'; and that it

has been found particularly efficacious in preserv-

ing young calves when afBicted with this disorder,

which proves fatal to numbers of them.

The very fi'equent occurrence of the disease

now under notice, will justify the length at which
we have treated its proposed remedies ; on the ef-

ficacy of that suggested by Mr. Mason, no doubt,

we think, can be eniertained. Its superiority over
other modes of treatment is very great, as it may
be at all times applied with less risk than stabbing

with a pen-knife ; and, certainly, with less delay

than waiting for assistance to apply the flexible

tube. The size of the trocar also renders it a con-

venient instrument, to carry in the pocket at all

times, when cattle are feeding upon clover ; and
the operation can scarcely be performed in such a
manner even by the most ignorant servant, as to

be attended with danger to the life of the animal.

Looseness or scouring, equally aflects oxen and
cows, though its causes in both are different. In

general, it arises either from want of sufficient

food, both in quality and proportion ; from being

over-heated or over-worked ; by feeding on wet,

unwholesome fog, or after-grass ; or on bad bay
and straw ; and by not being lodged in dry situa-

tions ; though it is sometimes an hereditary taint,

and in cows is caused by their taking cold while
calving. But whatever be the cause, as soon as

the scour or lax begins to appear, (and it may be
easily known by their general debility and loss of
flesh, and the increasing paleness of their eyes, and
irregular beating of the pulse, weakness of" appe-
tite, and frequent discharge ofslimy excrement,) it

will be necessary to house the beast, and put it to

dry food ; which, in early stages of the disease,

will mostly effect a cure. Should the looseness

increase, a pound of mutton suet, boiled in three

quarts of milk, till the former is completely dis-

solved, may be given in a lukewarm state, which
will contribute to allay the soreness necessarily oc-

casioned by the continual irritation of the abdomi-
nal vessels. Or, in cases of obstinate scouring,

the following drink may be beneficially adminis-

tered :

—

* Transactions of the Society of Arts, &c., Vol.

XXVI, pp. 128—131. For this communication, the

Society presented Mr. Mason with their silver medal.
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Let hair a pound of grossly-pulvenzfcl tormeritil

rod be boiled in two quarts of water, till tliis is reduced
to one quart ; strain it olf, add a ([uart oi rod wine, a

quarter of a pound of finely-powdered chalk or whit-

ing, and tW'O ounces of diascordium, without honey.

This mixujre should be preserved in a hotUe

for cominoii use, mid well shaken to<xetiier; it will

he proper to niiike it lukewnrm beliire it is <iiveii.

The (lose is halt a pint, to be administered ihree

tin.es in the day, at nearly eqnidisiant periods till

the beasi recovers. Or, in siniilar cases, the iol-

lowini; |)reparalion may beijiven with equal, it'iiot

superior advanlaife :

—

Boil half a pound of pulverized common chalk

in two quarts oi water, till the latttT is diminished to

three pints ; then add four ounces of hartshorn shav-

ings, and one ounce of cnssia, stirrinfj the whole care-

fully. When the decoction is cold, add two drachms
of Thebaic tincture, or tincture ofopium, and one pint

of lime water.

The whole should be kept closely stopped in

a bottle, beinij well shaken before it is used : the

dose is one or ivvo hornluls, to be administered two
or three times in the course of the day, as the na-

ture ofthe case may require. But where an here-

ditary taint, or debility, is the immediate cause of

the scouring rot, as this malady is sometimes
termed, it will baffle all the powers ol' medi-
cine.

The Pantas, Panting-evil, or Pantasie, pre-

vails chiefly durintj the intense heat of summer,
though it is sometimes occasioned by sudden
colds. It may be easily known by the pantins:, or

heavinff, of the animal's flanks, which is likewise

accompanied by trembling and decay offlesh. In

the treatmem of this disease, it will be necessary

to house the beast, and to give him every six

hours (during the continuance ofthe chilly symp-
toms) one quart ofwarm strong beer, in which one
table-spoonful of laudanum, a similar quantity of
ground or grated ginger,and two table-spoonfufs of

spirits of hartshorn have been previously infused.

His food should consist chiefly of sweet, dry hay,
with warm water, in which nitre may be dis-

solved, if a fever be approaching ; and the animal
should be well littered with abundance of straw.

As he gains strength, he should be gradually ac-

customed to the air, and after a short time will be
fully recovered.

Poisons.—While grazing abroad, cattle are

subject to a variety of casualties or accidents,

by eating the leaves of yew, various species

of crowsfbol, and other acid plants, as well as by
bites from mad dogs, or venomous reptiles. In
the former case, the most effectual practice con-
sists in drenching the animal with a mixture
ofequal parts of lukewarm salad-oil and vinegar,

afterwards giving a gentle purgative of Glauber's
salt, or Socotrine aloes ; and, if the viscera appear
p.-eternaturally distended with air, by administer-

ing a trepid infusion of tobacco in the form
of a clyster. With regard to bites of mad dogs,
the only certain remedy is to eradicate the lacera-

ted part, either by excision or by the actual cau-
tery, the wound being kept open for a considerable

time ; but in cases of bites by serpents, or vipers,

we know of no better remedy than the continued
and copious use of spirits of hartshorn, both as an
application to the part affected, and also internally

as a medicine.

Ped Ifater, or liiiody Urine.—The name o'

ihis malfidy siiffi(ienil\ indicates its nature, so as
lo rendcf a s|'(Mific description of it unnecessarv

;

it may be easily discovered, in recent cases, by ihe

aniniaPs^ makin<r fre(iuenl but fruitless attempts to

discharoe urine; but when they niiike much and
frequeni. with a considerable' eHiision of blood, it is

a danireroiis symptoii). Cattle thus affected, usu-
ally leave the herd: ex'ending their tails, they ap-
parently feel [)ain in the urinary canals, and not

nnfrequently set their backs up liigher than com-
mon.

Th<> red water chieflv attacks young beasts, and
is caused either hv sudden c.!ian<res()rvveaiher ; by
bad or coarse food; and likewise by liad or stag-

nant water.

As soon as a beast is discovered to void blood, it

should be conducted to a warm, dr}' shelter, and
kept on good hav. or similar dry food. This dis-"

ease may arise from two very opposite causes ; the
one, too crreat a determination of blood to the

kidneys, by which some small vessels give way
and pour out their Mood; the other, a laxity and
relaxation ofthe kidtieys, which produce the same
effect. In the first, ihe beast is generally fat and
."•ross, and there will he manifest s_\ niptoms of in-

flammation, for which it will be proper to bleed and
purge, and to restrict the animal to a low diet ; care-
fully avoidinir, however, the exhibition ot nitre, sg^

jjetierally given in the levers of cattle, but which,
by determininir to the kidneys, would greatly ag-.

gravate Ihe complaint, and also allowing but

a small quantity of water. In the last, styptics are

necessarVi and we would, therefore, recommend a
sirono- decoction of Peruvian bark, flbr which
onk bark may be siibsiituted if necessary,) in

which a small qiinntiiy of alum has t)reviously

been dissolved. The dose may be two or three

hornfuls, to he o-iven twice or thrice in the day, at

nearly equidistant periods, accordingly as the vio-

lence ofthe disease mav re(]uire.

The Staggers. — This disorder is variously

known by the names of the daisy, dizziness, epi-

lepsy, lethargy, turning or vertigo, that sufficiently

indicate its symptoms, the chief of which is a le-

thargic drowsiness, accompanied wiih a wavering,
unsteady, and staggerint/ gait. The seat of this

malady is either in the brain or in the stomach; in

the former case, it is usually produced by hyda-
tids, or small transparent bladders filled with wa-
ter, or by some other matters immediately acting
upon the brain. Where this is the cause, medi-
cine can afford no assistance whatever ; but we re-

member an instance of epilepsy which occurred

many years since, where this formidable disease

was cured by the operation of trepanning, which
was performed by JVl r. Cheston, an expert surgeon,
then residing at Gloucester, and has since been
practised in many cases with success. But where
the staggers is caused by plethora, or too much
fulness of blood, bleeding, and cooling purgative

medicines should be resorted to ; and, as it is ne-
cessary to confine the beast in a warm stable

or shelter, it will greatly contribute to promote the
circulation, thus necessarily stagnated lor want of
exercise, by rubbing him every day with dry
straw, and allowing him plenty of litter to promote
perspiration.

In ihe mad staggers, (which disease, however, is

chiefly noticed n horses,) the animal throws itself

about with the greatest violence, and exhibits
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every symptom of inflammation of the brain,

whicli is, in liiot, tiie proper name of the disease.

Bleed till the animal faint, and give la.xative

drenches and clysiers, repeating the bleeding if

necessary. The diet must consist of bran

mashes.
This species of stagj/ers is frequently caused by

an over-loaded stoinacli, and is then called sto-

mach sto-gers. The distension of this organ

is sometimes so great, that its powers are com-

pletely destroyed. Fii this case, purgati\?es with

stimulants are the proper remedies ; as the tbllow-

ing :—

Take Caiompl ... 3 drachms.

Carbonate of ammonia 2 drachms.

Ginn;pr . - - 3 drachms-

Aloes ... 6 drachms.

Syrup, as much as necessary.

Wounds.—CdUle, in general, are subject to

a variety of accidents, which the limits ofour work

forbid us to specify, and which, indeed, are so nu-

merous, that it is scarcely possible lor human fore-

sight to provide for every conlmgency. Hence
our remarks will be confined to the most appropri-

ate remedies lor punctures, bruises, or common
wounds.

In cases of common, fresh wounds, nothing

more is necessary than to apply a salve, consisting

of white lead, and oil of terpentine, incorporated

together with a litde brandy, to the lips of the cut,

which should be drawn as closely together as pos-

sible ; and carefully to exclude the air. But il the

laceration be deep, it must be washed with warm
nidk and water ; after which, the wound may be

filled with lint or tow, dipped in a digestive oint-

ni-;nt, composed of Venice turpentine and balsam

of capaiba, or capivi, of each one ounce, with two

ounces of yellow basdicon. The wound must, as

in the former case, be kept from air and dirt, or its

healing will be materially retarded.

The tbilowing remedy has been recommended
as a certain styptic lor fresh wounds : Bruise

equal parts of stinging nettles and salt in a mor-

tar, till a pulp or mash is lormed, and apply it to

the wound ; the bleeding of which, it is asserted,

will immediately cease, however deep or dangerous

such wounds may be. Not having had experi-

ence of its efficacy, we cannot vouch lor its utility
;

but as the articles are always at hand, this specific,

if such it be, certaiidy deserves a fair trial. Where,
however, an animal has received any blows or

bruises, without breaking the skin, it will be sul-

ficient to bathe the part aH'ected with camphorat-
ed spirit of wine ; but if the swellinij becimie in-

flamed, it will be requisite to make a slight incision

below the contused s|)ot, in order to promote sup-

puration, alter which the following salve, or plas-

ter, may be applied :

Let frankincense and Venice turpentine, ofeach one
ounce, be gradually incorporated over a slow fire,

with two ounces of Burgundy pitch ; and, when of a

proper consistence, let a sufficient quantity be spread

upon a pledget of tow, or strong linen rag, and well

fastened on with a bandage.

As soon as the wound begins to discharge the

matter freely, the digestive omtmenl and treatment

just mentioned, m.iy be adopted. Lastly, should

any swellings or local humors arise, without the

beast receiving any external injury, or if the skin

should be very slightly bruised, they will be eflfec-

tually removed by rubbing the part aH'ected re-

peatedly with the hand, copiously moistened with
Goulard's mixture, which is prepared by adding
two tea-spoonfuls of extract of lead, and one large

spoonlul of strong camphorated brandy, to one
pint of water ; the whole is to be well shaken to-

gether, and set apart for use.

On the diseases peculiar to Oxen and Cows.

Oxen are subject to few maladies, exclusive of

those incident to neat cattle in general, unless the

eflecis produced in these animals by the ox-fly,

breeze, or gad-fly, as it is variously termed (the

Estrus bovis of Linnaeus.) This insect has sjiot-

ted wings, and a yellow breast ; it is turnished

with a long proboscis, armed with a sharp dart, in-

closing two others within it. The gad-fly particu-

larly infects oxen, in the backs of which these in-

sects deposite their eirirsjand in which the maggots
are nourished during the month of June ; through-
out the summer they plairue the cattle by means
of their darts to such a degree, that they are often

induced to rush into the water for reliet; till the ap-
proach of night. It has been suggested, that the

production of these terrible insects might be
greatly checked, if not prevented, by washing
oxen and cows (which are sometimes attacked by
these vermin) in the springs with a decoction of
tobacco, or any other bitter and acrid vegetable.

Garget of the limbs and of the maw.— In the

first disease the animal walks with pain and diffi-

culty, the coat is staring, and the respiration labor-

ed. The joints are also heard to crack vn being
moved. Bleed, and after the operation, give a
purgative drench composed of camphor, two
drachms ; tincture of opium, half an ounce

;

balsam of capivi, one ounce ; ale, two quarts.

Keep the animal dry and quiet,

Jn the second disease, there is always great cos-

tiveness and accumulation of hard excrement in

the third stomach. The symptoms are heaviness,

langor, loss of appetite, and hard dung. Give
the following purgative

:

Barbadoes aloes,

Common salt,

Ginger,

Carbonate of soda, -

Water,
Gin,

J an ounce.

4 ounces.

2 drachms.

J an ounce.

1 quart.

4 ounces.

Mix for one drench, and assist its operation by
throwing u[) a clyster made of one gallon of warm
water or thin gruel and six ounces of common
salt, with from lour to eight ounces of oil.

Cough or /loosing.—This disease may be easi-

ly known, by the shortness of breath and difficult

respiration 'hat invariably accompany it. Some-
times it arises from extraneous matters adhering to

the throat, which, resistinor the powers of masti-

cation, produce an unusual tickling in that part

;

but more commonly it originates from cows taking

cold while calving. A regular supply of sweet,

succulent food, together with warm housing, (es-

pecially during the winter,^ is the only certain re-

medy that can be depended upon in this case
;

though some have recommended one ounce of

pulverized aniseed, a similar quantity of tar, and
of vinegar of squills, to be infused in a quart of

warm ale, sweetened with honey. With this li-

quor the animal must be drenched every day (or
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eev'eral -.vceks, otherwise no benefioiiil effects can
be ex|)ecte(l to be lieriveii (niiii such treiitmont.

The Milk Fever is chiefly occasioned by cows
takiiiij colli while calvinjjj. Hence it becomes
partictiliirly necessary to watch tliein wlien near

iheir time, as many valuable beasts are lost for

want olMue attention to this circumstance. Cows
thusaH'ecteii should be taken immediately into the

house ; they should be allowed |)lenty of dry lit-

ter, and in other respects generally treated as in

the case of violent colds ; except that no blood

must, on any account, be drawn, unless in cases

of extreme necessity.

^'/Jfectttms of the ['dder.—The. udders of young
cows, that are in hifjli condiiion, are sometimes
greatly swollen and inflamed for fjeveral days be-

fore they calve, in which case it will be proper to

milk them repeatedly, and to anoint the distended

udders with cooling' ointment or olive oil. Beside

these swellings, the udders ol cows are liable to

injuries, which are olten of serious consecjuerw.es,

by tiills, blows, wounds from sharp or pointed in-

struments ; by the violent sucking of calves ; and
also from the injudicious or rough treatment of

harsh or inexperienced milkers. While the in-

flammation remains in an indolent state, the parts

aH'ected ought to be repeatedly anointed in the

course of the day with fresh butter, or with a
salve, consisting of one ounce of castile soap dis-

solved in one pint and a half of new nfilk over a

moderate fire, constantly stirring it till it be tho-

roughly incorporated. An ointment, prepared
from the juice of the leaves of the common thorn-

apple, (datura stramonium, of Linnaeus,) mixed
with hog's lard, is likewise said to be an excellent

application for swollen udders; or, the tumor may
be anointed with a little mixture, consisting of
camphor and blue oiniment, about half a drachm
of calomel being given in ahornful of wartn beer,

for three or four mornings, if the malady continue

to increase. Where, however, the udder and
teats are considerably inflamed, internal remedies
should be resorted to : (or this purpose it has been
recommended to mix four ounces of nitre with one
])ound of common salt, and to give two table-

Bpoonfuls of the powder in a gallon of thin water-
gruel every three hours.

But in case the disorder shojld, from neglect,

have made such progress as to exhibit hard tu-

mors, the following fomentations may be applied :

let one handiLil of common hemlock (amium ma-
culatum, L.), a similar quantity of the dwarf or

round-leaved mallow (malva rotundifolia, L.),

and the same portion of common meiiot (trifo-

lium meliotus officinalis, Jj.), be boiled in a sufli-

cient quantity of water, and diligently applied, as

warm as the beasl can bear it. As soon as the

tumor opens, let the sore be properly cleansed,

and then cover it with a plaster of Turner's ce-

rate, or of basilicon ointment. The fbilovving re-

medy has also been successfully employed in ob-
stinate cases of ulcerated udders, viz :

Take sum ammoniac and gum ^albanum, castile

soap, ana extract of hemlock, of each one ounce
;

form them into ci<,'ht boluses, one of which should be
given every morning and evening.

Lastly, where the feats only are sore, they may
be washed with clean, warm soap suds, and rub-

bed with an ointment consisting oC pulverized ce-

ruse, or white lead, that has previously been sa-

turated with brandy, mixed with a siiflicient qunn--

lit)' of goose grease, or eliler ointment, or with the

ibllowing mixture :

Olive oil,

Oil of turpentine,

Camphor,

3 ounces.

1 ounce.
2 druchms. Mx.

Such are the diseases incident to cattle, that are

of most ordinary occnrreiu^e : lor an accoutit of

the more dantirerous maladies of inflammations of
the liver and lungs, loi'kedjaw, yellows or jaun-

dice, &c., we beg to reli^r our readers to JNIr. Cla-

ter's work enlitlecl " Every Man his own Farrier,''''

already noticed : and for instructions in cases of
difficult birth, to that of Mr. Skellett, " On the

Parturition of the Cow.'''

On the Diseases of Calves.

Scouring or Looseness, is generally the first ma-
lady that attacks calves ; it is mostly, if not en-

tirely, occasioned by the inaltenlion of the per-

sons to whose care the sucklings are committed,

and who often put them too soon lo suck, allowing

ihem to remain longer at the teat than is proper :

too (i-equent change of" milk will likewise produce

this disea.=ie. As soon as the looseness is disco-

vered, it has been recommended to stint ihe calf

in its diet, and to give an eg^i:, boiled hard and

chopped sn.all, by drenching, fiisting ; the use of

which, once or twice, is asserted in most cases to

effect a cure. A mixture of pulverized chalk and
wheat-meal, with the powder of fennugreck,

made into bails with gin, or strong ale, has also

been recommended as a medicine which may be

administered with safety.

The Shoote is a most fatal malady to calves,

which it generally attacks a few days after birth.

The usual symptoms are, first, a colic that is more
or less violent, and is frequently very severe and
dangerous, especially when it iscontagioiin. This
colic is terminated, and the calf relieved by a dis-

charge taking place from the bowels ; though this

sometimes proves fatal before the shoote appears.

Secondly, a loathing and refusing of food, even

previous to the discharge, which decreases and in-

creases according to the duration and violence of

the disorder. Where the shoote prevails, the

cheapest, and perhaps the best medicine which
has been generally administered by exp-erienced

breeders is, eggs and flour properly mixed with

oil, melted builer, and aniseed, linseed, or siniilar

mucilaginous vegetables ; or, simply, milk well

mulled with eggs, may be given to the distemper-

ed animal.

The Coids is a disease chiefly prevalent in

Scotland, where it attacks calves during the first

days, or weeks, after they are produced, and

j

proves particularly fatal to such as are fed by hand
I
and confined ; though, if they outlive five or six

I

weeks, they are seldom in anv danger. The dis-

order appears to be of a plethoric and inflamma-
tory nature, as the calves that die in consequence
of it are extremely red ; and the small leaders, or

liffaments. are much contracted, whence probably

the disease has its name. With the view to pre-

vent the occurrence of the cords, it has been re-

commended to purge ofl^ the meconium, or first

excrement, by giving the calf a little of the mo-
ther's milk, lukewarm, as early as possible, or

with syrup of buckthorn, or rhubarb, care being
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taken that no cold milk he given the animal for

the firsi six weeks. And, in order to counteract

or reduce the dit^order, it will he advisable to turn

them out every day tor a iiew hour.^, as soon as

possible after they are calved, in order that they

may enjoy the beiiefi! of full and free exercise in

the open air ; bur where the weather or other cir-

cumstances may not allow this always to be done,

(and especially as confinement is necessary to

their speedy fattenin!]f,) the most effectual preven-

tive will be frequently to take a little blood fi^om

them.
Cough.—Where calves areexpos'^d at too early

an -Ase. to all the vicissitudes of ihe weather, be-

fore they ac(iuire suffiiMent sfrenwlh to undergo the

changes of this climate, they are liable to take

frequent cokis ; the consequence of which is a

cough, that ofien proves iatal if it be neglected.

For curiiiiT this maladv, it has been recommended
to pour half a table spoonlijl ol'spirit of turpentine

into the calf's nostrils, which must be held up-
wards, in order tliat the turpentine may flow into

the throat: at the same time the nose should be

smeared with tar, and the animal kept within

doors or a \h\v hours, repealing this treatment as

often as the couirh is troublesome.

3. The Gut-tie. chietly prevails in the county
of Hereford, where it is considered as the effect of

.en erroneous method of castration, Vvhich causes

^a stoppage in the bowels, and brings on a morti-

fication that speedily proves fatal. The symp-
'toms are a total stoppage in the bowels, except a
>copious discharge of biood and mucus, accom-
panied by a violent fever, which occasions the

•calf to kick at its belly, lie down and uroan. The
gut-lie mostly afi'ects calves, thoiish they may
live to be full aged, and yet be liable to a sudden
attack of this distemper. The manner in which a

(Cure is effected in the county above mentioned, is,

to make a perpendicular incision lour inches under
the third vertebrae of the loins, over the paunch,
or stomach, and to introduce the arm, in order to

discover the part affected, the beast being kept, if

possible, in an erect positioti by the help of pro-

per assistance. The tbilowiiig draught is given,

in order lo remove the stoppage of the stomach
•occasioned by the gat-lie, and to carry off the fe-

ver :

Senna,
Cream of tartar,

Glauber's salts.

1 ounce.
2 oiuices.

4 ounces.

Infused in two pints of boihng water, with the

addition of half a pound, or [)int of salad oil, the

whole beinir worked ofi'vvith gruel, in which mal-
lows and alder bark have been infused.

On the Diseases of Horses.

Of all domestie animals, the horse is, perhaps,

more liable to disease than any other ; and this is

not to be wondered at, wnen we consider the toil

he is frequently forced to undergo, the brutality

with which he is often treated, the tender age at

which he is very generally compelled to work, and
the improper treatment he commonly meets with

from those even who are most desirous of using

him well, and who, in most instancee, err through
ignorance.

As in all cases of disease, we should recommend
early application to be made to a skilful vetermary

Burgeon, it is not our intention to go into any very

lengthened detail of the maladies of horses gene-
rally, but merely lo give a summary account o'

the symptoms and treatment of the most common '

diseases to which these useful animals are subject,

in order that the fiirmer may, on any sudden
emergence, be enabled to detect the nature of the

complaint vvhich he has to contend with, and to

a<lminia'er those medicines most conducive to its

removiil.

Butts are short, thick, reddish worms, surroun-

ded by small prickles, and are armed with two
honks or claws, by means of which they attach

themselves firmly to the horse's stomach, where
they frequently exist in such quantities as to cause
many serious diseases, not only of the viscus in

which they are lodged, but also of the brain and
nervous system with which the stomach is well

known to sympathise.

These worms may occasionally be found stick-

ing about the fiindament, generally towards the

close of autumn, or when a horse is fiist taken up
from grass. Common oil, given fasting in doses

of fi'om half a pint to a pint, has been known to

succeed in destroyiiiir these insects ; but as good a

method of getting rid of them as any, is to keep
the horse fastincr during the niijht, and in the

morning to give him about a pint of warm milk,

sweetened with honey ; and, five or ten minutes

after, a drench composed of one quart of warm
water or thin gruel, and four or five ounces ofcom-
mon salt.

Several other species of worms exist in the bow-
els of the horse, and are not unfrequently met
with even in the large blood-vessels. The most
efficacious mode of destroying them, is lo sive one
or two drachms of calomel at niiiht; to keep the

horse faetin<r. and in the morning lo administer

the followin£r hall

:

Barbadoes aloes,

Ginger, ...
Oil of Carraways,
Castile soap,

Syrup enough to form the ball.

5 drachms.

1| drachms.

15 or 20 drops.

3 drachms.

Or a drench made by dissolving four or five

ounces of common salt in a quart of thin ffruel,

and three or four ounces of olive oil. Previous to

physicking a horse, he should be kept on warm
bran mashes for a couple of days ; and care must
be taken, after giving the medicine, that he be not

exposed to cold or wet, or allowed to drink cold

water. A run at grass is perhaps the best remedy
for worms; and where this cannot be had, soiling

on green food will be found beneficial. Oil of tur-

pentine in doses of three or four ounces in a pint

of gruel, is a very efficacious remedy for worms.

Colic is generally produced by an overloaded

stomach ; which, impairing the digestive process,

causes a great quantity of air to be formed, which

distends the stomach and intestines, and produces

those symptoms hereafter to be noticed. It is also

frequently induced by allowing a horse to drink

cold water or hard well water, or by feeding him

on new oats or hay. As this disease, ('which is

generally termed flatulent or spasmodic colic,

gripes, fret, or gullion,) unless relieved, is liable to

terminate in inflammation of the intestines, it may
perhaps always be proper to bleed to the extent of

two or three quarts ; to unload the bowels as much
as possible by hand-raking ; and to administer a

clyster made of half a pound or more of common
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s;ilt, nnd five or six quarts ofwann wiileror jjruel
;

to whicli niny be luliicil half a pint of olive oil.

Then a carminiitivo tlreiich may lie jjiven ; niul

gill anil water, or Imuidy an.-l water, are perhaps

as siooil niedieines as can he had lor this purpose,

and possess the advaniaire of heinir irener.illy at

hand. Four ounces of sjiirit (o twelve of water,

are the proportions in which they maybe used;

that is. one pint of spirit and water should c.ontiiin

one-iburth spirit and ihrer-lburihs water. Should

the animal not appear relieved in the space of hall

an hour, the above remedies may be again resorl-

ed to with irreaier fieedom.

The symptoms of colic are as fillow : the horse

appeals restless and uneasy ; frequently paws his

litter; looks round at his flanks; endeavors to

strike his belly ; liills down ; rolls on his back
;

gets up suddenly, and after a short time falls acrain,

with other demonstrations of extreme pain. The
mode of disiinuuishinix an attack of colic from in-

flammation of the bowels, will be seen by relerrinsx

to the svmioms of the latter complaint, under the

head " Inflammntion."
Cold or Catarrh.—l^his disotder is fjenernllv in-

duced byexposinsj a horse to cold or wet, while in

a state of perspiration. Its symptoms are dulness

and waterinfT of the eyes, cou(jh, discharge from
the nostrils, sore throat, quickness of brealhinir,

general lassitude and accelerated pulse. (y/
heallhy horse's pulse beats frnm thirty-six tn forty
strokes in a v.iinute.) As catarrh is an inflamma-
tory complaint, it is proper, in the first in-^fam'c, to

bleed largely : five or six quarts of blood mav be
drawn, unle.ss the animal become laint before that

quantity be abstracted. The diet should consist of

bran iiiashes,con!aininira small quantity of nitrate

of potash, (about half an ounce,) three times a

day; and the horse shoiiltl be kept in a cool sta-

ble, or loose box, or turned into a paddock. When
the throat is very sore, an emollient drink, com-
posed of decoction ot' itnrsh-mallows, or linseed

with mucilaue of acacia and liquorice, may be
given. When catarrh terminates in chronic
cough, the best remedy is attention to diet, ex-
ercise, and groominij. The horse should never be
allowed to overload his stomacii, especially with
hay ; his bowels should be kept moderatelv onen
by means of bran mashes or clvsters, when re-

quisite, and if the secretion of urine be faulty, it

may be increased by small doses of nitre. A
variety of medicines have been prescribed for

chronic cough
; as powdered squills, and o-um

ammoniac, one drachm of (he former to three of

the latter, made into a ball with caslile soap, li-

quorice powder, and syrup ; or a powder compos-
ed of two drachms of levig.iled antimonv, the

same quantity of nitre, and three drachiris of pow-
dered resin, to be taken cverv morninfr in a mash
imlil it a'cts as a diuretic. The following drench
may someiimps be found useful.

Take one ounce of bruised squills, three of frar-

lic, and twelve of vinegar ; macerate the squills

and garlic in the viuetrar fir one hour in a mode-
rately warm oven ; then strain off the linuid, and
add one pound of honey or treacle. Three or

four ounces of this mixture may be siven at a
time in bad coughs ; and when frreat irritation ap-
pears to exist at)out the wind-pipe, one teaspoon-
ful of tincture of opium may be added to every
dose.

Grease.—This disorder consists in a discharge
Vol. V—79

of stinking matter from the heels. On its first

appearance the hoive should take a dose of phy-

sic, and be kept on bran masnes, containing a lit-

tle nitre. The leg should be enveloped in a lar.'je,

warm, emollient pouhice; and this Ireatmrnt

should be continued until the pain attendant on

the complaint be removed, after which the pans

nuiy lie washed with a solution of blue vitrioh In

very inveterate cases, requiring strouirer applii-a-

lions. the Ibllovving lotion may be used instead of

the vitriol

:

Corrosive Sublimate,

Muriatic acid,

Water,

1 drachm,-

3 drachms,
1 pint.

When the disorder has been cured, there will fre--

nerallv remainsomeswellingof the part, for whiclt

baiulases are the best remedy.

Inflarnmaiion.— Under the term inflammation,-

may be classed fever, or general inflammatory ac-

tion of the whole systein, as well thtit which is

confified to particular parts, as the brain, lungs,

liver, bowels, &c. Jn all attacks of inflammation,-

there is a quickened pulse, heat, and redness of

the inner membrane of the eye-lids ; the horse is

generally dull, and unwilling to move, except in

inflammation of the brain, or mad staggers,

when he is extremely violent and dangerous to

approach : the urine is iii most instances scanty

and hi<xh-colored ; the dung voided in small

knobs, frequently covered with slime. In addi-

tion to lhei5e general symptoms, the breathin<:r is

laborious and oppressed incases of pleurisy or in-

flammaiion of the lungs, as may lie seen by the

heavins: of the flanks, and the dilatation of the

nostrils; and in inflammation of the bowels, the

horse, besides manilesting siirns of being griped,

appeals for some time dull and heavy, then be-

comes restless, as in cases of colic, his breathing

is sometimes disturbed, his pliise quick, the innrr

suffice of the eye-lid red, the extremities cold,-

and the appetite lost. If not speedily relieved,

the gripino: becomes so severe that he breaks out

inio profuse sweats; and at length, mad v/ith

pain, becomes violent, and dangerous to approach.

In all cases of inflammation, bleeding to a large

extent, from six to eiirht quarts, according to the

violence of the attack, is essentially necessary
;

and this, if the symptoms do not subside, must be

repeated. The "bowels should be hand-raked, a

clyster injected, and a dose of physic administer-

ed with the usual jirecautions. Diuretic balls

?nay also be occasionally ffiven, when the disor-

der besins to give way, and the diet should con-

sist entirely of bran mashes. When the icflam-

malory attack has been subdued, a run at grass is

the best mode of recruiting the strength. In in-

flammation of the kidneys—which may be known
!iv the horse constantly endeavorinsr to stale, with-

out being able to efiect any evacuation, or ai most
to void but a small quantity of high-colored,-

bloody urine, and by a siifitiess of one or both

hind lens—the treatment, in addition to the iileed-

inij and puririnn; already recommended, may con-

sist in coveririi the loins with a li-esh flayed

sheep's skin, the wool side outwards, and a'iving

emollient drinks, as decoction of mar5h-m;dlow.s,

with mucilage of acacia, or decoction of linseed

with gum arabic. Inflammation of the bladder

mav i)f^ tr«^ated in the sfTme way as inflammation

of the kidneys ; but it is not necessary to ab-
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Btract as murli blood as in the latter complaint,

nor is the sheep's skin requisite : its most preva-

lent symptom is a frequent emission of a small

quantity oi' urine, which being of an acrimonious

nature, causes acute pain.

Broken Knees.—The best application to bro-

ken knees, is a larcre poultice, until the inflamma-

tion be completely removed : alter which the in-

jured part may be covered with a paste made of

equal parts of powdered alum and pipeclay, vvith^

sufficient water to reduce it to the consistence of

cream. This should be bound on, and surt'ered to

remain for two days, when it may be renewed.

Should there be any flap of skin, it is to be cut

off'; for, being bruised, it will rarely unite. Gun-
powder and hog's lard, or tar ointment, (made by

boiling together equal parts ot tar and tallow,)

may be used to promote the growrh of hair.

Bruises should always be poulticed, or foment-

ed with hot water. A towel dipped in greasy

water, is a good application.

Galls.—When a horse is galled by the saddle

or harness, or when he is chafed between the

arm and chest, an accident which frequently hap-

pens in travelling through muddy roads, the fol-

lowiniT lotion will be found serviceable :

Sulphate of zinc,

Super- acetate of lead,

Water

1 ounce
1 ounce
1 quart.

Strains.—The best method of preventing the

inflammation attendant upon a strain is immedi-

ately on the receipt of the injury, to bleed and

wrap the injured part in a large poulti.'e. The
horse should then be physicked and kept to a low

diet. Some people, instead of poultices, employ

cold applications: as

Super-acetate of lead,

Vinegar,

Water,

1 ounce.

4 ounces.

1 pint.

Lampas.—This is a swelling of the roof of the

mouth, and is caused by cutting the grinding teeth.

It is a common practice with farriers to burn the

swollen part with a hot iron; a cruel and unnecessa-

ry operation, arising from ignorance of the causes

producing the complaint. If any thing be done
to it, the swelling may be rubbed with salt, or a

solution of alum; but the best thino: is to keep the

horse on mashes or other soft Ibod for a lew days,

when nature will effect a cure.

The tbilowing prescriptions will be found use-

ful on many common occasions :

Their eff'ect is the same as the poultice; each

tending to reduce inflammation. On the whole,

we are inclined to give the preference to the poul-

tice. When a strain is neglected lor some time,

and the inflammation had gone off', bleeding will

be improper. Blistering, and, in some cases, firing

must be resorted to. There are several sons of

strains; as strains of the back sinews, of the pas-

tern joint, of the shoulder, loins, hif), &c.; but our

limits do not permit us to aive a detailed account

of their ditferent symptoms. The rationale of

their treatment is in all cases the same.

Teeth.—Sometimes the grindinsr teeth of horses

become worn in such a way as to wound the in-

side of the cheek, and prevent the mastication of

their Ibod. In such cases, the edires should be

filed down, and the wounded cheek rubbed with

salt.

Strangles.—This is a disorder which happens

to horses between their third and fifth year. It

consists in an inflammation ol' the tonsils, termi-

nating in an abscess under the jaws, and, when
it occiurs at grass, is generally of a mild nature.

The swelling should be poulticed until it breaks

or becomes suihciently ripe to be opened with a

lancet. When the "throat is very sore, some

blisterinir liniment should be rubbed in, and, in

severe cases, where inflammation of the lungs is

apprehended, bleeding is requisite. The horse

should be kept in a cool place.

Cordial diuretic ball.

Common turpentine, ...
Hard soap, . . . - .

Powdered y;inger, . . . -

Do. alli^pice, - . - - -

Liquorice powder enough to form a ball.

Diuretic powder.

Powdered rosin,

Nitre,

Stomachic bull.

Powdered gentian.

Do. gingi-r, . . . -

Do. allspice, - - - -

Carbonate of soda. -

Treacle enough to form a ball.

Or,

Powdered cascarilia.

Myrrh,
Ginger, . - - - -

Castile soap, - - - -

Syrup enough to form a ball.

Or,

Powdered columbo root.

Do. cassia, . . . -

Do. rhubarb, . . - -

Syrup enough to form a ball.

Cordial drench.

Good old beer or mild ale.

Grated ginger.

3 drachms.
3 drachms.
1 drachm.
1 drachm.

4 drachms.
4 diachms.

3 drachms.

^ a draclim.

^ a drachm.
1 drachm.

2 drachms.
1 drachm.

J a drachm.

1 drachm.

J an ounce
1 drachm.
3 drachms.

1 pint.

1 drachm.

Expectorant ball.

Gnm ammoniac, .... 2 ounces.

Powdered squills, . - - - 1 ounce.

Do. opium. i ounce.

Do. ginger", 2 ounces.

Balsam of sulphur, - - - - 4^ ounces.

Castile soap, - - - - - 2 ounces.

To be divided into twelve balls, and one to be

given every morning and evening, in cases of

severe cough, the bowels having been previous-

ly emptied by physic.

Friar''s balsam.

Benzoin,
Storax balsam (storax)

Balsam of tolu,

Aloes,

Rectified spirit,

li oinice.

1 ounce.

A ounce.

2 drachms.
1 pint.
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Diaphoretic alterative.

Levigated sulphuret of antimonj-.

Anise seed, . . - .

Astringents.

PoH'derod catechu,

Aiuin (purified)

Powdered opium.
Do. ^iiitjjer.

Prepared chalk,

3 to 6 drachms.

^ ounce.

.3 drachms.

.3 drachms.
1 scruple.

li drachm.
2 drachms.

Or,

Opium,
Posvdcred ,i;inger and powdered oak-bark,

of each,

Blistering liniment.

Olive oil,

Oil of origanum and oil of turpentine,

of eac!),

Fresh powdered Spanish flies.

Liquid blister.

Powdered Spanish flies. . . -

Boiling water,

drachm.

i ounce.

4 ounces

ounce,

ounce.

1 ounce.

h pint.

After allowin2 the mixture to stand for a day

and a nigiit, add,

Rectified spirit of wine.

Oil of origanum.

4 ounces.

1 ounce.

Liniment fnr the thrush and canker.

Melted tar,

Muriatic acid.

Verdigris,

2 ounces.

.3 drachms.
2 drachms.

Mix and stir till cold.

Or,

Melted tar, ^ pound.

Strong sulphuric acid, - - - 1 ounce.

For further particulars, we refer with confidence

to " Whitens Farriery, and als-o to his very usefnl

"Dictionary of the P'eierinary jJrt.''''

On the diseases of sheep.

Sheep are subject to v'arious disorders, of which,

however, our limiis allow us only to stale those

of most frequent occurrence; hence we shall, for

the present, briefly remark, that it maybe easily as-

certained whether these animals are in health, or

diseased, by their agility and briskness; the clear-

ness of their eyes, which, as well as their noses,

should be perfectly dry; by tlie s',veetneps of th.'^ir

breath; the coolness of their feet; reirularity of

perspiration; the fine pink color of their skin;

soundne.ss and firmness of their teeth; and by the

uniform, unbroken texture of their wool.

Blindness.—This affection of the eye is pro-

duced b}' exposure to cold, particularly in loo

moist or too elevated situations; and is occasioned

by lonn; continued fatigue, which will produce it

at any season of the year. It prevails chiefly in
[

Scotland, wliere a cure is sometimes attempted by

opening the angular vein of the eye, and holdintj

the animil's head in an inverted position, so that

some drops of blood may fall into the eye. •

This moderates the increased action of the ves-

sels of that part, which is the immediate cause of

inllannnalion; and also the blood, being so ad-

mitted iiilo the creature's eje will, m consequence

of iis mildness and warmlli, produce emollient ef-

Iccts, which likewise contribute to promote a cure.

This operation completely removes the white

specks on tiie eye. and restores the sight; though
some for this purpose pulverize a small quantity

of glass, and blow it into the eye by means of a

quill open at both ends, which, by its friction,

wears off such specks or scales. "But the en-

joyment of ease will inliUlibly cure them in a space

of time proportioned to the liitigue they under-

went be(()re." t

The blond is a fatal malady to sheep, which of-

ten die suddenly in consequence of it: in less vio-

lent attacks the symptoms are, panting and heav-

intr of the flanks, and standing still. It is pro-

duced by feeding on too succulent or moist pas-

tures. The most effectual remedy is bleeding;

after which the animal should be turned into a

dry pasture, and a mixture of common salt and

nitre with bran may be given to it.

Dunt.—This disease is variously known by the

name of staggers, giddy, vertigo, turn, sturdy,

and bladder on the brain. It is occasioned by a

vesicular collection of water in the head between

the dura and pia mater, and uniformly produces a

coniinnal a'iddiness. The violently pulhnffof sheep

by the ears, which are afterwards cut oli, is said to

have effected a cure: but the most freijuent reme-

dy is that o^ trepanning; a hazardous operation,

which can only prove successiul in the handsof
skilful persons. In Saxony, several of the sheep-

owners keep their lambs in the folds during their

first year; h.ivinir remarked that such as are kept

from the fields during that time, are very rarely

attacked with this disorder. In Prussia, M. Las-

teyrie states, that he h id been assured, by many
a>jricultiirists, that they had secured their flocks

from the disonler, by fasleninsr a liupu cloth cov-

ered with pitch on the heads of the lambs, previ-

ously to conducting them in the fields. This kind

of cap, they maintain, prevents the intromission

of the worm which the flies deposit in the frontal

sinus, during the earliest youth of the animals.

A fact so important as this, certainly deserves to

be positively ascertained ; we have, therelbre,

stated it for the consideration of our readers.

The flux is a diarrhoea, or looseness, that at-

tacks sheep which suddenly come to full ?eed, af-

ter having been stinted; though it is sometimes

occasioned by their eating the plant known by the

names of may-weed, mathen, orloetid chamomile,

(anihemis cofula of Linnseus). In general, the

flux is not attend. -d with any dancreroiis conse-

quences, and usually disappears in the course of a

few days, in dry weather. Should it. however,

continue ionirer than a week, it will be proper

to give them some well-dried, sweet hay, and

a decoction of clover flowers, with the addition of

a little barley meal; allowing them npiiher any
salt, nor to feed on any saline plants near the

coast. But it is evidently the farmer's interest to

give these uselul aniraals a regular supply of food,

* Agricultural Report of the county of reillj. Svo. ed.

I
Hogg'i Shi'piieni's fiuide, page IIS. 1807.
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as the weakness occasioned by the flux must neces-
sarilv reduce their condiiion.

The flij.—Tliis disorder is chiefly conlined to

pheep that are continually exposed in hot seasons,

pariicidarly in inclosed woody disirids. 'I'he in-

sects fiom which the disease derives its name, livo

fimorig the wo^.!, where they materially prevent

sheef) frum thriviiijr, from the severiiy with wiiish

they bite. Hence various reinedies iiave been
suo^gested, most of which, Iiowcver are in s:)nie

deirree injurious to the wool. Flour of sulphur,

mixed up with butter, lard, or other unctuous
substances, and ruhi.ed in vvuh the hand, or lour

ounces of suljjhur mixed with a pint of train

oil, and four oiuices of oil of turpenline, have
been found sufficient to effect a cure, and least

hurtful to the quality of the wool: the lemedy,
suggested by Sir Joseph Banks lor the scab, in

Bheep, hereafter described, may a'so be applied in

the present case. Wiien, however, mairgots are
formed, they should be carefully scraped from the
wound, to which turpenline and brandy, mixed
together, may be applied. Mr. Marshall* di-

rects such maggots to be picked out uith a knife,

or otherwise removed, wiihout breaking tiie coat,

when a quantity of while lead Is to be scraped
among the wool, which heiuir agitated, the pow-
der is carried evenly down to the sore. But due
attention must be given, that too much ceruse be
not applied, as it will discolor the wool; while a
Email quantity prevents any further injury fi-oni

the mairirots remaining among if, as it drives them
away from the wound, the healirior of which it

promotes at the same lime. Mr. Priest, an intel-

ligent chemist of Norwich, has prepared a cheap
liquid, that not only cures where the By has alrea-
dy struck, but also prevents its future attacks. It

has been very extensivelv and successfijily used
by the Norfolk sheep-liiririers.

The fool-halt, as its name announces, is peculiar
to the feet of sheep. It is occasioned by an insect
resembling a worm, two, three, and sometimes
four inches long. It is indicated bv lameness,
which often increases to such a deijree as to pre-
vent the animal fi-om grazing. From pain and
want of appetite, the sheep 'laniruishes, till at
length it falls a victim to the disorder, unless the
worm be opportunely extracted.
As soon, therefore, as a sheep is observed to

limp, the lame foot ought to be examined be-
tween the close of the claws, where the skin is

found perforated, throu£ih which the worm has
worked its passage upwards, between the external
membranes and the bone. In order to extract the
in=5ect, it will be sutlicientto move the claws in con-
trary directions, backwards and fbi-wards, till the
worm <rradually makes its way to the surface.
This simple expedient is fiir preferable to the ope-
ration of drawing out the insect, as in the las>i. case
there is always danirer of its breakinff off, and
rotting in the leg of the sheep, which will thus be
materially injured. As the loot-halt occurs more
frequently in wet than in dry seasons, and cene-
rally in the spring and fall, but rarely in summer
and winter, it may he prevented, in most cases,
by pasturing sheep in dry and healthy groundsj
rather than in low meadows or marshy" soTls.

The foot-rot is another disease peculiar to the
feet of sheep, and if it be not quickly eradicated.

• Rural Economy of the Midland Counties.

generally proves contairious. It arises, in gene-
ral, from sheep-feedinir on long, rank iirass, in wet
seasons; but inaticiiiion to cleanlinchs will also

produce the fboi-rot as well as the ii)(ii-li;di.

This disease is known by lameiu^s, which in-

creases as the flirt-rot iiecomes moie inveteraie,

by tlie oozmg of a (lisiii.freea!>!y '(fitid matter
ii'orn iiptwceu ihe claws, and by ihe appeaia'ce
of proud flesh in the. nmie advar.ced slate ol' ibe

uuilady; at leniilh, if il lie iioi timely discovered,

ihe foot l)ecoiries so completely moriified by the

cancerous humor cori'odinir eveiy part of it, as to

become incurable, in wliich case llie skin is the

onl}' vahudile part oi the animal. It is remarka-
ble throiiLdiout the progress of ihis disease, that

sheep retain their appetite, and apparenily feed

as well as when in perf"ect health, tliouixh they
very soon fill a'vay, and continue decliiiinfr till

they have lost all their fiit. Their appetite, how-
ever, remains till the very last fcl.age; and instanr

ces have occurred in which they have been so ea-

ger as even to crawl on their knees lor food.

Various remedies have been tried and recom-
mended for the cure of this contagious disorder,

of which ihe following appear most deserving of

notice. As soon as ihe disease is discovered, the

sheep should be separated fi'om the rest of the

flock, and put into a dry pasture, or co'ifiued in a
barn, shed, or yard wilh a chalk bottom, and the

part afil'cled pared and cleansed, so as not to

touch the quick, and at the same time to remove
the gravel, if any should be there contained; after

which either of the remedies sutjoined may be
applied :

One ounce of blue vitriol and six of water or

vinegar.

Or,

Mix four ounces of the best honey, two ounces
of pulverized burnt alum, and half a pound
of powdered Armenian bole, in such a quan-
tily ol train or other fish oil as will make the

various ingredients of the consistence of salve.

The honey should be first dissolved irradually,

and the bole carefully stirred in, and then the

alum and oil are to be added.

Or,

Reduce three ounces of verdigris, four ounces

of alum, a similar quantity of vitrol, one ouuce
and a half of white mercury, and one ounce of
white copjieras, respectively into fine powder,
gradually dissolve the whole into one quart of

white-wine vinegar.

It may be proper to observe, that the former

of the last two remedies were invented by Mr.
George Cullcy; and the latter by the late emi-
nent Mr. Bakewell. In Mr. Young's opinion, *

the salve is more efficacious than the liquid, hav-
in(T in one or two cases effected a cure where the

latter had failed; but Mr. Y. states, th.at he uni-

formly employs Mr. Bakewell's remedy before the

animids are anointed with Mr. Culiey's salve.

The following have been tried with success:

Two ounces of roche-alum, a similar quantity

of blue vitriol, one ounce verdigris, and a quar-

ter of an ounce of animated quicksilver, dis-

solved in a quart of good distilled vinegar; to

be dropped pn the diseased part, care being

taken to keep the feet dry, and clean from all

dirt or filth.

*Anna!s of Agriculture, vol. xxi.
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Or,

When a slipop is first observed fo be riflected,

1(M ii lie lirou^'ljt in, aiui llie sore loot well wash-

eii Willi soap and urine; tlien well bathed wiih

turpentine, aiul aOeru-ards rubbed all over willi

tar. ami bound up wiih nannei; and il' it be

tlieri inrned into a clean dry pasture, the cure is

certain. *

In HouH^ ohservalions nn ihe nature and cure ol

this jiKiiady, couinninirated to the Board of A^-
ricnlinre by R. VVorthiui^ton, esq., ol" Southend,

ihcliiet of iis bein^ conlagious is clearly estab-

li.-hetl; and the Ibllowini; method of treatment is

Elated to be that which has proved most surees-

ful. It (Consists, first, in perleetly cleansin^r llic

leet with soap am' water; then, in scrapin<f \vith

a Unife, and oc-casinnally cutiinia; off the (oul and

putrii) portion of the loot, whether of the interior'

softer parts, or of the hoof After this, the bloody

siirliices are to be sconreii with a mixture consist-

ing of equal parts of nmriate of antimony, tinc-

ture of benzjin, and linctnrij)f myrrh; and a little

muriate of antimony iilone is directed to b3 applied

with a hair pencil to the more raciied and diseased

fiaris. To the practice of mufflins' the feet, in or-

di-r to l;eep them dry, JMr. W. objects most de-

cidedly; liecause, if'llie land be wet when the

sheep are turned out, the feet will suffer more Irom

absorbed damp, than if they were not covered al

all. He considers it prelerable to ijivc them ibod

a«d lotitriniT under an appropriate shed, or in some
convenient out-house; and, at all events directs

that they should be kept on some dry treadintr, lor

an hour or two, after every dressing. The prac-

tice here described, Mr. W. tisserts, will always

put a stop to the progress ot" the foot-rot. f Lims
has also been found an efficacious remedy ; and

may be advantageously applied to whole flocks by

spreading it on their pasture. In corroboration of

this fact "s one mentioned in the Agricultural Sur-

vey of Devonshire, f of one lot of sheep having

been divided between two persons, one of whom
turned his proportion into a field recently covered

with a tuil dressing ol caustic lime, where they

remained perfectly sound; while the other portion

'were much inlected ivithtbe foot-rot.

The Ibllowing mode of treating this trouble-

some malady was coauTiunicated to the Society of

Arts by Mr. Richard Parkinson of Walworth,

wiio was honored with their silver medal ibrit.

In sheep thus affected, he directs the hools fo he

pared, leaving no hollow to hold dirt; if matter be

formed, it must be carefully discharged, after

which the feet must be washed clean from dirt

with some stale urine, and wiped with a sponge.

The sheep are next to be put into a house or shed

the floor of which has been previously spread,

about two inches thick, with quick-lime reduced

to powder by a small quantity of water. The
fresher the lime is, the better. Upon this, the

sheep are to stand for si.x or seven hours, and the

cure will beeff'ected. §
Gall, or scower.—This disease prevails chiefly

* Hoscg's Shepherd's Guide, p. 170.

t Communication to tlie Bouid of Agriculture, vol.

vii. ])art i.

t Vaucouver's Survey, p. 341.

1^ Transactions of the Society of Arts, &,c. vol. xxtI.

pp. 126, 127.

during winter, and is siijiposed to be produced by

severe frosts. An immediate change to diy Ibod

isihe best remedy that can be resoned to; and it

appears from the practice of JMr. Ellmaii, that if

some hav be given to sheep on tho'^e mornings

when hoar frosts are upon the ground, it jjrevenis

them from Itemg attacked by Ihe gali.

Ifovennr blown. See the first chtipterof this

book. [|). 619 Fanners' Register.]

The hunger-rot, is generally accasioned by poor

livino-, especially li'om a scanty su|)ply of winter

(iuider. It may easily be known by llie leanness

of the sheep. An immediate change of keep is

th<' proper cure.

Pelt-rot.— In this disorder the wool or hair falls

off spontaneously from tlie sheep. Scanty keep,

exposure to much wet, or sometimes a sudden

change from poor to full ft^eding, will variously

produce the pelt-rot, which is likewise occasioned

by Ihe scab. In tlie last case, the removal of

that disease will of course effect a cure; but in Ihe

former instances, as soon as a sheep is discovered

to be afi'ected, (if not loo far gone,J it should be

separated from the flock, and dr'ven into a de-

tached yard, where the diseased part should be

cleansed, and the animal anointed with a mixture

of turpentine, lard or other grease, and tar, in

such proportions as to form a salve, (a piece of

cloth being sewed on the animal to keep it li'om

the cold;) and where they should be supplied with

the best food, an attentive regard to the regular

distribution of which, especially in winter, would

efl'ectually prevent this malady.

Red-water.—Th\s mahuiy is sometimes called the

resp, and is beliieved to originate from sheep feed-

ing too freely on turnips, clover, or other rich and

succulent vegetables. Frequent driving about, and

the use of common salt, are said to be successiiil

remedies in the red-water, which, it is asserted,

may be prevented b) giving the animals dry |)ro-

vender, in the course of the night, after they have

been feeding on tlie vegetables above mentioned.

The use of parsley in this malady is likewise said

to be beneficial.

'•This disease'commonly makes its appearance

about the beginning or end of winter, and first

alFects about the breast and belly, although at

rimes it spreads itself over other parts of the body.

It consists in an inflammation of the skin, that

raises it into blisters, which contain a thin, red-

dish, and watery fluid. These continue for a short

time, break, and discharge their matter, and are

followed by a blackish scab.

''When the sheep are exposed to cold or wet-

ness, the skin beinijf'fetted, makes the blisters rise;

or they often arise from cold afliecting the animal

internally; thus producing a slight lever, which

throws out these vesicles on the body, similar to

the scabby eruptions which appear about the fiice,

and more particularly tibout the mouth, of persons

aff(?cted with cold. "The blond in this disease is

but little aflected, although a little of it oozes into

the vesicles on the skin and communicates to

them that reddish tinge, which gives origin to the

name.
"Red-water is a disease that but rarely appears

in this country, and is seldom fatal. In cases

where the disease is violent, a little blood should

be taken. The sheep should be placed in a ibid

by itself, ihe blisters slit up, and a little infusion of

tobacco put into them, and the Ibllowing medi-
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cine rtiMy be given lor three or four mornings suc-

ce.-3sive!y:

"Take of sulphur two ounce;?, honev, treacle,

or sirop. three ounces; mix them and divide them
into six doses, oi" which one may be given every
morning, in hail' a mutchkin of water.

It' this is fb'.ind unsucces-^fbi, half an ounce of

nilre, mixed wiiii the Ibregiing receipt, will be at-

tenedd witii good effects; aiier which a dose of salts

niiiv be iriven, and the body washed with lime-

WMter upon ihe parts ai'iected.'' * Mr. Benjamin
Holditch directs a drachm and a half of pearl-ash

to be ilissoU'ed in a [>int of water, and given to

ea(;h sheep ever^' second morning while ihe dis-

ease lasts.

The rickp.U occur chiefiy in the county of Hunt-
inirdon, where they aresupoosed to hav", been in-

troduced (r.:'ni Holland. Few diseases are more
fatal than the rickets, the causes of which have
never been precisely ascertained, so that no reme-
dy applied fljr its removal has hitherto been at-

tended with success.

The symptons of indicating the existence of
this malady, are first a species of giddiness, whi(;h

renders the sheep uncommonly wild and fierce;

etariinir up sudd^-nly, and runnins, on the ap-
proach of any person, to a considerable distance,
as if it were chased by dogs, [n the second siasre,

a violent inflammatory itching in the skin takes
place; the sheep rubs itself vehemently acainst
trees, hedges, &c., so as to pluck off the wool,
and even to larcerate the flesh ; no cutaneous
eruption ensues, nor does any discharge of mat-
ter tbllow, and every thinir indicates a most ardent
fever. In the last period" of the rickets, the pro-
gress towards dissolution is very rapid, and the
sheep, after reelini about, lyinjj "down, and occa-
sionally taking a little food, at lenyth expires.
This disorder is chiefly prevalent in the sprincr,

and is hereditary; so that, after remaining con-
cealed for one or two generations, it re-appears
with increased violence. The ricl-ets also appears
suddenly, in conserpjerice of which circumstances
no precaution ol"the most judicious grazier can de-
tect the malady; hence there is no alternative, but
to cease breedinii from such stock. We trust the
attention of graziers and breeders will be more
particularly directed to this formidable malady.
The ml.—Few disorders have been more fatal

to sheep, or have more freqently exercis>-d the at-
tention of trrizicrs and breeders than the rot; for

the oricfin of wiiicii various causes liave been as-
Fiirned. 'I'hus it has ii has been attributed to
fluke-worms, that breed in the livers of sheep,
whither they are conjectured to be conveyed
through the nostrils while the animals are craz-
imr; t but these worms are evidently rather the
e^^ecMhan the cause of rot. The bite Dr. Dar-
win suspected it to proceed from the inactivity of
the absorbent vessels of the livers of shepn : so
that their bile becomfs too thin, particularly in wet
or moist seasons. Dr Harrison, in an interesting
tract on the rot, is of opinion that it originates from
paludal effluiy'a, or those unwholsome exhalations
that arise from marshes; but to this suggestion
salt mashes form a striking exception. And it is a
fact, thai in the county of Lincoln, in rottino: sea-

* Hogsj's Sheph'>rd'-5 Guide, p. ISo. 8<,f

.

t Letters and papers of the Bath and West of Kn^-

.

and Society, vol i.

sons, the sheep fed on salt marshesj which are
overflowed by the spring tides, sell at very high
prices, fi'om the confidence that they are safe.

From an attentive consideration of every circum-
stance, it is evident, that superabundant moisture,

either of food, (lor experience has jjroved that

even one half hour's feeding on moist or marshy
lands, in hut weatlier, will produce it,) the at-

mosphere, or situation, is the real cause of tins

dropsical malady; thoufrh it is certain, that the

dry limed land in Derbyshire will produce it as

well as meadows that retain water and stagnant
marshes; so, in driving sheep to any dis ance, if

they be suffered to lie only one niirht on a wet
spot of fjround, whether in an elevated situation

or not, they are very liable to the rot.

The symptoms indicative of this fatal disease

are thus accurately stated by Dr. Harrison, from
whose very able "Inquiry into the rot in sheep
and other animals," we have selected them.
" When, in warm, sultry, and rainy weather,

sheep that are grazing on low and moist lands

feed rapidly, and some of them die suddenly,
there is reason to fear that they have contracted

the rot. This suspicion will be further increased,

if a iew weeks afterwards the sheep begin to

shrink, and become flaccid in their loins. By
pressure about the hips at this time a crackling is

sometimes perceptible. Now, or soon afterwads,

the countenance looks pale, and, upon parting the

fleece, the skin is found to have exchanged its

Vermillion tint for a pale red; and the wool is

easily separated from the pelt. As the disorder

advances, the skin becomes dappled with yellowfor

blacks spots. About this time the eyes lose their

lustre, and become white and pearly, from the red

vessels of the tunica adnata and eyelids being

contracted, or entirely obliterated. To this suc-

ceed debility and emaciation, which increase

continually till the sheep die; or else ascites, and
perhaps general dropsy, supervene, before the fa-

tal termination. These symptoms are rendered

more severe by an obstinate purging, which
comes on at an uncertain period of the disorder.

In the procrress of the complaint, &heep become
what the graziers call checkered, i. e. affected

with a swelling under the chin, which proceeds

from a fluid contained in the cellular membrane
under the throat.

" In five or six days after contracting the rot,

the thin edge of the small lobe of the liver be-

comes of a transparent white, or bluish color, and
this spreads along the upper and lower sides, ac-

cording to the severity of the complaint. Some-
times It does not extend more than an inch from
the margin. In severe cases, the whole peritone-

um investing the liver is diseased; and then it

commonly assumes an opaque color, interspersed

with dark red lines or patches. The upper part

of the liver is sometimes speckled like the body
of a toad, to which it is said to bear striking re-

semblance; round the ductus communis choledo-

rhu.s and hepatic vessels, a jelly-like matter is

deposited, which varies according to the severity

of the attack, from a table-spoonful, or less, to five

or six times that quantity. Upon boiling, the

liver loses its firmness, and separates into small

pieces in the water, or remains soft and flaccid.

Several graziers and butchers, with Avhom I

have conversed at different limes, having observ-

ed that sheej) are much disposed to It^ed during
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the first three or four weeks alter heinsr tainted,

omit no opportunity of proilucinir it, to increase

their profits. When the first stasje is over, flukes

beirin to appear in the pori biliarii, the (Jiictiis

cnmuiunis choledochus, and in the crali-bladder.

At first, the quantity of these creatures is small ;

but, as the disease advances, they increase, and
helbre death are ofien very numerous. In the

last part ot'the complaint, they are sometimes to be

Jbund in the stomach, as well as in the intestines

and liver. This, like the visceral disorders of the

human body, may terminate in resolution, efi'u-

eion, suppuration, or scirrhus.

1st. "The complaint is said to terminate in re-

solution, when the inHammatory KCiion jroes of?',

without destroyinir the state and texture of the

parts. However, I am stronirly inclined to be-

lieve, that every considerable inflammation in the

human body, and in other animais, although it

ends in resolution, leaves behmd it some remains,

which may be discovered by an experienced an-

atomist. When the vessels are thrown into in-

flammatory action for a tew days only, efl'usion

commonly takes place, and the coats become
thicker, and assume a buffy color. These
chanijes in the sanifuinary system often continue

throuirh life, and lay the foundation of many
chronic and incurable disorders. Sheep that re-

cover from the rot exhibit very dirterent appear-

ances alter death, accoidino; to the severity of the

attack; but the taint is seldom or never entirely

removed. I was desired, within these few davs,

to look at the liver of an old ewe, that died fat,

and contained fourteen pounds of suet in h- r body.

The back part of the small lobe was dappled with
whitish spots; the coats of the ductus communis
and pori biliarii were considerably thickened, and
more solid than usual. In color, they resembled
the human aorta in old people, and were full of

flukes; in other respects the liver appeared to be
sound and natural. The butcher asserted, that

the variegated appearance and alteration in the
ducts, were occasioned by a slight taint of long
standing, which had not been considerable enough
to disorder the economy, or impair the health of
the ammal sufficiently to prevent its feeding.

2dly. "When sheep die suddenly in tlie first

stage of the disorder, an effusion of serum, or of
wheyish-colored fluid, may be commonly discov-

ered in the cavity of the abdomen, and then the
peritoneum surrounding the fiver is generally cov-
ered with a membrane or coat of coa2:"ulabIe

lymph. This form of the rot has been frequent-

ly confounded with the resp, or red -water, thoujjh
it diflers from the latter disorder in the color ofthe
effused liquid, in being much less disposed to pu-
trefaction, and in several other particulars.

3diy. '-Abscesses of the liver exhibit another
termination of this malady. They are seldom
considerable enough to kill immediately; but, in

consequence of the absorption of purulent mattei
from them, the sheep consequently waste away,
and die hectical or dropsical. When the collec-

tions are small, sheep will recover sufficiently to

bear lambs for three or lour seasons, and after-

wards become tolerable mutton.
4lhly. "The most common termination is in

scirrhi, or what the shepherds call knots in the
liver; I have seen the whole substance of this im-
portant viscus so full of small, roundish lumps, or
scirrhous bodies, that it was difficult to find any

sound part in it. The first attack is unfortuntitely

so very insidiotis, that the disorder is scarcely

observable, before the aniinal begins to waste and
lose flesh. In this advanced state it is said to la-

bor under the rot, or pourriiurs, from overlooking
the commencement of the disoider."

Equally various with the conjectures respect-

ing the origin of this destructive disease, are the

remedies which have been recommended. The
late eminent botanist, Miller, allvi^ed parsley to

be enif)loyed as a preventive, which is eaten with
great avidity by sheep, (the delicacy of whose
flesh it greatly imtiroves,^ as iristatices have oc-

curred where sheep, fed on parsley, remained
sound, while those in the neiiiiiborhoiK! were af-

fected with the rot: he, thereiore, recommends
sheep to be fed with that veiiVtabie tw;ce in the

week, for two or thiee hours each time.

In places where the rot is usual, it will be advi-

sable uniibrmly to fold sheep (where that practice

is retained) before the dew fails, and ;o confine

them in such folds till it evaporates, both in the

spring and sunnner; leeding them with sweet
hav, or other dry provende-. In the 'Bath Pa; ere'

already referred to, it is remarked, that no ewe is

ever subject to the rot while she has a lamb by
her side; and it is there recommended, to place

sheep that are afl^'ected with tiiis distemper, so that

they can get at the bark and young shoots of el-

der. Mr, Price fin the same practical workj ad
vises every fiirmer to remove ,his sheep in wet
and warm seasons, from such lands as are liable

to occasion the rot; but, if this object cannot be

obtained, he directs a spoonful of common sail.,

and a like quantity of flour, to be given to eachi

sheep in a pint of walvr. once or twice in the;

course of the, week by way of preventive. And
in case the disease he in an incipient stute, he is

of opinion, that the giving of such a dose for four

or five mornings successively, will probably ett'ect

a cure; for the addition of the flour and water not

only abates the pungency of the salt, but also

disposes it to mix more gradual;/, and consequent-

ly more eflTectually, with the clu ie. The late Dr.
Darwin, however, conceived that salt would be

more efficacious if it were combined with iron fil-

ings and flour, and made into a ball, to ^-e given
every morning successively lor a week. Further,

as a preventive, it has been reccommended by
Mr. Varlo, an experienced a^:ricullurist,, to give

each sheep a spoonful of common salt once a
week, when a ^^ rutting ssason'' is apprehended

;

and, when the animals are accustomed to it, he
directs some dry salt to be laid on fiat stones, in

various parts of the pasture, as they will then lick

it up without any further trouble.

A very extraordinary operation for the preven-

tion of this most destructive malady, is practised

bv the German sheep-farmers; and the happy-

effects of which havintr, il is said, been incontes-

tibly proved, deserve the attentive consideration of
every flock-master, thoush we feel compelled to

doubt its efficacy. We refer to the inoculation of
sheep for the rot, which produces in them the

same effect as variolous inoculation does on the

human fi'ame. The inoculated animals contract

I

the disorder, the sv.nfiptoms of which are very
' mild, and the recovery from which is affirmed
I to be both speedy and certain. From the ex|)eri-

I ments which have been made, it has been proved.
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that inoculated flicks are protected from all con-

tagion. * Rams, tainted with llie rot, have cou-

pled with inoculated ewes, whicii. tonether wiih

tiie lambs tliat sprnn-^ ironi these emliracef--, iiave

presented no symptom whatever of the rot. But

this proceeds upon the principle that the rot is

hereditary whicii is Itir li'om beinff an aJmittfd

f]ict. Mr. White, indeed asseris; as much in his

"Compendium ot' Cattle Medicine," but he aller-

wards qualifies the assfrtion by an opinion '.' tliat

the dis[)osiiion, or liability to the disease, is hered

itary; and that disposiiion to the disorder is noth

o[)ium, salt, sulphur, turmeric, turpentine, and
dislii!ed water; which mulliiiirious inirredienis are
simply directed to be prepared according to chemi-
cal, and ampounded according to medical art !

Not havintj hiid experience of the eliiicis ufihisce-

lebraled noslrum, we cannot say how (ar it an-
swers tiie jjroperties claimed lor it by its inventor;
but il' the disease is to be cured, or prevenleil l)y

medicine, a man, who includes the whole materia
rnedica in his prescription, must, certainly, have a
chance of succe.ss ; so far, however, as our own e.K-

[;erienc,e (joes, we would recommend sotjnd pas-

ing more than constitutional debility." But there ture as the best preventive, and tlie butcher's i<nile

are many slrouir reasons to doubt the accuracy, of

that view of ihe subject, amouir which the fiicf,

that if sheep bred ii-om the same ram, be distributed

partly upon dry [)asiure, and parlly upon wet land,

the latter will become inlecied, while the firmer

will remain sound, appears to us conclusive; there-

fore, the disease is not constitutional; mid if not,

inoculation can be of no service.

The inoculation is perfirmed by makinaj an in-

cision in the inner fiice of the thigh, from which
the wool is stripped, about (bur fingers distant

from the anus. The incision n)usi penetrate the

skin; but care should be taken not to wound any
muscle, lest an effusion of blood should ensue.

A pustule of an inliicted animal is next squeezed
with the finirers; and, after taking away the virus

thence issuing, on the point of a lancet, it is trans-

ferred to llie wound of the individual which is in-

tended to be inoculated.

Besides these preventive remedies, various me-
dicines have been recommended to the attention

of farmers and breeders ; though we conceive,

they can only be en)ployed with probability of

success in incipient cases. Of these remedies

we select the following: 1. Put a handful of rue

into a paiifijl of water in the evening, and on the

following morning add such a quantity of salt as

will make brine strong enough to float an e.^s-

Half a pint of this inliision is to be given, as a

dose, every other day, for a week. 2. Infuse soot

in strong brine and stale urine, and give each an-
imal six or .seven spoonfuls tor eight or ten suc-

cessive days. 3. Ellis recomme-nds a peck of

malt, or more, to be mashed and brewed into 12
gallons of wort, in which a quantity of blood-

wort, comfrey," pennyroyal, plaintain, sage, shep-
herd's purse, and wormwood, are to be boiled; the

liquor to be worked with yeast, some common salt

to be ailded, when it is to be put into a cask for

use. Of this medicated beer seven or eight spoon-
fijls are to be given to each sheep, once in the
course of a week during wet weather; but at longer
intervals in dry seasons.

Among other remedies, we woidd here notice a
patent which was (rranted to a Mr. Thomas
Fleet, in October, 1794, for a medicitie, which
he affirms will not only prevent the rot in sheep,
but also check the farther proirress of the disorder

m such as are already afi'eeied; so as to render
them capable of beingfattened on the same herbage
which produced the disease. His restorative medi-
cine consists of the following articles, the propor-
tions of which, however, are not stated in the spe-

cification of his patent ; viz., alkanet roof, anti-

mony, Armenian bole, bark, camphor, mercury,

as the only certain cure.

We shall conclude these remarks on the preven-
tion and cure of" this tremendous malady, witli the

following interesting observations selected from
Dr. Harrison's valuable ' Inquiry,' already referred

j

'• It is confirmed by experience, that whenever
any place is laid dry by judicious managemeni, it

ceases to occasion the rot. For m\' own part, I am
acquainted with many sound parishes, which, dur-

ing their open state, were so injurious to man, and
to other creatures, that 1 cannot sufficiently impress

upon tny readers the importance ofeffectual drain-

age, for the preservation of health. When, from
circumstances, the land cannot belaid dry, during
the summer months, it requires to be occupied

with great caution, since moist grounds are the

most prejudicial and dangerous to animal life. I

have had occasion to observe that miasmala are

produced in some way or other by the sun's

action upon moist ground, and, therefijre, when it

is well covered with gras.^i, early in spring, we have
less dauixer to apprehend, provided we maintain a
deep herbage till the commencement oi frosty

weatiier.
" Mr. Young, of Ciaxby, is of opinion, that

when land is well covered with irrass it becomes
less dantjerous to cattle. In 1792, he divided

a flock of sheep, and placed fitly upon some irood

aftermath, where, in other seasons, the rot had
frequenily prevailed. Only this part of his flock es-

caped the disorder, which he attributed to the

meadow not havinir been grazed before it was
well covered, and defended fmm the weather.

" Luxuriant pastures seldom rot, unless they be

eaten bare in hot weather. Wliilst the irrouud is

well concealed, it is so completely delimded and
protected, that the sun exerts no deleterious ef-

fects upon it. In the fatal year, so ofter particu-

larized, Mr. Elinhirst, of Bag Enderby, an expe-

rienced and zealous agriculturist, who occupied

two hundred acres of land in the parish of Croft,

near Wainfleet, sold all his heavy beasts, and

many sheep, early in the summer. His pastures

were thinly stocked with sheep only, during the

rest of he year. Tlie rot was extremely destruc-

tive in all the adjoining pastures, yet in his closes

it never appeared. This exemption from the ge-

neral calamity ofhis neighbors he attributed partly

to his land being always well covered with ixras.s,

and parlly to his grazinix during that summer en-

tirely with sheep. In wet weather, beasts and
horses, bj' treading the ground, leave foot marks,

where the 'water stagnates, and in consequence of

it, as he believes, the rot is produced. Injustice

to the testimony of Mr. Elmhirst, it may be pro-

per in me to add, that he has been an active and
*Lasteyrie's "Histoire del'Introduction," &.c. p 1D3.

|

judicious cultivator of land, on a large scale, for a
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arreat number of yeiirs ; every obs;'rvation of his is,

tiiert'lbro. eiiiitleil to part'cular attention.
" I liave remarked, that sheep are. most liable to

rot immediately afior losinir their fleeces ; and in

the momh of November, when the cold first be-

gins. No rot can be contracted without warmth,
"or in spritt,<r, belbre the sun's influence is become
considerable ; but, when the disposition is once ac-

quired, it can only be subdued bv f)-o.«t, or a long

succession of cold weather. Gabriel Plats as-

sures us. with confidence, derived from the expe-
rience of seventy-lour vears, that the only infecti-

ous monihs that beijret the ijreat rot are May and
June, wh.°n excessive moistures befall those

months. In a few instances, it has appeared
in April, when showery weal her and rjreat heats

have prevailed. In ordinary year.-^-, meadow may
be irrjirafed till Mav, without any injury to the oc-

cupier. In doubltui cases, theijeneration of mias-

ma will be efFccfually restrained, by continuing a

copious and retraljir watering till the grass is

well grown. The late Mr. Bakew^ill was of opi-

nion, that afier May-dav he could communicate
the rot at pleasuCe, by flooding, and afterwards

siockiuiT his closes, while they were drenched and
saturated with moisjure. In summer, rivers and
brooks are often suddenly swollen by thunder-
storms, so as to pass over their banks, and cover
the adjacent low lands. In this state no injury is

sustained during the inundation ; but when the

water returns to its former channel, copious exha-
lations are produced fi'om the swamps and low
lands, which are exceedinixly dangerous to-the hu-
man consiiiution, smd to several other animals as

well as sheep. I formerlv^ mentioned, that during
the summer, Mr. Harrison could give the rot

to his sheep in a few minutes, bv grazing them
upon the moist sofl land, from which the water of
the Barling's had just retired. While there is any
current, the sheep will never become tainted, aj-

thoufrh they often wade in search of their food.

" Whrn miasmata are once formed, they pre-

serve their noxious powers and destructive influ-

ence unimpaired, till the cold weather puts an end
to their force and activity. In mild seasons, epide-

mic diseases have been known to afflict the hu-
man constitution, durinn the greatest part of win-
ter ; and the pastures which have once become un-
sound, are only to be recovered by the setting in of
frost, or a succession of cold days and nijrhls.

"The autumn and winter "of 1799 and ISOO
were remarkably mild and warm At Candlemas
time, sheep that were pasturing on the fen and
commons at VValshinbroufrh, near Lincoln, took

the rot, and died in the f iliowing autumn. No
farmer in that parish recollected to have suffered,

a' any other time, from the rot in spring. Mr.
Thompson, of Horncastle, informs me, that many
3'ears since, his brother occupied a low, wet close

in the parish of Hatton, and lost all his sheep, be-

fore winter, of the rot. From that time the land
remained unemployed till about Candlemas. It

was then filled wiih strono-, healthy sheep ; but
Ihey were all rotten, and many of them dead
before the following May-day. He recollects.

that there was very little frost durino; that winter,

and, consequently, the effluvia were kept alive by
the abundance of the herbage. Plats gives it for

an infallible symptom, that when bees fail, and
their hives feel light, a great rot of sheep is to be
expected

; which gives a very seasonable warning
Vol. V-80

to bleed the sheep under the eye, or in the mouth,

as oft as they see occasion, in the end of summer,
or in autumn ; or to accustom those which are sus-

pected, to lick salt in troughs, or to take some
brine with dry food, as they may be easily trained

to it by gentle degrees ; or to force down a dose of

salt, as is directed.

" Where iiecessify requires the pasturage of

moist grounds in summer or autuum, the shep-

herd ought carefully to remove his Hock into a dry

situatioii ticffire the evening, and provide them
with corn and good hay, or green Ibod."

Upon the whole, from whatever cause the rol

mav proceed, it is evident, that the chief thing on

which the liirmer can depend is, that of changing

the situation of the sheep to a dry spot, or

of keeping them in warm and well-sheltered

yards, and regularly giving them sweet, dry keep;

Ifmedicine be necessary, let a ball be given daily,

lor a fortnight, composed of five grains of muri-

ated quicksilver, and one gram of opium, in cam-

phor or turpentine ; increasing the proportions,

if the operation be deficient, and with slight inter-

vals, if the balls operate too powerfully. When
the sheep begin to recover, salt should be con-

stantly given them with dry food ; and, when
they "are turned out, they should be driven _td

a dry, salubrious, and elevated sheep-walk, or in-

to a'salt-marsh, if there be one in the vicinity.

The Rubbers, or Hubs, is a species of itchj

which renders sheep extremely restless, and in

consequence of which they rub themselves to

death, beinfr completely, but gradually, exhausted,

from not being able to leed. Their skins are per-

fectly clean ; and, when dead, their flesh becomes
of a greenish hue, without possessing any bad

taste. Those animals which are fed on fine, rich

soils, are more liable to the rubbers than those

which are pastured on poor lands ; and the dis-

ease usually terminates in the course of three

or four months. No eflectual remedy has been

hitherto discovered ; though it is probable that

relief misht be obtained by washing the diseased

sheep withslrong soap-suds or ley, or by recurring

to the remedies employed for the scab.

Scab.—This disease is likewise known by the

name of shab, or ray, and is attended with an in-

tense itchincf, and cutaneous, scabby eruptions,

occasioned by the impure state of the blood, it

prevails chiefly in wet situations, and during rainy

seasons; and as the scab is said to be infectious,

the diseased animals ou<rht, in every case, to be se-

parated from the rest of the flock.

The scabbed sheep should next be washed
with a stonff decoction of tobacco in brine, (in the

proportion ofone pound to two gallons,) to which a
little oil of turpentine has been added ; or, in inve-

terate cases, with a lather of black-soap, lime-wa-
ter, or sublimate-water, and oil ofturpentine ; sul-

phur and bay-salt, or Glauber's salt, being admi-
nistered internally. The following preparation has
also been found effectual :

—

Mix one pound of tobacco, one ounce of wfiite arse-

nic, one pint of oil of turpentine, o.nd six quarts oi beef
brine, with a small quantity of tar, and boil the whole
fill the ingredients become incorporated so as to form a
liniment.

In applying which, everj' scab must be broken;
and the sheep be well rubbed, that the liquid may
penetrate every part. Another efficacious remedy
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was communicated by Sir Joseph Banks to the
" Society tor the Encouragement of Arts, Manu-
factures, and Commerce," in 1789, from whose
' Transactions,' for that year, we have selected

it:—

Let one pound of pure quicksilver, Venice turpen-

tine, and common oil, of each half a pound, and four

pounds of hog's-lard, be triturated in a mortar tiJl the

quicksilver is thoroughly incorporated with the various

ingredients.

In applyinor this ointment, the head of the sheep
must be first rubbed ; after which, a furrow is to be
drawn with the finger, from the region between the

ears, along the back to the point ofthe tail, so as to

divide the wool, till the skin be exposed to the
touch. Then the finger being dipped into the un-
guent, must be drawn along the skin ; and simi-

lar fiirrows should be made down the shoulders and
thighs, as far as the wool extends ; and if the
sheep be much infected, two other lines, or fur-

rows, ought to be drawn parallel to that on
the back ; and one should also be traced down-
wards on each side, between the fore and hind
legs. Afler this application, it is stated, that the
sheep may be turned out among the flock without
fear of communicating infection, as the blotches
will in a few days dry up, the intolerable itching
will subside, and the animals will be perfectly
cured without any injurious effects resulting from
the use of such unction. But this external remedy
should, in the opmion of Sir Joseph Banks, be not
delayed longer than Michaelmas. The sulphur
and turpentine ointment used for the fly will also
frequently cure the scab, but the scabs must be
scraped off before its application.

But, says Mr. Hogg, " the most effectual cure
is that which can now be got in any apothecary's
shop, known by the name oC sheep ointment. It is

a strong mercurial composition ; and the most safe
way is, for the apothecary to put it up in small
balls, each of which he may deem sufficient, and
safe to be tubbed upon a sheep at once ; for, as
diff'erent hands may make it of different strength,
the most experienced applier can hardly be a
competent judge how much is sufficient for each
animal, without some such precaution. Let the
shepherd, then, take one of these balls at a time,
and mix it with three gills, or a mutchkin of train-
oil, and if the animal be thoroughly infi?cied, put
the whole of this upon it, as close to the skin as
possible; but if it is only scabbed or itching
on some parts of its body, perhaps each of these
mixtures may serve two. Ifthe infected parts are
mostly on the back, or upper parts of its body, the
shepherd must make a shed, or opening of the
wool, exactly on the very ridge of the back, from
the crown to the tail ; let him' shed it clean to the
skin, and keep it open with both hands, while an-
other pours in the ointment from a common tea-
pot. He must not keep the wool too close down
with his hands, else it will cause the ointment to
drip upon if. In this case, a Cew sheds, or open-
ings, will do ; but if it is scabbed about the belly
and throat, it must be shed very thick, and the
Giiitment rubbed on the skin with the fingers, as it

cannot then spread in the skin by running. Let it

always be done in dry weather; and it is a safe
and certain remedy, though, perhaps, the scab may
agiiin appear on the offspringof this flock. Sheep,
however, arc sometimes seriously injured by a too

long-continued application of mercurial dress-
ings." *

The Tick is a small, brownish, and flat insect,

infesting sheep, and which, if not speedily de-
stroyed, materially injures both the flesh and wool
into which it insinuates itself. When the vermin
have settled, scabs are formed on the surface,

whence a small quantity of matter issues ; as the

insects increase in growth, the scab becomes pro-

poriionably larger, and at its full size nearly re-

sembles a middlmg-sized horse-bean. In order to

remove these noxious vermin, (which spread very
rapidly,) it has been recommended tosepartitethe
wool, and to wash the diseased spots two or three

times, or oflener, if necessary, with either of the

following liquid preparations:

—

One ounce of cream of tartar, and a quarter of
a pound of bay-salt (both finely-powdered and sifted,)

and one ounce of corrosive sublimate, mixed together
in two quarts of soft-water.

Or,

Four pounds of soft-soap, and two pounds of arsenic

may be steeped in thirty gallons of water, and the ani-

mals be immersed in the infusion, tlieir heads being
carefully kept above water, and the sheep being shel-

tered from rain for one or two days. The wool must
be closely pressed, and liquor that runs off should
be caught in a tub or other vessel, for future use.

Ofthe latter application it is sufficient to state, that

it has been approved of and used by many eminent
agriculturists ; the proportion above specified is

sufficient to bathe forty lambs. The preparation

by Mr. Priest, of Norwich, already mentioned,
may also be beneficially employed in this disease.

Jlffedions ofthe Udders of Ewes.— Afler the
lamhs are yeaned, the lacteal ducts of ewes' udderg
are linble to various obstructions, in consequence of

hard tumors bemg formed, which are accompa-
nied with inflammation; and which, if not shortly

relieved, will terminate in a mortification in twenty-
four hours. As snon as such tumors are disco-

vered, the wool must be shorn closely off, and the

part affected be li'equently rubbed with camphor-
ated spirit of wine. Should suppuration ensue,

the parts must be opened with a sharp knife,

or razor, and the morbid matter expressed, when a
little fresh butter, or any common healing-salve,

may be applied to the wound. Ewes, when thus

affected, ought to be kept separate from the flock
;

and, though one teat may probably be lost, yet she
may be allowed to suckle her lamb; but when
both teats are affected, there is no alternative but

to fatten her off. for sale, and to bring up the lamb
by hand.

White Scovr.—This disorder is a peculiarly

violent and uncommon looseness, occasioned by
sheep feeding on putrescent vegetables, especially

the shells of turnips, when suffered to lie on the

ground after the flesh or pulp has been scooped

out. The diseased sheep must be separated from
the flock, and three large spoonfuls of the follow-

ing mixture be given to them, every second or

third day, as the nature of the case may re-

quire :

—

Mix half a pound of finely-powdered and sifted dry

bay-salt with one pint of old verjuice, and then add
half a pint of common gin.

* Shepherd's Guide, p. 96.
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As poverty ol'kcep is the primary cause ofthis ma-
lady, the animals must l)e allowed the host and

most wholesome dry food, and should be carelUlly

kept from wet.

fVnunds.—Besides the various casualties above

specified, sheep are liable to receive injuries li-om

being wounded liy thorns, &o., or worrieti, torn, or

bitten bv misehievous doers, or such as are not

thor.iui^hly broken in. Alihoiifrh sucii accidents

mav be in ireneral prevented by due care and at-

tention, yet in cases ol" common <j;reen wounds it

may be necessary to apply some healing or emuUi-

ent balsam or salve, like the Ibllovvinji: :

—

Let one ouirce of myrrh, a similar quantity of Soco-

trine aloes, and four ounces of purified turpentine, be

mixed with a quart of Kood brandy. The vessel

should be corked up, and exposed for one or two

weeks to a moderate heat, alter which it may be

strained otf, and preserved for future use in a closely-

stopped bottle.

Lastly, the shepherd ought frequently to exa-

mine his flock, and see that their tails and buttocks

be kept perltjctly clean, otherwise they will be-

come tagged, or belted ; i. e., the skin will become

excoriated and sore from the dung that adheres to

those parts, especially when the animals are af-

fected with the flux, or white scour. Where this

is the case, the sheep must be taken into a dry, se-

parate yard, and well washed with soapsuds, the

wool around the seres being previously removed
;

after which the wounded parts may be strewed

with finely-pulverized white lead, or chalk, and

this may be succeeded by rubbing them with

a mixture of brandy and tar ; but cleanliness alone

will be quite sufficient to effect a cure.

Oa the diseases of lambs.

It sometimes happens that lambs, when yeaned,

are apparently liteless, in which case it will be pro-

per to blow into the mouth and nostrils ; a simple

expedient, which has been the means of restoring

multitudes of those useful animals.

The Black-water is one of the most fatal mala-

dies to which lambs are subject; the cause is not

precisely ascertained; but the disease carries Ihem

off very suddenly, and occurs chiefly in the au-

tumnal quarter. The best preventive hitherto

known is, to keep them on very dry pastures.

The blond, or red-water, likewise often proves

a mortal distemper to lambs. Its symptoms are

lameness and a slight swellinir of the joints,

accompanied with a violent inflammation that

spreads over the whole animal; and which, if

disregarded, terminates its existence in the course

of twenty-lour hours. This disorder is produced

by too great a quantity of food remaining in the

stomach, in a crude and undigested state. As
soon, therefore, as the disease appears, the lambs

must be taken home from grass, be bled, and an

emollient clyster administered. An ounce or two

of castor oil, or as many grains of emetic tartar,

should next be given, and the bleeding repeated,

if no favorable symptoms appear, the treatment

above specified being continued ibr lour, five, or

six days, as the case may require; and, during

that term, the lamb should be fed with milk.

The skit is a kind of scour, or diarrhfjea, an^l ie

sometimes divided into green, and white, accord-

ing to the appearance of the dung. Give a de-

coction of hartshorn-shavings and finely scraped

chalk, in which a lew grains of opium have been

dissolved, and keep them on dry, wholesome food,

in a well sheltered yard.

On the diseases incident to swine.

In the management of swine, various hints have
already been given lor the regular supplying them
with food, and a due regard to cleanliness; iheije

attentions cannot be too forcibly impressed, as on

account of the unruly habits of tflose animals,

they are the worst patients with whicli a farmer

can be tormented.

Gargut, or Garget.—This is an inflammatory

aflection of the udder, or bag, being distended

with coagulated milk, whence the lacteal ducts are

obstructed. It is chiefly occasioned by not suck-

ing down in proper time; though too rich keep,

belbre the time of liirrowing, will also produce

this malady. In slight cases, the udders may be

bathed with camphorated spirit of wine; but as

young pigs will never suck their dams when the

milk becomes vitiated, there is no alternative but

gently to express the corrupted milk, if it can be

effected ; otherwise it will be best to kill the sow,

which must necessarily perish from the inatten-

tion above noticed. Garget of the maw is merely

a distended state of the stomach and intestines,

from over-eating, and retained dung. Give one

or two drachms of jalap; and repeat if necessary,

adminisering at the same time a clyster of warm
water and common salt.

Fever, or rising of the lights, as it is likewise

called, appears to originate from over-feeding; it

may be removed by administering a mixture of

sulphur and oil.

I)iseasesof the lungs.—These are generally ac-

companied with a dry, husky cough, and wasting
of the flesh, occasioned by too great exposure (o

cold and wet. The best remedy is a warm, dry
sty, with a regular supply of food that is calcula-

ted to keep them cool, and allay the irritation at-

tendant on their cough.

The mange, like the scab in sheep, is a cutane-

ous eruption, occasioned by inattention to cleanli-

ness in hog-sties. It is easily known by the vio-

lent rubbing of the swine against trees, or any
hard substance, with such violence as to tear

away the head of the pustule, and to produce a
disagreeable scab. When this disease appears,

the animal affected must be be separated from the

rest of the herd, washed thorouehly with a strong

soap ley. and anointed with the following unguent,
recommended by Dr. Norfbrd*.

Incorporate one ounce of fine flour of sulphur, two
drachms of fresh-pulverized wliite hellebore, three

ounces of ho^'s-lard, and half an ounce of the water of

kali, (as prepared in the shops,) so as to form an oint-

ment.

This is to be rubbed in at one time; and is said

to be sufficient for a breast of six or seven stone;

if properly applied. Dr. N. states that no repeti-

tion will be necessary, if the hog be kepi perfect-

ly clean after the cure is performed. In case there

i^i slight cough, he directs ii-om half an ounce to,

one ounce and a half of crude antimony, accord-

ir;g to the size of each animal, to be finely pul-

verized and mixed with his daily food, for ten days
or a fortnight, when the swine will be perfectly

restored. We should, however, doubt the pro-

priety of giving this medicine. If, from long

* Annals of Aerric. vol. XV.
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neyilect, ihe neck, ears, (especially in the large,

lop-eared hotrs,) or other parts become ulceraled,

they should be annointeil every (bird orlburth day

with a little tar ointment, prepared by niixirig

equal parts of mutton suet, and tar over a gentle

fire, and straininf;r such mixture while hot.

The measles exist chiefly in the throat, which
is internally filled with small pustules, or tumors,

that sometimes appear on the outward surface ol

the neck; and also affect the e;rdin of the meat
when killed. It is a very common disease, and is

known by the lancruor and decline in flesh of the

animal affected; and may be removed by giving

small quantities of levigated crude antimony in

his food.

The murrain, or leprosy, in swine, is indicated

by shortness and heat ol' breath, heads hanging
down, staggering, and a secretion of viscid mat-

ter from the eyes. The cause arises chiefly from

hot seasons, in consequence of v/hich the blood

becomes inflamed. Remedy:

Boil a handful of nettles in a s^allon of small beer,

then add half a pound of flour o! sulphur, a quarter

of a pound of pulverized aniseeds, three ounces of

liquorice, and a quarter of a pound of elecampane.

Give this liquid in milk, at six doses; and keep

the diseased animals on wholesome tbod. Bat
the best preventive is to keep swine clean and

cool in summer, and to allow no carrioOj or fillh

whatever, to remain near their sties.

^RAPE CULTURE AND PROFITS IN KORTH
CAROLINA—RUTA-BAGA.

To the E<3itor of the Farmers' Register.

Brinkkyville, Halifax county JV. C.

Janua'nj 4. 1S3S.

Dear Sir—Although not having the pleasure

of personal acquaintance with you, ye' as the

warm friend and efficient promoter of the art of

arts—the great business of agriculture, and its

kindred employments—you have endeared your-

self to me, and seem as a I'amiliar friend. In dis-

tributing vines and rr.'ulticaulis plants, I have oc-

casionally met with your patrons, and read your
pages with much interest. I would have patron-

ized you myself, but did not like to discontinue the

'American Farmer' and its successors, and do not

yet feel able to patronize your's also. Through the

suggestion of a few of your patrons as well as my
own desire to do .something lor agriculture in your
columns, I have, Irom time to time, resolved to

offer you pieces lor publication; but my multifa-

rious employment, and press of business, have
hitherto prevented. I have wished to communi-
cate about native grape vines in answer to some
of your correspondents. I have been cultivating

a native of this county, called the ''Halifax," that

I believe is equal to any in the United Stales— in

every respect excellent, and not subject to any
casualities common to vine culture; such as rot-

ting and mildew. I have about lour acres in suc-

cessful vine culture. The scuppernong, also, 1

should like to recommend in your columns. I

lately visited the scuppernong vineyard of the

late Capt. Burlingham near Louisburgh in this

state, mentioned, you know, repeatedly in the

.'American Farmer'. And I cannot forbear brief-

.!y naming to you, some particulars of my obser-

vations; there are just fourteen vines, the branches

of which cover with a complete canopy about half

an acre, and which yield lo the present proprietor,

Mr, John Eroddie. on an average, 20 barrels of

wine a year; that is considerably more than a bar-

rel to a vine annually. I measured li-um the stock

of one vine the extent of the canopy outward,

which was 60 (eet; indicating that looking forward

to 15 or 20 years, 120 leet is near enough to

plant scuppernong vines. With doubly refined

sugar (and no spirits) I make scuppernong wine
that brings me 30 dollars a barrel, ready market.

I calculate that by prosecuting a system oi' man-
aging vines, a hint of which originally appeared in

the 'Farmers' Register,' I can make 3000 gallons-

of wine, either the scuppernong, or my Halilisx,

per acre. The hint was this—a fjentleman wrote

that he laid by corn vviJh a thickness of wet leaves

from the woods. 3 tried it, fthe corn^ with

entire success, and also have vines, with eve-

ry promise of entire success. After the 3d year,

or when no longer profitable, to cultivate the

ground, I threw a thickness of pine straw, green

pine boughs, and the like, which prevents alL

trouble of working the ground, and acts even-

tually as the best of manures lor the vines.

My Halifax makes either a white or red wine
pronounced by some equal to Maderia. Il you
wish. I will take opportunity to send you samj>les

of the above-named vines.

I have wished to communicate to j'ou on ttie

culture of the rata baga.

Notwithstanding that I was warned liy a friend,

that the culture ol' this plant had been attempted

in this region without success, about 8 years since

f undertook its cultivation, and have not yel liiiled

to have good annual crops; but I attend to it

personally, and do not commit the business to the

care of servants. Some around me are now imita-

ting my example. Through my recommendation,
the culture has been pursued successfully by some
in Granville county; and amonfr a fimiily of the

Mr. Walking's, Virginia. Mr.^Williani J. VVat-

kins is, or was one of your patrons, and got last

winter a hundred dollars worth of the morus mul-
ticaulis of me, to enter upon the silk culture. Mr.
Massenburgh, near Louisburgh in this state, a
patron of yours informed me lately, he had tried

the rata banfa culture without adequate success.

But on inquiry, I believe the reason was, he drew
up dirt to the plant, instead of rather drawing
therefrom. One or two points to success I would
here name. The planting in our region should

be on, or before the middle of July—and in drills,

about 3 feet, and about a foot eventual distance in

(he drill. I have hereby made a^ the rate of more
than 600 bushels to the acre; li<Tht land is prefer-

able, but manured well in the drill, any land will,

with proper management, produce good crops.

Not having time to' prepare you at this time

any regular, or properly written article, I enclose,

or send you two newspapers in which are pieces

ol" mine, with which, and tfiis hasty scrawl, you
can make such use as you think best. The Ra-
leigh paper contains a just compliment of mine to

you—not designed to meet your eye when sent

ibr publication; but Mr. Gales sending me a
copy of his paper, or the number transmitted, I

concluded to send it to you, with a request that

you would, if thinking of it, return it to me by mail.

Sidney Weller.
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Froui tlie Raleigh Registiir.

OX 'iriE f LLTtRC OF GUAPE VINES.

3/essrs. Editors:—An i-inolosy is due you from

riip lor tlie loiiiP cliMiiy in ofi'eri;i<r vou ommuiiira-
tiojis, iiccordiriix to promise, for your valueible p<^ri-

OvHir.nl. Want of lime, liitiierto, is inj' plea. For
since my vi.sit to your citv. last sprintr, unremittetl

rate of more thmi two thoufaiiii irnHons per acre,

was the yield of the late Capt. /iiirlini;h<im''s

scuppernonir vineyard, near Ijfini.-jhiirjr. l<'ranldin

county. And, I understand thai ilie produce of
the same, now, is enormous.

So lonji; as I have experimented vviih this vine
Cahout eight years) 1 am f-ann;uine, from its most
abundant yield this season and lierelolore, in ihe

labor and atieniion to my complicated business of| expeclalion uf about two thousand <valloiis to ihe

vineyards, nurseries, and plantalion, lias lefi me
no leisure lor UTitin<r in the day time; and the

niirhts have been too short lor that purpose. But
since ihey have now sufiicienily lenirihened, 1

may trouble you, with a series of short essays on

the vine and mulberry culture, and kindred sub-

jects. And however such subjects may lail to in-

terest, when discussed by me. yet in the view of

all truly enliiihiened patriots and statesmen, agri-

culture, includiuijiis various branches, confessedly

lies at the li)andation of human society and wel-

f:\re', and, therefore airricultural improvement is of

the utmost importance to all. And that this

branch of the arts is as capable as others of

fjreat and continuea improvements, by the accu-

mulated lights of science thereon, is manifest by
the fact of various ivinds of agricultural products

being doubled, trebled, quadrupled, and more, in

those counnies and districts where attention and
emulation have been excited by agricultural soci-

eties, legislative premiums, and the like; and
where, we may emphatically add, (he press has
diffused light and intelligence among the people

on the subject of this first of arts and sciences.

We miirht point you for example to Great Britain

and other parts of Euro[ie, as well as to different

districts o!"our own li'ee, enterprising, and beloved

country.

Look at the state of Massachusetts, where an

acre. And by the superior way of making scup-
[)ernong wine, by adding to ihe must doublv refined
sugar. It is carried from my door at .30 dollars a
barrel; and no prospect of any limit to the demand.
Another grape, a native fiill superior vine of

this county, and called lor want of another name,
"/ia/z/ax," bids fi:tir to out-do the scuppernong
even, in yield and otiier excellencies, Cullivaieil

like'the scuppernong by my peculiar mode fijr all

vines, viz: that of trimming or keeping clear of
all laterals during the season of growing, and suf-

fering to go full length, or unchecked; at first, on
St ikes, and eventually, on scaflbldin<x, this vine
(the Halii'ax) has yielded at the rate of six hun-
dred gallons the acre, at the third yt-ar's cultiva-

tion, and nearly double this, tlie fourth years
growth, after planting with a root. It is, moreo-
ver, a large grape, excellent for table use. It

makes a most excellent lohiie wine by one (irocess,

and a red wine by another, pronounced by good
judges similar to Madeira. It has been affected

by no casuaiities of vines with me.
The past hard winters killed or injured none of,

this kind. They have never Itiiled to bear abun-
dantly, and the first has never rotted.

Considering the favorable nature of our climate,

and other inducements, it is my intention to con-
nect the vine and silk culture in the same estab-
lishment. My opinion coincides with that of

enlightened legislature, by giving some thousands o^'^^rs consulted, on whose judgment, in such

in the way of agricultural premiums, has increased

the resources of ihe stale, millions. What but

improvements in agriculture, by societies, periodi-

cals, and the like, connected with the judicious ap-
plication of the school fund to impart the blessings

of education among all classes of the people, has
confi^rred the title of empire state on New York?
And shall not North Carolina awake to the im-
portance of this subject, as well as to that of rail

roads? For, we may say, what are the advan-
tages of rail roads, if, by wretched and erroneous
management, lands continue to become sterile

and emigrations to the far west, increase? At
length, nothing may be produced to transport on
the rail roads. Virginia, an adjoining and sister

state, has awakened up to this subject, and that

mainly, we may say, owing to the exertions of

one individual, Mr. Ruffin, and one periodical, the

'Farmers^ Register.^ And, if si?7g/e/orce in one
state can do so much i.t this all important matter,

what might not the united force of North Caro-
lina's enlightened sons do7

And to return from this digression, or general
remarks on agriculture, to the particular branches
first named, I would remark, from personal expe-
rience, as well as observation, that North Carolina
is as well calculated by soil and climate as any
part of America, not to say the world, for the
vine and silk culture. In Europe, six or eight

hundred gallons of wine from an acre, is consider-

ed a great yield; but our native scuppernong
yields more than double this quantity. At the

matters, I place much coiifidence, that the press
of employment in either business will come at dif-

ferent times of the year, and not interfere with
each other. And that therefore, the same hands
can be employed at both, and have ample and lu-

crative employment, the year round. I consider
it a laudable ambition to afford constant, profita-

ble labor to widows and children and superannu-
ated persons, or to those in a dependent situation,

and, at the same time, make, clear of all outlays
500 dollars annually per acre by the silk, and
1000 dollars by the vine culture.

Such ambiiion ought to be viewed as still more
worthy a genuine and enlin-htened patriot, when,
so far as crowned with success, it helps to relieve

our country of an annual foreign drain of millions

for wine and silk. In regard to this tendency of
the vine and silk culture, tiie legislative premium
in Massachusetts of two dollars a pound for all

silk manufactured in the state, ought to be looked
upon with the eye of patriotism as wisely mu-
nificent.

Most respectfully, yours, &c,

Sidney Weller.

From the Roanolie Advocate.

ON THE MORUS MUI.TICAULIS AND ITS ADAP-
TATION TO SOUTHERN CLIMES.

******* That the multicaulis

is one of the most deliglitful ornamental trees of
moderate size, and most pleasant by its brilliant
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green foliage lor the eye to rest upon, is conceded

by all who have beheld it. But its greatest ex-

cellence consists in its vast superioriry lor the silk

culture. Adherence to brevity forbids me here to

enumerate and enlarge upon these advantages.

Two on]y I will here mention. The one that it

abridges the labor of gathcrinix the leaves lor the

silk worms at least ten told, by reason of its leaf be-

ing more than that proportion larger than the Ital-

ian mulberry, formerly considered besi for ihe silk

culture. The other is its rapidity 0/ growth, as well

as ease of propagation. Three or lour years are

necessary lor the Italian nujlberry to grow before

using the leaves to advanfH<re. But the nnilti-

caulis can be used even the first season of growth,

by leaving a lew of the upper leaves only. But
its great facility of propagation, and its especial

adaptation to our climate, are the facts I would
particularly advert to no-v. And to do this, I

will state my uwn experiments with this plant.

These experunents relate only to the propaga-

tion and growth of the trees; for I have not yet en-

tered upon the silk culture, nor will I, till the press-

ing demand for the trees ceases, which will proba-

bly be some years yet, notwitlistanding they are

propagated with the ease and rapidity to exceed
every thing in the vegetable kmgdom with which
1 am acquainted.

As a proof of" which, I will state, that last spring

I cut a number of the branches into pieces about an
inch long, with single buds on each, and drilled

them as I would corn—drills three feet apart and
about a foot in the drill. With the simple trouble

of keeping the ground clean and loose, they grew
five, six, and more feet high, and sold in common
with some others, raised from cuttings of greater

length, for twenty and twenty-five dollars per
hundred.

The cultivation of this tree yields at present
more profit than any other appropriation of ground
by honest industry, some gold mines not except-
ed, for the profit is great from the surface without
any deep digging. I have made for two years in

succession a hundred dollars off of less than a
half quarter of an acre.

tablishments in the union last summer to ascertain

by personal investigation the profits of the silk

culture. lie returned so thoroughly convinced of
its advantages, that he engaged hands for the silk

business, and commenced preparing buildings, and
the like forthwith to begin (he culture next spring.

He visited me a short time since to see my estab-

lishment, ana '.c procure trees for himself and a
friend to propagate from, (his own of former growth
he last concluded to devote to the silk business

the coming sea;;on.) On seeing my imrscries of
the morus multicauiis, (my first trees being sixteen

and eighteen feet high, and the younger ones of
corresponding growth,) he assured me that they
far surpassed any he had seen elsewhere.

I will conclude. Mr. Editor, with a declaration

that may appear as visionary to some as if I had
expressed a hope four years ago, that a small tree

of a dollcirh, would, ere long, realize a thousand—
the declaration is this; that, such is my confidence
from experiment, in North Carolina soil and cli-

mate in regard to the vine and silk culture, that,

from the (brmer, with native grapes, such as the

scuppernong and Haliliix, and my '' American
system" of vine culture, I calculate to clear annu-
ally a thousand dollars peracre; and from the latter

or silk business. Jive hundred; and at the same by
combining the two employments, aflbrd through-
out the year, lucrative labor, for widows and chil-

dren, and superannuated persons, many of whom
are now, for the want of such employment, a bur-

den to the community.
In haste, yours, and with all due respect,

Sidney Wei.ler.
Brinkleyville, N. C, November 30, 1837.

Extracts from fLoudon's) Gardener's Magazine, of December.

KYAIVIZTXG WOOD.

A very important point which we have to no-
tice under this head, is the process of kyanizing,
or tanning, every kind of wood to be used lor gar-

den purposes, by immersing it in a solution of cor-

rosive sublimate. It is not easy to convince prac-
I delivered, for cash, lately at Gaston, trees car- I tical men of the value of this preparation; never

ried by a single horse vehicle, and raised on much
lees than an acre, to the amount of two hundred
and seventy-five dollars. Four years ago, last

April, I procured from Baltimore a single plant of

the morus multicauiis about a i'ooi lonir. at the
price of a dollar, besides the cost of conveyance
with grape vines and other articles. From this

invested capital of a single dollar, [ have sold to

theless it is placed beyond all doubt, both by the-

ory and experiment. We refer to what is stated

on the subject, in p. 365; and we may also direct

attention to several papers in the 'J^rchiteelural
Magazine,'' for the present year, [1837,] and one
by Charles Walerton, esq., in his 'Essays on A'a-

tural History,'' just published. One caution we
think it necessar}' to give to those who intend

the amount of about a thousand dollars, and have
j

making use of this process, which is to shape and
a stock now on hand worth, in the market, seve-
ral hundred dollars. I was the first I believe that
propagated this tree in North Carolinia. I have
ascertained that the plant grows several feet high-
er in a season, with us, than northerlv, say" in
the latitude of Baltimore; that here it endures the
severest winters without injury; whereas in north-
erly regions, it is much subject to having its top
part destroyed in winter. And it has been found
that plants procured here or from me, do better for

propagating from, than those procured from north-
ern nurseries. A gentleman in Virginia, who
purchased about tivo hundred dollars worth from
me a year ago, apprised me that those Irom me
did better than those he got from the north. This
gentleman visited most of the mulberry and silk es-

fit the wood to be kyanized exactly for the purpose
for which it is intended, before submitting it to the

process. This will ajipear the more necessary,

when it is considered that the kyanizing, or tan-

ning process, penetrates only a few lines into the

surface of the wood: in close-grained wood, for

example, such as the beech, not more than a
quarter of an inch ; and in looser-grained woods,
such as common deal, very seldom more than
half an inch. IfJ therefore, a gardener were to

kyanize tallies for naming plants, or sticks for-

tying them up, before sharpening the ends to be:

inserted in the ground, and were to sharpen these

ends afterwards, the rot would commence below,

just as soon as if the process of kyanizing had
not been employed. We are particukirly anxious
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to impress this on the minds of «;ar(Ioners; be-

cause, in consequence of some persons havincjan

idea that the corrosive sublimate penetrates to liie

very heart of the woo.l immersed in it, they have
it kyanized first, and sawn up into the forms in

which they mean to use it afterwards. Assur-

edly, the wood so treated, if in pieces thicker than

an inch, will not be rendered one whit more du-

rable by the process, than if it liad never been
submitlCLi to it. On the other hand, by preparinjr

the wood first, and kvanizing it afterwards, not

only a prolon<red durahilify is obtained, but the

expense of painliuij rendered unnecessary, unless

for ornament. The process of kyanizing is calcu-

lated to give much (jreater durability to espaliers

for fruit trees; to hot-hed frames and sashes of

every description; to all kinds of trellis-work; to

rods and stakes of every kind lor tyinff up plants;

to tallies, large and small, lor naming plants; to

mats and canvass for covering them; to pack-

thread and strands of bass mat lor tying them; to

baskets lor carrying them; and to hurdles of reeds

or straw for protection; and in short, to every
thinff made of wood, or vegetable fibre, used in

the formation orculture of a garden. It would thus

be a great benefit to the proprietors of gardens
and pleasure-grounds, if they could overcome
their prejudicies so far as to give it a trial.

From tlie same.

FOREIGN TIMBER TREES IN BRITAIN.

Some years ago, through the exertions of Mr.
Lawson, the eminent seedsman of Edinburgh,
many thousands Pinus Cembra, raised from seeds

imported from Switzerland, were planted in dif-

ferent parts of Scotland; and, what is remakable,
though this tree, in the climate of London, seldom
makes shoots above six inches or eisrht inches in

a year, in the neighborhood of Edinburgh it has
made shootSj from one foot to two leet annually.

A great many larches, raised from seeds received

from the Tyrol (see 'Highland Society Transac-
tions,'' vol. xi. p. 391,) by Mr. Lawson, have also

been planted in Scotland; and the plants, we are

inlbrmed, show a deeper green in the foliage

than that of plants raised from British seeds.

The black pine of Austria, also introduced by
Mr. Lawson, has been planted to a consider-

able extent; more especially by Sir John Nas-
myth, at New Posso, in Peeblesshire. Among
the most useful exertions that have been made in

arboriculture for the last year, and during some
years previously, are those of Messrs. Grigor,

nurserymen at Eigm and Forres; who stimulated

by the rewards offiered by the Highland Society,

have been the means of disseminating many
thousand plants of the true Highland pine, by far

the most valuable timber tree indigenous or in cul-

tivation in Europe, next to the larch and the oak.

It may be worthy of remark, that, of all the ultra-

European trees which have been cultivated, in

Britain, for such a time as to admit of forming an
estimate of the value of their timber, there is not

one the timber of which is equal to that of the

trees indigenous to Europe. The only shadow of

an exception is the populus monilifera, which is a
very doubtful native of America, and much more
likely, in our opinion, to be an improved Europe-
an tree. The oaks of A merica, beautiful as they
are, are worth little as limber, either in America

or Europe, when compared with the Brilisli oak;

with the exception of the live oak, which will not

attain a limber size in Britain. No American
pine or fir, that will attain the size of a forest tree

in this country, has wood equalling that of the

Scotch pine, the larch, or the spruce. We might,

in like manner, go through all the genera of Ame-
rican trees; but we have said enough, we trust to

impress the reader with an idea of the importance

of cultivating lor timber, and on a large scale, the

improved varieties of European species. Not
that we wish to discourage the planting of ultra-

European trees on a large scale also; because

there may be some of these that will prove far

more valuable in this country than we have any
idea of; and, also, because they add to the variety

and beauty of our general scenery, and may, at

some future time, give rise to improved kinds by

cross-breeding.

From the same,

INJURIOUS EFFECTS OF THE ODOR OF LAU-
REN LEAVES ON PLANTS.

Having read, in the 'Garden er''s Magazine,''

an account of a method of destroying the diflier-

ent insects that infest plants, taken from a paper

read before the Horiicultural Socieiy, I was in-

duced to give it a trial, as the means stated were
so simple. I accordingly procured a quantity of

laurel leaves; and. having well bruised them,

spread them in (he evening on the floor of a small

stove. On the following day, at noon, i was sur-

prised to see all the young leaves of some vines

under the rafters appear as though scorched
;

and upon further examinaiion, I Ibund many of

the stove plants affected in the same manner:

the euphorbias, in a few days, lost nearly all their

leaves, and gesnerias, gloxinias, &c., though they

did not lose their leaves, yet presented a very un-

sightly appearance. I immediately concluded

that this was caused by the odor of the laurel

leaves, and instantly swept them all out of the

house; but, to be sure of the maiter, I took a plant

of pelargonium and placed it under a hand-glass,

with a quantity of the bruised laurel leaves,, and
on the following morning it presented precisely

the same appearance as the plants in the stove;

which satisfied me of the injurious effects of the

laurel leaves upon vegetation ; though, at the

same time, they were incapable of destroyintr the

mealv bug, which was the msect I was chiefly

annoyed with. I send you this account, that you
may, if you think fit, publish it as a contradiction

to the asssertion, that the odor of laurel leaves will

not injure plants; and thus prevent other garden-

ers from falling into the same error that 1 have
done. J. H. A. ^

Bromley, Kent, October 25, 1837.

From the same.

TRANSPORTING PLANTS AND SEEDS FROIVr

ABROAD.

The following extracts are from the instructions

relative to this subject given by M. Mirbel to the

expedition in the ^/s^ro/a6e—"Formerly, in long

voyages, it was very difficult to preserve plants

alive for any length of time. During the voyage,,

they were liable to perish from many circum-

stances; and, upon their arrival, it was necessary
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to pay a heavy duty, without any drawback.

Now, however, by a sure and simple process,

seeds arnl plants may be broaopht from the mnst

distant coiintrif.s, witji the cerlainty of the li-reater

number of tliem arriviutf sale. Tiie mode recom-

mended liy the Enirlish sraidener, Luschnath (I)

is this: He places in the bottom of a stroai^r water-

liilht box a layer of clay reduced to a proper

moist and snlt consisiency, and above this younir

djcpneous plants with the leaves stripped oii, laid

horizontally side by side. He next spreads above

these plants another layer of clay, similar to the

first; and beats it well wiih a larije wooden mal-

let, for the purpose uf expellinff the water and su-

perfluous air, leavins; to the plants only just as

much space as they can fill. He continues to

spread alternately a Ia3'er of plants and a layer of

clay, until the box is quite ilill, takinfr care to

beat properly every layer of clay; and, finally, the

box is heruK'tically closed."

M. Fischer, director of the Imperial Botanic

Garden at St. Petershurirh, writes thus, in 1833

—

•'some liiineous plants, packed according: to the

method of Lnschnach (?J, which have been sent

from Rio Janeiro to St. Petersburoh, have arrived

there for the most part alive, al'ter a voyage of

more than five months; and others, which were
packed in the ordinary manner, died."

This meiho 1 Is also applicable to seeds. They
should be placed in layers between strata of clay,

and kept at siich a distance from each other, that,
i

should any of them germinate durinij the voyaije,

!

which is not unfrequent, they might not injure

one another. By this method, seeds, and a great

many species of trees and shrubs, which are

known to lose their germinalive property in a
short time, may be brought saitily to Europe, and
thrive there if properly treated. In the same box
both seeds and plants may be packed at one
4ime.

Froui the Horticultural Tranaactioiia.

EVERY BUD HAS ROOTS.

Everv b:)d, when it sliools sends down roots

under the bark, as a seed dues in the soil. '-The

Pterocar;)us marsupium, one of the most beau'i-

ful of the large trees of the Eiist Indies, and
u'hich grows in the greatest perlection about

Malacca, afibrding by its elegant wide-expandmg
boughs, and thicic, spreading, pinnated leaves, a

shade equally delightiul with that of the far-famed

tamarind tree, is readily propauated by cultnigs of

all sizes, even if planted after the pieces have
been cut lor many months, and appear quite dry,

ami fit only for the fire. I have witnessed some,
of from 3 inches to 7 inches in diameter, and lOl't.

or 12 ft. long, come to be fine trees in a few years.

While watching the translbrmation of the log

into tlie tree, I have been able to trace I he pro-

gress of the radicles fi'om the buds, which began
to shoot from the upper [jart of the stump a linv

davs after it hiid been placed in the frround, and
marked their proij-ress till they reached the earth.

By elevating the bark, minute fibres are seen to

descend contemporfuieoiisly as the bud shoots into

a branch. In a faw weeks, these are seen to in-

terlace each other. la less than too years, the

living fibrous system is complete; and, in five

years, no vestige ol'iis logorio'in can be perceived.

Its diameter and height are doubled, and the tree

is, in ail respei^ts, as elegant ami beautiful as if it

had been produced li'om seed. These details are

introduced, because I think they afiord a clear ex-

planation of the process of nature, which, with so

little assistance, converts branches into trees, and
will help to unfold those subsequent steps, by
which the same process is so modified, that, in-

stead of ;i full-formed beauiifui tree, the bough is

tortured into a grotesque du'arf."

TrnbU -of €om€ms of F£irm€rs'> He^isler. J^i^o. I©, l^oL F*.
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experiiiiental tkrms, together v/ith some plans oi'

circular cotlaiies. and oi' a country villafiP. Hi?

flan and papers were snbniilled to the T'Jational

ripliiot«\ which appointed two of its own mem-
bers, Messrs. Tes-sicr and Cels, to examine and re-

port upon them. These eminent savans, not only

gave a hiy'hiy favorat)le report, but took occasion

to express, in strong terms, their admiration of'Sa-

John Sinclair's exertions in the •renera! cause ot

liimianity. The Insiitute voied him their thanks,

and ordered his communication to be printed and
circulated among the members. M. Tes.sier, in

other instances, was quite eloquent in his eulo-

gium of the Board. " True citizens," said he,
'• men who judge wisely, the cordial friends of'

France, cannot see, without a noble jealousy,

England forming a Board of Airriculture. There
is not a wise man, and a friend of humanity, who
will not applaud with me, operations so well con-

certed, and so promptly executed." A number of

niy father's works were either abridged, as I have
already noticed, in the ' Bibliotheque Britanni-

que,' or translated entire into various continental

languages. He received diplomas from many of

the philosophical, and from all the agricultural so-

cieties of Europe ; he carried on an extensive cor

respondence, not only with Tessier above-named,
but with Lastevrie, Silvestre, Maurice, Pictet,

Hertzberg, D'Eiusitdel, Vocht, Edelecrantz.

Hauterive. and other noted patrons of his favorite

science; he was, moreover, in the habit of receiv-
ing visits from foreign students of agriculture, who
anxiously consulted him on the subject, having
come from the most opposite extremities of Eu-
rope, from Finland or Caiab^a, from Volhynia or

Andalusia.

Nor was America le&s alive than Europe to the

benefits resultinij from this rich and varied store-

Jiouse of agricultural knowledire. Washington
recommended an American board of agriculture,

constructed on the plan of that in England. And,
although a national establishment of this nature

was not founded for the whole Union, yet his sug-
gestion was adopted by the state of New York,
which, in 1819, appropriated out of the public trea-

sury ^10,000 annually for the improvement of

husbandry. The success of this institution was
universally acknowledged in America.

Extract from tlie Quarterly Journal of Agriculture.

HONOR TO THE MEMORY OF SIR JOHN SIN-
CLAIR.

In parting with this book, and with its illustrious

subject, we have but a ftw suggestions to make.
To what was the greater part of Sir .John's Sin-
clair's fortune devoted? To the promotion of
agriculture. To what was the greater portion of

the late Sir John Sinclair's lite devoted? With
enthusiastic and unwearied perseverance to the
improvement of husbandry. Has any man, in

any age or nation, ever done more for the cultiva-

tion of the soil, for extending the means of the
earth's fertility, than the late Sir John Sinclair

did? If such there be, let him be named, for we
know him not.

Callous as the public mny for a time be to the
iClaims of merit—thankless as the world may for a
time seem, to even its best benefactors, yet it is

cheering to think, that seldom or never has pre-
emioent desert been ultimately deprived of its ho-

nors. Certainly, with rcL^ard to the distinguished
projector of ihe ' Siatisiical Account,' and founder
of ihe Board of Agriculture, this day of public ac-

knowledgment has not yet arrived ; and proud
would be our feelings, could we suppose ourselves

the humble but hel|)ing instruments in a cause,

which we sincerely think to be less a generous,
than a just one. if ever man deserved a public

tesiitnoiiial of invaluable services rendered to the

community. Sir John Sinclair is that person. May
we not most respectfully sugijest to the Highland
and Agi-iculturai Society of Scotland, that if could

not be unbecoming in them to take a lead in this

matter. Were subscriptions limited to a guinea,

to make the thing as general as possible ; and ifthe

district agricultural societies throughout Scotland

were called into co-operation, we have not the

smallest doubt, (hat a sum wotdd be shortly rais-

ed, which would honorabl}^ evince the farmer's

gratitude for the exertions of Sir John Sinclair,

and Scotland's pride in having produced such a son.

Without delay a committee should be appointed

to regulate the detail of a matter so intimately con-
nected with the national character and honor.

Let it be column, statue, or bust—we care not
which—only let us feel aware, that among survi-

vors there are some " zealous lljr a good man's
fame."

Extract from the Quarterly Journal of Agriculture.

CULTIVATION OF COTTON IN HINDOSTAN.

From the cane we now pass to the cotton-

ti ee, many species of which a.ie indigenous to the

soil of India. Mr. Sullivan, late collector at Co--
imbatore, says, that two kinds are native to that

part of the country; and Mr. Gibbon, in his

essay on the agriculture of Behar, specifies three

varieties as cultivated there, Rehdhea, Hawlee,
and Jeitowa. The Kehdhea is the finest, and ia

sown about the autumnal equinox, along with oil-

seeds. These ripen in January, when the stalks

are pulled up by the roots, and the ground tho-

roughly hoed and watered. This operation is

continued through the month ofFebruary, March,
April, and May, when the cotton ripens, it is

said; that the fine Dacca muslin was formerly

made from this cotton, but now there is none ex-

portetl from the district where it grows.
The Hawlee cotton is sown along with the In-

dian corn in June. Tiie corn is cut in September,

when the lands are hoed and watered only two or

three limes until May, when the pods are gather-

ed. The produce and quantity of tiiis variety

is nearly equal to that of the Rehdhea, the quan-
tity of seed to cotton being as three to one. In like

manner, the Jeitowa cotton issov.'n along with In-

dian corn at the beginning of the rains. While
growing it requires neither cultivation nor water-

ing, and the proportion of seed to cotton is as five

to one. This is the kind of cotton so well known
in commerce. Another kind, called Kokety is

cultivated in the north ofTirhoot; it is of a yellow

color, and is prel'erred for making fine thread. The
produce is generally scant}' and impoverished. We
believe that there is great truth in the supposition,

that the degeneracy of the Indian cotton may be in

a great measure imputed to the careless and

slovenly manner in which the natives pick it from

the pods on the tree, taking a portion of the dry

brittle husk along with it, and allowing it to ac-
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quire din ami saiui by carelessly tossinij it iiboui on
i dent desire to improve tiiis very valuable plant

riuw pervades India ; both the pnil and clinmle of

u'hicb seem so admirably ralculatrd to brinff it to

a periection it has by no means hitherto attained

there. Indeed, we hwe Htt!e doubt that, with

proper care and cultivation, the cotton of India

mav be made to compcic with the American, and

rendered fit ibr the English market—a circum-

stance which would be extremely beneficial for

both countrii'p, as we might receive all our raw
material from the East, and, throuch the aid of

our admirable machinery, return it to them again

in the shape of cloths of our varied manufacture.

the ground when separaliiiij ihe seed. In Amt
rica this is obviated by the tree? being plantekl in

rows at considerable disiances, so that, in gather-

ing it, none of the dried leaves are brushed oli'

among liie fine fibres ol'ihe cotton.

Byluloptuiir this mode, and by usin<r machines

far cleaning the cotton Irom the seed, tiiere can be

liiile doubt that the .staple and fineness of the In-

dian cotton might be; so much improved as again

to fit it Ibr the English market, and com[)ete with

the An\erican. '' Tliousands and thousands of

acres," says Mr. Graham, " black as ink, and of

inexhaustible iertilily, lie a perfect waste on the

plains, betwixt any two villages in the Deccan, all

capable of producing cotton and other i roducis

available to the wants of man. Labor is also so re-

markably cheap, that in Guzerat a man is hired,

not including his food, lor the small sum of £3 per

annum. In the Decc;\n, according to the reports

of Lieutenant Colonel Sykes, the average is about

£3 12s.''*

As conslitutinir the material of the prmcipal ma-
nufacture of India, cotton ranks next in import-

ance to rice, its staple grain. We have already

hinted that the quality of that at present raised by
no means equals that either of Brazil or of North
America; yet it is reasonable to suppose, in a

countr_v where the cotton-tree in such varieties;

grows spontaneously, and in such luxuriance, that

a due attention paid to its cuittvation would soon

render the product superior to that ofcountries not

so con<renial to it. In reference to this article, tlie

late Sir John Malcolm, that enthusiastic benefac-

tor of India, inform us, that, " deeming this a sub-

ject of much national importance, I not only gave
it my attention in India, but have continued to do
so in England. I visi'ed Manchester, and have
communicated with all from whom I could obtain

information calculated to promote the object. The
result has been a conviction that a much greater

proportion of the trade in this maierial than India

now enjoys may, with care and manasement, be

obtained to that country, a result which will prove

equally beneficial to it and England." Speaking
of the Bourbon cotton, Mr. Si'llivan also says, that
" all that is wanting to evince the extended cultiva-

tion of thts species of cotton, which is superior to

most of the American uplands, is the judicious ap-

plication of a laroe capital. A steady encouroi^e-
^,^ ^,^^^j,i^,,, ^^^^- .^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^,^,^,-^^^ ^e

ment o the staple vyould be one ofthe greatest he-
|
.^ ^^^^, ^^^^,^ ^^ ^^^ ^j,^^ ^j. farrowin-, and after they

nehis that England could confer upon ner Indian v,„,:„ i;tt„^o,i ;t ;= ->h=r,i„t«i,r r,o^o««r.r,r ttint tti^v

empire." It may be remembered by some tlxat

From tlio Complete Grazier (late edition.)

OIV THE BREEDING AND REARING OF PIGS.

Swine are capable of propagation at eig:ht or nine

montlis ; but the boarshoidd be at least twelve monthsf

old before he is admitted to the sow, which will far-

row a stronger and better litter, if she be kept to tlie

same age. The period of gestation is from seventeen

to twenty weeks;* when from five to ten, or more

pifs, are produced : one boar should not be allowed to

serve more than ten sows ; and tfiose sow« are rec-

koned the best for breeding strong pigs which have

about ten or twelve paps.

Where swine are kept solelj' for the purpose of

breeding:, it is necessary to pay the same attention to

the principle of selection as in other articles of live

stock. Hence, whatever sort may be required, the

boar and sow should respectively be chosen as perfect

in symmetry, and all other requisites as maybe practi-

cable ; for the value of the progeny will mainly

depend on the qualities of the sire and dam, and stock

can never be raised with so much profit from inferior

as from superior animals. They should afeo be well

kept, in order to produce the necessary stimulus to co-

ition ; but, as with other cattle, care must be taken

that sows, when ex]iected to take the boar, be not too

fat; experience having shown that, if they be in very

high order, they wdll not produce an abundant litter of

pigs.

As some will produce two litters in the year,

the breeder will find it beneficial so to arrange

each time of farrowing, that it may take place about

the latter end of March or early in April, and towards

the beginning or end of August : thus he will be en-

abled "to rear them with le.ss cost, and certainly

with less probability of -losing the pigs from cold wea-

the*-. than if they were produced late in autumn.

While the sows are in pig, they will require to

it was the produce of th.is plant which sold in the

London market, in 1830, at Sd. per pound, and
which, if a sufficient quantity could have been ob-

tained, would, in the opinion of brokers, have re-

alized 9d. From the number of valuable papers

on the subject in the last volume of the Atrricultu-

ral Transactions of India, t it is evident that an ar-

* Means of Ameliorating India, pp. C6-7.

t We particularly allude to the Papers on the Culti-

vation of Cotton, by Baboo Radhakant D,>b. On the

Culture of Cotton in Ihe Dooab and Bundclkund, by
W. Vincent,. Esq. On the Artificial Production of

New Varieties of Cotton, by H. Piddington, Esq.

Method of Preserving the Cotton Plant in Cayenne.
Remarks on the Cotton of Ava, by Major Burnej'.

On the Cotton of Cadiar, by Captain Fisher. On the"~
- _ - - - On the Culture of

have littered, it is absolutely necessary that they

he regularly fed; for if the young pigs are deprived of

their proper nourishijient while suckins:. they will ne-

ver arrive at the weisrht they would otheiwise attain.

Thev should also be kept well littered and clean ; but

at pijTgirg should not be allowed too much, as they are

rspt to overlay their pias in it, for the first week.f At
the end of aweek or ten days after hr.ving farrowed,

the}' may be let out of their styes into their yard, for

three or four hours during the middle of the day, in or-

* Aceordliiff to IVT. Teis'sier's obpervafion on the ffestfitlon of

animals, already nilnded to in our preccdinc reniaiks on the

nftier l:inds, tlie extreme gestations of 25 sows were 109 and
,

1 -todays.

j

From tlie whole of his observation?. M. Teissier infer.'!, that

I the period of ^nstation is extrenicly variable in every species ;

and that its proloufrai ion does not seem to depend either upon

I
the age or constitution of the female, or upon the diet, breed,

or season ; or, in short, upon any ki.own cause.

t In order to prevent such accidents, an open frame is some-
times pl;ici-d on eachsideof the sow under which the young pigs

can run, and thu^ escape the danger. A stron;; rail, elevated aCotton of Dacca, by Dr. G. Lamb.
Upland Georgia Cotton at Allahabad, by Mr. Higgins, I few inches from the jround, will answer the same purpose

&.C., &c.
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der to stretch their legs, which is far preferable to total

eonfineinent.

It sometimes happens, at the first farrowing, that

Soung sows will eat their progeny ; to prevent which,

ley should not only be narrowly watched, as the

period of gestation is expiring, but also be moderately

fed, two or three days before the expected time

arrives. Where, however, this precaution has been

omitted, it has been recommended to wash the backs of

newly-farrowed pigs with a sponge, dipped in a luke-

warm infusion of aloes and water, wliich will prevent

her from destroying them. Another circumstance

worthy of notice, where there are several sows farrow-

ing at the same time, is to confine them in sepa-

rate pens or styes, otherwise they will mutually

destroy their offspring; and, as these animals are, at

such time, extremely mischievous, they should be
supplied with plenty of water, which expedient is said

to prevent them from committing any injury.

The best time for killing sricki7Jg pigs, for the mar-
ket, is at the end of three weeks; by which time

the others integded to be raised, will be able to follow

the sow, and then the males may be castrated ; the

spaying of females may be deferred for another week.
When it is proposed to wean pigs, (the proper age for

which purpose is two months, having castrated such as

are not reserved for breeding at six weeks,) they

should be kept in styes, having a small yard wherein
they may run ; both being kept perfectly clean and
well littered. Their food must be good, and given as

plentifully as they will eat. Boiled potatoes or carrots

for a fortnight, and then raw ones, will prove good
food ; with a bait eveiy day, for a month, of oats, and
aftei-wards pea, or bean, barley, or buck-wheat meal,
unless there is a dairy ; in which case, a mess of milk
or whey may be substituted till the clover-field is

ready for them, which may be in the beginning ofMay,
and, if the pigs are three months old, they will thrive

well on that food. Lettuce has also been (bund very
serviceable, not only on account of the succulence
of the plant, but from its promoting an inclination to

sleep, which is of the utmost importance to the growth
of young animals ; but in the rearing of pigs, no kind
of food can bear a comparison with milk. During the

weaning, especial care ought to be taken in supplying
them with abundance of sweet straw, and to keep the

pigs in as clean a state as possible, so that they may al-

ways have fine sleek coats ; a circumstance this of such
consequence, that the want of it can never be compen-
sated by the most plentiful suppply of food.

In the management of swine, of whatever breed or

variety they may be, it will be proper to have them
well ringed, to prevent them from breaking into corn-
fields during harvest; and that operation ought to be
performed as early as possible, or the practice recom-
mended by Mr. Tubb, a spirited breeder, at Lord So-
merville's cattle-show, in 1805, may be substituted in

lieu of ringing. It consists simply in shaving, or par-

ing oif, with a razor or sharp knife, the gristles on the

top of the noses of young pigs : the place soon heals

over, and they are thus rendered incapable of that des-

tructive rooting, or turning up of the ground, which
farmers find so detrimental to sward land.

Sows may be allowed to breed til! they are six
years old ; and a boar to serve them till he has passed
his fifth year. After that time, the former may
be spayed, and put up to fatten ;.and the latter may be
castrated, as he is then no longer fit for genera-
tion, though his flesh will make excellent bacon.

In buying and selling swin-e, both in a fat and
lean state, it appears, from actual and repeated experi-
ments, that in the former case, every twenty pounds of
live weight will, when killed, produce from twelve to
fourteen clear weight; the advantage being in favor of
large hogs ; so that, if a farmer or breeder weigh the
animals while alive, he will be enabled to ascertain the
net profitable weight when dead. By weighing the
hogs every week, he may also judge the best time for

disposing of them to advantage; because, as soon as an
animal ceases to acquire that daily increase which
makes it beneficial to feed him, the best step that can
be followed is to sell, or slaughter him without further

delay.

With regard to the buying of hogs in a lean state, the

most certain criterion, by which any judgment can be

formed, is by weight ; but as open markets seldom af-

ford the means of weighing, a purchaser is generally

compelled to rely on the accuracy of his eye ; and,

tlierefore, if he has not already acquired sufficient ex-

perience, if a few lean pigs, of the same size as those

intended to be purchast^d, be previously weighed,
a standard will be obtained, which will enable him to

decide with some precision, and, consequently, to ofler

a proper price.

On the feeding and fattening of swine.

When permitted to wander abroad, at pleasure,

swine devour in marshy and miry grounds, fern,

frogs, sedge, &c.; but in drier spots, they feed on sloes,

crabs, hips, haws, chestnuts, acorns, beech-mast, and
similar wild fruit. In the domestic management of
these animals, however, the quality and supply of
their food is regulated by the divisions into which they
are classed, according to their age and other cir-

cumstances. In order, therefore, that the food may be
expended to the most advantage, itwill be advisable to

distinguish these animals in the following manner :

—

1. Sows with pig; 2. Pigs; 3. Store" pigs; and
4. Fatting hogs.

1. AVith regard to soivs in pi^, it is obvious that they
should be better fed than either of the two following

classes, in order that they may be enabled to sup-

ply their young litter with the necessary supply
of milk ; but, while care is thus taken to keep them in

good condition, equal caution is necessary that they be
not too fat. Thus, for such as litterin the spring, tares

and cabbages, combined with the waste milk and
wash of the house and dairy, may be employed with
advantage ; or, if the supply from the dairy be not ade-

quate to the demand, a wash may be prepared

with oat, barley, or other meal. For those which lit-

ter in autumn, lettuces have been found very whole-
some and nuitritive, in addition to the wash ; and in

the winter season, potatoes, Swedish turnips, and
other roots, previously prepared by boiling, should be
added.

2. With regard to young pigs, they may be fed, after

being weaned, in the same manner as sows ; but the

addition of pea-soup, made by boiling a bushel and a
half of peas in about sixty gallons of water till they are

thoroughly broken and dissolved, and either given

alone or mixed with the dairy wash, will very materi-

ally improve their condition. If any dry meat be

given, Mr. Young is of opinion that oats are preferable

to any other sort of corn, as bailey is apt to disagree

with them.* It certainly has frequently had thatenect

when the grain has been given whole, but no species of

food has been found more fattening than barley-rneal,

especially when combined with milk: it is also an ex-

cellent addition to steamed potatoes. Whatever may
be the food, it is commonly thought that it better pro-

motes the growth of young pigs if given warm, than

cold.

An intelligent farmer in North Britain, who keeps

from five to seven breeding swine, disposes of most of

their produce, when from six weeks to three months

old ; considering this system fully as profitable as fat-

tening them for sale. At these "ages he generally has

a good .demand for them, as many people, such as

tradesmen, villagers, 8cc., wish to fatten a pig, who

* Farmer's Calendar, p 22. Mr. Marshall also mentions that

opinion .ifi bein? prevalent in Leicestershire. Miilland Coun-
ties, 2d edt. Vol. I. p. 329.
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could not conveniently keep a breeding;; cow. Having
this advantas^e. there is scarcely a cottager, or weaver's

family, in the neighborhood, who have not their fat

pig killed, after being fed on tiie refuse of their pota-

toes and the ollals of their kitchen, to the weight
of (roin eight to twelve stone.* In the vicinity of large

towns, antl particuhirly where there is the atlvantage

of a dairy, it will be found more pi'ofitable to keep
them until about four niontlis old, and sell tiicm fat as

porkers, unless when they are farrowed so early in the

spring as tliat they would become fit for the butcher in

the heat of summer, at which time pork is not usually

saleable.

3. Store pis;s are those which have attained nearly

half their growth, and should be separated from others

in the course of May, when tliey may be turned

out upon the artificial grasses. Here they are to con-

tinue till Michalraas; but in order that this system ot

management may be attended with due effect, it is ne-

cessary that all the fences be in excellent repair, and
that there be a pond in the field to supply the animals
with water. A larger number of swine may be thus

kept, and they generally pay a fair price for their

feed ; but with all the advantages of the system, that

of. soiling swine in the yards, will usually be found

more profitable, notwithstanding the expense is great-

ly increased, and some portion of food will be ne-

cessarily wasted ; for, by being kept quiet and prevent-

ed trom rambling, they thrive faster than in the field,

and the manure is more valuable when thus collected,

than if dropped abroad. The proper vegetable crops

for this purpose are lucerne, cichory, clover,f tares, and
other green meat. But, in order to carry on this system
with etlect, there should be an ample supply of litter,

together with sand, peat, or earth, to be laid on
the ground for the purpose of absorbing the urine.

For the winter keep of store swine the various roots are

admirably calculated, such as turnips and potatoes,

which require to be boiled; and Swedish turnips,

cabbages, carrots, mangle-wurzel, and parsnips, which
may be given in a raw state. Potatoes, when given
alone, should be steamed ; but it has been found more
advantageous to give them in conjunction with turnips,

m which case the latter are boiled, and the liquor

is given with the roots, which are then made into

a mash ; the liquor from potatoes should never be

given. It may be almost unnecessary to add, that the

Swedish turnip is preferable to the white, whether
boiled or raw. With regard to the soiling of pigs. Sir

John Sinclair has noticed a discovery of considerable

moment; it is, that they may be soiled on cut green
beans with great profit, and that they are ravenously
fond of these. The Windsor sort is preferred ; and
the beans should be planted at three different times for

the sake of regular succession. The I'eeding may
commence in the beginning of July, and terminate
about the end of September. When pork is worth
T^d. per lb., the profit, besides a quantity of most valu-

able manure, is calculated to be about £10 per acre.f

4. The business o[ fattening hogs is generally per-

formed in February or March, and in the month
of October. For pork, they are usually lattened

from six to nine months old ; for bacon, from nine

months to a year and a half; and store swine to the

same period, or very rarely, beyond two years; the

latter, however, is the preferable age, for substantial ba-

con for farmers' use, for which purpose the hog should

also be made quite fat. For porkers, butter-milk,

whey, and barley-meal are preferable ; lor bacon
hogs, equal parts of fresh pollard and pea-meal have
been recommended ; and it is a fact, that white pease
are much better calculated than beans either for feed-

* Sir John Sinclair's System of Husbandry pursued in Scot-
land, vol. I, p. 149.

t WhPre cottagers have gardens and keep pigs, it would he
profitable if they had a small spot of clover in tlieir garden to cut
for them.

t Sir John Sinclair on ScotUsh Husbandrv, vol. H, p. 18.

ing or fattening swine, as these animals not only fat-

ten more kindly when led with the first-mentioned

pulse, but their flesh swells in boiling, and has a good
flavor ; while that of swine fattened on beans will

shrink in tiie pot, the fat will boil out, and be less de-

licate in point oC taste. Hence many fanners even re-

ject grey-peas, as approaching too near to the nature

of the bean, and making the meat tough and diy. The
proportion of peas requisite to latten a hog necessarily

varies according to the size, breed, and kindliness of

disposition to fatten ; but forming an average judg-

mtrit from the weight of the animal, both beibre

and after he is put up, a hog in good condition when
put up, and intended to be fitted to twenty .score, will

consume about six or seven Winchester bushels of

peas; and it has been found that each bushel will in-

crease his weight after the rate of nine or ten pounds.

They are generally given raw; but some experiments

tend" to show that they might be more advantageously

used boiled to the consistence of thick sou]). It may
answer for porkers ; but we imagine that whole peas

will produce the best bacon. It is also said that eight

bushels of a mixture of equal parts of ground peas and

steamed potatoes, will fatten a hog of twelve stone

Weiiiht.

The most profitable mode, in the estimation of Mr.
Young, of converting any kind of corn into food tor

swine consists in grinding it into meal, and mixing the

latter with water, in cisterns, in the proportion ot five

bushels of meal to one hundred gallons of water ; this

must be well stirred sev. ral times in the day, for a fort-

night, during warm weather, or for three weeks in a

colder season : at the expiration of which time it will

have fermented and become acid. In this state, and
not before, the wash is ready for use : it ought to be

stirred every time before feeding, and it will be neces-

sary to keep two or three cisterns fermenting in succes-

sion, in order to prevent it being used before it is duly

prepared. The difference of profit between feeding in

this manner, and giving the grain whole, or only

ground, Mr. Y. adds, is "so great, that whoever tries it

once, will not be induced to change it for the common
methods. The refuse wash, or grains of distilleries,

likewise furnish a wholesome and useful article in

the feeding and fattening of swine. The refuse of

starch manufactories is also employed with great ad-

vantage for the same purpose. For the general stock

of hogs, during the month of October, and part of No-
vember, cabbages are of incomparable use. Swine
are at that period often very cheap; and in such case

it is of material consequence, that the farmer be amply
supplied with an article of food, by which means he can

keep this stock for a better market ; in fact, without a

provision of cabbages, or other roots, it will be impos-

sible to keep large stocks of store swine to the best ad-

vantage.

The time which is requisite for fattening may, upon
an average, be computed at five or six weeks, or

thence to two or three months; and tliis period will, in

most cases, be found fully adequate for the purpose,

though the length of time is necessarily regulated

by their kindliness of disposition to take on fat, the re-

lative goodness of their condition when first put up to

fatten, and the quality of the lood. On the latter sub-

ject more experiments have been tried on pigs, than

upon any other animal ; from an idea that in conse-'

quence of their extraordinary voracity, they will fatten

on any thing. It is true that they will grow with any
kind of garbage that fills their stomachs, and that they

will even put on a certain quantity of flesh when fed

only on potatoes; but good, firm bacon is oidy to

be made by means of sound corn and pulse, and in ex-

act proportion to the nutritive quality of the food will

ever be the weight and value of the meat.

Whatever system of fattening swine may be adopted,

it is of essential consequence that they be kept waryi
and clean, especially in cold and damp weatiier, during

the period of fattening; and that they also be supplied
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with abandaiice of litter, the cost of which will be am-

ply repaid by the iticreas?d proportion of excellent

diirtg thereby obtained. It has, indeed, been fre-

qiif;ntly a=sei'Ied, that swine thrive better while fatten-

in;!, if they be allowed to wallow, at home, in their

own filth, and abroad in mud and wet, because they de-

light in this habit; and thence it is assumed as certain,

that it tends to their advantage. Such an assertion,

however, is rather the 0ir'?prin5 of prejudice than the

result of real e.xperience ; we know that animals,

when oppressed with heat, will p!un«-e into water in or-

der to cool themselves; but it cannot be inferred from

this circumstance, that it will b'^ necessarily beneficial

to them. In addition, therefore, to some remarks
which will be subsequently offer.-d on the structure

and situation of the piijgery,* we shall here state, parti-

cularly with reference to its connexion with their fat-

tening, that a hog sty should be built with the advan-

tage of running water, so as to admit sufficient for the

swine to drink, if such a situation can be comiaanded
;

the floor, or ground, being laid upon a gentle declivity

to carry o.i their urine.

Not only, hovve\"er, should these animals be kept
warm and dry while fattening, but they should also be
confined, if possible, by themselves; or, at all events,

there should be as small a number in the same sty, and
as much out of the hearing of the cry or grunt of other

hogs as possible ; otherwise, upon their first confine-

ment, they will pine and decrease in flesh, notwith-

standing they have abundance of food given them. By
this means they will be enabled to take more frequent

and uninterrupted repose, which greatly contributes to

promote their fattening ; beside which, all those incon-

veniences will be efiectualiy obviated, which often oc-

cur from hogs worrying each other, and from the

weaker being deprived by the stronger of their fair pro-

portion of food.

Regularity offeeding should likewise be especially

regarded, as it has great influence in facilitating

or retarding the fattening of swine ; hence it will be

proper to give them a full allowance of food three

or four times, or at certain other stated interval^, in the

day, as convenience or other circumstances will allow.

And, if any animal should have surfeited itself,

(which is no unusual occurrence, where due regard is

not bestowed on the point last stated, j by eating too

large a proportion of food, it will be advisable to give
about half an ounce of flour of sulphur in some wash,
once or twice in the course of tlse day, for two or three

successive days. By this simple remedy their palled

appetite will be restored more effectually than by ad-
ministering antimony, or any other drug that has been
recommended to use in fattening swine ; for, however,
such articles may possibly have succeeded in a few
instances, it is obvious that they cannot be generally
employed with advantage, and may not uiifrequently
be productive of hurtful efiects.

A practice has been for a long time introduced in the

county of Essex, though not yet generally followed, of
fattening pigs in separate stalls. These are so con-
structed, as to admit only one pig each, only allowing
room for him to lie down, hut not to turn; they are

built with the bottoms on a sloping direction to carry off

the filth, and some persons do not give any litter, from
an idea that their chewing it might be prejudicial to

their thriving.

The food given is usually barley-meal and water

;

and they are found to fiitten far better in these styes,

than in the common ones ; which is attributed to their

being more quiet, having only to eat and sleep ; it has,

indeed, been found, that a hog half fat, when put into

one of these cases, has gained fifteen pounds a week in

flesh.

t

This experiment has also been tried with success, by
Lord Egremont, in Sussex. A hog was confined, on

* See the part referred to at the close of this article,

t Young's Agricultural Survey of Essex, vol. II, p. 343.

the 4th of March, in a cage made of planks, of which
one side was made to move with pegs, so as exactly to

fit him, with small hol^s at the bottom for the water to

drain, and a door behind to remove the soil. The cage
stood upon four feet, about one foot from the ground,
and was made to confine the animal so closely, that he
could only stand U[) to feed, and lie down upon his

belly ; the .sliding partition was extended according as

he increased in size.

This hog when put up weighed eleven stone two
pounds, (eight i)nunds to the stone,) and was killed on
the 1,3th of .^pril following, when he weighed eighteen
stone three pounds, having thus gained seven stone two
pounds, live weight, in five weeks and five days. His
food consisted of two bushels of barley-meal, and
about eighteen buhsels of potatoes ; he was sulkly dur-

ing the first two days, and would not eat. The most
remarkable part of this experiment, however, is, that

s^ven other hogs of the same breed were put up in the

common mode, and killed at the same time; and
though better fed, were not in equal condition.*

Lord Egremont has also tried a comparative experi-

ment on the value of barley and rice as food for pigs.

It IS not stated with sufficient accuracy in the county
report in which it is mentioned,! as the respective

gross cost is alone stated, without the weights ; but the

pecuniary result was in favor of the barley.

In that experiment the rice was given dry ; hut in an-

other it v/as boiled, and the result was as follows :

—

The total weight of ten hogs, put up on ) , ^. ,.

the 3(1 of November, was - - 5
r,u^o ids.

Ditto, on the 30th of December - - - 1,'

Gain in live weight

The quantity of rice consumed, was

Which, being at the rate of five pounds of rice to one
pound, live weight, of flesh, clearly shows that rice

cannot be used fortius purpose with advantage, unless

it can be obtained for a far less price than that at which
it is usually sold.

The P:ggery.

When the profit arising from the rearing of swine is

duly considered, and there is an opportunity of carry-

ing on this branch of rural economy to any extent, it

will be admitted, that the establishment of a piggery

demands nearly as much attention as a dairy.

A piggery, in the opinion of Mr. Arthur Young,
should be in a circle, or it must fail in convenience

;

according to his idea, in the centre there should be the

boiling or steaming house, with a granary for corn,

meal, &c. Around this a range of cisterns ought to be

disposed, in divisions, for receiving immediately from

the copper, or steam apparatus, and also by tubes from

the granaiy. Around these should run a path, then a

fence or paling, in which are the troughs, with hang-

ing lids, for supplying food directly from the cisterns,

on one side, and for hogs feeding on the other

;

a range of yard next, and another of cow sheds

beyond, and last of all the receptacle i'or the dung. The
potato stores, or pyes, should at one end point near to

the entrance, and water must be raised to the coppers

and cisterns at once byapuinp; a trough, orother con-

veyance from the dairy to the cisterns, for milk, whey,
&,c. An arrangement like this, he conceives, would
be very convenient, while the expense attending it

would be inconsiderable ; and great profit might be de-

rived, by setting apart a plot of natural or artificial

grasses, into which the swine might be turned at plea-

sure. " Those," he adds, " who do not possess a con-

venient pig apparatus, can have little idea of the great

use of it in making manure. This alone becomes an

object, that would justify any good farmer in going to

* Agricultural Sutvey of Sussex, p. 386.

t Ibid, p. 369.
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a certain expense, for attainin£f so profitable a part of

whnt oui^ltt to be his la;in-yard sjsfem."*

By JiiMns of a y;»rd cointnicted on this plan. Mr.
Younn- fattpniM'. eiglitii-cight \\o<^? in on'^ sprinu;. with the

attendance of only one man; whereas thre(^ would have
been inadequate to the ta«lc without sncli conveni-

ences. The total expense of se.rh a yard, he tliinks,

would not be less ttuin j£l.5(); and, if it were con-

structed arcordinjj; to the more correct idea, the cost

would amount to ii2()0 or £2'}'), but the governing,

idea ofposH'on siiould be followed in a sti/ of £20.
This plan, iiowever, is obviously calculated only for

those farms where the fattening; ol swine is carried on

upon an extensive scale. Where these animals are

kept chiefly for domestic consumption, it will be suffi-

cient if hoji-styes be constructed witii due rey;ard

to warmth and (Iryness, and divided into various parti-

tions for the reception of swine, according; to their a<:;e

and varieties. Eaeli division should be between six

and seven feet in wiiith, of suc'.i a height as the

largest piijs can con\eniently enter, and should be pro-

vided with a small space sufficiently capacious for

holdino; the feeding--troughs, so that the swine ma)^ be
conveniently fed without unnecessarily going in

among them. If possible, trou;:;hs should be so

arranged, that offal, milk, &,c., may be conveyed into

them from the milk-house, or scalding-house, by
means ofpipes ; and as these animais often thrust their

feet into the troughs, and thus waste a considerable

portion of food, this mny be avoided by fixing sticks in

a frame over the troughs, not unlike a rack ; or a thin

piece of plank may be nailed on the back part of the

troughs, and so project as to allow their heads only to

enter.

This object may also be attained when swine are put
up to fatten on dry food, b}r fixing a conical liopper

(holding any given quantity) in a trough, with the

broad end upwards, and covered with a strong lid ; at

the lower end should be an aperture for giving out the

meat into the trough, where the animal may eat it as it

falls, without being capable of spoiling or wasting any
portion of it. By adopting the expedient here sug-
gested, the further advantage will be derived in fatten-

ing swine, that, by feeding more leisurely than in the

common mode, their food will probably be more
thoroughly masticated ; the effect of which has been
thought to render their fat more firm, and of a better

flavor.

the end of JVlnrch. ppparate tlip seed from the

pulp, by piiiiiiiy them into a hnsiii of wntcr ntiiil

they ar« soli. Then .squeeze thcnri vvitli the tln-

"•ors; and, alter gently poiirins oH the water, sow
the seeds in drill.>«. with llie li'athorp of a troof?8-

(]uill, in a good bed o!" earth. When the plants

are about an inch hiirh, draw a liitle earth up to

iheni with a hoe, in order to lensxihen their main
roots; and, when they are about three inches high,

diil them up-, and se[)arale tiiein eareliiily liom

each other, in order to f)repLire (hem for planting

out in the liillowing maimer: Prepare a piece of

iiesh jiround by trenching i( well; diir up theseed-

iiuir plants, as helijie directed, and plant them out

in the irround thus |)repared, in sueh a manner as

that there may be 16 inches between each plant.

As they advance in growth, let them receive one
or two earthings up, in order to lenirthen ihe niain

root, and encourage the shoots underonMind. By
this management, potatoes may be brought to a

good size in one year.

From tlie Loudon's Gardener's M.igazine.

COaiMUWICATION OF FOREIGN
FKUITS.

FLAVORS TO

From the Essex Standard.

MODE AND ADVANTAGE OF RAISING IRISH
POTATOES FROM SEED.

It has lalely been frequently stated, that, in

some counties, there is a great fiiilure of the pota-
to crop. This, I think, may be remedied, an-
other season, by sowing the seed, instead of plant-

ing sets. Sets will not last above twelve or four-

teen years: after that time, they decline, and hard-
ly return treble the bulk of the potatoes planted.
I tried the experiment last year in a small way,
and the produce was astonishing. What appears
remarkable to me is, that these seedlings produce
potatoes of different kinds, and, sometimes, new
sorts are procured. I saved the red rough seed,
and I had five sorts from it. The following is

the method to get them the size of hens' eg;js in

one year: Take a bunch of potato apples of any
sort, in November, when they are ripe; hanij
them up in a warm room during winter; and, at

* The Earl of Egremont has an extensive ranee of stves,
at Petworth, coiistiucted nearly upon Mr Young's plan;
an ensrraving of which, vviih the ^eces^:ary explanations, ma)- be
found in the Agricultural Survey of Sussex.

T.'" 1 had sf»en v,ol. xii. n. 52. of the 'Garden-
er''s Magazine'' sooner., I should not have waited

till now to SHiisly, as well as I could, the desire of

your correspondent, A. B., on the ''manner of

making a peach taste of wormwood." The day
has gone by ibr people believing the impositions

practised bv a i'ew gardeners to deceive ihe multi-

tude; but, by attentively studying the process of

veijetation, certain phenomena will appear, which
arc not so easy, to explain, even with the assis-

tance of physiology; and it is still more difficult to

give a decided opinion on the subject. For exam-
ple: at first sight^ the asseriion of J\Ir. John
Murray, of giving the smell of the onion to the

rose, by being planted near it, appears ridiculous;

and yet, even the celebrated De Candolle, in his

physiologic vegefnh, omits giving an opinion on

the subject; a proof that there is room for im-

provement in vegetable physiology, and particu-

larly as it regards smell and taste. For my part,

1 can tell you, as a lact, and a well established

one, that all the wine merchants abstain from

going to a particular part of the province of Vi-

cenza for their wine; and the reason of this is,

that the wine there smells of the walnut, because

the peasantry have a custom of training their

vines on walnut trees, instead of using vine props.

This smell may arise from different causes; and it

is a remarkable fact, that the walnut does not al-

ways give its flavor to the grapes it supports, but,

in genera!, only to those which have grown on

light and dry soils, when the vine has received

any bruise, or wound, such as by a seve.'-e shower
of hail, or by the roots having been injured by the

plough. Ij'thus appear-- to me, that, wherever
the wine tastes of the walnut, the spongioles of

the vine could not have been in a healthy state:

the greater part of them must have been decayed;

and, from the connexion between the root and the

stem, when the hail injures the shoots of a plant,

even the fibrils of the roots suder, and are proba-

bly destroyed. It is evident that, the mutilation

which the' vine sustains by the plough must also
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* In pasFing to this state, there

gravity of about four per cent.

should be a loss in

destroy the fibrils; and, in both capes, a section of

the main root becomes tlie opening through which
the juices of the soil are absorbed; and, instead ol

these juices being (li;rested and properly prepared

by the spongioles, they are conveyed to the plant

through the decayed or mutilated roots, either by
capillary attraction, or the absorbent power of the

roots, in a greater quantit}', and in a comparative-

ly raw state. As the roots of the walnut which
conuiiunicate with water are known to give it

their smell, all the moisture which comes in con-

tact with the roots of the vine is impregnated with

this flavor; and. beino- absorbed and transmitted,

without oigestion, ihrouirh the truncated roots, it

gives the same fiavor to the grapes. In the iVoft-

veaii, Cours d" jjgr., under the head ot "l^aisley,"

you will see it remarked, that if the celery (seda-

iio) is covered with new dung, it will taste of it.

i have mentioned this in a paper which I have

written on celery, in the Giornale Jlgrario Lom-
bardo- Veneto; and shown how much the French
gardeners are in error, in taking up or transplant-

ing celery; by Avhich method lew or none of the

plants have their roots entire. Keeping these ex-

amples and principles in view, and tbllowing the

eame process, who can say that it is impossible

that the smell of the onion may not be given to

the rose, and the taste of wormwood to the peach,

&c. 7

—

G. Manetti. Jan. 4. 1837.

From die Soutliern Agriculturist.

ON THE SACCHARUM OF THE SWEET POTA-
TO, (convolvulus BATTATAS.)

By Robert Hare, M. D., Professor of Chemistry
in the University of Pennsylvania.

Dr. Tidyman, of South Carolina, lately sup-
plied me with some sweet potatoes, of a "kind in

which the sweet matter is peculiar abundant, and
requesed that I would ascertain if there were
any suirar in them. Having pared, and by means
of the instrument used for slicing cabbages or

cucumbers, reduced them to ver}' thin slices

;

about a pound was boiled in alcohol, of the speci-

fic gravity of .845, which appeared to extract all

the sweetness, yet on cooling, yielded no crystals

ot sugar. The solution being subjected to distil-

lation, till the alcohol was removed, an uncrys-
tallizable syrup remained. In like manner, when
aqueous inlLisions of the potatoes were concentra-
ted, by boiling or evaporation, the residual syruj)

was uncrystailizable. It appears, therefore,"that
the sweet matter ot" this vegetable is analogous to

molasses, or the saccharum of malt. Its resem-
blance to the latter was so remakable, that I was
led to boil a vvort, made from the potatoes, of pro-
per spissitudes, say s. g. 1060, with a due quan-
tity of hops, about two hours. It was then cool-
ed to about Qo degrees, and yeast was added.
As far as I could judge, the phenomena of the fer-

mentation and the resulting liquor, were precisely
the same as if malt had been used. The wort
was kept in a warm place, until the temperature
85 F. and the fall of the head, showed the atten-
uation to^ be sufficient. * Yeast subsequently
rose, which was removed by a spoon. By refri-

geration, a further quantity of yeast precipitated,

from which the liquor being decanted, became tol-

erably fine for new beer, and in flavor exactly like

ale made from malt.

I have computed that five bushels of potatoes

would produce as much ivort as three bushels of

malt; but I suppose that the residue would, as

food for cattle, be worth half as much as the po-

tatoes employed.
I believe it possible to make as good liquor from

malt in this country, as in England, but that in

our climate much more vigilance is required to

have it invariably good, principally because the

great and sudden changes of temperature, render

mailing much more precareous. Shou'd the siic-

charum of the sweet potato prove to be a compe-
tent substitute for that of germinated grain, the

(quality will probably be less variable, since its

developement requires but little skill and vigilance.

Besides, as it exists naturally in the plant, it

may be had where it would be almost impossible

to make, or procure malt. Hops, the other ma-
terial for beer, require only picking and drying to

perfect them for use. They are indigenous in the

United States, and may, no doubt be raised in any
part of our territor}'.

I have dried in my evaporating oven, some of

the sw^eet potatoes in slices. It seems 1o me that

in this state they will keep a long time, and may
be useful in making leaven for bread. They may
take the place of the malt necessary in a certaui

proportion, to render distiiier's wash fermentable.

The yeast yielded hy the potato beer, appeared

in odor and flavor to resemble that from malt beer

surprisingly, and the quantity, in proportion, was
as great. In raising bread, it was found equally

efficacious.

I propose the word suavia. from the latin siiavis,

sweet, to distinguish the syrup of the sweet pota-

to. The same word might, perhaps, be advan-

tagousiy applied as a generic appellation to molas-

ses, and the uncrystailizable sugar of grapes of

honey, and of malt.

Crystallizable sugar might be termed sccha;*in,

since the terminating syllable of saccharum is ap-

propriated in chemistry to metals.

To John Hare Powell, esq.
Corresponding Secretary

Of the Pennsylvania Jlgriculiural Society.

From the Quarterly Journal of Agriculture.

RACE HORSES.

It would be absurd to draw a comparison be-

tween the English race-horse in training, and the

horse of the desert; " educated," as Mr. Gibbon
eloquently says of him, " in the tents, among the

children of the Arabs, with a tender fiimiliarity,

which trains him in the habits ofgentleness and at-

tachment." Nevertheless, we are inclined to be-

lieve that the tempers of many naturally quiet

horses are made uncertain, and ofttimes decidedly

vicious, by want of proper judgment, as well as

irood temper, in those also who have the manage-
ment of them. Brutes, like men, demand a pecu-

liar mode of treatment^ when we require them to

do their utmost for us ; and it is certain that this

principle holds nood in regard to both ;
namely,

that if genera! kindness gains this point, cruelty

provokes resistance, and a proper degree of seve-

ritv produces obedience. We often hear it as-
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serted, tliat tlie Briiisli ihorou^li-breil horse has
deift'iienueil within ihe last lew years, aid is no
loiiiTcr the t-'toiit and long-endurinir animal ihat he
was ill the byi^one century, partii-uiarly during the

last twenty years of it. VVe are inclined to he-

heve that "there is some truth in this. We do not

thiniv we have sucii tfood lour-mile horses, as they

are termed, as Ibrmerly, wiiich we consider easily

aecounteii lor. They are not wauled; very lew
lourmile rai'es being now run, even at New-
market, ill the country ; and, tliereli)re, a dillerent

kind ot" race-horse is sought i'nw It may, how-
ever, be true, that the inducenrient to train colts and
fillies, at a very early period of their lives, for

these short races, has had an injurious eH'ect on
their stamina, and, consequently, on the stock bred

from them. Formerly, a horse was wanted for a

liletiiiie, now he is cut up in his youth, to answer
tiie purjiose of perhaps but one day—a system,

we admif, quite at variance with the original ob-

ject of horse-racing, which was intended to bene-
fit the community, by being the means of produ-
cing, as well as displaying, the constitutional

strength of the horse in its very highest perfec-

tion. Another cause may have operated in ren-

dering thorough-bred horses less powertul than
they were, or less capable of enduring severe
latigue. During the period of high weights and
long courses, horses and mares were i<ept on a train-

ing until after they had arrived at the age of matu-
rity, neither did they begin to work so soon.

Whereas now, no sooner have they won, or run
well lor some of our great three-year-old stakes,

than they are put into the stud to produce racing
stock, which, perhaps, is to be used much in the
same manner as they themselves have been used,

or we should have rather said, abused. But to

return to the alleged alteration l()r the worse
in the British race-horse. VVe admit the fict,

that he is not so good at high weiijht over the Bea-
con at Newmarket, or any other tbur-mile course,

as liis predecessors were, whose descent was
closer than his to the blood of Herod and Eclipse,

and the deccndants of tbat cross, said to be the
stoutest of any Nevertheless, he is, in his pre-

sent Ibrm, more generally adapted to the purposes
to which the horse is applied. He has a shorter

but more active stroke in his gallop than his pre-

decessors had, wliich is more available to him in

the short races of the present time, than the deep
rale of Ibur-milers of old times: and he is now re-

quired to start quickly, and to be on his le^s, as

the term is, in a kw hundred yards; he is alto-

gether a more lively, active animal than Ibrmerly,

and as such, a useful animal lor more ends than
one. But as it is action, after all that carries

weight, the thorough-bred horses of this day are

not deficient in that respect, unless undersized:
and there are more thorough-bred hunters at this

period, and have been more for the last thirty

years, than we have ever known before. This
improvement of action also qualifif»s the full-bred

horse for the road; whereas, formerly not one in a
hundred was fit to ride off the turf. Indeed, daisy-

cutters and thorough-bred horses were nearly sy-

nonymous terms ; but at present a young lady on
a bit of blood is an every-day sight; and a young
gentleman on any thing else in the parks, or on
his road to the hounds, is become rather a rare

one.

Vol. V—82

ADDkESS TO TIIK AG RICULTUUAL SOCIETY
OF FRICDF.KlCKSmjRO, AT TUKIR NOVKM-
BKR mcl:ti^'G, Jiy J. M. G'arnelt, Prea't.

Publi.-lird by rcquustof tlic Society.

For twenty successive years wc have annually
commemorated, in this town the establishment

of our society; and it has been my good fortune,

with a few of our earliest members, never to have
been absent on any of these occasions. At each
such meeting, too, and in discharge of the duties

of the olfice with which you have so long honor-

ed me, I have constantly addressed you on all

such subjects, connected with our agricultural in-

terests, as appeared to me worthy of your notice*

Singly, perhaps, my statements and remarks may
often have been deemed of little or no value; but

it has ever been my anxious endeavor to render

them, as d whole, promotive of (he great cause

to which our mutual labors have been devoted;

and your constant re-appointnient of me, for so

long a period, to preside over your deliberations,

has afforded me the gratifying assurance, of your

undiminished confidence—at least in the sincerity

of my motives, and the perseverance of ray exer-

tions. Among my various efforts to preserve this

confidence, I have, for the last lew years, given

you the result of certain experiments—some made
by mj-self—some by other persons; and in con-

formity to this practice, I shall preface my gene-

ral remarks, with a {'ew details of the same kind.

My attempts to ascertain the best varieties of
corn—suited to our soil and climate—have been

and will be continued. For although thoroughly

satisfied, after three years' experience, that the

twin corn, of which my whole crop now consists,

is superior in every essential quality, to all other

varieties yet known to me, I am not so bigoted in

its fivor as to believe it impossible to find a pre-

lt?rable kind. Indeed, I have already heard of

several who condemn it; but since a large majori-

ty of those who have tried it, concur in its praise,

Icannot help suspecting that the malcontents are

much such doctors in farming, as some we have
in medicine, who make it a point to censure every

practice and all physic, but their own. Each
planter almost, in these aspiring times, has a pet

corn of his own, wh:ch lie most londly desires to

christen after his own name. The usual conse-

quence is, that if he is prevailed upon to make
any trial of others at all, he so manages as to give

his own scale the preponderance, and the other,

of course, is made to kick the beam. Althoujrh

this practice is certainly a most preposterous lolly,

and greatly impedes all agricultural improvement,

still if is so common, as materially to lessen the

value ot many of the statements we see publish-

ed as agricultural experiments; for we can often

discover, by the style and manner of the writer,

that he had determined before-hand, (altJiough

unconsciously,J how the (rial was to end. But to

return to my own corn experiments.

I could procure but three varieiies in time for

last sprinir's planting. The first was a pale, straw-

colored corn; the grain small, flinty, and heavy,

but only eight rows on a long cob. It ripened

very early; but had nothing else to recommeild
it. The second is a yellow corn fiom Galvestoa

Bay, in Texas; but although its ears are much
larger, and the eUdks much taller than the first
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named kind, we have two or three varieties of yel-

low corn amonij us which I think preferable.

The third kind is a very white corn, from Glou-
cester county, in this state, where it is in hish re-

pute. The ears are uncommonly large—the
grain somewhat flinty—heavier tlmn anygourd-
eeed corn, but the stalks not so tall. It promises
60 well that 1 shall try it again. One thing in its

culture, as well as in that of the Texas corn, was
peculiar, and perhaps is worth mentioning. The
only working which either kind received, alter

coming up, was with the hand-hoe, and that only
three times. But both look as well, and promise
to yield as ninchas ifthey had also been |ilouixhed,

although not more. Each was planted in a single

row—one, two, and three stalks left in a place,

and about four leet apart. But from so small a

trial I can make no estimate sufRcently accurate

between thick and thin planting, although it is

very important to ascertain which is best. The
particular treatment of the two kinds, suggests a

few remarks which, I hope may not be deemed
irrelevant, as to the long mooted question as to the

best implements (or cultivating all our varieties of
corn. Upon this interesting subject, it is mani-
fest, that there must still be much ignorance and
great error, or such diversity of opinion could not
prevail. To ascertain the truth is becoming everv
day more important, from the increasing proba-
bility that Indian corn, must be considered our
chief staple—at least in all the tide water portion
of Virginia. Among these errors, in my opinion,
is the assumed fact that all Indian corn "is injured

in proportion as the roots are cut during its culiure.

The reason why I think so is, that every imple-
ment yet used among us for the purpose, does,

and unavoidably 7nust cut many of iis roots; tor

they run horizontally, very near the surface, and
extend from row to row, long before the culiure is

discontinued. Yet it is notorious, that the seasons
being favorable, good crops are generally made
on good land, by judicious corn-planters," whate-
ver may have been the implements used in work-
ing them: and none better than by double plough
and hand-hoe, although this plough can not possi-

bly be run between any two rows of corn without
cutting all or nearly all the intervening roots.

Nay, that the best practised eye can nor distin-

guish between the probable product per acre, of
corn made in the latter mode, and that made by
the most approved modern practice. The )i\ir in-

ference from this fiict shouhi be, that when there
is a real dillerence between any two crops of corn,
(all other circumstances being alike, except the
implements used in making them,) such difler-

ence is not attributable solely, if at all, to the
roots being cut more in the one case, than in the
other, but to some cause not ascertained, or we
Bhould never see two crops equally good to all

appearance, where implements had been used

—

differing materially, in their root-cutting effects.

At least one instance of this fact I stated to you,
at our last meeting, in regard to corn cultivated
entirely with the cultivator and hand-hoe, and
that in the culture of which the single plough had
also been used. In that case thereWas no differ-

ence discernible by several disinterested gentle-
men, whom I called upon to examine the two ad-
jacent piecies of corn, without apprising ihem why
the call was made. JVly conclusion from these
/acts is, that the culture solely by harrow, cultiva-

tors, and skimmers, after the corn comes up, is, in

no respect, superior to that by the plough and
hand-hoe, but in the saving ot labor; ajlhough
this advantage of itself is sufficient to justify eve-
ry corn-maker in adopting it on all light soils, and
even on those inclined to be stiff. But lor hard
clayey land,—especially, if it be wet, long obser-
vation has convinced me that the plough culture

is best. Even on soils vvliere the harrows, culti-

vators, or skimmers are preferable to the plough,
the land should be well coultered very soon after

the corn comes up, to secure for the shallow
culture iis chief advantage. A considerable
depth of tillage is essential in all soils, to make
good crofis of corn. It is so, not only for the

spieading and nurture of the roots; but to guard
against that Ibrniidable enemy, drought, which,
for many years past, has almost ct)nstantly as-

sailed us; no implement can so eflt?cfually give
that depth as the single coulter, which accom-
plishes the purpose, wiihout changing the rela-

tive position of the earth's surface and substratuiu:

an Ojieration that would be death to all our very
light, sandy lands, if effected to a greater depth
than two or three inches.

To such of our speculative brethren as require

at least a show of scientific reasoning for each
liict connected with agriculture, I would respect-

fully offer the following conjecture to account for

the equality of product in two crops of corn under
management nearly opposite, as regards the root-

cutting process. Lest I should be suspected of
misiakiug supposition for fact, I must here state

that many observant farmers have assured me,
that they have often noticed, as I have, crops thus
ditferenily situated, and could discern no difference

either as to quality or quantity, although I have
heard of no case where an actual measurement
was made. But permit me to offer my conjec-

ture.

iVlay not the extremity of each cut root throw
out, near its end, more little fibres bearing epon-
gioies, than such roots would have produced, had
it not been cut; and thereby conpensate fully by
their numbers, for the loss of their original spon-
gioles? Jf such be the fact, then cutting the corn-

roots to the common extent, is, at least, no disad-

vantage, even admitting the spongiole doctrine

to be indis|)utably true. But if" no such compen-
sation occurs— if the exscinded spongioles are

never replaced, then the equal product of two
acres of corn cultivated by very different imple-

ments, as to root-cutting, must be accounted for

on some other principle, than the one generally

assumed as perfectly settled in regard to the corn

culture.

1 beg you, however, not to rank me among
those who deny that cutting corn roots, while the

plants are growing, does any injury. It may, or it

may not greatly diminish the quantity of the crop;

lor I plead ignorance on the subject, liaving never
yet seen nor heard of any such fiiir and accurate

trials between the various modes of cultivating

corn, as would satisfactorily prove Avhich was
best, although no trials would bemoreuseful to us.

Yet I have met with many of our corn-making
brethren, wiio appear verily to believe, if their

own assertions are to be credited, that they have
already attained perfection in this art. The skep-

ticism which I am not ashamed to confess in re-

gard to the extent of our skill in it, is not for their
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benefit; since I led niyseirMicap;\lile orgiviniieven

a useful hint lo tliose whn seetn tliorouiihly con-

vinced that they have nolhiiiij; rnoie to learn on
this subject. But the loivixoinj; sUiTirestions are

ofi'ered ui the hope ol" reiiilerinii some service to

the youiii^er portion of our oorn-planler.-^, by in-

ducinir I hem to umiertake a series of accurate com-
[laralive trials, on a small scale, of ihe dilferent

miujes of cujiivaiiii^ corn, in the same soil; ibr il

is by such means alone, that we can ever ascer-

tain the best. A man in perfect health is a (()oJ

for uoiniT to il doctor to make him better; but any
one in our profession is a much greater lool ever
to persuade himsell" that he has attained perlec-

tiou in any one branch of husbaiiiliy. Constandy,
therefore, to strive at im|)rovement, should be both

our principle and practice, Ibr it is the only way to

ol)tain it. This keeps our minds as continually

active as they could be in an\' other occupation,

and relieves them from that tedious sameness too

generally supposed lo be inseparable from agricul-

ral life. All we have to guard against is, not to

let experiment-making become our chief busi-

ness— in other words, not to pay too much for
our lohistles • as we did during tiie epidemic for

buying the merino sheep; and as we seem now in

some danger of doing m regard to imported cat-

tle. The first nught be called a ram-fevei—the

latter, abull-fevcr; hut we are certainly fast im-
proving in these liiucies, since we now procure for

about the same money per head, two or three

thousand times as much English beef, as we Ibr-

nierly did Spanish mutton.
Another of my experiments with corn has been,

to ascertain the difference, if any, between that

of which the entire stalks were cut up and secured
in small piles, having about sixty stalks m each,

and corn from which the blade-lbdder was strlppet'

at the same time, and the tops cut in lew days after,

This was done about the middle of September,
anil the comparison made in two difit;rent parts o(

my field, about a quarter of a mile apart; but in each
case it was between the cut-up corn, and that taken
fi'om standing rows, immediately contiguous. 1

made no measurement, of the quantity of either,

but compared oidy the weights, believing that

the heaviest would prove, in all probability, the

most productive, as both were of the satne kind.

The compiirison was made about six weeks after

the corn was cut up, and first with the largest piles

—the grain from which weighed two pounds in

the bushel less than the other taken from llie corn

then standing; although one appeared as well ma-
tured as the other. On the quality of the Ibdder, I

took the opinton of my negroes, who, not knowing
why I questioned them, were impartial judires

They pronoimced it better than the stacked fod-

der, on the inside of the piles, and not much hurt

on the outside; but I must mention that only one
rain had fallen on it in six weeks. The corn from
a small pile in the other part of my field, weighed
1^ lbs. per bushel less than the other, and the

fodder was nearly ruined ; but that was caused
by the pile having fallen down unperceived, and
being exposed a day or two.

The results of this experiment are so different

from several others reported in our agricultural

papers, as to force me to cenclude, that there must
have been very great inaccuracy and error in ma-
ny, if not in all of them. I will not except my
own, and shall, therefore, repeat it with more care.

One of these experiments reported in the fourth
volinne of the 'American Farmer,' as havmg been
made by a Mr. Charles Woodson of Virginia,
Slates lliat the grain aloite of the cut up corn weigh-
ed more, ('tis not said how much more,) than the
grain and f^)dder put together, of that which had
lieen nianageii in the common way—making a
dtltTcnce in liivor of the former, of something
more than the entire labor of securing the blades
and tops of the other. This ousht to settle the

i
(luestion firever, supposing Mr. Woodson's expe-
riment ;o be perlectly correct; Ibr the common
calculation is, that in ordinary seasons the propor-
tion of blade-fiodder to corn, is only about one
thousand weight to every twenty barrels. But
this experiment is so remarkable— so contrar}^©
all previous opinion on the subject, as to be well

worth repeating by every corn-maker in the state.

I have dwelt more on the subject of Indian
corn than I should have done, had it not been for

its daily increasing importance since the general
failure (esj)ecially in Virg!nia,J of so many suc-
cessive wheat crops. But I shall quit it Ibnhe
present with only a lew additional remarks in op-
position to the prevalent opinion that corn ex-
hausts land more than wheat.

All crops diminish the fertility of soil, if either

the whole or the greater part be taken off; so say
numerous old and observant agriculturists whom
I have consulted; so says my own experience.
The term ^•ainelioratirig cro/)s" is, theretbre, a
perversion of language, unless when applied to

such as are returned lo the land, either wholly or
cliiefly. That they diHer materially in their dete-
riorating effects, is certain; but this difference can-
not, 1 think, be explained, (if indeed it be ex-
plainable at all,) by any abstract reasoning, flow-
ever scieniific; for there is much in regard to the
kind and quantity of food necessary to the perfec-

tion of each species of plants, that still remain?,
and probably will (brever remain, among the mys-
teries of nature.

Opinion, therefore, founded upon frequent, fair

and accurate comparative trials, made by credible

persons, is the only standard by which we can
test ihe confficting creeds on this subject. Let ua
then compr.re the evidence for and against corn
being a greater exhauster than wheat. The af-

firmative have nothinrr, as far as I have ever
heard, to support their belief, but mere hypotheti-
cal reasoning, or the old closure of all arguments,
" I think so, because I think so," The negatives,
among whom you must rank me, can addl^jce nu-
merous cases of corn having f)een cultivated on
the same land f om ten to twenty years, without
intermission, (a. practice by the way highly cen-
surable,J without manure, and withour a greater
apparent diminution of the product and fertility of
the land, than they have witnessed where only
two or three crops of wheat had been taken im-
mediately after each other, from the same ground,
although the seasons were as nearly sinnlar, in

every respect, as could well be remembered. One
instance of the kind occurred in my own farm
some years ago, where two crops of wheat were
made m two years from the saaie land, made too
before I had foimed any opinion on the subject,

and in the hone that the practice might succeed
very well. My disappointment was very great;
for I have never seen such impoverishment pro-
duced in the same time, by any crop except tur-
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nipp. Y(it, in England, turnips are called "an
amellnrating crop.^' But well it niav, when the

whole is fed away on the ground io sheep, which
impart much more tsrtility than the turnip crop

consurant;. In iliis case it is the sheep that ameli-

orate, and not the tunips; the praise, therefore, i.s

Diisplared.

The reasoninfr applicable to the opinion just ad-

vanced, i eliall leave to others who are fonder

than I am of wamiering tlirouirh the terra incog-

nitn of" causes and efi'ects, and shall content my-
self with assuring you that I have met with ex-

perienced [)laiiters and farmers from almost everj'

portion of" our state, whose observations confirm

my own. Should it ever happen that more well

authenticated facts can be adduced on the oppc-
pite side than on my own, I will cheerfully retract,

or rather change my opinion.

My experiment v.'ith spring wheat was made
only witji one quart. It was drilled in March
last, in rows twelve inches apart, and on land

which I conjectured would produce four or five

barrels of corn to the acre, This wheat was
worked twice with the hand-hoe, and hand-wed
twice; the produce was onlv seven quarts and a
half a pint; the weight was not ascertained.

As this variety of wheat bids fair to take a con-
ppicuous stand among the a<rricultural hobbies, of
which I verily believe we have more than ail the

other classes of society put together, because we
never will consult and co-operate as a class, it

may possibly be ofsome use to give you the expe-
rience of several men of the olden tin)e, like my-
eelf^ I present it, however, only for the benefit of
those, (now reduced to a number, comparatively
very small,) who deem retrospection quite as fi-uit-

ful a souce of instruction as that derived solely

from your " go ahead boys,''^ who scorn ever to

look back fc»r Emy thing but subjects of ridicule

and contempt. Our raemor\' tells us of trials

made many years ago, with what was then called
*' spring wheat.'''' I wdl not be positive as to dates,

but believe it was before or about the time when
the Hessians imported (as some of our wiseacres
thought,) the fly which has ever since borne that

odious name. Those trials lasted only a few
years, and were discontinued for two reasons: 1st,

becauBe the spring wheat yielded no more than the
winter wheat, if as much—and secondly, becKause
the Bowing of it interfered two much with our
Virginia fashion of taking all our farming opera-
tions, quite *' cool and easy. " Since that time
we have heard little or noihing about ^^ spring
wheat,'''' until certain keen-scented brethren of
ours—(I will not say where,) have discerned, that

we southerners were getting all agog lor this hob-
by to come to life again, Pray do not imagine
that I say this to discourage trials; for I myself
mean to take a short ride on it t ext spring— if the
per diem-charge be not too exorbitant beyond the
ordinary c^at of hobby-horsical rides. My state-

ment i8 made eolely to moderate exlravarrant

hopes, which, ifdisappointed, aiv/ays do more harm
than good, by discourauring further experiments.
I do it moreover, to excite your just indignation

against all agriculturists who fake advantage of
new and untried popular notions in husbandry,
!o extort from the ignorant and over saiio'uine

of our profession, double, triple, and quadruple
Ihe worth of the new article which they may have
for sale. Sbme extra price is allowable and just;

but, when the demand rises, as it often does, to

several hundred percent beyond what any disin-

terested person would say was foil compensation,
it then assumes the character ol grinding extor-

tion; and, what airgravates the immortality of the
act, extortion from the over sanL'uine or grossly

ignorant, upon whom every just and honorable
man would utterly scorn to impose—even were Jiis

mortality so much of the " tit for tat" kind, as to

permit him to take advantage

—

if he could—of
those who were striving, with might and main, to

take advantage ol"him. This blood-sucking prac-

tice of" man upon man, IS worse than that of the

carnivorous brute beasts; for none of the same
species, in their wild state, and before they are

indoctrinated by their lord and master, man, will

ever eat each other.

With regard to the spring wheat, at present

under trial, in various parts of our country, a very
remarkable circumstance occured to some with
which one of my brothers was making an experi-

ment. He drilled it in his garden last spring

twelve months; but it was so injured by the fly,

as not to produce a single head. It survived, howe-
ver, the succeeding fall and winter

;
grew ofj'

very well this last spring; and produced, in the

past summer, as good a crop apparently, as it

would have done, had it been only of this year's

growth. I have a statement from our brother

member, Mr. John Taliaferro, (M. C.) of a
similar circumstance occurring to him in 1820,
with some imported Talavera wheat, which he
had sown as a sjiring wheat. This proves, I

think, that the chief ditt'erenc^' between winter

and spring wheat, as regards their capacity for re-

sisting the Hessian fly, is, that the first encounters

the enemy twice, the latter only once. It proves
also, that some wheats—like some kinds of rye

and oats—may, with nearly equal propriety be

called spring or winter grain, according to the

season when you sow them. I assert this from
a well recollected fact, that I once saw a good
crop made from what was then called the Isbel

forward wheat, sown in February; and also from
the fact that the Talavera wheat which at first cost

S5 a bushel, was generally sown as a winter

grain. Several farmers now living in this neigh-

borhood, I dare say. can yet testify how dear they
paid for their Talavera—whistle.

Before I quit the subject of wheat, permit me
to give you some interesting information procur-

ed from Georgia, through the kindness of Dr.
Haynes—a memher of Congress from that state.

Mr. Moore, a friend of his in Warren county, had
a ff^vv grains of wheat, which he calls the early

yellow wheat, sent to him in 1829, by Mr. Wm.
H. Foote, of Fairfax, in this state. It was care-

fully planted on the 20th of November, in the

same year; was cut the following May, and pro-

duced half a bushel of clean wdieat, weighing
seventy pounds to the bushel. From this small

betjining, it has spread ver}^ generally in that part

of Georgia, under the name ol" Moore's wheat; has
never weighed less than seventy pounds to the

bushel ; and in one instance, something over.

He names several farmers who have pronounced
it the best wdieat they ever saw, and among them
a Mr. Latimer, who has ground in his mill a great

quantity of" it, and confirms their opinion. Mr.
Moore adds, that it has a strong, hard straw

—

ripens early, and ia not bo liable ae other wheats
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to be iiijun'J by tlip Hessian fly. Mr. Foote him- | in their nmchinery, anvl general iDanopement.

eelli whose, cliiiriicter as a fiirnicr is favornbiy An avliiilional arfiunieni in its favor is, that iiimli

known to several ot^is, says ofliiis wheat, (wliicli less ca|;ital siillic.es than in the beet sngar business,

he ealls early reil,_) tlial it" has a smooih head— A third auxihary to the wheal crop, and one in

has constiuiled about one hall'of his wheat crops reirard to the |)rc;fit of wliich not the sli<rhtest

i;ir llnrteen years, and has weiirlied from two to!(h>nlit onjflit lo exist, is, the broom torn cuhure.

lour pounds per bushe! more than any ofhis other

kinds— die iuMviesi of it !)eiiig sixly-tin-ee pounds
and the huhiest sixty pounds. It ripens ii-oni the

lOih to the loth of June. He says that all earlv

vvlieals liave proved best with liim, but he il)inks

none of any kind worih sowintj, iirdess in land

In some of our norlhern stales it has been carried

on liir a long time, anrt has been cominuaily unir-

mentimr, until the brooms and lirushes manulae-
tured of Ibid very valual)le jihusl have become ar-

ticles (il export to a great amount. In our own
state, we see them in almost every house, yei our

capable of producinjf Ibrty or Ibrty-five bushels of climate is better adapted ihaii theirs lo the growth

corn per acre. In another part of his letter— of every variety oi' corn, and our lands are natu-

speakiuij of lime, lie expresses the belief that the rallv belter. 'Vo enable us, therei'ore, noi only to

application of sixty or seventy bushels to the

acre will double our crops: but I presume he
means on a soil suited to lime. He seems to be
one of the few of our profession who practise

fully, what they preach; ior he informs me, that

he has already limed more than two hundred
acres this year, and expects to lime another hun-
dred before Christmas. This is a most laudable

example to us all, and well worthy of our imi-
tation. The foregoincr statement I have taken the

liberty to cive you from a private letter, for which

sup[)ly our own brooms and brushes, on as good
terms as we now buy litem, but also to export

ihem, nothing is wanting but thai we shoidd be

iii:;cula;ed wiih a modicum of nonhern en:erprise,

industry and perseverance. This inoculation, 1

trust, will very soon be peribrmed for us by one of

our medical liiends, (a brother meinber,^ who is

now engaged witli another gentleman of this

town, in establishing a small manufactory of

broom-corn, on Conuner^e-slreet, I'o both of

them I most heartilv wish that success which an

serves. From one of them 1 have received the

fbllowino; extract of a letter from a gentleman in

Connecticut
;

" Oar fiu-mers plant their broom-corn in hills

two feet apart and the rows from three lo three

and a half wide. The average yield is from 600

I hope Mr. Foote will excuse me. But having
j

undeitakin^g 'so laudable and^ promising well de-

al ways acted, during my whole life, upon the

principle of bestovvin<r praise wherever it was due,

I could not withhold it, in the present case.

The alarming decrease of our wheat crops, for

several years, has produced many efforts to find a
remedy, in the culture of some new varieties oi

wheat. But it is, at least, very doubtful, .whether
I

to 1000 lbs. clean brush to the acre, and from six-

Ihey will succeed any belter "than the old kinds, |
ty to one hundred bushels of seed. This, when

which have turned 'out far belter this summer,
j

well cleaned and ground, is esteemed htilf as

than they have done for manv harvests past. I
<rood as corn, and is used in feeding slock of all

This strengthens the hope of their returnintr, af- I
kinds. It is said to be better ihan oats for horses,

ter a few seasons more, to their former condition, and better than buckwheat for feeding hogs. In

Still let us try "the new brooms;" provided we ' planting, from twenty to twenty-five seed are put

do not hazard too much money in making the in a hill, but only ten are permitted to grow."

experiment; although I should deem honest any
hazard worth incurrinu, rather than abandon our

good old molher, Virginia, as long as there is

even a shadow of hope of her resuscitation; and
that hope must ever remain, until the vital spark

is entirely extinct.

Might we not also adopt advantageously, some
good auxiliaries fo the wheat crop? The culture

of the beet for makinnr sugar, has already spread

over a great part of Europe, and has been found
so profitable as oreatly to enhance the price of all

Buitable land. But the climate of many parts of

the United States has been well ascertained to be
even more favorable to the beet culture, than any
trans-allantic climate yet tried. Then why not

follow the good example cf Pennsylvania in form-

ing a company to try the experiment in Vircrinia'?

Our legislatures, although once laboring under a
kind of corporalion-phobia which threw them into

awful tremors at any thinjr that even smelt of a

charter, have, for years past, been so marvellously

fond of granting charters for all imaginable pur-

poses, both above and below ground, that we too

might reasonably hope to obtain one for making
beet sugar; unless indeed, their habitual repuff-

nance to doing any thing for agriculture should
prevent it.

Again, the silk culture has long been carried on
in Connecticut, and with constantly increasinir

profit, in consequence of the great improvements

It does not perhaps become me, a non-resident

of this town, all hough long connected by the ties

of consanguinity and friendship with several of

its inhabitants, and for more than half a century,

sincerely interested in iho welfare of all, to be

pointing out to them the great natural advantages

of their situation lor various kinds of manufactur-

ins; establishments, to which few places in Vir-

ginia are better adapted ; but I rely on my mo-
tives to plead my excuse, should any be deemed
necessary. These establishments, if once put

into operation, would not oidy give a great stim-

ulus to the ajiriculture of ail the counties con-

nected with Fredericksburg, but would call into

action much of the mechanical talent of the sur-

rounding country, and bring to their aid both

capital and skillYrom someofour sister slates.

As a source of individual wealth, cornfort. and

general prosperity, the improvement of these ad-

vantages to the utmost practicable exlenf, can

hardly be estimaled too highly : but as auxiliary

means of drawinir more closely the bonds of our

heretofore happy union, such developenient of na-

tural resources would be of incalculable value—of

inestimable worth.

But let me return to my experiments, of which
I have ordy a i'ew more to stale, and these of

minor importance. Twice during the summer
and fall we suffered severely from drought. The
consequence has been, that my experimental
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crops of Irisii poiatoes, mangel wurtzel, and ruia

baofa, produced Car less than I had every reason

to hope they would do, had the iveather been sea-

:8onable. Indeed, I should say noihintr about

them, were il not to slate a tact relative to ihe po-

tatoes, which may be worth nientionintr. Three
modes oj' planting tiiem whole were tried : one

was in drills'which were twice hoed, another was
in new-ground hill«, never woiked after [)lauling;

and a tiiird by depositing them an inch or two
•deep in well prepared earth, and then covering

them tour or five inches deep v\Mth half-rotted

s;u\'-dust and leaves, nuxed with some mould.

These last produced by lar the most in (juantily,

and were eiiLaiiy as good in (jualiiy.

Of the rula basra and mangel wurzel, J shall

pay no more than that their produce, notwith-

staniiii.g the severit}' of the drouglit, has iho-

rouyhly satisfied me of the great advantage of

cultivating them every year, be the seasons what
they ii)ay, as very economical and efiiective aids

in latteifmg catde and hogs, and for feeding milch

Cdws: mine cat the leaves as well as the roots,

verv ifreediiy. Tlie former you may beii-in to strij)

tent of credulity in a tyro in husbandry, almost
exceeds belief; and because there m'lghi possibly,

he still some of tliem within the range of our in-

fluence, quite as credulous as an old doctor of tliis

place a Ibreigner, of whom I hnve heard the Ibl-

lowing story. Upon his first settling here, in by-

gone times, he was hoaxed into the puiciiase of a
liit sow and piifs, recommended to him, as the

''curled tail breed,'^ th-di could live almost entirely

without eat inii;— of which fad the curls in their tails

were appealed to as undeniable proof. Much ela-

ted, ('tis said.) with ids purchase, so soon alter

reaching this land of promise, and determined to

verify the recommendation, he penned ihe lamily

f()rthwith, and alter keeping them some two or

three weeks without Ibod, carried a lew agricul-

tural friends to see his great bargain; when both

the mother and hercurl-tailed progeny were (bund
as de.id as starvation could make them.
The Indian pea culture is still so much a favo-

rite with me, that some of you perhaps may think

it one of" my hobbies ; but that shall not deter me
from making a few remarks on the subject. I

have affain cultivated the Chickasaw peas, and
pSrtially Irom the mangel wurtzel by the middle deem them well deserving the character which
of October, although I believe it is a great error

to assert, as some have done, that 'this process

does no injury to the roots. Some cattle will not

eat the leaves, at first, unless they are sprinkled

with salt and water; but they soon acquire a taste

for them. Let none, thetelore, be discouraged,

should their cows prove fiistidious at the com-
niettcement. These poor brutes, like their own-
ers, often know not wdiat is good lor them, until

education teaches them better. As a sort of ap-

pendix to this root-report, permit me to say, that

notwithstanding the numerous accounts which we
have seen of fattening hogs solely with roots of
various kinds, and even with apples and peaches,

I have never seen nor iieard of any trial in this

state wh.ich does not contradict these accounts,

and go to establish it as a fact, that hogs fit lor

making what we call Plrginia 6acon, (the sove-
reign dish at every Virgitiia table, whose master
or mistress is emulous of the praise of good liv-

ing,) cannot possibly be brought to the proper
condition for making this very delectable viand,
without a goodly portion of Indian corn, or some
other grain or pulse. Economize il you may, and
far more than we have ever yet generally done,
but give it you must, if you mean to make what
we southerners would pronounce to he goodbacoti.
You may certainly obtain, without corn or other
grain—a spongy, oily kind of pork, which, after the
due salting iiiid smoking, may ba called bacon, hv
those who list; but it is scarcely more like the ijen-

iiine Viri)-inia art icle so called by us of the old native
stock, than a wooden nutmeg is like a real one.
Oi that article, permit me to say, as the illus-

trious Sancho Panza said of sleep ;
" blessed is

ihe man who invented it;'''' for although '• it covar-
eth us not" (like sleep,) "as it were with a cloak,''''

it most powerfully helps our hardy yeomanry to

do without cloaks altogether.

This ctmtion against trying to make bacon by
feeding hogs with roots and apples, or peaches
alone, is probably quite needless to a Virginia au-
dience ; but of late years we have been, like the
people of ancient times, ''seeking out many inven-
tions,^'' and not unlrequently, with as little suc-
cess. I have given it, therefore, because the ex-

ihat true finend of knowledge, Mr. Herbemont,
of South Carolina, to whose kindness I owe my
first seed, gave me of them. Two other varieties

which are new to rne, have likewise been tried.

One is a black-eyed pea, larger than the variety

so called, and greatly superior to it, so far as one
trial can prove, both for sale and our tables. The
other is called "the blue hull pea," although the

color is certainly a deep rich purple. The pea it-

self is of a pale whitish color, with a reddish yel-

low eye ; it ripens late ; is said to be very produc-

tive, and to be, as I have proved, an excellent ta-

ble vegetable. These varieties—together with
those formerly recommended, might supply our
tables with a constant succession, Irom June to

November, of this popular esculent—preferred by
many to any English pea whatever; and also

deemed equal, if not superior to Indian corn, for

speedily fattening—either cattle, hogs, or sheep.

As a green dressing lor land, I think the Chicka-
saw-pea, (which does nut run,) prelerable to

buckwheat, inasmuch as the growth of the for-

mer, on e(|ual spaces, appears to be much hea-
vier. In this, however, I may be mistaken, as I

have judged only by the eye.

In regard to my rye crop, I will mention one
fact on account of its novelty— not having seen

nor heard of any thing like it before. Several

stems have been (bund in my field, with two dis-

tinct heads and one with three. The double heads
averaged 64 grains; the triple one was lost. The
product has been caretully drilled in my garden,

in the hope of its proving a distinct variety.

Having finished the detail of my experiments
since our late Noverber meeting, permit me, lor a
v/hile, to address you in the language of com-
plaint. Many of you must recollect, that 1 have
often, very often, importuned our members to

communicate, as a matter of duty, at each fall

meeting, any thing which had appeared at all re-

markal.'le, in his agricultural experience, during

(he intervening period. Little indeed, would be

the trouble of such a practice to each, ('as they

need not write essays lor the press,) while the ag-

gregate benefit to all migiit exceed such trouble

an hundred fold. It would have the farther good
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effect of making us feel more—as we siiould do

—

like a t'miily ol brothers—hnuiid to [iromole the

family iiitere.«ts hy mutual conirihutious—"here a

liitle, and there a little;"—bound likewise, to

honor, lo sus'ain, and to perpetuate, by individ-

ual effort, the national imporiance of the great

cause to which our society is devoted. No man
who IS enirajTed in that cause has a right to wilh-

hold his aid merely because he chuses to think it

will be small. 01' this he should let others judge,

since to give somelhina', and to give cheerliilly, is

in the power of all. J\!y ini|)oriunilies, however,

have yet produced but little fruit. This, I admit,

may be chiefly owing to my own inability to per-

suade ; although I nmst say, that men who have
been so long and so amicably associated together

as we have been, and for a purpose too—so patri-

otic—so vital, siiould not require any persuasion

whatever, to exert their utmost eflbrlsinits behalf

I may truly call ours a iiital cause, for all who
think "of il at all, must feel it to he such, every

time they appease their appetite for food : yet like

the blessiui^s of air—of light and of heat, which
an all bounteous God has br^slowed upon us, his

ungrateful creatures, we treat it, and the numerous
enjoyments derived from it, with a degree of un-

concern and neglect that is almost Impious. In

by-gone times such neglect was little felt by the

nation at laro;e ; for so great was the excess of our

agricultural products beyond the wants of our peo-

ple, that nobody, then, even so much as dreamt
we should ever be indebted to foreign nations lijr

the staff of lile. Yet, wUhin the last two years,

and for one or two preceding, we have been com-
pellei! to buy a very large portion of our daily

breadi'rom otiier countries. Yes; from other coun-

tries ! over which it has been our silly vanity to

brag, on account of our imagined superiority in

the practice, as well as in the theory of good gov-

ernment ! Most truly may it be said of us. in this

respect—if in no other

—

'^man that is in honor and
understandeth not—is like the beasts that perish.''''

But let us examine a little, the proofs of this

superiority—the grounds of the senseless vapor-

ing. Our legislatures, both slate and federal, in-

stead of promoting our agriculture—that greatest,

most important, next to general education, of all

the elements of national prosperity—have been

devoting a very large portion of their precious

time, ever since the memorable contest for the

presidency, between the elder Adams, Jefferson,

and Burr, m determining who should reign over

us, (with what profit, let others decide ;) while

the legislatures of those despised foreign countries

have been most sedulously giving such legislative

aid to their agriculture, as to be now supplying us,

who boast of having one of the finest agricultu-

ral countries in the world, with a vast amount of

the necessaries of life. ! Yet such is our ineffable

self-complacency—than which r.olhiiiir can well

be more ridiculous, that, in spile ot ihese alarm-

ing lacts, legislators have recently ajipeared, who
have publicly asserted, that ^^our agriculture can

take care of herself'.''' Aye, and so she might, if

slie would make iliose whom she calls her rejire-

sentatives do their duty by her. But has she e\er

done it? Will she ever do it? No—never

—

never—until her sons shall learn to act less like

sheep, (lo which they have been so aptly com-

I

ared,) always ready to be shorn of their wool lor

others' exclusive benefit; until they learn better lo

dislinijuish between the mere li])-service of those

who (litter to deceive—who cajole to betray—and

such men as sometimes risk the loss of their favor

by opposing their prejudices and ill-grounded par-

lialiiies, solely with a view to renSer them some
great, lasting, and most essential good.

' Our agriculture can take care of herself—can

she? Now bear with me, my good iriends, while

I o-ive you some of the delectable proofs.

Bv the report of the secretary of the treasury,

just published, there have been imported into the

United Stales, wiihin the last eleven years and

nine months of the pasi fiscal year, 73,610 cwt. of

flour—3,394,884 bushels of wheat, and 195,627

bushels of oats, the aggn'gale value of which he

slates to be 4,767,543 dollars ; all of which, how-
ever, as appears by his statement, has been im-

ported wi'hiu the last two years and nine months,

except 20,825 dollars' worth. This 1 have taken

from his statement. No. 1; but nothing is said in it

of the quantities or value of the rye, corn, barley,

and meal contained in No. 2 and 3. These give

us, for the last two years auil nine months, an ag-

gregate of 244,981 bushels of grain ; and the ag-

CTreiiate of 162,549 dollars to be added to the

above. But there are still other important addi-

tions to be made to th'e preceding estimates, as it

appears from statements procured since the date

of' the secretary's letter, from the collectors them-

selves, of Boston, New York, Philadelphia, and
Baltimore, through the politeness of certain mem-
bers of the United States Senate. These state-

ments supply the means of correcting all errors

and omissions in the secretary's report, which
when taken with when first mentioned, amount
to no lees than 1,818,141 bushels of grain, and

1,254,219 dollars. Without these additions, the

Secretary's Report will not show, by a very large

amount, the whole quantity and value of fiour

and gram imported during the last twelve fi&cal

years, which the resolution of congress required

that it should do. But when added lo his state-

ments, they exhibit the alarming total of 73,610

cwt. of flour—6,017,949 bushels of grain, and

5,333,962 dollars !* The whole of this vast sum,

*The following statement exhibits the relative quaniilies and value of grain imported within the

last two fiscal years into New York, Baltimore, Philadelphia, and Boston ; and fiirnishes a tolerable

measure of the comparative wants of those portions of the United States, whose inhabitants pur-

chase their grain from the cities here named.
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I verily believe, that we have had to p;iy from ihe

want of proper legislative aid to agrifiilture : l()r

although I ym fully aware thai legislation can nei-

ther prevent bad seasons, nor the thousand other

natural ills that agriculture is heir to, yet I am
equally well aware that, if she had received that

md ever since she first wanted it, all the ills she

has suffered might have been so iruarded against

as always to protect om- country fi'oni the necessi-

ty of importing any of her daily bread from other

countries. The worst that could have happened
to us would have been a brielj temporary lailure

to export grain.

The nevvs[aper statement which you all have
probably seen on lliis subject, fiills iar, very tar,

short of the truth ; but detective as it really is, it

contains matter of the deepest possible interest

to the whole American nation. Yet, most strange

to say, it has not elicited, so far as I have seen or

heard, one solitary comment l>om any one of the

whole editorial corps. If it has, I beg their par-

don. It would seem, therefore, as if tiie how and
by whom our fifteen or sixteen millions of Jiillow-

citizens are fed, were matters to most of these

gentlemen, of supreme indifference ; or, at least

far less to their la^te than stories of sea snakes

and great squirrel hunts, of steamboat disasters,

big pumpkins, and gigantic men ; or a tale of

some poor uidi)rtunate women having four or five

children at a birth, " all hale and hearty ;" or of

slabbing matches, murders and sudden deaths of

persons whose names even are not known to one
in five hundred of their readers. To gef hold of

any of these marvels for their papers, and give it

a run from Passamaquoddy to Key West, and
from the shores of the Atlantic to the Rocky
Mountains, in preference to any other topics,

should not excite our surprise, when vve reflect,

that it saves them, lor weeks and months togeth-

er, the labor of bestowing so much as a single

thought upon those great elements of social hap-

piness and imfjrovement—manners, morals, and
education. That such should be the perversion

among us. of the periodic press, is deeply to be

deplored; for lew things contribule more to lower

and vitiate the public taste, than thus feeding it

with the utterly worthless food of mere idle curi-

osity, rather than that kind of intellectual aliment

which, if properly administered, would make
men and nations what thoy ought to be. It is

true, that among our hundreds of newspaper
editors, we have many honorable exceptions to

the foregoinij remarks, and I take much pleasure

in thus publicly declaring the fact. But lew, even

of thesc/.ive altogether innocent of having contribu-

ted far more than they need have done, towards
poisoning the mind with party-politics, and thereby
disiraciinur it quite as nmch as in.irvellous tales

have done, fi-om that unceasing attention to all

those grand objects of universal interest which most
contribute to elevate both individuals and nations

to their highest state of attainable |)erfection.

Let us not however dismiss this subject of our
becoming importers instead of exporters of such
enormous quantilies of food for man and beast,

without a few additional remarks.

Whence have we procured this vast amount of

grain—costing a sum, one moiety of which would
amply have sutTiced to pay for an ao;iicu!tural

survey of the whole inhabiteci part of the union

—to establish a Board of Agriculture and experi-

mental farms in each state, and to endow an agri-

cultural prolessoiship in the university or princi|;ul

college of each? Whence have we procured il?

Why, fi'om countries whose governments have,

for centuries, been zealously acting upon that

great truth in political economy, that if any of the

arts of life recjuired legislative aitl, it was that art,

upon the prosperity of which, every other abso-

lutely depended for its iiealthful existence—need
I say, it is the art of good husbandry, in all its

branches, and especially of aiiricullure? But we
who claim to be fiir ahead of every nation upon
earth, m the sciem-e and practice ot' government,
are living upon their bread, thereby heaping up
bodily strength to reiterate our own rain boastings

overtliem; boastings thai degrade u3, in this res-

pect, below even the canine species— ibr a dog
never barks at the hand that leeds him. The
countries which are now supplying us with so

alarming a portion of our daily food are incompa-
rably more populous tlian ours, and therefore, had
our airricullnral p>olicy been equal to theirs, must
still have been, as they once were, tributary to us
for a portion of their grain, since our means of

subsistence would always be greater in propor-

tion to our population than theirs, until the ratio

between the inhabitants and the cultivated land

became the same in both. But they have long

been encouraging their agriculture by all the legis-

lative means which their wisdom and patriotism

could devise; whilst, vve alas I instead of imitating

so wise and patriotic an example, have been ex-

hibiting to the wliole civilized world the extraor-

dinary, nay, the solitary spectacle of a great na-
tion, (great at least in numbers,) apparently re-

gardless, utterly regardless of what every other

nation upon earth has long cherished as the chief

—the most productive and important, by far, of all

the sources of national independence, wealth and
prosperity! If this he not true, literally true, let

any man show me even so much as one solitary

clause of a law, passed either by congress, or the

legislature of Virginia, directly in favor of agricul-

ture, or having anything mure than a remote be-

neficial bearing on her interests, and I will most
cheerfully retract what I liave said; for it gives tne

severe pain to contemplate the causes of my coun-

try's misfortunes, and no pleasure to find myself a
true prophet in regard to their liital consequences.

The real friends, the genuine patriots of Virginia

and of the United States, should seek for other

employment lor their thoughts, and zealously oc-

cupy them on subjects of infinitely greater im-

portance than their own comparative sagacity in

discovering why we the people are sick, and who
has made us so. Sick u-e are, and sick we are

likely to be, until we cease to quarrel about which,

doctor has most contributed to Ihe national malady.

The patient must die, unless both, (discarding all

prolt'ssional pride,) will punctually labor, heart

and soul, to discover and administer the means of

radical cure. This would be a contest—a giori-

rious rivalry every way worthy of statesmen and
patriots; for the gain of the victors would be the

gain of all; and the blessed li-uits of their victory

would be enjoyed in the remotest extremities of

our union. Noionly would agriculture begin once

more to smile; to fill our granaries with food for

man and beast, and to adorn our fields with ver-

dure; but every other trade, profession and calling,

would flourish to the utmost, until our dear country
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assumed aii\oiig the naiions of the earth, that ele-

vated rank, to which her bonii(llef;s natural resour-

ces, and her wij^ilomaiid skill intheirdevelopeaient

and apjjiicatioii. would then so justly eniitie her.

Perhaps I shall be told that the government ol

the United Slates, ever evince the year 1834, (bet-

ter late than never,) has introduced. I will not say

smuggled, into their general appropriation-law,

one provision which appropriates and applies

S5,000 a year to ^^geological and mincraldgical sur-

veys and researchna ;''' and that //tts appropriation

has been made every year since. JNloreover, I

may be told that the said govcrnm^^nt has em-
plo^'ed a Ibreign gentleman of high geological

reputation, with a salary that may absorb the

whole of the albresaid appropriation, to explore
every hole, corner, and cave, of tiie United States,

in search o curious shells, rare stones, and skele-

tons of antediluvian monsters, whose possible ex-
istence even would be doubted, but tor the bones
themselves. In other words, that the general
government has ordered, at the expense of five

thousand dollars per annum, a grand geological
survey to be made of our whole country, begin-
ing, (we know not why,) with the least inhabited
parts of the same—as if a surgeon to cure his pa-
tient of a liver complaint, should fill to work up-
on his great toe—and afterwards, perchance, tor

nothing is said on that head, proceeding to places

where these shell and skeleton-hunts might be
more available. I may also be told that the le-

gislature of our own state, always so zealous and
fervid for her honor and glory, as not to be out-

done by Congress, m a scheme so pregnant with
both, had engaged a native of a sister stale to per-
form a similar service fjr the Ancient Dominion,
all which, in due season, is to work wonders for

the much loved cause ol ajiriculfure. God grant
it may be so ! and that it 7narj, I have no doubt, if

the business be properly executed, which I have
no right nor wish to question, tor both Mr. Feath-
erstonhaugh and Protessor Hogers have high rep-

utations as ideologists, although it mav vvell be
doubted whether one in twenfy of the appointers
know any more of geology and its various uses,

than they did of Hebrew and Sanscrit. But I

must take the liberty, at least to conjecture, that
the wonders will be worked after the adult por-
tion of the present generation shall have been
gathered to its ancestors. Do not, 1 pray you,
infer from these remarks, that I undervalue geolo-
gical researches, or that I oppose their beingmade
at the expense of government. Far am I from
any such vulgar prejudices; but notwithstanding
I highly approve of them, I must exfiress my tho-
rough conviction, that one such agricultural sur-
vey made for Virginia, as our patriotic sister stare

(Massachusetts) has caused to be commenced tor

herself, would render our aoriculture more service
in one year after its publication, than the united
labors of Mr. Feaiherstonhaugh and Prolt?ssor

Rogers can possibly effect tor her in ten years,
dating from the present day, and admitting them
to be the greatest geologists who have ever yet
lived; But" the geological scheme had the advan-
tage of causing its advocates to pass, at least, for

scientific amateurs—if not for adual savans,
while the project ol an agricultural survey could
elevate its friends to no higher, learned, or honora-
ry distinction, than that of being good, honest,
zealous, clod-hopjiing planters and farmers—new

Vol. V-83

and then getting a strong scent of what is best for

their own interest, but generally as blind as bats to

all government measures best calculated to pro-

mote them.
Agriculturists, at least a vast mnjorityof us, be-

ing chiefly concerned in managing well the earth's

surliice, and never having occasion, lor this pur-

pose, to go deeper than a common wc!l, a marl pitj

or a good ditch, will carry us, should, in my hum-
ble opinion, exorcise our curiosity, first and above

all. things, in learning to practise the best ways
and means to render that surface most productive

in every necessary of life. But, unfortunately^

this exercise, this pursuit, is generally considered

a very humble, if not a low, servile busieess, mucH
as the whole human race depends on its prospe-

rity. It is a business rarely, if ever, noticed in our

public journals, unless in such as are agricultural,

being held quite too undignified in this all-aspiring

age, for men ambitious, as so many thousands are,

of great political distinction—of high public ho-

nors and emoluments. The greatest degree of

skill and experience in our profession never, of
itself^ attracts fame, nor elevates the professor to

posts of honor or profit. Its followers are gene-
rally looked down upon by men " in high places"

as fit tor little else but to be passive tools tor therri

to work with, or as pack-horses to bear them, if

ft3d only with a little flattery, to the highest towers
cf their ambition. No surprise therefore need be
felt, however mortified and indignant some of us
may be, that our agriculture should never yet
have received any direct legislative encourage-
ment. But until she does receive it, and in full

measure too, I must believe that it is begining, as
it were, at the wrong end, tor any legislature first

to pass laws for disembowelling the earth, either

for stones, shells, bones, precious metals, or any
thing else, not immediately available to multiply
the means of human subsistence—that primary
source of all the necessaries, comforts, and luxu-
ries of life.

This disemboivelling passion has produced re-

sults, at least in regard to the precious metals,-

which I venture to say, will greatly astonish all

who are not apprised of the facts which I am now
about to disclose to you. I give the statement
from the session acts since 1832, having procured
it from our first auditor's oflice. It is a most cu-
rious, but painful disclosure, and one which I

would willingly avoid, were it not for my tho-
rough conviction that it (nay not only prove a very
instructive lesson to all who will read it right; but
will convince our agricultural brethren, to a man,
that our legislatures, lor the last five years, not
content utterly to neglect agriculture, have actu-
ally, (I will not sa}' intentionally,) been busily

engaged during a part of each session, in passing
laws highly injurious to her interests. The efleiTt

has been produced by their holding out the strong-
est, most alluring temptations to withdraw from
her much of the capital she so greatly needs, and
to divert it to the most wild and hazardous specu-
lations—thereby powerflilly exciting that passion
for inordinate gain, which is always sufficiently

rash and pernicious of itself, without legislative

encouragement, to stimulate its mischievous ac-
tion. This our law-makers have done to a fatal

extent, by chartering, since 1832, no less than sev-
enty-six mining companies—thirty-seven ofwhich
were incorporated from the 12th of last January,
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to the 30th of March I In several of those char-

ters the object of pursuit is designated to be gold

—in other copper j while in many of them the

metallic character is not mentioned at all. Their
aggregate capital is ^5,795,000, with aright to in-

crease it to ^30,000,000, and to hold land amount-

ing in the whole, to 197,800 acres—a territory

laro^er than either out of several of our smallest

counties.

But here follow the titles of each company—the

date of its charter—its actual and possible capital,

with the quantity of land each may hold.

Names of Companies.
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(STATEMENT—CONTINUED.)

Fluvanna, do.

Gonso Socco, do.

Goochlund and Flu-
}

vanna, do. <

Good Hope, do

Green Mountain, do.

Groom's, do.

Independent, do.

James River, do.

Little Bird. do.

MeGehee's, do.

Mint, do.

Monteai^le, do.

New York, do.

Omohundro, do.

Peru Ridije, do.

Rapin Ann, do.

Shaw's do.

Somerville, do.

Spring Hill, do.

VValton's New, do.

76 Companies.

20th

30th •'

•iOth February,

241 h March,
30ili "

24ili "

2Sth
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As rej^f-ards the epeculalion mania in our state,
|

I can not even conjei'.ture wiiat could iiave lieen

eiiher the motives or the policj- oi" cor let^islalors;

for encouraiving' it; but it requires no g-reat pro-

phetic skill to foresee, that, should they continue

to do so, only a tew years more, at the rate of 37
enactments per session—not only will our agricul-

ture suiier in her very heart's core—but the ruin

of thousands must inevitably follow. Our suici-

dal policy, in regard to our own class, which has
been desolating Virginia, at a ratio constantly in-

creasing/, tor some years past, has been pursued
from the infancy of our government to the present

day; but has never been so deeply—so sorely felt

as in these times. Let me endeavor still further

to illustraie the causes. Mr. Jefferson's grand
test-question for choosing our public functionaries,

i^is he honest, is he fitV^ has remained nearly a

dead letter in his memorable inaugural address,

,ever since it was uttered. In lieu of so admirable

,a etandaid, we have adopted, at least virtually, if

not in so many vvords, the query "/s he loilling, is

he able and reaihf to do the political party-work
required of him? This 1 affirm to be more or less

true of all parlies, and if it were not so, why is it

that in every oral or newspaper notice of the can-

didates for our suffrages, we rarely ever see or

hear any other recommendation of them, than
(that they are Mr. A's, or Mr. B's, or Mr. some
.qther body's man, as if they were the actual per-

sonal property ot these individuals. What is this

but a most degrading proof that we who are to

vote for them, consider this very circumstance the

best possible evidence of their fitness tor our chief

purposes, which are not so much to legislate for

the great interests of the state, as to worship the

same political idol that we do, and to aid in pulling

down the idol of the party opposed to us? That
we should so often get men of talents, knowledge
and virtue, to re|)resent us, is truly v\^onderful,

considering how very few of the constituent body
make it an indespetisable object to secure such to

serve them.
Some possibly may think T indulge in too great

freedom of speech; but the time has come, my
ffiends, when it would be treachery to our country
—nay, a base, dastardly dereliction of duty both

to her and to ourselves—were we to mince matters

m speaking of the various causes which impede
her prosperity, and are .«o rapidly accelerating her
decline in the relative scale of national importance;
causes which, althoush all must ultimately feel,

press most heavily, at first, upon the agricultural

interest. If we are to be constantly indebted to

other states and countries, not only for the most
common articles of necessity and comfort in house-
hold economyj but for most of our agricultural im-
plements, and tools of the handicraft callings

—

nay, even for a large portion of our daily bread

—

if most of us prefer political priKe-fighting to eat-

ing, we dissenters had better, (rather than be si-

lent,) abandon, at once, our dearly beloved state,

to become again the haunt of the wild beasts of
the forests, and an everlasting reproach to her re-

creant children, who prefer getting drunk with the
alcohol of party-spirit, to the political salvalion of
sixteen or seventeen millions of their fellow crea-
tures. No—let none of us forbear to denounce, at

every hazard, the causes of our present degrada-
tion, nor cea&e to summon to the rescue, every
friend to Virginia, who still clings to her, as their

first—their best—their last hope of happiness, so

far as thai depends upon the homes of our inlan-

cy, and ujiona^/ihat renders the ties of country

and kindred so ine.xpresi=.iiiiy dear to our hearts.

The time has come, and is now admonishing
us, owners and cultivators of the Virginia soil,

with a light as vivid as that of the noon-day sun,

ihat if sell-preservation be worth regarding, we
must—aye, indispensably, must make the promo-
tion of our own state-interests, (at the head of

which stands agriculture,) the great object of

our most strenuous, unceasing exertions. To do
this effectually, we must forever abandon party-

politics; lor it is morally as well as physically im-

possiole, that the two can work together. Where
any competion is permitted to exist at all, the as-

cendency and constantly augmenting influence of

the latter is just as certain as death itself; lor in

almost every recorded case, in the annals of the

world, of contests between cunning selfishness,

whose most powerful weapon is party-spirit, and
pure patriotism, the former has gained the victory.

Choose ye therefore, between them: continue but

a lew years more to cherish and hug to your bo-

soms this fatal, this most deadly ctirse, as you so

long have done, and you may bid adieu, forever,

to all hopes of restoring good old Virginia to her

former prosperity, or ot' saving our own class from

the ruin which threatens us. Without identity of

purpose, and union of effort, among its members,
no class of society ever yet prospered—more es-

pecially where legislative aid was essential to their

prosperity; for that can never be obtained but by
combined exertion on their part.

It is now, I think, some two year.g ago, since I

ventured, earnestly, but respecifull}'; to suggest to

you, that for all the long neglect by our govern-

ment of our petitions, we agriculturists had a
plain, simple remedy in our own hands, which
nothing was easier than to apply. This was eith-

er unanimously to instruct oar representatives, or

to require pledges from them beforehand, to use

their utmost efforts in behalf of agriculture. Yet
not a single instance have I yet heard of any such
instruction—any such requirement. The only de-

mand made of any candidate, that has reached

my ears, was—"ore you a staunch administration

man, or a staunch antiV by which is meant, a
man who will always go with his party whether
he thinks it right or wrong

—

that being the grand
desideratum—the all comprehensive endowment
for wise and patriotic legislation!

We may possibly go on somewhat longer in

our asinine conflicts for party victories, and when
we happen to gain them, may continue our idiotic

chuckling at our success; tor in spite of this mad
course, to which most of us seem willing to sacri-

fice every thing else, some men will get into each
legislature every way capable of rendering their

country all the service she needs. But they will

never constitute the majority of the body, as they

might, and ought to do; nor will they possess in-

fluence enough to counteract, or even materially

to check the ignorance and arbitrary demagogue-
spirit which so frequently and fatally predominate
in a party-legislature. jPoor old Virginia! deeply,

most deeply is she to be pitied by all who love her

in sincerity; for the day seems not very distant,

unless her sons come to their senses, when she
will scarcely have inhabitants enough left to tell

the passing stranger the tale of her sufferings,
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Iroiii .-JO iDiiiT porsistiiiij; to ch;)ose her law-iiivers

for \\mr powero: m prilitirai pariy balllos—I'or their

zeal, ai'tivitv and skill in aidmt; to make and un-

m\Ue Presivienis and Vice Presidents of the Uni-

ted Slates, rather than their s(at,esman-like quali-

ficaiions, and devotion to all the true, the vital in-

terests of their conniry.
((' any thinijf can possibly rouse us agriculturists

to obtain leijislative aid I'or ajiriculture, it will, it

must, be the enormous and annually increasiiiii;

importations of foreiirn strain. Can any man in

his senses, for a moment believe, that such impor-

tations could ever have been made, had our ijov-

ernment o'iven similar en<-.oura(rement to our hus-

bandry, to that which has been ijiven to theirs by

the foreign countries from which all this ij;rain has

been imported? Could it be thoujjht even a pos-

sible event—if only a moiety of the millions of
dollars which this srain has cost, Cmiilions alrea-

dy consumed and utterly lost in the ibnn of food

lor man and beast,) had been permanently invest-

ed in some or all the various means of improving
our husbandry. No— it is altogether incredible;

even should we make every reasonable deduction

from the general amount of our agricultural pro-

ducts, on account of bad seasons, and every other

injury put togeiher—always saving and excepting
the legislators of the land, who heretofore have
proved the fjreatest of all.

But a ditTiculty, il seems, exists in their becom-
ing friends, whenever they legislate for the United
Slates. So say some of the hair-splitting con-

structionists of our federal constitution: gentlemen,
who, in construing this instrument, appearto labor

under the same obliquity of mental vision, that

the religious fanatic would in construing his bible,

who should refuse, if his liouse was burning, to

extinguish the frames, because it was—Sunday!
even althoiiiih his wifi?, his children and himself

were to perish in the conflaffration. These con-

structionists have found out tiiat the constitution

gives no power to legislate directly for agriculturel

But they have also discovered, by the same lynx-

eyed sagacity, that laws may constitutionally be

passed for the benefit of her sister, commerce,
who can't live without her! Witness their charts

of our coasts and harbors—their break-waters,

light-boals, hght-houses—dry-docks, and navy-
yards—all made under acts of Congress. Now
would it not occur to any man, whose common
sense had not been entirely sophisticated by polit-

ical abstractions, utterly inapplicable to existing

circumstances—that if waier could be constitution

ally surveyed for the benefit of commerce

—

land

might be constitutionally surveyed for the benefit

of agriculture? And that if the constitution did not

forbid the construction of any of the above enu-
merated aids to the former, a fortiori, it could not

fairly be so construed as to prohibit the establish-

ment of boards of agriculture, or agricultural soci-

eties, schools and experimental farms, as aids to

our husbandry; especially, since in every mention
any where made, of the three great sources of na-
tional prosperity, agriculture always ranks first

—

always stands pre-eminent before commerce and
manufactures, as her prosperity is primarily and
indespensabl}^ necessary to theirs. What makes
the matter still more surprising to plain under-
standings, is, that our general government, (so

says the secretary at war,) is speedily to com-
mence teaching agriculture to the Sioux, the Sacs,

the Foxes, and \\ inebago Indians, although they
can not conscientiously spend a solitary cent in

teaching it to our ii^'llovv citizens, many of whom,
alas! are nearly as ignorant of it as the poor In-

dians themselves.

Surely this federal conslitution of ours deserves
all the praise thai has ever been bestowed ujjon it,

and more; lor among its numerous claims to our
admiration, it has one v\'hich is truly marvellous,

although as yet, i believe, uriiioticecl. No india-

rubber, not even air itself, has been found more
susceptible of expansion. But lo! and behold!

should contraction or compression seem needful,

there is scarcely a solitary essential power of gov-
ernment for the exercise of which a permissory

clause can any where be found by our conscien-

tious interpreters of this most extraordinary inslru-

ment. Ask of our legislators any tiling whatever,
(especially if you are agriculturists,^ which they
happen not to be in the humor lo grant, and the

immediate cry is
— '-the conslitution—the constitu-

tion! we have sworn to preserve, and therefore

can never violate the constitution!'"—This is at

once, the shortest and saliest possible answer to all

unpalatafile petitions; lor it risks the loss of little

or no popularity—a tender conscience in a repre-

sentative being the jewel which we hold above all

praise—and it stops, at the threshhold, all remon-
strance— all reproof. And some such answer, my
li-iends, you may feel perfectly assured, we shall

always receive, whenever we ask for legislative

aid, until we take some much more effectual

means, than we ever yet have done, to secure for

our claims, both respect and compliance. These
means may all be comprehended in a very few
words

—

the viva voce vote and the ballot box; which
(thank God,) can yet remedy, under our institu-

tions, all ignorance—all neglect—all wilful mis-
government.
To some of my auditors, perhaps, such of my

remarks as are of a political character, may ap-
pear to be both irrelevant and extra-official,

Should any think so, permit me, before I con-
clude, to say a few words in self-justification, al-

though 1 acknowledge, that to plead before we
are accused, is strong presumptive evidence of

guilt. In defending myself against the first anti-

cipated objection, I beg leave to state, that noth-
ing which operates injuriously upon our interests

should ever be suffered to pass unnoticed, on such
occasions as the present. To the second objec-
tion, I would reply, that the prosperity of agricul-

ture, as well as of commerce and manufactures,
does, and must, necessarily, depend greatly on the
ijeneral policy and legislation of government; in

fact, unless all three prosper, so far as the laws of
our own country can promote and secure their

prosperity, government may justly be censured for

the failure. If this be true, which none, I think,

can deny, it manifestly follows that agriculturists,

like every other class of citizens, have the right,

and owe it to themselves, to complain, whenever
they believe themselves to be aggrieved, either

by the neglect or active hostility of their rulers.

The latter ought not to be supposed posHible,

were it not for innumerable cases which miglit be
cited in the history of all governments, not ex-
cepting our own, to prove the fact beyond denial.

And it matters not much whether the hostility or
neglect proceed from ignorance or design, since in

either case, the exercise of the right by the ag-
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grieved parties, to complain, to remonstrate, or to

censure, af= it may seem be^t to them, appears to

be under our constitution, incontrovertible. Sucli

havmcf been always my opinion, I have acte<l

upon it from the commencement of our society to

the present day; and as far as I can recollect,

without any disapprobation on your part. All

that can justly be expected or required of us, is

to abstain, in our corporate capacity, from party

politics. This I have always endeavored to do,

as your presidinn; officer; and I am guiltless—un-

less indeed, it may be called party politics to enu-

merate, whenever I address you, our chief" griev-

ances, and tj point out, as well as I can, the

means of redress. Forbearance on these subjects

I never can nor v)ill practise so long as you honor

me with my present office.

And now, my friends, I must bid you all a cor-

dial farewell. Should we live to meet again

twelve months hence, may one subject of our mu-
tual congratulations be the determination, both of

our own and the general government, that legisla-

tive aid is quite as essential to the prosperity of

our national agriculture, as legislative wisdom and

virtue are to our national character and happiness.

N. B. Will some one answer the following

query, through the 'Farmer?" If a cow is milk-

ed up to the time of her calving, does that fact of

neces.siiy increase the quantity of her milk, or di-

minish it?

From the Maine Farmer.

MILKING COWS.

Mr. Holmes—I have a very good cow which I

allowed to go without being milked, two months

previous to the time of her last calving but one;

she had not been kept very high, and liad nothing

but hay given her.

This winter I gave her roots and plenty of hay,

and she gave milk nobly. I allowed her to be

milked until within three weeks of her calving,-

twice a day, when she gave three quarts per day.

I then permitted her to be milked only once a

day, lor two or three days, and no more, until she

calved. Being highly tijd and in fine flesh, I ex-

pected a larije parcel of milk from her. In this I

have been disappointed. She appeared to do well,

when she calved; has been healthy and hearty

since; she has had half a bushel of roots per day,

with what hay she needs, and yet she gives but a

small quantity of milk.

1 now believe it owing to her being milked so

near the time of her calving; as she has been kept

better this season than common. At the time, 1

supposed it would have no deleterious effect. If I

am right, let this be a caution to all who have

cows, not to milk them too near the time of calv-

ing—if I am wrong, I desire to be set right, by

some of your able correspondents. Please, Mr.

Editor, give us your ideas on so practical an afliiir.

I no'V believe that as milk is blood, belbre it en-

ters the udder or bag, it should be left in the sys-

tem to accumulate to benefit their young, and en-

large the vessels, &c. ; and that he who milks his

cow too near the time of calving, "withholds more
than is meet," which tends to poverty, as Solo-

mon says.

Let it not be inferred that I think a cow which
goes dry half the year, or for a long time, of

equal value with one that we can miik till the

proper time to cease milking, which I think is

seven or eight weeks before they are to calve

—

calculating forty weeks for them to go with their

young, which is the usual time. N. O.

Wayne, December, 1837.

From tlie Horticultural Eegister.

ON THE CULTIVATION OF ASPARAGUS.

By Samuel Pond, of Cambridgeport.

We recommend to our readers the following

communication of Mr. Pond, which we are hap-

py to give a place in the 'Register,' as we think

his remarks are well calculated to benefit those

who are desirous of lormino- new asparagus beds,

or renewing old ones. While some horticulturists

give their attention to one production, and make
improvement in that particular branch of culture,

the interest or fancy of another person leads him
to something of a different description. Mr. Pond
has given his attention in a particular manner to

the culture of asparagus, and from the success

which has attended his efforts, if we may judge
from the productions he has presented to the pub-

lic fi'om time to tinr.e, and which we ourselves

have witnessed, should infer that he has been em-
inently successful in the cultivation of this deli-

cious vegetable.

—

Ed. Hort. Reg.

The cultivation of asparagus, although so gen-

eral, is, by no means, as well understood as it

should be. Like many other vegetables, which
have for years been cultivated, and which almost

every gardener thinks he already raises to perfec-

tion and needs no further information in relation to

their growth, it can still be wonderllilly improved
in its mode of cultivation. The immense quanti-

ty which is produced in this vicinity, lor the mar-
ket, and its superiority to that of former years, is

a convincing proof, that its cultivation is now
much better understood than heretofore, and it is

to be hoped that it will still continue to be grown
of larger size and more excellent quality. In pri-

vate gardens, in particular, some fine specimens
have been produced within the last two or three

years, and, with little more care and expense, the

market gardener may as easily supply his custom-

ers with this estimable vecetable in equal perfec-

tion. There are several kinds of asparagus some
of which have been lately introduced, and have

not yet become very well known. That which I

fiave grown, and which I have proved to be of

most excellent quality as well as of monstrous

size, is called the giant asparagus. It is as yet but

little known, and consequently, not very extensive-

ly cultivated. But so superior is it to the old kinds

uenerally grown, and of which hundreds of plan-

tations now exist, that it must take their place

soon. Some cultivators do not like to destroy

fruitful beds because the kind is rather inferior; yet

I have no doubt but they would be more amply

repaid in the end, if they were to make new plan-

tations, and as soon as they came into bearing, en-

tirely destroy the old ones. Its larse size and fine

appearance together with its tenderness and flavor,

recommend it to the notice of every market gar-

dener, who is desirous of any emulation for his

productions, and to every gentleman and amateur,

who is ambitious of supplying his table with the
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most excellent kitid. There has been considera-

ble written upon the culture of asijarajrus, and

there are various opinions rct5poclin<r the best

method of cultivation. Eut leaving the reader to

choose uiiich s_vsteni he pleasns, I proceed to de-

tail the method I have adopted, and which I have

found to be completely successful. It is dillicult

proach of cold weather, and alter the tops have
been killed by li-ost, Ihey sjiiould be cut down even
with the jfround and carried o(i': the bed .should

then be covered with two or three inches of horse

manure, which should remain on until sprin<r,

when it mu^^t be lorked into tlie snrliice o( the lied.

In doing this, be carelul not to injure the crowns

to persuade those who have lor years continued to
I

of the roots. Just before the shoots make their

grow any kind ot" plants to tolerable perlection to
| appearance, give the bed a good raking, which

adopt new modes with the liopes of improvmg
upon the long-trodden path. In the month of

April or May, select a spot of ground sulPiciently

large to plant the number of roots intended. 11'

the plantation is to be large, and intended lor sup-

plying the market, the ground should be plough-

ed to a good depth; il' for a common kitchen gar-

den it should be trenched to the depth of lijurteen

inches. Make the surface of the bed level, after

this operation is perlbrmed, then proceed to luark

places to dig the trenches lor the roots; they

will destroy the weeds that are starting to grow.

it is a bad praclice to plant asparagus beds with

radishes, lettuces, pcppergrass, &c. as I hey ex-

haust the goodness of the soil. The first year af-

ter planting, a few of the siioniiest shoots may be

cut, but very spai^ingly, as the roots will be all the

better afterwards. Coniinue to pursue the sanje

system of culture every year, and the roots will

rapidly increase in vijior. The soil that aspara-

gus seems most to delight in, is a light and rich

one, neither too wet nor too dry; when the soil is

should be two and a half leet apart; stretch a line
i shallow, the trenches must not be dug so deep as

the whole length of the bed: draw the next two

and a half liom this, and so on to the whole

width. Then proceed to throw out the soil twelve

inches wide and twelve inches deep, laying it up

in ridges between each trench; after this is done,

tlirow in three or lour inches of manure, level the

same, and add about one inch of sod on the sur-

face scraped from the sides of the trenches; level

above recommended. The manure I made use

of was fresh from the hog-pen, and somewhat
strawy; but I presume any good manure would

answer equally as well. The arparagus is a ma-
rine plant, and a light dressing of marsh mud in

the fall or spring seems to increase the growth of

the plants. I would recommend it when it can be

easily obtained. Beds prepared in this manner
this also, and all is ready for planting. There are

[

and yearly atrended to, will last for a great lengtfi

different opinions respecting the age at which
roots should be planted; some gardeners prefer

one-year old roots, some two, and some even

three, when it is desired to have beds ready for

cutting as soon as possible set out; but 1 am
doubtliil whether much, if any thing, is gained by

this; for my own planting, I always prefer those

of two years of age; and rather than set out older

ones, I would have those of only one year; select

such only as have good fibres and a fine bold

crown. In setting out, place them six mches
apart, and lay out the fibres in regular order, and

not tumble them together, as is too often done to

the great injury of the plants. Much of their fu-

ture success I attribute to the care given in settirig

out. When all are planted, cover them with

about an inch of soil, and the work is all finish-

ed. The plants throughout the summer must be

kept clear of weeds, and occasionally hoed, and
by these operations and the sumiiaer rains, the

trenches will by October be filled up as level as

the bed was before setting out the roots. The
practice adopted by most, if not all growers of

this vegetable, is to set out the plants in deep
trenches, and cover them at once six or eight, and
in some instances twelve inches deep. Nothing
can be more injurious than this; ior a great part

of the roots seldom make shoots strong enough
to force their way through this depth of soil, and
consequently perish; or if they come up, they are

weak and small, and never afterwards attain to

any size. It is an old system, and, like that of

growing celery, now generally exploded, it should

be likewise. In the method I have adopted, the

roots have but a slight covering of earth when
planted, and the ycung shoots come forward very

fast; as they increase in vi^or, little more is added,

till, by the assistance of the heavy summer rains,

which wash the soil from the ridges into the

trenches, they are completely covered. Scarcely

a root has ever failed to grow. Upon the ap-

of time, and the produce will be of superior quali-

ty. When I planted out my bed, I preierred

plants of one year's growth to older ones; they

can be set out with more care, tor this kind will,-

when spread on the bottom of the trench, require'

the trench to be from fen to twelve inches wide on'

the bottom, so as to spread your roots each way;
I have seen beds set of three year old plants li-om

which enough could not be obtained to pay the

setting out. When the roots are so large, it is im-

possible to set them out; even if they were ever so

good, the old roots decay, and fibres start anew.

In the following spring after setting my bed of

'plants of one year old, I cut grass of a good
size; since then I have frequenily had six spears

of the common length, which would weigh one

pound. I have occasionally exhibited specimens

from my bed at the Massachusetts Horticultural

Society's room.
Sajiuel Pond.

Cambridgeport, Dec. 25th, 1837.

From the Horticultural Register.

MA1VAGE3IEIVT OF PLANTS AND FLOWEKS IN

ROOMS.

By Edward Sayers.

The present season is perhaps the most preca-

rious period inihe management of choice green-

house plants and'' flowers in rooms and small

green-houses; as plants at this time are shedding

their leaves, and generally in a dormant state;

therefore, they do not require either too much
heat or water, which in many cases starts the

growth of soft-wooded plants in a feeble state, as

the geranium, daphne and the like: on the contra-

ry, if plants are kept too dry, which in many cases

happens in warm rooms, the leaves drop off, and
contract a feeble habit, and the bark shrivels up

on the young branches.
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The best method ami criterion is a medium,

namely, the temperature should be, if possible,

regular from forty lO filty-five deg. ; the soil about

the plant shouid be ke[)t moderately moist, too

much water saturates the earth in pots and j^ener-

ally rots the roots; if plants are kept, too dry, the

roots contract and naturally become weak, and are

incapable afterwards of extractin<? whatever nutri-

ment may be applied in a free manner to nourish

them. The best criterion to water plants is to

give a little at a time, as the earih dries in ihe pot;

such pots as are very moist and saturated, should

be dried by working; up the top of the pot with a

fork, or other instrument. All dead and decayin<x

leaves should be, at all times, taken from the

plants as they appear: dead leaves often contain

many insects, therefore, should he removed. Tiie

plants should also be often examined, and cleansed

of any scaly or other insects that appear on the

leaves, with a spunire and warm soap sud^, made
from soft soap. Every opportunity should be

taken to admit air of a fine, mild day, and they

should be so placed, if possible, as to have the son

in the forenoon and middle part of the day. A
semicircular stage, with running castors, is the

best, which can be moved, to any part of the

room, at pleasure.

At this season of the year plants are much re-

freshed by adding a linle fresh, rich, earth on the

top of the pot.

ON THE ALLEGED CHANGE OF CLIMATE IN

THIS REGION.

To ttie Editor of tlie Farmers' Register.

January 14, 1838.

If it is not presumptuous in a person whose sta-

llion and acquirements are as humble as mine, I

would beg leave to offer a few remarks on the 'Ad-

dress' of .Toseph E. Muse, President to the Dor-

chester (Md.J Agricultural Society, as reported in

the No. of the Register of the 15t"h December.
This address cannot fail to be read with general

interest: the introductory remarks are beautiful,

and for the occasion highly appropriate; the whole

evinces the classic scholar, and the man of

science, with a tolerable spice of the practical and

experimental farmer. The deduction however,

which he has drawn from his preceding philoso-

phical reasoning, and when he says "'it is deduci-

ble from causes obviously still in operation, that a

comparatively short period, perhaps half a centu-

ry or Uttle more, will find the wheat plant flour-

ishing only in the most southern sections of our

vast empire, and another period still longer, may
in all possibility, cancel if from the catalogue of

vegetable life" is in my humble opinion liable to

doubt.

That our planet has, in former periods, under-

gone repeated and great revolutions, the scientific

researches of geologists leave not a doubt: but so

far as their researches have yet gone, 1 believe a

fossil bone of the human species has not j'et been

discovered; from which it is natural to infer, that

the revolutions on the surface of our planet, have
all been anterior to, and probably only preparato-

ry to render it a fit abode for the then fliture lords

of creation. The more recent geological forma-

tions certainly display, in the organic remains,

many spt-cies of animals and vegetables nearly al-

lied, or identical, with living and existing species
;

there are now u|)wards of fifi}^ thousand existing

species of plants described by botanists, and the

number of fossil species did not recently I believe,

much exceed five hundred; but though these five

hundred known species of fossil plants, contain

some of the orders of each class now existing, it

is certainly remarkable that none of the grasses

have yet been found among them, an order which
certainly contributes more to the comfort of man
than any other. That the earrh has also, since

the probaf)le and comparatively recent existence

of the Inmian species, undergone several changes
and modifications, cannot be doubted; some of

these, such as the immense depositions of alluvial

matter, have been of a gradual and nearly imper-

ceptible nature; others, however, have been vio-

lent and instantaneous, giving indubitable proof,

that the earth yet contains elements capable of

producing awful revolutions. That these chances
on the surface of the earth, may partially afiijct

the temperature of climates, is highly probable;

but I much doubt whether there is any satisf.ctory

evidence, that the mean temperature of our cli-

mates are undergoiuir a permanently gradual and
lowering change. Various operations on the sur-

face of the earth, such as fellinu;: down large tracts

offorest, will doubtless, locally affect the tempera-

ture of a climate, and thereby partially afliect the

production of many species of plants ; but useful

plants in general, when under the judicious and
fostering care of men, have a wonderful fhcility in

adapting themselves to variations of climate, and
the extensive regions of the earth and extreme
variations of climate, in which the several varie-

ties of wheat are cultivated, prove with what en-

couraging facility it adapts itself to such changes;

but however easily it may adapt itself to changes

of climate, experience has proved that it requires

a fit soil and good culture; and to the want of this

latter, rather than to the want of a suitable cli-

mate, with respectful deference to Dr. JVluse, I

should be inclined to attribute the very general

failure of the wheat crops of late years, in Mary-
land, Virginia, and other sections of the country.

Wheat has been cultivated on the continent of

Europe and the British isles, &c. in high latitudes,

for many centuries, or more probably as coeval

with the first dawnings of civilization itself; and

at no period of time has it been more successfully

or largely cultivated than at the present, and with-

in a comparatively recent period has its production

been more than doubled, in many parts, both of

continental Europe and Great Britain. At the time

of the revolution in the latter country, (1689) there

were only estimated to be 1 ',000,000 bushels of

wheat grown, being about three bushels to each

individual of the then population. In 1828, it was
estimated that there were over 100,000,000 bushels

of wheat grown, giving about seven bushels an-

nually to each of the population; and since then, I

believe there has been a considerably further in-

crease. I am well aware of the difference of cli-

mate that exists on the two continents in the same
parallel; but I do believe that the soil and cli-

mate of this section of country naturally is as well,

if not better adapted to the full developement and
profitable culture of that all-important staple, as is

in any country in Europe. If this and other sec-

tions of this country will not now produce wheat
as f!)rmerly, I would, with all due deference, say
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to Ihrmers—''Depart at once Cvom antiquated and
ruinous usaijes; lor a (generally iMiproviilenl suici-

dal mode ol' cultivation, adopt an improving and
ameiioratini>' one; restore to the soil the constitu-

ents of toriiliiy, of which, long-continued and
scourging cropping have dej'rivcd it; appi\-, with a

liberality comtnensurate with Tormer unnatural ex-

actions, a supplyoCpuiivscent, and a judicious ap-

plication of your inexhaustible stores of calcare-

ous manures, and I have no doubt the grateful

soil will again yield you a liberal and remunerat-

ing crop ot" wheat lor many generations to come."
If the tem[)erature ol" this country is injuriously

lowered, by having been so improvidently denuded
ol' its original forests, the fact ouglit to prove a
warning voice to landholders, carefully to hus-

band what remains, under the present forest ex-

teniinating system. The want of wood even lor

the ordinary purposes of a farm, will at no remote
period be seriously Jelt; and its past and present

wanton destruction deeply regreted. Many farms

now sufi'er from this cause, and many sufler Irom
the want of that warmth and shelter which
clumps and belts of trees afford. In such cases

young growths should be carefull}" nursed and
protected, or even artificial plantings adopted. A
general improved system of farming, would of
necessity include the properly draining of wet and
moist lands, together with the many swamps and
river marshes which so largely abound. These im-
portant and desirable improvements would also

tend much to improve the climate.

Should the theory of Dr. Muse prove true, the

forward prospects of the farmer, and community
at large, are certainly not very encouraging, while

there is the prospect of nature compelling a short-

ly succeeding generation of our descendants to

part fi'om the wholesome and nutritious wheaten
loaf, and to accept in stead, probably something
like the cortical loaf of the Laplander; for if this

climate should become of too low a temperature

lor the production ot wheat, the loss of this main
staff of life, like every other misfortune, would not

come single-handed. The same cause would,

doubtless, pioduce a similar effect on other life-

supporting plants, many of which are more sus-

ceptible of a change of climate than wheat ; and
then this beautiful and highly-favored country

would, within the lapse of a few generations, be-

come no better nor more cheering than the dreary

polar regions. I am, at least, unwilhng to believe

that sucli is the tendency of the working, or the

destined course, of nature; one thing, however, I

do believe, that if the same generally ruinous sys-

tem of agriculture is pursued tor fifty years more,

that not only will much of the soil of this section

of country, at the end of that period, be incapable

of producing wheat, but also of raising a scanty

produce of any other grain. The general falling

off of the produce ol'corn, is, I believe, no less re-

markable and stiiking than that of wheat. A
general belief in this theory woidd not; only afford

a powerful inducement to every farmer, in this or

higher latitudes, to emigrate to a southern and
more genial clime as speedily as possible, (that

these desolating changes which he believes are

approaching, may be the longer reaching him,)
but would also have a tendency to damp the en-

ergies of many farmers from making necessary
and important improvements so essential to their

present and future welfare.

Vol. V~84

Without taking into account the main induce-

ment which Dr. Muse has held forth, li:)r the iii-

iroduction of grains, &.c., from a higher latitude,

I believe such a cliauije would, in many respects,

be advantageous. Changes of seed even, Irotu

one farm to another, or an occasional change of

variety, experience has often proved to be benefi-

cial. There are, however, many instances of use-

ful plants being acclimated from lower to higher

latitudes with success. The successful culture of

tobacco fi'ora the island of Cuba, by Dr. Muse
himself, is a proof of this; and though he does nott

appear to have tried its acclimation 'by re-produ-

ing from seeds grown in Maryland, the success

which he says has attended its culture, would
seem to warrant the probability that it might be
acclimated.

Dr. Muse's remarks on the usual practice of

pulling fodder and cutting tops from corn, are I

believe, both philosophically and practically true,

though in practice iew are willing to admit it.

To the ju.?t "t.'-ibute of respect and acknowl-
edgement," paid to the author of the 'Essay on
Calcareous Manures,' and editor of the 'Re-

gister,' every unprejudiced reader will cordially

respond. It is only to be regretted, that works so

eminently calculated for conferring important be-

nefits, and conveying indispensably useful infor-

mation to the practical farmer, should be so seldom
found in the hands of those for whose benefit they
are evidently more immediately intended.

With the concluding portions of the address-

few I believe would materially dissent, though
slight shades of difference of opinion and practice

may exist.

Excuse my occupying so much of your patience

with matter probably so little relevant to the grand
object of your invaluable periodical.

RespectfLilly, &c.,

N. L.

THE INCREASING USE OF LEAVES FOR MA-
NURE.

[The following testimony is furnished by a highly

respectable gentleman, and also a good farmer; and

it places in a striking point of view the great import-

ance to agriculture of the making known even a sin-

gle useful agricultural fact, that is sustained by the

favorable judgment and experience of a farmer of

high reputation. The mere statement of Mr. Samp-

son's practice and success, may induce hundreds to fol-

low his example, and may add, in time, millions to the

products of agriculture in Virginia. We had before

been gratified by hearing the opinion expressed by

farmers, whose opinions are worthy of high respect,

that the report on Mr. Sampson's farm alone was well

worth a year's subsciiption to this journal. We may
venture to express concurrence in that opinion, inas-

much as the value of the article consists in the matter

presented, and not in the manner of the description.]

Orange, Jan. I7th, 1838.

Dear Sir—Owing to my leaving Petersburg

some days sooner than I purposed when I saw
you, I was prevented from giving you the statement

you requested of me, of what I witnessed in coun-

ties in my immediate vicmity, a? well as in those
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through which I travelled in my way to your
town.

Previous to leavintr home for Peferi=burg, I had
occasion to visit Prince William, StaHord, Cul-
peper and Fauquier. In these counties I saw
leaves used, in some way or other, as Jitter lor

etables, farm pens, hog styes, &c. From this, I

passed through Spottsyivania, Carolmo, Hanover,
Louisa, Goochland and Chesterfield. In many of
these counties' the farmers appeared to have com-
menced the collection of leaves upon a Iar<re

Bcale. In Goochland, they were more extensive-
ly used. Those with whom I conversed upon the
subject, in almost every instance, were induced to

the use of leaves, from hearing of or reading in

the 'Farmers' Register,' your account of Mr.
Sampson's mode of applying ihem, and the results

obtained in the improvement of the soil. Some
persons may think this ado about leaves a small
matter; if so, let them use leaves in their stables,

farm pens, hog styes, &c., for the better comfort of
stock—carryingasmany as opportunity may permit
to the field intended foroals; spread them, and those
who have no plaster, may substitute two bushels
of ashes per acre; and if ihey aie not convinced
of their great acquisition, as increasing their

quantum of valuable manure, I will agree that
this is "much ado about noihinsr."

MISCELLANEOUS REMARKS OW PRACTICAL
AGRICULTURE.

[Continued from No. 9.]

Deep ploughing.

To the Editor of tlie Farmers' Register.

We read that when an ancient orator Avas ask-
ed what he considered the first great ingredient
of oratory, his answer was, actinn. What the
second? actton. What the third? action. And
if the most distinguished agricultural'st in the val-
ley or other limestone regions of our country had
three interrogations propounded to him, as to the
first, second, and third cliief element of success
in tillage, I have no doubt, his consecutive re-
sponses might be deep ploughing ! deep plough-
ing! .' deep ploughing I !

!

There is certainly more reason and truth in the
dogma of the agriculturist, than in that of the
distinguished Athenian. One may be traced to
the effect of imposition upon the credulity, the im-
agination, or the vitiated taste of mankind; the
other is a powerful physical cause, sustained by
reason, argument and experience, conducting to
important, useful results.

In the valley of Virginia, and more especially
those regions of country where I am most familiar,
I have never known along-continued system of
deep ploughing, which was' not followed by .signal

benefit to the farmer. I care not what the'chaTac-
ter of the land is, be it the highest grade of fertil-

ity, or the lowest of sterility, I feel a confidence,
which may be pronounced presumptuous, though
confirmed by experience, of the paramount advaTi-
tage of deep ploughing. Having passed through
near two thirds of the states of the union, and
been no careless observer of the difl^erenl soils and
modts of cultivation, every where I find the best

' farmers lay the most stress upon the importance of
deep tillage; an\l thus my experience has ever
been fortified by observation, that in liusbandry, it

is indispensable to set your coulter deep.
There is a communication in the September

number of the 'Register,' li-om General Cocke of
Fluvanna on this subject. I have not the pleas-

ure of a personal acquaintance with that gentle-
man, but am disposed to attach much weiirht to

his opinions, although I can not ni;ike the snme
discriminations wiili respect to soils which he
does. He acknowledges the importance of deep
ploughing in general, but thinks that upon the

light sandy lands of the lower country, which he
formerly cultivated, he inflicted lasting injury by
oloughing deep. Did he continue the system
long? By frequent turnings, was the subsoil of clay
thoroughly incorporated Aviih the upper soil? Did
he think, or do any of our low-land agriculturists

think, that by penetrating below the clay, the
sand is exposed, and injiuy to the soil results?

Credat Jvdeas Jjpella—non ego. However, sir, 1

may go too lar. Great respect is due to the expe-
rience of so distinguished and intelligent a iarmer
as General Cocke, and I admit if there be an ex-
ception to a system which ensures so much bene-
fit generally, it must be in those soils where the

under stratum of clay is based upon a deep, po-

rous sand. If the upper soil be shallow, but kind
as most fresh lands are. and the under a poor
clay, deep plouirhing as a system is certainly not

fo be deprecated. We know that in Norfolk,

England, where the soil is sandy, and probably

not superior in its naiural state to the lands of Sur-
ry, Sussex and Southampton, they have brought
that county to a high state of productiveness by a
system in part of deep plouuhing. A writer in

the December No. of the 'Farmers Register,' in-

forms us that in the most sandy lands of Flanders
an nnparalelled degree of improvement has been
attained by periodical digging to the depth of

eighteen to twenty-four inches.

But I must be allowed to bring the subject

home. For the purpose of" illustration. I will give
a sketch of my own farm. I have 1,400 acres in

my tract, 1000 as I have before said is under cuhi-
vation. The cleared land embraces every variety

of soil as to quality, and chemical character, and
furnishes a fine field for experiments with the
plough. About 400 acres of this is a stiff lime-
stone clay, quite productive, and especially well
adapted to wheat and clover, and iiom experi-

ments detailed m a former communication, to tim-
othy also. In addition, there are 200 acres ofalluvial

or meadow land, most of it very fertile, and pro-

ducing well under almost any system of cultiva-

tion; also 400 acres of mixed soil, Cliniestone and
slate) or of unalloyed slate. The timber upon
the first, and second classes, was black-oak, wal-
nut, and ash: upon the last, white-oak and hickory,

and upon a narrow strip of it, say 100 acres, a
f.j arse admixture of pine, the latter of course a
second rate soil, but very susceptible of improve-
ment, as the crops have liilly demonstrated. It

was a part of a tract which was settled 106 years
ago by a grantee of Lord Fairfax, whose resi-

dence (Greenway Court) was a few miles off.

The early settler was invited hither, probably by
the healthfuiness of the situation, and the number
of springs and fine rivulets, the latter affording

numerous mill-seats. The fact may not be deem-
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ed devoid of all interest, that the house which I

now occupy, which is a very substantial buildin;a:

of ran<>;e limestone, was surrounded by a slouc

wall antl piquet, and converted into a fort for the

protect ion of the eaiiy settlers n-jainst the incur-

sions of the Indian.-?, anterior, and inunediately

subsequent to the defeat of Braddock, and the

antiquary may now amuse himself by f )llo\vin(x

the pioiio'ii and picking up various aboriginal

relics. It was a part ol" this firm, which an hon-

ored predecessor who migrated li'om a sandy farm
)n Dluwiddie, some forty years since, became the

proprietor of From him I ind)ibe;l my predilec-

tion fur deep ploughing, and in this respect, at

least I have lollowed with filial fidelity in his foot-

steps. Writing anonymously, the allusion will

not be thouirht inapposite or indelicate, that he
was a praeiical fu'tner, and by his judicious man-
agement became euiinenlly successhil.

Ours is a dry climate, and whether by the grad-

ual clearing of our Ibrest lands, we are ultimately

to encounter the fate predicted by Volney, God
only knows, and tinse will determine, not in our

generation it is lo be hoped. By deep ploughing,

the capacity of the soil (o retain moisture, is in-

creased. You enlarge the sphere of nourishment
to clover, and other vegetables whose roots pene-

trate deeper, and range wider. As their annual
decomposition contiiuies, a soil is formed where
there was no soil before.- In limestone or other

stoiiy lands, each successive deep ploughing de-

taches, and brings to tlie surface, stones, which in

the scorching droughts of summer, would act as

subterranean ovens, drying and burning up vege-
tables in their contact. These stones should be

removed and fences made. I have nearly two
miles of substantial stone fencing on my firm now,
which I design aimually to extend.

Another decided advantage resulting from deep
ploughing is this. If the surface is sandy, it is

too scorching in summer for clover, the great fer-

tilizer of land. If it consists of mere vegetable

mould, it is too light for clover—nor will wheat,

flourish; for the latter requires a tenacious soil.

A clayey substratum is found in most lands, even
in sandy regions, and by frequent inversion, and
blending of the under and upper soil, you give

consistence to the whole; and adapt it belter both

to wheat and clover, or an}' other crop. Again,
the valley lands have no general tendency to wash;
but where they have, the evil is greatly dimiifish-

ed by ploughing deep.

Many scout the idea, that the under clay by
mere exposure to the surface, changes its charac-

ter, and becomes richer; but I entertain this opin-

ion. I do not pretend to sufficient science to de-

cide whether it proceeds from the gases being
evolved from the decomposition of vegetable mat-
ter turned down, or from the aid of the atmos-

phere above. Sir Humphrey Davy, with the

lights of chemistry, might have solved the prob-

lem; but it is pertinent to adopt the language of

Hudibras—" no arixument like matter of fact is."

Certainly the yellow clay changes its color to an
ashy hue, and becomes more productive without

the aid of manure.
Within my own experience, it is upon my mix-

ed and slate land, the most obvious benefit has

been derived from deep tillage. And it was in

reference to those lands, my system encountered

the strongest tide of popular prejudice. When

these lands are first reclaimed from the forest, its

upper soil is kind but only three or four inches

deep; next is a layer of yellow slate, standing in

their vertical spicula, whicii are easily cut by a
sharp plough-share; l;elow this a brownish yellow
or red ciny. My aim has ever been to reach this

substratum, for it is a calcareous soil, as is evi-

denced by its effervescence with thelouch of muri-
alicorother acids. Forthis purpose, I uselargeMc-
Cormick, or, what I prefer, the three-horse Lou-
doun plough, drawn by three strong

Conestonfa horses ; for maugve the high autho-
rity of Mr. Madison, Sir John Sinclair, andothers,

mules, oxen, and blooded horses are generally

discarded in this country, even by low-landers

and their descendants, who have emigrated here,

and form so large a part of our popu a 'on.

Mules I have never used ; oxen are slow and
lazy, and make negroes slow and lazy— but are

still continued on the firm to perform the lazy

work of hauling wood, straw, &c. They will

not do for long drafts, or summer service. Blood-
ed horses may suit our fi-iend, William R. John-
son very well; but for service upon a stiff" valley

soil, they are unprofitable. Their fiery spirit or

fractious tempers, cause them to run off' with our
plonirhs, tear loose from wagons, break down
fences, and sometimes break their necks. But to

return : by means of this strong plough and these

horses, 1 endeavor to get ten inches, or a foot be-

low the surfice; and if machinery could be invent-

ed and put into cheap and praeiical operation,

which would penetrate two feet, I would place it in

immediate requisition. By this deep ploughing,
this crust of soft slate is turned up. It yields to

the action of heat, moisture and winter frosts

—

is decomposed and adds to the modicum of soil.

When by turning up, and mixing the calcareous

earth below, with this virijin, and slate soil, a com-
bination is firmed, which equals the pure iime-

sione in producinff any of the crops of the coun-
try, unless it be in llat spouly spots, which will re-

main unpropilious to wHeai, without much care
in manuring, ridging, and rotting.

The usual objection to deep ploucrhing in an
inferior soil, is, that you turn up, in the lansuage
of A rator, a mere caput mortuum, and impoverish
the surface soil; but let us advert to due causes
which create this surface soil, and hence make
deductions unfivorable to the theory. It is not
formed merely by the decomposition of leaves,

roots, and other vegetable aid, but by imb bing
atmospheric manure. This is proven by familiar

examples. The clay thrown out of deep cellars

or graves, is found, v^ithout the application of ma-
nure or original vegetable aid, to be soon covered
with rich grass, or weeds. The atmosphere,
which teems with life and fecundating properties,

has impregnated this clay with this rich resource of

bountiiiil nature, and hence, if these deep masses
of clay were cultivatea after the lapse of two or

three years at most, they would be found extremely
fruitful. Now, 1 admit reluctantly, however, that

by very deep ploughing—turning up the subsoil,

and turning down the upper—you may. for one or
!wo years, paralyze the activity of the surface soil.

But farminir, when pursued as a system, should
look beyond the span of two years, to fuiure reim-

bursements. The advantages of deep ploughinff,

however, may be secured without the exposure to

their supposed counteracting evils. Smith's Scotch
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subpoil plough—which 1 have never f?een, and
know not il' it has been introduced into this (coun-

try— is said to be so contrived as to plouf^li fiiteen

or eifihteen mclies, without throwing the under

goil to the surll^ce. Perhaps, Deleplane's may
answer tlie same purpose. But, in this country

some of us, in the absence of these subsoil-ploughs

subfstitute a very simple expedient. It has not

the merit of novelty to all, tor it strikes me that

General Cocke used it ten or fifteen years ago.

We break up our lands by means of a three-horse

plough, as deep as we well can. Immediately be-

hind the team of horses, in the same furrow, a boy

follows, with a strong horse, and coulter plough,

with which he cute' the clay Ibur or five inches

more, without turning it to the suriace. This is

imperfectly done, of course, with one ploughing,

as il leaves serrated ridges on the sides of each

furrow; but b}' a lew successive crops or diago-

nal ploughing, in a lew years the main object is

attained, viz : a deep soil.

In this country, upon the better class of iarms,

the economy of timber attracts attention. I have
been in the habit of clearinn- only five or six acres

annually, and that with a view to obtain fuel, ratf,,

and, by cutting ofl^ points, to add to the symmetry
and convenience of the (iirra. After this winter,

I shall desist entirely, and rely upon cutting from

the forests dead or decaying timber. My plan,

heretofore, when 1 cleared" was simply this. I cut

down and removed the trees in the winter, leaving

the brush, leaves, and roots to rot. A year or

more after, as many of tlie stumps as we could

burn, were fired, and the remaining brush remov-
ed. 1 then take a coulter plough, and cut the soil

as deep as can be eff(?cted, in parallel lines, about

a foot asunder. After this process, the three-

horse plough, with the aforesaid Conestogas, is

introduced, and thus, with the previous aid of the

coulter, the soil is pretty well turned up. It is

then stired with the shovel, which works up close

to the stumps. The ground is then harrowed and
the corn planted, upon which, or soon after it comes
up, little boys are employed lo drop half a Iiand-

ful of plaster and ashes, mixed in equal propor-

tions. It is then well worked with the shovel and
what we call the Lupton plough, an invaluable

implement, by the way, lor the cultivation of corn.

Jt is an angular plough, with three long narrow
shovels, which passes over a surface of two and a
half or three feet. Thus managed, it must be a

very inferior soil, or bad season, indeed, if it does

not produce at least five barrels of corn to the acre.

In the fall, the corn is cut and put up in heaps,

when the large bar-share plough is again intro-

duced, and the roots then being rotted, and the

land in kinder tilth, a still deeper ploughing is ac-

complished. This is harrowed—wheat sown,
which is shovelled in; then timothy seed, which is

harrowed in, which completes the process. On
the timothy, however, I add clover seed, to make
assurance doubly sure, and one year after, plaster.

The land remains in grass two years, when wheat
i^ again sown, and this strip of land is brought

within the range of my ordinary rotation.

Next to deep ploughing, the most important

agent towards good tillage is manure. Of tins, I

make a sufficiency to cover fifty acres annually,

and without the aid of those "curious sheds, inge-

nious gtercoraries, and mellow compost pies,"

which are empliatically and I think appropriately

[condemned by John H. Powell, in the Memoirs'

i
of the Pennsylvania Agricultural Society, as be-

I

ing, neither adapted to our climate, nor to our

j

purses, nor plans. But I reserve a communica-
,
lion on the subject of manures to a future number.

I

I congratulate you sir, in the mean lime, that a
spirit of agricultural inquiry is abroad upon the

land. Indulgmg the pride of native Virginians, we
should feel a deep interest in the renovation of the

Old Dominion. Let us all unite then in one con-

santaneous effort, to wnden and deepen that

stream of national prosperity, whose fountain is

agriculture. An improved system of husbandry,
would inevitably, arrest that tide of emigration,

which is bearing along from the graves of their

fathers, some of the choiest spirits of the land,

to countries too, where nature has been less boun-
tiful, than to beautifiil Virgiifia, to a land where
steril soil is encountered, or a climate inlected

with distructive malaria, and a society in general

so unmeasurably inferior to the orderly, hospita-

ble and intelligent freeman of this commonwealth,
that that which an insalubrious climate leaves un-

done a settled despoiidencj', brand}- or the bowie
kaif , will soon complete.

A Frederick Farbier.

P. S.— In the former number there are a few
typoGiaphical errors, arising, doubtless fiom my
haste in writing. The intelligent reader will cor-

rect them. There is, also, a mistake of my own.
For " one gallon of timothy seed," read " one
quart." One gallon is the proper quantity ol' clover

seed to the acre. The two were confounded.

A F. F.

BROOKS' MACHIIVE EOR THRASHING OUT CLO-
VER SEED.

Rockbridge County, Virginiv, >

liih December, IBZl. \

To tlie Editor of tlie P'armers' Register.

# * # * 'Yi^Q copy of the Farmers' Regis-

ter, above ordered, was awarded Major Brooks,

by the Rockbridge Agricultural Society, as a pre-

mium for the best thrashing machine for getting

out clover seed, at our last Agricultural Fair,

held at 3Ir. Samuel Wilson's. It is a small ma-
chine and can be attached to any horse-power in

common use, and it is thought by the patentee,

and others who have used it, that it will readily

get out ten bushels of seed per day. It throws
the seed from eight to twelve feet from the ma-
chine, and separates it almost entirely fi-om the

chafi'. In three and a half hours it has gotten

out upwards of ibur bushels of seed. Tlie ma-
chine is on the cylinder and concave plan, to

which are screwed or nailed three-fourth or inch
strips of sole leather. It is believed to be the

best clover machine that has ever operated in our
valley. The proprietor has recently taken out a
patent, and is ready to sell single, county, or state

rights. The machine, when finished in the best

manner, will not cost more than $25.
Respectfully, your obedient servant.

Henry B. Jones, Treahurer of
Rockbridge Agricultural Society.
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LIMISSTONES OF KOCKBKIJKiK COUNTY.

Lexington, T «. December, 20th, 1837.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Dear Sir— Dr. Lfyhurn, one of oiir representa-

tives in llieHongeo!'DeleL'"iitej:, lias kindly agreed

to convey in his triiniv. to Richmond, a lew speci-

mens of liniesione, which I wish to send yon.

They will, perhaps, he interestinti; to such ol' your
acquaintances as have nevpr seen Mniestone, and
possihly may be interesting to you, who have not

seen any liir years.

I send you three kinds, obviously distintruished

from each other by their color; the white, the

blue and the <jray. The French mineraloiri'^t?-

distiniruish the limestones into two ireiiera! kinds

or (glasses, which they term carbonate sacharoide

and carbonate comparie. You will at once per-

ceive that of the three specimens I have mentioned,
the white and the blue belong to the class com-
pacte; or in plain English, they are both compact
limestone. The. gray limestone is not exactly

what the 1 French mean by sac/iaro;'c?e, or sugar-

loaf texture. It, however, approaches very near
to it. You will readily perceive that it is an afrsire-

gate of crystals; but crystals of a peculiar Ibrm

—something like the particles of bran. By com-
paring the specimpus I send (I send two) wiih

Italian sacharoide marble, or, if that is not conve-

nient, with loaf sugar, you will perceive the dif-

ference of texture. The gray limestone is consid-

ered the best kind our valley 'affords for plastering

or white washing houses.

The lime it produces is whiter than that from
any other limestone; and, as the workmen say "it

works tougher," The lime fi-om the blue lime-

stone is, however, a more beautiful rock than the

gray, for building, and is also the mos^ abundant.
You will perceive ii'om the specimens I send you,

that it is exceedingly compact. I should suppose
it is one of the most compact rocks in the world,

except the precious stones. The gray limestone

is a species of maible; it works so well under the

chisel that it can be made to assume any desira-

ble i'orm; but its color will prevent it Ii'om being
much used as marble.

The white limestone is thought by some to be
marble, and so far as color goes, it would be equal

to the Italian statuary marble; but I suspect it

will not work well, under the chisel. It appears
to me, to be hard compact lime^^tone.

Ai though I send but three colors, you are not

to suppose that these are all tiie colors we possess.

There is limestone of many shades between the

white and the deep blue.

1 am sorry I have at hand, no specimens of

crystalized limestone to send you. It is a beau-
tiful substance; in the books, it is generally called

calcareous spar—sometimes Iceland spar. Mine-
ralogists enumerate hundreds of forms, which it

assumes; but which are all reduceable to one ele-

mentary Ibrm. It is easily obtained in a Cew places

in this county.

In addition to the specimens mentioned above,

I send you two specimens of hydraulic limestone.

There are several veins of it inour county, but

they are almost all too inconveniently situated to

be worked at present prices.

Upon the appearance of the first number of the
Farmers' Register, 1 determined to contribute

something to its pages, and three or liiur times
had selected subjects, on which I intended to write;

but belbre I had any thing ready lor the press,

1 found myself antici))atcd—others havin<>- com-
municated to you dissertations on the same sub-
jects, as those on which I intended to write. I,

however, had one consohuiou, that although I

was deprived of the opportunity of showing my
zeal in favor of the work, yet neither the Register
nor its readers sustained any loss, as the disserta-

tions which were published were e(|ual, some of
liiem superior, to any thing I should iiave produc-
ed on the same subjects. I have not been doino-

any thing at farming during the last seven years,

consequeniiy could not give you the result of any
experinienis. I miijht <iive theory in some cases;

but neither you nor your readers set a very high
value on theory.

The people of our valley, have, as yet done lit-

tle in liming. Fhw of them understand the best

manner of usiiiij il, and it is a considerable trouble

and expense to prepare it. Our rock marl (cal-

careous tufa or travertine,) might, I think be used
to great advantage by many ol our farmers, if

they had the right theory in their heads on the
subject, but they (the owners of the marl banks)
have not read your ' Essay on Calcareous Ma-
nures,' and if they would read it perhaps would
not well understand it, although it is expressed as
plainly as such a work could well be.

Wishing well toyoursell'and liunily, and success
to your valuable publication.

I remain, sir, sincerely yours.

Edw. Graham.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE EDITORIAL, CONVEN-
TION.

[The Convention of Editors and Publisliers of Vir-

ginia, (and ttie Virginia side of the District of Cofum-

bia,) was held at the appointed time, and the measures

were adopted which are stated in their journal, which

will be given at length below. But besides these re-

ports and resolutions which were approved and adopt-

ed, and which therefore, only appear on the journal,

other subjects were considered and discussed at much

greater length, and then either postponed, or rejected.

Among these was the proposition to adopt a general

scale of prices for printing—which plan was consider-

ed by a large majoiity as inexpedient, improper, and

indeed, imptacticable.

The report on the pecuniary relations of publishers

and their subscrib rs, sets forth in general terms the

enormity of the evils suffered by all periodical publi-

cations, and which are felt by few more heavily than

by the Farmers' Register. The original report and

resolutions, as proposed to the committee, presented

stronger measures of relief than those which were ap-

proved and adopted. It is hoped, however, that the

statement of grievances presented in the preamble,

will, alone, have much effect on all honest and respon-

sible subscribers—and the sooner that all our lists are

purged of subscribers of a different character, so

much the better for the interest of the publishers.

From the report and resolutions on the tone and

manner of the newspaper press, and the conduct of

editors to each other, we anticipate much good in pu-
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rifyinjj, at the source, the great and most efRcient foun-

taia of public instruction in our country. But there

is yet a batter founded hope, (than any resting merely

on resohitions and enactments on paper,) for this most

beneficial result, on the ground of the kindly feelings

produced and nourislied between editors who then

first knew each other personally, and wlio met as ene-

mies, and who, without exception, as editors, acted to-

gether, and parted, as friends. Even if no \'ote had

been taken, and no r:'cord of agreement made, we feel

assured that it is impossible that the conciliator_v and

friendly and delightful intercourse tiien commenced

and maintained, can ever be forgotten, or entirely lose

its influence in restraining the future disposition to re-

sume the personally hostile attitude, and course of

personal invective and criinination, which have been

alike degrading to those who used, and those who suf-

fered such modes of editorial warfare. Though our

own peculiar position has secured us from a participa-

tion in this very general course of procedure, we re-

joice, as every citizen and patriot should rejoice, at the

fair prospect of hereafter preserving the press of Vir-

ginia free from this foul reproach. Still, the tempta-

tion to break through this proper restraint will be al-

ways besetting political editors—and all the members

of the convention will require to bear constantly in

. mind the admonition of their president

—

''prenez

garde .'"

—

Ed. Far. Reg.]

At a convention of the editors of Virfrinin, held

pursuani to notice, in the Capiiol, on tiie i7th Jan-

uary, 1838—Thomas Ritchie Esq., was called to

the chair, and Wm. iM. Blacklbrd appointed sec-

refary.

Mr. Ritchie, on taking the chair, addressed the

meeting as follows :

'^Gentlemen—1 thank you for the honor you
have done me; though I am not vain enough to

ascribe this distinction to any thing else than my
years. I have long passed for the " veteran,"

and by courtesey for the " venerable," editor of

the Enquirer; and althoufrh the epithet might have
been given to me long belbre 1 deserved it, yet I

am sensible that years are giving nie some title

to it, and that every day is only calculated to con-

-firm it. I am sure, that none of you, gentlemen,

will envy me the advantage of my years, or the

pretensions they may give me to the honors of

this chair.

"But with all my experience, I have acquired

but little knowledge of parliamentary law. For-
tunately, I shall have but little occasion for it.

Our convention is too small, to encourage the ve-

hemence of debate. No long or violent discus-

sions are likely to disturb the order of our proceed-
j

ings—and I may sati^Iy trust to that spirit ol' har-

mon}', for which, you kivnu, our caste has been so

long and so justly celebrated, for our protection

against disorder.

" We have assembled here, gentlemen, under
the hope of improving the character and condi-

tion of the important profession of which we
are members. The press is indeed the 'crreat

magician' of the age. Wherever it is established,

it is diliusing light all around it. It is promoting
the progress of every art. It is extending the

sphere of every science. In our own country it

IS a necessary agent—and if properly conducted'

It would be an inestimable instrument. How can
a free government be wisely administered without
it? How can a free people ac(]uire that knowl-
edge of facts and of characters, which is so ne-

cessary to the proper selection of their agents?

A republican government presupposes, indeed,

that the people can govern themselves—and how
can a poople continue free, unless they are en-

lightened? The press is the great instrument of in-

formation. It is indeed an essential part of the

composition of a free societ}^ which is scattered

over so extensive a territory as that of the United
States. The fact verifies the theory. Scarcely

do we settle a viliaate in the "far west," scarcely

have we erected an inn, a blacksmith's shop, and a
store, belbre our inqusitive countrymen begin to

think of the press. It has been pronounced, "the

art, preservative of all arts.'^ So familiar are we
with its value, that we almost wonder how the

ancients could have got along without it.

" J8ut, sirs, the press is generally of more bene-

fit to others, than it is to i:s own conductors. No
profession is more irksome or laborious. None
imposes such serious sacrifices, as this does upon
the consciencious editor. His labors are " still

begining, never ending." He is constantly roll-

ing the stone of Sisyphus up the mountain; and
it is forever roiling back upon him. He is toiling

day and night. He is literally a prisoner in his

own caslle. Exercise and fresh air, are too fre-

quently denied to him. You, who know " the

secrets of your prison house," can only know
what exertions it requires, and what privations it

imposes upon you. You know, fbr you only have
seen and felt it, to what cares, both of body and
mind, he is subjected—how tedious are his vigils,

how anxiously he sits by his solitary fire, in the

depth of the night, listening fbr the returning

fbotsieps of the poor "devil" who is bringing him
the proofs of the manuscript, which, with the spi-

der's ingenuit}', he liad been compelled to spin out

of his own brain.

" And where is the compensation which he
reaps fbr so many sacrifices and services—fbr so

severe and laborious an exercise of so important

a profession? You must have been more fortu-

nate, gentlemen, than I have been, if you have
acquired the treasures of Croesus, or the purse of

Fortunatus. I have served as Ions: tin appren-

ticeshij) as any of you; but I can lay claim to no
such acquisition. We are rich only in our ledgers.

We never are—"but always to be Dlessed," We
are the martyrs to that expanded system of indis-

criminate credit, which has overspread our coun-

try—but no other class of society has suffered as

much by it as we have. Our cornucopias are

filled; but not with gold and silver, nor even with

with bank notes; but with our subscribers' bills.

!t is time fir us to change the system and correct

the evil. This is one of the present objects, fbr

which we have convened here to da}'. We must
adopt some measures to prevent the multiplication

or promote the collection of the debts, with which

our offices have been so sorely taxed. We must

do that justice to ourselves, which so many others

refuse to us. We have not met here, gentleman,

to combine against society, by raising our wages;

but to compare our respective situations, to exam-
ine the evils under which we are all laboring, to

devise some measures of relief, to advise each
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other, and to come to some arrangements lor the

collection of" our debts.

"But this is not all. (rcntiemen—norisit the most
imporiant duty which we, have to porlljrm. Tiie

press is not only usellil to society, but it should be

profitable to its conductors—and, may I not add,

that it should be iionorable to its conductors. Ii

should be a source both of Ibrtune and of distinc-

tion. It is so in Europe. In Paris, whose jour-

nals cannot compare witli our own, either in di-

mension, in ability, or in independence, some of

her priii«ipal journalists are amonii; the hicihest

dii^nitaries of the fjovernment. The press is in-

deed a passport to power.
•'The proiession is rising in Enjjland, not only

in emolument, but in disuity. One of the most
distiniiuished journals in the world is the 'Exami-
ner' of London, and you may recollect in the last

July No. of the 'Kdinburirh Review,' that the

hiijh character of its editor, JMr. Fonblanque, has
obtained for him the honor of a lonij and compli-
mentary article in the first periodical of the a^e.
The reviewer pronounces "his style to be clear

as Swift's, and sometimes as ijraceful as Addi-
son's, whilst it is more figurative in expression,

and much richer in anecdote and allusion."

"And why is it. gentlemen, that our profession

does not occupy that station in society to which it

is entitled? Let us not disguise the fact. It is our
own lault. No maxmi is more true, than that he
who would have the respect of others, must show
that he respects himself We have descended to

abuse each other in a manner lh;it has lost the

respect of the world. We misrepresent each
other's motives—we heap approbrious epithdts

upon each other's heads—we do not recollect that

violence is not energy, and that virulence is any
thing but dignity. How can we expect to be
treated as gentlemen, if we do not conduct our-

selves as gentlemen.^ Each one says indeed, that

it is not his fault. He tries to juslify himself by
pleading self-defence. But whosesoever be the
fault, the effect is undeniable, that in this eternal

warlare of attack and of recrimination, the press

has lost much of its dignity, and much of that
moral influence which it would have a right to

claim, and would unquestionably command, in a
free and enlightened country. The mischief does
not stop here. The licentiousness of the press in-

sensibly lowers the tone of private manners, and
infects the character of our public councils. In
this respect, therefore, the interests of society, as
well as the reputation of its conductors, demand a
thorough reform.

"This is, gentlemen, another of the great ob-
jects for which we have convened together—and I

am sure there is no well-regulated"mind in this

assembly which will not heartily co-operate in all

the measures which may be necessary to improve
and elevate the lone of "the press.

"You will probably have other subjects before
j'ou. Be assured, gentlemen, that I vvill spare no
effort to facilitate the business of the convention.
I trust sincerely, that we shall part in tlie same
harmony in which we have met."

On calling the names ofthe Editors of the state,

the following gentlemen were found to be in at-

tendance.

Thomas Ritchie, Richmond Enquirer.
Alexander JNlosely, Richmond Whio-.

I llii.-hmoiid Con)piler.
James A. Cowardii
VVm. H. Davis, <y

Z. Mead. Southern Churchman.
Wu). A Smith, Conii^rence Journal.

Wm. Sands, Jicligious Heruki.

'j'liomas W. While, S. L. iMessenger.

John S. Cailaht-r, Charlcstown Free Press.

Edmund Kuiliri, Farmers' Rcirister.

Edii-ar Suovvden, Alexandria Gazette.

Richard H. Tolor, Lynchburg Virginian.

Alexander J. Marshall, Warrenton Times,
Robert Ricketts, Warrenton Jcffersonian.

E. P. Hunter, Mariinsbnrg Gazette.

VVni. M. Blackford, Fredericksburg Political

Arena.
Mr. Hill, Editor of the Wilmington (N. C.)

Advertiser, being present, was invited to take a
seat in the Convention.

On motion of Mr. Ruffin,

Besolved, That the relations between the pub-

lishers ot; and subscribers to, newspapers and
other periodicals, be referred to a committee, with

instructions to consider and report the existing

evils, and to propose such remedies as may seem
most proper and eileclual.

On motion of Mr. Sands,

Resolved, That the subject of adopting a uni-

form scale of prices for book and job priming and
advertising, as far as the same is practicable, and
also for the regulation of the relations between
emplo3'ers, journeymen and apprentices, be refer-

red to a select committee, to report to-morrow,

.

On motion of Mr, Snowden,
Resolved, That the subject of the proper tone-'

and manner of conducting the newspaper press

of Virgmia, be rettined to a select cumniitlee, to,

report to-morrow.
The chair appointed, under the first resolution,,

the following gentlemen to constitute the com-
mittee:

Messrs. RufFm, White, Toler, Mosely, Hunter
and Alexander,

Under the second resolution:

Messrs. Sands, White, Walker, Marshall, Da-
vis, Ricketts, and Mead.

Under the third:

Messrs. Snowden, Gallaher, Blackford, Toler,

Ruffin, Hunter, Cowardin and Smith.
On motion, Mr. Ritchie was added to the com

mittee under the third resolution.

The convention then adjourned, to meet at 5
o'clock to-morrow evening.

Thursday evening, January ISth, 5 P. M.

The convenlion met pursuant to adjournment.
Mr. Alexander, editor of the Charlottesville

Jefi'ersonian Republican, and Mr. J. C. Walker,
of Richmond, appeared and took their seats.

Several communications addressed to the con-
vention, were read, and for the present laid on the
table.

On motion of Mr. Gallaher,

Resolved, That such members of the legisla-

ture, and other gentlemien, as have been hereto-

fore connected with the press, be invited to seats

in this convention, as honorary members.
Mr. Ruffin, from the committee appointed yes-

terday, under the 1st resolution, presented a re-

port and resolutions, which after some debate and
amendment, were adopted in the following form:

The committee to whom was referred the sub-
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ject of the relations of publishers and their sub-

scribers, with instructions to report the cxislinij

evils, and to propose suitable renieJies, submit
their views in the followinir report, which, with

the resolutions annexed, they recommend to be

adopted by the convenlion.

It has lonfj been generally understood and ad-

njjtted, that the arduous labors and large expen-
ditures requisite for publishing newspapers and
other periodicals, have been p'aid for by the sub-

scribers, on the general average, wiih less punctu-

ality and certainty, and with more abatement of

the just amount, by partial or ioTal losses of dues,

and by the cost of postage and of commissions
and other expenses of collections, than in any
other trade or business of importance and necessi-

ty to the public. The principal causes of the

greater losses sustained in this branch of industry,

are presented in the following circumstances.

Difi'erent from every other kinci of business, the

furnishing of newspapers and n)agazines to those

wlio subscribe for them, is done (in this country)

almost wholly on. credit—and, moreover, the debts

so incurred are for very small sums, due frotn

hundreds or thousands of' diti'erent individuals, re-

motely located and widely dispersed—who are,

lor the fiir greater nimiber, altou-ether unknown to

their creditor, and who, therelbre, of com-se, are

finally often found to be entirely irresponsible for

such obligations. The magnitude of these causes

of loss has not been appreciated, and scarcely can
be properly appreciated, by any except those who
have sudered the consequent injuries. But, if it

be but supposed that any oilier business—no mat-
tor in what departuient of inchislr}', and though
now it be among the most prosperous and prolita-

ble—were placed o;i the like footing, ae to the

small amount of each customer's atmual pur-

chases, the great number and stnall amount of the

debts so made, and tiie general absence of any
real accountability of the debtors, or of the means
of enforcing payments—then it will be readily un-
derstood and conceded, that the previous prosper-

ous and safe condition of the supposed business,

would be speeddy and certainly changed to loss,

embarrassment, and finally to bankruptcy.

Owing to such causes, tlie heretofore usual and
average losses of subscription money sustained in

conducting newspapers and other periodical publi-

cations, have not been less than one-fburlh of the

whole amounts subscribed and legally due. Many
publications, \vith subscription lists promising fair

profits, have lost much more than a fourth. But
this former and usual rate of loss, has been (jreat-

ly augmented by the recently produced, and still

existing, disordered state of the currency, and gen-
eral depreciation of bank paper, and the pecunia-

ry embarrassments of the country in general.

Every trade, and indeed everj^ individual, has
sustained enough of difficulty and loss, from this

condition of the currency, to form some concep-
tion of the enormous addition of loss that it must
make to whatever was before imposed on printers

and publishers of periodicals. The greater and
irregular depreciation, within this state, of the

bank paper of most other states, has opposed a
new and considerable difficulty in making pay-
ments for subscriptions, even to the most punctual

and conscientious of remote debtors; and it has
furnished a plausable excuse for delay and failure

of payments, which has been fidly availed of by
many of a different character.

The general credit system which has been es-

tablished in the printing bu?:iness, and the long ex-
tensions of time for which debts lor subscriptions

have been permitted to remain unsettled, and
without the debtors being even heard from, have
served to give importance and great increase lo

another class of losses. Many postmasters, alike

disregarding the requisitions of the law and the

instructions under which they act, their oath of
office, and the filainest moral obliirations, suHer
publications to be sent to their respective post

oftices for limes of considerable length, and some-
times even for years together, directed to persons
who have moved away, or are dead, or who
otherwise fail or refuse to take the numbers sent

to them. In many cases a subscriber is thus

made, by the misconduct of the postmaster, to ap-

pear to be an unlaithflil, or fraudulent debtor,

when, in fact, he has been guilt}' of no fault, save
the carelessness of trusting to a postmaster to dis-

continue his subscription, who failed to do so—or

alicrwards to give to the publisher the proper

legal notice, stricily enjoined in every case of a
publication beino' addressed to a person who re-

fuses or tails to take it from tlie office. Without
such notice, and under the existing lax credit sys-

tem, in all such cases, the journal is continued to

be sent, and it is only, perhaps, after one or two
years, that the publisher learns, by chance, or by a
tardy notification from the delinquent postmaster,

or his successor in office, that he has been so long

defi'auded of his labor and property, and has no
means of redress worth resorting,to. Before the

discovery is made, perhaps the supposed (and un-

con.scious) debior has been long a resident of a
distant state, or is dead—and even the post office

directed to, may have long been discontinued, and
the continuation of the neglect or fraud be then

carrying on at some other place, and by another
person.

Many of the losses incurred belong to, and are

inseparable from, the business of publishing jour-

nals on subscription. But there are many others

which may be mitigated, if not entirely guarded
against. Among the causes of loss, the most im-

portant and injurious is the very blameable and
absurd facility with which publishers have per-

mitted debts lor subscriptions to be contracted by
remote and unknown individuals, and to remain
due lor years before payment is made—if ever

made. So universal, in this trade, has become
this loose system of giving and continuing credits,

that no one publisher could adopt a different and
proper course, without giving ofience to, and los-

ing the support olj many subscribers who are both

honorable in conduct, and responsible in estate.

And as no single publisher has dared to commence
a reformation of the general bad usage, all have
aided to establish, by their excess of indulgence,

a mode of carrying on their business which all

deemed injurious to their interests, and which
every considerate subscriber would admit to be

improper and excusable, in every point of view.

To remedy these evils, m some measure, the fol-

lowing regulations are proposed:

1. All subscriptions shall hereafter be consider-

ed as incurred and due in advance, and for a year's

publication; unless specially ordered for a shorter

time, and paid for in advance for that shorter time,

when so ordered.
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2. No pul)!icii!ion sliiill he ssent to Ihe order of

any new and unknown siilnscriher, unless paid lor

in advance, or satislactory rcterence be made to

some known and accessible person in renjard to

the subscriber or his payment. But, in case ul an
order ti)r a publication, without payment, from a

new subscriber who is unacquainted with the con-

ditions, a sjnixle number u.ay be sent, containing,

or accompanied b_v, a copy ot" this retrulation.

3. The names of all subscribers whose ability

to pay may be unknown to the publisher, and
who may remain indebted on open account at Ihe

end of two years, from the time when the ad-

vanced payment was due, shall be erased li-om the

list of subscribers.

Mr. Sands, from the committee appointed in

like manner, under the 2d resolution, presented

a report and resolutions, which were for the pre-

sent laid on the table.

Mr. Snowden, Irom the committee under the

3d resolution of yesterday, presented the following

report and resolutions, which were unanimously
adopted:

The committiee to which was referred the 3d
resolution of the convention, relative to the con-

duct of the press of Virginia, have had the same
under consideration, and beg leave to report:

So important has the newspaper press become,
not only as the disseminator of intelligence and
the ordinary news of the day, but as exerting an
influence upon the moral as well as the political

relations of society, that all must take an interest

in seeinof its tone and character elevated and sus-

tained, and it^ energies directed to the best and
most useful means. If a free pree be the palladi-

um of our liberties, ajoureone is absolutely neces-

sary to preserve our relish for our liberties, and fit

us forja proper enjoyment of them.

The public, therefore, is concerned, and its in-

terests deeply involved, in the correct manage-
ment of the press, and in the character of the

newspapers of ourcountry. What is desiijried for

our intellectual repast around the family fireside,

of which all are to partake, cannot be a matter ol

indifference to any virtuous citizen. As much,
however, as the public is interested, the editoi-s

and conductors of the press themselves must feel

a still deeper solicitude. When men devote their

energies to any labor, they are anxious to see that

labor applied to its legitimate purposes, and pro-

duce its proper results. We are all daily' and
hourly employing our time and our minds in a la-

borious task, and are constantly occupied in a pro-

fession, in which we seldom, as things are at pre-

sent, reap profit, and often meet with discourajre-

ment. It is, therefiTre, as much a matter of inter-

est as of duty, n-ith us, to unite in an attempt lo

increase the usefulness and Hdvance ihe respecta-

bility of the press, and thus make it more worth}-

the countenance and generous support of the

public.

To make particular rules applicable to all cases,

in furtherance of this desirable object, would he

found impracticable. We all agree, that the ge-
neral conduct of the newspaper press ought to be
improved—its tone changed, and its manner pol-

ished. It is, however, in the hands of responsi-

ble and independent individuals, whose opinions

and judgments are as various, as their establish-

Vol. V—85

ments are separate and distinct. It is obv ious,

then, that much must be I, li lo the sound discre-

tion of the edilors ihcmselves. Wc can do nolh-
in<r more than to recoirnize certain general princi-

ples which ought to reyulate the press, and to re-

commend to our brethren throuL'houtthe common-
wealth lo act upon them, and apply them as they
may see proper, so as never, however circumstan-
ces may vary, to violate their spirit, or interrupt

their harmony and symmetry. These, at last, n-
solve theaiselvesinto the general doctrine ofmak-
ing the press pvre as well as/ret'

—

dic^nifiRd as well

as independent—respectable as well as tntereding.

If this were accomplished, the situation of an edi-

tor would be rendered more pleasant, and even
more honorable, than it now is. If we respect

ourselves, the public will respect us. Along with

the habit, which has now ffrown to be a part of

our nature, of lookinij at our newspapers for infor-

mation on all the topics of the day, would grow
up a confidence in the rectitude of our intentions,

and the excellence of our motives, which would
make newspapers even more than they now are, a
necessary part of the literature of our country,

and give incrensed value to our labors. We would
then be thought worthy of a full and ample re-

muneration, for works, on which all could rely,

and to which all could turn with profit and plea-

sure.

No where could the experiment we are now
about to make, of elevating the character of the

press, be more advantageously commenced, and
with a fairer prospect of success, than in the state of
Virjjinia. The newspaper readers, and in this

case we may include nearly all the citizens of the

con'.monwealth. are intelligent and virtuous. They
have, at heart, the welfare of their country, and
the happine.5s of the people. Conscious how
much depends upon the conduct of the press of
the state, in efFectinof these objects; how potent an
engine the press is in their political and social re-

lations; how great its influence must necessarily

be, for weal or for woe; they, we confidently be-

lieve, will applaud us lor, and sustain us in, the ef-

fort we are now making, to render it worthy of
them and of us.

Full}' impressed with this belief, with the brief

and general views here give.t, we submit the fol-

lowing resolutions :

Resolved, That, in the opinion of this conven-
tion, in referring to editorial opinions, the name ol

the newspaper alone should be used, and discus-

sions between editors carried on, divested entirely

of personal references, of opprobious epithets, and
of harsh language; and that the editorial inter-

course should be marked by amenity, courtesy,

and, as far as possible, good feelings and kindness
—thus, in the course ol the editors towards one
another, setting an example to correspondents,

and relieving themselves and the public fi-om the
disofust attendant upon newspaper controversies, in

which personalities or abuse are iiidul'red.

Resolved, That, in the opinion of this conven-
tion, to rid the press as much as fiossible of person-

al controversy, it is proper that all articles of a
purely personal nature, in which the passions or

prejuiliites, or feelinirs of one or more individuals

only are concerned, should be entirely excluded
from the columns of the newspapers; and that such
articles of controversy as result from personal dif-

ficulties, but from the circumstances attendant up-
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on them, become of concern to the public, be in-

serted as, and charged double the regular rates of

advertieemenrs.

Resolved, That, in the opinion of this conven-

tion, it would greatly tend to correct the pubHc

taste, to advance the cause of virtue and sound

moraJity, if the editors of nevvf:papera would dis-

countenance, ag much as possible, the publication

of the horrid minutiae and details of murders

and suicides, the disgusting incidents connected

with duels and affrays, which sometimes occur in

different parts of our country, and also, accounts

of the ingenuity of the vicious in their deprada-

tions upon society; all of which only tmd to en-

courage vice, and spread the knowledge ol" criaie.

Resolved, That, in the o{)inion of "the conven-

tion, it would be highly conducive to the interests

of the public, and honorable to the characters of

editors, if the newspapers of the country were to

be devoted as much as possible, to the dissemina-

tion of usefuJ facts, of general knowledge, and of

all such matter as will tend to refine, to enlighten

and to improve, in preference to articles which

merely gratify a vitiated taste, or pamper a de-

praved appetite for scandal.

Fridmj morning, \Mh January 9, Jl. M.

The Rev. W. S. Plumer, editor of the Richmond
Watchman of the South, appeared and took his

Beat.

The report and resolutions presented to the

convention yesterday by Mr. Sands, li-om the

committee under the second resolution, were taken

up, and after considerable debate, indefinitely

postponed.

On motion of Mr. Snowden,
Resolved, That it be recommended to the edi-

tors of newspapers throughout the commonwealth
to publish at the head ot' their papers, their rates

for advertising; and that they strictly adhere to the

same, and that these prices be always such as to

give a fair compensation for the labor perlbrmed.

On motion of Mr. Blackford.

Resolved, That Messrs. Ritchie, Gallahcr, Co-

wardin, RufHn, White, and Sands, be appointed a

committee to devise some plan for the more spee-

dy and certain collection of moneys due to editors.

On motion of Mr. RufRn,

Resolved, For the purpose of cultivatm<j per-

sonal acquaintance among the members of the ed-

itorial corps, and for renewing and continuing the

kindly and cordial intercourse which has been so

happily commenced, and also to strengthen, amend,
or complete the course now adopted and left im-

perfect—that another convention of the editors

and publishers of Virginia, be held in the city of

Richmond, on the 22(i'of February, 1839.

On motion of Mr. Sands.

Resolved, That it be reconmiended to editors,

not to employ any apprentice, who may have
left the service of his employer, before the time for

which he engaged to serve shall have expired, un-

less with the consent of the former employer.

On motion of Mr. Ricketts,

Resolved, That the Secretary be instructed to

tender the tiianks of this convention to the presi-

dents and directors of the Richmond and Freder-

icksburg, and the Louisa railroad companies, for

the eourtesy extended lo the editors of the state, in

affording them the facilities of a free passage on
their respective roads.

On motion,

Resolved, That the proceedings of this conven-
tion be published in the several papers of this

commonweath, and that the editors not present,

be requested to signify their acquiescence in, or

dissent from, the principles embraced in the fore-

going resolutions.

On motion of Mr. Hunter,
Resolved, That the thanks of the convention

be tendered to the president lor the dignified, im-
partial, and agreeable manner in which he has
presided over i!s delibrations.

On motion of Mr. Snowden,
Resolved, That the thanks of the convention

be tendered to the secretary, for the satisfactory

manner in which he has discharged his duties.

THoaiAS Ritchie, Chairman.
Wm. M. Blackford, Secretary.

EXTRACTS OF PRIVATE CORRESPONDENCE.

Goochland, Va. October 10, 1837.

When I ascribed (incorrectly) the communica-
tion, page 11 to thy pen, it vsras because we all

knew that thou wast in the habit, of occasionally

publishing accounts of the management of well

regulated farms. I have just read that of my
npirrhbor Sampson's, with a great deal of interest.

What adds to the inerils of his farming, is, that

his lands on the north side of the public road are

naturally some of the most barren in the county.

Higher up the river, the land is of much better qual-

ity originally.

Amelia, November 28, 1837.

# # « # *

I fear that your theory, as to the ultimate con-

stitution of soil, is but too well established. If so,

what are those who live on exhausted soils, in-

accessible to calcareous matter in any form, to dol

May not your theory, just, as far as it goes, fall

short of the provident economy of nature in this

respect? Such a degree of cover as will admit

rain, and only permit its escape slowly, will im-

prove any land highly. What is there in the

substratum, purely al.miinous, in red galls, in

any event to fix the fertilizing properties, carbonic

or hydrogen gas, of rain? The cover may be of a
material not decomposable till long after the im-

provement of which it is the medium.
I infer li-om your ' Essay,' that you regard gyp-

sum merely valuable as a specific aliaient of some
grasses. Has it no affinity for humic acid, which
may render it a substitute for calcareous earth, as

well as a solvent for dead vegetables? I venture,

though a stranger, to put these inquiries; because

it appears to me that the fair infi^rence from the

reasoning of your 'Essay,' in ivhich I am well

prepared to concur, is that the part of our state in

which I live, remote both flom lime and marl,

and exhausted of any calcareous matter it may
once have had, ought to be abandoned. I should

act on this impression myself, but for the posses-

sion of resources for living elsewhere.

My observation of prairies in the south, verifies

your theory in relation to them. # # * •
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[The inqiiirifts of our highly respected correspon-

dent cannot be answered with conciseness, nor satis-

factorily to ourselves. But, in general terms, we

will take this opportunity of explaining, and limiting

in some measure, the too general application of the

doctrines in regard to the fertility of soils, from which

our correspondent draws his inferences.

We still maintain, and as firmly as ever, as to the

poor region below the falls, which may be called the

pine region, and as to similar " acid" soils above the

falls, the positions assumed in the ' Essay on Calca-

reous Manures'; viz. that these soils are not durably

or profitably improvable (above their 'natural rate of

productiveness) by putrescent manures, nor by gyp-

sum, unless with the previous or simultaneous appli-

cation of lime or other calcareous manure. But our

subsequent iiifoimation and observation of other poor

lands above the falls, and especially Mr. Sampson's

undoubted success in improving such by leaves and

gypsum, compel the belief that the poor lands of

Goochland, and no doubt of Amelia also, have some

valuable ingredient, or chemical quality, which is

wanting in the pine Jands, and which fits them, in a

greater or less degree, to receive benefit both from gyp-

sura and putrescent manures.

—

Ed. Far. Reg.]

From Loudon's Gardener's ISIagazine.

TO KEEP FILBERTS SOUND.

Filberts are preserved a year and upwards, with

as good a flavor as when gathered IVoni the tree,

by packing them in earthern jars, covering them
with about an inch in thickness o' common salt,

and keeping them in a cellar.

From tlie Philadelphia Gazette.

GRAPES OJf TOWN HOUSES.

Whde recurring to the articles of the late exhi-

bition, sve may mention a few bunches of grapes

left by Dr. Sharpless, of Arch street. They were
of a very delicate class, but we mention them less

with regard to their excellence, than to say that

they are an additional evidence of the capabilities

oC every hou.^e lot to produce grapes. Dr. Sharp-

less placed the cutting of" the vine, from which
these grapes were raised, in a little corner, a few
feet square, presenting neither sun nor space, for

grape vines—but he conducted the vine to the top

of his buihiing, three stories high, over vvhirh he
erected an arbor, upon which the vine, having
worked to that height, was allowed to expand.

On the second year after setting out the slip, one
or two bunches of grapes were taken from the

vine, which had in that time attained such an em-
inence; and this, the third year, the vine produ-

ced upwards of 70 large bunches of fruit. What
encouragement is here tor any one, and ever}' one
to set out a vine! A man at the corner of Pine
and Sixth streets, long since conducted a vine to

the roof of his house, and was thus enabled not

only to sit, but to sleep under his vine, and to

make some excellent wine from its fruit. And
any body may do the same thingr, and have as

much fruit of the kind as is desired, if they will

set out the vine and let it grow, no matter wheth-
er the person owns the 1 ou^e he live? in or not.

Let every one |)lant a vine, and tfie people will

move from vine to vine, just as they now go from
hydrant to hydrant.

From the Kichmoiid Whig.

REMARKABLE SAGACITY OF A DOG.

Dash, the subject of the following lines, is a na-
tive of Hanover county, Virginia—was carried to

Boon county, Kentucky, the fall of 1835; between
two and three hundred miles of the way by water,
on board a steamboat. He remained apparently
satisfied with the family that carried him there,

for three weeks after their landing, when he sud-
denly disappeared, and in eighteen days arrived

at the place of his nativity, having travelled a
distance of six hundred miles. A few weeks after

his return to Virginia, he was again carried back
to Kentucky, where he remained quietly and ap-
parently satisfied (or two years, when he again
left his home in Kentucky, and in twenty-eight
days was at the above named place in Hanover.
What perhaps renders the last trip more singu-

lar is, iha! he left his home eight days befiire his

owner, who was about to visit Virginia on busi-

ness.

RUST ON MANURED WHEAT.
To the Editor of the Fanners' Register.

Nelson county, January 5th, 1838.

*****! ob.served, in a commmnica-
tion made to you by Mr. Carter, a statement that

the manured portions of his wheat field at Shirley,

escaped the rust. Precisely the reverse being the
fiict here, shows that the same agent produces op-
[losite results on soils of dillerent character, or at

least under different circumstances. The ma-
nured parts of my wheal field having been all-

most totally refined by rust during the last sum-
mer, and showing the exact limits manured at a
great distance by the very dark appearance of the

wheat, satisfied me that excessive stimulation

was the cause of the disease here. Had not the

season been excessively wet, I think the manure
at least would have done no harm.

RESISTANCE TO MOTION IN CANALS, IN RE-
LATION TO VELOCITY.

Mr. Russell, of Edinburgh, was called upon to

lay before the section the result of certain experi-
ments made by him on the traction of boats in ca-
nals, at difi'erent velocities. On the general prin-

ciple of the resistance of fluids to bodies moving
in them, was grounded the conclusion that \t

woukl be an impracticable thing to move the cum-
brous boats upon canals at any but very low velo-

cities, except by an expenditure of power so great
that the ordinary methods of conveyance by roads
would be cheaper. It was believed, that (he re-

sistance would increase with the velocity, by a
law so rapid in its variation, that for two miles an
hour speed, there would be four times the resis-

tance of one mile; fur three miles, nine times that
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of one mile; ("or (bur, pixteen times; and so on, as

tiic squares ol" tlie velocities. Here, there was an
ob^^tacle to rapid cotntimaication hy canals, which
appeared insuperable. Mr. Russell has shown
that, there is practically a circumstance which so

contplelely modifies the application of this princi-

ple, that when over a certain point of speed is at-

tained, the resistance, instead of increasins; when
the speed is yet. further increased, in point of fict

diminishes. In one of his experiments, he found,

for instance, tliat the resistance to the traction of a

canal boat, estimated hv a dynamometer, in-

creased with the velocity of its motion nearly ac-

cordino; to the law of the squares, up to 7| miles

per hour, being th.en SSOib. ; the speed being

then increased to 8^ miles per hour, instead of

fiirfher increasing, the resistance fell to 2101b.

The speed was yet further increased, and it in-

creased again the resistance to 2361b.; yet, less, he

it observed, than at 7^ miles; 12 miles an hour

brought it to 3521b., scarcely more than the resis-

tance of 71 miles speed. These results, confirm-

ed by a number of others, had manilt-siiy a prac-

tical application, and they have been applied to

the working of last canal boats in Scotland. Mr.
Russell has devoted himself to the explanation of

them. He states, that where the water of a

canal is disturbed by any canse, as, for instance,

the admission of a rush of water moment.arily into

one extremity of it, or the impeding of a body
moving in it, there is irenerated a certain wave,
whose motion along the canal is altofrether inde-

pendent of the nature or velocity of the impulse
given to it, and dependent only upon the depth of
the canal; its velocity being precisely that which
a stone would acquire in falling down one half the

depth of the canal. With this velocity, the wave
moves uniformly and steadily to the very end of
its motion, moving slower fif the depth of the

canal remain unchanged,) but only diminishes its

dimensions, until it disappears, and this not fi)r a
very considerable space. He stated, that he had
himself followed waves a mile and a half; and
that they had been traced unbroken l()r three miles
fi:om the spot where they originated.

The velocity of the wave depending on the
depth of the canal, it is manifest, that each canal,

differing in depth from another, will have a difier-

ent velocity of wave, and that each part of the
canal differing from another, will alter the velocity

of its wave, and thus the waves near the shore
will move slower than near the centre of the ca-

nal, if the side be shallower than the middle.
How, then, have these facts their application to

the phenomena observed? Thus, in the experi-
ment described above, the velocity of the wave,
ascertained by numerous experiments, was eight
miles an hour. As long then, as the boat moved
at three, fc)ur. five, six, or seven miles an hour, it

remained in the rear of the wave; the wave had
no effect on it. as the law of the velocities was the
theoretical law. At eight miles an hour the boat
was, in point of fact, on the wave, and it might,
indeed, be seen about the centre of the boat lift-

ing it out of the water and dimini=<hin<r the traction

upon h.—From Proceedings ofBritlsJi jlssociaiion.

From the Friend.

MANGEL WURTZEL.
To ih£ Editor of the Friend:—

Knowing thy interest in agricultural affairs, and

thinidng many readers of "the Friend" would
feel a similar interest in the very interesting par-

ticulars detailed in the accompanying statement;

I send thee '.he following relation of them drawn
up at my request by the friend himself, and of the

accuracy of which there can be no doubt. 1

think the produce of the cow beet so great, and so
well adapted to feeding cattle, particularly on
small farms, that I am desirous of giving a wider
circulation to the accompanying particulars, in or-

der to induce our country friends to give them fur-

ther trials. C. W.

Particulars relative to a crop of beets, fmangel
wurtzel) raised in the season of 1837, on the farm
of Isaac C. Jones, called Rockland, on the banks
of the river Schuylkill, in the neighborhood of the

city of Philadelphia, viz:

—

Netl measure of the ground on which they
grew was 67 square poles. Add for the head-
land or turning ground, 4 do. Total, 71 square
poles, being nine less than half an acre.

The procluce on the above mentioned ground,

excluding the leavps, and confining it entirely to

the roots, amounted to four hundred and thirty

bushels, agreeably to the measurement of Joseph
Berry, ihe farmer who attended to their culture for

the said Isaac C. Jones throughout the season.

On weiirhing a portion of these beets, it was as-

certained they would average fifty-five pounds per

bushel, making an aggreiraie of twenty-three

thousand six hundred and fifty pounds, or a little

over ten and a half tons (of 2250 pounds each,

J

being at the rate of twenty-three and two-third

tons to the acre, or nine hundred and sixty-nine

bushels.

Many of the above-mentioned beets weighed
from seven to thirteen pounds. One that was par-

ticularly measured and weighed, produced the t'ul-

lowino" result, viz: Twenty-seven inches in cir-

cumference, and weighed thirteen and a half

pounds.

The produce would have been considerably in-

creased had not many ol the seed proved delec-

tive, and the plan of transplanting resorted to; but

the latter, if well done, answers an excellent

purpose.

The above-mentioned ground was accurately

measured hy said .Joseph Berry, and the subscri-

ber, this 11th month, 8ih, 1837.

Isaac C. Jones.

From British Husbandry.

REPOKT OF A FARM OF NORTH HAMPSHIRE,
(ENGLAND.)

By Henry Gawler.

Introduction.

The genera! rules and maxims which writers

on airricniture have attempted to establish, are

found so liable to exceptions in their application,

that they are of little service to the generality of
farmers, and are founded on a refinement of prac-

tice not calculated for persons whose education

must necessarily be limited. Many of these

works presume the readers to be acquainted

with the elements of chemistry, with the com-
[mnent parts of earths, and a variety of subjects

which cannot be understood by persons who are,

in general, strangers to the technical expressions

bv "which such information must be conveyed.

But, even if they were flirnished by a competence
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of instruction for sucli purpose, it is doubtful

whether much benotit would be derived from itj

Tile most experienced farmers confess, that the

powers and capacity of a poil tiir [jrodnclion— the

i)e5!r mode of wori<ing ii, anil extruclin>:' the irreat-

est return at ihe leat^t expeii>!e—can only be a?-

certained by aciual trial lor a series of years; and
that rlie external a[)|)ean\nce of the land, or even

of the grovvino' crops, cannot be relied upon as

sufficienl indications of its value. In irenerai,

farms of any ex'ent contain varieties of soil, li'e-

quently mtermixed with each o'herso irrcfruiariy,

that it is itnpossihie to class them in a manner
which anv theory respectinsr their distinct qualities

would recommend as most advantaireons tor their

management. Fn one field are often to be found

clay, gravel, and chalk, strong and light sands,

arranired in palclx's, which do not admit of any
separation for praciical purposes: and such fields

must receive, in ^11 their parts, nearly an nnifljrm

mode of culture, the same number of pioughings,

the same quantity of manure, and the same rota-

tion of crops.

From these circumstances it does not appear
probable that any great nicety in the practice of

agriculture, founded on chemical tests or upon
theoretical doctrines, can be generally introduced.

This difficuky is increased by the disposition of

laborers upon a farm to resist all innovation in

their usual routine of practice. A change of sys-

tem requires a corresponding change in their hab-

its, which are quite mechanical, and in the com-
mencement supposes, in those who are to be its

instruments, some exertion of thought and atten-

tion to which they are unaccustomed. The la-

borers have no obvious personal interest in the

success of any experiment; they foresee no in-

crease oi' wages, of ease, or comfort; and, wiihout

being in any manner worse men than the rest of

their species, they remain stationary in their ac-

quirements, because they have no visible or pal-

oable inducement to urge them on to improve-

nent. The habits and practice of the small farm-

•r and peasantry in general, if they be investiga-

ted, will be found to oriijinate in indolence of mind
and body. They adopt such expedients as re-

quire the least thought, attention, and labor, to ef-

lect their purpose. A comparison of the effects of

this system with the result of a change, and the

calculation of the advantages to be derived from

increased activity and expense, usually exceeds

their powers of comprehension.
For some few years previous to the commence-

ment of the present century, and for many years

after it began, corn bore a price, and capital ap-

plied in farming produced a profit, which tempted
persons of good education to engage in the em-
ployment; and its theory and practice were exam-
ined with the industry and acuteness which the

enlivening prospect of wealth and success is sure

to excite. The great causes of this gradual, and

then increasing rise in the price of co-n, was not

at that period generally known. They are now
admitted to have been the combined effect of a

monopoly of manufactures and commerce enjoyed

by this country, a depreciation of the currency,

and a vast increase of the public expenditure, the

means of which were furnished by loans and tax-

ation; but the landlords for a length of time at-

tributed this change to circumstances which they

held to be accidental and occasional, and were not

disposed to consider it as a around for the aug-
mentation of their rents, and many were bound
by the terms of leases which had been previously

granted.

It was at this period that the press teemed with

books on agriculture; and farmin>r was represent-

ed, duriuL' this brilliant era, as a science with

which our ancestors were little acquainted. The
rocks ofScoiiand, and the chalks of England,

were presumed to be barren, because we vvere

iirnorant in what manner they should be cultiva-

'ed. The mines of Mexico and Peru have hard-

ly been described in more seduciriLr language; and

it was only because the suiijects for this picture

were too close lor inspection to admit of the delu-

sion being complete, that great f()itunps were not

made at the ex|)ense of misguided individuals.

From this dream the people of this country are

hardly yet awak-ened: but farmers in general are

fast returuinjr to their occupation as a trade, in

which, for the benefir of the country at large, the

individuals who are engaged in it must be expo-

sed to a severe competition with each other, be

subjected to a riixid economy in the conduct of the

details, and to a f()rbearance and privation which,

under ordinary circums ances, is not, perhaps, in

a similar degree exacted fiom other laboring

classes. The trade of a fiirmer rarely ai^.ords the

means of accumulatinff a fortune. The eye of a

master is required to conduct the details with ad-

vantaire, and his power of personal inspection,

must be restricted to a fpw hundred acres. The
[iroduce is limited; no extent of connexion can in-,

crease his customers; no skill or activity can aug-

ment indefinitely the articles he has to sell.

The science of agriculture has undoubtedly

been ffreatly improved within the last thirty years,,

in all "its departments, and further progress may
be made in it. But the impulse it received from,

hish prices no longer exists, and whatever ad-

vance is now made will be gradual and slow. It

is probable, however, that the limit of the high-

est state of cultivation is not so far distant as w^e

may suppose it to be in arts and manufactures in

which new combinations of the materials are em-
ploj-ed, and new machinery is iiirnishing con-

stantly greater facilities in operation, and some
addition to the fijrmer excellence of the articles

produced. But in articles which are the produce

of agriculture, human science and industry hav&

not the same advantages. Climate and soil are

the main instruments by which all vegetation is

raised. Man has no control over the first, and

much less over the last than is generally suppo-

sed. There is in every soil a certain natural pow-

er or streng'h of production, technically termed by

the farmer,' the staple of the land, which evidently

forms the boundary that limiis the benefit of at-

tempted improvement. The soil may be com-

bined with ingredients which may render it un-

healthy to vegetation, and manures and cultiva-

tion may neufralize or destroy their effect. W here

such ingredients do not exist, manures may stim-

ulate the land to act upon the crops to a degree it

would not have done without their application;

but experience teaches beyond all doubt, that

working and manures may be applied to an ex-

tent that may be injurious, and when they are

employed beyond tiie measure which the state

and strength of the land require, the crops of corn

are not increased in quantity, and do not improve
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in quality. The observation is peculiarly true as

to the thin light soils of the district hereinaller de-

scrihi'd. which lie upon beds of coarse calcareous

rubble—the stratum inlerposeel between the sur-

face soil and the chalk. The depth of ploughing
in theni is necessarily confined, and new soil can-

not be oradually turned up and incorporaled with

that which was previously cultivated.

It re(iuire3 caution in reconnnendinn new ex-

periments to farmers; they should try them upon
a small scale, utiless they have succceeded in cir-

cumstances similar to those under which they are

projiosed to be iniroduced. The practice of every
district is toliowed by successive crencrations, with-

out any investigation as ro iis causes and merits,

but in general, the outline and main body of the

system which has been adopted, originates in the

nature of the soil, and in local circumstances. It

admits of little change, except in iis better e.xecn-

tton, in the im|>rovement of machinery, in the

breeding of stock, and treatment of their diseases,

and in a more convenient distribution of the fields

and larm-buildings.

The instruction adapted fir the state of informa-

tion and habits of the generality of fiirmers, will

be best conveyed by detailing the management of
a farm comprising land of various qualities, but
where none is much above or below a medium
between the best and the worst, and where the
management is carried on bj^ the usual system of
broad-cast sowing—without any very peculiar se-

lection or refinement in the implements and ma-
chinery.

Description of the farm.

On a farm situate in the north of Hampshire,
consisting of about two hundred and thirty acres,

the writer, assisted by a bailiff, has succeeded in

deriving a net average profit fi-om its produce,
much more considerable than any rent he could
have obtained l."iom a tenant, and has had, besides,

the advantage of keeping the property in a state
!

of neatness, the fences in a state of repair, and the
land in progressive improvement, umnjured bye.x-

i

haustion— benefits which, probably, are not to be I

derived, or expected, from any hands but those of
|

a proprietor.

The land of this farm contains three sorts of soil:

1st. Clay of a very binding nature, mixed with
gravel;

2d. Gravel mixed in many places with a much
less quantity of clay than the former contains, and
occasionally a proportion of darkish mould, pro-
bably the produce of decayed vegetable matter:

3d. A light-colored soil of a loose texture, from
four to seven inches deep, covering the rubble
which lies on the lop of the bed of chalk, the sub-
stratum on which the whole land of this country
ultimately rests.

The fiirm consists of nearly equal quantities of
each soil, sometimes distinctly separated from each

j

other to a considerable extent, but often so inter-

mixed that no division tor any practical purpose
can be effected. Whenever such division is prac-
ticable, it has been made, as undoubtedly each !

quality of soil requires a different rotation ol^ crops :

and different quantities, and, if ihey can be had,
different qualities of manure.
The general aspect of the farm inclines to the

south, but about sixty acres are exposed to the
east and north. The whole is comprised in one

fence, and is intersected and bounded by good
roads.

The buildings are inconveniently disposed.

They lie at one end of the farm—a situation, for

obvious reasons, most objectionable.

Tiiere is no town in the neighborhood from
which any considerable supply of manure can be
procured; and the little that can be obtained is

purchased at an exp^ nse which is hardly compen-
sated by the increase of produce, with the excep-
tion of wood, coal, and peaT ashes. The two
first are collected fiom the houses and cottages,

and the latter is brought, by means of a canal,

from more distant parts.

Manure, therefore, can only be obtained from
the common and usual sources of the folding of
sheep, the stable, and the farm yard, with such oc-

casional addition of mould and decayed vegetable
matter as can be collected on all farms.

Use of Chalk.—The surface soil of this part of
the country rests upon a bed of chalk, which fre-

quently in spots is found to be of a soft and unctu-
ous nature, and crumbles into very small fragments
and powder by the effects of rain and frost.

—

Whenever the chalk can be obtained with these

qualities, it contributes essentially to subdue the

tenacity of the hard and compact clay, and to

render it more ductile and yieldinjx to the opera-

tions of the plouu'h and harrow. When this chalk

has been laid on the gravel, mixed with but little

clay, it has been found eminently useful, by its

quality of retamingmoisture, and, perhaps, by che-
mical changes it may produce upon some ingredi-

ents contained in the soil which are unfavorable

to vegetation. It is applied in a quantity sufTicient

to afford a covering of^ an inch or an inch and a
half in thickness, and permitted to remain expos-
ed until it is well pulverized by the eflecis of ii-ost

and rain. This sort of chalk has generally been
selected, and carried in carls from the pit from
which it has been dug during the hard frosts,

when there is little other occupation for the men
and horses, or in summer, when the land can bear

the pressure of the loads. The common practice

of digging pits upon the spot intended to be chalk-

ed, is objectionable; it defaces the eurflice of the

ground by leaving permanent holes in places from
which it was extracted, and, being thus taken

without selection as to its quality, isfi-equently much
less adapted to the pur[)ose it is intended to answer.
The effect of laying this chalk upon the second

sort of land, in which the gravel is intermixed

with the small portion of clay, has been most re-

markable, and in every instance where it has been
tried, uniformly most beneficial. Previously to

the ajiplication of the chalk, this part of the

farm, although manured, folded abundantly, and
trod well by sheep, to condense the soil, was
extremely precarious in its produce, and the

expense and care bestowed upon it were rare-

ly compensated by a corresponding return.

—

The wheat grew freely at first, and continued to

bear a very fivorable appearance until the spring,

when the ground assumed a spongy, hollow tex-

ture, the plants acquired a dark brownish hue, died

in considerable quantities, and the remainder pro-

duced at harvest from twelve to sixteen bushels

per acre of light corn, with the straw invariably

stunted and bliirhted. Fiom the time the land

was chalked in the manner I have before describ-

ed, these unfavorable tendencies of the soil were
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corrected. The eanie land now produces Iroru

twenty-four to thirty bushel?, of exrollent quality;

and in no instauce has any recurrence of its (br-

mer imheahliy condition been observed. Th»
mischief was not contiiied to tlie wheat crop: the

barley, oats, tares, and clover, sud'ercd in tiiosame

proportion, and have equally derived benefit liorn

the chalkiiii;.

The value of ciialk, for the purposes I have
mentioned, does not extend, on this farm, beyond

the first and second qualities of land, the hard

compact gravelly clay, and the gravel with the

less proportion of clay: when applied to the third

quality of soil, the light-colored loam, its effects

appeared to be injurious; probably this soil was
already sufficiently mixed with it, which rendered

the addition, if not detrimental, at least useless.

Rotation of crops.

The beet poil on this farm is the compact gravel-

ly clay. It is cultivated (except the course be in-

terrupted by very unfiivorable seasons) by the ro-

tation of crops gpiierally adopted by the best form

-

ers in this part of the country:— 1st, wheat; 2nd,

turnips; 3rd, barley; 4th, clover and rye-grass.

Occasionally, after two or three wet seasons, in-

stead of sowing wheat on the clover lay, the land

has been permitted to lie fallow the ensuing sum-
mer, has received three good ploughings, and the

earth been well pulverized by repeated harrowing
and rolling. The practice of (allowing lands of

any quality has been objected to by many eminent
agriculturists, as unnecessary, and as not conler-

ring any benefit proportioned to the loss of one
eeason. It is a question which can be resolved

only by the experience of a considerable length of

time, and the calculation of the loss or profit can-

not be very satisfactorily made. But the system,

as applied to this sort of land upon the occasions

to which I have referred, has certainly improved
the succeeding crop, especially in its quality.

1. Wheat.—The wheat generally sown on the

best land, and on that which is in high condition,

are the while sorts; and of these sorts, the prefer-

ence has been given to the velvet-husked. This
wheat, when it enjoys the advantage of being
60wn on land in high condition, is equally pro-

ductive with the brown, and sells from thirty to

forty shilling per load higher. The straw is usu-

ally short, compared with that of other sorts, and
therefore less liable to be beaten down in stormy
seasons; and the fur upon the husk appears to af-

ford considerable protection against the blight or

mildew, one of the destructive scourges of our
climate. This wheat should be cut as soon as the

internal part of the grain is set, and when upon
pressure, it is found the milky fluid is absorbed.

It will ripen quickly as it stands in the shock.

When thus cut, the sample is always briiThter, and
clearer, and weighs heavier, than wlien it is suffer-

ed to remain longer in the crround. When the har-

vest is late, and these obvious causes of blight,

the warm drizzling rains and morning fogs, are

to be ex|iected, the hazard of exposure to this

mischief is diminished; a week is often of impor-
tance at this critical period; and by being in ad-

vance upon the general commencement of the

harvest, laborers are more easily obtained,, and
the wheat secured by means of additonal hands,
which cannot afterwards be obtained.

On the second and third qualities of soil, this

white wheat does not on an average succeed well.

In favorable seasons, and when tliese portions of

the soil iiave been in high condition, it has j)ro(iured

an ample return; but in the event of a dry, or

very cold and wet summer, the crop, compared
with that of the brown wheal, planted under the

same circunislaiiccs, has been deficient, the ear

imperfectly filled, and the grain meagre. The
red-slraw Jjtimmas has been found the best adapt-

ed, on an average of years, (o the two last quali-

ties of soil. It appears to resist better the bad
effects of unfiivorable seasons; and, fi'om the depth
of its color, it disguises better any injury it may
have sustained.

Sowing.—From three to four bushels of wheat
and from five to six bushels of barley, are sown to

an acre. The whesit crop, upon an average of

a number of years, has yielded twenty-six bush-

els !^er acre; the barley crop, eight sacks per acre.

In ihe most favorable seasons, the average of the

wheat has been rather more than thirty-six bush-

els per acre and in the worst seasons, when wet
and cold prevailed, as in 1828 seventeen bush-

els per acre.

Period of sowing.—In many parts of this dis-

trict, upon very light land, the wheat is sown, if

the season permits, as early as the end of August;

but upon the farm now described, none is sown
earlier than the last week in September, nor later,

if it can be avoided, than the middle of Novem-
ber. If sown earlier than the first-mentioned pe-

riod, it grows rank, and mats together in warm
and long protracted autumns, and in this state it

suffers from a succeeding alternation of frosts

and wet; if sown later than the last-mentioned

period, especially on the second and third quali-

ties of soil, it hardly shoots its roots to a sufficient

depth to prevent them from being loosened, or

partially exposed, and often, in considerable quan-

tities, thrown entirely on the surface, by the swell-

ing of the ground in frosty weather.

Tares.—The ground from which the wheat has

been reaped is ploughed as soon after harvest as

other works, indispensibly necessary, will permit.

A portion of it, is sown with winter-tares, the

latter end of September. This crop is of great

value, if it be not injured; but it is so liable to be

thinned by the alternation of warm days, and
cold winds, and frosty nights in spring, that it can-

not be relied on as a certain resource for stock.

For this reason, the larger portion of land intend-

ed for tares is sown in February, March, and April

with the sort called the spring-tares, mixed with a
bushel of oats to an acre. They are evidently a
different plant from the winter-tares, the leaf

which first expands is different, the seed is larger,

it grows with more luxuriance, and produces, in

general, a heavier crop. Within these \&vf years,

a variety of the spring tare has been imported,

probaly from Holland, and sold in our markets

under no fixed name. This seed is small, like the

winter tare, and springs up with a similar leaf; but

it throws out more numerous branches, and has a

coarse and hardy appearance. The stem is short-

er, and it preserves an erect position longer than

the varieties in common use. It succeeded well

on the second quality of land.

Tares afibrd a main supply of food for stock in

the month of June, and part of July. If the

crops be luxuriant, and the eeason wet, they

I
should be cut with a scythe, and put into cakes for
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the sheep. IfJ under such circumstances, this

plan be not adopted, a third ol" the crop will be

wasted.

The experiment of makinij tares into hay has

been tried on this tarm; but it caimot be recom-

mended as a general practice, Wei is very injuri-

ous to them durintr the [irocees, and, when made
in the best seasons, they are by no means a favor-

ite food with cattle. The sheep leed upon them
in this state with reluctance.

11. Turnips.—The remainder of the ground

from which the wheat crop was taken, is sown in

the sprintj, and daring the succeedino; SfUmmer,

with turnips, of which a very considerable portion

are Swedes; ihe residue are the tankard, the globe,

and, towards the autumn, the green rounds. The
Swedes, except in very unfavorable seasons, suc-

ceed well on the hrst and second qualities of soil,

but on the third quality of soil, they rarely swell,

and grow with the (i-eedom which renders the inte-

rior oi" the bulb firm and mellow. They increase

slowly on this last soil; the rind is thick, the ex-

ternal flesh is tough and fibrous, and betrays the

same appearance of want of proper nourishment,

which all esculent vegetables exiiibit, when plant-

ed in soils which are dettictive in fertility, or not

congenial with the nature of the plant.

Drill husbandry..—The system of drilling tur-

nips has been tried on these soils, but the result

has not been encouraging, and upon an average
of years the broad-cast sown have the advantage.

Two methods were fbllovved—the one by deposit-

ing rotten manure in a furrow, covering it again

with earth, and drilling the seed on the ridge

—

the common practice of the north; the other by
drilhng them in rows at two feet distance, when
the ground was levelled and prepared as for broad-

cast sowing. But both methods, on the first and
second qualities of soil, are liable to nearly the

same difficulties and objections. Notwithstanding
all attempts to subdue wholly the tenacity of the

hard gravelly clay by the means of chalking, it

breaks up under the plough and horse-hoe, in dry
or very wet weather, in large clods or masses,
which frequently bury the plants when small, or

leave their roots exposed to the air. The resist-

ance of the compact clay and stones in the first

quality of soil, and of the stones in the second
quality, disturbs both instruments m their opera-
tion to a degree sufficient to make it hazardous to

approach very near the rows, and the plant loses

the benefit of having the earth loosened about it

—

a process which tends so essentially to promote its

growth. In a district, also, where the drill sys-

tem is not geneneraliy adopted, the laborer who
thins the plants with the hand-hoe interposes his

objections. He finds plants in rows more difficult

to thin than the broad-cast: it requires a change
in his mechanical exertion of limbs.

The advantage mainly derived from the drill-

ing Swedes on ground levelled as for broad-cast
sowing, consists in the means the system afibrds of
covering them, before the approach of winter, with
mould by the assistance of a small plough. This
was usually effected in the middle of November,
in time to prevent the rooks, larks, wood pigeons,
and game, from attacking them when their other
accustomed food begins to fail. The larks, and
perhaps other small birds, bore small deep holes,

in which the water settles and rots the heart of
the plant. Hares consume a portion of the bulb.

f'Ut the renii'.inder oflen continues sound. The
Swedes are by this method preserved fresh and

uninjured. They did not appear to sufier in any
respect fi'om the covering, and in the spring the

rows are turned out by a plough as they are

wanted for use. Upon land which permits the

drilling of Swedes to be practised with advantage,

this mode of preserving the bulb may be salt;!y

recommeded. !t probably has been adopted by

other farmers occasionally; but examples of this

plan, if is believed, rarely occur.

It is the common custom to permit the Swedes
to sprout out in the spring for the fi?ed of the

lambs, but the bulb is thus materially injured.

Each shoot supplies its growth by a mass of roots

which strike into the bulb, and fill it with hard

fibres. Its juices are drained, and it becomes im-

penetrable to the tender teeth of lambs, and is

only destructible at the expense of (he stronger

teeth of the ewes.

As soon as the shoot has begun to spring with

any luxuriance, the method has sometimes been

adopted of pulling up the bulb, and leaving them
spread about the ground for the use of the stock.

In this state they become mellow, but remain firm

and juicy often until the end of May, and begin-

ning of June. When the season arrives tor sow-
ing with barley the ground on which they had
grown, they were removed in carts to some grass

lay, and there again spread out for the sheep.

After many years' experience, no crop has been

(bund more usefijl on this farm than Swedes, and

none which, on an average, affords, a more secure

and certain resource tor stock. They are the fa-

vorite food of sheep, horses, cows, and pigs ; by
care they can be preserved far in the summer

;

and it is hoped it will not be thought disrespectful

to the human species, when it is added that the

Swedes compose a considerable part of the nutri-

ment, from predilection and choice, of the young
laborers, the boys who work upon the farm. They
appear \o agree well with the constitutions of per-

sons blessed with such powerful and healthy di-

gestion.

The other turnips are sown broad-cast, and

managed in the usual method.

The period of goioing.—The value of all sys-

tems of farming must be determined by their ef-

fect on an average of a number of years. In

some seasons it answers well to sow the turnips

early ; the Swedes as early as March, and the be-

ginning of April, and the other turnips in April

and May ; but in this part of the country, the

practice is not to be recommended as a system.

During the cold weather of the early months, the

plant springs and grows slowly. It assumes a

stunted appearance, its tender leaves are long ex-

posed to insects; a thickness at the top of the

root, partaking of a premature disposition to form

a bulb, accompanied by a wrinkled rind, indicates

a state of disease, from which no fitvorable cir-

cumstances will allerwards wholly recover it.

Towards the middle of June, the air and earth

have been considerably warmed; the plant then

springs and grows quick, escapes soon through its

tender stages, and will generally produce a more

abundant crop, and of far better quality, than

when it has been crippled and stunted by unfavor-

able weather in the earlier season.

The turnips, in general, are consumed by the

sheep on the ground upon which they grow. No
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incleniPiiry of weailuT prRven's this praciice on

the spconfi and third qiialilies ol" lanii, niid it is

thoM biMioficini hy the tivadmi:: and consequent

condensinjr ol' tlie soil: on the firr^t quality of

land in a verv wet season ol' lon<j c.onlinnance,

and when the ijmnnd it; soaked with moisture, tiiis

practice may be injurious. In sueh cases, llie

land is rendered too tenacious by liie pressure ol

the slock, and the heahh of the siteep tnii>ht be

impaired by Ivintr on uround so saturated wiih wa-

ter. They are then removed to a drier spot. IJul

puch instances rarely occur. Tiie wiiole of the

farm slopes to diU'erent aspects, and a continued

drainaire is thus effected, which assists mnlerially

the absorption hy the earth, which is, in some de-

gree, always takins; place-

The whole I'trm may iherefore be considered as

a jjood turnif) soil—a valuable qualify in irround

of medium worth. Upon such soils tlu; turnip is

the great instrument of improvement. No crop

upon .a given surface of such ground aHbrds so

abundant a bulk of Ibod for sheep, and none con-

tributes to produce more manure. The liirhter

lands are condensed by the treading of the slock,

the stronger are, in moderate weather, kneaded

into a consistence very favorable to wheat, and
the irround is cleaned by the frequent hoeings

which are indispensably necessary to promote the

growth of the plant. Since the introduction of

the turnip, in considerable quantities, in agricul-

ture above a century ajjo, its use has been pro-

gressively extending, and has laid the foundation,

on the liixhter soils, of the excellent cultivation

which now prevails. Fifty years ago this plant

was liitle known in the district where the farm

now described is situated. Within that period

the crops are doutiled. The stock of sheep on the

same quantity of land is doubled, and their health

is less precarious. Turnips aflord a change of

food; and l()r such change ail animals have a

strong desire; they are a resource of great impor-

tance when the hay is injured by wet seasons; and
as wet seasons are liivorable to turnips, it is a re-

source which rarely fails.

The conuiion turnip continues to be a whole-

some and nutritious food until the very cold

weather commences, towards the end o! Novem-
ber, by which time either the nature of the turnip

or the powers of digestion in the sheep appear to

be afl'ected; and so prejudicial upon this farm are

they esteemed to be, at this season, to ewes heavy
in lamb, by creating wind and inlialiiig the stom-

ach and bowels, ihat the quantity given is very

cautiously allotted. The best correciive is an al-

lowance of hay, which is often too lon<r delayed,

from mistaken motives of economy. The ewes
suffer freqiientlj' tnaierially from this neglect, and
the strength and health of the whole stock are

impaired. Ft lias been thought, that by an allow-

lowance of a portion of Swedes, together wiih the

common turnip, the hay might be omitted with

less dantier. The Swedes, tliough ranked usually

under the common term of turnip, are a distinct

F[)ecies of plants, in which the elements which
constitute nutriment exist in much greater abun-
dance. Upon this farm, from these motives, the

use of Swedes often commences early in the au-
tumn. Tiiej' are scarcely ripe until the middle of

November, and continue to ijrow and swell until

that period. But in their imperfect state, they
Buppiv tar more nourishment than the common

Vol. V—86

turnip, and prepare the stock for sale at the fairs

in Oclober and Novemi)er in a manner not^easily

accomplished wiihoiit their assistance.

III. Barky.—The barley-crop is sown after

the turnips. The land requires more or less

plouirhing, according to the quality of the soil, and

the state in which it is found, after the season lor

the woikinfT of it commences. The compact,

gravelly clay, if the turnips have been led off

during wet weaher, breaks up in large clods, and

requires to be reduced by the roller; and at least a

second plontrbing iriven before the barley can be

safely sown; and'if clover be sown with it, it ren-

ders this process indispensable. On the second

and third qualities of land, one ploughing is quite

sufficient, 'i'he sowing commences early in March,

and continues until May, by which period the

Swedes iiave been removed from the turnip land,

if any remain, to some grass-lay.^The time of

sowing, when on compact, gravelly clay, must, in

some measure, depend on the season. It cannot

be worked in very rainy weather. If any very

hard storms of rain succeed the sowing, the sur-

face runs together so| closely, that the air is pre-

vented having access to the seed, and its vegeta-

tion is obstructed.

Tlie two other qualities of soil are^Jnot exposed

to this advantage.

It is customaVy in many counties, on light soils,

to sow barley in the month ^of February. This

[jractice is tbllowed by many ^farmers in this

district.

In barley sowing, as in sowing all other crops,

it is always to be considered what system succeeds

the best, upon an average of several years; and

beyond a dispute, upon an average of years, the

early sown barley produces the largest crops, and

the finest grain. Until the end of March, the

sowing may be considered to be early; and it is

li-om the sowing made during that month, that the

best bailey on this farm has been obtained.

The plant which springs from the February

sowing is apt to be injured by the frosty nights in

March. Upon the compact clay, it turns yellow

from this cause, and rarely afterwards grows with

the same luxuriance and vigor, as the plant which

has escaped this danger.

The barley grown on the compact clay is of a

coarser quality than that which is produced from

the soils of the second and third qualities, but the

crop is more abundant, and thus in some measure
compensates for the inferiority. That which is

produced on the light chalk soils of this district is

well calculated for malting; the skin is thin, and
its color rich, but light; but it never equals, in ful-

ness of meal and plumpness of appearance, the

barleys grown in Stafioidshire, and on loamy
lands.

The barley of this district is of one sort; it is

pretended there are some vareties to be found,

vvliich are more productive than that in common
use, but the difference between (hem is not easily

delected. It is not unusual to apply some new
name to a sample brought into the market, and to

represent it as being favored by some especial

quality. Such expedients raise its price for the

sea.«on, and the imposition is sometimes successful

to that extent.

IV^. G'rass.—The grass crop succeeds the bar-

ley, ;ind consists, generally, of the common red-

clover and rye-grass mixed, or of saiiili)in.
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The first quality of soil is that on which the

elover is most [)roductive; but on all of them ihi?

crop IS uncertain. An alternation of wet and
frosty weather during the winter freqiienily des-

troys a considerable portion of the |;lants; and a

dry and cold spring impairs their strenoth to such
a degree that no lavurable vvealher will afterwards
restore their vigor.

Bye-grass.—Under these circumstances, the

rye-grass often constitutes the main bulk of the

crop when the field is mown. It is much more
hardy than the clover, and contributes to shelter

and protect its companion. With all ihese disad-

vantages, however, no substitute has been found
fo supply the place of clover, and it continues to

hold its station steadily in tlie rotation of crops.

A portion of it is generally fed oH' by the lambs
and ewes, and the remainder is cut for hay as

Boon as the rye-grass blooms. Farmers in this

district are sometimes temf)ted to leave it standing,
in hopes of rain and increasing growth, to a pe-
riod rather later; but the augmentation of bulk

during so short a period cannot compensate fur

the loss sustained in the succulence and tender-
ness of the stalk. In a v'ery short time after the
appearance of the bloom, the stem of the rye-
grass becomes fibrous, hard, and dry, loses" in

weight; and is liir less acceptable to "cattle, and
less nutritious. The same observation applies to

the clover; but in clover, the process towards ma-
turity is not so rapid; its succulence is not so soon
exhausted, and more delay can be allowed. On
this farm, however, the moment the rye-grass
forms its bloom, cutting is commenced, uidess the
weather should be wholly unfavorable; and expe-
rience has confirmed this system, upon an aver-
age of years, to be the most advantageous. This
crop forms a considerable portion ofvvinier store

for the feed oi" sheep, and when it happens to

prove very deficient, exposes the larmcr on these
soils to difficulties, and sometimes compels him to

send a portion of his slock during several n.cnths,
from Noven)ber to April, to districts where richer

Boile produce more abundant crops. Such lands
are found in Wiltshire, within the distance of
twenty or twenty-five ni'iles, and sheep are usual-
ly kept well upon them, at an expense varyinir
from six shillings to eight fehillings per head, for

the season.

Sainfoin.—All the soils upon this f;irm are
well-suited to sainfoin, but it certainly grows with
more luxuriance on the compact, gravelly clay, of
the depth of ten or twelve inches, lying in contact
with the substratum ol' chalk. The sainfoin will

not flouiish on deep clays which hold much mois-
ture, and which are not drained by some sub-soil
of a less retentive nature; but on the shallow
flays, resting on chalk, or limestone, it is very
productive. On such soil it grows with a sleiii

and leaf more rank and coarse^ than on the second
and third qualities of land; but the hay made from
it is better calculated lor horses than lor sheep.
The sainfoin is the most valuable artificial grass

this district possesses. The dryest seasons rarely
essentially injure the crop; the most wet appear
only to increase its luxuriance of ixrowth, and thus.
under all circumstances, it may be depended on,
if it can be converted into hay, as a certain re-

source for a farm. No food is more fTrateful to i

eherp; and the horses, if liberally fed with it, are
|

kept in good working condition without corn. It !

remains longer in the stack uninjured, than clover

and rye-grass hay, which is generally lees con-
densed; it is penetrated by wind and heat with
less facility, and a less portion of its nutritious

qualities is carried off. Siiinlbin hay, when stack-

ed in good condition, is equally good in the third

year.

The sainf(iin should be cut as soon as the main
bulk of the flowers are ready to o[)en; when cut

in this state, and made into hay, it weighs more,
lies much closer in the stack, and is far more nu-
tritious than when permitted to remain till some of
the flowers have expanded, and begin to fade.

The loss in apparent quantity is amply compen-
sated by the belter quality of the hay.
The plant of sainfoin does not till after the

second year arrive at its full vigor and strength,

and therefore it is usually, in this district, sown in-

termixed with the hop-clover, to make up the

crop; but it is doubled whether this fraciice ig

beneficial. The saiiifbin plant is eviilently weak-
ened and stunted by the overpowering growth of
the clover, which arrives at maturity in its second

year; and it is quesiional le wliether the sainfoin

ever recovers the injury it thus su!^tains. As the

sainfoin is intended to remain for five, or licrhaps

six years, and is to be considered as the main ob-

ject of attention; an injury which sfneads its ef-

fects over three or four years, by a diminution in

the crops during that period, cannot be compensa-
ted by the supposed addition of a third, or a fourth,

to the crop of the second year. In all cases on
this farm where the experiment has been tried of
sowing the sainfoin alone with the barley, the

plants have invariably been more healthy, stron-

ger, and more numerous, than when mixed with

the hop-clover.

The sainfoin plant is generally permitted to re-

main five or six years from the time of its sowing;
but this period is olien too long. The propriety

of leaving it lor more or lees time must depend on
the quality of the soil—on its being in high or

poor condition, clean or foul; on the compact,
gravelly clay, it would last the longest, as being

ihe best soil; but other grasses, the natural pro-

duce of such soils, spring up, and in the fourih year

begin to form a close tissue or mat about the top

of the sainfoin root, which evidently obstructs its

fiee growth, and smothers and destroys a large

portion of the weaker plants. On the land of the

second and third qualities, the grasses natural to

the soil rise less abundantly, and the sainfoin

suffers less from their contiguity; but the sainfoin

plant itself on these second soils is sooner exhaust-

ed, and becomes less productive.

It is doubtful whether a sainfoin lay should not,

at all events, be broken up at the end of the fifth

year; and in most cases, at the end of the fourih;

and this system has been generally adopted on
this farm.

In this district, the main difficulty attending

sainfoin arises fiom the necessity of sowing it on
a soil on which it has not been planted for at least

eight or nine years. All plants used in agricul-

ture evidently benefit by permitting considerable

periods of lime to intervene between their course

of sowing, but in many sorts, as in wheat, and
barley, or oats, manure will restore, in a great de-

gree, those ingredients in the soil, which former

crope of the same grain may have exhausted; but

no species of manure has yet been found in thi«
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district to eupply that particulnr luitriment which

sainfoin dt'in;inils, and of whicli ils growtli has

deprived tlie soil; and tlie land must l)0 pnmitiod

to acquire gradually those almirnts, whatever

they may be, which constitute the food of this

plant.

The, clover, in some measure, in this respect,

partakes of the nature of the sainloin in this dis-

trict. It is generally the crop of every Iburlh

year; but the besr liiVmers aduiit, that even this

interval is not sulRi-iently long io obtain a cro|)

proportionally abundant with those of ihe inter-

vening grain"; and that the iiighest slate of culti-

vation, m as far as it depends on manure, will not

supply the defect of longer intervals between (he

sovvirios. They are compelled by necessity alone

to follow their present system, as no substitute lias

been as yet susgested, which is consistent vviili

the rotation of other crops.

The best crops of sainlbin in this district do not

exceed two tons and a half per acre, and proba-

bly upon an average of a number of years, no

farm produces moie than a ton and a half or be-

tween that quantity and two tons jier acre.

It is difficult to conceive by what means any

considerable stock of sheep could have been kept

here, previously to the introduction of turnips and

sainfoin into common use, both of which were lit-

tle known a century ago. This country consisted,

at that period, of large tracts of down, now broken

up, which afl(3rded a subsistence for the flocks in

summer; but in llie winter they must necessarily

have resorted to the richer pastures of other dis-

tfiets, where the natural grasses afi'orded a suffi-

cient growth to make hay.

Meadow-land.

The natural meadow ground in this district

bears a very small proportion to the arable, and
hardly enters into the account of a -system in the

distribution of a farm. Upon the farm now de-

scribed, about fourteen acres of gravel, mixed
with dark loose mould, were highly manured and
well cleaned, and laid down twenty years since

with varieties of grass seeds in great abundance,
collected from the growers near London, atid of

the sorts which, according to the doctrines then
prevalent, were held to be best adapted to the soil.

'They flourished lor four or five years, and ])roin-

ised to form a permanent meadow, but ihey grad-
ually disappeared, in defiance of the utmost care

and attention bestowed on their management, and
were superseded by, or acquired the appearance
of, the short and wiry grasses, the indigenous
growth of the soil, and formed a turf resembling

an ancient down. The feed is at all times whole-
some; but, except in very wet summers, not abun-
•dant. It disposes the cattle to increase in flesh

more than in milk. This portion of the land was
chosen for this purpose, from its contiijuity to the

house; but the other quali:ies of soil have not

been found much better calculated for this purpose,

and no attempt to fix the finer meadow grasses in

them permanently, has succeeded.

None of the soil upon this farm is well suited to

potatoes. Upon the third sort of land their quali-

ty is excellent, but the crop is^never abundant,
and cannot, be cultivated for profit. An acre is

however always planted for the use of the family

and the carters and men who reside at the cot-

tagea contiguous to the house.

Slock.

The stock in general best adapted to this land

are, the Alderney, and smaller race of Norman
cows. The Devon.shire and larger breeds require

licher pasture; and although ihey are kept in

condition, the milk they ijive is by no means in

proportion to the bulk of food they consimie. The
Norman and Alderney cattle appear to be less af-

fected by the quality of the herbag.'. It has been

customary on this farm to keep one cow of the

Devonshire breed, with three of the Norman or

Alderney. and to mi.x the milk, on the presump-
tion, that by being tiius diluted, it produces better

and a larger quantity of butler. The cream is

skimmed, and scalded over a stove, before it is

cluirncHl. This process certainly renders less

churning necessary, gives the butter more flavor,

and increases the quantity. In a district where

meadow land is scarce, baiter generally bears a

hiiih price, and perhaps no part of the farm de-

scribed is so profitable as the small portion of it

allotted to the dairy.

Sheep.—The sheen kept on this farm are usual-

ly called the South Downs; but they are not the

pure race; thev are larger, and weigh, when in

the usual condition lor the butcher, from 60 lbs. to

70 lbs., and sometimes more. They are extreme-

ly docde and manageable, and are perhaps better

calculated l)y their weight to knead and condense
ihe soil than those of a lighter description. Their

lleece averages about 3^, lbs. for each 'sheep; the

wool is short and varies considerably in fineness,

according to the keep. Where their food consists

of artificial grasses and tuniips, the wool is much
coarser than of those which are pastured princi-

pally on Down lands, and have to work harder

lor a subsistence. The practice of folding is in-

dispensably necessary to i-arming in this district,

and no system has been long suggested which

can supply its place. The wool is, however, pro-

bably injure*! by the continual exposure to the al-

ternaiiun of wet, and severe frost, during the win-

ter, and it certainly bears no comparison in color,

fineness, softness, and beauty, to that shorn from

flocks which are sheltered and housed during in-

clement weather.

Lambs.—h is the common practice here to ex-

pose the ewes during the season of lambing in

iblde in the open fields,Without [jrotection liom the

I fall of rain or snow. This is the consequence of

the habitual thoughtlessness of the farmers, who,

bein<r accustomed from early education to spare

all the labor and trouble that absolute necessity

does not enforce, neglect the precautions which

more vigil <nce would sugicest. The loss of lambs,

upon an average, amounts to near one-fifih of the

whole. Common sense would appear to indicate

the prudence of affording a dry s|)Ot on which

such tender creatures as new-born lambs may ba

deposited imtii they have gained some strength.

The ewes pufl(?r at that period nearly as much,

and are often attacked by fevers,, which aflect

their milk, and de.;troy iis wholesome and nutri-

tious quality. A fold." under these circumstances,

in wet weather, exhibits as dreary and dismal a

spectacle as can well be imagined, the lambs

trembKns with cold, and the maternal aflections of

theewes^half exiingnishec) by their own sufiering.

The system is justified by the farmei*, on the

ground that it renders the flork hardy; hut the

truth is, that none but the strong turvivs the
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treatment, and probably their constitutions are in-

jured by it.

The sheep with black faces are the favorites of

the farmers; but it seems a doubtful lest of their

merit, whatever it may be as to their beauty.
About fifty or sixty years pgst, a sort of sheep
called the VVillshire, of t;reater size than the
largest Dorset and Somersetshire sheep, with
much more bone, and lonij-er leys, constituted the

Hocks of this country. They are enabled from
their strength and length oi" limbs to ramble over
the extensive downs, which have since been bro-

ken up. The increase of arable land has banish-
ed this ugly race; some specitnens, however, even
now occasionally appear at lairs, which frighten

the delicacy of modern farmers, accuslomed to

better models.

Pigs.—The common run of pigs in this district

are by no means remarkable for their beauty.
They are generally of a light color, marked with
large black or red spots, or in large divisions of
black and white. They are of a hardy, enduring,
and active nature; draw their subsistence from all

materials ihey can swallow, and are managed, in

general, with slovenly inattention. However,
considerable exceptions must be made. The
breed is sometimes crossed by the Essex, Chinese,
or Neapolitan race, or the pure breeds of these
sorts are introduced; but in some few generations,
accident or design produces an intermixture,
which, after a few more generations, terminates
in a recurrence to the common race of the coun-
try. Upon the liirm described, the event has re-

peatedly happened, and it is believed that, consid-
ering the different qualities of each sort, the me-
rits and defects of the varieties as nearly bal-
anced.

Some varieties of pigs evidently fatten more
rapidly and upon a less quantity of food than
others; this was found to be the case with the
black breed from Essex, but the sort was tender,
and were not so equal to the fatigue of attendinij

their duty in the stubbles, and appeared to be very
sensible to the effect of cold.

Management.— It is a common opinion in this
district, that pigs are not a profitable stock upon
a farm, in a quantity beyond that which is neces-
sary for the consumption of the otlal produce
which cannot be carried to market. This opinion
may reasonably be doubted; and certainly upon
the farm described, where they are kept to a lar-

ger extent than the usual proportion to the size of
the farm, they indispuiably give an ample return
of profit. A quantity of Swedes is usually re-

served for their use. The Swedes are a favorite

food with them, and apparently they prosper upon
them more than upon any other food which is not
the produce of grain or pulse.

In fattening pigs, an opinion is also entertained,
which springs ftoin indolence and thouohtless-
ness. It is held that changing the litter, and
cleaning the styes, protract the time of the an-
imal's arriving at his required fatness, and that

filth contributes more to his health and prosperity

than cleanliness. This opinion is not the result

of experience, for very ftiw persons here have
tried the alternative of cleanliness; but it is a the-

ory they have derived fiom iheir progenitors, in

which they will persist if they be permitted. No
analogy of reasoning as to the effects of filth on
other animals ehakea their belief, and the prac-

tice can only be overcome by the determined au"
ihority of a master.

Establ'mhinent.

The farm described is worked by a bailiff, a
head carier, and an under carler, a shepherd, two
boys, and two laborers, in coiu-tant pay, and seven
horses. Except during ihe hay and hoeing sea-

sons, weeding and harvest, fiirlher assistance is

seldom recjuired.

The size of the farm described, is by no means
recommended as a model. The extent of it was
unavoidably thus circumscribed. Neither the bai-

lifi' nor shepherd has Hill employment; the bailiff

might superintend one hundred and fifty or two
hundred acres more, and the shepherd might
equally well manage three hundred and filty sheep.

A farm, however, from three hundred to three

hundred and fifty acres of arable land, affords

ample business lor a bailiff who engages in any
portion of the working duties, keeps the men and
horses in full activity, and makes the most of their

strength. It is as much as his eye and attention

can command, if he overlooks all the various pro-

ceedings, and by foresight and diligence guards
against the casualties which are apt so often to

occur from the negligence and careless habits of
the individuals who are employed as carters and
laborers.

Horses.—The horses selected for the service of

this farm rather are of fine bone, above fifteen

hands high, with strength quite sufficient for team
and plough, but which move with a quicker step

than those with large heavy feet, hairy fetlocks

and thick legs, a species, however, in very common
use. The former are also less subject to disorder

than the latter. Carters frequently take a consid-

erable interest in the beauty and good looks of the

cattle under their management, and from those

motives, bestow more care upon horses, which at-

tract their attention. It re(]uires very superior merit

in a vulgar coarse-made horse to become a favorite,

or even to obtain lor it a just share of dressing

and fiiod. Beauty in all animals always engages
even the most common minds in its ffivor, and
generally it implies some uselul corporal quality.

The carter's regard for his cattle is purchased
cheaply, at the addional expense of a few pounds
per head for a horse. Every person the least con-

versant with fiirming is aware how completely the

horses are at the mercy of the persons who drive,

feed, and dress them. It is advisable to consult

and indulge their wishes and prejudices, ifihey
lead to no essential mischief; their predilectiona

are sometimes harmless, and it is frequently diffi-

cult to subdue or counteract them.

Implements.

Ploughs.—The plouiihs of this district are con-
structed, with the exception of the handles and
beam, entirely of iron, and much reduced in their

length and dimensions from those which were
employed thirty years ago; they are generally

worked by three horses. The binding nature of
the soil renders this' Ibrce so often necessary, that

the habit of driving with reins has not become
general. So powerful is the effect of custom, that

some farmers are yet seen working a soil of four

or five inches deep, with four horses dragging the

ploughs of the ancient form, and unwieldy con-
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strnction. at a plovver pace than with ihree horses

and il)t» iiKiilern instriiniPiii.

Thrashing;.—Tlu". who. it is thraslini on Iili^! larii)

by a machine, and tlie quickest niovinii' hoisos

are selccteil tor the work; thev do more work and

<lo it better. A rapidity of niofion if* fiivorahle to

tlie thrasihinir the corn clean. Sonieiinies hail-

bred horses with a unod deid of hone have been

einf»loyed on ihi.- (iirni; they are (HlHcnit to procure

at a moderate price, hul in the tliashinir-macliine,

harrowinfT, ar:d rollin<», they are uiirivaHed.

The barley is thraslieii with a flaii. The ma-
chine is apt to strip it off, and does not, tfierelore,

bring it out in a slate fit for the market. The two
hiborers can also be i^enerally suificiently spared

from other work for this emi)loyment.

The tlirashin2:-machine is, of course, a very un-

popular instrument, and to the use of it, amongst
other supposed abuses, the present comlbrtless sit-

ution of the peasants is often attributed. The
train of reasoninji: by which it can be proved that

whatever macl)ine saves expense or labor to the

farmer must ultimately lower tlie price of the

commodity it assists in preparinij lor the market,

ie not calculated to satisfy the laborer. His mind
always recurs to the single point of the lost use of

the flail. This aversion to the machine has in-

disputably had the effect of re^lucing their num-
ber, and still more tiie use of such as exist.

Manure.

Different opinions exist respectint; the state in

which stable and farm-yard manure should be ap-

plied; whether it should be carried out fresh, or be

permited to lt;rinent and be decomposed. It is al-

most impossible to doubt that if an immediate
effect be the object, it is belter calculated, in a

out the year. On the harm described, about two
hundred anil ihiriy slieop are cousianlly li'i! on

two hundred acres of the land, be^^ides ihe latiibs

which lidl in February, a portion of which are

sold in the October ti)ll(>wiiig, logoiher with some
ewes which are dralied from ihe stock. Some
sacrifices have been made for this purpose; a less

breadth of corn than the usual f!ro|)ortion is sown.
Ii hi'.s hap'pencd three nrfour times in the course of
twenty years, when, both hay cro))s uud turnips

have iiuied to a consiilerable extent, so tiini abuiU

fifty lambs have been sent to winter in other

places. Uy this plan of ailolting more land than

the usual [sroportion to slock, the arable is kepi in

higher condition, and the plant on it is enabled

by iis vigor to resist the mischief to which, in un-

(iivorable seasons, if it were in a weaker state, it

would be exposed. The seed and labor are fie-

quenilv, under such circumsiances, tlirown away.
It is more advaiitaifeous to plough, lljllow, and
clear the land thus uselessly employed, and pre-

vent the accumulation of fresh seeds from crops

of weeds which invariably rise amongst a corn-

crop, that does not overpower them by iis luxri-

ance of growth.

General character of the district.

This district contains no land of better quality

than that of medium value; consequently, some
branches of agriculture carried on in richer land

are here urknovvn. No horses are bred—no con-

siderable dairies exist—very tew cattle are lt\tted.

Some oxen and cows have been prepared (or the

butcher, by feeding them installs upon Swedish
turnips and hay; but even that practice is not

common. The grazing-land is (oundonly in small

quantities, and the quality of it is seldom good
rotten state, to afford nourishment to the plant; ! enough to forward Ihe cattle sufficiently before

but it' a permanent benefii to the soil, to a succes-

sion of crops, and the amelioration of the greatest

extent of land be intended, it is better to apply it

as fresh as possible.

they are put in the stall, much less to prepare

them for market, without being stall-led.

Beans and peas are rarely seen; such crops on
these soils are very precarious. It is tiir cheaper

By sufFerinc duncp to ferment, a great portion of 1 to purchase such articles trotn districts better suit-

its valuable inirredients are carred off' by evapo-
ration, and it becomes much diminished in bulk

and weiirht. The businsss of a firm does not at

ed to their growth.

Notwithstanding the thinness of soil which pre-

vails in ihis district, the crops suff'er less in dryjsea-

ali times permit the conveyance of it to the I sons than the appearance of the land would in-

fields for which it is allotted, and a pari is thus I dicate. The chalk is retentive of wet, and com-
unavoidab'y exposed to It-rmeritation, but this pro- i municates its moisture to the roots of the growing
cess may be retarded by frequent lurninor and by crops sufficiently to protect them acrainst ihe inju-

mixing considerable quantities of mould with it rious effiect of heat, and sives them an advantage,
Mould should always be placed at the boltom of under such circumstances, they would not enjoy
a dung heap, and, if possible, tht\ heap should be in land of better quality.

covered with it. The moisture is constantly drain-

ing downwards, or passing off' in the shape of

gas or steam trom the top. The covering at the

top and bed underneath intercept materially this

loss. On this farm, the manure durinir the spring,

autumn, and sunmier, is carried out as fresh as

possible. In the winter it is spread in the sheep
ibid, to protect the stock from Ihe dampness and
cold of the around. If the dung cannot be [ilough-

ed in during the warmer seasons, or conveniently
mixed with mould, it remains in the yard where it

is better protected from the drying eff'ecis of the
heat and wind than in the field? The plough
follows the fold course as quickly as possible.

Sheep.—The common allowance, in this district,

for the number of sheep on a farm, is said to be
one to each acre; but perhaps lew tiirmers within it

upon an average feed near that quantity through-

The inferiority of soil is recompensed, in some
measure, by the salubrity of the air. The disea-

ses common to very deep or marshy soils scarcely

make their apfiearance; and except low fevers,,

originating in poverty and want of warmth, no
epidemical disorders prevail. The fields have
been mostly inclosed underacts of parliament; are

of large dimensions, and of a regular, uniform ap-

pearance. The hedges are not thick or high, or
mixed with timber trees. The whole country is

liilly exposed to the currents of wind, and in wet
seasons the corn is tar more easily secured than
when a luxuriant growth of timber, woods, and
fijnces impede the motion of the air.

Brill-Husbandry.—The experiment of the drill

husbandry was tried on this farm tor a succession

of years. Neither diligence, patience, nor ex-

pense, were spared, aud occasionally the drilled
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crops were superior to the brond-cast; but it re-

quired :i coinbifiation of tavonible cirrum=tancps

to produce this resuh. Upon liie compact gravel-

ly clay, the difficullie;? in wet f^easons were insur-

mountable, and a season was sonu'iimeslost in ex-

pectation of weather suited to the drill. VViiate-

ver may be its advantages on loamy or sandy

soils, it certainly does not "succeed on a larm con-

eisting of the soils the nature of which has been

descril)ed. It has been tried by other persons

of this dislrici; but -is a system lor a whole farm,

no one has persevered in it. From the time of

Tull (the Ibuniler of the drill husbandly), some

writers have continued to ecoimnend (he prac-

tice upon soils of all nalures, and aitributed the

neglect of it to llie ignorance and obstinacy of

the'larmers; but nolwiihsiandinir these high au-

thorities, uidcss instances could be produced of its

success upon land like that of this district, it will

be doubtful whether writers or farmers are naosl

deserving of such itTiputalions.

I^lanling.

The planting of trees is not necessarily connect-

ed with farming; but it Ibrms a part of agricultu-

ral pursuiis.

In the soils, the nature of which has been de-

:

scribed, no trees of any liescription grow with lux- ,

uriance, without the assistance of trenching the
|

grounds; but when this practice is adopted, they

grow with vigor and beauty, and attain consider-

able size. The depth of trenching depends on

thequanlity of the soil; in the gravelly clays and

and gravels, li-equently it may be dug two feet and

a half deep; on the light sods the chalk rubble be-

gms to appear at five and six inches; in the latter

eoilsit is not advisable to trench below the depth

of a toot.

Neither the larch nor fir is suited to chalk soils

of little depth. Whenever they attain a size

which compels the root to come in contact with

the chalk, they turn yellow and perish soon. But
many useful trees flourish in this soil: the beech,

birch, sycamore, plane, poplars, and yew, are well

suited to such ground.

Capital and accounts.

There are two subjects connected with agricul-

ture which cannot be too strongly recommended
to the attention of farmers, but which they gene-
rally neglect in a manner very prejudicial to their

affairs.

Necessity of Capital.— Farmers in general do
not take the precaution of being pre|)r;red with

funds ol ready money, and they are consequently

driven to sell their produce ii-om contingencies

they do not always anticipate, at times when their

comntodities must be disposed of to a disadvan-

tage. Franklin has observed, that there is a dif-

ference often per cent, between ivill yi>ii sell?

and will you buy 1—and it is want of attention to

this vvell-lbunded axiom, that prevents the linnier

from being empowered to wait for the (jueslion

will you sell ? The lixrmer is a sturdy bargainer,

and will drag out a contention about price to a te-

dious length; but if his customer be aware that a

Bale is indispensibly necessary to the afliiirs of his

competitor, the buyer is sure to carry his point.

The credit, the show of a little capital, confers an
Advantage on the farmer in these contests, and

can alone put him upon a level with his antag-
onist.

Accounts.—Few farmers keep any accounts: at

the end of the year they make a rough calculation

of the value of the capital and stock that remains,

and fi'om such com[)utation they collect the amount
of their profits or loss. But if agriculture and
ffcirming be really a science, and is to be conducted
on the most advantageous .system, a distinct ac-

count of the several heads of expenditure, and the

amount of the several distinct articles produced
in quantity and value, is indispensably necessary.

Without some account of this nature, no reference

can be made to ascerlain the average amount
o|' the crops, and there can be no means of deter-

mining vvhich are raised at the least exfjense, ami
which are the most profitable; nor in what parts

of the expenditure a retrenchment can be best

made.
Many modes of keepinir accounts have been re-

commended, but the objection to them in general

is, that the divisions are too refined, and are too

complicated, for farmers ofcommon acquirements.

They have not time to attend to a minute detail,

nor instruction sufficient to render it easy in prac-

tice. Some few heads are suggested at the end
end of this paper, under which they might ar-

range their expenditure and receipts; andasthey
become familiar with the method, they can after-

wards be carried into more minute details.

Laborers.

Causes of Distress.—The situation of the la-

borers, and of the whole class of agiicullural poor,

has attracted, for a considerable time, the atten-

tion of the coimtry. The sources of their present

destitute and comfortless state have been exaniiii-

ed with industry, by individua.s well qualified to

investigate this subject; and it is admitted that

the principal cause of their nn'sery is the want of

employment. Upon that point there is little dis-

pute. In finding remedies lor this increasing evil

a difiereneeof opinion arises. Some political eco-

nomists propose to leave the laborers to find their

own way out of the difficulties. Others suggest
expedients to alleviate the pressure for a time. As
the complaints of distress are very general in all

branches of industry, the agricultural poor appear
to be suffering in common with those other por-

tions of the community, vvhose subsistence does
not depend upon a settled income. But the labor-

er sufiers in a greater proportion: his gains in the

most favorable periods do not much exceed the

amount of the sum required to purchase the bare

necessaries of life; he has no superfluities; and
whenever a reduction of his profits takes place, no
economy can supply the deficiency. The means
are wittidrawn by which his health and strength,

his sole propt;rty, can be preserved, and the term

poverty is not a metaphor when applied to him,

as it often is when used with respect to higher

classes, whom a change of circumstances only

makes poor by comparison with that which they

possessed before. Their means ol' existence are

at this moment so closely pared down, that the re-

duction of three pence per week is become a seri-

ous delitlcation of income.

[f there be any laws resulting from the institu-

tions that establish property in land which neces-

sarily limit, in a country fully peopled, i..e share
^

of the laborer to a portion which can only procure
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for himself and liimily a bare pubsis'.enoe, it is

viiin to seek any considerable improvement of his

condition, and the jroveniment i-;ui do no more
than protect him in the enjoyment oC the part al-

lotted to him, and be caiilious that they do not, by

any of their measures, expose him to unnecessary

hardships.

Tlie doctrines and theories of the economists,

to explain the principles npon which the jirodiice

arisino; from land is disirihnted between ihe owner
and the laborer, (io not favor the sup[iositioii that,

in sjeneral, the sitnaiion of the airriciilliiral poor is

susceptible, in ordinary circumstances, of ji real im-

provement; and, unfortunately, we find no liicls at

other periods, or in other countries, to make us

doubt the correctness of their reasoning. History

doee not deal much in the records of the poor; but

from the little vvhicli can be collected of their state

in the early and middle ages and at some later pe-

riods, they appear in our country, to have been
then subject to greater evils than itifest them even
at the present moiTient.

The situation of the peasantry in other countries

affords no txround for more consolatory views.

The Netherlands furnish an example of a state

said to be well cioverned, and ot a fertile coun'ry;

the land appears to teem with plenty; hut no Enjx-
lish laborer would exchange his presentcondition,

his comfortless cottage, his small allotiTient of a

wheaten loaf, for the worse hovel and black bar-

ley-bread of the Flemish peasantry.

The revolution, and the strufjirles which pre-

ceded it and of which it was the consummation,
laid the foundation of the permanent f^reatness of

this country, and of its riches, its powers, and
prosperity, ; and it is impossible not to believe that

some portion of these benefits* were comnmiiica-
ted to the working part of the community ; their

comfort must have increased, in some degree, with
that of other classes, and the period after the com-
mencement of the last century, for seventy or

eighty years, was, probably, that in which they
had most reason to be satisfied.

A great rise in the amoimt of the poor-rate,

seems to present the best indication for fixing the

period at which, during the last century, the wel-
fare of the agricultural laborer began to decline. In

the parish in which the farm before described is

situated, the whole sum collected annually for the

use of the poor and of the county-rate, until the

year 1779 and 1780, did not exceed 27/. or 291 ;

and by reference to the details found in the ac-

counts of the overseer, the money so collected

was expended in payments of 2s. 6d. per week, to

three or lour widows, and occasional relief to per-

sons afflicted with sickness. There is no reason
for believing this parish to be circumstanced dif-

ferently fi-om the others included in the district,

and any in.'erence deduced from its example will

probably be nearly true as to all. No n)anufac-
tures are carried on in it ; the population is entire-

ly aorriculiural. Since the year l7S3, the popula-
tion of the parish has gradually increased about a
third; (ew new cottages have been built, but many
have been pulled down, so that the means of ac-

commodation being lessened, the inhabiiants are

compelled to crowd in heaps under the same roof;

families are mixed together by necessity, in a man-
ner which deprives a father of any power of se-

lecting the inmates of his house, and all control

over the morals and habits of his children is usual-
ly lost.

Previously to the yetn- 1783, and fJir some years
suhsequeiitiy, a Itnv laborers were owners ol" cot-

taires and gardens, on leases lor lives, and they af-

liirdcd the most favorable specimen of the slate of
coml'ort thill a laborer mii>hl possibly attain. The
whole of this class have disafipeared; most of

them were compelled to sell their property before

the expiration of their tenancy, audit is believed

no lease has been renewed.

From 1780 ihe poor-rate and county-rates in

iliis parish, gradually increased, and fiave since

that period, within the present century, amounted
sometimes to between 600/. and 700/. per annum

;

whilst the rental upon an improved state of culti-

vation, ivliich nearly dout>le(l the produce, has
ceriainlv not been augmented a third.

Tdxailnn.—The year 1783 terminated a disas-

trous and costly war, which fixed on the country

permanently a heavy weight of taxation, and the

war which was concluded in 1815, with so much
irlory and at so enormous an expense, has certain-

ly not diminished the burthen.

It is difficult to ascertain, with precision, the

proportion of taxation which bears upon the la-

I borers ; it fills on the means of ihi-ir subsistence

throucrh so majiiy channels, and in such shapes,

that the detail is involved in great obscu-nty, and
' the proof of it is exposed to every species of cavil.

: But it is evident, the fiirmers will endeavor to

! seek an indemnity, in some degree, for the bur-

j
then which, directly or indirectly, is imposed upon

]

themselves, and compel the laborer to pay some
I proi'ortion of it by a deduction from his wages. It

cannot be i)revented by any expedient that will

not vest a discretionary power in some officer or

matilsirafe to settle the rate of wa<res; a method
to which the objections are ins iperable.

fVagts.—The |)ower of making such deduction

is placed in the hands of the (iinner, at (iresent to

a degree nearly indefinite, by ihe want of employ-

ment of the poor. The competition for work
amongst the laborers is so great, that they under-

bid each other, and leave the barirain entirely at

the discretion of the master. This authority is,

undoubtedly, sometimes much abused, and gene-

rally carried to an extent which compels the la-

borers with families to seek the supply of some
part of his deficient subsistence, through the in-

tervention of the overseer and the magistrate.

Excess of Population.—Whether this state of

circumstances proceeds from a n^al excess of pop-

ulation, or from a diminution in the profits of the

farmer, which at present disables him li'om em-
ploying a greater number of laborers, the imme-
diate evil is the same ; but tliese causes differ in

their ultimate results. If there be a real excess

of population, which caunol be absorbed by some
more perfect system of cultivHtion, or by a srreater

extent of it, the mischief will be more difficult to

remove, than when it proceeds from an occasional

depression of profits.

There are three causes which will probably, in

this district, operate to prevent this increase of

employment : first, the more extensive use of ma-
chinery, which, in defiance of its present unpop-

ularity, will ullimalely take place; secondly, an

extensive conversion of pasture into arable in Ire-

land ; and next, a more unrestricled imfiortation of

foreiirn corn, to which all the |iriiiciplep now avow-
ed by the majority of the peo()le, and of the able

men in parliament, inevitably lead. Whenever
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this last potiif is earned, coriiliineci with the cheap-

ness of l:-ihr)r in Ireland, and the fertility of Irisji

soil, the growth of wheat upon the very light land

of lliis district must he abandoned, and it wdl re-

sutne its aneient state of down.
The ffeneral complaints made aurainst the la-

borer are, his supineness, carelessm-ss and the

wml of eiieriry. Such complaints are, perhaps,

in some ni'-asure, founded in truth. These defects

arise principally from his being aware of the con-

tracted limits within which he is, during the peiiod

of his existence, destined to move, and by liis

mind bejng rendered torpid by a dependence on

every occasion on the commands anci direction of

a master. He knows that the utmost exertion of

his talents and strength makes hut little difference

in the reward ; no real or deiusive pn)spects of

wealth, or ease, is opened to his hopes; nothing

is left to his ingenuity or invenlinn ; and he is ex-

cluded by his insulated station from any familiar

intercourse, with the means of acquiring know-
ledge, or enlarging liis views. But snch causes

will o|!erate equally unfavorably on every class of

mankind who are ex[iosed to similar disadvanta-

ges, :ind no peculiar i)laine attaches to the agri-

cultural laborer.

Poor-laifs.

The policy of the poor-laws has often been
questioned upon the ground that the laborers are

induced to rely upon ihein as a resource, and that

their provisions give encoihagement to idleness

and indulgence. That they produce this effect in

some degree cannot be denied ; and if the suffer-

ing of the laborers were to be wholly attributed to

their own misconduct and to the provisions these

laws contain, they should be repealed. But the

misfortunes of the laborers are often the conse-

quence of the errors of their rulers, and of con-

tinirencies which human reason can hardly foresee.

We are indebted to our forefathers for the balance

of good or evil of this system ; but interwoven as

it is in our political existence, humaniiy, policy,

and necessity, appear to forbid at present that it

should be abandoned.
These laws are certainly capable of a better ad-

ministration, and the evils which result from them
admit of alleviation. The magistrates do not suf-

ficiently examine the circumstances of the case of
each individual and of eacli family ; they estab-

lish a general rule by which a certain sum per

head, including the amount of their wages, is al-

lowed, equal to the purchase of a gallon loaf each
week; and in some places 3d., and in others 6d. is

given for other contingent expenses. This rule is

rarely a fit measure of the wants of the persons
relieved, and it excludes the consideration of the

merits of the individuals, and a scrutiny as to the

causes of their wants—points which always
should weigh in the magistrate's determination,

as his power is discretionary.

j^ssistant Overseer.—The parish in '.vhich this

farm is situated has derived great benefit from the

employment of a permanent assistant overseer,

who is paid for his trouble by a salary. It is his

duty to make himself intimately actjuainted with
the situation of every family or person who usu-
ally claims relief, with (he amount of his wages,
the persons by whom employed, the number in

each family, the ages of the children, their health

and various wants; and to be prepared at all times

to giv^e every information concerning these objects

to the ve.~try or any of its members, without

whose consent anc' directions (except in cases of

necessity) no relief can he given. By these

mean? frauds and impositions are detected, and
such is the ditficuliy of practisinir them, that they

are not of:en attempted. Since this plan has beeti

adopt(>d, the amount of the poor-rates has been

gradually abating.

The salary paid to an assistant overseer raised

at first great ptijection to the appointment, in the

miniis of the farmers of the parish, who saw
nothing in the project but an addition to the poor-

rate. They acquiesced with great reluctance in

the scheme; but the evident advantages resulting

from it, in the regidariiy, order, and satistaction of
the laborers, and the diminution of the rates, have
full}' recoticiled them to the experiment.

The practice of appointing two litrmers of the

parish as overseers, without an assistant, is objec-

tionable. Such persons are io general sufficiently

occupied with their own business, and have
neither the time nor the inclination to examine at-

tentively the detailed concerns and conduct of

every (iimily claiming relief; they are apt to be

governed by partiality and prejudices in the ad-

ministration of the tiinds entrusted to their care;

and before they have acquired a competent know-
ledge of the state of the parishioners, the term of

their authority is expired.

Characfer of the peasantry.

In general, the opinions which exist in favor of

the poor-laws are more founded on conjmiscra-

tion and humanity, than on any deliberate and

deeply considered grounds of policy; and the la-

borers should not be deprived, by misrepresenta-

tion or unjust imputations on their habits and be-

haviour, of' the advantage they derive from such

feelings.

We should be cautious in deciding on the gener-

al character of any class of society, from observa-

tions made on a few individuals belonging to it,

who attract attention by iheir conduct. Whenev-
er a person in the station of a laborer becomes re-

markable and generally known, it is usually by

some habits offensive to the community, and inju-

rious to himself and his family. It is not the

least of the evil consequences which result from

such behavior, that the whole body of the indivi-

duals of his own rank are involved in common
discredit with him. But the virtues of a laborer

rarely produce any conspicuous effect. His worth,

however considerable, is so darkened by the ob-

scurity which surrounds him, has so little inffuence

on the community, that it presents no prominent

feature from which any inlerence is ever drawn,

as to the qualities of his equals and companions.

It will not, however, escape those persons whom
either duty or inclination induces to examine with-

out prejudice the manners and dispositions of the

agricultural |;oor, that great variety of character

exists amongst them, and that the number of those

who are inclined to vice does not exceed llie pro-

portion included in more elevated classes. Their

defects are often compensated by the most signal

virtues which can adorn our nature; by an affec-

tionate attachment to their families and children,

by a humane and disinterested kindness to tiieir

relations and friends in sickness and distress.

They make sacrifices in the peilbrmance of those
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duties rarely exeniplifie^i in persons upon whom
knowleiiiie and relio;ion have more amply sheJ

their uniied iiithuMice. The laliortT will seldom

rera>e any asj^istaiice which is ort'ereil by private

charitv, bat in urenera! he is by no moans intrusive,

and hears his privations witii Juriitude ami resijr-

nation. Some of iheai resort to expedients to re-

lieve their wants bj- petty oHeiices ; but examples
of crimes, of great magnitude, are not, olten Ibund

amonirst them.
Means of imprnving them.—The best mode of

paying the laborer is, permiliing him lo work by

the piece. He then exe-ts his full strength and
talents, and irains something more than his cus-

tomary daily pay. It leaves the time of working
ana the arranirement as to his meals, more to his

choice, and, on some occasions, the best and rea-

dies! mode of perlbrming his labor is left to his in-

genuity. The plan is quite practica. le in most
departments of farming, and is often advantage-

ous both to the master and the workman.
Medical aid.—The most useful charitable assis-

tance which can be afforded to laborers is a medi-
cal adviser. Their destitution prevents their ap-

plication to the surgeon or apothecary, unless such
person is provided for them; and diseases which
miijht be easily subdued in their early stage, are

thus suH'ered to increase; and in the case of fevers

often spread the contasion through a village.

There is no assistance for which ihey are more
grateful, and none which the public are more in-

terested by policy and humanity in affording.

The poor learn from the resrular practitioner the

remedies ibr common complaints, and common
bodily injuries, and are taught by hiin the necessi-

ty of cleanliness, from the want of which their dis-

eases often originate. Thej' abandon the use of

quack medicines, and their own useless or hurtful

nostrums. In the parish alluded to, the apotheca-
ry is paid a salary, and the duty is perlbrmed with
regularity, and satisfaction to the poor; from him
the best testimony is obtained as to their wants,

and he is a useliji mediator for them with the

overseer and the magistrate.

Gardens.—The nature of the soil in this district

does not render it advisable to give the head of a
family a portion of land larger than that which is

suited to be a gar.ien In rich soils, and in graz-

ing countries, the experiment of allowing each
cottager to rent sufficient land to maintain a cow
may be tried; but a larger extent oi' land, of the

nature before described, than that which can be
cultivated by the spade, would remain unemploy-
ed. This land bears nothing useful spontaneous-
ly. It is only by manure, cultivation, and consi-

derable labor, that any valuable produce can be
obtained. A plot of ground, from thirty to f!)rty

poles is as much as the laborer in general desires.

and as much as he can keep in condition. But
such an ext-nt of land is of essential service to

him. It adds some change of food to his table:

the work necessary to render it profitable fills up
his leisure hours; it employs his children: and, by
furnishing a spot where filth may be deposited
and buried, prevents its accumulation in the im-
mediate vicinity of the house.

Separate dwelling.—The expedient, however, of
allotting land as gardens for the laborers is farli-om

being generally applicable at present, as a mode
of relief. A garden, to be protected, must be close

to the residence, and few laborers are maslv;rs of

Vol. V—87

a separate cottage. Ditlereui families are, as it

has been stated, usually accumulated under the

same roof. 'I'his conununity of existence and
possession, in vvhu'li the good and the bad are mix-

ed without distinction, deprives the iadustroue of

their excitement to labor. They are harrassed by
interruption of the idle; they are exposed to pil-

lage, and invariably to the dispiriting hazard of

not reaping what they had sown.
These aiigregations of the poor are attended

with all the disadvantages ot" a work-house, with-

out the regularity which results from its rules, and

the authority ol" the master. They are filled with

dissension and discontent. They promote im-

mortality by the contiguity of the young of both

sexes, and, by a fiimiliarity of manners and ex-

amples of indecency, deprive even childhood of the

interest which innocence usually excites.

Whatever attempts are made to ameliorate the

condition of the poor, ttiey must be accompanied

by a redress of this destructive grievance. Un-
less a father has the means of protecting the mo-
rals of his children, he cannot be made responsi-

ble for their conduct, and if he finds the means
are not within his power, he releases his con-

science from the obligation. The reproaches for

the offences which emanate from these semina-

ries of disorder attach to the body of the individu-

als thus promiscuously thrown together; the vir-

tuous lose the credit which belongs to them, and
share the imputations with the guilty. Despon-
dency often seizes on the minds of the portion

whom nature or habit had formed to feel disgust at

vice and immorality, and they linger on in a state

of apathy, careless of the present, and hopeless of

the future.

It is not easy to suggest remedies for disorders

which threaten to sink the agricultural poor into a

state of barbarism, and a long lapse of time will

be required to re-establish this class of persons in

their former state of comparative comfort. Their

excess, however, in numbers, (if it be true that it

exists,) originated in causes, and sprung from a

combination of circumstances, not likely again to

arise, and against the recurrence of which the in-

creasing intelligence of the country and the \s-eiglit

of public opinion will certainly guard.

Residence oflandlords.— \n measuring the quan^
tiiy of evil which affiicts, comparatively, the difV

lerent sections of this district, it is impossible not

to [lerceive, that, generally, those in which the

owners of the land and persons of edecution are

resident, are subjected to the least share of the

common calamity. It is difficuh for persons of

any refinement in their feelings, to live in the

midst of a population, dependent in a great mea-
sure on their control, and not to interest them-

selves in its suffering. Wiierever such interfer-

ence is conducted with good sense and aclivityj

au hority and example will always succeed in

efleciing the execution of any which affords a
prospect of improving the condiiicm of the poor,

The farmer has only a temporary mteresi in the

siiil he rents, he has no permanent bond of con^

ncxion with the laborer of Uie parish, and cannot

lie actuated by (he enlnrged views which should

lead the laiulloid lo consult his own advantage,

by contributing to ihe welfare of the present.

The owner of land who absents himself from

hip property without compulsion cannot easily

justify his conduct. The ways both ol good and
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evil are left open for our selection, and the absen-
tee furnishes an instance of the liberty often taken

in making the choice. Residence cannot he en-

forced by legal authority, but landed properly may
be considered as a benefice, on which residence is

morally required. The right to property is an in-

stitution of society, founded indeed in justice and
essential to the prosperity ol" mankind. But some
Bpecies of property confer greater privileges, and
possess advantages, which do not so eminently
belong to others. 'J'he owners of land are invesi-

ed with a power, influence, and consideration,

which do not flow, in the same degree, from pecu-

niary and commercial wealth. They possess the

signal advantage of being able to contribute to

the prosperity of the persons necessarily depen-
dent on them for a portion of their happiness,

without sacrificing any essential interest. They
can, by a wise distribution of their propertj',

equally promote its improvement and the comf)rt

of the laborer. They can remove some of the

causes wiiich corrupr his morals and repress his

industry. They can protect him by advice against

his ignorance and prejadicies, expose the arts by
which he is commonly defrauded of the full bene-
fit of hiseariiings, and be his leader and his friend.

If landed property confers such powers of doir'g

food, the neglect to exert them is a breach of

uty.

Marriagp..—Whatever schemes rrjay he pro-

posed for diaiinishing the wants of the agricultural

poor, none must be built on enforcing the supposed
virtues of the cloister. The promiscuous inter-

course of the sexes and habits of incontinence

may be corrected, but the right of marriage can-
not be controlled, except by the prudence of the

parties, or even discountenanced amongst the poor

with safety. The poor-laws are supposed to af-

ford an inducement to the laborerto enter into the

marriage state, by the resource they hold out in

maintaining his children. But the passion im-
planted in him by nature, and motives arising !i"om

convenience, present irresistable temptations. The
want of a helpmate is felt tar more by the poor than
the affluent: tlieir meals, their cleanliness, their phy-
sical comforts depend on the assistance of a wile.

The increase of ex|)ense is generally compensated
by better management and economy: they contract

habits of abstinence from love to their children,

for whose benefit they v.'ill refuse induliiencps

within their reach. Marriage with themis the
eource of many virtues, the preventive of many
disorders, springs from their wants, is sanctioned

by religion and policy, and by the inestimable

benefits it coalers on the different sexes in their

rank. Few of them meditate, on contracting this

connexion, the assistance of the poor-laws. They
engage in it with the hope of happiness natural

to youth, and with the short views of futurity, in-

cident to their station no doubt, but in some de-

gree incident to their species. The prospect of

an allowance extorted from the reluctant hand of

the overseer and magistrate rarely Ibrms any part

of their allusions.

The increase of the agricultural poor within the

last thirty or thirty-five years was the efl'ect of an
enormous expenditure of the public captal, and of
the facility with which the farmers obtained mo-
ney from the country banks. These causes gave
Hill activity to their employment, worl: to every
hand, and subsistence to every family. The ex-

cess of population, compared with the means of
employment, only became apparent, when the ex-
penditure ceased, and the currency approached
to its former value. The -revulsion which took

place was sudden, and deprived a large portion of
the community, at once, of the means of exist-

ence. No outlet could be immediately found for

this mass of destitute laborers and their families,

fn ordinary circumstances, whenever a pressure

from the density of population became inconve-
nient, a drain to other countries would easily re-

lieve the brethren. Time only can now restore

the population to its proper bidance, either by an
increase of the means of employment at home,
or by its slow and gradual effluxion to the colo-

nies.

TO SUBSCRIBERS IN ARREAR. ERASURES OP
NAaiES—DISCOUKT ON UNCURRENT NOTES
POSTAGE ON LETTERS.

In conformity to tlie general regulations, in regard to

subscribers, adopted by the late Editorial Convention,

(copied on pp. 669, 670, &.c. of this No.)—and whicfi

regulations will hereafter form a part of the standing

conditions of this publication—every subscriber who
remains indebted for two volumes, and whose respon-

sibility is not known to the editor, will have his .name

erased from the li?t before the issuing of the first No.

of the next (6th) volume of the Farmers' Register.

To enable each subscriber to know precisely the state

of his account, and to afford means for correction of

any existing error, a statement of the amount which

stands charged as due, will, as heretofore, be printed

on the cover of No. 12, which will be issued on March
1st. When no sum is written in the blank left for that

insertion, it will show that no charge stands against

the subscriber, to the end of the 5th volume. Mistakes,

however, are unavoidable. Some, no doubt, now ex-

ist in the accounts—and perhaps others (especially of

omission) may even be made in filling the blanks on

No. 12; as that must be done during the hurried busi-

ness of directing the copies for the mail. We can

only beg to be informed in every case of error, whe-

ther of omission or commissson, and the proper cor-

rections will always be readily and promptly made.

We may lose by mistakes of account; but cannot

possibly gain an)' thing, if subscribers will merel}' no-

tice the printed receipts and notifications, relating to

their payments, and furnish the necessaiy corrections

of any omission, or other mistake.

In thus striking from the list the names of indebted

subscribers, many may, and probably will, be included,

who are both honorable and responsible men, and safe

and profitable customers, though forgetful and careless

of business matters, and therefore slow-payingdebtors.

This is much to be regretted—but cannot be avoided.

The f'actof discontinuance will serve to remind all sub

scribers of this description of the necessity of their

not permitting themselves to be confounded with others

whose subscription debts are either very doubtful, or

desperate. It is presumed that no one, whose continued

patronage is worth having, will take offence at the era-

sure of his name under such circumstances; and of

course, it will minister both to our pleasure and profit
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to be permitted te replace any of the names thus erased,

by receiving an order to that effect.

Sundry subscribi}r3, in the soutlmrn and south-west-

ern states, have represented that they cannot obtain

such bank notes for remittances as are of par value al

Petersburg, and have desired to be directed wliellier to

send payments in notes of less value. We are compelled

to sutfer deductions from our reci ipts sufficiently hea-

vy, without adding to fiiem the groat and fluctuating

if not increasing depreciation of paper of remote non-

specie i^aying banks; and, as a regular system, our

rule which requires payment in notes of par val-

ue with Virginia bank notes, must be maintained.

Nevertheless—to remove this obstacle to the settle-

ment of arrears, and, for the purpose of entering as

smoothly as possible on the new general rules as to

payments—we agree to receive, for all payments mail-

ed by subscribers before March 20th ensuing, the cur-

rent notes of any bank of the slates in which the debt-

tors severally reside. Postage ought always be paid

on letters containing remittances—and on all others,

except communications for publication.

From the Mechanic'^ Magazi;:?.

DEAKIN'S IMI*ROVED BKAST FfRIVACE FOR
SMKLTIKG IRON ORE, &C.

In the present method of fininrj bla?t fljrnaces,

ibc whole of the materials lor makinfr iron, name-
ly, coal, or coke, mine, limestone, &c., are pnr in

at the top ofthe furnace. On this imi)rovecJ plan,

the mine and limestone, will, at first, still be put in

there; but when the furnace wroks in a certain

state, a part of the mine will be put into it at the

flues; and also the greater part of the fuel used
tor smelting the iron. If pipes are used ihev be
carried upon the outsit^e of the stack of th fur-

naces, and may be applied to any blast, furnace

now in work at a small expense. When this plan

is adojited on a furnace being repaired, or newly
built, the chimney flue should be carried up in the

furnace stack. The coal or coke being put into

the furnace, mixed with limesione, mine, scroffula,

and rubbish, however free, such coal or coke ma\'
itself be, when put in, at present, it n)nst become
impregnated with the filth, that accompanies it,

as soon as the heat begins to act; and it is, more-
over, consinned before it comes down to the bosh-
es, and consequently, the power of the fuel is des-
troyed, befare it anives at the part of the furnace
where it is wanted to smelt the n)ine; but by pui-
tinfj the fuel into the furnace, ii will meet the blast

in the proper place, (i-ee li'om impuriiies, and in

full strenijjlh to melt the materials above ir. Bet-
ter iron will thus be made, wi'h a smaller quantity
of fuel, thai) is done b}' the pr.";pMt nvs'Iia,; ^r f\[i.

in2 blast furnaces.

CIV THE CUr>TIVATiON OF CORK.

To tlie Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Cypress Spizng, Es^iex cnvpty, )

December 25th, 1837. 5

Dear Sir— I have been a subscriber to, and a
reader of your valuable paper since its cnmnieti'-e-

nient, and I cannot express how much I am in-

debted to you and your correspondents, for the

pleasure and profit I have derived fiom the p.'ru-

sal of lis pages; but at the same time, I niu.~t con-

(i>ss I have been somewhat per|)lcxcd by the va-

rious and conflicting opinions of your cont b ilors,

with regard to the management of the diff 'tent

crops raised among us, and more partiiula iy with
regard to the corn crop. 'I'hc cry is "lo ! here"

and "lo! there," every one havinij a best way to

do the same thing. Being a young f rmer, and
anxious io gain inlbrmaiion, «o many ways have
confused me, bcimr. first , for "Paul, and then for

Apollos," I was never right, till at last, from ex-

perience, (which is said to be always the best

teacher,) I have, as I think, found out a best (or

at least a cfood) way f()r myself) as regards the

management of a crop of corn.

To [irevent the inexf)eiienced from going astray,

we should, in all our communications with regard

to the management o( any crop, state the kind of

soil operated upon, as the management suited to

one kind might not be proper on another. I

would, therelbre, in the first place, state that my
land is light and sandy, somewhat undulating,

resting upon a subsoil of clay. Now, then, ibr

my preparation and after-culture of the corn crop.

Begin riirht, and you will be apt to end well.

Good ploughing is the most essential point; pro-

vide yourself, therefore, in the first place, with

good plouirhs, ploughmen, not boys, for the latter

are not sufficient to break land in the first instance,

as it should be. With regard to the depth of

plouixhing, I would just observe, that J do not my-
self plough light land more than three or four

inches; man)' <rood farmers, however, think much
deeper necessary; try for yourself Where a con-

siderable growth is to be turned under, it requires

deeper ploughing to efiect it ; but this with us is

unfortunately not very fi-equently the case^asour
stock keep our fields, generally, well picked. But
to return : all the manure J can possibly raise, by
all the means in .m}' power, is applied to my corn-

field ; and this I do at all times during the year,

as time and opportunity will admit, (ibr J have
not a force sufficient lo make this, as it should be,

a regular business—) immediately spreading it

evenly over the surface, (shell marl at the rate of
250 bushels to the acre, is mixed with it.) 1 have
never found that manure has such a disposition to

fly away as is generally supposed. I am rafher

inclined to believe, from extierience, that it sinks

and loses nothing; for I have had as good corn on
land manured six months before cultivation, as
from that which was immedii\fely manured and
ploughed in. I commence listhig for corn, as it is

called wiih us, about the 1st of j\J arch, (earlier

than the 15- h of February, I should not think of be-

ginning, on iighl land—swamps should be broken
up in the fall—) with one horse or mule, (the lat-

ter I prefer as being mote haniy, less expensive in

their keep, and siiiiing a negro exactly,) and a
small No. 10 Freeborn plough, with which I pre-

(hv to run tjie two firs' furrows, becau.se you can
more effeciualiy break np all tlie hard ground.
Alter going over my field with iliese ivvo small fur-

rows, the two-horse plotigh is staried, throwing
two furrows nnore, which are completely lapped
over the two first; and thi.s completed, and the
beds well harrowed down and split with the same
sm:\!l plough with v.-hich the two first furrows
were run, 1 consider myself ready to plant, which
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I copmence about the 10th of April—rows four

and H half feet wide, and two and a half in thp

step. For tiiis close planting I have heen cengiired

b_v my neiohbors, but I have never found my crop
to sutler more from drouirlit than theirs; and, in-

deed, this year, ihuu<i'h so remarkably dry, all who
saw my crop pronounced it less injured than any
in the neighborhood. My seed corn has no previ-

ous preparation, having ntiore than once suiiered

loss by soaking, &c. I was induced once to try

ashes and plaster in, the hill with my corn; the re-

sult was, that not more than one hall' came up.

This year, 1 put the same mixture 071 the hill of

corn—it did well and made fine corn. But asain
to return : the plough is not used in my crop at all

after the land is broken up; but in its stead, the

double-shovel ploughs are used, which are, in my
opinion, prelerable to either the plough or cultiva-

tor, and I have used both; they do their work
well and expeditiously—twice in the row being
lufficient to work up the whole well. These are

started as soon as the corn is large enough to

weed and thin, (say three inches)—the hoes im-
mediately follow, weeding out and thinning the

corn to one plant in a hill ; the hoes 2:0 over once,

and the double-shovels twice, or oftener, if possi-

ble, before harvest; after which, they are laid

aside, and a small iron tooth harrow substituted,

which is run twice in a row— the hoes follow, lay-

ing by the corn, taking care to earth the hills very
slightly. It will be perceived that I do not break
up my baulks or middles, until after my corn is

planted. This I prefer doing as the corn is com-
ing up, for two reasons; first, because I am there-

by less troubled with grass through the season;

and secondl}^, the ploughs, in doing their work,
turn up to the surface worms and other insects;

and crows, preferrini; meat to bread, will leave the
corn to eat the worms. This I know to be the
case from experience— it will cost you nothing to

try it. Pursue the lbreo;oing plan, and keep "wide
awake and duly sober," and if you lail in a crop,

it will not be your fault, or mine either, I hoi)e.

Peter I. Derieux.

From tlie Mining Journal.

CONSTRUCTION OF RAILWAYS.

The Llanelly Railway and Dock Company are
adopting a new mode of constructing the upper
works of railways, under a patent granted to Mr.
Thomas Parkin, who has delivered several lec-

tures upon the subject in London.
As the subject of railways is generallv interest-

ing, and must be especially so to the inhabitants

of this part of South Wales, which, throuoh the

advancement in science, seems destined to become,
at no distant period, a very important seat for the

manufacture of iron, we shall not hesitate to give

a particular description of Mr. Parkin's plan. The
road, being prepared of longitudinal bearers of

kyanizcd oak, or other hard wood, from four to six

inches in the base, two at the top, or four or five

feet deep, dovetailed into one another, thus f^irm-

inff a continuous linf, with upriiihis, twelve mches
long and about three in diametei;, screwed firmly

at every yard into their bottom, are fixed, at a

proper height and level, in trenches dug m the

road, from eitjhteen inches to two feet wide and
deep. The trenehes^are then filled with concrete,

I

composed of gravel, eand, and A berthaw lime, in

I

proper proportions, when only the top of the bear-

j

ers is visible on the surliice ol the road, all the rest

j

being completely buried in and consolidated with

i

the concrete, which uumediately sets and hardens,

j

and in a short time becomes a solid rock, the
whole lenclh of tlie road fornuno", as an engineer
who inspected the work said, "an everlasting rail-

way." The foundation being complete, patent
felt is laid upon the top of the bearers Avhereto
bars of iron, two inches wide, and half an inch
thick, are firmly screwed, and the road is finished.

The dimensions of the trenches must be regulat-

ed by the nature of the soil on which the railway
is made, while the parties adopting the plan may
use wood and iron of any size they think proper.

The rails, as at present fixed in iron chairs, mount-
ed on stone blocks, at every yard, form unyielding
points of support, and intermediate flexible spaces.

The carriages, of necessity, alternately descend
below, and rise above, the mean line of progres-

sion, and produce concussions on those points, the

severity ol" which is according to the degree of
variation from a straicrht line and the rapidity of
the motion. At a speed of twenty-five miles per

hour, they would occur 733 times in a minute.

On the Manchester and Liverpool line, Professor

Barlow "found the whole road to tremble;" and
the deflection in the rails so great as materially to

diminish their strength, in consequence of their

beintj permancnily fixed to the chairs.

Upon Mr. Parkin's plan, no vibration of the

least possible degree, is felt, the bars being screw-
ed to continuotis wooden bearers, bedded upon an
unyielding mass of concrete, of the strength and
durability of which cement the Roman roads are

irrefragable evidence. Besides, the patent felt,

between the iron and the wood is a non-conduc-
tor of vibration, and aids in lessening the tremu-
lous motion attendant on carriages running even
on a perfect plane. The stone blocks in the ordi-

nary mode of construction, being insulated and in-

dependent of each other, the preservation of a
level surface, (even if its attainment were practi-

cable) and of parallelism in the rails, is impossi-

ble, as differences in the subsoil must occur; and
when a block has sunk, in ever so trifling a de-

gree, below those next it, the next will either re-

main in the permanent flexure, or be loosened from
the chair, or loosen the chair from the block, or

hold the l)Iock in suspension. The rails and chairs

form a series of levers and fulcra, the action and
re-action of which are incompatible with perma-
nent stability.

Upon Mr. Parkin's plan, an even surface and
parallel lines may be had, with almost mathemati-
cal exactitude, which neither the magnitude of the

weights passing on the rails, nor the rapidity of

their motion, can disturb, after the concrete has

acquired a proper degree of hardness. When a
block on one side of an ordinary railway has sunk
onl)' in a slight degree, while the corresponding

one opposite obtains its position, increased weight
will, of necessit}', he thrown on the former, and
its tendency to sink still further as well as to be

Ibrced out of a parallel line be augmented, in the

ratio of the sinking. But with Mr. Parkin's rails

no such sinking could be anticipated, even were
its occurrence possible.

With level parallel rails, scarcely any lateral

prest ure can be felt, except in curves, where means
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will he ernployed id meet the exijienry of ihe case.

TliP absence ol' a plane and of parallelism in the

rails, is the principal, if not the only cause of la-

teral pressure, which could do no injiny to Mr.
Parkin's road, uidess it either removed out of its

place one-half of the mass of concrete in which
the bearers, wi'h upriixhts a foot long at every
yard, are buried—made a breach in the continu-

ous hne of bearers—lorced the siron<r iron screws,

by which the bars are secured to tiie bearers, fKmi

their hold, or burst tlie bars themselves asunder.

As these bars are only half an inch wide, and are

thus .secured to continuous bearers, they present

no leveratje for the flanch of the wheel to act on,

when any lateral pressure takes place; whereas in

ordinary railways, the leveracre is considerable

(the wheels being eleveted the height of the rail,

which is four or five inches above the point of sup-

port,) and produces a corresponding tendency to

force the blocks out of a straight hne. Upon such
an unyielding pi ine as Mr. Parkin's railway pre-

sents, less tractive power, as professor Barlow has
ably demonstrated, is necessary than on rails which
deflect between the points of support, while the

wear and tear of carriaires and engines, and the

necessity for hmiting their weight, are materially

lessened.

A locomotive engine weighs from ten to twelve

tons, and subjects the rails to the process of a spe-

cies of rolling, when they split, and become only

of the value of old iron. To such an extent was
this the case on the Manchester line, that after five

or six years it became necessary to have new ones.

The less the vibration and concussion, the less

liable are the rails to receive this injury, especially

when supported on the softer substances of flilt and
wood. Moreover, as JMr. Parkin's bars only

weigh ten pounds per yard, instead of sixty or

seventy, the loss li-om such injury will be propor-

tionably less. Mr. Parkin's plan may be execut-

ed cheaper, even where stone blocks cost little,

than any other, and with astonishing rapidity. In

most parts the saving, by its adoption, will be ful-

ly one half. It may be apniied to collieries and
and private works, esj^ecially in Wales, on very

advantageous terms. We understand the plan

has been recommended by Mr. Brunnel for adop-
tion by the directors of the Great Western rail-

way.

MARL OF SOUTH CAROLINA.

To Ihe Editor^of^tlie Farmers' Register.

fVashingion City, }

Jan. 2Alh, 1838. ]

Dear Sir—I take a moment, in the House, to

drop you a line on a subject on which we convers-

ed somewhat when I hail the pleasure to meet you
here, to wit, the marl loniiations or deposites in

South Carolina.

There is a region commencins about forty miles

below Columbia, and running parallel to the coast,

in which is embedded much of a material which
I have always believed to be marl. A friend has

sent me a small parcel of it to this place, of which

I inclose a small specimen in this letter, and shall

send a larijerone by some other conveyance.

This specimen. Is taken, I think, from the banks

of the Congaree, or rather the Santee, about

seventy miles below Colimibia. For li.)rty or fifty

miles, the banks of the Waleree abound with this

materia!. It is burned into lime, and used tor all

the purposes of laying bricks, pointing and plas-

tering. It has not yet been at)[i|ied, ihat I can
learn, to airricultural purposes.

If you will do me the fiivor to let me know
what is the qualify of this marl, and what soils it

should he apniied to, and in what quantities, I will

be greatly oltliged to vou.

Your obdt. servant,

F. n. E.MVTORK,

Of South Carolina,

[We have had not inoro leisure than would suffice for

a very slight and incomplete ch^micai examination of

the earth sent in the letter above; but that examina-

tion was enough to prove that it is a very rich marl.

A more accurate analysis will be made, aiid the result

reported in the next number. But we can undertake

now 1o say, that this extensive deposite, as means of

improving the lands of South Carolina, will be of in-

calculable value.

AVe had not entertained a doubt but that the same

calcareous formation which lies under the tide water

region of Maryland, Virginia and IS'orth Carolina, ex-

tended also under the same region in South Carolina.

This might be safely inferred from the similar geolo-

gical features, in other respects, of the whole of this

great region. But we had never heard, until lately, of

the acti cil position, or even existence there, of any

marl visible or accessible; and we believe that it is

certain that not the least use has yet been made of cal-

careous manures in South Carohna—though it is as

much wanting there, and would yield as great profits,

as any where else.

It is a matter of additional gratification to us, per-

sonally, that our inquiries and suggfstions on this sub-

ject have not been without effect, in inducing our cor-

respondent to direct his mind to this subject. His na-

tive state possesses in these beds of calcareous manure,

an unwrought mine of wealth that will yet be far more

productive, and a thousand fold more valuable, than all

the gold mines in our whole country.

And yet our rejoicing in the knowledge of these

facts, and the anticipation of their future results, are

accompanied by some bitter feeling of mortification.

We have been laboring, for many j'ears, in practical

agriculture, and by writing and publishing, to induce

our countrymen to use this most cheap and efficient of

all manures; and though we have had many subscri-

bers and readers among the intelligent planters of

South Carolina, to this day, all our urgent advice and

instruction have not served to induce a single cultivator

to marl even so much as an acre of land. Truly, we
have but small encouragement to persevere in offering

to them advice and instruction.

—

Ed. Far. Reg.] ^

From the Mechanics' Magazine,

CONSUMPTION OF COAL IN GREAT BRITAIN.

The quantity of iron annually produced in

Great Britain may be taken at 700,000 tons; and
the quantity of coal required, at an averajre, to

produce each ton of iron, including that used by

engines, &c. may be estimated at 6^ tons; giving
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a total of 3,860,000 tons consumed in the making
of iron. Accnnlinfr ro Mr. Kennedy, the quanti-

ty of coal cousiiiueil in the colton nianiifaclure, in

1817. was upwards ol" 590,000 tons, and the man-
ufacture has since more than doubled; so lliai, al-

Jowini'; for irreafer economy, we may fairly esii-

niaie ihe consunipiion of coal in ihe cotton trade

at 800,000 tons a year. Its consunipiion in the

woollen, linen, and silk trades cannot be less tlian

500,000 Ions. Tiie sniehinp; of conper ores of

Cornwall consume annually about 250.000 or 300,-

000 tov'.s; and it is supposed thai the brass and
copper manufactures require nearly as much. In

the salt works of Cheshire, Worcestershire, &c.

the consunipiion is prol);dt!y not under, if it do not

exceetl, 300,000 Ions. Tlie consumption in lime

works may, it ia believed, be esiimated at 500,000

tons. It would appear, ihcreiiire, that the total

annual consumption of coal in Great Britain may
be moderately esiimated as follows:

—

Tons.

Domestic consurription, and smaller

manufactures - - - - 15.000,000

Production of iiijr and bar iron - S.ScO.OOO

Cotlon manufacture - - - 800.000
Woollen, linen, silk, &c. - - 600,000
Copper smelling, brass manufactures, S;c. 450,000
Salt works - - . . 300,000
Lime-works _ - _ _ 500,000

Exporis to Ireland _ . _

Ditto to colonies and foreign parts

21.350,000
'750,000

600,000

Total 22,700.000

If we suppose that the above sum of 22,700,000
tons cost ihe consumer, on an average, 7s. a ton. it

will be wonh, in all £7,955,000 a year!—ii'CuZ-
locWs account of ihe British Empire.

h'lom SilUman-s Journal.

Davenport's recent experitiiekts in
electuo-magnetic biachikery.

(Copy of a letter from Mr. Davenport.)

To Professor S'lUman.

Dear Sir—Having lately made a number of
applications of the power ol' large galvantic mag-
nets in propelling machinery, (being independent
of the larjie machine now consiruciing by ihe as-

sociaiion,*) I have thought proper to slate to you
the results, believing they would not be uninter-

esting 10 you.
I have constructed a machine, with two revolv-

ing magnets, two feet in lengih, niade of iron

three and a half inches in diameter, and weigh-
ing, after being wound with six coils of No. 10
copper wire, one hundred pounds each. Three

* The machine alluded to in the above letter, as
now being constructed for the Elsctro-JMaguetic asso-
ciation, by Messrs. Davenport & Cook, is'iiearly com-
pleted, and is expected to be of about two tons power.
It is formed bj"- a combination of small ma<;nets,
weighing about four pounds each, and three and a half
inches between the poles. These magnets are placed,
two hundred and thirty four in nnmiier, on an iron
shaft six feet in length, and a corresponding number in
a circle as stationary magnets.

stationary magnets of two feet diameter, were
placed around the periphery making six poles, and
weifjhing one hundred pounds each.

Willi this machine I produceil one hundred
revoluiions per minute, wilh six square it^et of

sl'.eel zinc exposed to action, surrounded with thin

sheet copper.

I then displaced the stationary maiinets, and
subsiiuiled one ma<rner Uiree inches in diameter,

forming a semicircle, wiih the poles direcily oppo-
site each other, ami weighing about one hundred

pounds. With this niaunet I produced one hun-
dred and liliy revolutions ^pe^ minute, using the

smie quan'ity of zinc surfiice. Wilh one revolv-

ing maiinet 8 produced one hundred and seventy-

five revolutions per minute, with foursquare feet

of sheet zinc. 1 next conslrncted a /te/Zoio mag-
net of Iwo feet in lengih and four inches in diame-
ter, made of boiler iron, five-sixteenths of an inch

in thickness, wilh four coils of copper wire, with

which I succeeded in getting one hundred revolu-

tions per minule. A hollow magnet was then

constructed of thin sheet iron, of the thickness of

common siove-pipe iron, which revolved one iiun-

dred and fifty limes per minule. Bollnw magnets
I think may be used to great advantage where
weiffht is an objection: but in my experiments I

generally make use of solid iron.

I also constructed a machine with simply two
mairnels formed of two inch round iron, of fifteen

inches in length, of the slirrup form. The dis-

tance between the cenlres of tlie poles is five in-

ches, and the magnet revolves lour hundred and
fil'ly times per minute, with two square li^et of
zinc. The siationary magnets being placed wilh

the poles pointing upwards, and ihe poles of the

revoivins magnet poinlins downwards, the shaft

to which the revolving magnet is attached passes

through ils centre, and rests on the cenire of
ihe siiilionary maffnet. Two of these machines
(wciidiinji in all fitly pounds) I have attached to

small drilling-works, which I find produce suffi-

cient power to do all my driiiing of iron and steel,

to the size of or;e-!ourih of an inch dianieler.

I have adopted this form on the third machine
which I have recently put in operation. The
magnels are formed of two and ihree-lburth inch

iron with the centres of their poles nine inches

ai)ari and weiirhingSO lbs. each, with ihis I pro-

duced three hundred revolutions per minule, and
have successfiilly attached it to turning hard wood
of three inches diameter. I find the power in-

creases in (idl pro[ioi;tion to the increase of weight
and without increasing in proportion the size of
the battery. Tlie wire must be increased in size

in proporiion to the size of the iron used, and con-

sequently the difiiiculiy attending long wires will

always be avoided.

I find no difficulty in using ray machine twelve

hours in succession, without changing batteries or

agita'.inof the solution.

I am erecting conveniences to test the powers
of each ma.'rnet as ihey are increased in weight
and size, and think 1 shall be able in season lor

the April number of your Journal to give the ex-

act increase of power in proportion to weight, ol

magnets weighing frcm ten pounds to several

tons.

I have a'so made some very satisfactory trials,

while niakir.si: my machines, respeciing ihe ex-

pense for the consumption of zinc and acids, and
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I think I shall soon be able to <rive nonrlj' the pre-

cise rnsf of inakiiifT the Iaiw'?t riiar.hinory.

GaliJanism is. 1 trust, dcsliiu'il to produce the

greatest results in ihe most simple Ibrm, and 1

hope not to be considered an enliiiisiasi, when I

venture to predict, that soon enijines capable ol

propelliufx the larixest machinery will be produced

by the simple ncUon o{' livo galvantic magnets, n\H\

worked with mncii less expense than eleam.

Yours, resnectltilly.

Thomas Davknport.
Aew York, Deccviber, 26, 1S37.

From the Paisley Advcrtisor.

GRRAT IMPROVKMENT IN DOMKSTIC t:COXO-

MY, DlSPEXSiXa WITH COALS AS FUKL.

We iiave this week to notice a discovery whicii

will produce a greater chance in the arranixemenis

of the domestic life, than any discovery perhaps
that has been made (bra hundred years past ; we
allude to the substitution of gas for coals in the

warming of houses in cooking operations, &c. &c.
The jjrinciple on which this is done is so very

simple, in its application so very easy, as to en-

sure the speedy and extensive adoption of the im-

provement in every place where a supply of gas
can be obtained. The principle is as easy to de-

scribe as it is to apply, and is simply this: the mix-
ture of gas with five or six times its bulk of at-

mospheric air, and the burning of the mixture
through wire gauze.
The modes of doing this may be varied accord-

ing to tile taste and (imcy of ihe consumer, and
great room for the display ol' taste is afforded : but

we shall describe one of the sitnplest modes of ap-

plication as best suited ibr general purposes. Sup-
posing then the fire is wanted near the ordinary

position of tlie orate, a gas pipe is laid to the spot,

and the jet is fixed pointing upwards, s-o as to be

about lour inches from the floor or hearth stone.

This jet is surrounded with a sheet iron pipe, or

cylintler, of a diameter from 3.^ to 7 inches ac-

cording to the quantity of fire wanted, and of the

lieight required, say from one to three feet, and
the top of the cylinder is covered with a |)iece of
fine wire gause, kept in this place by a small iron

hoop, circuinscnbinijthe cylinder in the same way
as the hair cloth is secured on the common seive.

We have spoken of Ihe mixture of gas with five

or six times itsqnantity of atmospheric air, and the

question may arise, hoiv are we to mix substan-

ces which are neither visible nor tano-ible? It for-

tunately happens that no care on this point is ne-

cessarry. The bottom of the cylinder which cir-

cumscribes the jet, and in which the mixture of
gas and air takes place, has snppnrters fiistenei?

on it to raise it an inch or two from the floor, or

openinijs are cut out of the cylinder itself, so as to

admit the air freel}' to enter at the bottom. These
openings can be easily varied by dampers to ad-

mit such a quantity of air as may on trial be found

most advantageous. The top of the cylinder

may pass through an iron plate, which may be
kept on a level with a wire gauze, and which plate

will serve to hold cooking utensils in the kitchen,

or mantlepiece ornaments in drawing-rooms, din-

ing-rooms, and bed-rooms. If this top plate, as it

raay be called, which may be of any size or shape

required, he extictlj^on a level with the wire gauze,

then it will be necessary to place on it a small

stand, so as to keep the bottom of a pan or kettle,

three or lour inches fmm the wire gauze. A per-

forated i)iece of cast iron may be laid in the top of

the wire jranze, tor the purpose of riiisinir the

flame a little above it, and of thus nndermg it

more durable.

We rieed .scarcely add, that any number of

these fire places can be filled up in a kitchen range

so that if room permit, a dozen or a score of pots

may be boilinir, each on its own fire, while to

make one boil fiercely, ami another to simmer

slowlv, no labor with poker and tongs is reqiured;

all that is necessary is a small touch of the stop

cock, by which every fire in the range may be

made to burn with dilferent de^rrees of intensity.

With respect to price; it islbnndthat one jet

will be quite sufficient for the cooking and warm-

ing purposes of an ordinary small fimiily, occu-

pyinir a room and kitchen, and who are in the

habit of keeping only one fire burning. In the

liiyhtin!! of fires, no chips, no peats, no pufling

and blowing with mouth or bellows is necessary;

and what in many cases is hiirhly imfiortant no

lime is lost, A person in kindling a fire has only

to turn the stop-cock, apply a lucifer or other'

match, and iis firle, in a second is in readiness (or

boiling a kettle or fi-ying a beaf steak either of

whicli'it will do in a very few iriinutes. Here^

then, are coals wholly dispensed with—here is a

total escape from the" nuisance of cinders, aphes,

dust and what is still iriore annoying—smoke.
_

The discovery which we have been attempting

to describe, we fear rather imperfecty, was made
by Mr. James Cook, manager of" the irnsworks

here, a irenileman of taste and scientific skill,

who has done more perhaps than any other man
in Scotland, in improvinfr gas illumination. A.s

he has no intention of taking out a patent for his

discovery, he has permitted us to describe it as

(ul!y as we please, that all who choose may reap

the advantages.

We may state in conclusion, that our oflice was

yesteidav ' fitted u-> in a plain way with this new
variety of Promethean benificence, so that those

of our local readers who may not imderstand our

description fiilly, may call and have that descrip-

tion illustrated by occular demonstration.

From tlie Bulletin d'Encour. June, 1837.

BEET SUGAR.

It appears to have been proved by M. Par-

rayon, beet sugar manufacturer at Merignies,

Fr .nee, that by adding diluted sul[)huric acid to

the pulp, as much juice can be obtained by two

cold pressures as by hot pressure, and that any

injurious eflTect of the ai^id is completely removed

by filtering the juice cold ihrouo'h animal charcoal

properlv prepared. It passes (i'om the filter with

an alkaline rather than an acid reaction. After

being filtered, it undergoes clarification by the or-

dinary methods, requiring, however, rather less

lime than usual. The sirup is remarkably white.

One litre of it (2.1135 pintsj produced 970

grammes (=31 oz troy,) whereas the same quan-

uty, by measure, of the ordinary sirup, yields on-

ly 750 grammes.
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APOLOGY.
Much to our disappointment, and not a little to our

incouveniance, the engraver has failed to send on the

woodcuts for the -Treatise on Draining,' in the time

promised, and counted on, and in consequence, the re-

gular continuation of the publication could not be

maintained; and our office arrangements to meet that

object have been made in vain. The remainder of

the work will be given as soon, and as much in con-

nexion, as possible, after the engravings are received.

CONDITIONS OF THE FARMERS' REGISTER.

I. The Fanners' Register. is published in monthly numbers, of 64 large octavo pages each, and neatl}- co-

vered, at $5 a vear—payable in advance. Or five )ie«; subscribers, by sending their names and $20 at one

time to the ediior, will receive their copies lor one year, for that sum, or at !$-i for each. Purchasers of any

5 volumes (except Vol. L) atone time in iiiie manner, shall have them for 020.

II. The risk of loss of payments for subscriptions, which have been properly committed to the mail, or to

the hands of a postmaster, is assumed by the editor. ^11 mail puymenia mud be made in 'notes or checks ofpar

value in Virgiuia; and these, and all other letters, (except such as contain articles for publication,) mrst be

post paid.

Ill- For all copies not received by mail, at the proper post offices, duplicates will be furnished to those sub-

scribers who have complied with tlieir own obligations, and who give early notice of the miscarriage.

IV. If a subscription is not directed to be discontinued before the first number ot the next volume has been

published, it will be taken as a continuance for another year. Subsciiptions must commence with the begin-

ning of some volume, and will not be taken for less than a year's publication.

.V The mutual obligations of the publisher and subscriber, lor the year, are fully incurred as soon as the

first number of the voliane is issued: and after tiiat time, no discontinuance of a subscription will be permit-

ted. Nor will a subscription be discontinued for any earlier notice, while any thing thereon remains due, un-

less at the option of the editor— (or in obedience to the resolutions copied below.)

VI. Any five old subscribers, by paying flor any volume) $'20 diiectlij to the ediior, at any one time before the

issue of No. 2, of that volume, (which wiii be on April 1st) and without causing any charge for postage or agen-

cy, shall he crediled i'or tUeii- five copies for the year so i^aid {or—thus reducing the price to $4 for each.

This privilege, of course, ceases, for each volume, as soon as its 2nd immber is Issued—and no subscriber can

use it, wAo is indebtedfor a previous year, unless his arrears are paid at the same time.

The following resolutions of the Editorial Convention of Virginia, will hereafter form part of the condi-

tions of the Farmers' Regisler, and will be strictlj^ observed.

1. "All subscriptions shall hereafter be considered as incurred and due in advance, and for a year's publica-

tion, unless specially ordered for a shorter time, and paid for in advance for that shorter time, when so or-

dered.

2. "No publication shall be sent to the order of any new and unknown subscriber, unless paid foriu advance,

or satisfactory reference be made to some known and accessible person in regard to the i-ubsciiber or his pay-

ment. But, in case of an order for a publication, without payment, from a new subscriber who is unacquaint-

ed with the conditions, a single number may be sent, containing, or accompanied by, a copy of this

.regulation.

3. "The names of all subscribers, whose ability to pay may be unknown to the publisher, and who may re-

main indebted on open account at the end of two years, from the time when the advanced payment was due,

shall be erased from the list of subscribers." [Resolations of the Edito-rial Convention of Va.
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Johnstone's 'treatise on draining,' &c.j easily discovered, and the frequent burste, whicit

,^ .. , <. „P XT o \ '" ^i"'*^' assume the appearance of sprin":s, serve
(Continued from page o26. No. 9.)

^^ j.^^^^^^^ „,^ perplexity.
' ° '

The common practice of draininiir o-round in Besides thone ofthe nature, and in the situation

this situation, accordini; to the old method, has
|

now described, there are a variety of other spring
been described in the 4ih section of Part I, where bogs, though of less extent, and diversified in their

it is shown, that in most cases the drains were
drawn parallel to one another, /ro« the nutlets to

the spring heads; but another method, followed by
drainers who were reckoned more expert, was to

draw a number of lines parallel to one another,

across the declivity, a practice equally expensive.

appearance, to which the same principle applies,

and these re(]uire next to be explained. Bogs, and
other wet ground, may be formed, in similar situ-

ations, li-om a variety of the same causes, ancJ,

consequently, require different treatment—bogs,
for example, in a valley betwixt two hills, or

but in some degree more rational, and therefore' where the ground rises from both sides,

more effective than the other. The consequence
I

In examing these, the first thing is to consider,

of this, however, is only to render the ground' whether the springs proceed from one side only,

drier while the drains continue to run; but these, from both sides, or lie in the middle, which may
not being of sufficient depth, and filled with loose , be ascertained with a spirit level, and by explora-
stones to the top, soon choke up, and the ground tory boring.

becomes as wet, or more so, than before. They If the bog has a descent from the side A A, to'

have then the bad effect of altering the surface so the side B B (see plate No. X.) although wet-
much from its original appearance, that the true ness appear round all the sides, it is clear that the'

Biiuation oJ' the springs cannot afterwards be so water proceeds only from the higher side A Af

Plate X.

—

Draining of Spring Bogs.

.UppayLeveUr'^ <>^ „ ^^'^^rhii'T^l^rM

.•....I-.— --.-....•^-- J .A. ^ort«u M^„ .> B ^v-. :...-...-•. .---.v..
JJ^-?,, ^^\ ^'inare -:- ..-.•r..

. ^ - i^r~~^-^^»\ fd^-A

"'Sand' or lloc/c

* "^!^^"-- '-;:.:"<.- \t'

Vol. V—88
P/an.—AA, SB Springs. Section—A B Springs, C Augar-hok.
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and passing through and under the surface, part

of it is absorbed by the dry ground, along the side

B B; from whence, if the level was not previous-

ly ascertained, it might be supposed also to pro-

ceed. In this case one drain, cut along the upper

eide A A, will be sufficient to keep it dry; but il

there is a descent from both sides to the middle, or

the ground be perfectly level, it will require a

drain on both; and, if the substrata in which the

water lies, is connected with the higher ground on
both sides, and unites below, one drain in the mid-

dle, cut to the depth of that strata, or bored down
to it, will be sufficient, as represented in the plan

and section No. X. Where the expanse of the

valley, or distance betwixt hills or high ground
along the sides is narrow, this will certainly be the

case. But, if a bog of this nature, between two
hills, is of great extent, it may be requisite to

have three different drains, one on each side, and
one in the middle; the last should be an open
drain, to receive all the surface water, as well as

to cut off any springs that may rise in that part of

the bog. In this, as in all other cases, where
there is any difficulty of ascertaining the substra-

ta, and from whence the springs proceed, the

auger may be previously applied.

In very extensive bogs or swamps, it is neces-

sary to have other cuts, than those which carry

ofi" the principal springs; for, although these may
be effectually cut off, there may be interior veins*

of sand and gravel, out of which, it is also neces-
Bary to extract the water. If the ground is to be
divided into separate inclosures, the open ditches

may be so directed, as to hit on these lesser collec-

tions of subjacent water, and, at the same time, to

earry off any that might stagnate in the hollow
parts of the surface. It frequently occurs, where
a hill or rising ground has wetness on both sides,

apparently on the same level, that a drain proper-

ly conducted on the one side, may remove the
wetness fi-om the other. If the resisting stratum
lies horizontally through the hill or bank, the sur-

face below that, will be wet and rushy on both
sides, the upper line of which, will be fi)und vary-
ing very little from a level all the way round; and
here, a drain, on either side, giving a lower and
readier vent to the water than its natural outlets,

may make both sides dry. If the resisting stra-

tum dips, or inclines more to the one side than to

the other, the springs will issue only at the lower
side, where that stratum terminates; consequent-
ly, the one side of the hill will be wet, and the
other dry. The rushes, alders, and other aquat-
ics, facilitate invesriijations of this kind; (or they
never appear above the line of the springs, except
in cases, where the water flows back for want of
outlet, when the sprinirs are very lull; but in cases
where more minute observation is requisite, such
appearances cannot altogether be depended on.

in many cases, it may be known whether the
channel of the water, (i-om which the springs are

supplied, lies deep, or not, by their appearance on
the surface. If the land be dry, immediately
above the place where the water spritifjs up, it is a
sign that the channel or reservoir lies deep, and
that the water is issuintr perpendicularly; but, on
the contrary, if the land he wet for some distance

above the principal outlet of the sprinc, it is a
sure indication ihat (he water is flowing in achan-

• Very thin, or narrow strata.

nel near the surface, and that it is the overflowing
of it which causes this higher wetness. It would
be a certain evidence of this, if there be only one
spring in the wet ground; but, if the internal

strata do not he horizontally, or regular, and sev-
eral springs appear, arising from different chan-
nels, the land above the largest, or principal

spring, may be wet, not fi-om the flowing back of
that spring, or its channel being near the surface,

but by the breaking out of lesser sprin^^s, in their

descent, finding a vent to the surface, higher than
that of the larger spring. It is in cases of this

kind, where draining is attended with most diffi-

culty; and where all the cutting, &c. necessary,

cannot be easily ascertained at first, till what is

absolutely requisite be executed, whch will lead to

a discovery of what more may be requisite, and in

what manner it can best be done, by exposing to

view, the subsoil or strata in which the water
flows. Making exploratory bores with the auger,
is useful in this, and in all other doubtful or diffi-

cult cases.

In irregular wet banks, where the ground,
owing to its perpendicular situation, and pressure

of water behind, has slipt or fallen down, the

drain should be carried hiijher up the declivity,

than where the water has iis apparent outlet.

The proper line for ii, therelbre, is, in the sound
unbroken ground that has undergone no change,
and where the real spring will be intercepted; the

water in the slipt or shifted sand below, being on-

ly a leakage from the sprinii above, which, from its

appearance, is apt to he mistaken for the spring

itself, and thereby mislead in directinij the drain.

Where the principal spring comes out of a very-

steep bank, at a considerable height above the

level of the outlet where the water is to be dis-

charged, it is unnecessary to cut a deep trench, or

lay a covered drain, all the way fi-om such outlet,

up to it; fbr the descent being rapid, and the cut

deep, by crossing veins of sand, and other loose

substances, always met wi'h in such situations,

the stones or materials with which the drain may
be laid, would be undermined oy the quickness of
the current, and might be choked by the quantity

of running sand, which the water carries along
with it.

It is only necessary, in such cases, to begin aa

far down the bank, as, by cutting forward upon a
level, the drain may be six feet deep, when it

comes to the spring, or whatever depth is necessa-

ry, for the cross-drain that is to be cut along that

line. The remaining part of the cut, which is

merely a conductor for the water, either in a
straight or sloping direction, may be either open,

or covered, as circumstances requiie; but there is

no necessity fbr its being so deef) as the upper
drain, nor is there occasion for boring in any part

of it. It should be guarded from the treading and
poaching of cattle when the ground is in pasture,

and from injury by the plousrh when in tillage.

See figures 1 and 2, plate No. XI. Where there

is any difficulty in ascertaining the true line of the

spring, and consequently that of the cross-drain,

either fi-om its not showing itself on the surface, or

having no apparent outlet from whence to trace

the level, this line may be discovered, in bringing

up the conducting drain, in which, as soon as the

water begins lo rise freely, fi-om that point is the

proper place to branch off the cross-drain, and
upon that level, to carry it as far as the wetness
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Plate XL—Braining of Bogs.

, 1,'"^=... --— /#^>E':ZT^ ^'Si2\r7J!^<'M

Fig. 1. P/art.—A, Covered drain. B, Orifice of covered drain. C, Open cuts.

Fig. 2.

—

Section. A, Porous earth. B, Sand, containing the springs. C,

C Outlet of the spring. D Open cut.

Fig. 3.—B B Drain covered on a level—but in some places below the springs.

Fig. 5.—A The sough or conduit 6 in. square. B A few small stones above

the cover. C Turf inverted

Fig. 6.— Section representing boring in an open drain,

extends. If, in digixiiig the cross-drain, in the ' will be requisite to cut, and bore nnuch deeper, in

line laid out by the'spiriT level, for the purpose of order to reach it, the ground being in general

cutting oti' the water and leading it to the dis- higher in that part. Besides, the portion of

chargmg drain, it should be found, in some piace-i;, porous subsoil, below the drain, may contain a

6eZoio tliat of the springs, and where, by boring, quantity of water sufficient to render the ground

no water is brousrht up, it will be necessary to wet, and which may pass w?)der the bottom of the

makeshort cuts of the same depth, from the cross- trench, between the auger-holes, and break out

drain, up to the source of the springs, (as at the
,

lower down on the declivity.

letters A in figure .3 of plate No. XI.); for if the
\

Such being a description of the general appear-

drain be cut too far below the line of the spring, ' ances that are met with, and to be studied, in con-

all possibility of reachin<x it, even with the auger, ; ducting the drainage of spring boge, in their

is lost: and if it be above the line of the spring, it ; various siiuaiions, and also the rules for finding
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Jhe main-sprinffs, tracins their level, and jjuidini?

the direction ol' the drain, the next ihina i?, the

proper method of" conducting its execution.

The first point then is, to determine whether
the drain should he open or covered, ll" the

ground is open, and it would he proper to inclose

it, and where the line ol the drain may serve as a

division, it may be an open cut, or sunk fence; if

not, a covered drain-, hut it is necessary to deter-

mine which is to he adopted, as the depth, widiii,

and other circumstances, must be reiiulated ac-

cordingly. When the nearest outlet at which the

water collected in the drain can be discharir«d, is

fixed on, from that, a trench is brought up to the

line of the cross one that is to be carried along the

course of the springs, allowing a genile declivity

for the water to run. If, in cutting the cross-drain

that is to carry off the sprinizs, after passing the

clay, there be a (stratum of hard crravel between
that and the sand in which the principal body of

water is lodged, the conduit of the drain should

be laid on if, as being the most solid; and it should

be perforated by the punch, or small pits made
through it with the spade, whereby the water
may flow up, and run with more safety, than if

the dram were laid in the sand bed below, which
would not only make it more difficult to execute,

but may sometimes be at such a depth, that the le-

vel ofthe outlet will not allow thedrain to be cut to it.

In all other cases, except those of quicksands,

where it is very difficult to lay and secure the con-

duit of the drain, the most certain method, where
the level will admit, and where it does not require

an extraordinary de[)th oi' cutting, is to carry the

drain down to the stratum containing the water,

and lay the conduit there. But where that can-

not be obtained at a reasonable depth and ex-

pense, the auger must be applied, and the water
brought up by that means.
When the drain is only to act as a conductor

for the water brought up by hnring, where the

soil is all clay, its depth need not exceed tour feet,

which will be sufficient to allow a proper depth ol'

earth above the stones forming the conduit at bot-

tom, which need not exceed, nor ever should be

less than one and a half or two ieet.

The author has seen a drain, in ground appa-
rently very wet on the surface, cut to the depth of

lour feet, and several hundred feet inlensrth, with-

out any water being found in it; but, when the

auger was applied, and holes put down at the dis-

tance of six j'ards apart, and to the depth of eight

or ten feet, a considerable stream of water was
brought up, and which afterwards continued to

flow. In one instance,* he directed a drain to be

cut in a very close and retentive clay soil, which
at the depth of four feet found no water. This
gave occasion for the workmen to say, and the

proprietor to think, that this drain would aflecthis

pocket more than the field; but they were soon
sensible of the injustice of such a remark. As
the drain had a smooth and uniform slope in the

bottom, in order to expedite the work, several

men were employed in laying the stones for the

conduit, beginning at the lower end and proceed-

ing upwards, while others were engaged in boring

at the upper end, and were to proceed down-
wards. When those below beoran their work, the

drain was quite dry, and no appearance of water

* At Drum, in Aberdeenshire.

from either sides or bottom; but by the time they
had ptoceeded a finv yards in Ibrming the conduit,

and two or three holes had been made with the

auger, at the upper end, an unexpected rush of
water made its appearance, to their no small as-

tonishment, convincinu them of the rash opinion

they had formed; and which soon had ihe effect

of drawing off the xinder-water that produced the

rushes and other won bless aquatics, which had so

ntuch overspread the field. This drain had also

theeffect of layiiiir dry a pump-well at a consider-

able disiance from it. This shows, that in such
cases, the auger is the sine qua non. and that

many drains may be cut to an expensive depth,

without effecting the desired end, or without
making any material change on the appearance of
the grour!d.

If the drain is to be cut through a soft boggy
soil. It is better to be open than covered, particu-

larly if it be in a situation where it may receive

other water than that collected from below, and
may serve as a division betwixt the upland and
low grounds; for stones are apt to sink, and give
way, in such soft bottoms, and so the drain is lia-

ble to be filled up and destroyed. The width of a
covered drain is Iron) three to four It-et at top, and
one and a half or two feet at bottom, thus giving

six or nine inches for each side slone. and as

much for the passage of the water between; Ibrm-

ing, in all, a conduit, or opening, six or nine in-

ches square. The depth is reculated by the level

of the place where the drain is to empty itseilj and
the nature ofthe ground ihrouirh which if is to be

cut. commonly from four to six feet, and never less

than four. VVhen the drain cannot be cut through
the clay, or so deep as to reach the stratum in

which "the spring lies, and is merely to act as the

conductor of the water that is brought up by the

aiiirer, its depth need only be lour Ieet; which is

sufficient to allow the proper depth of earth, above
the stones of which the conduit is formed.

In soft boggy soils, where the drain is to be
covered, it is often necessary to cut to a greater

depth than six Ieet. in order to get through the

moss, and have a secure foundation for the stones,

and as a great part of the water is always lodged
between the moss and the next stratum. In dig-

ging the drain, it is best to cut the whole length,

to the depth of only two or three feet at first,

which prevents the risk of its falling in; and when
the ground adjoining it, [)y that means, becomes
firm, and the stones have been laid down by the

sides of it, then it may be cut to the full depth re-

quired. In opening the drain, it should be begun
at the lower end, and carried upwards, laying the

turf along the upper, and throwing out all the

stuff to the lower side. In laying the drain, it

should be begun at the upper end, and proceeded
with downwards, smoothmg and clearing the bot-

tom before laying the stones. By this means the

fall is seen, and can be kept; lor, when begun at

the lower end, and laid upwards in level ground,

there is danger of digging too deep, in clearing

the bottom; by which means, a stagnation of wa-
ter and sludge takes place, which ought always to

be avoided.

The most difficult part ofthe work is, laying tho

conduit in running sands, where it is necessary to

have the sides of the trench supported with flat

hoards and props, which are removed forwards as

they proceed in working. This gives security to
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the gitles, and prevents the loose eanil and other

maticr from faliiiin; anioiifj the stonep. while the

conduit is beini;' Ibi nied. 'I'he tnrr is laid jrrass-

eide do\vn\var^l^! above the Rionofs, and it is seldom
ncccs^sary lo liave any (or at least very lew) loose

plones above the condnii, exi-rpt where liie sira-

4uni, in which the water flows, is so thick tiiat the

heii^ht of the roiiduil does not reach the npjier

parr of it; then it is reqnisiie lo have ihe stones po

Jiijih, that the water may percolate tiiroaiih them
to the conduit below. In quick or runninir sands,

it is also necessary someiimes to pat thin stone«,

plates, or thin turfs in the boMoni of the drain, to

prevent the loose sand (rorn flowinir np, and the

stones from sinkinrr. Before borins';, it is proper to

Jay Ihe side stones of ilie conduit; after which, the

holes may be made at the distance of every three

or lour yards; but if the water, on withdrawino'

the aujjer, rush np with violence, it indicates a
stronjr body of it below, and therelbre requires a

g:reater number of openin<2;s, (by boring), to irive

it a speedy and sufficient outlet. When the Ibrce

of the water is ofieat, the width of the holes en-
Jarcres, and consequently the discharire increases.

By a careful examination of the adjoininir

{rrounds, and attention to the strata of which they
are compofed, it is sometimes possible to say at

what depth the spring lies, aiid how deep the bor-

ing should be; but tli? rule is, to go down till the

water rise freely on withdrawing the auger. Mr.
Elkington bored a hole thirty feet deep, near
Tamworth in StaRbrdshire, through which water
issued at the rate of fhree hogfiheada a minute, and
laid dry a great extent ol wet ground in the neigh-
borhood; and in a drain, which the author direct-

ed to be cut at Upleaiham, in Yorkshire, the seat

of Lord Dundas, an astoiiishinsx qoantitj^ of water
was brought up, by boring to the depth of twen-
ty-four feet below the bottom of the drain. These
instances are mentioned to show, thai the water
eometimes lies at a considerable depth, and that

when brought up by the auger, notwithstanding
the extraordinary depth, it has the desired effect.

Deep boring, therefore, should not be a discour-

agement, when the object to be gained requires it.

It is better to put down the auger holes a little to

a side, and not in the middle of the drain, as the

water that comes from them is, by that means,
less apt to be interrupted by the current passing
along the centre of the drain. The figures 4 and
&, in plate No. XI. represent this.

That part of the conduit, above the auger holes,

should be left uncovered, till the sand, which is at

first apt to rise so abundantly Avith the water, sub-
sides, and the openings become clear; and then
they may be covered with safety. When the

holes made by boring are not sufficient for dis-

charging and letting ofT the quantity of water
which the spring would emit, and when ihe stra-

tum containing Ihe water is near to the bottom of
the trench, and the intervening one difficult to

penetrate with the boring instrument, pits may be
made wilh the spade, and filled with small loose

ptones_ which will give a wider outlet and quicker
vent to the spring. There need be no apprehen-
Bion of the holes made by the auger or spade fill-

ing up, whether the drain he open or covered, pro-

vided no other water is admitted; lor such is often

the force of the spring, that it will throw up any
earth or sludge that may accidentally get into il,

and can only be injured by a great quantity of"

«ur/iice or flood water coming upon it at once.

Where etonep can be got, they are preferable to

brick; but there are several kinds of brick invent-
ed and used solely Ibr the purpose of draining, in

different [)arts ol Ktiirland; but principally ihe

common kind has hitherto been made use of in

Scotland. In Ibrminc; the conduit of brick, a
smidi aperture, ^of above an inch), siiouid be left

bcMween each, lo iuhriit the water that comes from
{ the sidee of the drain. In vry wet and spongy

j

soils, during the time the drain is cutting, the wa-
j

ler from the surliice, and what may trickle from
the sides of the trench, should be stopped occa-
siovally; and when let ofi' to pass through the
conduit, (if part of that has been [ircvioiisly fbrm-
edj, a turf should be [ilacTd at the entrance of it,

so as to prevent any soft earthy matter from pa.-s-

' ing alons wiih the water, that might choke or in-

jure ;he laid ptu't of the drain. Where the roots

j

of trees ititertere in the course of the drtiin. they

I

should he completely gndjbed up; Ibr if this is not

I

done, the fibres of the roots extend themselves

j

through the joints and opeiungs of the stones, and
i soon put a sto[) to the passage of the water.

I

Thouaii the earili that has been dug out of the

j

drain a[)pears, wh.en filled in aijain, considerably

hiirher than the surfrice of the ground at the sides,

it should remain so; tbr, in a short time, it sinks to

the common level; but if made so at first, the
earth would subside, and leave a hollow over the
drain, in which surlace-water miuht lodge, and,
findinir its way downwards, might injure the con-
duit below, by cnrrying part of the earlh along
with it. Lastly, the mouth of the drain should be
carefully guarded, by railing it in, or otherv\ise

protecting it from being poached, and filled up by
ilie treadinc of cattle, in their attempts to drink at

it; and when any injury of this kind happens, it

should alvva}.s be immediately removed. For this

purpose, it is necessary fi-equently to examine the

outlet of all drains, and lo remedy any defect that

ma)' happen. The first symptoms of the drains
proving effectual, and which soon become obvious
when the springs have been completely drawn off,

are, that all surface-drains that may have former-
ly been made, pits, ditches, and other hollow
places in which tlie water may have stood, sud-
denly become dry, and remain afterwards in that
slate.

In consequence of drains that have been made
according to this system, wells have become dry;

and springs, at a considerable distance, have aban-
doned their (brmer courses, and their original out-

lets have been dried up! By cutting off one
spring alone, by which the particular place to be
drained may have no apparent connection, but
may be so connected vnder ground, that, from it,

all the others derive their source; and being there-

fore the principal cain^e of the whole wetness, to

fu< ?7 o^' is the chiefdesideratum of the business.

Of this there are many instances in JVJr. El-
kington's practice, where, by a very short line of
drain, with a few auger-boles hitting on the par-

ticular places where the longest part of the main
spring lay, a considerable extent of ground, with
which his drain had seemingly no apparent con-
nection, has been laid dry, to ihe astonishment of
tho. ! who have seen it, and furnishing a subject

of incredibility to many who have not. At
Odsione Hall, in Leicestershire, a very remarka-
ble drainage of this description took place. A
considerable tract of' wet marshy land, of very lit-
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tie value, divided in the middle by a small river,

was so completely drained by making a trench*
at one suic, and borini^ m it, tliat the part of the

marish on the opposite side of the rivulet, at a
very considerable distance liom the drain, became,
ill a short time, equally dry as that where ilie

trench was ojade; has eomirmed to be so ever
since; and, li'om beiii^ formerly of litde or no
value, is now convened into excellent water-
meadow, producing, without manure, abundant
crops of grass.

At Madley, near Newcastle in Staffordshire,

there was a liog of some hundred acres, the

drainage of which vs'as always deemed in)pracli-

•cal>le, being of so wet and soft a nature that no
cattle could pass over any part oi" i;, till Mr. El-
kington, having obtained a lease of it for a certain

niuuber of years, so etiectually drained it, with
compara;ively very linle catling and expense, that

it may now be considered not only as one of the

most wonderful (mderiakings of the kind so easily

accomjjlished, but is also, by the other improve-
ments made on ii, now become one of the most
productive tiirms in that part of the country.

Many more instances of remarkable drainaires of
tlie same kind, executed by Mr. Eikington in dif-

ferent pans of England, founded on the principles

already explained, and taken notice of in the Agr-

ricidtural Reports of the counties in which they
took place, will be shown -n another [)art of this

treatise.

[n corroboration of these /«ds, since the publi-

1

cation of the ^irsi editinn of this work, niriny and
successlul drainages have been accomplished un-
der the authors direction, in dili'erent parts of
Scotland. In cases of such similaritv, to describe

.the pariiculars of each would appear tedious and
juninteresting; but above others, that in the exten-

-sive and picturesque Park of Dalkeith, belonging
to the Duke of liuccleuch, is worthy of being
meritioned pariicularly. In every part of the op-
eration, the drains were conducted in exact con-

formity to the true principles of the system, and
according to the rules and directions given tor the

draining of ground injured by the effects of spring
waier in its various sliapes and degrees. Besides
jmaking the ground dry, and consequently moie
sound and produciive, the drains there, served an-
other useful |)urpose, by affording a constant sup-

ply of spring loater to different parts of the park.
From the explanation that has thus beenffiven,

it will a[)pear that this mode of draining boirs, or

land injured by subterraneous water, is by far the
most scientific and efiectual that has hitherto been
put in practice.

Of the many proofs of Ibis, in the southern
partofihe kingdom, where Mr. Elkington's prac-

tice chieHy lay, the most remarkable have been
detailed in the various county Reports, published
by the Board of Agriculture, a lew extracts from
which are given in Part IV. of this treatise.

In most of the counties, and on many estates in

this part of the kingdom, similar successful drain-

aires have been executed; and its decided superi-

ority over the modes formerly practised, is now
acknowledged as preferable to every other. On
the extensive estates of the Dukes of Buccleuch,

* Trench is the term generally used, in many parts

of England, in place of drain; and sough, Cpronounced

svff), is the conduit laid at bottom.

Gordon, Montrose; Earls of Strathmore. Mans-
field, Aberdeen, Aboyiie, Finlater, Fife, Kintore,
Wemyes; Lord Diindas, Lord Panmure, Lord
Saltoun, Lord Melville, Lord Wharnclifle; Ho-
nourable Mr. Haly burton; Sir Robert Burnett,
Ban. ; Sir Evan Murray Macgregor, Bart.

;

William Adam, esq. (late Lord Chief Commis-
sioner of Jury Court); General Hay of Rannes;
late Mr. Brodie of Arnhall; late George Skene,
of Skene, esq. Mr. Ramsay of Baruton, Mr.
Mansfield of Midmar, Mr. Ferguson of Pitfour,

,

Mr. Urquhart of Craigston, Mr. Urquharl of
Meldrum, Mr. Irvine of Drum, and many others

I

(on a lesser scale), too numerous to mention, par-

j

ticularly in the counties of Aberdeen, Banff, For-
far, Fife, Kincardine, Mid-Loihian, Perth, Rox-
burgh, and Stirling; where it has been exlensive-
ly, and, in most cases, very successfully practised.

SECTION III.

Its application to the drainage of hills, and. to the
procuring and raising water for wells, Sfc.—also

to low ground lying on the side of rivers, and to

other soils injured in a less degree by spring
loater.

From what has been stated in the foregoing
section, less remains to be explained in this, as
bogs are certainly more the field of its operation,

than any infisrior kinds of" wet ijround, to which
this system applies. The sides or declivities of

many hills are, owing to the irregular disposition

of the component strata, covered with alternate

portions of wet and dry ground. By the genera!
appearance of the surface, and the variety of her-

bacre which the different soils produce, according
to their dryness or the degrees, of wetness which
affect them, the internal strata, and manner in

which they are disposed, may often be ascertain-

ed, with such degree of certainty, as to guide the
direction of the proper drains, applicable to the na-
ture of the wetness, without any internal investi-

gation. The difficult}' or facility with which such
ground may be drained, depends entirely upon the

position of the different strata of which the hill is

formed; and upon the perpendicular, horizontal,

or slanting inclination of tlie rock, or other body in

which the water is contained, and out of which it

issues.

Where the rock lies in a horizontal, or has a
slanting inclination, the whole of the different

springs or outlets of water that show themselves
on the surface, may be connected with, and ori-

ginate from the same eounie, and may be all

drained or dried up, by cutting off or letting out

the main body of water. But where the rock lies

in an upright or perpendicular position, and con-

tains only partial collections of water among the

more open cracks and fissures of the stone, which
empty themselves at numberless outlets uncon-
nected with one another, it would be fruitless fo

attempt cutting them ofl' by one drain, or by
boring into any particular one of them, without

cutting a drinn into each, as marked at the points

A, in plate No. XII.

In this case, it is more advisable to make the

main drain so low down as to insure its being in

the clay, and to have small cuts up from it to the H

outlet of each spring, than to carry it along the '

upper line where the water breaks out; for, in that

direction, it would be much upon the rock, and
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consequently very difficult to cut, on account of
the nature and disposition of the stone. Where
the water that issues out along the upper line can,

by means of boring, be hit on in the main drain,

at the points marked B, it will be effectually

drawn ofi; but if that is not practicable, the depth
of the small cuts will reduce it to such a level as

will prevent its flowing over and injuring the sur-

face of the land below.
In such hills as are composed of alternate strata

of rock, sand, and clay, the surface of the latter is

often wet and swampy, while that of the (brmer
is dry, and producing good grass. In these cases,

as many cuts will be necessary to drain it, as there

happen to be divisions of wet and dry soil. The
most elevated part of the hill, being composed of

porous strata, receives the rain water which de-

scends through it, till obstructed by an impervious
bed of clay; it then (bllovvs the course oi' this to

the surface, and overflows it as far down the de-

scent as the clay extends.

After this, the water is absorbed by the suc-

ceeding porous stratum, and descending through
it, in the same way as above, it again issues at

the lower side of it, and renders the surlace of the

next clayey soil as wet as it did that of the first.

In this manner the same spring will affect the

other similar strata, of which the hill is composed,
down the whole declivity, and Ibrm at last, in the

hollow at the bottom, a bog or a lake, if there is

no natural outlet or descent lor the water.

S S Springs.

In order, then, to drain a hill side of this de-

scription, it is proper to begin by makitig a trench

along the upper side of the uppermost wet and

rushy soil, which will have the effect of cutting

off" the highest spring; but as the rain, and other

water ihat'may come upon the next portion of po-

rous soil, will subside to the lower part of it, and
form another spring, which may likewise be part-

ly supplied from some internal source, a second

cut or drain must be made in that part, to prevent

the water Irom injuring the surface of the suc-

ceeding clay beds. Thus, similar cuts will be ne-

cessary, so far down the declivity as the same
springs and appearances continue, and which, ou

the whoie, may afford a supply of water to the

stream in the hollow, that may be useful for seve-

ral purposes. See plate No. XII. line marked C.

In some hills, the strata of which they are form-

ed lie so regular, that it is possible to draw the

water from either side on the same level: which,

in many cases, would be of advantage, by drain-

ing the one side, and |)rocuring water for the other;

for there is often wet and swampy ground on the

one side, while the other is too dry. This is

owing to the retentive body of clay, which keeps

up the water, not beii.g disposed in a horizontal

direction, but having a dip or de|)ression, a little

n)ore to one side than to the other, and fi-om the

dry side being overlapped by a covering oi' clay,

by which the water is forced to issue at the open
side; but when an outlet is made for it on the dry
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side, by means of a drain and boring, lower than
lliat wiiich it naturally lius on tlievvet side, the
course of the spring may be thereby diverted.
The opposite side being porous and sandy, it be-
comes a reservoir lor the rain-vvaler, which will

afterwards discharge itself at the artificial opening
made on the other side—a circumstance that may
be usel'ul lor domestic purposes, when a house is

set down on the dry side of a hill. See fifs. 1 and
2, of plate No. XIII.
The principles of this system may be often ap-

plied with advantage in the procuring of water lor

wells, &c., in situations where it does not appear
practicable to a person unacquainted with them.
A spring in a low situation adjacent to higher

ground, may be raised to supply a house or any
other useful purpose (although nmch below the
level), by confining it in a pipe, or water-tight
brick chimney. The reservoir from whence the
spring or outlet of water is supplied, being con-
fined and pent up between two retentive Strata,

and the upper part of such reservoir extending
perhaps to a considerable height and distance in

the high ground contiguous, it is evident, that if a
perforation be made through the superincumbent
stratum into the lowest part of that containing the
spring, the Water may be raised to nearly as hi'i-h

a level as the head of its reservoir, by confining it

in a pipe or other close conductor. See fior. 2 of
plate No. XIII. Of this, several instances occur-
red in iV'lr. Elkington's practice; particularly near
Warwick, where he raised the water, procured
from draining a low meadow, into a mill-lead a
considerable height above the level of the drain.

The conduit is closely built with brick, and so
puddled with clay at sides and top, as to make it

so perfectly water-tiirht, that not a drop can es-

cape, though the
| ressure be considerable. The

(also water-tight), and is discharged into the lead.-

Two similar cases have occurred during the au-

thor'a practice^

Tlie advantages of such operations must be'

very great in many situations, and may often be

accomplished with success, though some may
think them impracticable.* Of the |)racticabilty of
this, however, and that water will rise to a very

considerable height by means of its own pressure

in high and distant ground, the following remark-

able occurience, which happened in digginir a
well in the vicinity of London, is a proof: Earl

Spencer, ibr the preservation of his noble mansion
at Wimbledon against fire, ordered a well to be

dug at a little distance from the house, which was
sunk 10 the amazing depth of six hundredfeet be-

fore any s[)ring was ibund! It was begun on 31st

ol May 1795; and, on the 12th of August 1796,t
the man who was employed in the undertaking,

gave a signal to the person above, to draw him up,

as he had found the spring, and was immersed in

water so deep that his lile was endangered. In

the space offour hours, the water rose to the

height of three hundred and fifty feet, and during

two days Ibllowinir, its increase was more than a

foot an hour. The water proceeding Irom rock, is

remarkably fine, and, from the strata it passes

through, is strongly impregnated with mineralic

(jualities. The sinking of this well alone cost his

lordship two thousand pounds, but will recom-
pense him by its utility; as, before it was done,

the only supply for the family was either rain fall-

* Experiments in Mr. Elkington's mode of drain-

ing, and in procuring water by boring, &.c. successful-

ly made by sir Joseph Banks, are described in fhe en*--

larged Agricultural Report of Lincolnshire.

author was at Wimbledon nearly about this
. - -

, t The
water rises through a perpendicular brick chimney time, where he ascertained the above particulars
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iiir (liiiiriir the wet wcailier, or water procured

from the adjoinitiii Hsh-poiids. As there is no ex-

teiu ot' hiii'hor utduiuI near lluit where Ihe well

was suidv, and as ihe depih of it is some hundred
leei below the boiiom of the Thames, the source

of the reservoir from whence the sprinu is sup-

l)lied, must he situate at a very irreat disUmce, and
must couiaiii a very larije and permanent body
of water, to raise it so suddenly to such a height,

and conimue to supply it. Great care is necessary

in conductiui; a drain for procuring and conveyinjr

water for the su[)ply of a house, &c. It should

neither be cut nor bored into so deep as lo reach a
secr^ad porous stratum; otherwise the water that

may have been found in the one, may be lost in

the other. Puddlinji may, in some degree, secure

it. but not in every case. Another thing should

be attended to in digsring wells Cor a permanent
supply of water: although a plentitul flow is

fouH'l in the sand or rock throuah which the pit is

proceediiiiT, before the bottom of such sand or rock

is come at; ye', Ibr the greater security of always
retaining a sufficient supply, it is proper to dig so

far into the clay, or other ini[)ervious stratum, by
which there will be no risk of the water being lost

in a dry season.

There are many valuable tracts of land, called

holms or haughs in Srollaud,* wet, and covered

with rushes, which, when reclaimed, are by much
the most lertile and productive of any. As land

in this situation reo,uires particular treatment, and
cannot he laid perlectly dry without attending to

other circumstances than that ot" merely making
drains through it, it is necessary to describe these

minutely.

The land alluded to lies alons; the sides of rivers

or smaller streams, which, having frequently al-

tered their course between the opposite banks, de-

posite sand, gravel, and other alluvial soil, as they
recede ti'om their last channel, forming a havgh or

flat piece ol land, in many situations, of consider-

able extent. From the nature of the materials of

which the soil of tliis ground is formed, it is evi-

dent they nujst be in a great degree porous, and
easily admit the reception of water; for if a pit or

drain is dug in such ground, it immediately fills

with water lo the level of that in the river. VVhere
the river has a quick descent, it is less apt to pro-

duce wetness in such haughs; but where its cur-

rent is slow, and the level of its water little below
that of the surface on either side, the soil will con-
sequently he very much saturated with water.

Any number of drains, therelbre, cut in any direc-

tion, can have little effect, while the water of the

river continues so high in its |)resent course. Tiie
only remedy in this case, when it can be done at

a moderate expense, is to deepen and widen the

channel of the river or burn, the earth taken from
which will serve to form an embankment on the

sides; for while it can rise higher than the outlet

of the drains, and flows back into them, the
ground becomes equally wet as before, and the

expense of making them is laid out to no advan-
tage. Where there is onlv one stream, running in

a serpentine or crooked course, it may be advisa-
ble to cut for it, a new, straight, and deeper chan-
nel; and even if there be other runs which the

* In England, for most pari, called meadows.

Vol. V—89

water follows, tliese may be all directed into the

new course. The earth from the new cut will

level up all the old runs and hollows.

But it IS not from the river water alone that the

wetness of haugh land proceeds. It frequently

arises ti'ou) the springs that issue at the bottom of

the adjoiniiig high ground; and from the nature

of the soil, as has been already described, the

Vvfater of these springs |)ercolates easily tnrough

it, keeping it m a constant stale of moisture and
steriliiy. This water may be easily cut off" and
lowere"d to the level of the river, by a drain along

the coui'se of the springs at the upper side of the

haugh. In some cases the wetness proceeds en-

tirely from springs, where the soil of the haugh or

flat ground, all ihe way to tho river, does not con-

sist of a porous nature, hut of a mixture of clay

and loam; tor here the sjjringsthat rise along the'

upper side of the flat, are prevented from finding

their way under the soil, as in the former case;

neither can the water of the river flow through it,

from the same cause: a drain, therefore, of no

great depth, cut along the line of the springs, and

discharging its water' into the river at the lowest

point, will eftectually cure it. This drain should

be cut below the line of the springs, or immediate-

ly under the bank, and kept open, to receive the

back flowing of the river in time of floods; and
likewise on account of any runs of surface water
from above, that may also be augmented in time

of rains, and which would choke and destroy it if

covered. From the drain under the bank, which
may in some places not draw down the springs,-

and therefore leave the face of the bank eijually

wet as beftbre, small cuis may be made up to

them, (if boring opposite has not that efl^ect), as

represented by the letters A, A, A, in Plate No.
XIV. (See next page.)

There will be no occasion for any cross drainr

between this upper one and the river, as all the

water will be intercepted by that along the bottom

of the bank, and conveyed by it to the nearest and

.

lowest part ol the river; unless the ground is of

such extent that it may be advantageously di-

vided into separate inclosures; in which caee, the

upper drain will serve as a division between the

higher and lower ground. The drainage of many
tracts of land of this description is reckoned im-

practicable, when a mill-lead, or other artificial

run of water, passes through it, or along the side
.

lo which the fall inclines. The low situation of

the ground, and the height of the lead, prevents

the practicability of discharging the water of any
drain into it, that might be cut to the proper depth.

The drainage, however, of this ground may be

iTianaged, by conducting the water under the lead

to the nearest outlet. A drain should be therefore

begun at the river or natural stream, and brought

up to the lead, at the point where the outlet of the

upper drains is to cross it, of such depth as the

river admits, and the upper drains require. A cut

must then be made across the lead to the same
depth, and a strong wooden box, of sufficient size

to admit the water, collected above, to pass

through, placed across the lead, as at AB, in

plate No. Xi V.

The length of the box or trough must be sev-

eral feet longer on each side ihan the width of the'

lead, and must have stakes driven in at the sides,

with bars across, to keep it secure. The space

betwixt the lop of' the box and boitom of the lead-
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Plate XIV",—Draining of holms or haughs on the side of rivers.

must he filled with day, well beaten down.*
Thip done, the drain, froni the passage under the
lead, is to be cirried upwards to the same depth,
and along the line of the springs already described;
and may either be open or covered, as the extent
oi the ground or other circumstances point out.
h rom the box, also, an open cut will be necessary,
parallel to, and along the, upper side of the lead,
to intercept any oozing from it, and to receive the
Burface water from the ground, or from any cross
ditches that may be made in it. The earth
from this cut should be laid towards the lead, to
strengthen and secure its bank on that side. An
open cut will also be useful along the under side
of the lead, to receive any water that may flow
from it, and which may injure the ground between
It and tjie river; and this ground may likewise be
divided as that above, in the manner represented
(by dotted lines^ in the plan. The cross or di-
vision ditches, in the upper part of the ground,
should not join the upper drain; but a° space
should be left, uncut, at the letters D, to prevent
any connection with the upper drain, and to serve
as a passage from one division of the field to an-
other.

In the course of the author's practice, several
<-ases have occurred, where he had recourse to this ex-
j?edient, as the only practicable means of effecting such
drainage.

I

If the extent of ground, in the situation which
has been thus descriljed, makes it an object of

I
consideration, it may be necessary to form an em-
bankment along the side of the river, with a
flood-gate at the mouth of the outlet drain, whicli

will efl'ectually exclude the river water when in

flood, and will open, by the pressure of that col-

lected in the drain, as soon as the flood subsides.

From its nature and situation, ground of this de-

scription is well adapted for irrigation, where the

stream or supply of water is sufficient.

Such are the principal situations and soils to

which this particular system of draining applies,

in cases of wetness proceeding from springs, ac-

cording to their various appearances. To inferior

spots ol wetness, produced by the same cause,

which are so frequently met with, and so much
interrupt the regular cultivation of many fields, it

equally applies; but its application in these cases

is a matter of so little difficulty, that a particular

description of them is not necessary.

SECTION IV.

Us application to the drainage of mines and quar-

ries.

The principles of this mode of draining, have
hitherto been applied only to the removal of wa-
ter that causes wetne.«s on the surface of the
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earth ; but there is no doubt, that, in many eases,

it might prove equally surcetisliil, and be of es-

sential importance in those of n)ines and quarries,

where the \vorkin<rs are often obstrucied bv a tiow

of water, which miofhr be diminished belore it

reach the mine, ani be parly ixot (jiiit of, when it

does reach it, in a manner more easy, and as el-

fectnal as by the ordinary methods.*
It has been explained, that all sprinffs and sub-

terraneous collections of water, are sup;)iied li"om

•rroitnt! lying hiirher than that where they are

/()uud, thouirh which the rain and other water de-

scends, followinfj the coarse of snch rock, snnd,

or gravel, as far, oras deep, as they extend. Thas,
in sinkinor a pit tiircoal, or other mineral, near the

bottom of a hill or eminence, a bed of quicksand
is often met with, so (ill of wMter, <hat to pass

throucih it becomes a tedious and ililficiilt opera-

tion. As this water musi come from the hiirher

jgroim I, above where the pit is sunk, it mav be
ipessible to intercept the irreafer pari of it before it

•reach t\io sand bed ; and if the trround declines

lower rhan the level at which the sand bed ap-
pear s in .the pit, by a drain and boring, the whole
wafer mav be drawn from it at that lower poirU.

To accomplish this object, it will he necessary to

ascertain what strata lie above the place where
the pit is sunk ; and, for that purpose, it will be

proper to examine if the termina'ion of any ben

of rock, snnd, sravel, or other oorous snhrJtances.

appears hitrher on the acdiviiy. which mav con-

vey the wafer it contains to the inferior strata

through which the pit is to be sunk, ff one or

more of these b'^ds are found, and water issue

from hem, as may be seen by the stirface, a drain

:shou!d be cut in the manner already directed,

which win carry off a great part of the water, and
consequently lessen the quantity in the pit or

mine. Bui, when this is done; and the suppl_\

* By expensive engines for the purpose of drawing
it U|).

from above thereby diminished, or nearly cut off,

still a quantity of water that may be troublesome
will flow from the sides of the sand bed, which,
however, may be drawn off at some point in the
low ground. To ascertain this, it will he neces-
sary to examine, from the pit, along the d(;ciivity

towards the lowei«!t ground, in order to disco-
ver whether the s;uid bed continues lower, and at

what point it lermmates. This may be f()und by
a|)plyiuir a snirit-level ; and if it appears tliat at
that point the water has a natural outlet, it may,
by means of a deef) drain, |or boring, he mnre quick-
ly and etfectuallv drawn off; for, asa natural spring,

it may have only a narrow and slow passa<j;e, but
where a larixer and lower opening is made, the
water will discharije itself in greater abundance.
This operation may tend, in a great measure, to

remove, or at all events will relieve the difficulty

that mi<>ht afterwards attend the sinking of" the
pit, and also the workings below ; fiir the water
thus cut off might have foun<i its way down-
wards, passiriiT fi-om stratum to straium, so far an
such coruinued porous, or capable oi receiving if.

It is therefore of material advantage to drain all

ground lying hio-lier, or cnntiguous to subterra-
neous pits ami mines; and, on these principles,

and iiv these menus, it may be done with little

difficulty or expense. Water found in the bottom
of the pit, or in the course of the mine, nmst he got
nd of in a difTerent manner, as the grotind may
nowhere decline so low as to be under that level

;

li:>r it is only on the supposition of' the different

strata and sai'd bed havinsr the same inclination

with (he surface, or Ivinij nearly horizontal, that

the above is practicable; but, if they lie in a reverse
position, there is little hope of ac'complisiiing the
<)l)ject, imless their termination can be hit on
somewhere in the opposite side of the hili, which,
by exact ievellinfr, and asceriaitiingihe precise in-

clination of the metais, may be found out. See
Plate Nr. XV.
The water which collects in the mine itself, in

the course of working, can only be got rid of by

Plate X-V.—Section represeniing the draivins of mines.

'.Conf-ainina :''^i

y.Poi'OiLsJjody Jiavina <tcommunical'ion'_^===^ w//h Hie bii/cA Sandin .^y-"^^

Subjacent mineral strata, into wiich the pit is to be sun'c.

A, Drain cut into the tail of the sand, or rock—N.B. This will cut otr the water w^ich flows out of the
rock, or sand, asil which, after rur.nins o\erthe surface of the c'ay. '- ih-orbcdbv thp next porous soil, through
which It descen.fs into the quick-sand that imp'-dcs the sinking ni the pif. or ( xcavatioii ot the n.ine.

B, Draui cut through the sand bed. S S, Springs.
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means of an engine and pump for that purpose ;*

but I hat it is also possible to give it a discharire,

by boring downwards, the following extract froni

the Agricultural Report of IL^rlTbrdsliire will

show:—" The waler was raised by a steatn-en-
gine about sixty yards, from a col'liery in York-
shire, which had been wrought several years ; the
proprietors bored down to the depth of" about ten
yards liirther, to ascertain the depth and thickness
of a seam of coals, which was supposed to lie

below those then wrought ; the workmen employ-
ed, bored from the bottom of the pit, next the en-
gine pit, and when they had bored to the above
depth, and taken out the rods, the water irom the
works, which usually ran across the botiom of this
pit to the engine-pump, ran down the hole they
had then made. As soon afterwards as the
steam-engine was set to work at the stated period,
(about one hour in twelve,) the engine-pump
.contained little or no water; it had escaped
through this hole, and continued to run through
the same ever afterwards, and rendered tne en-
gine useless. This instance of water, at so great
a depth from the surface, finding a passage^al a
further depth often yards, and immediaielv be-
low, ie very singular and striking. The situation
was nmch higher than the m^xt adjoining valleys,
and the level of the sea. ExperimenTs of this
sort seldom fall to the lot of man to make, there-
lore such instances are rare and unconmion. But
in large tracts of level land, where lakes or mor-
asses have been formed, and which cannot be
drained by cutlinnr open drains, or driving levels
through rocks, but at an expense lor which the
lands, when drained, would never conjpensate.
the abov^e instances warrant experiments beinir
tried with boring rods, which, if not successllil,
may be tried at little expense."'

In working quarries of lime and freestone, fre-
quent interruptions happen Oom water at a certain
depth; and, as the stone commonly improves in
quality, the deejjer it is wrought, "it becomes a
matter of importance to get rid of the water at
that depth. To remove this inconvenience, the
usual method is to apply machinery of the pump
kind, or to bring up deep and expensive levels
from the nearest declivity, or by opening a new
quarry, which, when it comes to the saine depth,
is liable to the same inconvenience ami obstruc-
tion. By the fcillowing method, hoivever, all

quarries of limestone, ti-eeslone, marl, Reliable
to such obstruction, may be completely cleared of
water at little expense, and the ground asljoining,

* In situations where a proper command ot water
fun bs obtained, and where the entrance to the mine
is likewise favorable for such purpose, all water that
may be collected by drains, and by boring in the up-
per groumis, will not only relieve the minerals from its
obstruction, but ni;;y be useful in adding- to any natu-
ral stream that miolit be employed in working an en-
gine-pump; and so would be less expennVe than
working it by steam. Machinery may also be driven
by water for bringing out the minerals; as is done at
^he Duke of Buccleuch's coal-works near Lan.rholm,
in Dumfriesshire, which are a perfect examnle'of the
above, and of the superior powers of water and ma-
chinery, when properly combined—where a command
of llje former can be obtained, and when the latter is

.constructed on pioper principles, and conducted with
that care and ingenuity which ara necessary in such
undertakings.

at the same time, laid dry by the drain which is

to draw off the water from the quarry. Immedi-
ately under the rock, there is generally a bed of
retentive clay, that upholds the water received
and retained by that rock; and where the rock

terminates at the surface ol" rhe declivity, it is also

overlapt by a coveriim of clay, or other imper-
vious soil, through which the water can have no
natural discharije, and iherelore stands up to such
a level in the bed of stone, as renders it difficult to

be wrought at that depth.

In the first place, endeavor to find to what side

the rock hns its dip or inclination, and fdlow this

to its termination near the surface, by tracing it

along the descent, which the aid of the spirit-level

enables one easily to do. Having thus discover-

ed the point to which the termination of the rock
approaches, cut a drain there through the clay,

which will give a discharge to the water as soon
as it meets the rock. To render it more eflijciual,

the drain sliould be cut a good way into the rock,

which, at that place, is crenerally of a soft and
loose nature, and not difficult to excavate. See
Plate No. XVI. Figs. 1. and 2.

It often occurs, that in the disposition of beds of
stone, they vary considerably in their nature and
texture, so that a porous part of the rock may be
succeeded by a stratum of so close and compact a
quality, that no water can get admission into it

;

and, indeed, it is almost always the case, that the

deeper it lies, the more solid in consistence most
kinds of rock are. When this happens, the nat-

ural consequence is, that the more porous part of
ihe stone is full of water, kept up by the reteniive

nature of that below. It is often the case, also,

that under this lower compact bed of stone, there

may he sand, gravel, or other dry porous matter,

capable of absorbing water; and when such is

the case, an easy discharge may be given to the

water, by boring throufrh the close bed of stone to

the absorbent strata underneath. See Plate No.
XVI. Fig. 3.

The success of both these experiments, is proved
by a comnumication from the late iVlr. Eccleston
of Scaiisbrick, an ingenious member of the Board
of Agriculture, whose property lay in the neigh-
borhood of Ormskirk. He states, that, "In stone

quarries, wells (pits) occasionally are sunken to the
open bed, which have proved serviceable. The
above was practised in a stone delf neai Ormskirk
with success. But in order to lay the delf more
efreciually dry to a greater depth, i\j r. Elkington
having viewed the country, marked where he
thought the rock terminated, or tailed out, and, at

the lowest level, set out a drain to be cut up to the

rock, part of which work is executed, and a very
considerable spring comes from it : but, on ac-

count of the great depth (sixteen feet), it will not

be finished befiire he has seen the work airain.

The drain he has laid out, is about ten feet lower
than the bottom of the stone-quarry, and when
comi'leted, will lay that head of stone dry, ten

feet lower than the present floor. JMost rocks,

where they terminate, are succeeded by broken
loose stones, of the same nature as the rock; and
they are frecjuently (not to say always) succeeded
by sand, which, when a thick bed, and of a run-
ning nature (quicksands,) often cause great ex-
pense to cut through lo the tail end of any rock."

In such cases as this, where there is a chance of
meeting with quicksands, boring, or sinking pits
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Plate XVI.—/)ra."n:ge of quarries.

Fig. 1 ^- 2.
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Perliaps under this clay bed, there may be anotbw dry porous stratum into which the water may be let

down, and reduced to a stifl lower level; and this may b;- ascertained by boring an anger hole through the clay.

through the bed of close stone in the quarry itself,

is the n:iosf advisable and least expensive method.
The situation ol" marl pits is commonly such.

that it reqnirs a very extensive cut ihrousrh some
part of the surrounding bank, to carry oH' the wa-
ter that prevents taking out the marl. This misrht

often be accom|)li.shed in a much less exjjensive

manner, by sinking a pit, or boring ihrough (he

retaining stratum under the marl bed, into some
absorbeni stratum below, that wou!d receive the

water let down into it by the pit or auger holes. If

the ground where the marl lies is oi" considerable

extent several pits or borings will be necessary to

carry off the water. If such pits require to be so

deep as to be in danger of closing up by the sides

falling in, they should be builr round the sides, or

filled up to near the top with loose stones, through
which the water can quickly and safrly subside.

Any cross drains, or cuts necessary tor collecting

the water, must be condiicted into the pits, in

many cases, the water may be got rid of in a still

easier manner, provided the situation of thecround
is favorable, [f the surrounding bank declines on
the opposite side lower than the water, by cutting

a drain into it, or boring \viih a horiznntnl auger.

into the tail (lowest termiiuilion) of the slraiian

containing the water, it will be drav/n ott and re-^

diiced to a level lower than that of the bed of

marl. As this water is often s(q)plied by a spring.

risin<r in some pan of ilie higher irround, and de-

scending into the place wiiere the marl lies, in

such case it will be necessary to cut off the soiu'ce

of this spring, and divert it inio some oiher chan-

nel. By douig tiiis. the quantiiy of water below

will be* lessened, and more easily carried oti by

means of the pits, dains, or auger holes.

There are no pits of rock or clay marl in Scot-

land, like those in }^:n.'.^land ; but the same meth-

od ot" freeing them from water nn[)lies in all

similar cases."^ In niiiny parts of Etigland, much
2ood land is lost, by leaving these pits to remain

full of water, when they miiiht be so easily laid

dry by the nfeans thus described.

"Springs (and consequently wetness) are some-

fitues found on the top of banks, and even hills,

1 where the ground immeditttely contiguous is low-

er on all sides ; but such sprmgs are sufiplied from

higher oTound at a distance, by means of water

conveyed ihrough the beds of porous freestone, in

the manner represented In' Plate No. XV'il.

The coiiiituiatinn of th.e strata C D is supposed

;o keep on the same rise, in the higher groui d on
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Pf.Aii2 X\U.—Drainage nf springs on the tops of hills or high ground, and of mmeral'strala.
N. B. The expanse of the valley, or distance between the high s^round, moy, in most cases, be very con-

;sidpiai le; but it is here represented on a narrow scale, to suit the size of the plate. The strata, too, may be
(wiud to he III a more irregular disposition; but the principles are equally applicable, though other circumstan-
ces vary. °

E F Springs issuing from crop of the metals. N Porous upper soil.

the opp-cits sidp of the rivulet, to a much hiy:liei

level Itmn Hie line A B, by wliicii me:i!is~i.he
springs ;ti E F, issiiirijj- jrom the crop of the me-
tctls, -rire suppiieil. By brini^iiij| up a cut fnmi the
brook or rivuief into liie bniik hi Q, tui outlet wiil
be given to tha water, fi'ee from that of the
PtreHin

j
and, by boring,' or ijinkiiig a [>it, fruni l\

to f, ihe wafer tiewi-ifr Ihi'oiigh ifio porous srrafa

A^yf$ f) I) 10 E F, will he i-eiiuceil to the level L
JVl- cortee.^,u<^;)!ly, th--. course of the vvaier sup-
plying the" spfirfirg E F, will be itderc'-pled, and
the ground on the guiumif, and on boih •iiie.'^ oi

the declivity, become dry; and the coal, or other
mineral, may he wroutrht out. (ree froni any inier-
rnption of water. Tins cnuht not he etiected by
.boring from the bottom of the rivalet (as shown
by the dotted line), for (he pressure of the run-
ning water above, would prevent that below from
rising freely, and small stones or sand would be
lodged in the holes, and completely obstruct its is-

Bue. If fhe strata, K, crop out 'o thesnrliice and
cause wetness, ihe pii or l)ore, H I, may be con-
tinued till ii reach V. ; but, lying at such "^ a depth,
the water conta!!ie<l in it caimo^ atTecr thesnrfa(;e^
ordo any inpiry to iiie I'ronnd; and is only necessa-
ry, il a lower bed of coal, or other useliil mineral, is

to be ilrainetl.

Postscript.

Atler this Treatise had been printed off, the
author re.-eived the tbilowmg inl()rnianon, which
Umds to jujiiienticaie the theory which he has
endeavored to establish, respecting the oriijin oi

epiings ifi hijrh, und in low situations, 'fhose
arisiiiir to the snrliice m the interior oi a country,
which are the sources ofrivers, broolcp:, and lakes,
may be amply and perennially suftplied by the
rains and dews that fail on the suriiice; but, ihose
that are found at great depths under ihe ievei of
the ."Jca, as stated respecting the well at Wimble-
don,* and the coal-pit to be here described, con-

_*Tho Wimble (au^cr) might have been wc// ap-
plied in this case, in perforating the lowvr strata; by
which operation, much time, labor, and expense,
might have beta saved.

firms not only the theory, but is a practical demon-
SLi'.i:ion that great bodies of water are siiuated in

the subjacent strata ol the earth, for the supply of
which these sources (rain, snow, and dews,)
would be altogether inadequate.
The deepest perloraiion that has ever been

made into the internal straia of the earth, has
lieen receiitly peiformed in ihe smkinir of a pit or

shaft at Monkweaimouiht Colliery, near Sunder-
land, in the county of Durham. The bottom of

the shaft is already loOO feet below high -water

mark, and 1-JOO feet below the surface of the

ground!! This shaft passes throuirh limestone,

and free-stone sand, lo the depth of 330 teet, frum

which IS discharged the prodigious quaniiiy of

0000 gallons of waier per minute, for the raising

of which, a double acting steam-engine, working
with a power of 200 horses, is found requisite!

The first stratum of the coal-lbrmation was Ibund

at the depth of 34-i feet; but of an insignificant

th'ckness.

A new feeder of water was found at the depth
of 1000 ieet, reijuiring additional pumps to clear it.

In the expectation of reaching a very thick and
valuable seam of coal a! the further depth of 200
feet, this wonderful pit is still progressing down-
wards. T<j the ireologist, this is a subject of great

interest,, whalever i; may turn out lo be, in point

of prcjil, to the spirited proprietors and under-
takers.

It is a proof that large bodies of wafer exist in

the subterraneous strata to an indefinite depth;

hence originate those larger and perennial springs

1 hat rise in hollows, or close to the sea. The de-

grees <»f heat in this pit were carefully ascertained

by barometric and fhermomefric observations, and
wevn found to increase accordinix to the depth.

Ttioagh rather a deep subject even for speculation,

perhap's in coal strata of great extent, or in those

that lie above or near them, these reservoirs ol wa-
ter aie provitled lor fhe purpose of counteracting

siihlerranean fire, and p>reveniing volcanoes!!

That water, direct from the ocean, has (bond en-

t It was begun in 1826, and maybe coHjpleted j^
1835.
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trance into Uir^e, caverns of the ear»h, the many
salt-sprin2-9, and rock-gait, that are found in Ent>'-

land and other countries, are positive proo;s. Wa-
ter, from the same source, n\ay have its saline

quality modified, by filtration in the ditferf^nt per-

vious strata throuirh which it may pass. This
miirht, to a certain deirree, he ascertained, by oh-

servmar if the water in such a pit, shal>. or well,

rose no higher than the surface of the sea; and if

it rose and fell accordinj^ to the How and ebb of

the tide.

Alonjj (he shore, at low- water, may he seen
very strong sprintrs, issuing froiri the rock, between
Portobello and Fisherrovv, tiie li?eders ol which lie

in the Penlland and Braid Hills, and interveninij

eminences.* These springs could be raised to a

considerable height b}' means of compression, as

described in page 704, and tig. 2il, Plate XIII., and
might be thus converted to useful purposes,—there

being few or no pure land-springs in that locality.

The Frith of Forth being bounded in this (luar-

tei^y a strong barrier of clay, no springvvater
can have exit, unless where that boundary is bro-

ken by intervening strata of sand or rock, which is

the case at the places alluded to.

In a future essay, (which tlieau'her has in con-

templation), this will be treated of at large; and
wherein will be given, geological sections of the

country from the Pentland Hills to the Frith of

Forth, illustrative of the subterraneous passage of
water from its highest feeders to its lowest outlet;

forming a succession ofswamns(at one titne lakes,)

accordmg to the nature and inclination of the stra-

ta, from the most distant receivers to the level of
the sea.

A cut and conduit, laid out by the author, across

a bog in the vicinity of St. Andrew's, has just

been completed (December, 1834), for the purpose
of procjiring a supply of spring water for that city.

This^m-ain, although little more than 400 yards in

lerigtjj^'(that part ol'it in which the water is found),

.|)fc^ces 27 Scotch pints per minute, being three

tim^more than three times the length ofcuts and
p,ipes, fj-om wells in the same ground, produced be-

fore. Its depth is from six to ten feet, passing

tihrough a super-stratum of peat earth and clay; it

then reaches a bed of free stone sand, from which
the water flows. This drain efiiects a double pur-

pose, that of laying the land dry, and supplying
the city with good water. Plan and section in

Plate XI, is a near representation of it. In the

above case, it was unnecessary, and might have
been hazardous, to use the auger, the quantity of

water found in the drain being sufficient for the

purpose required; and the situation being such, on
the sloping declivity of high ground near the sea,

there was a risk of losing the water, by letting it

down into some subjacent absorbent strata, below
the level of the city.

—

See page

SECTION V.

Description of the auger and spirit-level, with

other implements for draining ; and the manner

of using them.

The borer, used in draining, is nearly similar to

that made use of in searching tor coal, or other

subterraneous minerals. The auger, shell, or wim-
ble, (as it is variously called), for excavating the

earth and other strata through which it passes, is

about three inches in diameter ; the hollow part of
it, one loot six inches in ItMigili, and conslructed

nearly in the sha['e of the wimble used by carpen-

ters ; only, the sides of the shell conif nearer, i. e.

within an inch of one another. The rods are

made in separate pieces of lour feet long each,

that screw into one another to any assignable

length, one after another, as the (le|)th of the hole

requires. The size of these, is yti inch and quar-

ter square. There is a chisel and punch tor

screwing on, in going through gravel, or other

solid materials, to accelerate the passtige of the

auger, which co'uld mot otherwise perforate such
hard bodies.

The chisel is two inches and a hall" broad at the

point, and marie veryshar]) fijr cutting stone ; the

punch is about an inch and half square, also

sha:|;ened at the point, for piercing gravel, &c.

There is a <louble cross hai.'.lle at top, and two iron

keys l()r screwing and unscrewing the rods, with a

small instrument fitted to the hollow part ol the^

shell, for cleaning it when itiil. The manner of

using it is thus; and for the most ;
art, i: requires

four men to work iteflectually. When the auger
is full (which is easily known by the depth), they

draw if out, and the n)aii in the bottom of the

drain clears out the earth, directs it again into the

hole, and can assist in turning it with the iron key,

and also in drawing it out, when the depth and

weight of rods require additional force for that op-

eration. The workmen should be cautious in bor-

ing, not to go deeper at a time, than the lengih of

the s^.eIl, without drawing it up; otherwise the

earth, clay, or sand, through which it is boringj

closes above it when full, and tnakes it very diffi-

cult to pull out. For iliis purpose, the exact

lengih of the shell should be regularly marked on
the rods, from the bottom upwards. A platform,

made of strong boards, with a hole in the centre,

is laid over the drain in time of boring; if being

useful for directing the rods perpendicularly ; for

keeping them steady ; and ibr tlie men walking

on, when turning the instiument round. The men,
in boring, lean upon the handles, and walk round,

which gives more pressure and effect to the in-

strument, than standing when turning it round.

With additional machinery lor drawing it out, the

auger is used in boring tor coal, &c. to the dep*h

of several hundred feet.

There has been a horizontal anger invented by

Mr. Haford of Hathern, in Leicestershire, though

not in very general use. The advantages of it

are in many cases considerable, by lessening the

expense of otherwise cutting ; and its perlbrming

the work in a much shorter time. Where a drain

or water-course has to pass under a house, bank,

road, hedge, wall, rivulet of water ; or for drying

marl pits, quarries of stone, &c. it may be used

to advantage, in excavating a sufficient passage

for the water without opening a trench for that

purpose. In laying leaden pipes for the convey-

ance of water, it is also usefil, in making an ap-

erture through whicli the pipe may be drawn,

without opening a cut from the surfiice.

For tafiping springs, or finding water at the

bottom of a hill, either for the supply of a house,

or tor draining the ground, it may be used with

eucess, as the water of the spring, when hit on,

will flow more easily, and in greater abundance,

through a horizontal or level, than through a per-

pendicular outlet ; also in boring, through any re-
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tainino: hank, to draw off the water from ponds,
marl-piir^, &c,.

The manner of iiFinir it is ihus : Supposp a lake
or pond of waier, surrounded witli hi/rh banks, is

to be emptied ; if ihe srround dechn' s lower on
the onposile side, find the level of the bottom ol'

the water, and trace that level to the face of the
bank where the perioral ion is to Ije made. Tliere,

ssnonth the surlai'e of the ground, so as to place
th<' frame nearly levc-l, with the auuer pointini-- a
little i.pwards. It re(iuires two men to turn the
handles at top, in order to work it which may l)e

better understood by examintng' the f)lale. When
the iHMxor or shell is full, the ro,ls are drawn back
by reversing the lower handle, and other rods
added in succession, when the distance re-

Pi.ATi3 XYlll.—IIurisordal auircr and trestle.

wxrMy/jyxr/yy.'yma

Explanation.

A A, Frame g;roovpd within, 8 feet 10 inches in length. BJ3, Endsof the frame, 2 feet 10 inches, tbroush which
the screw and auger passes. CC Bottom of the carriage to vvliicli the uprights are fixed. DDUD Uprtght
standards 4 feet high. E. Spindle 2 feet 10 inches long. F. Upper cog wheel with 10 teeth. G. Lower cog
wheel with 24 teeth. H. Main wheel with 32 teeth. I. Screw, 6 feet, 3 inches. K. Auger, 6 feet long, and
8^ inches diameter. L. Winch and roller for reversing the rods. M. Two conright or side wheels with 24
cogs each, upon which the two handles are fixed. N. Joint for lengthening the rods.
Two strong wooden trestles, (like the one in the cut) about 2 feet in height, are placed under the ends of the

frame for it to res' on, and to keep the instrument steady and at the proper level, during the operation of bor-
ing.—0,0,0,0, Moveable bolts for fixing the frame to the trestles.

quires, in the same manner as is done with the
perpendicular auger. In boring through a bank of

the hardest clay, two men will work through from
thirty to forty leet in a day, provided there is no
interruption Irotn hard stones, which will rerjuire a
chisel to be fi.^;eti on, in place of the shell, and
longer time to work through ihem. If t'he length
to be bored through is considerable, under a le'vel

eurlace, or longer than the whole length of the
rods can reach, a pit nmst be sunk upo^i the line,

do'vn to the level ofthe hole, for placing the frame
when removed, and the operation is then carried
on as before.

It is a powerful and useful instrument, and if

better known, might soon come into general use.
The annexed plate, and description specilyino- the
dimensions of its various parts, may enable^any
ingenious tradesman to construct it accordingly.
The other implements used in cuttino-. and in

ceasing out the contents of the drain, are, besides
the common spade and shovel^ those represented
in the Plate No. XIX.
The spade made of oak, and scooped out in the

middle, is used in peat, and other soft soils, being
light and easy to work vvith, and the edges pre"^

venting the stuff' from falling off, when tlirowing
it out ofthe trench. They'are made of iron in

the same shape also, for throwing out heavier
stuff, when the drain is deep. The crooked han-

dled spade, or shovel, is well adapted for smooth-
ing the bottom, before laying the conduit, and with

which the workmen liave less occasion to stoop.

As Ihe usual opening of the conduit in stone

drains is from six to twelve inches square, a wood-
en box of that size, a yard or two in length, is

very useful ibr laying in Ihe bottom of the drain,

to regulate the width and height of the building,

and which is shilied forward as the workmen pro-

ceed. It also keeps their feet dry, and prevents

their puddling the bottom.

The level used in draining is the common spirit-

level, employed in the ordinary levelling of arround.

Being provided Vv'uh one that is properly adjusted,

and also with a staff ten feet in length, with a

moveable vane or sight affixed to it ; set the in-

strument in a situation between the point li-om

whence the level is to be taken, and that to which
it is to be directed, provided the distance from the

instrument to each is not too great. The situation

of the instrument should be no higher than the

lenirth or heightofthestaff will ansvver; but so, that

it may be seen from it both ways ; then direct the

man to hold the stafi' at the spring, or place from

which you mean to carry the drain ; and after di-

recting the teJesco[>e to if, and adjusting the level,

uiake a sign to hiiTi to mo\ e the sight up or down,

till it correspond exactly vvith the cross hair in the

telescope. This doinN without shifting the inslru-
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merit from Its first posilinn, and oautionin<]f the man
to fix the siijht to the staff at the point directed, he

may proceed lorty or fil'ty yards farther ; and aller

havinj; again adjusted the level, make a siijn to

him to move to higher or lower ground, till the

eiglit on the staff again coincide with the cross

hair in the telescope. He may then leave a peir

at the place where he held the staff, and proceed

in like manner to other stations, till the whole line

is finished, leaving pegs, or making pits, at the

places where the staff' was held.

If the length of the line to be levelled req.n'res

the instrument to he shifted from its first position,

the level must ajjain be taken from the last station

where the staff' was held, and the sight on it fixed

in the pro[)er place, as before directed, proceeding

in the same manner at every forty or fifty yards,

till the who'e is accomplished. After the line is

thus levelled, and ascertained by marks left at

every station where the staff was fixed, it may
acrain be examined, and other pegs put in between
those first placed, the better to direct the work-

men m cutting the drain
;
giving the line such al-

teration from the course of the level, as may
shorten or siraiirhten it, according to the nature

and situation of the ground.
For the sake of accuracy, where the work re-

quires it, especially if the water is to be conveyed
a considerable distance, or wanted to supply a

house, or for the purpose of irrigation, the levels

may be proved by reversing the former line of di-

rection. The spirit-level is also useful for ascer-

taining how much fall can be obtained from the

drain to the nearest outlet where the water can be

discharged; the shorter that distance is, the better,

provided fall enough can be got.

It is often necessary to level a much longer dis-

tnce than the length of the drain may require to

be cut; but when the level of the whole line is

known, and the nature of the ground carefully ex-

amined, a shorter Ime of drain may effect the pur-

pose ; as will be judged of by circumstances that

may be discovered in the course of cutting.

There is a triangular wooden instrument, in

form of a mason's plumb, called the American
level, which has been used in ascertaining lines

on the surface, for the purpose of conducting

drains or water-courses on a level ; but as it has

never been used in this country, and is very in-

ferior in point of accuracy to the spirit-level, it de-

serves no particular description. 'When the line

or lines of a drain nfe marked out in the field, it is

useful to make a sketch of both, with the dimen-
sions and levels marked at the various points, the

better to preserve their exact direction, in citse of

their not being executed immediately ; or the su-

perintendence of their execution left to a different

person than the one who marked them our. This

is also uselijl in finding the lines afterwards, when
it may be nec(!ssary to ascertain them.

PART III.

SECTION I.

Of the varidils modes of forming and filling

drains, and their duration.

There is only one effectual mode of forming and

filling drains, intended for the purpose of cutting

off and conducting springs, and that has already

Vol. V—90

been described The depth, in that case, depends
on that at which the stratum containing the water

lies; the width at top must be in proportion to

that depth; and the width at bottom nmst con-

form to the size of the conduit that is requisite,

which is regulated by the ijuantity of water it has

to convey. In short, tiie size of a drain, in point

of width, should lie no more than to give room lor

the men to work, unless when the soil is so soft

and loose, that a greater siupe is necessary, to pre-

vent its closing or coming together ; for an over

width only increases the expense of digging, and

also the quantity of materials used in filling, which

is in many situations an object of economical con-

sideration. Stone and brick are the most durable

materials, where they can be had at a reasonable

expense ; but other substitutes have been found to'

answer well, where neither of the former can be

easily procured. Stones are used in three ways:

formmg a square conduit ; coupled, or set on end,

so as to form a triangular opening; or thrown in

promiscuously, which should never be done, if

stones large enough can he got for boxing, or

coupling below. The common brick, or those

made on purpose, are perhaps preferable to stone,

iri respect that they can be more quickly and uni-

formly laid, and give less interruption to water

than the ragged edges of stone. Whether stone

or brick is used in forming the box or conduit,

there should always be as many small stones above,

the cover as to close the interstices before the turf.

is laid on, and the other stuff is thrown in, part of

which might otherwise find its way into the water-

course, and injure or choke it up. 'Wood, particu-

larly old thorris, is next best to these, and when
cut into billets, and laid in the manner represented

in the plate, is found to answer remarkably well,

particularly in soft or peaty soils, where the weight

and pressure of stones would be apt to make them

sink.

In clay soils, where the sides are solid, and not

apt to crumble down, and where the quantity of

water may ne small, straw, loose or twisted inlof

ropes, has been used. It leaves a sufficient open-

ing for the water to flow through, and when the

straw decays, the clay has formed an arch over it,'

capable of" supporting the incumbent soil, and

leaving a clear passage for the water below. But

to resist the pressure of horses or cattle, in the act

of ploughing, the depth must be sufficient to'

allow a prober quantity of earth above. Tlie'

effect of every perishable material depends on this,<

and therefore the depth should be accordingly.

Heath, furze, or broom, may be employed for the'^

same purpose ; and in all these cases, the bottoiir

may be very narrow (not exceeding a foot), whicji

greatly lessens the expense of digging, and saves"

both material and labor in filling.

The sod or pipe drains are undoubtedly m€
least expensive of any, and may be of considera!-

ble benefit in some soils, particularly in pasture? f

but their duration, and safety in tillage grounds,-

cannot be much depended on, unless, as in the'

last-mentioned cases, the openin'g is at a consider-

able distance from the surface, and wl^en the

mould that covers it becomes incrusted over the'

sod. The method of executing them is, by dig-

ging a trench of a proper width, and of a depth

not less than three feet ; and then, taking out the

last portion with the narrow under-dyainmg spade,

a shoulder is left on each side, upoti which a sod'
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or turf ia laid, grass-sule downwards, and the

mould thrown in over it. These drains may
continue hollow, and discharge well, for many
years.

Another simple mode of making pipe-drains

has been piiccessful!y attempted; but it is better

culculated for the purpose of an aqueduct or con-

veyance )br tlie water, than for drying the soil. A
drain is duw to the uecessary deptii, as narrow as

possible at bottom; in which is laid a smooth tree, or

cylindrical piece of wood, ten or twelve feet lonL',

six inches diameter at the one end, and five inches

at the other, liaving a ring or rope fastened to the

thickest end. After strewi' g a little sand at the

bottom, and on the upper side of the tree, the ciay,

or toughest part of tlie stuff thrown out of the

trench, is first laid in upon if, and then the re-

mainder, which ifi firmly trod down. By means of

the ring or rope, the tree is drawn out to within a

foot or two of the small or hinder end, and the

pame operation repealed. This is no doubt a sim-

ple and ingenious experiment ; and a gentleman
who has tried it, says, "this clay-pipe has conduct-

ed a small rill oi' water, a considerable way under
ground, fl)r more thati twenty years, without any
eign of failing."

Another simple method to save meterialg in

grass-land has been practised. When the line of

drain is marked out. a sod (turf) is cut in form of

a wedge, the upper or grass side being the nar-

rowest, which is done by sloping the spade in cut-

ting or forming the sides. The sods are taken up
in lenijihs of one foot or eitrhteen inches, and
carefully laid on one side of the drain. Alter this,

the drain is cut to depth required, by usinff the

draining spades and scoop (that are shewn in the

plate) which contracts it to a very narrow bottom.
The sods are then set in with the grass side un-
dermost, and pressed down as far as they will ao,
where they become fixed, like key-stones of an
arch, resting upon the sloping sides of the drain.

As they cannot by this means go to the bottom,
a cavity is left underneath, to serve as a water-
course ; and the space above is filled to the top

with the earth thrown out. If the drain is three

feet deep, (and it should not be less,) there will be

two feet of earth above tfie sods, a depth sufficient

to secure them from anv injury by the ieel of cat-

tle.

On lawns, or smooth sheep pastures, a very sim-
ple mode of carrying off" surface water, with a
strong common plough, may be effected in this

manner. After turning up furrows as deep as

possible, through the hollow parts of the field

where water is apt to stagnate, pare otf the loose

soil with a spade, leaving the inverted sod or

grassy side about three inches thick ; this done,

turn over the sod into the furrow, jjrass-side up, as

before. By this means a canal, or opening of three

or four inches, is left in the bottom of the furrow,

sufficient to discharge a considerable quantity of
water, which will readily get info it. A great deal

of ground may soon be gone over in this way;
and when the furrows choke, or grow up, the op-

eration can be repeated at a little expense. The
earth pared up from the turned-up furrow may be
spread on the surface or removed info a hollow.

Such are the various methods of forming and
filling drains that have hitherto been most gener-

ally practised : there are certain deviations, howe-
ver, which, being more owing to the wbiiiu and

conceit of individuiils, than productive of any real

advantage, are unworthy of notice.

As to the season of the year for executing
drains, if depends on the nature and extent of the
work to be done. Suninierand autumn are the
most proper; lor then the ground is drier, and free

from that poaching and surluce wetness, which
renders the labor more ledious and difficult, if done
in winter or spring. The materials to be carted

(or filling, also, are more troublesome to collect,

and dangeroi!s to be led, at these seasons, than in

summer or autumn, when more work can likewise

be done in course of the day.

Opening the earth in a dr}' season gives a ten-

dency to drain it. as the particles of the soil, after

being separated and dried when throAvn out, will

not so easily unite a<rain ; whereas ihe kneading'

and plastering which unavoidalily takes place in

winter, tends to prevent the flowing of the water,

from those minute and imperceptible veins and in-

terstices of the soil, through which it percolates.

When the land is in grdss, or in summer fallow,

their line of direction can with more certainty be
traced, and the execution, in other respects, more
perfectly accomplished.

In grass, turf can be gor for laying above the
stones, in place of straw, or leading it I'rom a dis-

tance, which is no small saving; and, in summer-
fallow, the distinctions between the wet and the
and dry soil is easily perceptible, and any promi-
nent inequalities of surface may then be easily

levelled or reduced, by parintr off' the heights and
adding to the hollows. Stones may likewise be
more easily found in the fields at that time lor fill-

inir. When a small spot is to he drained, or a
sinjile cut made in a field, it may be done at any
time when the crop is not upon the (rronnd. Bogs
or very wet marshes can only be done in summer.
The duration of drains in general depends, as

has already been mentioned, upon the nature of
the materials with which they are filled. Stone
drains last till accidental causes impede the flow-

ing of the wafer; and when these do not happerj,

may endure for ever. Where perishable mate-
rials are employed, such as brick, wood, straw,

&c., their endurance depends in some measure on
the quality of the soi!, as certain species of land

have the power of preserving wood, and other ve-

getable substances, much longer than others

;

hence in moss, trees have been found almost en-
tire, that must have lain several hundred years;

whish shovvs that wood is particularly adapted lor

filling drains in such soils.

It may be added, that in every kind of drain to

be covered, whatever the materials may be, it is

necessary to have them filled with all possible

speed, that the sides may receive no injur}^ from
the influence of the weather, which, by loosening

the earth and .making it liill down, causes a second
operation of scouring and clearing necessary, be-

fore the stones or other materials can be laid.

The annexed plate (No. XIX.J exhibits, at one
view, the various modes of filling drains with
stone, wood, straw, &c., and will serve to elucidate

these remarks.

SECTIOIV II.

Of the general expense of draining, and ofform-
ing contracts for its execution.

The expense of opening and f^irming drains, ac-

cording to the soil, depth, price of labor, materials
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for filling, and other circumstances, vary so much
in ilitt'erent oountie?, and even in the different

districts or parishes oC the same county, thiit

no Slated rule can he laid down lor asceriaining

it with a proper deijree of accuracy. It is, how-
ever, sutficienily evident, that in every situa-

tion, when judiciously laid out, it never fails to

yi(!ld an ample return for the labor and expense
be-:iowed npon the work. The cheapest and most
expeditious meihod of ijettinif all work executed,

is by contract. Drainiuir, wlien on an extensive

.«rale, should therelbre he contracted lor by the

piece, i. e. either by lineal or solid measure, ac-

cording; 10 the nature of the work. Open drains

of a larire size, and of' an ascertained width and
depth, may be all a^^reed for hy the cubic yard;

but those that are narrow, and are to be covered,

.•should be done by the yard, or rood (six yards) in

Jeuffih.

However ex[)Iicitly the dimensions of drains are

described by a plan, or occasionally to the work-
men eiu[)loyed, tliey are so a[)r to go wrong, that

the surest and most simple vvay is, to have a frame
of wood of the exact size of the drair. lor them \o

work by. B3' this means if is impossible to err.

In forming an agreement for the execution of

drains that are to be covered, more caution is ne-

cessary than in the case of open drains. The
digging to the specified depth, should be one part

of the contract, laying the conduit and upper
stones that may be necessary, a second part of it

;

and the filliiiir in the earth at top, another. This
is essential, lor the purpose of seeing that the pro-

per width and depth is adhered to. belbre the stones

are laid ; and, in the second place, that the conduit

is properly formed, and the quantity of stones ne-

cessary put above it, belore the earth is tilleil in.

Workmen are in general so careless in these op-

erations, where they are not interested in the suc-

cess or elFoct, that they are very ready to execute

them in a slight and superficial manner, and to

lessen the dimensions that are ixiven them. In all

extensive undertakiuirs of tins kind, it is proper to

have an intellisrent person to superintend the work
of the contractor.

As the prices of labor vary in different districts,

and as the nature of the soil, and supply of ma-
terials for filling, are not alike in all situations, the

expense of draining nmst vary considerably, ac-

cording to these circumstances. Open drains do
not exceed twopence per cubic yard, when the

depth is between lour and six feet, and may ad-

vance a [lenny per yard lor every additional foot of

depth. Drains to be covered, of six feet deep,

may be executed at sixpence per yard in lenirth ;

the stones laid, and earth filled in above, for six-

pence per yanl; and, in most cases, the stones

may be quarried, or collected, and led, for six-

peiice per yard, making the whole expense one
sliilling and sixpence p(;r lineal yard. These pri-

ces will, however, be less or more, accoriiing to

the depth ; hut nearly in the above projiortion,

which, when any variation takes place, can easily

be calculated. In short, ilie expense of drainiuiT

in any situation, does seldom exceed the rate of

£10 per acre; and as this seldom gives a less re-

turn than £ 10 per cent, or in man\' instances dou-

ble that sum, certainly no outlay of money can be

«mployed to better purpose.

Regarding the subject of these two last sec-

tions, additional information will be found in Part

IV.

SECTION III.

Obstacles to draining, and jneans of removing
them.

Iniprovement in every art is ofslow introduction.

At first, the success of the scheme is uncertain,
till, by time and frequent experiment, the whole
ciicumstaiices ol the operation become f\miliar,

and a facility of execution is acquired. Tdl tlien,

many attempts will [)rove abortive; disa|)f;oint-

menis will ensue, and a certiun ex|)ense will be
incurred. This holds in agriculture, as well as in

other arts. Improvements in farming must begin
with projjrietors, to whom a miscarriage is of less

importance. That a liirmer should express a dif-

fidence in an experiment that is new, and which
he fears is beyond his reach, is not to be wondered
at ; nor is he on that account to be blamed, as ig-

norant or obsiinate. Experiments, the success of
which are often precarious, are not to be risked by
one whose living depends alone on his own indus-
try. In those matters in which British farmers
have a concern, their sense and sagacity lead them
to pay attention to their interest; and when prac-
tices are recommended to them, by repeated suc-

cess—and when they are convinced, either from
their own observation, or from unquestionable au-
thority, that the execution is practicable, and the
expense witliin their reach—diffidence gives vvay,

and industry undertakes and accomplishes, what
reason and interest recomniend.
Such now is the character of a great proportion

of the farmers in Scotland ; and neitlier ignorance,
prejudice, nor obstinacy, is now, on their part, a
bar to improvement. The landlords, in general,

are liberal, and encourage an active and enterpri-

sing spirit among their tenantry ; and by this

means, improvement. In all the branches of modern
husbandry, is coming every day nearer to perlec-

lion.

Notwithstanding of this being now in general
the case, there are sull a great n)any exceptions,

more especially where short rr uncertain leases

exist, which certainly are a great drawback, not
only to draining, but to every oiher improvement,
of which many farms are capable.

It is the hope of reward alone that calls forth

industry, and is the spring of all exertion. What
object can a tenant have to hazard his capital, or

devote his time and attention to the improvement
of a (arm. which he holds on a short or uncertain

tenure ? In every such situation, he must be res-

trained from any spirited expenditure, however
much he may be satisfied, that the improvements
that might thereby be effected, would, under fa-

vorable circumstances, be beneficial both to him-
self and to his landlord.

The smallness of (arms, and consequently the

want of spirit and capital among such tenants, is

also another obstacle to this improvement ; as such
land must always remain under very imperfect

systems of management. By these checks to ag-
ricultura! improvement, the public is consequently

deprived of the various advantages, which they
might otherwise derive, from increased industry,

and the augmentation of produce. As ;he remo-
val of these obstacles rests entirely with the pro-

prietors on whose estates they exist, it is hoped,

that when such leases expire, a better system will

he adopted, for the mutual advantage of both land-

lord and tenant.
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There are several local impediments, which
cannot be so easily got the better of. The want
oC stone, in many situations, is complained of; and
^he want of levels through contiguous property, is

^Qmetimes an obstacle severely felt. The fir.-t

may, in a great measure, be remedied, by remov-
ing the tax upon brick.* when vsp.d solely for that

purpose^ and by using wood, as has already been

described; and the latter may be obviated, by
niaking an exchange of property in some cases,

iand by mutual agreement in others.

It has been hinted in the Introduction, that the

<lrainage of the large tracts of moss that exist in

Scotland, would be so beneficial an improvement
to the kingdom at large, that it would be a mea-
sure deserving the attention of the legislature.

Besides applying particularly to these extensive

mosses and waste grounds, an act of parliament

for the general encouragement of draining would
be one of the most important and useful measures
that could be mtroduced into this country. There
are laws for dividing run-rig lands and commons;
for straightinff marches, and for erecting mutual
fences: but there is none, by which we can com-
pel our neighbors to join in a common drain, how-
ever advantageous such might be, for all the par-

ties concerned. A great deal of wet land might
he drained, and consequently brought into cultiva-

tion^ if an act could be obtained upon the follow-

ing principles:

1st, That every person should have a power to

m^e his land dry, and to preserve it so.

2dly, That the expense should be defrayed mu-
tually by those receiving advantage from the

drain, in their due proportions, as ascertained

by arbitrators and commissioners nominated
for that purpose.

ddly, Full compensation should be allowed to

those whose property may be injured, or who
may grant a level lor draining the lands of
others.

Athly, That the method of obtaining this law,

and the means of putting it in execution,

phould be so favorable, as to come within the

reach of every one having even the smallest

quantity of such ground to drain. And,
jLaitly, That according to the proportion of ex-

pense, which each individual is found to pay,
for the original construction of the drain, they
should be bound to contribute in upholding it,

or, when it is necessary, to renew or repair it.

For these purposes, the mode of procedure
plight be similar to that established i'or the settling

of marches, &c.; and if the persons concerned
i5ould not agree to have the matter adjusted by ar-

bitration, they might apply to the sheriff; or, if

found necessary, go to the Court of Session, who
would decide, as they do in the case of commons,
by sending commissioners to the ground to eet-

de it.

In England, the beneficial effects of a similar

taw have been frequently experienced. A Com-
mission of Sewers is appointed, with power to car-

ry into effect public drainages, where the interfe-

rence of inactive or invidious proprietors would
have otherwise put a stop to the operation.

Though public advantage does thus intert'ere with
private property, and though every man is entitled

to the enjoyment of his own in the way he thinks

best, there is no other measure by which this ob-

ject can be so generally accomplished, where ami-
cable or conciliatory means fail in bringing it to a
conclusion.

In the present state ofthe country, when all its ag-
cullural produce is unequal to the consumption of
its population, and when this produce might be so

much increased, by the division, the drainage,

and the cultivation of its w;isie land, it is now
the time for the Highland and Aii;ricidiural Socie-

ty of Scotland, those of a similar description in

England, and all other public spirited bodies, to

exert their influence in bringing about this nation-

al and important measure.

Such are the chief obstacles which have hither-

to, and do still, retard the progress of draining.

There may be others of less moment, which have
their influence in that respect; but these are in

general less prejudicial in their tendency, and more
limited in their operation.

* The duty is now taken off.

EXTRACTS FROM SOME OF THE 'AGRICULTU-
RAI^ reports' of those COUNTIES IN ENG-
LAND, WHERE MR. ELKINGTON EXECUTED
THE MOST REMARKABLE DRAINAGES, AS
PROOF OF THE ADVANTAGES DERIVED
FROM HIS PRACTICE.*

Being Mr. Elkington's native county, and the

one in which he first made the discovery, it is pro-

per to begin with the 'Report' of

TTie County of Warwick, by John Wedge.

"Draining is, without doubt, the first step to-

wards the improvement of ail wet land; it has
been practised with much success in this county
for several years, but more particularly so since

Mr. Elkington, a farmer in this district, introduced

a method of draining boggy lands, by making
deep drains, and boring at the bottom or sides of

them through the diflierent under-strata, so as to

tap the springs, and thereby, in many instances,

cure large tracts of land with very few drains.

The novelty of this practice here, and Mr. Elk-
ington's mysterious manner, in declaring he knew
where, and in what direction, the diflerent strata

of the earth divided, and at what particular point

an auger hole might be bored, to lay dry this or

that particular spring or well, were matters which
attracted much notice, and occasioned great sur-

prise; and it is but justice to Mr. Elkington to say,

that in one class of bogs, &c. which abound as

much as (perhaps more than) any other, he has
not only had the honor of introducing the auger in

this county, but the merit of laying efliectually dry,

many large tracts of land."

County of Leicester, by John Monk.

"The most capital improvements have been
made under the direction of Mr. Elkington, who
is supposed to be the first in that line in the world.

After forming the drain by beginning at the fall,

and working upwards, he makes use of a borer to

find the spring, with which he generally succeeds,

which has a wonderful eflect in draining the land.

It is said that he has a very quick and certain me-

* These Extracts are taken from the first Reports

transmitted to the Board of Agriculture; but in the se-

cond publication of them, the information on this sub-

ject is more full.
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thod of findiiij; where the springs lie, peculiar to

himst'D; By theiir!i'of ihe horer, Mr. Asiley* iiad

a piece of land drained wilhoni <roin<r into It, by

the (Iillowini; cireiinisiance : iMr. Klkinijinn was
ern[)lnved in draining a piece of" land tu'ioniiinjT to

Mr. Riciiard Asiley, which was .separated irnin

hi? hroiher's by a Pinall river, -nv deep rivnict.

Mr. K. tiadinir tiie sprinir at abont sixteen feel

from tiie surface, (under the bed oftlie river,) com-

pletely drained hiiili pieces. I was informed, that

sometime since, Mr. Elkiiiijton was entiaged in

drainincf a piece of land near Lutlerworth; and

soon after he had found (some call it tappinor) the

sprin<^, the inhabitants, to their very great sur-

prise, tiiund their wells all drv! After investigat-

ing the cause, it was found that Mr. E. had been

the means of it, by drawing oH" the spring which
supplied the town with water.

"I mention the above two instances, merely to

show what a wonderful effect the borer has, and
what a very capital instrument it is for drain-

ing, &c.
"I do not mean to say that Mr. E. is the only

person that makes use of the liorer; for there is

such a very great spirit for this kind of improve-

ment, that there are very fpw of the best firmers

without this instrument. Mr. Elkington has so

much business, that it is with great ditficully he is

to be hail when wanted."

0)unty nf Derby, by TViomas Brown.

But every other method seem?
to bend to that practised by Mr. Elkington, whose
practice is becoming every day more extetisive,

and seems to me the most effectual of all others

for carrying off" subterraneous waters. He lays a

etone drain, from three to six feet below the sur-

face, in such a direction as to cut the source of the

spring, and with such a declivity as to scour itself

Wherever he finds the source of the spring below
the level of his drain, he bores, and with such

judgment, that, to a stranger, his auger seems
possessed of the virtue of that rod with which Mo-
ses struck the rock; for the water immediately
gushes out, and perhaps lays land, that before was
too wet to carry a sheep, sufficiently dry to carry

the heaviest ox. This method certainly is effiec-

tual against springs."

County of Suffolk, by Arthur Young, Esq. Sec-

retary to the Board of j^griculture, Sfc. 4*c.

"It will not be improper to hint, that there are

two errors very common in the performance of

this improvement. The first is, making the drains

in, or nearly in, the direction of the declivity;

whereas they ought always to be made obliquely

across it: the other is, that of marking out, and
making numerous drains across the sides ofspringy
hills, which might, in many cases, be drained

completely with a single drain, judiciously dis-

pBsed, according to those obvious principles upon
which the celebrated drainer, Mr. Elkington of

Warwickshire, proceeds. No improvement can

have greater or more immediate effects than this

of draining; none that pays the farmer with more
certainty."

County of Stafford, by William Pitt.

Mr. Pitt, in speaking of the improvements in

•Of Odstone-Hall.

Fisherwick Park says,- -"Here the genius of a
Brown, aided and seconded by the munificeiice of

ihe noble owner,* have conspired to renderadrea-

ry morass one of Ihe most dt'liirhtf"ul spots in nature,

and have in a great measure succeeded; which
siiccess is siill further hcightenitig by the improve-

u)ents of Mr. Elkingi'in, in the intrrce|)tion of

springs, and the discharging of stagnant water."

Coaniy of Worcester, by W. J. Pomeroy.

"In speaking ot"under-drains, it nn\y bethought

right to mrniinn, that varioua experiments have

tieen mmie at Ewell(Trange, the seat of" the Earl

of Piyn^ouih, and in thai neighborhood; but that

by boring after Mr. Elkington's methcd, deserves

to be most pariiculnrly noticed, which, indeed, in

such situations (viz. low, fi.'nny, or boggy lands),

seems to supercede the use of every other."

County of Somerset, by Jr.hii Billingsley esq.

"The great skill of" draining land consists in

cutting off" the water at its source. One deep

drain, judiciously placed, will frequently preclude

(he rieccssiiv of any other; in most instances,

such a drain shou'ld he near that part of the de-

clivity f"rom which the springs issue. This ae-

pends on the position of the clayey substratum,

and on the height of" the reservoir from whence
the springs are fed. A judicious survey of" the ad-

jacent land, and liberal use of the borer, are ne-

cessary preliminaries to a cheap and eff"ectual rem-
edy for wet lands; and there are ft^w men in the

kiniidom possessed of equal skill in this depart-

ment of agriculture with Mr. Elkington of War-
wickshire, whose f"ame is not confined to the coun-

ty in which he lives, but is known and acknowl-

edged in many parts of the kingdom."

Extracts from the 'Annals of Agriculture,'' by A,
Young, esq. Sfc.

"Aug. 5.—Rode to examine sonie works car-

rying on under the direction of Mr. Elkington, a
singularly able drainer, whom I shall have more
occasions than one to mention." "The chief

object of our ride was to view Mr. Elkington's

works, who, we were mlbrmed, was engaged by
some of the owners of these mills, f to bring them
more water, by draining some boggy spots from

which the springs arise. We viewed his trenches

for this purpose: it seems that this most ingenious

operator had contracted with the millers, to be

paid only in proportion to the additional quantity

of water he procured tor them. As we viewed

his drains, and the general declivities of the

wastes around, a question arose amongst us, upon

the poBsibdity of procuring more water by any
drains, or cuts, or boring, than flows already in a
morie diffusive manner through bogs; except by

bringing water to take a direction on one side of a
hill. Which in its natural course, flows out on an-

other side." "But Mr. Elkington's practice is

remarkable in one circumstance, and differs from
any drainer I have yet known. From distance to

distance at the bottom of his surfs,! which are of

*Marquis of Donne^ll.

t Near Sutton Colfield, in Staffordshire.

X Or sough, the conduit, or bottom part of the drain,

formed with brick or stones.
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various depths, Irom three atrd four to six anci

peveti leet, he hores with a conimon iron horin<T

rod, five or ten lower, and in doii <j this, often finds

the water rise quickly in the hole. By this opera-

tion, it should seem, that he lias Mr. Bakewell's

idea in contemplation; and it is lo be noted, thai

by this practice, he, in many cas?s, by a sinirle

drain, lays lands dry that were not at all in the

ooiitoniplation of the [)ersiin who employs him.

even to a considerable distance. Supposing; spriiiijs

to lie in strata nearly on a level, and to com-
municate from side to side of the lari^esl hdls,

in such case it does not seem at all improliahle

hut thai, liy drainiair ;ind horinix deeply on one

side, you may procure more water than catne be-

fijre, by divertimx i: frim the usual course; so ihat,

by carrvinix on works of this sort on one side of a

mountain, the other side, at some miles distance,

may be drained. Thus the millers on one side of

a hill mav pay Mr. Elkinffion (or brinoinw water

to their dams, and the millers on the oilier side of

the hill prosecute him for depriviriir them of theirs;

which, it must be confessed, would be a laucrhable

litiiratiou.''* "Such works, whatever their ope-

ration, causes and co.sequences, have infinite

meril, and do sreat credit to the talent of this very

iuijenious and useful man, vvho will have the

merit wherever he <roes, of settins men to think."

"The 6th.—To Ashby-de-la-Zouch; called in

our wav on Mr. Marshall, to view a boff drain-

ed l)y Mr. Elkinglon, which he effected with his

usual success.

"This ho«; was occasioned, as they coinmonly,

or rather alwaj's are, by sprinirs, which he pierced

into hv means of a deep drain, boring at the bot-

tom of it, as above descr-bed; the surfj in this dry

season, runs no inconsiderable stream. The whole

is now under oats, a very fine crop, on land which
before vvasof no value whatever."—"Mr. Elkiiifj-

ton has been employed by Mr. Knovvlesf to drain

the slope of a hill poisoned with springs; in every

instance of his draining, I hear some new circum-

stance to prove the sajracity and ina^enuify of this

«kilful operator, who may be termed an enfjineer

of a new order. The crown of the hill above
Mr. Knowles' wet fields is all dry, sound, gravel-

ly land, in which there are no signs of springs,

because pervious to water in its level; but when
these springs came to the fields in question, which
are clayey, they rise to the surfiice, proportionably

to the quantity of clay which impedes their pro-

gress. In tjiis case he found, by taking the levels,

that springs on the other side of the hill, in a

clayey spot, at the distance of some hundred
yards, were exactly on the same level as these

passing under the gravel on the elevation, and
fliue breaking out where the passage was ob-

structed by variation of soil. And he pronounced,

that when this is the case, one surf, skilfully mark-
ed, will drain a variety of different, and even far

* Such a case occurred on Lord Dundas's estate in

Yorkshire, where the author of this treatise was em-
ployed at the time. It gave rise to a lawsuit before

the court of assize at York, immediately after tfie op-

eratioD took place, at a considerable cost to both

parties.

t Of Nelson, in Leicestershire. In a certificate

sent to the Board of Agriculture, Mr. Knowles says,

that this land, by means of Mr. Elkington's drains,

was rendered worth 30s. or 40s. an acre, wtiich before

was not worth half a crown.

distant fields; and he recommends, in such cases,

to wait, after the first drain is made, to let its ope-
ration take place for six months, or even a twelve-
month; in vvl-ich time it will be Ibund how far the
effect has taken place: if more are wanted they
can then be made. When springs are brought in

this manner ti-om a distance, there is no doubt but

he brings more water to a place than flowed in it

before. The great skill is to know where to bore."

In a treatise lately published, "On the necessity

and advantages of care and economy in collecting

and preserving dill'erent substances lor manure,"
by Thomas B. Bayley, F. K. S. is the iijllowing

observation:

—

"It may reasonably be expected, that at no
very distant period, the peat-mosses of Great
Britain and Ireland will be drained, and brought
to the highest siate of lertilily. Their present

superabundant moisture renders them not merely
unproductive wastes, but extremely injurious to

the drier lands in their vicinity. The invention

and energy of a Wakefield* and an Elkington, in

reclaiming and improving mosses, cannof fail to

excite a general imitation of the very successful

processes by which they have rendered these bogs
productive of plenty; with the adtlilional happy
effects vvliich those improvements never fail to

produce on the climate, temperature, and vegetation

of all the countries adjacent to them."

Thomas Eccleston, esq. of Scarisbrick-Hall,

Lancashire, in a communication to the Board of
Agriculture, states, "In a valley belonging to me,
covered fourteen feet thick with clay and clay-

marl, the surlace in many places was perfectly

boggy, and so soli as no horse or man could walk
upon it. Mr. Elkington ordered one straight

drain to be cut in the lowest part, at least five itjet

deep, and then to bore through the marl or clay,

which effednally drained sixty statute acres; and
one field, that before was worth very little rent, I

let, after the drainage, at forty shillings the acre.

The expense did not exceed fifty pounds in the

whole, and the old tenants give thirty pounds per

annum more rent than before."

Letterfrom Thomas Paget, esq. of Leicestershire,

to Sir John Sinclair, Bart. President of the

Board of jjgriculture, respecting Mr. Elking-
ton^s mode of draining.

"S'/r—Having understood by Mr. Elkington,
that the board of agriculture intended doing some-
thing in his favor, by way of reward and encour-
agement lor his services to the public, by the in-

troduction of his method of draining bogs and wet
land; and having the highest opinion of his merit

and judgment, from repeated experience, and de-

sirous of bearing my testimony thereto, f take the

liberty of troubling you to say, that alter having
made draining of land my study and practice for

more than thirty years, I found, upon having Mr.
Elkington's assistance, the lands which I had
drained might, by his method, have been more
efftictually drained, and with a great deal less

labor and expense.
"The extent of the improvement, and the ex-

pense of the work, is various, as must be obvious

t Of Liverpool. Mr. Wakefield has made wonder-
ful improvements upon the great Trafford moss, near
Manchester, in Lancashire.
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to every one, and depends upon the nature of the i long a time in reuimino; the cerlifieate you wished

land, the situation, and many other cirrumslances

In maiiv cases, pariiculariy in hoirs, jrieat ami ex-

tensive iiuprovemi'iiis are thniueuily derived irom

Mr. Eliviiiirton's method, at a smaii expense; and

in all cases where I have had his assistance, or

when he has heen em|)loyed by others, as far as I

have had opportunity of ohservin<r (and which

has been prett\' lirquent), I liave always lonnd

he has succeeded to my hillest exjieciatiou, and to

the satisfaction, and liequeully to the surprise, of

his employers.

"On this ground I take the liberty of recom-

mendinix INlr. EikiuiZion to the countenauce and

encourasement olthe Boarti of Agriculture, as one

from whose study and labor i apprehend this

country is likely to receive the most valuable ad-

vantases; being fully convinced, that if the drain-

ing oj' land was reduced into a regular system,

and carried into general practice, (which I hope,

with Mr. Elkmgfon's assistance, it may), the im-

provement resulting thereli-om to the lands in this

kinadom would be of the highest importance.

With the highest respect, I am, sir, your obedient

humble servant,

(Sii^ned) T. Pagkt.
*^Scraptoft, near Leicester, May 30, 1785."

Subjoined is part of a letter received by the au-

thor, of Charles Townley, Esq. of Townley, in

Lancashire, respectinir Mr. Elkinston's method of

draininir, and the improvements made by means
of his drains :

—

" Respecting the mode of executing

these drains, it differs (t'om the common practice

of makinw hollow drains, by their being cut much
deeper, and by boring with an auger, either to in-

crease the ruins of water from the springs, when
they are arrived at, or to give them vent when they

lie too deep for the spade to reach them. Mr.
Elkington's art, or knowledge of draining, lies, as

you must know, in judging of the precise place

where the springs can be caught, and in carrying

them off in the cheapest and most advantageous

manner. The mere plan of a drain can give little

insight into this kind of knowledge. I should

think, the best mode of conveying the system, by
plans, to the conceptions of others, would be to

compose sections of the different circumstances

that most generally occur in the various strata and
runs of water below the surface of the earth, and

of the most proper situations for the drains that

are to catch them. I will only repeat, that those

drained hoggy lands that, have had the proper ma-
nure laid upon them, are not only made dry, but

the herbage produced on them is become excellent,

from having been, previous to the drainage, of

very little value ; and those drained lands which
have as yet received no manure, are rendered

equally dry, and the coarse and useless herbage

with which they were wholly covered, is visibly

giving way to bet'er grass. The proper manure
•will soon be laid on them; after which, I am per-

suaded, the whole herbage will be excellent.

The drains were only finished last year.

(Sififned) Chas. Townley.
^'Townley, 2Sth Sept. 1796."

•Copy of a Letter and Certificate from Mr. Mau-
ghan to Sir John Sin^clair, Baronet.

Hinckley, 25th Oct. 1796.

"Sir:

me to send ; but I waiicil te see the effect ol a

drain 1 had set out for Mr, Jennings of Ilnrliiijr-

ton, BiNllbrdsliire, a nephew of the late White-

bread's, or 1 should have sent it sooner, 'i'lie land

I drained li)r him had, about two years ago, been

attempteil to be drained in the common mode, and

a considerable sum of money had thereby heen

expetuled to no purp.ose, sis ihe land, at the time I

undertook to drain it, was as wet as ever. 1 have

the satisliiction of saying it is now the driest land

on the estate, and made so at an expense which

does not exceed one twentieth part of what it had

Ibrnierly cost, by attempting the conunou mode of

-I am. sir, vour obedient humble ser-(Irainiug.

vant.

(Signed)
"John Maughan."

Copy of the cerlificute.

"I, John Maughan of Lulon, in the county of

Bedford, land-surveyor, late steward to Thomas
Powys, Esq. M. f .. do hereby certify, that, in

consequence of a recommendaiion from the Board

of Atrriculture, I waited on Mr. Elkini2ioii, who
verv readily communicated tfi me the principles of

his'art of draininir land, which I have since prac-

tised myself with great success, and to the satis-

faction of those who have employed me. And I

hereby farther certify, that I have found Mr. Eik-

injrton's mode of draininir of the irreai est public

utility ; that I have seen land of little or no value,

when drained on Mr. Elkin<:ton's principles, mtule

worth forty or fifty shillings per acre, and produ-

cing the richest crops, both of" corn and grass. \n

short, that no mode of improving wet land equals

it, for public utility. Witness my hand, this 25th

day of October 1796."

Besides the above, many other communications

and certificates, testifying the great advantages

that have been derived from Mr. Elkington's

practice, and what are likely to result from the

knowledge of his system being generally under-

stood, might have been added; but as most of

these have already been made public by the Board
of Agriculture, in a former report on that subject,

what are inserted here may be sufficient to con-

vince the public of its ulility.

PART IV.

ON HOLLOW AND SURFACE DRAINING IN
GENERAL, AS MORE PARTICULARLY PRAC-
TISED IN THE SOUTHERN AND EASTERN
COUNTIES OF ENGLAND.*

Though this be a part of the draining system
not coming within the limits of Mr. Elkington's

practice, and founded on principles different from

those that are applicable to the drainage of bogs,

and other swampy ground injured by springs, it 1.=,

however, much practised in the south of England,
and even in some parts of Scotland; and may
therefore be a useful addition to this Treatise.

When the wetness of a field is caused by rain

water that cannot sink through a tenacious soil,

and must (if there be no declivity) remain till

* Partly drawn up from the author's own observa-

tions, and from memoranda communicated by the late

Arthur Young, Esq. when Secretary to the Board of

r am extremely sorry at having taken so i Agriculture.
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evaporated, tlie princi|>les which govern Mr. Elk-

ington's svf'lem are not applicable. But in all

cases, (anj p'jcIi are very numeroiiP,) where the

wetness proceeci.s alone I'rom rain-water stagnat-

ing on a retentive snrface, a larmer ought to ex-

amine his field carefniiy, in order to ascertain whe-

ther such wetness proceeds I'rom surface water

only; or if it arises from that of springs. If from

the latter, he should endeavor to discover if such

springs are distinct and unconnected; or whetlier

they iire sup[)lied (i"om one main spring, which, it

cut off, would effeditally drain all the land lyinir

below its -ource; .is has been fully explained and

exen;ii)lified in Section 2d olPart I!.

From want of due attention to this necessary

discrimination, it is very common in Essex, Sul-

foik, and other counties where draining is very

Generally performed, to see many superfluous

drains marked out in directions where they can

have very little eflect, and where asiuL'^le one, well

directed, would have <-.ompletely dried the field

As the expense, which might thus he saved, is an

object of consequence, too much attention cannot

be paid to the inquiry.

1. Of the antiquity of the practice of hnlloio-drain-

ing, andwhenjirst used ill England.

That the Romans were not unacquainted with

the common methods of hollow-draining, ap[)ears

from all their writers on rural atTairs. Upon strong

tenacious land, where the water could only be re-

ceived at top, they prett?rred open drains; on other

soils, where the water could be drawn equally

Irom both sides, or could rise i'rom the bottom,

they used covered ones. They knew the proprie-

ty of directing them obliquely across the slope of

the field,—a point in which modern drainers are

often erroneous. Their ireneral depth was from

three to tour feet, filled half way up with small

stones; for want of these, with willow poles, and

even with the spray of wood twisted into a rope;

one of the latest practices with straw that has ta-

ken place in England. Of that material also, the

Roman farmers availed themselves, when others

were wanting. The ends of their drains they

were careful in fortifying with larger stones, in

form of bridges; and the mouths, or outlets, were
laid in masonry—a circumstance in which Mr
"Whyn Baker, of Ireland, thought himself origi-

nal.

From the depth, it appears that their drains

were designed to carry ofi the water of springs, as

well as that caused by rain on a flat or retentive

surface soil; for both waich they were, in some
cases, equally well adapted.*

To the proper direction of the water-furrows, in

order to convey all surface water into the drains,

and to the clearing and cleaning out of the ditches

round the fields, they paid particular attention.

These circumstances are sufficient to prove that

the Romans understood the business of^ common
draining in great perfection, and that our best cul

tivated counties had little to boast of in this re-

spect, in superiority to the ancients, till Mr. Elk-

ington made the discovery of a method with

which they were wholly unacquainted. The best

of the French writers on Agriculture, De Serres,

*The passages of the ancient writers on this subject

are quoted and translated by Mr. Dickson, in his 'Hus-

bandry of the Ancients.'

who wrote in 1600 his ^TTientre d''Agriculture,
describes hollow drains particularly; they were
filled with s'ones.

It would demand a very careful perusal of all

the earlier writers on husbandry, to ascertain wheh
ihis [)ractice was first introduced; out a circum-
stance occurred in Sussex, which shows that hol-

low-draining was in use long before any mention
would be found of it, were such authors consulted,

as no notice of it occurs in Fitzherbert or Norden.*
Ill 1770, Mr. Poole, of that county, informed a
farming iraveller, "that near one hundred years
a<To, a very large oak, two hundred years old, was
cut down at Hook. In digirinij a ditch through
the spot where the old slump was, on takinu up
the remains of it, a drain was discovered under it,

filled with alder branches; and it is remarkable,

that the alder was perlectly sound, the greenness
fif the bark was preserved, and even some leaves

were soimd. On taking them out, they presently

dropped to powder. Ii is hence very evident, that

under-ground drainintf was practised three hundred
years ago in this kingdom. We find, also, that

alder is, of all other wood, the best for filling

drains. Probably no other, except aquatics,

would endure nearly so long. Bushes are gene-
rally used, and sallow or willow is probably the

best."t

The Board of Ai'riculture were informed by
Richard Preston, E.-^q. one of its correspondents,

in 1796. that land-draining, according to the pre-

sent practice, was not of more than forty years'

standing in Essex; though it is generally supposed
to have been u.sed there long before that period.

II. Nature of the moisture, or wetness, against

which they are chiefly u^ed.

Springs that proceed li-om water at any conside-

rable depth in ilie earth, or which break out, from

the variation of certain strata, in hills, which de-

mand deep cutting, and the use of the auger, to

work their cure, according to Elkington's mode of

draining, has already been treated of. Hollow
drains that come under the present description, are

chiefly used to correct that wetness of soil which
results from rain; and which, from flatness of sur-

face, or its retentive quality, stagnates, to the inju-

ry of both soil and crops. This is the general na-

ture of the evil which these drains are intended to

remedy; but by no means exclusively of thai caus-

ed by land springs, whose seat, apparently, is not

below their depth. The wetness proceeding from

such, is, in some cases, removed by these drains,

when deep enousrh cut, and properly directed; but

in many others, from ignorance in the drainer,

great sums of money are thrown away, for want
of attending properly to the nature of the evil, and

of distinguishing betwixt surface-water only, and

the oozing of laiid-springs.l

III. Of the soils on ivhich they act, and of those

on which they have beenfound tofail.

In soils that are so tenacious as to retain water

on the surface till evaporation carries it off', such

as are found in Sus.sex, Surrey, and in many other

Fitzherbert wrote his boakof Husbandry in 1534,

fEastern Tour, vol iii. p. 141.

JThose whicn issue from between the upper soil

and next stratum. Every heavy shower supplies

them, and a few dry days exhale and exhaust them.
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counties, this nu'ilioii ol (li-;iiiiiii>j lias biH'ii iricil,

ami lomid entin'ly to tiiil. Tlie cau.V. of this: can
eaciily bo iU'comitiui l()r. Very siiH" clay will hulJ

water like a dish, (the expiossion ol'tlie liirmers in

those CDUiities, who luive uitempied to ilrain such
soil;) ami consequeuily the small poitii«u ofwater
which each drain will carry off, is only what falls

itnniediatoly above it, or what it can receiv-e at

top, when the ground on each side has a descent
towards it.

The water beinir all on the surface, cannot find

its way into them. II' they are on a declivity, the

water will run over ihem, asit. does over anv other

part ofthe field, and ifthey are in a hollow, it vvdl

sta^ruate even above them, and will be niosily ex-

haled beli)re any (luanlity of it pubsides into them.
This is therefore a more expensive soil to drain,

requiriii«r a <rreater number of trenches, and these

very close toirether, than an_v other soil whatever.
Open trenches, with the ridores and water-furrows
properly tbrnied and directed, is the only me-
thod whereby its drainage can be elfectually ac-

complished.

It is necessary to lay it up in ridges properly
placed, and to cut small open drains across the
ridires, where requisite, communicating with each
other, and with the furrows: and thus all the wa-
ter-furrows operate as drains. The water, as it

fulls upon the ridge, immediately makes its way
into the i'urrows, and runs along them, while there

is a descent; and if it is slopped in any of them, b}'

the ground rising, it is conveyed by the drains

across the ridges into some other furrow where
there is a descent; along which, it makes its way
into some ditch or water-course, at the extremity
of the field.*

In Essex, and in Suffolk, where it has been
foiuid advantageous, the soil is a wet poachy loam,
mororor less mixed on the surface with veo-etable

mould; under that, in some places, a raw hungry
loam, and in others a clay marl.

On these soils the effect is very great; for the
upper stratum, where the moisture is chiefiy lodg-

ed, being in some degree porous, the water is ea-

sily extracted Irom it, by means of the drains.

The under stratum being also of a retentive quali-

ty, their depth does not require to be great.

When Mr. Vouno-, of Clare, who has had great
experience in this mode of hollow-draining, ob-
serves, that the im[)rovement by these drains is

great on clay soils, he certainly mertns soils of this

description:— '-I know from exi^erience, that in

clayey soils it will answer perfectly; thai it is the
least expensive and the most expeditious, as well

as most diirable improvement of any in the whole
system of agricultural econom}'."

IV. Uy what rulcfj their direction is marked.

For many yeai's, probably for more than half a

century, and possibly during a much longer period,

the fjirnii^r,; did not make a proper distinction in

fields tl'i.f h,.d a declivity, between tracing their

*It is obvious, that layinff up such Ir-.n 'in liHgPs,

and cuttinp; drains in proper places, may h\i of great
use, but will not eflectually rcjnove the" wetness; as
the soil, from its nature, will always retain too threat a
proportion of moisture. It is necessary, therefore, to

change the nature of such sod by frequent culture, and
the application of manures, which will in a great de-
gree lessen its tenacity, or power of retaining water.

Vol. V—91

drains with the slope, or directing them obliquely

across it. Larye Iracishave been drained, or have
been meant to be drained, in the former way, and
m<my, even to this day, are guilty of ihe same er-

ror; but the best liirmers arc now alteiiiive to so
important a point, and studiously mark the direc-

tion of their drains obliquely. They are also care-

ful to give them just the fall sufficient to carry ofi

the water in a gentle, and not a rapid current; by
which means they are less apt to choke or blow vp,
(as it is semelimes called,) whtveby spots in the
field have, apparently, an artificial s[)ririg Ibrmed.
Upon fields level, or nearly so, oreat iiumbera

of which are found in the eastern counties ol Eng-
land, it has been a common practice (although an
expensive one) if the wetness proceeds solely from
rain, to nuirk die drains regularly at a rod,* a rod
and a halfj or two rods asunder, across the land
from ditch to ditch; orifthe drains, from any small
inequality of surface, will iiow only at oiie end,
then to stop short or discontinue their lenjrlh on
one side of the field, as soon as the ditch operates
in laving it dry,

VVhere the slopes of a field vary, and fldl in dif-

ferent directions, the farmer attends to such varia-

tions, and directs his drains so as to cross obli(]ue-

ly tlie upper side of each declivit)'.

It is a general rule, not to conduct too many
drains to the same mouth or outlet; for if iriuch

water flows in any drain, from having thrown
many lateral branches into one main drain, the
latter must not only be made larger and deeper,
but will even then be liable to fail;'and a fiiilure in
that case ali'ects so much a larger space of ground,
by impeding the course of so many other drains.
On this account, it has been found better to make
the drains detached, rather than to connect too
many of them tocvcther, which occasions too much
water to be conducted to one mouth.

Cases will however occur, in which, from the
position of the ground, it may be found necessary
to join several side branches into one main dram.
On this subject, Mr. Vancouver, in his 'Agricultu-
ral Report of Eissex,' has the following judicious
remark:

"If the field proposed 1o be drained lies greatly
upon the descent, every care should be taken to'

make the drains bear sufficiently horizontally, in
tlie first place, to prevent a too'precipitate fall of
the water, by which the bottoms of the drains
would be worn uneven, and a temporary obstruc-
tion occasion them to blow, or burst up; and, se-
condly, because the more perfectly horizontal
is the field, so that it lies level free, and affords a
sufficient fall lor the water, the less occasion wil!
there be for the same number of drains as would
l>e required upon a soil of equal closeness upon
the side of a hill— the drains in afield that lies

nearly level, drawing equally well upon each side;
whereas those on the hang of a hill, drawin.q on-
ly from the higlier sides of the drains, and conse-
(juently requiring them to be made much nearer or
closer together,"

V. Seaso7i for exervting the work.

On this point, opinious vary; some preferring
winter, and oihers summer. °

When a gnat quaniily of work is to be done
all seasons of the year, free from sharp frosts'

* Sixteen and a half feet.
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miisi he made use of; and this is usually the case I (usually a rod asunder), I draw two furrows with
when a tarmer enters on a ie;>se to a farm which has
not been drained, or which requirt s to be done a

second time. Sluhblesaredonein winter, and lal-

lovvs in Slimmer; but when a single field or two
only are to be done, the fiirmer mav choose the

most convenient season. Many excellent farmers
would not do it any other time than summer, fiom
being then able to execute the cuis in a cleaner

and neater manner, and free from that kneadinsr

and plastering which takes place in winter, and
which, they think, tends to prevent the flowinir of
the water from those minute and imperceptible

veins and interstices of the soil throuirh which the

water percolates. They have further remarked,
that opening the earth in a dry season gives a ten-

dency to drain it, as the panicles of the soil, after

being separated and well dried, will not so easilv

unite again; whereas the kneading in winter tends

to increase tenacity where it is most to be avoid^-d

common toot-plough, leaving a baulk betwixt
them about fiiieen inche.'i wide; tiien, with a strong
double-breasied plough, made on purpose, I split

that baulk, and leave a clean lurrovv lourteen or

fifteen inches below the suriiice; but, where the
depth of soil re(iuires it, (liir I like to touch the
clay), by a second ploughinii I i?ink it to eijihteen

or twenty inches; it is then ready for the land-

ditching spade, wiih which I dig. hfieen inches
deep, a drain as narrow as possible."

The method Ibllowed by some good farmers,

who do not possess plouirhs made on purpose lor

the work, is this: with their common plough,
drawn by (bur or five horses, and usually stirring

about four or five inches deep, they turn a double
furrow, throwing the earth on each side, and leav-

ing a baulk in the middle. This baulk they raise

by a second bnut in the same manner; then they
go 111 the open furrow twice with their common

Further, that cartiiio- on the fields in winter, to
j

double-breast plough, getting what depth they

brinsr on stones or other materials, is more difficult can; after this, they shovel out all the loose mould
and dangerous than in summer.

Til opposition, however, to these ideas, Mr.
and inequalities, to the breadth of about a loot;

and thus havinff gained a clear open lurrovv, the

Young, of Clare, in Suffolk, is ofa contrary opin- depth varying according to the soil and ploughs,

"I never land-drain," says he, "in summer: two
inconveniences attend it; the increase of labor in a
clayey soil, when hard and dry, is very considera-

ble, and the want of leisure, and when good la-

borers are scarce."

The want of laborers in some places may be an
unanswerable objection, but the dryness is not; lor

if the previous furrows opened by the plough or

last course of plouirhins' on arable land be not left

to dry, but the spades follovv directly, after a liifle

rain, there will be moisture sufficient to make it

work freely. Many good drainers prefer execut-

ing the work when the land is under a layer, i. e.

sown down with irrass. Lord Petre, on this, ob-
serves, that the plough for opening the previous
furrows, works better on a layer.

"I preler a lay, if layed down level, as I have
a plough on a very simple construction, with which
and six horses, I can ploufrh from ten to twelve
inches deep, and lay the furrows as re.crulnr as a
man can with a spade; so that, after the ditch is

digged and filled, the tiirrow can be put into its

place again, and rolled with a large roller quite

level; and then I dig but one spit, with the bottom
land-ditching spade, fourteen inches deep—the
expense 2s. 8d. per 20 rods, the diiiffer reluming
the furrow to its place. I also use this plough on
fallow; but it does not answer so well, as the

moulds fall into the furrows. The expense of dig-

gins on fallow is Is. 2c?. per rod."

When the ground is in summer fallow, is cer-

tainly the best time for casting drains that are only

for carrying off surface-water, as the distinction

betwixt the wet and dry parts of the field is then
easily perceptible; and any prominent inequalities

of surface may then be more easily levelled or re-

duced, by paring off the heights and adding to the

hollows.

VI. Maimer in which drains are partly opened
by the plough.

The method practised by IMr. James Young of

Clare, which he has described himself^ li-om very
ample practice, is deserving of attention. He
eays—"When I have marked the drains in a field,

but usually about eiuht or nine inches, they dig

one spit with a draininc spade, sixteen inches
deep; thus gaining in the whole twenty-lour or

twenty-fii-e inches. But, as this depth is seldom
sufficient, when necessaiy they throw out another,

or even two other spits, which make the whole
depth from thirty to forty inches.

VII. Depth and width.

Tiie depth is various, accordiuirlo the nature of
soil, the si'uaiion of the field, the expense the far-

mer is willing to incur, and to a diversity of other

circumstances. Many years ago, three feet was
the common de|)th in most soils; but for twenty
years [jast, they have seldom exceeded thirty or

thirty-two inches; and the number that are cut

only twenty-li)ur or twenty-six, is much morecon-
sideralile.

Main or receiving drains are always a little deep-

er than the others, havintr more water to convey,
and farther to carry it. The deeper they are dug
in |)ervious soils, the farther they will operate in

reducing the moisture to a level where it can less

injure vegetation; but when the spade reaches an
impervious soil, through which water will not per-

colate, there is no occasion lor making the trench

any deeper. A few inches, however, in the clay,

as a safer channel for the water, is of advantage.

One general rule is never to be departed from,

which is, that the depth must be sufficient to pre-

vent the plough, or the impression of the feet of
cattle, from af!t3ciing the position of the materials

used in filling them. This must particularly be
observed of horses walking in the furrow while

ploughing, as they then tread four inches, and
perhaps more, below the surface of the ground;

add to these four inches, nine or ten more lor the

materials, and when the drains are only twenty-
four deep, there will be nine or ten inches of soil

to bear the iveightof the horse in the act of plough-

ing. This, as the earth has been stirred, seems
certainly too little; and should apparently ascer-

tain that twenty-four inches is by no meens a suf-

ficient depth. If, by going thirty inches down, a

tenacious soil is not too deeply entered, a greater

depth in a more porous one is surely requisite, and
ought to be preferred.
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In all the modern lirairiatres in thceasiern coun-
lics, the fanners have been very solicitous to cut

Ihein as narrow as pnssilije; hy whidi means a

<rreat savinu' is niaile iti the niaierials used lur fill-

inif ilien), such as hushes, |)()les, spray, or siraw;

but it" iirick or siouos are used, of coinse this ruli'

cannot be adiiered to. However, there is no oc-

casiun for the wullii beinij <2i"eater than one loot, it'

the sloues are only coupled at, bottom, or thrown
ni promiscuously, or more than sixteen inches if

laid in the form of a conduit. Whatever the depth
of the materials Ite, the mould that covers iheni

to the surface should never be less than one foot

tifick, or rather (nure, in ail tilla<re fields. In pas-

ture land, s^ravel, if at !;and (especially if the soil

is very tenaciou^^) is preferable to ihe mould thrown
out, wiiich may be spread in any adjoining hol-

low.

The depth and width, &c. marked in the plate,

is the proportion thai ouoht to be adopted on all

land that is we; from surliice water, or from its

stai^nation in a porous u|)per soil.

VIII. Tools employed, and manner of digging.

The instruments which have been long in com-
mon use in the eastern parts of the kingdom, are

cxrromely simple.

While the de[)ths of the drains were more con-

sioprahle than at pri'sent, three spades were in use

to succeed one another, lesi-ening in breadth gra-

dually, in such a manner as to fiirin a regular con-

traction lo the bottom; but of la'e years, cheaper

and easier methods have been pursued. By pre-

vious ploughing, all the spades, except the lower

one, have been laid aside; and where a greater

depth than cominon has been required, not more
than two have been used. The t^coop, which is

pushed or drawn along the bottom of the drain, to

clear out the loosp mould, and prepare it for the

materials used in fil!in<r, varies, in size and breadth,

according to the width of the drain. The drain-

ing spade, which is also of different sizes, is re-

presented in the plate.

The preceding circumstances point out the man-
ner in which ihese drains are, for the most part,

duiJT; but there is a tnaterial diiference in the truth

and accuracy with which they are executed, ac-

cording as a workman is accustomed to the busi-

ness, and skilfiil or awkward in handling his tools.

The work is almost nnivprsally done by measure,
at so much a score rods, which, as in similar cases,

induces the men to earn as much as possible.

They requre, however, close attention, to see if

they keep to the depth contracted for, and that

tliey deposit rhe earth so as noi to flill in, in t e

act of filling, especially as the surface soil should
(on one side at least) be kept t>ee li-om the clay or

lower stratum.

In filling, more attention is necessary, ifdone by
contract, which will be afterwards explained.

IX. Opening drains by the plough only, Sfc.

The Society for the 'Encouragement of Arts,

Manufactures, and Conunfrce,' trave a boimty,

about fifty years ago, to i\'!r. Makius of Snlfhlk,

for having invented a plough to cut hollow drains. I

There was merit in the idea, but it has long
;

since been entirely laid aside, both in Suffolk and
j

Essex.*
I

*In Bail'::y's "Advancement of tlie Arts," there is a

plate, and explanation of it.
I

Another plough, to answer the same purpose,
was invented by Mr. Arbuthnot of Miicham, of

which an account is given in the 'Eastern Tour,'

with a plate and measurement of it. And lately,

the Society of Arts have made several trials with a
plough lor Ihe same purpose, cialled a mole plough,

of a singular coiisiru(;tiun; the intention ol" which
is, tjy considerable Ibice, to dniw a pointed circular

iron, at a given depth, through the earth, which
shall fijrm a pipe in it—not to be filled with any
materials, but in the expectation, as it is said from
experience, that the waierwill flow Ire.ely through
the soil it has loosened, to a depth below the roots

of the grain, and will find its way by filtration into

the furrows.

The repeated ploughings or shovellings with
common tools are expensive, and might probably

be executed in a cheaper and more expeditious

manner by an open drain plough.

How far that invented by xVlr. Knowles, and
rewarded by the Society of Arts, would, at a suffi-

ciently cheap rate answer this purpose, has not

been sufficiently asceriained. But it is obvious

that, from the force and number of horses or oxen
requisite to work them, ploughs calculated for this

purpose wdi never come into general use.*

Another invention lor dratnin<x land, in Essex,
is thus described in the 'Agricultura! Report' of that

county:—The author of this experiment has con-

s:rucied, and uses a draining wheel of cast iron,

that weighs about 4 cwl. It is 4 feet in diameter;

the cutting edire, or extieme circumference ol' the

wheel, is half an inch thick, which increases in

ihickness inwards the nave or centre, and will, at

15 inches deep, cut a drain halt' an inch wide at

the bottom, and four inches wide at the top. This
wheel is so placed in a frame, that it may be load-

ed at pleasure, and be made to operate lo a greater

or less depth, accordint; to the resistance made by
the ground; which, thus cut in the winter, the

wheel tracts are then either filled with straw ropes,

and lightly covered over, or left to crack wider and
deeper during the ensuisig summer. The fissures

are then filled with twisied straw or bushes, and
covered lightly with some ol'the most porous earth

thai may f)e most conveniently at hand; and thus,

upon ihe yrass, or ley land, are hollow drains

f)rmed at little or no expense, and which, upon
tiial. have been found lo answer extremely well."

Tiiisdraining-wheel is also described in the 'An-
nals of Agriculure,' where it is said that twelve
acres have been done with if in one day; but neither

the expense of the machine, nor number of horses

required to draw it, has been stated. It works or

cuts best when the land is wet and soft.

X. Materials with which they are filled.

In respect to the materials for filling the drains,

the farmer must be giiideil by circumstances of
situation, &c. Those most commonly used are,

1. stone; 2, wool; 3. straw and stubble; 4. heath
or ling; and 5. bricks made Ihr the purpose.

If stone taken from quarries is lo be used, and
the drain f)rmed like a conduit at bottom, 'he

trench is made wide, enoiio-h to contain two side

stones, about six inches asunder, and the same in

*A Mole Plough has heon cons'rncted by Mr WW-
son, an ingenious mechanic at ColHstnam. in Berwick-
shire, and is likely to be of service in draining land

that is entirely free of stones.
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height, with a cap or flat stone laid over, which
covers and secures the f-avity throu'^'h which the
water passcj. These drains are iiTr»re expensive
than when the stones are tlirown in promiscuous-
ly, but are the only ones applicable to sprintrs,

which may be prevented from injuring large tracts

o/' land by cuts comparatively short. But in Es-
sex, and the other e-tstern counties, when hollow
drams are filled with stones, it is usually with
flints from chalk, or with stones h-om gravel pits,

or gathered oft' the fields.

Very small stones do not answer well for any
but very short drains, in which little water is con-
veyed; and if of any size, require a greater width
at bottom than wood or straw, and consequently
render the expense of cuftin^i greater.
Whether the stones are large or small, they

should be very clean, and free irom any clay or
earth that may adhere to them, and put in care-
fully, so as noi to tumble down any of ihe earlh of
the drain, which might be apt to choke up the in-
terstices betwixt them.
Upon the subject of filling drains with wood,

Lord Petre thus expresses his opinion:

—

"Thp drains filled with wood, and covered as
usual with straw or rushes, are preferable to stones,
or any other kind of materials. The reason is, as
the wood decays, the water continues to pass.*
When filled with stones, and tfie drains stop up,
which must be expected to take place in time, the
earth becomes quite solid round the stones, and as
they do not deca)^ the filtering of the water is for-
ever obstructed: not so when" bushes or wood are
ijsed. Continual filtering and draining are then
Ibreyer to be perceived; and by repeating the op-
eration a second time, cutting the drains trans-
versely of the old ones, the benefit of the filter-

ings throuijh the rotten wood is secured, and the
spewing up of old broken and damaged drains
corrected and carried off. Moreover, "as bushes
iorm a much greater number of cavities than
either stones or poles, they are less liable to slop
up, and encouraffe filtering ntore than larger and
more solid bodies." "Aload of bushes, contain-
ing one hundred and twenty faggots, will do about
three hundred and sixty rods; and a load of straw,
containing one hundred and twenty bottles, the
same; the load of bushes is generally worih about
14.S. and the straw 18s. per load. I therefore cal-
culate this expense about 12s. per acre, ditches a
rod apart."

Richard Preston, esq. of Blackmore, a corres-
pondent of the board, prefers, on twenty vears'
experience, black thorns to every other material
for fillinjj,

There is also another method of filling with
wood, by suspending the faa'gots or bushes upon
cross oillets set on end in the bottom of the drain,
as repres'^nted by No. 5 in the plate.

This kind of drain has been successfully prac-
tised in Berwickshire, where it is said to have
continued runnioir for thirty years.

It was also attempted at Livinsston, at that
time the seat of the late Sir W. Cunninirhame.
but was not approved of there; for it is said, that
the feet of the cattle, in ploughmg, went down

* The author has seen drains filled with wood, in

very deep moss, where the materials were apparently
fresh, after having laid und<;r ground nearly sixty

years.

and deranged th^ billets that sup[)orted the brush-
wood, and consequently put a stop to the dis-

chartre of the water; but this has been owing to

the want of a sufficient depth of earth above "the
wood, which was not more than six inches.*
This kind ofdrain is, however, much reconunend-
ed by the writer of the 'Agricultural Report' of
the county of Caermarihen,'in Wales. He says—"The comf)letest method I have yet known, "is

to cut the strongest willows, or other aquatic
brushwood, into lengths of about twenty inches,
and place them alternately in the drain, wilh one
end against one side of the bottom, and the other
leaning against the opposite side. Havincj placed
the strong wood in this manner, I fill the space
lefi between them on the upper side with the small
brushwood; upon which a few rushes or straw be-
inir laid, as before mentioned, the work is done.
Willow, alder, asp, or beech boughs, are exceed-
ingly durable, if j

ut into the drain green, or before
the sap is dried; but if they are suffered to become
dry, and then laid under ground, a rapid decay is

the consequence. I have seen willow taken out
of a bog after h'ing there thirty years, and its bark
was as fresh and sapj'y as if it had been recently
cut from the hedge; and it is well known, that

beech laid green in the water will continue sound
for any length of time."

There is another method preferable to these,

and requiring less wood: it is, to fix in, at every
foot distance, a stick, in manner of a hoop or semi-
circular arch; and along these to lay the longer

poles or branches longitudinally. This will form
a secure vacuity below, and an arch capable of
supporting any weight of earth necessary above
it. From its known durability in water, and be-

ing sufficiently pliant, the young branches or pru-

niuiis of larch are well adapted lor this purpose.

Mr. Majendie is of opinion, that wood of
eighteen years' growth is much more durable
than that which is ten or twelve.

Respecting filling drains with straw, the follow-

ing observations by Mr. Vancouver, in his 'Report'

of Essex husbandry, merits attention:

—

"When the soil is a very close and retentive

clay, the drains should be made proportionably

near to each other, shallow, and filled with straw
only, it being totally unnecessary to use wood, or

any more durable material, upon land where the

sides of the drains are not hkely to crumble in.

Upon a soil like this, the drains should seldom ex-

ceed the distance of three or four yards apart, and
twenty inches deep, or such a depth as may be
the most conveniently obtained, by first opening
the drains with the plough, shovelling the bottom
of the lowest furrow, and then digging one spit

only with the land-ditch spade; and which, male-
rials included, will cost about 2s. 6d. per score

rods.

"Drains formed in this manner, through the

tough and retentive clays, will be found, in a short

time alter the work is finished, to have formed,

over the straw with which the drain was filled, an
arch of sufficient strength to suj)port the incum-
bent weigh I of the soil, and the casual traffic of
the field. In twelve or eighteen months, it may
be observed, that the straw, being of one unilbrm

* Sir W. Cunninghame imported this mode of
draining from Richmond Park, near London, where it

has been very much practised.
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substance, is all rotied hikI curried away, leaving

a clear pipe through the land in every drain, into

wliicli the ()ass:iij(» ol" the water may have in'^en

iniu'h la.aliiated, hy a due attention to the filiintr

ol" the drains wiiii the most lli;>h!e and porous
parts ofihe surface the field mi<rht iiave afforded.'-

The latest and best iinproveivieni in filiini^ hol-

low .iraiiis with straw, is that of iwistinfj the straw
into a rope, described in the foiiowinir passage
conc.ernin>r some iniproveiTHMits in Essex:

—

"The most prominent featnn^ of his imorove-
ments, is a new method of filiintr land-drains:

Tlie common practice is to tread in loose straw;

but Mr. Cedwell has invented a method of wind-
intr it into a hard rope, as lai^ije as a man's arm,
wliich he forces to the bottom of the drains, and
finds fi'om experience, copied siiccc-^sfnliy by his

neiijlibors, to convey the water olf more readily,

and to have much lonsrer duration; at the same
time, the quantity of straw consumed is not in-

creased, and the operation of fillinir accelerated.

After the cattle have picked it over, he finds the

straw tougher, and in better order to wind, than
when quite dry and fresh."

The next material to be noticed, is bricks niude

for the purpose.

They are effective, but expensive, and not so

wall adapted for surface-draining, except for con-

ducfmij away springs, in which work a small ex-
tent of drains may answer (or a large tract of l;ind.

These bricks are made of various shapes and
sizes, but generally have a semicircular cavity for

the water to flow in, and rest, in stiff soils, on the

ground; in soft soils, upon each other, forming a

circular tube, or on conuiion bricks, as a Ibun-

dation.

When small drains are wanted, and when the

water is to be conveyed to a house, &c. No. 1 is

commonly made use of.

For larger drains. No. 2 and 3 are well adapt-

ed, especially No. 3, invented by Mr. Coachman,
of Bosworth Temple, in Warwickshire, and with
which Mr. Elkmgton laid man\' of his drains.

They are laid smgle, without one reversed

under; for, when that is done, the water running
on the under one, occasions a kind of sludge,

which in time becomes so encrusted on it, as total-

ly to obstruct the passage of the water, and render
the work useless in a ihw j'^ears. In clay bottoms
they may be laid single, or without any thing
under; but, in soft sandy bottoms, a common
building brick should be laid under each side, to

prevent them fi-om sinking down, and should be so

laid as to form a reirular arch (i. e. the side bricks

laid with an equal height.) the better to support
the pressure above from breaking them, or causing
them to slip. They may be constructed in the

above shape, to any dimensions suitable to the

quantity of water the drain is to convey. See
plate.

In Essex and other counties, pipes of clay,

about eighteen inches lonij, with an opening of
three or (bur inches diameter, are burnt, and ap-
plied to similar purposes, but are best calculated
for conveying any small rill of water, or spring, lor

the supply of a house, &,c.

XI. Mode, of filling.

There is one circumstance in fillinjr the drains,

attended to particularly f)y farmers who are most

solicitous to have the work well perlbrmed, and
that is, to contract with their men only f()r digging
and leavino- clean, in order that the liiliii<r may be
done by men paid by the day, as a greater securi-

ty that it should be execnied with all j)os.sdile care,

and is usually attended by Ihe farmer himself or
some confidential servant. This is a rational prac-
tice, and merits being followed. Mr. You i iff, of
Clare, observes, in the paper quoted belbre, that

"It is an invarinbie rule with me, never to suffer

the n)an who diss, to cover up the drains, but it is

left open for me or my bailiff to examine; and
then it is well niled up to the shoulder 'with wheat-
stubble, cut and stacked for the purpose inmie-
diaiely after Ihe harvest, and a siiiall stick or two
at the outlet, to prevr^ni is being stopped by any
external accidetn. Lastly, with a common plough,
I turn a furrow of the upper soil or mould upon
ihe drain, takiniX care not to turn in any of the

dead soil raised by the land-ditch spade, which
ought alwavs to be laid on the outside, and scat-

tered over the land. It is ri<rht not to let the
drains lie open any length of time, lest they get
injured by wet or frjsl; my general rule is, to fill

ih'^m up every day."
The different methods of fi'linir, with stone,

with wood, and with straw, will be better under-
stood by examining the plate.

XII. Of the expense.

The expense of these drains will, of course,

vary with the soil, depth, price of labor, &c. ; and
these circumstances are so different, in difTi>.rent

districts, and even in different parishes, that it ac-

counts for the varyinn" reports of writers on the
subject. The price in Suffolk, to dig and fill two-

i

spit drains, is 3s. Ad. to 3s. Qd. a score rods. In

the following notes of Essex draining, other rates

are mentioned, and also the cost of materials used
in fillinir, an article liable to equal variations with
the labor.

Mr. James Young says—"It is not easy to as-

certain the price of caning the wheat-stubble to

the place where it will be wanted, and stacking it,

because the value must depend upon the distance:

it is equally difficult to say what the wo'-k of the

ploughs ouszht to be valued at; for, though several

acres may be drawn out in a day with one plough,

yet I never choose to do above two or three hours
work at a time; therefore I shall leave every farmer
to fix his own price upon these parts of the busi-

ness, only desiring him to consider, that it is work
that will wait for a leisure time, and (i-equently, if

the horses were not so employed, they would earn
nothing.

"I pay for digging the land drains Is. 8rf., and
for filling them up with stubble If/, per score rods.

An active man, used to the work, where the soil

is not stony, will dis twenty-three or twenty-four
rods in a day, within working hours.

"The state of the expense, that is, the money a
farmer will pay out of his pocket tor draining an
acre of land, will stand thus:

—

"'For cuttino; and rakinop tocrether an acre of
wheat-stubble, crenerally sufficient for an acre of
drains, -

'
- - - - £0 2

"Diirging eighf score rods of drains, 13 4
"Filling them un wish stubble, - 2 8
"Extra work with the common spade, 2

£1 0"
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Lord Pelre snys—"The value of the work of

the ploujjh varies arcording lo difi'erent people's

riii-'thodsl My general method is, to plough with

a c.ontmon plough, and a pair of horses, two fur-

row? did'erent ways, leaving a haulk iu the mid-

dle, whirh I at'erwards plough out with a larger

plough, and three horses abreast, which will tiirn

out a furrow about two inches deeper than the

laud is generally [sloughed. The expense, not

reckoning any thing lor the master, who, I sup-

po^se, atiends'and marks out rhe ditches, is about

IHd. per acre, ditches a rod apart. This ra^-lhnd

i>; lor Cdlow. The lalior of digging is 2^^. or 2|f/.

per rod; and the exp'*nse per acre of the whole

work is. as near as 1 can guess, on a fallow where

two soiis are diirgfd, 43s. 6d per acre; with the

plough and on" sni;, a!)out 353.; on ley, vviih the

plough, aiioiit 3os.; wiihout the |)lough, and the

spits set. a'>oui 47s. per acre."

Mr. Majendie's account of the expense to hi.m

is

—

Digging the drains with the small or last spit

s~padi% per score yards, - - 20c/. to 24a'.

Two s; its in main drains, - - 3s. to 3s. 6d.

fti this manner the under-draining one acre (the

drains at one rod apari), includuig wood, straw,

and all other incidental charges, amounts to an

expense of from 403. to 4.5s. an acre.

XIII. Of sod or pipe draws.

Various methods have been devised of savmg
I lie expense of raateiials in the filling of drains.

Tiie sod or pipe drains are undoubtedly the least ex-

(pensive of any, and may be of considerable benefit

,'oni:ome soils; but their duraiion and safijty in sup-

,
porting heavy cattle or horses in the act of plough-

iing, cannot be very much depended on, unless I

when the opening is at a consigerable depth li"om
j

.the surface, and when the upper mould becomes :

incrusted, so as to form an arch.

The method of" executing them is by digging a !

trench of a certain width so deep; and then, by
j

taking out the last spit witli the narrow draining

spade, a shoulder is left on each side, upon which
a sod or lurf", dug in grass land, is laid, grass-side

downwards, and the mould thrown in over it. It

is said that such drains will continue hollow, and
consequently discharge well Ibra great number of

years. The mode of executing ihem has been

well described and the tools represented, by T. B.

Bavley, Esq., in the valuable 'Georgical Essays'

p dilished by Dr. Hunter of York. *

Sod or turf drains are pretty much in use in

some of" the northern counties of England, where
land stones are scarce.

Several mosses have been drained in Lanca-
shire nearly in the same manner, by leavingshoul-

ders about a loot and a half fiom the bottom, and
laying over these, cross pieces of turf or peat, cut

into lengths of sixteen inches, and eight or nine

inches square, which after they have been dried

by exposure to the sun and air, easily support the

loose mould that is thrown in above thein, the

depth of which, being, for the most part, from two
to three feet.

How long these drains, in such soft soils, may
continue to operate, cannot be ascertained, as

it is not long since the practice was first intro-

duced.

*Octavo edition, p. 437.

Other modes of making pipe-drains have been
successfully attempted; but they require no parti-

cular notice. The besr and simplest of them have
been described in Section 1st of Part III.

XIV. Duration.

The dtiration of hollow drains will necessarily

depend on the nature of the materials with which
they ate filled, and, in some measure, on the qual-

ity of the soil; as certain kinds of the latter liave

the power of preserving wood, or other perishable

materials, much longer than others.

Stones last till accidental causes impede the

flowing of the water, and may last for ever. Wood
perishes in certain periods; but it does not follow

that the drains should then fail in their effect. If

the earth forms an arch over the waler-coursp,

it will necessarily continue to flow; which is found

to be the case when wood, straw, and stubble are

rotten and gone. Drains that have been filled

with bushes and straw, have been observed to run

well, forty years after being made.
Ill the 'Annals of Agriculture,' it is observed

that old drains, when cut across, though there was
not the least appearance of any vegetable sub-

stance remaining in them, but fiill of loose porous

earth, at once run freely, or, according to the

workman's phrase, bleed freih. From twenty to

thirty years they continue efiective.

XV. Dramage of retentive soils by open cuts,

and the properformation of ridge and furrow.

It has already been observed, that on some soi'p,

where the suitace is very retentive, no number of

covered drains can operate efiectually in draining,

and afterwards keeping the ground dry.

In most of the central counties of England, and
also in Flaunders, the general mode of keeping
land dry is by ploughing it up in high broad ridges,

fi'om twenty to thirty, and even forty feet wide,

with the centre or crown three or four leet higher

than the furrows. The successful practice of the

Flemings shows clearly how effective this method
is, when well executed; for by attentively keeping

the furrows perfectly free from water, the land is

kept in so dry a state, that all sorts ot'crops flourish

remarkably well; but, in England, the same obser-

vation would not lie just, for want of the same at-

tention to this mode of practice. In many instan-

ces, the furrows are not properly directed, nor pro-

perly deepened, and the ridges too fiat; by which
the water stagiiates in the hollows, and of course

renders that part of the field worse than lost.

This bad management has brought the method
itself iiuo such discredit, that in many places they

have been levelling their ridges at considerable

exrtense, in order to adopt some other method of

draining—an operation, which on clay soils, is

certainly very iiriprudent; for wh-n the ridges are

well rounded, not too high, and the furrows kept

open, and perfectly free from retaining water, it

must be esteemed, for land of a very retentive

surface, an excellent mode of draining, or for keep-

ing it dry when the wetness arises onl}' from sur-

face-water. *

* Water-furrowing is attended with very beneficial

conseqiipnces, when performed in a proper manner,

and at those seasons when the land requires it. It is

simple; but the omission of it may be attended with

the loss of part of a crop; and wetness may often be

removed by that means alone, without the aid of drains.
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Much has been written a^ninpt hijjh ridires, but

not u'ilh iluc couf*!!!*^!-;!!!!)!! ol' their propriety in

such laiiils; they liave been applied on dry loams

niosi alisurilly; and tioin l.eiuiT perhaps a custom

in that |)art of the couutiy, no discriniinatiun has

been made; but their beinu!; improper in some ca-

ses, and ill-managed in others, aiibrds no just ar-

gument against them, when well adapted to tlie

soil and wetness ol" climate. *

They prove of great utility, even when united

with either open surface cuts or hollow drains ; a-^

will appiear fi-OHi the lollowini; information trans-

nntietl to the Board of Agriculture on this subject.

Mr. Francis (Jou(k', of Cossington, in Leices-

tershire, has united, in this manner, the ridge

method and hollow draais in thelurrows, and with

a success that renders his account interestinij.

He observes— "That his soil is sandy on tiie

surliice from six to ten inches deep; red clay at the

bottom, and m some places gravel, which throws

the water upon the surlaceof the land ; which soil

he finds not easily drained by cross cuts, but re-

quires hollow drains to be made in tlie t'urrows of

the ridges, which are made from five to ten yards

broad. Their heiirht varies; for summer corn, he
raises them six inches, but for winter crops, twelve

at the crown, above the bottom of the furrows.

The hollow drains are thus dug: in turf groimd,

make the drain filteen inches wide and two feet

deep, goiuiT down sloping; first take a spade, and
cut the turf out; then make use of anotlier tool,

made on purpose, something like a cheese-taster;

at the head, where the man sets his foot, it is sev-

en inches wide, becomimz narrowerdownwards, to

the length of sixteen inches, with which he digs

out theolhersoil, whether it be sand, gravel, or clay:

if clay, he cuts four inches deeper in the middle,

at the bottom of the drain, and four inches wide,

leaving two inches on each side, or what they call

shoulders, to support the turf, which is laid flat

upon it, with the grass-side downwards, and then

fills it up again. If the land is of a mixed soil,

such as sand, gravel, &c.; it is filled with thorns

or elm boughs, trampled down, and the turf laid

upon them as before, close to the sides of the drain,

so that it makes as it were an arch; but where
slab, slate, or stone, can be had, it is still firmer.

The botiom of the drain is about four inches wide;

and workmen have a tool made the same way as

a hoe, or in Ibrm of the letter L, with a half-round

at the bottom, to scoop out the particles of earth

that may remain at the bottom of the drain. How
long they will last good is unknown; but he can

answer tor fifteen years, and expects them to en-

dure a much longer time, even filled with bushes;

and the improvement may, upon an average, be

estimated at one-fourth increase in the crops."

The mode of ridging and cross-thoroughing (fur-

rowing) land in the Carse of Govvrie, Perthshire,

has already been described in Section 5th, Part I,

and is applicable and useful in all land ol" a simi-

lar description.

XVI. Drainage of clay soils injured by surface-

water.

The following method of drainiiiiOj clay soils,

wet from rain or surliice-water, has been practised

by Sir Henry Fleii^hcr, Baronet, a member of tlie,

late Board of Agriculture, with great success.

'I'he upper soil, or that above clay, was from

four to ten inches deep, and of good quiility; but

being in a mountainous part of the country, and

near the sea, a great (juaniity of rain It'll, which

always kept the upper soil lull of water, and |)ro-

duced a very coarse grass, not worth more than 3s.

an acre. Tlie substratum of clay was of very great

depth. The mode he first pursued, and which

proved too expensive, was the common one of the

country ; the drains twenty inches to two i"eet

wide and deep, square, and fillet! up promiscuously

with quarried stones to within nine inches of the

surface. The quantity of stones thus requisite

was so great, that the quarrying and distant cart-

age came abundantly too high; so that the total

expense did not amount to less than 3^d or 4(1 per

yard, and by the acre to £10. To lessen so hea-

vy an expense, he cliansed the method to that

which he has followed lor many years, viz. on

(Trass land he digs twenty-two inches, or two leel

deep; the first spit is of the turf, taken so deep as

where it separates l"rom the clay, which is dug
Ciiretully out, and preserved unbroken, grass-side

up, and laid on one side of the cut; then, with a

very stronar spade, eighteen inches long, six inch-

es wide at top, and two at the bottom, he digs a s[)it

in the clay, which the men spread about the land,

on the side of the drain opposite to where the

turis were laid, as lar as possible from the drain,

so as none may get in again. A scoop, to clear

out the Iragments in the bottom, follows, which

are also spread in like manner. They are then

ready tor filling; and in doing this, he takes three

stones of a thin flat form, two of which are placed

against the sides of the drain, meeting at bot-

toin; and the third caps the other two, as repre-

sented by No. 2, in the plate of sections; thus a

hollow triangular space is left io convey the water,

which is subject to no accidents that can fill it up,

or impede the current. Stones always sink deep-

er in the ground; and in the common method, this

frequently causes stoppages, by their being partly

buried in the clay; but the triangle, when it sub-

sides, does it regularly, and keeps its form and pas-

sage for the water clear. One cart-load of stones,

in this way, will do a considerable length of drain.

They are" carefully laid down by the side of the

cut with a shovel, or basket; and if there are any

small refuse stones left on the ground after the

drain is set, they are thrown in above. The stones

being thus fixed, the sods are then trimmed to the

shap'e of the drain, and laid on them, with the

grass-side downwards, and none of the clay used

in filling up.

The expense is a half"-penny per yard, the men
earning 2s. and 2s. 6d. per day. *

* One objection against raising ridges too high is,

that the rain falling washes off more easily the fine

particles of the soil from the sloping sides of the ridge

into the fiu'rows, in which it is carried off the field;

and that the seed cannot be so equally disposed in sow-

ing, and must be still more unequally scattered and

drawn into the furrows by the harrowing: it likewise

renders cross-ploughing more diflicult.

*A man, his wife, and a child of ten yeais old, with

a horse and little cart, made very good wages of it.

The man used to cut the drains in open weather in

winter; in frost be w ought in the quarry; his wife

filled the stones and led them to tlie drains, laying

them dowi along the sides at proper distances, and the

child set tbem in the triangle at bottom.
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It is always necessary to survey 'hem twice, first,

when tlie drains are opened, to see it they are ol

the proper depth; second, when the stones are set,

'before tiiesod is laid in.

In regard to the distance necessary from drain

to drain, Sir Henry tried them at ten yards; but

the spaces in the middle between them were not

sufficiently drained. At five yards asunder they

were perfectly effective, in the most retentive soil;

at six, answered well; but he found that they would

not operate a cure anywhere, if more than seven

yards asunder. Drains made in this manner,

give, alter many years, no sign of failing, and will

probably last \hr a very lonLT period.

The English acre being four thousand eiu'hl

hundred and forty square yards, the nearest square

of that is seventy yards; and a square of seventy

yards, drained at seven yards di.stant, is ten drains,

of seventy yards each ;
consequently there are

seven hundred yards of drain in an acre, or one

hundred roods, of seven yards each, which, at a

half penny a yard, is £l 9 2, per acre.

When this is the price, the stones are not more

than half a mile distant; if further off, allowance

must be made for the extra cartage; or, when the

around turns out stony, hard, and difficult to dig,

a farther allowance is "then made.

XVII. Of opsn drains.

As the mode of forming open drains is the same

in all parts of the kingdom, it is unnecessary to re-

peat here what has already been explained in

Section 8th of Part I.

XVIII. General utility of draining. *

In Section 1st, of Part I, the advantages that

arise from a perfect understanding of the theory,

and judicions application of it in practice, especi-

ally on the principles of Mr. Elkinglon's system,

as well in the draining of land, as inns applica-

tion to other useful purposes, has been fully ex-

plained.

It is only necessary to add the further testimony

of the following eminent agriculturists to the last

species of draining, as described under the forego-

ing heads:

Of its effects on grassland, Lord Petre observes,

that "the land, after draining, not being so much
chilled by the long continuance of the winter

water on the surface, produces earlier vegeta-

tion in the sprinfr; the grasses are rendered of a bet-

ter kind; the white clover is encouraged, which

seldom fails in Essex, and in Hertfordshire, to

chequer the land-ditched fields with its sweet ap-

pearance."* And again—"Tillage land is much
more manageable; it dries graduall}', and early in

the spring; the bad effects of land being catched

full of water, when the parching winds in March
suddenly harden the surface of wet grounds, is

prevented, and the earth breaks kindly. This, in

a short time, alters the very nature of soil; the

weeds and grasses change their color; every plant

that grows, loses the appearance of rankness; the

*The ancient Romans were so sensible of this, that

Columella observes, " that wet land was fit neither for

being pleached, harrowed, nor planted."

jAnnals of Agriculture.

corn increases in quantity and weight; and every

benefit a iiirmer can wish, is more or less the con-

sequence oi' this first of all iniprovemenlSj in pro-

portion as the soil draws well or ill."

Respectmg the farther ;idvantages of the prac-

tice on arable laud, he likewise observes—"the

great advantage of land draining is, v/e.can plough

earlier in the spring, and later in the autumn; and
it certainly makes ihe tillage easier; and the hmd
can be kept clean with little expense; but it is too

much iiu' the farmer to expect his return the first

crop. I believe I have known some particular

piece that has repaid the expense in two cro[)s.

It certainly is a very beneficial improvement to

the farmer,"

Air. Young of Clare, says—"1 have a field that

used to be so wet and poachy in the winter as not

to be able to bear the vveii>ht of a sheep. I land-

drained and fiiilowed if; then sowed it with wheat,

without any manure, and had a crop equal to iialf

the value of the land."

In speaking of the improvements in the county

of Essex, JVIr. Vancouver lias the following re-

mark on the importance of draining:—"There is no
improvemt to which the heavy-land husbandry of

this county owes so much, as to the fortunate in-

troduction and continuance of the practice of hol-

low-draininii;. The means of melioration, and the

consequent sources of fertility thence derived from

the soil, over and above what it formerly yielded,

are not more important and valuable in the pre-

sent daj', than permanent and precious, as they

must prove in their consequences hereafter. The
few instances of invincible blindness to the bene-

ficial effects of this excellent practice, go no ftir-

ther than to prove, that where the work is not im-

properly executed, it never ceases to fail in produ-

cin<j- the desired efiect."

CONCLUSION.

In the course of this Treatise, the writer has en-

deavored to explain the principles on which the

art of draining land, &c. is founded; and to de-

scribe in such a manner, the various modes in

which it has been, and may be pnictised in all

parts of the kingdom, that intelligent agricuiiurists

may easily comprehend both, and be enabled to ap-

plyit in all those situations where it may be re-

quisite, and may be done with advantao;e. In the

arrangement that has been followed, it is hoped
that no material omission has taken place, in any
branch of the subject; and that each has been

treated in a clear and satisfactory manner, with-

out entering too much into elaborate or unneces.sa-

ry detail. The subject does not admit of fine lan-

guage, nor does the writer aspire to such; but he

trusts it has been explained with such perspicuity,

as to render it sufficiently intelligible to the practi-

cal, as well as to the more scientific agriculturis».s,

into whose hands it may come. It may be added,

that, nopart of the inlbrmanon herein detailed is

is the effusion of theory alone, or of speculation;

but is founded on the experience of upwards of

thirty years, in givinir plans for, and directing the

execution oi; all the various kinds of drains, in al-

most all the counties of Scotland, and in several

of those in the neighboring part of the kingdom.

[The remainder of this work "On Embankments,

&;.c,'" to be continued.]
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From British Ilusliandry.

REPORT OF A FAI13I I.\ KYI,K, liV AYRSHIRE,
(SC0TLA\D.)

Introduction.

Tliere is no way in whirii a farmer may more

ailvaiita<^!:"oui5|y improve liimsell" in his irl, than by

ins|)L'Ctiiiii' tlie practice ofoMier ilisiricts and oi"

Qiher countries-; hu* as the ojiporiunily of inspec-

tion cannot always he connnaiuietl, the want may
be sup|)lioc] by ohiainino; circumstantial descrip-

tions. To derive the full benefit Irom either source

requires caution and the power of discrimination;

for in no art do so many circumstances combine in

the production of the results as in ag-riculuire, and

a difficulty u'enerally arises in determininii; to what
cause a particular efl'ect is mainly to be assigned.

Individual sagacity without scientific knowledge

may go a <freat way in solving this difficulty, and

in determiiiinir to what extent an o!d course may
safely be altered, or a new one introduced, why
liiiilure or success has ensued. We find that, in a

certain place, the accumulated sagacity of aijes

has, without being able to ascribe any general

principle ibr the effect produced, established, a

practice suitable upon the whole to the circum-

stances of the situation—but if the perfecting the

art in every situation be the object, the necessity
|

of scientific knowledge cannot be too strongly im-

pressed.

Theoretical and practical farmers have been

sometimes contrasted to the discredit of the form-

er. A mere practical fiirmer is a man who knows
how to manage to good advanTaire a certain piece

of ground. A mere theoretical li^rmer is a man
who understands the principles on which the ope-

rations of agriculture dependj without having ac-

quired dexteriiy in their application. The one

may be less successful than the other at first, but

place them in a new situation, or let them have to

determine on the introduction of a new practice,

there can be little doubt which of them, supposing

them equal in intellectual endowments, will be

most likely to succeed ; or in the description of

the farm to be here given, which will be most
likely to detect what part of the system is errone-

ous, and what correct. Experiments in agricul-

ture are carried on under many disadvantages.

We have it not in our power to vary at will the

circumstances in which they are tried, or to repeat

an experiment in precisely similar circumstances,

and thus we maybe led to ascribe to a cause what
does not justly beloni; to it. Fortunately, how-
ever, the results in agrirullure have their founda-

tion in sciences, in which we have sufficient con-

trol over circumstances, and in which the facts can

be generalized, and principles established with tiie

completest cprtaintv. Chemistry and veijetable

physiology afford the onlv sure means by which
the art of a<J-riculture can be b;-ought to perfection,

and Davy and Sinclair have done more towards its

advancement, tlian miirht have been accomplished

in centuries by practice unguided by science.

Much has been done where the knowledge of

general principles was wanting, but their use is to

diffuse the capacity lor improvement, to make its

progess more certain and more rapid, and to pre-

vent the adoption of error. Some person may,
for instance, have raised an excellent crop after

dressing his land with salt, and thousands of

Vol. V—92

bushels are immediately ajiplied as a manure, but

no man who undersiooil cliemislry and vegetable

|)hysio!ogy woiiki ever have imagined tl>.at land

could be made more ((.Ttile by such means.

There is every reason to expect that these

sciences will soon be more generally understood/

In tovvns, the means ol' acquiring the knowledge
of physics is supplied to mechanics; and all othef

classes will be Ibrced to keep pace with them. It

seems absurd that any human being who can be

kept at school for eight or ten years of his lile,

should arrive at the end of his education, in igno-

rance of the laws by which the events in nature

around him take place. In relation to the aptitude

of the human mind, this branch of knowledge
might well be taught prior to that which is denom-
inated literature, at least the one should accompany
the other, and it is not difficult to conceive plans

by which it might form a part of the course of in-

struction in even every country school, without

much additional demand of time, or of expense.

The usefulness of the knowledge here recom-

mended is very obvious, and it is unnecessary to

insist on the amount which it would add to the

sources of pleasure to all farmers, whether pro-

prietors or tenants. Every land owner living in

the country, is to some extent a farmer, or a plant-

er, or a gardener: there is not an object around

him that can occupy his attention lor a moment,
in which his interest would not be much increased

by the understanding of physical science; and yet

vvhat class in society is so generally unprovided

with this fund of intellectual' recreation, and re-

source against the tedium of idleness?

Description of the farm.

This farm, which lies in the district of Kyle in

Aryshire, contains 250 arable acres, imperial

measurement. Its offices are centrical. Its inclo-

sures, which are rather unequal in size, are re-

markably well accommodated with good roads*

It is above seven miles distant fi-om any place

where manure can be got in considerable quanti-

ty, and two acres and a half are the most that

have ever in one year been dunged from extra-

neous sources. In the above measurement are in-

cluded five acres of rich sandy loam on an open

subsoil, about four acres of mossy or peaty ground^

and thirteen or fourteen acres dispersed in differ-

ent places, of a dee|) alluvial clay soil. Generally

speaking, however, the soil is poor, and rather te-

nacious,"and, though very various in depth, may
be slated at fourteen or fifteen inches as an aver-

age. The subsoil contains nothing noxious to ve-

fetation, but is quite impervious to water. As int

Ayrshire much rain fills through all the season*

of" the year, the conducting of agricultural opera-

lionsis, in these circumstances, extremely preca-'

rious and difficult. The ordinary farm establish--

ment consists of a superintending servant, who di-

rects the details and also engages in the farm

work, two ploughmen, and two pairs of horses^

two laborers, and a dairy-maid, besides a few

female laborers occasionally weeding in spring"^

and summer. By this force also a good deal of

work not strictly connected with cultivation ha*

been done. When the iiirm was taken possessiort

of ten years ago, it was in a very exhausted conf-

dition. For seven years previously, the rotatjoff

had been either oats; oats; fallow; wheat; bean3>:

oats; hay; followed by a few years pasture—iftg-
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nure ap|)lied to the fallow, but far too little in i)ro- I cut four years successively in hay, yieldiuo; nearly
poriion to the extent and condition of the land; or six tons and a half annually, and has alterwards
oats; oats, without dunir; hay; pasture ibr some I been pastured till December with sheep. By
years. Thus the land was in the one case loo

much exhausted belore the iallow, and when laid

down in grass, was ui a poorer state than when
broken up.

General system nf management.

The object since lias been improvement, with a
view to which, it has been endeavored to get the

fields laid down in pasture, in as good a state as

the means of doing so. without too great a sacri-

fice of immediate return, woidd permit; and the
rotations, adopted accordino' as the land was more
or less impovcfished, have been oais; fallow with
dung; wheat; hay; pasture for seven or eight
years: or oais; fallow u'ith dung; wheat; red clo-

ver and rye grass; oats; peas; oats wiih dunij;

pasture to be continued lor at least four years.

With respect to the first, none of the land thus
laid down has yet been Droken up, but it has re-

turned as much in pasture asitcould probably
have been let for in its previous state under any
system ot manatjement, and will, it is expected,
yield proportionally well when brought again un-
der tillage. With respect to the second, the croj^s,

except the first one of oais, have been all good,
and the land appears to be left in a good state to

improve by resiins. There are, however, two ob-
jections to it—the difficulty of getting a sutficiency

of manure, and the difficulty—rather the iaifiossi-

bility, soil and climate considered—of keeping the
land to the last fi'om becominii: foul. Probably a
eaving of manure miirht be etfecled with equafre-
sulls, by applying the dung to the peas crop. A
luxuriant pulse crop of ilself li^rtilizrs the .«oil. It

draws much of its nourisluitent from the atmos-
phere; it protects the decomposable maiTer already
in the soil, from exhaustion by the sun and weather,
and adds to it by the decay oi'the lower part of its

leaves under cover, and of the inumerable insects

that in(i>st then). In the only instance in widch
this mode of applying the manure was tried here,
the crop was too luxurianl to be productive in grain,
but the succeeding white crop* was very laroe. A
balance of future ^profit is sometimes sacrificed lo

immediate gain, and if is believed that it would be
a considerable improvement on the system, were
this pulse crop raised with a view solely to fodder.
Such generally has been the mode adopied for

the improvement of this farm. Were it once all

gone over, perhaps a change of system miirht be
advisable—a more uniform system decidedly so.

Belore entering on deiails, the management of
three inclosures of the better land formerly men-
tioned may be adverted to, as they have afforded
a considerable means of ame!iorafni£r the rest.

For the five acres of sandy loam the rotation has
been, oats; turnips; potatoes^ wheat or red clover;
the crops always lar<re. One inclosure of five

acres of deep clayey loam, alier fidlow and wheat,
was sown with rye-grass, cocksfi>ot, timothy, anci

white clover; and besides these, there is now in its

herbage al>undance of holcus lanatus, several vari-
-eties of fiorin, poa pratensis, with some of the
-other indigenous grasses. It was drained, but not
sufficiently, and a part of it is infested with ra-
nunculus repens, called crowfoot or butter-cups.

proper management it migiit have been rendered
a still more valuable appendaire to a farm on
which green crops can never be extensively or

successrully raised. It ought to be thoroughly

drained, and preparatory lo being laid down in

grass would require to be pared and burned.

From a trial made on about one-tbunh of it, an
occasional top-dressing of dung would amply re-

munerate. The other inclosure containing also

five acres, is a very rich alluvial clay, with a con-
siderable, perha[)s too larije, an admixture of ve-

getable matter. At no gieat distance of titne it

was a swamp. In the centre of it there is a hol-

low filled up with n)oss, and sfjringy, which has
been drained, and the clay from the tioltom of the

drain and other sources laid to the depth of at

least two inches on the moss, and it is now equal-

ly produclive as the rest of the field. It was
originully intended that this also should be con-

veried into a permanent me;idow, but the bidk of

its crop- has aHbr::ed a temptation to at least defer

that object. When broken up, it was one mass
of couch, the roots chiefly of a species of agros-

lis. It was fallowed iu a very fiivorable season,

ijot a m'oderale dressing of dunL^ and nine hun-
dred and sixiy Winchester bushels of" lime, and
was sown with wheat, drilled by an operation of
I he [)lough kno^vn under the name of "ribbing."

Had the sufceedins season not beet, ren)arkably

dry, the wheat, ii-om its strength, would have
been lost. After being kept in stack ibr eleven
months, the produce was two hundred and fifty-

two busfiels, and the produce in si raw was com-
paratively irrealer lh;ai that in grain. Oais, hay,

oats, potatoes, and turnips, have succeeded. The
hay was bad; the field, should it ever be convert-

ed to permanent meadow, ought to be pared and
burned, to extirpate the ranunculus. The oaie

were \ery bulky, the produce in grain of the two
years togelher, Ibur hundred and eighty bushels.

This season the field is airain in wheat, still a
very bulky crop; but that after turnips is thin; and,

considering this, and the weiness and coldness of
the season, the produce in grain cannot be es-

timated above a hundred and sixty bushels.

Viewed merely as a source of manure Ibr the rest

of the farm, these crops have certainly equalled

what would have been drawn from the field, had
it been laid down, as first intended, in the best

slate as a meadow.

AIanagc7nent cf the rotation of crops.

1st. Oats after pasture.—Were it not necessary
to take advanuiffe of the first occasion of ihe land
being in a protier state for harrowmg, lest another
may not in time occur, oats should not be sown
here till the middle of April. Before ihat period,

veijetatton is so languid, that the plants are una-
ble to resist the depredation of grubs; and if the
land be poor, they never recover. The earlier

and richer varieties do not succeed, and it is a ma-
terial objection to them, that they are all deficient

in straw; and on a farm dependent on the cattle-

yard for manure, and on wl)ich green crops can be
raised but to a small extent, this is a material ob-

which, in hay, cattle will not touch.

* A white crop is any grain crop.

—

Ed.

It has been jJ^'^'"""- ^„
_. 2nd. 1^ allow—naked It was once tried to fal-

low u very poor field without previously taking
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iram it a crop ot oatp, but the breaking down ori

the turf sulTicientl)' whs Iouik) impraciicalile—the
'

season, however, was remarkahly wet and unl'a-

vorahle. Five plonohinirs, with the usual assis-

tance of the roller and harrows, arc vhe most thai

liave been found requisite to brintj the jjronnd

inio a sulticient sta<e ol" cleanness and tilth lor

Bowiuir. 'I'he plouirliiniTS should all he executed

when the <i;round is in a dry state. The olijec.t is

to clean, to pulverize and tuix, and to render Cria-

ble. One wet plouirhinff may undo the good ef-

fects of all the [irecedinfr ojierations, and had

nuich het:er h(> oruiiied aliugeiher. When lime is

used, it is applied after the second plougluiiir. the

dung is covered in with the seed iiirrow. There
is no stantiard hy which it can be said, with any
de>iree of accuracy, what quantity of manure in

the shape o!" tiirni-yard dimg is applied. Carts

are variously filled, and even when estunated hy

vveiirht or measure, one is still in ignorance of the

intrinsic value of the material. Where recent

diiniX is used, if the land be very dry and loose, it

is extremely diificult, in ploughinc it down with

the seed furrow, to bury it sufficiently, and when
not well covered, a great waste is occasioned, and

an obstruction offered in harrowinir to sufficiently

burvini? the sepd. Ridges of filieen feel width

were at first, for many reasons, adopted; they are

convenient in sowii.u and reaping, and u'hen

twice gathered, they afford, without rendering the

furrows too bare, a quick escape for the water

falliiiir on the surface. When, however, the sur-

face of the field has a considerable inclination, as

is mostly the case here, twelve li'et ridijes are pre-

ferred. With these there is a less accumulation

of water in each huTow, and the soil less washed
awav by the winter rains.

Falkno-grean crop.—A small portion of the

most suitable soil of the fidlow is often allotted to

turnips and potatoes, both planted in drills with

dung. The latter are almost always an inferior

crop in quantity. If the season be dry and warm,
very o-ood turnips may be raised on this soil; but

as such a season cannot be depended on, were it

not for the sake of advancing a few young cattle,

they would not be sown. To cart them off in

winter is ruinous for the land. For the last two
years they iiave been stored towards the end of

October, and witii probaiily less loss than miirht

liave been expected, had they remained on the

field. They are laid down ona dry place in long

lieaps about five feet wide, and moderately cover-

ed with straw. They should be protected from
rain and li-ost, and at the same time the air not ex-

cluded from them. Swedes are the turnips which
are most desirable to plant, but they do .not suc-

ceed if not sown in the month of May. It is rare

that the land can be aot prepared so early, and
therefore the yellow bullock is substituted, a root

very little inferior, if to be used befiire ths end of

April. The potatoes are raised principally for the

use of the servants and family. In winter, and
when there is no whey, the pigs are fed with

them boiled; and in sprina;, when the cows beirin

to calve, they (ret a few bolls of them. The tur-

nips are almost exclusively given to the young
cattle.

3rd. IJ'lieat—should be sown early in Septem-

ber. In proportion as it is sowt; later, it seems to

be deficient in produce. One season a little was
sown on the 13th August, and succeeded equally

with the rest of the field; the spring, however,
was fully more backward than springs are gener-

ally in this country. The white wheat is the kind

that has always been sown, though perhaps not

the most suitable. Three bushels an acre ia

enough; if sown later, or, when the huui is very

wet, a little more is required. It is washed in

stale urine, and dried with slaked lime betijre be-

ing deposited in the field. It has, however, been
repeatedly tried without washing, and in neitliGr

way has it ever been atFected in the slightest de-

iiree with any disease. Sixteen and a half acres

is the average extent sown annually since the

fiirm was taken possession of The average pro-

duce for each year has been as low as seventeen

bushels per acre, and as high as thirty-four; and
the average produce of all the years is twenty-five

bushels per acre or thirty-one and a quarter per

acre, Scots.

4th. Clover.— Red clover, wiih rye-grass, gen-
erally succeeds well here. It affords the principal

means of feeding the horses and calves in the

house all summer and autumn. It is sown among
the wheat most conunonly in the month of

March, and four pounds ot clover-seed has al-

ways been found sufltcient lor an acre. A great

part of the fitst cutting is converted into hay, and
made ea ly, lor the sake of the after-crop of clover.

5th. Oats after clover.— If" the crop of clover

be srood, the succeeding oat-crop never fails.

6th. Peas.—The comnmn grey is the kind

used, sown broad-cast at the rale of about fou,r

bushels to the acre. Peas are preferred to beans,

because they do not require to be so early sown;
and they are read}' to be cut sooner in the autumn;
they are besides more easily secured. It is desira-

ble that ihey should be drilled, for the sake of'get-

ting the irround kept free li-om weeds, though in

many seasons the horse-hoeing of them would be
impracticable.

Tlh. Oats after peas wiih dung.—If the pea
crop has been luxuriant, the oats that follow are

so also. The ground gets two pioughings, by the

last of which the dung is covered in. Three
ploushings would be better, if they could be over-

taken, but it is seldom possible to get two perform-

ed with the ground in the requisite state in pouit

of dryness.

Sih. Hay.— It is allowed to lie in the swath till

ready to rake, and to be put up into small cocks,

which in fine weather may be the second day afier

cutting. In these it remains for a few days more,

and is then put into small ricks of from fifty to

eiorhly stones of twent3'-lbur pounds, and when
sufficiently dry, is carried home and put up togeth-

er in a permanent rick. In this way it is as little

as possible exposed to the influence of either good
or bad weather.

9ih. Pasture.—The land here will not stand

constant cropping, or continue productive, withouJ

considerable intervals of rest under pasture. If

the pasture is to lollow the wheat crop, the grass

seeds are sown in spring, and an occasion ousht
to be taken, if it can be irot, when the wheat may

\ be well harroived atid rolled. The grasses, how-
' ever, are found to succeed well without harrowing,

if sown early. Upon half an acre it was once

I
tried to sow the grass seeds with the wheat in au-

jtumn. The wheat crop was remarkably injured

by this mode of proceedintr, but the grasses seem-

j

ed proportionally benefited, and. probably the
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land was not. more exhausted by the grasses

ripenino- their seeri, than it would have been by a

full wheat crop. It has been recommended to sow
grass without any grain crop along with it. In

this climate and soil, it is impossible to bring the

land into the requisite state of fihh and cleanness,

without a fallow in the middle of summer; and,

jiidging Irom the above experiment, it might not

be unadvisable to sow wheat to the extent of halt

the usual quantity along with the grasses. The
young grass plants would be materially protected

by the wheat during the winter, and the whole
might be either pastured in the ensuing spring, or

made into hay at a later period.

If the pasture is to follow the oaf crop with

dimg, when the oats have been sown and the

land harrowed, the grass seeds are sown and the

field rolled. If the land be not fine enoush, it is

rolled and harrowed previously to sowing the grass

seeds, and then rolled again. The sowing down
is an important operation, for under good pasture

land improves much ; but if tlie pasture be poor,

it improves not at all.

The only grass sown in this district is perennial

rye grass, the very worst for pasture, as cattle re-

ject its shot stalks, which impoverish the land by
ripening much seed. It would be a great im-
provement to sow along with it some of the

grasses natural to the soil. Many of those that

are the most abundant, produce a great deal of

seed, and every farmer might at little cost supply

himself with them from his farm. By this means
a better turf wouid be had from the commence-
ment, while, by the ordinary process, a considera-

ble time is lost, and the around in a great measure
occupied by more worthless plants, before theso

grasses make their appearance. Unless the land

be in good condition, and Ufiless there be shelter,

it is needless to sow th« more valuable species of

grasses. Those sown on this farm besides rye

grass, the clovers, and rib grass (plantago me-
dia,) are timothy, and cocksfoot, of which the

seeds are raised on the farm. The rough stalked

poa Cpoa trivialis) has also been sown, and in-

creased much the bulk of the cron of hay, but it

immediately becomes dwarfish. Besides requir-

ing shelter like the cocksfoot, it must have a deep
soil. It produces seed abundantly. The timothy

seems to be a very hardy plant, and very perma-
nent, and no grass produces more seed. It is a

great omission not to raise and sow the varieties

of the florin also, for though florin immediately
rises spontaneously, it is one of the best pasture

grasses that are here mdigenous. White clover

is luxuriant for two or three years, but after that

it, generally speaking, disappears. Sheep are

fond of rib grass, and it puts out its foliage very
early in spring, but cattle seem little disposed to

eat it, and as it is always shot be'^ore they can be
admitted to pasture, it is rather injurious where
they are the only stock.

From the wetness of the climate and the large

proportion of clay in the soil, it is not in general

advisable to pasture grass land the first year: if

done, it must at least be with sheep alone. In a

dry season; there is no doubt that to stock early

with sheep is most conducive to the fertility of the

pasture, and the luture improvement of the land,

but, upon the whole, the safest plan for the first

year, is to use the scvthe. In such a season as

the present (summer 1830,) cattle do immense in-

jury on pasture of even two or three j^ears stand-

ing; and care is taken not to admit them, if possi-

ble, to fields recently laid down, except in dry

weather. A considerable n\iniber of dairy cattle

are kept on this fiirm, but lor these and other rea-

sons, it is thought that sheep ought to be its pre-

vailing stock. From every consideration over--

stocking is avoided. It is a most short-sighted

error too commonly fdlen into. If eaten bare on
such land as this in the early part of the season,

the pasture never again recov^ers. After the com-
mencement of autumn the grass grows very Ihtle,

and if there be not then a lull bite on the fields,

the cattle, especially milch cows, will go to the

fodder in bad condition; it will be impossible to

keep them in health through the winter, and
when again turned out to pasture, a great loss

will be sustained before they come into a produc-

dve state. Under heavy stocking too, the pasture

on land so ungenial never improves, and the soil

consequently receives no amelioration.

Draining.

As a means of improvement, draining is the

most important, the most permanent, and that

which ought to precede every other. The drain-

age hitherto accomplished here, has been chiefly

applied to carrying off water rising from the sub-

soil or springs. The most effectual amelioration,

however, which land such as this farm consists of)

can receive, is from what has been called furrow

or surface draining. The greatest defect of this

soil is occasioned by its shailowness, and the re-

tentive nature of the subsoil, in consequence of

which, the water falling on the land has not a
sufficiently rapid vent. These drains are cut into

ihe subsoil, so as to deliver the water as it ap-

proaches its surface. The distance at which they

are placed must depend on the soil's depth, and the

degree of facility with which water can pass

j

through it, a drain doing more execution in a po-

rous and deep soil, than in the reverse. Here

i

from twelve o eighteen feet seems a sufficient dis-

tance. Though it has not hitherto been possible

to accomplish much of this kind of draining, yet

as all the drains that have been made, have
been finished in such a way as to act also as sur-

face drains, there has been sufficient experience to

warrant submitting a description of them.

If the soil be of eighteen inches depth, six inch-

es taken out of the impervious subsoil afibrds suffi-

cient security for a drain; but however shallow

may be the soil, the bottom of the drain should,

at the very least, be twenty inches below the sur-

face; for less will not adroit a sufficient depth of

stones to render the exit of the water forever

certain. The trenches are opened a foot wide at

the surface, and diminish in width towards the

bottom. If the clay forming the subsoil be solid,

the trench in it is thrown out with a wedge shaped

spade, whose point is three inches broad; and this

effects a saving of stones, but in other cases it is

safer to have the bottom seven or eight inches

wide. In opening the trench the soil is laid down
nearest to it, and The clay thrown furthest oflT, so

that no part of it may be returned. The next ope-

ration is the filling up of these trenches. The
rubbish of a freestone quarry within the farm is

the material used. When ihe bottom of the

trench is soft, it is flagged with thin stones, and if
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tlie qiiMtiiily ofwator \o run iii it is considerable, a

comliiit is iimile wiili siJe stones aiul covers; olh-

erwise the stones are thmwn in withont placinir,

beLntininir wit!» the huijesi, none of which are the

eizeol" a arm's fisi, and linishina'willi the smaller,

which are (reed from sand hy heino; thrown into a

riildle. Wiien bronirht within ten inciiesoi'the

si.irli\ce at tlie furrows, the upper part of tliestoncs

is consohdated and closed too^eiher by means ol' a

hammer. It often happens that there are not ten

inches of soil at the (arrows, in which case t!ie

trench is further filled up with the sand extracted

from the small stones, and as a ploiiirh passing

through thiscan in noway injure lb'' drain, it may
salely, if requisite, be carried up to the very sur-

Ikce. Constructed in titis waj-, it is not easy to

conceive how a dram should ever become inope-

rative.

It is obvious tliat, that by tiiis mode of draininir

the defect arising froni a retentive subsoil, may be

most completely remedied; to obviate the evil of

shallowness of soil would require, in addition.

trenchinfT to the depth of ten or twelve inches.

The expense of the operation iTiust in every situ-

ation vary with the distance of the materials and
the facility of obtaining them. Here thedrainaire

of an acre of land may he completed, according

to the distance (rom the quarry and other circum-

stances, at the rate of from £4 to £6; an outlay

very trifling, when compared with the extent and

permanence of the benefit derived from it. On
the estates in this county belonging to his Grace
the Duke of Portland, surfiice draining has for

several 3'ears been carried on to a great extent.

These drains are constructed with single arched

tiles, upon which the soil is returned and the sub-

soil is scattered on the surface. It is considered

that by this means his Grace has accomplished a

very profitable amelioration. Except in very

rare cases, the drain made with tiles is less expen-
sive than that made with stones, and where the

soil is easily permeable by water, the one may
answer as well as the other; but where the soil is

tenacious, one would suppose that the access to

the conduit formed by the tile must be difficult.

In any kind of soil, however, it is not possil)le that

a drain Ibrmed in this way can be as efficacious, as

one (lone as above described with the li-eestone

rubbish, where an open pervious mass may be

brought up if necessary to the vejy surface. *

3faimre.

Of this, almost the only source here is the farm-
yard, and, considering its value, and how much
that value depends on its treatment, it does not

yet receive all the attention it deserves. On a
farm of this extent, on which there has never in

one year been above three acres of turnips and
four of potatoes, it is perhaps a good deal to have
manured eighteen acres in a season, from the

farm-yard and the servants' cottages; and yet there

is no doubt a great deal more might have been
accomplished, as respects both quantity and qual

ity. If exposed to rain, the most soluble and
richest parts are carried off. Observe the luxnri-

*It is to be feared that the draining done by the

Duke of Portland, in Ayrshire, and executing ijy bis

Grace in Northumberland, will, in a few years, be en-
tirely useless, owing to no stones being put in the

drains over the tiles.

ant vegetation w(ierever the (iark liquor from a
(bmirhill touches, and the loss may lie esiimaied.

!f allowed to come into a strons heat, ilssui)-

stance may be seen passing into the air. The
only part of it that requires rolling or fermenta-

tion to render it soluble and fii to become food liir

the roots of plants, is the woody fiore of veue-

tables; the slower, however, and more confined

the manner in which this process goes on. there

will be the less loss. Some practical fiirmes liave

advocated the use of dunir in its recent state,

others Itave said il shoiild not be used lill well rot-

ted. But if in the process of retting it palpably

undergoes waste, the place in whi(;h ii must with

most advantage be rotted, is under the soil ot the

field. ThTe is then no loss that can be avoided.

The fallacy in this controversy arises, it is sus-

pected, from not advertinsf to the circumstance,

that equal bulks of recent and of rotted dung con-

tain very difi'erent quantities of the fiiod of plants.

In the latter it it" more concentrated, and in a state

fitSerto be immediately consumed by their roots.

But thetcorrect way of stating the question is this:

having a given quantity of recent dung to apply

to a given extent of land, is it not better to plough

it down in iis recent state, than previously to allow

if to ferment and rot in a hea\)l In the first case,

there is no loss; the decoini)Osifion goes on as

slowly as possible, and all the elements of the

substances of which it is composed are retained in

the soil as they are setli'ee. In the second, the de-

composition is rapid, and a much larger propor-

tion of matter will be found to have flown off:

than could easily be imagined. Any person with-

out the aid of knowledge of chemical principles

mav satisfy himself on the point by an easy ex-

periment. Take two acres of ground ol' equal

quality: take twenty tons of recent dung, which
apply to one of them: take twenty tons of the

same dung and put it up in heap till it become a
black solid mass, and then apply it to the other

acre, balance the produce of the one against the

produce of the other, at the end of the fourth year,.

and if the experiment be well conducted the re-

sult ought to be satisfactory. A knowledge of
chemical principles leads to the inference, that

dung ought to be used in its recent state, and any
disappointment which, in practice, may have at-

tended the adoption of this inference, will be

found to have arisen, not from a defect in the the-

ory, but from a want of due observation of circum-

stances in its application. If immediate eflect be

absolutely requisite, as m raising turnips, then rot-

ted duns must be used; but care should be taken

in preparincr it, to prevent its heat from rising high,

or any of it from escaping, either in a liquid or in

a gaseous state. This is best accomplished by
cornpression, and by covering well up v/ith earth.

To increase the manure raised on the farm is a
constant aim. A laise portion of the straw is

consumed by the cattle and horses, and no hay is

ever sold. A considerable quantity of vegetable

matter is collected from plantations and waste
places, and with this, and the refuse straw, the

farm-court and the approaches to it are kept lit-

tered so as to collect the droppings from the cattle

and horses. The whole is occasionally carried off

to the dung heap, and new litter applied. It is

surprising how much dun<r may be produced by
constantly collectins all refuse, which, if allowed

to lie, would soon disappear. The horses are ne-
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ver allowed to pasture; from the 1st of June to

the end of Oi-ioher, ihey are led in the honi?e on

itireen ti)od, cunpistiiiu of red clover, rj?e-:rrn?s and
velches. The calves that are reared are alt:o ied

in the pame way in a yard, and in the course oi

the pasturing season, convert a ffreat deal of ve-

getable matter into excellent manure. There are

always, too, at this season, a few [)io;s fed entirely

on whey; and by these means much dunir is made
even in summer. There is no danger o!" dnuix

made by animals in yards overheating in the

warmest season; but v/iiiiout considerable precau-

tion, stabli' litter will then be very soon consumed
away. For the purpo-e of preventing its rapid

l(?rmentation, peat niujs was Tor some years used

and regularly mixed with it in layers; but earth

of any kind, or road -scrapings, will be found to

effect the purpose, arid in winter the cleaniniis of

the cow-houses answer the end. What is made
in spring and summer is taken to the fields as it is

needed, and in winter it is taken to the field as of-

ten as possible, put up into heaps over which the

horses and carts pass, and then well covered over

with earth.

Lime.—To bring the land here to its greatest

fertility, lime is essential; and to use it in larixe

doses, and at distant inlervals, is tiioughr to be the

most advantageous way of" applying it. From
one hundred and sixty to two hundred Winches-
ter bushels per acre, are considered about the pro-

per quantity, though one halfofthat accords with

the practice of this district, where it seems often

to be applied as if it were a euljstiture for dunir.

[n most vegetables a little lime is found; every

good soil contains a small proportion of it. This
proportion, if wantincf, ought to be supplied

;

and it would seem to be more advanta2;eous to

supply it at once, than by degrees, and at inter-

vals. Hot lime indeed, tends strongly to promote
the solubility of inert vegetable matter in the soil;

but to produce a given eliect, the smaller the

quantity of this matter in the soil, the greater

er ought the dose of' lime to be. The quantity of it

entering into the plants themselves is so small,

that it seems to be chiefly by its affinities for wa-
ter and for the other constituents of the soil, (hat it

influences vegetation. It has been often observ-

ed in fallowing this clayey soil, that in wet weath-

er, where a dose of lime has been just given, the

land continues more friable, and is less apt to bind

up on the recurrence of drought, than the rest of

the field of similar qualify. The grain grov^'ing

on the well limed ground preserves its healthy ap-

pearance in wet seasons, while that growing on
land that has not been limed is yellow and sickly.

Wherever lime is laid upon pasture, the herbaire

assumes a more healthy color; and though coarse

before, is immediately eaten closely down by cat-

tle. This is the case, though it be appli d in a
very moderate dose, and it is so to a much greater

degree than would happen were manure in the

shape of well rotted dung, applied in far larger

quantities than the inert vecjetable matter in the

sward can be supposed to afford through the ac-

tion of the lime. For top-dressing pasture, the

best mode of applying it is in compound with

€arlh. Sometimes the fill dose has been laid

upon the sward a year previously to being broken

up, but it seems preltirable to apply it in its caustic

state, while tha ground is under fallow, when it can

be most intimately mixed with the soil. The

lime-stone is imported from Ireland, and burned
on the spot in kilns made of turf. VVIien ready
10 spread upon the land, its cost, including the

cartaire of the s'one, and all other charges,

amounts to about eightpence a bushel.

The securing and manvfacturing of the crops.

The result of the experience of this farm is de-

cidedly, that all gniin, but especially wheat, should
be cut without reirard to its color or the greenness

of the straw, as soon as milky juice can no lon-

.(jer be seen on bruising the pickle wiih the fingers.

The extent of the loss sustained by the reaping

of v/heat beinij delayed for eiii,ht or ten days be-

yond this perioti, is very great. The best of the

grain falls ofl in handliiiir; and the sample is not

so fiiir as that of grain cut even before the milki-

ness is quite absorbed. The wheat when cut, is

set up in shocks or stacks of eiiiht or ten sheaves,

covered with a couple of hood-sheaves, and if

this operation be well performed, it will stand a
week's rain without injury. In this precarious

climate, oats oi-ght always to be hood-sheaved
loo. Peas are not sheaved, but left loose, and fre-

quently turned. If the grain be in a doubtful

Slate, care is taken to make the stacks small. A
considerable pan of the crop is stacked on frames

supported by pillars with coping stones, and tho

whole ought to be preserved in this manner.
Vermin are thus excluded, and the air circulates

beneath the stack, and to any extent may be con-
ducted through it by vents. The mode of stack-

iuir peas, chiefly adopted, is to build them round a
high square of triangular ffame, to which the air

is freely admitted.

The crop is thrashed by a mill driven with
great ease by three horses. In jreneral, as much
straw is thrashed each morning as serves the cat-

tle for the consumption of the day. No oats are

sold; they are converted into meal for the sake

of gelling the dust and shelling, which are Ibund
very useful in feeding the horses.

TTie live stock and Us management.

1. Horses.— Moderate sized, active horses are

used. An efibrt is made to Itjed them as long as

possible on green food, as the most economical,

and as most conducive to the increase of manure.

The means employed, are clover and rye grass as-

sisted by vetches. While on tliis food, and 'at or-

dinary farm work, the}^ get no oats. When the

green food fails, about the end of October, hay
is first substituted, and, as the days shorten, oat

or pea-struw. They now get each two feeds of

oats in the day, or one fifih of an imjierial bushel.

In cleaning the oats, the weaker are separated lor

the use of the horses. These are again put

through the fanners, or winnowing machine, and
the relijse is used in making boiled food lor them.

Before breakfast, a boiler is filled wiih oat or

wheat chaff, or cut hay, mixed with a little of the

refuse oats, or a little refuse wheat, or a few peas,

or a i'ew potatoes, certainly not equivalent in nu-

triment to half a feed of oats to each horse. At
dinner time the contents of the boiler are emptied

into a cooler, and mixed with some of the oat

dust mentioned above, and of this, each horse,

when his dav's work is over, gets about a pail

and a half They get a great deal mofe fodder

than is necessary, having always placed before

them as much as they can destroy. It is coneeiv-
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ed that sixteen or eifrlileen pounds of ixooil liny

would he enouiili for eacli; bui (hero is no innova-
tion wiiicii the fliriii servants have irsisicd vviiii

more persevpranre than this, and liie horses are

allowed at least a iialf more. They are very
constanily and rPLi^ularly worked nine hours a day,

and are very seliioni a day idle; on this reiritnen,

tiiey liave iieen always ,'iealihv and in jxood con-
diiioti. The Slate in which a horse is eapahle ol

the irreale.st exeriion and sjieed, is not one niosi

conducive to healih, and lor ahorse employed in

ordinary liirm worlc, rich and concentrated Ibod is

not only unnecessary, hit injmious. Green suc-

culent ve<retab!es are alone quile sufficient f)r him.
When this cannot he had, and there are no turni[ s,

boiled grain and chafl'are, to a irreat extent, a sub-
stitute, and the tbod described as jriven in this

shape, miirht, it is believed, be ''eneficially increas-

ed. This siipp isilion is Ibimded, in some degree, on
analoiry of what has been ol^served in lin^iilinir

milch cows and youiiir cattle. When cows lliat are
feedinif on straw or hay ijet boiled chafJ, their bow-
els are iinmediaiely brouirht into a liealihlul state,

and their condition iiislanlly imi)roved, and a very
small quaniily oC turnips, half a dozen even, a
day, produces similar etiects. '^hese effects pro-

ceed not from ihe addition of nutriment supplied
by the boiled chaff, or the turnips; but from the
power which these yive to the intestines to ex-
tract more nourishment li-om the fodder. It is not
unlikely, that if all the oats the horses ijet were
boii^d with cliaffj a smaller quantity wonld be
sufficient.

2. Shesp.—The most profitable slock of this

descripiion that has been tried has been black-
laced, or Cheviot lambs, purchased in the month
of August, and sold to ihe butcher the Ibllowins
June and July. For the first two months of
sprinii-, however, the pasture is so exceedinirly
bare, that they were found very difficult to keep
vviihin the fences, and ewes are now substituted.

They are purchased as soon as the grass is up,
the lambs are sold as they become ready to kill,

and the ewes are fit lor ihe butcher by December.
3. Cattle.—These are entirely the Ayrshire

dairy breed, and are both a dairy and a breeding
stock. * From fifteen to eighteen is the number
of cows kept, and six or seven gray calves are
annually reared. The calves get fi-om ten to

twelve quarls of new milk a day lor the first six

weeks. By the time they are ten days old, they
will eat a little, and are supplied with hay and
grass. They are then gradually weaned by mix-
ing the new milk vviih an increasing quantity of
skimmed milk, or the whey of new milk cheese.
When two months old, they ijet whey alone, which
is continued to them through the season. They
are allowed to run loose in a yard with a shed,
and are supplied with green fbcd in cribs. When
ihegrreen food is at an end, they iret, with straw,
as many turnips as can be afforded to tliem, o-en-

erally, a small quantily. The second and third

seasons, they are pastured, and in winter, get
with straw, a small portion of turnips, if they be
to spare.

* An excellent account of this breed of cattip, and
of the dairy system, will be found in a work publish-
ed a few years ajzo by Mr. Ayton. The book is not
at hand, but the title of it is believed to be " Ayton's
Account of the Dairy Husbandry of tlie counties of

j

move easily through the mass. Squeeze down the tur-

Lanark, Ayr. and Reiifiew."' 1 nips, and add three pounds of pea-meal. Give this to

Experiments on the nutritive matter in Ihe
straw of difii'renl kinds of frraiii, similar lo those
conducted by Mr. Sinclair relative lo ihe grasses,
are very desirable. Horses and cattle seem to

eat the straw of fieans and peas as readily as hay;
and Ihe expeiience of ihis farm leads lo ihe belief,

that the straw of wheal possesses much nourish-
iiieni. It is coarse and woody indeed, biil contains

a ureat deal of saccharine matter; and if used
wiih a very small adtiilion of turnips, the cattle

are Ibiind to thrive on it. Last season, there were
fed here from ihe beginning of November to the
middle of May, eight grays, rising three years old,

five rising two, and five rising one. They had
two acres of yellow turnips, a middling cro|), and
the oldest two lots had nothing besides but wheat
straw. The largest proportion of the turnips was
liiven to the younu'est lot; for some lime, the eld-

est two got scarcely any, and Ibr six weeks previ-

ous to the irrass, wheal slraw alone without a tur-

nip, was thefbod of these. They all grew well,

Hiid retained their condition, and no fidling off on
the part of the latter during the last !^ix weeks
was perceptible,

'Inhere is no reason to doubt that the mode de-
scribed, of fi^eding (luriiiix the first season, is pre-

fera'ble lo pasturiuii. Besides the excellent dung
produced, the animals arrive, under this treatment,

at a much greater size. As they approach having'
calves, some of them are sold, the best being se-

lected for ihe dairy, where they are milked fbr

three or four years. They olien have calves at

two years old, and if they have previously at-

tained sufficient size, and the feeding be after-

wards good, a milch cow is thus obtained at very
moderate cost; but otherwise, they will remain
siirall, and probably not take the bull again the
season after calving.

The Avrshire cows are generally allowed to be
the best that are known for the purposes of the

dairy. In the end of autumn, when the nights

become cold, they are kept in the iiouse after sun-
set, and get a little fodder; and from the middle
of November, till the pasture be again ready for

them, they are fed entirely in the house, and let

out only in fine weather to get water. They are

regularly curried, and kept as clean as possible.

Having not a sufficient quantity of green crop to

supply them with succulent Ibod, the milk is put

ofi' I hem as quickly alter they are taken from the

ijrass as it can with safety. Those that are to

calve late in spring, and are continuing to give a
considerable quanlity of milk, get a little extra

feedinix; the rest have slraw alone. When the

calving time approaches, they get chatt' or cut

hay boiled in a good deal of water, and enriched

with a few potatoes, or a little pea-meal vviih hay
to eat. In this way, they go to the grass, which
happens in general about the middle of May, in

as irood condition as when they left it. No food

is found to produce so much effect as pea-meal,

and will be profitably bestowed at the ordinary

price of the grain ; and though given in very

moderate quantity.* Till the beginning of June.

* Take a bushel of chafl'and eight or ten sound yel-

low or Swedish turnips, having the tops and tails care-

fully taken off, and boil them together four or five

hours. Add as much water as will cause the hand to
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they are seldom alloived to lie in the field durinfr

the night, hut thou2;h ihey are proiecled as much
as possihle from cold, their house? are at all sea-
sons kept well aired and cooi.

The cows are oiill<(>d twice a-dav, and the pro
duce converted chiefly into sweet milk cheese,
that is, cheese made^of the entire nalk aa taken
from the cow. In such a situalion as this, as to

climate and soil, it is probahly inipossihle to make
cheese. havi no; ihe fine flavor of that of Glocester
and Wilts; but for some year's past the produc-
tion ot a rich, mild and fia!at.ihie chees>- has been
-attained. Any person doi^irous of knowina; the
details of the most approved mode ol cheese-
makinuf, in this part of Sroiiand, is affain referred

to JVlr. A)'ton's work. It may be sufficient here to

spriniT litter is disposed of As many of her
second liiler ate ke[)i as are necessary for killm<r
in winter and sprinir, and ftir the consumption of
liie whey of 1 he ensiiintj season. Tliose intend-
ed for the laiter purpose ure allowed to have pitrs

^bout the be<rinnintr of July, when they are ten
nionths old. The havin<r pio-g does not seem to

affect their (jrowth, and tht>y are disposed of about
the end of November. In this way the litters

have more than redeemed tlie cost of rearing the
mothers.

^

I'enccs.

A consideralile extent of new fences have been
made, chiefly hedges. Haviuir an unlimited com-

noiice one or two peciiiiariiies. The milk is not niand of freestone at hand, stone fences would
allowed to coo!, but thicke'ned as taken fi'om ih

cow. If the milk be allowed to stand till the
cream separates from it, the cream can never
again be completely blended with it, or retained ir.

the curd when set, and liie cheese js poorer, and
this, without great care in the manaixement, to a
considerable extent. The had qualities of cheese
may be produced in d variety of ways; but there
is a certain raukness of flavor which it is conceiv-
ed is the effect of the pasture, at least it could be
attributed to no other cause here. This has been
uni/urmiy overcome b^v throwing.into the pail be-
fore each cow's milk is drawn info it, about the
hall-full of a tea-spoon of saltpetre. On tfiis sub-
ject, however, it is more easy to speak as to re-
sults, than to slate precisely their causes, Ir

would conduce much to perfeciinnf the art of
cheese-making, were a series of experiments com-'
pieied for ascertaining the general principles on
which depends the great variety in its products

have been both the most immediately useful, and,
in the end, perhaps the cheapest, but they are not
so handsome as hedges, and do not aflbrd so much
shelter. On a thin and adhesive soil, it is very
difficult to rear and preserve quick fences. A mix-
ture of beeches and thorns is what has been used,

but ji-om the experience had in attem|)iing to fill

up gaps in old hedges, crabs are recommended as

decidedly superior to thorns for all tenacious poor
soils, and in such soils beeches will make a fence

and atibrd shelter where no other tree will. The
plants were placed from ten to twelve inches asun-
der. This distance is quite close enoush ihv tlie

purpose of a fence; and it is obvious, that the more
plants that are put into a given space, the less

chance there is of their thriving, especially if the

ground be unfavorable. In such a situation it is

very material to avoid cutting them till ihey have
gained some strength and size; and, unless where
ver}' luxuriant, they have not been brought into

The average produce of each cow, exclusive |
*^"'i^^l'e with the pruning knife till at least alter three

of her dung, has been £6 17s. and the pasture
allowed to each not less tlian three acres. The
deductions are obvious, such as the dairy imple-
ments, the dairy-maids' wagesduringthe pasturing
season, and interest of tlie value of the stocli^

From the way, however, in which the latter is

managed, there is no deterioration of it, as unless

years old.

Farm accounts.

A Parmer cannot know with accuracy wherein
the system pursued by him is judicious and pro-

fitable, and wherein defijctive, without keeping

,
- ' .. ,. , „,,.' —

I accurate accounts of liis receipt and expenditure,
on the supposmon of a constantly falling market. Keeping accounts, however, is too generally neg-
the cows should be of as much value when sold as
when taken into the dairy. In a situation unfa-
vorable for tillage, and especially on small firms
the dairy is certainly a profitable mode; of hus-
bandry. Its success depends on constant atten-
tion and minute care, and on a small firm it is

managed by the farmer's wife and I'limily. while
the offal goes a great way towards their suste-
nance.

4, Pigs.—They are peculiarly valuable in con-
nexion with the dairy. The breed is small, and
they do not exceed fourteen or fifteen stones im-
perial weight at a year old, but they are very har-
dy and remarkably easily fed. Duriiig the cheese-
making season, they get whey alone, on which
food they become quite fiiit. In winter they have
boiled potatoes. A breeding sow is kept. Her

a cow in the morning, and the same in the evenint^. and
as much sweet hay as she will eat up clean five limes
a day; and without much expense, lier butter will be
a? rich and of as fine a flavor as can be produced in
winter. Should the peculiar flavorof the turnip be de-
tected, which is not lil^ely, a small quantity of salpetre
put to the cream will take it oil'.

lecled, though besides its economical usefulness,

it would be found an additional source of" inierest

in every opera! ion. The account kept for this

farm, though simple, is sufficiently coniprehensive.

It is balanced once a-year, so as to show the

amount of the annual return. There is an inven-

tory with the value of the whole stock. The
amount of this inventory is the first entry on the

debtor's side of the account, and it is followed by
every item of expenditure during the year. The
other side contains the receipts. When tlie ac-

count is to be closed, it is debited with debts due
by the firm, and vviih a per centage on the capi-

tal invested in the different kinds of slock, and it

is credited with the amount of the inventory of
the whole stock, as then taken—including debts

due to the fiirm. In making up the inve.ilory,

instead of valuing anew every article of the im-
plements and working cattle, ten per cent, is de-

ducted li-om the previous value, for deterioration,

and balancing five per cent, is charged on the

capital invested in live stock, in seed, and in the

produce on hand. If to know the returns and ex-

penditure in any department he required, the in-

fbrmation is easily taken liom this account, and the
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balance, as applicable lo each year, is siifllcipnily

Hccuraie (or use. A form of the accouni will be

given at the end. The only oilier that is kept i.«

one liir the ham. In this there is a plai'e liir each
kind of jirain— the irrain thiatjhcii is f^et (low;; on

one side, and the di.-^posal of it on the other; and,

when milled, the meal is entered separately in a

similar way.

General character of the di'^trict and of its tigri-

cultural occupants.

The .'oil is, frpnerally speakinir, thin and tena-

ip.ioiis, and of difficult culiivaiion. There are few
Jarfretarm?, and ii^w of the tenant? have any cap-

ital beyond what is invested in their stock. The
pasture is universally occupied with dairy cattle.

Din-incr the latter j^ears of the last vv^ar, from the

hijjhpiic" of rrrain, too irreat a proportion of the

land was bronirht in!o cultivation; wheat was sown
to a prrcat extent with little manure, and the land

reduf'ed to a slate iVom which it 1?=, except in the

vicinity of towns, extremely difficult to recover
if. The tenants had afterwards to struggle be-

tween hiffh rents and very reduced prices, which
led still to a continuation of the evil, as well as to

crippling; their subsequent ability. The alteration

in the value of money, the distressed state of the

classes of the community, have also had their

share in the difficulties of" the tenants' conditions,

and in the consequent injury to the land. Thousih
landlords have, on the whole, adjusted rents as

liber illy a-^ coidd "be expected, the necessiiy for

further abatement has been reirularly progres-

sive, and there is no reason to doubt that for sev-

enteen years past, rents have been too high. The
effect of this slate of thinirs is, that if a tenant

had capital, he lost it; he was unable to make the

necessary outlays on his fiirm, and forced to

scourore as fiir as he cotdd. But the price of every
item of" airriculiural produce seems now to have
reached its lowest verije; and if the. value of mo-
ney do not increase furlher, and if the nation al-

low the land-owners to retain their monopoly,
there is a prospect that rents will come to be pro-

perly and permanently adjusted; an amcliaratmir
system of manaijement pursued, and the soil

brouerht to be as productive as its nature will per-

mit. In the course of years, by less fi-equent

cropping", by pasturing longer and stockin?^ light-

ly, improvement may he accomplished. No
hay should be sold, and no wheal sown where
there is not an abundant command of manure.
When a landlord can get a tenant of tolerable

skill and iniejirify, it is had po'icy to exact a bur-

densome rent from him. Farmers, especially

those of little capital, a'e apt to ofii^r too much for

their farms: they can turn themselves to no other
occupation, and are disposed more than any other
class to be content wiih the smallest profits.

Pea'iantry.—The farm servants and laborers

are in general in a situation of comfi)rt. The an-
nual wages of a married plouirhman are from
£12 to £15 in money, a house and <rarden, six or

six and a half bolls of oat meal of one hundred
and forty pounds, and five bolls of -4.32 'bs. of po-
tatoes. The people who compose the agricultu-

ral population are of the best description. Thev
are industrious and well-disposed, and as fr-ee from
vice as consistent probably with the existincr state

of society. The instances of their requiring pa-
Vo'. V—93

rochial aid are rare, and in the parish to which
this fiirm belon<rs, the whole list of poor is made up
of aged and infirm persons, and widows with
young children. There is no poor-rate levied in

ibis parish. The fiinds for the poor are derived
from the collections at the church-doors, and from
a small voluntary contribuiion by the proprietons

of land. The population is about seven hundred;
the number on the poor-list last year was ten, and
the sum expended on the poor £42 10s. The
situation of' ihe whole district in this respect ur

understood to be similar.

Form of ihefarm account for one year.

1829, Dr.
Jan. 1st. To stock at

this date

1st. Barn imple-

ments -

2d. Field do.

3d. Stable do.,

harness, &c.
4th. Dairy do.

5th. Work hor-

ses

6th. Live stock

7th. Debts of
last year due to

the farm
8th. S^ed sown
for ensuina; crops

9th.Produc m
hand
(Here follow the
entries of ex-
penditure forthe
year, which
would include
rent, if the farm
were occupied
by a tenant.)

18.30.

Jan. 1st. To debts
due liy the farm
To .5 per cent,

on the value of
live stock

To 5 per cent,

on value of seed
To .5 per cent,

value of produce
on hand
To balance be-

ing profit

1829. Dr.
Jiin. 1st. By debts of

last year due by
the farm
(Here follow the

receipts for the

entries of the

year.)

1820.

Jan. 1st. By value
of stock at this

date per inven-
tory, including

dehts due to the
farm

From Silliman'i Journal.

PRAIRIES OF OHIO.

Although prairies have been almost universally

adndred, yet little has been said in relation to their

special tbrmalion. or the <reoIocy by which they
are distiiio-uished from other lands. This is spe-

cially the case with the wet prairies, in the north-

ern sections of Ohio. It is true their origin has
given rise to various conjectures amofig geologists,

but their structure has never been studied, with
sufficient care, to enable them to arrive at correct

conclusions. Their botany and zoology have met
with more attention than their geology, but, even
here, much still remains to be done.
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The niitural history of dry prairies has been less

necfiected than that ol' tiie vvet. The rnaunifi-

cence of their scenery has invariably been the

theme of the traveller, and the extent of iheir

boundaries, and varieties of production, both ani-

mal and vegetable, have contriiiuted hiriiely to the

embellishment of the pages of descriptive writers.

The poet, and the painter have also resorted to

them, in search of objects to engage either the

pen or the pencil. The wide unbrolieu phsin, cov-

ered by a rich carpet of green, gold and purple;

the tall grass waving in the summer breeze; the

mimense variety of flowers mingling their odors

with the winds; the occasional clump of trees

rising above the other vegetable growth; the dis-

tant herd of buffalo, cropping the grass or Hying
from the hunter, and the sun sinking amidst grass

and flowers, must furnish a scene which can be

but laintly described by either, but well worthy
the genius of both. Late in the autumn, the fires

which destroy the growth of the preceding year,

in both wet and dry prairies, are frequently awful-

ly sublime. When seen at night, from a distance,

a chain of fire seems to extend, in every direction,

as far as the eye can reach. The blaze often

rises, in vast corrr.scations, far above the plane of

the horizon. All beyond, [iresenis to the imagin-

ation, a chaotic waste, while the earth and the

heavens seem to be last terminating in one grand
conflagration. But we will leave the description

of such scenery to the grapiiic pen which has al-

ready delinerated it, atid |;roceed to the proposed

detail of our observations, on some of the wet
prairies in the northern sections oj" Ohio.

These marshy plains, though frequently quite

extensive, are always much less so than many of

the dry prairies of the western stales. They are

always surrounded by hills, which vary in bright

according to the extent of the prairie. Their
bases contain large c|uaiitities of wiiter-wor.'i peb-
bles, with a tew fi-agmeiits of fresh- water shells,

in a state of partial preservation. Tliesoll of the

prairie consists of a deep vegetable loam, covered

by tall grass and flowering herbs, except where it

is too wet to produce any ihing but moss and
other water plants. In every part of the prairie

the tufts of grass and flovveriuir plants rise three or

four inches above the most inferior surluce, which
is covered, except in the dryest part of the season,

with water to the depth of from two to six inches.

These tufts, however, are so nearly connnected,

that the water is never seen, pxcepf where the

grass is cut, or thrown aside. The soil and pro-

ductions gradually change, as we proceed from
the edge to the interior of the grassy flat. Here
we find a number of ponds, or small lakes, vary-

ing in size from a ihw rods to one or two miles in

circumference. The largest of these ponds are

well stored with fish, many of which differ but lit-

tle, except in size, irom those found in the north-

ern lakes. The only woody plant that grows on
the edges of the ponds, belongs to the salix, or

willow tribe, except in a lie.w instances, where
they are thickly surrounded by a dense growth ol'

alder, (alniis semilata.) These "ponds, however,
from causes which will be presently noticed, are

gradually disappearing, and their places being
BU()plied by the surronndinir prairie growth.

The bogs, or marshy flats, so abundant in wet
prairies, constitute one of their most singular It^a-

tures. They are occasionally covered, either by

a thin sod, or large tufts of grass, similar to those
constituting the grassy surfi\ce of the prairie, only
much larger. Upon attempting to walk over
either of these, the ground beneath will shake for

the distance of several rods. Sometimes they are
very narrow; at others, they cover an area of
manj' acres. Animals are often lost when at-

tempting to cross these shaking bogs. Their
depth must be great, for |)oles have been thrust

into them thirty feet in a veriical direction, without
reaching a hard bottom. Horses and cattle were
frequently lost by the early sellers in such humid
marshes. These are, also, generally disappear-

ing, by being covered with a dense sod, which
supports a luxuriant growth of grass, and other

vetretables. Still it is dangerous to drive heavily

laden wagons or carts over them, lor the surface

occasionally gives way, and the whole sinks into

the dark mud below. An instance of this kind

occurred, a lew years since, in the district which I

have been attempting to describe.

But the woody islands, which rise far above the

tali grass, contribute nmch to the beauty of a wet
prairie. Their limber consists of oaks, and other

trees and shrubs, similar to those fouial on the

neighboring elevations. Pebbles and shells, even
more perfect than those imbedded at ihe base of
the surroundinnr hills, are also abundant below the

soil, at the termination or shore ol" the islands.

A stream of water passes either throuijh those

prairies, or in their immediate vicinity. When it

overflows its banks, so as to cover the low grounds
with water, the whole presents the appearance of

a fresh- water lake, with a variety of small islands

scattered over its surface.

Marshes, thickly set with willov/s, alders, and a
creat variety of flowering shrubs, principally of
the rose kind, are sometimes abundant along the

margins, or even in the central portions ot vvet

prairies. Here water animals, such as the musk-
rat, otter and mink, were once abundant, and are

so still, except in the immediate neighborhood of
settlements. The first of these animals appears
to delight to dwell in villages, placed at some dis-

tance from each other, while they keep up a con-
stant inlercourse by travelling. This is done late

in ihe evening. Their houses are usually six or
eight feet in diameter, at tlie base, and about four

feet in heiglit, gradually roumled at the top in such
manner as to turn the water in every direction. It

is said, by most writers, that they build a new
house every year; but this is not correct, for I have
known iheni to occupy the same dwellings for

several years in succession. I have counted fifty

of these houses, in a shallow pond, within an area
of one or two acres; and seen hundreds of their

inhabitants playintj in the eveniiiir. in one of their

villages, apparently in the full enjoyment of all

ihe pleasures of association. They always enter

their houses by subterranean passages, which
commence beneath the water some feet distant.

Beaver-dams have been abundant along the

streams in the vicinity of ihc'se marshes, but their

remnants only are now to be seen; the animal
having fled, with the Indian and bufliilo, far be-

yond the confines of civilization. It is singular

that this anim;d always chose to construct artifi-

cial ponds, rather than occupy those already llir-

nished by nature, i hough but a short distance

from its adopted location.

The hills, bounding the wet prairies, which
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have fallen under my notice, are composed chiefly

of a hliip (ienise sandstone, or grai/irarke, with lii-

tie or no ralcaremis (!ppo.«it, or impress of or<jriUiic

remains. The aUtivioii of prairies rests upon a

hliip carbonncpoiis rlav, aboundinn; in roots and
trunks of trees, wiih other vetretnhle remnins,

scattered Irom ten tn one hundred feet heneiUJi the
!

purliice. Salt water has been obtained, in the vi-

cinity of these prairies, at the depth of six or

seven hundred lect; b\it I have never been advised

•of the strata throoirh which the au<jer pnsscd.

The water was procured about three hundred it''et

below the level of Lake Erie, and the siime dis-

tnnce henea'h the bed of the Ohio, at the mouth
of tiie iMuskinjruni.

So nuich liir a doscriplion of wet prairies: let us

now turn our attention to thi-ir orinin.

Without stopping to exiimine the various hy-
potheses whirh liave been suiXirested from time to

iin)e, to es[;Iain the orifjin of wet prairies, the

facts already mentioned would seem to indicnle,

that they were either the bnsins of lakes, or exca-
vaiioup in the beds of ancient rivers, filled by nat-

ural causes. The water-worn pebbles and fr;icT-

menw of shells, the ttnimal and veijetahle remains,

and the small hikes already metitioned, are suffi-

cient ftviiience that laro-e i^uantiti's of wafer must,

at some period or other, have existed between the

elevations now enclosins the prairies. It is also

worthy of remark, tiial bowlders and other fi-arr-

menls of primitive rock, are scattered over the

nei^fhborins hills, nrifl alonir the martrins of these

prairies, while they have never been found iinon

their sirrftce. It is said they are scattered over
the wet prairies of Champniim county, Ohio, hut

if so, these are entirely difrerent in character from
the prairies I have attempted to describe. The}'
must have been formed vpnn tlie bed of some an-
cient lake, afier its waters had escaped, while
•these to which T have so often refiTred, were the
•ortsprin^ of a filling up of a former basin, bv the
>dthrh of the adjacent elevations, nssisted hv the

peat moss of their wnters, and the timber ant! re-

ninius of animnls brought into them hv the

•streams. It is in this u.anner that the small lakes

in the interior of wet prairies are now crmdually
disappearing. At first, the water leaves a kind n{

•shakin<r bos', similar to those alreadv mentioned,
but this eventually loses its humid character, and
•presents a deep black inould, dif^ermfr in no res-

pect from that Jound elsewhere in the low lands.

T^he woody islands, or many of them, at least,

were once undoubtedly surrounded by water,

which must have beat a.'rainst their shores for a
lontj time; fir if this were not the case, tlip quartsc

pebbles could never have either reached their pre-

sent locations, or been reduced to a rounded liirm.

It certainl}^ required miieh water, time and attri-

tion, to perform so imporiant a chanire. The peb-
bles could not have been driven over the prairie,

for none such are found upon its surfiice. Blocks,

or large bowlders of <rrnnile, have been detected,

when borino;, deep henea'h a wet prairie soil.

These must have been transported here at the

time the same species v:<?r?. lodced uron the sur-

face of the suroundino- country. The basin of
the prairie must also have been filled witfi water,

at that period, otherwise they could not have de-

scended as far beneath the surf'ice.

But wet prairies do not remain surli eontinunlly.

Many of the causes which aided in their forma-

tion, are now contribiitinjj much towarde their

destruction. The debris, consistin<; of sand, grav-
el, and clav, oftiie hiirlier Iniuls, is uradnrdly con-
vert ine^ their bnniers into a sandy soil, followed by
a firowth oftimber, and other veirctables, peculiar

to the upper lands. At first the ligneous [iroduc-

tions consist pnncipnlly of a variety of hazel and
oak. none of which atlnin a larire size. This
growth, however, soon gives place to another,

which continues to extend until a dark forest lias

taken the place of grass and flowers.

Cultivation also contributes much to the des-

truction of prairies, by the introduction of grasses

and plants essentially difi'erent tiom the wild

ijrowih. The enclosures, likewise, arrest the

fires, alluded to in the begituiing of this paper,

and thus prevent the armual destruction ofshrubs,

and the small sprouts of arhorous plants. When
ihesp fires are prevented from sweeping over the

surface of wet prai'-ies, 'or several years, they are

soon covered by a dense growth of alder, which
eventually gives place to the vegetables named in

the firmer paragraph. This change, however,

does not take place, until the soil has changed its

character, by the introduction ol' sand and gravel

from the surrounding elevatiotis. This is effected

rapidly afrer the hills and table lands are cultiva-

ted; l(ir when the soil is broken, it is easily driven

do'vnwards by rains and ninninir streams.

Thus the immense natural meadow; the resi-

dence of the beaver, the otter, and the water-rat;

the plaee of grass and Howers, is reduced, by nat-

ural car.ses, to a dense forest, llirnishing timber,

and other materials in agriculture, and the arts.

Thp basin of the lake, over which the Indian

paddled his bark canoe, is filled, and its place

known no more, except to the philosopher, who
can read in the rocks, the pebbles, the sand, and
the trees, the records of the past. The watery

sheet has given place to farms and villages, and

the sound of the hammer, the axe, and the bell,

is heard in the vallev udiich once echoed with the

shouts of the aboriginal, blended with the wild

notes of the water-iowl.

The streams which pass through these prairies,

thousrh ofien laige, flow with but little current, in

a very serpentine direction, through a dark alluvial

soil whicli contains but few pebbles, and no large

bowlders. In many instances, a large vegetable

growth, similar to that found in the neighboring

ponds, arises from the bottom of the stream.

Their shores are more elevated than the surfaces

of the adjacent marshes, or prairies, and hence

they are thickly covered by trees of a superior

growth. The stalely wliite elms, so abundant

along their immediate l^orders. contribute mueh to

the (brmaiion of a beautiliil landscape. Their

trunks seem to be placed at regular distances Irom

°ac!i oilier, while their long branches meet and

coalesce so completely, that they form a most ex-

tensive natural arbor.. Early in the spring, multi-

tudes of squirrels resort to them, fi-om the neigh-

boring hills, in order to feast on the expanding

buds. ' Befijre the country was thickl}' settled, and

the lieauiies of nature defaced by the han(i of art,

herds of deer migh' often be seen leeditig on the

undergrowtli of these bottoms. At this period

hut i'pw logs were fi>uiid vipon tlie surf;ice. Occa-

sionally a large prostrate elm, or sycamore,_upon

which a pheasant sat and thumped away the

morning, jiointed out the ppot where the brawny
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squatter had feasted on wild honey, or lu'iored to

brinof down a rat'.roon or a bear.

Wild fi-uits, ps[ei;ially phmis, prapes!, black and
red hawg, and black-berriee, are abiindiinl alontr

the edges of wet prairies, [n many places, in the

vicinity of elevated landt!. the irro'.ind is covered,
for milefi, with strawberries, but whether they are

indigenous, or introduced by the verv early set-

tlers, 1 am unprepared to say. The blossoms of
the crab, also, fre(|uently fill the air, in the early

eprinif months, wiih the most delicious odors.' It

is from these, together with the various oiher blos-

eoms and Hovvers, that the wild bees chiefly obtain

their honey. They usually store their sweets in

the hollow limbs and trunks of the neio'hborintr

trees, where they someiimes accunmlate inmiense
quantities. But the most delicious finiit which
frrows in wet prairies, is the cranberrv. The cdI-

ection of this fruit furnishes occasion for pleasure
parties of the young people, which are amonir the

most agreeable of the rural diversions of the
west.

Many of the wet prairies are more elevated
than those already mentioned. Tiiey are, how-
ever, small, containinij but few acres, and distant

from streams of wnler. Still their Ibrmatinn ap-
pears to be the same, with those already de-
scribed. When ditched, the peat, which they
contain, becomes very dry durintj summer sea-
sons. A farmer once called my attention to a

small boggy or shaking prairie, which had been
ditched two or three years previously; but when
the grass and small brush were set on fire, to pre-

pare the ground for cultivation, the surf ice limited,

and continued to burn for the principal part of the

summer. When the fire ceased, he found he had
a bed of earthy ashes, fiom three to eiixhl feet in

thickness, instead of the productive soil he anti-

cipated.

From the Kaleicti Register.

SECOND AlVNUAL REPORT OF THE RALEIGH
AND GASTON RAIL ROAD COMPANY.

In submitting to the stockholders the Ibllowincr

report of their proceedings since the last annual
meeting, the president and directors deem it not

amiss, briefly to advert to the slate of at];iirs and
the condition of the work at that time. It will be
seen on relerence to the report then made, that

the road had been located as far as Tar river, and
the greater part placed under coturacf. From the
severity of the winter, but little work had then
been done. As soon, however, as the spring
opened, the work was vigorously prosecuted, and
we have the satisfaction of stating that, with a
single exception, the contractors have thus far

complied with their ensagements. The sradintr

of 48 miles of the road is now completed, with
the ex'ceptioii of a fijvv hundred yards, and the

work executed in a manner highly creditalile to

the contractors and engineers enlrueted with its

supervision. The soil is admirably adapted to the
construction of a rail-road; and the cuts are gener-
ally free from water. The banks on the first nine
miles of the road, from Gaston to Ijittleton. hav-
ing been thrown up a sufficient time to become
firm, it was thought advisable to lay down the su-
perstructure on this section at once; so that it is

now ready for use, as soon as the bridge across the

Roanoke shall be completed. On the remaining

38 miles, the timber has all been delivered and
dressed, ready to be laid down fts soon as the em-
bankmenis shall have become sutticienlly settled,

fi'oni e.x|)osure to the winter' .s tlost.

The briJge at Gasion, which had just been
commenced at the last nieeting, is now completed
within a span and a hall, and woidd iiave been
ready tor the cars on the first of January, but lor

our disaii[)oininienl in receiving timber which had
been contracted ibr and procured on the lower
Roanoke; but, owing to the low water in the
river, and the difficulty in obtaining means of
transporration, it could not be brought up in time,

notwithstanding every etibrt to do so. This diffi-

culty is now removed, and the bridge will be
Sjieedily completed. The iron, which was order-

ed, has all arrived, and is ready to be laul; and
we see no reason why the whole 48 miles should
not be ready Ibr transportation by the first of
June, though experience has made us sotnewhat
cautious in giving any pledges to the public on
this subject.

On the road between Roanoke and Tar river,

there are five depots, viz:— at Litileion; at

Brown's, five miles north of Warrenion; at

Lambkin's opposite Warrenton; at Tvviity's; and
at Henderson, about three miles south ol'-ihe

Chalk Level; all of which, with the water stations

and wood houses, are nearly finished.

The land damarres have, with one or two ex-
ceptions, been litpiidafed in the counties ol" War-
ren and Granville; but m Halilax, though pro-

ceediiiirs have been instituted, thedifliculty of pro-

curing suitable commissioners to act, has, as yet,

prevented their being adjusted. This has been
increased, by the omission in our charier to [)ro-

vida compensation for tho' services of the commis-
sioners. We hope, however, they will soon be
settled, and that those who, Ibr the purpose of en-

hancing their damages, have pretended such hos-

tility to this work, will then cease their opposition.

In Franklin and Wake, steps will be taken at the

ensuing courts, to condemn the lands of those

with whom we cannot effect compromises.

The line from Tar river, to Raleigh has been
located. After crossing the river below Chavis'

Ford, it runs by Presley Person's, near Winston
and Kearney's store, crosses Cedar Creek, and
the two Brandies, runs through Wake Forest,

along by the Baptist Institute and Alston's store,

crosses Neuse river, near Wm, B. Dunn's,

thence by Robert JeiTrcys', crosses Crabtree about

250 yards below Jones' bridge, thence crossing

the stage road at the Pigeon House, it enters Ra-
leigh in the rear of Thomas P. Devereux's, and
terminates at Halifax street, in the ravine be-

tween Mr. Devereux's and the Eagle Hotel. For
a more particular and minute description of this

location, we beg to rel^T to the detailed report of
the chief engineer, which accompanies this. Be-
lieving I hat the interest of the stockholders would
be greatly promoted by the speedy completion of

the road to Raleigh, and finding that contracts

could be made on more favorable terms at that

time than any subsequent period, immediately on
the completion of the grading on the first division,

it was determined to go on with the work. The
whole line to Raleigh is now under contract, and
the contractors have commenced operations. This
course will, we hope, meet the unanimous appro-

bation of the stockholders.
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It was never ooiiiem|i!ate('. or fxpected by nny
one iU(]Uiimle(i with the work, ihat tlie sum uri-

^ir.ally siilisci-ihed would he siillicien! to '"oinplolc

I hits uiideriakiiijr; and ii is now ovideni, that the

whole ca|)iial ol one niiilioti will be insufficiont lor

thai pnr[)o.-=e. Il will he necessary, iherelbre, for

the sloi-kiiolders, at the, present nieelin<.>', Ir. aihipi

some measure fir the increase of the capital, to

enable us to comfily with onr coiUracts.

As the sclnMue would he incomplete, were, we
now to stop short, and the value ol' the stock be
thereby materially affected, we cannot doubt that

they will adopt any practicable plan which can be

devised lor raising the means ofcarryinfr on the

work. To eliect this, three modes have sufjciresl-

ed themselves. By the terms of our charier, the

oritrhiai subscribers are first eiHiiled to fake the

residue of stock unsubscribed. The first plan

then would be, to ofl'er to apportion the remain-
injr st.-ick amonLT the present solvent stockholders. '

accordiniT to the amount already held by them.
This would, in some instances, operate unjustly

and oppressively, as many may have made as

lar<ie investnienis in the first instance as their

means would enable them to do; besides, we
think this could only be done by the unamimons
vote and consent of the stockholders, and it is on
that account further objectionable, as it would be

difficult, if not impracticable, to obtain this. To
comply, however, with the provisions ofour char-

ter, the oH'er can be made to the respective stock-

holders, who can then accept or reject it at their

option.

The next and most obvious plan, is to re open
books of subscription for fillinii up the amount un-
subscribed. Had the condition of the country

continued as prosperous and flourishinir, and the

facilities for obtainiiiir money as creat, as at the

commencement of this work, we mijiht calculate

with certainty upon the success of this measure,

and that the same anxiety to possess our stock,

which characterized our first movements, would
be ajrain manifested; fornothins has occurred to

diminish our confidence in the ullimate success of

the undertakintj. But owing to the sudden and
unfortunate revulsion which has taken place in

the pecuniary affairs of the country, fli'om causes

unnecessary to be here alluded to,) stocks of eve-

ry description have underijone a very considera-

ble decline; and, from the difficulty of procurina;

money, are no longer soufrht Ibr with the same
avidity as formerly. Our largest capitalsts find it

inconvenient to meet their existing engagements,
and those having the command of money have so

many opportunities of making investnv^nts afford-

ing immediate and exorbitant profits, that but few
can be found to take stock in incorporated compa-
nies, however flattering their prospects may be.

From these causes we apprehend there may be

some difficulty in obtaining subscriptions for the

whole remaining stock. This can, however, be

attempted, and in the event of its not succeeding,

it is then recommended to the stockholders to vest

the board of directors with authority to make a
convertible loan, or loans, to ihe amount of the

residue of the capiial stock, and to pledge the

properly of the company for the payment thereof.

This plan, if sanctioned by the stockholders, is be-

lieved to be more practicable than either of the

others; for, while the scarcity of money is so great

in the United States, it appears to be abundant in

England, and capitalists th<'re are seeking invest-

ments liir less profitable than this would he. As
soon as confidence in American credit shall be

restored, which we are pliMsed to say is daily in-

creasing, and a sulTicient portion <if oar road shiil!

he in operation to aflbrd a guaranty for the loan

and tiie payment of its in!' resi, we h ive every

assurance that it can be clfecicd there, if not m
ihis counlrv; and we are confiinjed in iliis belief

by our Icnowledu'e of the lad ihai several rail-road

companies in the United Slates have already

negotiated loans in England to a considerable

amount, none of them giviuL'' hener security than

we can otier. We would, iherelbre, recommend
:hat the president and directors be insirucied, in

the first place, to receive addiiional subscri|)tioris

Ibr slock to an amount, not exceeding in all one

million of dollars; and, in the event of the whole

not being subscribed, that they be authorised to

negotiate loans convertiMe, or otherwise, as they

mav think proper, Ibr suidi sum as may be re-

quired to increase the whole capital of the compa-

ny to one million of dollars; and, Ibr that purpose,

that thev be empowered to emp'ioy suitable agents.

The interest of the stockholders, regarding them
merely as such, the benefit to the country, and the

whole success of the work, demand its extension,

and we are therefore satisfied that the stockhold-

ers will adopt any means in their power to efii?ct

this.

A line of coaches commenced running between

Gaston and Fayetteville during ihe last spring;

and, although the change of times has caused a

considerable reduction in 'be number of travellers,

it has received a fair proportion of public patron-

age. From tiie (>xperience gained Irom this, we
are satisfied that the want of laciliiies is the only

obstacle to the diversion of the greate part of the

southern travel along this route. These will be

greatly increased by the completion of our road tO:

Raleigh, and if two good lines of coaches shall

then be established, "the one leading south to.

Columbia and Augusta, and the other, westward-

!y to Salisbury, there to connect with the Tennes-

see and Piedmont lines, we have little doubt that

the principal part of the southern and western

travel will find its way to this road, (t may not

be irrelevant or improper here, to :'ravv a compar-

ison between tlie present travelled routes li-om the

south and south-west to Baltimore, showing the

difif^rence in the distance by them respectively.

Taking Milledgeville, Geo. as the starling point,

the distance from that p'ace to Baltimore, by the

Piedmont, the most direct route, is 692 miles

—

the whole of which journey, as far as Potomac
creek, is performed in coaches. The distance

from Milledgeville, via Augusta, Columbia, Fay-
etteville. Raleigh, Petersburg. Richmond, Freder-

icksburg and Washington city to Baltimore, is

711 miles, or only nineteen miles farther than the

other. Of this, "upon the completion of our road

to Raleigh, there will be 235 miles of rail-road,

which will fir more than counterbalance the in-

creased distance; and even those choosing lo

travel on the Piedmont line, by diverging at Salis-

bury, (a distance of about 120 miles from Raleigh)

may intersect our road here, when they will have

a continuous line of rail road, with an increase of

only 37 miles in distance. The distance by the

third route, v>a Charleston. Wilmington, Halifax,

Portsmouth, &c. to Baltimore, is 862 miles, being
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170 miles greater than by the Piedmont, or near-

est, 151 miles than hy the road via Raleigh.

Should the contemplated scheme of cormicting

Ralei<>h vviih Columbia and Augusta, by rail road,

be carried into etiect, vvliich we are satisfied must
be done in the course ot a few years, it will |)lace

this route beyond competition; and the stock ol

our road must become as valuable as any in the

union.

In prosecution of this, and pursuant to the au-

thority given by the stockholders at their last

meeting, a reconnoissance of the route from Ra-
leiirh to Columbia was made by the chief engineer

of this company, whose hiirhly satisliicfory report

shows that a very favorable route may be obtaui-

ed. Books of subscription for stock in the Ra-
leiirh and ColumbiH road were opened dunng tlie

past year, and a large amount subscribed— the

greater part in the city ni' Raleigh— but not siitR-

cient to secure the charter. As we still regard

the construction of this road of vital imfiorlance

to the success of our own, it is thought proper to

bring it again before the stockholders, that such
measures may be adopted by them as they may
dee IT) advisable.

Whenever this road shall be commenced, we
are assure.) that the legislature of South Caroluia
will, with their accustomed liberality and spirit of
enterprise, incorporate a company for the further

extension of the road to Columbia; and, we learn,

that the Charleston and Cincinnati road has been
located with a view to that connexion. We are
still of opinion that the route oriiiinaily contem-
plated through the couniies of Cliaiham, Moore
and Richmond, is the proper di-ection tor this

road, boh as regards the directness of the com-
munication, for the accommodr''on of llie north-
ern and southern travel, and the probability of its

ultimate extension weswardly, so as to connect us
with Salisbury and the whole western section of
the state, for we cannot yet abandon the hope,
that the citizens of this fertile section of our stale,

cut off as they are from all facilities for transporta-
!

tion to market for their varied and valuable pro-
j

ducts, will, ere long, find it to their interest to

unite with us in accomplishinji this object, so de-
sirable to themselves, and tending so manifestly

:

to the improvement of the internal condition of I

our state, and the developement of its vast re-
j

sources. Ours appears to us now, the only feasi-
j

ble scheme; and aithouiih, hereioliire, disappoint-
ed in our expectati.in of inlerestinir them in jour

j

project, we are still disposed to extend to ^them
|

the hand of good fellowship, and will most cheer-
j

fully unite in j)rncurinfT for them at least, one good
\

outlet for their produce. This we shall be ena-
|

bled to do, by diverging at Haywood, or some
other suitable point in the county ofChatham ex-

I

tending thence weswardly, along the borders ol

Randolph and Guilfiird, to the Yadkin, whence,
if desirable, it can be continued so as to intersect

the Charleston and Cincinnati road at some favor-

able point within the state.

Since the last annual meetino', the heavy ex-
penditures incident to a work of tliis 'magnitude,
and the rapidity of its progress, have compelled
us to call largely upon the stockholders for contri-

butions. Instalments of ten per cent, have been
required to be paid on the first da\'s of March,
July, October, December, January and February,
which, together with the amount previously paid,

have produced up lo the first of January, 1838,
the sum of .<ft406, 125 85,

Alihousrh the difficulties of the past year have
caused some little delay in the collections, and
produced some failures among the stockholders,

yet upon tlie whole, we believe the payments
have been generally made with more punctuality

than to any other road now progressing. To re-

lieve liie stockholders, as far as possible, at a sea-
son when the |)ressure was greatest, a loan was
made from the bank of the state, to whom the

company is now indebted in the sum of S;70,000,

which is to be provided for and refimded out of the
instalments now due, unless some other arrange-
ment is made by the stockholders.

A detailed statement of our receipts and dis-

bursements will be found appended to this report,

to which we beg to refer. The accounts and
vouchers have been examined by the comnntiee
appointed for that purpose, whose report is here-

with submitted.

Jiy order of the Board of .Directors-,

Gj30. W. Mordecai, Prest.

PROCEEDTNGS OF THE STOCKHOLDERS OF
THE RALEIGH AND GASTON RAIL ROAD
COMPANY.

At a general meeting of the stockholders of the

Raleiiih and Gaston rail road company, held at

the hankinL''-house of the state bank, on Mondaj',
the 22nd of January, 1838, on motion of D. Cam-
ernon, esq. John D. Hawkins, esq. was called to

the chair, and E. B. Freeman appointed secre-

tary.

iJpon its being ascertained that a majority of
fhe stock was represented, the meeting proceeded

to business.

The report of the president and directors, to-

gether with that of the chief engineer, were sub-

mitted, and. on motion of Chas. F. Osborne,

esq. ordered to be received and printed, with the

accompanying documents, uuder the direction of
the president and directors.

The following resolutions were offered by C. F.
Osborne, esq.

Resolved^ I'hat the president and directors be
instructed to receive such subscriptions of stock in

tlie R:deigh and Gaston rail road company, as

may be offered; provided such subscriptions do
not in all exceed one m.illion of dollars.

2. Resolved, That in the event of the whole
amount of the capital not being subscribed, the

president and directors be authorized to negotiate

a loan for the deficiency, (convertible or other-

wise, as they may think proper.) on such terms

as they maj' deem most advantageous to the in-

terest of the stockholders; and that they be further

empowered to pledge the property of the compa-
ny for the guaranty of said loan, and the payment
oi' its interest, and to employ suitable agents.

3. Resolved, That the proceedings of ihe presi-

dent and directors, in letting out the remainder of

the road to Raleitrh, is unanimously approved,

and that ihe.y be desired to prosecute the work as

rapidly as possible, consistently with its durability

and the interests of the stockholders.

4. Resolved, That the president and directors

be requested to appiv lo the next Pession of the

legislature of North Carolina, for an increase of
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the CcTpital stock of tl>8 conipnnv, to the amount
of one million and a liall' ol" dollars, and lor such
other aid as they niay deem most consistenl with
the interests ol' the siockholders.

5. Jxesolvcd, As llie opinion of the stockiiold-

ers, that il id of the greatest importance to the

success of tins work, iliat the road should he ex-
tended to Columbia, South Carolina, and that

they will use ilieu' utmost eftorts to insure its ex-
tension to the South Carolina line.

6. Jiesolvcd, That the report of the committee
appointed lo examine the accounts and vouchers
of the president, be approved and adopted, and
that he be directed to balance tlie books, pursuant
to the recommendations of said committee.

7. liesolved, That in future the annual meeting
of the stockholders be held on tlie first monday in

June in each anti every year.

Which were unanimously adopted.

The meeting then proceeded, on motion of Mr.
Osborne, to the election of a president and five

directors. Win. Boylan and Samuel S. Downey
were appointed to superintend the lialloting.

The coumiittee reporl^'d that the tbilovving per-

sons were elected: Geo. VV. Mordecai, president;

Duncan Cameron, Wni. Boylan, Joseph W.
Hawkins, Chas. Manly and Thos. P. Devereux,
directors.

On motion of Duncan Cameron, esq. a commit-
tee consisting of Wm. Robards, Wm. Peace,
and Alfred Jones, or a majority ol them, was ap-

pointed to examine the accounts of tlie president,

and report lo the next annual meeting.

On motion of Mr. Garnett, the Ibllowing reso-

lution was adopted:

That we teel a lively interest in establishing a

communication by rail road with the west, and in-

vite the co-operation of our lellow-ciiizens of Sal-

isbury and the adjacent country, in procuring a
charter from the legislature, for that purpose.

The meeting then adjourned.

From the Maine Farmer.

USE OF SWAMP MUCK.

Mr. Holmes:—I have noticed in the 44th num-
ber of the present volume of the 'Maine Farmer,'
that a friend wishes to know whether muck which
is composed of decayed leaves, roofs, and other

vegetable matters, will do as a dressing lor land

without being previously mingled with animal
manure?
As I have used much of the muck in years

past, I will try and answer "from actual expe-
rience. '' I hauled direct from the swamp, one
winter, about 200 loads upon a piece of land of
different qualities, varying from a muck, or dark
black soil, to an open, porous, gravelly elevation.

On the black soil, it has done nothing—the soil

naturally abounded in muck. But on the irravel-

ly elevation it has done much to enrich the soil.

Its benefits vary much on different soils. I should
not put it on wet land in any case— it is labor

thrown away, without it is mixed with animal
manure; and in that case, the manure will do as

well without the muck.
I should be in tiivor of laying the muck in the

barn or hog-yard ibr a season, ibr the purpose of
destroying the weeds and seeds with Avhich it

abounds. I have Ibuna when I have hauled

muck direct liom tiie swamp on my lands, that
I have introihjced many of the wild grasses, and
weeds that are hard to be subdued.

In conversation with one of my neigiibors—

a

farmer who has had some experience in muck

—

he told me that when he commenced operations
on the larm on which he now lives, that he
ploughed a light dry piece of ground in the lidl of
the year; and lieing short of manure, he hauled
what he had on half of the piece, and then went
to the meadow and hauled muck on the otlier

half, and in the spring following planted the piece
to corn. He liirther says, tliai that part of the
piece that was dressed with muck, produced as
good corn, and little the best wheat—and held out
as well Ibr grass, as that dressed with the manure
from the barn.

I will make an extract from an article in the 8th
vol. of the 'N. E. Farmer,' fsiuned W. H.,
Catskill, N. Y., 1830,) page 27.' The writer

says, "last fall I carted several loads of muck on a
knoll of loam, and put it in one heap,;thoui^h I

thing it would have been better to have dropped
one load only in a place— (I thiuk so, too.) In
the spring, prior to planting corn, the muck was
spread, and ploughed under. The crop of corn,

where the muck was spread, was large— I thought
larger than where barn yard manure was put. A
neighboring farmer has made use of muck for

several years. The first year he thought it equal
to barn yard manure, and its effects were perceiv-
able a much longer time. The soil on which the
muck was put, was a warm gravelly loam.
The muck was used by another neighboring'

farmer, fbr manuring corn in the hill, in the fol-'

lowing manner: a row of each, alternately, one
of muck, one of barn yard manure, and one of
hog manure. He assured me the corn was much
the best manured with the muck. The soil a
sandy loam."

Tho. Pierce.
Eeadfield, Jan. 1838.

Extract from tlie Delaware Journal.

IMPROVEMENTS OF NEW JERSEY, AND PROS-
PECTS OF DELAWARE.

We mentioned in our paper of last week that
the agricultural society of this county had, through
its president, Philip Reybold, esq. received an in-

vitation from several prominent and enterprising

gentlemen of Salem to [visit] the marl pits and
!
limestone quarries of that reixion, and also to see

j

in the adjoining county of Gloucester, the cele-

i

hrated Durham stock of Mr. Edward Tonkins.

j

The compliment was properly appreciated by the

society, and a committee appointed to represent it;

and although the weather was unfortunately most
unfavoraLle for the excursion, we learn that a re-

spectable number of the committee were in atten-

dance, among whom were Edward Tatnall, Dr.
Thomson, and Joseph Tatnall of this city—Maj.
Stockton of Newcastle, Philip Reybold, Anthony
Higirins, and Philip Reybold, jr., of Red Lion
Hundred. The committee was met on its arrival

at Salem by Josiah Reeves, esq. of Alloways
town, Mr. Cassby of Salem, and other gentlemen,
and after spending a short time there—were by
common consent handed over to the particular

care and kindness of JNIr. Reeves, who took them
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all to his house, and of whose kind altentions and
eieijiint hos|)italityj we have lieard but one expres-

pion of o|>iuic)n hy the jrentlenien who were tlie

recijiients ot" it. The wliole of Friday w'as con-

euined in exaniiniiiii; ihe niaii piis about Wood-
slone, Marn;in2"on and Swed('si)oron.'ih, and pay-
inij a visit lo i\lr. Tonkins and his liunous stock.

The rich spp(;iinens exhibited to us of the shell

and <jreen sand marl brouuhi over bv one of the

cornniitlee. as ;ilso the liaiesinrie of JManrunirion

quarries, which are in -the inmiediate vicinity of

the finest beds of mail— must ni;ike Salem one of

the richest counties of the state, and Ihe clay soil

whicli abounds there, a fine wh;^at country; no
belter evidence was exhihiied to the (lomrnittee in

this improvinir county, (lo which nature has been
so bountiful in naiural manures) than was shown
on the fi;rms of Messrs. Reeves': lands which
cost them but -^4 per ai;re (and unini|)roved, was
dear at thaf,^ covered wiih cedar bushes and crab

grass,* and producing nothinjj like ijood grass or

grain—with the aid of lime and marl, are now
yieldirig three tons of clover and timothy to the

acre, wiih 25 bushels of wheat the past year-

-

and corn, rye and other products in the same pro-

portions. The s.ime may be said of ail the otiier

Jands there, improved in this way No one with-
fout seeiuir, can imagine the contrast now made
'between the old sedxre commons and the culti-

vated fields reclaimed from them—the increased

value thus niven to indiviihial and national wealth,

is most obvious and uiteresiinor. Specimens of

Delaware marl such as were analyzed by Mr.
Eooth, state geologist, Cfrom St. George's hun-
dred,) were taken over by the committee and
compared with the best qualities of Jersey marl

—

they appear very similar, and are no doubt equal-
ly enriching, if judiciously applied, being of the
same great veins which cross each of those states

and penetrate larirely into Maryland—and con-
taining by examination about the same fertilizing

matter. We auaur the best results to our aijricul-

tural interests of both states li'om this visit of prac-

tical and improving farmers to each other, and the
good example set by New Jersey, wi!} not be lost

on those of Delaware, who are now borins' and
finding marl daily, in most of the lower parts of
this county.

From the Southern Agriculturist.

THE VIXE.

The necessity of diversif^ying our agricultural

pursuits, and of the early developement of our re-

sources, cannot be too earnestly or too frequently

urged upon our readers. We have so long; rated

ourselves upon the value and importanceof our
cotton and rice, in the foreign and domestic com-
merce of the union, that we appear to believe we
monopolize the growth of, and trade in, both those
great staples, and to forget, that with the exten-
sion of the foreign production, the value of our
own must be diminished. We lose siaht of the
fact, that the removal of our slaves, and other la-

borers, to Texas, will enhance the value of labor
in Ihe cotton and rice-srowing states, and neces-

sarily the cost of production. To meet this state

* Query—Hen's nest, or poverty grass?—Crab (or

crop) erass in the growtii of good and rich soils.

—

Ed.
Far. Reg.

of things, we cannot too soon direct our attention

to ihe production of other articles, which will pay
better, and bring into employment, ihe vast

amount of free hd)or, v.diich is now a mere tax.

We allude to the thousands of white and colored

males and females, w.o cannot undergo ihe hard-
ships of ihe cotton or rice culture, but who are

perfiectly compeient to the production of wine,
silk, &c. If we do not soon bestir ourselves, we
shall find our monopoly of cotton and rice all a
dream, and, that iu some other divisions of agri-

cultural labor, we are at the distance post, while
others are at the goal. The countries lately un-
der the rule of Spain and Portugal, and now, al-

most in a state of anarchy, must ere long be tran-

quillized. Soon as this shall be done, agriculiure

vvili be encouraged, and so soon as those countries

shall occupy the positions in acriculture and com-
merce, which nature has fitted them for. our main
dependence, rice and cotton, will decline in value,

and perhaps ndnously to many. A certain soil

and ciimale, beirg necessary to the production of
the fine louij, or sea-island cottons, we do not refer

to them, but lo what are known as short, or

uplands. Cotton is indiifcnous of many vast

tracts of country south of the United Slates; of
some, where the spring is early, and the liill late;

of others, where frosts never fall, and consequent-

ly the yield to the hand will be greater than iiom
the best lands in any section of ihe union. These
peculiarities of location, will be likewise advanta-
geous to rice, and it will be pioduced by whites,

Creoles, Indians and negroes, in large and small

quamities, upon their swamp and tide lands.

Like wheat, in our northern slates and Europe, it

will be sold rough, and in large or small parcels,

to merchants, who will ship it to- perhaps our
own country. We have ourselves, set the exam-
ple of shipping "paddy," and it will not escape

imitaiion, for we have taught our customers, rice

is better, when transporied in its rough slate. In

our opinion the linie is not distant, when shipping

clean rice to Europe, will be a novelty. In Texas,
Mexico, and South America, we shall have for-

midable competitors in the growth of ihe staples

we now rely on so much, and we tliii.k it but a

prudent fore-cast, to engage in the production of
substitutes in commerce, so that if need be, we
may relinquish the culture of cotton or rice, and
suffer nothing fi-om doing so. Without a very

material fall in the price of lands and nejzroes, we
cannot grow either rice or cotton, so as to compete

successfuUij with the people of" those southern

countries, when brought under well established

governments. These views we are aware, some
will insist, are visionary; but we think little is ven-

tured when we say, "the reflecting" will perceive

they must be realized.

These general remarks have been drawn from

us bv noticing the successl'ul culture of the grape

in the stale of Ohio. We allude to an article in

the Cincinnati 'Republican,' upon which the edi-

tor of the 'Horticultural Register' remarks, "it is

from one of the most scientific and successful cul-

tivators of the vine in the west, and will be read

with profit by all those who feel an interest in the

subject." As we of the south should be among
those most interested, we republish the article en-

tire, as the best mode of laying before our readers

the views of a practical and fortunate grower of

the vine.
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'•The vin'a«ie tliis seiison hits bfeu laior iliaii

usual, and the proiiuce not ahuiiddiii. I'^arly in

the season the vines promised as well as I liave

e^er seen ilieni, but our season has been unusual-

ly cool and wet. and one hali' onr grapes dropped
ill tiie early pari of ii. Rly crop will fall a lii'W

barrels short of one hundred, buf the qualily

promises lo be irood. From my own experience,

I should d'scard the old dnclrme, of allowinij the

prapes to shrivel before irauierino', and coincide

with recent French writers, who are of opinion

that more is lost in the aroma, than is ojained in

the saccharine principle. The more so, as I he

latter can always be supplied, and equally jj'ood

with that obtained by the shriveiliiiir ol' the fruit.

Decidedly the Hne.«t irrapes of the, season, was a

small vineyard of half an acre, the property ol

Mr. Jacob Re.sor.

"This vineyard is on the Ohio river, four miles

below the city, on the side of the hill, fully ex-

posed to the south. This is the first year of their

hearing;, and the fourth season since plantino.

His superior success this season is principally

owing to tlieir beincp younj; vines, and the <Tround

drv. In dry, warm seasons, even a north expo-

sure will yield belter. liererolbre we have planted

no vine nearer than five I'eet from plant to plant

each vvav; his are planted ihree by four. His
grapes are the Catawba, Isabella, and Cape,

(Schuylkill Muscadel.) The product of hi< half

acre was tweniy-fiv-e barrels of wine, ot" thirty

gallons per l)arrei, beini^ fiiieen hundred gallons to

the acre. In a recent work on the iiKuiulacture

of wine, by Busby, he states that Mr. Ruinan,
of Champaioriie, one of the laro;est proprietors of

vines in tiiat reii'ion, inliirmed him, ihal the largest

yield with them was eleven hundred pajloiis per

acre; yet his vines were only eii.'ht "r nine inches

apart one wav, and six or seven inches Ihe otiter.

"The vine with us is less sidtjeci to injury than

in any part of France or Germany, in which the

best wines are made. They vdso complain of ihe

wines bftcomin<r acid and ropy, np;llier of which
evils have I met with in my wines. I have dis-

continued the cultivation of the Isabella enlirely.

I have made a wine from the Catawba equal, and
I believe sitperior to the best wines o( the Rhine;

but it termenis unequally, and I can never tell

what the (piaiity of my wine will be till snriii'i'.

In one instance, last liill, i drew two barrels iiom

the cask in which the orapes had been mashed at

the same time, and placed ihem side by side in the

wine cellar. The one was a brandy barrel, the

other a wine barrel; th l()rmer ap[ieared to be in

a state of lermeniation the whole winter, was dry,

and not fine when ra:-Ued last spriniz'. The .latter

never fermented, was clear as amber, rich and
sweet as the moment it was drawn from the cask.

1 botiled it, and it has now all the fixetl air o!'

champaiffne, but I have kept it in an ante-room

attached to my ice house, or it would have burst

the bottles. The same is true of ihe wines of

Xeres in Spain; till ihe li^rmeniation is over, it i.-

not kniiwii whciher the wine will prove to be

Sherry or Amontillado.

"I am cuitivaiinir some new native varieties of

grape, that are entirely tree from the hard ()ul(i

generally [;revalent in our native trrapes, and (()i

tiie table quite equal to the Ibreiun irrape; I have

not yet tested the quality of all of theai for wine.

I have one variety, resembling the Noiicn at Bur-

Voi. V—94

ii'ii;
*

. that promises to make a su|;erior Wine»
both red ai;d white, liul Its produce will be com-
paratively small. The most celeliraied of the

Madeira wine merchants was recenllv in our city,

when a boitle of these wines (red ami white) was
set before him, lOiietiier with two bottles of Ma-
deira, vpiy old, of my (jvvn importiii;.'', red (Tiiito)

and wiiiip. No intimaiion was given that either

was domestic, but a gentleman at the table re-

quested him to select the best; he decided in liivor

of the domestic. The domestic vvims .ve.rc new,
and I cannot say that I coinciiled wiih him in

o|)lnioti, but I have known others, much belter

judges than myeelij agree wnh him. I'lie Cape
olwavs makes a fair wine, and should have bran-

dy added in 'he spring—it is usual in all Madeira
wines. It orreatly improves by age, and resem-
bles Madeira. At Vevay, this grape is always
fermenied in the skin, and a red wine made from
it. which in my opinion is inferior to the wlfite.

The day is not I'.u' distant, when the banks of the

Ohio will rival the rivers of France and Germany,
in the quamiiy and quality of their wines. But
atler an experience of twenty-five years, and a
waste of time and money in thf^ cultivation of a
great variety of foreign grapes, th'^v confine them-
selves to American varieties, and the producing of

new varieties fi'oni their seed.

N. LONGWORTH.
Cindnmiti, Oct. 20ih, 1837."

We are not a little pleased with the success of
Mr. Longu'orth, ;is it may induce others, and we
trust some even in this state, to turn their attention

to growing Ihe vine. Vineyards afibrd profitable

employment to young, and lijeble people, who
woultl most generally be a burthen to their parents

or owners, Vv'ere not some light enip'oyment pro-

vided for them. It appears, too, the native grape
is preierred, after a waste of much money, and
"twenty-five years experience." This again is

e itco I i railing, and we hope will not be forgotten.

A very large vineyard can be attended properly

by a verj' i'ew hands, ordinary hands too, till the

vintage, when a greater numeri(;al force will be

required, to trather and cull the fruit. We refer

all who are inquisitive on this subject, to volume
the lOih of this work. It is there stated, the sixth

of an acre produced 528 gallons—"a most enor-

mous crop,"' as Mr. Herhemont says, but un-

doubtedly made, as no one acquainted with that

gentleman will question his statement.*

Mr. H. readily obtains two dollars for every

gallon of wine he makes, and his wines fred and
white) are very good; but as he does not use

brandy (t)Ut I'ermentation only) to give them
body, we are unable to express an opinion as to

how well, or loiiw they will keep. We will take

it ufjon ourselves lo say, Mr. H. will cheerllilly

impart the lessons of experience, to any one de-

sirous of profiling by them. We would seriously

ifiquire of the most fortunate planters of rice or

cotton—which of ihem ever did or can make, from

the iiest land and upon the m"st approved system

oi" culture, fifteen kiindr'-id dollars from one acre?

Not one! Yet that sum fat only a dollar pergal-

lonj) is the produce of an acre of trine on the Ohio

* A full account of this crop was communicated by

Mr. Heibetnont, anfi published in the Fanners' Regis-

ter at page 370 of this vohune.—Ed. Far. Rec.
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—and of less than the fourth of an acre » i our
own state. The C'ongnree beats the Ohio! What
will not care/u/ CLihnre do? We do not know

—

and pause for the answer.

For the Paimers' Rpgister.

VISCELLANGOUS REMARKS ON PRACTICAL
AGRICULTURIi:.

("Continued from page 668,)

Manure, and its application.— The price and char-

acter of labor in this country.

The inexperienced farmer, ambitious, perhaps,

to excel in his new vocation, and solicitous to ob-

tain information, reads with avidiiy the works o(

Sir John Sinclair, Arthur Younir, and other cele-

brated, though theoretical British agriculturists, and
IS apt to adopt a system predicated upon their lucu-

brations—one ruinous in our country, because
neither adapted to our climate nor our high labor.

Let two facts ever be presented in prominent relief

to the Virginia agriculturist, in every survey he
may make upon his farm, or estimate of the pro-

bable fate of untried expedients. First, that ours
is a dry climate; secondly, that the price of labor is

extravagantly high, whether considered in refer-

ence to the charixes of white hirelings, or to capital

inve.sted in purchase of slaves. Whereas, in Eng-
land the climate is humid, and labor comparative-
ly cheap. A system which would operate profita-

bly in the latter country, might prove hiirhly inju-

rious here. The difference of climate, then, will

induce a prudent man, lo avoid, or abandon, the

wasteful use of manure for top-dressing, while if

he riirhtly counts ihe cost, he will also shun the
erection of ingenious sheds, expensive stercoraries.

and all the quackery of absurd, componnded mix-,
tures of manureiJ, as utterly unfitted to oiu- means,
the enormous charge of labor, and to every prac-
tical plan of [)r()fit.

In conseijiience of our burning suns and arid

poils, we must continually uruard aijainsi. ifi;; evap-
oration of manures, if we look to marnuiiiff as a
part o! nur system of titrrnino:. The most com-
mon cause ol loss is by Ihe exhalation of its most
valuable ingredieiiis ; and in the absence of much
science, or experience, one would ihink the firsf

blush of common sense would admonish us (hat
by spreadinc it thinly over a large surfiice, exposed
to the sun and wind, the escape of the volatile
matter of manure was invited. The loss becomes
instanianeoiis, as it is almost entire. Excepiioiis
exist, crrowinnp out of the different characters of
manures, which may recommend its use in this
way. Liquid or semi-liquid m;inures, which are
immediately absorbed by ihe ground, and act pow-
erfully, may be ibus applied, or leached ashes, or
gypsum. Lime or fresh ashes, in any quamitv,
are too caustic (br lopdressintr. When applied in
that way in Englan.l, where an unclouded' day is

pcarcelv known, the fi-equenf showers which iiill,

neutralize their acrid properties and ihey act ad-
vantageously. By incorp;rating them with the
eoil, the natural humidiiv of the eanh, effects that
in the process of liuie which is speedilvconsumma-
ted in Enclan<l, Sco(l;uid, and Holland, by the
moisture of climate. But io the firm of ma-
nure most frequently use<l—a form which I would
Mcommend, a half decomposed state— the kind

spirit of the manure (if I may so speak) is just
held long enough in suspense near the surface to
take wiii<is and Hy away.

If I have any credit as a farmer, it is for the
quantity of manure which 1 annually make and
apply; and I do without hesitation de[)recate the
practice of top dressing, as scarcely renumeraiing
the farmer lor the expense, and as on one invol-

ving a loss of Ihree-fourihs of the manure. I have
tried it frequently, yielding to the o|iinion of those
around me, for it. has its advocates, and 1 can safe-

ly say I have never observed a very perceptible

eiiect except upon the growing crop to which it

was applied. Nay more, I am not certain that in-

jury did not somelimes result from its application
to the vvheat, from the number of flies and insects
of various kinds which it would collect the first

warm days of spring, which would prey upon
and deposit their egus in the tender plants of ihe

grain. From ihe mode I pursue, ihe land is ben-
efited six or seven years. Isl, I haul out in the
spring of the year the manure of the corn-stalks

and liiter of my farn)-yard in a putrescent state,

which I ploucrh under for my com. Coarse as it

may be, I find it g'eatly siiraulates the growth of
the corn. In ihe fall of the year, when I culti-

vate this same ground in wheal, I find this ma-
nure thorouirhly decomposed and friable, and it

acts well upon my wheat, and several succeed-
ing; crops of grass &c. 2d. On my summer fallows,

the manure is hauled when it is better rotted: it

is thrown in hea[)s, say about 20 loads to the acre,

and lianiis are em[)loyed to sjiread it just before

slirriiiiT it in. The wheal beino- ssfierwards shovel-

led in, the manure is pretty well blended with the
soil, and the land ren)ains in good tihh for years.

So fiir fi-oni top dressing, all my care is directed to

put it under the surface, as quick as possible.

Having adverted, to 'he dissimilarity of England
and this country, in respect to climate, and labor,

and the inappositeness of the same system to

both, let us not be discouraged by the apparent
disadvantages of our agricultural condition. We
have an inliiiitude of means to collect masses of
manures and to collect ihem cheaply, not within

the reach of the Eni>'lish farmers, and that too

without manufactories of bone powder, clay kilns,

Parisian poudretie, or laborious scraping together

of rags, feathers, hair, ant-hills, rabbit and piijeons'

oflal. Indian corn is an untiring agent in the for-

mation of manure when properly directed. John
Taylor, through wieldinsj; the pen of an enthusi-

ast upon the subject of corn culture, did not say
too much in iiiJ liivor, when he reirarded it as a pro-

lific source of manure. Ccaisiderinii ii as ! do, an
exhaustiu!!: crop, even under his four-shift system,

never;heles.s the recuperative powers of the ma-
nure manuficiiired fiom if, counterbalance the

evils of its impovcrishin<r nature— pre-supposing

however, that a judicious use is made of it. When
I see then, a^' I frequently do, in the valley of

Virixinia. where tillaijiJ in the main is superior to

many o'her sections, corn-stalks left standing in

the field, the whole winter, drying and washing
and cumbering the (rround when cut down in

March, I unvoluniarily indulge in the soliloquy of

Poor Richard—"that fanner does not work it

right." The loss of fodder and manure thus wast-

ed, under dilierent manairement, would change
the aspect, and treble Hie produce of a farm. Nor ia

there any savin*; of labor if the ground is to be
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cultivaied. Compare Uie vvretclie.d and depletinj^fi was a state of patriarchal simplicity, when the

sysioiu of piiliiiiif oil blades, (those conduits to propriiMor of the soil, clevaled above temptation,

the nourisliiiient of com) when liie corn is in an culiivaied all the milder virtues, and his bondmen
immature state, aJierwurds toi)pini]f it, then cut-

tiii<r oil' the sialivs in liie winier, with the one
suitunary operation of cutliuir corn, tops, blades

and all; ami in re(i>r'^nre lo mere labor, the scale is

ill fiv'or of the killer practice.

The labor of one hand ouirht to cultivate 20
acres of corn, which on an averajie will maUe 60
waijori loads of litter; and as it trel)les itself when
well inauaired in the (iu-m pen, we have ISO loads

of manure iVoiu 20 acres, alier feedinix horses an<l

c .tile, on terms chi',i|.ier than a iransallaniic liir-

nier can obtain. We cm rival him in this way
We. could noi alford however, to send 12 miles for

ived in peace and comfort around him, with
minds unve.xed by cares, and unseduced by phan-
toms of liberty—now conjured up by fiinalics and
knaves, in the polluted aimosphere of the present
times.

Many individuals in this section of the state,

were once lilted up by this vvhirhvmd raised by
northern emancipationists, and in their elibrts to

place themselves in a position where they could
let themselves down in safety, and submit with
becoming resiii;nation to what appeared inevitable

necessity—they connnenced d system of gradual-
ly divesiinj; themselves of their slaves, and sub-

a load of mamire, and purc'iaseit at ;«i3 a load, as !

sliiuting white laborers. In the northern and wheat
it is said some of the English firmers do in Lon
don: because the cost of manurinii one acre,

would purchase so much first-rate land in this

country. It would be bad economy in us, witb the

scarcity and dearness of our labor, to prepare oil

cakes for our cattle and our land, because ihev

would cost more than it would cmie to. We
could illy alford to send to the fields of Waterloo,
to buy dead mens' bones, to grind to powder, to en-

growing counties of Virginia, some years ago,

we thought the s|)irit of the times pointed to sec-

tional emancipation at least; and in the absence
of any apprehension of legal coercion, the moral
tbrce of opinion, anti a conjuncuon of circumstan-
ces, induced calculations of profii and loss, which
resulted in this belief, that a neirro man, who
would command ^1,000 or ijr 1,500 in Mississippi

or Alabama, could rot be advantageously em-
rich our land; but we might attbrd to send to i

ployed in raising wheat. Well, sir, we tried the

Peiersbuig and Richmond and buy a load of; change; I among others

—

hinc HIcb lachryincB.'

manure at 25 or 30 cents, which we are told '• VVe employed Tom, Dick, and Harry, all white

some of the nei<rhboring tiirmers omit to do. I freemen, and what was the result.?—Excuse a

The beneOciai use. and the cost of obtairiinij !

familiar illustration. Tom was detected in trafi-

tnarl in the tide-water counties, have received a
j

icking with the remaining negroes; Dick, a bold-

masterly demonstration, leavinii me nothing to «r rascal, would piller himself, and Harry, a good
say relative to that great fertilizer.

j

natured lionest fellow, would be drunk nine hours,

In Enirland, a re(lund:int capital and population
i

and work one! We were forced to the conclu-

search means for their em()ioymenf. In this sion, that these may make excellent political *

country our wits are active in the employment of * * * * * *

means 10 obtain both ca ital and labor. The true
» # # but that they were very

policy to pursue under circumstances of this dis- inefficient laborers.

crepancy of condition, is not susceptible of math-
i

We may speculate as much as we please about
ematica! ai-.curacy. One thinir is apt)arent, that I human [lerlt^clibiiity, and indulge a thousand Uto-
general maxims are too frequently laid down with- piaii dreams, that honesty belongs to no one condi-

out aitendiiiix to exce[)iions. lion in life; ihat in the absence of education, mo-
Wlien therelbre, Adam Smith, says that white i ral training, and good breediiiir, a fine honest cliar-

labor is the cheapest, we must look to it as one I acter may be formed; but the plain truth cannot
amoiLir a thousand abstractions in political econo- i be disgui.-;ed, that the vairrant laborer employed
my, which will not apjily to our country, at the

|
upon our fiirms, is, three limes out of four, worth-

present practice. The converse may be approved
j

less, absolutely unqualifiedly worthless. Worthy
as the truth—that in ai! southern colonies, or new i exceptions certainly exist. The late Mr. William
countries where the climate suits the negro con- Wirt tried the experiment with German redemp-
stitution, black slave labor is not only the cheap- i lioners, in Florida, and his was a failure. A res-

est, but the only one we can rely upon at all for

many years to come. It is foreign from my in-

tention, sir, to employ my humble mean.? to write

a political essay. Let those undertake it, whose
able efiiisions would command public interest. If

I can throw together a lew practical thoujrhts,

however, imperlect the manner, which will prove

useful, I shall have accomplished my design.

I will not undertake them, to say, or g;dnsay,

that slavery is a political or moral evil, or whether
it is condemned or approved in holy writ ; though
it may be incidentally remarked that the pure.-^t

state of society which ever did exi.st, or probably

ever will exist in any age or counny, w:i.s, as we
believe, some half century ago in old Virginia,

previous to the discontent, consecpient upon abo-

litionism had crept into our domestic police, or be-

fore an aZ^g,'7 contact had infusixl a baneful poison

into the pulpit, the press, the bar, and leiiislative

halls of our southern country. The former

pectabie gentleman in Richmond. Mr.
tried it on his farm, near City Point, if not misin-

ibrmed, wiih the same ill success; and from the

recent 'Report' of the patriotic president of the

James river impi'ovement, we may glean a few
thoughts about the blessinirs of absconding free-

men. I have frcfjueniiy conversed with the har-

dy yeoman of Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, when an
eye witness to their rural maiia«'ement,and in refer-

ence to my inquiries about their labor, there was
but one answer. "We c;m safely rely upon our-

selves, and the labor of our sons; but the relation

between our hirelings and ourselves, involves us in

perpetual difficulty They frequently charge two
prices fi»rone day's work, and work but half a day

—

take offence at triPiCs, are rude in their manners at

tab'e, indelicate sometimes in their conversation,

before our wives and dautrhiers. run off at times

of pinc^hiu!! need, occasionally finding it conve-

nient to rake something which does not belong to
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them." These, are the men who arc digiiifiod

with ihe nli^JnoIner ol" \.\\& productive cla^a—ru;her

drones Jruges co-isu-niere luiti.

Far bf it h'oui me, to tlispurasje the ihrif'ry me-
chanic of uur oouniry, the meriiurion.s ariiiiciT of

U\<i own lormne; or, the humble liuiu* r, who with

his own labor, or ihe assi^Jiauce o. iiit; sons, culti-

vates hid 20 ur iOO acres of ground. Tiiese are,

in ihe main, valuable and worthy citizens. But
I rind iflijriune favors 'one oi tliis class, and by
dnit ol" labor and good management, lie acquires

an iiidependency, al'.hough enured to toil hnnselt!

lie soon becomes a slave-holder. On^ oi" the most

worthy and wealthy men oi" this couniry, JMr.

John kerlbot, commenced lile, as he told me him-
seli'j on a small rented I'arm, a iiiw miies iiom nie.

'•I began" said he -'with two hamls—here they

are," j^resenting those members c)rhis own. This

is a standing joke with our old friend, lie has now
acquired a fortune variously estimated from -9 100

to ig 120,000. But to the "point aimed at m this

example. He employs slave labrr, and carries

what may be pronounced a prejudice so far, thai

he declares he would drive ofi a white overseer

from his plantation. Ano'.her exanii'ie. JVlr.

Isaac Hollinsworth of this county, of the estima-

ble society of Friends, commeucc^d liiti a? a needy
stone-mason. He is now worth not less than

$100,000, accumulated by milling and {"arming.

He would scout the idea ol' depending en white

laborers on his estate. I/, therelot'e, we, of the

northern counties of the valley, into which there

is a constant influx of Pennsylvanians, native

Germans and irishmen, have ex|)erienced ihe evils

of white labor, a fortiori, our loivlaud brethren

could not tolerate them.
There is to the common laborer in this country

every temptation to idleness, in lieu ol" encourage-

ment to industry, in subordinate employments.
How can it be expected that he will remain sta-

tionary with his employer at ?jl-0 or 5150 a year,

when lor twent}', he can buy an old horse and sec-

ond-hand cart, or steal them, and alier begging
his way to Illinois or Wisconsin, can siiaat on a

quarter section of land, and afier a little while,

with force of arms, assert a pre-emption right,

which some demagogue, anxious to obtain his

vote, will recommend shall be secured to him.

And Jherp, in a semi-barbarous stale, with rifle in

hand, he roams the wilderness in quest of game.
This life has more sweets for hun, Uvan hard delv-

ing on a farm, amidst a refined society. It needs

but little intercourse with our border people to be

convinced of the truth of the observation of some
philosopher, that there is in man, a much s'ronger

proclivity to eavage life, than lo ascend the hill

which conducts to refinement. Pacllis descensus

jiverni. If it were not iblly to wish for any
thing, the attainment of w'licli is physically im-

possible, we of the Atlantic states might desire a

natural boundary, three hundred miles west of the

Mississippi river more impregnable than the inter-

minable expanse of prairie, which the present Judge
Breckenridge supposes would limit the white man's
settlements. When in the course of time, the in-

termediate space shall have been filled, and so

soon as the conviction is forced on every mind,

.that Providence has been as beneficeut to Virginia

jOa to any part of his creation, then the refluent cur-

rent of general pros(>erity may flow upon our

desolate fields, and the labor of white men re-

Boyate their fertility.

This migralnnj characier ol" our people, is a
deadly Ibe lo improved Uijriculiure ! A stationary

population like ihai of England, feels a deeper
iiilcrest in ihe improvemeni of their larms. The
laiher fixes his dumicil, plants his hedges, im-
proves his |;arks, ami ihrows around every object

the utmost beauiy of anificial s(;enery, ami natu-

ral improvement. He is tied U) the sp>ot. He re-

irards it as a home fur his sons, and children of

countless generations. By his descendants every

oltject is regarded with filial veneration. Dear
and early associations are connected with every

time-honored oak, and building, and field. They
find "tongues in trees, books in the running
brooks, sermons in stones, good in every thing."

These feelings, and sentiments operating from
fiirm to farm—extended lo every hamlei and vil-

lage—is one of the mainsprings of England's ag-

ricultural superiority.

'inhere is here, the same principle of good and
evil which pervades the workl. Nay more, there

is not in Christendom, a more inlelliuent, enter-

prisifff, and liariiig peojile, than the inhabitants of

ihe United Slates. Their superior inieliigence

sfirings Iron) the unshackled liberty of ihe press

—

the universal difi'usion of newspaper inlormation,

and their active commercial and I radiiiii: habits.

This weight will promote the cause of agricultu-

ral improvement; but their other qualities, specu-

laiing enterprise, and locomotive recklessness,

are unfriendly to a system of persevering and im-

proving tillage. It is obvious that no man will

lake the same care of his farm, when he thinks it

probable he may seek his lortune, or his children

inevitably will, in the broad expanse of the west.

Whither do these speculations conduct us.? To
what practical issue, deduced from tlie subject?

To this, at least; we must be content with our

slave labor lor the present

—

siuiplily our farming

operations, to suit iheir inferior intellectual condi-

tion, and avoid that complicated and expensive

machinery of agriculture, which may be adapted

to the Slate of things abroad. This simplicity is

perlt'ctly consistent with a vigorous plan of im-

provement. So long as we have slaves among
us, observe towards them, an exact discipline, in

unison wiih a spirit of generous humanity. Their

condition and our own may be mucli meliorated

by assisting the colonization cause in the removal

of that incubus, the fi-ee colored population. Per-

haps in the course of a century, when every ave-

nue of speculation or adventure is filled, and a ne-

cessary division of labor is super-imluced—the

maxim of Adam Smith, may be verified, and

while labor be profitably employed. The same
necessity which now exists in Great Britain will

then stimulate faithful occupation here, and certi-

ficate of character invite employment. Until

then we must make the most of our situation.

We need not encourage idleness among our young
farmers, because we have negroes and overseers

to depend oti. Teach those who are designed for

this most useful and healthful profession, to labor

occasionally themselves. Make them acquainted

wiih the details. of agriculture. They will then

he better judges of the exact duty of each slave.

And he who, is not only a master of ageneral sys-

tem on an enlarged scale, but makes himself ac-

quainted with all minor points, down to the names
of every part of his ploughs, gearing, all his farm-

ing implements and other minutiae, operates to a

better advantage.
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i iiiu (5ensil)le ul' li:iviiii>- exieiiJoil one branch

•ol' the subject propo!?cJ, lo a leii<fih which h-avcs

thi! oiher short ot" iis h'lritimaie |)ro|)orlioiis. I

shall, Iherelijre, wilhyniir leave, resiiuie it ai a lu-

ture Jay, aiiii lietail various ex|jeriuK*nte wiiii nia-

nures, lesiiii^ iheir benefiiial iijipiicaiion and rela-

tive qualifies.

A Fredekick Fa113IER.

ECOJVOMY IN FUEL, &C.

To the Editor of the farmers' Ucgi^tcr.

Montgnnery county, j\Id. Jan. 22i, 1838.

Dear Sir—Having a lit;!e leisure, and feelino^

disposed lo make a small return lor the many use-

ful hint: thai 1 have derived i'rotu your valuable

publication, I ain induced to oiFe.r the result of an
experiment made a lew years since, wiih a view
to the i^reaier comfort and bi'tler acc.>nitno,lation

ol" ray servants, and the economy of fuel, time,

and labor.

I am aware thnt I shrdl be met at the onset

with an objection, too common with the larniitiii'

community, to all improvements, " that they can'i

alford ii;"' but havin-r he^a taught to believe, that

economy consists in judicious expenditure, and
that tiin:^ saved was money gained, I was in-

duced aiiout three years since, to make an improve-

ment at an expense of >Ji500, that has more than

realized my most sanguine expectations. It con-

sists of a substaucial. well built stone house, in

size 38 by 18 leei, a story and a iialf high, with a

kitchen attached, IS fieet square; the whole cover-

ed with the best cypress shingles. The lower story

of the main house, wliich is appropriated to my
farm hands (in number eiglit men and boys) has

a plank floor, sutfioiently elevated to prevent any
dampness arising—and is divided into a larire

room in the centre, with two large windows fur-

nished with glass, and two doors, one leading im-

mediately into the kitchen. In this there is a
large ten-plate stove, a table and benches; here

they eat their meals; do any little in-door work in

bad weather; and here they may comfortably

work for themselves at niL^ht, if I hey feel disposed.

On either side of the large room are two small

rooms, with a window in each, intended as bed

rooms, and to each two servants, one of these is

allotted. The lialf story is all in one room, with

a window in one end, and a door in the other,

with steps on the outside, so that it has no com-
munication with the servants' apartment. This
I use as a store room. Being perfectly tight, the

heat communicated from the stove below, has
enabled me for the last two extremely cold win-

ters, to keep apples and any vegetables, however,
delicate and tender, from the slightest injury from

frost. The convenience and accoaiodalion fur-

nished by this room alone, I estimate: at thirty dol-

lars, the interest on the whole expenditure. The
kitchen, which is appropriated exclusively to the

cook and her children, is but one story high, a

bed room within it, and an open fire place. It is

her business to cook the meals of the other hands,

and have them ready on the table at fixed hours;

to sweep and clean their house, and wash and
mend their clothes; and, when not so employed,
to spin, knit or sow, so that she is always about

the house to take take care, and guard against ac-

cidentfl. In cooking their meals, the only re-

striction enforced, is against wasie. Every day,

lor dinner, i!iey have as much meat, and as

many vei;eial)les throu!j:lu)ui llife year, calibaire,

potatoes, or b'juus, asthey can eat. Fish without

limit, a.< to numiier, lor bre:ikliisl and sii|;per, with

an abundance of milk in ilie summer season, and
cider in ihe iall and wiiiier, when furmsheil by an

exiensive orchard, which seiilom (i>i!s. There is

no allowance ol bread. Each hand is furnished

in ihe monih of November, with a suit ofsubstan-

lla! home-made flilled cioih-elockings, and ii pairof

the best double-soled shoes. In the suauuer,

with two suits of linen; blankets, lia's, &;c. and

m return, I expect a failhtui da\'s work, bei ween
sun and sun—never requiiinix ihem to vvoik alier

sun-doivu at any season of the year. Comlijiia-

hle servitude, I should say, (or an aboliliouist.

But to return to the economy of the expenditure.

St will be recollected, that I value ihe use, or rent,

if you please so to term it, of the .store room at

thirty dollars, the interest of the expenditure.

Having an extensive orchard, in the preservation

of apples alou*', ! should more than realize ihi.s

amount, independent of the other conveniences it

atl()rils. The interest being antuially paid, the-

iurreased value of the larm, by such an impiove-

menr, miyhi tie considered a valuable invesiment.

B;ii I am fully convince;!, by the ex; erience of

three winiers, that the economy in fuel, time and
labiir, will, iu less than len years, more than reim-

burse the whole expenditure. The house being

perfectly tight, and furnished with glass ligh-s,

ieav(^s no necessity for open doors, and other open-

ings lor the admission of lisrht; the subsiitution of

asiove tor an open fire-p'ace, diminishes the con-

sumption of fuel very consideiably; andihelwo
combined have. I am satisfied, reduced it one half!

With me, and I have no doubt, it is the case wiih

many others, the consumption of wood alone, has

become an importaiit consideiation. But with all

who value time and labor, the saving must

be manifest and important. As to an objec-

tion that I had heard stated, and may be again

urged, airainst close houses and stoves lor servants,

as rendering them more liable to colds and other

diseases—my experience for the last three years

has proved that in liiis instance it is wholly with-

out foundation. JVIy servants were never more-

healthy; and from their own declaration, were lie-.

verbal!^ so comfortable.

The great error in the southern system of farm-

ing, I have long since been satit^fied consists, JVlr.

Editor, in an undue estimate of ihe value of time

and latior, and the want of proper fixtures with a

view to its econmy. The log cabins which pre-

vail in a majority of the southern plantations

appear to have been constructed expressly with a

view to the consump'ticm of i'uel, and the occupa-

tion of time and labor in providinir it. At this

season of the year, ihe whole force of the liirm, both

man and beast, is in the woods, perhaps detract-

ing from its value by every tree they remove; and,

in being necessarily abstracted from the improve-

ment of that portion which has been too long neg-

lected, briniring poverty anddi^imay upon the pro-

prietor of the whole. Upon a large estate, the time

and labor saved by a reduction of one half the fuel

they now consume, if applied to the collection of

materials for manure, of which there are few that

do not abound in some description or other, and its
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judicious applicalion, would, by its increased pro-

ductions in a very feiv years, more llian reimburse

any necessary expenditure) besides (jiviuii an in-

creased value to the properly

—

vviiicli every pro-

prietor should study to promoie. In I hose sections

in which marl ahoundi?, many are, doubtless, pre-

venled from usinjr it as exiensively as they would
wish from their inability to withdraw, from usiiiij

this all iibsorl)inn; occupation of hauliiitj wood, the

force fiecessary to its removal. In hau!in<^ stone liir

stone lencinw, ifrubbinii, cK!ansin<r, and reclairninix

wastes; and m various other occupations adapted
to the present season, the same difficulty presents

itself to their accomplishment. In the [)!an re-

commended (or its partial removal, I speak confi-

dently, upon the experience ol three winters, in

dei-larin<r that my itain has been at least one half,

both in fuel, time, and labor.

From tho Meciianics' Reijister.

HOT BLAST.

"A Founder," in the London Mininij .Journal

objects to "Patent Hot Blast"' that the pig-iron is

sad!\ deficient in point of strenrrth, compared with

piiT-iron maile in the gnnd old ivay ; that a cupola
man can (seeminirly with ease) take up a No. 1

"Patent Hot Blast" ibumlry piij, and break it

across his knee ; that in chaiginij for a casting of
five tons weight, for instance, we find it necessary

to charge with six tons, whereas five tons twelve
and a half cwt. of cold blast [lig used to be quite

suiTicienl; tfiat all the founders have been obliged

to increase the size of all patterns fbrcaslino-s that

are likely to be subjected to mnch torsion or fi-ic-

tion, since the use of the patent, has beconuj gene-
ral in this country. That it has tieen a valuabl-

discovery to the patentees and iron masters can
never be doubted. But it still remains to be shown
where and liow the public have been benefited

by the invention. And he inquires what has
become of the obdurate toughness of tlie genuine
Scottish cold-bhist pigs.

Another correspondent states that the pig-iron
obtained from the use of anthra(;ite coal, by
Crane's process, is not at all weakened by hot
blast, but is better calculated for the founder's use
than any he had seen— that beams cast from this

iron of the same pattern vvith others from coke
iroti No. 1 had twenty per cent, the advanlaire.
The reason, he says, why pig-iron siTielted with
anthracite is not weakened by the hot blast is the
great quantity of carbon it contains. It is put into

the furnace as it comes fmm the mine (not being
cokeable) and being of a ponderous and compact
nature, the cold blast could not penetrate as in the
case of coke or charcoal.

G.

From the Farmer's Cabinet.

METHOD OF CONVERTIKG VEGETABT.E IWAT-
TER INTO aiAlS'URE.

Much has been said of late on the subject of
converting leaves and other vegetables into ma-
nure. That leaves and other vegetable substan-
ces can be rendered of inmiense value lo the fir-

mer, by their conversion into manure, the experi-
ence of many has fully demonstrated. The fol-

lowing plan was recommend some years since, by
H. Brown, es(i. a celebrated chemist, who stated

in a paper presented to the " Society lor the en-

couragement of Arts," &c. that he had found
li'om numerous trials, made for several years in

succession, by many of his friends, as well as by
himself, the very great utility of the composition,

as well as its cheapness, with the capability of its

being made in any situation, and in any quamiij'.

Tfie mode of making it is as simple as it will be
Ibund [)roductive. It is nothing more than green
vegetable matter decomposed by (jnick or iiesh

nurnt lime. Upon a hiyer of vegetable matter,

about a foot thick, a very thin layer of lime, beat

small, is to be laid; and so on, vegetable matter,

and then lime, alternately. After they have been
[nit together a few hours, the decomposition will

beiiin to take place—and, unless prevented by a
tew sods, or a forkful of vetretables at hand, the
mixture will break out into a blaze, which must,
at all events, be avoided. In about twenty-four
hours, the process will be complete, and you will

have a quaniily of ashes to lay on your land any

I

time you wish. Any and all sorts of vegetables,

{

and weeds of every description, if used green, will

answer the purpose. Tfiey will doubly serve the

fartner, as they will not only be got at a small ex-

pense, but will in process of time render his fijrin

far more valuable by depriving it of all noisome
weeds. Dr. Brown states that he made a calcu-

lation with clover, grown for the purpose, and that

one acre, at a single cutting, when decomposed
by the above process, yielded a sufTicient quantity

of ashes to manure four acres. He slates that

the vegetables should be used as soon after they
are cut as possible, and the lime as fresh fi-om the

kiln as the distance will allow. It apjiears ihat on
these two circumstances mainly depeiuis the good-
ness of the composition. We think tliis plan is

worthy of further experimenis, and we should be
happy to communicate to the public the result of

any trials made lor the purpose of testing its utility.

From the Vermont Telegraph.

I.I3IE AS A niAlVURE FOR POTATOES.

Something have already been said and done,

on the subject of using lime in raising potatoes.

The experience of the friend whose name is at-

tached to the statement below, soes to recommend
at least an experiment. Will not the quality of

potatoes be imfiroved by the use of lime, as well

as the (juantity increased?

Waterford, Jan. \st, 1838.

Respecting the use of lime in raising potatoes.

I can make no Jiccurate statement as the result of

my experiment, as I was not at home when my
hands commenced digging those that were limed;

but as near as I can calculate I obtained some-
thng like 100 bushels more for making use of

about six bushels of sla-'-ked lime, in the following

manner: 1 had about half a pint of lime placed in

the hill, and had the potatoes dropped on it, and
pressed them down gently with the loot before

covering. I was led to try the experiment by see-

inir the effect produced by some lime that had

been used in a tannery, being put into the hills of
some potatoes.

John Ide.
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From the Maine Farmer.

SWAMP aiUCK.

We have had several ronver.-jalioiis with the

farmers in our vicinily relative to the quiMV vvhic.ii

we iiiaile, a lew numbers back concerning tlie use

ol' swamp muck as a maniuT.
J\]r. Z. A. Alerrow informs us that he has ta-

ken this substance out in the liiil and used it in its

natural state in the spriiiij as a manure Ibr pota-

toes. Tlie result oC the experiment was tl)ai the

nmck appeared to be nearly or quite as ijood lor

this purpose as coarse unferniented manure. He
does not suppose that it will last so loner.

Mr. Day, (brn)erly of LeecH, corroborates the

above statement, he having used it lor manuring
the potato crop in the same manner. The slaie-

ment of Mr. Metcalf, respectiuir his ruta iiaga

crop published in this day's paper,_is also, in favor

of" the use of this article.

BEMARKS ON THE SCHEME OF THE EASTERN
SHORE RAIIAVAY.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

I have read with some attention the report of

•Colonel Kearney, the principal engineer on the

Eastern Shore rail road. He very truly gives a fa-

vorable account of the capabilities of the location.

The site is on a level sandy country, relieved with

niarslies, with few hills to encounter, and no moun-
tains to subdue. The engineer makes the distance

from the Tangier sound, to a point in the Susque-
hanna and Wilmington rail road, near Klklon,

118;| miles, :uid estimates the cost at s^l,0L)o,53S.

From the Tangier sound, it is proposed, by steam
boats, to connect it, at Portsmouth, with the rail

roads now in progress to Charleston. I charge no
bad faith on the eufjineer's estinuiles. I have no
doubt, having measured the distance, and assum-
ed his data, that he worked the sum fairly, and has
given the true result. I greatly admire, in the pro-

gress of science, the exactness to which civil engi-

neers have arrived in iheir estimates. They are

not now m the rear of the military engineers in the

reign of Louis XIV, v.dien Vauban and his com-
peers could calculate to a fraction the co.-st of the

cannon, mortars, bombs and gunpowder,rieces5ary

to storm a fortified city. Very honest estimates of

public works, oflen prove very wide of the practi-

cal expenditure. Of" this, Maryland, of late, h;is

had some costly instruction. The Potomac and

Ohio canal company, finding themselves at a dead

stop, near Harper's Ferry, for want of funds, in

1835, ap[)lied to the lew'islature for a loan of two
millions of dollars, which they had ascertained, by

calculation, woi'ld carry them to Cumberland, the

rejfion of the coal mines, (anthracite and bitumin-

ous,) by which the wliole country, for aijes, would
be kept warm and condortable; and they repre-

sented that the state had tiill security for the mo-
ney in ihe anticipated profits of the canal. The
money was voted, in full confidence. Before the

end oi' the year, it was discovered that an error had

been made in the estimate, by three millions, and

the company appeared before the legislature, at

the next session, magnanimously adniiit'n<j their

error, and stating, at the same time, that if this

mistake in calculation was not corrected by advanc-

in<r the three niillion,«, that ihe other two would be

lost to the state. Tliis argiuiieni, thouixh very co-

gent, fiiiled to convince a nuijorily of the members,
and a bill was got up by some adroit hands, and
being well baited by <rrants of money to other in-

ter("st.s, and among them, to an Ettstern Shore rail

road, was passed alter a hard struijgle. I have
lately learnt, li-om a respeciable source, that there

is siill an error in the e.stiniale byoneniiliion, which
must necessarily be supplied by tiie stale. Believ-

inu' that the Eastern Shore rail road can be of no

iieneral advantage to the country, and of no bene-

fit to the peop'le of the Eastern Shore, save those

who sh.ill be eniiaifed in tiie work, and (hat the

canal, when com [)leted, will be of some advantage
to the western section of our state, and L'reatly be-

neficial to the town of Alexandria, in Virginia, I

shall be content to surrender one niillion, to the

canal company, upon the express condition, under

their cor()ora1e seal, tiiat they make no further de-

mands on the state.

Colonel Kearney states the fantalizinii fact, that

in the year 1836 fifty thousand Iraveilers passed

between the north and the south; but adds, rather

ambiiTuously, "whether, arriving at the Roanoke
river, the choice being before Ihem, of the route to

Richmond and Potomac creek, by Norfolk and
the Chesapeake bay to Frenchtown, or by your

road b\- the bay and peninsula, is a question which
the friends of tlie rail road will willingly leave to

the decision of the traveller." It seems quite cer-

tain that the friends of tiie Eastern Shore rail road,

will submit to the traveller a question over which
they have no control; but it may be well doubted,

if the decision be against them, whether if Vv'ill

meet their cordial approbation. I do not know
how the friends of the rail road read ihis paragraph;

lo rn°, it appears the language of non-committal.

Col. Kearney pro| oscs making the Tangier

sound a winter harbor for the shijjs of Philadel-

|)hia, Wilmington and Baltimore, and transporting

their cargoes by the rail road lo Iheir ports of des-

tination.^ As far as relates to Philadelphia and

Wilmington, the proposal is answered by telling

him, thai there is now an excellent winter harbor,

firmed by the breakwater, at tlie mouth of the

Delaware; and a rail road fi-om the Cape, to strike

the rail road at VVilminfton, is now under consi-

deration; when this shall be accomplished, fbreiiin

goods can be transported to tliose nilies, and car-

troes carried hy the return cars. By this means,

.Tack T:>r may be kept cons antly at sea, fi-ee from

the tempta'ions and corruptions of the city, and

perhaps Philadeljihia may legain her commercial

ascendency in the coiivtry. I am inclined to think

the Baltiniore ships, after having made safe an-

choraize in Bampfon roads, would prefer awailing

a thaw, to encountering the shoals of the Tangier

sound, in the winter. The genius of internal im-

provement is now on the wing, and in full Btahi.

I have somewhere see;; a proposal to transport In-

dia rroods to a port on the Columbia river, and fi'om

thence by rail roads over the Rocky Mountains, to

Ihe United States. There is a citizen of Baltimore

who has in ptoject an air ship to sail against all

currents below the moon, who will engage to make
a trip from Boston to Mexico in six days, and to

deliver the mail at all the important commercial

points. He only wants ten thousand dollars to

put his bark in sailinstrim; and Congress, by pat-

ronizing this undertaking, might find it the easiest
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mode ol" puliiug down Amos! Kendall's express
mail; and iiu mure iiorses would be luu out oi then-
lives in currying' the President's message at an ex-
tra s^ession.

There .-^eeui.? lo be no reasonable doubt that in a
ehori period, itiere wili be a nne ol' couiuiunicaiion
ii-om north to south by railways, j'iie best and
most pnicticable rouies ought to be selected.*
liail roads are consirucied al great expense, and
wherever there shail be two or Inore le.ulingio liie

same place, the one of prelereuce will titggar ihe
oiiiers. A rail road is now in progress honi Poris-
n)on(h, by the Roanoke, to Caariesion, A iari»e

seclion ot a rail road iiom Richmond to Poto-
mac creek, has i)een couipicied; and I think there
can be but liitiedoubi, ihal ma short lime, it will

be exiended directly to vVashington, where it vviii

:neel the rail roads now compleied to New York.
The mosi eligible connecting line irom the souiii,

seems to be irom the Roanoke to Richmond; i»y

this, the traveller to Philadelphia or I^ew Yoik
would touch uL Richmond, VVashmgion and Lal-
limore; and ii' Col. Kearney be rigut, titat land
travel will always be preierred to water, it settles

Ihe question, liat suj;posing Ihe Eastern Shore
rail road to be coin,jleted, ihaLtae travellers should
all Irom thesouin arrive at Porlsni,,uth, andtiielvvo
routes presen.ed, il' ihey elected the one by ihe
bay and peninsula, the first eigh;y-five miles would
be by water; when iliey arrived at the Tan-rier
sound, they would be greeted by a cloud of mos-
cheloes which would bear them company to die
Delaware line. They would tneretai^e on afresh
supply, iroiij the Delaware marslies, whose att.ich-

meat would remam unsnakeii till th':y atiained
tae high lands oi' Kent. They would let their

blood ueely, and the uiiibrtunaie travellers would
there part wiih them with as much saiislaclion as
the pious Eneas did with tiie harpies, m Ins jour-
ney to the promised land. In addition tootherdis-
comlbrls, the road jiasses through a dark gloomy
Siberian Ibrest, which no art can imjirove.

I do not agree vviih Col. Kearney, that land tra-

vel will always be preierred to water. [ have not
much coniidence in the scheme of crossing the
Atlantic ocean m steamboats; but twenty years
has given lull confidence to steam navigation on
the bay. The terrible disasters from sieam cars
are firesh in our recollection.! I have travelled by

both conveyances, and have always Ibund more
comfort and confidence in sieambuats than in

steam cms. A swili steamboat, will now make
her trip from Porismuuih to Baltin.ore in sixteen
hours, and if she start directly np the bay, lo

Frenchtown, would accomplish it in nineteen,
Ttie traveller, by 'his route, would perhaps lose

three hours from Portsmouth to Philadelphia, but
h.e would find full compensation in the superior
cnmlbris of the srearnboat, which are little hhort

oi a well-regnlaJed hotel.

I do not a[)preheii(l that the Eastern Shore rail

road will ever proort^ss beyond the survey and lo-

cation; but if it should be constructed, the rust in a
lew vears will eat out ttie rails, ffie brambles and
black-jai-ks will resume pos.^ession of the site, and
no memorial will remain, but the statute book and
tax lists, which will furnish posterity with the evi-

dence of a million of dollars improvidently granted,

and uselessly expended.

JEastern Shore nf Md., Feb. 4th, 183S,

* To adopt the route which will command the most
transportation, and yield the most profitable dividends, is

a consideration of stih more importance than choosiiio-

the "best and most practicable route" for a railway.

—

Ed. Far. Reg.

t The disasters which have occurred on several rail-

roads have been terrible indeed. But in every case,

so far as we have been informed, the killing- or maim-
ino; of passengers has been caused by gross neglect,

or inexcusable arrangements for the conducting of the

train, and might, by proper care, have been entirely

avoided. Let then the blame be hiid where it is due,

and not charged, as it has improperly been, to acci-

dents necessarily and unavoidably attendant on rail-

way travelling. The meeting and awful collision of

two trains might even had occurred, as on the Ports-

mouth and Roanoke railway—or the engine and five or

six of the nearest cars might have been precipitated

ON H1LI--SIDE niTCHKS.
Tntlie Editor of the Farme's' Register.

Ij roxonsvilh, February Is/, 1838.

The proce.=;s of draining hiil-sides of the water
which falls upon ihem. so as to prevent washin<r,

is one of deep interest to every cnltivafor. The
wretched appearance of our exhausted lands, pre-

senting an alternation ofL^ullies and broom-sedire,
and the damaore done to the adjacent low landg

from a hi<jh bank; (although both these acijidents might

have been easily guarded against,) and yet no passen-

gers would have been hurt, if they had been placed in

the rear instead of in front of the heavy burden cars

—

which, instead of themselves receiving and sustaining

the shock, served, by their momentum, to rush upon

and crush the frail coaches, which were so improperly

placed ahead, when the trains were suddenly stop-

ped. This improper arrangement has since been cor-

rected on the Portsmouth and Roanoke rail- road, as it

ought to have been long before.

It is impossible that any kind of travelHng can be

secured from every possible accident. But if expe-

rience can be relied on to furnish evidence, it may be

safely assumed that a well-managed railway is the

safest mode of travelling, next to well-managed river

{not Atlantic or Chesapeake.) steam vessels.

On the railway from Petersburg to the Roanoke,

(sixty miles in length) there have been conveyed

largely above 100,000 passengers, since 1834, when its

use was commenced; and of the wbole number, not

one has been killed or maimed, or even seriously hurt,

loho was in his proper place, in a coach for passengers.

The few cases of maiming and death, or serious hurts,

which have occurred, were either of the conductors or

other agents of the train, who were on the locomotive

engine, or of others in exposed situations—and never of

passengers, when in their proper places. If these

facts do not prove that the rail-road furnishes a very

safe mode of travelling, we are at a loss to know what

kind and amount of evidence would suffice lor that

purpose.

—

Ed. Far. Reg.
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by the tnp-drcssing orgfiilly cl;iy, iuliiionicsli us that

some reiueciy for this evi! miisl be aiioptetl, or that

this ulcer will increase uuiil it has eaten up all the

soil on our broken lands. My own observiitiou has

led rue to the liecided onvietio.i, that lands mode-
rately hilly are much the most desirable, both for

productiveness and permanency, as arable lands.

They are less liable to sourness by retaining an
over portion of water, and can be worked with

propriety when level lands are sobbed and wet;

and upon an average they are usually most fertile

by nature. An injudicious system of' culture has
exposed them to destruction fi'om washin<i, and so

genera! has been this operation, that but a small

portion ot'tlie hilly land, which has been cleared

for 20 or 30 years, is of any value whatever, 1

1 was an attentive reader of the many interesting

and instructive papers, published Iromtimelo 5in\e,

in your journal on this subject. I have lor the last

fif'ieen years, attentively observed the various

plans which have been adopted by my neighbors
and others in relation to this important end, and
am much gratified to observe a manifest improve-
ment in the condition of things. A protracted dis-

cussion was maintained in your Register, as to the

relative vulue of hill-side ditches, or another sys-

tem which I was never able fully to discriminate

from it; there seemed to be, in fact, but little diffe-

rence between the mode proposed by Mr. J. C.

Bruce, and your correspondent "Wardsfork;" they
mainly differed as to the propriety of letting off the

water on a plot of herd's gra-ss, or dischartring it

in a ditch between the hills. My own experience
has fully confirmed me in the conclusion, that the

water should be discharged on a permanent grass

plot^ which should always be sown in every ravine

when land is first cleared, and in old lands, on the

first effort to improve them. When the field is in

cultivation, they may be mowed for hay; when in

pasture they are much the most productive parts of
the whole. The imperfection of the hill-side fur-

row, or ditch, whether opened with the plough
and hoe, or with the spade, is, that heavy rains

cause them to overflow and break, and fill them
up with sand and mud; and where they break, a
gully is made at once. The cleaning out is a se-

rious labor, and if neu'iected, they become utterly

worthless. They are often constructed with too

little fall, and almost uniformly too long. If duff

out with a spade, and made deep and wide enouurh
for the discharge of very heavy rains, they require

bridges to pass them with carts and vvaQons, and
are very inconvenient in obstructing fi-ee passage
in hauling up the crops. I have tried each of the

above described plans, and am disposed to chamxe
them for one which I shall proceed to describe.

Refore doing so, however, [ mui5f remark that I

approve of ail the plans to a irreat extent, as ail of
them preserve land, and are decidedly preferable

to the old destructive system.
My attention was first called to what I esteem

the best mode of draiifing and preserving hill-sides,

bv the practice of Richard N. Venable, Esq. of
Prince Edward; who has combined the most effi-

cient means of preserving land from washing, and
reclaiming that already wafihed and gullied.

Instead of a graduated ditch or fijrrow with a

bank thrown up by the plough or spade, which
presents an uncultivated ridge, all along the bank
of the ditch, grown up with briers, bushes and
Weeds, a bed should be thrown up bv the plough

Vol.V-95

ten or eleven feet wide, graduated with sujTicient

fall to dischar<fe the water, with a deep waler-

Ihrrow on the, upper side of" the bed leading to the

first ravine, where there is a grass plot to receive

the water and conduct it off. This bed is |)lough-

ed up with the rest of the field, and cultivated with

it, always taking care that the bed is left in the

same place, and the lurrovv opened with the

ploucrh. These iieds are made sufficieutly nume-
rous to drain all the water which fiills on the land;

and the intermediate spaces cultivated level, or as

in;\y be preferred, or according to the nature of

the cl-op. This bank or bed being wide and strong,

and withal of a capacity to be measured by esti-

mating the s)iace from the highest part of the bed.

to a corresponding level above it, will rarely, if

ever, overflow; and if it should, ii will only dis-

charge the surplus water, and not cut away th6

whole wide bed, as it always does the bank of th6

ditch or furrow when the accumulation of water

causes a breach in the bank. Under this system^

the whole field is cultivated, and you will have to

walk over it in order to see the beds; the eye is

not offended with those uncultivated banks which
wind around the hill, and present obstacles both

to ploughing, and passing with plantation car-

riages. Herds' grass seed should be sown in the

bottoms of all the gullies, and protected with a lit-

tle brush, and stimulated with a little manure; and
a draining bed heaped up at its head, the sides of

the gully gradually ploughed down, until it pre-

sents after some years merely a wave in the land,

and is ultimately reclaimed.

I consider hetds' grass the great reclaimer, as

well as preventive of washing in lands. Unlike

clover and timothy, or most of our indigenous

grasses, it is a perennial turf; having this advan-
tage of green sward, that the turf is stronger, re-

sists the sun and drought better, and will grow on
poorer soils, as well as in the most swampy and
wet. It is a great producer, and makes the finest,

hay; I repeat the advice to sow a narrow belt of

from twelve to fifteen feet in each considerable ra-

vine, which must be permitted lo stay untouched;

when the field is ploughed for cultivation it is a
complete protection against any wash there; a fine

spot of meadow or pasture; and the additional

moisture which it receives by being used as the

receiver and conductor of the hill-side water frorn

the draining beds, secures a certain and heavy crop,

for grazing or hay.

In order to complete success, the beds should

be as short as convenient, and the fall considera-

ble, just so as to prevent washing in the discharg-

ing furrow. It is always best when there is a con-

siderable distance between two ravines, to begin

in the middle of the hill-side, and discharge the

furrows each way; thus securing a rapid passage

to the water, and efliecfually preventing such ac-

cumulation as would overflow the beds. Land
thus laid ofl should be always cultivated with re-

feren.'ie to this organi?;;ition, and the bed will re-

tt>in its height and position.

I have on mv farm each of the modes of drain-

in;; and preservino; hill-sides in use, and decidedly

prefer the last described, and shall adopt it exclu-

sively as the shifts are brouglit in cultivation, f

have thrown out the above hints and send them
to v'ou, that if they should be thought of sufficient

vali>€j they may be pubiiehed in yew Register.

A. W Vekable,
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ON GRASS, AND GRAZING, ON ARABLE LANDS.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Brownsville. February, 1838.

Dear Sir:—A ciny of leisure entihles me to re-

deem niy promise of making ;i communicuiion to

your Reffiiter on the sui)ierl of frrasse.s. A very
superficial observer must be convinced, tiiat ilie

destruction of our land, dreadful as it is, has been
greatly retarded by tlie natural grasses which
our country

i
roduces. The cro| -grass has, by iis

strong roots and vigorous growth and heavy pro-

duction, arrested in no small detrree the destruc-

tion which shallow ploughing and imperlect culti-

vation has been spreadins over the land. Even
broom-straw and sedge have done much to pre-

vent thills from getting worse; and hut lor tlie

fact that all of our indigenous £rras.ves, except fireen

Gward and one or two varieties of swamp grass,

are mere annuals, the good done would be much
more extensive, even willi the most inferior. I

think much has been improperly ascribed to <rra-

zing, in the account of bad management and de-

structive aijencies. It is true, that land not sown
with artificial grasses, (particularly as those indi-

genous do not make pasture until ihe middle of

May or isl of June.) and jjrazed with a heavy
Ftock li'om the 1st of April, poached in wet wea-
ther, and kept naked and exposed to tlie sun, will

become poor and unproiluctive. i>ul this results

not so much from ixrazing, asli^om Ireadinof. The
grass was not there to be eaten ofl: the injury

arose not li-om crrazm'j. but an absurd and (ruitless

attempt to graze. The poor cow is as much ex-

hausted by a fruitless search fur (bod, as the land is

by the treading. In our planiingcounlry, it would
be amusing, were it not too serious a suliject to be

laughed at, to see a slocl< ofcattle returnins" at night

in the spring from a budding expeditinn. The stock

ofwinterfood, composed ofstraw, stalks and slmcks,

is exhausted. The buds are putting ou' a little, and

the cattle are belled and turned out toshifi for them-
selves. A few of the strongest reach home in the

evening; the rest are to be found reposing at various

distances from the pen, as fatirrue and an almost

fruitless search for food, have exhausted then). It

is thus that some of our planters lose about cattle

enough in the winter to furnish thorn in a supply

of very inferior leather from their skins. Cows on

the lift, and cows in the mire, in March and April,

are nothing new in a plantinor ct^untry. The rea-

son for this is. that planters have been engajred in

clearing forest lands and have made no meadows.
They rely on the offal of the grain crop to support

the stock of cattle. They are a mere save-all, and
accounted clear gains, and make but little of the

reliance for profit.

This state of things was better sui^tained when
the country was fresh, and the amount of oflid

from the grain crops very large. A decliiu'- in pro-

ductiveness leaves less for the cattle to eiinsume.

and it is necessary to make provision t!)r thcii

wants. I atn satisfied that there is no improve-

ment without a full stock of cattle. That grazing

properly and even lieavily at the right time, and

in the proper manner, is, so far fi'om being inju-

rious, beneficial to land, and promotive of its pro-

ductiveness. Ever}'' farmer should keep just as
|

many eaitle as he can keep weil, and graze them i

on hig best lands. I know lands winch have been I

cultivated mi llie clover and enclosing cysteni. until

they will bring but little else than weeds and bri-

ers. A crop of corn is certainly destroyed by the
myriads of insects and worms bred in and inhabit-
ing the soil; and when fallowed, weeds overpower
the wheat. Treading on land, well covered and
guarded wiih a turf or a heavy lay of clover, is ad-
vantageous to the succeeding crop. It gives tlie

land the requisite degree ol closeness, and destroys

^

many of tlie insects and worms winch would

I

otherwise prevent the establishment of the crop,

i

Besides, the iniproved slock, the increase of milk

I

and bulier, as well as beelj are to be esiimated in

I

the account of comlbrt and profit on the linni; and

j

the lands are belter than those left to the natural

j

grasses, lor pasture and lor cover.

An evidence that consian', and even heavy
igrazin'T, does not of necessitj- im];overish land, is

j

to be Ibund by observing the common about every

I

town, villaire, or other public place. All of the
I neighboring stock graze on it; and if it is kept a
common for thirt}^ years, ii will be seen to become
better and richer, and irradually exchange its

grasses from the most inferior to ureen sward,
which is ihe best. Caltle slioulii be fed unlil the
first of Mav, and then turned on a herds' grass
pasture. They may be turned on the clover about
the twentieth of May, and pern'ilted after this to

fflean the harvest fields; after which they may be
turned on the newly-mown meadows, and other
pasiure, natitral and ariificial. Rye sown in a'^u-

guston ilie corn land, or early sown u'heat (or pas-

ture, will keep colts, calves, ewes and lambs, early

in the spring. But the thing (!)r which I contend
and wish to estab'ish as a maxim is, that the hest

use to be made of irrass, is to have it eaten. You
can never persuade nten to sow grass merely as

an improver. They n)ust have the immediate
profit, or they will not sow it; and I say, use the

grass, improve Ihe stock, and whilst you fiitten

your land, let your land fatten you. Every man
who will sow clover, timothy, or herds' grass,

even though his land were not rapidly improved,
will be fully compensated by the increase of do-

mestic comforts, as well as beef and butter as arii-

cles for market, and the excellent economy of rais-

inir his own horses for the use of his estate. Could
this impression become jreneral, it would do much
to obviate the objeciions urged against the purchase
of trrass seeds, and the general introduction ol arti-

ficial grasses, and the consequent restoration of
our country. It would cause our people to be con-

tented here to live well on their farms, and not

emigrate to the west, where by a most distressing

self-dt-nial, and surrender ol'all comfort, the acqui-

silion of wealih is attributed to a superiority in the

country; the fact beiiiir, however, well established,

that such rigorous and unbending parsimony and
industry would make men rich here or there.

A. W. Vt:^ABLE.

KXPICIUMENTS ON THK CORN CROP.

To the Editor of tlie. ranniTs' Register.

Coggin''s Point, JTebrvary, 1S3S.

PenT)it me to report to you a statement of a few
experiments, made last season on corn; which, if

not unportant; may at least prove interesting to

soiT)e of your numerous readers.

Experiment 1st. When planting corn, a piece of
rich ground was selected, containing 1428 square,

yards, on which corn was planted 2 feet 9 inches
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between the rows, ami 9 inchos- between ilie lii'ls,

and in rows 1 liioi apurl iind 1 lool between the

hill?, wiih a spare of 3.'t feet lielween every iliird

row, (:ilterllir nio.le descrihed liy I\lr. Cainak in

the 7(33rd i>;iLn*k4ili vol., F. R j This corn re-

ceived no afer I'.nlinre; but wjien a!)out one fjot

hi^h, 32 loads oi'pine leaves were si-aitered on the

ground, which ihey then covered lo the (iepih of

nearly 4 inch;-s, bm airerwar is seitleil down to less

than 2 inches; and. as I ;dr.erwardslbnnd, this eov-

crinix was not suffivient to resist the elleds of the

severe droiiirhis which occurred durin;Lr the season.

Oil the 2;:d DeceiTilier, tlie coin from this experi-

ment wa= •^hacked and carefully iDeasin'ed; ihe re-

sidi was 20^ liiisht'ls ol' sound corn, beinif at the

rare of nearly 75 biisliels to Ihe acre. Lar^e as is

this return. J have no doubt that had the coveriuir

of leaves iieeri sulfi.'ienilv thick to jiave withstood

thecHects of liie chou^rhts, the results u'ould liave

been much irreater. The corn planted was the

Marvlami twin corn. It may proliably be worth

mentionmir, that the number of black sponcry

ears so frequently found amoiii,rst corn, was unu-
sually numerous even amonifst this ihickly-filani-

ed paicli.

Oi'aiiout 30 acres planted of this kind of corn, I

would also remark that the result was below the

averaije of the ^'encral crop of common corn; ^he

principal stems irenerally [)rniluc.ed two. sometimes
three small ears; ihw of tl;e suckers produced

any. I also find that in this ease at lee.st, this corn

does not turn out so well in tnea!; the bread made
from it appears to me lo be less sweet, also drier

and iiarsher to the taste, than that made I'rom our

common corn. On at least one farm in this neigh-

borhood, similar resuhs have been observed. I

mention this (without supposinff that such are the

general results,) fir the purpose of ascertainin.'j^

whether such results have been ol)servea by others

who cultivate this variety of corn.

Experiment 2iid. On the llih September, 24
rows of corn, 150 yards in lengih, as nearly alike

as possible, were selected for a fodder-pulling ex-

periment. On the same day the Ibdder was strip-

ped Iram 18 of these rows, to two Itlades above the

ear; on the 20!h, the totis were cut fi'om the first

6 rows; ilie second 6 rows were cut over by the

ground; the third 6 rows wen;, together with the

first 6 rows from which the tops had been cut,

left standing until the cutting down of the genera!

crop; the fourth and last 6 rows, from which neither

fodder was pu led nor (ops cut, was on the same
day (2Dth September) cut off by the ground, and
set up in small shoid.cs. The corn fi'oni eticli was
gathered, shucked and carefully nieasured on the

2nd December; and on the 7th of this month
shelled and accuraicly weighed. The following

are the results, in measure and weight:

Ist 6 rows measured 8 buF., weiiiht per bus. 58 lbs.

2nd 6 do. 74 "^rio. 57
3rd 6 do. 7^ do. 66|
4th 6 do. 8| do. 59|

This experiment has been made as carefully a=

possible, and the results ascertained accurately, as

above Plated. So fiir, it certainly afiords [nol] evi-

dence ofthe injury sustained by thensual [)ractice of

pulling f()dder and cutting tops. I leave yonr
readers to draw their own deductions; merely re-

marking, that the results appear to me i»ome'.vhat

curious. The diminution m weJght per liushel

appears to bear a relative proportion lo (he dimi-
nuiion in quantity. The result from that part of
the ex|)eriiuciit from which the to|is were not cut

(No. 3rd) and leli standing, until ;hecutliniidown
of the general croi), is the Icasi; being less than
that from No. 2, which was cut over by the
ground, (having ihe Ibdder also stripped,) and
shocked when the lops were cut li'orn No. 1.

In conclusion, I would also stale that a portion

of Ihe corn crop of last season was left unsiickered,

l()r ihe purpose of ascertaining the prol>able ad-
vantages or disadvantages of ihe usual mode of
suckering. Without liaviiig had recour.se to ac-

tual measurement, ihe resuli, in this case, at letist,

was sufTic,;enily obvious in fivor of that which had
been suckcred; very few suckers produced ears;

Ihe ears on the main stems were small, and the
number of barren stalks unusually great. In

making ihis experiment, my atienlion was directed

to ail ariicle in the 5ih No. of the current volume
ofthe Reirister, from l he 'Gcrmantovvn Telegraph,'
in which the theory is held forth, that nature in-

tended the suckers to "fiimisli a better supply of
lecundatini; pollen to the silks, or female flowers.

'

This experiment furnished no evidence in favor of
this theory. Corn is a munasceous plant, and as such,

nature doubtless intended that each stalk should of

itself be inde[)endont; the fact that female flow-

ers, whosej^alks have been deprived of the male
flower, willWe fecundated from a neighboring plant,

notwithstanding,

Andrew Nicol.

DEKP PLOUGHIXG INJURIOUS ON CERTAIN

KINDS OF SOILS.

To the Editor of tlie Farmers' Register.

The fToneral tendency of the views ofthe agri-

culturists ot'lhe present day, seems to be decidedly

in lavor of very deep ploughing. The adverse of

this position, seems to have but few supporters.

The aposile Paul says, "try all things, and hold

fast to that which is best;" we try all things, but

hold fast to that which is of most recent date.

"^rhe poet says, that "nought beneath the sun is

new: but still fi'om chanire to change we run !"

There are lands very much improved by deep
ploughing; such as the red lands of Goochland,
Albemarle, and some of the adjacent counties.

'J'he basis of the loam consisting of red aluniine

and silex, in 'be form of sand or coarse gravel.

The admixture of this alumine, in a large propor-

tion will) the siliceous mailer of ilie surface, ren-

ders the soil thus formed, greatly more productive

in wheat, clever, and, when the seasons are wet
enouL'-h, in corn also.

I reside in a section of the state, for the n>ost

part, very diflerenf ll'om the red lands to which I

have referred, and in an extensive tobacca-gro wing
county. A large proportion of the larnfe in the

northern section of this county, assume the char-

acter, on the surf ICC, of a very sandy irrey soil; the

Rubslratum of sand, and the stra1un> 'fuinealh this,

a f5of"i porous rock. Upon .=uch land' as this, it

vvoulil be worse than usele.=s, it would be mis-

chievous, to lurn the surface deep and bring up in

lieu thereof a sand perf^'ctly s'eril. I have tried

the experinipni of deep nbugiiing in such land,

and have lived long enoutjh to see the deleterious
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effects of it; "no arijument like matter of fact is."

Another cJeecription of Boil not very uncoiiinion

with us, is a coarse, dark, grey, trravelly loam,

W'iUi a good deal ol rock on the surf ice, and inier-

mixed with the soi'— he subplraium of a very

tenacious, close, yellow clay, which it is nearly

impopsihie to raise with a folding plou^rh, and

when raised, best allowed to remain where it was.

I have tbund the admixture of this clay with the

loam, renders it very close, heavy and tenacious

when wet, and hard when dry.

We have still another description of soil, which
I believe, in my soul, is the worst of the whole. I

allule to a coarse gravelly loam, with a substratum
of ash-colored clay: this req\iires the surface to be

turned more superficially than any other land, as

nothing can be gained by mixinii the clay with
the surface, the effect being a stiff, cold, pipe-clay

coil.

I am a decided advocate for the land we culti-

vate being broken deep with tools which leave the

soil and substrata remaining in their relative posi-

tions. We should always leave the fertilizing

principle as near the surface as possible, and
where it is rendered most available in the growth
of vegetation.

I have a large, and originally very impoverished
estate, on which I have all the descriptions of soil

above noticed. I used, for a few years after oh-

taining possession of it, deep ploughing, and the

result of my observation is as above staled. I

know nothing of the effects of deep ploughing on
limestone or marly lands; such soils, I presume,
might undergo great changes by the action of
chemical agencies upon them when exposed to

their effects.

I have for some time supposed, that the fertile

red soils contain an active alkaline principle. I

have been induced to this belief^ on account of the

rapid decomposition of vegetable matter in contact

with such soil. I have heard several very intelli-

gent farmers attribute it to the effects of lime; but

am disposed to think, myself, it is potash, the most
common alkali in the composition of vegetable

substances, fn ploughing up and exposing the

clay of such lands, the potash contained in it

undergoes a change by the action of the atmos-
phere, into a nitrate (or nitre) which is a great

stimulant of vegetation. The nitre (nitras pn-

tasscB) is exhibited in a great many vegetables,

and is frequently seen on the tobacco plant, hav-
ing exuded from the stalk and stem in the process

of curing and drying. I believe it is generally

conceded, that fertilization takes place exclusively

on the surface, and the roots of vegetables imbib-
ing the nutritive principle, are those which run
laterally and superficially; the tap root affording

nioieture only.

The action of the gases on the surface is very
much dependent on the substances they come in

contact with; thus round about Mount Etna, and
on the lava poured forth by occasional eruptions of
that volcano, after becoming indurated by expo-
sure to the atmosphere, a very rich loam is soon
formed of the greatest fertility, which I attribute

to the action of the atmosphere on the potash of
the ashes that are occasionally showered on the
lava.

I. B. Rick.
ffaltfas, February 16, 18S8.

From xha Cultivator.

GREAT CROP OF CORN.

Laurens, December 1, 1837.

Judge Buel—Dear Sir— I send you a statement
of the expense and product of an acre of Indian
corn, raised by me, together with the mode of
Its cultivation. The corn was the little eight row-
ed yellow variety.

Soil and culture.—The soil is a warm sandy
loam. It was ploughed deep in the autumn of
1836. About the first of May, 1 carried on, and
spread all over the ground, about thirty loads of
stable and barn yard unlermented manure, then
rolled and harrowed the ground well, being care-

fiil not to disturb the sod, which was timotiiy, and
mown the summer preceding; and on the 9th and
10th May planted the same, two and a half feet

between the rows, and fifteen inches between the

hills. It was dressed with ashes when it made its

appearance above ground. On the 10th June
commenced weeding and thinning, leaving from
two to four of the best spears in each hill, the

whole averaging about three spears in a hill. Af-
ter this I ashed it again, using in all about ten

bushels of good unleached house ashes. On the

lOih of July commenced hoeing, and at the same
time took off all the suckers— put no more earth

about the hills than we took from I hem, but care-

fully cleaned out all the weeds from the hills.

The seed vvas prepared by simply wetting it with
warm water, and rolling it in plaster.

Harvesting.—The corn was cut up the 18th

September, at the ground, and shocked in small

shocks; and on the 9th of October it was housed
and husked, and subsequently thrashed and mea-
sured.

Product.—Ninety-nine bushels of first-rate corn,

without even a nubbin ofsolt or poor grain, owing
to the fact, probably, that there was no suekers on
which to grow them.

Uxpenses.

Ploughing one day and board,

Rolling and harrowing one day,
Seed and plaster,

Planting two days, at 75 cents,

Five days hoeing and board,

82 GO
2 00
1 25
1 50
3 75

Horse and hand with cultivator two days, 2 00
Cutting up and shocking two days, 75 cents, 1 50
Husking and housing ten days, 75 cents, 7 50
Ten bushels ashes, at 25 cents, 2 50
liaboron rufa baga, (sown among the corn,) 1 50
Interest on land, at S50 per acre, 3 50
Thrashing corn, three days, 2 25
35 loads manure, at 25 cents, $8 7S
Caning and spreading do. 8 75

17 50
Deducting two-thirds for succeeding
crops in rotation, 11 67

5 83

Total charges, $37 80

Value of Produce.

70 bushels 8eedcorn,(sellingprice,) at S2, §140 00
29 do. sound do. (do.) at ^1.25, 36 25
4 loads stalks, at S2.50, 10 06
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20 Imsliels rtita l>aga, al 25 cents,

1 load pumpkins,

Deduct expenses,

Nell profits,

5 00
1 00

SI 92 25

37 08

8155 17

H. IIOPKIKS.

[ hereby ceriily, that I am personally arquaint-

ed wiih the ahove named Henry Hopkins, be-

lieve him to he a person of veracity, and that the

trnlh of his staiemerit may he depended on.

A. jNIakk, Jus. Peace.

From the Cultivator.

GREAT RTJTA 8AGA CROPS.

Lenox, Madison co., Dec. 6th, 1837.

Mr. Biiel,—Sir,—I saw in your March num-
ber of the Cultivator, a premium ofiered on seve-

ral artic!e.=! of aijriculture; I therefore send you a

Btatement of one acre of ruta baijas raised by me
this season, hoping, if it does not prove a succe.'ss-

ful competitor, the cause of agriculture may re-

ceive an addiiionai witness in iis behalf. The
soil is a rich mould of sand and ciaj'-, containrng

besides the veoretable decompositions, some lime,

and a small portion of the oxide of iron. It is

first-rate wheat land. The manure was drawn
in the fall and ploughed in, which I deem very

essential in raising this crop. About the 15ih of

June the seed was sown in drills about twenty
inches apart one way. and from eight to ten the

other. 1 raised from one and three-fourths acres

1,800 bushels; the three-lburlhs of an acre was
not as well prepared as the other. The product
ol the acre v/as as follows:

Dr. To 30 loads manure, at 25 cents, $7 50
" carting and spreading the same, 7 50
'• ploughing one and a halfdays, 3 00
" rolling and harrowing, 1 00
" seed, 50
" sowing one-half day, 50
" three hoeings four days each, at Ts.

per day, 10 50
" harvesting eleven days, at 6s. 8 25
" interest on one acre, 75 dollars, 5 25

Cr. By 1,120 bushels rutabaga. Is.

" tops for fodder,

$44,00

$•140 00
6 00

^146 00
44 00

Balance, iB102 00
WiLLAHD Cotton.

State ofNew York, Madison county, ss:

I, Stephen Chapman, a Justice of the Peace of
the town of Lenox, in said county, do certify that

I am well acquainted with Mr. Wiilard Cotton,
whose name appears to the above; and that he is

a man of truth and veracity and entitled to full

credit.

S. ChapmaiVj Justice of the Peace.
December 15, 1837.

From the Cultivator.

J. Buel, E^q.—^ir,— I have cultivated during
the pasi season one and one-third acres of rula

haga turnips, on half ol' an acre, of which I mea-
sured and had five hundred and seventeen l)ushela

ol'roots. It was a clover sward, whicii had been
pastured one year; soil a sandy loam. Belbre

plough'iig I put on filty loads of barn-yj'rd ma-
nure; I ploughed it one week previous to planliiig,

I put in my seed in drills two loet and ahaR'ajfartj

tin.e of sowing was on the 22d June.
50 loads of manure, at 6s. per load, §37 50
Spreading and carting, at Is. do. 6 25
Plongiiing one and one-tourih days,. at 16s.

per day, 2 50
Harrowing one-half day, at I6s. |ier day, 1 00'

Sowing seed one-half day, al 8p. do. 50'

Weeding three limes 30 days work, at 4s.

per day, 15 00
Goino- thronirh with cultivator three times,

at ] 2s. per day, 2 25
Pulling roots, ten days work, at 5s. per day, 6 25

§73 25

On the one and one-third acres I had 1,303

bushels roots.

1,303 bushels of roots, at 3?. per bushel, $488 63
Deduct expenses, 73 25

$415 38

John J. Bullock.
Bethlehem, Nov. I8th, 1837,

From the Journal of tbe Franltlin Institutf?.

SPECULATIONS RESPECTING ELECTRO-MAG-
NETIC PROPELLING ftlACHINERY.

By the Edilnr.

In our number for November last, vol. xx, p.

310, [see Farmers' Register, p. 603, vol. 5,] we
published the specification of Mr. Davenport's
patent for a machine intended to furnish a motive
power by the agency of electro-magnetism: to

which we appended some remarks upon the sub-

ject generally. We had hoped, ere now, to have
received more definitive information than has

transpired, respecting the progress of the experi-

ments which are being made in New York with

a view to its testing the utility, by applying it to

drive a Napier Press, requiring a two-horse power;

we have hitherto learnt nothing of the result of

this proposed experiment; and suppose, therefore,

that the trial has not yet been made.
Since publishing the article above alluded to, it

has appeared to us that should a much less power
be attained by such a machine than that which is

now sought for, say the power of a man only, it

would still be equally valuable with the steam en-

gine, and would produce as great, if not a greater

change, in the econoniy of the useful arts, as has

been produced by that instrument; this, however,

is under the proviso that the cost of materials con-

sumed in performing the work of a day should be

less than that given for the labor of a man. Who
is there who would not, under such circumstances,

need such a machine"? If we hire a man by the

day, we must not allow him to be idle, as in that

case we tjive our monej' for nothing. The cur-

rent of his life flows on, and he must be fed and

clothed, or the stream will stop. But give us a
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mactiine which is not costly at first, and which if I one amorio: the best farmers of niy acfjuaintancC)

it vvorI<s but one hour in the twenty-four, wil} it

eeif' be a consumer in tlial proportion only; :i ma
chine which we can at any moment set to turn

our laihes, our jxrindstones, our vvashiuij machines,
our churns, our circuh'.r sau',-=, and a caiaiogne of
other thinp-s which it would he no easy task lo

make out; such a machine would also perlbrm a

million ol other operations, liy tiie conversion o!"the

rotary into a reciprocatmg motion; atui we afraia

ask who is there atuonir us who would not want
one? our nirmers. our iru^ciianics, and our house-

keepers jTcnerally, musf all he supplied. We
could no more suiimit lo live wiihout. it, alierithas

been once inirodi:ced, than we can now sahmit lo

travel at the slow rate ot" ten miles an hour, an
event which we have learnt to think one of tl'.e

miseries of human life.

With such a machine at our command, we
should soon wonder how we could have lived so

long wiihout it; and if taken (i'om us, it would
leave a most awful chasm in the necessaries of life,

of the existence of which our liuhers never dream-
ed, and which happily we could not be called

upon to witness so long as the siore house of na-
ture would enable us to obtain zinc and sulphuric

acid at a cheap rate.

The steam ensine cannot be used to advantage
where it has not the labor of several horses to

perlbrm; as, whether large or small, it re«|uires

tile constant attention of the engineer, or of ihe

fireman, and is kept at work at an expense which
is relatively increased as iis power is diminished.
One irivingthe power of a man only, would he
employed at a cost which would pay the hire of
two or three men, and if used but tor an hour or
two in the day, the expense would be incalculably

increased; of course it is not, and never will be
used, under such circumstances.

Let it not be said that we are prophesying about
what is to happen; not so by any means; but be it

remembered that we are speaking of what is a
possible contingency. We have no doubt re-

specting the practicability of obtaining the power

told me last spring that he would not plant a crop

wiihout one, it' he were compelled lobuy one every
year. And one properly uiade and taken care ot|

would, I think, last ihiriy years. Ii is so construct-

ed thai it can be made to drop the corn at any dis-

tance apart you may wish, with the same planter,

from one fool to six. Or, it will scatter it all along
the row, if it should be laeli-rred. And ii is so sim-

ple, ihat any lough woikman can make them if he
has one to look at. Aiu\ by mak n<j a division in

the hoprer, ii can he maile to drop p'lasler with the

corn. If any f)erson should wish to <ret one, I ex-

pect they coulil be supplied in l\ii-hmond; as Capf.

Blair Boiling, of that place, has made several i()r

persons in that neiL''hborliood. Any workman
there could look at one, and m;d<e them. A cood
ploughman, with a i)risk horse, can plant eighieerii

acres per day. When I have been recommemiing^
them to my friends, they would reply that their

land was too rough to be planted with a corn-

planter. But, said I, "If you had one, it would
put it compkiely in your power to make your land

as fine as you would wish it. As all I he opera-

lion of plantini? would be done wil h one hand and a
horse, yon couid employ the balatice ol your leam
and hands in prepariiii? the land before ihe plant-

er." In preparing my land lor corn, I use the five-

hoe cultivator, drawn bv two horses, and follow

that by the log-dracr. But if the land is turly, I

use the two-horse rake instead of the los, which
tears the turf all to pieces, and puts the land in fine

order. Afier all, if the land is rough, I put one
horse to a two-horse [)lough and run befiire the

planter; by just skimming ilie surliice, which puts

all the clods and turf out of the way of the plan-

ter, and it will plant the corn as well as it can be
done.

As I ara a tobacco maker, and perhaps my
mode of preparing my land aud cultivating that

crop may differ from some, and we all think our

way best, I will inform you, as well as I can, my
way of cultivating it. Every tobacco maker
knows that his land should be well prepared before

of a man by the agency of electro magnetism; we j
he commences making his hills; but instead of

believe that such a machine may be kept at work
j

making hills, I prefer to list all old land. It does
without any considerable tax upon the time of the

t

not only save the labor of making hills; but I find,

person using it, and we further believe that the I fi'om many years experience, that the tobncco will

only thin^f which can prevent its coming into use live better when planted in lists, than it will in hills,

is, the cost of the ma erials employed in operatinir
|

:i'id will sland a drought better. To regulate the

il. The statements which we have heard upon this
|
distance I wish to plant my tobacco on the list, I

point are extremely contradictory, and upon the
whole, are flir from encouraging; the time, liow-
ever, is not remote when this point will be deter-
mined.

PI.AKTIIV-G CORIV BY A MACHINE. TOBACCO
CULTURE. LEAVES AS MAKURE.

To tlie Editor of ttie Farmers' Rftin^ter.

Goochland, Feb. 9, 1&3S.

As the season for planting corn is approaching,
allow me, through your valuable paper, to recom-
mend to tbe public the use of my corn planter in

planting their corn. In 1818 I made an improve-
ment ou the corn-planter, and it answers the pur-
pose so well, that I have not planted a crop with-
out one since. It certainly plants corn better than
I have been able to plant'in any other way. J\5y
neiglihor, Capt. J. JM. Vaughan, whom I consider

let in a tongue about four feet long, with an inch

and a half auger into a piece of oak scantling

three inches square, into which piece I let in three

blocks with tlie same auirer three feet apart, and
six inches long; those blocks should be three-square,

and about fiiur inches wide behind; and fix handles

lo it as yon would to a harrow. With poles nine

feet long, I lay ofli' my rows across the list with
this implement, which lays ofT three rows at

a time, thereby dpspaiching the work three times

as fast as you could wilh a plough or coulter, and
yotir rows are more regular, because there is no
splitting. I make all my tobacco on manured land,

except some It'w spots that are rich enough with-

out it. I have some fine tobacco land that I might
clear; but as I have a plenty of open land, and I

think I can manure two acres with less labor than

it would take to clear one, I prefer to manure. My
principal rpsource (or manure is leaves from the

woods. The first thinij I do after sowing wheat
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in the la!', is to rake up leaves with all haiulis,

when there i:onie.s a iiooil rain, In niaUe thi'in pro-

perly wet. I ihiiili it iiiijnirtaiil they siioukl lie

wet when ihey are heaped u|). In thai ca^e, they

will rot lasler in the wo(nl.-: ;lian they will in the

{'arm pen, ami I use a unreal many wilhout carry

inir iheai to the pen. I haul u|) all (nycurn siallis,

antl nse litem as provender to aiy hoises and caule,

ami tind they answer as jjrovender lor horses much
better than they do lor cattle. liy pntlino;them in

the raclc, the horses will |)ick ihem perfectly clean;

whereas the cattle will trample ihem down wilh-

out piclviui); them halt". When 1 am ready to

haul out my manure, I lay oti' my land Ihiriy-six

I'eet each way, and drop an ox-cart lond on each

check, which fruve methiity-ihree loads per acre.

J then opentlirrows, with a two-hoise plough, the

width of my tohacco rows—say three and a h.df

feet, or three feet eiixht inches. I put the manure
in them, and list upon it with four Iiutows to each

list. When my iarm-pen and stable manure gives

out, I go on with the leaves which were raked u()

in the I'ail and lel'i m the woods, which are, by this

time half rotted. On the part of the land that I

put the leaves which have not been to the (ium

pen, I put on at the rate of twelve cart loads per

acre of stable manure on the top of the clap of the
j

hoe, after I cut oil' to plant, wliich lakes about a I

double handful on each hill. When we com-
!

mence planting, the [)lanter will shove ihe manure
j

a little to one siile, and slick the plant under ilu> <

north sitle of it. which acts as a proleciioti from the i

sun, and it will make the tobacco eight or ten days i

fowarderthan it would be without this to|)-(lressing. !

The land that is manured with leaves in this way,
]

will make as large tobacco as the Iarm-pen orsta- '

ble manure will without it. I find a little top-dres-
)

sing to be a most excellent application upon any
1

land, rich or poor. It protects the plant ii-om the

sun, and it will live and grow off much quicker

and bolder than it will wilhout it. By putting the

manure in the drill it will bring as large tobacco

as double the quantity spread broad-cast; and very

common land manured in this way, will bring

fine tobacco. I think the use of plaster on tobacco

ot great importance. I apply it by sprinkling on

the hills at the rate of a gallon to lour thousand
htlls; and if you apply ten times that quantity, it

will have no more eliect.

In cutting otf my land to plant, I cut just the

width of the hoe across the list; a.nd it is impor-
tant that you should cut entirely across, so as to

let the clap of the hoe be as high as it is on either

side, to prevent the [ilant liom being smothered by

a hard rain. When I commence turning down,
I work up the row between the list by going twice

in each row wilh alhree-hoed harrow. And then

with a single- horse rake, two (tiet wide, I go across

the list, which takes away the ridire that is left

between the plants, and leaves very little work for

the hoe. In preparing your tobacco land lor wheat,
you should plough and rake across the list, which
will scatter the manure, and make a fine |)repara-

tion for wheat. If you will use your manure in

this way on a different part of the land every year,

you will find the tobacco crop not so great a bar

to improvement as it is said to be; and I think it in-

dispensable that we should make it. For as long

.as the Hessian fly remains with us, \ve cannot re-

ly on the wheat crop.

Thos. B. Gay.

rrom llie Maine rariiicr.

STIM V L ATINC; IM AN U U KS.

JMost of our firmers are somewhat averse to-

trying new experimenls in the art of cultivation,

and yet of all new arts which are practised by

man, there is none in wlfudi ihcre is more need of

them. Those experiments which recpjire great e\-

pens'' at the outset should be insliluted by societies

or by those who have both money and time to de-

vote to them. Many very important experiments

may be tried by the man of very moderate funds,

lor they may cost but little else than the lime con-

samcdin performing them. One sidiject which we
would name, is stimulaling manures, though per-

haps the word nutritive would be better than stimu-

laliniT. Afterthe plant orcro|)is up, what is the best

a[)plicalion to cause it to thrive? Liquids in which

manure has been soaked are o'ten used li)r parti-

cular purposes. We recollect that an old friend of

ours once amused himself by pampering a squash

vine, wiMch he pushed forward to an immense

leniiih, by watering it every day vvith a liquid

which he drained from his pig-stye. He ap[)lied

It not only to the main roots, but also to the liitle

radicles which put out al intervals along the vine.

No doubt there are many ariicles, at cheap cost,

which may be used to great advantage.

We quote the following use of the chloride of

lime from a French work. " Mr. Duhuc, a French

apoihecary. has discovered that muriate of lime

(chloride of^ lime dissolved) is a very active ma-
nure, or vegetable stimulant. He dissolves about

two and a quarter pounds of the dry chloride, in

-.ibout sixteen gallons of water, and vvith this sola-'

tion waters the plants at distant intervals. He
sprinkled a light soil wilh this fluid, and eight or

ten days afteT, planted it with maize, and li-om

time to lime during the season, watered the corn

with the same solution. Another portion of corn

at six feet distant, he watered with common water.

The former yielded double the produce of Ihe lat-

ter. A large variety of plants and garden vegeta-

bles were Iried in the same manner and with simi-

lar results.

The sunflower, Chelianthus) which at that place

rises only six or eight feet, grew by this treatment

to the height of twelve or fourteen feet, with flow-

ers whose disks were eighteen or twenty inches

in diameter, producing seeds which yielded half

their weight in oil, good to eat, and exuding from

its centre^a transparent vein like turpenline, very

odorous, and drying easily in the air. Potatoes

were also tried. 'JMiey were planted on the 1st of

May, 1822, in two squares, six leet asunder; the

one was watered vvith the solution, and the other

with water t>om the cistern. They were gather-

ed on ihe lOih of November.
The bed which had been watered vvith the so-

lution, and only three limes during the season,

produced potatoes six inches long, twelve in cir-

cumlijrence, and weighed nearly two pounds each.

The others were in ireneral only half as large, and

their stalks in the san)e proportion. Three or four

waterings wilh the fluid at distant periods are con-

sidered sufficient. Some ascribe its action to elec-

trical agency.

j

Allowing one half the above statement fiir the

i
natural enthusiasm of the French, when any

thing new occurs among them, the solution must

i be a^v'aluable stimulus lor some plants. The chlo-

, ride of lin)C can be had at the paper mills, or at
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the apothecary's, for a lew cenis per pound, anil

the experiment nnay be tried, and if good effects

described above, are corroboraied, it certainly will

be a valuable auxiliary. If it proves to be of no
worth, still the experiment will be valuable as re-

futiuij; the above statement, and proving that the

r.'sulis obtained by Mr. Dubuc must be attributed

to somelhinf; else.

from tlie Farmers' Cabinet.

IMPROVING A WORN OUT SOIL.

Since my last essay was sent to the Cabinet, 1

have been engaged in the agreeable hardship oi

harvesting a heavy crop of irrain and hav, which,

with other engaixements, has deprived me of lei-

sure sufficient to examine an additional lot of horns

which [ desitjried to do, previous to sending anv
further statement of facts to the Cabinet. As an
apoiosry, therefore, ofthis neglect, I will transcribe

from my Farm Ledo-er, a three year's history of

an old worn out field, being part of a farm pur-

chased in 1834.

This field, in the spring of 1835. presented one
of the most dreary prospects to the eye of the far-

mer that can well be imairined. Corn had been

the last crop, which was estimated at seven bushels

to the acre, and the whole amount of verdure then

upon the field appeared insufacient for half a do-

zen sheep the summer season, and not as much
manure in the barn yard as would dress a common
sized garden. Every thing necessary to improve
this field had to be purchased; it was. therefore,

no difficult matter to know the expense. The ma
nure is ail carried out at the cost delivered upon
.the field, and the field is credited with all the pro-

'duce, except the pasture, at the cash prices in Wil-
mington, about 1^ miles distant.

Per Contra. Cr.18.35. FIELD, No, 3. Dr.
1st mo. 1.

500 bushels of lime

at 20 cents, $100 00
150 cart loads of
manure at ^1 25
per load, 187 50

200 bu. ofbone dust

at.30cts.per bu.

100 bu. of e;round

oyster shells,

75 cart loads of ma-
nure at $1 25,

Clover and timo-
thy seed,

15 bu. seed wheat.

Cost of 10 acres of

land,

60 00

15 00

93 75

12 00

22 50

480 00

$970 75

1835.

300 bu. of corn at

80 cents, $240 00
175 bu. of potatoes

at 30 cents, 52 50
1838.

96^ bu. of wheat
at $2 00, 193 00

10 loads of corn-

fodder. 15 00
9 loads of wheat

straw, 18 00
3 montbs pasture

for 8 cattle, 24 25
1837.

31 i tons of hay at

$14 00, 437 50

$980 25

The interest account against the field is not car-

ried out, but the second crop now growing will con-

siderably more than balance it, leaving the field to

stand against the labor of cultivating three crops

and taking them to market. It will be seen that

the profits of this operation have all grown out of

the manure. I have been thus particular, in order

to obtain a knowledge of the value of worn out

lands in the vacinity of manure. Stone lime can

be had from the Schuylkill, and leeched ashee,

bone dust, glue xBakers" oftal. combmakers" shav-

ings, and other kinds of strong manure will bear
shipping from Phihidelphia and Baltimore, up the
creeks and inlets of the Delaware and Chesapeake
bay. More again on this subject.

Subscriber.

Communicated for the Farmers' Register.

REPORT OIV THE IMPROVEMENT OF THE
ROANOKE RIVER, FOR SLACK WATER STEAM
NAVIGATION.

To the Board nf Public Works of Virginia.

Gentlemen: The duty which your honorable
body was [ileased to assign me, I commenced in

the beginning of last August, in accordance with
the instructions contained in the following clause

of an act of the legislature passsed 23d March:
"That the Board of Public Works be, and they
are hereby instructed to cause a survey to be made
Ity some competent engineer, during (he ensuing
summer, of the Dan river from its confluence with
the fStaunum river to the town of Danville, and of
!h(>' Staunton river from the same point to the tovi-n

of Brookneal in Campbell county, and of the
great Roanoke fi^om Rocklanding to the confln-

: ence of the Dan and Staunton rivers aibresaid; lor

I the purpose of ascertaining whether the said rivers

j

may be rendered susceptible of steamboat naviga-

;
tion; anrl that the said engineer do report lo the

Board of Public Works, whether it be practicable

to render the said rivers so navigable, and the

probable cost thereof.

The Roanoke river from Rocklanding in North
Carolina, to the confluence of the Dan and Staun-
ton rivers in Virginia, has a fall of 156 jV^^^ feet,

and the distance by the line of survey is 55 miles

5066 feet.

This river is, in general, of considerable width;

in some places extending three quarters of a
mile; fi-om an average of eleven places of trian-

gulation at the most favorable places for narrow-
ness, and foundations suitable lor the contem-
plated work, the width was found lo be 360 yards;

the general width need not however be considered

under four hundred yards. The bottom consists

mostly of solid rock; the wide and shoally por-

tions are very shallow during a drought, of which
I had ample demonstration; and from informaiion

obtained during the survey, from some of the

oldest settlers, I learned that the water of the

river had in no instance been so low, during the

last thirty years. In other parts, the river is

highly favorable, and requires but little atlificial

aid to effect its improvement; and in overcoming
the more serious difficulties it may be necessaiy

to cover the bed of some portions of the river,

with more than the requisite depth of water, in

order perhaps to cover a small shoal, or reach a

point desirable for the erection of the contem-

plated works. Notwithstanding the considerable

width of the river, the remarkably favorable nat-

ural foundations for the erection of dams, will ren-

der the latter not only easy of construction, but

also of sufficient stability. The abutments will

be of proportionably less expense, the greater the

width of the river may be. Such descriptions ol"

work requiring to be constructed higher in propor-

tion, as the river becomes narrower.

I consider a sluice, or any part of a sluice navi-

gation, to be entirely unsuitable for sdamboais,
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and, if ?iu-Ji iisysjem were ailopied, tlic atii'iii|)i

would iiilalliljly result in the ci-eatjon ol' a contin-

ual SDUfce of disaster, l)e:?ides liie tieeloss exj)eii(ii-

ture of lai'ire sums of money, wi'houl liie certain-

ty of the improvemen; ever heiiiuf carried into

ert'eci— the works beinjj; lial)le to suspension from
every. ordinary fieshet. On the other hand, the

operations of tiie dam and lock system, can only
be temporarily obsiructed by hiijh treshets; but

the time consumed' by such probable delays, is not
likely lo exceed ten days in tlie course of a whole
year, or at most not exceedinn; the time lost on
canals by the loni>'er continuance of ice.

The extent and fcrliliiy ol' t!ie country on both
sides of the river would warrant a more costly and
extensive imiirovemont than that proposed; but it

is questionable if a more beneticial one could be
etl'ected—the advantaires to both sides beiui; co-

equal; and successfully to establish a steamboat
navigation by means of sluices, available at all

seasons, woulii be an extremely difficult matter, in

consequence of the river not beinir capable of lur-

nishing a surticient quantity of water during its

low stages. Tlie expense, during a i'ew years, of

the additional quantity of steam would equal ihe

dilference between the two modes, and if would, in

my opinion, b?, moie judicious to apply the cost of
that additional steam power, to the construction of
permanent works.

1 concur in the opinion of the present superin-

tendent of the Roanoke Navigation Company that

'•repeated and dear bought experience has fully

prove. 1 that works of this kind (sluicing) can be
successfully prosecuted only during the seasons of

low water in the river; and to attempt it at other

times is a wasteful and almost useless expenditure

of labor and money." The capacity lor the im-
provement that calls forth this remark was only

lor batteaux, carrying ten hogsheads of tobacco,

and not a steamboat navigation.

Having satisfied myself that a sluice navigation

would not answer the purposes contemplated in

the above mentioned act, it becomes useless lo

give a description of the different falls existing in

the nver; it is only necessary to advert to those re-

lative positions where the works require to be lo-

cated, [n advisini^ a mode of improvement lor

steamboats on a river, the bed of which is com-
posed of solid and detached rocks, it is indispensa-

bly necessaiy to provide an ample depth, with a t

sufficient width for a safe naviiration. It is also

equally necessary to reduce the current to its

slowest possible state, for the purpose of diminish-

ing the expense of motive power, and lor the pro-

pulsion of all asce,nding vessels; and, to obtain,

and successfully maintain, these important advan-
tages, requires an improvement to be effected by a

series of locks and dams, and, at the principal

falls, short lateral canals.

The darns contemplated, rarely exceed in heisht
more than the extent necessaiy to cover with a
suffii-ient depth of water, the obstructions over
which steamboats will pass; therefore, the inju-

rious effects produced on marginal lands will be

but small. As the abutments of a dam constitute

a very important part of it. the plan contemplated,

in order to give sufficient stability, is to construct

the ends, in connexion with the dam, of smooth
cut stone, forming a segment ol a circle, and
dove-tailed into one another as well as joggled, and
the reuiaininir (lortions of rock-work, 'hat below

Vu'. V-96

I
the water, laid in hydraulic cement, and tha<

I
above water, in lime mortar. With the exception
of the locks, the estimate provides lijr every otlier

part being done in t!ie mosi substantial manner;
and the pla" recnmineiidtHl is to construct the

locks of limber, which will cost 400,000 dollaia

less than if constructed of stone; and which will

not only ensure an early completion of the woi'ks^

but also sufiply a navigation, which will aiipwer

the double purpose of carrying on the inland traffic^

and at the same time conveying the stone and
other materials requisite inr the construction of

more permanent locks, and that at a reduction of

cost equal lo the expense of the wooden ones.

Those stone locks can be erected without the least

interruption to the navigation.

The greater number of the rivers in England
(excepting the tide rivers), have been rendered

navigable so far as practicable by locks and dams;
and the system has been universally attended

with complete success, not only from its supplying

a complete and permanent navigation, but also

from the increase of revenue derived from dis-

posing of the valuable water-power acquired by
the erection of dams. It is a method of improve-
ment too, by which much money is saved from

the nature of the constructures, the necessity lor

incurring the expense of digging, embanking,
aqueducts, culverts, bridges, waste-weirs, &c.j rf,^

quisite for canals, being altogether dispensed with.

The cost of transportation of produce &c., on
rivers by steamboats with lighters is ascertained

to be about one cent per ton, per mile; and this

may be salely considered as the expense applica-

ble to, and not exceeding the cost of freight on
the contemplated improvement; and. after its com-
pletion, it would not be exaggerating to estimate

the amount of the ascending and descending trade

to be 25,000 tons, transported one hundred miles
out of the whole one hundred and seventy one
and a half miles, the entire extent of tlie improve-
ment, and the toils at three cents a ton per mile.

25,000 tons at three cents per mile

From passengers -

Income from water-power

Annual expense of repairs, superinten-

dence &c.

$75,000'

6,000
7,000

888,000

25,000

#63,000
Nearly equal to 10 per cent profit.

Dan River.

The plan of improvement for the Dan nver> i^

similar to that recommended for the Roanoke; the

former however is much more favorable, the \\\\\

beinii; less, with a great diminution of the width,

which does not exceed 170 yards. The lall be-

tween the confluence of the Dan and Staunton
rivers and the bridge of Danville is 119 -^'-^ leet,

ihe distance 62 miles 2937 leet.

It is a remarkable fact that the whole expense
of the line of improvement now under considera-

tion in connexion vvith the Portsmouth rail road

on the east, and an extension li-nm ihe extreme
point susceptible of steamboat navigation on the

Dan river, westerly by a rail road to the Holston
river on the liue of Tennessee, comprehending a
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distance or400 mile.s between the harbor of Norfolk

and the above designated point, would not exceed
the estimated cost of the Lynchburo; and Ten-
nessee rail road. A profitable line of rail ^oad

could also be constructed so as to connect the

head of steamboat nav'>ation in the county of

Stokes, N. C. with the Charleston and Cincinnati

rail road, passmg throujh a highly favorable and
fertile country, on the Yadkin and Catawba rivers.

Staunton River.

A comtiiunicaiion is effected belween this river

and the Dan by the thoroughfare at the head of

Nelson's Island. A similar mode of improvemeni

is also recommended. The fall from the Dan
river at the head of Nelson's Island to the town

of Brookneal is 84 f^^-o
^^^t, and the distance is 48

miles 4193 feet; the average width does not ex-

ceed 150 yards.

The whole distance of the contemplated im-

provement ex-tends 171 miles 2636 feet, and the
tail 354 y;,^;j^'feet/av(>ra;):nig2 -j^/j^ to the mile, fur-

nisliing a verj^vorable result in support oi" the
mode of impro'vemenl recommended.
The vvhoifr estimated cost is $650,169 20, aver-

aging 3791 dollars per mile, or 1833 dollars per
foot liill.

[The report next exbibi'ts different "General Es»

timates" or statements hi detail of the various particu-

lar works required, and the esfiu:ated cost of ihe im-

provements proposed, to furnish slack water steamboat

navigation, f4 feet deep at all seasons,) by locks,

dnms, and short canals, from Rocklanding, at the head

of the great falls of Roanoke, as high as Danville, on

the Dan, and Brookneal, on the Staunton. It is un-

necessary to insert here these several estimates in full.

The following abstract from them, which concludes

the report, v/ill suffice for the general reader. En. F. R.]
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the first, sulijcct thai elicited iliscussioii was a reso-

lufion ollered "tliai eleineiilary books, which treat

of UiTficultiire, should be introiiiicecl-into oar com-
mon schools." All interesliiiiT debate look place on
this motion; and in a short lime, i^ave oonciiisive

indications of the views of the convention. The
speeches in the alTirmaiive were numerous; with
but two dissentients. Upon taking a vote, how-
ever, there was only one who gave a negative.

The next subjects in ordei" were the reports of
the several commiitees appointed last year, with
instruclion to report at this meeting. Having
given time to collect facts, the n^ports were conse-
quently more valuable and interesting. Judge
-Buel reporteil all the facts h-^ had been enabled to

gather in relation to the history and habits of the

grain vvorm (vibrintritici) ; !)ut, as nothing satis-

lactorily had yet been ascertaiiieil, thai will tend to

prevent its ravages upon our wheat, it was refer-

red back to the same comaiiitee, to glean furifier

facts, and report to a subseq.ient convention. You
are aware of the important bearing this subject

must have upon our prosperiiy and agriculture.

In truth, if we cannot get rid of the evil or obvi-

ate the effects, and if it. contuiues to be spread, as

it has done for the last two yeas, it will be t)Ut a
short time before it will extend into the western
portions of the state, where wheat is ihe great

staple, and where it will most effect ually prevent
the raising of thai article. This would be almost

a death blow to the prosperity of the stale, as we
carmot disjiense wiih wheat as an article of food,

nor afiijrd to lose it as a source of revenue. The
region in which I live, was a few years aso a

wheat-grov/ing country; but since this insect has
made its appearance, the destruction of the crop
has been so irreat, that we are discouraged from
sowing It at all. In 1836, I sowed sixieen bushel.^

of winter wheat, on prime Isnd; my crop in 1837
when thrashed, amounted to two and half bushels.

My neighbors have fa:ed little or up belter; and
from selling every year a large sur|)ius, most of
us are obliged to buy it for bread. The ravages
of ttie i\y probably now extend lo about one liun-

dred miles s(|uare, making Albany the centre

—

certainly not less than that; but it seems to spread
each succeedinu year, rather Jiirlher in the direc-

tion towartls our wheat reijion in the west, than
any other. I have been led into this digression to

show how important it is tor the farmers in this re-

gion to discover an aniidoLe for sog'reat and spread-

iiiijr ail evil.

The next report was in the nature of "an in-

quiry whetlier in the distribution of public moneys
in aid of agriculture, a betier mode could be de-

vised than that of givinir it to the county agricul-

tural societies, to be awarde.i in premiums." Mr.
Viele of Rensselaer, in behalf o!" the commitlee,-

took a very interesting view of the subject, and
concluded by moving three resolutions: First, that

fi'om all the information we have had," and. the ex-

perience gained by the Ibrmer eslalilishmenl of

agricultural societies, we cannot do belter than to

re-establish them, avoidini; the defects of (he fbr-

mersystem; second, that a Centra! Board of Ag-
ricultare ought to be established at the seat of

government, to correspond with the county so-

cieties—c illect rare and valuable seeds and dis-

seminate them—examine new farm implements

—

f(jrin a mineraloa'icai, geological, and agricultural

cabinet—and publish, as occasion may require,
[

such essays and communications as will tend to

Ihe advancement of agriculture. Third, that the
legislature furnish ILinds tor ihe endowment of an
agricultural school. The two first resolutions
were received with acclamation, passed upon with-
out debate, and without a dissenting voice; that
asking for the endowment of an agricultural
school led to a good deal of discussion. 'J'he

committee did not press it, and at the time of of-

fi'ring it, told the convention so; but so many
warm friends came forward so promptly to advo-
cate its adopt. on, and so tew to oppose it, that, af-

ter an animated discussion, it passed with but one
dissentient voice.

A communication was next read b}^ Judge Uuel
on ihe necessity of the legislature providing fumls
in aid of agricultural improvement. I cannot now
enter into a detail of the many subjects embraced
in this communication. It was principally a col-

lection of statistical facts, and the reasoning fbund-
ed u[)on them, to show how much was yet want-
ing to place our husbandry upon the ground we
ought 10 occupy, as commensurate with our posi-

tion, our resources, the lijriility of our soil, and the
industry and inielligence ol' our citizens.

Mr. Walch reported u])on the necessity and im-
portance of increased attention to horticulture and
the household arts; Gen. North on neat stock;

Mr. Randall on sheep; and Mr. Barnetl on swine.
Some of these reports were elaborate essays on
the subjects presented, and were as interesting to

the convention, as they were creditable to the gen-
tlemen who prepared them.

Resolutions upon various topics within the scope
of our duties, were severally presented; many of
them elicited debate and gave rise to interesting

discussions; generally they were adopted, and as
I hese reports are to come in at our next meeting
in February, 1839, they will give interest to the
proceedings at that time. Suffice it to say that we
have cut out business enough for a vveek's session

hereafter. You see by this short abstract that our
proceedings have lost none of their interest; and,
for the last year, agriculture, qone of its friends.

The resolutions last referred to, you will have the
opportunity of seeing in our printed accounts, and
you can form j'our own judgment, how far their

adoj)iion will hud to beneficial results. Thesigri.s

of the times are auspicious to the attainment of
our object. Several of the prominent members both
of the -senate and asseniMy took an active pan in

our ilisciissions. Political consiileralions gave wav
to a higher sense of duty; and all stood on com-
mon ground, and were desirous to prouiote a com-
mon oiijcct. At no [irevioKs time have our legis-

lators come forward nianliilly and satisfactorily,

and given assurances, as iiir as their declarations

and speeclies in the convention are evidence of it,

of their deierm nation to ad as will best promote
the ijreat interests of agricuhure. I think there is

hardly a doubt, but, at ihis meetiiio- of our legis

lature, we will carry out (he plans suggested
in the report oi' tlie committee on agriculture of
the assembly, a copy of which [ send yon. No
doubt there will be some alleraiion.5 in the details,

while. ptissing throuirh the house, lo make them
more eflicieni, but as the report is, in a me;isurc,

baseti upon acis of the convention, and that con-
vention composed of persons as competent to ad-
vise upon the wants of agriculture, as could, bv
any pussibilitj', be selected in this stale, -there is
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every iva^un to believe ihe.y will at ienst have a

fair heanii<r before the reprersentatives of the peo-

ple, I retiiam your fjiend,

J. P. BCEKMAN.

PEPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON AGRICUL-j
TURE, [of the LEGISLATtRE OF NEW i

YORK,] ON THE MEMORIAL OF THE STATE :

AGRICULTURAL CONVENTION, ASSEMBLED!
IN ALBANY ON THE FIRST DAY OF FEB- I

RUARY, 1838.
i

Mr. L. F. Allen, from the Committee on Agricul-

ture, to whom was referred tne memorial of the State
|

Agricultural Convention assembled in Albany on the

lirst day of February, 1838,

PEPORTS:

Although the duties of the Committee on Agriculture

have oftentimes been considered rather nominal than

active, yet your committee, on a review of past years,

and a careful examination of the present condition of

the state, have come to the conclusion, that a serious

responsibility, at this time, rests upon them; that they

are charged with some of the highest duties which de-

volve upon the legislature of a state; the guardianship

of that primary branch of industry which is the source

of our prosperity and greatness, and our sure depen-

dence i!i times of public peril and misfortune. Politi-

cians may speculate upon the influence which free in-

stitutions, or apartizan administration, may have upon

the prosperity of a country; commercial men may ex-

tol the advantages of an extfinded foreign commerce;
manufacturers may claim pre-eminence in conferring

independence upon their country; and literature may
a,rrogate the exclusive credit of rendering a communi-

ty enlightened and polished; yet, after all, agriculture

constitutes the broad base upon which the whole su-

f)erstructure of society depends for support. If that

anguishes, either for want of the protection and pa-

tronage of the constituted authorities, or from the in-

attention and lack of intelligence in its rural popula-

tion, the government becomes embarrassed, commerce
crippled, and manufactures paralyzed. A maritime

war may sweep our commerce from the ocean; our

manufactures mav sink for want of a market for their

fabrics—as they have done; but agriculture never dis-

appoints our hopes, while we continue to enjoy the

blessings of a kind Providence, whose favor it is alike

our duty and our interest to propitiate, by prudent

foresight and dutiful submission to all his requirements.

The soil, under judicious management, never with-

holds the tribute of reward to those who humbly de-

vote themselves to its culture, and phice u|)on it their

only suie reliance. Upon this, then, we ought to be-

stow our special attention, our protecting care. These
truths have been amply illustrated and established in

the experience of the two last years. Your committee

are persuaded that the condition of the agriculture of

any country aribrds a safe criterion whereby to judge,

not only of its general prosperily, but of the social and

moral condition of its population.

Tlie recollections of the age will .serve to show, that

the relative condition of our agriculture, and that of

yiany of the countries of Europe, has undergone a re-

markable change within the last forty years. While

the latter has been increasing, ours has been diminish-

ing in its products. About the commencement of the

present century, the exportation of bread stuff's and

other provisions, from the northern and middle States,

amounted, annually, to twelve or fourteen millions of

dollars, principally to the continent of Europe. In the

two last years, instead of exportinj; provisions to Eu-

rope as formerly, we have imported from thence bread

etatls to the amount of seven or eight millions of dol-

lars. These facts conclusively show, that the agricul-

tural products of Europe have greatly increased, while

jOun bave been diminishing, in proportion to our popu-

lation, r'otwithstanding the vast accession of fertile vir-

gin soil which has been constantly enlarging our bor-

ders. Whence this great chang-e, but Irom a neglect,

on our part, to nurture this great branch of national in-

dustry; and a diligent and constant endea\'or, on the

part of the governments and people ol Europe to im-
prove it.' We have the most ample evidence that the

efforts of our cotemporaries on the old continent have
been crowned with abundant success. France and
Germany have made great advances in agricultural im-
provement. The once barren sands of Brandenburgh,
and the no less unproductive heaths of Prussia, are now
covered, through the active efforts of the Prussian gov-
ernment, with plentiful harvests of the finest grain in

the world. The soil of England has been made to

more than double its products withm the last sixty

years; and Scotland has quadrupled her agricultural

products since the termination of our revolutionary

war.
While such has been the recent progress of agricul-

tural improvement in Europe, what has been our pro-

gress in husbandry.' Has it not been retioiira'le.' Have
not our cultivated lands been generally deteriorating,

under an exhausting system of husbandry.' and have
not large tracts, once fertile, on the Atlantic border of
our country, been absolutely abandoned, as unprofita-

ble for culture, on account of the sterility produced by
our bad husbandry?
Under the view of the subject which these facts pre-

sent, the committee feel it their duty to press upon the

consideration of the Legislature, who are delegated to

take care of the public weal, an investigation into the

causes which have led to this great, this alarming
change, in the relative condition of the two continents;

and to urge them to adopt prompt and efficient means,
not to repress the European spirit, which has done so

much good to the human famil3^ but to transfuse a
portion of that spirit into our own population, and to

raise the character of our agriculture, as we can and
ought to do, to the level of that of any country on the

globe. Fortunately, we are not left in doubt as to the

))rominent means of effecting this desirable object.

Other governments have made the experiment for us;

have set us the example, and in a measure demonstrat-

ed the certaiaty of success. Those governments have
patronized and aided this noble art, by protection and
rewards; by instruction, in the primary schools, in the

elementary principles of husbandry; by nati(>nal boards
of agriculture; by agricultural surveys, and by schools

of scientific and practical instiuction in the diseases

and management of domestic animals, and in the busi-

ness of agriculture generally.

The state of Massachusetts was among the first to

encourage the establishment of agricultural societies,

and to dispense to them the public bounty. Her con-

tinuing to persevere in this policy to the present time,

by a renewal of the law, making an annual and liberal

appropriation to this object, is at once an evidence

that she has found such expenditure salutary, and in

perfect unison with the feelings and wishes other en-

lightened population.

The State of Maine has also given an example of

great liberality and wisdom, in recent eflbrls to im-

prove her agriculture. The bounty which she this

_year pays to her citizens, to encourage the culture of

wheat alone, will draw from the treasury a greater

sum, than all the expenditures, wliich the "empire

state" has made directly in aid of her agriculture, put

together.

Several of the states have likewise, with a view to

encourage a useful and lucrative branch of home in-

dustry, o.-erpd liberal bounties for the cultivation of

the mulberry, and the production of silk. A slight re-

ference to the proceedings ol the current legislatures

of several of our sister states, at this moment, may
show the position which our own proud state should

assume on this important subject.

A bill is now before the legislature of Massachu-
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S'tts for ;iiving a bouiily to her citizens for the pioiiuc-

tioii of wheat.
A bill is in discussion in the le£:i?iature of Ken-

tiicky to establish a board of agricuUure, and state and
county societies.

A bill is before the legislature of Maryland, to

establish and patronize agricultural schools, Stc.

The same is under consideration in the young and
enterprising state of Michigan, for ih i establishmeni of

state and couiity agricultural societies, with appro-

priations from the st;ite funds for their support.

.\ud even VViscon-iin, that wild, tiiough fertile and
rapidly increasing territory of the great west, is engag-

ed in the same laudable work.
Nor do we lack a useful lesson of instruction at home.

The law passed in IS19, 'to improve the agriculture of

this state," did do what its title purported; it did im-

prove the agriculture of this state. It improved our

farm stock, our farm implements, our farm crops, and
modes of culture; and it gave a new impulse to useful

enterprise and improvement. And althougli the man-
ner of its execution was in many cases faulty, as all

new experiments are liable to be in the outset; yet it

effected a great public good. That law involved a

public expenditure of twenty-five or thirty thousand
dollars, and no like sum, your committef^ are induced
to believe, has been expended from the state treasury

with greater public advantage. Its benefits are now
palpable, and are acknowledged by all iutelligenl men.
Indeed, it has been stated, upon no slight grounds,

thitthe expenditure has been more than thrice return-

ed to the treasury, in t!ie form of canal tolls upon the

extra products of the soil, which it virtually created

There is another subject to which the committee
deem it proper to call the attention of the legislature.

The insect denominated the grain worm, has, lor seve-

ral years, been greatly destructive to tlie wheat crop
in the northern and north-eastern counties of the state.

It is progressing south and west, and threatens to cut

olf, or at least seriously to diminish, the great staple o(

our soil, and the source of much of our wealth. If the

attention of naturalists, and the critical observation of
practical farmers, were directed to the character and
habits of this insect, by offers of a liberal bounty for

the discovery of an efficient preventive of its depreda-
tions, it is believed that great public benefit might re-

sult from the measure, while it seems certain that no
injury could ensue from it.

Your committee believe, that in all the arts of produc-
tive labor, and particularly in agriculture, it is higidy

important, to the attainment of excellence, to commence
instruction in the primary schools And as we now
have published, in our state, agricultural journals of as

high and useful character as are published in the world,
and at a price less than one-fourth the cost of an equal
quantity of matter in a book form, they consider their

introduction into our common schools as occasional
class-books for our youth, a cheap and efficient means
of improving both the mind and the soil.

From the best consideration which the committee
have been able to give to the important matters which
come within the purview of their duties, they have
come to the unanimous conclusion, that the time has
arrived, when the public interest, and the popular will,

alike require the exercise of legislative wisdom, and
legislative bounty, to improve the condition of our ag-
riculture; the business, as has been already remarked,
,„u,~!, -jues employment to the mass of our populawhich
tion, and which is the main source of prosperity to all

the other classes of society. The committee, there-
fore, recommend that, with a view of promoting the
desired improvement, a law be enacted to organize a
state board of agriculture, and to establish agricultu-
ral societies in the several counties of this state; and
that an annual expenditure of 25,000 dollars be autho-
rized, for five years, with suitable provisions and un-
der proper restrictions, to improve the agriculture of
this state. The committee have prepared a bill in ac-

cordance with their views upon this subject, and have
directed their chairman to ask leave to present the
same.

AN ACT
TO IftlPROVK TlII^ AGRICULTURE OF THIS

STATK.

7Vjc pcnpJe of the state of New York, represent-

ed in Seintic and ^/ssembly, do enact asjblloios :

^ 1. That the sum of twenty thousand dollars per
annum shall be, and hereby is appropriated, for the
term of live years, for the promotion of agriculture
and household manufactures in the several counlies of
this slate, intlie niannei-foliovving, to wit: To the coun-
ty of Albany five hundred and tvveniy-one dollars ; to

tiie county of Allegany, three hundred and forty-eight
dollars; to the county of Broome, one huiidred and
seventy-four dollars; to the county of Cattaraugus,
tiirt;e hundred and forty-eight dollars; to the county of
Cayuga, five hundred and twenty-one dollars; to the
county of Chautauque, five hundred and twenty-one
dollars; to the county of Chemung, on hundred and
seventy-four dollars; to the county of Chenango, five

hundred and twenty-one dollars; to the county of Clin-
tiii, one hundred and seventy-lour dollars; to the county
of Columbia, five hundr'^d and twenty-one dollars; to

the county of Cortland, three hundred and forty eight
doila.s; to the county of Delaware, three hundred and
foity-eight dollars; to the cotinty of Dutchess, five

hundred and twenty-one dollars; to the county of Erie,
five hundred and twenty-one dollars ; to the county
01 E.'isex, one hundred and seventy-four dollars; to the
county of Franklin, one hundred and seventy-four dolj
lars; to the county of Genesee, six hundred and nine
ty-five dollars; to the county of Greene, three hun-
dred and toity-eight dollars; to the county of Herki-
mer, three hundred and forty-eight dollars;'to the coun-
ty of Jefferson, five hundred and twenty-one dollars;

to the county of Kings, three hundred and forty-eight
dollars; to {Uc. county of Lewis, one hundred and sev-
enty-four dollars; to the county of Livingston, three
hundred and forty -eight dollars; to the county of Mad-
ison, five hundred and twenty-one dollars, to the coun-
ty of Monroe, five hundred and twenty-one dollars: to

the county of Montgomery, five hundred and twenty-
one dollars; to the county of Niagara, three hundred
and forty-eight dollars; to the county of Oneida, six
hundred and ninety-five dollars; to the county of
Onondaga, six hundred and ninety-five dollars; to the

to the county of Ontario, five hundred and twenty-one
dollars; to the county of Orange, five hundred and
twenty-one dollars; to the counly of Orleans, one hun-
dred and sevent3'-four dollars; to the county of Oswe-
go, three hundred and forty-eight dollars; to the county
of Otsego, five hundred and twenty-one dollars; to the

county of Putnam, one hundred and seventy-four dol-

lars; to the county of Queens, one hundred and sev-

enty-four dollars; to;the county of Rensselaer, five hun-
dred and twenty-one dollars; to the county of Rich-
mond, one hundred and seventy-four dollars; to the

county of Rockland, one hundred and seventy-four
dollars; to the county of St. Lawrence, three hundred
and forty-eight dollars ; to the county of Saratoga,
three hundred and torty eight dollars; to the county of
Schenectady, one hundred and seventy-four dollars; to

the county of Schoharie, three hundred and forty-

eight dollars; to the county of Seneca, one hundred
and seventy four dollars; to the county of Steuben,
five hundred and twenty-one dollars; to the county of
Sud'olk, three hundred and tbrty-eight dollars; to the

county of Sullivan, one hundred s.'vent)'-four dollars;

to the county of Tioga, one hundred and seventy-four
dollars; to the county of Tompkins, three hundred
and forty-eight dollars; to the county of Ulster, three
hundred and fifty dollars; to the county of Warren,
one hundred and seventy-five dollars; to the county of
Washington, three hundred and fifty dollars; to the
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county of Wayne, three hundred and fifty dollars; to

the county oi" Westchester, three hundred and fifty

doUirs; to the county of Yates, one hundred and sev-

enty-four dollars.

§ 2. That when an a<,,'ricultural society shall be form-

ed in any county, orin two contiguous counties, and the

members thereof shall annually procure, or raise by

voluntary subscription, any sumof money, the pr^^sident

and tr.nisurer shall make and subscribe an afiidavit of

the facts of the foi'mation of such society, and of their

haviri<; raised a certain sum, specifyint^ the amount
thereof, which affidavit shall be filed with the comp-
troller of thi:5 slate, who shall draw iiis warrant on the

treasurer for a sum equal to double the amount of such

voluntary subscription, not, however exceeding the

amount to which such county or counties would be en-

titled, according to ihe apportionment aforesaid.

§ 3. . hat the several agricultural societies which shall

be formed in this state,'during the continuance of this

act, shuU annually elect such and so many officers as

they shall deem proper, all of wiiom shall be actually

engaged in carrying on the business of i'arming; none

ol whom, however, shall receive any emolument from

his office; and it shall be the duty of such officers an-

nually to regulate and award premiums on such arti-

cles," productions, and improvements, as they may
deem best calculated to promote the agricultural and

household manufacturing interest of this state; h.aving

especial reference to the nett profits which accrue, or

are likely to accrue, from the mode of raising the crop

or stock, or the fabrication of the article thus offered,

with the intention that t!ie reward shall be given for

the most economical or profitable mode of competi-

tion; provided always, that no individual shall receive

more than two premiums at any anniversary meeting,

nor more than one first and one second jiremium at any
subsequent time upon the same animal, and that no

person shall receive any premium from an awarding
committee of which he is a member thereof; and pro-

vided further, that before any premium shall be deliv-

ered, the person claiming the same, or to whom the

same may be awarded, shall deliver in writing to the

president of the society, as accurate a description of

the process in preparing the soil, including the quanti-

ty and quality of manure applied, and in raising the

crop, or feeding the animal, as may be; and also of the

expense and product of the crop, or of the increase in

value of the animal, with the view of showing accu-
rately the profit of cultivating the crop, or of feeding

or fattening the animal.

§ 4. That if an agricultural society shall not be or-

ganized in any county, or shall neglect to raise by vo-

luntary subscription, a si:m which shall entitle them to

the apportionment made to said county by this act, the

board of supervisors of said county are hereby empow-
ered, at their pleasure, during the continuance of this

act, to raise annually, in the manner the contingent

charges of said county are required to be raised, a sum
equal to one half the amount hereby appropriated to said

county. And whenever the president of said board of

supervisors shall certify to the comptroller that such
board of supervisors have resolved to raise such sum,
it shall be the duty of the comptroller to draw his war-
rant on the treasurer of the state, in favor of the trea-

surer of such county, for the sum ajipropriated for said

county by the first section of this act.

§ 5. That it shall be the duty of the supervisors

ol every such county, to cause all the Uioney so raised

and received for agricultural improvement, to be paid

and expended at an annual agricultural exhibition, to

be held in such county, at such time as they shall

appoint, in such manner as shall, in their judgment,
best promote the legitimate object of this act, and sub-

ject to all the provisions contained in the third section

thereof.

^ 6. Tliat the se\eral presidents of the said soci-

eties, and of the boards of supervisors, who shall re-

ceive or expend any of the moueys hereby appropria-

ted, shall annually, in the month December, transmit

ail such reports or returns as they are required to de-

mand and and receive, to the secretary of the state

board of agriculture, hereafter named and organized,

together with an abstract of their proceedings, exhi-

biting a detailed account of the expenditure of all the

moneys which shall couie into their hands under this

act, and stating to whom and for what purpose paid,

with the vouclieis therefor.

§ 7. There shall be organized a State Board of Ag-
riculture to consist of five members, who shall hold

their offices lor five years from the second Tuesday of

iVbruaiy, one thousand eight hundred and thirty-eighty

and shall receive, while necessarily employed in the

duties enjoined by tiiis act, the same compensation as

members of tlie legislatare. They may choose such
officers as they may deem necessary, and shall hold

quaiter-yearly meetings m the city of Albany on the

nist Tuesdays in February, May, August and Novem-
ber; and ma) also meet at such other times as may be

found expedient to fulfil the duties hereafter enjoined

upon them.

1^ 8. There shall be assigned for the meetings of

the btate Board of Agriculture, and as a museum for

models, geological specimens, and agricultural produc-

tions, a suitable apartment in the state buildings now
erecting; which room and museum shall be kept in

order by the secretary, or by some person to be ap-

pointed by the board, and shall at all reasonable hours

be open and accessible to the public without chaige.

§ 9. It shall be the duty of the State Board of Ag-
riculture to examine all reports and returns made by

the presidents ol the county agricultural societies, and
boards of agriculture; to select, tor publication, such

of them, and such other essays as they may judge ad-

visable; ana shall annually publish a volume to be dis-

tributed in the several counties of this state, by the

county agricultural societies, or by tlie boards of super-

visors thereof. And they shall examine, when in

session, and determine by practical experiment on the

merits of all new farm implements or machinery oiier-

ed for their examination, and may award discretionary

premiums, upon such as may be lound truly meritori-

ous and deserving of public patronage, provided the

whole amount expended in any one year shall not

exceed the sum of one thousand dollars for that pur-

pose; and provided further, that no such premium
shall be delivered to the person claiming the same,

until he has deposited with the board a model of bis

implement, machine ,or improvement.

1^ 10. There shall be deposited in the room assigned

to the board, a complete set of mineralogical and geo-

logical specimens, properly arranged and labelled, from

the collections now being made by the geological corps

in the public employ; specimens of choice or rare ag-

ricultural productions, models of implements, drawings

of choice animals, books, and other articles which
may be presented to the museum, a registry of all

which shall be made by the secretary, and open to the

public inspection.

§ ll. The said State Board of Agriculture shall re-

port annnally to the legislature, in the month of Janu-

ary, a statement of their expenditures and of Iheir

proceeomgs during the previous year; and also all

matters that they may deem calculated to promote the

inqnovement of agriculture and of household indus-

try.

§ J 2. A reward of five hundred dollars shall be and

is hereby ottered to any person who shall discover and

will communicate to the State Board of Agriculture, for

the public benefit, a sure and efficient preventive of

the depredations of t"he insect dti'ominated the grain

worm; the efficacy of the said preventive to be tested

by the said board" during at least one year, and satis-

factorily confirmed, before the said award shall be given;,

and if ihe discovery shall jirove but a jiartial remedy of

the evil, it is made discretionary with the said board,

or a majoritj- of them, to award such part of the sum
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hereby apprO[)riatecl, as its iipportance may seem to

justify.

^ 13. That the treasurer of the state shall annually
pay on the warrant ol" the' comptroller to the said State

Board of AgricuUnre, tlie sum of five thousand dollars,

to enable them lo pay the aforesaid premiums; to pur-

Gli.ise and distribute such useful seeds as they may
doem proper; to publish an annual v-.lume; and to de-

fray such other necessary expenses to promote the ob-
ject of this act, as are not otherwise provided for; and
the said board shall annually account with the comp-
ti'oller for the expenditure of this money.

§ 14. That the presidents of the several county so-

cieties, or delegates to be chosen by them annually for

the purpose, shall be ex-officio members of the New
York State Agricultural Society.

§ 15. The Board of Agriculture, constituted as afore-

said, shall have the ahtiiority in their discretion, to

award premiums ibr the production of extraordinary
and valuable crops o. grain; beet root, and sugar manu-
factured from tne same; mulberry orchards, and silk

manufactured therefrom; or any other agricultural or
horticultural productions or household manufactures,
which ill their view sliall by such encouragement add
to the productive wealth of the country; not exceeding,
however, in amount, the sum of five thousand dollars

hereby placed in their hands.

§ 16. The collectors of taxes in the several towns
in the state of New York are hereby required, while
collecting the same, to ascertain, as near as may be
in their power, the number of bushels of grain of dif-

ferent kinds, of esculent roots, and of hay produced
during the current year in their respective towns, and
the number of horses, cattle, sheep and swine then in

existence, and report such amount to the Board of Ag-
ric!i!ture, in the city of Albany, on or before the first

day of January in each and every year hereafter.
Such report to be directed to "The State Board of Ag-
riculture, Albany."

§ 17, The sum of twenty-five thousand dollars ap-
propriated by this act shall be taken from the income
of the surplus fund deposited with the state of New-
York by the United- States.

§ 18. The first Board of Agriculture shall consist of

who are hereby appointed for the
term of five years aforesaid, and all vacancies that'

may occur in said board shall be filled by joint ballot
oi both houses of the legislature at their annual session,
to be held by the incumbents for the same period of
time.

§ 19. The State Board of Agriculture shall procure of
the agricultural periodicals entitled 'The Cultivator,'
and 'The Montlily Genesee Farmer,' as many copies
of each, commencing with the current volumes, as

there are common school districts in the state, and shall

cause as many copies of each to be addressed to the
school commissioners of each town as there shall be such
school districts in the same; and it shall be the duty of

school commissioners to cause the said papers to be
promptly distributed, one copy of each to the several

schools, and of the trustees of said school districts to

have the same properly taken care of, and to be used
as occasional class books in said schools.

§ 20. The comptroller shall, on the requisition of the

said Board of Agriculture, draw his warrant on the

treasury of the state for the payment to each of the

proprietors of the said agricultural papers for the num-
ber of copies so delivered, estimating each of them at

fifty cents per copy; such payment to be made from the

common school fund.

For the Farmers' Register.

COr/IMERCIAIj REPORT.

We cannot felicitate our readers on a prosper-

•OU3 state of commercial art'air.s. The. diificultier'

which have long prevailed in internal exchanges

and money mtitters j;eneraliy, are not alleviated.

The couniry is, infiict, without acurrency. There
is, to be sure, a local ami very diminished circula-

tion of the noies of slate baniss, which is circum-

scribed within llie liniils of each stale; but even
this local currency has been so much contracted

sincethe suspension of specie payments, as to be
inadequate 10 ihe trade of the couniry; and proof

of the actual deficiency of a circulatiiio- meilium,

may be found in the present state of i(>reio-n ex-

changes. Bills on London can be purchased at

so low a rale, (;I;H.70 per £ sterling;) as to leave

a profit on ihe importation of specie, ahhough the

very bank notes with which the hills arc purchas-

ed, are 2 to 4 [)er cent belitio the value of specie.

It is said that some of the northern banks are re-

mitting hilis of exchange, lor the purpose of filling

their vaults by importation of the precious meiais;

and this course will facilitate the resimipiion of
specie payuienls, if the general government will

remove the obstacles which its measures have
created.

The space in our circulation vvhii-h silver for-

merly occupied, is now filled with an il!eo;al emis-

sion of private bills of various small denomina-
tions, down to "six cents," issued by whoever
chooses to take the responsibility; and the neces-

sities^f the community compel them ro aid in this

violation of the law, by giving free circulation to

these "shin-plasters," because there is no other

medium. The legislature may continue to enact

penal statutes, but will find that "necessity has no
law." It is by a repeal of unwise statutes, and
not by the enactment of others, that the evil is to

be remedied. So long as the general government
requires her debtors to pay in specie, even when
unable to pay her creditors in the same coin, there

is little hope of our affairs being restored to order.

Exchangt^s between New York and other places,

are at the tblfbwinfr rales of discount, viz :•— Bos-

ton, Philadelphia, Baltimore and Virginia, 2| per

cent: North and South Carolina, and Georgia, 3^;

Nevv Orleans, 4i; Mobile, 10.

Bank notes of the same states (as being of more
hazardous transmission than bills of exchange,)

are at a still greater discount. Those of Tennes-

see at 15, and of Mississippi, at 20 per cent.; an

equalization of the currency which has not existed

since 1816

!

The staple products of the country have de-

clined since the commencement of the year.

Cotton may now be quoted (in Petershnr<.',) 8-^- to

10 cents, dull, which is nearly as high as the New-
York market for similar qualities. Flour, ^7^ to

^7i Tobacco, $3 to ^7^
The receipts and exports of cotton since the 1st

of January, have been larire beyond precedent.

The following is a comparative statement in round

numbers:

Receipts. Jan\i 1, 1838. Febr\j 20, 1838

N. Orleans, 1(59,000 bales 360,000

Mobile, 60,200 186,000

Florida, 10,000 37,000

Geor^Tia, 97,800 170,000

S. Carolina, 100,000 167,000

N. Carolina, 3,700 10,000

Viro-inia, 9.300 20.000

4.50,000

Same dates mlR37,f.55,000

950,000

735,000
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Evpnris. Juay I, 133S. Feb r'y 2'.), IS^id.

To G. Britain, 153,000 bales 425,000
France, 62,000 125,000

Oiher ports, 10,000 25,000

225,000

Same dates in 1837, 276,000

575,000

500,000

An intelligent writer in the Phila(lcl|;hia Com-
mercial List, vvliose estimate oftlie iirain crops we
quoted last year, has pursued his invesiijations on

the subject, and arrives at the followinii; con<;lusion,

as respects the crop o(" wheat, from the premises

stated.

"it has been ascertained wiih tolerable accuracy,

that the quantity of Hnur inlroduced into ilie New
England States and consumeii there, is about 800,-

000 bbls., and that ihe wheat (rrown in those

Stales would afford tor consumntion about 200,000
bbls. more, givinij five millions bushels lor a popu-

lation o!" 1,955,000, according to the census of

1830( beimr about 2-llihs of the white population

of the U. States at that time, which was 10.857-

000. The same ratio of consumption would re-

quire 27.500,000 bushels.

Exported in wheat and flour 9,500.000

Reserved lor seed &c. about 3,000^000

would make the aggregate

crop 40,000,000 bushels.

"This conclusion is founded on the assumption,

'that the wheat flour used in New En<rland, af-

fords a fair criterion of iis use throughout the

United States."

'•In the interior of New England the consump-
tion of rye flour is nmch more general than in the

sea-port towns. In New Jersey one half the bread

used is rye; and the best rye bread, perhaps in the

world, is made in that state. In the German dis-

tricts of Pennsylvania, rye and buck-wheat are

extensively consumed. As we proceed south, we
find Indian corn in various forms, on almost every

table, and such is also the case in the south-western

states. In the Carolinas and Georgia, rice is ex-

tensively substituted lor wheat bread."

"The slaves consume scarcely any wheat. The
bread they use, is made of Indian corn meal,

which they prefer: no art is required in the pre-

paration, and it makes a wholesome and nutri-

tious bread.

"Again, it appears that the quantity of flour in-

cluded in the inspection returns of 1831, was 3,117,-

125 barrels. As there was an unusual demand for

export to England that year, which swelled the

aggregate export to 1,805,205 barrels, we believe

that niore than a fair proportion of one crop was
brought to market and included in the inspection,

but shall not notice this difference. Of the wheat
grown in all the great wheat districts ol" the mid-

dle and western states, we believe full 3-5ths of

what remains, after deducting seed, is brought

to market, when prices are favorable. From the

Eastern and Western Shores of Maryland, and

from Virginia, where slaves are employed in its

cultivation, very little beyond the seed is kept

back. The small quantities raised in the eastern

states as well as south of Virginia, are consumed

at home, except some little imported from North

Carolina. Allowing, however, that one half of

the whole quantity raised in the wheat districts is

brougiit to market on the sea-board, it would
make 6,234, 250 barrels, equal to

31,171.250 bushels.

Add for seed, - - 3,128,750
And for wheat raised in New
England and oihf^r places

that do not send to niar-

' ket, - - 5,700,000

And we again make the crop 40,000,000 bushels."

"In England, great attention is paid to ascer-

taining the growth and consumption of wheat and
oilier grain, and it is estimated that the consunip-
lion of wheat in Great Britain, is 12.000,000 quar-
ters, or 96,000,000 bushels, by a population taken in

round numbers, at sixteen million, making an ave-

rage of six bushels to each head. But in Great
Britain, the use of Indian corn is unknown; rye

is very moderately used lor culinary |)urposes,

and rice only as a luxur}'. The pro[)oriion of
wheat consumed, must be much greater than in

this country, we would say one-haltj calling it one-

third n renter; we have, by this analogy, flmr bushels

per head lor a population of 10,857^000^ say 43,-

428,000 bushels; and adding for seed and export

a total of al)out fifty-seven million bu.^hels for one
crop. If taken at the proportion of one-half,

about forty-five million bushels."

"Such discussions we hope will bring the subject

to the attention of Congress; and in the law which
must ere long be passed to provide lor takin<j the

census of 1840, we hope to see provision made for

taking such an account of the agricultural and
manufacturiiifj pursuits of the country, as will

form a new era in our economical history."

"The crop of Indian corn has been stated at

one hundred mdlion bushels; but we believe this

estimate is too low, and that it should be stated at

one hundred and twenty. K,>e, estimated at

twenty million bushels, is probably too high lor

the present state of cultivation; and barley at one

and a quarter million, is too low. But having no
data b}' which to make satisfactory estimates, we
must leave ihe further investigation to be made by

such a law as is above referred to ; the only way
in which it can be done satistiiclorily."

Inspection of Flour.
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